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Nothing but fine reports from the big
first-run theatres that are laughing at
the heat with this picture. Produced
William

deMille

Ci Qaramount

from Clara Beranger's mystery-comedy
(better than "Grumpy") with May McAvoy, Malcolm MacGregor, Ricardo
Cortez, George Fawcett, Robert Edeson
and Ethel Wales in the cast.

Cpbcture

What better type of picture for June
than a big, crashing melodrama of the
sea? The best ocean thriller since
"Down to the Sea in Ships," Story by
Byron Morgan, author of the Wallace
Reid auto pictures. Scenario by Bertram
Millhauser.

New York audiences and critics are raving over this marriage-mystery hit.
From the powerful Broadway stage play
by Michael Morton and Peter Traill.
Screenplay by Anthony Coldewey. Besides Miss Ayres, the big cast includes
Edward Burns, Cyril Ring, Craufurd
Kent and others.

They've been yelling for Moreno in a
Spanish role since the hit he made in
"The Spanish Dancer." Here he is as
the dashing bandit-lover. In a picture
packed with excitement and color. From
the Broadway play, "The Wildcat," by
Manuel Penella. Scenario by Howard
Hawks.

JOHNNY

HINES

now a bigger box office bet
than ever before in his career,
and a powerful supporting cast
including
Faire Binney, Edmund Breese,
Frank Losee and Warner
Richmond
In the unusual picture

e Speed Spook"
"Th
By William Wallace Cook
From the story published in
Top Notch Magazine
Directed by Charles Hines.
Scenario by Ray Harris.
The first of a series of three
by
Hines pictures to be produced
East Coast Films, Inc.
Sales Office
133-135-137 West 44th Street
NEW YORK
EXCHANGES DISTRIBUTING JOHNNY HINES PICTURES 1924-1925
SO. NEW JERSEY ; Sam Zierler, GREATER NEW YORK ;
Ben Amsterdam, E. PENNA.Bill& Skirboll,
OHIO & KENTUCKY
t
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Spitfire

Adapted from Frederic Arnold Rummer's
Renowned Novel "Plaster Saints"
A

Murray

W.

Garsson

Production

BETTY BLYTHE
Elliott Dexter
Lowell Sherman
Pauline Garon
Robert Warwick
Burr Mcintosh
in the
distinguished cast
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these big stars:
AGNES AYRES, PERCY MARMONT
KATHLYN WILLIAMS
ROBERT McKIM
GEORGE SEIGMANN, LEO WHITE
MARY ALDEN, OTTO LEDERER
YNEZ SEABURY, JOHN GEORGE
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the

immortal

melody, "Souvenir," by Drdla. It's
the theme of the picture — more inspiring and haunting
esque."

than "Humor-

A great title— "When

a Girl

Loves!"

^EXPLOIT

the

turmoils

and struggles in stricken Russia — a
reign of terror! Each vivid scene is
timely and authentic.
"When

d> EXPLOIT
radio fans.

among

Here's

a Girl Loves!"

your

a radio device

that can save a human
real thing!

A great title —

life. It's the
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Editor's

the Admission

Views

Tax — The Latest In Non-Theatrical

Competition — Use the Seat Tax For Reel

Cans

have refrained from editorial advice to
the lowly exhibitor on his manner of
handling the problem brought about by
the repeal of the admission tax.
The advice given him has been as varied as it is
emphatic. So we, too, have felt the temptation.
No editor can fully resist the lure presented by an
opportunity to advise a waiting constituency.
But the more we think it over, the more we are
brought to the conclusion that neither the New
York editor nor the New York theatre chain executive iscompetent to advise exhibitors at the crossroads of the nation on this subject.
It is an individual problem for the individual
exhibitor — to be decided on the basis of his knowledge of his own patrons.

with phrases concerning "playing fair with
gress," or "keeping faith with the people."

Let's get one thing clear. Washington was not
thinking of the two-thousand seat palace when it
lifted the admission tax.

over until Monday to see the attraction."
There's advertising for you — and pulling power.
But the thought comes — how many of the hackneyed, routine trailers turned out by the factory
method for practically all productions would have
sold a patron as strongly as this?

WE

And another point: Washington was not thinking of the patron when it lifted the admission tax.
Those who were in the thick of the fight will subscribe to this fact.
Washington studied the industry closely — the
industry as represented by the thousands of small
theatres of the country; Washington became convinced that the taxes constituted an onerous burden
on that industry; Washington realized that an industry with such opportunities for public service
in the hamlets and villages of the nation did not
deserve that burden.
That sums it up. It remains for the individual
exhibitor to decide his problem now entirely as he
sees it— with the interests of his own business life
at stake, and the good-will of his patrons given due
consideration.
He can decide it, and decide it rightly — or he
never was a theatre manager.
There is no necessity for him to grow confused

AN

exhibitor in Texas wrote Manager C. B.
MacDonald, of the Broadway Theatre, re-nCo
questing the loan of a trailer he had used on
a certain picture.
The New Yorker felt a natural
curiosity and asked: "How

did you hear about my

This was the reply:
trailer?"
"An army officer read my announcement that I
had the picture booked and came in with the advice
that I try to borrow your trailer. He said that
recently he saw the trailer at your theatre on a
Saturday and his curiosity was so aroused that he
postponed his departure from the city and remained

have spoken at different times about this
trailer subject.
With the admission tax
lifted, the bad print situation on the mend,
we will probably have to take on trailers as a semipermanent subject of discussion.
The topic will stand it.
It is our belief that no medium of advertising
being used by the theatre has more direct, concentrated circulation or greater strength of appeal
than the trailer.
WE

And it is a sad fact that the average distribution
executive — in selling or advertising — knows less
than nothing about the trailers on his own production.
It is a bothersome subject that he feels was set-
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tied for once and for all when he signed a contract
with some outside organization.
He wouldn't think of ignoring his press books.
Yet there are a hundred theatres that can and
would use trailers to the one that can make use
of a single ad. cut in his press book.
Every person who sees a trailer is already a
patron of that particular theatre. How easy the
sales problem when all the guess and half the resistance have been removed — and it only remains
to persuade the patron to say, "I don't want to forget to come back here next week."
Newspaper advertising has its place. But newspaper advertising is a hit-and-miss proposition
compared to the target-shooting of the trailer.
Yet we treat the trailer as an orphan child.

and more this industry has come to
MORE
the point where all modern American business stands — on a platform which declares
"The sale is not completed until the retailer has
moved his goods and made a profit."
Our extensive exploitation, our elaborate campaign books, our very choice of books and plays for
vehicles are all part of the desire to ASSURE success for our retailer, the exhibitor.
The trailer must be lifted from obscurity and
given its rightful place in those calculations.
It should not be considered a means of securing
picayunish profits, nor as a bothersome nuisance
merely surviving because some few exhibitors
want it.
The practice of using trailers should be SOLD to
the exhibitor; trailers that really ADVERTISE
should be prepared; and they should be made available with the ease and nominal cost of other advertising accessories.
The trailer is a definite, powerful aid to MAKING GOOD on the salesman's promises. The picture worth releasing has in it something that will
appeal to a picture patron if the appeal is made
ON THE SCREEN.
This is an important problem. Too important to
be passed by with a shrug.

is a new form of non-theatrical competition, come to light in the Northwest.
An enterprising citizen in Minnesota
conceived the idea of showing pictures free in the
smaller communities of the state — the rentals to
be paid by merchants who would profit from the
crowds attracted to the villages and towns.
As long as he confined operations to communities
HERE

Next Week:
The issue of Moving Picture World out next week will have
particular interest to readers as it contains the first complete
announcement of the Fall 1924 line-up of the former Hodkinson
organization, now known as the
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

URE
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too small to boast a picture theatre, it meant little
to the industry except a slight additional source of
revenue to distributors. But, it is said, he grew
ambitious and reached out into towns where theatres are running.
Now he is suing Associated Exhibitors because
that organization promptly broke its contract on
the ground that he was competing with legitimate
picture theatres. And the vigilant "Greater
Amusements" has been honored with a suit for
damages for some reason or other.
This is pleasant. Churches and schools are bad
enough as competition, but if many more enterprising citizens get the idea that village merchants
can afford to provide free shows, and IF they can
book pictures — the outlook for smaller exhibitors
is blue.
It is merely another angle on a situation that is
looming up with increasing danger. Non-theatrical competition of various sorts is a particularly
pressing problem in the Northwest and in Ohio.
We know that the Will Hays office is striving
valiantly to see the light of day on the problem.
Our sympathy goes out to General Hays, on the
horns of a problem that is many-sided; and our
thought is that an around-the-table discussion cannot be postponed many months.

of the Film Board of Trade of
MEMBERS
Philadelphia have evidently decided that
the exhibitor will not know what to do with
all the money he is saving on the seat tax.
So a move is on foot to relieve the exhibitor's
bulging pocketbook by allowing him to purchase
film cases.
We

are favored with a letter from a Philadel-

phia exhibitor who doesn't seem to appreciate the
kindness and declares that the insistence of the
exchanges that the exhibitor supply his own cases
will "cost the average exhibitor a lot of money,
considerable extra trouble, and, I think, is wholly
uncalled for and unjustified."
On the other hand, the Board of Trade states its
reason:
"Within the past few months there has been considerable confusion regarding the supplying of film
cases to messengers of theatres, resulting in quarrels, delays in delivery, mis-outs and sometimes loss
So there
you are. After June 30th exhibitors
s."
of reel
may
forget the seat tax, but put part of the saving
in roll cans.
A prize of a cast-iron lens is offered to the man
who devises a means of using the balance of the
seat tax 'saving. Exhibitors can't be left with
money and no place to spend it.
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Buys Ayers Novel
George H. Davis and Samuel J. Briskin,
the active heads of Banner Productions Inc.,
announce that they have just closed a contract for the screen rights to Ruby M.
Ayers sensational novel "The Man Without
A Heart" and plans to put it into immediate
production under the direction of Burton
King. Kenneth Harlan and Jane Novak have
been engaged to head an all star cast for the
production. The first Banner Production
"The Truth About Women" with Hope
Hampton and Lowell Sherman as the stars
has been completed.

20 are the dates just an- committee to map out tangible plans and
AUGUST 19nouncedand
for the annual convention in then see that they are carried out.
competition and the music
Milwaukee of the Motion Picture The- taxNon-theatrical
situation as usual will come in for their
atre Owners of Wisconsin. A convention
share of attention in addresses by especially
"full of surprises" and bristling with far imported speakers and in general discusreaching action is the promise of Fred See- sions.
gert, president of the exhibitors.
"The non-theatrical evil is growing steadily
Although it is virtually certain that See- in the state and it behooves us to find some
"Mah-Jong" Booked
gert will be put forward for re-election, it is effective means to combat it," Seegert deregarded as equally certain that at least two clared.
As during the past two years, exchange
other candidates will be in the field. UpThe Arrow 2-reel novelty "featurette" "The
state exhibitors are marshalling their forces men will be the guests of exhibitors at a Mysteries of Mah-Jong," after being shown by
in an effort to put into office one of their banquet the last night of the convention as a Dr. Reisenfeld at the Rivoli and at the Strand,
number instead of allowing the post to go to symbol of the harmony existing between the Brooklyn, has been booked by the Fox Circuit
for Greater New York opening June 23rd.
a Milwaukeean again, it is understood.
two branches.
Among those most prominently mentioned
for the race is F. J. McWilliams, of Madison, who made an enviable record as president of the organization during his term
Loses; Will Appeal
preceding that of Seegert. He has been ex- Binderup
tremely active in behalf of exhibitors and
has been one of the principal protectors of
from
Federal
Judges
the organization in legislative matters.
Ruling
However, Seegert has proved one of the
did in their associations, resolutions, and
PH forWOOD
conduct, was to bring about an end to the
ablest leaders the organization has had and
E JOSE
FEDERA
ROUGHL, JUDG
of Omaha,
found
the -18 special
it will be surprising, if he is defeated. Since
conditions existing on the circuit, and
defendant fiilm companies on Thursto open the territory up to general competitaking the helm he has placed the WisconJune
day,
19,
in
the
case
in
which
C.
G.
sin unit on a paying basis and has worked
tion. In so doing, they were entirely within
up
,
untiringly, even to the injury of his per- Binder of Minden Neb., was suing for their rights, the court ruled.
Dana B. Van Dusen, counsel for Bindsonal affairs, to strengthen the association. $240,000 damages, alleging that these companies had combined to blacklist him, reHe is certain to have the support of those
erup, immediately after the decision was
to
fusing
sell
him
films
for
his
chain
of
who contend that in order to attain the
given, in giving notice of appeal, issued one
of the boldest denunciations of the finding
greatest efficiency the president must be a twenty-eight motion picture houses.
judge took the case out of the hands ever issued against the ruling of a Federal
man from Milwaukee where the state head- of The
the jury and handed down his decision judge. The attorney said the decision was
quarters are located.
the trial had occupied the time of the
Discussing the possibility of opposition, after
"in defiance of the supreme court of the
court for more than three weeks.
Seegert declared:
and a decision, which if supCounsel for Binderup has given notice United States,"
ported, would make the Sherman anti-trust
"I have heard that there may be several that he will appeal from the decision imout of town candidates for the presidency
mediately. Binderup, himself, says he will act, "a dead letter."
and as a result will say for myself that I
"The opinion of Judge Woodrough," Van
see that it is fought through if it takes the
never was a candidate for the office. That last
Dusen continued, "would give immunity to
dollar he has in the world.
combinations and leave individuals without
still holds good. However, I never ran away
Judge Woodrough said that the Omaha
from anything and if it is the wish of the
to fry in their own fat."
convention that I become a candidate again, Film Board of Trade was justified in re- resources
Judge Woodrough held that by secret arfusing to sell the Binderup picture circuit in
that shall be my wish also.
rangement, the plaintiff, Binderup, had vir1919, because in so doing they opened up
"I feel that the organization has made
tually closed the territory in which his cirto
the
free
competition
of
the
defendant
great strides within the last year and am
cuit was located to competition of the decompanies, a territory in which Binderup had
fendant companies.
willing to let my record speak for me."
virtually
exercised
a
monopoly.
Aside from the election fight, the conIf Binderup had won the case, it would
In
further
justification
of
the
actions
of
vention this year takes on special signifi- the Omaha Film Board of Trade in refusing have called for the payment by the film comcance because of the fact that Milwaukee
panies of damages in the sum of $720,000, as
to sell Binderup, Judge Woodrough said the law requires that if the defendants are
has been vention.
chosen
for
next
year's
national
conPlans are being made to discuss in part: "The drawing together of men of a found guilty of violation of the Sherman
preliminary work necessary to make the na- calling is as old as the history of callings, Anti-trust act the amount of recovery sought
guilds, societies, exchanges, fraternities and in the suit is to be trebled.
tional gathering a success. In this connection, Seegert has announced that national associations, is as universal as civilization
officers will be invited to the state con- and trade. Neither the Sherman law nor any
clave.
other law is intended to set this government
Billy West in Town
The question of National Motion Picture up against the universal tendency of men of
Week will be another matter of vital im- a calling to co-associate themselves together.
Billy West, whose Broadway Comedies, distributed byArrow, have been such outstanding
portance before the exhibtors. Seegert, one No government could stand in such an attitude.
successes in the short subject field, is in town
of the pioneer advocates of a booster week
to take the place of the one day observance
"The federal courts do now, and have at for conference with Vice-President W. Ray
of previous years, is determined to win the all times, recognized, the absolute liberty and Johnston of the Arrow Film Corporation refreedom of our citizens, of our business
garding a new comedy series.
wholehearted
co-operation
hundreds of exhibitors
in a ofmoveWisconsin's
to make
men, of our men of congenial opinions and
such a week really bring results.
common interests to meet together in common counsel. It is only when abuses of
Last year, he points out, the matter was
Arrows in Holland
left to each exhibitor to work out for him- this privilege arise that interference by the
Arrow Film Corporation reports the sale by
self as he saw fit, with the result that few courts is necessitated."
really accomplished anything in the way of
The judge held that the evidence showed John H. Taylor (Screenart Limited) upon his
selling Motion Picture day to the public. that Binderup had made a number of separ- recent trip to Amsterdam, to Ralph Minden of
Convinced that it can become a great move,
ate agreements and arrangements, not un- the five big Arrow features — "The Splendid
if a definite program is outlined and backed
lawful in themselves, that practically caused Lie," "Lost in a Big City," "The Broken
by each state organization. Seegert this year the Binderup theatre circuit to become a Violin," "Jacqueline" and "Girl from Porcuwill seek to have the convention appoint a closed territory; and that all the defendants
pine" for Holland.
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Exhibitor

Discloses
Asbury Park, N. J., June 25.
(By wire to Moving Picture World)
6 per cent, of all the exhibitors
ONLY
in New Jersey are not members of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of New Jersey. The 94 per cent, membership
and a treasury with ample assets started off
in high spirits and terminated with greater
enthusiasm, accomplishing one of the very
finest annual conventions from the point of
attendance and concrete achievement ever
held by the New Jerseyites. The election
of officers, certain important revisions in the
constitution and the announcement that the
p members conorganization has 300 paid-u
stituted the main business transacted.
The affair at the Hotel Monterey, North
Asbury Park, was given a Bostonian atmosphere by the presence of many officials, in
addition to those of the state unit, who
included National President Michael J.
O'Toole and his predecessor, Sydney S.
Cohen, and National Treasurer Louis M.
Sagal. Besides a huge turn-out of New
Jersey exhibitors there were many visiting
showmen from adjacent states.
A brief but factful report as to local activities during the past year was made by
President R. F. Woodhull. As Chairman of
the Board of Directors of the national organization Woodhull said it would be impossible for him to consider being a candidate
for re-election for a fourth term. "Stay away
from- the courts. Your only relief in my
oponion
at Washington
for on
the the
present,"
was his isadvice
to exhibitors
music
tax situation.
Woodhull paid tribute to Cohen and
O'Toole,
organization had stating
improvedthat100thepernational
cent, during
the
past year. The many miles he has traveled
in the interests of exhibitors, Woodhull told
the New Jersey aggregation, has convinced
him that national unity is all essential.
An impressive and unusual scene transpired when President Woodhull summoned
to the front of the convention hall the
Board of Directors of the New Jersey unit.
Before presenting each with an engraved
fountain pen he expressed the hope that
before long the New Jersey group would be
more in the nature of a fraternal organization in the sense of the obligations required
to become a member.
Joseph Seider, head of the New Jersey
Board of Directors, told of the service station. The directors themselves, he stated,
loaned the organization $3,000 to carry on
this work at the start. Since then, he declared, the members have paid back every
cent of that amount. Due to the excellent
work of the Legislative Committee not one
bill hostile to exhibitors had been passed by
the New Jersey legislators, he said.
One of the most important changes in the
constitution, Seider stated, was the formation of a rotating directorate. Under this
new system there will always be nine directors in charge of organization affairs. The
system calls for the election of three for
three years. Three for two years and three
for one year. He also made it known that
the board endorsed the $2,000 note pledged,
by Woodhull as New Jersey's apportionment toward the $50,000 quota at the recent
national meeting.

Fine
By TOM

WORLD
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Convention

Membership
Record
tenance
of
high
morality
as the church pulWALLER
In response to this declaration, which met
with a great ovation, Toastmaster Louella
A stirring organization address was made
by Sydney S. Cohen, who was profuse in his Parsons called upon Mayor Fred Briedenlaudations for the work of the New Jersey bach of Newark. This executive addressed
unit. The national organization has been his conversation to the Asbury Park mayor.
pit. said : "I am a firm believer in Sunday
growing and improving, but its real worth
He
will come into recognition within the next shows, as you well know, Mayor Hettrick.
two years, he predicted. As an example of You and I both know that eventually the
the headway being made by the new dues church people will have to come around and
think as we officials do on this point. If there
system adopted at the national convention,
Cohen said that national headquarters re- is any harm in this sort of recreation I want
cently received a check for $5,000 from a
Briedenbach said that his staunch
western Pennsylvania exhibitor.
to Mayor
know it."
stand for Sunday movies nearly resulted in
At the banquet Wednesday night Louella
his own imprisonment when he was head of
M. Parsons, of the New York American, was
the police commission in Newark, prior to
toastmaster. The principal speakers were
his becoming the head of the city. He fought
O'Toole, Cohen, Woodhull, Miss McCarthy,
Assemblywoman from Hudson County; the the issue to a standstill.
Mr. Woodhull said that a prominent WestRev. S. Steinmetz, of Newark; Peter J.
ern exhibitor who is a secessionist from the
national ranks recently wrote him asking if
it was too late for him to make a donation
of $25 towards a gift to ex-president Sydney
Seider Is President
S. Cohen.
Mr. Woodhull read a part of his letter to
the delegates. According to this the writer
The New Jersey exhibitors elected
stated : "At Washington and, Chicago I
Joseph M. Seider, former chairman of
bitterly opposed Sydney S. Cohen, but now
the Board of Directors, its president,
I realize that he is the greatest exhibitor
leader and exhibitor protectionist that the
Pete Woodhull having declined to consider another term. Mr. Seider's assoindustry has ever known."
National President O'Toole delivered a long
ciates will be:
address. He said that if exhibitors would
First Vice-President— Charles C. Hilfollow the ten commandments in their busidinger.
ness as well as in social life they would be
Second Vice-President — Peter Adams.
unanimously successful. O'Toole substanTreasurer — William Keegan.
tiated that part of Woodhull's address which
was a tribute to the women of the industry
Secretary — Henry P. Nelson.
and the nation.
Board of Directors — For three years,
National Treasurer Louis Sagal said that
David Hennessy, Pete Woodhull, Sidney
funds derived from Motion Picture Day in
the future will be used to pay back the
Samuelson; for two years, Ben Shind$50,000 assessed exhibitor organizations
Ier, Arthur Smith, Louis Rosenthal; for
throughout the country for the maintenance
one year, Si Fabian, Leo Jesowitz, Morris
of the national organization.
Hirschbloom.
Henry P. Nelson, as chairman of the convention committee, deserved much credit for
the success of the affair. Joseph Seider,
chairman of the Board of Directors, is espeBrady, head of the Labor Bank, New York;
cially worthy of praise since it was largely
Joseph Cunningham, of the Philadelphia
due to his consistent efforts that this convenLedger; Prosecutor A. J. David, of Newark;
tion was one of the most successful ever held
Mayor Hettrick, of Asbury Park, and Mayor
by the New Jersey association.
Breidenbach, Newark.
The convention opened officially WednesThe organization presented gifts to the
day forenoon. On Tuesday many of the
following: Mrs. Woodhull, a diamond wrist
watch; Mrs. Seider, an overnight bag; Wil- exhibitors arrived and the Board of Directors
liam Keegan, filled suitcase; Herman Jans, convened in executive session. That night
wrist watch: Henry Nelson, diamond pin; a dance was enjoyed at the Casino at which
Sydney S. Cohen, life membership in the were present many movie stars. Among
Jersey organizaiton in a leather book form those were Barbara La Marr, Sigrid Holmquist, Hugh Thompson, Dagmar Godowsky,
embossed in gold.
At the banquet at the Hotel Monterey a George Beban, Walter McGrail, Flora Lesensation was afforded when two New Jer- breton and Larry Semon. Wednesday morning another executive session was held, with
sey mayors put the picture theatre on a
par with the churches in the instruction of the open forum in the afternoon. Thursday was spent in the election of officers, with
the public. Mayor Hettrick, of Asbury Park,
ball in the evening which terminated
where the Blue Laws are enforced, sprang athegrand
affair.
the first big surprise when he told how he
Those receiving fountain pens from Presibucked up against the Blue Law combination
dent Woodhull — or the entire membership
in this city and succeeded in putting over
Sunday movies. Mayor Hettrick believes of the Board of Directors — included Joseph
that good entertainment is as necessary for Seider, Ben Shindler, Harry Hecht, Henry
Manus, Sidney E. Samuelson, William Keethe welfare of the general public as churches.
gan, Henry P. Nelson, Louis Rosenthal, David
The right kind of a moving picture, he said,
Hennessy and Peter Adams.
is as much a guiding spirit for the main-
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State Tax

Repeal Means $250,000 Yearly Loss to
Government
With the repeal of the Connecticut state
tax it is estimated there will be a loss of approximately $250,000 annually to the state
government.
On March 14. 1923, at a hearing of the
state legislative committee on finance in the
capital in Hartford representative theatre
owners voiced the hardships caused them
by the state tax law and also presented
many reasons why it should be repealed. At
this time the tax law had been in force for
two years.
The state tax was intended to be a levy
that would be paid by patrons. However,
the theatre owners paid this tax. The
amount was fixed as one-half of that of the
Federal admission tax.
At the present time the plans for exhibitors of Connecticut in regard to price changing as a result of the federal tax plan are
unknown.
New

Scene from Paramount's

No

'Unguarded Women, with Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix and
Mary Astor.

Election
of

Slump

Pictures,
MID-WEST exhibitors do not fear the
fall election period, it was learned
this week from Al Lichtman, general manager of exchanges for Universal,
who has just returned from a swing around
the Universal exchanges in that section of
the country. On the contrary, the theatre
owners in that section are unusually optimistic over next season's outlook and are
energetic in getting set on big pictures for
the coming months.
"I was surprised to find such an optimistic
outlook through the Middle States," said
Mr. Lichtman. "Exhibitors expect the coming season to be one of the best ever known
in the film business. The only general exception is in the Des Moines territory, the
farm belt, where conditions are a kittle
off just at present. This is natural and
probably will begin to mend soon.
"During
the Cincinnati.
past severalSt. weeks
I have
visited
Detroit,
Louis, Omaha.
Des Moines and Chicago. Everywhere I
found the exhibitors busy screening next
season's pictures and arranging full schedules of big features. The five big 1924-25
Universal Jewels, prints of which are now
in the exchange, are kept busy all the timeby exhibitors who 'look before they book.'
"What struck me with unusual force, however, was the apparent nonchalance in regard to the coming elections. While business men in many lines usually draw in their
horns around election time, and go through
a period of marking time during the several months of presidential campaigning, we
see the theatre owners going ahead full
steam. This situation aroused me to investigate general business conditions.
"I interviewed many business men, espe-

in

Field

Says
Lichtman
cially retail men. 1 found that although
business is a little off just at this time, it is
well ahead of the same period in 1924. This
is prophetic. The same is true in the film
game. The spring has been very good, and
although it is off just a little at present due
to the hot weather, it promises to stage a
great come back for fall."

Best

Known

Series

"The Battling
to be New
Universal Cowboy"
Chapter Play
Universal has projected a new two-reel
series of Western dramas, to be called "The
Battling Cowboy," series, and starring Billy
Sullivan, popular star of the last two "Leather Pushers" series and of the "Fast Steppers" series of Universal two-reelers.
Universal has had such world-wide success with prize ring drama, such as the
"Leather Pushers" and the forthcoming
"Fight and Win" series with Jack Dempsey,
that the idea has been conceived of coming
tight stories with western atmosphere.
The first of "The Battling Cowboy" pictures already is under way at Universal
City. It concerns a young Australian who
comes to the U. S. after having shot and
presumably killed a man in Australia. His
deed so works upon his imagination that he
refuses to touch a pistol thereafter.

Authors

Adaptations
NEW method of preparing stories for
the screen has been inaugurated by E.
A Lloyd Sheldon, one of the supervising
editors at the eastern studio of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. It provides for
the adaptation of the books and plays,
selected for production into picture form, by
the best known novelists, dramatists, and
humorists in the country today. After these
writers have made their treatment of a story,
expert scenarists will then put the material
into technical form, thus insuring the finest
and most careful preparation possible before
a director starts filming a picture.
To this end three prominent writers already have been engaged for the three
forthcoming Bebe Daniels productions. They
are John Russell, author of "Where the
Pavement Ends," Eugene Walter and
Robert E. Sherwood, well-known motion
picture critic. Mr. Russell is at work on the
adaptation of Robert Herrick's story,
"Clark's Field," which will be a vehicle for
Miss Daniels under the title of "Dangerous
Money." Eugene Walter is working on the

Western

for

Will

Do

Paramount

adaptation of "Argentine Love," Vicente
Blasco Ibanez's story. "Little Miss Bluebeard" isbeing adapted by Mr. Sherwood.
"Scarcely ever is a noteworthy story or
play purchased for motion pictures that does
not need reconstruction and vigorous compression for the screen," says Mr. Sheldon.
"Too often this work of adaptation is performed in a hackneyed and obvious manner
because it is done by technical experts and
not by story-tellers. Regrettably, in the entire field of motion picture there are not
more than eight scenario writers who have
the story-telling gift — writers like Forrest
Halscy. who may be depended upon to weave
all the charm and strength of a story into
d perfect continuity. There are a score, however, who can reduce a thorough picture
treatment into perfect technical form."
Jackie Coogan's Latest
Filming of Jackie Coogan's new Metro(ioldwyn
has been picture,
completed."Little Robinson Crusoe"
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Associated

KATHLENE MARTYN
In "The Sixth ciated
Commandment,"
Exhibitors release.an Asso-

Appoints

Abraham

Lehr

Samuel Goldwyn Names Him General
Manager of Production
Samuel Goldwyn announces the association of Abraham Lehr in the capacity of
general manager of all the Samuel Goldwyn
and George Fitzmaurice production activities.
Mr. Lehr is en route to the East to establish contact with the officials of First National and to arrange for the purchase of
some new novels and plays under consideration by Mr. Goldwyn and Mr. Fitzmaurice
for future production.
ago Samuel Goldwyn introSevenducedyears
Mr. Lehr into the picture industry
and found him readily adaptable to the production end of the profession. Mr. Lehr is
credited with the introduction of many plans
for the efficient handling of production units.

Men

Arts

Arts Corporation is the
THEnameAssocia
of atednew $1,500,000 producing
unit that has just been formed, and
which starts work immediately on its first
picture on the West Coast. This corporation
includes in its list of officials and directors
several of the best known and wealthiest
men in the production and motion picture
business in general, and also some new
names.
Active in its promotion and in the policies
that have been mapped out for it are such
men as O. E. Goebel, former president of
the Consolidated Film Corporation, which in
1916 produced one of the most successful
serials ever made ; Ludwig G. B. Erb, for
years a leader in the laboratory work of the
industry, and founder of the Erbograph
Company; Dr. Conde B. Pallen, for seven
years associated with Mr. Goebel and Mr.
Erb. Others connected with the company
are Anthony Matre of Chicago, president
of the Fabiola Photoplay Corporation, president of the Marquette and Great Western
Fire Insurance Companies, and a former
member of the Chicago motion picture censorship board; F. J. Matre, president of the
Pittsburgh Insurance Company, and the Investment Securities Company of Chicago ;
James F. Houlehan, president of the Houlehan Realty Company of Kansas City.
Associated Arts Corporation has secured
a contract for six productions which will be
distributed through F. B. O. The first will
be ready for early release this fall. It will
be produced under the working title of
"Hard Cash."
Studios have been secured at Hollywood
and production on the first (picture begins at once. L. G. B. Erb, who for many
years has been producing pictures and who
discovered Pearl White in the early pro-

Start

Corporation

ducing days, will take charge of the productions on the West Coast. F. Harmon Weight,
who has directed the last three Arliss pictures, has been engaged as director.
Conde B. Pallen, who has been elected
president of the new corporation, is a wellknown writer and lecturer. He is chairman
on the study of revolutionary movements of
the National Civic Federation. Mr. Goebel,
who has been a successful executive in the
motion picture industry for the past twenty
years, and who has written and directed
some of the best pictures on the market, has
been elected secretary and general manager.
S. G. Sladdin, who has been associated
with Mr. Goebel for more than eight years,
will be associated with the new company.
He will be assistant to Mr. Goebel and Dr.
Pallen and also have general supervision of
the publicity and advertising.

"Milk Fund" Fight Films
Arrangements have been completed by the
Universal Pictures Corporation and the International News Reel Corporation by which
a four or five reel feature, taken by International at the big New York Milk Fund
bouts, Thursday evening, June 26, will be
distributed
York State.at express speed throughout New
The big bout, one of New York's greatest
charity affairs, is being staged by the Mayor's
Committee of Women, of which Mrs. William Randolph Hearst is chairman. International News has obtained exclusive picture
rights for the fights. The following Universal
Exchanges will handle the pictures — the New
York
Exchange, the Buffalo and the Albany
Exchange.

Seek Liquidation
Theatre Owners Distributing Corp.
Files Bankruptcy Petition
Harry Davis of Pittsburgh, R. F. Woodhull of Dover, N. J., and Sydney S. Cohen of
New York, directors of the Theatre Owners
Distributing Corporation, have joined in filing a voluntary petition in bankruptcy relative to the affairs of the Theatre Owners
Distributing Corporation, organized under
the laws of the State of Delaware, for the
purpose of conserving the assets of the company and particularly to collect moneys due
and owing to that company from the Anderson Pictures Corporation for its participation
in the receipts of the picture "After the Ball,"
which is being distributed through the Film
Booking Offices of America.
It is their purpose to collect all outstanding money and to reimburse the stockholders of the company from such receipts and
then wind up the business affairs of the
organization.
This action was determined upon by all
concerned in April last, when it became
apparent that it was the better course to
pursue owing to the confusion arising from
the formation of a corporation with a similar name by people formerly associated with
the company.

Scene from "The Heart Buster," a Fox production starring Tom Mix.
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Friese-Greene
Boys

in

Films

New

By TOM

WALLER
JUST how he goes about photographing
in the Spectrum Color Film Pfocess way
was shown by the inventor, Claude
Friese-Greene, to a group of trade press
representatives. When the demonstration
was completed they openly gave vent to
their admiration of his invention, which, they
frankly told Friese-Greene, should net universal recognition and achievement, particularly in America.
The Englishman and his able business
manager, Stuart M. Johnston, got the trade
paper boys away from their copy desks for
a delightful whisk through New Jersey
homelands Tuesday last, June 23.
The party was scheduled to have gotten
underway by nine in the morning. It did
not get started until about noontime, due
partly to the expected tardiness of some of
the industry's journalists, but mostly to the
fact that the crowd of Democratic convention delegates impeded progress in the
Hotel McAlpin, where many are staying and
where Friese-Greene and Johnston are making their headquarters.
This delay of three hours broke up the
record time schedule which the inventor
had planned to show his process would take
to colorize negative film. Despite the retarded start, however, the Spectrum Color
Film Process came out on top in a time
that was amazing for its shortness.
Aftet the trip on the New Jersey ferry and
a sumptuous repast at the Hotel Robert
Treat, Newark, the boundaries of East
Orange
were reached
before
two o'clock.
A beautiful
country just
estate
in that
section

No

Universal
Is

Color

pledged not to enter
UNIVERSAL has
into the exhibiting end of motion pictures and does not contemplate creating a chain of first-run houses to compete
with exhibitors, asserts Carl Laemmle in refutation of reports that Universal is building up a chain of theatres. Universal has
only a few theatres in cities where combinations of producers and exhibitors, or exhibitor combinations, formerly barred Universal product from first-run showings, the
Universal chief explains.
"During the past two or three years," says,
Mr. Laemmle, "we have found ourselves
frozen out of many key cities. Combinations of one kind or another have made it
impossible for Universal pictures to get a
showing in these centers. Consequently,
Universal has been forced to take steps to
assure to its pictures first-run showings in
these
centers.
so doing,
Universal's
big
idea has
been toInprovide
proper
exploitation
of its pictures in each territory, so that
the pictures would be more valuable to the
Universal exhibitors throughout the territory.
"In carrying out this plan Universal has
had to acquire a few theatres, a dozen or
more. We may have to acquire a few more

Process

was used for the locale in which the trade
boys and one lone girl representative of the
Morning Telegraph enacted the roles of
woodland nymphs.
Friese-Greene focused his camera on a
clump of dwarf pines. Members of the respective cast secreted themselves "individually" behind each tiny tree.
When the inventor shouted "Camera!" the
lone girl daintly emerged from her place
of secretion, wafting her prettily tinted silken dress in the sunlight. Then one by one
she dragged out the trade paper boys — one
and all of whom wore "loud" ties and shirts.
The plot having thickened to the state of
solidification, Friese-Greene packed up his
camera and rushed the negative to an
Orange laboratory. One hour after that
the negative was developed, as two or three
other "units" had also been on locale and
the Friese-Greene company had to wait its
turn. A half hour after that the color process was completed and the finished product
was ready for the projection machine.
As the trade boys and the little girl workon a union schedule, and as it was dinner
time when the company arrived back in NewYork, the showing was put over, until the
following afternoon.
The color presentation was marvelous. It
was an exact duplication of the day before
on the nicely mown grass and pretty little
pine trees. The ties and shirts were presented in all their "loudness" as were the
dainty lines and tints of the silk dress. But
the acting — it was conceded by all who took
part that a series of ribbon-tied ham bones
would be adequate remuneration.

Theatre

Planned,

Trade

Insists

Chain
Laemmle

but we do not plan to build up a big exhibition chain, because that is not to Universal's interest. Universal is a producer
and distributor, not an exhibitor. We make
our money from film rentals, not from boxoffice cash. Our theatres are used only for
exploitation purposes.
"There is absolutely nothing in the report
of a Universal chain of houses. It was
started because we have acquired three or
four exploitation houses in the last month
or so — notably Moore's Rialto in Washington and Clune's Broadway in Los Angeles."
The theatres operated by Universal, in addition to those mentioned above, are the
Broadway Strand, Detroit ; America, Denver;Cameo, Pittsburgh; Cameo, San Francisco ;Columbia, Portland ; Columbia, Seattle; Kinema, Salt Lake; Olympia, Buffalo;
Liberty, Kansas City; Randolph, Chicago;
Rialto, St. Louis, and Tudor, Atlanta.
F. B. O. Gets Montaigne
Edward Montaigne, long prominent as a
scenario writer and editor, has been engaged
by B. P. Fineman to head the continuity
department
of the F. B. O. studios in Hollywood.

Scene from Paramount's "Changing
One

Husbands."
Starts, One

Ends

Two Samuel Goldwyn Units Busy in
Hollywood
Samuel Goldwyn has two units under way
at the United Studios in Hollywood making
productions for First National release. Al
Green has begun photography on Mr. Goldwyn's picturization of Montagu Glass's "Potash and Perlmutter in Hollywood," based
upon his stage play, "Business Before Pleasure," with Alexander Carr and George
Sidney portraying the famous Mawruss and
Abe roles. Other players are Betty Blythe,
Belle Bennett, Vera Gordon, Peggy Shaw,
Anders Randolf. Charles Meredith and
Lillian Hacket..
George Fitzmaurice is nearing the completion of "Tarnish," from Gilbert Emery's
stage play, Mr. Fitzmaurice is co-producer
with Mr. Goldwyn on this picture as well as
personally directing it. Frances Marion made
the adaptation. In the cast are Marie
Prevost, May McAvoy, Ronald Colman, Nornlan Kerry, Harry Myers, Priscilla Bonner,
Albert Gran and Mrs. Russ Whvtall.
Metro

Film Goes Big

' The White Sister" Plays to Big Business in Americus, Ga.
A number of important local and out-oftown people were guests of .the Rylander
Theatre at Americus, Ga., last week, at a
private screening of "The White Sister" before it began its engagement at that theatre. It was a personal triumph for Lillian
Gish, the star.
According to a long report of the event
the next day on the front page of the
Americus Times- Recorder, "the picture was
greatly enjoyed by all present who said that
they would see it a second time when it was
shown at the Rylander. There's a beautiful
heart-appealing story that runs through the
picture; the scenes are picturesque and the
two hours pass only too rapidly."
The sions
Times-Recorder
continued:
"Expresfrom those who saw
the picture
were
most
generous
in
praise
of
Liillian
Gish,''
and published the opinions of those present.
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Mayor

Dever

Welcome

Executives

ChiE. geDEVE
MAYOR cago,WILL
extendedIAM
welcome
of R,
a messa
to the Film Booking Offices sales executives gathered there to attend the threeday conference of exchange managers. The
mayor addressed his message to Harry M.
Berman, general manager of exchanges. It
read as follows :
"As mayor of the City of Chicago I have
the pleasure in extending to the members of
your organization a cordial welcome to our
city on the occasion of your national convention. It is a pleasure to have you with
us and we will endeavor to make your visit
Scene from "The Fire Patrol." a Hunt
Stromberg production, released by Chad wick Pictures Corporation
Ray's First Pathe

Release

"Dynamite
Smith" in
WilltheBe Fall
Ready for
Exhibitors
The "shooting" of "Dynamite Smith,"
Charles
Ray's first
come-back
has
been completed
in record
time.feature
It is now
being assembled and titled and will be ready
for release under the Pathe banner early in
the Fall.
The opening scenes give to Ray the same
quaint characterization for which he became
so famous in earlier productions. Here he is
a timid-book-wormish youngster who has
suddenly been thrust into life as it is lived
"in the raw." In the latter episodes be is obobliged
to "grow
rise to aasgreat
and
acquit
himselfup,"
splendidly
a man.climax,
Surrounding the star is a notable cast including Wallace Beery, as the villain; Bessie Love, as his poor, jaded wife; Jacqueline
Logan, as "Smith's" happy, vivacious brideto-be and Lydia Knott, as his solicitous
aunt. Others include Russell Powell, Mark
Hamilton, Fred Allen and Adelbert Knott.
All Territory Sold
Close on the heels of the Warner Brothers
convention at Hollywood comes the definite
announcement that all the product which
Warner Brothers will make during the coming season of 1923-24 has been sold in every
territory in the United States and in the
commonly sold foreign territories.
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a The
pleasant
one." was opened by Mr. Berconvention
man and was the first nationwide F. B. O.
meeting of its kind. Addresses were made
by Lee Marcus, assistant to Mr. Berman,
who demonstrated how the contracts were
handled and explained the intricate system
which was necessitated by the large number which daily pass through his hands. Following Mr. Marcus' remarks, talks were
given by Nat Rothstein and the five division
managers, Art Schmidt, Cleve Adams, E. J.
Smith, Max Weisfeldt and Claude Penrod.
The keynote of the meeting was the thought,
"Make money with the exhibitor, not
through him," and many innovations were
planned which will be of great assistance to
the showmen of the country. Messages were
read from Major H. C. S. Thomson, director-general and Vice-President J. I. Schnitzer, who were at the West Coast studios arranging the future production line-up for
which such high hopes are entertained.
Mr. Berman believes that business conditions in the film industry are fundamentally
sound and sees "undreamed of prosperity
ahead for F. B. O." He said:
"The picture industry has been amazed
at the rapid growth and great success of
the Film Booking Offices. Never before has
any company reached the acme of success
within such a short period of time. Therefore, we know we face the future secure
in the knowledge that the F. B. O. organization is rounded out with men who know
their business. They are clear thinking, intelligent and experienced showmen. F. B. O.
has won out at a time when it is no easy
task to come into the film industry in a large
way, because added to the necessary business
qualifications our men are loyal and faith-

at

Sales

F.

B.

O.

Meeting

ful— not hibitors
onlywe serve.
to the company, but to the exIn addition to those named above the following attended: F. B. Davie, Albany; U.
T. Koch, Atlanta; J. L. Roth, Boston; F. W.
Zimmerman, Buffalo ; William Conn, Charlotte;J. J. Sampson,
Chicago;
E. M. Booth,'
Cincinnati;
Lou Geiger,
Cleveland;
L. E.
Harrington, Dallas ; F. W. Young, Des
Moines; A. M. Elliott, Detroit; H. H. Hull,
Indianapolis; R. E. Churchill, Kansas City;
J. L. Franconi, Little Rock; Harry Hart,
Milwaukee; Roy D. Stewart, Minneapolis;
H. I. Goldman, New Haven ; Paul Tessier,
New Orleans; Charles Rosenzweig, New
York; Sam Benjamin, Oklahoma City; Sherman Fitch, Omaha; Jerry Safron, Philadelphia; A. H. Schnitzer, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Tom McKean, St. Louis; F. Davie, Sioux
Falls
D. C. and F. L. McNamee, Washington,

Frank Lloyd's Next
Glenn Hunter to Play in Mary Roberts
Rinehart Story
Frank Lloyd has announced his next production for First National release and the
name of the featured player. The story
which he will make into a film play is "The
Altar on the Hill," by Mary Roberts Rinehart, which appeared complete in the June
14 issue of the Saturday Evening Post. It
will be given a new title.
The featured player will be Glenn Hunter,
equally at home on stage and screen. Mr.
Lloyd
the toyoung
actor'stoservices
on
his engaged
recent trip
New York
attend
the premiere of his latest First National picture, "The Sea Hawk," which has developed
into one of the biggest hits in the history
of the industry.
Seastrom

Picks Cast

John Gilbert, Norma Shearer, Ford Sterling Tully Marshall and Paulette Duval have
been engaged for the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picturization of Andreyev's play, "He Who
Gets Slapped," according to an announcement from Louis B. Mayer, vice-president
in charge of production. As was announced
recently Lon Chaney will play the title role
in this production and Victor Seastrom will
direct.

Scenes from the William Steiner production, "The Perfect Alibi," featuring Leo Maloney.
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OToole

July 5, 1924
Declines

Pressure of Other Engagements Prevents His Attendance at Buffalo

Michael J. O'Toole, president of the M.
Universal Pictures Corporation is most scientific and beautiful manner to progoing to move from 1600 Broadway
duce an office of model character throughP.
T. O. A., has declined William Brandt's
out. Noted designers have been engaged to invitation to attend the Buffalo convention
to the Heckscher Building, said to
lay out and supervise the interior and the on July 7 and discuss a means of uniting all
be the most beautiful office building in New
York and located at Fifth avenue and 57th Art Roof Garden. A stairway will be broken theatre owners in a compact and comprestreet, it was definitely announced early this through to connect the two floors and this,
week.
too, will be especially designed to serve the says : hensive national unit. In explanation he
In 1912, when the picture business was in purposes of beauty as well as convenience.
In the office of the president, Carl
its infancy and on 14th street, Universal took
"There are a number of meetings that I
Laemmle, around which the entire plan will had previously arranged to attend in conthe lead in moving uptown. It established
radiate, provision will be made for conits headquarters at 48th street and Broadnection with the work of our national orveniences which could be enjoyed at a counway, then considered a daring thing to do.
ganization, including the convention of the
try
club
or
in
his
own
home.
They
include
But it brought the entire industry into a
such arrangements as shower bath, dressing M. P. T. O. of New Jersey at Asbury Park,
better neighborhood and gave it a new con- and
lounging rooms, and a small dining room
the meeting of the theatre owners of Marysciousness and pride in itself. Other comin case the press of business necessitates
panies soon followed. That locality is now
land, Virginia and the District of Columbia
the center of the industry.
having
luncheon
in
the
office.
Mr.
Laemmle's
on
July
1, and the meeting of the theatre
Now, after twelve years, the necessity for office will be panelled in quartered oak. owners of Rochester and Western New
more commodious, convenient and safe Other offices will be fitted up in corresponding comfort and dignity, and with a view to York at Rochester on July 22, together with
quarters has dictated another move on the
securing the most scientific and business- meetings of the theatre owners of Pennsylpart of Universal. Again Universal is movlike grouping.
vania, to consider censorship and other siting uptown, farther up than any other comThe
unusual floor space will permit of a
pany. Last Tuesday Carl Laemmle signed large reception
uations in that state."
room which will be fitted up
W. A. Steffes had previously declined Wila long term lease for two floors in the beauin
a
most
impressive
manner.
There
will
liam Brandt's invitation to attend the
tiful Heckscher Building, the gross rental of
be a number of meeting rooms for the Rochester meeting and attempt a plan of
which approximates very nearly $1,000,000. also
conciliation
between the different exhibitor
reception of exhibitors and the conferences
Tenancy probably will begin in August, after of
units. His reasons are stated below.
heads
of
departments.
for
made
elaborate preparations have been
accommodating the 300 and more people employed by the home office machinery of the
Universal.
A. Steffes Tells His Idea
A plan was evolved which constituted the W.
building of two projection rooms, film cutting
rooms and vault on the roof of the sixth
floor, where there is some 3,000 square feet
of National
Exhibitor
Body
of "penthouse" space. This will enable the
representation. Members of this committee
building to comply with all of the city ornal would have power to disband their respecnatiopatideaonof isa one
itor FES'
organizati
dinances governing fire hazard, and will enWA. exhibSTEF
tive organizations. This committee would
• tcmcd after the federal governable the company to have its film rooms in
ment, with equal representation from each meet at some central point, to agree upon
a convenient and safe place.
This roof is going to be made one of the state, so that what he calls "the spoils sys- a new national association. A nomination
features of the offices. Owing to the long
tem" can be completely eliminated. This ballot then would be prepared and sent to
lease, the company intends to make it a new scheme is announced by the president every theatre owner of the United States,
of the Allied States Association as the re- asking him to vote for a representative in
beauty spot. In addition to the film rooms
sult of an invitation by William Brandt that his state. The ten highest in each state
there will be built special work rooms for
he attend the Buffalo convention of the New
then would be declared nominated, and anartists of the advertising and poster departYork State unit and discuss means by which
ments in which full advantage will be taken
other vote be taken to elect a representative in each state. The 48 representatives
of the remarkable opportunity for light. a united exhibitor body might be attained.
Steffes' statement appears in the June 21st then would meet and call a convention of
There will also be room for a landscape garden, with grass, shrubs and benches for the issue of Greater Amusements and presents theatre owners in the fall. Under the plan,
terms:
the 48 representatives, if desirous of reducemployes during rest hours. It will be desig- these
Disbandment of Allied and the M. P. T.
nated the Art Roof Garden.
ing their number for expediency, would
The entire interior will be treated in the O. A.
name a subcommittee which would constitute aboard of directors. This board would
Naming of committee on which dboth organizations, as well as unaffiliate states, have power to elect a president, as well as
have equal representation, with members all others, would have jurisdiction over all
given full power to act.
employes, and would be vested, in fact, with
Carey Injured
Formation of a new association embracing all the powers of administration, with a twoall factions, governed by a president and thirds vote of a convention necessary to
Harry Carey star in the Hunt Stromboard of directors, members of which are to override any of the board's decisions. The
berg series of Western productions was
be elected by popular ballot in the states representatives, or board members, would be
injured by a kick from one of the horses
elected each year by the same process as
they represent.
used in filming the final scenes for
organizaon
carry
to
$250,000
of
Raising
that originally employed."
tion work.
"Tiger
Thompson."
The accident
occurred just after the
Shallenberger Off
In declining Brandt's invitation Steffes
said:
last scene had been "shot" and the horses
were being taken out of the scene. As
W.
F.
Shallenberger, the genial head of
"We recognize the need for a unified na- Arrow Film Corporation, left last week for
they were led past the star one of them
tional organization, but it must be an or- an extended trip which will take him to the
took fright and kicked Mr. Carey fracganization built along the right lines, with coast before his return. It has always been
turing three of his ribs.
While the star will be unable to work
railroading and 'the spoils system' completeMr. Shallenberger's practice to keep in close
touch with the Independent buyers so that his
for some time it will not delay producfrom its administrat
ly divorcedAmusements
Greater
says: ion."
tion as "Tiger Thompson" was fully com"Under the terms outlined by Steffes, a present trip will accomplish that end. He is
pleted and work on the next picture is
committee of three, or greater proportionate going to the coast to settle some important
not scheduled to start for at least two
casts and production
number, would be named, with all of the questions regarding thespecials
weeks.
announced for
three factions, the national body, the allied of the 12 Arrow big
group and unaffiliated states given equal 1924-25.
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"WOMEN

WHO

Is the Best
the

Buy

^

!«•

GIVE"
PDMEN

on

Market

It's got everything "Down to the
Sea in Ships" had — "some of the best
sea stuff ever in a feature" — (Exhibitors Herald) — and more besides,
for a cast with Barbara Bedford,
Robert Frazer, Renee Adoree, and
Frank Keenan, means sure money.

WHO

GIVE
"Holds your undivided attention
up to the last foot of film. . . . will
leave lasting impression upon any
audience." — (Herald.) Then imagine audience values that will pack
your matinees with women, and

A

stampede the men, who'll get a terrific kick from the fast, punchy action. And that's nof imagination
— it's the truth about "WOMEN
WHO GIVE." You know the business other exhibitors are doing with

Reginald
n
a- Production

Presented % LOUIS
Maptedby J-G.HAWKS
BERNARD MCCQNVTLLE
front SARAH P.MCLEAN
GREENE'S 'CAPE COD

it — get in on the
ground floor yourself!

Barker

B.MAYER?
Scenario by
A.P. YOUNGER?
(fury 4*nf>eruii Puctiwes Ctd-SccLu.
SuJt jOtstributors UnruoiU Qreal

FOLKS"

IN THE CAST
et
?ictur

Barbara Bedford, Robert Fra3er.
Renee Adoree , Frank Keenan

Exhibitors'
Albany

Showmen,

EDITED
BY SUMNER
news
on

SMITH
and

Vacation,

Are
Touring
All Over
the Map
shrewdest,
Julius
J.
Byck,
owner of the RuFollowing a successful winter and spring,
dolph in Tannersville, was in town last week
many of the exhibitors in this section of the booking
pictures.
Figuring
that Benny
state are taking vacations these days. Jerry
Leonard's
training
is
to
be
done
in TannersLaRock, of the New Fairyland in Warrensville, Mr. Byck booked several fight
pictures.
burg, is on a motor trip to Boston and along
the New England coast. J. Myer Schine, of
Symansky, manager of the Lincoln
Gloversville, and Sol Shaeffer, manager of in Harry
Troy, took a day off last week but it
his Oswego houses, are in Chicago for a proved
a huge disappointment. Mr. Symansky is a graduate of Syracuse University.
few days; Oscar Perrin, manager of the Leland and the Clinton Square theatres in Al- Naturally he is a booster for the "orange."
bany, will take his vacation in week ends Journeying to Poughkeepsie for the boat
races, Mr. Symansky had the disappointment
with Mrs. Perrin and the family at Long
of seeing the Syracuse crew trail along with
Beach.
the
tail-enders.
Sol Manheimer, manager of houses in Watertown, slipped away the other day on a
I ly Hill, managing director of the Mark
two weeks' vacation, and managed to elude
Strand, Troy anil Lincoln theatres, will have
the film salesmen by not telling his destinato
find himself another place to spend his
tion. Ernie Wolf, of Lowville, owner of the vacation
this year, for the camp where he
Bijou Theatre, and the possessor of some
has been vacationing burned last Monday.
of the most valuable canines in all northTin- camp was located on an island two miles
ern New York, is just back from a week
out in Lake Champlain, and with good Ashin Montreal where he attended the dog show.
ing and a constant breeze, and without telephone connections, was about all that could
Harry Hellman, of the Royal Theatre in Al- he desired
by Mr. Hill.
bany, with nerves somewhat shattered following an automobile accident in which his
There is nothing like friendship, according
wife figured, also is away on a vacation.
to Oscar Perrin, who has long enjoyed most
Samuel Goldstein, of Springfield, Mass., is pleasant
relations with former Governor
at Lake George. William Benton, of the
Martin H. Glynn,
one of Albany's
Congress in Saratoga Springs, is back from newspapers.
All ofowner
whichof explains
the fine
a motor trip through the Berkshires and publicity which Mr. Perrin receives day
Canada. Herman Vineburg, manager of the
Mark Strand in Albany, returned a few days after day and which money couldn't buy.
ago from a week's trip to New JerseyWalreAl Robbins, assistant manager of the Robsorts. Accompanied by Mrs. Roberts,
bins-Eckel Theatre in Syracuse, is the hapter Roberts, manager of the Troy Theatre
piest exhibitor in all New York State these
on Monday
in Troy, inleftNew
vacation
York City.for a two weeks' days. It's a girl and weighs eight pounds.
William W. Farley, head of the Farash
Ax 11 hustler, ( Lewis, of the Strand in Theatres,
Inc., of Schenectady, is both a
Lewis posMr.eamera.
equals.
has few
Syracuse,
The leading politician and exhibitor, and naturalses es a small motion picture
enough Mr. Farley is forsaking pictures
other morning there was an accident in thisly week
and doing his best to put across
Syracuse at .">:30 o'eloek, and someoneLewis,
was
Al
Smith
for president at the Democratic
Mr.
telephone
to
thoughtful enough
National
Convention.
who lost no time in reaching the scene.ofThat
the
the Strand carried pictures
afternoon
accident on its screen.
Business failed to pan out at the Delaware
Theatre in Albany to warrant six days a
week, and so the new owner, Abe Stone,
There is a rumor that the Papayanakos
New York ex- is running the house only three days.
brothers, well known northern
house
hibitors, are interested in aon1,500-seat
C. L. Gardner, of the Pine Hills Theatre
the site of an
in Herkimer
erected
be
to
old church.
in Albany, probably receives more telephone
calls these days than any exhibitor in New
York State. All the residents in the Pine
The Temple Theatre in Syracuse, operated Hills
section telephone Mr. Gardner for their
by Cahill Brothers, has closed for the summer.

attractdouble features are
Finding that patronage
during the summeris
ing additional
at the Albany Theatre, Samuel Suckno
considering their introduction at his Regent
Theatre.
Trouble between exhibitors and musicians
in Gloversville, when
cropped out last week
the musicians were dropped for then summer.
Charles
In the neighboring city ofhisJohnstow
orchestra and is
Sesonske has dismissed
furnishing music with an organ handled by
an exceptionally capable young woman.
As a little indication of what is occurring
these days, Samuel
throughout this section
houses in
Goldstein, head of a big chainof of
in Utica,
Massachusetts and the owner he one
already had
stated the other day that for the
summer.
theatres
his
of
closed eight
Deaf and dumb, but as shrewd as the

Views

ice cream, by pints or quarts, and at the
same time inquire what picture he is showing. Between pictures and dishing out ice
cream, Mr. Gardner is as busy as the
proverbial bee.
Deciding that the attractions of the Knight
Templars'petition,Convention
too just
strong
comNate Robbins ofwasUtica
naturally
packed up his fishing togs and spent two or
three days last week at Old Forge.
Alexander Papayanakos, formerly
tertown, and now re-entering the
game, has leased the Opera House
densburg,
according
to reports,
tend his chain
into that
city. and

of Watheatre
in Ogwill ex-

Picture theatres in Syracuse have made no
reductions in prices for the summer season.
Exhibitors in Binghnmton report business as
being oft',industries
due to thethere
fact are
that running
some of only
the
leading
on part time.
Jerry Harrison is managing the Savoy in
Syracuse and putting lots of pep and punch
into the house.
The Mark Strand Theatre in Albany, as
well as the Troy and Lincoln theatres in the
Collar City, will shortly be beautified by
baskets of ferns hung from their marquees.
Manager Uly Hill meanwhile is hoping that
there will be no repetition this summer of
the wind and rain storm of two or three
years ago, which blew down similar baskets
and almost "beaned" a passing pedestrian.
The sympathy of exhibitors is extended to
Fred Perry, owner of the Strand Theatre in
Watertown, who received a cablegram the
past week notifying him of his mother's
death
London,
Mr. England
Perry's
brother, inLouis,
is on England.
his way from
to America.
Dr. J. Victor Wilson, manager of theatres
in Watertown, spoke to members of the Rotary Club in Rome the past week, recounting
experiences as a member of the Northwest
Mounted Police.
The bowling team from the American Theatre in Troy, headed by Ben Apple, defeated
the Elks team in Cohoes last week. Louis
Buettner, a well known exhibitor, bowled
with the Cohoes aggregation.
Virgil Lappeus, manager of the Griswold
in Troy, is as proud as a peacock these days,
and with good reason, as his 16-year-old
daughter, Daisy, enjoyed the distinction of
broadcasting piano and vocal selections from
the RPI station a few nights ago.
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Goodale

Wages

Summer

Offensive

CAPT. FRANK
GOODALE,
manager offensive
of Loew's
Ottawa
Ontario, is carrying
out an extensive
against
the Theatre,
heat bogeyOttawa,
with such
good results that there is no question but that the theatre will get a very good
slice of business all summer. One of his first undertakings was to mail a printed
statement to a list of several thousand patrons. He always has had an up-to-date
mailing list for weekly notices, invitations to private screenings, etc. The statement
contained a description of the Typhoon fans and blower and other equipment employed in reducing the temperature in the theatre and in maintaining a current of
clean, fresh air. The description was couched in characteristic terms, the final sentence being, "So when your collar is wilting and you were wishing you were about
a mile from the North Pole, a visit to Loew's will prove a cure for all your troubles."
Another step consisted of the darkening of the entrance and foyer of the magnificent theatre. The main lighting fixtures were turned off entirely while greendipped bulbs were placed in the wall brackets and in the ornamental lighting standards of the grand marble staircase leading to the boxes and balcony floor. This
materially heightened the impression of coolness. Still another arrangement was the
issue of summer uniforms to the usherettes, consisting of white middy blouses and
short skirts.
Manager Goodale also is pounding away with his regular newspaper and billboard advertising. An important point is that he has not cut down the Loew Theatre displays in the dailies, believing that good-sized advertisements are more important when the crowd shows signs of faltering than when they are packing the house.

Thomas

Stages

Novel

Program

at Capitol
Theatre,
Winnipeg
were given each day, three for girls
The Capitol Theatre, Winnipeg, a Famous prizes
for boys.
Players house conducted by H. M. Thomas, andThethree
winners among both the flappers and
western division manager, had a knockout
the
babies
were decided by the audiences,
program during the week of June 23, the bill the one receiving
the heartiest applause getbeing advertised by Manager Thomas as the
ting first prize, etc. It was a real hot
most unusual that had ever been presented weather program, one that drew them In reof inside or outside temperature.
in a Winnipeg theatre. The thrills were pre- There is agardlesssuggestion
Manager Thomas
sented along with "The Perfect Flapper," sprang all these stunts that
the last week In
starring Colleen Moore, and the varied fea- June in order to provide fora sensational
home
tures included the Educational "Plasti- stretch finish in the bonus competition for
grams," as well as the Capitol's first annual the managers of the 60 theatres of the
"Flapper Contest" and the second annual Famous Players Canadian Corporation.
baby show — all in the one week.
Earlier In June Mr. Thomas was just trailThe Flapper Competition was an evening
ing the leaders
the managers'
and
he
promised
that in
he would
finish withrace
a burst
attraction and various special contests were
conducted different nights, such as the of speed that would leave even the big theatres of Eastern Canada In the rear.
blondes on Monday; brunettes, Tuesday;
red-heads, Wednesday; most eccentric cosBert
Crone, manager of the Metropolitan
tume, Thursday; prettiest figure, Friday and
Winnipeg. Manitoba, has gone to
Saturday night, all first prize winners in each Theatre,
Calgary, Albertn, where he haa taken ovei
class competing for a grand prize. A num- the management of the Strand Theatre, formerly the Allen Theatre of Calgary. Both
ber of prizesthewere
givenawards
to eachevery
evening's
contestants,
several
night the Metropolitan and Strand houses are eonbeing divided among the prettiest as well as trolled by Famous Players Canadian Corporation, but there Is a probability that
the most talented flappers on the stage, opdispose
the Metropolitan
beportunity being provided for singing, danc- Famousfore nextwillfall.
Mr. of
Crowe
succeeds Claude
ing or playing. Except on Thursday and Smith at the Calgary
Strand,
the
appointFriday nights, costumes did not count.
being made by H. M. Thomas, western
The baby show was staged every after- divisionment manager.
noon of the week. On Monday, babies up to
six months had the stage; on Tuesday, babies
from six months to one year; Wednesday,
A change has been made in the manageone to two years; Thursday, two to three
ment of both the Westmount Theatre, Montreal, and the Bijou Theatre, Winnipeg. B.
years; Friday, twins, one month to three
years; Saturday afternoon, grand prizes to M. Levy, who was in charge of the Bijou
best babies among all previous winners. Six Theatre for four years, has resigned to take
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the management of the West mount of Montreal. He has been succeeded in the Winatrenipeg
man. house by C. H. Clements, a local theManager J. R. Minhinnick of the Majestic
Theatre, London. Ontario, conducted a free
demonstration
the "Phonofllm,"
the Deof
Forrest talking ofpicture,
during five days
the week of June 16. The Phonofllm was
screened at stated hours apart from regular
performances
and there was no charge to
visitors.
United Amusement, Ltd., Montreal, operating a chain of picture theatres in that city
under the direction of George Nicholas, presented "A Boy of Flanders" at four of Its
leading theatres during the week of June 16,
using co-operative advertising for the four
houses, which included the Regent, Papineau,
Plaza and Belmont. The feature was
screened with French and English titles.
J. M. Franklin closed the Franklin Theatre, Ottawa, on June 28 for the summer,
thus terminating what was a wonderful ten
months'
at thisfrom
house.
Mr. took
Franklin,
who wentseason
to Attawa
Halifax,
over
the Franklin (then called the Family Theatre)sidlast
September
had been
conered a dead
letter after
in theIt local
theatrical
sphere. Steady application of new policies
brought the house up to a high standard
once more, with the result that Mr. Franklin
now is preparing for a big local development, which will either be the purchase of a
large Ottawa theatre or the construction of
a new one. Joe Franklin announced that
plans are not yet definitely settled but intimated that he may be found In another theatre by next September.

Playing

British film productions were the feature
attractions
at two
of Ottawa's
downtown theatres
during
the weekleading
of June
16.
"I Will Repay" was presented at the Regent
Theatre, a Famous Players house, by ManBishop, atwhile
"The SignTheatre
of the
Four" agerwasLeonard
screened
the Franklin
by Manager J. M. Franklin.

FEATURE

Florida

VOUSS

B4EA7H
vfn AL CHMSTIE

J. C. BRADY
Manager, Madison Theatre, Toronto; vicepresident, M. P. T. O. of Canada, Ontario
Division; recently named regional vicepresident of M. P. T. O. A. The prime
mover in many philanthropic enterprises, he
is well liked by the industry and the public.

■* Dorothy Devore
WALTER HIERS — TULLY MARSHALL - J1MM1E ADAMS PR15CILLA BONNER *»d JIMMIE HARRISON
Released by
Producers Distributing Corporation

Mr. and Mrs. Mathew T. Roberts announce
the marriage of their daughter, Lois, to
Frank Hughson Burns, press representative
of the Beacham and Philips theatres, Orlando, Fla.
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Worcester,

Will

Mass.,

Reduce

Worcester exhibitors are the first in New
England to decide on the matter of admission prices as a result of the new federal
tax law. Prices generally will be reduced on
July 3 in the Worcester theatres, according
to an announcement by Elmer R. Daniels,
president of the Worcester Theatre ManThe agers'
planAssociation.
is to eliminate the tax and at
the same time make an even money price.
Mr.
Daniels'
own for
house,
the Olympia,
now
charging
40 cents
evening
performances,
including the war tax, will make the admission 35 cents. The Mark-Strand, Clarence E. Robbins, manager, and the Plaza
Theatres, now charging 44 cents, will cut this
amount 4 cents, dropping to 40 cents.
The announcement stated that corresponding price reductions will be made for the
afternoon performances, following the same
rule of making even money prices. Further
details of the prices are to be worked out
between now and July 3, on which date the
change will go in force.
Theatres charging more than 50 cents, of
course, will not be affected, for on them the
10 per cent tax still prevails. For this reason, Mr. Daniels explained, evening tickets
at Poli's
Theatre,willplaying
feature pictures,
requirevaudeville
the tax and
because
the admission is 60 cents for orchestra seats.
The Worcester managers received word
from the Treasury Department that they
would have to make returns for the first two
days of July, collecting the tax for tickets
of 50 cents and less sold on those days.
The Fenway Theatre Ushers Jazz Band at
the Fenway Theatre In Boston, said to he
the only organization of its kind in the
world, composed entirely of members of the
uniformed service staff of the house, was the
feature of the program for the seven days
starting June 14. When Laurence Stuart,
managing director of the Fenway, was working in his oilier late one night about two
months ago, after the theatre had been
closed, he heard the playing of a violin and
piano. Upon investigating, Mr. Stuart found
Herbert Borne playing the violin and his
brother, Eddie Borne, at the piano. As the
result of a talk with these boys, both of
whom are ushers at the Fenway, Mr. Stuart
hit upon the idea of the Fenway Theatre
Ushers Jazz Band and immediately began
preparations to form such a musical aggregation.
The new memorial building in Athol was
dedicated on June 17. In the building is an
auditorium seating 1,500 and fitted with
every theatrical accessory and convenience.
In the rear of the hall is a booth for projection machines. The stage is equipped to
handle road shows. The entire structure
cost $325,000 and had been in the process of
construction for four years.
In connection with the protest heard by
Mayor Curley of Boston against a permit for
a picture theatre in Roslindale, presented on
behalf of approximately 300 residents of the
neighborhood where the theatre is to be located, he ordered that the law in regard to
such a case be looked into. A ruling of a
former corporation counsel, John A. Sullivan, said that an act of the legislature made
it mandatory for the mayor to issue a theatre license if all building regulations had
been complied with. Another former corporation counsel, Arthur D. Hill, had ruled
that the decision was discretionary with the
mayor. Mayor Curley upon learning of this
summoned the present corporation counsel,
E. Mark Sullivan, who said he thought the
legislature, by using the word "shall" instead of "may,"
to make
obligatory
for theclearly
mayor intended
to issue the
license.it
Consequently the mayor informed the objectors that any interference on his part
was forbidden by law and he would have
to grant the application. The application for
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Theatres

Cheers 'Em Up
The first to start rebuilding after fire
had swept the town of Canaan, N. H.,
just one year ago this June was Exhibitor Charles Beede, and he has involved himself to the extent of more
than $29,000 because he says he decided
that the people needed movies — "good,
cheerful ones." It is his pluck and the
faith in the people of his town that has
made it possible for him to provide Canaan with what is the largest picture
theatre and public hall of any town of
its size in New Hampshire.
"The fire cleaned me out here," said
Mr. Beede, "and I didn't know just
where I could find the money when I
started turning the first spade of earth
while the embers were still hot. People
were moaning around, discouraged, and
many were talking of leaving town.
"They needed movies — good, cheerful
ones — a restaurant, a poolroom, a hall to
get together in, I decided, so I got busy
while the ground was still hot. I've
already spent $29,000 and now it looks
like I might get my money back some
time. I'm growing more confident in
Canaan every day."

Prices

July
3
the license
is sought by Mrs. Viola P. Rollins of Roslindale.

Thomas J. Charette has taken over the
management of the Pastime Theatre at Onset.
Manager Plympton of the Tremont Temple, Boston, started his new summer policy
on June 24 with "Hold Your Breath," a fulllength
vail. Christie comedy. Popular prices preThe question of whether or not it pays to
take a politician seriously probably can be
answered in adequate fashion by Thomas
Meehan, cester,manager
of Poli's
Theatre
in Woror Bob Portle,
who also
directs
some
things in the same theatre, when he isn't
presiding at meetings of the Worcester Democratic City Committee. Captain Michael
Mulcahy, who was the former presiding officer of the Democratic committee, but who
divides his time between soldiering — at the
armory
— and Heattending
Poli's, ispained
a stickler
for dignity.
was extremely
when
he saw Mr. Portle directing things while attired in a well-fitting but somewhat screaming red suit.
"It's
beneath the
of a chairman
the Democratic
Citydignity
Committee
to wear ofa
lion
tamer's suit,"
Captain
to Manager
Meehan.
He Mulcahy
only mayconfided
have
been joshing, but the fact remains that
Chairman Portle of the Democratic City
Committee is wearing evening clothes at the
theatre where he directs some things and
the lion tamer's suit is keeping company
with nothing less than moth balls.
Buffalo, N. Y.
On account of daylight saving there has
been a changeThein last
presentation
at during
Shea's
Hippodrome.
show, which
the regular season began at 9 p. m., now
will commence at 9:30. This will enable patrons to enjoy their outdoor sports and motoring and top it off with a trip to the Hipp.
Jack Stevens, who formerly managed the
Ellen Terry and Central Park in Buffalo and
who has been guiding the policies of the
Princess and Regent in Corning since the
Schine Theatrical Company acquired these
properties, has been promoted to general
manager of the three Schine houses in Oneonta, N. Y. C. J. Rose, field representative
for Schine, has succeeded Mr. Stevens in
Corning.
of Shea's
Northin Park,
hasJohn
leftCarr,
for amanager
motor tour
to points
New
Jersey, especially Atlantic City.
Eddie McBride, formerly treasurer at the
Teck Theatre, now is in charge of the Erie
Beach box office at the foot of Main street.
He expects to return to the Teck in the fall.

Maine
In announcing the acquisition of theatres
in Allston, Mass., and Montpelier, Vt.,
President and General Manager William P.
Gray of the Maine and New Hampshire Theatres Company made public the fact that
the company now controls 76 theatres
throughout New England. The announcement further stated that the company now
either owns or controls houses from Boston
to the Canadian boundary lines of Maine.
It is the most powerful theatrical company
in New England and constantly is
ing. _ expandAdvertised as being the first presentation
ever at popular prices, "The Covered
Wagon"
presented
side
at hiswasStrand
Theatreby inAbraham
Portland,GoodMe.,
the entire week of June 16. The previous
week the New England road show of the
same film was being given its final presentathat section at B. F. Keith's Theatretion inin Lowell.
The prices at the Strand in Portland were
as follows: Afternoons, orchestra 40 cents,
balcony 30 cents, reserved loges 50 cents;
nights, orchestra 50 cents, balcony 40 cents,
reserved loges 75 cents; children under the
age of 12, at all shows, 10 cents. These are
not the regular Strand film policy admissions, being slightly advanced.
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Michigan
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i
Scene from the Hunt and
Stromberg
"The Lightning
Rider," starring Harry Carey
released product'on,
by W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation.
Missouri

Exhibitor

Declares

Price
Reduction
Imperative
Kidd & Reitner have opened a small picH. G. Weaver, owner-manager of the Gem
theatre in a store building at St. John,
Theatre at New London, Mo., who has given Mo., ture
which is situated on the road to St.
serious thought to fan psychology and the Charles,
Mo.
effect on taxes, in discussing the suhject of
the admission war tax savings emphatically
declared that it was his opinion that unless
Gus Klingenfus of the Opera House. New
the patrons were given the savings the gov- Athens, 111., was seen along Picture Row.
ernment at the very next session of Congress would slap back the tax and in all
Another visitor of the week was M. H.
probability additional taxes, while any seri- Welch, Amuse-U Theatre, Dupo, 111. J. Ferous attempt on the part of exhibitors genguson, Gem Theatre, Centralia, 111., was also
erally to withhold this money from their
patrons would also lead in many instances
to local admission taxes.
The exterior of Marcus Loews State Theatre, Eighth street and Washington avenue,
"Congress
wasn't
thinking
of
a
few
thousand exhibitors when it voted to take off St. Louis, is practically completed and workmen are now rushing the interior work so
that tax," Weaver said. "It did so with the as to have the house ready for the grand
understanding that the millions of picture opening scheduled to take place not later
fans of the country would benefit. If ex- than August 15. The site embraces approxhibitors attempt to hold out on the public
two-thirds of a city block, fronting
you can bet Congress will slap that tax on ao feet imately
on Washington avenue by a depth
of 175 feet on Eighth street. The frontage
at the very next session it holds."
on Lucas avenue is 135 feet. The theatre
Sedalla, Jin., i* threatened with n Sunday
proper occupies the rear of the lot, while the
closing ordinance that would force the local Washington avenue frontage is improved
picture houses to remain dark on the Sab- with a three-story store and shops building.
bath. \t the meeting of the City Council on The theatre has the height of a five-story
June Hi petitions alleged to contain 1,500 building.
names, mostly of church women, -were preThe theatre entrance on Washington avesented to the council asking that the movies
nue is of green marble, with polished bronze
be closed on Sundays.
doors and ticket booth. It leads back to a
has rotunda with fountains on either side. A
The Liberty Theatre, Frankfort, Mo.,
bronze stairway leads to the mezzanine floor
been closed for the summer.
or promenade, finished in American walnut.
From thence spacious stairways lead to the
C. E. Brady of Cape Girardeau, Mo., has orchestra floor and the balcony.
announced the purchase of the Park Theatre
The theatre will seat 3,300. including 700
in that city from Doyle & Strain. The Park
box seats. These are to be reserved and are
seats 800 and has an excellent location. separated from the orchestra seats by a
Brady now owns the three Cape Girardeau
bronze rail. The stage measures 100 by 35
houses, the Park, Broadway and Orpheum,
feet. A four-color electric lighting system
and also has the Circle at Jackson, Mo.
is a feature of the stage equipment.
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Detroit exhibitors who have been working
hard for months behind the idea that the
booking of good pictures during the summer months would be a paying proposition
now have an opportunity to look back over
the first month's business under this idea
and the result, according to the books, is
highly gratifying.
Although the real warm weather has yet
failed to set in, the usual bad period experienced from the middle of May to the
middle of June has been overcome this year
to a great extent by the application of this
•sound business policy. Its success is particularly noticeable in the first-run theatres,
which have been making every effort to obtain a consecutive string of pictures that
would measure up to the fall and winter
standard.
As a result of this plan, the Adams Theatre closed Sunday, June 22, with the engagement of Norma Talmadge
without experiencing
what couldin be"Secrets"
termed
a single
bad
week.
The
Madison, too, have been filling Capitol
in their and
programs
with the best available product, supplemented by extra musical specialties, and business
has been exceptionally good for the season,
it is reported. The Broadway Strand, recently taken over by Universal, and the FoxWashington are smaller houses that have
been ringing the bell merrily.
What the future and the hottest of the
summer's weather may bring might be another story, but for the present at least Detroit managers are looking back and congratulating themselves for a good bit of
far-sightedness.
It also has been noted in exhibitor association headquarters that the neighborhood
theatres doing the best business are those
who have strictly adhered to the policy of
booking only the best available features.
Those who complain are found to be the ones
tions.
who have cheapened up on their presentaPolice defeated a gang of five holdup men
nho attempted to roll the sate at the Regent
Theatre a few nights ago and lost them in a
running eratedgunhi t harles
battle. I'orter,
The Forest
Theatre, toop-a
submitted
si.-.n loss from bandits. Other house* have
been hit hard recently and guards are being
doubled.
Phil Gleichman. of the Ferry Field Theatre: Morris J. Caplan. president of Metropolitan Pictures, and H. M. Richey, general
manager
of the Motion
PicturetheTheatre
ers of Michigan,
represented
DetroitOwnfilm
trade on the annual cruise of the Detroit
Board of Commerce. The cruisers went to
the Isle Royale in the upper Great Lakes
region aboard a special steamer.
Another new downtown theatre has been
announced" for Detroit, but it will be a tiny
one, seating
It will
remodeled only
from a about
store 500.
building
onlybe two
doors from the Broadway Strand and will
play pictures
continuously.
The project.
Woodward
Theatre
Company
is behind the
Nebraska
C. E. Peterson, who operates the Grand
Theatre at Genoa, Neb., spent a day with
Omaha exchanges recently.
•M. Smith has bought the Royal Theatre at
Sioux City, Iowa.
Blaine Cook, manager of the Beatrice
Amusement Company, Beatrice. Neb., was In
Omaha the other day with his wife and
daughter.
Elmer Gailey, owner of the Crystal Theatre at Wayne, Neb., called on Omaha exchanges recently.
The Hostettler Amusement Company has
taken over the Majestic Theatre at Missouri
Valley, Iowa.
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Warren,

Ohio,

Is

Over
Open
Exhibitors at Warren, Ohio, are jubilant
over the fact that, according to a statement
issued by Mayor J. H. Marshall, the city
will continue to have Sunday movies, the
city's chief executive having promised his
fullest co-operation in this connection. In
a recent announcement Mayor Marshall
pointed out the fact that his position on the
Sunday closing question was clearly defined
many months ago when the agitation was
first started. At that time he expressed no
objection to Sunday operation of theatres,
and his attitude has since remained unchanged. Incidentally, the Ku Klux Klan,
by
resolution,
a per-emptory
demand that allrecently
houses made
in Warren
and the
entire county close on Sunday in accordance with the Ohio Supreme Court decision,
and supplemented this demand with a statement that the organization was prepared to
fight the issue to a successful conclusion.
Eleven exhibitors at Canton, Ohio, were
arrested for alleged violation of the Sunday closing law and given suspended tines
of $:£5 each in police court. The exhibitors
pleaded guilty and each was assessed $4.80
an costs of the prosecution. The violations
charged were prior to the recent Supreme
Court decision. An affidavit has since been
Issued for Ed Ilockius, owner of the only
Canton theatre open on Sunday since the
Supreme Court ruling was announced. Theatre men have declared that a strict enforcement of the Sunday blue laws will be demanded of city officials to cover every line
of commercial endeavor.
Among the recent incorporations reported
from Columbus, Ohio, appear the names ot
the Hollywood Theatre Company, Cincinnati,
with a capital of $60,000, and the States
Amusement Company, Columbus, capitalized
at $50,000.
"This Is the Life" is being sung by a
party of exhibitors and managers, headed by
Gus Sun, Springfield, Ohio, who recently left
for a two weeks' sojourn at Sharbot Lake,
Ontario, Canada. Among the party are Billy
James of the James Amusement Company,
Columbus; Mack Craig, manager of the Majestic Theatre, Cleveland; Pete Sun, Toledo;
Ed C. Paull, manager of the Regent Theatre,
Springfield, Ohio.
Thieves entered the offices of the Regent
Theatre,sacked andSpringfield,
Ohio, desks
recently,
randestroyed several
and filing
cabinets but obtained nothing of value.
Cincinnati exhibitors were greatly shocked
to receive word of the death of Eugene
Quigley, which occurred at Chicago recently.
Before becoming identified with the Kearse
Theatrical Enterprises at Charleston, W. Va.,
managed the Capitol Theatre here,
Quigley
when that house was a part of the Ascher
Brothers' chain. Quigley was the first honCleveland
M. B. Horwitz, operating the Washington
circuit in Cleveland, has closed deals for two
new theatres. The Hough-79th Street Theatre is being built for him in the outskirts
of the city. It will have 1,000 seats. He has
purchased the Falls Theatre, which is now
being built in the outskirts. This will have
1,000 seats. He also has purchased the Falls
Theatre, which is now being built and will
be completed in the next thirty days, in Cuyahoga Falls, about twenty-five miles from
Cleveland. This seats 800 and was built for
to
pictures and vaudeville. He has decided
withhold the opening of the Falls Theatre
15. The Hough-79th
until
Street about
TheatreAugust
will be ready for occupancy
not later than November 1.
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Jubilant

Sunday
Victory
orary member of the Stage and Screen
Scribes
of America, a Cincinnati organization.
Work on the new Sixth Street Theatre,
Coshocton, Ohio, which was begun several
weeks ago, now is at a complete standstill
on account of the local trades union resenting contracts let to a Columbus, Ohio, company, who, the unions contend, conduct an
"open
All building trades have been
called shop."
off the building.
The new Capitol Theatre, Charleston, W.
Va., replacing the house which was destroyed
by fire some time ago, is expected to open
during August. The house is owned by the
Hyman interests at Huntington, W. Va. Appointment of a manager will be made soon.
Cy Ummel, who has been in Florida during the winter, has closed his theatre at
Miami and reopened his northern houses at
New Paris and Seven Mile, Ohio.

Another

Million

Betty and Stella Doyle, English stage and
screen stars, who have left for Hollywood' to
play in B. P. Schulberg's
forthcoming Preferred Picture.

Dollar

House

Chicago'
s is West
Another Due
million dollar for
movie theatre
Calo Theatre,
out on the West Side
Coast looking is planned for the far west side . This
ing the ground over.
time a site has been selected on the
The work of tearing down the Colonial
West
east corner of Mansfield avenue and buildTheatre will commence this month and it
Division street, where the M. and H.
will
be rushed so as to get the new movie
tre Company plans a two-story brick souththeatreunder
that cover.
has 'been
by Balaban
ture with terra cotta trim, covering a lot Katz
When leased
completed
this will&
Thea125 by 156 feet. In addition to the umber
give
them
three
houses
in
the
Loop,
all
tre, five stores are provided, with a n strucmodern, for the showing of pictures and
of offices on the second floor.
the staging of presentations and novelties.
theaArchitect William P. Doerr has drawn
Lee Burnstine, well known manager at
plans for a theatre to seat 1,850, as well as Springfield, 111., plans to build a new theatre
a four-story commercial building, to be on a site he recently purchased.
erected on the north side of 71st street between Euclid an,d Jeffery street, by the
The Chatterton Theatre, one of the landJackson National interests. Work is expected
marks of Central Illinois and located at
to start soon and about $1,000,000 will be Sprinfield.
will soon be torn down, it is reInvested.
ported, and a new house to be called the
Chatterton erected on the site.
The Rialto Theatre of the Jones, Linick
& Schaefer chain has been fixed up with a
Charlie Ryan, manager of the Milford Thenew box office to take care of the increasatre, 3311 North Crawford ave., will live in
ing business of this popular house. Now two
the country this summer. He has taken a cotcashiers can work side by side.
tage at Druce Lake, which is about forty
miles from town, and extends the boys an
invitation
to come up and visit him.
New stages are being installed in the Senate Theatre on the West Side and the PanTheatre on the north side by LubThe Sunset Amusement Corporation has
liner & theon
Trinz.
been formed here by Leo R. Salkin, Jess
Waldman and Henry Salkin with a capital
Dr. Sam Atkinson, formerly manager of the of $15,000. The office is at 7 East 35th street.
Prints in All Exchanges — Now
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Handel

to

Spend

$250,000

on
New
Pittsburgh
Theatre
Sam
Lichter.
years
ago a film salesman
The new theatre, to be run as a combinathe old Liberty Film Renting Comtion house, which Harry Handel plans to here for
pany,
and
for
the
past
years salesman in the
erect on Center avenue, near Dinwiddie
Cleveland territory, is now a full-fledged
street, Pittsburgh, will cost in the neighborhaving- taken over the Globe Thehood of $250,000, according to the popular exhibitor,
atre at Washington.
theatre owner, who has disposed of his HipMartin Bailon and J. A. Shimmel of the
podrome Theatre on the North Side to the
Browarsky Brothers, who take possession on Pastime Theatre, Ramey, Pa., spent the early
part of the week on Film Row, putting In
July 1.
at the exchanges. The Pastime, an old
Handel states that the new house, con- dates
building, was destroyed by fire last
struction work on which will begin within frame
and is being rebuilt of brick and
a few weeks, will seat approximately 1,700 January
tile. It will seat 225 and is scheduled for reand will be equipped with a large stage. A
opening about July 15.
picture screen and projection room are also
included in the plans. The building will be
R. J. LaVoise, manager of the Cameraphone Theatre in East Liberty, accompanied
286 feet in depth and will have a frontage
by his wife and two sons. Is making a four
of 60 feet, and completion is not expected
weeks' automobile totour
the Middle
until late next spring.
coverthrough
about 3.500
miles.
Harry leaves soon for a tour of the larger West isandhisexpects
first vacation In four years and
cities in the Middle West, where he will visit This
he's taking a week for each year.
the big picture houses and stpdy the manner
of their conduct, as well as original methods
Sam Soltz, who years ago conducted a
of construction.
picture theatre in the liloomfleld section,
Plttabnrgh, and more recently employed aa
at the Lincoln Square Theatre In
H. C. Kliehni has been appointed Held rep- manager
I risi Liberty, is dead after a short illness of
resentative for the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Western Pennsylvania, lie is an pneumonia.
old-time exhibitor, having for years conductSpeaking
of automobiles,
It takes
exed the Lawrence Theatre, "at the forks in
hibitors to bring
the finest of
them totheFilm
the road,"' in Pittsburgh.
Row. There's Goodman at Woodlawn In a
Paul Jones, manager of the Rowland and new Lafayette, and Mrs. McGinley of Elizabeth in a Pierce-Arrow. Also Harry Handel
Colonial theatres in Wilkinsburg, accomPittsburgh in a new Cadillac coupe. Must
panied by his wife and family, is spending of
be great to be rich.
a vacation on the West Coast.
William Crlgler of the New Theatre,
The Rainelle Theatre Company has been
W. Va., was in town recently buyorganized at Rainelle, W. Va., and will erect Franklin,
ing new equipment for the house, which he
a picture theatre at once.
is rebuilding, it having been destroyed by
fire several weeks ago.
Sam Lurie, well known as part owner of
the Evaline and Main theatres, is a proud
"Jimmie" Retter, who recently took over
daddy, and his smile is extending away back
the Savoy Theatre at California, reports that
he
is shortly to change the house name to
behind his ears. It's a boy, and all's well.
Congratulations!
Capitol.
Print* in All Exchanges — Now
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SHALL
I DO
A Frank Woods Production.
xuiik JOHN HARRON LOUISE DRESSER
and WILLIAM V. MONG
Directed by JOHN G. ADOLF!
Released by
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Wisconsin
Milwaukee's first hot spell, coming during
the last ten days of June after an espemostsummer
of the finery,
city's
theatrescially cool
allspring,
deckedfound
out in
but with a great number of seats empty.
Probably the one exception was the Wisconsin, where an ice cooling and ventilating system had been installed by the Saxe Theatre
Operating Corporation at a total cost of approximately $153,000. A constant temperature of 68 degrees, despite torrid conditions
outside, served as a magnate in attracting
those seeking relief from the heat and demonstrated that an expensive cooling system
of
the itstype
worth
cost.installed in the Wisconsin is
The Milwaukee Theatre has taken on a
summery appearance. Flowers and plants
were placed outside and in the lobby and
ushers donned new Palm Beach uniforms of
gray trimmed with red. At the Wisconsin,
ushers also put on their summer togs of
cream colored material trimmed with red,
while
flowers.the lobby was filled with plants and
Henry" Staab, executive secretary of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Wisconsin, has entered the political arena. Backed
by fellovf Pythian* and the full strength of
i lie exhibitor organisation, he has announced
his candidacy for the State Assembly. Although his plans are still Immature, It la
believed his platform will Include a plank
against the return of the Bine Laws. Mr.
Staab also is a member of the Motion Picture Commission
censoring
body. of Milwaukee, the city's
Ernie Langmack of the Colonial Theatre
and J. H. Silliman of the Downer are the
fishing itors.
champs
Wilwaukee'sEachexhibThey admitamong
it themselves.
one
has spent considerable time on the lakes
near Milwaukee this spring, but so far they
tell
their the
catches
you about
hear about
whale asI follows:
had up to "Did
the
side of the boat? Absolutely the biggest fish
I ever saw."
Saxe's Modjeska, a 2,500-seat house being
rushedwillto open
completion
side,
August on
2. Milwaukee's
Designed by south
Rapp
& Rapp of Chicago, the house iB patterned
after the $2,000,000 Wisconsin Theatre, also
a Rapp product, which the Saxe Theatre OpCorporation
downtownerating
section
lastopened
March. inItthe
will city's
cost
$500,000. One of its main features will be an
ice cooling
sist of the system.
main floorTheandModjeska
balcony will
only. conAfter viewing a demonstration in New
York, Thomas Saxe of Milwaukee has announced that Dr. Lee De Forest's Phonofllm
will be given a trial in one of hia twentytwo houses.
Very present helps in times of trouble
— that'* whatpage*.
you'll find on page 34 and
succeeding
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Big

San
to

Francisco

Reduce

PICTURE

Theatres

Admission

The owners of leading down town San
Francisco theatres have decided to eliminate the tax on admissions in strict accordance with the provisions of the new law.
This will necessitate the use of pennies in
many instances, but it is considered best to
put up with this annoyance rather than to
take off only a portion of the tax or to reduce prices. At a later date conditions may
change, making it possible to return to a
price schedule which will do away with the
need of using pennies. Reductions in prices
are considered out of the question, owing
to the high cost of film, high salaries and
mounting costs of overhead, but at the
same time exhibitors consider it unfair not
to pass the tax reduction benefit on to the
public.
The bogey of censorship has again appeared at Sacramento, and while it is unlikely that a board of censorship will be
established, as has been demanded by the
Federation of Women's Clubs, the passage
of an ordinance to regulate the showing of
sex films is considered a probability.
Miss Mattie Shiebley, of Reedley. Cal., was
Francisco's
Santheatre
on the
visitorthat
a recent
Row
and stated
businessFilmin
the raisin producing districts of the state
was in poor shape, owing to the fact that
growers have received almost nothing for
their crops during the past two years.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Crowley, of the Isis
Theatre, Sparks, Nev., were recent visitors
at San Francisco to arrange bookings for the
coming season. Mrs. J. W. Flood, of the Rex
Theatre, Fallon, Nev., also was here during
the week.
Charles M. Pincus, manager of the Imperial Theatre, San Francisco, has placed
Mischa violin in charge of the Imperial
Theatre orchestra.
Manager Nat Holt of the California TheaSeattle
The fact that the honor was entirely unsolicited makes the appointment of Dr. Howard Clemmer, president of the Washington
State M. P. T. O., and Ray Grombacher,
trustee, both of Spokane, members of the
national body's executive committee
at
large, and J. M. Hone of Seattle, executive
secretary-treasurer of the state unit, a member of the executive committee, very gratifying to the members of the exhibitor organization. The Washington body, which
was organized less than a year ago, was not
represented at the national convention in
Boston, but has followed the progress of the
parent body with interest and has been in
close touch through correspondence with its
aims and interests.
Uus JJergstrom of Molson, Wash., whose
American Theatre was destroyed by fire several weeks ago, is having alterations made
on a store building and expects to open
within a fortnight.
A report has been received in Seattle that
the H. & S. circuit has sold the Theatorium
in Lewiston, Idaho. To whom it is not
known. The company still has houses in
Endicott and St. John, all WashLa Crosse,
ington towns.
Fred W. Teufel is new manager of Hamrick's Portland Blue Mouse, while Ned Edris
Is manager in Tacoma. C. C. Strubel, former Portland manager, left to go to California. Twenty-five-cent summer prices
the Tahave been put into effect in both
coma and Portland Blue Mouse theatres. Seattle prices remain unchanged.

WORLD

Prices

tre, San Francisco, recently put on a novel
number at the ninth Sunday noon concert by
the California orchestra, offering a chorus
of thirty boys from the grammer schools.
Work has been completed on the remodeling of the old T. & D. Theatre at San
Jose, and this house now is known as the
California Theatre. A mezzanine floor has
been added, the lower balcony rebuilt to accommodate big leather chairs, the organ
enlarged and new carpets and drapes installed throughout the house. A water-cooled
ventilating system has been installed and
an entirely new lighting system put in.
Spanish design and decoration make the
house a distinctive one. The work was done
under the personal supervision of A. M.
Bowles, general manager of West Coast
Theatres, Inc., of Northern California.
Work has been commenced on the construction of a $100,000 picture theatre at
Joaquin avenue and East Fourteenth street,
San Leandro, for Fred Schmidt. The house
will seat 1,200.
J. B.tureEndert
has Third
arrangedandto erect
a pictheatre at
H. streets,
Crescent City, at an estimated cost of
$40,000.
The theatre of the Golden Bough has been
opened
Pictures will
be shownat atCarmel-by-the-Sea.
intervals.
Sam Perlin, who has a chain of picture
houses in Northern California, has taken
over the Crystal Theatre at Oakland.
Los Angeles
The rumor that has been circulating along
the local Rialto to the effect that the Mission Theatre would soon be torn down to
make way for a legitimate house has been
officially
denied Southwest
by A. H. Theatre,
Emenhiser,
dent of Pacific
Inc.,presiwho
says that it will continue to be the home
of first-run pictures indefinitely. Mack Sennett sold the house to the Pacific company
several months ago.
Roy Miller invited all the club women attending the national convention to be his
guests at the California to see Will Rogers
in his latest burlesque, "Don't Park There."
Roy had
to giveto two
nees in order
take special
care of 10theo'clock
crowds.matiSid Grauman has announced that "The
Ten Commandments"
wouldEgyptian
be taken Theatre
off on
June
28 at his Hollywood
after a thirty-two weeks' run to make way
for Douglas Fairbanks in "The Thief of Bagdad." "The Ten Commandments" hangs up a
new record for long runs on the Pacific
Coast and proves that Hollywood is a better
locality for long runs than the downtown
district of Los Angeles.

JACK PICKFORD
in a scene Allied
from "The
End ofrelease.
the World," an
Producers
Kansas
The hottest weather of the summer hit
Kansas City last week and remained several
days, the latter part of the week being
rather cool. However, the warm days did not
noticeably cause a decrease in theatre
patronage. Theatres with cooling systems
enjoyed their regular patronage, in addition
to those who attended the theatre merely to
"get cooled off." With the coming of the
summer season, theatre managers are more
alert, using every inducement to keep up a
large summer patronage.
Recent visitors to Kansas City were:
Lee Jones, formerly of the Auditorium
Theatre at Marshall, Mo.; Ben Levy, Hippodrome Theatre, Joplin, Mo.; Clair M. Patee,
Patee Theatre, Lawrence, Kas. ; C. O. Hellman, Palace Theatre, Enterprise, Kas.; S.
H. Harvey, manager of the Colonial Theatre, Pittsburg, Kas.; G. L. Hooper, Orpheum
and Isis theatres, Topeka, Kas.; Bob Holmes,
Royal Theatre, Emporia, Kas.; Ed. Pesky,
Penn Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Wilson, Peoples Theatre, Chanute,
Kas.; W. H. Rinkey of Omaha, representing
the Hostetter Theatre interests of St. Joseph
and Topeka; J. D. Goodnight, Pastime Theatre, Boonville,
Ottawa, Kas.;
W. Sears,
Lyric
Theatre,
Mo.; C.
Frankie
Reinke,
Orpheum
Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.; Mr. Dudgeon, manager of the theatre at Orrick, Mo.; Tom
Clark, Electric Theatre, Maryville, Mo.; R.
R. Winslow, Majestic Theatre, Phillipsburg,
Kas.; W. D. Fite, Best Theatre, Independence,
Kas.; Oscar Reinert, Elite Theatre, Humboldt,
Kas.;
Valley, C.Mo.E. Terry, Royal Theatre, Green
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ETTYCOMPSON
MIAMI
iAn ^ilan Crcsland Production
Released byCinema Ccrf>.
Produced hij Gilford
Producers Distributing Corporation
Season 1924-1925 Thirty first-Run Pictures

STRAIGHTf ian ilie SHOULDER
REPORTS
A Department for. The Information of exhibitors
EDITED BY A. VAN BUREN POWELL
Associated Exhibitors
CHECHAHCOS. (7,600 feet). Star, Eva
Gordon. The first and only picture ever
actually taken in Alaska. A drama vibrating with excitement and adventure, and the
first time shown in America, outside of New
York City. The picture has exquisite scenic
effects. William Noble, Empress Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
LONE WOLF. (6 reels). Star, Dorothy
Dalton. Very mediocre production and those
few that fame did not hesitate to say so.
Old version made years ago considerably better. Advise exhibitors to lay off of it, or if
you have it bought just slip it in when you
know business is going to be bad. Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Had poor attendance.
Draw all classes in city of 10,000. Admission
20-30. Alberon Anders, Coleman Theatre
(800 seats), Southington, Connecticut.
UP IN THE AIR ABOUT MARY. (5 reels).
Star. Joe Moore. A clever little comedy
drama. Well photographed with some interesting bathing girl scenes. Joe Moore very
good as is also Louise Lorraine. Tone, fair.
Sunday, no. Had good attendance. Draw all
classes in town of 5,000. Admission 10-25.
W. H. Moore, Nusho Theatre (350 seats),
Anadarko, Oklahoma.
YANKEE CONSUL. (6,148 feet). Star,
Douglas MacLean. A splendid comedy with
a lot of action. MacLean's pictures always
good. Peppy and full of comedy. Our patrons like him. Tone, splendid. Sunday, yes.
Had good attendance. Admission matinee
twenty-five cents, night forty. Jean Darnell, Capitol Theatre (1,044 seats), Dallas,
Texas.
F. B. O.
BLOW YOUR OWN HORN. (6,315 feet).
Star cast. A fairly good comedy that pleased
about
too
much. eighty
Moral per
tone cent.
good Don't
and itpromise
is suitable
for Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw
rural class in town of 850. Admission 10-2533. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (350 seats),
Battle Creek, Iowa.
CAPTAIN FLY-BY-NIGHT. (5 reels).
Star, Johnny Walker. A good program picture: will be liked where the western is favorably received. Some stunts and some
good riding. Had a fair attendance and all
pleased. cording
Tone,
okeh. Sunday
yes, and
acto community.
Smallno or
town
farmer class, no industries, town of 1.600.
Admission 10-25, specials 20-35. J. M. Dairymple, Dreamland Theatre, Waverly, Ohio.
DARING YEARS. (6,782 feet). Star cast.
A good enough picture for anybody's house
and real acting. Can't go wrong on this

These dependable tips come from exhibitors who tell the truth about pictures to help you book your program
intelligently. "It is my utmost desire to
serve my fellow man," is their motto.
Use the tips; follow the advice of exhibitors who agree with your experience
on pictures you both have run.
Send tips to help others. This is your
department, run for you and maintained
by your good-will.
one. Sunday, yes. Had good attendance
Draw working class in city of 13,500. Admission 10-20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite
Theatre (187 seats), Plqua, Ohio.
DAYTIME WIVES. (6,651 feet). Star cast.
Some title! Drew a big crowd. Everybody
pleased. Use the Circus herald. It sets all
the tongues wagging and they attend. Moral
tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw rural class in town
of S50. Admission 10-25-33. J. D. Warnock,
Luna Theatre (350 seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
DAYTIME WIVES. (6,651 feet). Star cast.
A good feature and lots of good acting and
a good cast. Sunday, yes. Had good attendance. Draw working class in city of 13,500.
Admission 10-20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite
Theatre (187 seats), Piqua, Ohio.
DESERT DRIVEN. Star, Harry Carey. A
good picture of the kind; but Carey does not
get the hand here that Mix does. Good moral
tone; Sunday hardly. Had fair attendance.
Draw farm and small town trade, no industries. Town, 1,600. Admission 10-25, specials 20-35. Dairymple, Dreamland Theatre
(168 seats), Waverly, Ohio.
FASHIONABLE FAKIRS. (5,000 feet).
Star, Johnnie Walker. Good little program
picture. Tone, all right. Sunday, yes. Had
fair attendance. Draw all classes in city of
14,000. Admission 10-25, 10-35. E. W. Collins, Grand and Liberty Theatre (700-500
seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
(; VLLOPING GALLAGHER. (4,700 feet).
Star, Fred Thomson. The first one of this
star's we have run, and I can truthfully say
it pleased
one are
hundred
cent.
If the bal-is
ance of his
this per
good,
everything
"jake"
for
I
bought
them
very
reasonable.
Good tone. Sunday no. Fair attendance,
neighborhood class, town 4,200. Admission
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10-22. W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre (500
seats), Aberdeen Mississippi.
GIRL FROM GOD'S COUNTRY.
(7 reels).
Star, Nell Shipman. Very good picture.
Something out of the ordinary that should go
good in any house. Story of the mounted
police of the northwest. It is a little old but
will make you money as the rental is low.
Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Had big attendance. Draw working class in town of 6,000.
Admission 15-30. Ralph Peronnet, Tujunga
Valley Theatre (292 seats), Tujunga, California.
JUDGMENT OF THE STORM. (6,329 feet).
Star. Lloyd Hughes. We pronounce this a
very satisfactory program and pleased ninety
per cent. Also had drawing power which
means everything to the showman. The cast
was very good. Not a weak member. You
can play this picture. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Had good attendance. Draw general
class in town of 3,600. Admission 10-20.
William A. Clark, Castle Theatre (400 seats),
Havana, Illinois.
LIGHTS OUT. (6,938 feet). Star cast. A
good program subject that is different. Full
of mystery and not a few thrills. Pleased a
Saturday night crowd fairly well. Tone fair.
Sunday no. Good attendance, oil field and
business class, town 650. Admission 10-25.
E. Schilchter, Liggett Theatre (500 seats),
Madison, Kansas.
MIRACLE BABY. (6 reels). Star, Harry
Carey. Fair entertainment, had no kick but
no
praise.
"Telephone
Girls."
Think
this Ran
helpedwithget first
by awful
hot weather
poor attendance. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Had poor attendance. Draw farmers and
small town class. Admission 10-20-30. H.
W. Batchelder, Gait Theatre (175 seats), Gait,
California.
MYSTERIOUS WITNESS. (4,850 feet).
Star cast. A heart interest picture that will
please any audience that likes drama.
Pleased my audience. Not big but good.
Moral tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw farm and
factory class in town of 4,000. Admission
10-20. George L. Satterwhite, Empress
Theatre (350 seats), Webb City, Missouri.
NORTH OF NEVADA. (5,000 feet). Star,
Fred Thomson. Thomson the best western
star today. Used four this series and each
a knockout western. Tone, okay. Had good
attendance. Draw railroad class In town of
700. Admission 10-25. Wilcox and Witt,
Strand Theatre (411 seats), Irvine, Kentucky.
NORTH OF NEVADA. (5,000 feet). 8tar,
Fred Thomson. Good Show. Thomson and
his horse are coming right along. Just a
little comedy sprinkled through his pictures
would give relief; but avoid boob stuff.
Good tone. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance,
general class, town 3,600. Admission 10-20.
William A. Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre (400
seats), Havana, Illinois.
UNKNOWN PURPLE. (6,950 feet). Star
cast. A corking good mystery play. Our
patrons derful
enjoyed
it. Walthall
performance.
He Is wellgave
likeda wonhere.
Tone fine. Sunday, yes. Had good attendance. Admission, matinee, twenty-flve cents,
night, forty. Jean Darnell, Capitol Theatre,
(1,044 seats), Dallas, Texas.
YANKEE MADNESS. (4,680 feet). Star,
George Larkin. Here is a real one with
plenty of good acting and lots of good aotion.
Sunday, yes. Had good attendance. Draw
working class In city of 13,500. Admission
10-20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187
seats), Piqua, Ohio.
First National
BLACK OXEN. (7,837 feet). Star, Corlnne
Griffith. This picture is not all It is supposed to be. It pleased the majority, except
for the ending, and they knew what to ex-
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pect from the novel, so — Good tone. Sunday, yes. Good attendance, oil field and business class, town 650. Admission 10-25. E.
Schlichter, Liggett Theatre (500 seats),
Madison, Kansas.
HUNTRESS. (6,236 feet). Star, Colleen
Moore. A fine, outdoor picture. Good acting
and beautiful scenery. Pleased nearly everybody. Good tone, Sunday yes. Fair attendance, all classes. Admission 10-30. F. Wheeler, Strand Theatre (280 seats), Scotland,
South Dakota.
LOVE'S REDEMPTION. (5,889 feet). Star,
Norma Talmadge. Was disappointed in this
one as it did not afford Norma a chance to
■do her best. Had poor attendance. Draw
agricultural class in town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. L. M. Zug, Rialto Theatre (400
seats), Jerome, Idaho.
MAN OF ACTION. (5 reels). Star, Douglas
MacLean. Just a fair program picture; did
not have any kicks but no one seemed to
rave about anything in the picture. Good
tone, Sunday yes. Fair attendance, all classes.
Admission 10-30. F. Wheeler, Strand Theatre
(280 seats), Scotland, South Dakota.
MIGHTY LAK> A ROSE. (8,036 feet). Star,
Dorothy Mackaill. Positively one hundred
per cent picture. A genuine panacea for
what
ails one
the you
picture
If you
haven't
run this
have business.
overlooked
something.
It will increase the prestige of any theatre.
Moral tone fine and It is very suitable for
Sunday. Had very good attendance. Draw
rural and small town class in town of 800.
Admission 10-25. G. M. Kendall, Coggon
■Opera House (400 seats), Coggon, Iowa.
MIGHTY LAK' A KOSE. (8,036 feet). Star
■cast. One of the best liked pictures I ever
played. They came the second time. That
shows. Used a violin and soloist, do the
same. Moral tone good and it is suitable for
Sunday. Draw rural class in town of 900.
Admission 10-25, 10-35. A. F. Hancock, Star
Theatre (250 seats), Callaway, Arkansas.
PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star cast.
A fine picture, with great comedy. Pleased
everybody. Will go anywhere big. Moral tone
fine and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw students and educated class
in town of 1,600. Admission 10-25. K. F. Van
Norman, Star Theatre (350 seats), Mansfield,
Pennsylvania.
PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star,
Ben Alexander. A very good picture for the
children and for those who haven't forgotten
their youth. Enthusiasm of the adult class
here was, however, only lukewarm, if attendance is any indication. Perhaps you
don't
but thediscovered
oldest fossils
the
World know
were it,
recently
a few inmiles
from our town, the fossil tree ferns of the
Devonian period, and I wouldn't be surprised to hear sometime that some gen•eaologlst had traced the ancestry of some
of our natives back to the time they
"roosted" in these same ancient trees. Furthermore, they still must be "roosting," for
they them
don't atgo our
out place
nights, ofat business.
least we Moral
don't
see
tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had
poor attendance. Draw rural class in town
■of 300. Admission 20-30, special 22-39.
Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall (225 seats),
Grand Gorge, New York.
PERFECT FLAPPER. Star, Colleen Moore.
A riot of thrills for the flappers from six
to sixty — and their beaux. Joy! — that's what
this dainty creature brings. Forget your sorrows; laugh and dance with her. A first
class picture to book. William Noble, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
POTASH AND PERLM UTTER. (7,700 feet).
Star cast. Pleased majority. Had fair attendance. Draw mixed class in town of 1,800. Admission twenty-five cents. Fred S.
Wldenor, Opera House (492 seats), Belvldere. New Jersey.
SLANDER THE WOMAN. (6,400 feet). Star,
Dorothy Phillips. Went fine here. I say a
good picture. They like the outdoors. Draw
rural class in town of 900. Admission 1025, 10-35. A. F. Hancock, Star Theatre (250
seats), Callaway, Arkansas.
SON OF THE SAHARA. (8 reels). Stars,
Bert Lytell, Claire Windsor. A good sheik
picture but they do not go very well here.
Will draw the ones who have read the book.
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PICTURE

Between

Ourselves

A get-together place where
we can talk things over
Bad prints — bad prints!
They keep cropping up in reports.
Wouldn't you think a producer
would get wise?
Wouldn't you think the exchange managers would get hep
to themselves?
Bad print?
Exhibitor
did —toaw,
it! that's what an
Well! — does that say that the
next exhibitor, paying his good
money, is going to be satisfied to
ruin his prestige, built up by long
hours of hard work — and plank
down the greenbacks for damaged
goods and turn around and beg for
more of the same?
Salesmen are handicapped — by
those bad prints!
Contracts are lost — through
those bad prints!
Producers, directors, stars — putting good money, earnest effort,
talent into — what?
Something that discounts the
dollars, disproves the effort,
maligns the talent —
BAD PRINTS!
VAN.
Do not raise admission. Tone good; Sunday
yes. Poor attendance, college class, town
of 2,100. Admission 15-25. R. X. Williams,
Jr.,
Lyric Theatre (250 seats), Oxford, Mississippi.
TWENTY-ONE. (6,560 feet). Star, Richard
Barthelmess. Not much of a picture for a
star like Barthelmess. Too silly. He has
surely had poor material since "Tol'able
David." Moral tone okay and it is suitable
for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw
family and student class in town of 4,000.
Admission 10-25. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre
(60.0 seats), Decorah, Iowa.
VOICE FROM MINARET. (6,785 feet).
Star, Norma Talmadge. Mighty good, high
class
picture.
Not as Flame."
good as
"Smilin'
Through"
or "Eternal
Moral
tone
good and it is suitable for Sunday. Draw
rural class in town of 900. Admission 10Released
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25, 10-35. A. F. Hancock, Star Theatre (250
seats), Callaway, Arkansas.
WHAT A WIFE LEARNED. (5,700 feet).
Star cast. A good clean picture with a big
climax but title and paper too suggestive.
Up against heavy competition so it did not
draw. Moral tone good and it is suitable
for Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw
rural and small town class in town of 800.
Admission 10-25. G. M. Kendall, Coggon
Opera House (400 seats), Coggon, Iowa.
WHAT A WIFE LEARNED. (6,228 feet).
Star cast. Ince production. A much better
picture for general audiences than the title
would indicate. Has a fine dam-breakingflood scene and is really as interesting to
the lover of action as it is to the society
fan. Tone good; Sunday yes. Fair attendance. Town of 3,200. Admission 10-20-30.
Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre,
South Dakota.
WHITE MOTH. Star, Barbara La Marr. A
wonderful picture liked by everyone, the
kind that gets you better attendance for the
second showing. My second day was far
betterLathan
first.is wonderful.
Let's have Good
more tone.
from
Miss
Marrthe— she
Sunday, yes. Good attendance, drawing colclass. Town Jr.,
of 2,100.
R. X.legeWilliams,
LyricAdmission
Theatre 15-25.
(250
seats), Oxford, Mississippi.
WOMAN CONQUERS. Star, Katherine
MacDonald. Keep away from MacDonald's
pictures.
rotten.mistake
This one,
is nothingThey're
to it. all
A poor
of a there
picture. Moral tone okay and it is suitable for
Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw town
and country class in town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre
(248 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
Fox
BIG DAN. (5,934 feet). Star, Charles
"Buck" Jones. Just an ordinary picture but
Charles is a good star. If bought right you
can break even. That is good nowadays.
Tone, good.tendance.Sunday,
yes. Had
average
atDraw all classes
in town
of 1,200.
Admission 10-25-30. Otis Woodring, Palace
Theatre (820 seats), Blackwell, Oklahoma.
BUSTER. (4,587 feet). Star, Dustin Farnum. dred
Very
good Tone,
westerngood.
pleased
one hunper cent.
Sunday,
yes.
Had good attendance. Draw resort class in
town of 2,400. Admission 15-25. S. L Taylor, Kozy Theatre (250 seats), Pass Christian,
Mississippi.
CAMEO KIRBY. (6,931 feet). Star, John
Gilbert. Seven reels, and for me to express
myself on the way my audience liked this
picture, would say, from the way they looked
when the show was over, I judged they were
disgusted. Walter Odom, Dixie Theatre,
Durant, Mississippi.
CATCH MY SMOKE. (4,070 feet). Star,
Tom Mix. Good "Mix" story that pleased the
fans. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Draw
Americans and Cubans. Admission 20-30-40.
Ernest D. Gruppe, Fausto Theatre, Santa Fe,
Isle of Pines, West Indies.
DOES IT PAY. (6,652 feet). Star, Hope
Hampton. An excellent picture that pleased
a big majority of our patrons. While not a
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world beater, it will rank above the ordinary
run. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Had average attendance. Draw neighborhood class in
city of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F.
Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph,
Missouri.

PICTURE

WORLD

The producer who can advertise
"Perfect Prints," even on old pictures, and LIVE UP TO THE AD
— has the jump on the rest.
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!

ELEVENTH HOUR. (6,819 feet). Star
cast. "Very
good picture
of the melodrama
variety.
Suitable
for neighborhood
houses
only. Tone fair. Sunday, no. Had good attendance. Draw all classes in town of 2,000.
Admission fifteen cents. J. H. Fetty, Red
Admission fifteen cents. J. H. Fetty,
Wing Theatre (300 seats), Laurel, Maryland. 000.
Red Wing Theatre (300 seats), Laurel, MaryEXILES. (5 reels). John Gilbert. Aver- land.
age program picture. Star very good.
TO BOARD.
(6.112 feet). Star,
Moral tone okay and it is suitable for Sun- TomLADIES
Mix. Tom always makes us money but
day. Had good attendance. Draw all classes put Tom
to all westerns. People know
in city of 14.000. Admission 10-25-10-35. when he back
is in the right place. Draw all
E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre (700 seats), classes in town
of 1,200. Admission 10-25-30.
Jonesboro, Arkansas.
Otis Woodring, Palace Theatre (820 seats),
FAST MAIL. (6 reels). Star, Charles Jones. Blackwell, Oklahoma.
Don't
was about.
Received
LOXG CHAXCE. (4,331 feet). Star, John
worst know
print what
of allthistimes.
Draw American
As usual John Gilbert is good, but
and Cuban class. Admission 20-30-40. Gilbert.
this
pictureolddoesn't
Ernest D. Gruppe, Fausto Theatre, Santa Fe. the same
story amount
told in tothemuch.
same Itoldis
Isle of Pines, West Indies.
way. Nothing happens. It just drags along
give a sigh of relief
GOOD-BYE GIRLS. (4,746 feet). Star, to the end andthe people
open air. Had fair attendJohn Gilbert. Good program picture only. and rushance. for
Draw
all
class
in
town of 3,500. AdTone, good. Sunday, yes. Had fair attendmission 10-35. M. W. Larmour, National
ance. Draw resort class in town of 2,400. Theatre (450
seats),
Graham,
Texas.
Admission 15-25. S. L Taylor, Kozy TheaMADNESS OF YOUTH.
(4,719 feet). Star.
tre (250 seats), Pass Christian, Mississippi.
John Gilbert. People here do not like GilGRAIL. (4,617 feet). Star, Dustin FarA regular program picture. Tone,
num. Average western. Tone, okay. Sun- good. bert.
Sunday, yes. Had fair attendance.
day, okay. Had fair attendance. Draw Draw resort
class in town of 2,400. Admisrailroad class in town of 700. Admission
15-25. S. L Taylor, Kozy Theatre (250
10-25. Wilcox & Witt, Strand Theatre (411 seats),sionPass
Christian, Mississippi.
seats), Irvine, Kentucky.
MADNESS OF YOUTH.
(4,719 feet). Star,
GRAIL. (4,617 feet). Star, Dustin FarGilbert. Nothing to it: the kind you
num. Very poor. No action whatever. John
to play.
Lots of thetofilm
Full of church talk. No appeal to anybody don't want
not get
any connection
the missing;
picture
except church elders. Not good for west- could
at
all.
Tone,
not
any.
Sunday
—
no,
day.
ern patrons. Moral tone a sermon. Sunday Poor attendance, college trade, townno 2,145.
yes. Had poor attendance. Draw rural Admission 15-25. R. X. Williams, Lyric
class in town of 850. Admission 10-25-33.
J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (350 seats), Theatre (250 seats), Oxford, Mississippi.
Battle Creek, Iowa.
MAN'S MATE. (6 reels). Star, John
Gilbert. A strong underworld picture, but
GRAIL. (4,617 feet). Star, Dustin Far- somewhat
gruesome for a high brow audinum. Played this for a Saturday night
ence. However, It will please the general
western and disappointed the bunch. Pic- fans. Tone,
good. Sunday, hardly. Had
ture would have been good for any other good attendance.
Draw farm and factory
night, but was too slow for the action class
in town of 4,000. Admission 10-20.
hounds.
Farnum
too
much
in
camera's
eye.
L. Satterwhite, Empress Theatre (350
Seems that Fox wants to show the fans George
seats), Webb City, Mississippi.
how well Farnum can "emote" — fans don't
MONN.V VANNA. (9 reels). Star cast
want '"emoteing:" they want action-? Picture picture
drew us big house first night, but
almost like a sermon. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Good general attendance, town 1,000. rain on second night made it impossible for
H.
H. Hedberg, A-Muse-U Theatre, Melville, us to figure its drawing power. Tone, doubtLouisiana.
ful. Sunday, no. Had big attendance first
night, small second. Draw neighborhood
JUST OFF BROAD WAV. (5,444 feet). class
in city of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M.
Star, John Gilbert. Six reel crook story that F. Meade,
Olive Theatre (450 seats), St.
had them guessing from start to finish. As Joseph, Missouri.
usual, Gilbert does some excellent work and
his acting stands head and shoulders above
NOT A DRl>l WAS HEARD. (4,823 feet).
the rest in picture. Audience appeal; good Star, Charles "Buck" Jones. Only fair.
anywhere that interesting stories are liked. Nothing to boost in anyway. Moral tone
Tone fair. Some slight objection to showing good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had
for Sunday, for certain obvious reasons. poor attendance. Draw rural class in town
Good attendance, general class, town about of 850. Admission 10-25-33. J. D. Warnock.
Luna Theatre (350 seats). Battle Creek,
I, 00. Admission 10-25, 15-35. H. H. Hed- Iowa.
berg, A-Muse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
SECOND HAND LOVE. Star, Charles
KENTUCKY DAYS. (5 reels). Star,
Dustin Farnum. Average program picture "Buck" Jones. Pretty good picture. No
of the South and West in the days of "49." kicks. Tone, all right. Sunday, yes. Had
Tone, fair. Sunday, no. Had average at- fair attendance. Draw all classes in city of
tendance. Draw all classes in town of 2,- 14,000. Admission 10-25, 10-35. E. W. Col-
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lins, Grand and Liberty Theatres (700-500
seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
SHIRLEY OF THE CIRCUS. (4,668 feet).
Star, Shirley Mason. A neat little picture
that pleased all that saw it. The billing on
this is not misleading, and circus fans will
appreciate the features pulled oft. Had less
than average attendance, but no fault of picture. Play to small town and farmer trade,
no industries. Town of 1,600. Admission
10-25,
specials
20-35.
M. Dalrymple,
Dreamland
Theatre
(168J. seats),
Waverly,
Ohio.
SILENT COMMAND. Star, Martha Mansfield. Another
good one.
you have
it bought.
Tone, Don't
okay. worry
Sunday,If
yes. Had fair attendance. Draw oil and
farm class in town of 508. Admission 10-25.
J. A. Herring Play House Theatre (249 seats).
Strong, Arkansas.
SKID PROOF. (5,565 feet). Star. Charles
"Buck" Jones. One of the best bets out.
A real production pleased one hundred per
cent. Book it and boost it. Moral tone
okay and it is suitable for Sunday. Attendance, S. R. O. Draw oil and farm class in town
of 508. Admission 10-25. J. A. Herring,
House Theatre (249 seats), Strong,
Play
Arkansas.
TROUBLE SHOOTER. (5,702 feet). Star,
Tom Mix. A six reel picture, just a little
on the love making style, Just enough for
the girls to enjoy and to make Tom popular
with both sexes, as he now is the winning
drawing card with white and colored, with
the high-ups and low downs; all shout for
him and the box office manager grins all
over his face. Walter Odom, Sr., Dixie
Theatre, Durant, Mississippi.
TRU.YTON KING. (5,619 feet). Star, John
Gilbert. Very pleasing drama. Well acted
and good scenery. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Draw Americans and Cubans. Admission 20-30-40. Ernest D. Gnuppe, Fausto
Theatre, Santa Fe, Isle of Pines, West Indies.
VAGABOND
TRAILS.
(4,302 feet). Star,
Charles Jones. Played this five reel picture
Saturday night, June seventh, with Fox Sunshine comedy, "Somebody Lied" — and I want
to tell you we sure had a big time: everybody pleased. Walter Odom, Sr., Dixie Theatre, Durant, Mississippi.
VILLAGE
BLACKSMITH.
Star cast.
Pleased here about ninety-five per cent. No
knocks and many good comments. Shows
of this kind help build the forepart of the
week in small town weak spots. As usual
in this place, attendance dropped second
night. Good moral tone. Sunday, yes. Attendance good first, fair second night. Draw
farm and small town trade, no industries.
Town. 1,600. Admission 10-25, specials 2035. J. M. Dalrymple, Dreamland Theatre
(168 seats), Waverly, Ohio.
AVOLF MAN. (5,145 feet). Star, John Gilbert. Fair melodrama. This one will go
good where this type of picture is liked.
Have seen Gilbert in better ones. Not suitable for Sunday. Had fairly good attendance. Draw high class. Admission 20-3040. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (L600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
Prod. Dist Corp.
Hodkinson
CAMERON
OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED.
(5,600 feet). Star cast. Good picture.
Pleased all. Small town. Frank Jacobin,
Hamilton Theatre, Hamilton, Washington.
CRITICAL AGE. (4,500 feet). Star cast.
Not much picture: no end to it at all. Plot
laid in village, and you only see such things
in the movies. Price too high. R. Williams.
Lyric Theatre, Oxford, Mississippi.
DESERT GOLD. Star cast. An old one
that,
owing to poor photography and faulty
continuity,
failed to please. Action, too,
was slow and picture not up to the other
Hodkinson-Zane Gray pictures. Would class
this as a poor program picture. Fair tone.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance, general class,
town 1,000. H. H. Hedberg. A-Muse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
dhivi.v FOOL. (5,800 feet). Star cast.
Very pleasing show. Business good. Elk
Theatre, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
DRIVIN' FOOL. (5,800 feet). Star. Wally
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Van. Dandy comedy and action picture.
The negro made a hit here. As good as
most any Majestic
of Wallace
Reid's
were.Texas.
P. S.
Stallings,
Theatre,
Bowie,
GRIT. (5,800 feet). Star, Glenn Hunter.
A very good program picture. William
Noble, Capital Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER. (5,556 feet).
Star cast. Good program picture. Print in
excellent condition. Poor crowd first night.
Rain on second night. Small town patronage. Snyder Brothers, Gem Theatre, Earlville, Iowa.
HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER. (5,556 feet).
Star cast. A fair picture and a story we
used to play in our town hall. It will do to
fill in a night, but you can stand at the door
If youday,don't
Tone, good.
Sunyes. Hadraisefairprices.
attendance.
Draw farm
and factory class in town of 4,000. Admission 10-20. George L. Satterwhite, Empress
Theatre (350 seats), Webb City, Missouri.
HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER. (5,556 feet).
Star cast. A very well produced picture
that seemed to please everybody. Acting is
wonderful. Moral tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw rural class in town of 850. Admission
10-25-33. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (350
seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
JUST LIKE A WOMAN. (4,900 feet).
Just a good little program picture. Nothing
great, but worth what we paid for it. P. S.
Stallings, Majestic Theatre, Bowie, Texas.
LIGHTNING
RIDER.
(6 reels). Star,
Harry Carey. As good a picture as Carey
ever made. Did excellent business, entire
run of picture. H. R. Croft, Lyceum Theatre, Findlay, Ohio.
MARK OF THE BEAST. Star cast. Very
good picture. If you can get them In will
give excellent satisfaction. Hamilton Eckardt, New Palace Theatre, Wisconsin Rapids,
Wisconsin.
MIAML (6,317 feet.) Star, Betty Compson. One of the best bets. We heartily
recommend this picture. It is filled with
life, youth, thrills and suspense. Star is
capable actress well liked by our patrons.
Tone, fine. Sunday, yes. Had big attendance. Admission, matinee, twenty-five cents,
night, forty. Jean Darnell, Capitol Theatre
(1,044 seats), Dallas, Texas.
NIGHT HAWK. (5,115 feet). Star, Harry
Carey. Harry Carey is no good In this class
of picture. Carey is a big drawing card,
but belongs in a western picture. E. H.
Haulbrook, Ballard Theatre, Seattle, Washington.
NIGHT HAWK. (5,115 feet). Star, Harry
Carey. This is the best Carey picture
I have played in the last two years. Action
fast, and plenty of it. H. K. Van Wormer,
Melvin Theatre, Toledo, Ohio.
OLD FOOL. (6,147 feet). Star cast. This
is a pretty good picture after you get them
in to see it. The title is bad and does not
tell exactly what the picture is like. Some
old soldiers resented the title. The paper is
poor as it is all alike on the big and little
stuff not showing much. Ben. L. Morris,
Olympic Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.
PURITAN PASSIONS. (6,600 feet). Star
cast. Any person should be shot at sunrise
for passing such a piece of junk on an exhibitor. Poorest business in two years. E.
P. Mott, Lyric Theatre, Wooster, Ohio
SHIFTING SANDS. (5,3,08 feet). Star
cast. Extraordinary. Better than "The
Sheik."
D. McC.
Knight, Globe Theatre,
Marcus Hook,
Pennsylvania.
Metro- Goldwyn
BOY OF FLANDERS. (7,018 feet). Star,
Jackie Coogan. We played the above for
two days. Did one of the best businesses in
a long time. We can truthfully say that
ninety per cent of our patrons were more
than satisfied.
It's (Sunday,
one of Jackie
Coogan's
best.
Tone, good.
yes. Had
good
attendance. I. M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre, Toms River, New Jersey.
BROADWAY ROSE. (7,277 feet). Star,
Mae Murray. Save your money brother, let
it alone. We cannot imagine a more
ridiculous thing than this — Miss Murray
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Quota — what keeps the salesman on the jump.
Bad print — what makes the
quota unattainable.
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!

resort class in town of 2,400. Admission37
15-25. S. D. Taylor, Kozy Theatre (250
seats), Pass Christian, Mississippi.
HALF A DOLLAR BILL. (5,700 feet).
Star cast. Fine production. Good directing,
good cast, and wonderful acting. Book it.
Moral tone good and it is suitable for SunHad good attendance. I. M. Hirshsey. day.
blond, Traco Theatre, Toms River, New Jer-

should make her get away. Sunday, no.
Attendance, not good. Town of 7,000. Admission 10-25. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
DON'T DOUBT YOUR HUSBAND. Star,
Viola Dana. Do you know that fully ninety
per cent of trifling husbands are caused by
doubting
don't for
doubt
your
husband. wives?
But see Moral
the picture
yourself.
William Noble, Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
KAGLE'S FEATHERS. (6,500 feet). Star
cast. Very good. Here is another Metro
picture which should be shown in every
theatre. Everything is in it to make it a
one hundred per cent picture. Pleased all
who saw it. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Had
big attendance. Draw working class in town
of 6,000. Admission 15-30. Ralph Peronnet,
Tujunga Valley Theatre (292 seats), Tujunga,
California.
FAMOUS MRS. FAIR. (7,000 feet). Str,
Myrtle Stedman. This was old and I knew
it, but I have read so many nice things of
it, I booked it. I am sorry, for although
what
I saw spoiled
of the picture
was The
"There,"
poor print
the show.
endinga
was
entirely
missing,
and
it
was
full
of
misframes. Titles were too short, too, so take
it all around, it was a disappointment. Attendance, good. Sunday, yes. Used slide,
boards. Town of 800. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall Theatre (250 seats), Chester, Vermont.
FOOL'S AWAKENING. (5,763 feet). Star
cast. Very good material spent to make an
ordinary picture.
Tone, okay.
fair at-of
tendance. Draw railroad
class Had
in town
700. Admission 10-25. Wilcox and Witt,
(411 seats), Strand Theatre, Irvine, Kentucky.
GREAT WHITE WAY. (10,000 feet). 'Star,
Anita Stewart. A picture of hokum. Our
patrons did not care for this picture. We
believe
this production
"overit was
sold."
To
those familiar
with Broadway
great,
to the outsider, just a picture. Tone, all
right. Sunday, yes. Had fair attendance.
Admission, matinee, twenty-five cents, night,
forty. Jean Darnell, Capitol Theatre (1,044
seats), Dallas, Texas.
GREAT WHITE WAY. (10,000 feet). Star,
Anita Stewart. A humdinger and no mistake with everything that everybody wishes
to see. Prize fights, fire scenes, with raging
mob, cabaret
scenes interspersed withand
love roof
and garden
comedy throughout
entire film. Show this picture then hear the
favorable comments from your patrons.
Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Showed two days
to fair attendance. Draw middle class in
city of 500,000. Admission 10-22. William
T.
Meeks,
Silliman'sWisconsin.
Murray Theatre (740
seats),
Milwaukee,
GREEN GODDESS. (9,100 feet). Star,
George Arliss. A very good picture, but not
what the general public like. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Attendance, lost money. Draw

HALF A DOLLAR BILL. (5,700 feet).
Star, Anna Q. Nilsson. A good picture of
the crook type, with the two dogs very
much in evidence. However, it did not pull
very much for me: comments were favorable,
but it did not create any mouth-to-mouth
talk which is necessary for real business on
a two-day run. Fair tone. Sunday, yes.
Draw all classes, town 3,000. Admission
10-28, 15-33. A. E. Andrews, Opera House
(500 seats), Emporium, Pennsylvania.
HALF A DOLLAR BILL. (5,700 feet).
Star cast. A bunch of sentimental stuff that
town
and it's put
over well
enoughaudiences
to make crave
the majority
of them
like
it. If you can get the money with this title
we believe you will please them. Good tone.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. P. A. Freddy,
Elaine Theatre, Sinton, Texas.
HAPPINESS. (7,700 feet). Laurette Taylor. After reading different reports for and
against this picture I watched it closely
and found it to be interesting and amusing
and believe my audience shared my opinion.. Rough stuff eliminated, but clean with
plenty of comedy that keeps the audience in
good humor. Vaudeville in connection.
Tone, excellent. Sunday, yes. Had good
attendance. Draw middle class in city of
500,000. Admission 10-22. William T. Meeks,
Silliman's waukee,
Murray
Wisconsin. Theatre (740 seats), MilHELD TO ANSWER. (5,601 feet). Star,
House Peters. Just an ordinary program
picture. Not much to it. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Had fair attendance. I. M. Hirshblond, Trace Theatre, Toms River, New Jersey.
HUNGRY HEARTS. (6,450 feet). Star
cast. A good picture. Pleased all. Great
epic of the great melting pot of America.
Some good comedy, also heart throbs. Moral
tone good and it is suitable for Sunday.
Had fine attendance. Draw all classes in
town ofCampbell,
1,800. Admission
15-20, 15-25.
Miss
Zelma
Colonial Theatre
(450 seats),
Moulton, Iowa.
IN SEARCH OF A THRILL. (5,500 feet).
Star, Viola Dana. Very good. Had some fine
comments on this one. N. Russell, Russell
Theatre, Barnesboro, Pennsylvania.
IN THE PALACE OF THE KING. (9,000
feet). Star, Blanche Sweet. After hearing
many bad reports on this one I was a bit
scared to run it. But when I did get up
courage enough, I was greatly surprised.
I thought it was very good. I ran it on a
poor night
lost tone
moneyfine.
on it,
but I yes.
expected that.andMoral
Sunday,
Had small attendance. Draw mixed class in
town of 3,500. Admission 10-25-35. T. L.
Barnett, Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett
City,
Connecticut.
INVISIBLE
POWTER. (6 reels). Star,
House Peters. An old Goldwyn. One of
those tearful sobby ones that will get by,
once in an age. Used a strong comedy.
Tone. okay. Sunday, yes. Had fair attend-
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ance. Draw small town class in town of
1,367. Admission 10-25, 30-35. S. G. Harsh,
Princess Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
LAST MOMENT. (6 reels). Star, Doris Kenyon. Although 1 did not see this one myself,
what few reports I heard on it, it was only
fair, with a very impossible theme. Print
was in poor shape. Tone okay. Pretty rough
for Sunday. Large attendance, mixed class,
town 3,500. Admission 15-25-35. T. L. Barnett. Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City,
Connecticut.
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK. (10,000 feet).
Star. Marion Davies. This is good for sore
eyes, especially the start and support of the
leading man; good action. One hundred per
cent entertainment. Give us some more like
it. Tone fine. Sunday, yes. Had very good
attendance. Draw farmers and business class
in town of 2.200. Admission 10-25. A. F.
Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City,
Nebraska.
LOST AND FOUND. Star, Pauline Starke.
Book this. Exploit it and feel good after
you have played it. Star supported handsomely by Antonio Moreno and House Peters.
Story ent.unusually
very differA real Southinteresting
Sea Island andpicture.
Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Usual attendance.
Draw higher and mill class in town of 500.
Admission 20-30. C. S. Chapman, Belvidere
Theatre (250 seats), Grove Hill, Alabama.
LOVE IN THE DARK. (6 reels). Star,
Viola Dana. Good program picture which
should please. All Dana fans will be greatly pleased.
Moral Draw
tone, okay,
and it inis town
suitable for Sunday.
all classes
of 1,800. Admission 15-20, 15-25. Miss
Zelma Campbell. Colonial Theatre (450 seats),
Moulton, Iowa.
LOVE PIKER. (6,237 feet). Star, Anita
Stewart. A fairly good program picture.
Miss Stewart well liked here. Tone, not
good. Sunday, no. Had good attendance.
Town of 4,200. Admission 10-22. W. E.
Elkin, Temple Theatre (500 seats), Aberdeen, Mississippi.
MAN FROM LOST RIVER. (5,694 feet).
Star, Houseduction.Peters.
whaleto offinish
a finein proAction from A start
the
lumber country. Pleased my audiences one
hundred per cent. Fine comments from
many. Play it. A fine picture for any
house. Moral tone good. Had good attendance. Draw general class in town of 1,200.
Admission 15-25. E. N. Prescott, Precott
Circuit (700 seats), Union, Maine.
MADEMOISELLE MIDNIGHT. (6,778 feet).
Star, Mae Murray. A production far away
from the usual rather light themes this
beautiful girl has always been seen in. An
exceptionally interesting adventure in Old
Mexico with a fine cast and good direction.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Had good attendance. Draw best class in city of 12,000. Admission 10-20-30. James Zartaludes, Victorian Theatre (1,200 seats), Sapulpa, Oklahoma.
MAN LIFE PASSED BY. (6,200 feet).
Star cast. Good picture. Not a special, but
will please seventy-five per cent of the
go Tone,
wrong okay.
by booking
aaudience.
reasonableCan't
price.
Sunday,it no.at
Had good attendance. Draw working class
in town of 6,000. Admission 15-30. Ralph
Peronnet, Tujunga Valley Theatre (292
seats), Tujunga, California.
MAN LIFE PASSED BY. (6,208 feet).
Star, Percy Marmont. This was a fine production, pleased majority of our patrons.
A success in any house. Tone, very good.
If
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Heat may keep 'em away from
the theatre in summer —
Bad prints drive 'em away for
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
good.
Sunday, yes. Had poor attendance. I. M.
Hirshblond, Traco Theatre, Toms River, New
Jersey.
Star cast.
is MAN
a veryLIFE
goodPASSED
picture BY'.
and cannot
say This
why
it did not go over better. However, business
was very much better on second night of a
two-day run- Think the title poor. People
could not judge what it was all about from
the title. Fine tone. Sunday, yes. Ordinary attendance, all classes, town 3,000.
Admission 10-28, 15-33. A. E. Andrews,
Opera House (500 seats), Emporium, Pennsylvania.
NAME THE MAN. (8 reels). Star cast.
Certainly is a fine picture. Well acted. The
advertising, says Aileen Percy, is one of the
players. Maybe so, but she failed to show
up. Tone, spicy. Sunday, yes. Had fair attendance. Town of 7,000. Admission 10-25.
Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800 seats),
Guthrie, Oklahoma.
NELLIE THE BEAUTIFUL CLOAK MODEL. (7,000 feet). 'Star cast. A melodrama
brim full of excitement and thrills. The
elevated railroad scene will make them hold
their breath and grip their seats. Lavishly
produced. Wonderful gowns. Splendid settings, good photography. Go after this big.
Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Had good attendance. Draw middle class in city of 500,000.
Admission 10-22. William T. Meeks, Silliman's Murray Theatre, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
OUR HOSPITALITY. (6,220 feet). Star,
Buster Keaton. Equal to anything Harold
Lloyd ever did and pleased our patrons better. A better
picture thanper"Three
Pleased
about ninety-nine
cent. Ages."
Tone,
excellent. Sunday, yes. Had extra attendance. Draw neighborhood class in city of
SO, 000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive
Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
PEG O' MY HEART. (7,900 feet). Star
cast. A dandy picture, but to long for this
type of picture. There is not enough action in It
to keep up good interest for eight reels.
Tone, good and it is suitable for Sunday.
Had fair attendance. Draw town and country class in town of 900. Admission 10-30.
Charles L. Nott, Opera House (400 seats),
Sutherland, Iowa.
RAGGED EDGE. (6,800 feet). Star cast.
A fine little picture that is sure to please
better than many specials and the price is
right. We liked it. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Had good attendance. Town of 7,000.
Admission 10-25. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
RAGGED EDGE. (6.800 feet). Stars, Alfred
Lunt, Mimi Palmeri. Rather interesting picture; well acted, and had favorable comments on it. To me it was a little too long
but think it worth showing if bought right.
Tone good; Sunday, yes. Good attendance,
farming and small town class, town 600.
Admission 10-20-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait
Theatre (175 seats), Gait, California.
RAGGED EDGE. (6,800 feet). Star cast.
Fair program picture. Seemed to please
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most of my patrons. Moral toneJuly
good5,and
is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw students and educated class in
town of 1,600. Admission 10-25. K F. Van
Norman,
Star Theatre (350 seats), Mansfield,
Pennsylvania.
RECOIL. Stars, Mahlon Hamilton, Betty
Blythe. Five day run. Best picture Rex
Beach inhasCosmopolitan.
ever written Raymond
— that's from
his
story
Theatre,
Pasadena, California.
ROUGED LIPS. (5,150 feet). Star, Viola
Dana. Personally, 1 like Viola Dana, and
her pictures never cause any distress among
my patrons, but neither do her pictures ever
draw a crowd. As a general thing attendance falls off on nights when Miss Dana is
in evidence. This picture is a good program
offering and will go all right where this star
is popular. Got a nice print on this. Attendance poor on a nice night, so something:
is wrong. Used slide, boards. Suitable for
Sunday. Town of 800. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall Theatre (250 seats), Chester, Vermont.
SCARAMOLCHE.
(9,600 feet). etar,
Ramon Novarro. Did not draw. Lost money
on it. Everybody like it that saw it
Tone, okay. N. Russell, Russell Theatre,
Barnesboro, Pennsylvania.
SECOND YOUTH. (6,169 feet). Stars,
Lunt,
Palmeri. as
A "Bad
Boy."
this
on a Saturday
I feared
its Played
merit. Had
real "fillers" and it was a good thing or
I'd a-got lynched. Stay off: this don't mean
a thing. There isn't a name you can talk
about in your publicity, and it won't make
good when you see it on the screen. It's
the crime,
the cast
—thea story
bunch that's
of stage
celebrities
who isn't
can bad
act
and would if they had anything to do. If
you
have
to
play
it
—
leave
town.
Very
bad
attendance for a Saturday. Usual advertising. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful, Saranac Lake. New York.
SHERLOCK, JR. (4,605 feet). Star, Buster
Keaton. This picture pleased, very well, but
was not as good as Keaton's preceding feature, "Our Hospitality." Tone, good. Sunyes. Had fair attendance. I. M. Hirshsey. day,blond,
Traco Theatre, Toms River, New JerSHERLOCK. JR. (4,605 feet). Star. Buster
Keaton. Buster's latest feature-length comconsider
it his
care edy,
forand Ihim,
but the
kidsbest.
are Some
strongdon't
for
this
kind
of
entertainment;
they
don't
like
sob stuff or mushy pictures: give them excitement or comedy situations and you have
the kids with you. Tone, just fair. Sunday,
yes. Good atendance, all classes, town 3,000.
Admission 10-28, 15-33. A. E. Andrews,
Opera House (500 seats), Emoprium, Pennsylvania.
SHERLOCK, JR. (4,605 feet). Star, Buster
Keaton. A wonderful comedy that will
never fail to go over. Keaton is considered
the biggest card of all the comedians. Tone,
good. Sunday, good. Had big attendance.
Town of 7,000. Admission 10-25. Ned Pedigo,
Pollard
homa. Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, OklaSIN FLOOD. (6,500 feet). Star cast. We
will call this good, though not as good as
some. We played this on Saturday night in
opposition with a ten show, and did more
business than the previous Saturday when
we had no opposition. Surely was a good
picture. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Had fine
atetndance. Draw all classes in town of
1,800. Admission 15-20, 15-25. Miss Zelma
Campbell, Colonial Theatre (450 seats), Moulton, Iowa.
SOCIAL CODE. (5 reels). Star, Viola
Dana. A fair program picture. Our patrons
well pleased. Would satisfy in any house.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Had fair attendance. I. M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre Co.,
Tom River, New Jersey.
SOCIAL CODE. (5 reels). Star, Viola
Dana. Good program picture that seemed
to please our patrons. Not as good as "The
Heart
Bandit."
is popular
here. Tone,
excellent.
RatherDanaweak
for Sunday.
Had
average attendance. Draw neighborhood
class in city of 80,000. Admission 10-16.
M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats), St.
Joseph, Missouri.
SPOILERS. (8,020 feet). Star cast. Very
ordinary for the price paid. Most any good
western just as good at a fifteen dollar
rental. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Had very
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poor attendance. Draw resort class in town
of 2,400. Admission 15-25. S. L. Taylor,
Kozy Theatre (250 seats), Pass Christian,
Mississippi.
THREB WEEKS. (7,500 feet). Star cast.
Here is a dandy and one that will get the
money
too one
bad year
that
we couldandnotplease
have them.
had thisIt'sabout
ago before the slump in business it would
then have broken all house records. Played
two days to a nice business considering the
dull times in this section. A. Mitchell, Dixie
Theatre, Russellville, Kentucky.
THREE WEEKS. (7,540 feet). Star, Conrad Nagel. Not as good as expected. Drew a
younger set who expected to see a lot of
immoral stuff but got fooled. Fair tone,
no for Sunday. Very good attendance. J.
J. Spandau, Family Theatre, Braddock,
Pennsylvania.
TRUE AS STEEL. (7 reels). Star, Aileen
Pringle. WeOnewould
of the
played.
like best
one pictures
as good, we've
every
week. We believe Aileen Pringle is going
to be the comer of the screen. She has
everything required in a star. Tone, splendid. Sunday, yes. Had gpod attendance.
Admission, matinee, twenty-five cents, night,
forty. Jean Darnell, Capitol Theatre (1,044
seats), Dallas, Texas.
THY NAME IS WOMAN. (9,087 feet).
Star, Barbara LaMarr. This picture will
no doubt appeal to the higher class of people. A picture that will go over only in
some places. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Had good attendance. I. M. Hirshblond,
Traco Theatre, Toms River, New Jersey.
UNSEEING EYES. (8,500 feet). Star, Lionel
Barrymore. A good picture if four reels of
the padding was cut out; as it is, I would
say poor. Nine reels of film is too long to
wait for a little plot. Title rotten. Fair
moral tone, suitable for Sunday. Poor attendance of mixed class, town of 3,000. Admission 10-20. Chas. Martin, Family Theatre,
Mt. Morris, New York.
Paramount
REDROOM WINDOW. (6,550 feet). Star
cast. Fair picture. Two day run, vaudeville. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Had good
attendance. Raymond Theatre, Pasadena,
California.
BIG BROTHER. (7,080 feet. Star cast. A
story of the underworld with tense moments
and human situations. Mickey Bennett, the
child actor, is wonderful. Will satisfy most
patrons as an entertaining picture. Draw
city and country class in town of 3,000.
Admission 10-30. George W. Walther, Dixie
Theatre (50 seats), Kerrville, Texas.
BURNING SANDS. (6,909 feet). Star, Milton Sills. Very good many favorable comments. Well acted and interesting throughout. I could use more like it. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Had good attendance. Draw
farmers and small town class. Admission
10-20-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait Theatre
(175 seats), Gait, California.
CAUL, OF THE CANYON. (6,993 feet).
Star, Richard Dix. One of the best Zane
Grey stories and a real red blooded picture
that will please any audience if they are
not dumb and blind. Book it and play it.
Tone, excellent. Sunday, yes. Had capacity
attendance. Draw farm and factory class
in town of 4,000. Admission 10-20. George
L. Satterwhite, Empress Theatre (350 seats),
Webb City, Missouri.
CAPPY RICKS. (5,962 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. Very interesting and really
pleased. Good sea and boat scenes. Moral
tone okay and it is suitable for Sunday.
Draw Americans and Cubans. Admission
20-30-40. Ernest D. Gruppe, Fausto Theatre,
Santa Fe, Isle of Pines, West Indies.
DARK SECRETS. (4,337 feet). Star,
Dorothy Dalton. Six reel picture and it
pleased from every standpoint. It is a good
picture. Print in excellent condition; picture as bright and clear as a sunshiny sky.
Walter Odom, Sr., Dixie Theatre, Durant,
Mississippi.
EBB TIDE. Star cast. A good sea picture
but a little too long. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Had fair attendance. Draw town and
country class in town of 900. Admission
10-30. Charles L. Nott, Opera House (400
seats), Sutherland, Iowa.
FAIR
WEEK.
(5 reels). Star, Walter
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It's a shame to think that one
careless exchange manager, letting
a bad print go out, can destroy
the prestige of a theatre, spoil an
evening for an audience and make
a million dollar investment look
like thirty cents.
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
Hines. Just a fair comedy drama. Nothing
more to be said. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Had average attendance. Draw all classes
in town of 2,000. Admission fifteen cents.
J. H. Fetty, Red Wing Theatre (300 seats),
Laurel, Maryland.
FIGHTING COWARD. (6,501 feet). Star,
Cullen Landis. Not a special by any means,
but much better than a good many socalled specials. The beginning a little slow,
action increases. Moral tone good and it is
suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
I. M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre Co., Toms
River, New Jersey.
FIGHTING COWARD.
(6,501 feet). Star,
Mary Astor. A very good and entertaining
picture, with good photography and execution. William Noble, Criterion Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
FLAMING BARRIERS. (5,821 feet). Star,
Jacqueline Logan. A very good picture to
book. Sure to please. William Noble, Rialto
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
GRUMPY. (6,521 feet). Star, Theodore
Roberts. A very good interesting picture
with good cast. Excellently lighted and
photographed. Tone, fair. Sunday, yes.
Had good attendance. Draw all classes in
town of 5,000. Admission 10-25. W. H.
Moore, Nusho Theatre (350 seats), Anadarko,
Oklahoma.
GRUMPY. (5,621 feet). Star, Theodore
Roberts. Exceptionally good picture. Will
please anywhere. Even though this one is
old enough to vote it is a lot better than
most of the pictures that Paramount is selling for this year. Excellent attendance.
Draw good class in town of 2,000. Admission 10-30. H. W. Rible, Mayfield Theatre,
Mayfield, California.
HEART RAIDER. Star, Agnes Ayres. Nice
little picture with a comedy touch. Drew
well and pleased. Film badly cut up. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Had fair attendance.
Draw small town class in town of 1,367.
Admission 10-20-30-35. S. G. Harsh, Princess
Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
HER GILDED CAGE. (6,249 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. Good picture that pleased
average crowd. Moral tone okay and it is
suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Draw small town class in town of 1,369.
Admission 10-15-25-30-35. S. G. Harsh,
Princess Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton,
Iowa.
HER HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK. (5,101
feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. This should be
shown
You produced
won't go
wrong throughout
on it. Ones, theno country.
extras. Well
and acted. Mortal tone okay and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
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Draw railroad class in town of 805. Admission 15-25. G. W. Hughes, Hughes Theatre
(150 seats), New Haven, Missouri.
HERITAGE OF THE DESERT. (5,785
feet). Star cast. Very fine western, pleased
ninety per cent. Give us more of this kind.
Moral tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw all classes
in town of 2,000. Admission fifteen cents.
J.
H.
Red Wing Theatre (300 seats),
Laurel,Fetty,
Maryland.
HERITAGE OF THE DESERT. (5,875
feet). Star cast. Very fine picture. Proof
of this is business increased. Moral tone
good. J. M. Blanchard, Strand Theatre, Sunbury, Pennsylvania.
HERITAGE OF THE DESERT. (5,735
feet. Star, Ernest Torrence. The fact that
this is a Zane Grey story and the cast includes Ernest Torrence, Bebe Daniels, Lloyd
Hughes and Noah Beery is sufficient evidence to prove that you will take no chances
to show this one anywhere to anyone. Very
pretty scenery and very well directed and
acted. Moral tone okay and it is suitable
for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw
general class in town of 800. Admission
10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246
seats), Irvington, California.
HERITAGE OF THE DESERT. (5,785
feet). Star cast. A Zane Grey western with
some of the most beautiful scenery I have
ever seen. Excellent story, but the honors
belong to Ernest Torrence for his clever acting. A good picture and bought right ought
to make money anywhere. Moral tone okay
and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw all classes in town of 3,500.
Admission 10-28. S. Spicer, Miami Theatre
(450 seats), Franklin, Ohio.
HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN. (8,300
feet). Star, Bebe Daniels. Plenty of money
spent on this and a better than average picture is the result. Pleased nearly all our
patrons. Splendid cast and capable acting.
Moral tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw all classes
in town of 3,500. Admission 10-28. S. Spicer,
Miami Theatre (450 seats), Franklin, Ohio.
HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN. (8,300
feet). Star cast. Another jazz nightmare.
Not entertainment. Moral tone fair but it Is
not suitable for Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw local and transient class in town
of 1,200. Admission 10-30. Leo Peterson,
Iris Theatre (600 seats), Belle Fourche,
South Dakota.
HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN. (8,300
feet). Star, Bebe Daniels. Pleased about
fifty per cent. Personally thought it a
pretty good special, but fifty per cent, of the
patrons reversed their opinion. And of
course
we've Moral
got to tone
pleasefair
the but
public
to not
get
the money.
it is
suitable for small towns. Had poor attendance. Draw all classes from whites only in
town of 3,000. W. H. Odom, Pastime Theatre
(249 seats). Sanderville, Georgia.
HOLLYWOOD. (8,100 feet). Star cast.
Very good entertainment. Amusing but verging on "star
MoralandtoneCubans.
good.
Sunday,
yes. propaganda."
Draw Americans
Admission 20-30-40. Ernest D. Gruppe,
Fausto Theatre, Santa Fe, Isle of Pines,
West Indies.
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HOMEWARD BOUND.
(7,000 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Pair Meighan picture and
will do business as well as please most anywhere.DrawMoralsmall
tone good.
Had fair
attend-of
ance.
town class
in town
6,000. Admission 10-30. L. O. Davis, Virtucky. ginia Theatre (600 seats), Hazard, KenHOMEWARD BOUND. (7,000 feet). Star
cast. Fine picture. Pleased ninety per cent.;
all thought very good. Liked "Back Home
and Broke" best. Meighan's our best bet.
Moral tone okay and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw town and
country class in town of 1,200. Admission
10-25. Cecil B, Seff, New Radio Theatre
(248 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
HUMMING BIRD. (5,577 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. A big success (box office
success). Played for a week to excellent
business.
PossiblyDraw
Gloria's
big
attendance.
good best
classeffort.
in cityHadof
30,000. Admission thirty-three cents. Frank
Vesley, National Theatre (950 seats), Stockton, California.
HUMMING BIRD. (7,577 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. A picture that you can
boost to the sky. It is sure to please and
will make money if you can buy it at a reasonable price. Moral tone good and it Is
suitable for Sunday. Had extra good attendance. Draw all classes in town of 1,500. Admission 10-30, 20-40 on specials. F. E. WhitTexas. ney, Albany Theatre (250 seats), Albany,
HUMMING BIRD. (7,577 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. Wonder of a picture.
Gloria's
very class
best.in Had
attendance.
Draw family
city ofbig17.000.
J. M
Blanchard, Strand Theatre, Sunbury, Pennsylvania.
HUMMING BIRD. (7,577 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. We played the above for
two days, and while we lost money on this
wonderful picture, we do not lay this to the
fault of this production. As usual, we paid
Paramount prices, which are entirely too
much for this star. Any of you that can
buy this picture at the right price go to
it
Gloria's
goodandandplay
it isit.
suitable
for best.
Sunday.Moral
Had tone
fair
attendance. I. M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre, Toms River, New Jersey.
HUMMING BIRD. (7,577 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. One of the best Swanson
pictures. Pleased and drew excellent business on Anniversary Week. Daily ad. in papers, but no extra advertising. Gave away
Swanson hat on the run, which helped some.
N. L. Royster, Capitol Theatre, Birmingham
Alabama.
ICEBOUND. (6,471 feet). Star cast. This
is a slow drama. Not much happens. The
acting is fine but it was not liked at all
here. Had good attendance. Draw all classes
in small town. Town of 3,500. Admission
10-33. M. W. Larmour, National Theatre (450
seats), Graham, Texas.
ICEBOUND. (6,471 feet). Star cast.
Possibly the story won some kind of a cup
or
the inside
thatother,
cup. but
No wegoodhaven't
for ourseenpatrons.
Moralof
tone bad and it Is not suitable for Sunday.
Had fair attendance. Draw college class in
town of 6,000. Admission 10-25-35. Jean
Dagle, Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
ICEBOUND. (6,471 feet). Star cast. A
very good picture. Excellent acting and, of
course, a good story on the screen adapted
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Of course it's "some exhibitors' "
fault that prints are bad — it's
"some exhibitors' " fault that there
are theatres to show pictures in.
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
from the play. Patrons take the trouble to
compliment us, so whatever comment we
make can only be in its favor. Moral tone
excellent and it is suitable for Sunday. Had
very good attendance. Draw good class in
city
30,000. National
Admission Theatre
thirty-three
cents.
Frankof Vesley,
(950 seats),
Stockton, California.
ICEBOUND. (6,471 feet). Star cast. A
different kind of picture. Some liked it and
some didn't. Pleased most of them. Moral
tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had
fine attendance. Draw high farm class in
town of 5,000. Admission 10-25. E. Lee Dye,
Olympic Theatre (441 seats), Plainview,
Texas.
LAW AND THE WOMAN. (6,461 feet).
Star, Betty Compson. Very good picture but
an
one usandon film's
rotten, service.
but the Moral
usual
thingold with
Paramount
tone fair but it is not suitable for Sunday.
Had poor attendance. Draw small town and
country class in town of 800. Admission 1026. Welty & Son, Mid-Way Theatre (499
seats). Hill City, Kansas.
LAWFUL LARCENY. (6,237 feet). Star,
Hope
Hampton.
It's a ofbigthepicture,
expensive,
glittering
production
enormous
stage
hit. Deserves good crowds. Moral tone good
but it is not suitable for Sunday. Attendance, 350. Draw white class in town of 4,000. Admission 10-15-20-40. Orpheum Theatre (400 seats), Oxford, North Carolina.
LAWFUL LARCENY. (6,237 feet). Star
cast. Did not see this personally, but it
seemed to please the majority of them that
like a society drama. We had several say
they liked it, so it must have pleased some
of them. Moral tone okay and it is suitable
for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw
miners and farmers in town of 600. Admission 10-28. John Russell, Russell Theatre
(250 seats), Matherville, Illinois.
LIGHT THAT FAILED. (7,013 feet). Star
cast. High class production which did poor
business for us. Had poor attendance. Draw
mixed class in city of 10,000. Admission
twenty-five cents. Albert Nadeau, Bluebird
Theatre (750 seats), Anaconda, Montana,
LOVES OF PHARAOH. Lots of scenery;
mobs fairly well handled. Cast punk: This
is one of the pictures that come in block
shipments.
playedandthis Monday.
— don't!
Tone missingIf —you
not!havn't
Sunday
Poor attendance second run. Hawkins &
Hudson, Victory Theatre, Brooksville, Florida.
MAKING A MAN. (6 reels). Star, Jack
Holt. Good program picture. Moral tone
fair but it is suitable for Sunday. Had fair
attendance. Draw mixed classes in town of
2,714. L. S. Goolsby, Rex Theatre (460 seats),
Brinkley, Arkansas.
MANSLAUGHTER. (9,061 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. This is a good picture
which is sure to please. Pleased one hundred per cent here; you will not go wrong on
playing this one, but had a bad night here,
as it was raining. Most of the reels old.
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Moral tone fair but it is not suitable
Sunday. Had good attendance for kind of
weather. Draw all classes in town of 700.
Admission 10-20. W. J. Denney, Electric
Theatre (250 seats), Lowry City, Missouri.
MAN UNCONQUERABLE. (5,795 feet).
Star, Jack Holt. This did not create any
great enthusiasm among our patrons, although I heard no unfavorable comment.
Just a program picture that will do for a
Saturday night crowd. Moral tone fair but
it is not suitable
for Sunday.
attendance. Draw rural
class In Had
town fair
of 300.
Admission 20-30, specials 22-39. Charles W.
Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall (225 seats). Grand
Gorge, New York.
MARRIAGE MAKER. (6,295 feet). Star,
Jack Holt. This picture should have pleased,
so
not attendance.
get the story.
can't
say.manyHaddidfair
DrawWhy,general
class in town of 2,208. Admission 10-25. J.
W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats),
Laurinburg, North Carolina.
MARRIAGE MAKER. (6,295 feet). Star
cast. A fantasy, which might please a hop
head who was having pleasant dreams. Nice
settings and several thousand feet fllm
wasted. Moral tone okay and It is suitable
for Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw
local and transient class in town of 1,200.
Admission 10-30. Leo Peterson, Iris Theatre
(600 seats), Belle Fourche, South Dakota.
MISS LULU RETT. (5,904 feet). Star. Lois
Wilson. Fair picture with a good cast.
Moral tone okay and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw small
town class in town of 1,369. Admission 1015-25-30-35. S. G. Harsh, Princess Theatre
(249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
MORAL SINNER. Star, Dorothy Dalton. A
very interesting and entertaining picture,
and well worth seeing. William Noble, Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
MORAL SINNER. (5,499 feet), star, Dorothy
Dalton. An Apache crook whose daring
amazed all Paris — A Sinner? Yes! But is she
a Moral Sinner? We thought that this picture was just splendid and so will you when
you tre,
see Oklahoma
it. William
Noble, Empress TheaCity, Oklahoma.
MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME. (6,385
feet). Star cast. Light comedy. All enjoyed
and want Hiers again. Can buy his pictures
reasonable. Am going to show "Sixty Cents
an
next for
week.
Mortal Had
tone very
okay good
and
it isHour"
suitable
Sunday.
attendance. Draw town and country class in
town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. Cecil R.
Seff. New Radio
rectionvil e, Iowa. Theatre (248 seats), CorMY AMERICAN WIFE. (6,061 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. A fair picture. Will please
the average audience. Had fair attendance.
Draw mixed class in town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre
(500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
MY AMERICAN WIFE. (6,061 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. A good picture that my
audience seemed to like more than I did and
came out to take it in the second night.
Moral tone fair but it is not suitable foi
Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw all
classes in town of 3,200. Admission 10-20-30.
Charles Leehyde. Grand Theatre (590 seats),
Pierre, South Dakota.
NE'ER
DO WELL.
(7,414 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Thomas brings them in In
spite of the medicine show in town. His
acting is good and Lila Lee is great. I can
get
and
it is enough
suitableMeighan's.
for Sunday.Moral
Had tone
goodokay
attendance. Draw town and country class in towti
of 1,200. Admission 10-25. Cecil R. Seff,
New Radio
ville, Iowa. Theatre (248 seats), CorrectionNEXT CORNER. (7,081 feet). Star cast.
Fair. Moral tone good and it is suitable for
Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw all
classes
city of Lyda
15,000.Theatre
Admission
10-2630. S. A.in Hayman,
(360 seats),
Grand Island, Nebraska.
NEXT CORNER. (7,081 feet). Star cast.
Good picture. Very favorable comment from
public and press. Had good attendance.
Draw family class in city of 17,000. J. M.
Blanchard, Strand Theatre (800 seats), Sunbury, Pennsylvania.
NEXT CORNER. (7,081 feet). Star, Conway
Tearle. Patronage not so good. Good pic-
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ture. Draw working class in city of 18,000.
Admission 10-25-30-35. S. A. Hayman, Lyda
Theatre (350 seats), Grand Island, Nebraska.
NICE PEOPLE. (6,249 feet). Star cast.
Every member of cast fits perfectly. Bebe
Daniels exactly in her place. The old folks
see the young folks at their naughtiest and
think it great. Young folks see themselves
and are pleased. Moral tone good and It Is
suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Draw all classes in town of 2,500. Admission
10-20. A. L. Middletown, Grand Theatre (500
seats), De Queen, Arkansas.
NOBODY'S MONEY. (5,587 feet). Star,
Jack Holt. Splendid entertainment but I
personally like Wanda Hawley and think
she ought to have been co-starred with Mr.
Holt whom I don't like, but audience liked
as it was. Moral tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw
all classes in town of 2,500. Admission 1020. A. D. Middletown, Grand Theatre (500
seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
N'TH COMMANDMENT. Star, Betty Compson. A good picture gone wrong because
the producer (director?) seemed to lack decency about three scenes in this that are
absolutely unnecessary; and I bet you agree
with me and disagree with the Cosmopolitan
director when you run the picture. If I
were an exchange manager I would take a
chance on my job and cut this picture rather
than take a chance on my business. Low
tone; suitable for Sunday if cut. Attendance
fair. Admission 10-20-30. Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand Theatre, Pierre, South Dakota.
NTHColleen
COMMANDMENT.
feet).
Star,
Moore. Well acted(7,33'J
and poorly
directed. Moral tone low and it is not suitable for Sunday. Draw all classes in town
of 3,000. Charles L. Hyde, Grand Theatre
(700 seats), Piere, South Dakota.
O'MALLEY OF THE MOUNTED. Star, William S. Hart. Drew good business and
pleased dsomething
unusual
for a attendance.
Hart prouction in this town.
Had good
Draw rural and small town class in town of
1,474. Admission 10-22-25. T. W. Cannon,
Majestic Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield,
Tennessee.
ONE GLORIOUS DAY. (5,100 feet). Star,
Will Rogers. Poorest Rogers yet and the
title didn't draw at all. Spirit pictures don't
go here
and the
the tone
picturegoodat
all.
Pleased
sixtystars
per didn't
cent. fit
Moral
and it is suitable for Sunday. Had rotten
attendance. Draw all classes in town of
1,000. Admission 10-15. A. B. Rogers, Temple Theatre (250 seats), Dexter, New York.
ON THE HIGH SEAS. (5,050 feet). Star,
Jack Holt. Cannot say much for this, though
some favorable reports have been made on
It. At best an average program picture.
Drew a good crowd but was disappointing.
"While
and pictures
"Nobody'sandMoney"
are
bothSatan
good Sleeps"
Jack Holt
much
better than this one. Had good attendance.
Draw small town class in town of 900. Admission 15-25, regular. Mrs. E. M. Reitz,
Dreamland Theatre (200 seats), Elk Lick,
Pennsylvania.
PETER THE GREAT. (7 reels). Star cast.
Was well acted. Had good historical background. Audience pleased. Best and only
costume picture that pleased our audience.
School tie up. Suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Town of 3,500. Krieghbaum
Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats),
Rochester, Indiana.
PETER THE GREAT. (7 reels). Star cast.
Good film. It was Eastman's, only had one
thing to recommend it. It might have been
in eight reels instead of six. Not suitable
tor Sunday tendance.
or any
othertown
day.class
Hadin good
Draw small
town at-of
1,369. Admission 10-15-25-30-35. S. G. Harsh,
Princess Theatre- (249 seats), Mapleton,
Iowa.
PIED PIPER MALONE. (7,264 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. A good story and a good
cast. Audience pleased. Picture well acted.
SunWilson. Suitable for
Supported by Lois attendance.
Draw general
day. Had good
class in town of 4,000. Krieghbaum Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats), Rochester,
Indiana.
PIED PIPER MALONE. (7,264 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. This makes a very good
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Listen, Exchange Manager —
write the home office "I must give
them good prints; you want me
to unload next year's product,
don't
You you?"
owe it to your own standing and the standing of your company.
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
program picture pleasing to children especially, but is below the Meighan standard
and rather draggy. Moral tone good. Had
fair attendance. Draw all classes in town
of 3,500. Henry Tucker, Tucker Theatre (960
seats), Liberal, Kansas.
PIED PIPER MALONE. (7,264 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. A good picture but not
up to here.
Tom's Moral
standard.
Did not
very
well
tone okay
and please
it is suitable for Sunday. Had regular attendance.
Draw general class in town of 800. Admission 10-30. Prank G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246
seats), Irvington, California.
PIED PIPER MALONE. (7,264 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Business was a little better than average but the rental price of the
picture was more than double the average.
The people who saw it thought it extra good.
We had a regular weeping party at the first
matinee. I would call it an extra good picture but It failed to draw here in proportion
to the rental. Moral tone good and it Is
suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw all classes in small town. Admission
10-33. M. W. Larmour, National Theatre
(450 seats), Graham, Texas.
PIED PIPER MALONE, (7,264 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. A few more like this and
Meighan might as well quit. If Paramount
is trying to kill his popularity it might satisfy them to know that they have nearly
succeeded in this town. Lost money on
Meighan for the first time, and have barely
got by with the last three or four of his
pictures, when with the proper subjects he
would be one of my best bets. Draw all
classes in Saginaw, Michigan. Admission 1025-35-50. H. W. Irons, Franklin Theatre
(1,600 seats), Saginaw, Michigan.
PINK GODS. (7,602 feet). Star, Bebe
Daniels. Good picture, well produced; a little old but good program picture. Had poor
attendance. Draw mixed class in town of
2,714. L S. Goolsby, Rex Theatre (460 seats),
Brinkley, Arkansas.
PRIDE OF PALOMAR. (7,494 feet). Star,
Marjorie Daw. Priced low by Paramount
but can better be advertised as a special
than many of their pictures they get three
times as much for. Moral tone good and it
is suitable
forsmall
Sunday.
attend-of
ance. Draw
town Had
classgood
in town
2,500. Admission 10-20. A. L Middleton..
Grand Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
PRODIGIAL DAUGHTERS. (6,216 feet).
Star, Gloria Swanson. An average Swanson
with a good cast. If you have played her
before you know what to expect from this
one. Moral tone okay. Had fair attendance.
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Draw small town class In town of 6,000.
Admission 10-30. L. O. Davis, Virginia Theatre (600 seats), Hazard, Kentucky.
PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS. (6,216 feet).
Star, Gloria Swanson. If the flappers and
drug store cowboys would look this one over
seriously, they would mend their ways somewhat and believe their father and mother
know a thing or two, even though they are
not up to date with the jazz stuff. Entertaining, exciting, money making (if bought
right) picture. Moral tone okay and It Is
suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw all classes in city of 100,000. Admission ten cents at any time. Art. Phillips,
Cozy Theatre, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS. Star cast. Will
please Swanson fans. As good as "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" and cost one half. Used
plenty of advertising and drew them in.
Swanson a good bet. Moral tone okay and It
is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw town and country class In
town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff,
New Radio
tionville,
Iowa.Theatre (249 seats)^ CorrecPURPLE HIGHWAY. (6,574 feet). Star,
Madge Kennedy. A fine program picture.
Good acting in this and should please average audience. Tone fine; Sunday, yes. Poor
attendance, average class, town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, by J. H. Watts,
Scotland Theatre (600 seats), Laurinburg,
North Carolina.
PURPLE HIGHWAY. (6,574 feet). Star,
Madge Kennedy. A very pleasing picture
from the stage
"Dear
Me." yes.
Good Fair
entertainment.play,
Tone good;
Sunday,
attendance. Admission 10-20-30. Charles
kota.
Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre, South DaPURPLE HIGHWAY. (6,574 feet). Star,
Madge Kennedy. A very good program picture. Pleased all that saw it. That was only
a few. Paid too much for it. Suitable for
Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw mixed
class in town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J.
W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats),
Laurinburg, North Carolina.
RACING HEARTS. (6,400 feet). Star, Agnes
Ayres. A racing romance that could not have
been better if Wally himself had tried to
play in it. Step on the gas. It will please
all comers. Moral tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw
all classes in town of 2,500. Admission 10-20.
A. L Middletown, Grand Theatre (500 seats),
DeQueen, Arkansas.
RUGGLES OF RED GAP. (7,500 feet)
Star cast. This was a Paramount special
— only a light comedy. May not please average audiences. Paid too much for it, as on
all Paramounts. Poor attendance, average
class, town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W.
Griffin, by J. H. Watts, Scotland Theatre (600
seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
RUGGLES OF RED GAP. (7,500 feet).
Star, Ernest Torrence. I do not know what
to say about this: some said it was terrible,
others said it was O. K. Personally, I was
sweating blood when viewing it as I thought
the crowd would lick me. Moral tone O. K.,
suitable ■foir /Sunday. Fair attendance of
mixed class in town of 3,000. Admission 1020.
New Chas.
York.Martin; Family Theatre, Mt. Morris,
RUGGLES OF RED GAP. (7,500 feet).
Star cast. Personally I liked this one, but
evidently it is not an audience picture. Did
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not please five per cent, of my attendance. I
advanced my admission in accordance with
rental. Some walked out before picture was
over. Moral tone okay and it is suitable for
Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw college
class in town of 2,100. Admission 15-25. R.
X. Williams, Jr., Lyric Theatre (250 seats),
Oxford, Mississippi.
RITGGL.ES OF RED GAP. (7,500 feet). Star
cast.
Here's
high class
witharea
real all
star a cast.
Unlesscomedy
your play
patrons
numbskulls
they'll
enjoy
this
one.
stars with character roles that have Eight
real
merit. Draw city and country cfass in town
of 3.000. Admission 10-30. George W. Walther,
Dixie Theatre (500 seats), Kerrville, Texas.
SHADOWS OF PARIS. (6,549 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. Three times too high in price,
made us sell it high. One of the punkest
things out. Patrons all left with a frown.
Bad taste, we say. Not suitable for Sunday. Had rotten attendance. Draw college
class in town of 6,000. Admission 10-25-35.
Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
SHADOWS OF PARIS. (6,549 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. Excellent, but not as good as
"Humming Bird." Had big attendance. Draw
family class in city of 17,000. J. M. Blanchard.
vania. Strand Theatre, Sunbury, PennsylSHADOWS OF PARIS. (6,549 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. One of the best this star has
ever made. Moral tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw
laborers in town of 5,000. Admission 10-2030, 5-15. T. W. Young, Jr., Frances Theatre
(600 seats), Dyersburg, Tennessee.
SHADOWS OF PARIS. (6,549 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. Picture opened good but business fell off on week. A good picture for
certain classes and an improvement on other
Negri
pictures.
best attendance.
since "Passion."
Moral tone
okay. Her
Had fair
Draw
best class in city of 60,000. Admission thirtysix cents plus tax. J. F. Ostentoch, Colonial
Theatre. Allentown, Pennsylvania.
SILENT PARTNER. (5,866 feet). • Star cast.
Pretty fair picture, but no special. My
patrons liked it, and I did above the average
business. Moral tone good and it is suitable
for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw
town and rural class in town of 3,000. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (500
seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
SILENT PARTNER, (5,866 feet). Star,
Leatrice Joy. Paramount specials are not so
good as the cheapest pictures they make.
Better such as "The Silent Partner" than any
of the "supers" we've seen. Moral tone good
and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw college class in town of
6,000. Admission 10-25-35. Jean Dagle,
Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
SILENT PARTNER. (5,865 feet). Star,
Leatrice Joy. My patrons didn't like this at
all and were not slow in telling me. Hadn't
it been for "Fighting Blood," which I played
the same penses.
night,
wouldn't Admission
have cleared10-20.
exCity ofI 110,000.
Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading,
Pennsylvania.
SINGER JIM McKEE. (7 reels). Star.
William S. Hart. Just an ordinary program
picture that is not the type that pleases the
Hart followers. They come to see him riding horses, etc., and "Singer Jim McKee"
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Exhibitors — don't make it harder for the next fellow to get by.
See that your projection is right
and take care of the him.
You owe it to the brotherhood.
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
lacks the thrills and action that they expect
of Hart. Moral tone okay and it is suitable
for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw
general class in town of 800. Admission 1030. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats),
Irvington, California.
SNOWRRIDE. (6,000 feet). Star, Alice
Brady. One of the best north woods stories
I ever saw. Pleased everybody. Can't see
why outsome
a knock-it
of itsfellows
kind. knock
Wish this.
I hadIt'sboosted
harder. Moral tone good and it is suitable
for Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw
small town class in town of 2,500. Admission 10-20. A. L. Middleton, Grand Theatre
(500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
SOCIETY SCANDAL. (6,433 feet). Star,
Gloria turesSwanson.
One of Gloria's
picto date. Guaranteed
to pleasebest
all seeing it. William Noble, Crieterion Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,434 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. A wonderfully produced costume dislikes
picture that
"cleaned"
us up. Everybody
costume
plays nowadays,
with
the result that the box office never even had
the dust disturbed. Moral tone questionable.
Had poor attendance. Draw all classes in
city of 10,000. Admission 10-20-30. Albert
W. Anders, Coleman Theatre (800 seats).
Southington, Connecticut.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,434 feet). Star,
Pola Negri.
Polabesides
Negri this
doesn't
mean anything to us, and
is another
costume
picture,
and
don't
care
for
at
any price. Thought is a good picturethese
of its
kind, but did not draw here at all. Paramount pictures usually draw for me, but not
this kind. Not suitable for Sunday. Attendance, not much. W. H. Odom, Pastime
Theatre (249 seats), Sanderville, Georgia.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,434 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. A decided flop. More costume.
Splendid print. Used special roto section,
and yet played to two of the poorest days
business we ever had. Personally I thought
the picture
very good,
but theMiami
publicTheatre
didn't
want
it evidently.
S. Spicer,
(450 seats), Franklin, Ohio.
STEPHEN STEPS OUT., (5,152 feet). Star,
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Jr., inJust
the Paramount
feature
thisDoug's
picture.sonMayis
please one day, but my patrons walked out.
Not entertaining enough. Had poor attendance. Draw laborers in town of 5,000. Admission 10-20-30, 5-15. T. W. Young, Jr.,
Frances Theatre (600 seats), Dyersburg, Tennessee.
STRANGER. (6.660 feet). Star, Betty Compson. Story incoherent, acting, directing,
settingencegood.
class Moral
audimore so Will
than please
generalhigh
public.
tone good and it is suitable for Sunday.
Nothing extra for attendance. I. M. HirahJersey.
blond, Traco Theatre, Toms River, New-
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THREE WORD BRAND. (6,638
Star,
William S. Hart. A good western, old, but
If your people like westerns and William
S.
over* fine.
Moral tone
butHart,
it iswill
not get
suitable
for Sunday.
Had good
fair
attendance. Draw small town class in {own
of 450. Admission 10-22. Roy E. Cline, Osage
Theatre (200 seats), Osage, Oklahoma.
TIGER'S CLAW. (5,297 feet). Star, Jack
Holt. An entertaining program picture with
a good star. There is action, pretty gowns,
a plausible story, excellent photography and,
of course, the tiger. Not the type of picture I would choose for a Sunday show. Guy
C. Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre, Chester, Vermont.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD. (8 reels). Excellent. Pleased one hundred per cent. A
costume
that "goes
over."andSmall
exhibitors,picture
advertise
it strong
cleantown
up.
We knew this was good but didn't expect it
to make such a hit. Played to only average crowd as it was given only ordinary
advertising. May be suitable for Sunday.
Dreamland Theatre, Elk Lick, Pennsylvania.
TO THE LADIES. (6,268 feet). Star cast.
Good
pictureto way
the ordinary.
Onethat ought
pleaseabove
the most
critical audience. Took big with my patrons, of course
the acting of Theodore Roberts was great
as was the acting of the rest of the stars.
Good plot, good direction and photography.
This picture filled with humorous situations
that will get a laugh. Regular advertising
brought fair attendance. Moral tone good and
it is suitable for Sunday. Draw best class
in the world from the U. S. Veterans Hospital No. 55, Veterans of the Great War. Admission 10-40. Adolph Schutz, Fort Bayard
Theatre (300 seats), Fort Bayard. New
Mexico.
TRIUMPH. (8.297 feet). Star cast. The
kind of a picture the smaller town audiences
like. It appeals to all classes and is pretty \
good entertainment. Easy to look at and
holds sympathy. The scenes in the can
factory are taken in such a manner that
they alone are interesting and yet always
part of the story. Moral tone good and it is 1
suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. '
Draw general class in city of 15,000. Admission 30-40.
Bellaire,
Ohio.Temple and Olympic Theatres,
VALLEY OF SILENT MEN. (6,490 feet).
Very good Northern story of the better class.
Pleased ninety-nine per cent, of Saturday
crowd. Fine snow scenes. Direction and acting good. Not suitable for Sunday. Draw
from mining and farming community of 900.
Admission 15-25. Randolph Reitz, Dreamland
Theatre, Elk Lick, I'ennsy lvania.
west of Tin: \\ v I 'EH tower. (7 reels).
Star, Glenn Hunter. Only a program picture;
nothing
of the Fair
ordinary.
O. K. and
suitable for out
Sunday.
attendance.
Oil town
of 1,200. Admission 10-25. H. E. Schlichter,
Liggett Theatre (600 seats), Madison, Kansas.
\\ EST OF THE W ITER TOWER (7 reels).
Star, Glenn
Not upa small
picture. GlennHunter.
Hunter not
to his town
standard.
I blame the director more than the boy. Too
long drawn out. Moral tone good and it is
suitable for Sunday. Had poor attendance.
Draw town and rural class in town of 3,000.
Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho.
WEST OF THE WATER TOWER. (7 reels).
Star, Glenn Hunter. Not much. Poorly produced and amateurishly titled. Not a special
by any means. Moral tone okay and it is
suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Draw railroad class in town of 2,700. Admission 10-25, 15-30. Wilcox and Witt, Strand
Theatre, Irvine, Kentucky.
WEST OF THE WATER TOWER, (7 reels).
Star cast. The most uninteresting picture I
ever tried to stay awake and look at. No
good excuse can be offered for producing it.
Certainly rotten. Moral tone poor and it is
not suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw mixed class in town of 8,000. Admission 10-30. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre,
(800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
WHEN KNKiHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER.
(11,618 feet). Star, Marion Davies. The first
costume picture not to have any walkouts
on.
Personally,
see itdidfornotwhat
it Is
cracked
up to be. can't
Audience
enthuse.
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Mild in praise. Moral tone good and It is
suitable for Sunday. Had poor attendance.
Draw small town class in town of 2,500. Admission 10-20. A. L Middleton, Grand Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
WILD BILL HICKOK. (6,892 feet). Star,
William S. Hart. Yes and no. Some liked it,
some didn't. It's a typical Hart picture and
many people were pleased to see him back.
He
the Play
business
me tone
and that's
whatit
we did
want.
it. for
Moral
fair but
is not suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw town and rural class in
town of 3,000. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich,
Rich Theatre (500 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
ZAZA. (7,076 feet). Star, Gloria Swanson.
A good picture. High society type, and they
don't
much picture
about marriage
in Paris,
but it worry
is a clean
and one that
will
please Gloria Swanson's admirers. Fair tone;
Sunday, no. Attendance fair. Admission 1020-30. Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre,
Pierre, South Dakota.
Pathe
CALL OF THE WILD. (7,000 feet). Star,
"Buck" (dog). Inconsistent, unreal, impossible to make a pet St. Bernard act wild.
Some fine snow scenes but they get tiresome.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Had great attendance. Draw all classes in town of 5,000. Admission 10-25. W. H. Moore, Nusho Theatre
(350 seats), Anadarko, Oklahoma.
GIRL SHY. (7,457 feet). Star, Harold
Lloyd. A knockout. Everyone praised it and
It did splendidly at the box office. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Had good attendance. Draw
all classes in city of 14,000. Admission 10-25,
10-35. E. W. Collins, Grand and Liberty
Theatres
(700-500 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
Preferred
MAYTIME. (7,500 feet). Star, Harrison
Ford. A good, high class attraction which
should please most anywhere, but especially
in the better class houses. Settings are
beautiful, especially those done in color. Picture patrons appreciate this feature. Moral
tone very good and It is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw mixed
class in town of 3,000. Admission 10-22-27.
J. J. Wood, Redding Theatre (780 seats),
Redding, California.
MAYTIME. (7,500 feet). Star, Harrison
Ford. We have never shown a better picture. It is beautiful from beginning to end.
Patrons praised it very highly. Business fell
off on account of traveling carnival in town.
Moral tone excellent and it is suitable for
Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw mostly
foreign class in city of 13,000. Admission
10-22. William F. Eddy, Star Theatre (490
seats), Bristol, Rhode Island.
MOTHERS-IN-LAWu (6,725 feet). Star cast.
Very good and pleased those who came out.
Did not draw, however, as they evidently
didn't like the title. Moral tone good and
it is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw neighborhood class in town of
4,200. Admission 10-22. W. E. Elkin, Temsippi.ple Theatre (500 seats), Aberdeen, MissisVIRGINIAN. (8,010 feet). Star, Kenneth
Harlan. Really thought the picture slow
and weak and the continuity bad, but, my!
the picture is a good puller. It bears out
the
— "The story
is the thing."
You
haveolda Idea
ready-made
audience.
Cast well
known. Good tone; Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Admission 10-20. Wm. A. Clark,
Sr., Castle Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Illinois.
VIRGINIAN. (8,010 feet). Star, Kenneth
Harlan. Not much fault to find with this.
Cast pretty good and scenery very fine.
Moral tone fair and it may possibly be suitable for Sunday. Had pretty fair attendance.
Draw family and student class in town of
4,000. Admission 10-25. R. J. Relf, Star
Theatre (600 seats), Decorah, Iowa.
Selznick
HEART OF WETONA. Star, Norma Talmadge. Get it and play it again. I did and
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cleaned up. Advertise Indians. Moral tone,
good and it is suitable for Sunday. Draw
rural class in town of 900. Admission 10-25,
10-35. A. F. Hancock, Star Theatre (250
seats), Callaway, Arkansas.
MODERN MATRIMONY. (5 reels). Star,
Owen Moore. Just an ordinary comedy
drama. No -box office value here. Moral
tone too good; suitable for Sunday. Fair
family attendance in city of 30,000. Admission 35-50-75. Lee D. Balsly, Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, Missouri.
ONE WEEK OF LOVE. Stars, Hammerstein, Tearle. A good show, but they spoiled
it as usual. We had a poor print; dirty,
with cracked sprocket holes, parts cut out
and the end missing. Be sure and get a
good print when you play it. Fair tone;
Sunday, no. Draw better class, town of
4,500. Admission ten cents. C. A. Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.
QUEEN OF SIN. (8 reels). Star cast. The
most wonderful settings I ever saw. Foreign
made, yes, but a picture that will please one
hundred per cent. It's wonderful. Play it.
Moral tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw town and
rural class in town of 3,000. Admission 1035. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (500 seats),
Montpelier, Idaho.
REPORTED MISSING. (7,500 feet). Star,
Owen Moore. A good picture in its day but
my print was badly cut out; should guess
it 2,000 feet short of the original. Minneapolis Exchange. Tone good; Sunday, yes.
Attendance fair. Town of 3,200. Admission
10-20-30. Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre,
Pierre South Dakota.
RUPERT OF HENTZAU. (9,400 feet). Star,
Elaine Hammerstein. A very good picture to
book. The picture will please all seeing it.
William Noble, Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
WOMAN TO WOMAN. (6,994 feet). Star,
Betty Compson. Wonderful picture. Patrons
all liked it. Good attendance. Attendance,
not bad. Draw working class in city of 18,000. Admission 10-25-30-35. S. A. Hayman,
Lyda Theatre (350 seats), Grand Island, Nebraska.
United Artists
HILL BILLY. (5,734 feet). This new picture with Jack Pickford is very good. The
story may not appeal to some; it is hard to
believe that there ever could have existed a
character such as the one who committed the
two murders in this picture. There is some
comedy and plenty of action, and the acting
and direction both good. It is a picture of
considerable drawing power and, as a whole,
should please a large majority. Not suitable
for Sunday. We draw mining and farming
community
900.Lick,
Randolph
Reitz, Dreamland Theatre,of Elk
Pennsylvania..
RICHARD THE LION HEARTED. (7,298
feet). Star cast. Good picture, with good
"Robin Hood."
box officeHadfollowing
pull
Draw
good attendance.
Pictureat pleased.
small town class. C. L Smith, Victoria Theatre, Winfield, Louisiana.
ROSITA. (8,800 feet). Star, Mary Pickford.
half
pay gone
didn'thave
thingor Iwould
Oh,
what boy!
they It's
askeda good
me first,
into bankruptcy. Picture was good, outside
of being too long, but Mary, like George Arliss, draws only high class people, so could
her picnot even expect to break even with for
Suntures. Moral tone O. K.; suitable
day. Poor attendance of mixed class in town
of 3,000. Admission 10-20. Chas. Martin,
Family Theatre, Mt. Morris, New York.
ROSITA. (8,800 feet). Star, Mary Pickford.
Does not compare with the Paramount release, "Spanish Dancer." Is nothing but a
costume picture, lacking interest and apas posas well
peal.withMarythePickford
for
suitable
Hardly
story. did
sible
Had poor attendance. Draw all
Sunday.
classes in town of 3,500. Henry Tucker,
Tucker Theatre (960 seats), Liberal, Kansas

THRU THE BACK DOOR. Star, Mary Pickford. Annot
excellent
Mary."
We did
have show,
very with
good "Our
attendance",
though, even with one of the best stars in
the business
I don't
understand it. Toneto O.draw
K. them
Rainy;in.fair
attendance.
Draw better class, town of 4,500. Admission
A. Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre ten(403cents.
seats), C.Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.
Universal
BURNING WORDS. (4,944 feet). Star. Roy
Stewart. A small size northwest mounted
police story. Just a filler, not anything to
rave about. Moral tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw
college class in town of 2,100. Admission
15-25. R. X. Williams, Jr., Lyric Theatre
(250 seats), Oxford, Mississippi.
DARLING OF NEW YORK. (6,260 feet).
Star, Baby Peggy. Very good picture. This
was shown as a benefit to a local ladies organization, and a large attendance was the
result. Think they were one hundred per
cent, pleased with the show. Increased
admission caused no kicks. Print the best
I ever received from American Feature Film
Co., of Boston. Paper on this is especially
fine. Used slide, boards, window cards and
mailing list. Suitable for Sunday. Guy C.
Sawyer,
Town Hall Theatre, Chester, Vermont.
DON ftUICKSHOT OF RIO GRANDE. (4,895 feet). Star, Jack Hoxie. Fair Western;
some new angles, at least to me. Had no
kick but had small crowd. Good tone; Sunday, yes. Draw farmers and small town.
Admission 10-20-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait
Theatre (175 seats), Gait, California.
DON ftUICKSHOT OP THE RIO GRANDE.
(4,894 feet). Star, Jack Hoxie. An extra good
western comedy. Pleased all. Broke our
week day records for program picture. Book
it and boost. Moral tone good and it la
suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw rural and town class in town of 800.
Admission 10-20-25. Firkins and Law, Crystal Theatre (200 seats), Moravia, Iowa.
DRIFTING. (7,394 feet). Star, Priscilla
Dean. A very good picture. Chinese setting,
plenty of action. This star always takes well
with my audience. Moral tone good and It
is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw all classes in town of 1,400. Admission
10-25. J. Douglas, Strand Theatre (300
seats), Pierce, Nebraska.
EXCITEMENT. (4,913 feet). Star, Laura
La Plante. Now this is something like It.
Keep her going like this and make more, of
the same brand and she will draw like a
porous plaster. They just roared from
start to finish. Nuff sed. Moral tone good
and it is suitable for Sunday. Had fine attendance. Draw business class and farmers in town of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A.
F. Jenkins, Community Theatre (491 seats),
David City, Nebraska.
FLAME OF LIFE. (5,780 feet). Star,
Priscilla Dean. Punk. Had punk attendance.
Draw oil field and small town class in town
of 1,500. Admission 10-30. W. P. Jones, Queen
Theatre (300 seats), Olney, Texas.
FOOL'S HIGHWAY. (6,800 feet). Star, Mary
Philbin. Why do they do it? She just gets
a good name and then they rain her in a
rough picture like this. Very few good comments. Moral tone poor but it is not suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw
business class and farmers in town of 2,200.
Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre (491 seats), David City, Nebraska.
GALLOPING ACE. (4,561 feet). Star, Jack
Hoxie. A satisfactory western picture. Not
anything unusual but just good entertainment for the western fans and of course
these are mostly men. Moral tone okay and
it is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw general class in town of 3,600.
Admission 10-20. William A. Clark, Sr., Castle
Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Illinois.
GENTLEMAN FROM AMERICA. (4,658
feet).
Star,andHoot
Gibson. most
Not Hoot's
type
of picture
disappointed
of our Hoot
fans.
Lay
off
of
Hoot's
pictures
which
are
not western if Hoot is a good card for you.
Moral tone good but It is not suitable for
Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw rural
and town class in town of 800. Admission
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action comedy stuff. H. H. Hedberg, aJ
Muse-U Theatre. Melville, Louisiana.
MOVIE FANTASY. (Universal). A novelty
one-reel comedy that will hold the interest
of
fans.feature.
Not manyTone
laughs,
won't
savemovie
a dead
good.so itSunday,
yes. Draw neighborhood class in city of
80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive
Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
OVER
THE
FENCE.
(Educational). A
knockout comedy. Yes, you said It, It made
them laugh. That's why It's a comedy. Put
the laughs in 'em. Mr. Producer. Horal tone
good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had fair
attendance. Draw all classes In town of
2,500. Admission 10-20. A. L. Mlddleton,
Grand Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
PALEFACE. (Firs t National). Star, BusKeaton. Very good. Guy C. Sawyer,
mont.terHall
Town
Theatre (250 seats), Chester, Ver-

10-20-25. Firkins and Uw, Crystal Theatre
(200 seats), Moravia, Iowa.
HIS MYSTERY GIRL. (4,487 feet). Star,
Herbert Rawlinson. An excellent program
offering. Not much mystery, but plenty of
comedy. Where Herb has a following, this
will go over well. Moral tone good but it
is too weak for Sunday. Had average attendance. Draw neighborhood class in city
of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive
Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
Vitagraph
LOYAL LIVES. (5,950 feet). Star; Mary
Carr. Seemed to please and registered fair
draw at box office. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Had fair attendance. Draw all classes in
city of 14,000. Admission 10-25, 10-35. E.
W. Collins, Grand and Liberty theatres (700500 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
MAN FROM BRODNEY'S. (7,100 feet). Star
cast. It was a good picture and pleased a
good audience. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Had good attendance. Draw town and country class in town of 900. Admission 10-30.
Charles L. Nott, Opera House (400 seats),
Sutherland, Iowa.
MY MAN. (6,800 feet). Star, Patsy R. Miller. A good little picture. One which should
please. We had Mary Anderson, movie star,
in person on bill that week. Picture is an
average picture. Tone fine. Sunday, yes.
Had fair attendance. Admission, matinee,
twenty-five cents; night, forty. Jean Darnell, Capitol Theatre (1,044 seats), Dallas,
Texas.
NINETY AND NINE. (6,800 feet). Star,
Colleen Moore. I ran this picture in my
show in another Texas town some months
ago, and booked it again because it pleased
so well. There have been s6 many better
pictures made since that it stands as only
a fair program offering. The forest fire is
rather tame, some of the scenes being repeated as many
as three
didn't
like Colleen
Moore
in thistimes.
part People
after seeing
her inday,"Flaming
Youth."
Good
tone.
Sunyes. Fair attendance. P. A. Preddy,
Elaine Theatre, Sinton, Texas.
NINETY AND NINE, (6,800 feet). Star cast.
Through miles of flame, over burning
bridges, past falling trees, the vagabond, the
sinner, the unworthy youth, drove an engine
through a forest of flame and effected the
rescue. That's a big thrill in "The Ninety
and Nine," starring beautiful Colleen Moore,
supported by Gertrude Astor, Warner Baxter and Mary Young. William Noble, Capitol
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
PIONEER TRAILS. (6,920 feet). Star cast.
Here's a good western of olden times, with
an
added
of "Covered
the
close.
The reel
runaway
stage isWagon"
well doneat and
there are some fine humorous1 character
studiestion slows
to keep
acdown.things
It isinteresting
a film thatwhile
satisfies
and was well liked here. It is not really a
big picture but it has been splendidly directed and the costume of the eighties and
forties gets it away out of the usual atmosphere. Played to good business despite
bright weather. Draw working class in city
of 173,000. Admission 4d to 9d. W. F. Plrie,
Star Palace Theatre, Aberdeen, Scotland.
Warner Bros.
BEAU BRUMMEL. (10 reels). Star, John
Barrymore. A wonderful production in every
way. Acting superb, beautiful scenery and
settings. Will please if you let the people
know what you have by advertising. Moral
tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Town of 4,200. Admission
10-22. W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre (500
seats), Alberdqen, Mississippi.
CONDUCTOR 1402 (6,500 feet). Star, Johnny Hines. An absolute knockout, and not
classed as aLyric
"special"
either.
please
anywhere.
Theatre,
Harlan,WillIowa.
COUNTRY KID. (6,300 feet). Star, Wesley
Barry. An ordinary program picture. Good
entertainment for children but not for adults
in this neighborhood. Tone okay. Sunday,
yes. Had poor attendance. Draw middle
class in city of 500,000. Admission 10-22.
William
T. Meeks,
Stillman's
Murray Theatre
(740 seats),
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
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Scene from the Universal- Jewel production,
"Butterfly."
MAIN STREET. Star, Monte Blue. Not
bad, but could have been better. There Is
too much kissing in this one. It gets
mushy. Lot of money spent with very little
result for the box office. Why not keep this
kind of
on theSunday,
shelvesno.andHadnotgood
release it?picture
Tone okay.
attendance. Draw working class in town
of 6,000. Admission 15-30. Ralph Peronnet,
Tujunga Valley Theatre (292 seats), Tujunga, California. .
MARRIAGE CIRCLE. (8,500 feet). Star,
.Monte Blue. A well acted and good picture,
portraying domestic entanglements, which
should be seen and thought over by all married couples. Possesses a moral lesson that
will make them obey their marriage vows.
Tone okay.
yes. inHadcitypoorof attendance. Draw Sunday,
middle class
500,000.
Admission 10-22. William T. Meeks. Silliman's Murray Theatre (740 seats), Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Comedies
EXPLORERS. (Fox). Excellent Sunshine
comedy with Charles Conklin as the negro,
who brings laughs at every appearance.
Comedies like this one never fail to please;
you can hear them whooping for blocks.
Moral tone good enough for any Sunday.
H.
H. Hedberg, A-Muse-U Theatre, Melville.
Louisiana.
FIRE FIGHTERS. (Pathe). Two-reel "Our
Gang" ance.
and Drawa small
good one.
good attendtown Had
and country
class
in town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. Wallls
Brothers, Isis Theatre, Russell, Kansas.
GOOD SCOUT. (Educational). These comedies please one hundred per cent. Educational sure is a fine exchange to do business
with.
E. D. Muchow, Hub Theatre, Gaylord,
Minnesota.
HELPFUL.
(Hodkinnon). All the Murray
comedies released by Hodkinson are good,
and my patrons tell me they like them.
Prints are always good. Guy C. Sawyer,
Town Hall Theatre, Chester, Vermont.
HULA HONEYMOON. ( Educational). A pin
dropped to the floor would have sounded like
the explosion of a ton of TNT to the silent
house that viewed this comedy during its
unwinding. Not much to first reel and second not much better. H. H. Hedberg, AMuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
JUNGLE
ROMEO.
(Educational). Star,
Snooky. A clever monkey picture, but misnamed when called a comedy. Interesting
to children but no laughs. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Draw neighborhood class in city
of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade,
Olive
souri. Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph, Mis-

PEG OF THE MOUNTED. (Universal).
Star, Baby Peggy. Rather weak; In fact, we
have had no success with the Peggy comedies. Had good attendance. Draw small
town and country class in town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. Wallis Brothers, Isis Theatre,
Russell, Kansas.
POOR BOY. (Educational). Star, Lloyd
Hamilton. This is supposed to be Educational'stures,best
star and itonedecidedly
of his mediocre.
best picbut I thought
Educational may have good comedies for a
refined audience but for a small town they
will not compare with slapstick comedies.
Take
a tip from
I'd leaveLawrenceville,
them alone.
J.
C. Borden,
Palaceme, Theatre,
Illinois.
SALESMAN. (Fox). Star, Al St. John. A
splendid two-reel comedy. St. John always
good. Sunday, yes. Had good attendance.
Town of 4,200. Admission 10-22. W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre (500 seats), Aberdeen,
Mississippi.
SCHOOL PALS. (Fox). Where monkey
comedies are liked this one will be very
popular. The animals are well trained and
seemingly work without direction. The picture has sufficient comedy and action to
carry It over. Even here, where such pictures are not liked at all, this one got by
satisfactorily. Draw all classes In town of
3,500. tional
Admission
W. Larmour,
Theatre (45010-33.
seats),M. Graham,
Texas.NaSEEI.V THINGS. (Pathe). Stars "Our
Gang."
dandy,andaseverybody
usual. These
are
sure all Aright
enjoyskidsthem.
Tone good.
Sunday,
yes.
Had
fair
attendance. Draw farmers and business class In
town of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenbraska.kins, Community Theatre, David City, NeSPEEDER (Educational). Star, Lloyd
Hamilton. This is the poorest that Hamilton
has ever made. Played this with "Railroaded" and hadlaughed
an excellent
If anybody
on this "bum"
I failedprogram.
to hear
'em. H.
Hedberg, A-Muse-U Theatre, Melville,H.Louisiana.
TOREADOR. (Fox). Star, Clyde Cook. A
very
comedy
some real
a bullgoodfight.
DrawwithAmerican
andshots
Cubanof
class. Admission 20-30-40. Ernest D. Gruppe,
Fausto Theatre, Santa Fe, Isle of Pines, West
Indies.
TROUBLE
BREWING.
( \ ltag;rnpa)„ Star,
Larry Semon. Two reel comedy and a good
one. The usual line of stunts but will get
them laughing. Moral tone good. Had good
attendance. Draw small town and country
class in town of 1,700. Admission 10-25. Wallls
Brothers,
Kansas. Isis Theatre (250 seats), Russell,

TWO WAGONS, BOTH COVERED. (Pathe),
Star, Will Rogers. They are still asking
what it was all about. Don't play this unless you no.
haveAttendance
played "The
Sunday,
good.Covered
Town Wagon."
of 4,200.
Admission 10-22. W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre (500 seats). Aberdeen, Mississippi.
UNCLE SAM. (Educational). Star, Lee Moran. Best two-reel comedy In months. Ran
this
with "OurBook
Hospitality"
our good.
show
was one
a scream.
this one.andTone
LOOK OUT BELOW. (Educational). Star, Sunday, yes. Draw neighborhood class In
Lige Conley.
Fairly good comedy that city of 80.000. Admission 10-15. M. F.
Meade, Olive Theatre (460 seats), St. Joseph.
brought out a number of guffaws. Good addition to ordinary program if fans like fast Missouri.
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UNEASY FEET. (Vitagraph). A very good
comedy. Laughs throughout. Will please
anywhere. Moral tone good and it is suitThere's many a bad print 'twixt
able for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw
the press book and the screen —
students and educated class in town of 1,600.
Admission 10-25. K. P. Van Norman, Star
I. SEN TIPPS.
Theatre (350 seats), Mansfield, Pennsylvania.
UNREAL, NEWS WEEKLY, (Fox). Comedy
material must have been scarce on the Fox is suitable for Sunday. Had excellent atlot when this was made. Absolutely bum!
tendance. R. K. Russell, Legion Theatre,
Cushing, Iowa.
and can't see why 2,000 feet of perfectly
good celluloid was wasted on this. Patrons
SOCIETY SENSATION. (Universal). Star,
complained
blamed. Oneandof for
the doing
very, soverytheyfewcan't
rottenbe Rodolph Vanentino. Nothing to it. Too slow
for our town. N. Russell, Russell Theatre,
ones made by Fox as Fox comedies are now
Barnesboro, Pennsylvania.
best on market. H. H. Hedberg, A-Muse-U
Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
SWING BAD THE SAILOR. (Universal).
WIDE OPEN. (Educational — Mermaid).
Star, Billy
Sullivan.
new Leather
Pushers. Not up
to the The
standard
of Reginald
Mermaid comedies have done well for us.
Denny, but still my patrons like the Leather
This one is good for several laughs. Had
good attendance. Draw small town class. Pushers and they are still popular after having run every series in this town. Draw
C. L. Smith, Victoria Theatre, Winfield,
Louisiana.
town and rural class in town of 3,000. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (500
WILD BABIES. (Vitagraph — Urban). In- seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
teresting; pleases young and old. Ideal ten
TELEPHONE GIRL NO. 3. (F. B. O.). These
minutes for filler short subject. O. K. tone
and for Sunday. Draw family trade, city of series are very good but not the box office
title that "Fighting Blood" had. Good tone;
30,000.
D. Balsly, Liberty Theatre, Kanyes, for Sunday. Good attendance. J. J.
sas City,LeeMissouri.
Family Theatre, Braddock, PennWILL. ROGERS COMEDIES. (Pathe). Will Spandau,
sylvania.
might have been good on the stage but on
TELEPHONE GIRL NO. 1. (F. B. O.). Very
the screen he simply isn't there. I have run good for a start. Ran both series "Fighting
several of his comedies and haven't found a
liked Tone
them;good.
had quite
a lot
good one yet. Draw mixed class in town of Blood"
fans forandthem.
Sunday,
good.of
3,500. Admission 10-25-35. T. L Barnett, Had
fair
attendance.
Draw
farmers
and
Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City, Consmall town class. Admission 10-20-30. H.
necticut.
W. Batchelder, Gait Theatre (175 seats), Gait,
California.
Serials
TELEPHONE GIRL. (F. B. O.). These are
the best two-reelers on the market today.
LEATHERSTOCKING. (Pathe). Star cast. Better
than "Fighting
Blood." Book
them.
A good serial will make you additional
N. Russell,
Russell Theatre,
Barnesboro,
money. So play it. That is my advice to Pennsylvania.
you. Drawmissionall10-25-30.
classesOtisin town
of 1,200.Palace
AdWoodring,
Theatre (820 seats), Blackwell, Oklahoma.
Miscellaneous
LEATHERSTOCKING. (Pathe). That inON TIME
(Truart).
Star, Richard
Taltangible something always missing in serials madge.
Those that
came enjoyed
it, although
seems to be incorporated into this particular
story is nothing to rave over. Think Talcontinued story. Haven't heard one adverse
madge could do big things if given the opman or woman, and chilreport from either
portunity. Why don't
somemoney
producer
get him
who will spend
a little
on suitable
dren simply eat it up. Have run 8 chapters
and wish it was forty chapters long. Tone
story.
Played
on
Saturday
and
juvenile
paIt brings
trons especially pleased. Moral tone okay.
okay. Sunday, yes. Attendance,
them. Aiten.il Andeis. Coleman Theatre
Sunday, yes. Had fair attendance. Draw
all classes in town of 10,000. Admission 20(800 seals), Sc u: hi i.ylon, Connecticut.
30. Alberon Anders, Coleman Theatre (800
seats), Southington, Connecticut.
Short Subjects
RODEO MIX-UP. Star, Edmund Cobb. We
this as a first class entertainment. Give
OUR DAILY BREAD. (General Electric class
Cobb
good stunts and cut out too much
Co.). A one-reel educational subject loaned
tumble
fighting.
hasn't
to us by the General Electric Company, At- rough
fightingandframe
or face
but isCobb
a swell
ridera
all steps in manushowing
lanta,
Georgia,
and
a
smart
looking
chap.
His
support
was
facture of bread, from harvesting of wheat
good. Go after them, Arrow, and build good
to placing of baked loaves on table. Pleased
westerns and they will go. Changes are beeven the kids. H. H. Hedberg, A-Muse-U
ing made in production and distribution to
Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
give the Independents the chance of their
END OF PEBFECT
FBAY. (F. B. O.). lives. Admission 10-20. Wm. A. Clark, Sr.,
Castle Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Illinois.
Tenth round "Fighting Blood" and a good
one. Pleased immensely. Ran with "Where it SPEED KING. (Pioneer). Star, Richard
the North Begins." Moral tone okay and

Talmadge. Any exhibitor who is not showing this new star is making a very serious
mistake. Everybody here is wild over him.
There is not much of a plot to any of his
pictures but they are full of action and
stunts. This feature was on a par with all
his others. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Had
large attendance. Draw mixed class in town
of 5,500. Admission 10-25-35. T. L. Barnett,
Finn's
necticut.Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City, ConSPIDER AND THE ROSE. (Principal).
Pretty good program picture but we were
oversold by these people; taught us a lesson
at least. Good tone. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance, farming and small class, town of
800. Admission 10-25. Welty & Son, MidWay Theatre (500 seats), Hill City, Kansas.
TAKING CHANCES. (Truart). Star, Richard Talmadge. A very poor picture; nothing
to it from start to finish. A good one to
stay away from. Poor attendance. Draw
all classes. Admission 10-30. F. Wheeler,
Strand Theatre (280 seats), Scotland, South
Dakota.
THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING. (C.
C. Burr). Star, Constance Binney. (6,293
feet). I didn't
see on
thisit one
but pretty
from what
comments
I heard
it was
fair
but too long and dragged out. Was on
seven reels. Story could have been told In
five. That's
whyit rentals
are for
so
high.
Moral one
tone reason
okay and
is suitable
Sunday. Had large attendance. Draw mixed
class in town of 3,500. Admission 10-25-35.
T. L. Barnett, Finn's Theatre (600 seats),
Jewett City, Connecticut.
VALLEY OF LOST SOULS. (Independent
Pictures). Star cast. (5 reels). A thrilling
western picture that will appeal to western
fans. Moral tone good and it is suitable for
Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw student
and educated class in town of 1,600. Admission 10-25. K. F. Van Norman, Star Theatre (350 seats), Mansfield, Pennsylvania.
WESTERN FEUDS. (Arrow). Star cast. A
fair Saturday picture. Nothing extra. Bad
print. Had fair attendance. Draw mixed
class in town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J.
W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
WOLF TRACKS. (Sunset). Star, Jack
Hoxie. Good action western that pleased a
majority. Audience appeal, good for those
liking outdoor pictures. Tone fair. Sunday,
yes. Attendance poor though no fault of
picture. Draw general class, town of 1,000.
H.
H. Hedberg, A-Muse-U Theatre, Melville,
Louisiana,
WOMEN MEN MARRY. (State Right). Star
cast. (5,600 feet). Poor attraction that
failed to please for us. Old fashioned and
poorly directed. Cast excellent but no opportunity to show skill. Moral tone okay
and it is suitable for Sunday. Had average
attendance. Draw all classes in city of 14,000. Admission 10-25 up. E. W. Collins,
Grand and Empire Theatres (700-750 seats),
Jonesboro, Arkansas.
YOU ARE GUILTY. (State Right). Star
cast. Fair picture. Business fair. Had fair
attendance. J. J. Spandau, Family Theatre,
Braddock, Pennsylvania.

Scenes from the William Fox production, "The Heart Buster," starring Tom Mix.
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Big Newspapers
Like
Theatres
Governor Smith in action on the phonofilm
By TOM WALLER
ing
Will Rogers in Pathe's "Going to Conand
manag
LD,
ENFE
DR. HUGO RIES
Rialto attracthe up-to-minute
gress"
tionsare which
Dr. Riesenfeld captured
director of New York's Rivoli, Rialto,
Criterion and Cohan Theatres, is a for this week several months ago.
In the managing of his theatres this conman peculiarly endowed by nature. Of rare
spicuously successful exhibitor and musician
versatility, he is the happy medium in the considers the
news reel second in importhighest proficiency of accomplishments so
ance only to the feature. But he -watches
diversified as to be found but in very few the latest film notes like a city editor on a
individuals. Paramount as an authority in newspaper watches copy submitted by a
reporter.
the field of music, in which he is composer,
"We have to be non-partisan — absolutely
conductor and musician, Dr. Riesenfeld is
possessed of intuition and executive ability non-partisan in policy," emphasizes Dr. Riewhich make him equally efficient as a shrewd
senfeld, "because there are representatives
and members of all parties in our theatres
business overseer.
at all times. It would be a terrible thing
Ability to discard instantaneously the if we were to allow a party element to creep
temperamental atmosphere of the orchestral
our program, particularly during such
pit when he steps over the threshold of his ainto
time as this convention week. Why, if such
conning tower, where the best is picked for a thing should happen it would travel like a
the future programs, are chief among the
unusual traits to which this leader attributes forest fire, and soon, throughout the country,
there would be Republican, Democratic, Sohis unique success.
cialist, Farmer-Labor and what not theatres."
Illustrative of this man's business acumen
Even the music scores used by the oris the way in which he runs his theatres. As
chestra and the songs rendered by soloists
far as timeliness of news reels and approhave to be taken into consideration from
priatenes of features go it might best be this angle, he stated. A solo at this time
compared to the systematized functionings with a little too much Smith or a tipping of
the scales for McAdoo would be just as
of a tandaily
area. newspaper in the big metropolidisastrous as a propaganda film.
Dr. Riesenfeld was one of the first to
It is such things as those just cited, with
the grade of entertainment for the class of
learn several months ago that Manhattan
patrons taken into consideration, which go
was to be the center of the National Democratic Convention. It was then that he the greatest ways toward making the movstarted working up the program which is
ing picture theatre a permanent means of
synonymous in all details with the greatest entertainment and a profitable means, Dr.
Riesenfeld stresses.
week New York has had in many years.

Exhibitors
Terms

Speak
of

in High

"Uninvited

WHEN J. E. Williamson projected his
roduction of "The Uninvited Guest,''
partly in natural colors, film men anticipated its immediate success. Following
its release by Metro it was hailed as an
excellent picture by press and public and
evoked many enthusiastic letters from exhibitors to Metro-Goldwyn officials.
Kreighbaum Brothers who operate the
Char-Bell theatre in Rochester, Indiana,
wrote recently that " 'The Uninvited Guest'

July 5, 1924

DR. HUGO

RIESENFELD

Start announced
"Boomerang"
B.ToP. Schulberg
that the second
Preferred Picture to be started on next
season's program of B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc., will be the David Belasco
play, "The Boomerang." Winchell Smith and
Victor Mapes were co-authors of "The Boomerang" which holds one of the long run
records among Belasco stage productions.
Subsequent to the New York engagement
road companies toured the country for four
years. The release date for "The Boomerang" will be in the early fall.
A Strong Cast
Director Edwin Carewe's cast for his new
production for First National release, "Madonna of the Streets," from W. B. Maxwell's
novel,
"The andRagged
will act
include
Nazimova
MiltonMessenger,"
Sills, who will
the
leads ; Claude Gillingwater, Wallace Beery,
Courtenay Foote, Herbert Prior, Mary Beth
Carter,
Vivien Oakland, Rosa Gore and John
T.
Murray.

Guest"

is very good. Pleased everyone. Ran one
day and had many matineers return for the
night show. Much better than many socalled
the useof
of wordsspecials,"
from W.only
H. differing
Durham, in
manager
the Grand theatre at Camas, Washington,
who wrote that "Here is a real picture. Good
story, good acting, good photography. The
Technicolor process in this picture is nice
to look at. Ran it two nights to packed
houses. Can recommend it to any class of

patronage. Brothers, you will not be disappointed when you run this. More favorable
comment
thanLyric
usual."Theatre, Humboldt,
J. F. Lawrence,
Tennessee,
wrote:
"Book
picture,
it. It is one of the best this
I ever
ran. boost
Miss
Tolley does some wonderful work for her
first picture. Think she would make a wonderful star if given the proper chance. I
showed this to the largest crowd I ever
screened a picture to for three years. It is
a wonder."

Scenes from the Associated Exhibitors release, "Racing Luck."
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Attractive

Features

July

4

York

on

Convention
Program
the courtesy of M. Slotkin. There will be a
gs and special luncheon following this performance
s meetin
busines
THE
ed for
ainmenmt ofevents
the which will be served in the theatre.
arrang
entertprogra
tion
of the Motion
big Buffalo conven
The big national sales convention of
J. H. Michael, chairman of the convention
Picture Theatre Owners of New York State,
the Producers Distributing Corporation
committee, requests all exhibitors through,
has
11,
to
7
July
Statler
Hotel
the
in
Inc.,
out the state to use the following line in
has been postponed for one week to perbeen completed. It is a program that will their ads, commencing at once: "Motion
mit the completion of the elaborate
keep visiting delegates occupied every
Picture Theatre Owners of New York State
sales book in which the product for the
minute of their stay in the Queen City of convention, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, July 7 to
1924-25 season will be announced and
the Lakes. Especially attractive is the enfully described.
tertainment program, which has been arThe convention will open on Monday eveDates for the meeting have now been
for
visiting exhibitors and memthe
ranged
ning, July 7, at 7 :30 p. m. with an executive
bers of their families. The first big event
set for July 4, 5 and 6 at Chicago where
meeting. Mayor Frank X. Schwab will made
the executives and all of the company s
will be the review of the fire and police the address at the opening of the business
branch managers, division managers and
department of the city, which Mayor Frank
session on Tuesday morning at 10:30 o'clock.
X. Schwab postponed until the convention
home office department heads will assemble for a discussion of the pictures
as one of his acts of co-operation. This
review will be staged on Tuesday, July 8,
and the policies of the company for the
Pathe's July 6 Program
at 10.30 a. m. On the afternoon of the same
coming season.
day there will be a sight seeing tour of "The Wide Open Spaces" With Stan
Several of the producers whose pictures will be distributed by Producers
the city and a visit to the Wurlitzer plant
Laurel Heads Bill
at Wurlitzer, N. Y. On Tuesday evening at
Distributing Corporation are also plan"The
Wide
Open Spaces" with Stan
11."
ning to be present. Frank Woods, Elmer
11 o'clock there will be a big show staged
Laurel, and the seventh chapter of "The
in the Lafayette Square Theatre.
Harris, Al. Christie, Renaud Hoffman,
Fortieth Door," "Claws of the Vulture," lead
Hunt Stromberg, Charlie Rogers, W. O.
Following the business session on Wednesday the delegates will be taken to Pathe's program of releases for July 6.
Hurst, Henry M. Hobart and Walter
Jr.," a single-reel Hal Roach comNiagara Falls through the courtesy of the "Jeffries,
Tilford are expected to be present on
edy featuring Charles Chase, Pathe Review
one of the days of the session.
International Railway Company. The exhibiNo. 27, and an Aesop Film Fable, "The
tors will be met by the Falls exhibitors and
tendered a novel luncheon on Goat Island,
Body bersinon the
the July
Bag" 6 are
also prominent numschedule.
following which the important points of in"The Wide Open Spaces," a two-reel comterest will be visited, including a trip along
Finish Harris Film
edy by Hal Roach is a highly laughable
the world-famous gorge of the Niagara
satire on the wild and wooly western type of
canyon. In the evening there will be a din- production, and presents Stan Laurel in one
ner-dance at the Clifton House, the noted
"The Wise Virgin" Is First of Series
of the funniest comedy characterizations the
of Five To Be Completed
hotel on the Canadian side which overlooks
Final scenes have been filmed at the the American and Horseshoe falls. This din- popular comedian has done to date.
"Claws of the Vulture," the seventh chapner dance is given through the courtesy of
Peninsula Studios, San Mateo, Cal., on "The
ter of "The Fortieth Door" is said to be the
the Wurlitzer company.
Wise Virgin" Elmer Harris' initial contribumost thrilling episode of this modern serial.
tion to the Producers Distributing CorporaOn Thursday morning, while the exhibiIn "Jeffries, Jr.", Charles Chase is pretors are in business session, a visit to the
tion for the coming season.
sented in a fast-moving single-reel comedy,
"The Wise Virgin," an original Harris story famous Larkin company plant has been ar- and is found in the role of Jimmy Jump, a
with Patsy Ruth Miller and Matt Moore
ranged for the ladies. On Thursday afternoon there will be a lake trip to Crystal lad who has much nerve but no muscle. The
featured is the first of five pictures to be
made at the San Mateo studios.
Beach, given through the courtesy of the comedy-action centers around a pugilist's
training camp where Chase endeavors to
Crystal Beach Company, of which George
Under Harris' personal supervision "The
build himself up with exceedingly humorous
Wise Virgin" was directed by Lloyd Ingra- Hall, also an exhibitor, is president. On results.
ham. Frank Geraghty was his first assistant Thursday evening there will be a big banand Joseph Walker the cameraman. The
quet and dance in the ballroom of the Hotel
Sigi
art and technical direction was done by R. Statler at which the delegates will listen to
Fred Thomson
E. Sibley and Una Nixson Hopkins.
prominent speakers. The horse races at
Fred Thomson, noted Western star of the
Supporting Miss Miller and Moore are Fort Erie will be the event following the
screen, has signed a contract covering a
Lucy Fox, Leon Bary, Edythe Chapman and business
Friday. session and election ot officers on
Charles A. Stevenson.
period of years to appear in F. B. O. productions. He recently completed a series of
With Margaret Darrel, chief editor of the
At a meeting on Friday, June 20, in the
Peninsula lot, Harris is now engaged in Lafayette Square Theatre, all Buffalo thea- six productions for F. B. O. and the new
tres voted to contribute acts for big show contract resulted from the widespread depolishing the production up and titling it,
mand for his productions among exhibitors
with a view to delivering it to the Producers which is being held in the Lafayette Square
in all parts of the country.
Distributing Corporation by July 1st.
on Tuesday evening at 11 o'clock through
Starts

New

PICTURE

Scenes from Paramount's "Changing

Husbands," with Leatrice Joy.
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Goes on Trip

To Visit Exchanges and to Arrange
for Premiere of "Beau Brummel"
Abe Warner has left for a ten day trip
during which he will visit the Chicago,
Minneapolis and Des Moines Exchanges.
In Chicago he will take up the details of
theBefore
premiere
of "Beau
Brummel."
leaving
Mr. Warner
stated that the
final four productions remaining on this
season's schedule of 18 pictures are in the
final stages of completion. Of the remaining
pictures, "Cornered," starring Marie Pre/ost
and "Her Marriage Vow," starring Monte
Blue with Beverly Bayne are in the cutting
stages. "Lovers Lane" is now well into production with James Flood directing and Phil
Rosen started this week on "The Tenth
Mr. Warner said: "We are adding more
stage space to our already big studios and
with two pictures completed on our 192425Woman."
program and four more already in production we will keep well ahead of schedule.

"Six directors shooting on one lot is a high
speed production schedule for any organization. Our own laboratories have also started
work and lost motion between production
and distribution is being eliminated."
Scene from "Husbands and Lovers," a First National Release.
Heavy

Thousands
on

Greet

Baby

Peggy

Arrival
in New
York
City
star,
res
Pictu
Babybe Peggy's
New York
BABY PEGGY, Principal
will
a busy program
one, but while
at thein same
time
whose "Captain January," by Laura
her
parents
and
Irving
Lesser
will
see to it
rds,
n
will be show at the Mark
Richa
Strand Theatre during the week of July 6, that she does not go at too fast a pace.
She will visit a number of department stores
arrived in New York City with her parents
and her sister Louise on June 26 and re- and hold receptions. On July 7 she will
ceived a rousing ovation. More than 6,000 speak over the radio from Station WOR at
people greeted her when she arrived on the Newark. On the following day she goes to
Twentieth Century Limited. Just after she Bcllcvue Hospital to entertain maimed children there and give presents to them.
stepped off the train she was received by
On July 10 and 11 she will be in PhilaIrving M. Lesser, vice-president of Principal
delphia, the central figure at a series of
Pictures Corporation, and then George
"Sidewalk Parties" there. Baby Peggy in
Bronz, the Boy Mayor of New York, wearing a Father Knickerbocker costume. George
"Captain January" opens at the Palace Theatre June 14. On July 14 Peggy will be in
welcomed her in behalf of the young people
of New York.
Pittsburgh to attend the opening performThe next to greet Baby Peggy was the
anceburgh
of "Captain
and from Pittsshe goes to January,"
Atlantic City.
Girl Scouts of New York. A detachment
of them, with a fife and drum corps, was at
the station, together with a delegation of the
Brownies, the Junior Girl Scouts. They inCasts "House of Youth"
ducted Baby Peggy into their order. The
party then went to Vanderbilt avenue and Jacqueline Logan Given Strong Support in Ralph Ince Picture
Forty-second street, where there was more
cheering for Baby Peggy. The child picture
"The House of Youth" the first of the
star and "Mayor" Bronz entered an automoseries starring Jacqueline Logan to be rebile and there was a parade up Vanderbilt
leased by the Producers Distributing Corporation, was fully cast this week by Ralph
avenue to Forty-fifth street, over to Park
avenue and thence to the Ambassador Ho- Ince who will direct the production at the
Thos. H. Ince studio.
tel.
Baby Peggy rested at the Ambassador
Malcolm McGregor has been cast in the
during the day, and on Friday she went to leading role opposite Miss Logan, with Verthe Grand Central Station and met the Six
non Steele, Nola Lusford, Richard Travers,
Brown Brothers, who returned to New York
Hugh Metcalf, Barbara Tennant, Edwin
after an absence of three years and who are Booth Tilden, Elise Manning Corrigan, and
appearing at the Mark Strand Theatre dur- Lucila Mendez in the supporting cast.
Lucila Mendez is a famous stage beauty,
ing the week that Baby Peggy is there. Delegations from the Friars and the Lambs were
formerly
"LittleherJesse
James"
pany whowith
willthemake
screen
debutcom-in
on hand, including Fred Stone, Will Rogers
and George M. Cohan. They marched to "The House of Youth."
the Mark Strand Theatre, where Managing
"The House of Youth" is a picturization
from the novel by Maud Radford Warren.
Director Joseph Plunkett received them.

Bookings

"When a Girl Loves" Proving Generally Popular
The heavy bookings that Victor Halperin's
"When a Girl Loves," released through Associated Exhibitors, is receiving in all sections indicate that the picture is a real hot
weather attraction for exhibitors everywhere.
Exhibitors are daily testifying that the
photoplay reaped them a harvest despite the
rising temperature, it is said.
"When a Girl Loves" is being booked in
representative cities throughout the country
very heavily for the months of June, July
and August. In the eastern territory surrounding New York, Boston and the cities
further south there is scarcely a playdate
open.
Signed for Leading Roles
Louis B. Mayer, vice-president of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer in charge of production, announces that Dorothy Devore, Herbert
Rawlinson and Gibson Gowland have been
signed for leading roles in "The Prairie
Wife," which
the picturization
Stringer's
novel
Hugo Ballinof isArthur
to direct.
Mr. Ballin also made the adaptation of the
story. The studios at Culver City are making rapid preparations for the beginning
of production next week at which time Mr.
Ballin expects to have his cast completed.
Titled
"Empty
Hearts"
Ben
Verschleiser,
who is making
a series
of features for Banner release at the F. B.
O. studio, announces the temporary title
of his first picture as "Empty Hearts" and a
cast including John Bowers, Clara Bow,
Charlie Murray, Claire Adams and Joan
Standing. "Empty Hearts" is adapted from
a story of the same title by Evelyn Campbell to be published serially in the Metropolitan magazine simultaneously with the
release of the picture next fall.
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Enright

Writes

Serial

N. Y. Police Commissioner Author of
"Into the Net"
Following closely on the launching of the
new
periodicalRichard
"Police,"
of whichis editor,
Police
Commissioner
E. Enright
comes the news that the head of the New
York City Police Department has entered
the field of the motion picture world as the
author
a new Pathe-serial,
the Net,"
which isof shortly
to make its "Into
appearance
on
the screen.
"Into the Net," pronounced by the Pathe
officials as the finest chapter picture ever
released, is based on many of the actual experiences of the New York City Police in
tracing missing persons. Into the story involving police activities Mr. Enright has
woven a fascinating tale of love, adventure
and mystery, in which a group of modern
society girls are ensnared. The plot revolves around the disappearance of a number of daughters of wealth who have been
kidnapped and held for ransom by a group
of society vultures. The search for these
girls,
story. with the culminating recovery of the
kidnapped victims, forms the basis of the
Scene from "The Battling Novak
Fool," the
Perfection
picture for C. B. C, with Eva
and first
William
Fairbanks

Says

"The
Be

Speed
Best

and his supporting
NNY HINES es
JOHcast
which includ Edmund Breese,
Faire Binney, Warner Richmond, and
Frank Lossee are making rapid strides on
the Hines latest production "The Speed
Spook," which according to general manager
C. C. Burr, and the star himself, will unquestionably prove to be the outstanding
omedy of Hines' career. The entire
melo-cny
compa
spent four days at Altoona, Pa.,
where the racing sequences were filmed at
the 250 mile championship race at the Altoona Speedway on June 14.
Following the shooting of this scene the
entire company moved over to Westwood, N.
J., where for the past week the remainder of
the exteriors were taken. Over 200 extras
were transported to Westwood for the filming of these shots.
Despite the fact that the production has
not as yet been completed exchanges
throughout the United States have been
quick to realize the potentialities of this
new Hines picture with the result that to
date Eastern, Pa., and Southern, N. J., has
been sold to Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece
Film attractions, Sam Zieler of Commonwealth for Greater New York, and William
Skirboll Productions Inc. Cleveland, for Ohio
and Kentucky.
Pending negotiations indicate that within
a week or ten days more than 80 per cent, of
the complete territory including foreign
Hiers'Thompson
Leading
Woman
Duane
has been
engaged as
Walter Hiers' leading lady for the first of
the series of comedies which he will make
for Educational Film Exchanges release.
Hiers will have Archie Mayo as director for
the first of his two-reel comedies.

Spook
of Hines

99 will
9 Career

rights will have be«n sold on "The Speed
Spook" which is being produced on a lavish
scale. The unusual care that is being expended on this latest Hines picture is evidenced by the fact that eight weeks have
already been spent on the feature and according to present indications at least three
weeks more will be necessary before "The
Speed Spook," is actually completed.

Lloyd9s

Frank Leon Smith, of the Pathe scenario
department has written the continuity from
whichbeen
the made.
screen version of "Into the Net"
has
George B. Seitz directed. It is a Malcolm
Strauss Production.
Cut in Scenario Form
Hobart Henley will be able to establish a
cutting room record when he edits his production of "Free Love" — his first for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. The picture was practically cut in the scenario. Before photography
started
a comprehensive
scheduleMr.of Henley
the scenesmade
he would
need
to
tell
the
snappy
story
of
"Free
Love,"
eliminating at that time, instead of in the
cutting room later, all incidents that would
be
theme.extraneous in his treatment of the

Second
Independent
Production IsNearing
Completion

£ £ TI TI UBBY,"
the working
which Harold
Lloyd's title
secondunder
independent production is being
made, is rapidly nearing completion and will,
within the course of the next few weeks be
ready for its first preview. It is hoped that
the pictures will be ready for release early
in the new season.
The story
of "Hubby"
revolves
the
marital
troubles
of a young
couplearound
who are
just about to start on a vacation when the
"family"' arrives.
Sam Taylor and Fred Newmeyer, who have
directed all of Lloyd's recent successes are
again handling the direction of this newest
offering of the Harold Lloyd Corporation.
Sam Taylor, Thomas J. Gray, Tim Whelan
and John Grey have written the story and
Jobyna Ralston will again play opposite
gags.
the star. Others in the cast will be Josephine
Crowell, in the role of the mother-in-law,

Charles Stevenson, who
in "Grandma's Boy," will
in-law and little Mickey
cleverest child actors on
plete the cast.

portrayed the bully
be the lazy brotherMcBan, one of the
the screen will com-

Back From the Jungles
Charles Charlton, Pathe cameraman who
accompanied the Marsh expedition into the
interior of Darien Jungles has advised the
home office of the Pathe Exchange which
secured exclusive rights for the filming of
the expedition that he has taken 12,000 feet
of film detailing the experiences of the explorers. These will be released in a series of
screen "articles" in the Pathe Review early
in the Fall.
The expedition is now in the Canal Zone
having emerged from the jungles of Darien
early last week.
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"True

as

Steel"

Kinograms GetsTuesday
Democratic Gathering
Into Broadway Houses on

Strikes

Bull's

Eye, Say
Critics
high
were
week
NEW YORK critics last
ing and clever caption writing go see 'True
in their praise of Rupert Hughes' As Steel' at the Capitol."
"We were agreeably surprised with this
latest
Metro-Goldwyn production,
pictorial effort," wrote the critic of the
"True As Steel." It was presented at the Times,
"which is such a distinct improveCapitol Theatre and was overwhelmingly
ment over 'Reno' and 'Souls for Sale' that
popular with the public.
we emerged from the theatre satisfied with
"Some day," wrote the critic of the Sun, life. Mr. Hughes has neglected 'hokum' and
"our more elevated motion picture critics
are going to awaken to the fact that the made this photoplay vastly more enterscenarios of Rupert Hughes show much more
"A breathless and eager audience was
taining."
knowledge of life in America than they even entertained
yesterday," said Quinn Martin
remotely triguing
suspect.
of the
Mr. Capitol
Hughes' this
in- in his review in the World. "Aileen Pringle
panoramasOneis at
and Huntly Gordon are suave and skilful as
week, and it is one of the very best that the lovers and Eleanor Boardman gives the
he has given us. The story is presented so most convincing and ingratiating picture of
intelligently and with such restraint by Mr. the younger generation that the screen has
Hughes — who you doubtless know directs seen for many reels."
The reviewer of the Evening World wrote :
his actors in his ow-n way in his own tales
— that it does make one glow. 'True As "Trust Rupert Hughes to hit upon popular
Steel' is recommended."
appeal. He struck a real bull's eye in 'Souls
"This reviewer," wrote the critic of the for Sale' and yesterday at the Capitol he
Telegram-Mail, "wishes to give a loud cheer knocked another eye out of El Toro when
for the practice of permitting the author of his True As Steel' was flashed on the screen.the story under dramatization to prepare
If there is one writer for the prints and for
the continuity, write the captions and direct the screen who knows what the public wants
the action. If you want to see what an his name is Rupert Hughes. No matter what
author can do in the way of consistent he is doing he makes his audiences like it.
character development, rational plot unfold- 'True As Steel' is well worth while."

Associated

Exhibitors

Convention
July 5, 192-

Working under its slogan, "Built like
Newspaper," Kinograms, Educational's news
reel, applied the most intensive newspaper
methods in getting its pictures of the Demo
cratic National Convention, which opened in
New York Tuesday, to the screen, with the
result that subscribers to Kinograms in New
York, including the Rivoli, Rialto and Capitol
Theatres in the Times Square district, as well
as the New York Loew houses, and the Bran
ford and Rialto Theatres, in Newark, were able
to include in their Tuesday afternoon programs,
pictures of news events in connection with the
convention which had transpired but a few
hours previously.
As Senator Pat Harrison's gavel fell at
Madison Square Garden, as he assumed his
office as temorary chairman, the first pictures
of the convention were being handled in the
Kinograms laboratories. The story was handled
in "takes" in true newspaper style. As each
interesting event occurred either in or outside
of the great hall where the convention was
assembled, cameramen photographed it and it
was rushed through development and drying,
and then sent to a laboratory in the heart of
the theatrical district from which prints of the
items were delivered immediately to the nearby theatres.
Every
first run of Kinograms had prints of
the convention, which did not open until noon,
delivered for its afternoon performances. Other
prints were finished and rushed out for
clients in other parts of the country.

Pictures
A Super-Super-Super

Are

Lauded

engageits successfu
DURIXGment as the
Washingtlonweek's
Theatre,
Detroit, "The Lone Wolf," the Associated
Exhibitor film starring Dorothy Dalton and
Jack Holt, received unusually flattering
notices in all of Detroit's daily papers.
The Detroit News says : "It is frankly a
thriller .... In this endeavor it is notably
successful. The story is rapidly unfolded and
every few feet of film have their thrill . . .
expert performances presented by Jack Holt
and Dorothy Dalton.''
Roy E. Marcette in "The Free Press"
writes: "If you want to forget the heat of
the day visit the Washington this week.
Here's
adventure
galore. action,
It is all thrills,
extremelyromance,
melodramatic
but
so well done that it carries conviction."

by

Critics

In The Morning Telegraph, Aileen St.
John Brenon, has this to say about "The
Spitfire." Murray W. Garsson's picture directed by William Christy Cabanne for Associated Exhibitors:
" 'The Spitfire' is a photoplay with an idea
behind it ... a production that will undoubtedly find favor with exhibitors. Christy
Cabanne, in directing, has lost no opportunity to provide scenes for the box-office."
During its extended engagement at the
Aldine
Theatre,
Pittsburgh,
Luck"
the comedy
feature
starring "Racing
Monty Banks
elicited the following comment from the
Pittsburgh Press: "Monty works as he never
has before and 'Racing Luck' provides the
Aldine with a splendid program this week."

Rothacker Burlesque Film by Advertising Women
A treat is in store for delegates sailing
for the London convention of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World. Members
of the Chicago Women's Advertising Clubs
are going to produce a burlesque motion picture the third day out.
The actors in this picture will be costumed to represent leading Chicago firms,
such as Marshall Field, Yellow Cab, Swift
and Addressograph. The great super-production will be directed by a young lady cosCompany.tumed to represent the Rothackter Film
Watterson Rothacker placed his Chicago
organization at the disposal of the advertising women. Rothacker scenario department
wrote the sketch, and one of the Rothacker
directors rehearsed the amateurs in the
Rothacker studio.

Paramount presents one of the "Famous Forty, "Unguarded Women," an Alan Crosland Production.
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Paramount
Heard

GEORGE DeCARLTON
DeCarlton

Back

in Fold

Signalizes Return to Acting in Paramount Picture
George DeCarlton is nothing if not unusual. Fifteen years ago he was an actor on
the speaking stage, later he became one of
the first of the Thespians to take up screen
work, while recent years found him rising
to success in the selling end of the picture
industry. And now?
Well, last week DeCarlton completed a
period of acting before the camera again.
This time it was at the Famous Players Long
Island studio, and the picture was one of
the most important of the Paramount specials for the coming year, "The Story Without a Name,'' directed by Irvin Willat. This
is the production to be exploited in co-operation with Photoplay Magazine, which is
offering large prizes for the best title chosen
• by its readers.
The lure of the camera has prevailed and
George DeCarlton is definitely back in the
acting ranks again. Once more he can step
into the Friar's Club without the feeling that
he should be an associate member.
George DeCarlton entered screen work
with the famous old Reliance Company,
later being prominent in the Life Photo and
Fox stock companies, and active at the inception of Technicolor. He opened the
United Artists exchange in Boston, other
selling experience including executive work
with Robertson-Cole and special field work
for Technicolor this past season.
Stern Off to Europe
Julius Stern, president of the Century Film
Corporation, sailed for Europe. He was accompanied by P. Alexander, assistant production manager at the Century studio.
Breaks House Records
Vitagraph's
Angeles
reportsin
that all house Los
records
of theexchange
Owl Theatre,
Los Angeles were just broken by "Let Not
Man Put Asunder," the Vitagraph special
featuring Pauline Frederick and Lou Tellegen. This J. Stuart Blackton production
which is breaking records all over the country was immediately booked by the Owl
Theatre for a return date.

Self- Defense

Plea

by

Trade
Commission
mopolitan interests were finally assisting the
CORY defen
S-L
se erection of a first-run house at Grand bouled ASK
was force
in selfPORATIONYER
FAMOUS PLA
vard and Morgan street in which Famous
to build a first-run house in St. Louis
Players would have no interest. He ruled
s
n a proper outlet for the company'
obtai
to
testimony was not material. Defense
big product. That was the substance of such
counsel made the offer to show that comthe testimony of Fred L. Cornwell, owner
petition on first-runs did exist in St. Louis.
of the Delmonte Theatre, St. Louis, and
Hill defended the block system of disformerly president of the Famous Players
posing of pictures as a matter of economics,
Missouri Corporation, owner of the Missouri
out that it costs $15 or more every
Theatre, Grand boulevard and Lucas ave- pointing
time a film salesman makes a town, and
nue, and which during Cornwell's regime as that if a company could sell twenty pictures
president also owned the Delmonte Theatre
and fourteen neighborhood theatres, before at one time instead of but one, its expenses would be lower and it could afford
Examiner Alvord of the Federal Trade
to sell for less.
Commission on June 23.
C. D. Hill, president of the St. Louis Film
Board of Trade and local Hodkinson manNew Style Competition
ager, was the only other witness heard at
Monday's session. Hill testified that he had Novel Minnesota Film Sues Associated
experienced no difficulty in disposing of
Exhibitors Over Contract
the first-run product of his company in the
St. Louis territory, with the exception of
The Community Amusement Association
of Minnesota has begun court action to force
Springfield, 111., where, he said, a combination of local exhibitors forced all film comAssociated Exhibitors, through Charles Howpanies to dispose of their products under
ard, its Minneapolis manager, to deliver films
unfavorable circumstances. He said Para- which the plaintiff claims to have contracted
mount Pictures faced that difficulty with for. W. R. Frank, association president,
the others.
says that a suit for damages will be initiated immediately. This will be his second
Cornwell reviewed the history of the firstrun theatre situation in St. Louis, his testi- legal action over the free shows idea. The
mony being intended to show that Famous
first was a $50,000 damage suit against
Greater Amusements.
Players, its officers and associated companies
Explaining the refusal of service, Howard
had not been guilty of "fraudulent and unfair" methods of competition so far as the says that Frank breached his contract by
St. Louis first-run houses were concerned, presenting Associated Exhibitors productions
and
that they
had rather
"endeavored
to close
open an
up at Gaylord, Minn., where there is a picture
a closed
market
than to
theatre, the contract calling for free shows
open one." However, Bruce Bromley, coun- only
atres. in communities where there are no thesel for Famous Players, had difficulty in
getting the desired testimony from Cornwell
The Community stunt is to charge merinto the record, Examiner Alvord sustaining
chants aweekly fee for free shows, which
many objections by W. H. Fuller, chief prove the main attractions of trade festival
counsel for the commissioner.
campaigns. Film advertising supplies the asThe building of the Missouri Theatre, the
sociation with its profits, which to date, it
Delmonte Theatre, which was the Paramount
is
said,
have
been negligible, if not nonexistent.
first-run house prior to the opening of the
Missouri; the purchase of Harry Koplar's
fourteen neighborhood houses and the creation of the Famous Players Missouri Corporation to operate such theatres is mentioned in the complaint against Famous
Players, et al, as a part of the alleged attempt to create the monopoly claimed to
exist.
Cornwell testified that he had advised the
building of the Missouri Theatre and office
building on Grand boulevard instead of in
the down town district, in the winter of
1918-19 when representatives of Famous
Players came to St. Louis to look over the
first-run situation. He stated that litigation
followed the purchase of the Koplar houses
and that later they were returned to the
at practically the price reoriginal ceivedowners
for them. These houses are now
owned by the St. Louis Amusement Company, controlled by Spyros Skouras and
Harry Koplar and associates.
Efforts of Bromley to bring out that
previous efforts had been made by other
and distributors to obtain conproducers
trol of the Koplar chain of houses were not
permitted by Examiner Alvord. Fuller also
successfully resisted efforts to have Cornis completwell testify, that Marcus Loew
ing the construction of a vaudeville and
picture house at Eighth street and Washington avenue, and that the Goldwyn-Cos-

Rushed

Through

Space

Pathe Planes Wing Way Westward
with Convention Views
The remarkable record for speed established by the Pathe News has again been
maintained by that organization through the
rapid transportation of the film views of the
Democratic Convention, which enabled exhibitors at distant points to present the pictures of the big gathering to their audiences
on the opening day of the convention.
Within a few hours after the formal opening of the national convention at Madison
Square Garden, New York, Pathe's views
were being exhibited in Boston, Philadelphia, Albany, New Haven, Washington and
other important centers, and while the pictures were en route to distant points by
special aeroplane New York City audiences
were viewing the film at the matinee performances in the Broadway houses.
The convention was called to order at
12:43 p. m. Less than two hours later
Pathe's special aeroplanes bearing the prints
and negatives of the big convention were on
their way to Chicago and other points west
and special messengers were rushing the
film to nearby key centers.
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Principal
Three

Pictures
New

Franchise

franchise holders to hanTHREE dle thenew
Baby Peggy and Harold Bell
Wright Principal Pictures Master
Productions were announced this week by
Irving M. Lesser, vice-president of Principal. These are : Second National Pictures
of Illinois, controlled by Balaban & Katz,831 South Wabash avenue, Chicago; the
Milwaukee Film Company of Wisconsin,
controlled by Thomas Saxe, and the H.
Lieber Company of Indianapolis, controlled
by Robert Lieber.
These three territories practically close
Principal's new territorial franchise distribution plan for Baby Peggy in "Captain January," Baby Peggy in "Helen's Babies," Harold Bell Wright's "The Mine with the Iron
Door" and the succeeding Wright story,
which probably will be "The Re-creation of
Bryan Kent."

Forty-five

Announces
Holders

Sol Lesser, president of Principal Pictures;
Mike Rosenberg, secretary, and Irving Lesser are enthusiastic over the manner in
which the territorial franchise plan is working out. Irving Lesser said:
"It is much better than we ever imagined.
There is a tremendous demand for the Baby
Peggy and Harold Bell Wright pictures. On
'Captain January,' the present Baby Peggy
picture, in which Hobart Bosworth, Irene
Rich, Harry T. Morey, Lincoln T. Stcdman
and Barbara Tennant appear, we have bookings in such houses as the Mark Strand Theatre, New York; the Grand Opera House,
Pittsburgh; the Palace, Philadelphia; the
Strand, Milwaukee, and the Bijou, Atlantic
City. These bookings strengthen our conviction that Baby Peggy is the most popular
little star today.''

Productions

Are

Announced
by Metro-Goldwyn
in made ready for filming include "The Great
dent
presi
viceER,
LOUIS B. MAY
Divide," under the direction of Reginald Barker ;
nldwv
o-Go
Metr
for
ction
produ
charge of
"Mrs. Paramor," the first of the Robert G.
g
TralIrvin
are
iates
e
assoc
Mayer, whos
berg and Harry Rapf, now has under way at Vignola productions ; "The Prairie Wife," directed by Hugo Ballin; "He Who Gets
the studios at Culver City a production schedule
that embraces some thirty-one feature produc- Slapped," with Victor Seastrom directing; "The
tions. In addition, there are eight Metro- Silent Accuser," being directed by Chet FrankGoldwyn pictures ready for release, with prints
lin; "Never the Twain Shall Meet," "The
in the hands of the various exchanges. There Temptress," "Zander, the Great" and "Quality
also are six Cosmopolitan productions either Street," Cosmopolitan productions; Mae
completed or being prepared for production, Murray in "The Merry Widow," Jackie Coogan
making a total of forty-five pictures all set in "The Rag Man," Ramon Novarro in "The
for the coming season. Added to this will be Scandal," to be directed by Frank Borzage ;
several others, bringing the total output for "The Snob" and "The Span of Life," both to
the season up to sixty.
be directed by Monta Bell ; "So This is MarScenes from "Wedding
an EduConley.
cational-MermaidShowers,"
Comedy starring
Lige
Mr. Mayer announced that the completed
riage" and "Nothing to Wear." two Hobart
Metro-Goldwyn pictures, in the order of their Henley productions ; "Cheaper to Marry," a
release, are : "The Arab," Rex Ingram's latest ; Robert G. Vignola production ; "Man and
"Revelation," which had a pre-release showing Maid," a Victor Schertzinger production :
Sales Drive Winners
at the Capitol last week; "Bread," directed by "What Will People Say" and "Beauty," two
Rupert
Hughes
productions
;
"Wife
of
the
D"Urberthe
Victor Schertzinger ; "Tess of
Skirboll Cops First National District
villes," Marshall Neilan's production; "Little Centaur" and "Women and Wives," which
Robinson Crusoe," Jackie Coogan's latest; King Vidor will direct, and "Man and the
Managers' Prize
"Broken Barriers," a Reginald Barker produc- Moment," an Elinor Glyn feature.
The prize winners have just been announced
tion; "The Red Lily," recently completed by
by
Pictureson inDecember
its eight 16weeks'
Fred Niblo ; "Yolando," a Cosmopolitan feature
salesFirst
driveNational
which began
and
in "Folly
"TheStars
Folly Girl,"
a story of Girl"
bright lights, continued till February 9. The district manastarring Marion Davies ; "Don't Deceive Your
"One
Vidor;
King
by
Children," directed
"jazz," beautiful clothes, laughter and tears,
gers' prize was won by Joseph S. Skirboll,
Night in Rome," by J. Hartley Banners ^and has been chosen as the vehicle in which
manager of the western district. Three prizes
"His Hour," an Margaret Livingston will make her debut as to
and
Taylor,
Laurette
starring
the personnel of the branches were awarded.
Elinor Glyn production.
a star on the Producers Distributing Cor- First
was won by the Los Angeles
Several productions, other than the above,
poration program. Miss Livingston played branch money
of which W. E. Knotts is manager ;
have been completed but have not as yet been the lead in the well known "Leather Pushsecond money by the Pittsburgh branch, A. S.
ers" series.
edited and cut. These include "Circe," Mae
Davis, manager ; third place was won by AtMurray's next starring vehicle, written especlanta, C. R. Beacham, manager.
ially for her by Vincente Blasco Ibanez ; Buster Shows New Color Process
In addition, the following shared in the prize
Naviga"The
provoker,
laugh
latest
Keaton's
Vitagraph, which has been experimenting
: Assistant Manager R. S. Wehrle of
tor;" "Along Came Ruth" and "The Beauty with colored processes for some time, will money
Pittsburgh.
Salesmen : J. G. Bower, C. H.
the
Prize," two Viola Dana pictures; "Greed,"
reveal some of its results in the E. Phillips Drane and Benjamin Harrison of Los Angeles;
production, and "The Bandolero."
von Stroheim
A. Parke, J. A. Gribble, F. L. France and M.
abroad by Tom Terriss. Marshall Oppenheim
directed
scheduled forstory,
early "Behold
showing This
at oneWoman,"
of the E. Goldstein of Pittsburgh ; P. A. Strachan,
Neilan left a week or so ago to direct "The big four pre-release Broadway theatres.
F. T. Sands, L. W. Carter and J. M. Young of
Sporting Venus" on the other side, and "Janice
Only certain portions of the picture which Atlanta. Bookers Mrs. B. H. Bogart, Los
Meredith" has been completed by the Cosmobest' lend themselves to color reproduction Angeles ; H. Lissman, Pittsburgh ; L. S. Drumm.
politan company. "Ben Hur" is in the course will be subjected to the color process, the Atlanta. Cashiers : Mrs. Edith Macintosh, Los i
of production in Rome, Marcus Loew having
balanceand being
sailed last week to give it his personal attention. black
white. confined to the" customary Angeles; R. S. Patterson, Pittsburgh; R. H.
Roberts, Atlanta.
Other pictures now being filmed or being

Selling

Lem

Stewart

thePicruRE
EDITED BY EPES WINTHROP

Invents

in the
for "Men"
ONE of the important functions of Lem
tment in the TheL. Stewart's depar
atres Department of Famous Players
is to outline the campaign on coming pictures for the managers of the former Southern Enterprises houses. This service is not
limited to Paramount pictures, but is given
all attractions booked into this section of the
circuit. Only recently it was pointed out
that managers who followed Mr. Stewart's
tips made a profit on The Fighting Coward
where a straight handling of the picture was
not so satisfactory. Mr. Stewart's latest
stunt is a co-operative page on Men, with a
new angle for the hook-up.
Before the Pola Negri picture was sent
out, the usual advice was broadcasted, which
included the contest based on the title. Managers were urged to start early, and the
soundness of this advice was demonstrated
in the report of C. W. Irvin, of the Imperial
Theatre, Columbia, S. C, who wrote that
store managers were feeling poor and not
inclined to do special advertising. It took
him several days to lay off the eleven advertisements which made up his page. Had
he delayed, the scheme probably would have
fallen through.
Uses Pictures
Mr. Irwin made the best use of the idea,
following the scheme in every detail, and he
reports that after the stunt had been worked
the various merchants were well pleased with
the result.
The page was worked on the personal publicity angle, suggested by the title. It was
men who were advertised rather than the
stores. A page of eleven displays, including
the theatre, gave blank frames into which
were to be set eleven cuts showing the heads
of the various enterprises.
These portraits were scattered through
the paper so that there was at least one cut
to every pair of facing pages in the twosection Sunday issue.
Had to Spot Them
None of these portraits carried any identification. The captions were all similar to
the two quoted, the first of which read:
"Photograph of a well-known business man,
of whom more is said in another part of this
paper." The second ran : "Columbians know
this man well, but you'll know more about
him
another
part direct
of thisreference
paper.''
Whereby itreading
is possible
a more
to the page by its folio number will be
better.
The idea was to cut from the paper these
portraits, insert them in the proper places in
the display page and add their name and
official title. Cash and ticket prizes were
offered for the most complete identifications,
plus neatness and originality.
One of the spaces was taken by the house
with the copy : "If you can't guess who
these men are, write and ask Pola Negri,
for she knows all about men. Pola tells you

Novelty

to the
SARGENT

Hook-up

Southern Enterprises
more about Men than you ever knew in her
latest Paramount picture, to be shown Friday and Saturday at the Imperial."
Easy in Small Towns
Spotting eleven men would be a job in
most places, but in Columbia most of the
advertisers were so well known that few inquiries had to be made, but a visit to any
of the stores would give them proper identification.
A surprisingly large number of replies
was received, and three days of average business were crowded into two of this engagement.
Eddie Collins, City Manager in Galveston,
figured that the town was a little large for
this stunt, but he ran it for the Queen with
a variation. There was something wrong
with each of his displays, perhaps a misspelled word, an incorrect telephone number or the wrong address. The page had
to he corrected to win from three to ten
passes.

Public

Shuffled Cuts

J. P. Harrison, of the Hippodrome Theatre, Waco, Texas, used the cuts, but could
not get the run of the paper, so he put the
cuts into the wrong spaces and the pictures had to be transposed. Here the idea
line was "Pola Negri knew all Men. How
well do you know Waco's business men?"

Helps Grand Opera
Supporting his contention that radio
can be made to help the picture theatre
through the interest it creates, Joseph H.
Hanley, of the Kingsway Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., sends in a clipping containing
an interview with Fortune Gallo, impresario of the San Carlo Opera Company. Mr. Gallo said in part:
"I honestly believe the radio has
helped grand opera vastly. By means
of this important invention, the arias
never before heard by thousands, are
brought to smaller cities and towns on
the air. This has created a desire on the
part of the listeners to actually see an
operatic production and I know that our
own attendance records have been broken
since the radio came into general use."
Pre

Reviews

Thomas G. Coleman, of the Rialto Theatre, Macon Ga., has hit on a profitable idea
in his pre-reviews. He sold the reviewer of
the Telegraph on the idea of seeing the picture the day before. Now the review appears
the morning of the opening, when it can
do the house some good. He started this
with Beau Brummel and got that production over to excess receipts, a part of which
came from a hook with the B. B. hosiery.

A First Natiotuil Release
GETTING A HOOK-UP ON A MIGHTY SLIM EXCUSE
M. B. Hustler borrowed this stripped chasis because the sign read "See the eternal
cities of the world in a dash car." That satisfied the dealer from whom M. B. Hustler
borrowed the outfit to advertise the Eternal City at the Capitol Theatre, Sacramento.
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Had

Monkey

for Black

Glands
Oxen

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

Run

A little thing like well known facts does
not worry Uncle Horace Judge when he
starts in to show the English managers how
to exploit a picture. He was asked to help
put over Black Oxen at the Pavilion Theatre, Cardiff and he sent a pair of monkeys
to Wales as "perfect specimens of the type
of monkey used with remarkable success by
various scientists in the glandular system
of rejuvenation."

A First National Release
MONKEYING WITH FACTS
Probably it was a part of the scheme that
one of the monkeys was permitted to
"escape" and climb into a nearby hotel. At
any rate it made ten times the talk the mere
window display could have done.
Of course Black Oxen deals with ligation
and not gland transplantation, but that's a
mere detail to an exploiteer. The big idea
is to make the noise and sell the tickets, and
the monkeys did both.

in "Twen
m ty Dol" Arliss
WITH ited
atoWeek,
lim-h
thel progra
larsGeorge
throug
numbers was
two musica
tation
of Gouthe fact that one was a presen
nod's "Faust" in three scenes, running thirty
minutes. The other was Selections from
"Pagliacci" by the Mark Strand Orchestra,
with the Prologue sung by a baritone as
the finish. Besides these two incidents and
the feature picture, there was the Topical
Review and a twenty-minute film showing
Jong." This is a
"The Mysteriess of Mah
Xorman Jeffrie production. Two hours and
ten minutes was the length of the entire
show.
Selections from "Pagliacci," occupying the
regular overture position of the program,
embraced the most tuneful of the Leoncavallo numbers played by the orchestra.
The Prologue, which is always played or
sung first, was reserved for the finale and
was sung by Joseph Martini, operatic baritone, in costume. The lights included
medium amber floods on the musicians from
the dome. Two entrance spots of light
blue covering the ceiling drapes and the
sides. Red coves. Four arch spots hitting
the pleats of the antique gold draw curtains which were closed over the small production stage. The baritone came on from
behind these -curtains, center. Colors of
spots on the curtain were green and magenta, left top and bottom, and light blue
and orange, right top and bottom. From
the booth there was a medium blue Mestrum

flood of 150 amperes on the draw curtain
There was no spot on the singer. The tim
of this incident was nine minutes.
Reminiscenes of "Faust" was done vat
three scenes, with soprano, mezzo-sopran
tenor and bass-baritone, in addition to
ballet of ten. The opening scene was th
Market Place, in which the following num
bers were used : "Kermes," "The Calf of
Gold," "Faust Waltz," by the ballet, and the
meeting of Marguerite and Faust. The front
lighting included blue foot lights full, and
reds one-third; violet flood, Mestrum ISO
amperes, from the booth on the musicians;
magenta entrance spots covering ceiling
drapes and sides. A red spot from the dome
followed the Mephistopheles in his numbers,
while white spots from the sides picked out J
other principals. The dancers were covered!
by a white Mestrum flood from the dome
during the waltz. The second scene was
the Garden of Marguerite, opened by mezzo-1
soprano
Language
of Love";
(Flower singing
Song.) "In
Thenthecame
the Love
Duet
by tenor and soprano, closing the scene.
The front lights included a light blue flood
on the musicians from the booth, with blues
on full and entrance spots off. For the interlude the orchestra played the "Soldiers'
Chorus," and then followed the Prison Scene
in its entirety. Lights for this were : Amber
floods one half on set. Straw spot for rays
through the prison window. All front lights
off. Red spot on the devil. The time of
this was thirty minutes.

Relays a Story
W. Griffith Mitchell, of the Majestic Theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich., sends in a neat little
house program on a ready print colored
cover. He uses mats for cuts, so that the
only cost is for printing and the material.
That's old stuff, but the high light here is
that Mr. Mitchell takes the back page for a
repetition of an article in the local paper relative to the closing of the house for repairs.
The newspaper gave him a cast from the mat

in return for which he mentioned the paper
and advised the reader to "watch the
Gazette
for grand reopening
As
the Butterfield
managementannouncement."
has recently
taken over the Regent, they will run on
that through the Summer and extensively
renovate the Majestic. Mr. Mitchell will
have charge of both houses. Reprinting the
newspaper story carries much more weight
than any house announcement, and using
the story in the same form is more convincing than a reprint in different measure.

A Paramount Release
COINING WORDS FOR A WINDOW
The display on the left is self-explanatory. There
out." On the right is announced "Glorious Gloria
of the scandal." BUT the price tag is $2.98!!!

HOOK-UP ON A SOCIETY SCANDAL IN FORT MADISON, IOWA
was a slow drip from the barrel into the bottle to alibi "When all of this leaks
at her Gorgest" (whatever that is), and the nightie is tagged "Gloria at the time
Never since Gloria became a star! Never! And "Hosiery becomes exposiery"

July 5, 1924
In Again
Now it is Those Who Dance which is being used instead of a jail sentence. This is
not because this First National is a punishment, but it deals with bootlegging, and the
Chief of Police of Oklahoma City figured it
would carry a greater lesson than a period
of meditation in jail, so he persuaded the
judges to sentence liquor offenders to see
the play, then showing at the Empress
Theatre.
This stunt has been in the moth balls for
several months, but it is still vigorous.

MOVING

PICTURE
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Jazzed the Cottage
People who like melodrama do not particularly care for the dainty conceit of The
Enchanted Cottage, and H. C. Farley, of the
Empire Theatre, Montgomery, Ala., knew
many of his patrons to be of that type.
He worked his orchestra in a fifteen minute
jazz specialty, and advertised them almost as
strongly as the feature. The result was that
a greater percentage of the patrons liked
the combination show and figured they had
received their money's worth.

A First National Release
SOME OF THE HIGH LIGHTS FROM THE LAUNCHING
Top line shows the front of the Astor Theatre. Below are one of the
sales and the electric sign adjoining the Palace Theatre. At the bottom
the production, the rich fabrics holding the women shoppers. There

55
Far

Flung

Showing how widely the Coogan impersonation has spread, the First National reports
two recent contests. One of them was held
in Holyoke, Mass., where the local merchants donated three prizes for the best
imitations. The other is reported from Bendigo, Australia. In the latter turnout there
was one kid who could double for Jackie.
The Coogan impersonation has made thousands of dollars for exhibitors, but it is getting to be an awfully old story to the exploitation editors.

OF THE SEA HAWK IN NEW YORK CITY
book displays, the relief panel loaned for book co-operative
are two windows given to the display of costumes worn in
were scores of book displays and other window ideas.
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Hart

Another

Idea

The fact that J. M. Edgar Hart has another idea is scarcely news. The hustler of
the Palace Theatre, El Paso, Texas, has them
right along. The news angle is that this
is bigger than usual; and it has to be decidedly large to get into that class.
The chief high light to this idea is that
it let him ride with the newspaper for a
couple of weeks instead of a day or two.
The other big angle is that any fairly large
city can work the same idea and the small
towns can scale it down to size.
The Herald organized a 2000 mile endurance contest for stock cars. Hart heard of
it and promptly arranged to horn in. He
offered the theatre for the presentation of
the prizes, arranged for a bulletin board,
got the telephone reports for display in front
of his house and the winning cars were
parked in front of the theatre the day the
prizes were presented.
Most of the news stories run by the paper
carried the fact that the prizes would be
presented at the Palace, and in every way
he got much kudos at no cost. He did not
contribute any prizes, but we imagine that
he would have done so had he been asked.
As it was he was merely asked to contribute
the house and his enthusiasm — and he gave
freely of both.
Plastigrams

PICTURE

Win

Full Sunday Page
When Plastigrams were given their first
showing at the Coliseum Theatre, Seattle,
Wash., the papers gave them unusual notice,
one devoting one of its Sunday supplement
pages to an explanation of how the effect was
obtained, with diagrams and sketches, mentioning the fact that they were about to be
shown at the Coliseum apparently merely as
a matter of news interest. This was entirely

A Universal Release
A GOOD TIE-UP ON SPORTING YOUTH FROM DALLAS, TEXAS
This was arranged by Jack Meredith, Universalist for the Palace Theatre, hooking to
the leading dealers in sporting goods. The window is not over-crowded, yet they work
in about everything except canoeing and horse racing in this nice display.
apart from the usual photoplay department
mention and of many times the value, since
the editorial notice lifted the device into the
dignity of a scientific achievement.
As a ballyhoo stunt the special glasses required were distributed to patrons in the
waiting queue, and their experiments with
the bi-colored mediums gave the suggestion
that the K. K. K. was paying a visit to the
house minus the usual robes. The ballyhoo
value of these glasses has been overlooked
by most managers.
Put

It Over

A. P. Dcsormeaux did not mask in his entire lobby for The Son of the Sahara. He
merely draped the sides of the box office
with a fly over the front and it sufficed to
put over the First National as well as a
larger display. It cost less, too.

Ways
on

to Paste
Compo

Up
Boards

James ofMahoney,
of Fallpaper
River,
in a'
number
ways to make
sticksends
to shiny)
compo board. He has had good results with
the pumice rub-down already suggested, and'
has had better results with a sandpaper rub<
followed by a coating of shellac. It can alsd
be painted with any flat color, or washed
with a cloth saturated with vinegar and
ammonia, followed by a washing with soapj
and water. He writes that he has posted 24-1
sheets with no greater precaution than shel-i
lacking the edges, employing the regular!
flour and water paste, with a little gum arabicj
and has seen cutouts withstand a heavy rain]
with no further preparation. All of which is'
respectfully submitted.
Betters Balloons
With an eye to the main chance, th
Strand Theatre, Syracuse, let the newspape
in on the distribution of Lloyd balloons for
Girl Shy, shooting 500 off the roof of the
Herald Building. It did them just as muchj
good as using an office building or their ow
house
addition
it carried
sever"
stories inandthe inHerald
including
a two colum
box for the advance.
A break into the humorous column of th
Telegram was made through the exhibitio
of a set of false teeth alleged to have bee
laughed out and lost by a happy patro
Manager MacDowell had the teeth in h:
verify the statement. Cliff Lew:
office
credits
the idea.toa recent story in this department fo
They get all the kicks possible out of any
story
the Strand, generally obtaining
double atvalue.

An Educational Kelease
THIS IS NOT A K. K. K. BUT A PLASTIGRAMS' AUDIENCE Theatre,
at the Coliseum
The special glasses were presented in advance to the standout
brought a
Seattle, with the odd result shown in the photograph. The engagement
stuff, but news.
press
Not
solid range of reading notice in the Sunday paper.

J. H. Stelling, of the Rex Theatre, Spartanburg, believes in fairies. There was a new
newspaper in town. It was offering an automobile in a circulation stunt. It asked Stelling to display it in the lobby, and then plastered the paper
nouncement thatand
the posters
car couldwith
be the
seen an-ii
the Rex lobby.
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TTie White

A Universal Release
A PAIR OF TWO SIDED MODELS OF NOTRE DAME
Used
by
Proctor's
Theatre,
New was
York,unusually
for ,thei good
run ofandThebrought
Hunchback;
Placed at the cornerFifth
of theAvenue
marquise
the effect
extra
business to this Broadway location.
Red Eyed
Red eye in this instance has nothing to
do with the fluid once known by that name.
It refers to an exploitation stunt, or it
would not be run here.
The Colonial Theatre, Tacoma, made two
compo board cutouts 13 feet high, reproducing the neckless head used by First National for Holbrook Blinn in The Bad Man.
One was used either side of the marquise,
directly above the electric letter sign, and
you could see them blocks away. The whites
of the eyes were cut away and replaced with
transparent white material, backed by red
lamps in flasher sockets.
All of the newspaper advertising was tied
by through the use of plan book cuts of
the same design.
The Bad Man did not seem to scare
people in the least. They all went in and
gave him the laugh.
Tagged His Banner
Leroy V. Johnson, of the Liberty Theatre,
Seattle, had a special picture of the local
boat crews, so he had a special shaped cutout with the announcement and a picture
of a race painted and appended to the regular banner for The Meanest Man in the
World.
It got much more attention than a sign
twice the size merely placed in the lobby
would have commanded.

Book

Prizes

L. R. Towns, of the Strand Theatre, Birmingham, gave copies of Scaramouche to
the luncheon clubs to be awarded some member. This gave him a chance to talk the
the picture for a couple of minutes and the
interest in the award further worked for
the picture.
The idea is not new, but Towns worked
it very thoroughly, overlooking no organization with a meeting the week before the
run.
Hitched to Milk
Jackie Coogan rides the water wagon, of
course, but in Terre Haute, Ind., they put
him on the milk route for A Boy of Flanders. They used 20,000 milk bottle hangers,
fastening them with rubber bands instead
of using Max Doolittel's punched card. The
copy read: "I am glad you like milk. So do
I, and drink lots of it. I know you'll like
my latest picture also, A Boy of Flanders. It
playsers tothe
Therethewere
enough
makeGrand."
a repeat
second
day. hang-

Sister

Wins the K. of C.57
Knowing that there might be some opposition on the part of misinformed Catholics, George Brown, of the Imperial Theatre, Charlotte, N. C, took pains to see to it
that the Knights of Columbus were informed
as to the nature of the story and the approval of high Church authorities, with the
result that practically all of the local membership were present one of the three days
of the run.
The feature was also shown in advance
to the Better Films committee and their approval widely advertised.
From the more material angle he used
two 39 foot banners on the main thoroughfare, 500 novelty cards in stores and offices,
newspaper work for two weeks in advance
and the de luze trailer for a week.
He ran business about $500 over the average in the three days.
Co-op Programs
Apparently J. M. Blanchard, of the Strand
Theatre, Sunbury, Pa., gets credit for the
first co-operative program. He worked it on
Scaramouche, using the handsome booklet
which was sold to patrons during the New
York run. By adding pages for the local
advertisers, four spaces to the page, he got
something that gave them — and him — real
value. This was in addition to several coop, pages in the newspapers, for Mr. Blanchard had the entire town talking about Scara-, ;
mouche. . ,
Strongheart, P. A.
If it keeps on, the Strongheart will presently be writing testimonials for corsets and
cosmetics. He has done about everything
else. The latest was to tie him in to Milwaukee Journal's "Know your State" campaign, which was done by leading him to the
large State map in front of the Journal office and telling him to regard it intently.
Then the photographers got busy and next
morning a lot more people knew that The
Love Master was at the new Wisconsin
Theatre.
That pup surely does lead a dog's
life.

Can Be Done
Moth balls and tar paper would seem to
be about the only good hook-ups for First
National's The White Moth, but the Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, got a two page
layout on the title, but he was helped by
the fact that the house was also celebrating
its second anniversary.
Obscure
One theatre recently painted a sign for
"DetheMille's
Triumph."
As the
letter
in
title was
raised above
the capital
other letters
it left room for the producer's given name
and the patrons were asked to patronize "De
Mille's Cecil B. Triumph." Not so good.

A Ooldwyn Release
MAKING THE CIRCUS POSTERS WORK FOR ROWLAND &
The posters were up all over Pittsburgh, and Milt Crandall figured that
on the general idea, so he dug out a Liberty.
calliope, got a four-horse team
circus to a parade, with a few well chosen
words about Three Weeks

CLARK
he might ride
and beat the
at State and
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From Harold Rice
Harold E. Rice, of the Majestic Theatre,
Pueblo, Col., has been busy since his last
letter.
He put in a couple of new Powers machines the other day, replacing his old equipment. He shot them right up to the projection room, with no time for a display in the
lobby, but he brought down the old machines and used them for a ballyhoo.
He painted eyes, noses and mouths on the
lamp houses, named one "Old Faithful" and
the other "Dependable," the former credited
with ten years of service and the latter with
seven. At show times Old Dependable was
started up, and they had to shut down before the crowds would consent to go in and
see the picture. Mr. Rice remarks that he
never realized before how interested people
are in such things.

HAROLD LLOYDS LATEST
LAUGH SPECIAL
GIRL SH*

A Talking Machine
Meanwhile "Old Faithful" gave an interview to a reporter and hogged fourteen
inches of space with a two column head.
Another paper gave a little less space to a
technical story; the first interview being in
the nature of a reminiscence, and the new
machines were made the talk of the town.
Mr. Rice's other stunt was a lecture on
the placement of the flag just before Flag
Day. This was worked with the local chapter of the D. A. R.
Working the Production
For this the stage was set as a military
camp, and the flag was raised to reveille,
sounded on the bugles. Then the proper
display of the flag, as set forth by the War
Department was explained and demonstrated,
the lights went to sunset and the colors were
lowered and taps sounded as the curtain
fell. It rose again a moment later with the
flag again at full staff and all lights on, the
flag fluttering in the wind as the orchestra
played the national anthem.

A Pathe Release
HOW ONE OF TWO SPOKANE HOUSES SOLD GIRL SHY
The Ritz and Casino Theatres, Spokane, Wash., had Girl Shy, day and date, for ten
days. Both did a packed business. This display shows how the Casino utilized the
paper to work out a display. Note the centerpiece formed from the 24-sheet.
Switched

Title

Because the quotation is not familiar in
Denmark, the title of Skin Deep was
changed to "Den Ubekendte fra New York,"
or "The Unknown from New York," and
the advance publicity consisted of mystery
stories about this unknown which were
presently linked up to the showing at the
Metropol Theatre, Copenhagen, where four
policemen were required to handle the
crowds in the peak hours.

A First National Release
A USEFUL FRONT THAT CAN READILY BE REBUILT
It was worked by E. H. Mooney for his Trianon Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., but it
can be worked over repeatedly by changing the minor decorations with an occasional
coat of paint. Later on a window can be cut to frame three sheets.

Prints

Own

Paper

in Guatemala

City

J. C. Searcy sends in a couple of eight
page papers he gets out for Robert Wilcox
& Co., who handle First National and Pathe
in Central America.
The newspapers are rather independent in
Guatemala City. If they don't feel like
printing your advertisement, they just don't
and that's all there is to it, while such a
thing
position'' rates
never arehas rather
been
heard asof. "preferred
As the advertising
high, Mr. Searcy finds it less expensive and
decidedly more advantageous to get out his
own eight pager, with enough reading matter to carry the advertising appeal.
He also sends in a couple of snap shots
of a treasure hunt he staged for Just Kids,
along the familiar lines, secreting the treasure in a meadow where the kids could dig to
their hearts' content. It's just as good down
there, he reports.
Spreading
Now the American Theatre, Salt Lake
City, is using the hook-up with the traction company whereby pass holders are admitted free on one dull night each week. In
return the traction people smear up the picture in their goodwill organ. From another
angle, most passes bring in one or more
paid admissions.
In reporting the stunt Walter F. Eberhardt, of First National, credits Cliff Denham, of Victoria, B. C, with originating the
idea. As a matter of record this was worked
by a Chicago house some two or three years
ago ; Barbee's Loop Theatre, if we are not
mistaken.
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Deep

Space

Gives Good Display
Generally a space a little wider than it is
deep will look better than the reverse and a
really good proportion should be not more
than one third deeper than the width, but
this space on Don't Doubt Your Husband
from Loew's Park and Mall theatres, Cleveland, is a little more than four inches wide
and ten inches deep, and yet it looks well
because the type space is in proportion and
Miss Dana's portrait is not so intimately a
part of the type that it looks top heavy.
Carrying the text further up would have
given a different effect and one less to be

Gets

PICTURE
All

WORLD

Details

in Compact Space
This four nines from the Princess Theatre, Toledo, makes nice employment of a
stock cut that gives all of the features of
Flaming Barriers, with the three chief players, the fire engine, the aeroplane, the forest
fire and probably, if you could cut down the
trees on the left, the trapped fire chiefs.
With such a cut, a minimum of argument is
needed, and the small bank of selling talk
gets away with the doubtful prospect very
nicely. The cut seems to have been cropped
at the top to save space, but this is not very
noticeable. A better effect would be gained
W .(
STARTING
SUNDAY

paramount '. *i. ruf \rnr •
Melodrama Speeding On High!
■■RLAM1NG
» Ml Ks BARlm, JACQUELINE
ANTONIO MORI10GANNO

but an out and out one-star week with 59a
daily change dates seven or eight years
back, and the nearest we get is the annual
"week" announced by each of the leading
companies, following the Paramount lead.
But this space, from a theatre we cannot
place by city, though the house is the Franklin, offers a six day Meighan Week with a
daily change, playing The Bachelor Daddy,
A Prince There Was, Our Leading Citizen,
The
Man and
Who If Saw
Ne'eris
Do Well
You Tomorrow,
Believe It.The
There
a good idea here for any house with a
favorite star, and you can play those old
Meighans to better effect than some of his
more recent releases, though we think that
The Miracle Man could be dug up for a
Meighan festival. That not only gave
Meighan his start toward stardom but was
the real start of organized exploitation, since
Claud Saunders built his original staff on the
foundation of publicity men employed on
this picture. The cut is too long to reproduce
in its seven inch drop, for which reason it is
laid on its side, though it ran up and down
in the newspaper. Note the device of slicing the cut. It's a good idea.
Gets

a Hook-up
With

Poor

Title

There is not much to pin a co-op page to
in The Fighting Coward,
yet George E.

Metro's Tiny Star
Mack Sennett
Comedy
"Hollywood
Kid"
Catt Include*
Mack ScnrK
Mmnll

VIOLA
DANA
IN
"Don't
Doubt
Your

and"
Hu
The sb
Tragi-Comedy
of Harried Love,
in the First Tear.

Revives

Old

A THE
SURE ENOUGHFIGHTI
Comedy Drama ofNG
the Old SouthCOWAR
at the IMPERIALD'
TODAY
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in a Meighan Week
Ten or twelve years ago "weeks" were the
popular appeal. There were Biograph
Weeks and Pathe Weeks and Vitagraph
K?2
Weeks, according to whichever company
was on top at the moment. More recently
these weeks have been fewer, now and then
a Talmadge :2S
Week split between
the two
t~ Hs day
sisters, one show each for a three
run,

Hipp Otwvroltl Co.
A Paramount Release
FORCING AN ISSUE
Brown, of the Imperial Theatre, Charlotte,
N. C, gets six merchants to come in, and this
in a town where the co-op page is but little
used. As previously pointed out, Mr. Brown

'A

A Metro Release
A TWO-PART AD
commended. It is very little more than an
announcement of star and title, but the title
is looked to for a sales angle, with the underline that this refers to the always interesting and dangerous first year. That
background looks familiar and suggests
either a benday pattern or a stock design.
Mr. Malaney seems to be partial to it, but
it works well, being better than the deeper
benday designs and yet not so light as to
weaken' a light cut. Three houses share the
bottom of the leading photoplay page in
Cleveland and to get them in requires the
somewhat narrow measure, so that this is
largely the manifestation of a local condition which is not always so skillfully met.

A Vitagraph Release
A SELLING CUT
by serrating the edges with a three-square
file. It would take only a moment to break
the line and obtain a cut that would not
suggest contraction. This cut is very selfsufficient, and its chief value is that it tells
that the flaming barriers are physical and
relate to a melodrama instead of masking
a love story of suppressed passion. It is not
much space to give a Sunday space in
Toledo, and it is worth what it costs to use
the wider cut, which is easily the best of
the set.
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A Paramount Release -2^
THE SPECIAL SINGLE SEVENS FOR A MEIGHAN WEEK
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sold a story satirizing the old southern dueling customs of
through
advertising who
it as Went
"The
Adventures
a Philadelphian
South and how Life Below the Mason and
Dixon Line Made a Real Man of Him." This
is the way he put it over for the final blast,
and he got the page on the argument that
"The advertisers on this page know that The
Fighting
Coward to
is agive
good tickets
picture" toso their
they
have arranged
patrons. One beauty parlor does hook-in to
Mary Astor in the picture by suggesting
that they can make the local girls as lovely
as the player, but the only direct hook in
is the ofphonograph
fighting
spirit
The Fightingcompany's
Coward "The
has made
the

useful adjunct to the press agent, but he
works a good campaign and helps put the
story over. The special features are carried
in a special panel which leaves the rest of
the space for the feature and the underline.
This is an unusually deep display for the
width, and not very good looking, regarded
purely from an art point of view, but it had
to be narrow to get the desired space on
the page, and it is good selling even though
it may not be particularly handsome, and
selling is better than looks.

south a leader in fine furniture." The page
just goes to show that if you want a hookup badly enough, you can manage to get it.
Mr. Brown did, and it helped to shoot up his
business some $400 on three days.

a Symbolic Design
This seems to be a house design from the
New Theatre, Baltimore, on The Eternal
Three, but the artist has worked to better
advantage than most local men and has
turned out a neat space with black mass to
isolate the announcement and a white
triangle that at once gives white space for
the type talk and symbolizes the triangle

Author

s Endorsement

Is the Chief Appeal
Loew's State Theatre, Cleveland, utilizes
the book idea for When a Man's a Man,
and throws in the author's endorsement for
good measure in this 140 lines by two. Mr.
Wright beats Merton by making himself
his own severest critic, and he surely is a

Triangle

Play

Has

July 5, when
1924
ative double truck in Winston-Salem
Little Old New York played the Auditorium.
Thirteen advertisers tied to a double
truck, each advertiser propounding one of
the questions and offering tickets for the
first correct replies brought to the store.
Four tickets were given each advertiser, or
52 in all.
On Tuesday the double truck was repeated with the correct answer and the
names of the winners. This gave value to
both hook-ups, and helped the run of the
play considerably through the interest
gained and the emphasis placed upon the
historical value of the presentation.

Loew's

Pittsburgh

Does a Good Space
Loew's Aldine Theatre, Pittsburgh, is more
or less in and out. Sometimes it does good
work and sometimes it uses all hand lettering. For The White Sister type was used
with a costume portrait of Miss Gish that
is almost too sweet. She is a very charming player, but this is almost too good to be
true. The lashes are a little too long and
the mouth entirely too rosebud, but this is

LOIWS1
AIDINF
LI BC W1 V THEATRE
AVEwtiA eKyNNi*o
Aran .7
HOST TIMEMOMOflv
AT POPULAR
PRCS 3 *\
LILLIAN
GISH
In The Greatest Love
Story Of All Time

HAROLD

Powerful novd
WIG
HT'

S

WHEN
a
A

SCENIC PROLOGUE

BELL

man's
man"

One of the World', Brit Sellers
and One ofPictures
the Seaeon'e Bert
With
A Talented Supporting Cart of
The
Doll
Dietinguiehed Player,
A MailtTelephone
and Dante Fantaty
I Book.
Hav.
/f"Wide
MermaidOpen"
Com tie
Ea«ter Week
"When A Man's A Man"
MABEL NORMAND
The■ DMA)
SterlingMthdf
Trio
IN PERSON
And Her Latest and Finest
Rtftrteire
Screen Effort
State Orchestra
MUcha Guteracm,
"The Extra Girl"
Conductor
A First National Release
DEEP BUT EFFECTIVE

A Goldicyn-Cosmopolitan Release
TRYING A TRIANGLE
suggested by the title. The best selling is
carried in the white letters scratched into
the dark ground. That sells the story at a
glance to the bulk of those who can be sold,
and the build-up on this idea in the matter
below the title may help to get it over, and
certainly is not in the way of quick readers.
At that it might have been pulled in a little
to give a better play-up to the title, though
this is less important where the matter has
such complete isolation from surrounding
displays. It is one of the most workmanlike jobs that has come from the New in a
long time and should have sold the picture
to the possible limit. The tired business
man may not be a new theme, but fortunately most persons seem able to stand a repeat.
Made a Hook-up
The historical questions prepared by
Goldwyn for the press book on Little Old
New York is made the basis of a co-oper-
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A Metro Release
YES, THIS IS PITTSBURGH
better than too crude a drawing, and the
artist has done his work with a singular
economy of line. The type display is exceptionally good, and shows the well chosen
copy to the best advantage. The picture
had previously played at opry house prices,
and the best selling line was the fact that
this was the first showing at a popular price
scale.
H. B. Clarke, of the Garing Theatre,
Greenville, S. C., did a turnaway business
on When a Man's a Man through hooking
to the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium, and the
institution in general. The Y appreciated
the advertising possibilities and helped put
the picture over in return.
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"Changing- Husbands"
Paramount Production Featuring Leatrice
Joy in a Dual Role Provides
Pleasing Entertainment
Reviewed by O. S. Sevrell
As one of its "Famous Forty" Paramount
is
offeringJoy,"Changing
featuring
Leatrice
which is Husbands,"
based on a magazine
story called "Roles," written by Elizabeth
Alexander.
The plot involves the exchange of identities by two women. One is married and the
other single; they look enough alike to be
twins, but their dispositions are exactly opposite. This naturally produces all sorts of
complications, which have been handled from
a farce-comedy angle so as to extract the
greatest possible amount of humor. In addition there is an impetuous suitor who indulges in near-slapstick and a maid who contributes her share to the comedy. As a re-
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suit, the picture is one that should provide
pleasing entertainment for a majority of patrons, especially during the warm weather.
There is really nothing new in the theme
and there is an almost total absence of suspense as the situations can be easily forecast
and the title gives away the one novel feature of the climax. But this is overbalanced
by the truly fine work of Miss Joy, who
plays both roles, and by the excellent manner in which the picture has been produced.
The fact that this picture was personally
supervised by Cecil B. DeMille and the popularity of Miss Joy adds to its exploitation
and box office value.
Too much praise can hardly be given to
Miss Joy for her admirable portrayal of the
two contrasting roles and her work is really
the outstanding point of the picture. As
the retiring type of woman who longs for a
home with peace and quiet and as the woman who craves excitement and a stage
career she is equally effective, and by fine
shading never for a moment confuses the
two characterizations.
Victor Varconi, who made his American
debut in "Triumph,'' again makes a good
impression as the easy-going husband; ZaSu
Pitts in her familiar role of a maid gives a
fine characterization as usual and Raymond
Griffith is effective as the impetuous suitor.
Julia Faye, Helen Dunbar and William Boyd
capably portray minor roles.
Cast
Eva
.. Jot
,. Graham
„
J|.Beatrice
Gwynne
Evans
J Varconi"
Oliver Evans
Victor
Bob Hamilton
Raymond Griffith
Mitzi
Julia Paye
Delia
ZaSu Pitts

POWERS
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Mrs. Evans
Helen Dnnbar
Conroad Bradshaw
William Boyd
Story by Elizabeth Alexander.
Adapted by Sada Cowen and Howard Hlggln.
Directed by Prank Story
Urson and Paul Irlbe.
Length, 6,799 feet.
Gwynne Evans loves excitement while her
wealthy husband loves peace and quiet. She
persuades him to let her try and make a
success on the stage. Though unable to get
a job she discovers she is the double of Eva
Graham who is already on the stage, but who
does not like It and longs for peace and
quiet. Gywnne persuades Eva to change
places with her, and her surprising pep
makes a hit with Bob, Eva's friend who has
tried to get
her to be
more lively.
Gwynne's
husband
suddenly
appears
and takes
Eva
home
and
he
is
pleased
with
her
quiet
demenor. Just as matters threaten to become
embariasing, the maid phones to Gwynne
who isrushes
homeby and
takes Eva's
This
all upset
the arrival
of Bob place.
who
claims Gwynne as his fiancee. Matters are
finallytheystraightened
Bob's arrange
suggestionto
that
swap and out
that byGwynne
take him for her new husband.
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"Behind the Curtain"
Universal Story Involving Fake Spiritualism
and Murder Mystery Offers
Exciting Entertainment
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
A story by William J. Flynn dealing with
a mysterious murder which has been accurately foretold by a fake spiritualist furnishes the basis for the Universal production, "Behind the Curtain."
The picture, which was directed by Chester Franklin, starts out as a pleasing little
romance between a couple still in their
'teens.
The plot,
soon becomes
melodramatic
with however,
the development
of the
fact that the father of the boy is having an
illicit affair with the girl's sister. There is
a quarrel between this pair following the
discovery of the elopement of the boy and
girl, and the father is mysteriously killed
following a visit of the woman to a spiritualist.
The theme has been so handled that while
suspicion is as usual thrown on an innocent
party, it is really not hard to guess who
committed the murder. The action, however, is rapid; there is a weird element introduced in the
scenes into the
parlor, where
he pretends
bringspiritualist's
back the
spirits of the dead, and this has been effectively used in solving the mystery.
The picture holds the attention and furnishes exciting entertainment and should
prove a good program attraction in the average theatre.
A capable cast portrays the various characters. As the mistress of the dead man
(Charles Clary) Winifred Bryson has the
most prominent role and handles it well,
while Eric Mayne as the spiritualist is next
in importance. George Cooper is effective
as a gangster, while Lucille Rickson and
Johnny Harron supply the romantic element and do pleasing work.
Cast
Sylvia Bailey
Lucille Riekson
Hugh Belmont
Johnny Harron
Laura Bailey
Winifred Bryson
George Belmont
Charles Clary
Prof. Gregorious
Eric Mayne
Slug Gorman
George Cooper
District Attorney Clarence Geldert
Based on story by W IB lam J. Flynn.
Adapted by Emil FocNft
Directed by Chester Ernnklin.
Length,Story
4375 feet.
Laura Bailey, who is maintained in luxury
by wealthy George Belmont, fears she will
lose him and consults Gregorious, a spiritualist, who tells her he foresees death and
disaster. Soon after that she discovers that
her young sister has eloped with Belmont's
son. Belmont accuses her of having engineered the affair, fearing she would lose
him, and offers to pay her $20,000 to take
her sister away so he can annul the marriage, bue she refuses. He goes for the
money, anyway, and on his return is murdered. Laura is arrested, together with a
thug found near the scene, and both are convicted. The district attorney, however, by
staging a frame-up at a seance held by
Gregorious, succeeds in proving their innocence and locating the guilty party, who
confesses he murdered Belmont for the
money.
PERFECT

PICTURE

WORLD

"Unguarded Women"
Fine Handling Should Make This Paramount
Pleasing Entertainment Despite Improbable Theme
Reviewed by C. S. SevreU
Paramount begins the release of its
"Famous Forty" with "Unguarded Women,"
and "Changing Husbands" which is reviewed
elsewhere in this department. "Unguarded
Women" is an Alan Crosland production
featuring Bebe Daniels and Richard Dix,
the majority of the action taking place in
China, with an introduction in New York
and
fields.several war scenes of the French battleMr. Crosland has given this story excellent
direction, the Chinese atmosphere is picturesque, the settings are elaborate and
there are some especially fine lighting effects
showing the coming of dawn on the battlefields. In addition, the work of the players
is thoroughly capable.
As to the story itself, although it allows
opportunities for interesting and dramatic
situations and good opportunities for Miss
Daniels to show her ability, it is lacking
in probability, for it is hard to believe that
because of an honest error of judgment
which causes the death of his pal, the hero
should feel that in order to atone it was
necessary for him to overlook the obligations
to the girl he had promised to make his
wife and arrange to marry his pal's widow
to rescue her from her position as a social
outcast; and this is the mainspring of the
theme. Naturally he does not have to carry
out this plan, for the widow solves the
dilemma by taking her own life.
Miss Daniels appears in a rather unusual
type of role for her, that of a woman who
let herself go after the death of her husband and as the Chinese say lost "face,"
that is, respectability, and who finally commits suicide. She gives a fine performance
and manages to put over strongly the tragedy
of her life, portraying a woman whom you
pity while condemning her. Richard Dix
shows to advantage as the hero, Harry
Mestayer makes the minor role of the
Chinese secretary very effective. Walter
McGrail gives an excellent performance in an
unsympathetic
the and
woman's
companion who turnsroleher asdown,
Mary Astor
is attractive as the hero's sweetheart.
Despite the lack of plausibility in the
theme, there are more than enough attractive
angles to overbalance this and "Unguarded
Women'' should prove a good attraction in
the average theatre.
Cast
Ureta Bannings
Bebe Daniels
Douglas Albright
Richard Dix
Helen Castle
Mary Astor
Larry Trent
Walter McGrail
George Castle
Frank Losee
Aunt Louise
Helen Lindroth
Sing Woo
Harry Mestayer
James Craig
Donald Hall
( apt. Banning
Joe King
Adapted from Lucy
Stone
Terrill's
story
"Face."
Scenario by James Creelman.
Directed by Alnn Crosland
Length. u.O.-.l feet.
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Story
July 5, 1924
Douglas Albright, engaged to Helen Castle
shows he has something worrying him which
is affecting his nerves, and his prospective
father-in-law sends him to take charge of
his business in China in order to give him
a chance to pull himself together. Helen
goes to China on a visit and at a restaurant
a woman acts in such a manner that she
causes a scene and her companion, Trent,
leaves her. Douglas recognizes her from a
picture as the widow of his pal, Bob Banning, comes to her assistance and prepares
to marry her. He explains to Helen that he
feels this is his duty as he was responsible
for Banning's death in France. Just before
the wedding, Mrs. Banning
learns about
Douglas'
sacrifice
kills herself leaving
"Forand
him free to
marry
Helen.
Sa
le

Society Melodrama Based on Familiar Theme
Effectively Portrayed by
Excellent Cast
Reviewed by C. S. SeweU
In preparing the story of First National's
"For Sale," Earl Hudson apparently proceeded on the theory that situations that
have time and again proved their value in
melodramas still retain their audience appeal
when worked into a smooth running story
portrayed by competent players.
He has taken the situation of the heroine
having either to stick to the man she loves
and see her father go to jail for misuse of
funds intrusted to him or of accepting the
offer of a wealthy suitor whom she does not
love and thereby saving her father, and built
up a story which in the main follows the
usual formula though additional appropriatenes isgiven to the title by having the
heroine placed on the marriage market a second time through the death of her fiance in
an auto accident, and has softened the melodramatic angle by picturing the wealthy
suitor as a social climber but by no means
a hardened villain, and having him voluntarily relinquish the girl when he realizes
the depth of her love for the other fellow.
The story has been finely mounted and
from every standpoint has been given an
excellent production. George Archainbaud
has ably directed it and forcefully handled
the dramatic and melodramatic situations,
such as the scene where the heroine discovers her lover as a derelict in a Parisian
underworld cafe and where he returns after
fighting his way to respectability and saves
her from taking her own life with poison
rather than marry the wealthy suitor. There
is a good punch in this scene and also in
the auto ride in which the first fianc* loses
his life. There is plenty of heart-interest
and
strong sympathy is developed for the
heroine.
The cast is an excellent one, composed of
well known players whose work adds much
to the effectiveness of the story; in fact, the
handling of the theme is everything that
could be desired. Claire Windsor does good
work as the girl, Tully Marshall is effective
as her father. Mary Carr as her mother
does not show to full advantage as her role
lacks the opportunity for the heart appeal
usually associated with her work ; however,
she gives a good performance. Robert Ellis
is satisfactory as the hero, and Adolphe
Menjou as the "heavy" gives such a fine
performance that you feel sorry for him
when he loses out.
Caat
Eleanor Bate*
Clair Windsor
Joseph Hndley
Adolphe Menjou
Allan Penfleld
Robert F.llls
Mrs. Bates
Mary Carr

July 5, 1924
Harrison Bates
Tully Marshall
Cabot Stanton
John Patrick
Sir John Geddes
Frank Elliott
Betty
Vera Reynolds
Bntler
Finch Smiles
Demi-Monde
Marga La Rubia
Story by Earl Hudson.
Directed by George Archainbaud.
Length,Story
7,840 feet.
The Bates are society leaders and Eleanor
agrees to wait for her sweetheart Allan until he makes good financially. Her father informs her his fortune has gone and he has
used funds belonging to Hudley, a social
climber and the only way to save him is for
her to marry Cabot Stanton. She accepts
Cabot's proposal
killedsituation
in an auto
accident.
Hudley but
learnshe ofis the
and
proposed to Bates that he attempt to win
Eleanor. The Bates and Hudley go to
Europe and Eleanor sees Penfield in an underworld cafe. He has taken to drink and is
down aud out, but finally gets back on his
feet. On their return to America, Eleanor
prepares to wed Hudley. Penfield returns
and her old love flares up. She tries to take
her own life with poison but Penfield saves
her.
Hudley, releases
realiz:nghertheanddepth
of her
for Penfield
leaves
the love
two
together.
"Revelation

Viola Dana Excellent in Dramatic as Well
as Comedy Work in Impressive
Metro Production
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Five or six years ago Metro produced an
adaptation of Mabel Wagnall's book, "The
Rosebush of a Thousand Years," under the
title of "Revelation," starring Nazimova.
This story, under the guidance of George D.
Baker, who directed the original production,
has again been made into a Metro picture,
retaining
titleleading
of "Revelation,"
with
Viola
Dana the
in the
role.
For those who may be surprised to see
Miss Dana in a role previously handled by
Nazimova and wonder if she is making a
radical departure from her familiar characterizations, we wish to state that in the first
half of the picture Miss Dana as a vivacious,
impetuous, quick-tempered model has abundant opportunities for the kind of work for
which she is so well known and on which she
has built up a big following, while in the
latter half the role calls for straight dramatic work and an emotional portrayal of a
high order, in which Miss Dana produced a
distinctly favorable impression. But this is
not surprising to those who recall her earlier
pictures in which she several times demonstrated her versatility and ability to handle
straight drama.
The story, which belongs to the miracle
type and involves the moral regeneration of
a carefree woman, is profoundly impressive
and intensely dramatic. Religious influence
plays a prominent part, for it is the influence of the Madonna in connection with the
painting of the legend of the rosebush that
brings about the change, and while the picture is not preachy there is a strong spiritual
atmosphere. Comedy and lightheadedness
are by no means absent but are provided in
the earlier reels. In fact, one of the most
striking things in this picture is the change
in tempo which occurs with the regeneration
of the heroine. But even in the latter part
there is good comedy relief in the work of
little Bruce Guerin.
George D. Baker has given this picture
excellent direction and has effectively reproduced the contrasting scenes of gay cabarets
and artists' studios and the peace and quiet
of the monastery. There are a number of
striking and artistic scenes and the produc-
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tion is distinctly high class in every way.
The supporting cast has very little to do
as Miss Dana practically carries the whole
picture. However, even the minor roles are
portrayed by such sterling players as Lew
Cody, Frank Currier, Edward Connelly,
Ethel Wales and George Seigmann.
We believe that Miss Dana's work in this
picture will be a revelation to her fans and
that the picture will prove a popular attraction in theatres of allCastclasses.
Joline Hofer
Viola Dana
Paul Granville
Monte Blue
Mile. Brevoort
Marjorie Daw
Count DeRoche
Lew Cody
Prior
Frank Currier
Augustin
Edward Connelly
Madonna
Kathleen Key
Mme. Hofer
Ethel Wales
Hofer
George Seigmann
Du CIos
otto Mateisen
Jean Hofer
Bruce Guerin
Based on Mabel Wagnell's novel "The Rosebush of a Thousand Years."
Directed by Story
George D. Baker.
Length, 8,753 feet.
Joline Hofer, cast out by her father because she loved unwisely, placed her nameless baby in a home and became the sensation of a Parisian underworld cafe. She
attracts the attention of a poor artist and
acting as his model he becomes famous. This
art:st,
Granville,
the story
a miracle
connected
with ahears
rosebush
in aof monastery
and decides to paint it. Joline goes with him
but refused admittance disguises as a boy to
get in the grounds. The poor monk who
tends the bush sees her posing and thinks
she is the Madonna. Joline scoffs at the
belief that a miracle has occurred and tells
the truth to the prior who says the Madonna
was acting through her and shows her that
the bush is in blossom. Joline is so impressed that she repents of her past life, gets
honest employment at menial work, reclaims
her little son. Granville finally discovers her,
they return to the monastery and are married
by the prior.

Love"
ing Elaine
DarStarring
Truart Feature
Hammerstein
Should Please the Majority of Patrons
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
"Daring
Love,"vehicle
Elainefor;Hammerstein's
newest starring
Truart Film
Corporation, is one of the best of the series
in which she has been presented by that
company. It should not only prove a hit
with this star's fans but a satisfactory offering for the majority of patrons.
The story is one of a man who loses his
grip and is regenerated through the love and
faith of a woman so that he fights his way
back to even greater honors. The appeal is
heightened by the fact that this is accomplished against great odds by a slip of a
girl who is a dancer in a questionable resort
but who has supreme faith in the man she
loves. An additional punch and a strong
element of suspense is injected by having
the story told by one of the principal characters to prove his contention that a man
can really "come back." The main action being shown by means of cut-backs.
While there is really nothing new in the
theme it has been so effectively handled that
it develops an unusual degree of force and
sympathy and holds the interest right up to
the last foot of film. By keeping the real
identity of the characters a secret, the
climax even though you may have guessed
how it is going to turn out, is a smashing
one.
This picture has strong drama, a pretty
romance, a wealth of human interest and
heart appeal that makes you overlook its
improbabilities, fine characterization and

63
excellent comedy touches and the strong
emotional appeal of sacrifice.
Miss Hammerstein certainly shows to advantage and her appeal to your sympathy is
strong, Huntley Gordon gives a fine performance as the hero and Walter Long
shows to advantage as the villain, while
Johnny Arthur is a fine type and gives an
exceedingly capable performance in a character-comedy role. In unsympathetic society
roles, Gertrude Astor as the hero's wife and
Morgan Wallace as her lover, show to advantage.
There is really nothing risque as
be
inferred from the title and no appeal may
to
sensational, in fact the significance of the
the
title is not made clear.
Cast

B°^
°adman Elaine
John
Hammerstei
Ste
Huntley
Bordonn
Red Bishop
Walter Long
"J*
Gertrude
Astor
"Mu
s,<
Johnny
Arthur
QuSJ'adman
ee
n.:
e
cissy
nhBn
l(
Jerry Hoyden
Morgan Wallace
Adapted from Albert
Payson
"Driftwood." Terhunes novel
Directed by Story
R. G. Edwards
Length, 5,006 feet. .

A distinguished senator tells the following story to show that a man can really
come back: John
Steadman,
ul attorney, is addicted to drink successf
and his wife
threatens to leave him.
He stays sober but
one day finds his wife in the arms of jerry
Hayden. He leaves her and becomes a derelict. In a cheap
hall he meets Bobo
and pretending hedance
is an
tricks her
into letting him go home author,
with her so that
his wifes detectives may get
evidence
for a
divorce. Red Bishop who is
love with
her follows and knocks John indown.
nurses him back to health and when the Bobo
war
breaks out he goes with
troops. On his
return, his wife tries to the
win
him
back
failing persuades Bobo to give him up. and
John is in another room she accepts While
offer of marriage, but tells Red sheRed's
has
tricked him as she loves John. Red
out to beat John up for making a fool ofstarts
But he cools down and sends John backhimto
Bobo. As the senator finished
story the
governor enters the room and his
the senator's
hearers
realizes that John is the
Bishop.
Bobo is his wife and the senatorgovernor
is Red

"The

Spitfire"
Remarkable Cast in Interesting Associated
Exhibitors Production
Reviewed by Sumner Smith
"The Spitfire," a Murray W.
picturization of Frederic ArnoldGarsson
Kummer's
novel, "Plaster Saints," treats an interesting
and dramatic story of modern life in the city
in a deft manner, and scores as a good box
office picture through its acting, scene coherence and elaborate sets as well as its popular plot. This picture, directed by William Christy Cabanne, presents an exceptional array of artistic talent, including Betty Blytiie, Elliott Dexter, Lowell Sherman,
Pauline Garon, Robert Warwic
k and Burr
Mcintosh, all of whom live up to their acknowledged reputations as leading motion
picture players.
Though distinctly of a theatric nature and
not new to followers of the screen, Kummer's plot develops
at the start
succeeds in steadilyinterest
increasing its pull and
on
emotions up to the very climax. The author
knows what is dramatic and what is not, and
the same may be said of Cabanne, the director, who has seen to it that the characterizations are good, the continuity smooth
and the sets beyond reproach.
Perhaps of all the players Lowell Sher(Continued on page 64)
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"His First Car"
(Educational — Comedy — Two Reels)
"His First Car'' certainly impresses as one
of the best Tuxedo comedies yet presented
by Educational. Al St. John wrote and directed this laugh-maker, and takes the leading part as well, proving that such an exhibition of versatility is occasionally possible without resulting in a vehicle expressing only an individual's conceit. He made a
good job of it, for it not only has more than
ahastwo-reeler's
quota ofThelaughs,
coherence usual
and unity.
story but
dealsit
with two families who crowd into one flivver
and start on a camping trip. There are the
usual breakdowns, overheating of the motor,
camp squabbles and downpour of disheartening rain, but they are handled so deftly
and so well acted that the picture is a series
of perfectly honest laughs. One of the best
situations is where the campers, without
food and water, discover that one of the
small boys has an apple and immediately begin battling for possession. The subtitles are
simple and well done, fitting the mood of
the picture to a "T." — S. S.
"A Royal Pair"
(Universal — Comedy — Two Reels)
This two-reel Century comedy distributed
by Universal is a fantastic slap-stick. It is
a sort of Arabian Nights affair in which
the minions of an Oriental king are unable
to find his kidnapped daughter. He calls
in two celebrated detectives, played by the
giant Jack Earle and Al Alt and with their
negro
valetfinally
they locate
den and
rescue theher,girlbutin anotbandit's
until
they have all sorts of encounters with the
bandits who try all sorts of magic stunts
to outwit the pair. This gives opportunities
for considerable trick and weird effects in
which trap doors, strange figures, hands darting out, etc., play an important part. While
the action appears forced, there are several
situations for slap-stick patrons and the
story gets away from the beaten path. Almost all of the action takes place in a cave.
— c. s. s.
"Pardon Us"
(Educational — Comedy — One Reel)
This Cameo Comedy presented by Educational, with Cliff Bowes and Virginia Vance,
relies for its humor upon views of convicts
in a prison and much running about in their
efforts to escape; also upon the mechanical
operation of gates and floors in the prison.
The situations are only moderately laughable, being for the most part repetitions of
jail-breaking attempts that are frustrated by
the guards. The subject seems to lack a
real idea, so that the players were at a loss
to know how to be funny— S. S.
"Jeffries, Jr."
(Pathe — Comedy — One Reel)
This subject presents Charles Chase in the
character of a slim youth who is desirous
of adding more muscle to his frame. The
comedy-action centers around a pugilist's
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Body in the Bag, The (Pathe)
His First Car (Educational)
Jeffries, Jr. (Pathe)
Melodious Moments (Educational)
Pardon Us (Educational)
Royal Pair, A (Universal)
Wide Open Spaces, The (Pathe)
Why Be Jealous (Universal)
training camp, with the youth finding the
demands on his slight physique much too
strenuous to suit him. He perseveres, however, and at the end of a year feels capable
of licking his weight in wild cats. Married
life then teaches him that a rolling pin in
feminine hands is much more to be feared
than a male fist, and while his ex-trainer
laughs he meekly bows to the persuasive
powers of his better half. The comedy has
an average amount of amusement in it.— S. S.
"The Body in the Bag"
(Pathe — Cartoon— One Reel)
Paul Terry's cartoon characters are again
seen in this latest Aesop Film Fable to be
offered exhibitors. The moral is, "The strong
deserve the brave.'' Lovers are seen osculating. The presentation of the ring follows.
Then the villain enters upon the scene, leading a horde of hooded desperadoes, and
swipes the bride-to-be. The highly anxious
groom pursues on land, in the air and on the
water, adopting highly novel methods of conveyance, until he crowns his efforts with success and the villain with a brick. It's another corker. — S. S.
"The Wide Open Spaces"
(Pathe — Comedy — Two Reels)
This is a satire on the wild and wooly type
of western picture and offers Stan Laurel in
the role of a very straight-shooting rancher,
Gabriel Goober, whom bandits assail. Forced
to flee, he becomes sheriff of a nearby town
and kills a few hundred of his enemies in
open warfare. This comedy has its high
spots, all of a burlesque nature, that register
on the humorous sense, but, taken all in all,
it seems to have somewhat less fun than
most of those preceding it in which Stan
Laurel has appeared. The work of the feaplayer is good, but the scenario writer
—didS. not
S.turedgive
him many ideas to work with.

"Why —Be
Jealous?"
(Universal
Comedy
— One Reel)
This is another of the series of single reel
Universal comedies featuring Bert Roach in
his familiar role of a valet. This time his
master gets in a row with his wife who beats
him up when he holds out a dollar from his
pay envelope. To get even he disguises Bert
as a woman and makes love to her after they
have agreed to each occupy one half of the

and

serjals

house unmolestedV The wife, played by
Alice Howell brings home an automaton
and has it make love to her. All is finally
patched up but the row starts again when
the wife discovers her husband has only
been pretending an injury. There are a
number of laughs and the work of the chap
who interesting.
plays the roleAsofa the
"dummy"'
clever
and
whole
it is upis to
the
standard of the series. — C. S. S.
"Melodious Moments"
(Educational — Song — One Reel)
Stephen Collins Foster, the great American composer, features this number of the
Educational "Sing Them Again" series. It
invites audiences to sing "Old Folks at
Home," otherwise known as "Swanee River."
The pictorial representation of the locale of
the song is excellent, showing negroes, their
cabin life and southern vegetation. The next
song in the same number is that old favorite about Erin, "Come Back to Erin." Accompanying itare views of a typical Irish
community and the suggestion of a love
story. show
The athird
songyouth
is "Juanita."
The
scenes
Spanish
enamored with
a veiled woman in a garden until she discloses her face, which is far from romanceinspiring. — S. S.
"The from
Spitfire"
(Continued
preceding page)
man is the most effective. Again he is given
the role of a suave villain and again he gives
an impressive performance, mingling slight
comedy touches with dramatic force. Elliott
Dexter in the male lead wins his share of
the honors in the part of the honest, sensible
lover with a great capacity for affection.
Burr Mcintosh supplies a fine characterization as the pious, profiteering multi-millionaire, and Miss Blythe as his spitfire daughter
who lives alone to make her own living as
an actress performs acceptably. Miss Garon
is vivacious and winsome. Robert Warwick
plays his part with force and dignity.
Caat
Jean HronMon
Betty Blythe
DougrlnM Kcnjon
Elliott Dexter
Oliver Blair
Bobert Wamlrk
Horace Fleming;
Lowell Sherman
Mnrcia Wnlnh
Pauline Garon
JONhua Cnrringrton Butt* Mclntoab
From Frederic
ArnoldSaints.
Knmmer'a
Novel,
••Planter
"
Directed by William
Story Chriaty Cabanne.
Length, 6.10O feet.
Douglas Kenyon awakes after a hard night
to find a chorus grlrl slumbering in his apartment. Friends hear about it and are scandalized. Joshua Carrington, controlling;
power ofnation asaassistant
bank, demands
Kenyon's
treasurer.
Jean resigBronson, the girl he loves, avoids him. She breaks
with her family and is persuaded by Horace
Fleming, an unscrupulous theatrical man, to
become an actress. Oliver Blair employs
Kenyon and seeks to expose a crooked sugar
deal engineered by Carrington. This places
Kenyon in the position of having to get evidence against the grandfather of the girl
he loves. He gets tell-tale papers but they
are stolen back. Jean, learning the situation, regains them for Kenyon but still
avoids him. Fleming locks her in his apartment. Kenyon rescues her and they are reunited. Carrington escapes prosecution
through the forbearances of Blair.
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xjving Lies
Jo More
Women
Hill Billy
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DISTRIBUTORS
Footage
Review
....
6,526
Monte Blue
Feb. 2. .... 6,186
Matt
Moore-Bellamy
Feb.
2.
...
5,734
Jack Pickford
Mar. 22..
ARROW
.Neva Gerber serial . Mar.
April 225.
6,438
Marjirie Daw
Edmund
Cobb
Edmund Cobb
Hatton-Gerber
Hatton-Gerber
Ben Wilson
Bobby Dunn
Billy West
Dick Hatton
May 24
4,700
Novelty
May 24
2,000
Billy
West
.May
24
2,000

lays
of '49
iambling
Wives
oroeo Mix-Up
Western
Yesterdays
Vestern Fate
Whirlwind
Ranger
otch Number
One
lodels and Artists
h, Billy
bme On Cowboys
lysteries
Man. Jong
wo After ofOne
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Yankee Consul
Douglas MacLean
Feb. 23
IThen A Girls Loves
Star cast
May 3
Lone Wolf
Holt-Dalton
May 10
he Chechahcos
Star cast
May 17
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
argain Day
Sid Smith
Mar. 29
arnum Jr
Juvenile comedy
Mar. 29
he Fly
Scientific
April 5
ing Rime
Lloyd Hamilton
April 5
histy Dollars
Cameo comedy
April 5
)andy Lions
Neal Burn9
April 12
12
iafe and Sane
Jimmie Adams
April 19
here He Goes
Mermaid comedy
April 19
[eart
"Sing Them Again"
April
lealm Throbs
of Sport
Hodge-Podge
April 19
19
'old
Up
Cameo
comedy
April
ioing East
Lloyd Hamilton
April 26
ne Fun Shop
Humor reel
April 26
"he Trader Keeps Moving
Bruce scenic
April 26.
"he Lady-Bird
Instructive
April
Jornfed
.Bobby
Vernon
May 26.3.
hit Bound
Cliff Bowes
May
"he
Shop
Humor Bowes
Reel
May
'owderFun Marks
Cliff
May 3.3.
•ost
Chords
"Sing
Them
Again"
May
3.
10
he Junior Partner
Juvenile comedy
May 10
"he Bonehead
Tuxedo comedy
May 17
'lowers
of Hate
Wilderness
Tale
May
lerve Tonic
Christie comedy
May 17
Iny
Tour of U. S. A.
Hodge-Podge
May 17
ir Pockets
Mermaid
comedy
May
17
Lunch Brigade
Lige Conley
May 24
Dizzy Daisy
Mermaid comedy
May 24
pood Morning
Lloyd Hamilton
May 24
footsie- Wootsie
Christie comedy
May 31.
fust Waiting
Robert Bruce series
May 31.
31.
Echoes
of
Youth
"Sing
Them
Again"
May
Hot Air
Lee Moran
June 14.
In A Drop o Water
"Secrets of Life"
June 21
Grandpa's
Girl
Kathleen
Clifford
June 21
7.
the Chase
Alps
Novelty
June
21
Snapshots
of
the
Universe
-.Hodge-Podge
June
21
the Farewell
Bruce Scenic
June 28
wedding Showers
Jack White prod
Fune
Phe Ex-Bartender Retires
Bruce Scenic
Tune 28
Family Fits
Cameo comedy
June 28
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
line Fighting Coward
James Cnize prod
Mar. 29.
The Dawn of a Tomorrow
Jacqueline Logan
April __5.
Singer
Jim
McKee
W.
"S.
Hart
T
April 19
12
iThe Breaking Point
Star cast
April
ffhe Confidence Man
Thomas Meighan
April 26
P"he
Moral Sinner
Dorothy
Dalton
April
triumph
C.
B. DeMille
prod
May 26
3
Bluff
Ayres-Moreno
May 10
Men
Pola Negri
May 17
Wanderer of the Wasteland Jack Holt
May 31
ICode of the Sea
La Roque-Logan
June 7
the Bedroom Window
W. C. DeMille prod
June 21
Rile Guilty One
Agnes Ayres
June 28
[Tiger Love
Geo. Melford prod
June 28
FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA
When
Was in Tower... 'Telephone
Girl"
Mar. 15
8
North Kmahthood
of Nevada
Fred Thompson
Mar.
IGalloping Gallagher
Fred Thompson
Mar. 29
Money to Burns
"Telephone Girl"
Mar. 29
SherlocksMadness
Home
"Telephone Girl"
Mar.
Yankee
Larkin-Dove
April 29
5
His Forgotten Wife
Bellamy-Baxter
April 12
The Silent Stranger
Fred Thomson
April 19
The Beloved Vagabond
Carlyle Blackwell
April 26
William
"Telephone
Girl"
May 10
3
Girl of theTells
Limberlost
Glorio Grey
May
Untamed Youth
Ralph Lewis
May 10
For the
Love Line
of Mike
"Telephone
Girl"
May
The
Danger
Sessue
Hayakawa
May 17
24
The Spirit of the U. S. A.
Emory Johnson prod
May 31
The Dangerous Coward
Fred Thomson
May 31

Napolean and Josephine
The Fighting Sap
There's Millions In It
Bee's Knees

RELEASES
Review Footage
Star cast
June 7
6,591
Fred Thomson
June 14
5,138
Star cast
June 28
6,000
J. "Telephone Girl"
June 28
2,000

FIRST NATIONAL
The Galloping Fish
Thos. H. Ince prod
Secrets
Norma Talraadge
The Enchanted Cottage
Richard Barthelmess
Cytherea
Rich-Stone
The Goldfish
Constance Talmadge
Why Men Leave Home
J. M. Stahl prod
The Woman on the Jury
Feature cast
A Son of the Sahara
Feature cast
The Sea Hawk
Feature cast
The
Marriage
Cheat
Joy-Marmont-Menjou
Those Who Dance
Thos. H. Ince prod
The
White Moth
LaMarr-Tearle
The Perfect
Flapper
Colleen
Moore
A Self-Made Failure
Ben Alexander

22
5
31
31
19
3
1/
24
14
14
21
21
28
28

6,000
8,345
7,331
7,603
7,120
7 400
7,145
7,990
12,045
6,622
7,312
6,571
7,00(1
7,345

Feb. 2
Feb. 9
Feb.
9
Feb. 9
Feb. 16
Feb. 16
Feb. 23
Mar. 1
Mar. 1
Mar. 8
Mar. 8
Mar. IS
8
Mar.
Mar. 15.
Mar. 15
Mar. 22
Mar. 22
Mar. 22
Mar. 29
April 5
April
12
April 12
April
5
May 3
May 3
May 17
May 24
17
May
May 24
June 28
June 28

5,444
4,823
6,000
2,000
5,874
2,000
6,112
5,800
1,000
4,749
2,000
1,000
5,145
.2,000
1,000
4,562
2,000
1,000
6.316
2,000
5*041
1,000
5,812
6^400
1,000
5,702
2,000
4,385
2,000
5,020
l.OOfi
7,540

6,501
6,084
7.008
6,064
6,500
5,439
8,292
5,442
6,504
6,700
6,038
6.550
5,365
5,325

Three Weeks
Pringle-Nagle
April 12
Recoil
Bly
Hamilton
Greed
Von the-Stroheim
prod
True As Steel
Rupert Hughes prod
Janice Meredith
.Marion Davies
Second Youth
Star cast
The
Woman
Nagel-Rubens
SecondRejected
Youth
Star cast
April 19
The
Rejected
Woman
Rubens-Nagel
May 19
3
The Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Jan.
The
Awakening
Harrison
Ford
Feb. 16
The Fool's
Man Life
Passed By
Novak-Marmont
Mar.
1
Thy Name Is Woman
Mong-La Marr
Mar. 1
The Uninvited Guest
Jean Tolley
Mar. 8
Happiness
Laurette Taylor
Mar. 8
Women Who Give
Reginald Barker prod Mar. 22
A Boy of Flanders
Jackie Coogan
April 5
The Shooting of Dan McGrew Star cast
April 12
Mademoiselle Midnight
Mae Murray
May 17
Sherlock. Jr
Buster Keaton
May 17
The
Arab
Novarro-Tery
Revelation
George Baker prod
Bread
V. Schertzinger prod
Tess
of
the
D'Urbervilles
Blanche
Sweet
Little Robinson Crusoe
Jackie Coogan
Broken Barriers
Reginald Barker prod
True As Steel
Rupert Hughes prod
June 28
PATHE

2,000
5,000
4,700
2.000
2.000
4,680
6,500
5.000
6.217
2.000
6.000
5,000
2,000
5,800
8.312
6,000

Fraidy Cat
Shanghaied Lovers
The Champion
Dirty Little Half Breed
Seein'
Birds Things
of Passage
Running Wild
Friend Husband
The
Swift and Strong
Girl-Shy
Onr
LittleHat
Nell
Medicine
Brothers Under the Chin
Gateway of the West
The Hollywood Kid
Hit theAt High
Spots
One
a Time

6,148
5,876
6,000
7,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000

FOX FILM CORP.
Just Off Broadway
John Gilbert
Not ANet
Drum Was Heard
Charles
Jones
The
Barbara "Buck"
Castleton
Highly Recommended
Al St. John
Shadow of the East
Featured cast
School Pals
Imperial comedy
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix
The Blizzard
Featured cast
Frogland
Special
Love letters
Shirley Mason
The Weakling
.Sunshine comedy
A Sculptor's
Paradise
Instructive
The
Wolf Man
John Gilbert
Be Yourself
Al St. John
Rivers of Song
Instructive
The Vagabond Trail
Charles Jones
The Cowboys
Imperial comedy
Feathered Fishermen
Instructive
The Arizona Express
Charles Jones
The Plunderer
Frank Mayo ,
On
the Job
Chimpanzees
Man's
Mate
John
Gilbert
AA New
England
Farm
Instructive
The Circus Cowboy
Charles Jones
Slippery Decks
Card sharps exposed
The Trouble Shooter
Tom Mix
He's
My Pal
Chimpanzees
The Lone
Chance
John
Gilbert
When Wise Ducks Meet
Sunshine Comedy
Western Luck
Charles Jones
The Magic Needle
"Etching" Novelty
METRO-GOLDWYN

Charles Chase
Harry Langdon
Terry cartoon
Frontier series
"Our
Gang"
Bird Novelty
Terry cartoon
Snub Pollard
"Sportlight"
Harold
Lloyd
"DippyFrontier doo-dad"
series
Stan Laurel
8th Chronicle
Sennett comedy
''Spat
Family"
Earl Mohan

Mar.
April
May
May
April
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June
June

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
„ April
April
April

29
29
29
29
5
5
5
5
5
12
12
12
12
19
19
19
19

6,169
7,761
4JM0
5,763
6,200
9,087
6,14$
7,700
7,500
7,018
6,318
6,778
4,065

6.454
1,000
2,000
1,008
2,000
2,000
3,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
7,457
1,000
2,000
2 000
3,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
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PICTURE

Review
April
April
April
April
April
April
May 3
May
May
May
May
May 10
May 10
May
May 17
May 17
May 17
17
May
May 17
May 17
24
May
May 24
24
May 31
May
May
31.
May 31..
May
June 31.7.
Tune
June
June 14.7.
June
June
June 14.
14.7.
June 14.
14.
June
June 21..7.
June 21
14.
June
21
June
June 21
28
June
June 28
28
June

If Noah Lived Today
Terry cartoon
A Trip to the Pole
Terry cartoon
Sun
and
Snow
"Sportlight"
Get Buiy
Snub
Pollard
Highbrow Stuff
Will Rogers
Flickering Youth
Sennett comedy
Commencement
Day
"Our
An
Ideal Farm
Terry Gang"
cartoon
Homeless Pups
Terry cartoon
Sporting
Speed
"Sportlight"
Publicity Pays
Charles Chase
When Winter Comes
Terry cartoon
Near Dublin
Stan Laurel
North of 50-50
Dippy-Doo-Dads
The Fortieth Door
Allene Ray-Serial
April Fool
Charles Chase
The Pilgrims
Chronicles- series
Fishin'
Fever
Sportlight
Black Oxfords
Sennett comedy
Bottle Babies
Spat Family
Going
to
Congress
Will
Position Wanted
CharlesRogers
Chase
The Cat's Meow
Sennett comedy
Cradle
Robbers
"Our
Gang"
comedy
One Good Turn Deserves Another. .Terry cartoon
Building
Winners
"Sportlight"
Before Taking
Earl Mohan
Rupert of Hee-Haw
Stan Laurel
Yukon Jake
Ben Turpin
Up
and
At
'Em
Dippy-Doo-Dads
The Flying Carpet
Terry cartoon
Declaration
of Independence "Chronicles"
Fast
Black
Mohan-Engle
Lion and
the Souse
Mack Sennett comedy
On Guard
"Sportlight"
Suffering
Shakespeare
"Spat Family"
That
Old Can
of Mine
Terry
cartoon
YoungNewOldfield
Charles
Chase
His
Mama
Mack Sennett
comedy
Don't
Park
There
Will
Rogers
Her Memory
Will Nigh Miniature
Solitude
and Fame
"Sportlight"
Stolen Goods
Charles
Chase
"Our Gang"
Jubilo, Jr
PLAYGOERS PICTURES
Featured cast
Nov.
Tipped Off
PREFERRED PICTURES
Poisoned Paradise
Kenneth Harlan
Mar.
PRINCIPAL PICTURES
Listen Lester
Feature cast
May
Daring Youth
Daniels-Kerry
May
Daughters
of
Pleasure
PrevostBlue-Bow
May
The Masked Dancer
Helene Chadwick
May
Good Bad Boy
Joe Butterworth
June
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
The Hoosier Schoolmaster
Henry Hull
Mar.
His Darker Self
Lloyd Hamilton
April
Try and Get It
Bryant Washburn
April
Which Shall It Ber
Star cast
April
Wandering
Husbands
Kirkwood-Lee
.May
Hold Your Breath
Dorothy
Devore
June
Miami
Betty Compson
June
The Night Hawk
Harry Carey
June
The
Rider
Harry Carey
June
What Lightning
Shall I Do?
Dorothy
Mackaill
June

Footage
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2.000
20U0
2,000
1,000
1,000
1.000
1,000
1.000
2,000
1,000
2,000
3,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2.000
1.000
2.000
2,000
1.000
1.000
1,000
2.00C
2.008
l.OOt
1,000
3.00C
1,000
2,000
1.000
2,000
1.000
1.000
2.000
2.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
2,000

3

4,284

8

6.800

10
17
24
31
7

5.844
5,975
6.000
4,987
5.198

29
5
12
19
10
7
14
14
21
28

5.556
5,000
5,607
5.0011
65,90t
300
6,317
5.195
6.000
6.000

SELZNICK
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson
April 2*
Twenty Dollars a Week
George Arliss
June 21
TRUART FILM CORP.
Drums of Jeopardy
Elaine Hammerstein Man 15
On Time
Richard Talmadge
Mar. 15
In Fast Company
Richard Talmadge
May 24
UNITED ARTISTS
A Woman of Paris
Chas. Chaplin prod. ..Oct. 13
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall... Mary Pickford
May 17
UNIVERSAL
The
Oriental Game
"Pal"-Century
Mar.
Keep
Slim
Mar.
PhantomHealthy
Horseman
Jack Summerville
Hoxie
Mar.
Stolen Secrets
Herbert Rawlinson
Mar.
The Young Tenderfoot
Buddy Messinger
Mar.
Tale
of atoCat
I^yons-Moran
reissue Mar.
June
Nobody
Love
Neely Edwards
The Night Message
Gladys Hulette
Mar.
Ship Ahoy
Bobby Dunn
Mar.
That'sGalloping
Rich
ArthurHoxie
Trimble
Mar.
The
Ace
Jack
April
Hit Him Hard
Jack Earle
April 5
5
Marry When Young
Neely Edwards
April 12
5
Checking
Out
"Pal"
the
dog
April
Spring
of 1964
Neely
April
19
Excitement
Laura Edwards
LaPlante
April 12
The Storm Daughter
Priscilla Dean
April 19
The Racing Kid
Buddy Messinger
April 19
Forty Horse Hawkins
Hoot Gibson
April
One Wet Night
Neely Edwards
April
Pretty Plungers
Follies GirU
April
Riders Up
Creighton Hale
May
Politics
Slim and Bobby
May
Green Grocers
Slim and Bobby
May
A Lofty Marriage
Jack Earle
May
Ridgeway of Montana
Jack Hoxie
May

6.R04
5,900
6,529
6.630
6,000
8.000
10,000
.2,000
.1.000
.4,389
4.742
2,001
1.000
1.000
24.531
nnn
2.000
4.561
2.000
l.ono
2.000
l.onn
4,913
5.303
2.000
1.000
4,904
5.149
1.0O0
?1.000
nm
2,000
4,843

4,9
2,0
1,01
2,d

WORLD

■ 2,
July 5, 12
Review
Harry McCoy
May 10
• 2,
Lyons-Moran
reissue May
May 10
10
Pete Morrison
Laura LaPlante
May 17
New Series
May 17 2 ea
Buddy Messinger
May 17
6,:
Slim Summerville .May 17 . 1
Jack Dougherty
May 17
Super-Jewel
May 24
. 5.251
Al Alt- Follies girls May 24
.•■. 6,954
Bert Roach
May 24
1,1.000
7,1,
Neal Hart reissue
May 24
«,2.
Reginald Denny
May 31 .•. 2.000
Star cast
May 31
Summerville-Dunn May 31 . 2.<r
W. E. Lawrence
May 31
"Pal"
dog
May 31
Mary the
Philbin
June
7
Herbert Rawlinson
June 7
Tarkington novel
June 7
Century-McCoy
June
Bert Roach
Tune 7
7
2.i2.
Pete Morrison
June 7
.:I
Century- Follies girls June 14
Fritzi Ridgeway
June 14
Baby Peggy
June 21 .J
■. 2.(4.1.
Jack Hoxie
Tune 21
Jack Dempsey
June 21
Buddy Messinger
June 21
Slim Summerville
Tune 21
Wm. E. Rawlinson
Lawrence
June 28
21
Herbert
June
Albertini
June 28 ,
VITAGRAPH
The Ninety and Nine
David Smith prod.
Dec. 23
Modern Banking
Urban Classic
Dec. 22
Newsprint Paper
Urban Classic
Dec. 22
Horseshoes
Larry Semon
Dec. 22
The Last Stand of Red Man
L7rban clastic
Dec. 29
Let Not Man Put Asunder
Feature cast
Jan. 26
My Man
Patsy Ruth Miller
Feb 23
Virtuous Liars
David Powell
April 19
Between Friends
Blackton prod.
April 26
WARNER BROTHERS
The Marriage Circle
Ernest Lubitsch prod Feb. 16
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines
Feb. 23
Daddies
Belasco play
Feb. 23
George Washington, Jr
Wesley Barry
Mar. 22
Reau Brummel
John Rarrvmore
April 12
Broadway After Dark
Adolphe Menjou
May 31

Taxi, Taxi I
The
Hero
The Pigskin
Bulltosser
The Dangerous Blonde
Fast Steppers
Trailing Trouble
My Little Brother
The Lone Round-Up
The Signal Tower
Tired Business Man
Why Pay Your Rent?
The Honor of Men
The Reckless Age
The Fighting American
Case Dismissed
Boss of the Bar-20
Delivering
Goods
The Gaiety theGirl
High Speed
The Turmoil
Fearless
Fools
Rest In Pieaces
The Powerful Eye
Sailor Maids
Winning A Bride
The Family Secret
The Back Trail
Fight and Win (series)
Please Teacher
Miners Over Twenty-one
Blue
Wing'sStairway
Revenge
The Dark
The Iron Man (serial)

MISCELLANEOUS
Review Footage
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
Buddy Roosevelt
April 26
4,67
CHARLES
C
BURR
Rough Ridin'
The
Average
Woman
All
cast
Feb.
2
Restless
Wives
DorisstarKenyon
Feb. 16
Three O'Clock in the Morning Constance Binney
Feb. 23
C B. C
Ha IIroom Boys
Twice a month
The Barefoot Boy
Star cast
Nov. 24
Forgive and Forget
Estelle Taylor
Nov. 18
Si
The Marriage Market
Pauline Garoa
Dec. 29
<j
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson
Jan. 26
5,9
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
The Thief of Bagdad
Douglas Fairbanks
Mar. 29 440
PHIL GOLDSTONE
His
Last Ahead
Race
"Snowy"
Baker
Sept.
1
5.000'
Danger
Richard Talmadge
Dec. 29
5,1
The White Panther
Rex (Snowy) Baker Feb. 9
4,1
Marry in Haste
William Fairbanks
Mar. 8
5,1
D. W. GRIFFITH, INC
America
Feature cast
Mar. 8
14,
INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
In the Spider's Web
Alice Dean
Sept. 29
LEE-BRADFORD
Shattered Reputations
Johnnie Walker
Oct. 27
5;
LOWELL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Floodgates
John Lowell
Mar. 8
7,080
MONOGRAM PICTURES
The Whipping Boss
Star cast
Dec. 8
5,800
ROCKETT- LINCOLN CORP.
Abraham Lincoln
George A. Billings
Feb. 2
12.000
WM. STEINER PROD.
Surging
Charles
April
26
4.78".
Hutch of Seas
the U. S. A.
Charles Hutchison
Hutchison
May 31
Alice's Wild West Show
Alice's Day at Sea

N. J. WINKLER
Cartoon series
Cartoon series

Msy 10
May It

l.OOt
1.009
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Bull

m

ONCE upon a time there was an exhibitor who answered to a Regular
Name like Smith or Brown but whose friends called him Big Chief
Sitting Bull.
As the Young Bloods and the Solid Conservatives perambulated up and
down Main Street they used to Snicker to Each Other that the picture
business
must be
Pretty
SoftdidGraft
look at all the money SittingBull had made
and a all
he ever
was because
Sit.

:

And he never Sat So Hard as he did in the Good Old Summer Time.
When the first rays of July Sun began to pour down Sitting Bull brought
the Cane Bottom out front and Sat Down to Think it Over.
"Guess I'll shut down a month," he would say, "look the old house over,
and Fix It Up a Bit. Never make any money in the Summer anyway and
in Winter I can't afford to shut down.
"That's what I'll do — Spruce Up a Bit while the sprucing is good. Overhaul the projection room — maybe put in Mazda Equipment that those other
boys are talking about. Then I could use new linoleum on the floors, and
new seats might Coax Back some of the Thin-skins who Stay Home With
the Radio because the Family Morris Chair is so soft. That Screen O' Mine
looks like it has been Out in the Rain, too. I'll fix that up. And it ain't nice
to admit that the Greek Candy Store next door has a Brighter Front than
mine 'cause I read in a Trade Paper where the Picture Exhibitor is the most
Enterprising Advertiser in the Community."
The list gets so big that it Takes All of July to get it in shape. Along
about August 1st Chief Sitting Bull has it completed but it is So Blamed Hot
a Feller hates to go Messing Around with contractors, supply dealers
and such.
"Guess I'll wait a week and it might Cool off a Bit," he yawns, as he
fingers the dollar twenty contributed by the six Benighted Patrons who
attended that evening's show.
The middle of August it rains and Cools Off a Degree or Two and Chief
Sitting Bull decides to start the house-cleaning. But just when he dons the
Sunday Best to go up to the city and interview the supply dealer he sees
eight people get off the Interurban.
"Gosh," he snorts, "the Vacationists are Coming Back. . The New Season
is here. Guess I'll have to Postpone the Overhauling until next Summer.
Got to go After the Money now."
It's happened that way for six years now. And for six years The Vacationists have been to places where they saw Real Motion Picture Theaters.
And each Winter finds more and more of them giving Chief Sitting Bull's
hen roost the Frosty Go-By.
Give him Two Years More and Chief Sitting Bull will be sitting all alone
in his Tepee. He won't be able to Bribe 'Em In unless he throws in Free
Vaccination and Serum Syrup.
Moral — For every Guy whose motto is Wait A While there is a Gink coming ivhose
chortle is "Here's a Good Spot to Open a House Because that Guy is Sa[>." Never Do
Today What You Can Put Off Until Tomorroxv Because it is Tough on the Opposition.

;
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PROJECTION
EDITED
A Queer One
A projectionist paid for a personal reply to
the following, but it is a brand new one, so
I am taking the liberty of using it in the
department, suppressing the location and
name. He wrote :
Dear Mr. Richardson: My manager has
contracted to put on out-of-doors movies
and I am to do the propecting. A wellmeaning salesman advised him not to project toward the west because, he says, the
evening sun striking the projection lens will
interfere with the definition of the projected
picture. His argument, which sounds reasonable to the Manager but not to me, Is
that the sunlight entering from the front of
the lens will oppose the passage of the light
entering from the rear of the lens. I claim
that light which interferes with the definition of the propected picture is light other
than light from the lens which strikes
the picture on the screen. Am I right or
wrong? This is probably out of the field of
the projection department but I hope for an
answer by mail, fee for which is enclosed.
Distinctly in the Field
What do you mean out of the field of
the projection department? It very muchly
is not. Anything having to do with the projection of pictures is in the "field" of this
department.
The salesman, like many other well-meaning men, has merely presumed to advise in
matters concerning which he very evidently
knows nothing at all. If it were a camera
he was talking about there would be trouble,
because the rays of the sun would produce
halation in the film itself. The rays of the
sun will, however, not in any degree affect
the film in a projector, except that if they
were strong enough they might be reflected
from the picture contained upon the film
the picture is black and white only, and black
is a mighty poor reflector and the whites are
transparent sections of the film, we need not
worry about that at all.
As to the rays of the sun and from the
projector
"opposing" Ifeach
why that islight
just source
plain nonsense.
that other
were
true then we would have no sight at all,
since reflected rays by the hundreds of billions pass in every direction through the air
all the time, and through the sun rays, too.
Blue rays cross red rays and red rays cross
yellow rays without interference, as you may
see by looking at those colors, or any others,
placed side by side. They all register in the
eye independently, too, each in its appointed
place on the retina.
No Cause for Worry
However, to close this matter, if your manager still has doubts he need have no fear,
for even though he did find the salesman to
be righthave
— which
he build
won't,a deep
mind shadow
you — box
he
would
only to
in front of the lens, just large enough to accommodate the lens beam of light, about
three feet long, painting same a non-gloss
black on its interior, to kill the trouble, since
with such a box no sunlight could reach the
lens. The screen itself would stop it. In
practice it would only be necessary to build
a square box the size of the beam at three
or four feet from the lens. However, I am
wasting space as there will be no need for it.
You are quite right in your contention,
except that light other than picture light
(light from the lens) striking the picture

H
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Bluebook

School

Question No. 75 — Can the same projection lens be used to project different size
pictures ?
Question No. 76— How would you calculate size of picture a lens would project at a given distance, if you knew
the size it would project at another distance?
Question No. 77 — How would you
measure the focal length of a lens?
Question No. 78 — How would you
measure the E. F. of a lens ?
Question No. 79— What effect has the
E. F. of a lens on picture size at given
distances ?
does not affect the definition, though it may
seem to. What it does do is "wash the picture out," or "fade" it by making the blacks
gray.
Get Right Advice
My advice to your manager is to disregard
the advice of the salesman and that in future
when he wants information concerning such
matters it would be better to apply to some
one of the several sources of bona fide knowledge available. If he was about to build a
railway he would hardly accept the advice
of a salesman of car wheels as to what sort
of bridges were best. The salesman is a
most useful citizen WITHIN HIS SPHERE,
but he too often steps entirely outside it and
does immense harm by giving perfectly punk
advice with regard to matters concerning
which he has only the most nebulous, hazy
knowledge. Unfortunately this most often
takes place with regard to projection. Every
one from the man who lays the stone foundation of a new theatre up to the manager
thereof seems to have an ingrowing idea that
he "knows all about projection," which, after
all, he thinks, is merely a matter of "operatin' a The
machine,"
looking
wise isand
drawing
pay.
net result
of this
inefficiency,
poor results and all-around waste.
How
Come?
An unsigned letter comes from the Y. M.
C. A., Chester, Pa., which, in part, reads :
Dear Mr. Richardson: In May 27 Issue I
read the article relative to the various
makes of projectors with a great deal of
interest. You therein expressed your opinion
as to the dependable projectors and I noticed
particularly that you do not give the Proctor credit as being dependable. I cannot
agree with your statement as to the Simplex and Power being the only dependable
projectors on the market.
Nov/ where in Gahenna did friend Y. M.
C. A. man get that idea? I certainly did NOT
say anything of the sort, or mean it either.
Certainly the Proctor is a "dependable" projector, but try and get one! It WAS an excellent projector but what good is that when
it is no longer being made? Also both the
Motiographprojectors.
and Baird What
are "dependable,"
and
excellent
I said was this:

"Of all these (I named a lot of projectors
which have "passed away" with the years)
the Power, Simplex and Motiograph have
lived, and the Power and Simplex
found great and lasting favor, though have
the
Motiograph is well liked and rather widely
used. The Baird also still does some business, but not much." All of which is evenly
and exactly true, but does NOT name
any
projector as undependable. I print this because someone else may possibly have read
into the article something I did not say.
A Good Letter
Arthur H. Gray, projectionist, Lancaster
Theatre, Boston, Mass., expresses himself
very well, indeed, with regard to the matter
of continuing the Bluebook school. He says:
Friend Richardson: Do not let that "what's
the use" complex Interfere with the questions
and answers idea now current in our department. What of It If the response to date has
been
a
discouraging?
Haven't ouryou peculiar
known
us longbitenough
to recognize
and rather trying craft traits, our general
cussedness and our idiosyncrasies, and to
realize that our apparently luke-warm attitude toward a project embracing the educational value which this one certainly does,
is only one
our "prop"
characteristics?
Certainly
you ofought
to be able
to discount
it
and
arrive
at
a
pretty
close
estimate of
the matter.
Craft members are, as a whole, well aware
of the value to them individually of what
you are doing, and while many of them
may feel a lack of ability to express themselves sufficiently well for publication, you
may rest assured that we are digging out
the data and assimilating the Information
from week to week, even to propounding our
answers and reserving them for comparison
with the final publication of the correct
dope.
The idea isPuWag
getting Books
across Outand is causing
many a Bluebook to receive a very thorough
dusting off. and getting the pages well
thumb-marked and dog-eared — which Is, of
course, as it should be.
For, after all, unfortunate, and shortsighted indeed is the individual craft memfails to heed ISthisEMBLEMATIC
maxim: "A WELLWORNber whoBLUEBOOK
OF A
WELL-SPENT LEISURE."
I have selected the letter of Brother Gray
as the best written of quite a few that
have reached me on this subject. I might
add that quite a few new names will be added
to the published list very soon. I think friend
Gray is right. I also think that when a man
really tries hard, as I certainly do, to help
and benefit the thing YOU depend upon for
your living, and thus incidentally to help and
benefit YOU, he might be encouraged occasionally bya letter of friendly comment, good
and otherwise, concerning his efforts. For
I am one of those infernal idiots who really
and actually value that sort of thing very
much more than I do the money end of it.
Have Tried to Help
Through the years I have tried very, VERY
hard to be the TRUE friend of the men who
project pictures. Like the father who loves
his child, but nevertheless, because he DOES
love it must administer an occasional sound
spanking, I have felt obliged to administer
what amounts to a verbal spanking occasional y. Ihave roasted you when you did
(Continued on following page)
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think you are right and that many who won't
reply for possible publication are nevertheless using the questions, and getting very
real value out of the proposition.

wrong. I have tried to commend you when
you did right. I have MANY times resisted
temptation and remained true to YOU, when
the cost of doing it was more than you would
either imagine or believe. All I ask is your
co-operation in the work I have for years
tried to, and still am trying to do.
Some History You Don't Know
Here is a bit of history you don't know.
Way back about twelve years ago a committee waited upon James P. Chalmers and
threatened the immediate withdrawal of all
producer advertising — only five or six of
them
all toldor them
— unlesshim
he to
"discharged
Richardson
compelled
shut up
'operators."
for
conditions
and
wages
about
James Chalmers, like the MAN he was,
told them he was sorry indeed to lose the
business (which then meant just plain ruin
to him) and bowed them OUT. They did
not have the sand to make good on their
threat, and James P. Chalmers never even so
much, either then or afterward, suggested to
me that I modify my attitude toward those
things.
That, Mr. Projectionist, is a bit of unpublished history which tends to show what sort
of a friend Moving Picture World was and is
to YOU, and to the motion picture industry.
The Bluebook school will be continued. I

Why??
A letter from W. C. Bruice, projectionist,
Comedy Theatre, Jamaica, New York, sets
forth the fact that a Community Hall is to
be, or is being, erected in that city. About
a year ago he, Bruice, saw the plans and
pointed out wrong things with relation to the
projection room. Recently he saw the man
in charge of construction, who was under
the impression that because they had an
electrical engineer their troubles were all
over,
cerned.as far as the projection room was conNow will someone please tell me why any
one imagines that an electrical engineer is
supposed to understand anything whatsoever
about the projection of motion pictures, or
its problems, except insofar as has to do
with the actual wiring of the projection
room? Why an electrical engineer would
not even know where the various switches,
switch cabinets, etc., ought to be, any more
than he could judge intelligently what electrical equipment is best suited to projection
work.
Common Sense Procedure
It would seem that, just as a matter of
common sense procedure, when a man or a

company contemplates the erection of a the69
atre, almost the first move would be to consult the very best projection engineer it is
possible to find, and to ascertain exactly what
the practical effect of various projection distances and projection angles will be on the
screen image. That ought to be the FIRST
step in planning a motion picture theatre.
Instead, about forty-nine times out of fifty
the first step is to engage an architect who
knows just about as much about motion picture projection as a humming bird knows
about the sun, and then and there turn the
whole dad-blamed business over to him, without let or hindrance, to do his worst. And
usually he does that, too.
I can take you on a one-night cruise right
here in New York City and show you some
of the most utterly IDIOTIC monstrosities in
projection room location and planning perpetrated by architects who actually pride themselves on their motion picture theatre work.
Some Cuckoos in N. Y.
For instance, I can show you one high class
theatre in Greater New York which was
planned by an architect who calls himself
about the non plus ultra in theatre work, in
which the projectionist cannot see the top of
his picture at all— not even by squinting over
the bottom of the observation port. I can
show you another in which the ceiling bows
down in a very graceful curve about twenty
feet in front of the projection room. The
bottom of the ceiling curve is so located that
(Continued on page 72)

Bluebook
School — Answers
TVos. 40 to 44, Inclusive
rear lens cell, bear lightly on the sides of
Question No. 42 — How should GundlachQuestion No. 40 — What occasionally hapthe ring with two fingers and unscrew it.
M an hat tan lenses be re- assembled ?
pens, or may happen, to the cement (balsam)
TOO MUCH PRESSURE WILL CAUSE IT TO
between the front factor lenses?
Constantino*, Dobson*, Lewis*, Gray*,
BIND SO THAT IT "WILL NOT TURN.
Bennewitz*, Oldham, Spence*. Gray
Harry Dobson, Toronto, Ont. ; Walter Fell*,
The lens called the front combination may
says
:
Lewis, Endicott, N. Y. ; Chas. Oldham, Norbe cleaned without removing it from its cell,
Place
combination
lens
into
the
cell
marked
wich, Conn.; A. L. Fell, Collingswood, N. J.;
there are no inside surfaces to clean.
Lens" (or if it be not so marked, then as
Daniel Constantino, Easton, N. J.; H. C. "Front
Clean the inside surfaces of the rear cominto the front cell. — Ed.) with convex surface
down,
or
so
it
will
be
facing
the
screen,
bination, then place both lenses back in the
Spence, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Isl- and seating squarely on shoulder made to
and; G. W. Bennewitz, Sioux Falls, S. Dak., hold it. Screw retaining ring down until cell and screw up the retaining ring just
so that the lenses will not rattle. Note that
and Arthur H. Gray, Boston, Mass., all an- it holds the lens on its seat without moveswered acceptably.
ment. Next screw the cell mount into the the rear lens — the one that goes next the
spacing, or intermediate sector of the lens. light source — is convex on both sides. The
Gray's reply is best suited for publication. Next
place the lens which is convex on both
side with the LEAST curvature goes next the
He says :
sides into the cell mount marked "Rear
Heat sometimes causes the balsam with Lens,"
light source. The other factor of the comwith
the
surface
having
the
LEAST
which the lenses are cemented together to degree of curvature down (so it will be next
ion— the one next the screen — has its
melt, or, more correctly, to enter upon a the light source) and seating squarely on concave binatside
next the light source, so that
process of disintegration. The result is a the collar of the mount. Place the remainthe concave of one lens and the heaviest
visible film of amber-colored, translucent
lens, concave surface down, upon the curvature of the other face each other, with
discolorization which has a mottled, otheringlens,
the two making contact around
This dis- their respective rims. Then screw down the all heaviest convexes next the screen.
splotched or streaked appearance.
separatfirst
coloration may be removed by
To remove grease or oil, moisten a soft
retaining ring until the assemblage is held
ing the lenses by placing the combination in snugly, but not too tight; screw the cell cloth with very little gasoline. Clean the
slip- into the intermediate sector of the lens and
time and thensteady,
water for a with
inside
surfaces of both lenses and place them
very warm lenses
a firm,
apart
ping the
screw extension, or adapter sector of lens,
cell before cleaning the other surside-wise pressure. The lenses may then be onto the end it belongs on. As mounted, the in the faces.
Be careful when screwing the parts
upon replace- two retaining rings should face each other
combination,accurately
together
to avoid skipping a thread. (By this
cleaned, butnotthefunction
as it on the inside of the mount toward the. screen.
as
ment, will
I
think
they
must mean getting the threads
"crossed." — Ed.) A very small drop of oil
and should be returned to the maker
did, re-cementing.
for
To this I think, for the sake of completeon
each
thread
will make the ring easy to
ness, Iwill publish the card put out by the remove next time.
Lewis added to this by saying :
Gundlach-Manhattan Company. It is titled
Note — I have changed the wording of the
The projectionist should not attempt to
"How
to Clean Gundlach Projection Lenses."
above in some places a little in an endeavor
remedy this condition himself as heof will
the
It
reads
as
follows
:
correction
entire
probably injure the
to make it more clear.
lens.
Question No. 43 — Is it possible to repair a
I will add that inasmuch as it is poor ispracprojection lens if one of its lenses be broken?
tice to use the lenses uncemented it best
Dobson, Lewis*, Fell*, Constantino, Benenot to separate them at all, but just send
witz and Gray* all made good. Gray says:
them to the maker as they are.
Should one of the lenses comprising a proQuestion No. 41— Dobson, Lewis*, Fell*,
jection lens become chipped, seriously InConstantino, Spence, Bennewitz and Gray
jured or broken, the entire lens, including
made good. Gray says:
the damaged element, should be sent to the
manufacturer, whereupon the data necessary
l lenses comprising a projecThe individua
for duplication of the injured element may
tion lens should fit squarely and evenly into
readily be secured by them from measureand should be retheir respective mounts, with
ments of the broken or injured part, and
hasor anrearextenlens
the
sufficient preswhether
note
First
tained in that position
end, the lens restored to its former degree of effision tube attched to the front
sure to prevent all movement by a proper
This may all be done at a cost which
focal
Screwso you will replace it correctly. Short long makes ciency.
nt of the retaining rings.force
adjustme
the thingprocedure
a feasible and pracwill length lenses have it in the front end,
ing these rings down with undue
ticable
to do.
merely
This is
and will set up focus lenses on the rear end.bearing
accomplish no good purpose
full
the
a
have
on: that the tube will
in backing them the
unnecessary difficultyy to
Question No. 44 — Covered by Question 43.
when in place.
again remove
length of the jacket
when Itfromis necessar
To remove the retaining ring from the
le*\roJ
their mounts.
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Equipment

Dealers'

Convention

in

Cleveland
July
17-19
interest
to
those
engaged
in
the
business
of a day, or a few hours, are invited to come and
Associa
convention of the
THE annual
improved theatre equiption of Motion Picture Equipment
equipping the modern motion picture theatre inspectmentthe
withoutlatest
charge.
Dealers of America will be held this with the latest improvements in equipment
Interesting demonstrations will be given of
that will help improve the picture on the
year at Hotel Winton, Cleveland, Ohio, comthe last word in projection apparatus and
mencing Thursday, July 17, and ending screen.
other important theatre equipment and all
Exhibitors Invited
Saturday, July 19th, 1924.
exhibitors and projectionists are urged to
This association is made up of the leadFor the first time in the history of the attend.
ing motion picture supply and equipment
motion picture industry an exhibition of the
A very interesting program of entertaindealers in the United States as active memmost modern theatre equipment will be
planned by the committee in
bers, and the principal manufacturers of moshown exclusively. The exhibit hall will be charge.ment hasH.been
H. Cudmore, 410 Sloan Building,
tion picture machines and equipment are also the Grand Ball Room of the Hotel Winton,
823 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland, has been
affiliated as associate members.
rebuilt to handle the product of over sixty
appointed manager of the convention and
manufacturers.
Important Program
any manufacturer, or other individual or firm
Exhibitors and projectionists in Cleveland
This year the Association has arranged a
and throughout the state of Ohio, as well as interested, is invited to get in touch with him
very important program for its members.
Papers will be presented on subjects of vital others near enough to go to Cleveland for at the address given.

HELIOS REFLECTOR LAMP
25% Better Screen Illumination
Approved by Underwriters Laboratories

Close

Powers

Film

Contract with U. S.
A. G. Steen, president of Sensitized Films,
Inc., 1650 Broadway, New York, has just
closed a large contract with the United
States Government for Powers film.
The Powers plant at Rochester, N. Y., is
now installing new machinery and equipment for increasing capacity, and also putting in special machinery for tinting positive film base.
Mr. Steen says: "All the required standard tints will be available in the very near
future."
The

OUR DISTRIBUTORS
Cleveland: The Theatre Supply Co., Inc.
Cincinnati: The Theatre Supply Co., Inc.
Omaha: U. S. Theatre Supply Co.
Philadelphia: Williams, Brown & Earle
Chicago:
Movie Supply
Co. Supply Co.
San Francisco: Theatre
Equipment
Dallas: Simplex Theatre Supply Co.
Baltimore: N. C. Haefcle & Co.
WARREN PRODUCTS CO.
261 CANAL ST.
NEW YORK
Ventilating
Oscillating
pesfoal
nsty
rof
faN
D
ate l
i
A
d
e
m
im
delivecryt,iveat
attra
prices.
Fidelity Electric Co.
Lancaster, Pa.

Motion Picture Cameras and the World's
largest market of second hand and new
instruments, priced from $50.00 up.
Send for big catalogue and bargain list.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 NORTH DEARBORN
CHICAGO

Week

s Record

of

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,
any colors,
numbered ;<■* cry accurately
roll guaranteed.
Coupon
for $7.00.
Prist
l>raMlncs;Tickets
5,000 for
l*r< mpt the shipment*.
with
order. Get Cssh
the
pies. Semi iliaCTStn for Reserved
Coupon
Tickets,
st-rlal
or
dated.
must andSOPfpiM
GovernJmlssfonAll andtickets
paid,
menttaxregulation
bear toestablished
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
$3.5*
Ten Thousand
CM
Fifteen Thousand
7.00
Twenty-five Thousand
9.00
Fifty Thousand
12. SO
One Hundred Thousand 18.00
National Ticket Co.
shamokin, Pa.

Albany Incorporations
Albany — Eight companies were incorporated in New York State last week, proposing to engage in the motion picture business,
all maintaining their principal business office
in Greater New York. These companies included the Seven Seas Film Corporation, capitalized at $25,000, with Joseph J. Akston,
William A. Farrell and Thomas E. Shea,
New York City. Barett Amusement Corporation, $10,000, with Minnie Aronowitz, David Simon, New York City; Jack Rosen,
Brooklyn. Calor Enterprises, Inc., $1,000,
Chas. L. O'Reilly, M. W. Moss, Anita Storch,
New York City. Victor Hyde Producing
Company, $10,000, E. H. Fcnstenmacher,
Stella Berthoff, New York City; L. G. Langer, Brooklyn. Cinema Arts Productions,
Inc., $150,000, George Dangerfield, Jane E.
Morgan, New York ; Thelma Nurenberg,
Woodhaven, L. I. Grantland Rice Sportlights, Inc., with Grantland and K. H. Rice,
J. L. Hawkinson, New York. Constance
Films, Inc., Norman Handel. Meyer Kreeger,
E. J. Sichel, New York. Western Stories
Publishing Corporation, Francis P. Pace,
Nathan Messinger, Grace Carroll, New York.

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
80-82 Wardour St.
W. L London, England
Has the largest certified circulation of the
trade in Great Britain and the Dominions. Ail
Official Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION to its members are published exclusively in this Journal.
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID.
SAMPLE WEEKLY,
COPY AND J7JS
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE C'NEM*T0r,mpH EXHIPITORS' ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND. LTD.

Don't hesitate in Getting Your Copy of
Richardson's Handbook on Projection. The
Best Book for the Manager and the Projectionist. Price, 6.00 Postpaid.

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
7« M Iml, fkm M

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sal* by
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Suggestion
Your

Loge

a practical, profitable soluTHERE tion ofisyovir
loge seating problem
in our specially designed loge theatre chairs with adjustable interlocking
standard.
This loge chair is a perfect theatre-seating unit
giving maximum seatifig capacity and the utmost of seating comfort with real economy.
The cost is considerably less than the impractical and bulky overstuffed four-post commercial chairs frequently adopted without due
appreciation of the considerable reduction in
capacity their use entails, and their essential
discomfort from the point of use as theatre
chairs.

American
NEW YORK
640-119 West 40th Street

71

WORLD

Yield

Greater

Profit

Also, in the commercial type of chair there
is no mechanical provision for the incline of the
back and seat to provide the proper angle of
vision, so that support for the back is lost in
leaning forward to secure the proper view.
The change to American Seating Company
chairs can be made without a single day's interruption of business and will mean increased box
office returns from the day you install them.
Many are adopting this suggestion. Wouldn't
it be a good plan for you to get in touch with us
at once giving us accurate information, drawings if possible, regarding your loge sections?
Information and illustrations sent on request.
Suggestions and estimates submitted without
obligation.

Seating
Company
BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
77-A Canal Street
4 East Jackson Boulevard
121 1-L Chestnut Street
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New

Westinghouse

Theatre

Switchboards

"Theatre Switchboards" is the title of a
new publication just released by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, describing their line of theatre lighting-control equipment and announcing their
multi-preset board. The multi-preset feature
is a new Westinghouse development. It is
claimed that up until the present time the
best board which has ever been produced
could be used to set up the lighting effects
for one scene in advance, and one only. The
multi-preset board, featured in this circular,
is the Westinghouse solution of the problems introduced under the old method of
control. With this board all the lighting effects for every scene of a theatrical production may be set up in advance and remain
undisturbed for the entire run of the production. These effects may be worked out
previous to the first performance, the proper
switches thrown, and the cabinet doors
closed and locked, completely protecting
them from molestation. The lighting for any
scene is then produced by merely throwing
a lever or pushing a button (master control
switch), depending on the type of board.
Two multi-preset installations have already
been made and are at present in operation.
One of these is in the Earle Theatre, Philadelphia, and the other is in Scottish Rite
Cathedral, San Antonio, Texas.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only
tion
per e inser
word charg
13c per
60c
Minimum
Terms, Strictly Cash with Order
Copy must reach us by Tuesday noon to insure
publication in that week's issue.
SITUATIONS WANTED
EXPERT
PHOTOGRAPHER
stills) also
second cameraman on the M. P.(onCamera.
Samuel
Friedman, 777 Gates Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
FIRST-CLASS ORGANIST at liberty. Concert
player and soloist of exceptional ability. Artistic
cueing of pictures. Fine library. Union. Good
instrument and salary essential. Address, Arthur
Edward JoDes, Hotel Loretta, So. Kentucky Avenue,
Atlantic City, New Jersey.

The World's Market Place
FOR
SALE
Ad mthuig sjearUr
pwkch. MUdiu

MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
21,776
Moving Picture
Theatres,
per M
$5.00
3,674
Theatres,
M
7.50
327 Legitimate
Colored Moving
Pictureper Theatres
5.00
1,059
Film
Exchange*
10.00
162 Manufacturers and Studios
3.00
411 Moving Picture Mull. & Sup. Dealers. 4.00
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street
CHICAGO

FOR
SALE
All
or
a
part
of
200
outdoor
settees.
suitable for open air theatres.
Color,Weatherproof,
dark green.
persons.
feet.delivery.
Price,
$Capacity,
1 2.75 eachfivef.o.b.
New Length,
York. eight
Immediate
J. E. COONAN
149 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

Projection
(Continued from page 69)
it is about exactly on a line with the top
of the observation port and the top of the
screen. It is painted a light color, or was
when I last saw it, the curve is WELL ILLUMINATED. And the projectionists are
expected to keep the definition on a screen
about 150 feet or so away sharp under that
DAMNABLE condition!
I can show you a theatre which, it was
the boast of the owners, cost a literally huge
sum of money, which stands upong round the
monthly rental value of which is in itself a
small fortune, wherein you must reach the
small,
"projection
room''
(Boothright-under-the-roof
would perhaps really
fit better)
by
means of an iron ladder, through a hole in
a platform.
Faugh ! Such entirely uncalled for and utterly asinine stunts make one wish for a
stout oaken baseball bat and himself and the
"architect of note" inside, with doors carefully locked.
I have told you many times, and tell you
once more : before signing up with an architect, stipulate that he shall consult with and
be guided by a COMPETENT PROJECTION ENGINEER, in the matter of locating,
planning and equipping the projection room,
screen and screen surroundings, said projection engineer to be SELECTED BY THE
OWNER, and NOT by the architect.

A Misunderstanding
Daniel Constantino, Easton, Pa., says:
Bluebook
fine andinterested
Is helping-In
meThea great
deal.school
I wasIs much
an article by Chauncey L. Greene, Minneapolis, Minn., May 3 issue. Brother Greene says
any field in order to be attractive to a professional man must hold out four inducements, which he names.
With the first three of them I heartily
agree, but the fourth seems to be a bit out
of reach. I do not believe a human ever
lived who could look back through a whole
twelve months of his or her life and truthfully say he or she thought that everything
done during that time has benefited many
people In any way.
Friend Constantino says much more, but
that is sufficient. He has misread, or misunderstood friend Greene. He did not say
that everything done could or would help
any one. That was not his meaning at all.
What Greene meant was that during each
year there must have been things accomplished in the line of his work in which he
or she might feel real pride because those
things had worked to and for the benefit of
others, and with that I thoroughly agree.
Any business or profession from which one
just merely 'makes a living," and in which
he or she never feels the pride of accomplishment, is either a mighty poor profession or
business, or is ill fitted to the person.
In projection, for instance, the man or
woman who feels no pride of accomplishment— who does not feel a little thrill when
he or she gets an especially fine effect before the audience in an especially fine way
is NOT suited to or for the work. That
one who merely uses projection as a means
with which to "make a living," without any
feeling of pride or pleasure in his work, will
never, never get much of anywhere beyond
a set wage for a certain number of hours
of labor, and his work will always be "hard
Whether or not I have made my idea clear
I don't really know, but I think most of you
will
"get"
what I am driving at — and agree
work."
with
me, too.

2K..W.to2iK.W.
i C0'f~
Cylinder
ELECTRICFour PLANTS
mean that no small town need be without tt«l
"movie". No theatre, already established,
need suffer the handicap of consistently unre- 1
liable current.
No city playhouse need face the]
'>>that
I terrific loss
with even a single dark-,
2%tgoes
[ house. Traveling
exhibitors can now produce J
the finest pictures — clear and flickerless. |
l.or
Moreemergency
"Universal*"exhibiting
are used purposes
for permanent
than t
7 lfull?
anycompact,
other make.
No
other
so
quiet,
i WIS.
in pie or nturdy.
UNIVERSAL
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AMERICAN
REFLECTING
LATEST IN PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
Patents Applied For

PatronsVending
of yourMachines
theatre provide
know that
Coin
themDIXITS
with
clean,ing fresh,
glass
shaped.
Individual
cups, for which they gladly pay. drinkThe
actual
profitlobbyfromandDIXIE
Coinrooms,
Vendorsis
In thethe
foyer,
retiring
due
theatre
owner
for
this
courtesy
supplying a needed convenience, even thoughof
the
law. common drinking glass la prohibited by
The
of snowy-white
DIXIE
Cups
easily column
attractspatron
the attentionseen,
of theimmediately
discriminating
whose
appreciation
of this inhealth
guarding ofcon-al!
venience Is reflected
that greatest
good will.
Complete Information upon request.
A fresh cup with every drink.
Individual Drinking Cup Co.
Inc.
Original Makers of Paper Cups
Eastern, Pa. New York, N. Y.
WithCleveland,
branches Baltimore,
at Philadelphia,
Chicago,
Los Angeles.
Nowadays they drinkjivm.
"W "V "W"% r "JT 1

1 INDIVIDUAL

DIXIE

YOU

JOHN

OUR DISTRIBUTORS
Atlanta,
Ga
Southern Theatre
Theatre Equipment
Equipment Co.,
Co. Inc.
Boston, Mass
Eastern
Chicago, III
,
Exhibitors
Supply
Co.,Co. Inc.
Cincinnati,
Ohio
The
Dwyer
Bros.
&
Cleveland, Ohio
Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
Dallas, Texas
Southern
Equipment
Co.
Denver,
ExhibitorsTheatre
Supply
Detroit, Colorado
Mich
Amusement
Supply Co.,
Co. Inc.
Indianapolis,
Ind
Exhibitors
of Indiana,
Kansas
City,Wis
Mo
...Yale
TheatreSupply
SupplyCo. Co.,
Ine. inc.
Milwaukee,
Exhibitors
Minneapolis,
Minn
Exhibitors Supply
Supply Co.,
Co., Inc.
Inc.
New York,
Orleans,N. La
Southern
New
Y
IndependentTheatre
Movie Equipment
Supply Co.,Co. Inc.
Oklahoma
City,
Okla
Southern
Theatre
Equipment
Co.
Omaha,
Nebraska
Exhibitors Supply
Co.,Supply
Inc. Co.
Philadelphia,
Pa
Philadelphia
Theatre
Pittsburgh,
Pa
Hollis,LakeSmith,
Morton
Co., Inc.
Salt
Lake City,
Utah
Salt
Theatre
Supply
San
Francisco,
Calif
Theatre
SupplyInc.Co.Co.
St. Louis,
Mo
ExhibitorsEquipment
Sunply Co.,
Washington, D. C
Washington Theatre Supply Co.
AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC CORPORATION
24 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

cups

NEED

A Brand
LENS

ARC

New

By
CHART
GRIFFITHS

Here is an accurate chart which belongs in
every projection room where carbon arcs
are used. It will enable you to get maximum screen results with the equipment
you are using.
The new Lens Chart (size 15" x 20") is
printed on heavy Ledger Stock paper,
suitable for framing. It will be sent to
you in a strong mailing tube, insuring
proper protection.
Get this chart now and be all ready to reproduce with maximum screen results the
splendid pictures which are coming.

AX/'ELL
andareup-to-theminute acted
releases
essential,
of course, for any theatre to retain its popularity. But no less
important is the lens equipment
that projects these pictures on the
screen.
Even the best picture is only "just
factory.
fair" if the projection is unsatisThe obvious way, then, to pleased
audiences and consequent profits
is through the use of the best lens
equipment you can obtain.
It is the
BAUSCH & LOMB
Cinephor Projection SystemCinephor Projection Lens
Cinephor Condenser

Price $1.00
Postpaid
Chalmers
S16 Fifth Avenue

Publishing Co.
New York City

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
254 Freeman St.
Rochester, N. Y.
New York
Boston Washington
Chicago San Francisco London
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Surefire

You're

The

WORLD

big
Mille
they

that

great

from

money

For

"The

Summer

all over
being

made

mystery-comedy
want

in hot

the

hit.

weather.

Like "Grumpy,"
but bigger and better.
Here
are some
newspaper
reviews:

Baltimore Sun — Strikes us as being the best murder-mystery movie to
which we have laid an eye for many moons. DeMille's direction is excellent. Among the best he has ever given us.
Cincinnati Post — This is a good mystery photoplay.
San Francisco Bulletin — A mystery-comedy of the highest order, with a
wealth of dramatic episodes that work to a smashing climax.
San Francisco Chronicle — A fascinating and absorbing tale this.
San Francisco Examiner — The story works up to a thrilling climax after
a series of scenes of a highly dramatic nature.
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
"T

HE

William

de

MiUe's

MacGregor
Malcolm W
IN, Ricardo Cortez,
With
BEMay McAvoy,
D
Wales.
EthelO
George Fawcett and- D
Robert
REdeson,
OO
W"
M
R.
BERANGE
Story and screenplay by CLARA

(X

(paramount

Q>idure
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Tried

and

Proved

GLORIA
Gloria

Stars

SWHMSfi

SWANSON
BLUEBEARDS
SIDNEY OLCOTT
PRODUCTION

, HUMMING

QQummounlQidiut

8th

WIFE"-

Gloria^^nsgn

Presented by
Adolph 2ufeor
Jesse L.Lasfcy
a
(paramount
ANQidure
ALLAN DWAN

PRODUCTION

GLORIA^WANSON

'MY

AMERICAN
Coming
THE

FAMOUS

WIFE"

in

Coming
THE

40:

"MANHANDLED"

GLORIA

"HER

in

FAMOUS
LOVE

40:

STORY"

SWANSON

(paramount
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good
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laugh

Book
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is one
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especially

in warm

weather*

And

Hamilton
laughs

brings
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GOOD

MORNING

For foreign rights address
FAR EAST FILM CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM "

Universalis

First

12

Jewels
for 1924-25
The Finest Qroup of Big Features
Ever Released by Any Company
THE

SIGNAL
TOWER
Released August 3rd
Starring VI RGIN1 A VALLI, with a splendid supporting cast
including Wallace Beery, Rockliffe Fellowes, Hayden Stevenson.
J. Farrell MacDonald. Dot Farley and Frankie Darro. From the
story by Wadsworth Camp. A Clarence Brown Production.
THE

RECKLESS
AGE
Released August 1 7th
Starring REGINALD DENNY, supported by Ruth Dwyer.
Hayden Stevenson, Dorothy Revier, Fred Malatesta, Fay Tincher
others.Pollard
From Production.
the novel "Love Insurance" by Earl Derr Biggers.
Aand Harry
GAIETY
GIRL
Released August 31st
Starring
MARYWood.PHILB1N.
supported
unusual cast
cluding Freeman
Otto Hoffman,
Josephby an
J. Dowting,
WilliaminHaines, Grace Darmond. De Witt Jennings and others. Adapted
from
Good Housekeeping
story "The Inheritors" by
I. A. the
R. Wylie.
A King BaggotMagazine
Production.

A

Farewel

fr

C

om

NO. 362 STRAIGHT

FROM

THE

SHOULDER

ar
TALKS, BY CA :

THE

THE TURMOIL
Released September 14th.
Adapted from BOOTH TARKINGTON S great novel of
American life, with an impressive cast including GEORGE
HACKATHORNE, Eileen Percy. Emmett Corrigan, Pauline Garon.
Eleanor Boardman. Edward Hearn, Kenneth Gibson, Bert Roach,
Theodore
Production.Von Eltz, Winter Hall and others. A Hobart Henley
THE

FAMILY
SECRET
Released September 28th
Adapted from the great stage success, "The Burglar." by
AUGUSTUS
THOMASBurnett.
and the Featuring
popular novel
by Frances Hodgson
BABY"Editha's
PEGGYBurglar"
and a
popular cast including Gladys H ulette, Frank Currier, Edward
Earle, and Cesare Gravina. Directed by William Seiter.
BUTTERFLY
Released October 12th
Fromduced withthea great
extraordinarily
novelLabyPlante,
KathleenNorman
Norris,Kerry,
procast headedpopular
by Laura
Kenneth
Harlan,
Roy Barnes,
Margaret Livingston
and
Freeman
Wood.Ruth A Clifford,
ClarenceT. Brown
Production.
CAPTAIN
FEARLESS
Released October 26th
Starring REGINALD DENNY with a fine supporting cast
which includes Julanne Johnson, Harry L. Tighe, Claire De Lorez,
Fred Kelsey and Stanhope Wheatcroft. From Eugene P. Lyle, Jr's.
popular novel, "The Missourian". Directed by James W. Home.
THE

ROSE OF PARIS
Released November 9th
Starring MARY PHILBIN supported by John Sainpolis, Robert
Cain, Edwin J. Brady, Rose Dione, Dorothy Revier, and others.
An Irving Cummings Production.
K— THE UNKNOWN
Released November 23rd
Based
on
Mary
Roberts
Rinehart's
best
knownandnovel,
"K".
Starring
VI RGIN1AMargarita
VALLI Fischer,
with
PercyMaurice
Marmont
excellent cast including
Ryan andan Francis
Feeney. A Harry Pollard Production.
LOVE AND
GLORY
Released December 7th
colorful
novel with
"We a Are
French"
by RobertCharles
H. Davis
and From
Perley thePoore
Sheehan,
brilliant
cast featuring
De
Roche.
FordJulian
Sterling,
A. Gibson GowWallace
land and MacDonald,
Priscilla DeanMadge
Moran.Bellamy,
A Rupert
Production.

Truer
ever

now

I am about
I am
The

to go abroad

dog tired from
only reason

for a rest.

the neck

on earth why

up!
I dare to take a

rest is because I've completed the biggest, hardest,
fastest job I ever tackled in all my picture career.
Fve got eleven out of the first twelve of the 1924-1925
pictures actually ready for you to see. And, if I do
say it myself, they're great!
Every week while I am

away

I will receive a

cablegram telling me the total amount of new contracts taken on during my absence. Also every week I
will receive by mail A COPY OF EVERY CONTRACT,
GREAT OR SMALL, so that no matter where I may
be I will see your contract within two or three
weeks after you have signed it.
That is my favorite indoor or outdoor sport —
studying your contract to see whether I have rung
the bell, whether I have guessed right as to the
kind of pictures you want, whether the terrific work
of the past few months has been well done.
The only possible way you can repay me for
the extra effort I have made to get pictures
completed so that I could sell you finished pictures
instead of mere advertising promises is to DO YOUR
UNIVERSAL BOOKING} IMMEDIATELY.

than

before—

UNIVERSAL

H

WINE
Released December 21st
From theWith
storyCLARA
by William
in Hearst'scastInternational
Magazine.
BOWMacHarg
and a brilliant
of players.
Forrest Stanley, Huntly Gordon, Myrtle Stedman, Robert Agnew,
Robert Benedict and Walter Long. Directed by Louis Gasmer.
THE TORNADO
Released January 4th
Lincoln
J.
Carter's
thrilling cast
melodrama,
HOUSE PETERS withsensational
an extraordinary
includingstarring
Rutt*
Clifford and Snitz Edwards. A King Baggot Production.

VI
essag

e

HOOT
GIBSON
in the greatest action releases of his career.
The Sawdust Trail

Laemmle
iEMMLE, PRESIDENT

OF THE UNIVERSAL

PICTURES

"Hit and Run"
"The Ridin' Kid From

CORP.

Powder
River"
Directed
by EDWARD
SEDGWICK
I've got to know that the millions of dollars
which I have tied up in advance negatives — some
of them finished months and months before I can
possibly release them — are coming back to me with
a reasonable degree of speed. Your contracts will
give me the facts.
I've fixed it so you can look before you book. Fve
taken all the money I received from you and I've put
it into completed pictures. I've scraped the bottom
of the old money barrel to give you picture insurance, to wring every drop of guesswork out of this
booking business.
Now it's your turn to pile up the contracts quick
and fast—as fast as you see these new pictures of ours.
You've not a thing to lose by signing up instantly, not a blessed thing in the world. The pictures
are done. You can judge whether you want them
or not. The

prices are the fairest on earth. And

top of all that, I'll guarantee
my

on

you'll be satisfied.

So I'm leaving the whole thing up to you and
parting request is that you pile your contracts

in so fast that the boats which bring 'em over to
Europe will stagger under the load!
Goodbye

and good luck!

12 WESTERNS— 5 REELS EACH
Jack Hoxie
will
star
in
six
of
these,
of whichUniversal
is "Fighting
which he is supported bythethefirstFamous
RanchFury"
Riders,m
William Desmond
and other popular stars will be featured in the remaining six.
The Famous Universal
Ranch Riders
a group of wild-riding, daredevil horsemen, recruited from every
corner of dramas
the Western
will be an added feature in Universal's
Western
— titlesplains,
to be announced.
SHORT

SUBJECTS

JACK DEMPSEY
In the "FIGHT AND WIN" Pictures
The World's
greatest
inthea series
of ten two-reel knockouts
—released
one every
other fighter
week—
greatest
bet
ever produced.
Directed
by Erie
Kenton. short subject box office
TWO

CHAPTER

PLAYS

"Wolves
oS thewithNorth1'
Starring
WILLIAM DUNCAN
EDITH JOHNSON.
Directed by William Duncan. 10 Episodes. Released in September.
'The Riddle Rider
Starring WILLIAM DESMOND and EILEEN SEDGWICK.
Story
by Arthur
Gooden. Directed by William H. Craft. 15 Episodes.
Released
in November.
CENTURY COMEDIES
Featuring the finest stars in the comedy field, Buddy Messinger,
Bubbles,Wiley,
Speck theO'Donnell,
Harry McCoy.
Karr.
Wanda
Century hollies
Girls, PalAltheAlt,DogHilliard
and others.
2 Reels each— Released one a week.
Hysterical History Comedies
The bigcharacters.
new idea in the comedy field — humorous burlesque on
historical
Series of 12 — 1 Reel each. Released every other week.
Universal One-Reel Comedies
Featuring BERT ROACH
26 one reel comedies. Released one every other week.
2 Reel Westerns
52 — 2 reels each— released one a week.
THE GUMPS
Joe Murphy
and week.
Fay Tincher. Series of 12. One
reel Featuring
each. Released
every other
International News
Released
a week.newspapers.
Advertised daily to over twenty million
readers
in all twice
the Hearst
IBSHBIIIBIII
at "Live

the

PICTURES

Live"

and

Let

Prices

MOVING

Greatest of American stars In a
powerful story. The title arouses
the interest of both sexes and
combined, star and title, are
bound to draw crowds to your
box-office.

1

I AM
With

Acclaimed by trade paper critics
the greatest melodramatic spectacle in years. A ittle and allstar cast that can be exploited
to the sky.
Most talked about person in the
world today. Title permits no
end of unique exploitation and
all-star cast gives you great additional advertising.
Mr. Barry more again appears at
his best in a play with a title,
that packs a Dempsey box-office
wallop.

2"THE

3"

THE

Lionel

MAN

Barrymore/.

EIRE

THE PAINTED

PATROL

FLAPPER"

WithL
ionei
WOMEN"
4" ME
DDLI
NGDarrymore,
By Denman Thompson, author
of "The Old Homestead." This
guarantees a wonderful story
with a magnetic drawing power.
An odd story of an odd little
minx that can be exploited in
many odd ways.

5"5UN51E0fHADI

5E

ALLEY

TOMBOY"
Lang don McCormack has ex- 6"THE
celled the superior dramatic
craftsmanship displayed in his
great stage success, "The
Storm."
7 " THE IKJMANCE Of AH ACTOE3
5
A sympathetic character that
appeals to all humanity and
never fails to attract.
8"THE

STREET
AND

SINGER

A play admirably suited to Mr.
Barry more' s genius
for characterization. Itwill prove
his
biggest screen success.

I
In an adaptation of a recent E
RARRYMOP
9 LIONEL
Broadway Stage Success.

*A
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LUESOFTHESE
cvpKDlTATIONVA
tAK
TITLES, STARS

AND

US

(

CASTS.
TO BE

»«<!. strand KfcSA1*1

DISTRIBUTED
THROUGH THE
FOLLOWING

I

INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGES

If

SEE YOUR NEAREST EXCHANGE^

box-office

Poetic J,

foreign rights
tontwlled by
siiwnds-kann
EHTEKPRlSES.INt
s A
,

229 \Y 42- ST.
NEW YVRK £ITY
ion

CHADWICK,
ESI DENT.

All Star Feature Distributors, Inc.,
209 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco, California.
Northern California and Nevada.
All Star Feature Distributors, Inc.,
915 S. Olive St., Los Angeles, California.
Southern California and Arizona.
Celebrated Players Film Corp.,
810 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
Northern Illinois and Indiana.
Celebrated Players Film Corp.,
713 Wisconsin
Wells St.,. Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Commonwealth Film Corporation,
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Greater New York and Northern New Jersey.
Federated Film Exchange Co.,
1018 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
First Graphic Exchanges, Inc.
AlbSfTT N. Y.
Upper New York State.
Independent Films, Inc.,
10-12 Piedmont St., Boston, Mass.
New England States.
Masterpiece Film Attractions,
1329 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
Mountain States Film Attractions, Inc.,
2104 Broadway, Denver, Colorado.
Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, Utah and So. Idaho.
Standard Film Service Co.,
617 Kentuck
Film Bldg.,andClevelan
Ohio. d, Ohio.
y
Standard Film Service Co.,
Broadway Film Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Kentucky and Ohio.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Joseph
Mack. Bldg., Detroit, Michigan
Michigan
Trio Productions,
New Jersey Ave. and K St., Washington, D C
District of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware and Virginia.
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K NYTWO PICTURES DURING YEAR
r YORFOR
toAYvn„«NEW
017
1650 BROADW
TWO r
YOU CAN ANNOUNCE JAMES YOUNG FOR
RNS FROM LOCATION
BADGER WILL WIRE WHEN HE RETU SARGENT
GEORGE L
28 192*
8A JUNE

for
We are with this movement 100%. We will produce sixteen pictures
the season 1924-1925.
from
The finest brains of the industry will direct them. Choice selections
our roster of membership are ready.
Remember ... Big Authors Names! . . . Big Plays! ... Big Stars!
. . . Big Pictures! and 100% Cooperation is our policy!
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DESIRE

A

POWERFUL
DEALING

DRAMA

WITH

OF

TRADITIONAL

SOCIETY

LIFE

ARISTOCRACY

A son through his choice of love and marriage is declared an
outcast, and a sinner against society. After years the charming
daughter of the outcast son is confronted by the sins of her father
through the Desires of Men.
SHOULD

AN

INNOCENT

DAUGHTER

PAY?

WITH
MARIE

PREVOST

AND A REMARKABLE

CAST INCLUDING

william v. mong, anders randolf, geo. k. arthur,
raymond
mckee, sidney bracy, carl miller,
claire Mcdowell, dana collins, calvin carter.
Available to State Right Buyers Through
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we've

these

got
super
great
ecials

big

time

winners
s-'
plu
LIMOUSINE"
THE Semon.
IN Larry
GIRL with
1. "THE drama
2. Comedy
"SINGLE WIVES"
. , e|i
Sills.
Milton
Griffith—
Corinne
with
'Society drama
3. Claire
"BORNWindsor—
RICH"Bert Lytell— Powerful drama.
4. "TEMPERMENT"
Colleen Moore. Comedy drama of stage life.
5. A"SUNDOWN"
mighty epic of great hearts and great events.
"
LOSTthatWORLD
"THEnovelty
6. world.
the moving picture
will startle
The

FRANK

LLOYD PRODUCTIONS INC

'

N1
SB* RAFAEL SABATI
huohes
loTn
MILTON

TS

^.FRANKLLOTD
«a«10ST

Yi.

AUJUmoCKETr pmcnt

Author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
l$]f arrangement
'Watlo rwnO-JfoytX RoOwdter
tnrocttd vith
by Marry
■
WOULD*

it*0- n

itor
next

can

make

season.

LIFE"Africa.
'S Paris,
EVERY
7. "IN
of London,
romanceWOMAN
Flashing
8. "WILDERNESS"
• .
adventure, mother-love, starring Corinne
Romance,
Griffith.
PASSIONS"
CTING
9. A"CONFLI
great Norma
Talmadge.
10. Richard
"CLASSMATES"
Barthelmess production.
11. "IN HOLLYWOOD WITH POTASH AND
Another
greatTTE
AbeR"and Mawruss winner.
PERLMU
12. A"LEARNING
TO LOVE"
Constance Talmadge
production.
13. A"INEZ
powerfulFROM
drama ofHOLLYWOOD"
the stage.
14.
15.
16.

Barbara
La Marr at her best.
"SANDRA"
From
the great stage success.
"TARNISH"
"MADONNA
OF Milton
THE Sills.
STREETS"
With
Nazimova and

17. One
"THEof theBIRD
PARADISE"
year'sOFsensations.
18. "SAILOR'S WIVES"
By the author of "Flaming Youth."
19. A"ONE
WAY STREET"
First National
special.
great Norma Talmadge.
20. Another
"THE LADY"
21.
22.

Edna BIG"
Ferber's story starring Colleen Moore.
"SO
"IF
I
The mostMARRY
powerful AGAIN"
drama of year.

23.
24.

"DECLASSE"
Starring
Corinne Griffith.
"THE
LITTLE ARCADY"
An
Earl BOSS
Hudson OF
Special.

Thos.NYE"
H. Ince production.
25. A"DR.
26. A"THE
SILENT
WATCHER"
Frank Lloyd production
with Glenn Hunter.
27. A"PANDORA
CROIX"
First National LAspecial.
28. "FASHIONS
MEN"M. Stahl.
A typical winner FOR
from John
29. "MADAME
POMPADOUR"
With Norma Talmadge.
30. A"EAST
(title to be changed)
Frank OF
LloydSUEZ"
production.
31. "ONE
YEAR with
TO national
LIVE" newspaper publicity
Great drama
campaign.
32. "CHRISTIE
THE — HUNGRY
A Thos. H. Ince OFproduction
a big one. HEART"
33. A BEN ALEXANDER PRODUCTION
By J. K. McDonald. Title to be announced later.
34. A CONSTANCE TALMADGE PRODUCTION
Title to be announced later.
35. Richard
"THE SONG
AND
Barthelmes
s in DANCE
great CohanMAN"
stage success.

SAMUEL GOLDWVN
(NOT NOW CONNECTED WITH GOLDWVN PICTURES)
presents

Fitzmaurice's
George
greatest achievement

From the vivid glowing novel
By JOSEPH H E RGES HEIMER
Read by over 500,000 people
Adapted for the screen
By FRANCES MARION
* Lewis Stone * Alma Rubens
* Norman Kerry
* Irene Rich and * Constance Bennett
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The

Editor's
Views
sent the picture as part of a special program of
is pleasure in recording achievement
THERE
and in giving it the sincere admiration it de- more than ordinarily selected quality.
serves. Withj these feelings, The World
And they would leave me determined to come to
greets the Fall announcement in this issue of Pro- my theatre more often in the future.
ducers' Distributing Corporation.
If I were a theatre man I would enlist the aid
of the leading citizens of my community by asking
The shifting of the calendar sheet from "1923"
them in advance if they would like to have me show
to "1924" brought us few more interesting developments than the burst of speed and steady holding
"Abraham Lincoln."
of that pace by the newly named Hodkinson organization.
When they said "Yes" — as they would emphatically— I'd have them with me, tooth and nail, to
The culmination of that progress is given ex- put the picture over as an event of local importance.
pression in the collective announcement for the
And when the showing was concluded — I'd have
coming Fall season appearing in this issue of The
World. As a publication, we take real pride in them with me for the future as a manager of vision,
and with the motion picture as a weapon for good.
being selected to present it to the trade.
I'd figure that a pretty good week's work.

tor —
IF I were an exhibi
I'd turn heaven and earth to get a chance to
book "Abraham Lincoln."
And if I were one of many exhibitors —
After booking and playing the picture I'd sit
down and write the editor of The World, saying:
"You may be passable as an editor, but your advice
on pictures is all wrong."
There is a reason for that.
The exhibitor whose letter I fear is the theatre
man who would take "Abraham Lincoln" and play
it with no more variation in his presentation than
if he were offering "The Flapper's Fall."
The managers whose letters I do not fear are
those who would realize the reason for our personal desire to play the picture — and advertise and
present it accordingly.
The reasons are many.

BUT

I had better be careful. Maybe I am giving the impression that "Abraham Lincoln"
is all "class," and shy as entertainment.
That would be fatal — and incorrect.

It can't be true. For the night we saw it found
our better-half industriously occupied with her
tears. Our own we held back, at great effort.
And,
we are
not mistaken, that's what the picture fanifcalls
entertainment.
Part of it. The rest is the thrill— the thrill of
the greatest dramatic chapter the world has known,
our Civil War. The thrill of seeing a man standing alone against terrific odds.
That's entertainment, isn't it?
If I were an exhibitor, reading these lines, I
would say about this moment :
"Well, if all those things are true why don't they

IF

I wanted to get into my theatre hundreds of
patrons who haven't been near it since the war
days when they used to come to see the news

weeklies — I'd play "Abraham Lincoln."
Having attracted these strange faces, I'd pre-

advertise them?"
And, being an exhibitor, I'd answer: "I dunno!"
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are today well known to every society and organization.
In fact we already have seven or eight requests for weeks
in the fall, during which this or that society will sell tickets
for the picture to be shown.
Hand

"We do not play any of the cheaper pictures during these
benefit weeks. In fact, the benefits are arranged weeks
ahead and very frequently without any knowledge of exactly what picture is scheduled. The idea is particularly
beneficial from a financial standpoint during the summer
months when our regular business naturally falls off. With
anywhere from 50 to 200 persons selling tickets to their
friends and acquaintances, it is easy enough to see how it
is possible for us to keep the theatre filled to capacity day
in and day out.

In

Hand

Manager
Albany,

Hill, of the Mark
Works

Hand

Strand,

in Hand

With

Local Organizations — and Both Profit
By C. L. GRANT

an exhibitor, have you ever endeavored to build up
patronage by having your theatre and its entertainment form the basis of benefits to local organizations? The scheme has been found to work out most satisfactorily inAlbany, N. Y., during the past four years and is
now being carried on by the Troy and the Lincoln theatres
in the neighboring city of Troy. The idea was originated
to a considerable extent by Uly S. Hill, a veteran showman
and now managing director of the Mark Strand, in Albany,
as well as the two theatres mentioned and located in Troy.
To those exhibitors residing in cities with a population
ranging from 50,000 to possibly 200,000, the idea is well
worth serious consideration. It has been proved a success
in Albany with a population of 130,000, as well as in Troy,
with a population of 75,000. In the first place, it costs the
exhibitor nothing, and in the next place, it is one of the
best possible advertising mediums both for the house as
well as for the picture shown.
But we will let Mr. Hill describe the scheme as he has
worked it out.
AS

"About four years ago," said Mr. Hill, "when I took over
the management of the Mark Strand Theatre, I decided to
co-operate with the Woman's Club of Albany, a strong
organization, by offering its members an opportunity to
sell tickets and share in the proceeds. I well remember
that one of the first benefits was in connecton with George
Arliss in 'Disraeli.' The women realizing that the more
tickets they sold, the greater would be the financial return
to their organization, hustled from house to house, and
not only advertised the theatre but also the picture. The
Mark Strand was comparatively new at that time, and
many of the social elect of the city had never been inside
its doors. We needed just that sort of advertising as well
as the money, for the tickets were sold by the women. at
the regular rate of 50 cents each, a portion of which was
returned to the women later on. The affair became a real
society event, the daughters of many of the members
serving as ushers.
"This idea proved so successful that we have carried it
out during many months each year. It is no longer necessary to solicit organizations for these so-called benefits,
for the advantages have spread throughout the city and

"In addition to banking a nice little penny for the theatre
itself, you are also in a position as an exhibitor to feel that
you are really doing something to benefit the many organizations inthe community in which you live. Moreover,
you are getting their co-operation. Your house is becoming better known, and you are aiding your newspaper space
in a marked degree. You are also, and this is a big point,
getting in closer touch with thousands of persons in your
home city, with whom you might otherwise never become
acquainted.
"The idea has been considerably broadened for this summer in Troy. One of the churches in that city is now engaged in creating a building fund. This church, and its
members, will be the gainer by thousands of dollars through
tickets sold during the period from May 20 to August 15.
On every ticket sold, the church retains a certain
percentage.
"These tickets are put out not only singly, but in units
of ten dollars, twenty dollars and twenty-five dollars, and
are good at the Troy theatre any time between May 20 and
August 15.
"Here is where the unit idea of tickets is being worked
to advantage. One of the members of the church goes, we
will say, to some one of the big manufacturers of the city,
requesting him to take anywhere from $10 to $25 worth
of tickets for distribution among the employees. Some of
the concerns are getting better co-operation from their
men and women from this little inexpensive method, sending first one group and then another, to the theatre. The
smaller concerns naturally take smaller units of tickets,
while individual tickets are being sold by members in all
parts of the city. In order to have the exclusive right to
the benefit between the dates mentioned, the church itself
absolutely guaranteed the sale of a certain number of
tickets, running far into the thousands.
"Benefits accruing from co-operation with the Mark
Strand Theatre in Albany, have been enjoyed to the tune
of thousands of dollars by the Masonic organizations of
the city, the women's auxiliaries of the hospitals and similar institutions, by the high-school fraternities and a dozen
or more societies and clubs. Some of these have sold as
high as 5,000 tickets, these being good on any night or
afternoon of the week, making it an easy proposition for
the theatre to accommodate the crowds without taxing
the capacity any one night. The only exception which the
Mark Strand has made during the past year has been during weeks when such productions as "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" and "The White Sister" have played to
crowds that were so easy to predict long beforehand, as to
make any effort in the way of benefits inadvisable.
"The whole idea, workable throughout the entire year,
and especially desirable during the summer months, costs
little more than the effort of first enlisting the interest of
organizations and having been found successful, is well
worth the try."
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To solve the financial problems encountered in the daily
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the average business
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The same sound advice regarding securities should be obtainable from his brokers.

Our Investors' Service Department has
been formed to aid in
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floor, Astor Theatre
Building, Telephone
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NEW regulat
mission tax are now in course of
preparation in the Bureau of Internal Revenue and will be issued shortly.
Under the revised regulations, prepared
to meet the requirements of the new revenue law, tickets of admission for which the
price is 50 cents or less will not have to
have printed, stamped or written thereon
the name of the place to which they are
valid for admission, nor will it be necessary
that they be serially numbered or dated.
It will still be necessary, however, for
all tickets to have noted thereon the price
for which sold.
The regulations as revised will contain
provisions governing the destruction of tickets which have become obsolete due to
changes in price or unusable for any other
reason. Such tickets must be destroyed by
or in the presence of a deputy collector or
other representative of the Bureau of Internal Revenue. After destruction a statement will be issued setting forth the numbers of the tickets destroyed, their denomination and all other pertinent information.

Florida's

"Sun

PICTURE

Tickets

WORLD

in

Revenue
Agent
This statement will be issued in duplicate,
one copy to be retained in the files of the
taxpayer and the other copy by the collector. This provision is included in order to
reduce the number of fraudulent representations as to the loss or destruction of tickets which, as a matter of fact, were sold
and the tax collected thereon not returned.
As previously announced, the right to use
the present style of tickets is given exhibitors to September 1, next, which is considered a sufficient time in which to procure
tickets which will comply with the requirements of the new law. These tickets, however, must be sold at the established price;
that is, a ticket selling for 30 cents, tax
three cents, may be sold at 30 cents but
must not be sold for 33 cents. In cases
where, on September 1, an exhibitor still
has on hand a large supply of these tickets
and it would be an obvious injustice to compel him to purchase a new supply properly
printed, he will be able to secure special
permission to use up the old tickets, provided he overprints thereon the price for
which they are sold in such a manner that
it is clear that no tax is being collected.

City"
Opens
Ceremonies
on
July
4
financed by local and eastern niond, Fla., "Sun City," intended by the deAMPLY
velopers to become a center for high-class
capitalists, endorsed and supported
by some of the leading photoplay screen play production and a colony for
artists
and other notables, will be formally
producers of America and located on a river
and ocean skirting tract that overlooks the founded July 4. This event, with men and
women prominent in the political and cinema
winter home of John D. Rockefeller at Orworlds attending, and as the principal feature of the first of a series of mid-summer
festivals, will be staged annually by the resiMmfiTTrf "
dents of the Halifax Country of Florida.
The movement is part of a plan for converting both Atlantic and Gulf coasts of Florida into year-round resorts, and for emphasizing the picture-producing possibilities of
the state. Work of developing the unique
municipality, in all phases, begins immediately, preparations having been completed in
advance of plan announcement. The setting
for the studio and artists' colony is declared
to be one of the most beautiful in the world.
The land area of Sun City comprises approximately 3,000 acres of wooded country,
having a five-mile frontage on the famous
Halifax River, diagonally across from the
Rockefeller home, and a somewhat longer
frontage on the picturesque Tomoka River.
Three hundred acres of the tract, located at
the junction of the East Coast Railroad and
the Tomoka River, have been set aside for
the moving picture colony. The studios will
be constructed from native coquina rock, the
material used in many hotels and public
SAXOPHONE KING AND MOVIE
buildings in Florida and Cuba, and the initial
"PRINCESS" ARRIVE
cost of the buildings will be $300,000. DeBaby Peggy Montgomery whose "Capvelopment plans include the erection of adtain January" is at the Strand Theatre
ministration buildings, a library and club
next week and Tom Brown, head of
house, a large hotel, auditorium and country
the original six Brown Brothers and
club, riding academy, bridle paths, fresh and
their band of thirty saxophones — he'*
salt water swimming pools, parks, riverside
just returned to Broadway after three
driveways and other improvements. The
years absence to appear at the Strand
studioish lines.
buildings will be designed along Moornext week.
Principal"Captain
Pictures January"
release. is a
with
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Griffith to Europe
D. W. Griffith will leave with his players
and staff on the steamship George Washington July 4 sailing for Germany to take
exterior scenes for his next production.
Later he expects to go to England for other
scenes. The story has been prepared by
Geoffrey Moss.
It is an original work known under the
working
title "The
Dawn."
Miss Carol
Dempster
and Neil Hamilton
will head the company.

"U" Lab. Expert Wins
Through a decision just handed down by
Judge Learned Hand in the Federal District Court in New York, George Lane, of
Palisades, N. J., manager of the Motion Picture Title Department of the Universal Film
Company, wins a victory affecting motion
picture manufacturers in the country, Universal reports. This decision restrains the
Craftsman Film Laboratories, Inc., from infringing upon what is known as the Lane
process for making motion picture titles
quickly, cheaply and with sharply defined
white lettering on a dead black background.
The Universal is a licensee under the Lane
patent. Honor Will Hays
The Arbitration Society of America gave
a dinner to Will Hays at the Biltmore, New
York, on the night of June 25. The occasion was for the observation of the progress
of arbitration in the industry. Among the
film heads present, in addition, to Hays
were: Carl Laemmle, E. W. Hammons, R.
H. Cochrane, Charles O'Reilly, Sam Moross,
Sam Spring, Charles C. Pettijohn, Sol
Raives,
Meyer, AI Lichtman, S. L.
Storey. Sidney
Warner,
W. E. Wilkinson, and John E.
Enlarges Headquarters
Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation has arranged to enlarge its home office headquarters in the Loew State Building, 1540 Broadway, N. Y. C, by adding
the suite adjoining on the 15th floor.

"Between Worlds" in N. Y.
"Between Worlds," presented by Weiss
Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation, will
be the attraction at the Capitol Theatre, beginning the week of Sunday July 6. The
at the
engagem
n Worlds'*
Capitol, ent
marksof its"Betwee
premiere
on this side, the
producti
Europe. on having previously been shown in
Big Detroit Gross
"After Six Days" opened for an indefinite run at the Shubert Detroit Opera
House, Detroit, Michigan, June 28. The
picture, which has played long runs in a
number of big cities started off with a big
gross in Detroit.

Full co-operation will be given to producers and directors of reputation who desire to make some portion of their yearly
output in this sub-tropical country. Trade
bodies of Daytona, Jacksonville, Ormond, St.
Petersburg, Seabreeze, Orlando, Tampa,
Lakeland, Datona Beach and DeLand have
organized to assist directors in the importan
matters of securing the best of scenic back-t
grounds.
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New

such an extent that we will be able to assume for our membership the payment of
dues
to
Under the
this national
plan, withorganization."
sufficient assets in
the treasury, the organization would relieve its members of meeting dues assessed
by the national organization. Such a project
would also be of great assistance to the big

Final

for

of
Convention
gearran
alo
of teetheinBuff
ingcommit
AT a meet
the Lafayette
ments
Square Theatre, Buffalo, Friday, June
27, final plans were made for the reception
and entertainment of delegates to the M. P.
T. O. of N. Y. convention which will open
Monday evening, July 7, with a meeting of
the executive committee in the Hotel Statler, which will be the scene of all the subsequent meetings.
Art Skinner, Joe Schuchert, Jr., and Jim
Wallingford have lined up a fleet of 300 autos to haul the delegates and their families
to all points of interest in Buffalo and to
the mammoth Wurlitzer organ plant in North
Tonawanda.
Parlor F in the Statler will be elaborately
decorated by Hale for use of accessory and
mechanical exhibits.
George Hall and George Hanny, fellow exhibitors, operators of the Maxine and Capitol theatres, as well as heads of the Crystal

Policy

WALLER

of the heads of
the youngest ons
of tor
ONE exhibi
organizati
throughout
the country is Joseph Seider, who
last week at the Asbury convention was
elected president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New Jersey. Seider, as successor to R. F. Woodhull, whose duties as
chairman of the M. P. T. O. A. board of
directors caused him to decline the New
Jersey presidency for another term, was the
unanimous choice of his association. His
work during the past year as chief of the
board of directors not only starts him off in
the first week of his administration with the
reputation of established merit but was directly responsible for him being elevated to
the highest post.
Seider's previous job showed him to be a
man of ideals. Ideals which he did not
dream about but which he put into effect
much for the benefit of his own organization and in many cases for the national aggregation as well. This was proven by reports rendered on the convention floor.
These reports substantiate the ambitious
and practical qualities of the new New Jersey chairman. His address to the delegates
displayed a convincing eloquence and pleasing personality which make him fitting in
every respect for the chief executiveship.
Woodhull in his convention speech freely
and frankly gave Joe Seider a major portion of the credit for the organization winding up its fiscal year with assets instead of
deficits, and a membership lacking only six
per cent of being 100 per cent representative of Jersey's theatre owners.
"Harmony will be the keynote of the organization," says President Seider in outlinof his administration. "Haring themony ispolicy
only possible when we are willing
to waive our personal opinions and align
ourselves with one harmonious cause. There

Made

Chieftain

Administrative

By TOM

Plans
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must be a personal point of unity or we will
rent ourselves. Self-seeking desire and policy have no basic principle and must yield
to unselfishness and co-operation."
Of especial interest to members of the
New Jersey unit is Seider's declaration: "We
hope through an efficient business administration to straighten ourselves financially to

JOSEPH SEIDER

Buffalo

N. Y. Exhibitors
Beach Amusement Company, have placed
their two big steamers, the Americana and
of the comthe Canadiana at the disposal
mittee. The leviathans will be used to take
the gang on a trip up Lake Erie and thence
to the Crystal Beach Amusement Park where
there will be real doings.
Harry Davis, secretary of the Buffalo Musicians' Union, announces that he will have
young symphony orchestra furnish music
aning.
for the banquet in the Statler Thursday eveBuffalo exhibitors are back of the big
meeting 100 per cent. There is only one organization inthe Queen City of the Lakes
now and that is the western New York
branch of the state body.
in co-operation with the comM. Slotkin,
bined theatrical interests, is staging a big
midnight frolic in the mammoth Lafayette
Square Theatre, Tuesday evening at 11
o'clock, with a luncheon to be served on the
stage following the entertainment.

association as it would insure prompt and
unanimous payment.
Another time-saving and efficient project
Seider will endeavor to create is the sending
of copies of the minutes to absentees and
the mailing of messages to all members as
to the important matters which will come
up at future respective meetings.
"Thus at all times," Seider states, "we will
keep members conversant with our activities, providing them with better facilities to
cope with their daily problems and equalize
theA advantage
of circuit
bookings."campaign
comprehensive
legislative
where the aggressive stand will be just as
important as the defensive, and where such
matters will be brought directly to the public's attention, is a feature of the Seider
policy.
President Seider is hopeful of maintaining service stations in New York City and
Philadelphia. These, Seider says, members
could regard as a personal representative and
even as a last minute aid relative to a show
or such an incidental as a missing poster.
Such depots could also be bureaus of information and adjudicators of differences with
film exchanges, distributors, etc.
The trade papers, under the Seider regime,
will be the official medium of publicity for
the New Jersey unit. "They have given us
splendid co-operation," President Seider
comments, "and much space to our undertakings. In order for this publicity to be
effective it is necessary for members to read
the trade papers, and I urge all exhibitors
to subscribe to and read all of the trade
From all indications David S. Hennessy
will be the next chairman of the New Jersey board of directors. "I sincerely hope
that the board will induce him to accept the
position," Seider stated.
papers.''
Title Changed
"Potash and Perlmutter in Hollywood,"
Samuel Goldwyn's production adapted from
Montagu Glass' stage success, "Business
Before Pleasure,'' will be seen on the screens
of the country with the title reversed to
read, "In Hollywood with Potash and PerlThe motive back of this change is to avoid
confusion among the film fans who have
seen
the first of the yearly series, released
mutter."
some time ago, entitled "Potash and Perlmutter," in which Abe and Mawruss cavort
in the cloak and suit business.
To Start Negri Film
Ernst Lubitsch will start actual production work on his Paramount picture, "Forbidden Paradise," starring Pola Negri at the
Lasky studio July 14, according to an announcement from the West Coast. Lubitsch
has been loaned to Paramount by Warner
Bros, for this one picture.
Agnes Christine Johnston is now at work
preparing the screen play of "Forbidden
Paradise." No selections have so far been
made for the supporting cast.
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Plays Last Ten
Maryland
Theatre

Exhibitors

Discuss

Vitagraph Specials Get Consecutive
Showing in Big White Way House
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director
of the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion theatres,
New York City, has just chalked up a big
batting average for Vitagraph in Broadway
bookings, by playing Vitagraph's "The Code
of
weekthe ofWilderness"
June 29. at the Rialto during the
From October to June, a period of nine
months, Vitagraph has released ten specials.
Every one of these ten was played by the
Rialto, the average being better than one a
month.
The Vitagraph specials which ran up this
perfect score are "The Code of the Wilderness," "Virtuous Liars," "Between Friends,"
"My Ban,'' "Let Not Man Put Asunder,"
"The Man From Brodney's," "On the Banks
of the Wabash," "Pioneer Trails" and "The
Midnight Alarm."

Owner
Independence
Members
of the General Committee in
1.—
July
Md.,
E,
GRACtion of the business
DE protec
HAVRE
That the
chairman ; Guy L. Wonders, Walter D. Pacy,
of the independent theatre owner de- Frank H. Durkee, Charles E. Nolte, Harry
pends absolutely on organization was the charge of the outing were : J. Louis Rome,
keynote of the addresses delivered at the big Cluster, Arthur B. Price, Louis Schlichter,
get-together meeting of the Motion Picture Julius Goodman, Max Cluster, William HofTheatre Owners of Maryland here today by meister, William Tyler, Henry Blum, William E. Stumpf, Harry E. Seddish, Harry
ent M. J. O'Toole and NaNational Presid
tional Directors Sydney S. Cohen and R. F. Morstein, Ben Cluster, J. H. Whitehurst,
Woodhull of the Motion Picture Theatre Frank A. Hornig, Louis Garman, Frederick
Owners of America.
C. Weber, Thomas D. Goldberg, Louis
The meeting was featured by a wide va- Benesch, Eugene B. McCurdy, Charles A.
riety of events which included business ses- Hicks, Samuel Back, Robert E. Hall, Morris Klein, John G. Volz, L. B. Rever, Harry
sions, athletic exercises, ball game, aquatic
sports, banquet and dancing at and in the Silverman, Ben Caplan and J. W. Bauer.
vicinity of the Hotel Bayou, facing directly
The Ladies' Committee was as follows:
Mrs. Guy L. Wonders, chairman ; Mrs. Frank
on the broad juncture of the Susquehanna
H. Durkee, Mrs. Frank A. Hornig, Mrs.
River and the Chesapeake Bay.
Walter D. Pacy and Mrs. Charles E. Nolte.
Largest in Its History
This meeting was the largest and most
Titled
"Silent
First
National
PicturesWatcher"
announces that
important in the history of the Maryland
Forman
to
Direct
Carey
"The
Silent
Watcher"
is the title selected
organization and was of a highly representafor the picture to be made for it by Frank
tive character in that theatre owners from
Just as further proof that he intends to
every section of the state were present. spare neither time nor money to make his Lloyd Productions, Inc., from Mary Roberts
Rinehart's story, "The Altar on the Hill,"
President Frank Durkee of the state or- series of Harry Carey features for the Prorecently published in a big cirganization presided at the business sessions
ducers Distributing Corporation the most which wasculation
magazine. Lloyd has engaged
and banquet. Mayor Pennington of Havre successful of any pictures the popular west- Glenn Hunter for
the featured role.
de Grace warmly welcomed the theatre ownern star has made, Hunt Stromberg aners and presented them with a floral key to
nounces that he has signed Tom Forman to
the city.
Hugh Hoffman to Sail
direct
"Roaring
Rails," his fourth Carey
At the banquet Guy L. Wonders, vice- feature.
Hugh Hoffman, a veteran in the film game,
president of the state association, presided
will
accompany Carl Laemmle to Europe this
"Roaring Rails" will be a feature quite summer
in a most efficient manner. The message of different
as an aid to the Universal chief in
from anything in which Carey has
his survey of the foreign field. Hoffman has
organization was brought to the theatre own- yet appeared, combining a railroad drama
ers in a pointed way by Mr. Cohen, who told
melodrama of the great out- been a studio executive at Universal City for
of the early struggles of the Motion Picture with vigorous
doors, and culminating in a forest fire that many years. Before that he was editor of
Theatre Owners of America, the weathering promises to be the most thrilling scene of Moving Picture World. He started in the
of many adverse conditions and the final tri- its kind ever staged for the motion picture film business in 1907 as a store show exhibitor
in Jersey City.
umph at the recent Boston convention in camera.
suband
solid
a
to
organization
the
bringing
stantial basis, thoroughly representative of
the exhibitors of the nation and in a position
to fully comprehend all of their problems.
He paid a tribute to the loyalty and determination of the Maryland theatre owners as
exemplified in their work and especially at
the big Havre de Grace meeting.
Mr. Woodhull dwelt on the general advances made by exhibitors as a class and
especially their close adherence to organization and the lines of activity which generated from these moves looking toward
the protection of their interests.
Effected Tax Repeal
Mr. O'Toole spoke definitely of the legislative accomplishments of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. He cited
from government records to prove that the
national organization was directly instrumental in effecting the repeal of the seating
and admission tax in the recent Congress and
securing the remission of the film tax in the
1921 session.
One of the features of the meeting was
the presence of many women, evidencing the
great interest they are taking in exhibitor
organization.
Officers of the organization are :
President, Frank H. Durkee; vice-president, Guy L. Wonders; treasurer, Louis
Schlichter; secretary, William E. Stumpf;
counsel, J. Louis Rome ; directors, William
H. Whitehurst, Frederick C. Weber, Frank
A. Hornig, Walter D. Pacy and Harry Cluster.
"Radio Mad," a "Spat Family" Pathe two-reel comedy, produced by Hal Roach.
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Scores Again
New York Praises Cruze's "The EnSex"
That James Cruze hasemy added
another winning box-office attraction to his long list,
which includes "The Covered Wagon," "The
Old Homestead," "Hollywood," "Ruggles of
Red Gap"
evident
fromandthe"The
way Fighting
his latest Coward,"
Paramountis
production,
"TheYork
Enemy
is being received in New
at theSex,"
Rivoli.
The Times said : "It is a picture far above
the average, in which there is realism and
good characterization. This is one of the
best pictures we have seen for weeks and its
humor will be greatly appreciated."
Telegraph : "James Cruze thus adds one
more feather to his celluloid cap."
Evening Post : " 'The Enemy Sex' emerges
a very interesting and somewhat different
picture."
Mirror: "James Cruze seems to hit the
bull's-eye
every friends
time. with
The sort
of thing
that
will make
the audience.
An eye opener and an entertaining one."
Herald-Tribune : "Will doubtless prove a
great box-office attraction. Betty Compson
is an ideal choice for the Salamander."
Daily News : "Jimmy Cruze has managed
to build a fine picture."
For July Release
First National Announces Larry Semon's "Girl in the Limousine"
First National Pictures has arranged with
the Chadwick Pictures Corporation to release the new six-reel Larry Semon comedy,
"The Girl in the Limousine," from Avery
Hopwood's successful stage farce. Mr. Semon came on from Hollywood to aid in contracting for a releasing agency for his first
feature-length comedy that he has made. He
left for the Pacific Coast last Sunday to
begin work on a three-reel comedy.
"The Girl in the Limousine" had a great
success on the stage about six years ago,
having run for two seasons on Broadway
and then enjoyed a long tour. It is a typical
Hopwood farce, but with more thrills and
action than he usually puts into his stage
productions. In the Semon version of the
play the thrills as well as the comedy have
been retained and emphasized.
Larry Semon and Noel Smith directed the
production. The scenario was prepared by
Graham Baker. The leading players are
Claire Adams, Charles Murray and Oliver
Hardy.
To Use F. B. 0. Studio
Arrangements were completed this week
whereby B. P. Schulberg will film his first
Preferred picture for release through B. P.
Schulberg Productions, Inc., on the F. B. O.
lot in Los Angeles. This initial Schulberg
will be "The Breath
production
from
the Cosmopolitan
Magazineof Scandal,"
story by
Edwin Balmer. Gasnier is directing.
Arrow Sees It
"Cactus Cure," a new feature starring
Dick Hatton, with Marilyn Mills and her
"Star," has
and home
super-horses,
been screened "Beverly"
at the Arrow
office.
Vice-President W. Ray Johnston is enthusiastic over it.

Shallenberger

Describes

Arrow

Pictures

promis
on erger
P RE-SEA
the
of es
Shallenb
W. E.producti
remind SON
travelling salesman who replied to his
competitor's question of "How much you
s'pose I sell this week?" by the answer,
"About half!"
The Arrow Film Corporation, he says, has
worked steadily for years to maintain a
record of "promises
performed."
nouncements for the 1924-5
season The
now anare
in course of realization and he gives the
following resume of what has been accomplished to date :
Of twenty-six "Arrow-Great Westerns" an
even dozen have been finished. These include four starring Ben Wilson with the
support of Mildred Harris, Marjorie Daw and
Violet LaPlante; four with "Dick" Hatton,
supported by Marilyn Mills and her two
super-horses,
starring Ashton"Beverly"
Dearholt, and
and a"Star";
special four
cast
in a new type of story.
The new Arrow chapter-play which is to
follow
presentrecords,
serial, "Days
'49," now
breakingthe serial
is just ofgoing
into
production. The name and cast will be announced next week.

"U"

With

Short

Of the twelve big Arrow specials, the first
is being cut, titled and named. This is a
super-feature, there being over 6,000 people
in many of the scenes. The picture is based
on an intensely dramatic situation in history.
The Arrow comedies are coming through
regularly. The "Mirthquakes" and "Broadways" records
now making
addboxto office
their previous
both will
at the
and
with the audience.
Stars Peter

"Fight

subshort
off its
nt week
curre
for the
ject releasesleads
UNIVERSAL
with the first two-reeler in the Jack
"Fight and Win" series, the much
Dempsey,
heralded series of two-reel romantic comedy
dramas starring the world's champion heavyweight boxer. The first release is "Winning
His Way," directed by Erie C. Kenton.
Several pre-release showings of the
Dempsey pictures afford ample proof that
these pictures have taken the public fancy
and that Dempsey's screen following will
vie with his ring following. Gerald Beaumont, popular writer of sporting fiction, is
the author of the various stories.
In "Winning His Way," Dempsey is supported by a strong cast, including Hayden
Stevenson, Chuck Rcisner, George Ovey, Ed
Kennedy and Esther Ralston. The story
concerns the "findings" of Jack O'Day, an
iron worker, as a promising ring figure.
conThis role is played by Dempsey iswith
groomed
siderable historic ability. He
as a "frame-up" for the title holder, but
when the fight comes off, he goes in and
licks the champion, thereby taking the belt.
The picture is filled with human touches and
comedy.

"The Cry Baby," a new one-reel comedy
featuring Slim Summerville and Bobby
Universal reDunn also is on the current
lease schedule. It is one of the best yet
of Universal cometurned out by that pair
dians. The Century Comedy for the week
is "Lost Control," a two-reeler featuring
Hilliard Karr and Harry McCoy.

the Great

Production
"The Silent
Ches-at
ter Franklin ondirecting,
has Accuser,"
been begun
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, according
to an announcement from Louis B. Mayer,
vice-president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in
charge of production.
Peter the Great, famous German police
dog,
discovered
by Harry
associate,
will be
featuredRapf,
in Mr.
one Mayer's
of the
most important roles. Eleanor Boardman,
Earl Metcalf and Ray McKee are already
appearing before the camera and several
other players will be added shortly.

Releases

Dempsey

to Date

Lead
and

Off
Win

"

Exhibitors who remember the big boxoffice drawing power of Marie Welcamp in
the "Tempest Cody" series of two-reel westerns will be glad to know that Universal is
re-issuing some of the best of that series.
One of these releases is scheduled for this
week. It is "Tempest Cody Turns the
Tables," action.
and it is filled with fast riding and
western
The current issues of the International
News, Nos. 55 and 56, contain further pictures of the Democratic National Convention in Madison Square Garden, New York
City, and show stirring pictures of the highlights of the convention and the tension
which accompanied the choosing of a nomStill Capacity
Playing its second engagement in Los Angeles, where it ran for more than seven
months to a West Coast record at the HolEgyptian Theatre,
Paramountlywoodproduction,
"The James
Covered Cruze's
Wagon," last week did the biggest business of
the last six months at Grauman's Million
Dollar Theatre, it is reported.
Though the first real hot spell of the season in Southern California has hit most of
the Los Angeles theatres hard, "The Covered
Wagon" has long
packed
every
performance,
lines Grauman's
of patrons at
jamming
the sidewalk nightly and frequently extending a full block. This is in spite of the
fact that over 600,000 people saw the picture
during its run at the Egyptian.
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Scenes from "Babbitt," a Warner Brothers Production.
A Close Race

Howard Estabrook Concluding "The
Pricefromof Associated
a Party" Exhibitors
News comes
that Howard Estabrook is rapidly bringing his
first production, "The Price of a Party," to
completion. The interiors, including a big
cabaret scene working at full swing, were
completed last week and Director Charles
Giblyn immediately rushed his company to
work on the final exteriors.
For the cabaret scenes, the star cast including Hope Hampton, Dagmar Godowsky,
Harrison Ford, Mary Astor and Arthur Edmund Carewe was augmented by Florence
Richardson's
girl jazzin band,
a feature
the
Casino Restaurant
Central
Park, ofClaire
Luce, dancer from "Little Jessie James," and
her partner, Ward Fox, of the musical comedy, "Moonlight." Several hundred extras
seated at the tables surrounding the dance
floor helped give a spirit of gayety to the
filming. ,
"The Price of a Party" will be released
the latter part of August. The photoplay is
aCosmopolitan
screen adaptation
of William
Magazine
story. MacHarg's
Plan

PICTURE

With the contest on "Three Miles Out" entering the three-quarter stretch Associated
Exhibitors' managers are stepping on the
gas full speed. New York is still holding
first place, but Buffalo and Denver are making rapid progress with Newark and Seattle
right on their heels. Coming along in the
order named are Pittsburgh, Butte, Salt
Lake City, New Haven, Charlotte. Spokane,
Portland, Cincinnati, Oklahoma City, Atlanta.
Cleveland, Minneapolis, Los Angeles, Des
Moines, New Orleans, Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Memphis, Philadelphia, Detroit, St.
Louis, Albany, Double I. Dallas, Washington, Boston, San Francisco, Kansas City.
Omaha and Chicago. The contest closes
August 16.
Kinograms to Evans
With the current issues, printing of Kinograms, Educational's news reel, is being done
at the Evans Laboratories, Inc., Fort Lee, N. J.
This is one of the largest individual printing
contracts available in the film industry. Tom
Evans, president of the laboratory company,
has installed special equipment and organization
in his plant, one of the largest in the East.

A Signal Honor

National Geographical Society Asks to
See "The Chechahcos"
Associated Exhibitors has received a request from the National Geographical Society
for
a
showing
of "The
Chechahcos"
at the special
next annual
meeting
of that
organization. This signal honor shows the esteem
with which this first Alaskan-made production is held by reason of its authenticity.
The tribute follows closely upon the heels of
the official government recognition in the
shape of a request for a print for the governmental archives.
Exhibitors all over the country who have
booked and played the production declare
that it is one of the greatest hot weather attractions ever released. The psychological
value of a picture featuring snow and ice at
a time when the mercury is flirting high is
being proven at each engagement.
The production is booked to start an indefinite engagement at the Orpheum Theatre in Chicago upon the completion of the
Harold Lloyd
run in "Girl
Shy."'
portant engagements
opening
this Other
week imare
at the King Theatre, St. Louis, and the Columbia Theatre, Washington.

Big- Campaign

"The Lawful Cheater" to be Extensively Advertised
So thoroughly are the officials of Associated Exhibitors and Murray W. Garsson impressed with the results achieved by William
Christy Cabanne in his direction of '.The
Lawful Cheater," in which Alma Rubens,
Frank Mayo, H. B. Warner, Lilyan Fashman and Walter McGrail appear in the feature roles, that plans are being laid for an
extensive advertising and publicity campaign
to inaugurate this production as one of the
super-specials of the fall Associated Exhibitors group of attractions.
"The Lawful Cheater" contains beautiful
settings on a million-dollar estate, scenes at
sea. aboard a palatial yacht and on a tramp
schooner, an unusual romance, action and
even thrills such as a leap into the sea from
a mast almost a hundred feet in the air.
John Tansey Returns
John Tansey, former boy star of New
York theatricals and with Metro, is returning to the screen after an absence in "Trooping withduction
Ellen,"
the making.
T. Hayes The
Hunter
now in the
tradepro-is
awaiting his reappearance on the screen with
much interest.

Scene from "The Traitor," a two-reej Universal Ivdian Western with William E. Lawrence.
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Scenes from "His First Car," an Educational-Tuxedo comedy, with Al. St. John.
Wagner

and

Wishart

Dissolve

Price

Reductions

Connellsville,
Pa., Interest
The eighteen theatres of the Goldstein
Extensive improvements entailed an exBrothers' Amusement Company of
The partnership between C. A. Wagner
Springfield, Mass.,
makeout "equitable
and John Wishart, in the operation of the penditure of $75,000.
adjustments
so as towill
carry
the spirit
Soisson and Paramount theatres at Conit. F. Tyson, of the Jewel Theatre on the
of
the
bill,"
Nathan
E.
Goldstein annellsville, has been dissolved, with the for- North Side, Pittsburgh, is the proud daddy
nounced
concerning
the
change
in the
mer purchasing the interest of the latter. of a 9-pound baby girl, his first child.
federal tax law. The Broadway Theatre
Wagner has been known as the owner of Mother and daughter are doing fine, and
in Springfield will drop the pennies now
these amusement places, but Wishart has congratulations are in order.
in its prices. Other houses of the circuit
been associated with him for years. They
in various cities will have adjustments
J. George Schweitzer of Titusville was a
erected the Paramount Theatre and have recent
suited to the local conditions. Some of
Film Row visitor.
been leasing the Soisson. It is rumored
these theatres now have prices which inthat Wagner intends to close the Soisson
clude the war tax. These are said to
John Perino has closed his Olympic Theand completely renovate it, expending sevatre at Arnold for the summer and will re"absorb"
the tax and will remain as they
eral thousands of dollars. Recently he purdecorate it and install a stage.
are now. Some changes were made rechased for $32,500 from the Morton estate
cently
in
anticipation of the law becomthe ground
uponHewhich
Paramount
ing effective, so no change will be reatre is built.
also the
secured
from TheMax
Connecticut
quired now, Mr. Goldstein said.
Levine the frame structure next door to
Exhibitors in outlying districts chargthe Paramount, paying for this the sum of
Sylvester Z. Poli has offered to make a
ing a price of 30 cents or less are in$16,500.
gift to the city of Meriden of the beautiful
clined to make no reductions, since they
fountain that formerly was in the lobby of
William Heaton has arrived at Cairo, W.
operate
on narrow
Poli'sin
Poli's
Palace
Theatre
in
Meriden.
The
PalVa., from Akron, O., to take charge of the
Palace Theatre
the margins.
change in At
prices
ace before Mr. Poli acquired it several weeks
Electric Theatre, which is being managed
some
cases
will
benefit
the
public
more
ago was known as the Community Theatre.
by his father, W. R. Heaton.
than the amount of the tax, Manager
The offer of the fountain was made on beGordon Wrighter stated.
half of Mr. Poli by L. R. Berhydt, resident
W. J. Bittner, of the Cambria and New
manager of the Poli houses. Mayor H. T.
Park theatres at Johnstown, when asked
about admission prices and the repeal of King is considering the offer and declared
the admission tax, said last week that any
undoubtedly will be acexhibitor who does not give the public the that thecepted,fountain
The $100,000 estate of the late Anthony
and in that event it will be placed in
benetit of this reduction Is making a grave
Clegg of Stratford, well known amusement
one of the parks of the city.
mistake; that the next legislature will surepromoter,
now is faced with insolvency as a
ly pass penalizing laws if exhibitors take
As a result of complaints which have been result of the filing against it of claims agadvantage of the reduction without passing
made against the several carnivals which
gregating
$247,000.at Clegg's
and
the saving along to the public. In the case have
daughter, the
heirs
law, willwidow
lose their
showed in Hartford already this sum- shares
of Mr. Bittner's theatres they will actually
of the estate if the claims are proved
mer,
it
is
likely
that
no
more
will
be
allowed
suffer a loss, as their former 36 cents es- in the city. The Board of Education was to be valid. Commissioners have been aptablished price and 4 cents war tax will among those who entered a protest, asserting
pointed to hear the disputed claims on July
have to be cut to 35 cents, thus entailing
that children were tardy or missed sessions 9. The claims are said to have arisen as the
to the exhibitor on every ad- entirely due to their attending the show or result of financial transactions in which
a penny loss
mission. Rowland and Clark's Liberty and
Clegg was involved.
Regent theatres in East Liberty are in the shows during the evening.
same boat. It Is estimated that in their case
the loss in a year's time will approximate
*15,0OO.
Prints in All Exchanges — Now Playing
The Evans Theatre at Morgantown, W.
has closed for
Va., a combination house,
the season. Improvements will be made.
(Dorothy shfackaill
Wm. R. Wheat has sold his Coraopolis
J. Jim, of
Theatre at Coraopolis to AnthonyWheat
built
the Strand Theatre, Woodlawn.
and opened the house a little over four
WHAT
SHALL
I DO
a good proposiand it has beenfuture
years ago since.
he will deIn the
tion ever
A
Frank
Wo»ds
Production
Sewickbeautiful
his
to
vote all of his time
ley Theatre at Sewickley. It is rumored that
ioitt JOHNand HARRON
for Max .Weintraub's Lyric
Jim is dickering
WILLIAM LOUISE
V. MONGDRESSER
Theatre, the only other house in Coraopolis.

After having been closed for three months
os' Olympic Thefor remodeling, A.wasNotopoul
re-opened on June 28.
str* at \Jfoon«.

Directed feyRaUaaad
JOHN byG. ADOLF!
Producers Distributing Corporation
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Exhibitor

Friendships

on

the Increase

These

Days

TIMES have changed. Where five years ago an exhibitor knew perhaps only fifteen or twenty fellow showmen, now his
fraternal friendships run up into the hundreds. Political organization is, of course, chiefly responsible for the new era,
but by publishing the following letter from C. T. Perrin of the Casper, Wyo ning, Theatres Company to Oscar Perrin,
manager of the Leland and Clinton Squar? theatres, Albany, N. Y., the editor want, to show that Exhibitors' News and Views
is doing
the
letter:its bit toward furnishing opportunity for the making of new friendships and th ? cementing of those already formed. Here's
"Seems rather queer to be writing a letter to myself, doesn't it?
"Just garding
happened
to seethought
a couple
of write-ups
your wife, and
I would
drop youin athelineMoving
just forPicture
luck. World, one regirding your theatres in Albany and one re"It does seem queer that you should have the same name as I, and that you are alio in the theatre business, inasmuch as the
name is a very peculiar one, and very few of us possess it, so far as I have learned My line is from the South, Virginia and Kentucky, and it seems as though they lost trace of some of them, and do not know where they started for or stopped, some little time
ago. That is all I know of it.
have theatres,
been withthetheAmerica
Bishop-Cass
Company
three years,
in Casper,
employed
assistant
two "ICasper
and Iris.
They for
haveovera string
of sixhere
theatres
at prese.it,
and bywe them
are asdoing
a fairmanager
business ofastheir
far
as our part of it is concerned here.
"The Moving Picture World gives it that competition is very keen between your theatres and the Mark Strand theatre. I will
close wishing you all success possible in meeting competition with continued success."

Albany
That

Exhibitor
Reminds

If "George
Washington,
Jr.,"inshowing
week
at the Leland
Theatre
Albany, this
N.
Y.,
doesn't
prove ofa the
record-breaker
Perrin,
manager
house, will Oscar
be a
much disappointed man. There is more than
the usual importance attached to the picture
in so far as Air. Perrin is concerned. In the
first place, Mr. Perrin booked the picture
for the week of the Fourth, believing that
it was particularly well adapted to holiday
crowds, and likewise a period when children
were free from school duties. But there was
another reason why Mr. Perrin was rather
partial to booking the picture. In days gone
by Mr. Perrin was connected with the show
as it traveled from coast to coast and made
a small fortune for George Cohan. The present Mrs. Perrin was playing with the comwhen she became
engagedlifeand
riedpany
Mr. Perrin.
Their married
has marbeen
particularly happy and success has marked
Mr. Perrin's efforts in both the theatrical
and the motion picture fields.
Picture theatres in Albany are sustaining
n rather unusual loss these days, ■ loss that
is probably not being felt by a single other
City in the entire I aited stntes. Considerable typhoid cropped out recently in the
Capital City and there is a campaign on at
present for a better water supply than that
furnished by the Hudson Kiver. At some
theatres the use of paper cups, which furnished a considerable source of income, has
decreased 75 per cent during the last three
or four weeks iii spite of the fact that hot
weather prevailed.
Someone
tappedtheSamuel
Suckno'sbut till
the
Albany
Theatre
other night
gotatonly
a little over $4 £or their pains.

Books

Film

of Happy
Days
Disgusted with poor business due to a combination of weather, daylight saving and an
industrial letdown. Morris Silverman, owner
of the Happy Hour and Pearl theatres in
Schenectady, is talking of closing his houses
for a month or six weeks this summer.
Jake Golden, former newspaperman, now
handling Harmanus-Bleecker Hall in Albany, is showing good business judgment
these days. For instance, he secured the exclusive rights to the official film made during
the recent 300th anniversary of Albany and
ran it last week at the Hall. The picture
was unusually clear and gave a great deal
of satisfaction.
Messrs, l*hillips ami 5nssBaanv who are
building a theatre i" Pleasantville, \. Y.f of
similar
designconsiderable
to Blew fork's
Cameo,
leen delayed
in their
planshave
tor
an o|K»ning in early September. It is probable that October will see the n™ house in
operation.
Exhibitors in this section continue to sport
latest creations In the motor vehicle world.
During the past week Samuel Suckno of the
Albany and Regent theatres appeared with
a brand new Peerless sedan, while Uw
Fisher, with houses in Fort Edward, Ticonderoga
and Whitehall, came -to town in a
new Buick.
The Schine boys, who have a chain of some
twenty-odd houses and who are continuously
on the lookout for others, are said to have
an eye on the Barcli in Schenectady, now
closed for alterations. By fall the Schines
expect
chain. to have at least thirty houses in their
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William Shirley, manager of the Farash
Theatres. Inc., of Schenectady, made a flying
trip to New York last week and, although
not politically inclined, managed to spend
an
hour or two at the Democratic National
Convention.
Alec Papayanakos of the American Theatre in Canton has been confined to his home
for several days by illness. His brother,
James, has been looking after the house.
Phil Markell, with theatres in Adams,
Pittsfield and Boston, hit town the other day
and proceeded to spend plenty of the coin
of the realm. Thus far business has been
pretty good with Mr. Markell and he is not
looking
any great let-down between now
and Laborfor Day.
The Strand in Schenectady is continuing
on straight weeks and is supplying "The
Great White Way" for the Fourth of July
crowds.
"Through
the Dark"
are
booked"Recoil"
for theandweeks
that follow.
Anticipating plenty of summer tourists,
Donald Bane, who has theatres in Athens
and other summer towns in the Catskills. is
making arrangements for big business this
season. The hotter the weather comes these
days the better it suits Mr. Bane, knowing
that it will send the crowds flocking from
the cities to the mountains.
Harry Symansky, Beau Brummel of the
exhibitors, attended a wedding last week in
Boston.
The \ .-ilatie Theatre is running onl> one
or two nights a week, while llert <;rimnfr in
Heil Hook has dropped to three nights a
week. \\ . It. Tremper appears to lie aOtng
well with his Airdonic In Khinebeck. Albusiness though
these inclined
il:i>s. to\. "holler"
\. Klliotta bitof over
the PluyI se and Kialto in Hudson will continue
on a six-day policy.
Joe Braff, who depends largely on the
Italian
population
Albany
his Lyric Theatre,
took inof just
$12 to
the fillother
day
in the way of receipts. There was an Italian
celebration a block or so away that proved
too Sunny
strong Italy.
a drawing card for the residents
of
The Troy and Lincoln theatres, as well as
the Mark Strand in Albany, will not reduce
their admission prices on July 1. The Strand
will remain at 50 cents, the Troy at 40 cents
and the Lincoln at 25 cents, although the
loges in the Mark Strand will drop from
60 to 50 cents.
Pictures
will Hall
not replace
stock
at Harmanus
Bleecker
in Albany.
It has
been
decided to book burlesque on and after August 18.
Many ocratic
of theNational
exhibitors
attended
the DemConvention
last week
via
radio. Herman Vineberg and Uly Hill of the
Mark Strand in Albany listened in at many
of the nominating speeches, while Virgil
Lappeus of the Griswold in Troy, with probably the most powerful receiving set in this
section, tuned in.
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Larcom

and

Ware

RE

Theatres

in

Newark

Beverly,
Mass.,
Sold
Manager Plympton of the Tremon Temple
The Graves Theatre Company has acquired
and taken possession of the Larcom and in Boston started his summer policy with a
bang
on June
24 withto "Hold
Your Breath."
Ware theatres, playing film policies, in Bev- He gave
a luncheon
the newspaper
film
erly. The theatres are in charge of Homer
reviewers previous to a special showing of
A. Graves and his son, Allard A. Graves, who the comedy feature for their especial benefit.
came to Beverly from St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
A new scale of wages becomes effective
and Lebanon, N. H. Thomas Woodbury,
for t.theA. members
of Boston
who until the sale of the Ware Theatre, September
No. 11 of10 the
T. S. E. and
M. P. T.Lo-O.
which was operated by Ware Brothers, was The caltwo-year
agreement
which
has
prevailed
employed by them, has been retained by the expires August 31.
Messrs. Graves.
The sudden break in the long period of
Elias M. Loew oi I>ynn, head of the New
cool, favorable business weather brought box
England circuit that bears his name, took office thermometers down near zero. Patrons
over the Music Hall Theatre in Pawtucket, who had deferred visits to the outdoor
amusement places flocked to them in droves,
R. I., about June 1. House Manager Burke
has an exclusive iilm policy. Mr. Loew is consequently causing a big cut in receipts.
to assume control of the Dorchester Theatre But the cool June weather has taken off
in Fields Corner, Iloston, in July. Motion somewhat the usual warm weather business
curse of the month.
pictures will comprise the policy.
The Strand Theatre in Brockton is among
the New England houses to close in June.
New
York City
The management has not yet decided the exact date for the reopening, but it will be
William
Brandt,
chairman of the M. P.
some time in August.
T. O. of New York, is confident that the
Theodore B. Baylies, manager of the State convention at Buffalo, opening July 7, will
Theatre in New Bedford, had "After Six be one of the most successful ever staged
Days" for the full week starting June 22. by his organization.
He had the mayor at a private screening of
the feature and afterward the mayor enAmong those who have been invited to atdorsed the picture.
tend and address it are: Governor Alfred E.
Smith,
Senator James J. Walker, Senator
Albert Tessier is transforming his Royal James Wadsworth,
Congressman Clarence
Theatre in New Bedford to such an extent
MacGregor, Will Hays and several of the
that there will be little left, when the officials
of Buffalo. Doubtless the biggest
changes have been completed, to remind his
patrons of the old Royal. The box office is group of delegates attending will be from
Manhattan.
open during the extensive alterations and he
is presenting his shows as usual. More than
two months have been required for the work
Out-of-town newspapermen covering the
already done and there still is much before Democratic convention by this time ought to
the completion stage is reached.
be thoroughly familiar with New York hosprincipally to Joe O'Neill of
Tom Lothian, manager of the Colonial The- the Hayspitality— thanks
office, Jim Loughborough of Prinatre in Boston, where "The Thief of Bagdad"
cipal Pictures and Charlie McCarthy of Famous Players. These three are especially
is holding
as one ofpatiently
the city's
permanent summerforth
attractions,
is waiting
for securing
the co-operation
for a chance to feel the cooling breezes and responsible
New York showmen
in providing
the boysof
gentle zephyrs of what is his annual resort, with a round of pleasure. One of the events
Beechwood, Me., is the place, and Tom claims was a studio party at Paramount's Astoria
coolest
New England"
plant. There Nita Naldi and some of her col—thatthatit isis,"the
except
whenplacethein advertisements
leagues entertained the male members, while
for the Colonial are being prepared.
Rudolph Valentino thrilled the women correspondents.Newspaper
Another feature Club
was aof presThe Park Theatre in Boston, usually a
entation at the
Joe
"super-feature" house, after a few weeks
O'Neill
in
his
first
starring
vehicle.
Up to
with double feature program pictures, began that time Joe had starred at the typewriter.
a run ture,ofon June
"Secrets,"
Norma Talmadge's fea- The picture, taken by William Fox camera29.
men, was a film skit with Joe as Count
Screwloose of Touloose of Banana Oil fame
R. A. Goyette is the manager of the Bayliss being interviewed by Shannon Cormack of
Square Theatre in New Bedford, and a right the New York Times. Principal and Unismart neighborhood house he has under his
and several of the other film enmcharge. Second run features with a variable panies versal
the visstaged special showings itorfor
change as program, as the feature warrants,
s. • •
is the policy of the Bayliss Square. It is
located in the north end of the city on the
The Western Import Company, Ltd., anverge
nounces that Thomas E. Davies was one of
section. of that district's extensive business
Louis Resnik, well known New England
theatre owner, the operator of the Colonial
Theatre In Andover, died Saturday, June 21,
in a private hospital in Cambridge following an operation. He was born in Russia
44 years ago and had lived in Andover and
Lawrence for the last 13 years. He is survived by his wife, three brothers and four
sisters. The funeral was held in Lawrence,
where burial took place.
Joseph Sovey is managing the Rustic Theatre at Lake Nipmuck, near Milford. Feature
pictures and vaudeville comprise the policy.
There are shows on Sunday.
M. A. Finn, general manager of the E. M.
Loew circuit of New England theatres, says
that the use of a singing or musical act at
the Sunday shows in the Strand Theatre in
New Bedford
has stimulated
the day's
ness. He features
them strongly
along busiwith
his double feature film program.
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CAPITAL FILM EXCHANGE
729 Seventh Ave.
New York
Phone Bryant 9074
and WILLIAM FAIRBANKS
4
DOROTHY REVIER
BOOMERANG,
THE WONDER
4
REX (SNOWY)
BAKER andHORSE
HEPWORTH
NEW YORK EXCHANGE
72$ Seventh Avenue
New York
NOW BOOKING
"LILY A OF
ALLEY"
6 REELTHE
FEATURE
KERMAN FILMS, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.
New York
Distributing sure-fire hits.
"AFTERfecturlag
SIX DAYS"
NOW
Moses and The Tw OwnumioMnts

BOOKING Tom Mix in "Pal. tn Blue"
the passengers on the S.S. Olympic which
sailed from New York on June 25.
Joe Shea of the William Fox home office
publicity department has secured passage on
the S.S. Leviathan, sailing for Europe on
July 12. Shea will spend part of a three
weeks' vacation in London and Paris. "I am
taking the kind of a vacation which will
give me a background."
he stated
his interviewer. Beyond praising
Williamto Fox
as
the greatest showman on earth, he declined
to be interviewed.
National
President
Michael O'Toole
this
week
attended
a get-together
of Maryland
and
Washington,
D.
C,
exhibitors
at
Havrede-Grace, Md.
Lee-Bradford announces that its "Lure of
the Yukon" and "Venus of the South Seas"
have been secured by Pontenelle Features
Films Company of Omaha. The corporation
reports other important transactions during
the past week.
Arthur Lee, president of Lee-Bradford Corporation, is in Detroit closing an important
deal for the distribution in that territory of
all
the
product
of his company for the next
season.
E. M. Saunders of Metro-Goldwyn has returned to New York. He attended sales conventions in Chicago and San Francisco and
reports conditions in those territories very
favorable for this time of the year.
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jtois Wilson
Another

Wires

Scandal

Hamilton
o greatest
Cosm
Idlest and
novel's
—
3n C°H. Griffith Production
produced by
Released by Cbrpii'
Tilford Cinema
Producers Distributing Corporation

Booking

STRAIGHTfrom
tliTSHOULDER
REPORlS
ADepafgTment for. The Information of exhibiToju
EDITED BY A. VAN BUREN POWELL
Associated Exhibitors
ALICE ADAMS. (6 reels). Star, Florence
Vidor. A delightful story, a more happy ending than the book. Pleased a great deal better than a lot of so-called big pictures. Tone
splendid. Sunday, yes. Mixed class, town
of 5,000. Admission 10-30. M. C. Kellogg,
Homestake Theatre (800 seats), Lead, South
Dakota.
EXTRA GIRL. (5,700 feet). Star, Mabel
Normand. The poorest week of business we
ever had. We contracted for this picture
before the
New that
Year'sthe affair
exchange insisted
pictureandbe the
played
according to contract and said how it was
going over almost everywhere. We are positive the people do not want Mabel Normand
as far as our city is concerned. Those who
saw the picture knocked it. Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pennsylvania.
WHEN HUSBANDS DECEIVE. (5,608 feet).
Star, Wyndham Standing. A very good program picture. Pleased a mixed audience.
Tone good. Suitable for Sunday in some
places. Mixed class in town of 5.000. Admission 10-30. M. C. Kellogg, Homestake
Theatre (800 seats), Lead, South Dakota.
F. B. O.
AFTER THE BALL. (6,500 feet). Star cast.
Fine old hokum but it did business. All
liked it. Tone fair. Sunday, no. Mixed
classes, city of 35,000. Admission twentyfive cents. C. D. Buss. Strand Theatre (700
seats), Easton, Pennsylvania.
AFTER THE BALL. (6,500 feet). Star cast.
A dandy good picture; almost a special.
Bought right and went over big. Tone good.
Sunday, yes.. Attendance fair. Best class in
city of 10,000. Admission 10-25. Ned Pedigo,
Pollard
homa. Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, OklaALIMONY. (7 reels). Star cast. Fine. Good
moral lesson. A little crazy, some said, but
interesting.
good. Sunday,
AttendanceTone
fair. Business
class andgood.
farmers,
town of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenbraska.kins, Community Theatre, David City, NeBLOW YOUR OWN HORN. (6,315 feet).
Star cast. Very good. Lots of pep. Ralph
Lewis is sure swell in this. Good comments.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance.
Business class and farmers, town of 2,200.
Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
CAN A WOMAN LOVE TWICE? (6,100
feet). Star, Ethel Clayton. Played this as a
repeat showing and did splendid on it. An
unusually good picture and story. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Mixed class in town of

These dependable tips come from exhibitors who tell the truth about pictures to help you book your program
intelligently. "It is my utmost desire to
serve my fellow man," is their motto.
Use the tips; follow the advice of exhibitors who agree with your experience
on pictures you both have run.
Send tips to help others. This is your
department, run for you and maintained
by your good-will.
5,000. Admission 10-30. M. C. Kellogg.
Homestake
Theatre (800 seats), Lead, South
Dakota.
GALLOPING GALLAGHER. (4.700 feet).
Star, Fred Thomson. Here is a knock 'em
cold western. If you want a western, this
will certainly please. My patrons like Fred
just about as well as they do Tom Mix. He
sure is a winner and his pictures are good,
clean westerns with plenty of pep. Tone
good. Sunday, no. Good attendance. Mixed
class, town of 8,000. Admission 10-20. A. R.
Powell, Highland Theatre (425 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
JUDGMENT OF THE STORM. (6.329 feet).
Star cast. Played this one three days quite
a long time ago but the third day drew the
biggestments onattendance.
Hadgood.
manySunday,
fine comthis one. Tone
yes.
Attendance good. Agricultural class, town
of 1,406. C. A. Swiercinsky, Majestic Theatre
(250 seats), Washington, Kansas.
JUDGMENT OF THE STORM. (6,329 feet).
Star cast. We flopped on this. The picture
is okay. Better than the average. Tone
good. Sunday, good. Attendance poor. Mixed
classes, city of 35,000. Admission 25. C. D.
Buss, Strand Theatre (700 seats), Easton,
Pennsylvania.
JUDGMENT OF THE STORM. (6,329 feet).
Star, Lloyd Hughes. Played two nights. A
very fine production for our house. I would
say it pleased ninety per cent of our patrons.
Drew well second night, considering that our
town is a poor place for two-night shows.
Good attendance first night and second. Better class, town of 4.500. Admission 10-15.
C. A. Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre (403 seats),
Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.
LIGHTS OUT. (6,938 feet). Star cast. A fair
program attraction. Not a special by any
means but goes over fairly good with average audience. Some thought it was excel-
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1/tMNDERING
HUSBANDS
Supported Released
b\j MARGARET
by LIVINGSTON
Producers Distributing Corporation

lent. Tone good. Sunday, good. Attendance
fair. Rural class, town of 850. Admission
10-33. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (350
seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
MAILMAN. (7,160 feet). Star cast. One of
the really
of the from
season.tears
Melo-to
dramabig
deluxe.pictures
Everything
hilarity. Tone excellent. Sunday, yes. Attendance fair. Rural class, town of 850. Admission 10-25-33. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (350 seats), Battle Creek. Iowa.
MIRACLE BABY. (6 reels). Star, Harry
Carey. This is as good a picture as you will
see of Harry these days. Pleased well here.
Run
"Fighting
which Itwaswithalsoround
best five
chapter
to date.Blood,"
Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Attendance good. A. F.
Schreiver,
Oneida
Theatre,
Oneida,
South
Dakota.
MYSTERIOUS WITNESS. Star cast. Very
poor attraction. Leading man looks like an
idiot, or rather his acting gave me that Impression. Everybody disgusted with It. Tone
okay.
Sunday,
yes.850.Good
attendance.
ral class, town of
Admission
10-33.Ru-J.
D. Warnock,
Luna
Theatre
(350
seats),
Battle Creek, Iowa.
First National
BOND BOY. (6.902 feet). Star, Richard
Barthelmess. Very good picture and pleased
Barthelmess fans In audience. Tone, good.
Sunday, yea. Had good business. Draw resort class in town of 2,400. Admission 15-25.
S. L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre (250 seats), Pass
Christian, Mississippi.
CHILDREN OF THE DUST. (6,228 feet).
Star, Pauline Garon. A good program picture; suitable for Sunday and should please
the majority
anywhere.
ance; bad weather.
ThoseHadwhosmall
saw attendIt said
a good word
for
it.
Used
comedy,
"Step
ward," that sent them away with a smile Foron.
Draw farm "and small town, no Industries,
town of 1,600. Admission on this 10-25. J.
M. Dairymple, Dreamland Theatre (168
seats), Waverly, Ohio.
CIRCUS DAYS. (6,000 feet). Star, Jackie
Coogan. This picure pleased everyone. Jackie
Coogan is a sure bet and always packs them
in. Do not be afraid to book It. Moral tone
good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw mixed class In town
of 1,800. Admission twenty-five cents. Fred
W. Widenor,
Opera House (492 seats), Belvldere,
New Jersey.
CYTHEREA. (7.400 feet.) Star, Lewis
Stone. Carefully selected cast and fine story
backed by the best of direction made this an
excellent bill. Tone, good. Sunday, good.
Had good attendance. Draw best class In
city
of 12,000.
Admission
James
Zartuludes,
Victorian
Theatre10-20-30.
(1,200 seats),
Sapulpa, Oklahoma.
DANGEROUS AGE. (7,204 feet). Star
cast. A picture that will please the older
class
type don't Pleased
seem toabout
care
much but
for the
this younger
sort of picture.
eighty day.per
ToneHubgood.
Yes for
SunE. D. cent.
Muchow,
Theatre,
Gaylord,
Mississippi.
DANGEROUS AGE. (7,204 feet). Star,
Lewis Stone. We ran this as program picture and we Indorse all the good things
brother exhibitors have said. Of course they
had no bad things to say. A splendid picture. Lewis Stone surely is an actor in our
opinion. Story Interesting and at times very
funny. Tone, okay and it is suitable for
Sunday. Had very good attendance. Draw
higher andmissionmill
classS. inChapman,
town of Belvidere
500. Ad20-30. C.
Theatre (250 seats). Grove Hill, Alabama.
EAST IS WEST. (7.737 feet). Star, Constance Talmadge. Audience pleased so why
say more. Good comedy. Moral tone good.
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skin. A play that blows to pieces the theory
Sunday, yes. Draw Americans and Cubans.
that crooks stand by each other. Male lead
Admission 20-30-40. Ernest D. Gruppe,
Fausto Theatre, Santa Fe. Isle of Pines,
and heavy ran away with the story putting
Between Ourselves
West Indies.
Blanche Sweet into the background. Fine
direction, fine photography. Tone, best.
ETERNAL, FLAME. (7,453 feet). Star,
Sunday,
best. Had good attendance. Draw
A get-together place where
Norma Talmadge. First and only time
best
of 12,000.Victorian
Admission Theatre
10-20Norma Talmadge has ever failed to pull them
30. class
Jamesin city
Zartaludes,
in but it was no fault .of hers or the picture.
we can talk things over
(1,200
seats),
Sapulpa,
Oklahoma.
She is wonderful as ever and so is Conway
TOLLABLE DAVID. (7,118 feet). Star,
Tearle. These two know their stuff when it
Richard Barthelmess. Impossible to say this
comes to acting. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Sitting
before
his
desk,
his
head
buzzHad small attendance. Draw higher and mill
is the upstar's
picture.
ing with big problems, the producer or
stacks
with best
his best.
We Nevertheless,
find his are allit
class in town of 500. Admission 20-30. C. S.
good. He is becoming very popular here.
the head of distribution hasn't much time
Chapman, Belvidere Theatre (250 seats),
to think about bad prints.
Grove Hill, Alabama.
Supported by a very able cast, lite picture
keeps them excited until the last. Buy it,
But He
thatdoes
doesn't
that he
don't
FLAMING YOUTH. (8.434 feet). Star,
care.
care!mean
He wants
to make
step on it and be glad you did. Tone, fine.
Colleen Moore. This sure is a good picture.
Sunday, yes. Had fine attendance. Draw
friends— exhibitors and the public. He
higher and mill class in town of 500. Admust make friends!
Got
goat. They
said for
go
aheadtheandcensor
play board's
this. Nothing
too rocky
mission 20-30. C. S. Chapman, Belvidere
The exchange manager is in much
these times. Draw all classes in town of
Theatre (250 seats), Grove Hill, Alabama.
closer touch with the man who gets the
1,200. Admission 10-25-30. Otis Woodring,
TORMENT. (6 reels). Star, Tom Moore.
bad print.
Palace Theatre (820 seats), Blackwell, Oklahoma.
An intriguing story with the Japanese earthAnd to prove that every exchange man
quake worked in to advantage. Not big, but
isn't
one off
"don't-give-a-hang"
those that came said it was good. Carnival
GALLOPING FISH. (6 reels). Star cast.
kind, friend
W. the
C. Budge,
who projects
in
town
held down attendance. Moral tone
A very good comedy drama, bordering slightthe pictures out in Jamaica, Long Island,
good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had poor
ly on the slap stick order in spots. Eliminahands
over
a
card
that
is
enclosed
in
the
attendance. Draw all classes in city of 10,tion of two suggestive sub-titles should by
film cans that come out of the New
all means be made. Sunday, no indeed.
000. Admission 20-30. Alberon, Anders,
Coleman Theatre (800 seats), Southington,
Draw all classes in town of 3,500. Henry
York Fox Exchange — Louis Rosenbluh,
Connecticut.
Tucker, Tucker Theatre (960 seats), Liberal,
executive, and Jimmie Daisie, chief
Kansas.
inspector.
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN. (6,910 feet).
Those two boys have the right line to
GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,600 ft).
•Star cast. No one can make a mistake buywork on. They put this card in the can
ing this picture. I had a packed house with
Star cast. Here's an excellent picture that
of film and the card has space for the
the closing of High School exercises against
pleased over ninety per cent, but a good
me. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Attendance,
many of the fans commented on the fact that
manager
or
projectionist
to
report
condirecord broken. Draw all classes in town of
tion of that film.
Sylvia Breamer was not the type to play the
800. Admission 10-30. W. C. Herndan,
Go to it, boys. You deserve credit for
Girl.
Wonderful
picture
of
the
old
'49
days,
Liberty
and the audience appeal is strong to all
trying to do your part to end the bad
homa. Theatre (250 seats), Valliant, Oklafor his "comepraised
Kerrigan
types. back."
print
evil.
—
VAN.
Tone fair, but some might object to
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN. (6,910 feet).
Sunday showing of this picture due to saloon
cast. This picture has a drawing power.
scenes, hanging, etc. Poor attendance, gen- her last pictures are not compared with Miss Star
Will
stand advance prices. Lots of advertiseral class, town 1,000. H. H. Hedberg,
ing. You cannot go wrong in this picture.
A-Muse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
Griffith's
and the
is the proof
the
pudding.
We box
had office
an elaborate
frontof Tone, yes. tendance.
Sunday,
yes. Had
average
atDraw all classes
in town
of 1,200.
HOTTENTOT. (5,953 feet). Star, Douglas which also helped. The production was
MacLean. Brother, no exhibitor can go picked for our Anniversary week and no Admission 10-25-30. Otis Woodring, Palace
mistake was made. We were stopped in the Theatre (820 seats), Blackwell, Oklahoma.
wrong on this one. Just the kind of comedy my patrons crave. Should please the lobby and on the street by patrons congraWHY MEN LEAVE HOME. (8 reels). Star,
most critical audience. Not a super-special
tulating us on this high class picture. ConLewis Stone. Lewis Stone at his talented
gratulations to First National. Silverman
by any means but don't worry they'll be satbest
with wonderful support from Helene
Silverman's Strand Theatre, Al- Chadwick
far Douglas
and Mary Carr. Best mother role
toona, Pennsylvania.
ture.isfied.TheBy steeple
chase MacLean's
makes thembestsit picup. Brothers,
since "Over The Hill." Alma Bennett, supTone, okay. Sunday, yes. Had good attendporting
woman, unusually strong in vamp
MARRIAGE CHEAT. (7 reels). Star cast.
ance. Draw higher and mill class in town of Romantic
story of South Seas which gets flapper role. She is exceptionally beautiful
500. Admission 20-30. C. S. Chapman, Belviand is on her way to the top. Tone,
away from the ordinary clap-trap of ma- girl
best. Sunday, best. Had good attendance.
bama. dere Theatre (250 seats), Grove Hill, Alarooned adventurers. Good story, fine photography and excellent direotion. Tone, the Draw best class in city of 12,000. Admission
10-20-30. James Zartaludes, Victorian Thebest. Sunday, best. Had good attendance.
HUNTRESS. (6,236 feet). Star, Colleen
atre (1,200 seats). Sapulpa, Oklahoma.
Moore. Very pleasing picture with a good Draw best class in city of 12,000. Admission
Fox
deal of real comedy. It is not a western by 10-20-30. James Zartaludes, Victorian Theany means, but a charming story of a white
atre (1,200 seats), 'S'apulpa, Oklahoma.
girl brought up by Indians, and made to
PAINTED PEOPLE. (5,700 feet). Star,
believe she is an Indian. Tone okeh, Sunday
Colleen Moore. If Colleen press agents
ARIZONA EXPRESS. (6,316). Star cast.
yes. Fair attendance, mixed class, town
would leave the religious question alone us First
class hokum picture. But great money
3,500. Admission 15-25-35. T. L. Bamett,
birds
in
the
K.
K.
K.
towns
could
do
somepicture
and they all liked it. Why make
Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City,
thing with her pictures, but when we adverConnecticut.
tise that this star is in the picture we draw
good
pictures
when this
kind big
stands
'em up
good. Sunday,
no. Had
attendance
ISLE OF LOST SHIPS. (7.425 feet). Star, a small house; however, this made a big hit Tone
Mixed classes city of 35,000. Admission 25.
Milton Sills. Here is a picture worth seeing with those who saw it. Tone Okeh. Sunday
C. D- Buss, Strand Theatre (700 seats), Eastanywhere. You can't go wrong on it. Drew yes. Slight attendance, oil field and business
a good crowd and pleased one hundred per class, town 650. Admission 10-25. E. on, Pennsylvania.
cent. Nuff sed. Had good attendance. A. Schilchter, Liggett Theatre (500 seats),
BRASS COMMANDMENTS. (4,829 feet).
Madison, Kansas.
E. Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter, New
Star,oneWilliam
Farnum.
York.
seemed pleased.
Tone,Very
good. good.
Sunday,Everyyes.
THOSE WHO DANCE. Star, Blanche
KINDRED OF THE DUST. (8,500 feet). Sweet. A crook story that gets under the Good attendance. Resort class town of 2,400.
Star cast. Picture was very good but a little
too long. It Is quite old but was in fair condition. Tone, yes. Sunday, yes. Had fair
attendance. Draw town and country class in
Released July 13, 1924— Now Booking
town of 900. Admission 10-30. Charles L.
Nott,
Opera
House
(400
seats),
Sutherland,
Iowa.
LILIES OF THE FIELD. (8,500 feet).
Star, Corinne Griffith. Should please any
audience and with proper advertising should
HARRVCAREVdraw good business. A picture of high type
depicting the betrayal of a dutiful wife by
a profligate
and Noa mother's
ful love for husband
her child.
comedy wonderbut lots
of sob stuff. Tone, fair. Sunday, yes. Had
good attendance. Draw middle class in city
of 500,000. Admission 10-22. William T.
Meeks,
Silliman'sr
Murray Theatre (740 seats),
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
1 wompson
LILIES OF THE FIELD. (8,500 feet).
Star, Corinne Griffith. We broke all house
records. Our patrons acclaim Miss Griffith
N
TIO-1925
DUC1924
BERQ PRO
Mcorwr.ti.
STRO
HUNTDi.trfbuti
the queen
the screen.as Wethe personally
Rei»a«d
Season
J^JpraduMr.
»tby
.
]])|rtv
Urst-Run Rehires
ured Normaof Talmadge
best bet, figbut
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Admission 15-25. S. L Taylor, Kozy Theatre
(250 seats), Pass Christian, Mississippi.
CAMEO KIRBY. (6,931 feet). Star, John
Gilbert. This was a good picture. Will please
the average audience. Poor attendance.
Mixed class town of 2,000. Admission 10-25.
J. H. Watts, Scotland Theatre (500 seats),
Laurinburg. North Carolina.
CATCH MY SMOKE. (4.070 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. A snappy western. A little old but good.
Good attendance. Farmers town of 150. Admission 10-25. Jack Snyder, Casino Theatre
(310 seats), Richmond, Iowa.
CUPID'S
FIREMAN.
feet).in this:
Charles
Jones.
Jones is (5,000
a fireman
rather out of his class but he gets away with
it. If Jones doesn't get back into western
roles our crowd won't turn out to see him.
Satisfactory tone. Sunday, yes. Fair attendtown Barth
6,000. Theatre
Admissionance,
10 tocollege
35.students,
Jean Dagle,
(835 seats). Carbondale, Illinois.
DOES IT PAY? (7 reels). Star, Hope Hampton. I don't
where they
call this
one seea special.
We get
did the
not nerve
raise, asto
they did with us, but we had the smallest
attendance since we have opened up the
house. If you want to make money play this
one and you will see if it does pay or not.
If you want to see the real fireworks watch
the crowds scramble for your box-office and
you'll28know
what and
a real
is !!!!there
We only
had
all told,
I wasriot sorry
was
that many. If there had been no one in, I
would trons
notwouldhave
and my Tone
panot lost
have anylostmore
anything.
fair. Mining town of 1,000. Admission 1525. John Profughi, City Theatre (250 seats),
Dixonville, Pennsylvania.
ELEVENTH HOUR. (6,818 feet). Star cast
An old fashioned melodrama. Fast moving
shoot
stuff justGivewhatus the
looking'emforup today.
morepeople
like areit.
Print good.
Sunday,
undecided.
Good
attendance. All classes in big city. Admission
ten cents.
Stephen
G.
Brenner,
Eagle
Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.
EYES OF THE FOREST. (5 reels). Star,
Tom Mix. An extra good attraction that
pleased everybody. Mix is a good bet. Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Attendance, good. Rural
class town of 850. Admission 10-33. J. D.
Warnock, Luna Theatre (350 seats), Battle
Creek, Iowa.
GRAIL. Star, Dustin Farnum. Good program picture. Star and supporting cast excellent. Print good. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Attendance, fair. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle
Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.
HOODMAN BLIND. (5,434 feet). Star cast.
Fair
The
title ispicture
againstbutit.could
Dodge notit ifdrag
you 'em
can.in.Moral
tone not good. Sunday, not good. Mixed
classes city of 35,000. Admission 25. C. D.
Buss, Strand Theatre (700 seats), Easton,
Pennsylvania.
shepherd KING. (8,500 feet). Star
A wonderful Bible story. Beautiful sets and
wonderful acting. The fellow who played
David is good looking and a keen actor. He
made a big hit with the ladies. Picture is
especially suitable for church tie ups. Boost
it and hope they come. Tone, good. Sunday,
perfect. Good attendance. Mixed class town
of 8,000. Admission 10-20. A. R. Powell, Highland Theatre (425 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

Released

PICTURE

WORLD

Exhibitors — if you ship your
film direct to another exhibitor, see
that you send it in good running
condition. Help the other fellow.
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
SNOWDRIFT. (4,617 feet). Star, Charles
Jones. Better than most of the Fox program
pictures. This one went over good here. Did
not hear any complaints on it. Played
"Vincennes" of Yale University series along
with it. This made an extra good program.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Attendance, good.
Farmers and miners town of 600. Admission
10-28, 10-33 for big specials. John Russell,
Russell Theatre (250 seats), Matherville,
Illinois.
SOUTH SEA LOVE. (4,168 feet). Star,
Shirley Mason. Just a fair program picture.
Received good print. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. All classes in big city. Admission
ten cents. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre (298 seats), Baltimore. Maryland.
TOWN THAT FORGOT GOD. (10,461 feet).
Star cast. If you want to run a picture that
will please nearly one hundred per cent I
think this one will do. We ran it on "Memorial Day"good.
and were
well attenldance.
pleased. Tone, A.good.F.
Sunday,
Good
Scljreiver,
Oneida
Theatre,
Oneida, South
Dakota.
TROUBLE SHOOTER. (5,702 feet). S
Tom Mix. Not the usual Mix western but a
good picture well produced. Tone, okay. Sunday, okay. Fair attendance. Railroad workof 3,500.
Admission
10-40.
Wilcoxers, town
& Witt,
Strand
Theatre 10-25,
(455 seats),
Irvine, Kentucky.
VAGABOND TRAIL. (4,302 feet). Star.
Charles "Buck" Jones. An excellent picture
far better than most of the pictures Jones
has been putting out lately. His acting is
extra good. Leading lady great. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Rural class
town of 850. Admission 10-33. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (350 seats), Battle Creek,
Iowa.
Metro- Goldwyn
BACKBONE. (6,750 feet). Star cast. Just
a fairableprogram
picture.
That's the
all. children.
Improbstory. Seemed
to please
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance.
Student and educated class town of 1,700.
Admission 10-25. K. F. Van Norman, Star
Theatre (350 seats), Mansfield, Pennsylvania.
BROTHERS 1 NDER THE SKIN. (4,983
feet). Star cast. Very ordinary program picture. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Very poor attendance. Resort class town of 2,400. Admission 15-25. S. L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre
(250 seats), Pass Christian, Mississippi.
ENEMIES OF WOMEN. (10,901 feet). Star,
Lionel Barrymore. A splendid picture that
pleased everyone. Barrymore is splendid in
his role and well supported. Will please educated class. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Good
attendance. Student and educated class town
of 1,700. Admission 10-25. K. F. Van Norman,
Star Theatre, (350 seats). Mansfield, Pennsylvania.
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GOLDEN DREAMS. (4,618 feet). Star cast.
Here is a Zane Grey that did not register at
all, failed to please at all so far as I could
learn. Tone, fair. Sunday, no. Mixed class in
town of 5,000. Admission 10-30. M. C. Kellogg,
Homestake
Theatre (800 seats), Lead, South
Dakota.
HAPPINESS. (7,7d0 feet). Star, Laurette
Taylor. We played this picture on a Friday
and Saturday and we did a fairly good business although
not Star
a special,
but it'sas aa mighty
pleasing
picture.
not much
drawing card. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Attendance, not bad. I. M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre, Toms River, New Jersey.
HEAD OVER HEELS. (4,500 feet). Star,
Mabel Normand. People said it was rotten and
I was inclined to think they were not far
from being right. If those that stayed away
agreed with those that came it's no wonder
I lost money on it. Admission 10-20. Al. C.
Werner, Royal Theatre (500 seats), Reading,
Pennsylvania.
IN THE PALACE OF THE KING. (9,000
feet). Star. Blanche Sweet. A fair story but
cast not very good. Audience pleased. Attendance bad. Sunday, yes. General class
town of 4,000. Admission 10-30. Krleghbaum
Brothers, chester,
Char-Bell
Theatre (800 seats), RoIndiana.
THREE WISE FOOLS. (6,946 feet). Star
cast. A dandy good program picture with
plenty of good, wholesome comedy. My audience spoke very complimentary of it. Print
in perfect condition. Good tone. Sunday,
yes. Good attendance, neighborhood class,
town 4,200. Admission 10-22. W. E. Elkin,
sissippi.
Temple Theatre (500 seats), Aberdeen, MisTHROUGH THE DARK. (7,999 feet).
Star, Colleen Moore. One of the best crook
stories ever produced. Fine, every foot of
it. Buy it and play it. You will not regret it. Tone, good. Sunday, you bet. Had
good atendance. Town of 7,000. Admission
10-25. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800
seats)), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
TOLL OF THE SEA. (4,600 feet). Star,
Kenneth Harlan. Very pretty but too much
color frequently. For a novelty pleased the
audience. Technicolor show promise of being practical and pleasing. Draw American
and Cuban class. Admission 20-30-40. Ernest
D. Gruppe, Fausto Theatre, Santa Fe, Isle
of Pines, West Indies.
UNINVITED GUEST. (6,145 feet). Star
cast. This picture is good for a change.
Has many beautiful scenes. Did a good
business.
N. Russell, Russell Theatre,
Harnesboro, Pennsylvania.
VANITY FAIR. (7,668 feet). Star cast.
No comments one way or the other, but personally termed this an A. 1. production, especially for those who had read the classic.
A truly remarkable cast and we say for the
exhibitor who has a high class patronage,
this will please. Tone, okay. Not quite
suitable for -Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw higher and mill class. Admission
20-30. C. S. Chapman. Belvidere Theatre (250
seats), Grove Hill, Alabama.
WIFE'S ROMANCE. (5,040 feet). Star,
Clara Kimball Young. We played this picture because we bought it with others and
we are sorry for it. Absolutely good for
nothing.
Tone, none.
no. HadTTaco
rotten attendance.
I. B.Sunday,
Hirshblond,
Theatre, Toms Itiver, New Jersey.
WIFE'S ROMANCE. (5,040 feet). Star.
Clara Kimball Young. This may be good
for some, but this star does not draw here.
It makes no difference what the picture,
they won't come. Draw all classes in town
of 1,800. Admission 15-20, 15-25. Miss
Zelma Campbell, Colonial Theatre (450 seats),
Moulton, Iowa.
WILD ORANGES. (7 reels). Star, Virginia Valli. Pleased everyone. A picture
that a majority will like. Draw mixed class
in townFredof S.1,800.
Admission
twenty-five
cents.
Widenor,
Opera House
(492
seats), Belvidere, New Jersey.
WHITE SISTER. (10,400 feet). Star, Lillian Gish. This picture is very fine and a
great
puller.
business on
a threeday run.
N. Did
Russellbig Theatre,
Barnesboro,
Pennsylvania.
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Paramount
GILDED LILY. (6,1)60 feet). Star, Mae
Murray. Only a fair program picture. Very
similar to the newer Murray pictures.
Couldn't recommend for small towns. Moral
tone fair but it is not suitable for Sunday.
Had fair attendance. Draw rural and small
town class in town of 1,474. Admission 1022-25. T. W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre (249
seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
HERITAGE OF THE DESERT. (5,785 feet).
Star, Ernest Torrence. A picture that
pleased, also a picture that I overestimated
what it would do and the box office receipt:
were very moderate, considering what I hac
expected on the strength of the rental. Used
everything for advertising. Had only fail
attendance. Draw health seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.
HERITAGE OP THE DESERT. (5,785 feet).
Star cast. This is a wonderful picture.
Played it to increasing business. It is a
Western that will please all classes. Church
people praised it highly. The roughnecks
were wild about it. The society people
talked about it and sent their friends. Attendance, extra good. M. W. Larraour, National Theatre (450 saets), Graham, Texas.
HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN, (8,300 feet).
Star, Bebe Daniels. Here is a very good
production which for some unknown reason
did notcause itdraw
1 can't
see stars
why, and
behas a for
cast us.
of well
known
adopted from a well known story. Moral
tone okay and it is suitable for Sunday.
Had poor attendance. Draw mixed class in
town of 3,500. Admission 10-25-35. T. L.
Barnett,
Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett
City,
Connecticut.
HUMMING RIRD. (7,577 feet). Star, Gloria
Swanson. A very good story. Miss Swanson supported by very good cast. Story well
acted. Audience pleased. Moral tone okay
and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw general class in town of
4,000. Kr.eghbaum Brothers, Char-Bell
Theatre (800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
HUMMIiNG BIRD. (7,577 feet). Star,
Gloria Sswanson. Here in my estimation is
the best Gloria has ever done. At last we
a knockshe'sMoral
real role
in a please
have out.herThis will
tone
classes.
all and
fair but it is not suitbale for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw business and oil class
in town of 950. Admission 10-25. H. B. SchLiggett Theatre (600 seats), Madilichter,
son, Kansas.
HUMMING st i It n (7,577 feet). Star, Gloria
Swanson. A good picture if they like the
star. A picture on which no modest rental
is requested. Usual advertising brought good
tourattendance. Draw health seekers and Beauists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
tiful, baranac Lake, New York.
HUMMING it I li I > (7,577 feet). Star, Gloria
No misSwanson. This one was a hummer.
it could be bettake. A few crabs thought
it a
pronounced
ter but ninety-nine percent
knockout. 1 rather agree with the ninetya great audience picnine per cent. It was
pleased audisaw better those
ture and 1 never houses
leaving
than
my
ences leave
Had very
Bird."
"Humming
after seeing the
Al. C. Werner, Royal Thegood attendance.
atre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
HUMMING BIRD., (7,577 feet). Star, Gloria
picSwanson. Positively Gloria's greatest
ture. Much better than "Zaza" or "BlueI've
Wife"
beards Eighth
anywhere
are what
onesfrom
new and
of her
heard none
this is one
near as good. I honestly think
of the best pictures. Moral tone okay and
for Sunday. Had lair at-ot
it is suitable
tendance. Draw mixed class inL town
Barnett,
3 500. Admission 10-25-35. T.
Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City, Connecticut.
HUMMING BIRD, (7,577 feet). Star, Gloria
my peoSwanson. For the last few months
about so many Cathbeenin kicking
pleolichavescenes
pictures. In this picture the
neverunavoidable but
Catholic sceneshurtwereIt some.
Aside Horn this
theless they
up
held
s
Busines
ul.
wonderf
is
the picture
the first night
instead of dropping redafter
except
good,
extra
Picture was conside Gloria shows that she
as mentioned above.
though very
is an actress. The battle scenes, saw.
greatest I everce. DrawMoral
short, are the
al.
tone okay. Had good attendan
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Exchange — whai would you do
if an exhibitor played only half the
pictures he contracts for? Well,
what does he think when he gets
only half of a picture he pays for ?
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
classes in town of 3,500. Admission 10-33.
M. W. Larmour, National Theatre (450
seats), Graham, Texas.
ICEBOUND. (6,471 feet). Star, Richard Dix.
Awillpicture
a misleading
that youa
have with'
to exploit
strongly title
to correct
wrong impression. Usual advertising
brought good attendance. Draw health
seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour, PonYork. tiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New
ICEBOUND. (6,471 feet). Star, Richard Dix.
A poor picture of rural life. About on a par
with William DeMille's former efforts.
Moral tone good. Had poor attendance.
Draw all classes in town of 3,500. Admission 10-22. Henry Tucker, Tucker Theatre
(950 seats), Liberal, Kansas.
ICEBOUND. (6,471 feet). Star, Richard Dix.
We played this picture for two days, and
did very well. We liked it and so did our
patrons. Not a big production, but will go
over anywhere. Moral tone good and it is
suitable for Sunday. Attendance, did very
well. I. M. Hirshblond, Tract Theatre, Toms
River, New Jersey.
ICEBOUND'. (6,471 feet). Star, Lois Wilson. This is just fair. Pleased about fifty
per cent, of my audience. The acting of
Lois Wilson and Richard Dix is good but
the story is slow and weak. Moral tone
okay and it isDraw
suitable
for Sunday.
Had class
failattendance.
business
and oil
in town of 950. Admission 10-25. H. E.
Schlichter, Liggett Theatre (600 seats),
Madison, Kansas.
LAWFUL LARCENY. (6,237 feet). Star,
Bebe Daniels. A good picture that entertains
everyone. Has a capable cast and a reasonable story if you believe the high society
crook gets by as easily as your small town
audience likes to think he does. Charles Lee
Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre, South Dakota.
LAWFUL LARCENY. (6,237 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. Very good picture. Beautiful gowns, good story and an altogether
good picture. Draw town and rural class
in town of 3,000. Admission 10-25. S. H.
Rich, Rich Theatre (500 seats), Montpelier,
Idaho.
LIGHT THAT FAILED. (7,013 feet). Star
cast. I had some very good comments from
the more intelligent ones but a number of
people
didn't
nor grasp
the vital
points of
the understand
story and were
puzzled.
Had
fair attendance. City of 110,000. Admission 10-20. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre
(500 seats), Reading, Pennsylvania.
LOVE SPECIAL., (4,855 feet). Star, Wallace Reid. Another old Paramount that is
still good for small towns. Print good.
Moral tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw rural and
small town class in town of 1,474. Admis-
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sion 10-22-25. T. W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
MAKING A MAN. (6 reels). Star. Jack
Holt. Just fair. Some said yes, some said
no.
can't class
tell in
myself
thoseAdmission
reports.
DrawI rural
town on
of 900.
10-25, 10-35. A. F. Hancock, Star Theatre
(250 seats), Callaway, Arkansas.
MANSLAUGHTER. (9,061 feet). Star cast.
This picture has, I guess, been shown by
most all exhibitors as I have seen it written
up hundreds of times in the Moving Picture
World and other information sources; but
maybe there are a few still to play it yet, so
will say it's a mighty big picture in every
Walter Odom, Sr., Dixie Theatre, Duway. Mississippi.
rant,
MANSLAUGHTER. (9,061 feet). Star, Thos.
Meighan. This was fine. Played two days,
something we seldom do. Well acted by an
excellent cast. Pleased one hundred percent.
Meighan is the favorite male star here. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Had fine attendance.
Draw all classes in town of 1,S00. Miss Zelma
Campbell, Colonial Theatre (450 seats), Moulton, Iowa.
MAN UNCONQUERABLE. (5,795 feet). Star,
Jack Holt. A little slow in the start, but got
better as it went along and made a good
show out of it. Pleased eighty percent. Had
very good attendance. A. E. Rogers, Temple
Theatre, Dexter, New York.
MAN WHO SAW TOMORROW. Star,
Thomas Meighan. My patrons disappointed
in this Meighan. Not to be compared with
"Back Home and Broke" or "Homeward
Bound." Moral
good.andHadrural
average
tendance. tone
Draw town
class at-in
town of 3,000. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich,
Rich Theatre (500 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
MARRIAGE MAKER. (6,295 feet). Star,
Jack Holt. This is a William DeMille Production and if his name means anything so
far as a picture is concerned he had better
keep it off of this kind of pictures. The same
will apply to the Paramount Trade Mark.
It is the most impossible thing I have ever
played. They must have gotten Charles DeRoche drunk to get him to play the part he
did. Everyone left the matinee and seven
attended the night show. I paid just as
much for this one as a great many of the
others. If you have it bought send in the
money and let them keep it. Moral tone
not there and it is suitable for Sunday if
any day. Had poor attendance. Draw college class in town of 2,100. Admission 1525. R. X. Williams, Jr., Lyric Theatre (250
seats), Oxford, Mississippi.
MIRACLE MAN. (8 reels). Star cast. Absolutely great. There may be some who will
say they did not like it but it will hold their
interest just the same. We believe it would
hold the interest of any audience. For the
exhibitor who has not already played "The
Miracle Man" there waits a rare opportunity.
He has a picture that was made in 1919 but
that has not been equalled since; perfect
acting by a perfect cast; three now famous
stars in the chief roles, Thomas Meighan,
Betty Compson, Lon Chaney; and Paramount
will give you a good print and a good price.
Suitable for Sunday, if any picture is. What
more could you ask or even hope for? We
draw farming and mining community, town
of 900. Admission 15-25. Randolph Reitz,
Dreamland Theatre, Elk Lick, Pennsylvania.
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SIR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME. (5,585
feet). Star, Walter Hiers. Good entertainment, although a burlesque of foreign nowas improbable.
Tone, fair.
day,bilityyes.that Had
good attendance.
Draw Sunall
classes in town of 5,000. Admission 10-25.
W. H. Moore, Nusho Theatre (350 seats),
Anadarko, Oklahoma.
MEN. (6,564 feet). Star, Pola .Negri. When
Pola Negri of "Passion"
yell for the
you
we yell
with and
fat ragged
purses
and
thin back
ideals"Men,
with Men"
silk hats
morals with shining limousines and stained
souls. All fluttering around the flame of a
girl who had learned to hate all men and
made them pay for her bitter schooling. Pola
Negri's
latest andTheatre,
best picture.
Noble, Criterion
OklahomaWilliam
City,
Oklahoma.
MY AMERICAN WIFE, (6,061 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. Fine picture well produced.
Good settings and photography. Will please
any audience. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Had
good attendance. Draw all classes in town
of 5,000. Admission 10-25. W. H. Moore,
Nusho
homa. Theatre (350 seats), Anadarko, OklaNEXT CORNER. (7,081 feet). Star east.
Can't
give and
this had
picture
much. Itpower
is hard
to
advertise
no drawing
of its
own. Cost me a lot of money, so I advertised
it heavily; raised my admission prices a few
cents and it flopped. Had no opposition and
the weather was ideal, so it must have been
the picture. Bought it as a special, but
would call it a fair program picture. Had
fair attendance. Draw all classes in town of
3,500. Admission 10-33. M. W. Larmour, National Theatre (450 seats), Graham, Texas.
NTH COMMANDMENT. (7,339 feet). Star,
Colleen Moore. Very good picture, while not
convincing in spots serves as a very good
and varied entertainment. Photography and
setting are excellent. Tone fair. Sunday, no.
Had fair attendance. Draw all types in town
of 5,000. Admission 10-25. W. H. Moore,
Nusho Theatre (350 seats), Anadarko, Olkahoma.
ON THE HIGH SEAS. (5,050 feet). Star,
Jack Holt. A picture with a kick that pleased
our people 99 44/100 per cent — the rest left
before the end of the show because their
baby hollered. Jack Holt and Dorothy Dalton make this a live picture throughout.
Good tone. Sunday, yest. Good attendance.
Hawkins & Hudson, Victory Theatre, Brooksville, Florida.
OUR LEADING CITIZEN. (6,634 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Another good one, but not
quite
so good
as "Bachelor
Daddy,"
everybody
was pleased
and what
more butdo
you want? Moral tone good and it is suitable
for Sunday Had fair attendance. A. E.
Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter. New York.
PETER THE GREAT. Star cast. Rules
and regulations of the postal department do
not permit me saying what I think of this.
Boys! if you have it bought, pay for it, but
don't
even let the
in the Henry
house.
A fumigation
willprint
be come
necessary.
Tucker, Tucker Theatre (960 seats), Liberal,
Kansas.
PIED PIPER MALONE. (7,264 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Fairly good picture,
though not in comparison with "Back Home
and
Broke."
too long.
Tone, okay.
Sunday,
okay. Little
Had fair
attendance.
Draw
railroad class in town of 700. Admission 10'
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Have seen some photos of
the folks in exchanges of Producers Distributing Corp. — as printed
in their house organ, "The Dotted
Line." The inspectors and inspectresses look like snappy, wideawake folks — and that's why there
are so few had prints from those
exchanges.
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
25. Wilcox & Witt, Strand Theatre (411
seats), Irvine, Kentucky.
SHADOWS OF PARIS. (6,549 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. This picture resembles "The
Humming Bird." There is very little differI played
"Humming
and didence. the
most the
business
with it.Bird"
But first
this
picture did a nice business and pleased the
people. It is the best Pola Negri picture in
a long time. Pola again shows that she is
an actress. Tone, okay. Sunday, no. Had
good attendance. Draw all classes in small
town. Admission 10-33. M. W. Larmour, National Theatre (450 seats), Graham, Texas.
SINGER JIM MoKEE. (7 reels). Star, Bill
Hart. In the early part of this picture a man
knocks Bill out for singing. My people were
very enthusiastic over this scene. In fact a
number of them expressed the wish that it
had ed.happened
beforepicture
the picture
start-of
As a Bill Hart
this is was
a piece
cheese. There is so much hugging and kissand singing
have much
room ingfor
anythingthat
else.they
Haddidn't
fair attendance.
Draw all classes in town of 3,500. Admission
10-23. M. W. Larmour, National Theatre
(450 seats), Graham, Texas.
SOCIETY SCANDAL. (6,433 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. Not a bad picture. Gloria
losing her popularity. Moral tone fair and
it is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendDraw high Elmwood
class. Admission
Louis ance.
Isenberg,
Theatre20-30-40.
(1,600
seats), Buffalo, New York.
SOCIETY SCANDAL. (6,433 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. The public want Gloria in
this type pictures, the ones in which she
made her success. It is good, and a few more
like it may gain for her what was lost when
she made "Zaza." Draw all classes In town
of 3,500. Henry Tucker, Tucker Theatre (960
seats), Liberal, Kansas.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,434 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. Well acted, well staged. Sunday, yes. Had fair attendance. Draw elite
class. Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg,
Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New
York.
STEPHEN
STEPS Jr.
OL'T.No (5,152
Douglas
Fairbanks,
wonderfeet).
this Star,
was
the only picture this boy made. Pretty weak.
I consider it. Pleased the kids one hundred
per
cent, but over
the grown-ups
were not
very
enthusiastic
it. Tone, okay.
Sunday,
yes. Had small attendance. Draw mixed
class In town of 3.500. Admission 10-25-35.
T. L. Earaett,
Finn's Theatre (600 seats),
Jewett
City, Connecticut.
STRANGER. (6,660 feet). Star, Betty
Compson. Not much to this, just an ordinary
picture that should please the females of
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July 12,
your audience. Good tone. Sunday,
yes.1924
Fair
attendance, oil field and business class, town
650. Admission 10-25. E. Schlichter, Liggett
Theatre (500 seats), Madison, Kansas.
THREE WORD BRAND. (6.638 eet). Star,
William S. Hart. This is an old one of Hart,
but better for me than his last two releases.
Good prints and a good show for a small
town. Moral tone good, but it is not suitable
for Sunday. Had good attendance. A. E.
Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter, New York.
TOP OF NEW YORK. (5.148 feet). Star,
May McAvoy. I cannot say much for this
one. The print was the poorest we have had
for years. Every reel pulled apart at least
five times. Tone, could not get enough out
of the picture to tell. Attendance poor. Draw
all classes in town of 1,800. Admission 1520, 15-25. Miss Zelma Campbell, Colonial
Theatre (450 seats), Moulton, Iowa.
TO THE LAST MAN. (7,963 feet). Star
cast. Good picture of its kind, but too much
gun play to please our crowds. It seems as
it would
helpdidboth
and exhibitors if they
cut the
out producer
human slaughtering
in pictures, as in this one everyone gets
killed but Dix. Too much of it. No sense.
Tone, ance.
okay.
Sunday, class
no. Had
fair ofattendDraw working
in town
6,000.
Admission 15-30. Ralph Peronnet, Tujunga
Valley
Theatre
(292
seats),
Tujunga,
California.
WHITE OAK. (6,208 feet). Star, W. S.
Hart. An old time Hart picture. Pleased his
followers very much. Rental very high considering age of the picture. Tone, okeh.
Sunday, yes. Poor attendance, college trade,
town 2,145. Admission 15-25. R. X. Williams,
Lyric Theatre (250 seats), Oxford, Mississippi.
WHITE OAK. (6,028 feet). Star, William
S. Hart. A little old but prints were good
and pleased eighty per cent, and drew very
good on a bad night. Moral tone good but
It is not suitable for Sunday. Attendance,
167. Draw all classes in town of 1,000. Admission 10-15. A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre (250 seats). Dexter, New York.
WILD BILL HICKOK. (6,893 feet). Star,
Bill Hart. Consider this to be a good picture. While you cannot class as a superspecial it is good entertainment for those
that care for western. Moral tone good and
it is suitable
for Sunday.
ance. Draw best
class in Had
the fair
worldattendfrom
U. S. Veterans Hospital No. 55, veterans of
the World War. Admission 10-40. Adolph
Schutz, Fort Bayard Theatre (300 seats),
Fort
M'exlco. (6,893 feet). Star,
WILDBayard,
BILL New
HICKOK.
William
pictures
are
all
good, S.butHart.
Bill didParamount's
too much sob
stuff and
shot his pistols too many times without reloading. Pleased seventy per cent. Tone,
good. Sunday, hardly. Had fair attendance.
Draw farm and factory class in town of 4,000. Admission 10-20. George L. Satterwhite,
Kmpress Theatre (350 seats), Webb City,
Missouri.
WOMAN PROOF. (7,687 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. This picture did an exceptionally
nice business for me, but I have commenced
to expectdiences itare one
of Meighan's
My auhundred perpictures.
cent strong
for
him, and I am 2% per cent more than that.
The combination of star, author, director,
and last, but by no means the least, the
trademark with this picture is unbeatable.
Even before they told me, I knew my patrons
liked this picture by the laughter and
pleased expressions all through the showing.
Sunday, yes. Print fine. Used slide, boards,
mailingof list.
I'll say
was.
Town
800. Attendance,
Guy C. Sawyer,
Townit Hall
Theatre (250 seats), Chester, Vermont.
WOMAN PROOF. (7,687 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. This was a good picture. Paid too
much for it. Had fair attendance. Draw
mixed class in town of 2,000. Admission 1025. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500
seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
WORLD'S APPLAUSE. (6.526 feet). Star.
Bebe Daniels. Elaborate, gorgeous, wonderfully acted by entire cast. Marvelous photography. Only objection is the old worn out
eternal triangle theme. Moral tone good
and It Is suitable
for Sunday.
Had poor
attendance. Draw small
town class
in town
of 2,600. Admission 10-20. A. L. Mlddleton,
Grand Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
ZAZA. (7,076 feet). Star, Gloria Swanson.
Too overdrawn In reviews. To be considered
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Just an ordinary picture. Moral tone poor
and it is not suitable for Sunday. Had poor
attendance. Draw college class in town of
6,000. Admission 10-25-35. Jean Dagle, Barth
Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
ZAZA. (7,076 feet). Star, Gloria Swanson.
Oh Boy! What a picture. Pull of pep and
action of course. This is a modern Zaza with
a happy ending which made it all the better.
The acting of Miss Swanson was great the
best she has done to date; if you can buy
this right you can make a clean up. Moral
tone good and it is suitable for Sunday.
Had fair attendance. Draw best class in the
world from U. S. Veterans Hospital No. 65,
veterans of the World War. Admission 1040. Adolph Schutz, Fort Bayard Theatre (300
seats), Fort Bayard, New Mexico.
Pathe
t'ALI,
OF
THE
WILD.
(7,000 feet).DayStar,to
Buck (dog). Ran this
on Decoration
capacity house. The children thought this
fine and many comments from adults. Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Had good attendance.
C. O. Christ, Opera House, Elgin, Iowa.
GIRL SHY. (7,457 feet). Star, Harold
Lloyd. The greatest comedy ever made
without doubt. Harold is a laugh producing
genius. Business good, considering weather
two bad days. Agricultural class, town of
1,406. C. A. Swiercinsky, Majesty Theatre
(250 seats), Washington, Kansas.
GIRL, SHY. (7,457 feet). Star, Harold
Lloyd. A positive knock-out. Better than
two of his previous ones nailed together.
Suitable for all ages and classes. Attendance,
S. R. O., all week. All classes of city of 25,000. Admission 10-25, 35-55. L. A Hoover,
Mission and Regent Theatres (760-800 seats),
Riverside, California
GIRL SHY. (7,457 feet). Star, Harold
Lloyd. The best Lloyd ever did. It holds the
house records at my theatre. Pleased everyone. Tone, good. Attendance, extra good.
Town and rural class, town of 3,000. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (500
seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
Preferred
HERO. (6,800 feet). Star cast. Good little
program picture that will please. Use this
class of picture during middle of week, with
a good, strong comedy and everybody goes
home satisfied. Tone good. For Sunday, no.
E. D. Muchow, Hub Theatre, Gaylord, Mississippi.
SHADOWS. (7,040 feet). Star, Lon Chaney.
About like all Chaney pictures. Good acting,
but rather depressing. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Had poor attendance. Draw small town
class in town of 1,367. Admission 10-25-30-35.
S. G. Harsh, Princess Theatre (249 seats),
Mapleton, Iowa.
Prod. Dist. Corp.
Hodkinson
CRITICAL, AGE. (4,500 feet). Star cast.
Here's a picture that accomplishes what
many more pretentious pictures fail to do. i.
e., please the patrons and pays the exhibitor.
Can any picture do more? Peter Bylsma, Victory Theatre, Napoleonville, Louisiana.
CRITICAL, AGE. (4,500 feet). Star cast.
Taken from Ralph Connor's story "Glengarry
Schooldays." Advertised it big, but it proved
a complete flop. Paid too much for the picture, and did not take in enough at the door
to pay for
good. Sunday,
Admission it.
10-20. Tone,
J. C. Borden,
Palace yes.
Theatre
(370 seats), Lawrenceville, Illinois.
CRITICAL, AGE. (4,500 feet). Star, Pauline
in this picGaron. I was agreeably surprised
s. It did
ture, as it exceeded my expectation
not draw well, but it is a nice clean little
good enterfurnished
and fair
program picture
crowd on Saturday.
tainment to an only
Would class this as a good program offermont.ing. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, VerDRIVIN' FOOL. (5,800 feet). Star, Wally
good. This picture pleased everyVery
Van. one.
Just an all round good picture. Tone
yes. Good attendance. Town
Sunday,
good.
and rural class town of 3,000. Admission 10-
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Bad prints are bad medicine for
the chap who sells them, the boy
who ships them, the man who
shows them and the bunch that
sees them.
A SQUARE
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DEAL ON PRINTS!

25.
S. H. Rich,
Idaho. Rich Theatre (500 seats),
Montpelier,
GRIT. (5,800 feet). Star cast. Too much
New York underworld stuff for a small town.
W.
Warneford, Gem Theatre, Lawrenceburg,F. Indiana.
U. P. TRAIL. (7 reels). Star cast. Zane
Grey story. I have been trying to show this
picture for two years, and I am glad I finally
played it. It did a nice business for me, and
gave universal satisfaction. The author,
rather than the cast drew the crowd, but
that is a small matter as long as they came.
Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre, Chester,
Vermont.

WANDERING HUSBANDS. (6 reels). Star
cast. Excellent comedy drama. Good exploitation possibilities and the picture delivers
the goods. It appeals to the intellectual as
well as to those who are not pretentious.
Tone, good. Fair attendance. High class city
of 53,000. Frank Vesley, National Theatre
(900 seats), Stockton, California.
WHAT SHALL I DOT (6 reels). Star cast.
Good. Weather rainy, attendance, fair. Grand
Theatre, Massillon, Ohio.
Selznick
BROADWAY BROKE. (6 reels). Star cast.
A vivid story of life on old Broadway. Not
a big special but fairly good entertainment.
Moral tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw general
class in town of 9,000. Admission 15-35.
Edwin
F. Allman, Pike Theatre (300 seats),
Dover, Ohio.
COMMON LAW, (8 reels). Star cast. Another well made picture that will draw in a
high-brow theatre. Received many favorable
comments from the better class on this one.
Moral tone good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw general
class in town of 9,000. Admission 15-35.
Edwin F. Allman, Pike Theatre (300 seats),
Dover, Ohio.
COMMON LAW. (8 reels). Star, Conway
Tearle. A very good picture. A typical Conway Tearle picture. Was supported by good
cast. Audience pleased. Suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Town of 3,500.
Krieghbaum Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800
seats), Rochester, Indiana.
GOOD NIGHT, PAUL. Star, Constance Talmadge. Re-issue. A fairly pleasing comedy
drama. Can be bought reasonably. Print
okay. One sheets good. Drawing on star.
Pleased all. Moral tone okay but it is hardly
suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw oil and farm class in town of 508. Admission 10-25. J. A. Herring, Play House
Theatre (249 seats), Strong, Arkansas.

HER ONLY WAY. Star, Norma Talmadge.
Dream angle, created sensations, it gets
them, holds them, sends them out. Pleased
one hundred per cent. Book it boys! Moral
tone okay and it is suitable for Sunday. Had
average attendance. Draw oil and farm class
in town of 508. Admission 10-25. J. A. Herring, Playhouse Theatre (249 seats), Strong,
Arkansas.
QUICKSANDS. (6,541 feet). Star cast. Excellent. Pleased ninety-two per cent easily.
A border thriller. The cavalry scenes sure
add a fine touch. Cast and settings good.
Moral tone okay and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance. Admission 1025. R. K. Russell, Legion Theatre (136 seats).
Cushing, Iowa.
RUPERT OF HENTZAU. (9,400 feet). Star
cast. Excellent picture. Truely an all star
cast. A bit too much so in that Claire Windsor, Marjorie Daw and Elmo Lincoln have
so little to do. Draw general class in town
of
3,300. Admission 25-30. Krieghbaum
Brothers,
Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats),
Rochester, Indiana.
RUPERT OF HENTZAU, 9,400 feet). Star
cast. The settings, acting and directing of
this are very, very good. A very gorgeous
attraction and one that will add prestige to
a house. Boost it, it's there. Moral tone
good but it is not suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw general class in town
of 9,000. Admission 15-35. Edwin F. Allman, Pike Theatre (300 seats), Dover, Ohio.
TIMOTHY'S QUEST. (6,377 feet). Star
cast. This picture was produced here in
Maine with one of my townsman as president of the company. Kate Douglas Wiggin
the author. Scenes taken on her estate. A
fine picture, brothers. Moral tone fine. Had
good attendance. Draw general class in town
of 1,200. Admission 15-25. E. N. Prescott,
Prescott Circuit (700 seats), Union, Maine.
TOILERS OF TE SEA. (6 reels). Star,
Lucy Pox. Nothing in this but the scenery —
and that is good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance, working class, city 14,000. Admission
10-20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (178
seats), Piqua, Ohio.
WOMAN TO WOMAN. (6,994 feet). Star,
Betty Compson. Good production. Moral tone
good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw all classes in city
of 15,000. Admission 10-25-30. S. A. Hayman,
Lyda Theatre (360 seats), Grand Island,
Nebraska.
United Artists
BIRTH OF A NATION. Star cast. Still
drawing well. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Had
fair attendance. Draw small town class in
town of 1,367. Admission 10-25-30-35. S. G.
Harsh, Princess Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton, lows.
GARRISON'S FINISH. (8 reels). Star, Jack
Pickford. A good race picture and possible
story. Buy it right and chances are it will
make money and please. Moral tone good.
Had good attendance. Draw small town and
country class in town of 1,700. Admission
10-25. Wallis Brothers, Isis Theatre (250
seats), Russell, Kansas.
GARRISON'S FINISH. (8 reels). Star, Jack
Pickford. Good race horse picture but star
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does not mean much here. Pleased everybody
that came. Moral tone good but it is hardly
suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Draw agriculture and factory class in town
of 4,000. Admission 10-20. George L. Satterwhite. Empress Theatre (350 seats), Webb
City, Missouri.
HILL BILLY. (5,735 feet). Star, .lack
Pickford. This is a good picture and will
make you some money if advertised good.
Drew good against an American Legion concert. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Had good
attendance. Draw all classes in town of 1,200. Admission 10-25-3D. Otis Woodring,
Palace
homa. Theatre (820 seats), Blackwell, OklaLOVE LIGHT. (8 reels). Star, Mary Pickford. This picture pleased all my patrons.
Print in good shape. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Had fair attendance. Draw all classes
in town of 800. Admission 10-30. W. C. Herndan, Liberty Theatre (250 seats), Valliant.
Oklahoma.
LOVING LIES. Star cast. A good picture
and pleases most patrons. Tone, good. Had
good attendance. Draw small town and country class in town of 2,000. Admission 10-25.
Wallis Brothers, Isis Theatre, Russell, Kansas.
NO MORE WOMEN. (6,186 feet). Star cast.
Just fair. Did not register so good with our
bunch. Moral tone good. Had fair attendance. Draw small town and country class in
town of 1,700. Admission 10-25. Wallis
Brothers, Isis Theatre (250 seats), Russell,
Kansas.
OXE EXCITING SIGHT, (11,000 feet). Star
cast. Just got by with poor results at box
office. Moral tone okay and it is suitable for
Sunday. Had average attendance. Draw all
classes in city of 14,000. Admission 10-25,
10-35. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre (700
seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
ORPHANS OF THE STORM. (13,400 feet).
Stars, Gish Sisters. A story of the French
Revolution which is very well done and
acted. Although I had a very small crowd,
it was no fault of the picture. Moral tone
okay and it is suitable for Sunday. Had poor
attendance. Draw general class in town of
800. Admission 10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal
Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, California.
ROSITA. (8,800 feet). Star, Mary Pickford.
This is a real good picture but not suited for
Mary Pickford. A Spanish romance and good,
but Mary's
not costume.
Moral tone
good
and itkindis issuitable
for Sunday.
Had
better than usual attendance. Draw high
class in city of 30,000. Admission 10-25. J.
L. Bangert, Orpheum Theatre (1,070 seats),
Okmulgee, Oklahoma.
ROSITA. (8,800 feet). Star, Mary Pickford.
A beautiful production but unsuited to Mary
as her following was created by pictures of
a lighter type and her friends did not care
to see her in this kind. Moral tone good
and it is suitable for Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw all classes in city of 14,000.
Admission 10-25 up. E. W. Collins, Grand and
Empire
Theatres
(700-750 seats), Jonesboro,
Arkansas.
ROSITA. (8,800 feet). Star, Mary Pickford.
One of the best programs we have had for
a long time. Good picture, good photography
and cleverly put over. Moral tone good and

FRANK

E.
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If you want to coin dough while
you're running a show, let me give
you a couple of hints: Spread
abroad, wide and far, title, comp'ny and star — and then pray for
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
it is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw American and Cuban class. Admission 20-30-40. Ernest D. Grupp, Fausto
Theatre, Sante Fe, Isle of Pines, West Indies.
SALOME. (6 reels). Star, Nazimova.
Couldn't be worse. Patrons walked out distake thisandoneit
for any gusted,
price.pensioned.
MoralBoys
tonedon't
disgusting
is not suitable for Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw high class. Admission 20-30-40.
Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600
seats), Buffalo, New York.
WHITE ROSE. (11 reels). Star, Mae
Marsh. Parents should take their flappers
and would-be shieks to see this one. The
story is well done and should give good satisfaction to all. Tone, very good. Sunday,
yes. Had fair attendance. Draw elite class.
Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New
York.
WHITE ROSE. (11,000 feet). Star, MatMarsh. Opinions sharply divided. Some said
great, others said terrible. Withdrawn after
first day. Tone bad. Sunday, no. Had good
attendance. Draw all classes in city of 14.000. Admission 10-25, 10-35. E. W. Collins,
Grand Theatre (700 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
WHITE ROSE, (11 reels). Star, Mae Marsh.
A good picture of its type but too long and
too much sob stuff for these jazzy days.
Last six reels most all sobs. Moral tone
questionable and I ran it on Sunday. Had
pretty fair attendance. Draw family and
student class in town of 4,000. Admission
10-25. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre (600 seats),
Decorah, Iowa.
Universal
ACQ.U1TTAL. (6,523 feet). Star, Norman
Kerry. A good mystery story that did not
draw here. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Had
poor attendance. Draw Americans and Cubans. Admission 20-30-40. Ernest D. Gruppe,
Fausto Theatre, Santa Fe, Isle of Pines, West
Indies.
ACQUITTAL. (6,523 feet). Star cast. The
best mystery
picture
ever for
saw.suchOurplays
patrons, however,
do notwe care
and it did not draw as it should have. Tone
excellent. Sunday, yes. Had average attendance. Draw neighborhood class in city of
80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive
Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
BREATHLESS MOMEXT. (5,556 feet). Star,
Roy Stewart. Went like every other Stewart.
Roy should be heard, not seen. Tone okay.
Draw railroad class in town of 7,000. Admission 10-25. Wilcox & Witt. Strand Theatre (422 seats), Irvine, Kentucky.
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BROADWAY OR BUST. (5,272
feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. I don't know what they are
trying to do to Gibson, but this one is surely
punk for me, and nothing in it to make you
laugh, and no action either. For Sunday,
yes.
Good attendance, working class, city
14.000. .Admission 10-20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (178 seats), Piqua, Ohio.
BURXIXG WORDS. (4,844 feet). Star cast.
This is about the slowest and mushiest thing
we've ever run. The first five reels are the
worst.
Get that? Some of the emotionless,
petrified close-ups run to two minutes thirtyfive
by a stop watch. Don't know
what seconds
Canadians
will say about this film, but
our
audiences
gave and
it themade
merry
"ha, ha,"
the
razz,
the
bird,
indescribab
le
noises at the close. Imagine
the weak
young Canadian Mounted Policeman condemned for shootin' a dance-hall proprietor,
sit tin' in his barred boudoir with his old
mother, "who must never know," slobberln'
buckets of tears over her and repeatin' after
her, "In the kingdom of Thy grace, grant a
little child a place." Weeps — and weeps — and
weeps! "My-ee baby!" And daddy is outside
witli the strong silent brother, weepin" on
the tall, silent feller's elbow. Ah, boys, as
daddy said in the picture, "It's a cruel cross
to bear,"
although
we ithad
narians in here
who said
was some
a fine, octogetouching picture. Business was good, but I blame
that
on "The
TimberDraw
Queen"
serialclass
and ina
Mermaid
comedy.
working
city of 173,000. Admission 4d to 9d. W. F.
Pirie, Star Palace Theatre, Aberdeen, Scotland.

A CHAPTER IX HER LIFE. (6,330 feet).
Star cast. One of the pictures that
come to
the exhibitor as a Godsend as it is altogether different and teaches a wonderful
moral. This kind of show is a change from
the sex drama and wild-and woolys. Excellent tone. Very suitable for Sunday. Very
good attendance. Hudson & Hawkins, Victory Theatre, Brooksville, Florida.
DARLING OF XEW YORK. (6,260 feet).
Star, Baby Peggy. Dandy entertainment,
good comments. A very
popular star.
story, but weather spoiled our crowdGood
for
Saturday night. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes.
Hail poor attendance. Draw farmers and
business class in town of 2,200. Admission
10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community Theatre.
David City, Nebraska.
DOUBLE! DEALING. (5,105 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. A picture like all of the other
Hoot Gibson pictures, well liked by the class
that comes to see him. Another bad print
■.or me. No part numbers to reels, or end
to picture. The audience had to wait till
picture started again to tell that it was over.
Tone, okeh. Sunday, yes. Average attendance, college trade, town 2,145. Admission
15-24. R. X. Williams, Lyric Theatre (250
seats), Oxford, Mississsippi.
FOOLS A X D RICHES. (4,904 feet). Star,
Herbert Rawlinson. Pretty fair little program picture that should please a majority
in neighborhood house. Good tone. Sunday,
yes. Poor attendance, general class, town
1.000. H.Louisiana.
H. Hedberg, A-Muse-U Theatre,
.Melville,
FOOL'S HIGHWAY. (6,800 feet). Star,
Mary Phllbln. A very interesting story of
the old Bowery life in New York with beautiful Mary Philbin doing some wonderful
acting. She is destined to become a leading
star in a very short while. Fine print. Tone,
okay. Sunday, pretty rough. Had fair attendance. Draw mixed class in town of 3,500. Admission
10-25-3ii.
Barnett,
Finn's
Theatre
(600 seats),
JewettT. LCity,
Connecticut
FORTY HORSE HAWKINS. (5,149 ti
Star, Hoot Gibson. A fair western comedy
drama. Universal is trying to spoil Gibson
by putting him in this kind of stuff. He is
a western actor and not a comedy actor.
Sunday, yes. Had good attendance. Draw
working clss in city of 13,500. Admission 1020. G. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre <187
seats), Piqua, Ohio.
POKT1 HORSE HAWKINS. (5,149 feet).
Star, Hoot Gibson. A good name but don't
applyor tovery
the good.
show. Hoot
Can'tis say
the show
bad
so much
out ofis
place in anything but a western. His book
pic tures are worth about two-thirds as much
as nis old five-reel westerns. Suitable for
Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw gen-
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VIRTUOUS LIARS. (5,650 feet). Star cast.
eral class in town of 3,600. Admission 10-20.
Starved on this one. Moral tone fair. Had
William A. Clark, Castle Theatre (400 seats),
rotten attendance. J. J. Spandan, Family
Havana, Illinois.
Dear Exchange Manager:
Theatre, Braddock, Pennsylvania.
HOOK AND LADDER. (6 reels). Star,
Ran
your
"x!*zl:
of
:;$&
—
and
Hoot Gibson. Probably the best Gibson
think it the (*!?- picture ever.
Warner Bros.
picture to date. Had several firemen tell me
Miss $-?!:xfi was & — *z:; in her
that
It's better
than "Theappeal.
Third Alarm,"
DADDIES.
(6,800 feet). Star cast. Here is
it lacks
the audience
Rental but
too
part. Will be glad to !Z?fi ; your
one picture that has pleased one hundred
high. Tone good and it is suitable for Sunfilms!
to
all.
Their
condition
is
per
cent.
Full
of humor and life. Play it
day. Had everage attendance. Draw neighby all means. One of the best. Moral tone
borhood class in city of 80,000. Admission
!*':;cx!&?.
(Excuse
way
the
good and it is suitable for Sunday. Had
10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats),
typesetter set this — he saw your
good attendance. I. M. Hirshblood, Toms
St. Joseph, Missouri.
River, New Jersey.
print.)— I. SEN TIPPS.
HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME. (11,000
DADDIES. (6,800 feet). Star cast. Very
feet). Star, Lon Chaney. Undoubtedly one
good comedy drama. Pleased all. Moral tone
of the greatest pictures ever made. The actfair and it is suitable for Sunday. Had good
the "Hunchback"
attendance. Draw high class. Admission
s'on fifteen
H. Fetty,
Red Wing
live inginof Lon
our Chaney
memory inforever.
Directing will
and
Theatre
(300 cents.
seats), J. Laurel.
Maryland.
20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre
production wonderful. We played the above
SPORTING YOUTH. (6,712 feet). Star,
(1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
for two nights, first night's business very
Reginald Denny. A corking good comedy
GEORGE WASHINGTON JR. (6 reels).
good. Second night, rain. Tone, good. Sunthat
pleased
one
hundred
per
cent.
Book
it.
day, yes. Had good attendance. I. M. HirshStar, Wesley Barry. We played the previous
Tone
good.
Sunday,
yes.
Had
good
attendblond, Trace Theatre, Toms River, New Jertwo pictures that Barry made for Warner
ance. Draw all classes in city of 14.000.
sey.
Brothers. We can truthfully say that this
Admission 10-25, 10-35. E. W. Collins, Grand
is worth both the others. Moral tone good
HUNCHBACK OF NOTBE DAME. (11,000
and
Liberty
theatres
(700-500
seats),
Jonesand it is suitable
for Sunday.Traco
Had Theatre
fair atboro, Arkansas.
feet). Star cast. Very good production.
tendance. I. M. Hirshblood.
Pleased the patrons. Think it will take anyCo.,
Toms
River,
New
Jersey.
STORM.
(7,400
feet).
Star,
House
Peters.
where. Good tone. Yes for Sunday. Draw
Brought this one back to our house after
HEROES OF THE STREET. (6 reels).
farmers, merchants; widely scattered town
apicture.
year's interval,
todaytake
place of
cancelled
1,650. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre,
Star, Wesley Barry. A very good little picOnly
one
in
which
to
advertise
Placerville, California.
ture that pleased one hundred per cent. Wesit. It brought more business than any picley sure can act. Film in only fair condiHUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA. (8
ture we have run on Wednesday and Thurstion. Good tone. Sunday, yes. E. D. Muday for months. Tone excellent. Sunday,
reels). Personally thought it great but only
chow, Hub Theatre, Gaylord, Minnesota.
half of audience liked it. Ran with P. T. A. yes. Had extra attendance. Draw neighborclass Meade,
in city Olive
of 80,000.
10and had fair crowd as they got out and sold 15. M.hood F.
Comedies
TheatreAdmission
(450 seats),
tickets. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Had fair
St.
Joseph,
Missouri.
attendance. Draw farmers and small town
HE HONEST. (Dippy Doo DjiiI — Pathe Comclass. Admission 10-20-30. H. W. Batchelder,
WHAT WIVES WANT. (4.745 feet). Star
edy). More suited for the children than for
Gait Theatre (175 seats), Gait, California.
cast. This is a true to life picture; things
the
adult patronage. Town of 800. Guy C.
that happen every day in the year and should
M \N FROM WYOMING. (4,717 feet). Star,
Sawyer,
Town Hall Theatre (250 seats),
Jack Hoxie. This ranks far above the last be played by all exhibitors to teach good
many girls a great lesson in life. Tone very Chester, Vermont.
several "rotten" releases Hoxie appeared in
Sunday, yes. Had good attendance.
BIG isBUSINESS.
(Pathe).
Gang.' Many
The
"Men in the Raw" and "Where Is This good.
Draw working class in town of 6,000. Ad- gang
sure hustlers
in "Our
this one.
West?" were poor beyond description. This
mission 15-30. Ralph Peronnet, Tujunga Valone is good. Moral tone okay but it is not
funny
situations.
The
"Gang"
comedies
are
ley Theatre (292 seats), Tujunga, California.
suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
good stuff. Moral tone fair. Had good attendance. Draw general class in town of
Draw rural class in town of 850. Admission
Vitagraph
1,200. Admission 15-25. E. N. Prescott,
10-25-33. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (350
Prescott Circuit (700 seats), Union, Maine.
seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
FRONT PAGE STORY. (6,000 feet). Star
NIGHT MESSAGE. (4,591 feet). Star, cast. A first class newspaper story with a
CCANEERS.
Starsget"Our
The1(1 kids
are surely(Pathe).
okay and
the Gang."
laughgood cast and good comedy. For Sunday,
Gladys
knowup why
ter. This one is good and that goes for all
this one.Hulette.
PerhapsDon't
to use
some they
old made
films. yes. Good attendance, working class, city of
of
them.
Moral
tone
good.
Had
good
atSuitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
14,000. Admission 10-20. G. M. Bertling, Fatendance. Draw general class in town of
vorite Theatre (178 seats), Piqua, Ohio.
Draw high class. Admission 20-30-40. Louis
1,200.
Admission
15-25.
E.
N.
Prescott,
Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats),LET NOT MAN PUT ASUNDER. (8 reels). Prescott Circuit (700 seats), Union, Maine.
Buffalo, New York.
Star cast. Not a bad picture. From the
OENTUR1 COMEDIES. (Universal). Not as
PHANTOM HORSEMAN. (4,3011 feet). Star, story one would think that Tellegen wants
good as some of the other comedies on the
Jack Hoxie. This is a fairly good melodrama,
to
make
up
with
Farrar.
Why
don't
he
market.
Please about seventy per cent. E.
but the actors interfered too much with the write to her directly. Tone fair. Sunday,
D. Muchow, Hub Theatre, Gaylord, Missishorses. Suitable for Sunday. Had fair at- yes. Had fair attendance. Draw elite class. sippi.
tendance. Draw high class. Admission 20- Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New
30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre
COLD FEET. (Educational). A fair twoYork.
(1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
reel comedy.
Good action.
please class
maLET NOT MAN PUT ASUNDER. (8 reels).
jority. Draw small
town andWillcountry
RAILROADED. Star, Herbert Rawlinson.
town
of
2,000.
Admission
10-25.
Wallis
Cannot give much to this one as it did not Star cast. The women came, saw and in
brought the men with them and the box Brothers, Isis Theatre, Russell, Kansas.
please over fifty per cent. Action slow. Phooffice conquered. This did bigger business
tography seemed below standard. Picture
CONVICT 13. (Metro-Keaton). I have
has peculiar beginning that makes it hard to than anything we have played this season,
played a number of Keatons and they were
understand at first. Audience appeal poor. barring- none. Vitagraph furnished wonderall
like "Convict 13" — very good. Good tone.
ful trailer which, run in advance, we figure
Tone fair. Wouldn't advise for Sunday showyes. Good attendance, town and
brought in the business. Moral tone good Sunday,
ing. Poor attendance, general class, town
class,
townOpera
of 900.
10and it is suitable for Sunday. Had big at- country
1,000. H. H. Hedberg, A-Muse-U Theatre,
30.
Chas.
L. Nott,
HouseAdmission
(400 seats),
Melville, Louisiana.
Sutherland, Iowa.
tendance
Draw
all
classes
in
city'
of
10,000.
20-30. Alberon Anders, Coleman
RED WARNING. (4,750 feet). Star, Jack Admission
EDUCATION VI, COMEDIES. These twoTheatre
(800 seats), Southington, ConnectiHoxie. Just another western and it drew
cut.
reelers are about as good as any on the marthe usual western follow. ng. Hoxie can't
act, but he sure can ride. Tone good. Sunday, weak. Had below average attendance.
Draw neighborhood class in city of 80,000.
Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre
(450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
RIDERS UP. (4,904 feet). Star cast. A good
race track drama with plenty of action. Acting little weak in places. Sunday, yes. Had
good attendance. Draw working class in
ELMER
HARRIS
city of 13,500. Admission 10-20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats), Piqua,
Ohio.
SAWDUST. (4,800 feet). Star cast. Good
program. Pleased most of them. Tone good.
^V/niQi/e creator of
Had good attendance. Draw small town and
brilliant comedy
country class in town of 2,000. Admission
10-25.sell, Wallis
Kansas. Brothers, Isis Theatre, Rusdrama
^
^
^
SPORTING YOUTH. (6,712 feet). Star,
PRODUCING A SERIES OF PICTURES
Reginald Denny. A very good comedy drama
of the racing type. We need more of this
For RiImh fcy
kind. Tone good. Had very poor attendance.
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING
Season
1924-1925Draw all classes in town of 2,000. AdmisSO
first-run
pictures
CORPORATION
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ket today. I run them pretty often and
everyone enjoys them. Can be bought right,
too. Draw mixed class in town of 3,500.
Admission 10-25-35. T. L Barnett, Finn's
Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City, Connecticut.
Serials
GHOST CITY. (Universal). Star, Pete MorMighty slow along
serial with
that weak
didn't plot;
hold
up well.rison.Dragged
and some of the fist fights were jokes, with
big, grown-up
lovescenes
pats.
Had
to speed huskies
projectorsexchanging
when fight
were shown in order to make them have
some semblance of reality. Tone fair.
Nothing against Sunday showing. Poor attendance. H. H. Hedberg, A-Muse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
LEATHER STOCKING, CHAPTER NO. 1.
(Pnthc — Serial). Serial opening up good and
I believe it is going to go over good. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Had good attendance.
Draw town and country class in town of 900.
Admission 10-30. Charles L. Nott. Opera
House Theatre (400 seats), Sutherland, Iowa.
Short Subjects
FAST STEPPERS. (Universal). Star, Billy
Sullivan. I have just run the second race of
"Fast
and Boys,
Billy ifSullivan
these
is
goingSteppers"
over big.
you buyin these
right run them; they are great. Town of
3,500. Admission 10-30. G. A. Peterson, Lyric Theatre (350 seats), Sayre, Oklahoma.
FIDDLIN' DOLL, (Universal). Star, Billy
Sullivan. First of the "Fast Steppers" tworeelers. Companion to the "Leather Pushwhich proved
popular.
tone. ers"Draw
family so
trade,
city of Good
30,000.moral
Admission 35-50-75. Lee D. Balsly, Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, Missouri.
GIRLS WILL BE GIRLS. (UniversalLeather Pushers). Star, Billy Sullivan. Judging from this (third) round, which is the
only one of the last series we have seen as
we are not playing them, the fourth
"Leather
series despite
is not all
as the
goodtalkas
the
three Pushers"
previous ones,
about them being as good and even better.
The new star (?) they have substituted for
Denny is one weak point your patrons are
not likely to overlook, especially if they
have seen
work in the
any last
of theseries.
previous Denny's
rounds preceding
Though we have played the first, second and
third series (of which the first is much the
best), we are not at all sorry that we let
the last ones go by. Draw from farming and
mining community of 900. Admission 15-25.
Randolph Reitz, Dreamland Theatre, Elk
Lick, Pennsylvania.
JULIUS SEES HER. (F. B. O.). Star, Alberta Vaughn. This is my first of the Telephone Girl series and it got away to a poor
start owing to the story being weak and not
enough comedy to please. They have a fine
cast, however, especially the leading lady,
Alberta
boys
ask
for Vaughn,
more of and
her.she's
Tonea dream
O. K.— the
Sunday,
yes. Fair attendance, oil field and business
class, town of 650. Admission 10-25. E.
Schilchter,
Liggett Theatre (500 seats), Madison, Kansas.
MONEY TO BURNS. (F. B. O.). This is the
third
of thebetter,
"Telephone
First of
wasthefair.seriesSecond
and thisGirl."
one
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was good. Will go over in any house. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. I. M. Hirshbloud, Traco
Theatre Co., Toms River, New Jersey.
Miscellaneous
BRIGHT LIGHTS OF BROADWAY. ( Principal Pictures). Star cast. (6,700 feet).
Can't nessgive
this Fairly
one much.
So much closing
sameto story.
well produced,
with railroad chase and wreck. Moral tone
fair and it may possibly be suitable for
Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw family and student class in town of 4,000. Admission 10-25. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre (600
seats), Decorah, Iowa.
BRIGHT LIGHTS OF BROADWAY. (Principal Pictures). Star cast. (6,700 feet). Very
good. Really thrilling and interesting. Little slow getting started but sure stays in
high to the last. Tone good. Draw American and Cuban class. Admission 20-30-40.
Ernest D. Gruppe. Fausto Theatre, Santa Fe,
Isle of Pines, West Indies.
BBIGHT LIGHTS OF BROADWAY. (Principal Pictures). Star cast. (6,700 feet). A
great picture and a good story that will hold
interest all the way through. You can get
it right, Sunday,
and don'tyes.
be afraid
to boost
it. Tone
good.
Had good
attendance.
George L. Satterwhite. Empress Theatre (350
seats), Webb City, Missouri.
BBOADWAY GOLD. (Truart). (6,800 feet).
Star, Elaine Hammerstein. Good picture,
liked by all. There were no beginnings or
ends to the reels; otherwise okay. Just a
program picture. Good tone. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance, college trade, town of 2,145.
Admission 15-25. R. X. Williams, Lyric Theatre (250 seats), Oxford, Mississippi.
BROKEN HEARTS OF BROADWAY. (C.
C. Burr). (6,600 feet). Star, Colleen Moore.
Brothers, take a tip from me: better not buy
this print of C. C. Burr pictures through
Moscow Films, Inc., of Boston, as I did. On
every picture I received from them the prints
have been awful, but this picture in that
point was the worst. The story itself was
fair. T. L Barnett, Finn's Theatre, Jewett
City, Connecticut.
DRUMS OF JEOPARDY.
(Truart). Star,
Elaine Hammerstein. (6,529 feet). Just an
average program picture. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Had average attendance. Draw
all classes in city of 14.000. Admission 1025, 10-35. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre (700
seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
ENEMIES OF CHILDREN. Star. Anna Q
Nilsson. So-so. It pleased and it didn't. One
of those fifty-fifty shows; neither negative
nor positive. Print was not right; my print
was entirely too dark. Tone O. K. Good
attendance, better class, town of 4,500. Admission ten seats),
cents. Nazareth,
C. A. Anglemire,
"Y"
Theatre (403
Pennsylvania.
FLASHES OF ACTION. (State Right). Put
this on for the American Legion post and it
was fine in every respect. Highly enjoyed
by all. Moral tone good and it is suitable
for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw
students and educated class in town of 1,600.

THE YOUNGEST
PRODUCING GENIUS
IN FILMLAND ~ ^
MAKING A SERIES OF PICTURES
For Release by
Producer* DUtributfcx Scum I924-/92550 fust -run pictures
Corporation

Admission 10-25. K. F. Van Norman, Star
Theatre (350 seats), Mansfield,July
Pennsylvania.
12, 1924 '
FIGHTING ODDS. Star. Dick Hutton. Fair
Saturday picture — nothing more. Poor attendance of average class, town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, by J. H Watts.
Scotland
Theatre (600 seats), Laurinburg,
North Carolina.
FIGHTING MAD. (State Right). Star cast.
A pretty good little western picture. I bought
it right and made some money on it. Tone
not good. Sunday, no. Had good attendance. Town of 4,200. Admission 10-22. W.
E. Elkin,
Temple Theatre (500 seats), Aberdeen, Mississippi.
FLUSH AND BLOOD. (Enterprise Dist.).
Star, Lon Chaney. A fair program. Went
over
good attendance.
Drawsmall for
townus.andHadcountry
class in town
of
2,000. Admission 10-25. Wallis Brothers,
Isis Theatre, Russell, Kansas.
FLESH AND BLOOD. (Western We. Bxpl.),
Star, Lon Chaney. I got a bad print on
this; not more than half there and that in
bad shape. Fair attendance of average class,
town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, by J. H. Watts, Scotland Theatre (600
seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
GALLOPING
THROUGH.
(Sunset). Star,
Jack Hoxie. Fair western that was enjoyed
by all who saw it. The Jack Hoxie Sunset
pictures have all been extra good and I can
recommend them to any small town exhibitor
who wants westerns with lots of action. Patrons who have seen Hoxie in Universal features are unanimous in saying that his work
in Sunset productions is the better of the
two. Fair tone. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance, general class, town of 1,000. Admission 10-25,
15-35. Louisiana.
H. H. Hedberg, A-Muse-U
Theatre,
Melville,
GOLD MADNESS. (Renown). Ctar, Guy
Bates Post. (5,860 feet). Fair picture that
did fair business. Tone
all right. Sunday,
yes. Had fair attendance. Draw all classes
in city of 14,000. Admission 10-26. 10-35. E.
W. Collins, Grand and Liberty theatres (700500 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
HAS THE WORLD GO>K MAD? (Equity).
Star cast. (6,047 feet). Nothing to it. They
charged me a special price, but it proved
to be a poor program. Did not please. Film
in poor shape. Tone. no. Sunday, no. Had
good attendance. Draw small town class in
town of 1,367. Admission 10-25-30-35. S. G.
Harsh,
Princess Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
HAN THE WORLD GONE HAD! (Equity).
Star cast. (6,047 feet). Nothing to rave over.
However, will please a non-critical audience.
Not suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Town of 4,200. Admission 10-22. W.
E. Elkin,
Temple Theatre (500 seats), Aberdeen, Mississippi.
HUSH. (6,000 feet). Star. Clara K. Young.
About the worst I have seen her in for some
time. Nothing to it. The print was in very
bad shape. Sunday, yes. Had fair attendance. Draw working class in city of 13,500.
Admission 10-20. G. M. Bertllng,
Favorite
Theatre (187 seats), Piqua. Ohio.
JACQUELINE. (6,000 feet). Stars, Courtot,
Cody. A well made Curwood story that
pleased
the majority of our audiences. The
forest fire
scenes were very well done in
this picture. Tone O. K. Attendance fair;
we have had rain for three nights. Draw
better class, town of 4,500. Admission ten
tents.
C. A. Anglemire,
" Y" Theatre (403
seats), Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.
LAST HOUR. (6 reels). Star, Milton Sills.
Just an average program picture that
pleased about seventy per cent of my audience. Acting of Sills very good. Tone fine.
Sunday, absolutely. Fair attendance, oil
field and business class. Town of 950. Admission 10-25. E. Schlichter, Liggett Theatre (500 seats), Madison, Kansas.
LET'S GO. (Truart). Star, Richard. Talmadge. Very good; lots of action. Good
tone, good attendance. J. J. Spandau, Family Theatre, Braddock, Pennsylvania.
LUCKY CARSON. (Smith). Star, Earle
Williams. (5 reels). A good entertainment.
Played one day with two comedies. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Had fair attendance.
Draw farmers and business class in town of
2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins,
Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
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LOOK

REVIEWS

(Moving Picture World)
Dorothy Devore certainly gets right
up in the front rank of the "big-time"
comedians in "Hold Your Breath," Al
Christie's first comedy of feature
length, which Hodkinson is distributing. Just recall the most breath-taking
and hair-raising human fly stunts you
ever saw, then picture these with a lot
more new ones even more thrilling
performed by a little slip of a girl, and
you have an idea of what this picture
offers. In her chase up the front of a
skyscraper Dorothy Devore does not
have to take a back seat for anyone
when it comes to providing excitement.
(Motion Picture News)
Al Christie has turned out a very
creditable piece of work in this feature
length comedy and Dorothy Devore,
the star, is goine to win a host of admirers through her clever work which
compares with that of the foremost
screen furmnkers.

(Morning Telegraph)
In "Hold Your Breath," Al Christie
has made Dorothy Devore do everything in the way of human fly- work
that Harold Lloyd or any other comedian ever thought of doing.
(Exhibitors

Distributed

by

PRODUCERS
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION

Trade Review)

Dorothy Devore as the heroic re-i
porter trying to make good on herl
brother's job carries off the honors in)
a role that asks for everything and in)
which she misses nothing. The way
she sidles up the sheer wall of the sky
scraper is a caution and has the crowd
below hypnotized in well justified
fear. In fact, so real is this that only
one whose emotions are not actually
frozen will fail to be carried awav by
the speed of this terrifying picture
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Ihe New

Generation

in Pictures

withs,fresh
(7)
IS LAZIN
vision Gandthenewtrail
standard
the
^
Hunt Stromberg organization
typifiies, in personnel and in spirit, the
making.
new
and vigorous generation in picture
An organization of inspired, tested
Youth — untrammelled by conventions,
unswayed by that which is past, each
and every member striving with tireless effort to attain the vital — and
ultimate — in photoplay entertainment which reflects the creative artistry and, rare showmanship of its
supervising head.
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CHARLES R ROGERS
President Pr iscilla Dean Productions
Vice-Pres., Harry Carey Productions

TOM

FOFLMAN
Director

OS.
ROBERT DeLACEY
Tilm Editor

PHIL GERSDORF
Director of Publicity

7°HE Hunt Stromberg organization is the
[C) result of months of watching and testing!
The industry has plenty of folks using
accepted formulas, antiquated methods.
Young men and women with fresh ideas —
and the capacity for work, are scarce.
Hunt Stromberg has a corner on them!

HARRY L. DECKER^
iTilm Gditor -in- chief

Secretary
MARJORIE
CAMPBELL
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(klRT/LEEVEf/
y^vHEN
the Hunt rolls
Stromberg
I I ) Organization
up its
mental shirtsleeves — it
rolls up its other kind, too!
Missing are the oft-told puttees, the brilliant waist-coat, the
monogramed megaphone of motion picture tradition.
They are in the scrap heap —
along with obsolete production
methods, time-worn ideas and
conventional standards.
Unhampered by hackneyed
formula, the Hunt Stromberg
crew work side by side to give
the industry and the public that
type of entertainment attained
only
by unremitting
boundless
creative force.effort and
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Recent Releases:
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{JHarXtey
Grates
Author of
"THE WILDCAT OF PARIS"
"HELL MORGAN'S GIRL"
"HURRICANE'S GAL"
Adapter of
"MERRY GO ROUND"
"FOOL'S HIGHWAY"
"THE FIGHTING AMERICAN"
And Now —
"A CAFE IN CAIRO"
Priscilla Dean's second
Hunt Stromberg Production.
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Thomas Meighan

MEN"

"SHADOWS"
Lon Chaney
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New Version
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Davkfae
LABORATORIES

UollywoocL
/j)S in the creation and production of motion pictures, personal supervision — "the personal
touch" — is the outstanding factor which individualizes and safeguards a product.
ROY DAVIDGE, conceded to rank first and foremost among the West Coast laboratory artists, personally develops all negative, and supervises all printing processes for the Hunt Stromberg units.
The artistry and quality of Davidge work is unexcelled.
That is why the Roy Davidge Laboratories are
under contract to handle all Stromberg work.
That is why among others,
Harold Lloyd
Principal Pictures Corporation
Frank Lloyd Productions
(notably, "The Sea Hawk ")
bear the distinguishing superiority of
ROY

DAVIDGE

SUPERVISION

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

LAMBERT

HILLYER

Directing

"BARBARA

FRIETCHIE

"

A

Regal

Production

For Release by

Producers

Distributing

Corporation

Recent

Successes:

"Scars
"Skin
"The
"Those

of

Jealousy"

Deep"
Spoilers"
Who

Dance"

MOVING

PICTURE

In Production

WITH
"TROUPING Starring
HELENE

ELLEN"

CHADWICK

The Fascinating Saturday Evening Post Story by Earl Derr Biggers
for release by
Producers

Distributing

Corporation

WORLD

MOVING

PICTURE.

WORLD

PAUL

SCARDON

Director

of
EASTERN

PRODUCTIONS'

First Starring Vehicle
For

Helene

"Her

V?

Chadwick

Own

by
Free

Will"

Ethel M. Dell

Released by
Producers

Distributing

Corporation
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WORLD

Eastern

Productions,

Inc.

W. 0. HURST,

President

C. S. HERVEY,

Vice-President

H. M. HOBART,

Secretary

Starring

Helene

For Release

"Her

Own

Chadwick

July 22, 1924

Free

Will"

Paul Scardon, Director

In Preparation

"Trouping

With

Ellen"

T. Hayes Hunter, Director

Released by

Producers

Distributing

Corporation
17
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WORLD

ROY
BARNES
featured in Al Christie special

"A RECKLESS
ROMANCE"
for release by Producers Distributing Corporation
RECENT RELEASESCOSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS—
The reporter in
"The Great White Way"
The go-getter in
"The Go-Getter"
Adam in
"Adam and Eve"

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

SIDNEY
Director of
CHRISTIE FEATURES

SCOTT

AL

"HOLD

H"D
YOUR
BREAT
A
N

"RECKLESS ROMANCE"
(NOW IN PRODUCTION)
Released through Producers Distributing Corp.

|
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MOVING

PICTURE

JACQUELINE
featured in
"THE

HOUSE

A Regal Production

OF

WORLD

LOGAN

YOUTH"

for Producers

Distributing Corp.

/

MOVING

Tilford
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WORLD

Corporation

332-344 WEST 44th STREET
NEW YORK
TELEPHONE
LONGACRE 9350-9351-3707
1 July 1924.
Mr. Exhibitor,
Anywhere,
Dear Sir:
We have been in the Motion Picture business for more than
sixteen years. From projection machine operator to exhibitor
and theater owner; from theater owner to property-man and
from property-man to producer.
We originated the "IDEA" of building settings and producing
pictures on a predetermined figure. That — "STARTED
SOMETHING."
We have helped the Independent Producer to save a lot of
money and to make better pictures. We positively eliminated
excess baggage and other waste in production.
Pictures have been produced in the past three years, under our
method, that look twice their cost in production value. You ran
them in your theaters, you heard remarks from your patrons
about the beautiful settings, etc. These pictures made you
money and you were satisfied. You have seen our name on the
credit titles in small type and "under the supervision of 'So and
So' " in large type, but nevertheless, "we started something,"
which was only by the beginning of "WHAT WE ARE GOING
TO DO."
We have

just completed

three productions.

The

first

"Miami," featuring Betty Compson, the second, "Another
Scandal," featuring Lois Wilson, and the third, "Ramshackle
House," featuring Betty Compson. This is the beginning of our
own a productions.
Three "Bull's Eyes" in a row. How is that
for
start?
We aim to make every picture that we produce "hit the bull's
eye," we know we can do it, we have learned our trade from the
ground up, we are not swivel-chair producers.
Very truly yours,
TILFORD
Walter

CINEMA

CORP.

Ford Tilford
President.
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HODKINSON, COSMOPOLITAN, INSPIRATION AND
OTHER LEADING PRODUCERS HAVE CHOSEN US.
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Oscar C. Buchheister, Pres. and Treas.
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National

Poster

Byron L. Crabbc, Vice-Pres.
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ADVERTISING
of America,
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Inc.

Successors to Ivan B. Nordhem Co.
Potter Advertising
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Painted Display*
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MOVING
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Music
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Sheets

AVAILABLE ON ALL PICTURES
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Distributing

WORLD

Corp.

Massce

Company

115 BROAD
STREET

IC

Thematic Music
"HOLD

BREATH"
AnYOUR
Al Cliriitic Future
Dorothy Devoir. Wilier Hicn
and Tutl, Mirvh.11
Directed b, Scon Sidney
Slorr br FMnt Rol»nd Con U In
A HODKIN'SON RELEASE

INC.

NEWU.S.A.
YORK

Specialists in the forwarding and insuring of films and accessories to all parts of
the world since the start of the industry.
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We have efficient agents and correspondents in all principal cities of the world.

AT EIGHT FIFTEEN
THE LATEST IN THE BEAUTY SHOP

It pays to use our service.

JT (Action) EXPLOSIONS OVER WOMAN'S HAIR
« (TOW) THE CITY OF THE DAILY

Telephones :
5676 )
5677 \I Bowling Green
5678

J (Action) WOMAN ARRIVES

Masseco,
CablesYork
:—
New

• <Tltl*> * MEANWHILE AN OILY STOCK SALESMAN X
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George Hoffman
John A. Morgan
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ART

GUILD

250 WEST 54th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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416-422 West 33rd Street, New York City
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PICTURE

the Producers

1924-25

of Nineteen

Competent

Corporation

Casts

Distributing

Attractions
Headed

Corporation

Releases
of Superlative

by Fifteen

Merit

Prominent

will start the first season

Stars
of its

reorganized career with a splendidly diversified program of first-run productions from
the foremost independent producers is shown by the announcement of its releases for
the coming season.
Twenty big productions are scheduled for release between August 1
and January 25, and others may be added later in the season.
Most of the pictures now
listed are fully completed and the others are in course of production in the various studios on the West and East coasts.
Fifteen stars will be offered at the heads of especially well
selected casts, and the list of directors includes the names of
men who have won prominence by their creative accomplishments.
In making its fall and winter announcement the Producers Distributing Corporation declares its intention to
make of the company exactly what its name implies. It will
not produce any pictures on its own account but will be a
broad, impartial medium of distribution for the best independently produced pictures of first run quality.
It will be in business with two groups of customers — the
men who make pictures and the men who exhibit pictures.
And

as a distributing organization the Producers Distributing Corporation will not compete with either group.

f. c. munroe
In a statement on the plans and the ambitions of the comPresident, Producers Distributing pany, F. C. MumOe Said I
Corporation.
"Our purpose can be very simply stated.
We offer to the
theatre owners of the world a regular, dependable service of pictures containing the best
possible entertainment values, story, cast and direction. The history of every merchandising concern since the world began records success or failure exactly in proportion to the
offering of good or bad merchandise.
We offer good merchandise regularly delivered.
"We intend to be known for several things as follows : First-class values, clean pictures,
regular delivery to theatre owners, good prints, good paper and courteous and business-like
methods. These are our promises. We shall keep them. The public will like our pictures,
and theatre owners, producers and ourselves will all make the profit necessary to keep us
in business and permit us all to grow and improve.
"The motion picture industry has a great future. We propose to have a hand in
shaping it. It is far ahead of all other things as a means of entertainment for millions.
Tragedy, comedy, farce, drama, melodrama — everything that the people want they should
have, but each must be the best of its kind, human in its theme, and clean in its treatment,
its title and its advertising.
"It is our profound belief that the company to offer such a program will grow in the
confidence of producers, theatre owners and the public. Millions of people who now do
not patronize motion picture theatres will do so because the entertainment offered is
interesting and wholesome. We must constantly increase our public. Progress and growth
go hand

in hand.

The

motion

picture business is just beginning."

MOVING

Raymond

Pawley

Knowledge
First Vice-President

and Treasurer

C.

Flinn

Make

WORLD

In timate

of Exhibitor

tributing Corp. Specializes
is one of the few
RAYMOND PAWLEY
big motion picture executives who are
rarely seen in the limelight of publicity
but whose opinions are powerful factors in
shaping the destiny of the industry.
As first vice-president and treasurer of the
Producers' Distributing Corporation Pawley
contributes not only his knowledge of finance but an intimate, personal understanding of the needs of the theatre owners, gained
through his early experiences as an exhibitor,
and his continuous study of motion picture
conditions from the exhibitor's viewpoint.
Quiet, unassuming and of a magnetically
forceful personality, Raymond Pawley is
firm in his belief that success in any business
depends upon catering to the demands of
customers and that the customers of a distributing organization are the exhibitors
whose needs must, at all times, receive first
consideration.
Pawley's
first association
the business
producing and distributing
brancheswith
of the
began as one of the organizers of the Paramount Pictures Corporation and as the first
John

Has

PICTURE

Needs

of Producers ' Dis-

in the Showman's Angle
treasurer of that company after its incorporation. But before interesting himself in the
formation of Paramount he was an exhibitor
who had faced the problems then confronting
the theatre men and his views of the industry are of interest to every exhibitor.
"My first contact with the motion picture
industry," says Pawley, "was as an exhibitor
and this early experience gave me an exhibitor's viewpoint on many of the problems of
the business and a keen appreciation of his
needs particularly in respect to his relations
to his exchanges.
"As an exhibitor I learned that my houses
needed something more than good management and that three things were vital to their
success. First, pictures of such entertaining
qualities as to satisfy my patrons; second, a
cantinuous and dependable supply of such
pictures : third, exchange service consisting
of prompt shipments of accessories and clean,
well inspected film.
"It was then, as now, difficult to find an
exchange that could fill all of these requirements." declares Pawley, "and it is with just

Tells

How

Advertising

to
Effective

"Tell the Truth.
Tell It Interestingly, " Is Advice of
Executive Handling Advertising and
Production Program
picture industry which has to carry on in coming years. John C. Flinn,
THEdrawnmotion
generously from other lines of who for ten years occupied the position of
business for the personnel of its prin- director of advertising and publicity for
cipal executives has developed within its own
Paramount Pictures and other executive poranks a half dozen outstanding young men
sitions with Famous Players-Lasky, unquestionably may be regarded as a potential asset
in motion pictures as a business and an art.
Not all of the upbuilding of motion pictures
has been confined to the efforts of men and
women in motion picture studios, extraordinary though their work has been as a whole
in the past decade. There have been a number of men whose unique financial abilities
have carried the business side of the structure at a pace in keeping with the production
end of the industry. There has also been a
class of workers whose activities have been
something of a bridge in between the first
two mentioned. From the ranks of this third
class the business is drawing its sales-managers,
and to
production
sistantspublicity
and Flinnexperts
has come
the front as-in
the past few years out of this larger and less
conspicuous class.
The sensational success of "The Covered
Wagon" last year in New York and later in
London and Paris, was accompanied by what
has been regarded as an ideal advertising
campaign which dove-tailed admirably into
JOHN C. FLINN
the spirit of the picture's appeal, and that
Vice-President in Charge of Production and Flinn attracted a great deal of attention for
his
share in the campaign was not accidental
Advertising, Producers' Distributing Cor- because
in this effort was crystalized all his
poration.

RAYMOND PAWLEY
Vice-President and Treasurer, Producers' Distributing Corporation.
such fundamental exhibitor needs in mind
that the officers of the Producers' Distributing Corporation have assembled from the
foremost independent producers the line of
pictures we are offering for the coming
season.
"And the service from the exchanges will
be the best that can be secured from the
highest type of men in the field and in our
various branch offices."
First

previous experience of ten years of motion
picture advertising.
As vice-president in charge of advertising
and the production program of the Producers' Distributing Corporation, Flinn has
progressed quite logically into work from
which the trade generally and his friends
may look for interesting things.
Since his association with the new company the advertising of its program has been
marked with a distinct individuality. Ideas,
rather than noisy display, has been the keynote of the announcements.
"We shall try in our advertising and publicity," said Flinn, "to tell the truth and to
tell it interestingly. Advertising that misrepresents may pay a dividend but it usually
pays only one dividend. The penalty of misrepresentation isthat sooner or later the
product is judged on its own merits and all
that has gone into money and effort is
wasted.
"The first thing I always try to do when
laying out an advertising campaign is to
know thoroughly what the man who made
the picture had in mind as his principal idea
when he produced it. An advertising man
never goes wrong working in close touch
with his producer, and no advertising man
within my experience has ever succeeded
when working in the dark, without information and personal contact.
"The producer who is out of touch with
the public tastes is also at a disadvantage,
and such observations as come to me in my
constant travelling are related to our associates for what they are worth. Motion picture making is somewhat different from
novel writing. There is a distinct place in
this business for co-operation at the source
of production, and where a book seldom has
succeeded when written by two men, many
a motion picture has been successful when it
has had the benefit of many minds in its
conception."
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Exhibitors

Vice-President

of Distribution, Says Films

THE character of a business institution
is reflected in its sales practice. Misrepresentation isnot essential in the
selling of honest product and is damaging to
tor.
the distribu
The Producers' Distributing Corporation
is an institution that stands squarely back
of its product on the basis of merit. We
represent an expert selection of independent
productions. From August 1 to February 1
we will release twenty worthwhile pictures,
and while it will be impossible to screen all
of these pictures in advance, it is our opinion
that the best way to screen pictures is with
a paid audience as the psychology of previewing an unbought picture is usually
wrong. Affected voluntarily or involuntarily,
the previewer substitutes his own likes and
dislikes and his own ideas of popular appeal

in Charge

Are Planned

WORLD

to
a

Profit

of Machinery
to That End

for the correct verdict and the viewpoint of
the paying public.
What the exhibitor needs to know are the
elements that comprise his offerings. If the
elements are right and he is a real showman
he will get the business.
The productions that we have listed for
release have these elements — story, star, boxoffice title, direction, cast, production and
exploitation value, created by producers that
have made financially successful pictures.
We expect that every picture will be good
and every effort will be expended to make
them so. Our guarantee is simply that we
expect exhibitors using our pictures as a
whole to make a fair profit. We are guaranteeing an average, not individual pictures.
We contend that this guarantee is the fairest
which any motion picture distributor makes.

PAUL C. MOONEY
Vice-President in Charge of Distribution,
Producers' Distributing Corp.
We promise to deal with exhibitors as we
would like to have exhibitors deal with us
and we both agree that to continue any
business the other must make a fair profit.

Foreign
Rights
Go
to
Wm.
M.
Vogel
He Has Long and Successful Record as Motion Picture Exporter
class product. For this reason recognized nounced under this banner, namely Rudolph
ratively few names
compa
are
E
THER
of prominence in the export end of box-office names like Priscilla Dean, Betty Valentino, is another screen personality that
Compson, Florence Vidor, Lois Wilson and bears the stamp of prestige that one naturalthe motion picture field and most
ly associates with this exporter.
prominent among those who have developed others now contributing to the Producers'
productions are ap"Vogel" is well known throughout the
the foreign markets for American-made mo- Distributing Corporation
proximately associated with the name and United States, but at that, his accomplishtion pictures is William M. Vogel, who is now
prestige of William M. Vogel as foreign disments enjoy even wider recognition beyond
handling the Producers' Distributing Cortributor of their photoplays. The William the borders of the United States than within
poration releases in the foreign field.
Vogel Distributing Corporation will distrib- them, and behind his name stands a reputaAbout a decade of years ago William
them in characteristically effective
tion for square dealing that is the outstanding
Vogel decided that American motion pictures fashionuteabroad.
factor in his noteworthy business success.
should be introduced throughout Australasia.
The
motion
picture
trade
throughout
the
He organized a company therefore which
introduced first, the World Film features, world has recently become aware of another
and next, the Metro Productions into big contract which Mr. Vogel controls
Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania. He throughout the foreign territories — Ritz
Carlton Pictures, Inc. The first star andid mode than introduce them — for the para" as"Si
Allan
his ren
triumphs
infrom
rest fresh
ForForrest,
mount quality of William Vogel is his constructiveness — he developed the value of
Mary Pickford's leading man in "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall," has been signed to
these pictures throughout the Antipodes and
appear opposite Priscilla Dean in "The Siren
incidently helped make the American-made
of Seville," her first Hunt Stromberg producmotion picture supreme in that market which
tion for Producers Distributing Corporation.
theretofore had chiefly known British-made
Stuart
Holmej, Claire de Lorez, Bert Woodproductions and those from France, Scanruff and Mathew Betts are other members
dinavia, Italy and to a limited extent from
of
the
supporting cast now being assembled
local studios.
at the ville"
Ince
While there he foresaw the growth of the
will bestudios,
filmed. where "The Siren of SeAmerican motion picture in all the foreign
markets of the world, and therefore terminated his business in Sydney. Arriving in
New York in the summer of 1917, he had
Patsy Miller Co-stars
within sixty days closed a contract with
Patsy Ruth Miller, co-star with Matt
First National for the foreign rights (exclusive of the United States and Canada)
Moore in "The Wise Virgin," released by
Producers Distributing Corporation, played
for the eight Million Dollar Charles Chaplin
comedies.
the role of "Esmeralda" in "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame." Her selection for this imMr. Vogel has again proved that he knows
portant role followed a long list of successes
what he is about in securing the exclusive
and her work in the spectacle was largely
foreign rights of the Producers' Distributing
responsible for her being tendered a starring
Corporation releases which he has concontract in Elmer Harris Productions. "The
trolled for the last several years under the
Wise Vergin,'' the first of these, is an origHodkinson trade name and will continue to
WILLIAM VOGEL
inal story by Harris. It was directed by
control for years to come.
Producers' DistribLloyd Ingraham under Harris' supervision.
"Vogel" identifies himself only with high Foreign Distributor utingof Corporation.
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A Trio of
"Box Office"
Start Who
Can Be
Counted On

FLORENCE VIDOR

Drawing

ZaSu

BETTY COMPSON

Power

Will
Pitts Long

Livingston

a Colorful

These

Players

Help
Exhibitors
Matt Moore Actor

Liked by Public
ZaSu Pitts, who will be seen in "The Legend
of Hollywood" opposite Percy Marmont, hasbeen a consistent favorite with the public since
her early histrionic triumphs in Universal and
Brentwood pictures. She is a unique screen
personality and an artist of distinct character
and extraordinary dramatic ability.
Her emotional delineations cover the exceptionally wide range from farce comedy to intense pathos, and her characterizations are distinguished bya subtle blending of these varying
emotions.
ZaSu Pitts is an artist of the highest order,
splendidly capable of visualizing distinct and
exquisitely human characters, and her superb
displays of dramatic art have been notable contributions to such productions as "Better
Times," "Poor Relations," "Is Matrimony a
Failure?" "A Daughter of Luxury," and "Poor
Men's Wives."
Margaret

of

PRISCILLA DEAN

in Many Triumphs
Killarney, land of romance and blarney, shamrocks and shillalahs, is responsible for Matt
Moore, popular member of a histrionic family
of screen celebrities.
After trouping on the road and playing in
stock for six seasons, Matt made his debut
in pictures in the support of Florence Lawrence
at
Biograph,
has been
of theHescreen's
steadiest
and and
besthesellers
everonesince.
made
a distinct personal triumph as "Captain Applejack" in "Strangers of the Night," the screen
version of that successful stage play, and also
scored heavily as "Joe Brooks" in "Paid in
The genial Matt has done leads for Mary
Pickford, Elsie Ferguson and Blanche Sweet,
and
now is starring with Patsy Ruth Miller.
Full."
While with Universal he directed himself and
Gail Kane for one year.
Co-starring with Patsy Ruth Miller, Matt
Moore and his charming ally make a splendid
team, and an unusual box office attraction.

to
"Mop
Up"
Patsy Ruth Miller
Charming, Virile
When a young girl endowed with more than
her share of pulchritude and brains, whose early
ambition was to drive a fire engine or lead an
orchestra, decides to carve a name for herself
on the escutcheons of Film Fame, who is going
to gainsay her?
When Patsy Ruth Miller made her picture
debut with Nazimova in "Camille," the gentle
art of leading a fire brigade to a snappy conflagration, and the gentler art of putting the
"bee" in Beethoven, were left flat on their back.
Patsy knew she had found her metier, and
subsequent events have proved her right. Anybody who saw her as Esmeralda in "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," will agree that
pretty Patsy has a charm, versatility and
vitality that make for greatness on the screen.
Under the able direction of Lloyd Ingraham
and co-starring with Matt Moore, Patsy Ruth
Miller is due to achieve the very pinnacle of
popularity in her productions for Producers
Distributing Corporation.

Actress

This is the day of "Color," and a motion
picture play is either colorful or "blah." The
same can be applied to actors. A foreign connois eur of beauty says that pulchritude in art
lies in decisive coloring, and that's where
Margaret Livingston, the new star of Producers Distributing Corporation, comes in.
Margaret's
is most
hair
is as red as color
hair can
be ; decided.
her eyes Her
are very
brown : her lips are just a shade more vivid
than her hair : her eyebrows and lashes are
very dark ; and the few freckles that still remain, areminder that childhood days have not
been gone long, are very decided freckles. Her
acting
is colored
with the famous.
"I don't care" spirit
that made
Eva Tanguay
In "Wandering Husbands." the KirkwoodLee production, Miss Livingston, created a new
type of screen vamp, a unique and vivid character all her own, and she is now firmly established in Stardom.

Unlike in
Type but
Alike in
Public
Approval

HARRY CAREY AND ZASU PITTS
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Charming,
Versatile
—
Each Distinct
And All
Powerful

JACQUELINE LOGAN
T. Roy

Barnes

PATSY RUTH MILLER

Has

Successful Record
T. Roy Barnes, featured in the Al Christie
special feature, "Reckless Romance," is a favorite with both the theatre and picture-going
public. He began his career on the legitimate
stage in musical comedy and vaudeville. As
a comedian of exceptional ability and personality he has achieved enviable success in Famous
Players and Goldwyn productions, and in returning to the Christie Studio to appear in
"Reckless Romance" it will be recalled that he
filled the leading role in "So Long Letty," the
first big Al Christie feature.
Listed in his personal triumphs are such
outstanding successes as "Scratch My Back,"
"See My Lawyer," "Exit the Vamp," "The
Old Homestead," "Adam and Eva" and "The
Go-Getter."

Percy Marmont's
Personality Vivid
There is no finer actor on the screen today
than Percy Marmont, if a mastery of the elements that make for real, artistic and graphic
character delineation is a criterion. Judged by
this standard, Percy Marmont can truly be
called a master actor. His popularity grows
apace and his name in a cast adds lustre and
distinction and a guarantee of superb characterization.
Mr. Marmont has a brilliant stage experience as a background of his screen success.
In England he played with such noted actors
as Sir Herbert Tree, Sir George Alexander
and Cyril Maude. In America he was under
the management of David Belasco and Charles
Frohman, appearing with Ethel Barrymore
and Anne Murdock.
One of the greatest screen characterizations
of recent years was his wonderfully sympathetic portrayal of "Mark Sabre" in "If Winter
Comes," a great picture, and one of the outstanding successes of the past year. And that
success was due, in no small measure, to Mr.
Marmont's great work.
Other successes of this distinguished actor
were "The Shooting of Dan McGrew," "The
Branded Woman." "The Price," "Wife
Against Wife," "The First Woman" and
"Married People."

Priscilla

Dean

HELENE

CHADWICK

Is

Fiery, Appealing
Priscilla Dean is unique. There is no other
star just like her in the films. S'he is the last
word in tempestuous, emotional histrionic art.
Dynamic, fiery, exotic, beautiful, appealing and
volatile, she is the mistress of color and temperament in her chosen field.
"The Virgin of Stamboul," "The Wildcat of
Paris" and "Outside the Law," were a trio of
moneymakers as great as any star ever made.
Her roles in "The Siren of Seville" and "A
Cafe in Cairo" are of the type in which Miss
Dean has no peer, and she has put her heart
and soul and boundless enthusiasm into them.
Today Priscilla Dean is at the very peak
of her powers. Lovely to look upon, with a
certainty and mastery of her art that comes
from experience and real achievement, this
scintillating actress has won a niche all her
own in the Screen's Hall of Fame.
She is, in very truth, "The Empress of Elementl Emotions," vibrant, vivid and volatile.
Florence

Vidor

Has

Beauty, Magnetism
The Perfect Type of Glorious American
Womanhood!
Such is lovely Florence Vidor,

who stars in the epoch-making "Barbara
Frietchie" and "The Mirage." Miss Vidor
possesses, in a superlative degree, that innate
charm, beauty and magnetism typical of the
best in the American woman. There is a subtle
appeal and winsomeness that intrigue, and a
rare artistry in her characterizations that are
alluring and compelling.
At the very beginning of her career William
Farnum chose her, because of her charm, for
the role of the seamstress in "The Tale of Two
Cities." Her career since then has been a
series of successes. Neysa McMein, the magazine cover artist, chose her as one of the six
most beautiful screen actresses.
Among her best-known box office successes
have been "Hail the Woman," "Skin Deep,"
"Main Street," "Lying Lips" and "Turn in
of her greatest triumphs was in "The
theOne
Road."
Mirage Circle," the Ernest Lubitsch production, which many rank as one of the greatest
of recent screen productions.

Betty Compson
Is
Box Office Magnet
Sparkling champagne, with "beaded bubbles
winkingcenceatof the
the blood
brim." red
The ruby.
scintillating
iridesSpontaneity,
vivacity, warmth, youth all a-thrill ■

You Know by
Experience This
Is a Good
Pair to "Draw to"

JAMES KIRKWOOD

AND LILA LEE
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"Hitch
If You Your
Would
Wagon to a
Star" The.*
Three Will
Carry You Far

PERCY MARMONT

MARGARET

Similes fail and metaphors lag in finding a
fitting word-painting for glorious Betty Compson, whose name blazoned over the marquee
of any photoplay theatre is a magnet. The
Betty Compson beauty, vivaciousness and the
subtle intrigue of her versatile personality,
have established her tremendous popularity
wherever motion pictures are shown.
When George Loane Tucker produced "The
Miracle Man," he gave the screen three new
stars in Betty Compson, Thomas Meighan and
Lon Chaney, and since that great production
Miss Compson has compiled a glorious record
of box office successes, including "Ladies Must
Live," "The Little Minister," "To Have and
to Hold," "Rustle of Silk" and "Woman to
Woman."
Betty Compson and Box Office Success are
synonymous. Her rise to fame and her unrivaled popularity are the result of extraordinary talent, entrancing beauty — and hard work.
Harry

Carey

Long

Nemesis of Wicked
A straight-shooter on the screen and a surefire attraction at the box office. That's Harry
Carey, who has earned the sobriquet of "The
Typical Westerner." Westerns come and
westerns go, but Harry continues shootin' up
the "villyuns" and rescuing maidens in distress,
to the mutual delight of the film fans and the
movie exhibitors.
Carey was born in New York City and
started out with the intention of following the
law. In an inspired moment, however, he
wrote a western drama called "Montana," which
was instantly snapped up by a producer. When
the star of the production fell down, Harry
played the part and made an instantaneous hit.
His career since has been an uninterrupted
series of successes.
Some of Carey's best known pictures include
"Outcast of Poker Flat," "Fight for Love,"
"Desert Driven," "Crashin' Thru," "The Miracle Boy," "The Night Hawk," "The Lightning
Rider" and "Tiger Thompson."

Helene Chadwick's
Popularity Grows
"The Girl on the Magazine Cover" has
proved as bewitching and popular on the
screen as when she was known as "The Har-

LIVINGSTON

T. ROY BARNES

rison Fisher Girl" and "The Perfect Type of
Beautiful American Womanhood" and her
charm intrigued millions of readers throughout the country.
Helene Chadwick's popularity grows apace
with each production in which she appears.
Her success in such pictures as "Dangerous
Curve Ahead" and "Scratch My Back," by
Rupert Hughes ; "The Sin Flood," by Henning
Berger; "The Dust Flower," by Basil King;
"Yellow Men and Gold," by Gouverneur
Morris ; and "Brothers Under the Skin," by
Peter B. Kyne, has established her reputation
as one of the best drawing cards in filmdom.
Miss Chadwick is not limited in her appeal.
Her legion of admirers include young and old
of both sexes, who find a subtle intrigue in
her beauty and histrionic talents.

Directed "Wise Virgin '
Lloyd Ingraham, director of "The Wise
Virgin," the Elmer Harris Production released by Producers Distributing Corporation, had a long and successful career as an
actor both on the stage and screen before
he took up the directing of motion pictures.
His qualifications as an actor are such that
when Rex Ingram was filming "Scaramouche" he prevailed upon Ingraham to
temporarily discard the megaphone in favor
of grease paint and play the part of Quintii
de Xercadiou in that production.

They All Know Her
Anyone who has attended the theatre with
any degree of regularity during the past 25
years knows Miss Chapman. In company
with her husband, James Neill, she was one
of the shining lights of the stage until she
succumbed to California's climate and motion pictures. Miss Chapman's last appearance, prior to "The Wise Virgin," was in
Cecil de Mille's production, "The Ten Commandments."
Harvey Gates Real
Veteran Scenarist
Harvey Gates, who has been responsible
for the continuities of Producers' Releasing
Corporation pictures, originally hailed from
1 Salt Lake City. He entered the motion picture business by becoming a stenographer of
the Universal Film Corporation in the home
office. Here his adeptness at scenario work
early manifested itself and he was making a
success of it at about the time that Anthony
Kelly, Raymond Shrock and other veterans
were beginning and the Fort Lee, N. J.,
studios flourished. Gates also is known as
one of the "49-ers" of the film colony on the
West Coast. Since his arrival there he has
done continuities consistently. At the present time he is at work upon one for Cosmopolitan.

You Need Be
In No Doubt
In
This"Tying
Duo to"

MATT MOORE

AND EDYTHE CHAPMAN
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THROUGHOUT
motion pictures there is no finer producing plant than the Thomas H. Ince
o
studi in Culver City, California, where the
features bearing the name of Regal Pictures
are created, and Hunt Stromberg is directing
and supervising the Priscilla Dean Productions for release through Producers Distributing Corporation.
Here every modern invention and every
technical facility have been assembled for
the production of superb first-run atractions.
There are mammoth glass enclosed stages
with every conceivable fixture for the assembly of any and every type of indoor setting, and gigantic outdoor stages whose
capacity has not yet been taxed by the most
ambitious requirements of the foremost producers.
Associated with this great producing organization are the foremost experts in the
technical details of motion picture making.
Architects versed in every phase of ancient
and modern building design. Decorators
with intimate knowledge of international
designs of every period. Costumers expert
in the dress of every nation and tribe in the
world's history. There are corps of writers
trained in the most advanced technique of
picture construction and artisans of the
highest class to execute the minutest detail
in simple or elaborate settings.
These ideal conditions are back of "The
Siren of Seville," starring Priscilla Dean :
The
Ince Studios: Administration Building at upper left, the pool and one of the
"Barbara Frietchie," starring Florence Vidor ;
big glass studios, and, below, the artists' quarters.
'Another Man's Wife," starring James Kirkwood and Lila Lee ; "The House of Youth," starring Margaret Livingston ; "A Cafe in
rage," starring Florence Vidor, and "Limestarring Jacqueline Logan: "The Folly Girl," Cairo," starring Priscilla Dean ; "The Mihouse Polly," starring Jacqueline Logan.
Have

Studios

in Miami

The Tilford Studios, Miami, Florida: Betty Compson is seen in a charming pose and at
work in the picturesque grounds. One of the palatial sets is shown above.

Both

and

N.

Y.

With studios located in Miami, Fla., and
New York City the Tilford Cinema Corporation is ideally equipped for the production
of high society stories with accurate summer
and winter backgrounds and the creation of
intense melodramas calling for great city,
ocean, mountain or tropical settings.
The studios located in Miami are the pride
of the progressive Florida city and the producers enjoy the fullest co-operation of the
city officials, the merchants, the great hotel
owners and private citizens.
The plant is complete in every detail.
There are big indoor and outdoor stages,
well stocked property rooms, scene docks,
and comfortable quarters for the executives,
the stars and supporting players and the
technical staff.
It was here that "Miami" and "Ramshackel
House," starring Betty Compson, were produced, and Lois Wilson was stared in "Another
The NewScandal."
York City studio of the company
is one of the oldest plants in the metropolis.
It has constantly been improved with new
equipment in keeping with the advancement
sucof the art, and within its walls many under
cessful productions have been made
the industry's foremost directors.
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Films
Made

at

San Mateo, Cal.
Superbly equipped with the best that
brains can devise and money can buy, the
Peninsula Studios at San Mateo, in the
suburbs of San Francisco, is the home of
the Elmer Harris and the Frank Woods
productions.
In this splendid plant Elmer Harris and
Frank Woods will each produce five big
first-run attractions for release through the
Producers Distributing Corporation, and the
directors will have every help and assistance
that the great city can officially and privately
give the min the making of the highest type
and the most pretentious of motion pictures.
Spacious grounds surround the main
buildings for the erection of every conceivable size and style of exterior settings, and
the buildings themselves are permanent
structures of a quaint style of architecture
suitable as backgrounds for a great variety
of stories.
In this great studio Lloyd Ingraham directed Patsy Ruth Miller and Tom Moore
in the Elmer Harris production, "The Wise
Virgin," and John G. Adolfi directed Marguerite Snow, Ramsey Wallace and June Elvidge in the Frank Woods production, "Chalk
Marks."
This is the home of the Elmer Harris
production,
Girl On story
the Stairs."
from
the Ainslee"The
Magazine
by William
Bouve, in which Patsy Ruth Miller and Matt
Moore are starred.

The Peninsula Studios in San Mateo, California, showing a corner of the laboratory, a
"street" on the grounds, at top, and the Administration Building and one of the mammoth
stages, below.
Here also Frank Woods will produce "On
the Shelf," a drama of the home in which
Edythe Chapman is featured at the head of

a superb cast. This is another story from
the virile pen of Mr. Woods, produced under
the direction of John G. Adolfi.

Making

More

in Biograph

At the Biograph Studio, shown below, Henry Hobart and W. O. Hurst talk things over
with Helene Chadwick; above, that popular star is met on arrival at studio by Director
Paul Scardon and W. O. Hunt.

History
Studio

The Biograph studio in New York, now
the home of Eastern Productions, Inc., probably is the most famous motion picture plant
in all the world. The name Biograph and
the productions that were made at this
studio under the most famous directors set
the first high standard of real art in photoplays. Practically every great star in the
industry has worked in pictures made in the
Biograph Studio, and many of them started
their climb to fame through the quality of
the product that has come from this plant.
There is no finer studio anywhere in the
world and its particularly scientific equipment and arangement of floor space permits
the carrying out of the most intensive production schedules.
In this remarkably equipped plant Eastern
Productions is starring Helene Chadwick.
The first of its productions, "Her Own Free
Will," directed by Paul Scardon, already has
been released, and "Trouping With Ellen,"
under T. Hays Hunter's direction, is announced on the fall schedule of the Producers
Distributing Corporation.

MOVING

Christie
Studio
g an enoccupyin
Studio,
THE tireChristie
city block at Sunset Boulevard and
Gower street in Hollywood, is one. of
the pioneer motion picture organizations on
the West Coast. Since 1911, when Al
Christie first located on this spot, the plant
has steadily grown in size and importance.
Specializing on the creation of comedy subjects the Christie brothers, Al and Charlie,
have made this studio known throughout
the entire world.

PICTURE

WORLD

Internationally

Known

Many Improvements
Each year has seen additions and improvements in the facilities and the special equipment needed by the specialists in whimsical
entertainment, until today the Christie Studio stands as an institution in the art of
comedy.
It was in this studio that "So Long Letty,''
the first feature-length Christie special, was
produced
provedturning
that out
the
plant
was "and
capableits ofsuccess
successfully
big subjects in addition to its regular tworeel comedies.
More Big Features
During the past season "Hold Your
Breath" was produced in this studio by Al
Christie under the direction of Scott Sidney,
and for the early 1924-25 season Mr. Christie
is producing "Reckless Romance" for release
through the Producers Distributing Corporation.
It is expected that following the release of
"Reckless Romance" other big features will
be produced at this studio for release through
the same distributing channel.

Al Christie (in one of those straw hats he has a reputation of breaking1 when directing)
chats over some new "gags" with Charles H. Christie; it's Al. who is seen cutting a. new
picture; in the lower corner they are "shooting" in the home of comedy hits.

, and inThat's
Unassuming
Quiet,
in its firstHoffman
showings is indicated in press
Personally
his work for theRenaud
screen,
man who
, unassuming young
A QUIET
used to be an artist and who thought
Renaud Hoffman never rants. Simplicity,
reviews and reports from theatres where
he would like to make pictures. That
depth and verity characterize his nature and
the picture has been shown.
his creations. Among the big West Coast
At Birmingham last week at the Temple
is the simple word-picture of one who knows
producers Hoffman is regarded as a genius. Theatre, the picture was announced by City
Renaud Hoffman intimately, and it is conAmusement Inspector, Mrs. M. W. Snell, as
sistent with the character of the man who
He has a style all his own, delicate, powerfully definite and thoroughly understandable.
being reported by the National Better Films
conceived and directed that delightful proseHoffman's meteoric rise to fame is not the Committee as "of superior entertainment
poem
of
the
screen,
"Not
One
to
Spare,"
result
of
accident.
It
is
the
result
of
intense
which created a sensation when shown on
value." The Temple put on a free showing
also for children, through cooperation with
Broadway a short time ago.
study and studious application of the technic of motion picture production. His pic- the Birmingham News.
tures are human and inspiring, clean and uplifting, and his characters real and sincere.
"The Legend of Hollywood," in which
Percy Marmont is said to register his greatest emotional delineation, is a product of
Renaud Hoffman's directorial genius.

Lucy
Lucy
Fox has Fox's
arrived. HerWork
excellent work
in support of Betty Compson in "Miami"
resulted in her engagement for "The Wise
Virgin," released by Producers Distributing
Corporation the coming season.
Miss Fox's screen career covers a perod of
four years during which she played the
leading feminine roles in many successes.
"Hold
RENAUD HOFFMAN
Whose pictures
are handled
Distributing
Corp.by Producers'

Your

Breath

"

Going Strong
That the Al Christie feature "Hold Your
Breath" is getting away to a whirlwind start

PAUL SCARDON
Director of Producers Releasing's "Her Own
Free Will."

MOVING
Directors

LAMBERT

Regal

Whose

Reputations

Stromberg
Possess

picture is greater thanid.its director.
NO That
cannot be gainsa
No great
production was ever made that didnot have great directorial brains behind it.
Given a really fine story, a brilliant star, a
good cast and excellent continuity, an incompetent director can turn out a very inferior piece of work. Therefore it is that
the director is emperor of his domain. He is
"monarch of all he surveys ; his right there
is In
noneselecting
to dispute
its." product for the ensuing
year, Producers' Distributing Corporation has
not underestimated the guarantee of quality
that a great director's name carries. Ralph
Ince, Lambert Hillyer, Harmon Weight,
Lloyd Ingraham, Jerome Storm, Tom Forman, William Worthington, Bruce Mitchell,
William Beaudine, Scott Sidney, T. Hayes
Hunter and John G. Adolfi are names to
conjure with. The history of their careers
and the productions they have sponsored is
a glossary of motion picture achievement for
the past decade, at least.
LAMBERT HILLYER
Lambert Hillyer, who direct Florence Vidor
in "Barbara Frietchie," is one of the real
master-directors of the screen today. Born
in South Bend, Indiana, and educated at
Drake University, he began his career in the
newspaper field and wrote short stories. The
stage called and he answered. Following an
interesting career in stock and vaudeville,
he went into motion pictures. His extraordinary directorial talent was recognized by
Paramount-Artcraft, for whom he directed
twenty-five of the William S. Hart pictures.
Then followed an engagement with First
National, producing "Skin Deep," "Scars of
Jealousy" and "Temporary Marriage." One
of his greatest successes was "The Spoilers,"
for Goldwyn, with Milton Sills.
RALPH INCE
The name of Ralph Ince has been connected with as many box office successes as any
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WILLIAM BEAUDINE
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director in filmland. In the Vitagraph days
Ralph made the reputation for artistry that
placed him in the van of great directors, and
he has upheld that reputation by a series
of brilliant productions made under his direction.
Ralph is a native of Boston, Mass., and
began his dramatic career with Richard
Mansfield. Beginning his screen career with
Vitagraph, first as actor and then as director,
he
appeared
as Lincoln
in the production
"Lincoln"
series
and directed
the Jewel
"The Co-Respondent." Among his successes
are "Virtuous Men," "After Midnight," "A
Man's Home," "Tropical Love," "A Wide
Open Town," "Reckless Youth," "Channing
of the Northwest," "The Referee," "Success"
and "The Uninvited Guest."
Mr. Ince directs "Lime House Polly" and
"The House of Youth," Regal productions
released
the Corporation.
coming season by Producers'
Distributing
LLOYD INGRAHAM
The director of Patsy Ruth Miller and
Matt Moore in "The Wise Virgin" had a
preliminary stage career as director for
Oliver Morosco in stock. Then followed his
screen work, beginning with Reliance-Majestic and extending through eleven years
during which time he has been responsible
for some of the greatest productions made by
Essanay, Fine Arts, American, Thomas H.
Ince, Hodkinson, First National, Douglas
McLean Productions and Associated Authors. Some of his successes are "Lavender
and Old Lace," "Keeping Up With Lizzie,"
"Twin Beds," "Girl In the Limousine," "Going Up" and "No More Women."
HARMON WEIGHT
Harmon Weight was selected to direct
Betty causeCompson
in "Ramshackle
House"stories
beof his unique
ability in handling
of this type. His remarkable success with
George Arliss in such great productions as
"Disraeli," "The Ruling Passion" and "The

of

Directors

Man Who Played God," made by Distinctive
Pictures, rank him as one of the most brilliant directorial minds of the day.
Weight was born and educated in Salt
Lake City. After a stage career of sixteen
years as director and manager of his own
stock companies, he entered the motion picture field in 1918, directing for Universal,
American Paralta, Selznick and Distinctive.
JEROME

STORM

No director on the screen has had a more
varied experience in the field of dramatic
art than Jerome Storm, co-director with
Hunt Stromberg
of "TheA Siren
starring
Priscilla Dean.
native ofof Seville,"
Denver,
Col., Stromberg had a brilliant stage career
with such notable stars as James O'Neill,
Robert Edeson and Olga Nethersole, and
also played in New York stock productions
before coming to the screen. His name is
attached to many notable screen successes,
among them "The Rosary," "Her Social
Value," "Arabian Love," "Honor First," "A
California Romance," "Truxton King" and
"The Madness of Youth."
A recent sensational production directed
by Storm
"The Goldfish," starring Constance is
Talmadge.
WILLIAM BEAUDINE
The director of Margaret Livingston in
her
first starring
vehicle,
Folly Girl,"
is William
Beaudine,
who "The
has achieved
an
enviable reputation in handling the megaphone for snappy and fast moving comedies.
With Christie, Triangle, Fox, Universal.
Biograph, Goldwyn, First National and
Warner, Beaudine has been responsible for
many outstanding box office successes.
Among the recent big productions he has
handled is "The Marriage Vow," a Warner
Bros, release. "Penrod and Sam," "Watch
Your Step," "Her Fatal Millions" and "Catch
My hisSmoke,"
starring
Tom Mix, are products
of
directorial
genius.
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Beaudine is a New Yorker and his screen
experience dates from 1909.
JOHN G. ADOLFI
The man who directed Georges Carpentier
in
WondercameMan"backa few
yearsscreen
ago, and
who"The
recently
to the
and
scored with such a fine production as "What
Shall I Do?" starring Dorothy Mackaill, has
been selected by Frank Woods to direct
"Chalk Marks."
John G. Adolfi has had a long and successful stage and screen career. Born in
New York, early in life he adopted the stage
as a profession and for ten years played
in many of the Broadway productions and
toured the country in repertoire. In 1909
he went with Vitagraph as leading man.
Since coming to the screen he has directed
many big productions for Robertson-Cole,
B. B. Productions and Arrow, among them
"The Little 'Fraid Lady," "The Darling of
the Rich" and "The Little Red Schoolhouse."
BRUCE MITCHELL
Bruce Mitchell, who scored a great success with "Love's Whirlpool," starring James
Kirkwood and Lila Lee, also directs 'Another Man's Wife," with the same stars.
Mitchell was born in Freeport, 111., was
educated at the U. S. Naval Academy in
Annapolis, but his induction into the service
"didn't take." He launched out as a civil
engineer and built railways and power plants
for a dozen years in scattered sections of
the globe. Then he turned to the screen.
He was with Mary Pickford in "Tess of the
Storm Country," and then went out and discovered Norma Talmadge, who made a big
hit in Mitchell's first big production, "Captivating Mary Carstairs." Since then Mitchell has devoted himself to he megaphone,
producing among other successes "A Matrimonial Marathon," "Nobody Home" and a
couple hundred more successes.
T. HAYES HUNTER
A long experience with David Belasco,
Klaw & Erlanger and as independent producer qualifies T. Hayes Hunter as a director
of authority and distinction. Hunter directs
Helene Chadwick in "Trooping With Ellen."
In co-operation with Mr. Belasco, Hunter
produced "The Girl of the Golden West" and

the

TOM FORMAN
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T. HAYES HUNTER

other great stage successes. He then became director general for Biograph, producing Klaw & Erlanger Biograph features. As
an independent producer he directed "The
Border Legion," "Once to Every Man," "Fire
and Sword," "The Cup of Fury," "Earthbound," "Desert Gold" and "The Light in the
Clearing." One of his most recent successes
is "The Recoil," starring Betty Blythe.
WILLIAM WORTHINGTON
From grand opera to motion pictures is
the unique record of William Worthington,
who directs "The Girl on the Stairs," starring Patsy Ruth Miller and Matt Moore.
Worthington studied grand opera in France
and Germany and had a successful career
in opera in France and Germany, and had
a successful career in opera, drama and
vaudeville. One of the big stage productions
which he directed was "Every woman." His
screen career includes affiliations with Gibraltar Pictures, Hodkinson, Universal and other
producers. Among his successes are
"Opened Shutters," "Go Straight," "High
Heels," "Dr. Jim," "Tracked to Earth,"
"Afraid to Fight," "Kindled Courage" and
"The Bolted Door." He also directed "Fashionable Fakirs" for Robertson-Cole.
SCOTT SIDNEY
If Scott Sidney had a thin dime for every
laugh
has put
the screen,
he wouldn't
have tohe work
any on
more.
But Scott
likes his
work so well that he'd probably go on accumulating enough dimes to buy up all the
loose real estate in Hollywood, even if this
"financial"
arrangement could be consummated.
Sidney Feature
directs "Reckless
Romance,"
the
Christie
Comedy starring
T. Roy
Barnes. This fun-producer of the screen has
to his credit such successes as "Bullets and
Brown Eyes," "The Deserter," "The Road to
Love," "Her Own People," "Tarzan of the
Apes," "Go West, Young Woman" and approximately thirty Christie Comedies, in addition to eighty one and two-reel subjects
for N. Y. M. P. A glance at this list shows
that Sidney is, by no means, limited to comedy in his directorial efforts.
TOM FORMAN
There is no more versatile director in the

"Know

How"

JOHN G. ADOLFI

industry than Tom Forman, who directs the
Hary Carey features made by Hunt Stromberg for
by Producers'
Distributingdistribution
Corporation. Few
men in pictures
have Tom Forman's ability to masterfully
blend action and thrills with "the human
touch." It is that rare ability that has
brought him to the very peak of his profession and has made his name sponsoring
a production synonymous with success.
Forman's dramatic training began in Belasco stock on the West Coast. Then he
toured the West at the head of his own
repertoire company. The screen called to
him as it has to many another stage producer, and he took up the megaphone. His
career included affiliations with Kalem,
Lubin, Lasky, Preferred and Universal.
Some of the best known productions which
he has directed are : "The City of Silent
Men," starring Thomas Meighan ; "Shadows,"
a popular Lon Chaney triumph, and "The
Virginian." His most recent success is "The
Fighting American," a Universal action
drama which has proved to be something
of a sensation on Broadway.
Bullfight Scenes
An exact reproduction of the famous Torreo in Seville was constructed at the Thos.
H. Ince studios for the spectacular bullfight
scenes of "The Siren of Seville," Priscilla
Dean's first Hunt Stromberg production for
Producers Distributing Corporation.
Claire De Lorez

Is

Vamp Extraordinary
When it comes to the real technique of
vamping, many of our most accomplished
screen stars have to yield the palm to Claire
De Lorez, who plays a prominent role in
"The Siren of Seville," the Producers' Distributing Corporation picture. In this Claire
shows 'em how it should be done according
to Hoyle, as she has before in such successes
as "Enemies of Women" and "Three Weeks."
The Producers' publicity department suggests that by the
studying
Claire'smale,
adroitthousands
methods
of subduing
aggressive
of flappers throughout the country can lead
the men a still merrier chase.
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Hunt
Stromberg
"Youngest
THE youngest producer in the motion
picture industry" is a title to be proud
of, and Hunt Stromberg, producer of
the Harry Carey and Priscilla Dean productions for Producers' Distributing Corporation, has earned every word of it. When
older and less successful producers wonder
at the early success of young Stromberg,
they discount the extensiveness of his training and the magnitude of his ambition. When
it is considered that these two qualifications
brought him the success he sought at the
age of twenty-nine, it is not strange that
his competitors look upon him as something
in the nature of an infant prodigy.
Mr. Stromberg's biography has all the
characteristics of an Horatio Alger novel,
modified to suit the modern taste. He didn't
start out selling newspapers, but he did begin
as a cub reporter on a St. Louis newspaper.
Always interested in motion pictures,
Stromberg worked through the star reporter
stage, awaiting his opportunity for an opening in the field of his desire. It came in the
HUNT STROMBERG
guise of a position as Director of Publicity
and utilized all his leisure moments in
and Advertising for the former Goldwyn
Corporation. His immediate success at- studying the technical details of picture
tracted the attention of Thos. H. Ince, who
making. And always he waited a chance to
finally brought Mr. Stromberg West in the try his hand at directing.
When the Ince Studio put out an adversame capacity. In a brief time he had become Personal Representative for Mr. Ince
tising film titled "A Trip Through the

Veteran
Hurst
Well

and

Film

HobartAre

Equipped

Executive

For

Posts

IN the world of amusement experience is
the vital foundation of success and W.
O. Hurst, president of Eastern Productions, Inc., is splendidly equipped with this
sensational knowledge. Before his entrance
into the motion picture industry Mr. Hurst
was associated with the legitimate theatre in
the graduated capacities of actor, manager
and producer in vaudeville, dramatic stock
and musical comedy.
His association with the motion picture
business began with the original Paramount
as film editor of the Paramount Magazine,
and during the two years that he occupied this
post he conceived the ideas that brought
many famous men to the screen, including
the late Theodore Roosevelt in a film on
preparadness, Professor Hugo Munsterberg
and Professor Shattuck of Vassar College in
exploration subjects.
Later Mr. Hurst became production manager of the Bray Studios, from which position he returned to Paramount as producof thatfield
company's
short reels.
Then tion
in manager
the feature
his experience
was
broadened as general manager of the Whitman Bennett Studios, and in organizing
Eastern Productions, Inc., he became an independent producer on his own account.
With this wide range of experience in the
creation and preparation of amusements, Mr.
Hurst is endowing the company with the
vision and concrete ability to make pictures

Men

Head

Eastern

predestined as financial successes on the
Producers' Distributing Corporation program.
Henry M. Hobart, secretary of Eastern
Productions, Inc., also is president of Distinctive Pictures Corporation, producers of
the George Arliss pictures. He is one of the
few men in the industry in whom may be
found a rare artistic sense combined with
substantial technical and commercial knowledge.
In 1919 Mr. Hurst selected Mr. Hobart

Producer
World's
Greatest Motion Picture Studio,"
everyone who knew of young Stromberg's
ambition slyly smiled. There was no question as to whose idea it was, for Hunt was
the lad who directed it!
This sample of directing convinced Stromberg that every other kind of work was
drudgery. Without any hesitation or worriei
as to the outcome of the venture, he promptly resigned from the Ince organization and
set up as a motion picture producer.
While the incredulous jeered, Stromberg
calmly produced a successful series of comedy-dramas starring Doris May. The wiseacres stopped laughing at him pronto — and
then laughed with him when he produced his
Bull Montana comedy series.
This year will undoubtedly establish him
among the most successful independent producers in the business.
The first production made by Stromberg
on the schedule of releases of Producers'
Distributing Corporation for the coming
season, is "The Siren of Seville," starring
Priscilla Dean, released August 17. The next
in order is "Roaring Rails," starring Harry
Carey, released October 6. Then follow Priscilla Dean in "A Cafe in Cairo," December 1,
and Harry Carey in "The Man From Texas,"
released December 7, and "Soft Shoes," starring Carey, January 11.

Productions
as one of the executives best qualified to
build up the Hurst film interests. As vicepresident of the International Film Company,
Mr. Hobart was production executive in
charge of the making of "Humoresque,"
"The Inside of the Cup," "Heliotrope" and
"The World and His Wife."
In 1921 Mr. Hobart aided in the formation
of Distinctive Productions, Inc., and produced "Disraeli," "The Ruling Passion,"
"The Man Who Played God" and "The
Green Goddess" with George Arliss.
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Frietchie"

Potential

THE greatest box office successes in the
history of the film industry have been
productions based on historic episodes.
"The Birth of a Nation," "The Covered
Wagon" and "America" — great in conception
and in execution — owed much of their popular
appeal to the fact that they were told against
a background of actual events. "Quo Vadis"
and "Scaramouche" are equally indebted to
history for their success.
Undoubtedly the most heroic and appealing
feminine character in recent American history
is "Barbara Frietchie," that noblehearted
woman of Civil War days, immortalized in
poem and legend and beloved of every man,
woman and child in the United States.
play by Clyde Fitch, "Barbara
As a stage
Frietchie"
was one of the favorite roles of
that peerless actress, Julia Marlowe. It was
an outstanding success on Broadway in the
the lovely Julia's brilliant career,
heyday
and
was of
played in every great theatrical center,
where it was acclaimed one of the masterdramas of the American stage. For many seasons ithas been among the most popular sellers
for amateur shows and stock companies, and
ranks with "Rip Van Winkle" and "Uncle
Tom's Cabin' 'in popularity.
"Barbara Frietchie" comes to the screen with
a great star, Florence Vidor, in the title role ;
a great director, Lambert Hillyer, at the
helm ; with unlimited technical and scenic
equipment under the supervision of the best
constructive brains in the industry, to be visualized in a sumptuous and stupendous photodrama, in which the heart throb of that epochal
period of American history so thrilling and
absorbing to every American is laid bare. It
is the poignant tragedy which gripped the
heart of noble American womanhood of Civil
War days, exposed with the artistry of real
masters of photoplay art, interpreted by an
actress who has been called "the loveliest type
of American womanhood." Florence Vidor was
chosen to portray the title role because she
possesses, in a superlative degree, the innate
charm and beauty typical of the American
woman.
One of the most brilliant casts ever assembled
for a motion picture drama supports Miss
Vidor. Edmund Lowe, who plays the male
lead, "Captain Trumbull," is a sterling and
virile actor with a legion of admirers. Mr.
Lowe is starring this season in the great
Channing Pollock special, "The Fool." Emmett
King is "Colonel Frietchie," Joe Bennett is
"Jack Negly," Charles Delaney is cast as
"Arthur Frietchie," and Louis Fitzroy as
"Colonel Negly." Others in the cast are Gertrude Short as "Sue Royce," Mattie Peters as
"Manning Lou" and Slim Hamilton as "Fred
Gelwek."
"Barbara Frietchie" was produced under the
personal direction of Lambert Hillyer, who is
responsible for some of the greatest screen
successes of the past five years, including "The
Spoilers," the William S. Hart series of box
office successes and many of the biggest specials
made at the Culver City studios for First National and Famous Players.
Barbart Frietchie, Southerner, falls in love
with Will Trumbull, Northerner, a friend of
her brother Arthur. When war is declared and

Triumph

Is

Hailed
of

the

As
Films

journeys to Hagerstown where Trumbull has
been ordered, to be married. The Confederates
advance upon Hagerstown. Before the ceremony can be performed, Trumbull is called
away. In battle, he is wounded by Arthur
Frietchie, who, grief stricken, brings him to
the Frietchie home.
Barbara thinks Trumbull dead, and a great
hatred arises in her heart for the South. She
takes the Union flag and unfurls it from the
balcony. She is shot at, but hurls defiance at
the crowd that gathers. Stonewall Jackson,
who is in command, admiring the bravery of
the girl, gives orders that anyone who harms
her be shot. Despite his order, a jealous suitor
wounds Barbara. She staggers into the house
and to Trumbull's bedside. He revives,
whispers a few love words and then appears
to be suffering a relapse, but with kisses and
pleadings Barbara brings him back. Later they
are married at Hagerstown, while the Colonel
raises the Union flag over his home once again.
FLORENCE VIDOR
In "Barbara
Frietchie,"
a RegalCorp.
Picture for
Producers
Distributing
Trumbull leaves the Frietchie home in Maryland where he is a guest, to go back and fight
for the Union, Barbara declares that she never
wants to see him again.
Trumbull leads a victorious force to Frederickstown, the home of the Frietchies. There
he saves Arthur from being captured by Union
men, and Barbara, grateful, comes to the
realization that there is no North or South
where love is concerned. She promises to
marry Trumbull, and despite her father's anger

About Matt Moore
The name of Matt Moore always assures
a ready response at the box office. His droll,
good humor is a mighty asset to a motion
picture, and those who saw him in "Captain
Applejack," in "Strangers of the Night," the
screen version of that play, can expect to
see some mighty fine work in "The Wise
Virgin," the Elmer Harris production, released by Producers Distributing Corporation,
Miller. in which he co-stars with Patsy Ruth

"Barbara Frietchie," a Producer* Distributing Corp. Picture.
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Priscilla Dean in "The Siren of Seville," a Producers Distributing Corp. Picture.
thrilL, drama, pathos, humor, color, realism and
novelty.
Priscilla
Former
Colorful

Dean

Overshadows

Her

in "Siren of Seville"
Roles
Story in Vivid Setting Gives Star Part

That Lives Up to
THE Wildcat of Paris is back! The
Virgin of Stamboul is ready to fill your
box office coffers.
"The Siren of Seville," a multicolored, highpowered romance of sunny Spain, with beautiful and dynamic Priscilla Dean in a vivid,
passionate characterization that surpasses in
emotional intensity the role of the immortal
Carmen, is a production that eclipses anything
of its kind in the history of the photoplay.
Picturesque Seville, rich in adventure, intrigue and the conflict of elemental passions, is
the locale of this pulse-quickening, exotic drama
that surpasses in color and intense action any
production in which Miss Dean ha)s ever
appeared.
Peerless Role for Miss Dean
The role of the "Siren" is of a character in
which Miss Dean is peerless. It is the last
word in tempestuous, emotional histrionic art.
Exotic, fiery, dynamic, lovely, appealing —
everything that the American public admire and
seek in their screen heroines is embodied in her
portrayal.
"The Virgin of Stamboul," "The Wildcat of
Paris" and "Outside the Law" were a trio of
moneymakers as great as any star ever made.
If you played them you know the truth of
such a statement.
"The Siren of Seville" will go them all one
better, for in it Priscilla D'ean gives the greatest performance of her career. It's the first of
her own productions, and she has put her heart
and soul and her boundless energy into it.
Today she looks far more attractive than
she has ever appeared before, and in addition
she has an appeal in this picture that her other
productions only partly brought out.
Great Box Office Title
"The Siren of Seville" and Priscilla Dean.
That's a combination of names to conjure
with.
"The Siren of Seville" is euphonious. It
lends itself perfectly to your advertising and
exploitation. When connected with Priscalla
Dean it is not super-sexy or lurid. But it is
intriguing. It suggests action and romance
and thrills and color and entertainment! And
the picture itself backs up all that the title
promises.
A Brilliant Cast
Appearing as Gallito is Allan Forrest, one

Box Office Title
of the screen's most popular leading men. He
has appeared with many of the screen's most
popular feminine stars, and scored a personal
triumph opposite Mary Pickford in "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall." Claire de Lorez, a
new prize screen vamp who jumped into prominence through her work in "Three Weeks,"
is ideally cast as Ardita, the dancer. Stuart
Holmes as Cavallo gives the splendid performance for which he is always depended upon,
while Bert Woodruff and Mathew Betz complete the all-notables cast.
H. H. Van Loan's Greatest
The story of "The Siren of Seville," was
written especially for Miss Dean by H. H.
Van Loan, one of the screen's most famous
and popular writers, and the author of "The
Virgin of Stamboul." It embodies every ingredient ofgood entertainment — action, romance.

The fact that it is laid in modern Seville,
gives it an unusual and glamorous background
— one that has seldom been pictured on the
screen before, and never more realistically.
The action is amazingly fast, but at all times
logical.
The romance is fascinating and wholesome.
The drama is of the type that builds up to a
terrific climax. The touches of pathos are
few but are sympathetically handled and serve
to high-light the picture, not to depress the
spectator.
Storm and Stromberg Co-Directors
"The Siren of Seville" was directed by
Jerome Storm and Hunt Stromberg.
Jerome Storm directed fourteen of Charles
Ray's best pictures, including "The Girl
Dodger," "The Egg Crate Wallop." "A Nine
o'Clock Town." "The Pinch Hitter" and
"Peaceful Valley," as well as "The Rosary,"
"Truxton King," "Saint Elmo" and "The Goldfish," one of Constance Talmadge's biggest
successes. These productions served to establish him as one of the foremost directors of
the "human type" of screen entertainment, and
he has injected countless sympathetic and deftly
humorous moments into "The Siren of Seville."

Another View of Priscilla Dean in "The Siren of Seville.'
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have no worries along these lines. Mr. Polito
has accomplished some remarkable camera feats
in this production and has brought out all the
beautiful features of the scenic environment.
Other notable productions which Polito
photographed include "The Bad Man," "The
Girl of the Golden West" and "Why Men Leave

Lila
Home."

The Parade in "The Siren of Seville," a Producers Distributing Corp. Picture.
Hunt Stromberg is a realist and a genius at
staging thrills and stirring drama. His direction of "The Fire Patrol" caused him to be
termed by the critics as "the most promising
young genius among the directors today." His
skillful handling of the difficult -bullfight scenes,
and the amazing sweep of the mob scenes are
splendid examples of the Stromberg touch.
Looks Like a Million Dollars!
In the parlance of the studios, "The Siren of
Seville" looks like a million dollars on the
screen.
The picturesque streets of Seville have been
reproduced with remarkable fidelity of detail.
The reproduction of the famous Torreo — or
bull ring — in Seville is another amazing production feat. Other elaborate settings include the
Cafe Refena when revelry is at its height,
the bizarre but gorgeous apartment of Ardita,
the dancer in which a lavish Bohemian party is
staged, the home of the Presidente and a dozen
others, all of which are a tribute to the technical
side of motion picture making.
A Realistic Bull Fight
The great climax of "The Siren of Seville"
occurs in the midst of the bullring and in staging these scenes the bloody side has been carefully avoided and the thrilling side accentuated.
Of special interest is the spectacular cere-

mony which always precedes the bullfights in
Spain. This has been staged with careful
attention to detail and pictured in its entirety
in "Theof Siren
Seville,"
thus providing
series
scenesof that
the screen
has nevera
before presented.
To assure authenticity in the staging of this
sequence, Senor Manuel de los Ries and his
troupe of professional toreadors, matadors and
picadors from Seville, who happened to stop
in Hollywood on their way to Mexico City,
were pressed into service. A trio of prize bulls
from a famous hacienda in Mexico were also
secured, and as a result, the scenes of the actual
bullfighting are breath-taking in the extreme.
Thrilling Fights
Without doubt one of the most realistic and
thrilling scenes of its kind ever staged is the
fight between Miss Dean and Claire de Lorez.
Equally as tense is the knife struggle between
Allan Forrest and Stuart Holmes in the Cafe
Refena. The scenes in the arena, culminating
in Madrid's rescue of Gallito, leave the spectator tingling from head to foot with excitement.
Superlative Photography
The very best of pictures can be spoiled by
poor photography, and in securing Sol Polito as
chief camera-man for "The Siren of Seville,"
producer Stromberg made certain that he would

Lee

Has

Won

Wide Recognition
Among the group of brilliant screen actresses
who have an assured place in the hearts of
movie fans, and whose names over the marquee
spell rich financial returns at the box office,
Lila Lee ranks in the very forefront as an
asset for the live-wire exhibitor.
Miss Lee has gained her place in the hearts
of the public through sheer merit. Her work
in a long list of Famous Players productions,
including her appearances as leading woman
for Wallace Reid, has steadily increased her
drawing power until today she is a tremendous
drawing power. For ten years before her first
appearance in pictures under the Lasky banner,
Miss Lee was known to vaudeville fans as
"Cuddles Edwards." She has carried her
speaking stage popularity into the film field
through a long series of outstanding successes,
not the least of which have been the productions
in which she has co-starred with her husband,
James Kirkwood.
Lovely Lila Lee and her stalwart husband,
James Kirkwood, are without doubt one of the
most powerful
starring combinations on the
screen
today.

Is of Sea

Stock

Although Harry Carey is considered the
typical Westerner by screen fans, it is not
generally known that his family was of the
sea and that he was brought up on Long
Island Sound. In "Tiger Thompson," the
Hunt Stromberg production for Producers
Distributing Corporation, he again plays the
wholesome, lovable cowpuncher upon which
his success is based.

Has Special Stills
A special line of exceptionally artistic
stills have been made for "Barbara Frietchie"
by Karl Strauss, who is famous on the Pacific Coast as an artist-photographer. The
Composition as well as the artistic lighting
effects he has secured in the "Barbara
Frietchie" stills are said to be excellent.

Priscilla Dean in "The Siren of Seville," a Producers Distributing Corp. Picture.
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Elmer
Harris'
Life
One
of
twenty-five
OUT in San Francisco some
years ago an imaginative and ambitious youth, burning the midnight oil
in order to qualify for his exams at the
Haigh Street School, came upon the magic
words in a classic play ascribed to the Bard
world's a stage," was
of Avon. "All the~ youth
having a literal
the legend, and the
streak in him as well as fanciful brain, reaxiom. solved henceforth to live up to the sage's
The youth was Elmer Harris, and tangible
proof that he followed his resolution through
to the bitter end is attested by his remarkably versatile and successful career. For
Elmer Harris has in his time "played many
parts," allart.more or less corelated with the
dramatic
- After- graduating from the University of
California, young Harris made his stage debut with Robert Edeson in "Soldiers of For-tune." That he survived this preliminarytest with honor is attested by the fact that it
led to an engagement wih Coquelin, the
elder, and the great Rejane in London, Paris
and Hamburg. Subsequently he toured in
this country with Olga Nethersole and other
ELMER HARRIS
noted stars.
In
other
words,
he became dramatic critic
1 Having proved his histrionic talent, Harris
of the New York Globe and started writing
immediately broke out into a rash popularly
short stories for the American, Everybody's
known
as "an itch
for scribbling,"
more
or
less common
affliction
of creative agenius.
and Hampton's. Pursuing the Muse further
Walter

Tilford

head of the TilRD, ation,
TILFO
WALTER
a Corpor
ford Cinem
has been
associated with the motion picture
business since the early days of features.
Prior to becoming active in the production
field he was an exhibitor in Murfreesburo,
111., where he operated five theatres, and
■with this knowledge of exhibitor needs he
entered the producing end of the business
as a technical director with Famous Players
when that company was operating its modest
studio on West 56th street, New York City.
Four years ago he purchased the Tiffany

as

a Leading

Technical
Expert
Studio on West 44th street, New York, and
since then has operated it under the name
of the Tilford Cinema Studio. In the four
years of its operation forty-three features,
including such well-known subjects as "Why
Girls Leave Home," "School Days," "Broadway Rose," with Mae Murray, and "The
BrightbeenShawl,"
Barthelmess,
have
made with
at the Richard
Tilford Studio
under
Mr. Tilford's technical direction.
Recently Mr. Tilford broadened the scope
of his operations to include the studio at
Miami, Fla., and with the equipment of both
studios at his command he produced the two
Betty Compson pictures, "Miami" and
"Ramshackle House," and "Another Scandal," starring Lois Wilson, for release
through the Producers' Distributing Corporation.
James

WALTER FORD TILFORD
Head of Tilford Cinema Corporation.

Known

Kirk

he
turned to playwriting, and in rapid seVersatility
quence turned out "Sham," "The Offenders,"
"Your Neighbor's Wife," "Trial Marriage."
"Pretty Mrs. Smith," "So Long Letty,"
"Canary
Cottage," "What Next" and
"Poor
Mama."
The movie field was a logical one for the
brilliant young dramatist. Starting with
Thannhauser-Mutual, he wrote the first
"super" feature, a four-reel version of "Sappho." He then went with the Lasky West
Coast Studios, doing original adaptations,
progressed to general director of Realart and
subsequently joined the Mary Pickford
forces. With Frank Woods. Thompson
Buchanan and Clarke Thomas he later organized Associated Authors.
The formation of the new producing company known as Elmer Harris Productions,
and the distributing arrangements, are the
culmination of conferences held recently in
San Francisco and Los Angeles by the western financier and F. C. Munroe, president of
Producers Distributing Corporation.
Mr. Harris will supervise the production
of five feature photoplays for release through
Producers Distributing Corporation during
the coming year, of which two, "The Wise
Virgin," starring Patsy RYith Miller and Matt
Moore, andstars,
"ThewillGirlbe ongiven
the toStairs,"
with
the
the public
this same
fall.

on Broadway. His following has been so
great that ever since he has been in pictures
eastern managers have continued to make him
offers. Only recently he returned east to play
the lead in Channing Pollock's success, "The
His career in pictures has embraced an
endless variety of characterizations, beginning
in the old Biograph days, and today he is more
firmly entrenched in public favor than ever.
Co-starring with Lila Lee, his wife, James
Kirkwood and Lila Lee form a powerful box
office
attraction.
Fool."

wood

an Institution
James Kirkwood is an institution, as firmly
established in the world of motion pictures as
any star on the screen today. His name is the
synonym for success at the box office and assurance of unsurpassed characterization in any
role which he assumes.
Kirkwood is a great actor because he takes
his art seriously. He is a student of the drama ;
thinks it, dreams it, in fact, lives it every day.
He has devoted a lifetime to the study of dramatic technic, a life rich in varied histrionic
experience. In eighteen years devoted to the
legitimate stage, he rose from the very bottom
in stock organizations to a string of triumphs

M. E. COREY
San FranciicoDistributing
Branch Manager,
Corp. Producers'
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Comedy

King

Charles

Record

For

Humor

Christie,
That's Al
THEwho Comedy
for jazzing
the record
has heidKing!
up the risibilities of motion picture audiences since the very inception of screen
laughmakers, and whose feature comedies
will be distributed by "Producers' Distributing Corporation the coming season.
Al Christie can justly lay claim to being
the real pioneer of the West Coast producers,
for it was he who inaugurated the great
exodus of movie actors to Hollywood. This
was in October, 1911, and he's still there,
firmly entrenched in his "Komedy Kingdom."
Since that distant day, duriog-whjch pictures
— comedies in particular — have progressed
from the shooting-gallery stage to the heights
of dramatic entertainment, Al Christie's
sway has been undisputed.
Why ofaudiences
what'ssystem,
the bestis
brand
laughter laugh
for theandhuman
an open secret to Al. In addition to a
natural talent for the psychology of humor,
Christie has the vast advantage of a long
and varied experience in the dramatic art.
His early career was as stage manager of the
London Opera House, London, Ontario.
Subsequently he served as stage manager
with various theatrical companies, and then
went to New York for Liebler & Company.
When motion pictures first came into vogue
he became a director, and he has directed
comedies for thirteen years.
Then came his peregrination to Hollywood
in 1911. His company was merged with Universal in 1915 when Universal City was built,

Woods
a
SIXTEEN years in motion pictures, with
a record of having produced and supervised more than 600 pictures, qualify
as one of the industry's
Frank n E. Woods
vetera author-directors.
Like many another dominant factor in

FRANK E. WOODS

AL AND CHARLES H. CHRISTIE, THE COMEDY
with Christie at the head of comedy production. Severing his connection with Universal in 1916, Christie went into the production end on his own account, his brother,
Charles Christie, being associated with him
as manager. An incorporation was effected
later that year and the property which is
now the present Christie studio was acquired.
This plant extends a city block along Sunset
Boulevard and is complete in every respect.
Since the formation of the Christie organization more than 600 comedies have been
made, in addition to occasional featurelength productions such as "So Long Letty,"
Veteran

BROTHERS

"Hold Your Breath" and "Reckless RoThen there is Charlie Christie, who is
known publicly as the business manager of
the organization, but behind and between
mance."
the
scenes Charlie is a powerful aid to his
brother in the actual creation of laugh-provoking story situations and in the invention
of box-office titles for the Christie offerings.
Charlie Christie has a comedy sense that is
second to none except his brother Al and
his judgment of the picture value of a story
has had much to do with the fame of the
Christie name.

Author-Director
Woods from his magnificently equipped
the production
field, Mr. field.
Woods' Heearly
career Peninsula Studios at San Mateo, Cal.
was
in the newspaper
published
the first review of a motion picture in the
New York Dramatic Mirror, of which he was
chief editor. Shortly after he plunged right
into the author field. With Biograph, Kinr
Start
Marks"
Activity is"Chalk
again the watchword
at the
etna, Reliance-Majestic and Fine Arts, he
wrote over 100 photoplays. He was. closely
Peninsula Studios, San Mateo, where proassociated with D. W. Griffith in the days
duction starts this week on "Chalk Marks,"
of the Reliance-Majestic studios, and was his the first of five Frank Woods productions
supervisor of production at the Fine Arts
to be made there for release by the Prostudio, making Triangle pictures. Mr. Woods
ducers Distributing Corporation. The picture is to be directed by John G. Adolphi
collaborated with Griffith in adapting "The
Birth of a Nation" for the screen, and he under Woods' personal supervision. 'Chalk
has edited, directed and supervised some
Marks" is an original story by Woods and
of the finest pictures that have come to owing to the different periods covered by
the screen.
the story all of the roles are said to be extremely difficult and Woods is selecting his
Frank Woods' knowledge of screen technic, combined with his marked ability to de- cast with unusual care.
fine and express human emotions convincingly, make him a dominant factor in the
production of real money-making pictures.
The producing company known as Frank
Woods Productions, and the arrangements
Titles
"Wise
Percy Heath,
well knownVirgin"
scenarist, arfor distributing its product, are the result
rived in San Franeisco last week from HolFranSan
in
held
recently
s
lywood
and
is
now
at
the
Peninsula
Studios
of conference
cisco and Los Angeles by F. C. Munroe,
in San Mateo, doing the titling on "The
president of Producers Distributing CorporaWise Virgin," Elmer Harris' initial production, and the western financier.
tion for the Producers Distributing Corporafive big pro- tion.
coming seasond by
During thewill be
E.
Frank
contribute
ductions
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Forman

to Direct

Carey in Westerns
Popular Harry Carey, the "Typical Westener of the Screen," will be seen in three
of the fast-shooting, reckless-riding, hardfighting productions which have become
synonymous with this husky star of motion
pictures.
As further proof that he intends to spare
neither time nor money to make his series
of Carey features for Producers Distributing
Corporation the most successful of any pictures the popular Western star has made,
Hunt Stromberg signed Tom Forman to
direct "Roaring Rails" and the other Carey
features which will be released the coming
season.
"Roaring Rails" is a feature in many respects different from anything in which
Carey has yet appeared, combining a railroad drama with vigorous melodrama of the
great outdoors, and culminating in a forest
fire — one of the most thrilling scenes of its
kind ever staged for the motion picture
camera.
A fine supporting cast is seen in this production, including Edith Roberts as the
feminine lead and Wallace MacDonald as
juvenile.
"The Wise Virgin," a Producers' Distributing picture.
"Girl

Stories

With

Audience

Appeal

Just a Hint of Their Diversified Attractiveness

"Welcome
Stranger"
Played on Broadway
Among the Broadway stage successes
adapted to the screen and scheduled for release by Producers Distributing Corporation
the coming season is "Welcome Stranger."
starring Florence Vidor, made by Belasco
Productions under the direction of James
Young.
"Welcome Stranger" was a success on
Broadway and gave George Sidney one of
the greatest roles in that brilliant comedian's
career. The play was written by Aaron Hoffman, and the screen adaptation, edited and
titled by Katherine Hilliker, follows the
stage version closely.

The story is clean comedy of the "Potash
and Perlmutter" class, with an undercurrent
of humanity that throws the humorous situations into high relief.
"I cast my bread upon the water and it
came back sandwiches," is the recurrent
phrase of the leading comedian, a character
of Hebraic extraction who demonstrates to
a New England community that "one touch
of nature makes all the world kin."
Florence Vidor has one of the most appealing roles of her career in this delightful
comedy. Dore Davidson, who scored a distinct hit in "Humoreske," plays the role made
famous by George Sidney. Lloyd Hughes is
the juvenile. Others in a really notable cast
are : Virginia Brown Faire, Noah Beery,
Robert Edeson, Wm. V. Mong and Fred J.
Butler.

More Scenes of "The Wise Virgin"

on

the Stairs"

Is a Comedy-Drama
Patsy Ruth Miller and Matt Moore co-star
in "The Girl On the Stairs," an Elmer Harris production made under the direction of
William Worthington. This is a sensational
comedy-drama with a whirlwind climax and
unexpected denouement.
The charming Patsy plays the role of a
society flapper
whose only
is sleepwalking. This inevitably
leads"vice"
her into
many
complex and apparently compromising situations. In one of her somnambulistic
peregrinations she wanders into the water
and starts swimming for England, or points
beyond. Needless to say, Matt Moore, in the
role of hero, is kept busy rescuing the lady.
But things get rather thick when Patsy
meanders into the apartment of a murdered
man, and she and Matt have a tough time
trying to "laugh that off." They finally succeed in -doing it, however.
The comedy is adapted from the Ainslee
Magazine story by William Bouve, a well
known writer.
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through Producers' Distributing Corporation.
"The

Folly Girl"
Colorful Comedy
"The Folly Girl," starring Margaret Livingston, the latest sensation in screen vamps,
is a smashing comedy of the race-track and
the bright-lights of Broadway. This production offers an unprecedented exploitation
feature in connection with its showing in the
form of personal appearances of Margaret
Livingston and her entire company in all the
principal cities.
It is a story teeming with life and color.
It is the kind of photoplay material that
lends itself to comedy, pathos and the jazzy
high spots of the Great White Way. Miss
Livingston, who made a distinct hit in
"Wandering Husbands," with James Kirkwood and Lila Lee, in a delightful characterization of a new style of vamp has a role
that fits her from the top of her auburn
crowned head to her twinkling toes. She
scintillates in a maze of hectic, romantic and
comic situations as a chorus girl who becomes involved in an affair with a reckless
race track gambler.
An excellent cast will support Miss Livingston in this speedy comedy. William
Beaudine is the director.
Picture

The story is by Elliott Clawson. Bruce
Mitchell directed. The supporting cast includes James Kirkwood, Lila Lee, Matt
Moore, Wallace Beery, Chester Conklin and
Zeena Keefe.

"Chalk

Marks"

Is

Study of Humanity
Once in a decade there comes to the
screen a story so startlingly original and so
graphic in its delineation of certain phases
of human conduct, that the movie world is
astounded and producers, authors and directors ask themselves : "Why didn't I think
of that? It's a knockout!"
This is heralded as what they will say
when "Chalk Marks," the Frank E. Woods
production for Producers Distributing Corporation, is screened.
"The most striking idea and original story
in those
motion who
picture
the judgment
of
have history,"
read the isscript
and have
seen the picture in the making.
"Chalk Marks" is a literary document on
humanity in which Mr. Woods has put the
full power of his life-long study of life in

every strata of society. It is a powerful
dramatic conception and arraignment of human ingratitude and inconsistency. The
story is stold in three different periods, the
first of these in 1880, the second 1910 and the
third the present. Because of the different
periods all the roles are extremely difficult,
and Mr. Woods selected his cast with unusual care. Featured in the excellent cast
are June Elvidge, Helen Ferguson, Lydia
Knott, Priscilla Bonner, Marguerite Snow
and Ramsey Wallace. John G. Adolfi directs.

"Reckless

Romance"

From a Stage Farce
A stage farce that kept Broadway roaring
with laughter for an entire season is one of
the
Christie Features
released
Producers'
Distributing
Corporation
underby the
screen
title of "Reckless Romance." It is an adaptation of "What's Your Wife Doing?" declared
by New York critics to be one of the funniest comedies since the sensational "Fair
andWhen
Warmer."
AI Christie saw "What's Your Wife

Discusses

the Unwritten Law
Since the coalition of James Kirkwood
and Lila Lee, this brilliant duo of screen
stars have had no stronger vehicle for their
talents than "Another Man's Wife." This is
virile and colorful. The theme is one that
has been a source of heated discussion since
the world began. Is there justice in the
"unwritten law"? Has a man the right
to revenge himself on the invader of his
home ?
Here is a big subject, and one that is developed through many complex and thrilling
situations to a gripping climax. It concerns
John and Helen Brand, a love pirate who
would steal Helen away from her husband,
and
of a man
noblefrom
woman's
love of
to
rescuethe a power
masterful
the brink
destruction. The action leads the principal
characters from New York to Mexico where
many exciting adventures are met.
One of the high-lights of spectacular action is a shipwreck at sea. A desperate
hand-to-hand battle between Brand (Kirkwood) and a bad man of the sea who attacks Helen (Lila Lee), and the subsequent
reconciliation of Brand and Helen, bring to
a happy close an absorbing photodrama.

Percy Mannont, "The Legend of Holly

wood," a Producers' Distributing Picture.
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audience. The stage and the life of the people "behind the scenes"
contrasted with
the butterfly existence ofwhen
a society debutante,
make for the highlights of dramatic contrast
and absorbing situations.
An adaptation of the popular Saturday
Kvening Post story by Earl Derr Biggers.
"Trouping With Ellen," is one of the finest
bits of fiction written by that
popular author,
whose matic
"Seven
Keys
to
Baldpate"
was a draand literary sensation.
A notable cast appears in support of Miss
Chadwick in this picture, including Gaston
Glass, Mary Thurman, Zeena Keefe, Tyrone
Power, Riley Hatch, Basil Rathbone and
John Tanzy.
The production was made by Eastern
Productions, with T. Hayes Hunter directing.

"Lime

House Folly"
Colorful Contrast
As gripping a story as any Peter B. Kyne
ever wrote, with the tang of the salt sea
of a Conrad tale, with locale in the notorious
Barbary Coast of San Francisco when that
picturesque place reeked with highly colored
and sensational episodes, in "Lime House
Polly," starring volatile Jacqueline Logan
in the role of a capricious Coryphee of a
Cafe.
Action and adventure — poweij and passion—are the keynotes of this colorful
drama.
Written by Edward J. Montaigne, and
directed by Ralph Incc, this is the kind of a
picture that will hold the attention of audiences throughout and should produce a
veritable sensation.
The drama moves fast. Lime House Polly
drifts into a cafe on the Barbary Coast looking for a job. She is a dancer and immediately makes a hit thereby incurring the
enmity of Blonde Bessy, who had been a
headliuer at the cafe. Peter Marks, just
back from a whaling cruise, drops into the
cafe and immediately falls in love with
Polly, who reciprocates. The owner of the
cafe entices Peter upstairs, dopes him with
knockout drops, and dumps him into a cellar.
Ntrippcd of his money. Believing Polly had
helped rob him, Peter waylays her the following day, shanghaies her and imprisons
her in the cabin of his whaler. Polly
cooks, and
and taunts,
dances and
for the
crew, bears
jeers
is happy,
for sheMark's
loves
the sea and she loves Peter Marks. Realizing the change in the girl, Peter sends her
back to San Francisco on a passenger
steamer. There Polly lives with one big
A

Betty Compson in "Ramshackle House," a Producers' Distributing picture.
Doing?" he decided it would make a wonderful screen farce-comedy, and exhibitors
who book this "Christie Speedster" will agree
that Al, as usual, was right. It promises to
eclipse "Hold Your Breath," the first Christie
Special released by Producers' Distributing
Corporation, in popularity. Speed is its
slogan.
T. Roy Barnes, who scored heavily in
Cosmopolitan's "Great White Way" and "The
Go-Getter," heads the cast. Tully Marshall
and a galaxy of Christie favorites appear in
support.
This production is directed by Scott Sidney, who was responsible for "Hold Your
Breath."
Everglades

Seen

in

"Ramshackle
House"
The exotic beauty of the Everglades of
Florida is used as a background for Betty
Compson's picture, "Ramshackle House,"
produced by the Tilford Cinema Corporation
and directed by Harmon Weight, for disporation. tribution by Producers' Distributing Cor-

It is the prediction that in "Ramshackle
House" the magnetic personality and individuality ofMiss Compson will radiate with
more brilliancy than anything she has ever
done heretofore. Romance, intrigue and real
gripping situations, built up in a splendid
sequence of episodes, make this a wonderful
story for Miss Compson.
The cast is an unusually strong one, including John Davidson, who scored a distinct
personal hit as the villain in support of
Rudolph Valentino in "Monsieur Bcaucaire";
Robert Lowing, William Black, Dan Duffy
and others of equal note. The play is based
on the widely read novel of the same name
by Hulburt
Doran
Co. Footner, published by George H.

Helene

Chadwick

In

Striking New Film
"Trouping With Ellen," with Helene
Chadwick in the role of a chorus girl who
renounces the luxury of a perfumed society
boudoir for grease paint and a Broadway
dressing room, is one of those stories with
a lure and fascination that appeal to every

Scenes from "Welcome Stranger," a Belasco production released by

Producers' Distributing Corporation.
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"The House of Youth," a Producers' Distributing Picture.
purpose in mind, to earn enough to pay the the feminine lead, a characterization that
"The Wise Vigin" is the story of a sophisticated maiden who forsook the primrose
money Crawley had stolen from Marks. Her gives her a wonderful opportunity to exhealth breaks under the strain of her intense
ploit her versatility, the role ranging from paths of flapperism to marry a red-blooded
efforts to accumulate enough to repay the farce comedy to the deepest pathos.
man at the behest of an old-fashioned grandand was wise enough to recognize
man she loves, she loses her looks and then
"The Legend of Hollywood" is from the true love mother,
before
it was too late.
Photoplay
Magazine
story
by
Frank
Condon,
her place at Crawley's. When Marks reThe action ranges from the effete society
turns she is dancing in the Chinese cafes. and tells of the despairing struggles of a
He finds and taunts Polly with having found writer to gain recognition in the field of of the east to ranch life in the west, and
her level at last. Infuriated, Polly turns on scenario writing. Disappointment follows the story abounds in unexpected situations
him, tells why she has been dancing for anydisappointment until, on the brink of despera- and dramatic intrigue of an exhilarating and
one who would pay her, and flings the money
ton, he gambles with death in a thrilling thrilling character.
The production was made at the Peninsula
she had saved at him in handsful. Then game of seven glasses, one of which contains
Studios, San Mateo, California, under the
she collapses, her beautiful young body
broken under the demands she had made poison.
As the glasses are emptied, one by one the direction of Lloyd Ingraham.
on it.
The cast includes Lucy Fox, Edythe Chapsuspense is poignant and almost paralyzing
man and Leon Bary.
After weeks in a hospital, Polly drifts in intensity. The acting of Percy Marmont
back to life — to find Marks leaning over her in this great scene, depicting mental torture
bed, waiting to ask her forgiveness and to and the slow breakdown of the man as the
tell her he loves her.
inevitable climax approaches, is one of the
"House of Youth " A
greatest histrionic triumphs ever recorded
on the screen.
Box Office Puller
Renaud Hoffman, a newcomer to screenland and a young director who has been
Suspense and Power
This is the day of Youth. It is the golden
called a genius, is responsible for the pro- age of the younger generation. Jazz is
duction.
In Marmont's Role
King, and Speed is the Watchword. If you're
A combination of a great story, a cast of
not young in years, you've got to put up a
the finest character actors on the screen
Fountain
of Youth
front, else you're soon
shuffled into
the discard.
today, and a directorial genius, make "The
The
cry
of
the
movie
fan and the exhibitor
"Wise Virgin " Has
Legend of Hollywood," a truly remarkable
production and one that should prove an
is
for
Youth.
Ziegfeld's
Many Good Moments
feminine beauty and youth "glorification"
has made him ofa
outstanding box office success.
millionaire,
so
there
must
be
something in it..
Percy Marmont, who scored one of the
The first production on the release schedule
"The House of Youth," starring vivacious
greatest successes in recent years as the of Producers Distributing Corporation starring Patsy Ruth Miller and Matt Moore is Jacqueline Logan, is a gripping drama of the
whimsical "Mark Sabre" in "If Winter
morals and marriages of the younger gener"The Wise Virgin," an original story and
Comes," is the star. Zasu Pitts, the most
ation. It is based on the story by Maud
unique personality on the screen today, plays production by Elmer Harris.

Betty Compion in "Ramshackle House," a Producers' Distributing picture.
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"The House of Youth," a Producers' Distributing picture.
Radford Much
Warren,
of the isseason's
sellers.
of itsonenarrative
devoted best
to a
jazzy, fast young set of a smart suburban
country club.
Corinne Endicott (Jacqueline Logan) is the
central character. She is a typical girl of the
bour, pleasure loving yet individual. Of an
old and well-known New York family, not
Tich but thrown with rich people, she is
swept into the racing and intoxicating current of society. The manner in which she
met reverses, and how she finally chose to
build her House of Youth, makes an absorbing story. It contains many intensely dramatic situations, excellent characterizations,
and moves fast.
It is an ideal vehicle for Jacqueline Logan.
The cast includes Malcolm McGregor, Vernon Steele, Nola Lusford, Richard Travers,
Lucila Mendez, Barbara Tennant, Elise Manning. Hugh Metcalf and Edwin Booth Tilden.
The production is directed by Ralph Incc.
Continuity by C. Gardner Sullivan.

Orient

Setting

nates. A young American on a secret diplomatic mission, lured by the entrancing beauty
of Naida, the fascinating Houri ; sinuous
dancing girls in the House of Stars; the
rhythmic, haunting melodies of native instruments mingling with the swish of the diaphanous garments of Oriental coryphees;
moonlight and the lure of the desert.

For

A Cafe In Cairo
The Orient is the ideal background for
colorful photodramas. Some of the greatest
successes of recent years have been stories
of the East, notably "The Thief of Bagdad,"
■"The Sheik" and "The Virgin of Stamboul."
"A CafeDean
in Cairo,"
inimitable
Priscilla
in onestarring
of her the
characteristic
roles, is a pulsating drama of the mystic
land of the Nile — that glamorous country
where Cleopatra wove her magic spell — and
the spirit of adventure and romance is as
strong today as in that olden time.
This is a story that intrigues and fasci-

In "The

JACQUELINE LOGAN
House
of Youth,"
Distributing
picture.a Producers'

Such is the setting of "A Cafe in Cairo," a
production that is entertainment-plus, with
a magnetic star and lavish settings that
make for a de luxe photoplay.
The screen version was made by Harvey
Gates from the popular novel by Izola Forrester, who wrote "The White Moth."

"Another Man's Wife," a Producers'

Thetion production
is under the personal direcof Hunt Stromberg.

"Mirage"
Vidor

With

Miss

Is Big Drama

Edgar Selwyn's celebrated stage play "The
Mirage," with Florence Vidor in the stellar
role, adapted by Frances Mation and C.
Gardner Sullivan and directed by Lambert
Hillyer, is a picture that should prove a veritable bonanza for exhibitors.
As "Irene Martin," Miss Vidor plays the
role of a lovable, vivacious, ambitious small
town belle, who, having outgrown Hilton,
Pa., comes to New York to seek further conquests. Securing a part in the Music Box
Revue, Irene's naive freshness and beauty
catch the attention of the blase first-nighters,
among them Henry Gait, a typical New York
business man. Gait, in his subtle and wordly
wise way, intrigues Irene, who involuntarily
finds herself drifting into the "gold digger"
class.
In the brilliant night life of Broadway
Irene had become engaged before her adventure into the Metropolis, appears on the
scene, and immediately jumps to the conclusion that Irene is Gait's mistress. From this
situation develops a highly dramatic and
colorful sequence of episodes, in which the
three principal characters of the drama have
their eyes opened to many obvious truths.
The climax is original and unexpected.
Producers' Distributing Corporation Pictures Are Planned to Make a Profit for
Exhibitors.

Distributing Picture.
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B.

O.

Has

Lined

Up
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Excellent
for

FB. O. has listed a group of unusually
fine offerings for fall and winter re• lease.
"A Woman Who Sinned," written, directed
and produced by Finis Fox and starring Mae
Busch, will be released some time during
July. This is a melodramatic sex story.
Next comes "Fools in the Dark," a mystery
comedy-drama starring Patsy Ruth Miller
and Matt Moore, and directed by Al Santell.
"Vanity's Price," starring Anna Q. Nilsson,
with a supporting cast including Wyndham
Standing, Lucille Ricksen, Arthur Rankin
and Ciccie Fitzgerald, was started this week
on the F. B. O. lot. This is a story of a
woman's rejuvenation via the Steinbach
treatment. R. William Neill wields the megaphone.
"Broken Laws," which Mrs. Wallace Reid
will make, is probably F. B. O.'s biggest
offering for the coming year. This story is
a reminder that the foundation of all law
and order lies in that greatest of American
institutions — the home. Mrs. Reid will play
the leading role. This is the first picture
Mrs. Reid will make since "Human Wreckage."

Wow!
Wham!
Woof!
A William Fox
Sunshine Titled "Pain As You Enter."

Fall

WORLD

Material

and

Winter

"Messalina," also scheduled for early fall
release, is a colossal Italian film made by
Enrico Gauzzoni, director of "Quo Vadis"
and "Julius Caesar." The leading role is
played by Countess de Liguoro.
Fred Thomson and his horse, Silver King,
have been signed for eight more Westerns.
"The Go-Getetrs," with Alberta Vaughn
and George O'Hara, have been started on the
F. B. O. lot with Del Andrews, late of the
Ince lot, handling the megaphone.
Goebel & Erb will make six productions
for F. B. O. The first has already been
started at the Coast with the working title
of "Hard Cash."

New

York

Buy
to Marry"
Louis B."Cheaper
Mayer, vice-president
of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer in charge of production, announced last week that his company had
purchased the motion picture rights to
Samuel Shipman's Broadway hit, "Cheaper
to Marry" for Robert G. Vignola as this director's next production for Metro-GoldwynMayer.
Mr. Vignola now is engaged on the production of his first picture for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, "Mrs. Paramor," from the novel
by Louis Joseph Vance.
Sport Writer Sails
Grantland Rice, nationally known sportwriter and author of the equally well-known
series of screen "Sportlights," will this week
follow across seas the mighty contingent of
U. S. champions, whom he has again and
again presented to the motion-picture public
of America through the medium of his now
famous series of single-reel sport pictures.

Critics

Success

Predict

"Revelation 99f
"'Revelation,'" said Louella O. Parsons in
the American, "has been given a most extravagant production by George Baker. I
think we can safely say he has made a commercial success. The story is highly dramatic. When I peeped into the Capitol yes^
terday the audience was enjoying it."

For

allR'S n,"
N-MAYE
GOLDWY
METRO, "Reve
star
, from
ted alby produ
ge D.
direcspeci
Georction
Bakerlatio
the novel by Mabel Wagnalls, had its premiere
in New York at the Capitol Theatre, Broadway, last week. In the opinion of the New
York reviewers this production has one of
the most dramatic stories ever utilized for
screen purposes, is excellent entertainment
and is a commercial success.
Film Without Sets
Charles Belmont Davis, reviewing "Revelation" for the Herald-Tribune, said: "It reThe Warner Bros, company under Director
flects great credit upon its producers and
Mai St. Clair are still trouping the wilds of
upon every one concerned in its making. It Oregon making the new Rin-Tin-Tin picture
tells a fine serious story, finely and seriously,
"Find Your Man."
and if it leaves the audience not entirely entitled
"Find Your Man" is one photoplay for
dry-eyed it will do the audience no harm. It
not a single "set" was built. All the
is a very simple story, not at all banal, but which
shots are being made on actual locations in
in its details imaginative and tensely human.
the Pacific Northwest.
The story leads us behind the great doors of
the monastery and shows us how miracles
are performed. It does so with infinite good
and a spirit that is fine and beautiful."
.taste
"Colorful and vivid screen material," wrote
the Telegram.
"One of the most dramatic stories ever
utilized
Bulletin. for screen purposes," commented the
"A lovely story," according to the Post. ,
"The audience seemed to think it was
magnificent," wrote Quinn Martin in the
World.
"Good hot weather entertainment." said j
the Times. "The scenic effects are emphatically impressive, especially those showing an old stone monastery and its garden.
Most of the interior sets are decidedly pleas-

ing."
Hobart Henley's Next
"So This Is Marriage," an original story
Henley's
be Hobart
Wilson,forwill
by Carey
dwyn-Mayer,
Metro-Gol
production
next
Louis
from
ent
announcem
an
to
according
charge of provice-presidentalsoin announced
B. Mayer, duction.
that
Mr. Mayer
Matt Moore, Blanche Sweet and Lew Cody
have been assigned the leading roles.

MAX GRAF
President of Graf Productions, Whose
Latest Picture is "The Wise Son,"
Starring EstelleWashburn.
Taylor and Bryant
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Scenes from the forthcoming Patheserial, "Into the Net,"York
the story
which was written by Richard E. Enright, Commissioner of the New
PoliceforDepartment.
"Babbitt" at Rivoli
Warner
Coming at the tail end of the convention
of New Jersey exhibitors at Asbury Park
for three days last week were several bits
of news whose arrival was too belated for
the majority of trade press representatives
to get into their offices for publication in the
general convention stories. In this class
were also some interesting sidelights on the
behavior and manifestations of some of the
exhibitor delegates.
O'Toole's last address was partly devoted
to suggesting a motion picture bank. It was
recalled that two years ago the national
president was ruled out of order by his predecessor when, as a Pennsylvania .delegate,
he voiced similar sentiments at the M. P.
T. O. A. convention in Minneapolis. The interesting point in this reminiscence the New
Jerseyites were quick to grasp.
Abe Fabian, whose Newark theatre the
delegates compare with Manhattan's Capitol, was strong for the elimination of daylight saving in New York City. He asked
O'Toole to bring to bear his influence in this
respect. The Jersey exhibitors seem to be
unanimous in backing up Fabian on this
move.
The banquet was a great affair. The
speechmaking started at 9:30 Wednesday
evening and terminated at 1 :30 Thursday
morning.
In introducing National Treasurer Louis
Sagal, Toastmaster Louella Parsons told how
he is the man whose cows supply all of the

health-giving
milktheto place
the Yale
Sagal's
cows graze near
whereboys.
the Varsity
team rehearses.
The Rev. Steinmetz, who opened the banquet with a benediction, underwent a wonderful transformation of vocal tonality when
it came for his turn to deliver. This was
about midnight. From a dreamy pianissimo
he shaped into a lively staccato, which he
conceded would hardly befit an Ocean Grove
congregation. He pepped up things for the
nearing dawn.
John Manheimer of Brooklyn h.id a real
good time. It was noticed that he was outside when the banquet broke up.
Leo Jeskowitz when last seen was a Fox
"fillum" salesman. At the convention he
turned up as a New Jersey exhibitor.
Sam Sonen was the only lad who had the
accommodations of a full grown apartment.
He had the only suite in the place, including
a parlor with the bedroom and bath. They
say at Asbury that this suite is usually reserved for newlyweds.
Isador Seider, brother of Joe, the orwas on deck
and«
had much toganization's
saynew president,
about Prudential
activities
at 727 Seventh avenue.
Sidney Cohen had a great time in the surf.
He was more fortunate than many of the
others, since he got back in time to escape
Wednesday night's tornado.

Scenes from "The End of the World," starring Jack Pickford.

Brothers' Film Booked for
Week of July 13

The Warner Brothers' production of "Babbitt" has just been announced as the attraction for the Rivoli, New York City, beginning Sunday, July 13. Dr. Riesenfield saw
"Babbitt" some days ago and since has had
occasion to say very many nice things
about it.
The production is a particularly faithful
adaptation from the novel of the same name
written by Sinclair Lewis. Harry Beaumont,
who directed "Main Street," the other big
Sinclair Lewis novel, for Warner Brothers, is
also
the director
of "Babbitt."
Willard
Louis plays
the title role and is
being featured. Mary Alden and Carmel
Myers are other well known players in the
cast.
Roach to Cruise
Hal E. Roach, prominent Pathe producer,
and Mrs. Roach will be hosts this summer
on one of the longest cruises ever made by a
private craft from Los Angeles harbor when
they sail to Alaska and back on their luxurious yacht, "The Gypsy," accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. Dwight Whiting and Joe Amestoy.
"The
left the
Yacht Gypsy"
Club at has
the already
harbor and
is enCalifornia
route to
Seattle, to which point Mr. and Mrs. Roach
and their guests will journey by train. They
will embark at the Seattle Yacht Club. The
producer and party, all members of the California Yacht Club, will have travelled some
7,000 miles before their return to Los Angeles about September 1.

It is an Allied Producer s Release.
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"The

"Faster Foster," No. 11 of F. B. O.'s "The
Telephone Girl" series.
Midwest

Film

Golf

First Annual Tournament on Links
Near Chicago, July 29
Motion picture men of Chicago and nearbyterritory have completed arrangements for
the First Annual Midwest Film Golf Tournament, which will be held at Olympia
Fields Country Club, Olympia Fields, Illinois, afew miles south of Chicago, on Tuesday, July 29.
The committee in charge is composed of
R. C. Seery, chairman; John J. Jones, Floyd
Brockell, Martin Quigley and L. H. Mason.
mornThe program will include golf in the events
ing and afternoon, with separate
scheduled for both a. m. and p. m. At noon
a buffet luncheon will be served and a big
get-together dinner will be held in the evening, at which the prizes will be distributed
and a number of surprise stunts sprung on
the crowd.
Motion Picture News. Ascher Brothers,
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Orpheum Circuit,
Lubliner & Trinz, Exhibitors Herald and
several of the important producing and distributing companies have donated prizes.
It is the desire of the committee to invite
all interested in golf to attend, and request
that any film man or exhibitor who would
like to play send in his name to L. H. Mason,
chairman of the invitation committee, Motion Picture News, 752 S. Wabash avenue,
Chicago.

Engages Florence Vidor
Thomas H. Ince is about ready to begin
production on the Kathleen Norris story,
"Christine of the Hungry Heart," work on
which was delayed because of his inability
to obtain, at the time, the services of the
actress he wished to portray the leading
character. Florence Vidor has been engaged
for the part and she will soon be free to
begin work on the picture.
Title Changed
The Pola Negri picture recently produced
by Dimitri Buchowetzki for Paramount under the title, "Compromised," which title
was subsequently changed to "The Passionate Journey," has been permanently titled,
"Lily cf the Dust."

Breath

quick
RD teforrefina
RECO
ncing reorga
A and
comple
goes nizati
to B. onP.
Schulberg and J. G. Bachmann, his
partner in the newly formed company of
B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc. In less
than four weeks after the announcement of
a receivership in equity for Preferred Pictures Corporation, cameras are focused upon
"The Breath of Scandal," the first Schulberg
production to be released through the new
company. Thus is insured the continued activity of this well known young producer in
the independent field.
This rapidly accomplished reorganization
was made possible by the insistent demands
from exhibitors and independent exchangemen for a continuation of the Schulberg
product which has been recognized for its
quality since Mr. Schulberg first began to
distribute on franchise two years ago with
his release, "Rich Men's Wives," one of the
outstanding box-office successes of 1922.
The fourteen pictures offered by him
through Preferred represented without exception strong box-office material, and several ranked favorably with the biggest
money makers of last season — notably "Poor
Men's Wives," "The Virginian" and "May-

Returns

from

Working
of

on

Scandal"

time." Stringent business conditions, however, seriously affecting the independent
market were felt by Preferred Pictures Corporation and the receivership resulted.
The formation of B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc., will guarantee to the independent market the nine big stories and
stage plays originally scheduled as part of
Preferred Pictures Corporation's future outB. P. Schulberg has been prominent in
the production and distribution of motion
pictures since the inception of Famous Players with which he was first identified. Later
put.
he was instrumental in the formation of
United Artists and then handled the production of Katherine MacDonald features for
distribution through First National. For the
last two years he has confined himself to
producing for the independent market.
J. G. Bachmann who has many friends in
the industry, has been associated with Mr.
Schulberg since the release of the first MacDonald pictures. He will remain his partner in B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc.,
the newly financed company which will continue to supply the independent field with
Preferred pictures.

Spain

with

"
Bandolero
"The
Hickok has already begun the preliminary
ted Tom cutting of the production which will be edited
who ofassis
EY
RODN
ss in HICK
"The Bandirection
the OK,
Terri
dolero," returned to New York last by Mr. Terriss as soon as he returns. It is
week from Spain bringing with him a print a picturization of Paul Gwynne's novel, laid
the south
of SpainTheat the
height had
of Spain's
of the production which Metro-Goldwyn will infestival
season.
company
been
release this fall.
abroad several months.
Renee Adoree, who plays the leading feminine roleboat.
in "The Bandolero," returned on
the same
Mr. and Mrs. Terriss will remain abroad
New One for Warners
several weeks longer, touring Central Eu"Lover's
Lane," the celebrated Clyde Fitch
rope. Pedro DeCordoba, Dorothy Ruth and play, has just
been put in production by
Gustave von Seyfertitz, who play the leading Warner
at their studios in Hollywood
roles in the picture, are expected back this under theBros,
direction of Phil Rosen. Robert
week.
Ellis has been engaged for the leading role
of Dr. Tom Singleton. Other players include Gertrude Olmstead, Ethel Wales, Bruce
On Way to London
Guerin, Maxine Hicks, Charles A. Sellon,
Lois Wilson, featured player in Paramount
Frances Dale, Aileen Manning, Kate Toncry
pictures, left Los Angeles Sunday en route and George Periolat.
to London where she will represent the
Paramount organization and Hollywood
filmland at the Cinematograph Garden ParHas Four Directors
ty to be held the third week in July in connection with the British Empire Exposition
Three full-fledged directors are serving
at Wembley.
under Ernst Lubitsch as assistant directors
in
the production
"Three
for
Warner
Bros. They ofare:
JamesWomen,"
Flood, who
Shield Appointed
gave
some
of
his
time
while
he
was
directing
Claud Saunders, director of exploitation,
Tenth Woman," Sven Gade, ScandinaFamous Player-Lasky Corporation, has ap- "The vian
director to whom was intrusted the art
pointed Corbin Shield exploitation represen- direction, including the construction and
tative for the New York and Albany Para- dressing of the 350-foot carnival set, and
mount exchanges. The transfer of Gavin
who has directed many feaC. Hawn from Atlanta to Cleveland is also Henry turesBlanke,
in this country and abroad.
announced.
Print

of
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Scenes from Pathe's "Yorktown," the eleventh of the Chronicles of America series.
14 Beauties

in Serial

Pathe's "Into the Net" From Police
Commissioner's
Story Shows
Contest Winners
Fourteen of the most beautiful girls in
New York, chosen from hundreds of contestants, will appear in the forthcoming
Pathe serial, "Into the Net," Police Commissioner Enright's remarkable screen chapter story, which is soon to be released under
the Pathe banner. Since the announcement
that New York's police chief had written
a motion picture serial story, bookings on
the production, "Sight Unseen," have literally swamped the Home Office of the
Pathe Exchange.
The plot of the story is woven around
the mysterious disappearance of a number
of young heiresses. The selection of the
girls who were to impersonate the abducted
heiresses proved one of the most arduous
tasks ever confronted by a casting director.
Finally the matter was turned over to a
committee of artists, with Commissioner Enright, Deputy Commissioner John Shaw of
the New York Police Department, and Malcolm Strauss on the board of judges.
The successful candidates, representative
of New York Society and the theatrical
world, include Kathryn Sullivan, model for
Charles Dana Gibson ; Ivy Palmer, Ziegfeld
Follies Beauty; Dinazarde and Martha
Gonzales, both well-known models, the latter a daughter of a New York editor; Margaret Stehl, Polly Day, Maurine Mayo,
Diane Dale, Peggy King, Betty Gray, Betty
Lawrence, Edith Fitzsimmons, Florence
Hutley and Gladys Odero. The latter plays
an important part in "Monsieur Beaucaire."

Baby

Peggy

in N. Y.

Arrives With Parents on Tour of
Country and Sees Her Film
at the Strand
Baby Peggy, Principal Pictures star, is
visiting in New York on a tour of the country with her parents and is having a regular
"whirlwind" of a time. She has joined the
Friars, Lambs and Cheese clubs in welcoming back to Broadway the Six Brown
Brothers, saxophonists. She was the guest
of honor at the Air Meet of the New York
National Guard Squadron at Miller Field,
Staten Island, presenting a Baby Peggy cup
to the winner of the parachute jumping event.
On Sunday she attended services on
Uncle Sam's battleship, the Colorado, at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard and afterward she was
shown through the Navy Yard by Chaplain
Witherspoon. On Monday she was adopted
as the mascot of the U. S. S. Richmond,
flagship of the lighter cruiser fleet of the
Navy, anchored in the North River. Admiral
Magruder, commander of the scouting fleet,
and Mayor Hylan personally welcomed her,
and after luncheon with the mayor and officers of the fleet, climbed into one of the
fighting planes mounted on a catapult. On
Tuesday Peggy motored to Garden City to
post some letters at the air mail flying field,
when the new transcontinental flying service
was inaugurated. The next day she entertained more than 100 guests at luncheon in
the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Astor, the
occasion being her mother's birthday.

Completes Script
Forrest Halsey has completed the continuity for "Wages of Virtue," adapted from the
novel by Percival Wren, which will be Allan Dwan's next Paramount production starring Gloria Swanson. The picture will be
started at the Famous Players Long Island
studio just as soon as Miss Swanson returns from her brief vacation in Europe.

Briskin Off
Samuel J. Briskin of Banner Productions,
Inc., left this week for Cleveland as his first
stop on a sales trip that will cover every
key city in the United States. While on the
West Coast Mr. Briskin will confer with
Ben Verschleiser, who is producing a series
of pictures for Banner Productions, the first
of which, "Empty Hearts," is about completed. Clara Bow, John Bowers, Lillian
Rich and Charlie Murray are in the cast. It
is being directed by Al Santell.

To Begin on "Hard Cash"
F. Harmon Weight has just finished cutting his last picture in which he directed
Betty Compson, and has started for Hollywood to begin the work of directing "Hard
Cash,"thetheAssociated
working title
the first picture
that
Arts ofCorporation
is to
make for F. B. O.

At the Coast
W. E. Shallenberger has arrived at Hollywood and with Ben Wilson is settling the
final details of several big Arrow specials
as well as the new Arrow chapter-play to
succeed "Days of '49." The first feature
starring Yakima Canutt, world's champion
cowboy, is finished.

Duke

and Tony

Dog and Horse
in Tom
Mix's Special
for Next
Season
The third of the special productions in
which Tom Mix will be starred next season
was started last week at the William Fox
West Coast studios under the title of
"Teeth." This is an adaptation of the story
by Clinton H. Stagg and Virginia Hudson
Brightman.
In its original form "Teeth" was published as "Sonny," a novel by Virginia Hudson Brightman. It is described as a dog
story, a love story and a Western story.
"Duke," Tom Mix's dog, who has the title
role in this story, shares the leading honors
with the star. The other principals selected
so far include Lucy Fox, George Bancroft,
Lucien Littlefield and "Tony" the horse. J.
G. Blystone is directing.
C. C. Burr

Optimistic

For Johnny
Hines' Latest Feature
"The Speed Spook"
With the national distributors lining up
full programs of unusually big productions
for Fall release, C. C. Burr, managing director of East Coast Films, which is now producing "The Speed Spook" with Johnny
Hines, is of the opinion that independent attractions will of necessity have to be bigger,
better, and greater in scope than they have
been if they are to compete successfully
with the big pictures planned for Fall release by the national releasing organizations.
With this in mind and with the further
thought of supplying Johnny Hines with a
vehicle that will be even greater than his
"Burn 'em up Barnes," "Sure Fire Flint"
and "Conductor 1492," producer Burr is absolutely convinced that in "The Speed
Spook" he has given Hines the best working script he has had since his entrance into
feature-length production.
Hines inFaire
"TheBinney,
Speed Watner
Spook"
areSupporting
Edmund Breese,
Richmond and Frank Losee. From present
indications this latest Hines feature will be
ready for release about Labor Day.
Signs Percy Marmont
Thomas H. Ince has engaged Percy Marmont for the lead in his production for First
National release of Joseph C. Lincoln's recent novel, "Doctor Nye." Marmont will
portray the title character of the novel.
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Convention

Executives Leave for Los Angeles for
Third Annual Session
E. W. Hammons, president of Educational
Film Exchange, Inc., accompanied by the
executives of the home office of Educational, left last week for Los Angeles where the
third national convention of executives and
branch managers of Educational is being
held at the Ambassador Hotel in that city.
Before leaving, Mr. Hammons stated that
he would announce, on his arrival at Los
Angeles, the acquisition of one of the best
known comedy stars in the industry, who
will make a series of two reel subjects for
distribution through his organization.
As Educational's
now
stands,
contracts have1924-25
alreadyprogram
been closed
for thirteen Mermaid Comedies, ten Christie
Comedies, six Juvenile Comedies, six Lloyd
Hamilton Comedies, six Walter Hiers Comedies, six Bobby Vernon Comedies and six
Tuxedo Comedies in two reels, and one-reel
subjects consisting of twenty-four Cameo
Comedies, twelve Lyman H. Howe HodgePodge, thirteen Earl Hurd Cartoon Comedies and the twice-a-week issue of Kinograms, Educational's news reel.
Resolution on Films
Resolutions calling on the New England
States to pass legislation for the safeguarding of storage and use of motion picture
films with a view to prohibiting presentation
of nitrate films in schools, colleges, churches
and private clubs unanimously were adopted
at the annual convention of the New England Association of Fire Chiefs in Boston on
June 25. The purpose of the proposed legislation as contained in the resolutions is to
restrict adequately the use of hazardous nitrate film and to encourage the more general use of the safety film.

Th

omas

Meighan

to Film

Macfarlane's
ONGUES OF FLAME," the last
novel written by the late Peter
Clark Macfarlane, whose tragic
death in San Francisco last week shocked
the literary world, has been purchased by
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and
will be made into a Paramount picture, with
Thomas Meighan as the star.
Behind the announcement is an interesting story showing that sentiment still exsits
in business. Mr. Meighan, who enjoys the
friendship of a large number of writing men,
had long been an admirer of Mr. Macfarlane and his work. Immediately after the
publication of "Tongues of Flame," a few
weeks ago, Mr. Meighan called the book to
the attention of Adolph Zukor, president of
Famous Players, and suggested that he
would like to produce the story as a picture.
The following day Mr. Meighan left for
California, and shortly after his arrival there
took his company up into the Canadian
Rockies around Lake Louise to film scenes
in his next production, "The Alaskan," by
James Oliver Curwood. In the meantime
negotiations were entered into for the purchase of the screen rights of "Tongues of
Flame." As soon as the transaction was
completed Mr. Zukor wired to Mr. Meighan.
Yesterday Mr. Zukor received the star's re"Have been 'way back in the mountains
ply:
working with a tribe of Indians, cut off from
all communication. On my return I learned
of the tragic death of Peter Clark Macfarlane and was shocked beyond words. I have
been a great admirer of his and am proud
that you have chosen me to play Henry Harrington in his last book, 'Tongues of Flame.'

Last

Novel

I am fully in sympathy with the character
and Mr. Macfarlane's attitude towards the
Indian. I feel that he has created in the
role of Henry Harrington the finest type of
American in modern fiction and am sure it
will inspire me to do my best work."
'Hunchback" 2d Run
At

Chicago's Roosevelt, Universal
Masterpiece Defies Rain
and Draws Big

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" recently opened its second Chicago run of
four weeks at the Roosevelt Theatre, to
phenomenal business, in the face of adverse weather conditions. Despite three
days of rain, the Universal masterpiece
grossed $17,800 in the first week of its
month's run at the palatial Balaban & Katz
house. This achievement is due not only to
the merit of the picture, but also to the
unlimited publicity accorded the production
before its opening, its first appearance since
the highly successful premiere showing at
the Harris Theatre.
Jack
"U" exploiteer,
ing withEdwards,
H. H. Stahl,
the managercooperatof the
Roosevelt, put over one of the most comprehensive publicity, advertising and exploitation campaigns Chicago has seen in
many moons. A private screening for disabled veterans under the auspices of the
Chicago Evening American at which Miss
Lillian Moyer, noted concert and opera artiste, sang, was held at the Speed Hospital.
Adolph Boln, former director of the Chicago Opera ballet, in a two-column illustrated newspaper story, commended Patsy
Ruth Miller's Gypsy dance in "The Hunchback," and many feature stories and exploitation tie-ups, as well as many punchful advertisements, especially devised for
the Roosevelt showing, all helped swell the
receipts.
Although all the local dailies had reviewed
"The Hunchback" at its first showing in the
Harris Theatre, virtually all of them covered its Roosevelt opening at popular prices.
Christie's Gag Men
Hank Mann, formerly a comedian himself, is the latest to join the force of gag
men at the Christie studio. Jack Jevne has
also been added to the staff to write original comedies and scripts. Royce Alton and
Robert Hall, who have written some of the
most successful Christie Comedy plots, have
rejoined the organization. Frank Roland
Conklin remains as scenario editor, Keene
Thompson is on the writing staff, while
Walter Graham, former Christie writer, has
gone over to the Bobby Vernon company as
a director.

Scenes from "Why Husbands Go Mad," a single reel Pathe comedy, starring Charles
Chase and produced by Hal Roach.

Greenwald Appointed
M. H. Greenwald, formerly salesman in
the Cincinnati territory, has been appointed
manager of the Paramount Cincinnati exchange. He succeeds M. A. Milligan, who
was recently promoted to the position of
district manager.
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Fred Miller of Los Angeles Buys
Seven Warner Films
The last seven of the Warner Brothers
releases for 1923-24 are to have their Los
Angeles first-run presentations at Fred Miller's beautiful California Theatres.
The first of the seven which Mr. Miller
booked en bloc was "How to Educate a
Wife," from Elinor Glyn's famous story. The
engagement began on June 7, with Monte
Blue and Marie Prevost making personal appearances. "Babbitt," "Being Respectable,"
"Her Marriage Vow," "Cornered," "Lovers'
Lane" and "The Tenth Woman" are the other
six pictures of the group and they will play
the California in the order named.
Priscilla Dean's Next
"A Cafe in Cairo," a highly colorful and
fast moving story of the mysterious East,
has been acquired by Hunt Stromberg as a
starring vehicle for Priscilla Dean to follow
"The
Siren inofCairo"
Seville.''
"A Cafe
is from a story by Izola
Forrester, which will be published in book
form just prior to its release. Harvey Gates
has completed the adaptation and the director will be announced in the near future.
Scene from "The Spitfire," an Associated Exhibitors production.
Another Universal Super
Changes Titles
Julius Stern, president of Century ComeChaney Will Be Starred in Leroux's
dies, announces that the title of Al Her"The Phantom of the Opera"
man's latest directorial effort for Century
Carl Laemmle is preparing to make a
has
been
changed from "Pretty Flappers" to
spectacular production from Gaston Leroux's
"Dancing Daisies." This production features
novel, "The Phantom of the Opera."
Like "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," Al Alt and the famous Century Follies Girls.
"The Phantom of the Opera" will star Lon The title of Wanda Wiley's latest starring
Chaney. In the role of Erik the Phantom,
Chaney will have an opportunity to display vehicle has also been changed from "Her
his art of caricature and characterization.
Bridegroom' to "Sweet Dreams." Harry
McCoy plays opposite Miss Wiley in this
The story is laid in the Paris Opera
House; its strange subterranean passages
picture.
and in several well known inns and churches
of Brittany. These will involve a huge
amount of special building, which starts this
week and which will be sufficiently far advanced by August 1 to start shooting.
The production has been entrusted to
Rupert Julian. A staff of experts has been
engaged for proper atmospheric scenic effects.

Back From Vacation
Director Burton King, who has just finished "The Truth About Women" the first
of the Banner Productions that has Hope
Hampton, Lowell Sherman, David Powell
and Mary Thurman in the cast, has just returned from a week's vacation at Atlantic
City. For the next few days Mr. King will
be busy engaging his cast for his next picture for Banner, "The Man Without A
Heart" which will have Kenneth Harlan and
Jane Novak as the stars and will then leave
for Screen Lake to pick out his locations.
Production will start on "The Man Withupon Mr. King's
returnout A Heart"
to New immediately
York.

New Carter Melodrama
The William Fox production of the Lincoln
J. Carter melodrama, "The Cyclone Rider,"
completed recently at the Fox West Coast
studios, will be one of the biggest special attractions on the 1924-25 release schedule.
"The Lure of Money" was the working title
of this Thomas Buckingham production.
Reed Howes and Alma Bennett have the
leading roles. The other principals are
Charles Conklin, Evelyn Brent, William Bailey, Margaret McQuade, Ben Deeley and
Frank Beal.
For Its Anniversary
The Palace Theatre, Dallas, Texas, one of
the principal Paramount houses in the
Southwest, is to celebrate an anniversary
soon. The special attraction announced is
the Warner Brothers production of the Elinor Glyn story, "How to Educate a Wife."

Scene from the Universal-Jewel production, "Butterfly."
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Current Release Shot to San Francisco
at Top Speed
Pathe News has added to its already extensive list of brilliant achievements in the
field of screen journalism another record of
the utmost importance. With the arrival of
Lieut. Maughan, operating a U. S. Army
aeroplane, in San Francisco at 9:28 p. m. on
Monday, June 23, the same news reel had
reached the Western boundaries of the nation that was appearing on the screens of the
leading Broadway theatres in New York
City.
When the daring aviator set forth on the
dawn of June 23 from Mitchell Field, Mineola, L. I., and started on his gruelling contest of speed with the sun, stored away
aboard the cockpit as part of the historic
cargo conveyed on the record-breaking flight
were a negative and several prints of the
current Pathe News release. Twenty-one
first-run
as San Francisco's
just opening
hours later,were
theatres
their, last show,
Maughan swooped down from the sky with
the Pathe News reels ready for the San
Francisco screens.
Aside from the important military lessons
of rapid national mobilization learned from
the flight, the long-sought objective of a
simultaneous presentation of the same news
reel in East and West Coast theatres had
been brought finally within the realms of
actuality.
Starts on Burlesque
"Two Weeks and a Half," Mack Sennett's
on Elinor Glyn's "Three Weeks,"
burlesque
is now under way at the Sennett Studios.
This is the first of the two-reel comedies in
which elaborate sets and spectacular scenes
will be used.
Ben Turpin will play the role of the fair
haired Paul; Madeline Hurlock will be the
queen, with Tiny Ward as her manservant.
The part of the dissolute king has been cast
to Billy Bevan.
Rogers Goes to Coast
Rogers, general manager of DougBogart
las MacLean Productions, has left New York
to return to Los Angeles, to go immediately
into preparations for the MacLean vehicle
to follow "Never Say Die," which Associated
Exhibitors has scheduled as the opening production for the coming fall campaign.
While in New York Mr. Rogers made a
careful study of all stage properties available for the MacLean type of pictures and
decided upon one, the announcement of
which will be made within a few weeks.

Buddy Messinger fizzes them high inrelease.
"Budding Youth," a Century Comedy for July-

Camera
Special

Work
for

on

Big

Warners

from the West Coast studios
WORD
to Warner Bros.' home office, announces the completion of the photowork
big
"Three
on
graphic
tion thewhich
ch
dual Women
Produc,"
Ernst Lubits Indivi
has been under way for many weeks. This
is Mr. Lubitsch's second production for
Warner Bros., the first having been "The
Marriage Circle," released some months ago.
Supplementing the artistry of the director
and from the exceptional cast — which includes Pauline Frederick, May MacAvoy,
Marie Prevost, Lew Cody, Williard Louis,
Pierre Gendron, Mary Carr, and others —
"Three Women" has been given an unsually
elaborate pictorial investiture.
Some of the last shots were made on a
set said to have been one of the biggest and
finest ever constructed on the West Coast.
The set, depicting a great big indoor society carnival, occupied more than half of
the immense new stage which the Warner
Bros, built not long ago and on which, ordinarily, four or five companies work at once.

Lubitsch
Finished

There was a polished dance floor with
booths for the concessions built along one
entire side of the room and spotted at infrequent intervals on the floor itself. Balcony
boxes ran the entire length of the set. At
one end of the room was a long slide where
groups of the fun makers disported themselves and a merry-go-round with the usual
wooden horses was also a part of the set.
Special Showing
The showing of "The Lone Wolf," Associated Exhibitors' film adaptation of Louis
Joseph Vance's thriller, starring Dorothy
Dalton and Jack Holt, will be held in Los
Angeles at the Mission Theatre, commencing
June 28. Special Representative Whittaker
has gone to Los Angeles to co-operate with
the theatre management in the exploitation
of this production, and plans are already
under way for an elaborate campaign which
will include the posting of over 100 24-sheets.

Scene* from the seventh episode of the Pathe serial, "The Fortieth Door."
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FULL
t made
statemen
by Julius
Bernheim
director general of Universal City,
upon his recent return from a lengthy conference with Carl Laemmle, president of
Universal Pictures Corporation, and the executive board in New York City.
"In all the history of the Universal Pictures Corporation never have such elaborate plans been made as those which we
have been following for the past few months
and which we will follow for the season to
come.
"The statements relative to production activity moving to the East Coast does not
concern Universal, nor has it ever occurred
to us that this step would be taken.
"Universal City was 'made to order' for
motion picture production and nowhere in
the East could such a locale be secured that
would compare at all favorably with our
present one.
"While it is true that picture making has
progressed remarkably during the past five
years, yet we have not advanced to that
stage whereby artifices can replace the natural advantages which nature offers the picture producer.
"The product which Universal has to offer
during the coming season has been termed
'censor
proof.'
story must bebefore
of theit
very highest
typeEach
of entertainment
is considered at all."
Perhaps the biggest picture in the history
of Universal is now being started in the
Universal City studios. It is Gaston Leroux's "The Phantom of the Opera.'' This
story, adapted from the famous stage play,

at

"Biggest

WORLD

Top
Ever"

is a gripping mystery tale laid in the settings of the historic Paris Opera House;
a romantic and spectacular tale, it is promised, will be the successor in magnitude to
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame."
Sven Gade, the famous Swedish director,
who, it is predicted, will prove a literal sensation in American pictures, has arrived at
Universal City to start work in "The Best
in Life," a new Mary Philbin Jewel. Gade's
productions will be among the most important of the year. The famous European, who
has produced many of the old world's outstanding dramatic successes, and has designed many famous scenic investitures, is
to be one of the important attractions of
Universal for the forthcoming year.
Harry Pollard, who has directed Reginald
Denny's biggest successes, is at work on an
adaptation of one of Byron Morgan's auto
racing stories, soon to be produced with
Denny in the leading role. Raymond L.
Schrock, scenario editor, is inspecting a
number of new stories with a view to future
Laura La Plante, Virginia Valli and Mary
Philbin features.

"Captain
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Blood"

Cast

The cast of "Captain Blood," Vitagraph
production includes J. Warren Kerrigan,
Jean Paige, Wilfrid North, James Morrison,
Jack Curtis, Joseph Rickson, Charlotte Merriam, Robert Milash, Bertram Grassby, William Eugene, Templar Saxe, Tom McGuire,
Paul Weigle, Otto Matiesen, Henry Hebert.

PEARL DOLES BELL
Odd
Barbara

Twist

in "Sandra"

La Marr's
Newest Ha*
Unique Plot Shift
Pearl Doles Bell, whose most recent novel,
"Sandra," has been selected by SawyerLubin as a starring vehicle for Barbara La
Marr's initial picture for Associated First
National release,
is one of the most noted
writers of current-day fiction.
Miss Bell has been responsible for such
successful stories as "The Love Pirate,"
"His Harvest," "Her Elephant Man," "The
Autocrat" and other novels.
Her story, "Sandra," has a decidedly
unique twist, inasmuch
as it invests a woman
with a dual personality— one domestic and
home-loving, the other craving adventure
and life, and Miss La Marr has expressed
the opinion that Miss Bell's novel is the
most perfectly suited to her talents
she has
yet been given for picturization.
Miss Bell is no stranger to the field of
motion pictures, as she has been responsible
for several vehicles starring Shirley Mason,
and at the present moment bears the unique
distinction of having five of her stories in
preparation for picture production by leading film companies.

Warners Sign Roche
Further evidence of the present activities
of the Warner Brothers organization and
their plans for the future is reflected in an
announcement from the Pacific Coast that
John Roche, whose splendid work in recent
photoplays has been the talk of the industry, has been signed by the Warner organization on a five-year contract. While
the salary figures in the contract have not
been disclosed, it is understood that the contract runs into considerable money, since Mr.
recently.
Roche's services have been much in demand

A "touching" scene in F. B. O.'s
"Vanity's
ce," withroles.
Anna Q. Nilsson and Wyndham
Standing
in thePi stellar

Abe Stern in Europe
Abe Stern, vice-president of the Century
Film Corporation, producers of Century Comedies, sailed Saturday (July 5) on the Leviathan for an extended vacation in Europe.
Before leaving Hollywood three weeks ago
Mr. Stern supervised the planning of his
company's fall product and saw that production was well under way.

Selling

General

Exploits
Sell

the

the Picture
EDITED BY EPES WINTHROP
Are

Best

Theatre

DURING the summer it is a good plan
to work for general exploitation
stunts. Sell the theatre, rather than
the features, for the big problem through the
hot term is to get them in at all rather than
to sell them any particular program item.
Work on schemes which will last for two
or three weeks at a time rather than on
stunts which will die with the passing of a
certain title.
Hook to the newspapers, if possible, but
get stunts that will be attractive. Keep away
from essay contests and other schemes involving more or less work, for people are
disinclined to effort. Use rather the type
which will call for no active participation.
Play for Autoists
Make a drive for the automobile riders.
Get them in, if you can, and perhaps they
will come again. The automobile is a
stronger competition than the radio in nice
weather, and there are many ways of getting in the drivers.
W. J. Murray has recently had much benefit from a tie-up he arranged with the Atlanta Journal for the Rialto Theatre. For
five days he gave 40 tickets daily to the most
careful drivers, and reaped columns and
of write-up of interest to all auto
pages
owners.
The scheme is an old one and started, if
we are not mistaken, up New York State.
Observers are stationed at important traffic
points to note those drivers who exercise
the greatest care. The license numbers of
the cars are noted and are printed in the
paper the following day. The owners can
claim their tickets at the newspaper office.
And Tag Photographs
Another old but good stunt is to photograph parked cars and print cuts showing
the license numbers. This involves the cost
of cuts, but gives a new twist, if the other
ideas have been used recently.
Another good scheme is to report on road
conditions where this is not cared for by the
local papers. Prepare slides giving accurate
information as to the condition of the most
traveled routes. Run these slides at the
night show one night a week only. You
can get the autoist in to note the information and you will have them right where
you can advertise the coming program. Pick
a dead night. Don't try to get them in Satcannot. urday or Sunday because probably you
And since the cars will be along the country roads, offer a weekly pass to those who
will carry windshield stickers. These can
attraceither advertise the house or the best will
be
tion for the week. Many drivers
glad to carry your advertisement to the
smaller towns in return for a weekly admiscan get many of them to come
back. sion and you
In many places it will pay to advertise the
advantage of an early ride winding up at

to the
SARGENT

for Summer

Instead

of Features

Public

double the attraction of a ball game, and a
three-legged race for girls will be better
than the hundred-yard dash. Try some
gymkahna
and toyou'll
not audience
only pleaseof
the children stunts
but play
a large
adults.
And it will all come back to the house because you keep the house constantly in the
public mind. That's the big idea back of all
summer stunts. Don't let them forget you.

the theatre on the way home. In other
towns, near large cities, you can get foreign
business by suggesting that autoists make
your house the objective. Many drivers simply go out for a ride. Try and sell them on
the definite idea of driving out to your house
to see a show before they turn back home.
And play for the bathing crowd. Get Piggly Wiggly Sold
special paper and post the beach and the
road which leads to it. They cannot spend
Triumph in Memphis
the entire evening in the water. Urge them
to see the show, and announce that a certain
Howard Waugh, of Loew's Palace Theatre, Memphis, pulled a new one when he
section of the house will be set apart for
invited
the entire forces of the Piggly Wigbathers. The novelty of going to a picture
gly
stores to attend the opening showing of
Triumph.
theatre in a bathing suit will appeal to many.
It has in the past.
The stores took newspaper space to adverFountains, of Course
tise an early closing on Monday, that the
And drive on the soda fountains. There is clerks might attend the showing. It also
no better location in summer than well- bannered its four supply trucks with "Two
patronized soda bars. Arrange with the Triumphs" : Piggly Wiggly double loaf bread
owners to do their mirror and window work
and the Palace attraction. The signs were
for them. Work in poster cutouts and cards
used for ten days in advance, and in that
and paint the mirrors with signs advertising
time 200,000 special paper bags were used by
new drinks and your current shows. Be sure
the stores. Waugh shared the printing cost
the glass is free from grease before you
of these and the $79 represents his only outwork your water colors and you will have no
lay. In addition to the direct advertising
trouble with the signs.
there
goodthenewspaper
Live managers of these places will be glad
forewere
and after
showing. stories both beto have their mirror work changed weekly.
He also got a 30-inch display advertiseIf you do good work you can make the
ment in the Sunday roto section of the Apweekly change an attraction and people will
peal through a hook-up with the Plough
drop in for a soda just to see what you are
Chemical Company and worked the stores
showing in the way of mirror signs.
for a double truck co-operative page in the
same issue.
And don't overlook the morning matinees
Several windows were added to the total
for children and the athletic contests as developed by Mr. Chenoweth will be worth a of free advertising, and he was enabled to
lot of money to you if you can get some
keep his own newspaper bills down to a minvacant lot close to the theatre. Stage easy
imum. It doesn't take much effort if you
keep the merchants in training as Waugh
contests, which will appeal to all children
instead of the crack athletes, and plan for does. That's one of his secrets. He keeps
novelty. A marble contest will be worth
them supplied with co-operative ideas.

IS YOUR

VI FE II
HE
DIFFERENT
OH ISS

-

1EAN?

A First National Release
TRY THIS AS COPY FOR A NEWSPAPER TEASER
They used billboards out in Los Angeles, but the idea will be just
have it set as a two ones and scattered through one or more issues
The big idea is to plant Cytherea in the minds of your

SERIES
as effective if you
of the local paper.
patrons.
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Got

a Full

Page

on

Eyeglass Display
When Harold Lloyd came to the Palace
Theatre, Muskogee, Okla., Ollie Brownlee
arranged a hook-up with a firm of oculists.
They took an entire page in the local paper
to advertise their assortment of shell rim
glasses, adding that there was a display of
frames in the lobby of the Palace. This
HAROLD LLOYD
In Laleit Style Shell Frame Glutei
You Can Get These Same Glasses at

FLETCHER'S

See the Fletcher Display and Harold Lloyd in "GIRL SHY"
PALACE
THEATRE
Sunday. Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday
Fletcher
1 18 Norl/i 3rd

Optical

Co.

A Pat he Release
FREE TO THE HOUSE

display made a good ballyhoo for Brownlee
and he could have gained had there been no
advertising bonus, but he got both. The
copy urged the reader to see the display,
taking it as a matter of course that everyone
would go to see Girl Shy. It also added that
four years ago they had fitted the giant with
Why Worry when he was in town with a
carnival troupe.
It can be seen that the house was given

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

IN a show of eight incidents, including
y, out
the photopla
"Theas ideal
Whitewarm
Moth,"
two
novelties
stood
weather
nment,
ions
entertai
and all other presentat
fitted a like purpose. The performance was
two hours and eight minutes long, with the
feature picture taking up one hour and eleven
minutes of this. The Topical Review was
eight minutes, the DeForest Talking Pictures seven minutes, and the Aesop Fable
comedy, "Home Talent,''
ten minutes. The
novelties mentioned above were the DeForest film and a descriptive work for the orcalled "Radiove
. rturc," given for the
first timechestra,anywhere
This overture, composed by M. L. Lake
from suggestions made here, was inspired
by the radio vogue. It runs through a series
of radio incidents such as Tuning In, a Symphony Orchestra, a Jazz Band, a tenor solo,
interruptions by speakers, market reports,
a Military Band, etc. Loud speakers placed
at either side of the stage facing the audience were used in announcing the stations
and for the tenor solo. The lights included
a light pink Mestrum flood of 150 amperes
on the musicians from the dome; transparent windows at either side light pink ; red
coves, blue borders, entrance spots of light
pink on ceiling and sides.
The ballet of seven dancers did Poncheilli's "Dance of the Hours." four minutes in
length. The scene was a woodland back
drop with set rocks, trees and foliage. Two
dancers as morning hours in pale colored
chiffon; two as noon hours in deep rose;
two as evening in sunset solors and the
premiere danseuse as night in black. The
lighting followed out the color scheme of
the dresses. The front lighting also corresponded with that of the presentation stage,
in keeping with the hours.
Charlotte Bergh, coloratura, sang the

Shadow Song from "Dinorah" (Meyerbeer)
on the apron of the large stage. Across the
proscenium arch were closed the llama cloth
draw curtains shutting off the musicians from
the singer. Four 150-ampere floods of color
blend, two from the dome and two from the
booth, were played on the curtains. A White
spot picked out the soloist.
The DeForest Talking Pictures featured
Estelle Carey, soprano, who sings frequently
at this theatre and is a great favorite. Her
number was Victor Herbert's "A Kiss in the

more than half the display at no cost, which
is a very comfortable arrangement, and yet

the oculist made more profit through giving
the theatre this free advertising than would
have come from a straight display.

Light opera was represented by Planquette's "Chimes of Normandy" in French
village set with a set house to one side.
Tenor, soprano and baritone had principal
roles,
and the ballet filled in for atmosphere.
TheDark."
selections used were the opening Chorus
by the ensemble, "On Billow Rocking,"
tenor; "Legend of the Bells," soprano and
ensemble; "With Joy in My Heart," baritone; "Just Look at This," soprano and enand "Silentcostumes
Heroes,"were
baritone
and
ensemble.semble,Correct
used. The
front lighting consisted of two dome floods,
strawr color, covering the lower part of the
production stage. Two amber floods from
the booth on the musicians. Amber transparent windows, two entrance spots and amber covering the ceiling drapes and sides.
This presentation sixteen minutes.
There was a stage interlude for the feature
picture which showed the premiere danseuse
dressed as the dancer represented by Barbara LaMarr in the film. A scene was reproduced from the photoplay for use as
background. First the picture was started,
showing the dancer m action. Then this was
cut off as lights came up to show the stage
number, with the dancer continuing the action of the film. This faded inte the silver
sheet again.

Peep Holes Pulled
I. L. Sheilds, of the Modjeska Theatre,
Augusta, Ga., tried the old peep-hope stunt
on Men. Three windows were frosted, with
the usual peep holes and scratched in the
frosting was "For MEN only." It was just
that, for the only contents of the windows
were stills and intensive copy.
Not to overlook the ladies, a fourth window
was arranged for the women. This carried
lingerie and toilet articles in addition to the
stills and cards. Most women were a bit
bashful, but curiosity was too strong, and
most of them ventured a peep. It was cheap,
but productive.

A First National Release
HOW MARK LUESCHER AND ROBERT HAWKINS PLAYED WITH DOLLS
Street Theatre,ofNew
One of the Cytheria dolls was the lobby display at Keith's 81st the
the
utilization
York, as shown in the cut. The other half of the cutwasshows
by them.
devised
24-sheet for the marquise. A dance prologue

Silver Halves
Eddie Collins, city manager for Southern
Enterprises in Galveston, used about $200
worth of silver half dollars to advertise
Metro's Half a Dollar Bill. By piling these
over a block it looked like a lot more in the
window of a store filled with articles any
one
bill. of which could be had for half a dollar
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A Pathe Release
HOW THE PATHE LITHOGRAPHS WORK UP FOR A FEATURE
This is the lobby of the Rialto Theatre, El Dorado, Ark., worked out by Arthur Swanke
bulk of the display
on Rex, King of Wild Horses. The spirited six sheet forms the
and is backed up by threes and the black and white and sepia stills.
Sherlock Jr. by a policeman, and 1,700 tickets
were distributed in order that the police
Year-Round Stunt Is
might see the picture. The tickets were
good for all performances, and this kept the
Effective and Cheap
comment stringing in throughout the week of
Carl F. Miller, managing director of the the engagem it and gave several columns
Miller Theatres, Freemont, Ohio, offers a of good reading each day.
The stunt was arranged for the New by
stunt he has been using for the past two
years with decided success. He thinks it H. S. Ansley, Metro-Goldwynner.
may help others, and generously passes the
idea along.
Each morning an employe takes the local
Tipped Bachelors
paper and notes in the society column and
Twelve of the best known bachelors in
elsewhere all who have entertained the day Dallas, Texas, were invited by telephone to
before. This postal card message is addressed
come to the Queen to see the sort of Men
to each one :
Pola Negri liked in the picture of that
title. Someone must have told the newsA Suggestion for Those Who Entertain
papers about it, and the papers were mean
We noticed in the society column of the
enough to print it.
daily paper that you entertained at your
Then five windows were hooked to
home and we want to suggest to you that
the next time you entertain that you make a shoes, suits, hats, toilet articles and sporting
theatre party a part of your entertainment "goods, the latter with "You have to be a
Negri." The star's
to win Pola
Strand is Freemont's finest strong man printed
program.and The
in the Sunday roto secyou can arrange in advance for picturetion was
theatre
and
Charles
A.
McFarland
bought a
reservations so that your guests will be sure
lot of extra paper to post along the road to
of seat reservation. The next time include
beaches.
a theatre party at the Strand; we shall be theHe bathing
is working the latter stunt on all of the
glad to make reservations for you at any
pictures now, figuring on getting them
time, and if you so desire you can have your big
some time through the run.
Next
room.
rest
ladies'
our
guests meet in
time you entertain, phone Main 1792 and we
will gladly assist you in arranging for a theatre party at the Strand Theatre.
STRAND THEATRE.
This will not bring an immediate result,
but it has been highly successful in getting
theatre parties for the Strand, and as Mr.
Miller has his own printing plant, the cost
is little more than the cost of the cards.
Even where they must be printed by a jobber, the cost will be small for a thousand
cards, and even where they may not bring
a large party, the idea of entertaining
through the Strand is implicated and small
social debts are paid off in this manner.
Mr. Miller does not say so, but we take it
that where a large party is booked, a stated
number of seats is roped off.

Picked on Police
It has been several weeks since a newsboys' parade has been reported, but the
New Theatre, Baltimore, has found new and
willing victims in the police force.
Through the Baltimore American a prize
of $25 was offered for the best comment on
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Had

Both

on

Woman

Endings
to Woman

Many managers have worked the vote on
the happy or unhappy ending to Woman to
Woman, but Guy Kenimer, of the Arcade
Theatre, Jacksonville, used both.
First he invited fifty well-known women
to pre-view the picture and decide upon the
ending to be used. He felt it would be a
safe bet that they would use the unhappy
ending because of the moral value. They
did.
A Mid-Week Switch
He ran the picture for three days with the
prescribed ending, telling that this was the
choice of the woman jury. Then he splashed
the fact that the patrons did not seem to
share that opinion and so he would put on
the happy ending for the remainder of the
week. Many of those who had seen the
first version paid for a second ticket to compare the effect, and many more came in
who preferred the happy ending story and
who had stayed away previously.
One of the department stores early displayed in its window a photograph of the
24-sheet, announcing that these presently
would be posted by the Arcade and urging
the spectator to remember how the poster
looked.
Jazzed Four Days
Meanwhile a second photograph had been
jigsawed into 25 pieces, from which cuts
Were made. The store took in the photograph of the complete poster and next day
printed eleven of the fragments in its usual
display. The remaining fourteen were
printed during the next three days and the
best assemblings of the puzzle were rewarded
with passes to the matinees. The day after
the pictures were turned in the posters were
pasted and everyone looked at them with
special interest.
The two stunts made a fine business in a
week which was reported as : "Rain. Rain.
Fair. Hot. Hot. Hot. Hot." Southern managers know what four hots and two rains
will do to a week's business as a rule.

A Metro-Goldivyn Release
THIS VOLCANO LOOKED REAL ENOUGH TO RUN FROM
But as a matter of fact it drew people to it. The painting was scored and a fast flasher
gave life to the streams of lava when it was set up by H. P. Harrison in the lobby of
the Hippodrome Theatre, Waco, Texas. It was in three sections.
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Paged the Bathers
Charles A. McFarland sent ushers to the
bathing beach to distribute heralds on Girl
Shy for three days before the coming of the
picture and for the first three days of the
run. It was one of the reasons why they
had to give an extra performance the opening night — Saturday — to take care of the
standout on the second night show.
Cards for the picture were at the plates
of all guests of the Rotary and Salesmanship Club luncheons the previous week —
about 700 cards — and for three days the heralds were dropped from the roofs of tall
buildings during the rush hours. All the
ushers wore the circular cards and the door
boys wore shell eyeglass frames. The box
office sheet read like the winter season ,yet
the promotion cost was not very much in
excess of the usual charges.
Cost $5 for $160
Charles Morrison, of the Imperial Theatre,
Jacksonville, gave a party to Icebound to
the girl graduates of the high school. There
were only 80 of them and the invitation included a party at Xunally's, the leading confectioner of the South, following the showing.
The girls reached the lobby early, but
were stood out for a ballyhoo until all had
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arrived, when they marched down one aisle
and up the other to the special section provided for them, the orchestra playing Hail,
Hail, the Gang's All Here.
It brought all sorts of newspaper and verbal advertising and the cost was only $5,
while the receipts jumped $140. For three
days the local ice factory provided five cakes
of ice daily, one of the cakes containing a
display of the picture. This cost nothing
more than the modest advertising sign to
the effect that it had been supplied by the
Atlantic Ice and Coal Company.
Three Normas
Six miles from Gadsden, Ala., a cyclone
wiped out three houses. As soon as he could
get out there, A. L. Snell, of the Imperial
Theatre, had banners either side of the
wreck announcing that he was showing The
Song of Love. As everyone who had a car
went out to see the wreckage, the location
six miles from town was better than a board
on the fourcorners.
Then he offered free admission to a matinee to all girls named Norma. Only three
showed up, but it made a lot of talk and
helped in part to lift the takings about 25
per cent.
No manager ever made money exploiting
hard times. Talk your patrons out of it.

Likes

July 12, 1924
Soda

Count Harry Gould, of the Hippodrome
Theatre, Fort Worth, Texas, is among those
who like soda fountains for ad locations.
He won 25 for When a Man's a Man, and
the displays were right on the mirrors, where
they could be seen. Each of the shops also
permitted him to use window cards.
He got twelve other windows for painting,
each
when abyman's
a manwithhe the
usessuggestion
the goodsthathandled
that
store, and the city officials permitted him to
rig a couple of banners in front of the house.
It helped put the receipts up at a time
when newspaper advertising is held pretty
close to the bottom figures, and the picture
pleased the extra large audiences.
Good Policies
Getting a new slant on the title, John P.
Read, of the Joie Theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.,
sold a local insurance man into stressing his
plate glass insurance policies. The window
cards read : "Do not wait for the breaking
point to insure your windows, but wait for
The Breaking Point at the Joie for real enIt is not recorded that the fake broken
tertainment."
window was used with this, but it was a
wonderful opportunity which you can add to
the original idea if you use it.

10
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A First National Release
FIVE OF THE DISPLAYS USED ON CYTHEREA DURING ITS LONG RUN IN LOS ANGELES AT THE STATE
Two of the pictures on the top row show how the book sales were handled, while the other gives a hook-up to a phonograph still.
The window at the left of the lower line is from a tailor shop wh ile on the right is a more elaborate book display showing some
unusual features. This backed up the mailing of 10,000 heralds, teaser ads and regular paper.
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Makes

Clever

Use

of Hearst Paper
The wise manager is always on the lookout for something different. This goes for
exchange managers, as well, and the Los
Angeles office of Vitagraph worked a good
one when it took a copy of the Los Angeles
Examiner and red-inked a McCay cartoon
with Let Not Man Put Asunder, obtaining a
sufficient supply to mail a copy to each exhibitor in its territory. This editorial sec-

PICTURE

let in the L of the lilies, giving a better
display to the title. This, again, is not of
prime importance, but it will help a little
because the better the display looks, the
more favorable is the first impression created
in the mind of the reader. At any rate, a
cut was obtained to work in this space instead of the space for which it originally
was intended, and the result is striking, even
though it might be improved upon. It seems
strange that so little of the copy for this
story makes any allusion to the Broadway
run, though it aroused considerable discussion when it was first presented.

Microscopic
Sells

A Vitagraph Release
LETTING BRISBANE HELP
tion is published simultaneously by all the
Hearst papers, but Los Angeles seems to
have been the only one to catch the idea.
Very often you can tag some local cartoon
if you look ahead, and get out your own
red-inked edition. Just keep the idea in
mind. It may come in handy some time.
Meanwhile Los Angeles seems to be in line
for a compliment on its alertness.
Slices

a Cut

to

Get Proper Size
Because the Capitol Theatre, Springfield,
Mass., could not find a cut of the right size,
this was cut down to fit the space in which
it was to be used. It shows two lilies and
part of a third, but not enough of the fraction to clearly show that the cut has been
cropped.
minutes'
with this
a chisel
and mallet Ten
would
have work
cut away
part
of the design, leaving only the two whole
flowers, and this would have made a little
better cut, though probably it would have
sold no more tickets. At the same time, if
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Crandall

Theatres

Sell Summer
Bill
Harry M. Crandall recently took a 125 by
3 to sell his Summer attractions at the Washington theatres owned by him, headed by the
Metropolitan and Ambassador and backed by
nine second run houses. This is the home
of First National in the Capitol, and the advertisement isheld to the releases of that
THE BEST PICTURES1
(itflMl at on. METtOPOLlT Ael tmd AMBASSADOR fA.af.... mil* inb.cqi.rr

Type

No

Tickets

Fox's Terminal Theatre, Newark, does
better than its worst with The Spirit of the
U. S. A. The reproduction will blur the lines
a little, but even in the original, which is
reproduced in the same size as shown in the
paper, it is impossible to read the text in
the shield without the aid of a reading glass.
The letters (excluding the ascenders and
descenders), are about 1-36 of an inch high,
or just about the height of a two point rule.
The entire letter is not much more than
a three point. It is a dead waste of space.
Six or eight words that can be read are
infinitely to be preferred to thirteen lines
of tiny type. This particular box is a little
worse than the average display for this house,
but not much, and the Terminal holds, week
after week, the record for producing the
poorest advertising done by any theatre in
the country. Certainly we. have never seen
anything so persistently bad. We recall only
one all-type Sunday display from this house.
They never got this ad out of the F. B. O.
press book — in this size. It may be a reduction from a larger space, but since about
the same style is used every week, we imagine that this must be a reduction of a
local herald in which the letters are several
times this size. The lower half of this display is more legible, but the upper half
is selected as showing what is probably the
smallest type on record.

TEN STARS IN 'THE WOMAN ON THE JURY"
LEWIS STONE IN "CYTHEREA, GODDESS OF LOVE'
GEORGE KIBBE TURNER'S THOSE WHO DANCE"
COLLEEN MOORE IN "THE PERFECT FLAPPER"
BARBARA LA MARK IN 'THE WHITE MOTH"
CLAIRE WINDSOR IN "FOR SALE"
Lewi. Stone, Florence Vidor in "HUSBANDS AND LOVERS"
BERT l'yTELL AND CLAIRE WINDSOR IN "BORN RICH"
Colleen Moore and Conway Taarla in 'TEMPERAMENT"
SIX efSTARS
IN EARL ByHUDSON'S
EPICHa* S'auarC
"SUNDOWN"
The/rrnj/,pariiHtt
Afary Carr, CAaria!
« CarBr.aie LawtAe olAawltVaafAn rfipuiUrf
^taaoaaU., HoSarf
eA~n*aWuSeauva'A,
tuppcrud.
HAaRRr a
WillllllllllllllllfflM
A First National Release
AN ALL SUMMER

PROGRAM

company, but it lists eleven forthcoming
attractions and sells the patrons the idea
that the Summer will be fruitful in good
things. It is more than a sale of eleven
titles. It is the sale of the theatre-going
thought, and that is worth a great deal to
any house through the heated term. About
this time of year the theatregoer feels that
it is getting too warm to attend the per-

THEY SPIN
TOIL NOT!^
NOT!
THEY
I CAPITOL
WEEKStartingSUNDAY V''£";^HS
LILIES
FIELD
Corinne Griffith and Conway Tearle
The Two Act Trove. ly -"RENO or BUST;" a Satire on Divorce
""The withLoveJOH*Master"BEAU BRUMMEL
BtRBYMORE
„ I; :y;;,y; '„:'.:;;;
A First National Release
USING A CROPPED CUT FOR LILIES
OF THE FIELD
a little more care will get a better display,
the extra time is well worth while. Cutting
out this excess would also have permitted
the top corner of the cut to be notched to

>— ■ TOGETHER AGAIN FOR
JOHNNIE WALKER^THE FIRST TIME SINCE
An F. B. O. Release
A WASTE OF ^GOOD TALK IN TOO SMALL A FACE
*TW=.HILL"»
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formances. There is also the half formed
belief that shows are cut down for the
Summer. A display such as this gives
emphasis to the idea of quality, makes the
reader feel that an exceptional program has
been provided and leaves him with the belief that he cannot well afford to lose these
presentations through devotion to the radio
or the front stoop. Such a display will bring
more to the house than most managers will
be . willing to credit, and it is easily the
most valuable single piece of advertising
that has been done on the Washington theatrical page in a long time. If you have
good attractions booked, take special space
to assure your own patrons that the Winter
standard will run through the summer
months.
Sells

This

Feature

Mostly Through Talk
Although there is considerable cut surface in this appeal for The Age of Desire
by the Rialto Theatre, Fall River, Mass.,
most of the selling will be done through
the two banks of small type to the left of
the cut. The cut is lacking in appeal and
serves merely to bring the eye to the space,
but the talk will suggest a good play. We
do not like the small liner to the right of
the exclamation point, which reads: "I'm
good for nothing, but my mother's to blame
for that." This is trite and unappealing, but
the other banks suggest a vital theme and
tell the argument with a straight appeal that
RIALTO

4— DAYS 4
SUNDAY MATINEE

It's a cry from a
mother's heart
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ning a locally produced morality play as a
part of the program. This works in all the
local names, and probably sold the house to
an exceptional business. There are numerous
plays of this type to be had from the Baker
Company and others, and it offers a good
suggestion for the next Lenten season. If
you start in early enough you can sell some
church society on the idea and not make
money from the immediate performance but
ride on the distinction the stunt will bring
the house. Tuck this away in your memory
and dig it out along next January. It will be
money in the box office.
Helped the Mayor
Out in Hamilton, Ohio, the Mayor has
been on a rampage for the enforcement of
the tail light ordinance. Fred S. Meyer,
of the Palace Theatre, had Lights Out
booked, so he thought he would help the
Mayor and his attraction.
Baggage tags were printed with "It is unlawful to park your car all night with
Lights Out. Your tail or parking lights
must be on. Don't fail to see Lights Out at
the Palace tonight, tomorrow, Saturday. It's
theIt jolliest
crook and
comedy
looked ofofficial
it diddramas."
not have the
boomerang effect of the summons. It made
people laugh instead of swear, and that was
far more helpful.
Makes

Effective

Ad

From

the Press

Book

Frank H.Fla.,
Burns,'
the Beacham
Theatre,
Orlando,
used ofpress
book material
for
a display on The Dawn of a Tomorrow,
which was used for the reopening of the
house after a brief shut-down for renovation. He does not follow the plan book
style, but makes his own rearrangement to
suit the space he is taking, and gets a capA Glorious Burst Of Sunshine To
Celebrate Our Gala Reopening

MARY PHILBIf.
MYRTLE
STEDMA
WILLIAM
COLLIER.

ADDED ATTRACTION MONDAY TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
GLADYS HULETTE
In "THE NIGHT MESSAGE"
Announcement
!
In
Regular
WEDNESDAYAddition
EVENING toONLYOur APRIL
16ik Performance
A First National Release
SELLING WITH TALK
is more effective than one in which the appeal is overstated. It would be possible to
put in a dozen adjectives and utterly spoil
the sales, but this stuff reads sincerely, and
wins the attention even though the small
scene sketch suggests the usual swimming
pool foundation of so many would-be sensational stories. This example was late in
coming in, dating back to April, and Lent,
and the lower panel shows an oddity in
that it added to the program for one eve-

www
GEORGE
MELFORD
JACQUELINE
LOGAN
DAVID TOKRfNCE
RAYMOND
GRIFFITH

Tomorrow And Tuesday
A Paramount Release
A REMADE PRESS BOOK AD
ital effect in four elevens, a little larger than
his usual space. The Orlando is off the
beaten track and during the period of closing the street was so deserted that the local
paper ran an editorial comment on the condition with the suggestion that the theatre
was doing good work in building up that
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section of the town. It was a decided compliment to the house and of real value in
establishing the value of the theatre as an
institution.
Jazz

Copy

Matches

Galloping Fish Cut
Getting good copy to match the sprightly
cut for The Galloping Fish, the Riviera Theatre. Anderson, Ind., turns out a consistently
good advertisement for this Ince production.
Setting the talk in graduated sizes of type
Thos. H. ' ■ ■ lnce's
Laugh
rl ■ fc—

•
<£, r

Hit

Boy, they
missedto aend.
thing that
spells
laughhaven't
from start
Sidney Chaplin, Louiae Fazenda, Ford Sterling and drama
the fishextraordinary.
are the headliners of this
comedy

GALLOPING
FISH

A First National Release
TALK MATCHES CUT
gives four banks of chatter, each of which
is distinct from the others, though well connected. The same copy all set in the same
size type would suggest too much reading
matter and might be skipped, but there are
only two or three lines to the bank, and at
least one will be read. If it is, the rest will
be gone over because the light talk is of
greater interest than a ponderous and pompous "best ever" style of appeal. Here the
style matches the cut and the cut works to
the copy, each
the other
apparently
mostlyhelping
plan book,
but theout.
copy It'sis
well selected and the layout is good.
Holding Readers
Frank H. Burns, of the Orlando Enterprises, gets out a nice looking house organ
for that Florida string. To hold the readers
he has revived an old idea. Each issue
carries a numbered coupon, corresponding
to the issue number. Any five coupons, consecutively numbered, will admit the holder
to any matinee except Saturday. This ensures the issues being held until five have
accumulated, and also guarantees that the
patrons will see to it that they get every
issue, since a dropped issue means a break
in the run of the numbers. It has one poor
angle in that it leads the children to hog the
issues, but it has proven about the most
efficient scheme yet devised, and it is working well for the Beacham.

EDITED
"Recoil'
Rex Beach's Short Story Filmed in France
Makes Unusual Gold wyn- Cosmopolitan
Production
Reviewed by Beatrice Barrett
Quite out of the ordinary is this picture,
with the scenes laid in a mine in South Africa, then shifting to the gay life of the
Deauville Casino — with scenes actually taken
in France — and again to the luxurious estate of Gordon Kent. It is a story of the
primitive passions — love and hate — the tale
of a man whose love turns to such bitter
hatred that he spends his money hounding
the woman he really loves.
One of Rex Beach's most successful short
stories skillfully interpreted on the screen
into the sort of picture which any audience
will like.
While Betty Blythe and Mahlon Hamilton may not be numbered among the stars
of the greatest drawing power, their work
here is splendid, and they make Gordon
Kent and Norma Selbee interest-commanding personalities. Betty Blythe, by the way,
is here turned from a brunette to a most
ravishing blonde, and not even the chorus
of beautiful women — selected from a beauty
contest as the most beautiful woman representing the various countries of Europe —
can overshadow the fascinating beauty of
the blonde Miss Blythe. Mahlon Hamilton
as the hungry lover and utterly unrelenting
and cruel nemesis will make a strong appeal to the women in the audience. Clive
Brook plays the villain role in a way that
commands admiration.
There is no waiting for the action to start
in this production. It is there at the beginning and continues right up to the end without cessation, holding the intense interest of
the audience with its many dramatic scenes
and cleverly manipulated complications,
which leave one wondering just how the
tangle in which the characters become involved is going to be unwound.
Excellent photography combined with the
very lavish backgrounds makes this a much
dressed-up production.
An audience can give an exhibitor no
truer indication of their enjoyment of a picture than by enthusiastic clapping when it
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Arab, The (Metro-Goldwyn)
Captain January (Principal)
Code of the Wilderness (Vitagraph)
Enemy Sex, The (Paramount)
Romance Ranch (Fox)
Recoil, The (Metro-Goldwyri)
Swords and the Woman (F. B. O.)
Traffic in Hearts (C. B. C.)
Young Ideas (Universal)
is ended, and the audience with which I saw
this picture broke into applause as the last
scenes faded from the screen. Enough said.
Gordon KentCast Mahlon Hamilton
Norma Selbee
Betty Blythe
Laurence Regan Marehmont Clive Brook
William Sothern
Fred Panl
Jim Selbee
Ernest HUllard
From Rex Story
Beach's story.
Length, 7,089 feet.
Gordon Kent, after wasting twenty years
of his life in his South American mines, goes
to Paris to spend his great wealth and have
a good time. He falls in love with Norma
Selbee, a beautiful American girl. Norma
tells him she does not love him but they
marry. Norma has an affair with Laurence
Marehmont and leaves Kent. Kent follows
them, learns Marehmont is a crook and Norma an adventuress with a husband in America. To punish them he decrees they shall
live together the rest of their lives. They
go almost insane over hatred of each other
and the constant surveillance which they
cannot escape. Kent revels in their misery.
Norma's husband appears and threatens to
blackmail Kent. Norma warns Kent and discovers Marehmont has killed her husband.
Kent discovers Norma really loves him, realizes his brutality, asks her forgiveness and
they go to South America together.
"The Enemy Sex"
Betty Compson Does Some Fine Work in
Paramount's Presentation of Owen
Johnson's "The Salamander"
Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent
Betty Compson is announced as the star
of The Enemy Sex, but so well is she sup-

POWERS

ported in a James Cruze presentation that
the play is more to be classed as a splendid
ensemble picture. All of the parts are so
well
the overworked
cast"
wouldplayed
be nothat
misnomer,
but Miss"star
Compson
with her clean-cut, well-balanced study of
the show girl shines above the others chiefly
because she has more to do, and this is in
no disparagement of her fine work; one of
the best characters she has given us. Percy
Marmont plays a chronic inebriate with a
fine technique that makes appealing at the
end a character that in less careful hands
might be both tiresome and disgusting.
Sheldon Lewis, and De Witt Jennings offer
strongly contrasting types as girl hunters in
the back-stage jungles of the Broadway revues and Huntley Gordon, as a novice in
this class offers an excellent foil to both.
Kathlyn Williams rises superbly to her one
good scene and all of the other players are
adequate.
The direction is capital save in the rather
attenuated stage scenes where the effect of
a big Broadway show is far from being
realized, but these few flashes are inconsequential and the development of the story
carries over this single lapse. The other
scenes are well handled and thoroughly convincing to those who know the types of people represented and the mounting and photography are excellent. This production
comes a little late in the long procession of
flaming youth and gold digger plays, but
it takes a somewhat timeworn theme and
with good production breathes new life into
familiar situations and gives them real interest.
Cast
"Dodo" Baxter
Betty Compson
Garry Lindaberry Percy Marmont
Albert Edward Sassoon Sheldon Lewis
Judge Massingle
Huntly Gordon
Harrigan Blood
De Witt Jennings
Blaieny
Will H. Turner
Ida Summers
Dot Farley
Comte de Joncy
Ed Faust
Miss Snyder
Pauline Bush
Mrs. Massingnle Kathlyn Williams
Story by Owen Johnson.
Scenario by Walter Woods and
Harvey
Thew.
I
Directed
by James
Cruze.
Length,
The 7,881
Story feet.
Dodo Baxter is drafted by a theatrical
manager to replace a missing member of his
The
famous show-girl sextette when
they
y are in-
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vited to be the guests of a society leader
who desires to show visiting royalty a typical chorus girl "bunch." Dodo has been playing with fire for two years without getting
even the tips of her pink fingers scorched,
but she encounters four new and very hot
fires at the party. She has an instinctive
horror of Sassoon, a society leader, and
cares nothing for Harrigan Blood, who is
anxious to boom her to stardom in his powerful newspaper. Her love centres upon
Judge Massingle, but in the end she gives
her love to reform Garry Lindaberry, who
has been almost successful in drinking himself to death. The keynote of her character is told in the comment of Massingale,
with whom she has promised to elope. Garry comes to claim her aid and she sends the
Judge away. He goes realizing that the
mothering
instinct
stronger
her passion, and it
is to isthis
betterthan
nature
that
Garry appeals. She has come through the
ordeal by fire, still unscorched, and the play
ends as the Judge dismisses a speeding
charge against Garry who has broken the
traffic rules to catch the honeymoon boat.
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"Swords and the Woman"
F. B. O. Offers Exciting Adventure-Romance
Based on One of the Scarlet Pimpernel
Stories
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
One of the Baroness Orczy's novels of the
adventures of that fascinating and intriguing
character of fiction "The Scarlet Pimpernel"
furnishes the theme for the F. B. O. picture
"Swords and the Woman," a costume picture
which deals with the stirring romance between a champion of the people during the
French revolution and a daughter of the
aristocracy.
Those familiar with the Baroness' works
know that the Scarlet Pimpernel was an
Englishman who formed a band of adventureloving gentlemen whose principal function
was to aid in smuggling out of France persons who had incurred the disfavor of the
new regime and that he showed exceptional
cleverness and cunning in doing this.
This story shows how the girl vowed to
revenge herself on the hero who killed her
brother in a duel, how she became a member
of his house, betrayed him for treasonable
activities, then realizing she loved him attempted to sacrifice her reputation to save
him.
This theme furnishes good opportunities
for romance, action and adventure and under
the guidance of Henry Kolker it has been
made into a fast-moving picture that holds
the interest and offers exciting entertainment.
With the exception of Pedro DcCordoba,
the cast contains unfamiliar names ; however, all of the roles are capably handled.
Flora LeBreton. an attractive girl, gives a
thoroughly satisfactory performance in the
rather difficult role of the heroine, while
Holmes Herbert is excellent as The Scarlet
Pimpernel. Particularly fine is his work in
the disguise of a peasant and the discovery
of his real identity combined with the clever
manner in which he rescued the hero and
heroine puts a good punch into the climax.
Cnirt
Scarlet Pimpernel Holmes Herbert
I'aul Deroulede
Pedro DeCordoba
Juliette DeMnmy
Flore LeBreton
Dec DeMarny
Georges Treville
Anna Mle
Marquesette Le Bosky
Merlin
Lewis Gilbert
Tinvllle
A. B. Imeson
Vicomte DeMarny
Ivan Samson
Bnsed on n novel by Baroness Orcsy.
Scenario by K. Wood and I. Johnson.
Photographed by J. Rosenthal, Jr.
Directed by Story
Henry Kolker.
Length, i;.<hi<> feet.
The Vicomte DeMarny is killed by Paul
Deroulede in a duel in a cafe caused by a
remark by Paul regarding a dancer with
whom the Vicomte is infatuated. Juliette
vows vengeance
on Paul.
French a revolution breaks out.
JulietteThethrough
ruse
succeeds in having Paul rescue her from a
mob. She learns he plans to get the Queen
out of France and exposes his plan. As Paul
is about to be arrested she takes the blame.
Paul in trying to save her admits his guilt.
A peasant harangues the crowd and both
Paul and Juliette are condemned to death.
Through a ruse the prisoners had gotten
away from the guards. It develops that the
peasant was really the celebrated Scarlet
Pimpernel and that he has engineered the
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affair. By disguising the hero and heroine
as peasants and having them join the mob,
he finally succeeds in
them out of
France, and in England getting
they find happiness
in their love for each other.

"Code of the Wilderness"
Vitagraph Offers an Interesting Western
Story With inPlot
Well as Action
Its as
Appeal
Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent
David Smith seems destined to establish
a type of Western photoplay; not that he
always offers the same thing but in that he
frequently achieves a happy combination of
story and gunplay, and in "The Code of the
Wilderness" he has added another of this
general type; a type which pleases those
who like their Westerns well heated, and
yet which will also make appeal to those
who respond more surely to the charm of
a well-told story.
The title largely tells the plot— after you
have seen the story— for it deals with the
readjustment of a middle-western girl who
inherits a ranch from a little known uncle
and is called upon to change her modes of
thought to the unwritten law of a lawless
land.
The plot is well developed, with not a little character building, and is laid in a succession of finely photographed locales. The
story advances with well timed acceleration
to a climax not too clearly foreseen, and
stops when the high point of interest has
been passed.
John Bowers plays the hero, a ranch foreman, with practised skill and contributes
half of a corking good fight in which Alan
Hale is an equally earnest second. The fight
battle is not overdone, but lasts long enough
to work up the enthusiasm. Alice Calhoun
is effective, as always, and Charlotte Merriani, in the part of the girl who is wronged
does capital work in most of her scenes.
Otis Harlan, who supplies the comedy relief, is over-emphatic in many scenes but
tremendously effective in the others. Probably the clowning is put in as a sop to the
supposed popular taste, but it is a pity he
has to spoil an otherwise fine characterization.
The play should appeal to a much broader
clientele than the average western, for it
rises above the type of play generally included in that classification.
Kex Randerson
John Bowers
Cast
Roth Harkness
Alice Calhoun
WlUard Hasten
Alan Hale
Hagar
Charlotte Merriam
Uncle Jephon
Otis Harlan
Aunt Martha
Kitty Bradbury
Tom Chavlst
Joseph Rickson
Jim Picket
Cliff Davidson
Story by Charles Alden Seltxer.
Directed by David Smith.
Length,
The «,480
Story feet.
Ruth Harkness, Inheriting a ranch property from an uncle, comes west to take posssesion, accompanied by her uncle and aunt
and her fiance.
Mastenandun-is
dertakes to driveWillard
them Masten.
to the ranch
bogged at a ford and extricated by Rex
Randerson, the ranch foreman. This hurts
the self pride of Masten and when he find3
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In another employee a fugitive from the
home country, he plans with him to undo
the foreman. Rex has to shoot his man in
a quarrel instigated by Masten, and Ruth is
horrified
what seemsat totheher idea
to beofcoldkillingblood.a Itman
comesin
between her and Rex, though she cannot
conquer her interest in the foreman. Masten promptly plans a repetition of the incident and once more Rex shoots straighter,
if not his
firstpleaangered
Ruth's herefusal
accept
of self bydefense,
gives upto
his job, but the inquisitive Uncle Jephon
persuades him to stay on. Ruth shoots and
wounds a man in the defense of her honor,
and Rex, to save her peace of mind arranges
that it will appear that he did the shooting.
The remembrance changes her feelings and
she gives her love wholly to Rex while
Masten is unmasked as the prime mover of
evil and the betrayer of Hagar.
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pens to him will happen to her. Hamilton
rushed to the mission to call off the gangsters but he arrives after they have wounded Shrimp. Contrite at the result of his
scheme, he realizes his error and removes his
objection
to marriage
Hallor's to
tenement
sanctions his
Alice. plan and

Scenario by Dorothy Yost.
Directed by Story
Howard Mitchell.
Length, 4,471 feet.
Fifty years before the opening of the story
the ranch of Torre Dorado is willed to his
son, Felipe
owner.of
Because
the "Varillo,
second by
son the
has original
knowledge
this will, the old man conceals the will and
reveals its hiding place to Felipe in a letter.
The pony expressman is killed by Indian? and
his postbag is tossed upon an embankment,
to be recovered half a century later by -*xcavators, who turn the bag over to the postal
authorities. Meanwhile Felipe has been deprived of his estate and his grandson, Carlos, has fared forth in search of fortune and
adventure, finding both. He returns home
just as the letter has been belatedly delivered to his grandparent, who makes him
swear to obtain the will and turn out, penniless, the man who married the daughter of
the
usurper,
who now
property. The and
fulfilment
of theholds
vow isFelipe's
made
difficult through the love of Carlos for Carmen, daughter of the man who holds the
ranch, but love triumphs and the fade-out
discovers Carlos and Carmen contentedly
burning the will after the marriage which
has made them joint owners.

"Romance Ranch"
WilHam Fox Presents John Gilbert in a
Western Picture With Mexican
Accent
Reviewed by Epes YV. Sargent
Getting under way quickly, after a brief
prelude showing the murder of a pony expressman, "Romance Ranch" works with well
sustained rising action to an expected but
satisfactory ending.
"Traffic in Hearts"
The story deals with two branches of an
Good Punch Scenes and Sympathetic Story old Mexican family, which gives a variant
to the usual western story background, and
in C. B. C. Heart- Interest
it is told with a maximum of situation and a
Melodrama
minimum of padding. There is comparativeReviewed by C. S. Sewell
ly little suspense, but the action is well sustained and holds the interest to the end. John
Under the sensational title of "Traffic in
Hearts," C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation is Gilbert as the hero is personable and daring
offering a heart-interest melodrama based on and Virginia Browne Faire makes an engagof ab
Rex
Ingraham's
ing object of his affections. Bernard Seigel Metro's
one man's thirst for power without counting
"of the
e Ar
Morocco-Presentation
MadeThProduction
Edgar
its ravishing effect on others. It shows how
does a character part with restrained force
Selwyn
Play
Is
Convincingly
Real
and by his good work contributes not a little
he sets out to ruin his daughter's unwelcome
Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent
to the interest of the spectator.
suitor and how this young man finally conMade in actual desert locations through
quered in the end and convinced him of his
The photography is excellent and the diresponsibility to humanity.
rection careful and understanding. It should the courtesy of the French Administration
This story is portrayed by a cast in which
give general satisfaction to those who de- in Morocco, Rex Ingraham comes close to
Robert Frazer and Mildred Harris are the
light in this vigorous type of play. There making another "Scaramouche" of Edgar
featured players, with Charles Wellesley as is a strong sequence in the early action where Selwyn's stage play, "The Arab." The story
the grasping capitalist and power behind the Gilbert goes down an embankment with his provides Ramon Novarro with another fine
horse, though this rather detracts from a opportunity, but the narrative lacks the inpolitical gangsters, and all give thoroughly
tensity of action that marked the Sabatini
satisfactory performances. In addition, little solo fall toward the end of the picture.
In one or two places the continuity is work. The nature of the story requires too
Don Marion does good work as a little waif
of the streets, while John Herdman is ef- clipped too close for perfect smoothness, but much
falling
the "big''
the action,
scenarist following
has not emphasized
generally these cuts make for a speed which scene, and
fective as the old evangelist, and Betty Moris to be preferred to finished development in sufficiently the foundation of the big
risey as his assistant in the mission.
thought. The interest of the spectator lies
this type of play.
The story follows along melodramatic
in the character played by Novarro, but
lines with considerable sentimental appeal.
Cast
Carlos Brent
John Gilbert
the punch is supposed to come from the
There is a good punch in the scene where
Carmen Hendley Virginia Brown Faire rescue of the children of a Christian misClifton Venable
John Miljan
the gangsters "shoot up" the chapel, woundsion school from massacre by the Arabs.
ing the little boy; there is a corking good Felipe Varillo
Bernard Seigel
The rescue is largely effected by the star,
Evelyn Selbie
fight between the hero and the gang leader, Tessa
but there is not a sufficiently intimate conStory by Jessie Maud Wybro.
and the scene following this where the capitalist gives in to his daughter, and also the
scene earlier in the picture where she defies
him to go to the hero are handled with good
Developing Printing
dramatic effect.
The direction and production details are
Perfect Projection—
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Editing
entirely satisfactory, and with its theme,
Depends
on
the
quality
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the
film.
which strikes a sympathetic chord in the
Toning
Titling
Projection equipment has made rapid
hearts of the masses, "Traffic in Hearts"
strides toward perfection and with the
should prove a satisfactory program attraction in the average theatre.
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nection between the two. Had the girl been
involved in the danger, the story would have
gained in value to the point where it would
have been one of the outstanding hits of the
season. It is to be regretted that the stage
version was so closely adhered to. The fine
artistry in direction, the wonderful town and
desert scenes and the excellent acting of
both stars and their support cannot wholly
atone for the lack of story-interest, though
"The Arab" is still one of the outstanding
productions of the summer. It is good, but
it falls short of greatness. Mr. Novarro
takes his role a little too seriously for the
best effect; he does not suggest in full the
boyishness of this part. The spice of deviltry is lacking from his work. The leaders
suggest a character he does not wholly portray.
"The Arab" should score, and strongly,
through its wonderfully developed local
color, through the charm of its action and
the beautiful natural scenes. It is something
different ; apart from the Sheik plays produced on the Southern California sand dunes.
Cast
Jamil Abdullah Azam
Ramon Novarro
Mary Hilbert
Alice Terry
The Governor
Maxudian
Hossein, his aide Count Jean de Limnr
Iphraiin
Paul Vermoyal
Abdullah
Adelqui Millar
Oulad Nile
Alexandresco
Myrza
Justa Urlbe
Dr. Hilbert
Gerald Robertshaw
Marmont
Paul Francesci
Selim
Guiseppe de Campo
From the play by Edgar Selwyn.
Directed by Ralph Ingraham.
Length. 6,710 feet.
Story
Jamil Abdullah Azam, son of the chief of
a desert tribe, is disowned by his father for
a desert raid on the Feast of Ramadan. The
action, comespraiseworthy
other during
time, the
benot a crime but atan any
impiety
most holy of the Mohammedan festivals, and
when he refuses to make atonement by adding- histained
ownfrom beloved
horse to
loot obthe travelers,
he the
is banished
from the tribe. He drifts to El Kirouan, a
city under the Turkish rule, where he becomes a dragoman, or guide. Finding in a
mission school the girl to whom he was
betrothed two years before, he demands her
of the missionary, Dr. Hilbert, but he and
his daughter, Mary, defend her. The governor gives him an order for the girl on condition that he return to his father, who repents his action. The governor is moved to
this action by the fact that he desires the assistance of the Bedouin tride in the massacre
of the Christians, that the Ottoman Government may plead innocence. Jamil, going to
claim his bride, becomes infatuated by Mary
and gallantly makes her a present of the
girl. tianFor
fifth time —he that
embraces
faith —a tentatively
he maythewooChrishis
fair teacher. Hint of the growing feeling
against the Christians moves Dr. Hilbert to
arrange for the transfer of his charges to
another school. He asks that they be sent
in charge of Jamil, but the governor sends
them with Iphraim, a pupil of the school, but
really a Turkish spy. Knowing that the governor has planned their massacre, Jamil sends
for his tribe and himself rides to turn the
children back. There is a native uprising,
down by the arrival of the Bequickly douin,putand the
picture closes with the suggestion, if not the promise, that some day
Mary will return to Jamil, who promises to
await her in the tents of his tribe.
"Young Ideas"
Laura La Planto and T. Roy Barnes Score
in Universal Comedy
Reviewed by Sumner Smith
big photographer's studio where
kinds aof vaudeville actors have their
allPicture
faces perpetuated, then a country home
made turbulent by a choice variety of
nervous wrecks, and you have an idea of
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the
fun whichpicture
characterizes
"Young
Ideas,good
a Universal
with Laura
La
Plante, T. Roy Barnes and other good players. Also, enhancing the acting and the
backgrounds, are some excellent subtitles,
such as "Uncle Eph who suffered from
smoke at Vicksburg, lighting General
Grant's cigars."
Sophie Kerr's "Relative Values," the
published story from which the picture was
adapted, makes wonderful comedy material
for the screen. Director Robert F. Hill
has utilized it to good advantage except in
the third reel, where the action shows a
tendency to drag through unnecessary repetition and his desire to leave nothing to the
imagination.
Miss La Plante shows at her best and
prettiest in this farce as the girl who ministered to various aunts and uncles who
thought themselves ill and were merely lazy.
T. Roy Barnes makes a good hero, and the
characterizations by Lucille Ricksen, James
0. Barrows, Lydia Yeamans Titus and Buddy Messinger are all clever.
"Young Ideas" is one of those most welcome motion pictures which do not pretend
to preach a moral and seek only to entertain and amuse. In its present length it
ought to please in a great majority of theatres, but a little more editing will add considerably to its attractiveness.
Cast
Octavia Lowden
Laura La Plante
Pritchett Spence
T. Roy Rarnes
Floise Londen
Lucille Ricksen
Uncle Kph
James O. Harrows
Aunt Minnie
Lydia Yeamans Titus
Grandma
Jennie Lee
Bertie Loom is
Rolfe Sedan
Bob Lowden
Buddy Messinger
From Sophie Kerr's Magazine Story,
"Relative Values."
Scenario by Hugh Hoffman.
Directed by Robert F. Hill.
Photographed by Jackson Rose.
Length,
Story4,095.
Octavia Lowden supports an aunt, uncle,
sister, kid brother and grandmother all of
whom, except the latter, claim ailments to
avoid work. Pritchett Spence, a big photographer, loves Octavia, who works in his
studio. To get her away from her bloodsucking relatives he lures her from the
home and has her quarantined. Her relatives have to go to work. When Spence
seeks forgiveness for his trick, Octavia accepts him.
"Captain

January"

Bosworth Give
Peggy l and Hobart
BabyWonderfu
Characterizations in This
Principal Feature
Reviewed by Tom Waller
If you call pathos heart appeal, then it is
the truest kind of heart appeal — the kind
that should wrest a precious tear from the
most calloused cynic — that abounds in the
sincerity of the acting of tiny Baby Peggy,
as the waif of the seas, and big Hobart Bosworth, as the lighthouse keeper, in "Captain
January." The artistry of these two alone,
the wholesome love of the little girl for the
old man and the old man for the little girl,
infects the atmosphere of the theatre and
makes this Principal Pictures production a
screen achievement of the year.
The sympathetic understanding of this little tot is demonstrated in its superlative degree in this feature. The masterly character
portrayal of the grizzly seaman adds another
to the many screen triumphs of Bosworth.
A sequence of beautiful events in the lives
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of these two reaches a wonderful climactic
peak, where the human interest hues are
most brilliant, when the two are parted
through a coincidental meeting of Captain
January
her deadCline
mother's
Directorand Edward
failedsister.
to miss a
single point which would in any way mar
the natural beauty of this Principal feature.
The picture in its entirety is void of trashy
hack stuff. It has the real lighthouse atmosphere and the true salty tang of one
of those famous indentations on the Maine
coast where fishermen house their dories and
smacks.
Especially is the conclusion worthy of
commendation. The nature of the plot made
this so that the slightest exaggeration would
have spoiled the whole impression of the
previous reels. But smoothly and appropriately the ending finds the little captain and
her big protector realizing their dreams of
sailing the seven seas. However, instead of
cruising on the money they saved from lobster pots the two are guests on the yacht
owned by Captain January's aunt and uncle.
Cast
Captain January
Baby Peggy
Jeremiah Judkins
Hobart Ho* worth
Isabelle Morton
Irene Rich
George Maxwell
Harry T. Morey
Bob Pete
Lincoln Stedman
Adapted from story by Laura F.. Richards.
Directed by Story
Edward Cline.
Length, 6,194 feet.
Captain January is a little waif of the
sea living happily with Jeremiah Judkins,
lighthouse keeper, who rescued her from
the storm. Failure to light the lamp one
night causes a yacht to be beached near
the light house. Isabelle Morton, visiting
the lighthouse from the grounded vessel,
identifies Captain January as her dead sister's child. The little captain goes to Isnbelle's luxurious home but slips back to ihe
old
keeper
w,henhome.
a nacqualntance
his
visits the Morton
Realizing thatof they
are inseparable, the Mortons make room for
the old man in the little girl's new home.
"His Bitter Half"
(Fox — Comedy — Two Reels)
Al St. John is the nominal star in this
release, but is not permitted to monopolize
the good bits, the ensemble being better than
average, and the trick camera work brings
several laughs. The story value is rather
above the farce average, though at no time
intrusive, and the gag sequences are well
connected. St. John is supposed to be the
rightful heir to a hotel in a town so dead
that the inhabitants go to sleep standing up
save when the director calls them into action.
A rascally lawyer forces the dastardly hotel
keeper to give him a half share in the business in return for his promise of secrecy, but
in some untold way the rightful heir comes
into his own. A good number with rather
less than the usual amount of slapstick and
more real humor. — E. W. S.

"The Finer Points"
(Pathe— "Sportlight"— One Reel)
Grantland Rice carries home in "Finer
Points" the message that the mastery of
details applies to sports as well as to business for complete success. As an illustration Rice presents leading athletes in various games. He emphasizes how rigorously
they observe and execute the little things
in their respective classes. — T. W.
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"Pigskin"
(Educational — Comedy — Two Reels)
Jack White in this Educational-Mermaid
comedy lives up to his reputation for introducing novel business and situations that will
get the laughs. As suggested by the title,
the main idea of the comedy hinges on a
football game in which the hero naturally
saves the day. While there is nothing new
in this, White has introduced more really
new gags than the average fans would think
possible. A bronze football and a watermelon used in place of the real ball give
chances for amusing bits, and in several
novel ways the hero, Lige Conley, demonstrates his ability to score touchdowns.
There is also some good stuff in the first of
the film where Lige is tossed in a blanket,
ending in the college predient, and his wife
inadvertently taking his place. A bunch of
cats comes in for a share of the laughs and
one of the cleverest and most amusing bits is
where, after being unable to get under a
chair with its tail raised, the cat starts all
over again and this time lowers its tail and
gets under all right. There are enough
amusing situations in this comedy to please
anyone and it is well up to White's high
standard as a laugh-getter. — C. S. S.
"Her Fortunate Face"
(Universal — Comedy — Two Reels)
Of especial interest in this two-reel Century comedy is the fact that it introduces a
new leading woman, Waunda Wiley, who
made a distinctly favorable impression. She
is not only attractive but an excellent comedienne with distinctive mannerisms, all of
which she used effectively in getting the
laughs. She is featured along with Harry
McCoy and Hilliard Karr. The action concerns a bet that Harry by placing a crook
in proper environment can reform him. Miss
Wiley, arrested for a theft she did not commit, is chosen for the experiment and Harry
gives her a job as a maid. She insists on
making love to him, is exonerated when a
necklace is stolen and finally wins Harry's
heart. There is more of a plot and less dependence on slapstick than in the majority
of the Century comedies. Really Miss Wiley
is the star of the film and her excellent work
in amusing situations, aided by the other two
featured players and some chase and trick
stuff, makes this one of the best of the recent
Century comedies. It should prove a pleasC. S.ingS.offering in the majority of theatres. —
"The Little Savage"
(Universal — Drama — Two Reels)
While classed as a Western, this is really
a short romantic comedy drama with Western atmosphere. The story angle is played
up and the typical riding and fighting scenes
of the average picture of this type being
practically absent. In its place there is a
pretty little romance, amusing light comedy
and heart interest, with a touch of roughneck villainy, making it good average entertainment. Pete Morrison is the star, with

"SHORTS" REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE
Beaten Gold (Fox)
Cry Baby, The (Universal)
Head On (Educational)
Her Fortunate Face (Universal)
His Bitter Half (Fox)
tional) in the Jungle, A (EducaJumble
Little Savage, The (Universal)
Pigskin (Educational)
Why Husbands Go Mad (Pathe)
Radio Mad (Pathe)
Desert Sheiks (Pathe — Cartoon)
Finer Points (Pathe)
Pathe Review No. 28
"Chronicles" (Yorktown) (Pathe)
Olive Hascrouck as the girl, and both give
good performances. The action concerns the
opposition of the hero to the fact the adjoining ranch has been sold to a "tenderIn an worst
argument
of the
he getsfoot."the
of itwith
and one
visits
the "boys'*
owner
to find out he only has one child, a daughter. He is mystified until he discovers when
he
goes
to chastise
kid that
"he"
is the daughter
whothishasfresh
already
captured
his heart. The plot is complicated by an
Eastern suitor who hires a gang to beat up
the hero, an undertaking in which they meet
with failure. — C. S. S.
"Yorktown"
Eleventh

of "Chronicle" Series Portrays
Surrender of Corn w. J lis
Reviewed by Tom Waller
"Yorktown," the eleventh of the "Chronicles of America'' series, is a vivid portrayal,
based upon data collected by eminent historians, of the surrender of the British General, Cornwallis.
This episode is one of the most worthy
of the series so far presented. It depicts
in a realistic manner a strategic move resorted to by General Washington which occupies aconspicuous place in the records of
the Revolutionary War.
The famous battle of 1781, when Cornwallis's troops succumbed to the valiant
frontiersmen, which victory was directly responsible for the culmination soon thereafter of the war for America's freedom, is
replete with realism and thrills.
"Why (Pathe—
Husbands
Comedy— OneGoReel)Mad"
This is a little, light program filler in
which Hal Roach has Charles Chase chasing all over town to find the owner of the
mysterious key which his newly acquired
wife accidentally dropped on the parlor rug.
After several funny incidents it develops
that the key is to a door behind which
—is T.secreted
W.
a birthday present for hubby.

"Head On"
(Educational — Comedy — One Reel)
The familiar situation of a chap trying to
elope with a girl whose father strenuously
objects to him furnishes the basis for this
single-reel Cameo comedy for Educational
featuring Cliff Bowes and Virginia Vance.
Sid Smith, who has been in many recent
Cameos, is absent from this one. Naturally,
there is a chase scene ; the couple in a taxi,
while the irate father follows on a motorcycle. The body comes off the taxi and
slides downhill into the water, the motorcycle
picks up a baby carriage containing twins,
and there are many other comedy gags introduced. Itshould provide good entertainment for the patron who likes rough and
tumble comedy with plenty of action. —
C. S. S.
"A Jumble in the Jungle"
(Educational — Novelty — One Reel)
As usual with a Lyman H. Howe HodgePodge, there is a mixture of interesting and
instructive scenes and comedy cartoons in
this number. First there are various striking scenes of mountains and volcanos, then
a section showing bears and feeding a baby
wildcat in a zoo. Next comes flashes of distinctive types of inhabitants of Russia, Iceland, Mexico, India and rural France. There
is also a trip through the Panama Canal,
shown at terrific speed, a day's journey being
projected in a few minutes. — C. S. S.
"Desert Sheiks"
(Pathe — Cartoon — One Reel)
Cartoonist Terry records one of his liveliest and most original pen effects in "Desert
Sheiks." The elephant and the hippo and
all of the big beasts of the jungle visit
Monsieur Rat's beauty parlor to lessen their
weight. — T. W.
"Radio Mad"
(Pathe— Comedy— Two Reels)
There are some humorous angles in this
effort
of thetitle"Spat
Family"butto few
instalmaya radio
set. The
is timely
find
that too much footage has been wasted on
the most trival incidents. Radio fans will
probably overlook these points since the
manner in which the novices handle the receiving set is quite amusing. When their
phonograph
goes on strike
the "Spats"
the radio. Installing
it requires
them getto
spill glue over the tools and to stumble
over this and that, winding up in the house
being set afire when a high tension wire is
attached to the set instead of the conductor
from the aerial. — T. W.
"Pathe Review No. 28"
(Pathe— Magazine— One Reel)
An effective Pathe color presentation of
the Japanese Geisha girl and her home is
portrayed in "Teh Doll's House." Also
"Cows Come Home," a slant on the picturesque things of farm life; "Northward Hoi"
a sail up the Yukon river; "Inferno," which
tells the story of steel.— T. W.
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II

My

Brother

Bill

ONCE upon a time my brother Bill Jones was an Operator. That was in
his first month on the job in the village back home where his other
Important Duties consisted of Sweeping the House every morning
and Taking Tickets from six to seven while the owner Ran the Coop.
In his first month Bill had a dozen Breakdowns that more or less Balled
the Show and Earned the Luscious Raspberry ; a half dozen times while he
was taking tickets he heard outgoing patrons declare that their Eyes Hurt
Sumthin Fierce and Mebbe They Oughta Cut Out These Movies.
Bill's noodle told him that mebbe this job of Shooting the Picture On the
Screen was fairly important. So he Went to Work. With the aid of Richardson and a lotta hard observation During Working Hours — yes, he started to
spell "work" with a capital "W" — he became a Credit to His Job and passed
up the Garment Worker's Label of Operator to become a Projectionist.
But now comes the Sad Part of my story.
Bill's house Changed Hands — a stock company of local Capitalists now
owns it. The company includes the village Loan Shark, legally called the
Banker; the local Bootlegger, officially known as the Druggist; and the
Postmaster, who Works once a year every Election Day.
These Gents are so busy Catching the Public Coming and Going that all
the attention they pay the Theatorium is to look at the Statements and
Grab the Coin.
Every night before they are thrown into bed To Recover they oughta
Try a Prayer of Thanksgiving to the kind fates that gave them a real
Projectionist.
But do they do it ? Nosir ! The truth is that Bill can't buy a new Carbon
without six meetings of the Board of Directors. If one of the Projectors
got the Hiccoughs and the T. B. simultaneously they would advise Bill
that Business Is Rotten so keep it going by Hook or Crook until things pick
up which ain't never.
So I ask you — what's the use of being a Projectionist when there's Saps
in the world that couldn't even Appreciate an Operator?
The moral being — but there ain't nothing moral about this situation winch is
where a lotta Projectionists in this country finds themselves.
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How It Is Done
A good brother, who requests that his
name be withheld, asks :
Dearposes toBrother
Richardson:
put in three
vaudevilleMyactsbossfor prothe
summer. There is a deep stage and the
screen now is on its back wall. He wants
to start the picture after the vaudeville, on
acleared,
screen raise
in "One,"
and when
the front
screen theoutstage
of theis
way and have the picture on the back one.
He is a bit particular and wants the front
screen the right size and bordered exactly
the same as the back one. He has told me
to lay
out it.
the How
frontamscreen
so thethepainter
can
border
I to know
exact
size?
Had you given me the present projection
distance, exact picture width and height,
the distance the front screen will be in
front of the rear one, and the exact projection angle I could have given you the exact
size and height from stage floor. It is very
simple.
Simple
Suppose you have a picture 18 feet wide
by 15 high — additional height due to angle
in projection, of course — a 116 foot projection distance, with bottom of picture four
feet from stage floor, and that the front
screen will be just 20 feet in front of the
rear one.
The projection distance being 116 feet,
and the picture 216 inches wide by_ 180 inches
high, then the spread of the light beam per
foot will be 216 divided by 116, equals 1.8611
plus inches per foot (not exact because of
the fraction, but plenty close enough), it
then follows that the front picture will have
1.8611 multiplied by 20, equals 37.222 inches
less .width than the rear one. The decrease
in height is figured the same way. The
height from floor is a different matter. I
cannot figure that unless I know the projection angle, and you are in a hurry for
an answer. However, you can get it easily
and simply by stretching a cord tightly from
lens to bottom of rear picture and measuring its height at location of front screen,
or by lighting the stage brightly, having a
stage hand hold a board upright on floor
in location of front screen, with a marker
against it which he can slide up or down as
you sight from lens to bottom of rear screen.
This is less bother than figuring or a cord,
and more accurate than the latter, since the
cord may sag some.
The Secret
John Maurer, Projectionist Lincoln Theatre, Massillon, Ohio, says :
I notice that a number who have tried
Griffith's
suggestion
as to drilling
a pin hole
in the back
of the lamphouse
to project
the
reflected image of the crater floor have been
puzzled because they got three or four images instead of one. The extra images come
from the front (convex) surface of the collector lens, one of them being from the light
which has entered at one side of the lens
and. after a partial reflection from the front
surface and four internal total reflections,
emerges
at the forother
one too many
me. —side.
Ed.) (Phew!
If thoseThat's
who
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Question No. 80 — Are lenses made in
the U. S. satisfactory?
Question No. 81 — Under what conditions are anastigmat lenses of value?
Question No. 82 — Are so called 'lens
tables" (not lens charts, but the "tables"
published purporting to tell what size
picture any lens of given marked focal
length will project) of any value?
Question No. 83 — Describe projector
optical train, in detail.
Question No. 84 — Can a projector optical system be judged by ordinary
standards ? By this is meant can such a
compound system be judged by the same
standards as to operating results as you
would judge a camera by?
may have tried the stunt with this result
will place a colored glass over the pin hole
and look through it into the lamphouse they
will befrom.
able to see where the extra images
come
How to Get Rid of Them
The secret of getting rid of them is that
they are visible only from certain angles. By
plugging up the hole and making a new one
nearer the center of the back of the lamphouse, only one image will be obtained.
The best point to locate the pin hole Is
where the working parts of the lamp just
cut off the view of the arc itself, but allow
the reflection from the back surface of the
collector lens to pass. Unfortunately the
plan will not work with the Simplex Type
S lamp, because the only position for the
hole where a single image will result Is
shaded by the lower current terminal whenever the carbons have burned short. The
plan is a most excellent one wherever it can
be applied.
Carbon Siien
Apparently no one is interested in the discus ion of carbon sizes with relation to efficiency. Ihave been waiting to see if any
one who happened to have a series type motor generator set would try the obvious experiment of burning two arcs of the same
amperage, but with different size carbons,
and projecting the light side by side. Of
course in order to be a fair test it would
have to be made with condensers specially
adjusted to each arc. I would have long
ago tried it myself but for the fact that my
generator is of the parallel type; also, it Is
not large enough to burn two arcs for any
length of time.
I have several subjects which I expect to
communicate to the department later.
Experiment Based on Many Factors
In order that such an experiment be fair
it would be very much more than necessary
that the condensers be specially adjusted to
the arc. The craters would have to be at
absolutely the same angle to the optical axis,
the crater distance exactly the same and
both projection lenses "picking up" either all
or exactly the same percentage of the total
light. Also the lenses in both cases would
have to be perfectly clean throughout and
the condensers of the same grade as to clarity of glass and polish of surface.
The experiment would be interesting, but

I doubt the reliability of such tests. There
are too many things to consider, any one of
which might render the experiment of slight
value, or of no value at all, or even of worse
than no value, since it might lead to erroneous conclusions.
Those Four Reflections
I wish I had a lamphouse and juice here
right now so that I might examine into your
statements as to four internal reflections,
etc. I don't presume to question your statement, but I'm willing to admit that that one
is a wee bit too much for my feeble mind
to grab all in one chunk. However, the information you have supplied will, I am sure,
be welcomed by many who have tried the
experiment and failed, due to the poor reflection, or to a multiplicity (excellent word,
that, don't you think) of them. Such an
image has peculiar value, as Griffith pointed
out, in that it allows you to watch the entire surface of your light source and see exactly what its condition is at all times.

Wrong

Dope

Carlisle A. Anglemier, projectionist, the
"Y" Theatre, Nazareth, Pa., sends copy of
letter he wrote Editor Welsh asking that
three pages be allotted to the Projection Department. must
I
compliment friend Anglemier on that letter. It is one any business
man would have no cause to apologize for.
He then writes the department as follows :
Attached find imprints of carbon craters.
Here are one or two things about my arcs
which I do not understand. Perhaps they
may seem rather foolish to you, but to me
swer.
they are — well, I just don't know the anFirst, why does a new trim of carbons
burn smoother and give a larger spot than
after the arc has burned for a period of
time? Second, why does the diameter of the
spot diminish the longer the arc burns? I
am obliged to keep advancing the crater
toward the collector lens periodically
throughout the entire burning of a trim of
carbons.
Optical Data
Here is the data on my optical line-up,
etc.: Projection distance, 54 feet. Picture
width, 8 feet 6 inches by 11 feet 9 inches.
Projection, lens, Gundlach-Manhattan 4%inch E. F. — 1 11-16 inches free diameter.
Working distance, 4% inches. Collector lens
on projector, which has stereo attachment,
T& inches focal length. Other projector,
6%. For certain reasons I am obliged to
use a 7%-lnch collector lens on the stereo
attachment.
Use 110 volt A. C, 60 cycle. White A. C.
Special % carbons. Distance center of condenser to aperture 18 inches with the 6% —
7% condenser and 45 amperes and 19 Inches
with the 6% — 6% condenser and 55 amperes.
Just had one of the Power mechanisms
overhauled and they installed one of the new
non-oiling bearings on motor drive attachment. Have had it since January 24, and
up to now it has given no trouble. Quite
some while ago one of those darned bearings swelled up, stuck to the shaft and revolved in the bearing hanger. I wrote to
the company and some octagonal-headed
genius replied that it was due to dampness
in the projection room. God in Heaven, must
a man wrap his projectors up in blankets
(Continued on following page)
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Projection
(Continued from preceding page)
nights and give 'em cough drops so they
won't catch cold In their bearings?
Film Condition Improving
I have noticed a great improvement in
the condition of film sent out by the Philadelphia exchanges. Am taking service from
the Paramount, Associated Exhibitors, Universal and State Rights exchanges. Goldwyn
is still in the same old rut. God help the
projectionist who receives a print more than
30 days old from their exchange. Am hoping
the recent merger will help remedy matters
in that exchange.
Good Crater
Your crater impressions show a remarkablygood crater for A. C. The 54 Ampere ones
are 13-64 and the 55 ampere ones 16-64ths in
diameter. You, however, have made an error
in giving either your projection lens working
distance or equivalent focus. The working
distance is, according to you, greater than the
E. F. of the lens — an impossible thing, of
course. I think you must have written "4J4"
for 2$4 which latter would probably not be
far off.
Your E. F. works out to be about correct,
therefore I think we may proceed upon the
assumption that the working distance is
under which condition your line-up is fairly
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efficient, though the Cinephor condenser
would work some improvement.
What Griffith Says
I submitted your letter to Griffith, who
agrees with
the above,
says : after
"I do itnotis
believe
his crater
grows butsmaller
once burning
good.
Probably
he set
musthead-is
vance his crater
because
of the
With the latter I cannot wholly agree. It
is
entirely possible that the crater does grow
using."
smaller in diameter as the arc burns, because
of the gradual rise in resistance at some
point miseoris ofpoints
in the
circuit.
Griffith'sUsing
surcourse
entirely
possible.
thewhich
"Jack gives
Knife"the set,
or anyan modification
of
it
carbons
uneven angle,
the distance crater to face of collector lens
will change as the carbons burn away. If
you use such a set, then probably Griffith is
correct. If not, then examine your circuit
and find the place where there is undue heating. If both projectors act the same, then
the trouble, if in the circuit, will probably
be back of the point where the projector
circuits join. It may be a bad connection
somewhere, wires too small or burned wires.
May beternalincircuit.the rheostat or even in the exPowers Will Replace Bearing
Your comment with regard to the non-oiling bearings is a good laugh anyhow, though
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whether
joint with
in or the
not bearing
I don't
know. If McGuire
you have will
trouble
the Powers Company will willingly replace
it
with a bearing of different type, so that's
that.
As to the exchanges and improvement in
filmFriend
condition,
I'm mighty
to hear
it.
Dennison,
of the glad
Famous
Playersof
Lasky Corporation is entitled to the thanks
of all and sundry for the work he has done
in cleaning up exchange conditions, which
for years have been about as nearly impossible as anything I personally know of.
A Couple of Stunts
H. C. Spence, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, has the following to say, and
says
Dearit :Friend Richardson: Please accept my
sincere congratulations on that most remarkable work, the "Bluebook of Projection." Ihave one of the autographed copies
and cannot tell you how much I am pleased
with it. Any projectionist who takes pride
in his work would not be without one for
ten times their cost.
Here are a couple of stunts I have found
useful.
On Powers'
projectors
I have found
trouble with
the upper
roller bracket
screw
becoming
loose
and
working
out
a dis-a
tance before I would notice It. quite
I drilled
(Continued on Page 149)

Answers

45-49
tween replies. I'm no Solomon, you know, to projector aperture; (C) angle of projection, if any; (D) make of projector — also Its
nor can I threaten to cut the darned answer
in two !
serials
lens
is to be number
supplied won't
with hurt;
jacket,(B)or whether
merely tube;
(F) whether or not lenses are to be matched,
Question No. 46 — What limits the maxi- if more than one is ordered; (G) if projector
is quite old it will be well to send exact
mum diameter of a projection lens of given micrometer
measurement of aperture width.
E. F.?

Question No. 45 — Have odd lenses, or combinations of lenses any value?
Question No. 45 was replied to acceptably
by the following : Harry Dobson, Toronto,
Ont. ; Daniel Constantino, Easton, Pa. ; A.
L. Fell, Collingswood, N. J.; Chas. Oldham,
Question No. 48 — What range of focal
Question No. 46 was answered correctly by
Norwich, Conn.; Walter Lewis, Endicott,
lengths of projection lenses are carried in
N. Y.; H. C. Spence, Charlottetown, P. E. I. ; Constantino, Dobson, A. L. Fell, Lewis, stock ?
Spence, Gray, Oldham, Rainwater and G.
A. H. Gray, Boston, Mass., and J. W. RainL. Baindry, St. Paul, Minn., and Chas. C.
All those before named got by, but Bainwater, Albany, Alabama.
Haddon, Vancouver, B. C. The reply of
dry has a bit the best of it. His answer is :
Depends upon whether the manufacturer
Brother Gray wins in publication. He says : brother Haddon is excellent, and is selected
or
dealer
is referred to. Lens manufacturers
In constructing a projection lens of any for publication. Here it is :
all carry lenses from two to eight inch E.
The free diameter is, of course, what is F.,
given focal length, the values and qualities
in quarter-inch variations — 2, 2%, 2%,
to, and projection lenses canof the individual lenses, when assembled Into here notreferred
2%,
3, usually
3%, etc.,
8 inches.
Largestockdeal-of
be
made
with
a
free
opening
(cross
secers
have upa topretty
complete
a unit, must total a composite value equal to
tion unobstructed by collars or retaining focal lengths,
but
small
dealers
will probthe value of the requisite predetermined for- rings) more than one-half the equivalent foably have to order a great many of them
mula. To take an odd lens as a basic factor
cal length of the lens. As a matter of fact, lay.
from
the
larger
dealers,
or
from
lens
makers,
upon which to begin work, and complete the while this is optically true, the limitation which will, of course, mean considerable
deassembly from that point so as to attain a goes very much beyond this, because of two
specified value, would really mean that the things — three, in fact, I think, because the
formula itself must be reconstructed, rather cost of lenses of very large cross section
Question No. 49 — What is it necessary to
than working to the formula from which the would be prohibitive. First, the lens must
lens was originally made, and this would en- work with a projection lens and you can see do when you wish to order a projection lens
tail such an expense that the procedure what would happen as between the shutter to match one you already have?
and lens were a 7-inch focal length lens made
would be impractical in operation.
its focal length in diameter. Then, too,
All the before named did very well, but
Note: Fried Gray assumes taking one fac- ahalf
lens 3% inches in diameter would have al- none made all the points, so I am myself
tor and using it as a base, whereas the exact
most no depth of focus at all, hence could making a composite answer as follows : (Gray)
opposite is presumably true. One factor is only be used on absolutely level projection,
broken and must be made to match the and, as the editor often says, there you are. One manufacturer, at least, employs the exothers, which, after all, would, I think,
cellent policy of keeping a record in his files
Question No. 47 — What data is it necessary
of the exact focal length of all lenses against
amount to the same thing.to send when ordering a new projection their respective serial numbers, therefore if
After all I don't know but I might better,
due to this error, have selected the reply lens ?
you have lenses of that make it is only necessary to send the serial number. (Dobson)
of brother Lewis for publication. He says :
Wow ! Only one poor lonesome man got
Odd lenses, or combinations of old lenses, by on this. The rest all fell down on one You may send the old lens in to be matched
have no value whatever to either the pro- point
(Fell) You can get results by sending exact
— old projectors which used an aperture
jectionist or the theatre management, because while It would be possible for the of different width from the present standard. distance aperture to screen — if lens is appreciably above screen center,, then this
maker to match and regrind lenses to replace
the broken element or elements, still it would To tell you the truth I hadn't thought of that measurement must be from a point midway
myself
and
don't
know
whether
or
not
any
not be practicable, because the cost of such of the old apertures are still in use. Anyhow,
between top and bottom of picture — microprocess would, in most cases, exceed the cost
meter measurement of width of projector
of an entire new lens, and even then the Walter Lewis put one over on all of us.
repaired lens might not prove perfect in its Aside from this Dobson, Fell, Gray, Con- aperture. (Haddon) State whether or no you
corrections,
and thus not give the expected
results.
stantino, Spence, Rainwater, Oldham, Had- want jacket or merely tube and give make
don and Baindry all gave excellent replies. of projector. Lewis) Don't depend upon
Yes, after all, while brother Gray's reply Lewis says :
markings on lens, as they are not sufficiently
was most excellent, still I believe, everyThe following data is necessary when or- reliable for such a purpose. (Rainwater)
thing considered, Lewis has a shade the best
dering new projection lens: (A) Width of Sending the old lens is the most reliable way.
of it. It is not always so easy to choose be- picture desired; (B) distance center of screen
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New

D.

Finest

&

R.

Theatre

at

Aberdeen

Southwest
Washington
in Southwestern Washington. Building and wheel contains the usual primary colors in
bulbs, inside, and the lights in the house
construction represent the finest in theatre
construction in this part of the state, while may be changed instantly in wonderful rainbow effects. The central fixture is valued
interior decorations will rival anything in
at $2,000.
the state.
The latest Kimball full unified organ has
According to George B. Purvis, architect,
who constructed the Weir Theatre for Ed. been installed. It is the largest this side of
Chicago and the first to be placed on the
Dolan in 1913, until now the finest house
SPECIAL
Coast.
in Southwest Washington, the D. & R. was
constructed in record time.
The stage has a depth of 31 feet, a width
ROLL
of 64 feet and a height of 60 feet. It is
Building Fireproof
equipped with a dead front, interlocking
One of the outstanding features of the switchboard, and the scenery is handled on
TICKETS
building is the effort made to construct as an endless one-line system. The stage and
Your own special Ticket,
nearly a fireproof house as possible. To this all its accommodations will handle the largany colors,
accurately
numb
e
r
e
d
;
every
roll
guaranteed.
end
the inside walls are covered with metal
est show on the road. Stage scenery was
Coupon
for $7.0«.
Prize
Drawings:Tickets
5.000 for
as
an
added protection. Seventeen exits furnished by Van Wie Co., of Portland.
Prompt
shipments.
Cash
with the order. Get the
have been provided.
The heating and ventilating systems are of
/samples. Send diagram for Reserved
From the outside, the building is a severely the latest and most approved types. A batSeat Coupon Tfckets, serial or dated.
All ticketsregulation
roust andconform
to Governsimple three-story concrete affair, elaborated
tery of Birchfield boilers supply the building
price of admission andmenttax
paid. bear established
by a handsome cornice. A marquee, fast- with steam, and an Aerofin air system does
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
ened by six stout chains, extends across the the cooling. The blower system to provide
Five Thousand
$3.50
entire front on the I Street side. Above this ventilation changes 22,000 cubic feet of air
Ten Thousand
6.00
is a huge electric sign that can be seen for per minute. The heating and ventilating
Fifteen Thousand
7.00
blocks.
Twenty-five Thousand
9.00
apparatus is under thermostatic control and
FiftyHundred
Thousand
Seating capacity is 1,700. It is equally automatically shuts off.
One
Thousand 12-50
18.00
divided between main floor and balcony.
shamokta, Pa.
Power'* Projectors
Opera chairs with spring cushion seats and
National Ticket Co.
solid mahogany backs have been used
The spacious fireproof projection room is
throughout, while loge and box seats conat the top of the balcony in the centain specially made wicker chairs with spring located
ter of the house. Furnishing and equipping
Coupon
—
e
Machin
—
cushion
seats.
ROLL
it was the special task of R. C. Barthel of
Wonderful Lighting Effects
the Theatre Equipment Co., of Seattle, who
S
ET
TICK
Lighting effects are wonderful. Five large spent much time in Aberdeen, supervising
crystal chandeliers are pendant from the the installations of two Power's 6-B, type E
QUALITY— Second to none I
SERVICE Unexcelled— our
projectors; two Peerless Arc Controls, a 72ceiling. The large center fixture is a revolvLOWEST PRICES will be mailed to
ing crystal wheel, five feet six inches in di- ampere Westinghouse motor generator, 1
you on request.
ameter, with a drop of five feet six inches. double-dissolving Brenckert steropticon, arc
by mail —
State your require
This wheel contains 9,000 pieces of crystal. type, 1 Brenckert heavy duty spot flood lamp
1
Todayments
On the interior, arranged in the circle are and a bank of 8 Cutler-Hammer dimmers.
thirty-six 100-watt lamps, and inside of that An eighteen foot Superlite screen was also
PRESS
TRIMOUNT
circle is one 500-watt lamp. This crystal furnished by the Theatre Equipment Co.
LARGEST
AMUSEMENT
TICKET
PRINTERS
IN NEW ENGLAND FOR 17 YEARS.
119 ALBANY ST., BOSTON, MASS.

s of
month
ten the
AFTERtion work,
new D.
Aberdeen, Wash., was
to the citizens of the Grays

in

steady construc& R. Theatre, of
opened recently
Harbor country

MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
21.776
MoWne Picture
Theatres,
per M
15.00
3.674
Theatres,
M
7.50
327 Legitimate
Colored Moving
Pictureper Theatres
5.00
1,059
Film
Bxchangea
162 Manufacturers and Studios 10.00
3.00
411 Moving Picture Mach. & Sup. Dealers. 4.00
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street
CHICAGO

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
80-82 Wardour St.
W. I. London, England
Has the largest certified circulation of the
trade in Great Britain and the Dominions. All
Official Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION to its members are published exclusively in this Journal.
yearly rate:
postpaid, weekly, $7.25
sample: copy and
advertising rates on request
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
ASSOCIATHE CINEMATOG
TION OF GREAT RAPH
BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
and IRELAND.
LTD.

Scenes of the Interior of the D. & R. Theatre, Aberdeen, Washington.
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The Week's Record oi
Albany Incorporations
Seven motion picture companies will engage in business in New York state as the
result of last week's incorporations, according to papers filed here with the secretary
of state. The newly incorporated companies included the following: Mermaid Enterprises, Inc., with H. W. Pollock, H. L. Jacobson, Alex Aaronson, New York city;
Flying Arrow Pictures, Inc., M. E. Cymrot,
Brooklyn; Doris Mermelstein, Nettye Klein,
New York city; Cranfield and Clarke, Inc.,
William F. Clarke, New York city; Beatrice
Kramer, Brooklyn; R. T. Cranfield, Hempstead, L. I.; Cobalt Distributing Corporation,
H. B. Cohen, J. V. Harvey, Brooklyn; Harris Arbesfeld, New York city; the capitalization of these companies not being stated;
Romance Pictures, Inc., $20,000, Edward
Halperin, Los Angeles, Cal. ; Isabel Kaplan,
Inez Reinthaler, New York city; Blue Ribbon Feature Film, Inc., $1,000, Samuel V.
Grand, Harry Asher, Boston, Mass.; Edward M. James, New York city; Lucky Star
Amusement Corporation, $10,000, M. J. Goldstein, Lizzie and Samuel H. Goldstein,
Brooklyn.
Solves Lobby Problem
W. Flint, who bought the American Theatre at Arlington, Wash., about two years
ago, has solved a problem of lobby arrangement that has bothered a great many men
with similarly arranged houses. His seats
are arranged in three tiers, five seats wide,

PICTURE

separated by two aisles. This brings the
aisles just opposite the doors, which are on
either side of the ticket booth. If the opening from the auditorium into the lobby is
made at the head of the aisle, so as to give
a straight exit, the screen is exposed to the
street lights every time the outer door is
opened.
Mr. Flint has overcome this with a hinged
partition between the lobby and the auditorium, which can be opened to give a
straight, unobstructed passageway from the
aisle to the street, but when closed leaves
an opening in the entrance to the auditorium,
which is thus screened from outside light.

E.
s'
C, SearleNew

INVITE
BEFORE

COMPARISON
YOU BUY

MODEL
AMERICAN

Connection

E. C. Searles, for seven years representative of the Andrews Chair Company in Seattle, announces his new connection with
the Stafford Manufacturing Company, of
Chicago, manufacturers of theatre chairs.
Mr. Searles will handle his new line, in connection with the Theatre Equipment Company, Washington distributors of Power's
Projectors, which places the latter in a position to completely equip motion picture theatres, auditoriums and the like. While Stafford chairs have been manufactured for
thirty-five years, this is the first time they
have been represented in the Pacific Northwest. Searles has the exclusive agency for
Washington and Oregon.

See Our Exhibit at Cleveland Convention
WE

WORLD
Projection
(Continued from page 147)
1-16-inch hole through the head of the upper roller bracket screw, and right on
through into the bracket. I then put a tight
pin into the hole, and now the whole thing
works back and forth without a bit of
trouble. I have done that on five projectors.
It works just fine.
A Simplex Stunt
On the Simplex speed control I removed
washers W-107 G and replaced them with
wire terminals, with the open end up, of
course, so that instead of turning the pulleys around to oil them all I have to do is
put a drop of oil in the opening and It runs
down into the bearing. Have found that
holding a hack saw blade against a round
belt which is slipping roughens it up, and
that when so roughened it will run indefinitely without slipping. It is much better
than shortening the belt. The blade is held
against the belt while the latter is In motion, of course.
These stunts are passed along to our readers for consideration and a possible trial. I
haven't a Powers mechanism here and am
not sure just what screw Brother Spence
means. Presume, however, it must be screw
710, Plate 3, page 636 of the Bluebook. The
Simplex washers referred to are shown in
Plate 7, page 686 of the Bluebook. Many
thanks for the tips, Friend Spence.
Bluebook Error
Bluebook owners, turn to page 194 and
in lines 4 and 6 from the bottom change the
figures "2.5" to 2.25 ; also, pages 188 and
190 cuts Fig. 52 and 54 should be transposed. Change figure 52 to 54 and 54 to 52.
(Continued on following page)

National
Projector Carbons
throw on the screen
all that is in
the picture.

D

REFLECTING

149

ARC

AND
Stereopticon With Automatic Slide Changer

Pictures in light — these are your stock in trade.
The best film in the world is only as good as the
light you project through it to the screen. National Projector Carbons produce a light that is
steady, brilliant, and gives the film its full value.
Use National Carbons
National Carbon Co., Inc., Cleveland, Ohio ; San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited. Factory and Offices: Toronto, Ontario

is the Last Word in Projection Equipment
TRY
IN

YOUR

OWN

ONE
THEATRE

Upon the request of any responsible
exhibitor in the United States we will
arrange to have our equipment installed
in his theatre on trial for thirty days
free of charge.
American

Reflecting Arc Corporation
24 MILK STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
MADE IN U. S. A.
PATENTS APPLIED FOR

SUN-LIGHT
ARCS
STUDIO
AND
PROJECTION
LAMPS
HARMER, INC.,
209 West 48th Street
Bryant (3M
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(Continued from preceding page)
The same thing is true of figures 55 and 57.
The caption under the various figures is
correct, but somehow they got numbered
wrongly. Brother Ballou, Hollywood, California, was good enough to bring these errors to my attention. None of them are serious, and they are all rather obvious, but it
nevertheless is annoying that such blunders
can and do occur; also that they remain so
long without being found by my Hon. Self.
1 suppose it is because I was so darned certain that I had checked all such errors as
that out, therefore never examined carefully
after the book was out, since those are
things I myself would seldom have occasion
to use in the course of my work.
Well, anyhow, there they are and Bluebook owners should change the numbers of
the figures as indicated.
Classy Stuff
Recently, as you all know, readers of this
department were invited to ask Editor-inChief Robert E. Welsh for additional space
for this department. Out of the thousands
who read the department weekly I expected
Editor Welsh might receive as many as half
a dozen letters. The promptitude with which
additional space was allotted is evidence that
the response was greater than I had expected, though how much greater I do not
exactly know, as I have not yet seen the
letters. However, in evidence that the ranks
of projectionists contain gentlemen of ability.I quote one letter of which the writer
sent me a carbon copy. If you can present
a better written letter, or one showing
greater clarity of expression and grasp of
the subject written about, I would like to
see it. I present this letter as evidence of
the fact that the projection of pictures has
attracted to it men of real brains. Here is
the letter to Mr. Welsh:
The Letter
Dear Sir: — I have for some time felt that
in consideration of its importance to the motion picture industry the field of projection
is insufficiently represented by the two pages
HALLBERG
MOTOR
GENERATORS
Are the best for
Projectors.
J. H. HALLBERG
44 5 Riverside
New York Drive
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only
3c per word per insertion
Minimum charge 60c
Terms, Strictly Cash with Order
Copy must reach us by Tuesday noon to Insure
publication In that week's Issue.
SITUATIONS WANTED
MANAGER
pictureof theatre.
years'
experience production
pictures, Three
one year
Broadway
theatre
—
2,500
capacity
houBe.
Box
346,
Moving Picture World, New York City.
MANAGER
wants
Several and
years'
exfurnishposition.
references
bondsmen. W.perience.
C. Will Burke,
19goodUnion
Street, Taunton,
FIRST-CLASS
at liberty.
player
and soloistORGANIST
of exceptional
ability. Concert
Artistic
cueing of pictures. Fine library. Union. Good
Instrument and salary essential. Address Arthur
Edward Jones, Hotel Loretta, So. Kentucky Avenue,
Atlantic City, New Jersey.
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allotted to the projection department In your
magazine.
The other specialized departments of the
Moving Picture World all occupy much more
space. There is no intent on my part to
question their value to the exhibitor reader
in selecting his programs, in advertising
them ableand
in makingbut hisno theatre
comfortand attractive,
matter how
well
these things be done, the fact remains that
unless the pictures themselves be projected
in a way which does full justice to the artistic and technical skill which has been expended in their making, the audience will go
away dissatisfied, and the exhibitor, and with
him the whole industry, will suffer.
Importance of Projection
It should be obvious to any thinking person that only through the attainment of
practical perfection in projection can the motion picture reach its highest development.
Were you able to see some of the alleged
projection which is giving the industry a
black eye in many of our smaller towns and
cities (the often mentioned "backbone of the
industry"),
you would inquickly
realize the
need
for improvement
this respect.
The tureProjection
Moving
World has Department
been and isofthe
best Picand
most authoritative source of that knowledge
which the practical projectionist must acquire in order to keep up to date and impart
to his work a definite touch of superiority.
But its service in this field is limited so
lung as the lack of space compels the exclusion of much material which is deserving
of attention. With more space at his disposal, Mr. Richardson would not only be able
to better serve the needs of the present readers, but would also, by presenting a greater
variety of subject matter, attract new ones.
For the foregoing reasons I, for one, believe you should for the future increase the
allotment of space for the Projection Department to not less than three full pages.
1 feel that in this I am expressing the wish
of every one of its readers.
(Signed) coln
JOHN
LinTheatre,MAURER,
Massillon, Projectionist
Ohio.

Why
It Work?
Charles Won't
Halpren, Hannibal,
Mo., propounds the following :
Why would it not be possible to concentrate the light of two or more Mazda lamps
upon the aperture and thus double the screen
illumination, or even quadruple it?
Merely because it can't be done, Brother
Halpren. Outside of that the plan is entirely feasible. If you could or can find
some way of so reflecting the light of two
or more Mazdas that the auxiliary light
source you would thus create in the form
of a reflected image of the true light sources
will center on the optical axis and send rays
forward which will center on the optical axis
at the aperture, then your scheme will work,
always assuming that you could find a reflecting surface which would stand up under
such treatment.
Boiled down, the objection is that the light
beam must center exactly on the optical axis
from source to aperture, and center exactly.
Don't be one of those with a false front.
Know what you are talking about by having Richardson's Blue Book always near
your right hand.
THE
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WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale by
Howeils Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7th Arc. New York

Mailing Lists
increase
sales
) Will
Send forhelpFREEyoucatalog
fflvinjr count]
and price* oa_ thousands of classified
' Guaranteed C C ■
/0 by refund of J y each

Opera Chairs at Cut Price*
inget veneers
ami upholstered.
buy taU Frca
you
our quotation*.
We haveDon't
thai rooda.
ply veneers for ail make chair*. Guvs* lament
surplus stock at price* that will save 70a hail.
REDINGTON COMPANY
SCRAN TON, PENNA.

Motion Picture Cameras and the World's
largest market of second hand and new
instruments, priced from $50.00 up.
Send for big catalogue and bargain lilt.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 NORTH DEARBORN
CHICAGO

Raven

Haftone' Screens

Are Worthy Of The Commendation
Of The Most Critical
Capitol Theatre, New York City
Capitol Theatre, Montreal, Can.
Palace Theatre, Calgary, Can.
Howard Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
Majestic Theatre, Houston, Tex.
Coliseum Theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Babcock Theatre, Billings, Mont.
West
End Eng.
and Pavilion Theatres,
London,
Central Theatre, Melbourne, Aust.
All Use The "Haftone" Screen
RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
345 West 39th Street, New York City, N. Y.

BAIRD

REWINDER
and DUMMY
Will Accommodate 10-inch and 14-inch Reels
Durably Constructed to Stand Long Hard Service
Ask your dealer.
THE C. R. BAIRD CO.
2 East 23rd Street
New York
Manufacturers and Distributors of Moving; Picture
Machine Parts Since 1909
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REEL

NON-

REWIND

is a notable addition to the list of important labor saving devices
now manufactured and sold by the Nicholas Power Company.
THE

FEASTER

NON-

REWIND

IS MADE FOR EITHER POWER'S OR SIMPLEX
Projector and has received the strong endorsement of leading
exhibitors and projectionists thruout the country.
THE

FEASTER

NON-

REWIND

will be sold by recognized motion picture equipment distributors
and dealers.
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And this, after the picture
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On

Broadway
"We are in duty bound to say that
Jack Dempsey in the first of his
'Fight and Win' series is the big
punch of the program. Jack is
not alone a blamed good movie
actor, but he puts up a fight that
would do credit to any. If you
crave a little excitement drop up
to The DON
RialtoALLEN,
during the week."
N. Y. EVENING WORLD

i

''He does remarkably welL"
N. Y. TIMES
"This series of two-reelers tremendously exciting."N. Y. WORLD
"Jack Dempsey in the 'Fight and
Win' series seems to be the attraction. Audience registered
their satisfaction. Jack shows
considerable
talent." TELEGRAPH
N. Y. MORNING
"Really worth while. You'll get
a surprise when you see how well
Jack adapts his work to the
N. Y. EVENING POST
screen."

Nationally
v e rtised In Thea d Saturday Evening Post

stories
GERALD
BEAUMONT
Xiiededbij
ERIE
KENTON

Ssa

JACK

DEMPSEY
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AustinTexas
v

else
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"Dempsey proves he can act as
well as fight, and he screens
well." DETROIT FREE PRESS
"The pictures are by no means
fight stories. There is plenty of
actionSANandFRANCISCO
they amuseCHRONICLE
you."
"Dempsey's performances will
cause a whole lot of people to sit
up and take notice. He shows
earmarks
of a regular
actor."
DETROIT
EVENING
TIMES
"Dempsey makes apt response to
the camera. His acting is creditable, both within and without the
ring." THE BOSTON TRAVELER
"Champion Jack was greeted
with applause which continued
throughout
the stirringSENTINEL
drama."
SOUTH NORWALK
"This 'Fight and Win' series will
undoubtedly goCHICAGO
big."
TRIBUNE
"A first class attraction for theatres whose patrons want action,
comedy, drama, speed and an opportunity to get many good looks
at the world's champion, Jack
CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
Dempsey."
"As an actor Dempsey made a
good appearance and climaxed his
part with three rounds of fighting
that showed why he wears the
world's heavyweight
crown."
HOLYOKE TRANSCRIPT
"Excellent screen entertainment.
Dempsey . . . has possibilities far
superior to many of the screen
actors."
NEW ORLEANS ITEM

ave

YOU

this

Summer/
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FROM

F.B.O.

CbmitioM

FINIS

FOX'S

MAE

huge

melodrama

BUSCH

AWOM

AN

WHO
,

SINNED
with

a

IRENE

supporting
RICH,

and the new

young

cast of stars including

MORGAN

WALLACE

screen find — REX

LEASE

—about "A WOMAN WHO SINNED." In the hug
trial scenes, Finis Fox used 7 cameras, shooting from a
FACTS
angles. A stage 75 feet wide and 210 feet long was buil
to accommodate the huge mobs who worked in the picture.
More than 2000 people were employed in the giant shots. The pictur
required more than 9 solid months in the making and was filmed at a cos
larger than any comparable melodrama in all the history of motion pictures

DISTRIBUTED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD BY
FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.
723 SEVENTH AVE.— NEW YORK
Exchanges Everywhere
Sales Offices United Kingdom:
R-CWardour
PicturesSt.,Corp.,
St.,
London,26-27W. D'Arblay
1, England

A national title contest was staged which drew 16,788 suggested title
for the picture from fans, titles being suggested from short synopsis mailei
out.
With MAE BUSCH now at the very height of her popularity
and Irene Rich with a tremendous following, and Morgan
Wallace and the new find, Rex Lease, plus this smashing Box
Office title, you have one of the biggest productions to be
released this year. All F. B. O. exchanges have prints on
hand for screening.
C5i^= Thematic Music Sheet! available on this picture ='§«S
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—now

Boston

raves

JOSEPH

about

M. SCHENCK

NORMA

presents

TALMADGE

SECRETS
by RUDOLF

BESIER and MAY

EDINGTON

based on the SAM H. HARRIS play 'SECRETS*
directed by
FRANK
BORZAGE

flaying

at

the

9ark

theatre

for

an

extended

Tost:
It may be that Norma.
Talmadge has made
a better picture than
Secrets but it is not
within our memory."

Globe

ttmerican:

Fine entertainment everyone-man or woman

It would

be unfortunate forany
movie fan to miss

will find it an entertaing film. Norma

this fine picture"

Talmadge is foscinating.'

You're
sitting
the
world
when
a

FIRST

for

on
top
of
you
have

NATIONAL

next

season

contract
!

run
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Founded In ltyOJ by J, P. Chalmers

The
Editor's
Views
Zone
the
of
chickens before they are hatched, it is obvious that
THERE is much to be said in favor
Plan of organization adopted by New York
the producer of a picture of the type of "The Sea
exhibitors, even while regretting that it Hawk" is entitled to some sympathy when found in
appears to mean the passing of the State body as a his present position.
distinct entity.
No man can make a "Four Horsemen" or a "Sea
Much of the difficulty of efficiently organizing the Hawk" unless at some stage in the production his
exhibitor has come from the fact that his business
foresight, his courage, and his ambition carry him
way beyond the confines of his original plans.
thoughts are neither national nor are they bound
At that point he is faced with a decision. Shall he
by State lines. The natural center of his interest
cut and trim, with the possibility of sacrificing one
is the exchange city with which he does business.
It is there that his day to day troubles arise, and of those all too infrequent masterpieces, or shall he
to that city that he is accustomed to looking for go ahead and trust in the Fates?
That is one side of the story. But the exhibitor
help on his problems.
will
tell you that, never having been overwhelmed
It has long been the contention of the retiring
with
sympathy from distributors, he is inclined to
New York executive, William Brandt, that exchange
save all he has for his own use.
zone groups presented the solution of many diffiAnd there you are. Meanwhile, what about that
culties facing those interested in exhibitor organizagolden era brought on by the uniform contract?
tion. The success and continued vigor of the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce has kept the
proposal in the foreground.
Results will be watched with interest. If New
York can offer a year from now three organizations
of the standing and strength of New York's Chamber then the experiment will have well justified
itself.

more the industry is having a contract
ONCE
wrangle, similar to that which arose when
Harold Lloyd jumped from program rank to
the heights of stardom. Annually, we have had
repetitions of the same argument.
This time "The Sea Hawk" is the bone of contention.
Remembering the paens of praise that greeted
the signing of the uniform contract pact, we are
occasionally puzzled by the fact that these disputes
still arise. It is our recollection that the adoption of
the uniform contract was to put all business relations on a clear-cut basis where no befogged disputes could develop. But the disputes come and
they are just as wordy as ever.
Unless we are to take the matter of fact attitude
that distributors should not set prices on their

EVERY now and then we read of some nearcompany going on the rocks with a loss of
thousands of dollars to gullible local investors.
Then you hear some one remark, "The Hays organization orindividuals within the industry should
take it on themselves to expose these hopeless investments before the damage is done."
From a long experience on the receiving end of
queries about this or that picture investment we
arise to remark that "It can't be done."
There is no more irresistible man than the lawyer,
the doctor, or the baker who wants to invest his
money in a film scheme. He will ask your advice —
and then bestow pity on you if you fail to agree with
him. Occasionally he will give the impression that
you are part of a conspiracy of film men to prevent
the general public from sharing in our millions.
Yes, and there are times when he goes further —
when you may consider it a narrow escape if he
doesn't also sell you into his blue sky garden.
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Discussing radio and its effects on motion picture theatre
attendance, Stuart said: "We have benefited from radio,
Radio
and so will other motion picture houses that broadcast
their musical programs. That is natural. When a radio
fan or fanette hears an excellent orchestral or organ number or song he will come to the theatre to hear it again.
and
the
"Perhaps houses that do not broadcast have been hit by
the spread of radio as an entertainment. Howeyer, there
is this about radio ; and it is vital : It does not appeal to
the women. They haven't the patience — or it may be too
First
Run
much common sense — to fool around trying to pick up
some distant broadcasting center. And the women always
select the kind of entertainment for the men. Until the
radio is made more attractive for the women it will not
be
a serious rival of the movies or even musical comedy
While the Neighborhood House May
and dramatic productions. The radio has been an asset
Have Its Troubles, Apparently the
and not a liability for the Missouri."
"The radio has not hurt the Delmonte," said Joseph DesFirst Run Likes Radio Help — Here
berger, manager of the big West End picture palace, the
is the St. Louis Experience.
largest one-floor picture house in the world. "Today our
patronage is far above what it was a year ago, and it is
increasing steadily. Personally I am of the opinion that
while the radio might have affected atetndance at neighborhood houses for a while, that period is now past. I
ADIO raids on the box office receipts of the first
run and neighborhood theatres of St. Louis are not am a radio fan and have many friends who also delight in
of serious or frequent occurrence.
playing 'radio golf (picking up various stations), but they
In fact, the leading exhibitors of the Mound City have do not get to their sets until 11 p.m. and after. Then is
solved the radio problem by putting the radio to work ; when the best programs are in the air. They can go to
their favorite motion picture house and still enjoy splenthe craze, if it can be termed such, today is an asset rather
did radio music that evening. We have many patrons
than a liability for such houses as the Missouri Theatre
and the Grand Central.
who have radio sets, but they still come here regularly."
Charley Skoures, who manages the Grand Central for
"There is no denying that the radio has affected motion
Skoures Brothers Enterprises, and Herschel Stuart, who
picture theatre attendance," said William Goldman, ownerdirects the destiny of the big Paramount first-run palace, manager of the Kings Theatre (first run) and Queens
were quick to realize the advantages of the radio for a (neighborhood). "I have many friends who have given
up attending the movies regularly since buying radio sets.
motion picture house with high-class musical features.
However, the motion picture houses of St. Louis today
Today the vocal, orchestral and organ numbers of the Missouri Theatre and Grand Central are heard throughout the are doing better business than for several years past."
Expressions from other St. Louis exhibitors on radio
United States, being broadcast by Station KSD, the Postand its effects on box offices were :
Dispatch's international range radio outfit.
It does not take long to ascertain the effects of this
Dave Russell, Columbia (first run) and Strand (downpublicity. When either house has an extraordinary musitown second run) : "Something has hurt attendance. It
cal feature the days after it is sent out from KSD show
must be the radio. I don't know of any other cause.
that the radio does aid the picture houses that are tied up While patronage has improved some, I know many former
with it.
regulars at our shows who haven't come around much
But Herschel Stuart has gone just a step farther in put- since putting in radio sets."
ting the radio to work for the Missouri's box office. He
Tom Mayer, Capitol (down-town first run) : "The radio
knows that there are thousands of radio fans, or "bugs,"
hasn't hurt us any. We are doing better business today
as some short-sighted motion picture exhibitors are wont
than ever before."
to term them. Also that the quickest way to reach the
George Bowser, Down Town Lyric (second run) : "Our
heart of the radio fan is to talk radio or show him out-ofpatronage would not be affected by radio. It is more
or less transient trade. We do our best busienss in the
the-ordinary radio sets. So it was the Missouri Theatre
instituted an annual radio exhibition that has brought
afternoon when radio is not a real attraction."
hundreds if not thousands of new patrons to the Paramount
Dave Nelson, Webster (neighborhood) : "For a while
house.
I thought radio had some affect on our attendance, but
The spacious lobby of this first-run palace makes an that time has passed. We have had a marked increase in
excellent place to hold such an exhibition. Leading radio
set manufacturers, head-set makers and dealers were as- attendance recently."
Joe Mogler, owner of Mogler's Theatre, Bremen Theasigned space in the lobby and when word went forth that
tre and Excello Theatre: "Radio isn't hurting us today.
all the latest wrinkles in radio tube and crystal sets could
For a time it kept some people away. Today the real radio
be seen at the Missouri, there was an immediate response.
The increase in patronage for the week in which the initial fan doesn't start playing with his set until after our show
radio show was held proved so marked that Stuart decided
hasFred
closed."
Wehrenberg, owner-manager Cherokee and Melba
to make the radio show an annual event for the Missouri.
(
neighborhood
first-run houses) : "We don't consider the
In addition, on occasions he has had a demonstration
radio a very serious rival today. People can enjoy their
of how KSD broadcasts its programs, the broadcasting
radio sets without quitting the movies."
apparatus being placed on the stage of the theatre while
Sam Norman, New Lindell (neighborhood) : "Doing
experts lectured on radio and its possibilities. He also has the best business in years. Can't see that radio has hurt
shown special films touching on the radio.
us any."
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"In many ways," he
said, "One bank seems
just as satisfying to me as
another bank. Modern
banking methods have
been developed to a point
of efficiency and cooperation that make any solid
institution a helpful
friend.
"But what pleases me
particularly in my dealingstionalwith
Hamilton
is the
fact thatNa-it
is an INDEPENDENT
bank — that I am dealing
3
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Three Zone Division of State Adopted by M. P. T. O. of
New York at Buffalo Convention
Warner Executives on Tour for Conference with ExProducers Distributing Corporation Holds Big Sales
Convention
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Coast
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Massachusetts Houses Pass Tax Reduction on to Patrons
Downtown Houses in Detroit See No Sign of Summer
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with the 'home office.'
"With almost any other
institution in the city, no
matter how imposing the
offices and how big the
building, I am really only
dealing with a branch.
"At Hamilton National
I am in touch with the top
— with officials who have
the power and the ability
to deliver to me the Utmost in Service.
"That is an advantage
which business men — accustomed to dealing with
'branches' — can't appreciate until they have experienced ithas
."
Our client
done the
talking; you may do the
PROVING— and with no
obligation — by dropping
in some day for a chat
with one of our officials.
Hamilton National Bank
130 West 42nd Street
(Bush Terminal BUf.)
New York City
Open 9 A. M. till 10.30 P. M.
Our Deposit
— open atto theot
same
hours — Vaults
are admitted
the best equipped in the eitjf.
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"Lincoln"
Great
At

Progress

Is

Reported

Educational

ges and exhibitors
IOS, exchan
STUDhave
combined to give a royal welcome
to the home office executives and
branch managers of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., meeting in convention here
this week, and this gathering, it is said, has
proved by far the most enthusiastic of the
three national conventions held by the Educational organization.
Executive business sessions were confined
to Tuesday, July 1, at which E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, made formal
announcement of the Educational program
of comedies and other Short Subjects for
season 1924-1925. Much of the rest of the
delegates' time was spent visiting the studios
producing comedies for Educational release.
Reception of the visiting exchange men
and home office contingent at the Santa Fe
station, where the party arrived on Monday, was in the hands of Al and Charles
Christie of the Christie Film Corporation.
The Christie Girls met the California Limited at San Bernardino, and at the Los Angeles station big welcoming banners and
music from the American Legion band greeted the crowd.
On Wednesday evening the delegates were
the guests of E. H. Allen and the Fine Arts
Studio staff at the Plantation, and on the
Fourth of July they were taken by the
Christies in private boats to Catalina Island.
In announcing the season's product, Hammons made known plans for a group of
four two-reel Larry Semon specials. Semon
followed the Educational group and immediately on his arrival began to make plans
for putting into production the first of these
special comedies. It is expected that studio
arrangements and production plans will be
announced within a week.
Educational will also distribute a series of
thirteen Mermaid Comedies, six Lloyd Ham-

Convention

ilton Comedies, six Juvenile Comedies and
twenty-four Cameo Comedies, which are being made at the Fine Arts Studio; six Walter Hiers Comedies, six Bobby Vernon Comedies and ten Christie Comedies produced at
the Christie Studio; six Tuxedo Comedies,
the first of which will feature AI. St. John;
thirteen Earl Hurd Cartoon Comedies,
twelve Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podge and
the twice-a-week news reel Kinograms.
"This convention comes as a reward to
you for the best season's business in our
history as a national distributing organization," said Hammons in welcoming the
branch managers. "Our spring business has
been most exceptional, and this condition is
continuing right into the summer months.
"With the addition of the Larry Semon
pictures, our program for next season is by
far the finest we have ever had, and we look
forward confidently to a new record in the
coming year."
S.-L. Engages Studio
It was definitely announced this week by
Arthur H. Sawyer, supervising director of
Sawyer-Lubin Production, that the Biograph
studios in New York have been engaged for
the production of the first vehicle starring
Barbara LaMarr for release through First
National Pictures, Inc. The picture to be
madeit will
at the
Biographby studios
"Sandra,"
and
be directed
George isMelford.
Shipped by Aeroplane
Included in one of the earliest shipments
of aeroplane mail to be transported from
San Francisco to New York was a print of
the Ernst Lubitsch picture "Three Women"
for Warner Bros. The print was transportfrom the
the edNew
York Warners'
office. Hollywood studio to

July 19, 1924
a Hit

Big Rockett Picture Acclaimed after
First National's Campaign
The Rockett Brothers' picturization of the
dramatic
incidents from the life of our Civil
War
President,
in "Abraham
was
presented by First
National atLincoln,"
the Stanton
Theatre, Philadelphia, on Monday night,
July 7, to a great and enthusiastic audience
which included more notable personages
than had ever assembled in that city before
for the premiere of a motion picture. The
applause accorded it was long.
The showing had been preceded by a
vigorous newspaper and billboard campaign
put through on a big scale and had been
widely heralded through other channels.
A special showing of the picture, sponsored by First National and the Executive
Committee of the Manufacturers' Club, was
given in the ball room of that club on Wednesday evening, July 2 before 1,300 invited
guests.
William in
Heenan,
First National's
Branch Manager
Philadelphia,
and Ned
Holmes, ranged
manager
of "Abraham
arfor the screening,
whichLincoln,"
was made
possible by the nature of the offering and
the favorable comment elicited by the Washington showing.
The Philadelphia reviewers were just as
cordial in their appreciation of the powerfully appealing human drama in the photoplay and of its entertainment value from
the box office angle as have been the reviewers of other towns where it has been
shown
—
New
York, Washington and Cleveland.
"Abraham Lincoln" will open a run at the
Tremont Temple, Boston, on July 28, where
another of the big advertising and publicity
campaigns which First National is using for
this production will be staged.
Warners Make Changes
A. Warner of Warner Bros, returned from
a trip to the Middlewest this week and reported that exhibitors there are looking forward to a much better season. While in the
Middlewest Mr. Warner effected a slight
change in distributing arrangements. A. H.
Blank has taken over the Warner franchise
for Des Moines and Omaha formerly held
by Al. Kahn, of Kansas City. Kahn will
continue to distribute the Warner product
but concentrating his efforts on the Kansas
City office. The new arrangement does not
affect
the present
year'srelease
program
into effect
with the
of but
the goes
new
twenty pictures for 1924-25.
Is Insurance Executive
Harry W. Alexander, until recently chairman of the finance committee of Ascher
Theatres Corporation, Chicago, has been
elected vice-president of Beatty & Company,
one of the larger insurance brokerage
houses of New York.
"Young Ideas" Released
"Young Ideas," Laura La Plante's last
feature picture of the current season, was
released by Universal this week. It is a
farce-comedy drama. "Young Ideas" was
directed by Robert F. Hill from the Saturday Evening
Post story,
Values,"
written
by Sophie
Kerr."Relative
Hugh Hoffman
adapted it for the screen.
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State

Adopted

Buffalo

Special by Wire to Moving Picture
owners
theatre
Bill Dillon of Ithaca acted as permanent
picture
motion
THE
of New York, 300 strong, advanced
chairman of the convention, and John Mannon Buffalo this week and faced with heimer pf New York, permanent secretary.
A finance committee to raise a war chest
serious organization and financial problems,
got right down to business and adopted a to fight adverse legislation has been named
new plan of organization under which the as follows: Walter Hays, Buffalo; William
state will be divided into three zones, sim- Brandt, New York; J. Meyer Schine, Glovilar to the Buffalo, New York and Albany ersville; Dewey Michaels, Buffalo, and Sam
Distribution Company districts. This zone Suckno, Albany.
plan, sponsored by the Western New York
The following resolutions committee was
exhibitors as the only solution of holding also appointed : A. C. Hayman, Niagara
the state together solidly and of obtaining Falls, chairman ; Ben Davis, Norwich ; Rua 100 per cent paid exhibitor membership,
dolph Sanders, Brooklyn; Mike Woods,
is designed also to put the organization Jamestown, and B. Adelhurst, New York.
in a position to combat the laws which peoPresident Brandt's Report
ple who look upon the theatre as a place
his report to the opening session of
of sin and iniquity are continually trying to theIn convention
William Brandt, retiring
pass.
president, declared that strides made by the
Under the zone plan, there will be a pres- motion picture industry within the past year
ident and secretary in each zone. These
officers will form the state committee. have advanced it from an amusement enterprise to a public service status. "The moProblems of exhibitors will be taken up with
tion picture has become a tremendous facexhibitors in their respective zones, just
the life of the nation," said Brandt.
as exhibitor-exchange cases in the Buffalo "Nottor inonly
of the greatest factors
district are taken up with the Buffalo Ar- of educationis itbutonewithin
the past year, it
bitration Board. Through this plan it is expected to organize the state 100 per cent. has served a very useful purpose to reliIt is expected also to solve the somewhat
"An experiment made in Brooklyn has esembarrassing financial condition in which
tablished the possibilities of the motion picthe organization finds itself, the income from
ture theatre in reawakening public interest
dues and other sources during the past year
in gion."
divine service,"
"A along
small
having dropped about one-half from the congregation
in thatsaidcityBrandt.
struggled
amount attained in 1923, according to re- with a Sunday school with an enrollment
ports.
of less than 100. " Then a motion picture
This committee has been appointed to theatre owner offered free use of his house
work out the details of the zone plan : J. H. and equipment to the congregation. Each
Michael, Buffalo; James Roe, Syracuse;
Sunday morning a religious picture was
Louis Blumenthal, New York ; George Keat- shown in the theatre as a part of the program. Within a few months the attendance
and Charles
O'Reilly,
York.ing, Buffalo,
A report
favoringL. the
plan New
was
has increased to 2,000 and now is limited
brought in by the executive committee.
The executive committee report declared only bytinuedtheBrandt.capacity of the theatre," conThe president said that this experiment
that unless the exhibitors got together solidly they will be confronted by adverse leg- had been repeated successfully in four theislation which will seriously hamper their
atres in the Bronx. By 1925 it is hoped
business. In Ohio, Sunday picture shows to extend it to all the upstate theatres.
have been killed because of the lack of ex"Our offer is open to all denominations,"
hibitor organization, said the report, which
Brandt said. "The language of the motion
also declared there was an effort being made picture is universal. Probably directed reto spread the movement to other states.
ligious films know no creed or sect. They

Session

World
tell the story of the Bible far more vividly
and accurately than the most skillful teachBrandt reported that the motion picture
interests have defeated the reformers for
some time to come and no trouble is expected from this source in the immediate
future. He pointed to the big victory in
Norwich, N. Y., the center of a motion picture reformer battle won decisively by the
former side.
During the past year it was pointed out
by the president over 2,900 cases were arbitrated by the film boards of trade in the
state and not a single one was appealed.
This is a er."
record in industry, declared Mr.
Brandt.
Tuesday afternoon the delegates reviewed
the fire and police departments of the City
of Buffalo after which they proceeded to
the Wurlitzer plant in Wurlitzer, N. Y.,
where the delegates were the guests of FarnyAtWurlitzer.
11 p. m. Tuesday evening, the entire
convention moved into the Lafayette Square
Theatre, where a gala midnight frolic was
staged for the entertainment of the visitors.
The Buffalo exhibitors served a novel luncheon on the stage following the performance.
Wednesday afternoon the exhibitors visited
Niagara Falls and dined at the Clifton House
as guests of the Wurlitzer Company in the
evening. Crystal Beach was visited Thursday afternoon.
The following prominent men were scheduled to attend the banquet Thursday night :
Will Hays, Congressman Ogden Mills, Senator James Walker, Senator Benjamin
Downing, Senator John Hastings, Senator
Michael Reiburn, Senator Walter W. Campbell, Senator Leonard H. Gibbs, Congressman Meyer Jacpbstein, Congressman Clarence MacGregor, Congressman S. Wallace
Dempsey, Mayor Frank X. Schwab of Buffalo, Judge Thomas J. Noonan, Attorney
General Cal Sherman, Peter Brady, the New
York labor leader, and others. The banquet
was a huge success and was followed by
dancing in the ballroom of fhe Hotel StatIer.

It is estimated that the tornado which struck the cities of Lorain and Sandusky, Ohio, on the afternoon of June 28, in addition to
taking a toll of over 100 lives, devasted property of a maximum value of $40,000,000. The greatest loss of life and the worst havoc
occurred in Lorain. The first of the above views, from left to right, is a birdseye view of the State Theatre, Lorain, showing it to
be literally razed by the wind storm. The second shows excavators at their gruesome task of removing victims from this demolished
show house. The third photograph shows the Patheon, a few doors south of the State. Falling walls maimed and killed many, although
it is known that at least 70 spectators escaped without so much as a scratch.
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Warner

Executives

On

Tour

for

Conference
With
Exhibitors
country
in
the
fastest
possible time in order
of
tour
tinental
transcon
a
ON July 12
every "key city" in the United to put into operation any new ideas that
States and Canada will be made by may come up and that are essential for the
fall campaign a very close schedule will be
S. L. Warner, vice-president of Warner
Brothers; Sam E. Morris, general sales adhered to.
manager, and Pearl Keating, scenario editor,
The schedule as it stands at present covers the following cities and dates : Toronto,
for the purpose of arranging a series of
conferences with exchange managers, ex- July 9; Detroit, July 10; Cleveland, July 11;
hibitors and newspaper men to discuss and Cincinnati, July 14; Pittsburgh, July 15;
outline the Warner Brothers plans and pro- Washington, July 16; Atlanta, July 18; St.
Louis, July 21; Dallas, July 23; Oklahoma
gram for the forthcoming season.
It is estimated that much good can be City, July 24; Denver, July 26; Los Angeles,
accomplished by bringing together repre- July 31; San Francisco, August 2; Seattle,
sentatives of every branch of the business August 5; Minneapolis, July 9; Des Moines,
so that all angles of production, distribution July 11; Kansas City, July 12; Chicago, August 14; Milwaukee, July IS; Indianapolis,
and publicity may be taken up in each locality with the people most concerned. By July 16; New York, July 18.
doing this before all the pictures are
made and policies settled a great many prob"Dynamite Smith" Ready
lems will be settled in a way which will
Smith," the first of the series
avoid future misunderstandings and which of "Dynamite
Charley Ray features being presented by
will insure efficient, smooth going for the Thomas
Ince for release by Pathe, is now
coming year.
being edited and titled and will shortly be
Will Represent Producing Unit
ready for shipment East, according to a dispatch from the Coast. Jacqueline Logan,
Mr. S. L. Warner will represent the producing unit and will get various exh bitor Wallace Beery, Bessie Love, Lydia Knott,
angles on what the public want in each par- Mark Hamilton, Adelbert Knott, Russell
ticular locality. The reports will be then Powell and Alfred Allen also appear in imturned into the Los Angeles studios and
portant roles.
taken up in detail by the studio staff.
Mr. Sam E. Morris and the local disFox's "Gold Heels"
tributor of the Warner product will take up
"Checkers," by Henry M. Blossom, Jr., will
matters pertaining to distribution and exbe presented on the screen next season by
change and exhibitor matters.
Mrs. Pearl Keating will explain why each William Fox under the title, "Gold Heels."
piece of screen material was secured and This special production which Lambert Hilldirecting has just been comoutline the high lights of each story con- yer has pletedbeen
at the Fox West Coast studios.
templated for the coming year. She will also
George Hackathorne plays the male lead.
obtain the viewpoints of what is most sucPert Barlow is the heroine. The other princessful and desired from the different angles
cipals in the cast include Jack Perrin,
of the business.
James Murcus, Hal Tracy, Mary Warren
Special Man to Precede Executives
Claire. The scenario was preA special representative will precede the and Gertrude
pared by Frederic Chapin.
Warner executives into each city to arrange
meetings with delegations of representative
exhibitors, newspaper men and other interested people.
As it is contemplated to cover the entire

How?

M.
C. Levee has selected a truly unusual
u4?^££L&&!!
cast for his next First National picture, "In
Every Woman's Life," formerly called "Barriers of Love" and "Belonging," from Oliver
Wadley's society novel of the latter title. Irving Cummings has been engaged to direct
the picture.
The leading roles will be portrayed by Virginia Valli and Lloyd Hughes. Marc MacDermott, George Fawcett and Ralph Lewis
have other important roles.
Engages Bessie Love
Bessie Love has been engaged by Frank
Lloyd to play the feminine lead in "The
Silent Watcher," which he will make for First
National from the Mary Roberts Rinehart
story,
"ThetheAltar
on therole.
Hill."
GlennBosworth
Hunter
will have
featured
Hobart
will play a big part in the production.
Re-engages Cowboys
Tex Austin's Wembley Rodeo cowboys, al!
of whom appeared in the cowboy scenes of
Vitagraph's "The Code of the Wilderness,"
prior to their sailing for London, are to be
re-engaged by Vitagraph. They are to appear in person with each key-city showing
of "The Code of the Wilderness," just released for summer bookings after its successful convention-booking at the Rialto
Theatre, New York, the week of June 29,
Vitagraph announces.
Added to Cast
Two more important additions to the cast
of "In Hollywood with Potash and Perlmutter" have been made by Samuel Goldwyn.
Louis Payne, well-known theatrical star and
producer, has been selected to act the part
of a banker in the picturization of Montagu
Glass's will
play,
"Business
which
be an
early fallBefore
release Pleasure,"
by First
National. The other actor engaged by Mr.
Goldwyn is David Butler, a popular screen
leading man, who will play the part of an
automobile salesman.

Both unfettered,
both in love.
One kiss and
he knew they
could never be
wed.
Whv? See

Her
Memorj
William Mgh Miniature
freseniedby
i-^ A
E.L.Smith Fafhepicture
Baby Peggy igniting Hobart Bosworth's furnace in "Captain January," a Sol LesserPrincipal Pictures presentation.
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Producers
Holds

PICTURE

Distributing
Big

r-T-^ HE sales convention of the Producers'
I
Distributing Corporation held at the
» Congress Hotel in Chicago was
marked by a high degree of enthusiasm.
Hot, tired and dusty, the men were called
into the first session immediately upon their
arrival from the four corners of the nation,
but even before the noon recess was taken
keen interest became manifest and each hour
of the night and day sessions that followed
saw the interest grow and expand into a
mighty wave of enthusiasm that was sincere
and deep and unanimously genuine.
In his opening address, F. C. Munroe,
president, mentioned the many rumors associating the name of the Producers' Distributing Corporation with impending big mergers. He declared these rumors to be without foundation and his statement that "if
there are to be mergers, Producers' Distributing Corporation would do the merging,"
met with an outburst of war-whoops and applause. Mr. Munroe also said that in the
accomplishments of the company since the
first of the year he wanted to take credit
for just one thing and that was the securing
of John C. Flinn and Paul C. Mooney as
vice-presidents of the corporation.
Mr. Wilkinson of the Hayes organization
addressed the convention on the subject of
co-operation with the Film Boards of Trade
and complimented the assembled branch
managers on the manner in which they had
supported the letter and spirit of functioning
film boards in their respective territories.
John Flinn outlined the twenty pictures
listed for release in the coming season,
dwelling on the production quality, the story
values, the stars, the directors and the producers contributing to the 1924-25 program.
"We have twenty first-run attractions," said
Mr. Flinn. "We could have had forty or
fifty had we not set a high quality standard
for the releases through our organization,
and I believe that the twenty subjects listed
for release between July 1 and February 1
will stand up and stand out in any other
group of offerings in the coming season."
Prints of "The Legend of Hollywood,"
Renaud Hoffman's classical emotional drama,
"Welcome Stranger," the Belasco production of Aaron Hoffman's stage success, and
a collection of shots from "The Siren of Seville," starring Priscilla Dean, and "Barbara
Frietchie" with Florence Vidor were shown
on the screen and collections of stills from
most of the other twenty productions were
introduced as evidence of the high artistic
and dramatic quality of the entire program.
Charles Rogers, vice-president of the Hunt
Stromberg Company, addressed the meeting
and, referring to the evil of date cancellations, stated that the only effective way to
combat this evil was to make pictures of
non-cancellation quality. "Exhibitors as a
rule do not cancel dates on really big productions," said Mr. Rogers, "and Hunt
Stromberg is making and will continue to
make pictures of the non-cancellation type
for the Producers' Distributing Corporation."
A. H. Sebastian of the Belasco Production,
producers of "Welcome Stranger," made a
brief but effective address in which he
stated that his picture would speak for him-

Sales
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self and his company, and after seeing the
picture in the evening Mr. Sebastian was
voted a real orator. The picture took the
convention by storm.
The convention closed with a banquet at
which Mr. Munroe said he wanted to "make
good" as the president of the company and
that he naturally wanted to make some
money for his associates, the producers and
for himself, but that above all he wanted
every
man that
in thehisorganization
to really
him and
dearest wish
was to"like"
see
every one present again assembled next year
to celebrate a great and prosperous year.
In the closing speech Paul Mooney declared that he would ask no man to accomplish anything he himself could not do, and
that he was personally at the service of
every manager and willing to go out and
help at any time and in any emergency.
Among those present were: Branch Managers, William Yoder, Atlanta; L. J. Hacking, Boston; Sam Galanty, Buffalo; H. S.
Lorch, Chicago; H. H. Hurn, Cincinnati; J.
J. Mooney, Cleveland; R. A. Morrow, Dallas; J.S. Hommel, Denver; R. E. Packham,
Detroit; L. W. Alexander, Kansas City; Joe
Stout, Los Angeles; Charles Knickerbocker,
Minneapolis; A. H. Sessions, New Orleans;
G. M. Dillon, New York ; Herman Stern,
Omaha; W. G. Humphries, Philadelphia; G.
R. Ainsworth, Pittsburgh; C. D. Hill, St.
Louis; C. F. Parr, Salt Lake City; M. E.
Cory, San Francisco; S. D. Perkins, Seattle;
J. W. Rue, Butte; G. A. Falkner, Washington. Dan Roche, central division publicity
manager, and Tommy Greenwood, Clarence
Phillips, Charles Lundgren, Joe Hickey and
"Sig" Decker, members of the Chicago sales
force, also attended.
The home office contingent consisted of
F. C. Munroe, president; Paul C. Mooney,
vice-president in charge of sales ; John C.
Flinn, vice-president in charge of advertis-

ing and publicity; L. W. Kniskern, sales
manager; J. K. Burger, manager exchange
service department ; H. O. Duke, statistician ;
G. M. Davidson, controller; Charles J. Giegerich, publicity manager; Joseph O'Sullivan,
editor of "The Dotted Line"; George W.
Harvey, advertising manager; Mr. Wilkinson, of the Hayes organization ; P. Major,
Charles R. Rogers, A. H. Sebastian, Phil
Gerstoff, publicity director from the Thomas
H. Ince Studio; Division Managers W. F.
Seymour, eastern division; Cecil Maberry,
central division, and L. W. Wier, western
division.
Big Billing Campaign
A three-car billing caravan has started out
of New York to plaster the walls as far west
as Buffalo, and to the most northeastern
point of Maine through New England, as well
as New York as far as the Canadian line,
with
Sea 150
Hawk."
Eachpaper
car ofwill"Thecarry
stands, 200 eight
sheets, 500 three sheets, 3,000 one sheets, 100
banners and 2,000 cards. Replenishment of
paper will be shipped along the line.
A campaign of a like nature is also being
executed in Eastern Pennsylvania and Western New Jersey for the showing of "The Sea
Hawk" at the Aldine Theatre in Philadelphia
in the late summer.
For August Release
"Behold This Woman" will be released by
Vitagraph on August 3. This is the special
of "life in movieland," written by E. Phillips
Oppenheim. The cast includes Irene Rich.
Charles "Buddy" Post, Marguerite de la
Motte, Harry Myers, Rosemary Theby and
Anders Randolph. J. Stuart Blackton didecter this picture.

t J
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I
■BP
Florence Vidor in "Barbara Frietchie," a Producers Distributing Corp. Picture.
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Steffes, in Letter to Exhibitors of
Northwest, Sounds Warning
W. A. Steffes, president of the Northwest
exhibitors' unit, has declared war on block
booking. Steffes last week addressed a letter to exhibitors in Minnesota and the Dakotas urging them to fight the "block booking evil"
to support independent producers and
and distributors.
During the last three years, according to
Steffes, scores of protests against block
boo -ing have come from the exhibitors of
the Northwest. "They are going to try and
sell you the block booking idea by many
and insidious ways," Steffes writes. "They
will tell you that there is a shortage of picremain tures,outthat you'd
in the better
cold. buy in a block or
"That's the bunk. You are the buyer,
and as such, determine selling policies. If
you refuse to buy under a certain system,
you can bet your last dollar the system will
be changed and changed quickly."
Unique
BABY PEGGY'S FIRST REAL "PERSONAL APPEARANCE"
It was made at the Mark Strand Theatre, New York, during the world's premiere showing
of "Captain
January,"
Principal
Pictures
Master director
Production.
seen and
in theat
center.
At the
right is aJoseph
Plunkett,
managing
of the Peggy
Mark is
Strand,
the left Irving M. Lesser, vice-president of Principal Pictures.

Pathe

July

Headed

20
by

Releases
Two-reel

"

M

AUD MULLER," a two-reel novelty special, and the Will Rogers
comedy, "Our Congressman," are
Pathe's program of releases for July 20.
Other numbers on this program include the
ninth chapter of "The Fortieth Door," "A
Ten-Minute Egg," a single-reel Hal Roach
comedy featuring Charles Chase, an Aesop
Film
ReviewFable,
No. "A
29. Woman's Honor," and Pathe
"Maud Muller," which is a Pathe short-

She was willing
for the sake of the
thrill of just one
kiss, to risk long
years of burning
memories and vain
regrets ;
Why? How? See

Her

Memory
*>/ William Mgh Miniature
fresented by
p. A
E.L.Smith Kafhepicture

Are
Novelty

subject special, is a dramatic picturization of
the famous classic poem of the same title
composed by John Greenleaf Whittier. The
appealing romance is enacted by a cast of
well-known players headed by Marjorie Daw
in the title role and including Bruce Gordon, Lewis Dayton, Elinor Field and Truman VanDyke.
"Our Congressman" presents Will Rogers
in the second of a series of political satires
produced by Hal Roach. In this offering
the inimitable star gives, it is said, a highly
laughable characterization as Congressman
"Alfalfa Doolittle."
"The Rack," w'hich is the ninth episode of
the current Pathe serial, "The Fortieth
Door," brings the heroine, Aimee, as a captive into the walled city of the desert bandit
chief "Hassan," and launches her upon new
perils culminating in her condemnation to
the tortures of the mediaeval rack.
In "A Ten-Minute Egg," a single-reel Hal
Roach comedy, Charles Chase appears as
Jauggernaut Jimmy Jump, bouncer of the
"Barrel of Blood" cafe, and is assisted in
his fun making by Ena Gregory, Noah
Young, Jack Gavin, Emma Tansey, Joe
Forte and Martha Sleeper.
Pathe Review No. 29 includes "Photographic Gems," a collection of picturesque
of Meditation,"
Mountain
views;
farm
monks at Karyes, the
life of
depicting the "The
capital of Greek Monasteries; "The y,DeepSea Harem," a Pacific Seal Sanctuar and
"The River's End," a delightful Pathecolor

Exploitation

Vitagraph Buys Million Government
"Captain Blood"
Stamps
Uncle Samto isExploit
contributing to the exploitation campaign which Vitagraph is now planning for "Captain Blood," the picturization
of Rafael Sabatini's novel, which David
Smith is directing on the West Coast.
The Government has just issued a new one
cent stamp in honor of the Huguenot-Walloon Tercentenary, which marks the landing
of these new world adventures of American
soil in 1624. The Government engraving
shows one of the 17th century galleons similar to that used by the buccaneers of the
Spanish Main and which Captain Blood commanded as the flagship of his pirate fleet.
Vitagraph purchased a million one cent
stamps
and picture.
is using them on all mail dealing
with this
"Captain Blood" is progressing rapidly at
the Hollywood studios. J. Warren Kerrigan,
Jean Paige, James Morrison, Wilfrid North,
Charlotte Merriam and Otis Harlan are members of a distinguished cast.
Three

Banner

Specials

"Truth About Women" So Popular
Company Rushing Two Others
With demands from all over the country
pouring into the Banner Productions. Inc.,
it is reported, for the new super-production
of "The Truth About Women," which has
an all-star cast including Hope Hampton,
Lowell Sherman, David Powell and Mary
Thurman and directed by Burton King, the
Banner offices announce two other big films
in the making.
On the Western Coast Ben Verschleiser is
producing an original story by Evelyn Campbell entitled "Empty Hearts," which AI
Santel is directing and which has a cast
headed by John Bowers, Clara Bow, Lillian
Rich and Charles Murray.
Work was scheduled to start July 7 at the
Whitman Bennett studios, Yonkers, upon
"The Man Without a Heart," by Ruby M.
Ayers, with Burton King directing. In the
cast of this new Banner feature are Jane
Novak, Kenneth Harlan, Faire Binney and
David Powell.
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Scenes from theCommissioner
forthcoming Patheserial,
titled "Into
the Net,"
which was
by Richard
of Police. George
B. Seitz
directstheandstory
Ednafor Murphy
and written
Jack Mulhall
play E.
the Enright,
leads. Manhattan's
Warner's Big Purchase
Secure Film Rights to Composite
Novel Written by 20 Authors
By arrangement with George Putnam Sons,
publishers, Warner Bros, have purchased the
film rights to a composite novel written by
twenty well-known authors, each one being
an outstanding figure in the field of fiction,
it is said.
The title of the complete composite novel
has been definitely chosen as "The Hair of
Connemara" and the theme is an intriguing
mystery based upon the subject of "woman's
crowning glory." The story is now in the
process of compilation, one or two of the
authors having not yet turned in their complete copy. When all the chapters have
been received by the publishers the entire list
of authors will be made known to the public.
The story will first be published as a serial
in Collier's Weekly and will later be published in book form by Putnams. Then will
follow the newspaper serial syndication.
Every serial chapter and every copy of the
book will carry a notification to the public
that the "screen rights are controlled by
Warner Bros."
Sam Briskin Traveling
Sam Briskin of Banner Productions, Inc.,
who is at present making a sales trip
throughout the country, reports that he
finds conditions very encouraging in the independent market. Mr. Briskin is carrying
with him the print of "The Truth About
Women," the first Banner production, with
Hope Hampton, Lowell Sherman, David
Powell and Mary Thurman in the cast.
Change in Cast
Theodore Roberts, who was cast for a featured role in Cecil B. DeMille's current production for Paramount, "Feet of Clay," will
not appear in the picture, due to recent illness. This announcement was made at Hollywood this week by DeMille following a
conference between the producer and the
veteran character actor. Accordingly, the
role
"Feet of Clay" has been assigned to
Victorin Varconi.
Jack Mulhall to Coast
Jack Mulhall, who has been in New York
for the past two months, left for Hollywood
last week to play a leading role in B. P.
Schulberg's new Preferred Picture, "The
Breath
novel. of Scandal," from Edwin Balmer's

Associated

Exhibitors

Plans

Twenty-eight
for New
Season
rry WENTY-EIGHT productions are the wrecking of a palatial yacht and scenes
j planned for release next season by of gaiety and jazz on a magnificent Long
■■■ Associated Exhibitors.
Island country estate. The cast comprises
They will be sold individually and inde- Alma Rubens, Frank Mayo, Walter McGrail, Lilyan Tashman, H. B. Warner and
pendently.
Marie Schaefer. The director is William
They will be the product of independent
Christy Cabanne.
producers who have established creditable
Howard Estabrook has completed Assorecords for making box office successes.
The first production will be released Au- ciated's fourth release, "The Price of a
Party," a jazz story of Broadway night life
gust 10 and there will be subsequent re- which
was written by William MacHarg and
leases of one a week through August and
published in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. It
part of September. After that the releas- was directed by Charles Giblyn, the players
ing will usually be on alternate Sundays.
being Harrison Ford, Mary 'Astor, Edward
All of the twenty-eight pictures, it is an- dowsky.
nounced, are under contract and those which Carewe, Hope Hampton and Degmar Cowill be available through the first quarter
A spectacular production, based on the
of the season are now either completed or
great Chicago fire, has been provided by Arvery nearly so.
thur F. Beck, who was assisted by the ChiOnly two of the pictures will be star recago Historical Society in gathering the
leases; all of the others, an official explains, facts which
are used in the story. Incidents
will have special casts, chosen with the ap- in the lives of Marshall Field, Potter
proval of Associated Exhibitors.
Palmer, Allan Pinkerton, General Philip
Only one story is included in the list Sheridan and others are depicted, being
which has not been previously produced as woven into the scenario which is based upon
a novel, a magazine serial or as a stage play.
E. P. Roe's novel, "Barriers Burned Away,"
The productions will include a variety of and
the stage play of the same name by
themes, but there will be no costume pic- George Middleton. The direction was by W.
tures and none involving religious, political S. Van Dyke, and the leading roles are
or business situations. The dramas will be taken by Frank Mayo, Mabel Ballin, Harry
almost exclusively of a romantic type and Morey, Wanda Hawley, Thomas Santschi,
in addition there will be comedies, three or Arline
Pretty, Wally Van and Eric Mayne.
four Westerns, and at least one Northwoods
story.
The picture will be released under the same
title as the book and stage play.
The first release of the season will be
S. E. V. Taylor, who directed "The Lone
"Never Say Die," Wolf," has produced and directed another
Douglas McLean's comedy, in
the exchanges. picture for Associated Exhibitors which is
prints of which are already
pro- entitled "Why Women Sin." It is a drama,
is based on the stage
This photoplay
duction in which William Collier starred, based upon "The Moonflower" by Julie
Heme, on
in which
Elsie Ferguson starred this
Crone and in- season
was directed by William J.McLean,
Broadway.
Lillian
cludes in its cast Douglas
Rich, Hallom Cooley and Wade Boteler.
Monty
following
"Racing
Luck,"of
gone Banks,
under the
production
banner
"East of has
William K. Howard will furnish
Murray
Garsson
and
is
making
a
picture
Richard
upon
Broadway," which is based
Connell's Saturday Evening Post story, which Associated Exhibitors will release as
"Hot Water." It is described as a speed
"Where Is the Tropic of Capricorn?" It
is described as a melodrama with strong comedy thriller and gets its title from incidents connected with the disastrous operawas diheart interest and mother love. It cast
tion of a motor boat.
are
rected by Mr. Howard and in the
Harry Sherman is at work on a Western
MarOwen Moore, Mary Carr, Ralph Lewis,Edward
drama in which Dustin Farnum is to be
guerite Delamotte, George Nichols,
MacDonald and Betty starred. Edwin Hollywood is making a picGribbon,
o. Francis
Francisc
ture from Clarence Beddington Kelland's
"The Lawful Cheater" will be MurrayIt Saturday Evening Post story, "Hearts and
Fists." William Alfred Smith is engaged in
Garsson's first release of the new season.
per- filming "Children of the Whirlwind," which
is a drama which centers aboutandthree
involves was written by Leroy Scott.
sons, two of whom are married,
a number of spectacular incidents, including
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Scenes from "The Enemy Sex," a James Cruze Kathlyn
productionWilliams
for Paramount,
Betty Compson supported by Percy Marmont,
and HuntlywithGordon.
Gets High "U" Post
Laemmle
Makes
James W. Greely
Manager of His Theatres
James W. Greely of Portland, Me., for 20
years connected with the amusement business in Maine, has just been appointed general manager of the theatres now being operated by Carl Laemmle, president of Universal Pictures Corporation. Greely's efforts
made possible the establishment of the first
motion pciture theatre in Portland, the little Dreamland at Congress and Oak streets.
Part of the front of this old-time "nickleodeon"
standing. film
Mary fans
Pickford
her bowis still
to Portland
in themade
old
Dreamland.
Later Mr. Greely became manager of the
Gayety Theatre, Portland, which for a number of years bore his name. He also once
was
atre. manager of Bangor's principal film theHe was born in Pensacola, Florida, and
at an early age came to Lewiston where
he received his education. He was one of
the first to enlist at the outbreak of the
Spanish-American War and for 13 months
served with Battery A of the Maine Artillery. Upon returning to Portland from
Cuba he entered the jewelry business, but
it was a short time afterward that he opened
the Dreamland Theatre, thus embarking
upon his career in the film business.
She was unmarried,
absolutely charming.
She was good and
fine. She swept him
off his feet. And
then. after he had
kissed her. he found
that kiss must be
his last.
How? Why?

See

"H
<*4eWilliam
Mgh
Miniature
r
M
em
oir
fresented by
p. A
EX. Smith Fafh£picture

Arkansas

Strength

Effort to Levy $1 Tax per Seat
Quashed by State Organization
The value of organization was never more
convincingly demonstrated than last week,
when the Arkansas Legislature was called
into extraordinary session by Governor McRae for the purpose of raising revenue for
the schools.
Naturally the theatre was the principal
object of attack and numerous bills were
quickly offered, levying on a percentage of
the gross receipts of the theatres of the
state, one bill going so far as to tax the
theatres one dollar per seat in addition to
ten per cent of the gross.
The M. P. T. O. of Arkansas, realizing
that the very existence of a large majority
of the theatres of the state was threatened,
rallied instantly and fought with the utmost
vigor for four days and emerged victorious,
having convinced the liberal minded legislators that such a tax was unjust and would
mean ruin to many of the smaller theatres.
Charles Jacobson, former member of the
Arkansas Senate, aided splendidly in the
fight, he being present as the representative
of the Paramount houses at Little Rock.
Leading the fight was Eli Whitney Collins,
president of the M. P. T. O. of Arkansas
and Walter Rainey, of McCrory, the only
exhibitor-senator in the State.
Edit Two Jack Hoxies
Editing is proceeding at once on two Jack
Hoxie special western vehicles at Universal
City, "Daring Chances" in the final stages
and "On Parole" in first rough assemblage
of the recently completed film. Clifford
Smith, director of both of these productions,
rushed from the first one to the second
wth only two days between, owing to the
necessity of getting into the Sam Jacinto
mountain country near Tauquitz Peak before the summer rush of tourists and vacationists.
Warners Finishing 18
"The Tenth Woman," the last of the Warner Bros, productions for the season 1923-24,
has just been put in work at the Warner
Bros. West Coast studios under the direction of James
"Lovers'
the Clyde
FitchFlood.
play, under
the Lane,"
directionfromof
Phil Rosen, will be finished some weeks in
advance of "The Tenth Woman."

"Lost World" Under Way
Two thousand persons went through a
most strenuous night at the United Studios
this week making a scene for First National's
big special, "The Lost World," from Conan
Doyle's novel. Director Harry Hoyt had the
help of twenty-five assistant directors, with
Earl Hudson in general command. Eighteen
cameras and the maximum lighting capacity
of the studios, augmented by all the portable
generators that could be borrowed from
other producers, were called for in this night
scene, which lasted from dark until daylight.
Under Long Contract
Charlotte Merriam has been placed under
a long term contract by Vitagraph in recognition for her present work in "Captain
Blood" and her last picture "The Code of
the Wilderness." She is the daughter of
Colonel Merriam, U. S. A., stationed at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas.
Mary and Doug Returning
The Pickford-Fairbanks studios learned
from
Maryfor this
and July
"Doug"14.
will sail
homeweeknotthat
latershethan
In her letter to Director Ernst Lubitsch Miss
Pickford said that upon returning from Europe she and Fairbanks would remain in New
York probably for a few days before traveling to the Coast.

"Girl-Shy"

BEATS

Heat

Ten weeks after its release date Harold Lloyd's latest comedy production,
"Girl Shy," continues to be the outstanding attraction of the season in all sections of the country, according to reports
received at the Pathe Home Office.
Despite the handicap of summer temperatures now prevailing in the New
York territory, "Girl Shy" continues to
excellent business at the Cameo Theatre. The feature opened at this house
on May 25th and is now in its sixth
week with every assurance of holding
over indefinitely.
Another indefinite run that continues
with unabated box office success is the
Orpheum engagement in Chicago. "Girl
Shy" isopened
there
week of
May of19th
and
now in
the theseventh
week
its
showing.
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"Wanderer
Takes

of

the

Critics

Wasteland"
by

Storm!

WITHOUT
a single, dissenting voice the critics have unanimously voted "Wanderer of the
Wasteland" one of the greatest entertainments in picture history!
A gold-getter beyond the shadow of a doubt! It did $26,000 in one week at the Metropolitan,
Los Angeles.
It opened Sunday at the Rivoli, New York, and has been doing capacity business.
"Wanderer of the Wasteland" is a $2 show if there ever was one! One of the FAMOUS 40, it
will be released direct to exhibitors August 1 1th and can be seen at all Paramount exchanges.
How

often do you find critics saying things like these about a picture:

" 'Wanderer of the Wasteland' is beautiful beyond anything
that one can possibly conjure up in his mind's eye. You
surely are going to regret it if —youNewmissYork
it." Herald-Tribune.

"Like looking from a window at a beautiful, changing panorama
of color and watching a play at the same time. A thing of
— Los Angeles Times.
beauty and joy."

"It is a triumph of technique and good taste."
— New York World.
"The best color picture that has ever lighted on Broadway.
For those who like adventurous tales, picture dash and plenty
of drama, 'Wanderer of the Wasteland' fills the bill from soup
to nuts."
— New York American.
"You'll say you never saw anything like it before in your life
and be telling the truth."
. — New York Telegram-Mail.
"A novelty of more than passing interest. Will probably stand
out as a landmark in color photography."
— New York Daily Mirror.
"We unhesitatingly aver it is the most enjoyable screen entertainment in many moons."
— Los Angeles Herald.

"Best of the Zane Grey pictures so far, and a rare combination of realism, excitement and beauty."
— Ladies' Home Journal.
"It is difficult to write of 'Wanderer of the Wasteland' without sounding like a press agent. It is fascinating in every
way. Do not miss is whatever vou do. It is in a class all by
— Movie Weekly.
"The first thoroughly satisfactory all-color film I have ever
seen.
itself." A joy to the eye. The plot is so good and the actine
so excellent, the picture would be well worth seeing even in
black and white. It has much of the appeal of 'The Covered
Wagon.' Contains one of the biggest thrills of the season.
Going to be remembered a long time. If you are careless
enough to miss it, don't blame me." — Pictureplay Magazine.

That's the way theAdolph
critics'll
talk
this picture is played !
Zukor and
Jessewherever
L. Lasky Present

GREY'S

ZANE

"WANDERER

of

with
the

WASTELAND"

JACK

HOLT

Kathlyn
Noah

Williams
Beery

Billie Dove
An
IRVIN
Screen play by
George C. Hull and Victor Irvin

(X

WILLAT

(paramount

Production
Produced by
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
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Laemmle

Sails;

Twelve

Madge Bellamy are co-featured in this production, which is being directed by Edward

July 19, 1924
Ready

Announces

Jewels

E, president of the
LAEMML
CARL
Universal
Pictures Corporation, sailed
July 5 aboard the Leviathan for a
three months' stay in Europe. On the eve
unced Universal's
turepictu
he resanno
of
ule depar
schedhis
of big
for next spring and
summer. The list includes twelve Jewels,
one super-production and a series of highclass western features, in addition to a short
subjects output.
The first will be "Smouldering Fires," a
story by Sada Cowan and Howard, to be
made as a Clarence Brown production. Pauline Frederick will play the feminine lead.
The second Jewel will be a Virginia Valli
picture. It is "Clinging Fingers," adapted
from "The Price of a Good Time," by Marion
Orth and "The Aforementioned Infant" by
Elizabeth Saxany Holding. Edward Sloman
is directing it, with a strong supporting cast
including Norman Kerry, Louise Fazenda,
ZaSu Pitts, T. Roy Barnes, Ward Crane and
Kate Lester.
The third will be "The Husbands of
Edith," from the story by George Barr McCutcheon. Reginald Denny will be starred
with Laura La Plante and the direction done
by William Seiter. Others in the cast are
Ethel Grey Terry, Muriel Frances Dana and
Lee Moran.
The fourth Jewel scheduled is "Oh, Doctor," another Reginald Denny picture. It
will be a Harry Pollard production, from
the story by Harry Leon Wilson.
The fifth picture in line is "The Best in
Life,"
the star.
story by
Murielbe Hine.
Philbinfrom
is the
It will
directedMary
by
Sven Gade.
The sixth is to be "The Nightcap," from
the stage play of that name by Guy Bolton
and Max Marcin. Herbert Black will direct
it with an all-star cast featuring Madge Bellamy and James Kirkwood. Others in the
cast will be Rosemary Theby, ZaSu Pitts
and Tom Wilson.
The seventh
is "TheHerbert
Flower Rawlinson
of Napoli," and
by
Gerald
Beaumont.

Westerns

for

Spring

Laemmle. The cast also includes Cesare
Gravina, Nick de Ruiz, Andre de Barange,
and Dorothy
Harry
Brock. Mann, Jackie Morgan
The eighth willRichard
be "Here's
How," byChild.
the
ex-ambassador
Washbury
Seiter will direct it with an all-star cast.
The ninth will be "Up the Ladder," from
a stage play of that name by Owen Davis.
Virginia Valli will be the star.
The tenth, eleventh and twelfth of the
Jewel series will be three of the following
four: "Christmas Eve," "Another Woman's
Life," starring Mary Philbin ; "Miracle," an
all-star production, or "Siege," starring Virginia Valli.
The super-feature is "The Phantom of the
Opera," Gaston LeRoux's mystery story. Lon
Chaney is the star. Rupert Julian is making it.

Thirdof of
BuddyBillRoosevelts
and Fh*3t
Buffalo
Jrs. to Market
A wire from Lester F. Scott, Jr., executive
head of Approved Pictures Corporation, to
Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation says that the third of the Buddy Roosevelt western series has been completed.
■ The first two carry the titles of "Rough
Ridin'" and "Battling Buddy," respectively.
The third has not been titled as yet. The
Buddy Roosevelt series, which includes eight
productions, is being filmed in Hollywood.
The wire also stated the first of the Buffalo Bill, Jr., series of eight westerns, which
Action Pictures is making for distribution
through Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures
Corporation, has been finished. This is captioned "Rarin' to Go," and introduces a new
cowboy star in the person of Buffalo Bill,
Four

for August

Century

Closes Long

Run

"The Ten Commandments" Enjoyed
31 Weeks of Big Business at
the Grauman
Cecil B. DeMille's Paramount production,
"The Ten Commandments," closed its long
engagement at Grauman's Egyptian Theatre,
Hollywood, July 5 in a blaze of glory, the
attendance and receipts for the final week
breaking all previous records for the house.
The receipts, it is stated at the Paramount
office, exceeded those for the final week of
"The Covered Wagon" engagement, which
had previously held the house record, by
several thousand dollars.
"The Ten Commandments" run at the
Egyptian was the longest, with one exception, in the history of the West Coast, the
picture running thirty-one weeks, as
against thirty-four for "The Covered
Wagon." A significant feature of the run
of each picture was the fact that it closed
on the highest week's business of the entire engagement.

Announces List of Snappy
Summer Funsters
Abe Stern, vice-president of Century
Comedies, on the eve of his departure for an
Jr.
extended vacation in Europe, announced that
his company would release four two-reel
comedies for August through Universal.
The list is headed by "Her Fortunate
Face," the first of the new series starring
Wanda
the sensational
by the Wiley,
Stern brothers.
This "find"
picturemade
has
been
shown
to
the
trade
and
Miss
Wiley's
work and personality have been highly
praised. In it she is supported by Harry
McCoy and Hilliard Karr, both stars in Century Comedies.
"Scared
Stiff,"is with
Henry
Murdock
and Bessie
Welsh,
the second
and
be followed
"The the
BlowCentury
Out,"
with will
Buddy
Messingerby and
Comedy Kids. "Eat and Run," the last on
the list, is an unusual story for a two-reel
comedy in that it carries a real plot throughout, which might easily be utilized for a
feature length production. Max Davidson,
the well-known Jewish character actor, is
featured with Harry McCoy and Al Alt. Bessie Welsh plays the feminine lead.
Young a Playwright
Howard Irving Young, well-known scenarist, has turned his talents to the spoken
drama.
His first play.
"March Tenn.,
On," hasat just
had its premiere
in Nashville,
the

Standing on the table is Baby Peggy in whose honor Principal Pictures recently gave
a luncheon in New York City. The event was marked by a private showing of her
latest feature, "Captain January."

Orphcum Theatre, and according to newspaper reports has scored a big success.
Alter its Nashville engagement "March
On" will be sent on tour later in the season
and will be brought to Broadway early this
fall.
Howard Young, who served overseas with
the 27th Division, is well known in the film
industry, his scenario activities dating from
the old Kalem days. He served on the
writing staffs of Famous Players, Fox and
other leading companies and for a time was
in charge of the scenario department at Cosmopolitan. For the past year he has been
associated with J. R. Bray, as editor of the
Brayco Library, a condensed edition of Bray
films used on the miniature still picture projector, which Mr. Bray is manufacturing.
"March On" is Young's first venture into
the field of the spoken drama.

SMITH
and
views
ture man of Sacramento, Cal., has announced
his candidacy for the office of Supervisor.
Brings
Demand
Plans have been completed for the erection of a moving picture theatre at Roseville, Cal., for P. L. Farlow and Ira Gordon.
The
house
will face Vernon street, will have
Saving
on Coast
a seating capacity of about 1,200, and will
J. A. Partington, managing director of the cost $35,000.
Granada Theatre, San Francisco, announced
that he has signed Paul Ash as musical diThe Livermore Theatre at Livermore, Cal.,
rector for a long term.
has beer, reopened by O. B. Atkisson; after
having been
some time
for has
remodelingclosed
work. Theforseating
capacity
Nat Holt, manager of the California The- been greatly
increased and new equipment
atre, San Francisco, presented a stage at- installed throughout.
traction during Fourth of July week, the act
being entitled
Day who
in theso Navy."
was
O. Gonella has opened a moving picture
dedicated
to the"A boys
gallantlyIt gave
up their lives on the Mississippi and was
theatre at Camp Meeker, Cal., for the sumoffered with a full color guard furnished by
the navy. The presence of the Pacific fleet
The Flag Theatre, San Francisco, one of
in port made the attraction appropriate.
the oldest houses in the North Beach District, has been closed and the equipment
Walter L. McGin, well known moving pic- disposed of to Walter Preddey.

Exhibitors'
Power

Shortage

for Daylight
A daylight saving measure for California
as a means of conserving electric power is
being urged by the State Railroad Commission and the plan has already been adopted
in several communities. Central and Northern California are not in danger of a power
shortage, but the southern part of the state
is in a bad way and many industries are
being curtailed. Electric street car service
is being restricted and in many places theatre owners are being compelled to dispense
with electric signs. Santa Barbara has
adopted a daylight saving plan, but this is
not working out very satisfactorily as theatres and many business houses continue on
standard time. Daylight saving has been
endorsed by the Stockton City Council upon
the recommendation of City Manager C. E.
Ashburner, who returned recently from a
trip to the southern part of the state. The
plan will be placed in effect there in case
the recommendations of the State Railroad
Commission are carried out. Governor
Friend W. Richardson is considering the issuance of a proclamation to make the plan
effective throughout the state.
The new China Theatre on Grant avenue,
between Jackson and Pacific streets, San
Francisco, was dedicated late in June. The
building represents an investment of almost
a half a million dollars.
Max Dolin, leader of the California Theatre orchestra, San Francisco, was recently
accorded the honor of making the first two
records for the Victor Talking Machine
Company In its new local plant. The compositions recorded were "When the Shadows
Fall." by Crew
Max Aylwyn,
Dolin, and
Josephine
both "Longing,"
of which wereby
heard for the first time in the California
Theatre.
T. A. Turner, part owner and manager of
the T. & D. Theatre at Salinas, Cal., has
learned that it is one thing to speed a film
through a projection machine and another
to exceed the legal speed limit in an automobile. The distinction was made apparent
when he was compelled to appear recently
in the Justice's Court at San Leandro, Cal.
Race distinctions are not permissible in
theatres, public conveyances or restaurants
In California, according to a decision recently bunded down in the Superior Court
at I, os Angeles, by Judge E. P. Shortall, of
San Francisco. Judge Shortall awarded tlamages in the sum of $200 each to three negroes who complained that they had been
compelled
to (y£<back by
seatsGorein Bros.,
a Los Inc.,
Angeles theatre
conducted
despite the fact that they held tickets entitling them to any vacant seat In the house.
What is believed to have been an attempt
to rob the Strand Theatre, Berkeley, Cal.,
was discovered recently by a member of the
police force who found the glass in one of
the front doors smashed, apparently from
the inside. It is believed that the would-be
robber hid in the theatre until the place
was closed for the night and abandoned his
plans upon finding that the money had been
placed in a vault.

EDITED
BY SUMNER
news

Louisville

Strand

Changes

to

All-Picture
Policy
for Summer
Anderson to pictures, or pictures and
Announcement was today made by Fred Mary
vaudeville
as it is now running. The Rialto
J. Dolle, head of the Strand Theatre, that is the largest
and finest theatre in the city,
but was equipped with only a small stage
the summer combined picture and vaudeville bills at that house would close on July when completed some three years ago. A
false screen will be installed while the stage
work is being done, so as not to interfere
12, dueso to
that vaudeville
doesn'f
take
wellthein fact
hot weather,
with open
air with
the present picture program.
amusements running. The company has been
In remodeling the Rialto some changes
presenting Pantages vaudeville since April will be made in the entrance, including a
supporting There
an elab20. The company will continue operating the tremondous
orate electricmarquise,
sign arrangement.
will
theatre as a picture house over the summer
be a bronze and marble box office and new
entrance doors will give a better view of
period, and plans to return to combination
the handsome marble stairway. Six boxes
shows about August 24 or 31.
are to be installed and the first thirteen
The Mary Anderson Theatre, operated by rows on the ground floor will be elevated:
at a different angle. Four floors of dressthe Keith interests, and the National Theaing rooms, with electrical elevator service,
tre, operated by the same interests, are using showers,
will be installed, while there
combination bills and plan to continue their will be etc.,
a laundry department, billiard
shows over the entire summer.
room, children's playroom, animal room, etc.
Work has started on excavations for the
A permit was issued by the City Building new Brown Theatre and office building on
adjoining
Inspector's department on June 19 for re- Broadway,
ing. The theatre
will theseatBrown
2,000 Hotel
people.buildThe
modeling the Rialto
building will be owned by J. G. Brown, head
cost of $50,000,
thus Theatre's
fitting thestage,
house atfora of
W.
P.
Brown
&
Sons
Lumber
Company,
big vaudeville performances, the Keith In- Louisville, and the Brown Hotel Company,
terests planning to use that theatre as its
leading vaudeville house, and returning the Louisville.
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Each

Theatre
Required
in Albany
ture theatre. The foundation has already
Albany, July 7.— The four hundred or more been started.
exhibitors supplied by Albany exchanges will
no longer be permitted to book pictures for
Louis Buettner, of Cohoes, and L L Connors, of Cambridge, a couple of live wire
two theatres on one contract. For some time
members
of the Elks Lodge, will attend the
past there has been a gradually growing national gathering
in Boston this month.
practice of booking two or more houses on
W
illiam
Berlnstein,
owner of theatres In
a single contract, and frequently resulting
Albany. Troy, Schenectady and Elmira, who
in more or less confusion. From now on it has
seriously 111 in New York City,
is an individual contract for every theatre is ablebeento be
up and around again.
and every run. This should work out adThere must be money in raising ferrets.
vantageously toboth the exhibitor and the
Bothner, owner of the Capitol Theatre in
exchange, for there have been occasions Al
Troy, started keeping these animals as a
where an owner of two houses booked pic- side issue and now, lo and behold, Mr. Bothtures for both on one contract and later on
ner appears in silk shirts and a different suit
clothes for every day in the week. There
one of the houses closed. Under the terms of
is still hope that he may acquire a new car.
of the contract, the exhibitor has been comRobbins, of Utica, head of one of the
pelled to pay the entire amount of the ren- bigNate
chains in this state, has moved his offices
tal, or a rental which was supposed to have
from
the
Avon Theatre in Utica to the Colocovered the two theatres. It is also said that
nial Building in the same city, taking over
some exhibitors have quietly furnished films the entire second floor.
in towns for which they have no contract, in
William Shirley, of Schenectady, head of
other words, "bicycling." The new ruling Farash Theatres, Inc., is a bit chesty these
will put a stop to this.
days. But he has a good reason in the shape
of a Maxwell sedan. Shirley has been a
The Hudson Theatre In Albany, after a lucky individual during the past few months,
most successful winter and spring, closed as exhibitors and film boys will testify.
July 5. The house will be redecorated and
a new organ installed.
Oscar Perrin, of the Leland and the Clinton Square theatres in Albany, is back from
Estelle Bell will no longer be seen behind a motor trip to New Haven, not forgetting
to include a shore dinner in which it Is said
the wicket at the Lincoln Theatre in Troy.
Her health has been so impaired that she has that Mr. Perrin laid away some two dozen
been obliged to relinquish the position, and or more clams. Mrs. Perrin drove the car
Mary Graber has succeeded her.
from Albany to the college town, and the
children were taken along.
Many exhibitors in this section of the
state will attend the convention at Buffalo.
The Park Board of Schenectady Is negoBenjamin Apple and Jacob Rosenthal will
tiating for film which will be shown free to
represent Troy, William Shirley will repre- the public of that city on certain nights In
sent Schenectady, while the Gloversvllle
some one of the three parks.
crowd will include the two Schine boys, BenCharles Sesonske, of Johnstown, in Albany
jamin I>avis and Peter Dana. George Roberts, Samuel Suckno and Harry Hell man will the past week, said that he was figuring on
be up from Albany, while Mike and Joe Kalclosing indecoratethe
near future in order to rehis house.
let will speak for Rome and Oneida.
Although Julius Berlnstein, of the Palace
L L. Connors, of Cambridge, turned a good
in Troy, is an ardent motorist, he is also deal last week when he acquired the Star, of
fond of horseback riding. ThlB cropped out Salem. This now gives him three villages In
following his return from a brief vacation
a row. Including the Pember of Granville and
spent in the vicinity of Elmira, where Julius the Victory of Cambridge.
donned his riding togs for a canter each
morning.
The lights have been doused at the Columbia in Rensselaer, but Elmer Griffin is keepThe next time C. F. Aldrich, a well known
hook. ing busy with his other house In Kinderexhibitor of St. Regis Falls — that is, If there
ever comes a next time — takes unto himself
a bride he will probably do it quietly. Mr.
Last inTuesday
certainly
put a
Aldrich was married the other day, and his < rimp
businessnight's
at therain
theatres
In Albany
friends were unkind enough to steal his and Troy. It started In just about the time
bride for a few hours just when they were
the first show opened, then let up, but came
about to leave on their honeymoon.
down in bucketfuls before the second show.
Tupper Lake Is to have a new motion picHarry Symansky, of the Lincoln, and Ben
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Apple, of the American in Troy,
been
as busy as the proverbial bee during the last
few
days
in
helping
put
over
Troy's
newest
hotel.
Both attended the booster dinner the
other night.
The Albany Film Board of Trade has appointed an Inapector to look over the motion,
picture machlnea In thla territory with a
view of atopping the re-tarn of badly damagedchines InAim.
with ma-to
poorKxblbitora
condition dlacovered
are being notified
make neeeaaary re pal r» or rfak refnaal on
the part of exchangea to aupply them with
picturea.
theatre
in Troy,
as Jake
The Rosenthal's
Rose, resembles
a fruit
store known
one or
two nights a week. Jake is attracting plenty
of patronage these days by giving away a
watermelon to holders of lucky coupons.
J. S. Burnham. of Cortland, has leased the
theatre in Ogdensburg and will take Immediate possession, planning to reopen about
August 18. The house will have its seating
capacity Increased. Mr. Burnham was one
of the first In northern New York to conduct
a motion picture theatre. He originally came
from Gouverneur and now owns two houses
in Cortland.
Edgar Weil, recently appointed manager
of the Rialto in Glens Falls, has changed his
policy and in addition to pictures is giving
one act of vaudeville each week.
The Avon, in Watertown, managed by Dr.
J. Victor Wilson, and one of the Robbins
houses, has gone over to summer stock.
Alex Papayanakos, of Canton, recently operated upon at the Hepburn Hospital in Ogdensburg, is on the road to recovery. Mr.
Papayanakos runs the American Theatre In
Canton
tertown. and was formerly a resident of WaThe Hippodrome, of Gloversville, one ef
the Schine housea, is scheduled to reopen
August 15.
Lew ward,
Fisher,
running
housesHenry,
In Fort
Ticonderoga
and Port
has Edone
of the finest German police dogs In the
state. According to Mr. Fisher, the dog has
been so trained that It can spot a film salesman a mile away, and saves him a lot of
useless arguments.
Nate Robbins and Arthur Whyte are now
booking for the early fall and are much
sought after by the film exchanges.
Oacar I'errln of Albany advertised the adnilaalon tax would be eliminated at hla two
housea. Some of the other exhlbltora were
inclined to protest but Anally fell la line.
The Strand Theatre In Ogdensburg closed
Saturday and will remain so for the next
two months, during which the building will
be remodeled. The lobby Is to be finished in
marble and the seating arrangement will be
changed. The improvements will entail an
expediture of about $20,000.
The Milk Fund fight pictures, booked for
the entire week at the American in Troy, attracted good sized audiences.
Mrs. Ida Grant, of Hobart, owner of
Grant's Theatre, is on the road to recovery
from an attack of neuritis.
Mummer towna throughout the Catakllla
opened up to good buainraa during the paat
week. The Community Theatre In Cataklll
la now putting on n change daily. Mr. Soper,
of the PInea Hotel In Windham, la preparing
to furniah free moviea for hla gueata. W. W.
Mare, of PrattavlUe, reporta bualneaa aa good
and la talking of remodeling hla houae. There
la a new houae In Hoxbury> owned by former Poatmaater Fanning nnd aeheduled lo
Uronk,
open In the near mi nr. Ha J mund
to meet oppoaition
of Koxbury, la plunning Inatalllng
aeata
new
by
houae
new
from the
and a new projection machine. Sinclair Snyder, of Sooth Kortrlght, a place having • ■»
population, baa decided to open hla houae
after it haa been cloaed for two yeara. B. I.
Talmadgr, hooking picturea for Windham, la
back home from a two weeks' trip to Denier.
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Massachusetts
Tax

Houses

PICTURE
Pass

Reduction

Massachusetts managers have revised
their prices as a result of the taking effect
of the new federal tax law. The 18 theatres of the Goldstein Brothers Amusement
Company of Springfield have made equitable
arrangements so as to carry out the spirit
of the bill, Nathan Goldstein announced.
The Broadway Theatre, Springfield, adopted
100 per cent tax reductions. Adjustments
of the admissions in other houses of the circuit have been made to conform with conditions in the various cities where the theatres are located. Houses where the prices
included the tax continue that way.
With the
changein inSpringfield,
the prices of
Poll's
Palace
Theatre
Manager
Gordon Wrighter announced that in some
cases the public benefits more than the
amount of the tax.
Although most of the changes have been
made with a view to eliminating the pennies in the admission prices, J. Joseph Cahill, general manager of the Gordon theatres in Brockton, has revised the prices as
follows : Gordon's Theatre, 36 cents, 27
cents, 22 cents and ten cents; Rialto, 18 and
22 cents. The tax also was withdrawn from
the prices at the Colonial Theatre, Brockton. 1
In New Bedford, the tendency has been
to remove the pennies and changes in prices
were made by all but three theatres. There
are 14 in the city. One is closed for the
summer. The Olympia and Empire Theatres have reduced the prices beyond the
war tax.

Apparently it is the plan of many exhibitors in cutting their prices at this time even
more than the amount of the tax to make
what usually is called "lower prices for the
summer." Then at the start of the fall and
winter season tilt the prices to the scale
that prevailed under the war tax or a sum
thereabouts.
Robert G. Sparks, resident manager of the
St. Jamescation at Theatre,
having- his Me.
vaLakewoodBoston,
Park, isSkowhegan,
Ralph L Ripley, general manager, is taking
Mr. Sparks' place during the latter's absence.
A back-draft from a furnace filled the
Rialto Theatre in Westfield with smoke, necessitating the calling of firemen. There
was no damage, however.
The Fadette Ladies Orchestra is playing at
Park Theatre in Boston where "Secrets"
the
opened an engagement on Monday, June 30.
A prologue is another feature of the presentation.

Worcester exhibitors haven't enough to
worry about what with the usual summer
depression so that Y. M. C. A. will provide
free film shows in four of the city's parks
for a period of seven weeks starting July 21.
George A. Markell, manager of the Strand
conducting
Theatre, Pittsfield film house, is the
negotiations for the purchase ofon the Strand
main
that adjoining
property and city.
It is reported that In
street of the
ed with Wilthe event the deal is consummat
Mr.
liam T. Butler, owner of the property, and
Markell will raze the theatre buildingStrand
The
erect a store and business block.
Church
was made over from the Unitarian had
the
years. Mr. Markell has
several for
theatre
about four years.
Friday, June 27, will go down as a memo-
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on
to Patrons
rable day for the Allied Theatre Managers
of Boston on which date about 50 members
of the organization and other managers,
non-members, were the guests of Nathan H.
Gordon at his camp at Massapee on Cape
Cod. Mr. Gordon is the president of the extensive New England circuit of Gordon
Olympia Theatres, Inc. Even his camp has
been named Olympia Camp. The gathering
enjoyed an old-fashioned clambake with all
the flxin's including lobster and chicken.
Harry Morrissey,
manager
of Gordon's
Olympia
Theatre stage
in New
Bedford,
served
the refreshments. No business whatever
was talked as Mr. Gordon said his guests
were "a bunch of good fellows on a good
time." An eloquent tribute to Mr. Gordon
was paid
cial guests.by Judge Brackett, one of the speEach man present received a deed to all
the grounds, buildings, furnishings and refreshments at the camp. They were drawn
in strictly legal form and signed by Mr. Gordon. They were witnessed by John Casey,
city theatrical censor of Boston.

Henry Levy, for some time connected with
the Gordon Olympia circuit, has succeeded
Mrs. Gertrude Mansfield as assistant manager of the Gordon Theatre in Brockton.
He is a graduate of Harvard.
William P. Gray, president and general
manager of the Maine and New Hampshire
Theatres Corporation, announced Wednesday, July 2, that the company had taken
over three theatres in Fitchburg, Mass.
The announcement was made at the headquarters of the corporation in Lewlston, Me.
The houses are the Lyric, Cu minings and
Universal. The policies ot them have been
exclusive films, road shows and vaudeville.
The theatres formerly were operated by
the Bijou Amusement Company. These additions to the Gray circuit bring the total
of its houses up to approximately 70.
Reginald V. Tribe has adopted a pleasing
lighting system for the summer months at
the Empire Theatre in New Bedford, Mass.
For the lights
are on
during
the color.
presentation of thethatshows
green
is the
At the intermission when lighting effects
are played on the stage the effects are
brought to a conclusion with the stage
bathed in a flood of green from the footlights, which gradually are dimmed as the
picture starts and the curtain is drawn from
in front of the screen. Manager Tribe has
received many compliments on the change.
Free motion picture shows provided by
the Community Service are to provide summer-time opposition for the exhibitors of
Lawrence. They will be given in various
parts of the city.
The week-end business in Boston film thehas undergone
a declinethansince
adventatresof the
warmer weather
thatthewhich

prevailed through most of the month of
June.
The Starlight Promenade is scoring a big
hit trewith
patrons
Gordon's Capitol
Theain Boston.
Thisof innovation
is an outdoor
area where patrons may enjoy themselves
during intermission periods.
At the Theatre
rear of one
side of Gordon's
Fields
Corner
in Dorchester
is parking
space for the automobiles of patrons. But
what still is of greater convenience for
the motorist-patron is a special entrance at
the rear of the theatre. Thus they are not
obliged to walk around a block to reach
the lobby entrance.
John B. Mack now is the sole owner of
the Auditorium Theatre in Lynn. The house
is closed for the summer. George E. Clark
is slated to return to his post next season,
which will be his third at the Auditorium.
The Canobie Lake Theatre at Canobie
Lake Park, Lawrence, was opened July 7
under the management of Carl Cookson, of
Lawrence.
Laurence Stewart, managing director of
the Fenway Theatre in Boston is doing a
lot of bragging
about plant,
the theatre's
cooling
and ventilating
which is new
reported to have cost $20,000. There are two
ten-foot fans to bring in the fresh air off
the roof of the theatre, one five-foot fan to
churn it and two seven-foot fans to take
out this air.
John Luce, well known in the Boston
theatrical realm, spent one week of what
mobile.
is to be his vacation traveling in his autoManagerTheatre
Earle inD. New
Wilson
of Gordon's
Olympia
Bedford
made a
successful tie-up with two of the city's
newspapers
in connection
with children's
show on a recent
Saturday morning.
He got
the papers to print a coupon admitting two
children for the price of one. An accompanying item stated that the child that was
admitted free was the guest of the newspapers and the theatre. Mr. Wilson says
the attendance was increased greatly while
the receipts also were above previous takings for such shows. He got much publicity.
Rhode
Island
Owen B. Thornton, owner and manager of
Thornton's Theatre at Riverpoint, has discontinued the Sunday concerts for the remainder of the summer.
Ten features were used for the "revival
week" program
at the
Modern
Theatre
Providence
the week
of June
29. They
were:in
"Thy Name Is Woman," "Flaming Youth,"
"The Abysmal Brute," "The Man Life Passed
By," "Divorce Coupons," "Woman to Woman," "East Side, West Side," "Monte
Cristo," "Conductor 1492" and "The Westerners."
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Strand

in

Waterbury

n
to Hoffma
Hoffman Brothers,
operators of the Strand
and Princess, first run film theatres in Hartford, have leased the Strand Theatre in
Waterbury for ten years and will reopen it
in September with a high-class film policy
like that in the Hartford houses. The
Strand has been under the management of
S. Z. Poli. It was closed Saturday, June
27. It is stated that Messrs. Hoffman will
expend more than $50,000 on alterations.
The acquisition of the Waterbury Strand
brings increased duties to Henry B. Needles, now the general manager of the Strand
and Princess in Hartford. A few months
ago the Strand, Hartford, which long had
been operated by W. A. True, was taken
over by the Messrs. Hoffman, who remodeled it extensively.
With the transfer of the building which
includes the Middlesex Theatre in Middletown, there was recorded one of the largest
real estate transactions in that city. The
Middlesex Mutual Assurance company sold
the building to the D. & G. Corporation and
the stamos affixed to the deeds indicated a
consideration of $150,000. The members of
the D. & G. Corporation, recently granted
a certificate of incorporation, are William
and Abraham Deitch and Max Goldberg.
The certificate stated that the corporation
was to operate the Grand Theatre in Middletown. The capital was given as $18,000.
Henry Engel, now the manager of the
Middlesex Theatre, has no lease on the house
and his plans for the future are uncertain.
The Messrs. Deitch, now interested in the
Grand Theatre, probably will take over the
operation of the Middlesex.
The usual summer slump having started
for the exhibitors of Hartford there will
be more than the usual opposition. The
Hartford municipal committee on playgrounds will conduct film shows nightly except on Wednesday and Sunday, at the municipal public market beginning July 4. An
admission fee of five cents will be charged.
Shows will be started at 8:30 p. m. and last
until 10 p. m. The programs will consist
of a feature, comedy and news reel. The
playground committee announced that the
main purpose of the shows is for providing
entertainment for mothers and children of
the east side of the city.
The campaign against vaccination in Connecticut has resulted in the charge that
state and city laws were flagrantly violated,
when a motion picture uas exhibited recently in the Palace Theatre in Bristol under the auspices of the board of health.
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Added

Chain
s'to be vaccinated.
Brother
The
til in urged people
Wlllard A. Hunt, organizer of the Connecticut
Medical Liberty League, opposing? vaccination, said that ''When the film wan shown
there nere hundreds of children in the theatre with the aisles packed solidly with
them and with the back of the theatre
crowded with more. Not a person could
move through the aisles because of the conDowntown

Houses

See No
Sign of
Where is the midsummer business slump?
That is the question Detroit first-run exhibitors in the downtown section are asking
one another these days. Heretofore business
in the first-run theatres has taken a fearful
blow along about June 1, from which it
usually never recovered until late in August,
but this year seems to be the exception.
True, business is slightly off over the usual
run of receipts, but it in no manner compares with the poor business transacted in
previous years.
The Fourth of July having passed, exhibitors are preparing for a slight slump, but
most of them in this section are enthused
over the prospect of the slump being very
short-lived. Fortunately, good attractions
were available during the warm spell, and
the first-run managers all took advantage
of the opportunity to book strong pictures.
This, together with the absence of real torrid weather, is believed accountable for the
exceptional run of business.
Teh Broadway Strand, which was to have
closed last Sunday for four weeks of redecorating, found business so good that the
management decided to stay open at least
another week and as a result "The
Chechahcos" was hurried into the breach for
a week's engagement.
John H. Kunsky is hurrying his force of
contractors working on the Adams so he
may be able to open the house two weeks
earlier than originally planned. This is another good sign of excellent business. The
Adams is going to start the ball rolling again
on July 12 with "The Covered Wagon,"
which is scheduled for a month's run. It
willMost
be followed
by "Monsieur
of the outskirt
managersBeaucaire."
report, too,
that their business has not been nearly so
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gestion and there wasn't a policeman la
sight. The city board (of health) had made
no provision for either police or fire protection rind with every seat taken by one or
two children and with scores of them in
the aisles the worst calamity in the history
of New England would have resulted In case
of fire or panic. And the idea of the film
was to give protection to the school children
while the city board openly violated the
state and city laws regarding the overcrowding of the thentre."
An inquiry disclosed that police or fire
protection had not been requested. Other
persons present in the theatre at the time
assertion.
were said to have corroborated Mr. Hunt's

in

Detroit

Summer
Slump
poor as has been experienced in other years.
Phil Gleichman, formerly interested in the
Broadway Strand, has moved his offices to
the Dime Bank Building. Mr. Gleichman Is
still actively engaged in the operation of
the erry Field and is promoting the erecting
of a new 3,000 seat house in the lowntown
section.
The Holland Theatre. Holland, Mica., has
been closed for several weeks, but has now
reopened under the management >f James
Dwan, who formerlyhouses
managed
on« ofHar'.he
Fitzpatrick-McElroy
in Benton
bor. The theatre has been improved in
many ways.
The Empress Theatre, Grand Rapids, one
of the largest houses in the Furniture City,
has been closed for the summer. Thomas
Ealand, manager of the Kegent, the competing first run house, announces he will
stay open.
Grobaski Brothers opened a new theatre
in LVAnse, Mich., on July 1. It seats about
S00 and is one of the finest equipped houses
in northern Michigan. It will be called
the New Mazda Theatre.
E. T. Royan, Jr., manager of the W. S.
Butterfield office in Detroit, is on a two
weeks' motor trip, which will take him
through Buffalo, Montreal, Quebec, Washington and southern points.
Fred Clark,
former
managerRapids,
of thepassed
Consolidated Theatres
in Grand
through Detroit on his way to Grand Rapids
last week. He will remain there for the
summer.
now is in Mr.
Los Clark'*
Angeles. permanent residence
Minnesota
The work of rebuilding the old Auditorium
is being rushed and Clinton & Meyers expect
to have the house in shape for opening as
a picture theatre by September 1. Approximately $400,000 is being spent in converting
the place into a theatre and office building.
It will seat 2,500 persons when completed
and will be named the Lyceum. Opening of
this theatre, it is said, will mark the first
real competition that Finkelstein & Ruben
have ever had in Minneapolis.
Mrs. William Cameron, wife of the owner
of the Summit Theatre, St. Paul, died in a
St. Paul hospital last week from wounds received when attacked by a gunman. Mrs.
Cameron was shot while accompanying her
husband from the theatre.
enresorts which would are
Minnesota summer with
motion pictures
tertain their guests
exchangeMinneapolis
Many
out of luck.
promen have refused to serve the resort
are competing with legitimate
exhibitorsprietorsinwho lake resort towns.
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Demand

for

Sunday

Closing

Refused
by Hamilton
Mayor
The Sunday closing movement in Ohio, a splendid new theatre building. The strucwhich had its inception in the northern part
ture is of tile and stucco, large and well
ventilated.
•of the state, is gradually moving southward,
Hamilton being the latest city to receive atThe partnership of Crangi and Pireolla,
tention from the ministers. Frank J. Niles,
owners of the Koppel Theatre at Koppel,
said to be a high official of the Lord's Day Pa., has been dissolved and the entire InAlliance, accompanied by a local representaterest in the theatre and the building has
tive of the Ministerial Association, presented been taken over by Mr. Crangi.
a formal demand to Mayor Kelly to close the
Latest reports emanating from the offices
motion picture theatres on Sunday, supplementing their demand with a threat to start of the Western Pennsylvania Amusement
Company
Film Row are to the effect that
impeachment proceedings in case His Honor their newon 300-seat
Diamond Theatre In
downtown Pittsburgh will be thrown open to
refused to take action. The city's chief ex- the
public on Monday, July 14.
ecutive, however, has turned a deaf ear to
the proposition and has issued a statement
J. P. Melvin, owner of the Lyceum and
that the movies will operate on Sunday, unless the majority of the people petition him Grand theatres, Bradford, and R. T. Jenotherwise. Nothing further has been heard
centnings,Filmof the
Row Grand,
visitors.Greensburg, were reas to the threatened impeachment.
Stuckey Brothers are sure getting the
business in Everett, Pa„ where they have
Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the one
of the prettiest theatres in the AllePalace Theatre, Hamilton, who with his betgheny Mountain district. Business used to
ter half attended the meeting of the Ohio
trickle
over to Bedford, eight miles away,
Automobile Convention at Cedar Point, was
since Ace and John Stuckey built their
at that resort when the tornado struck the but
place
of
last year Everett people
Cedar Point district. Mrs. Meyer was In have no amusement
incentive for going out of town for
Sandusky at the time and narrowly escaped
their amusement.
injury. Fred, however, was unable to get
into communication with his wife and suffered mental torture for several hours, until
he was advised of her safety. Meyer forMaine
tunately was not injured.
The Ben Strasser Production Company, a
local Cincinnati organization, which has been
shooting pictures for some time past, held a
private venile
preview
recently,
jucomedies, the
playersshowing
in whichsixwere
children who attend Cincinnati dramatic
schools,
Wanda parts.
Garbett,The Strasser's
wife,
who except
plays ingenue
pictures
will be released through W. A. Kaiser Enterprises, asmall Cincinnati independent exchange.
Ten cents on every full paid admission to
the Monday and Tuesday matinee at the Lyric Theatre, Lima, Ohio, will he donated by
the management to the Lima Playground Association and the Allen County Child Welfare
Association. The benefit performances will
continue for ten weeks.
The Falls Theatre, at Cuyahoga Falls, has
passed into possession of M. B. Horwitz,
Cleveland, who will practically rebuild the
house. Horwitz plans to reopen the theatre
about August 15.
Among other changes noted throughout
the state is the sale of the Sixth Street Theatre, Coshocton, to Williams and Hanley,
while at Jackson Tom Rogers, credited as
being one of the oldest exhibitors in the
state, has taken over the management of
the Grand Theatre.

Samuel and Nathan Goldstein, of Springfield, Mass., heads of the Goldstein Brothers
Amusement Company, rapidly growing New
England theatre circuit, are understood to
be investigating several parcels of real estate in Portland, in central locations, with a
view to buying and building.
If the Goldsteins should decide to establish a theatre in Portland they will have as
opposition the same exhibitor that is located in their headquarters city, Springfield,
Abraham Goodside, who operates the Strand
and Empire theatres in Portland and has a
lease on the Jefferson Theatre. In Springfield
Mr. Goodside has the Capitol and Bijou theatres.
The interior of the Rex Theatre in Norway is being redecorated. New draperies
and stage embellishments will be installed.
Shows will be given at night as usual, but
the matinees may be suspended for a short
time.
The warning of Manager George P. Gordon of the New Portland Theatre in Portland that there was no danger from the am-

For
Pittsburgh
A. Notopoulos reopened th.e Olympic Theatre at Altoona Saturday, June 28, to capacity
audiences after the house had been closed
for twelve weeks. The Olympic opened completely new from top to bottom, new seats,
new ceilings, floors and stage. The cost of
remodeling was $75,000, according to Milton
H. Russell, director of theatres for Notopoulos.
The new Nadene Theatre has been opened
at Middlebourne, W. Va., by Homer Wigner
and wife, who came from Athens, Ohio. They
purchased a lot on Main street and erected

J. Warren Kerrigan as the nonchalant "Captain Blood" in thethat
Vitagraph
production of
title.

Release

monia fumes that were creeping into the theatre and the request that the audience leave
by the side exits quietly were ignored, with
the result that one man was injured and a
woman partially overcome. An ammonia
tank in the basement of a store in the theatre building broke and the fumes spread
quickly to the theatre. Several hundred
persons comprised the audience at the time.
The injured man suffered a badly wrenched
ankle when he either fell or was pushed
off a fire escape by the rushing crowd. The
fumes were so strong that several hours
elapsed before it was possible for anyone to
return to the theatre.
Herbert Hutchinson, manager of the Music
Hall in Lewiston, is presenting a dramatic
stock company for the summer. David Dow,
a division manager for the Maine and New
Hampshire
tions for theTheatres,
opening. assisted in the preparaHarlan J. Boucher, manager of Abraham
Goodside's Empire Theatre in Portland, is
enjoying his first real vacation in a number
of years. The Empire is closed to permit
remodelingthat
— that's
how he'swillgetting
Changes
Mr. Goodside
make ain rest.
the
Empire will include making it the theatre
with the largest floor capacity in Portland.
An organ will be installed and the stage
made large enough to accommodate any sort
of an attraction. The latest type of chairs
will be used.
Mrs. Sadie Tanner temporarily is in charge
of the Empire Theatre in Lewiston, taking
over the duties of Manager Mack, resigned.
Mrs. Paul Blouin is in the box office.
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E. J.theSparks'
Enterprises
announceIn
that
new Florida
house they
are building
Bradentown, Fla., will open for early August. It Is an attractive house and will
seat one thousand.

R. H. Hightower has sold the Crystal TheRuns
Long
Forcing
Exchanges
atre, Dublin, Ga., to B. L. Hall, formerly
ner,
operating
under
the
name
of
Lakeland
operating
Athens. Deland, Fla. He was
Jake Wells, of Richmond, Va., the south- Amusement Company, are constructing In in Atlanta the
the past week.
ern movie magnate who is again expanding Lakeland, Florida. Mr. Sparks has left the
his circuit rapidly, declares a condition has actual supervision to Mr. Garner and started
C. A. Hughes, new manager of the Peobeen reached that makes the average big on a long vacation with Mrs. Sparks, going
ples Theatre. Lenoir City, Tenn., is installing
auto to Seattle, thence by steamer to
production unprofitable in the smaller cities. by
Honolulu, where they will remain several a new cooling system.
Wells, in an open letter to all exchange
weeks. They will return to Florida In time
Claude F. Lee of the Lee Enterprises,
the opening of the new Lakeland house,
managers in his territory, declares Rich- for
Hickory, N. C, is arranging for a personal
possibly
on Thanksgiving Day.
mond is not a week-stand for the average
appearance of Alice Lake at his theatre when
picture, although admitting that some few
The Lee Enterprises, operating the Rlvoll she in visits
her husband's family there witha few weeks.
deserve a week run. He declares the aver- Theatre at Hickory, N. C, has taken over
age picture which he is forced to play for the Capitol Theatre at Lincolnton. Claude
James B. Buchanan. Howard P. Kingsmore
a week at his Colonial Theatre in Rich- Lee, who is president, was formerly with
and Is personally di- and Marty
cameraman,
manmond, would get fully 90 per cent of the SouthernrectingEnterprises
ager of the Semon,
HowardPathe
Theatre
and manager
both theatres.
of the Forsyth Thetre. Atlanta, respectively,
business in three days; that this enforced
are back in Atlanta after vacationing for
longer run tacks three extra days overhead
C. A. Goebel is constructing a beautiful
house in Bristol, Tenn. It is to be two weeks at Asheville, N. C.
onto his expenses and keeps him from mak- new
called the Tivoll and will be modern In
ing any profit.
every particular. It will be opened during
M. Roberts,theatre
who in
operates
neighborhood
Atlanta, the
has "81,"
openeda
"I repeat," declares Wells, "that it is ut- the late fall.
a tent show in Bellewood suburb.
terly impossible for the big modern theatres
The Rex and Strand theatres at Valdosta,
with large orchestras, enormous rents and
will hereafter be operated by W. F.
Amonglanta thethe
and were
theatrethemenfollowing:
in Atother correspondingly high operating ex- Ga.,
pastfilmweek
Howell, who was formerly connected with
penses 'to carry on' if they are forced to the R. B. Wilby interests in Tuscaloosa. Mr. Colonel H. A. Cole, president of the Texas
play a picture for an entire week when they Howell took over these theatres from E. A. M. P. T. O., Marshall, Texas; T. L. Thompson. Palace Theatre, Cedartown, Ga. ; John
who has been operating them for
would get fully ninety per cent of the week's Johnson,
Merritt, Southern States Film Company; J.
some years.
business in a three-day run."
J. Durfield, Florida representative for Metro;
"To my mind it is one of the most seriA match, said to have been struck by a
Martin
andGa.E. W. Tolbert, Lyric TheColumbus,
ous, if not vital, conditions confronting the careless operator to light a cigarette, ig- Hugh atre,
exhibitors, and the boiled-down question
nited film and put the Lyric Theatre, GorG. L Price has purchased the Orpheum
out of commission for several
that presents itself is, 'why should the ex- weeks don,byGa.,almost
completely destroying that Theatre, Madison, N. C, and after giving
the house a thorough renovation will reopen
end of the building. J. G. Grimes, owner
hibitor
be
put
to
the
expense
of
two
days'
operation to get an amount of business he and manager, will rebuild immediately and it the second week in July. Mr. Price forhopes to be open within two months.
merly operated a theatre at Madison, Fla.
day?'" to the fact that the
in oneattention
could
Wellsget calls
Xational, the finest theatre in Richmond, has
announced change to two-pictures-a-week
policy for the summer.
Admissions
at Kansas
City
Mrs. Willard C. Patterson, publisher of
the Weekly Film Review of Atlanta, has
gone to Chicago to direct publicity on behalf of the Georgia Federation of Women's
Clubs for the benefit performance of "Sun
Up" to be given at the Great Northern Theatre on the evening of July 8. Mrs. Patterson's services in this connection is in the
nature of a contribution to a great educational work in which she has long taken an
active interest.
The Atlanta Theatre, Atlanta, announces
an indefinite engagement of "The Sea
Hawk," which will formally open the new
season at that theatre beginning September
IS, at $1.50 top.
Work is progressing rapidly on the new
theatre which E. J. Sparks and B. B. Gar-

For

Theatres
Lowered
on July 3
Grand Theatre at Lexington, Mo., visited
Practically all of the theatres in Kansas
Kansas City recently in order to do her fall
City lowered admission prices July 3, fol- booking.
lowing the repeal of the admission tax. In
the majority of cases prices were cut the
Clair M. Patee, the oldest exhibitor In this
amount of the tax. While a few of the theaterritory and one of the first in the country,
tres are maintaining their old admission
and now owner of the Patee Theatre at Lawrence, Kans., has been selected a member of
•.chedule, managers of the larger downtown
the national
executiveOwners
committee
of the Mohouses saw no reason why the public should
tion
Picture Theatre
of America.
Mr.
not be given the benefit of the lowered
Patee will be the definite point of contact
operating expense.
for this territory with the Nation Exhibitors
office on all organization matters.
M. W. Jenks and G. L. Hooper of the Orpheum and Novelty theatres, Topeka, Kans.,
were looking over some of the new releases
The Alamo Theatre, Thirty-fourth and Main
on their last trip to town.
streets,urbanKansas
one reopened
of the best
subhouses in City,
the city,
recently
Mrs. Hazel Brinkley, one of the few women
with an entirely new decorative scheme. The
exhibitors In this territory and who has the projection room has also been equipped with
the
machines, according to K. L. Darn. ill.latest
manager.
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Four local bathing beauties were used by
Lee D. Balsly, manager of the Liberty Theatre ami,"
of Kansas
City Compson.
during the The
run bathing
of "Miwith Betty
sirls, when not making appearances at the
theatre, were conveyed around town, advertised as Jack Dempsey's Athletic Girls. This
stunt
helped Jack
to boost
"Miami"whose
but
helped notto only
advertise
Dempsey,
first picture was shown the same week.
Word has been received here that Stanley
Swan, formerly manager of the Strand Theatre at Sallna, Kans., has gone into the employ of the St. Louis Vitagraph offices as
salesman.
The Wichita Theatre at Wichita, Kans.,
has been closed for the summer by Stanley
Chambers, manager. Plans are under way
for several alterations In the house.

Shoulder
ReporB
STRATGHTfromtlie
A derailment for. The information of exhibitors
EDITED BY A. VAN BUREN POWELL
F. B. O.
MYSTERIOUS WITNESS. Star cast. This
i is a good picture. Photography good as
usual with F. B. O. Price reasonable. Good
attendance. Tone good. Cotton mill people,
town of 2,100. Admission 10-20, plus tax.
t J.
B. McColl,
Stanley,South
Everybody's
seats),
Carolina. Theatre (250
NORTH OF NEVADA. (5.000 feet). Star,
Fred Thomson. One of the very best weston the stunts
market.in The
King"in
does ernsmore
this horse
than "Silver
Tony does
several Mix pictures combined. Thomson
great. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Attendance
good.
PHANTOM JUSTICE. (6,238 feet). Star
cast. A very good program picture. Poor
attendance. Mixed class, town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. H. Watts, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
SPIRIT OF THE U. S. A. (8,312 feet). Star
cast. Not a special by any means. One
should not follow the dope sheet. Will not
stand exploiting because it won't stand up.
It's light. Johnson seems to be done. Tone
fair. Sunday, yes. Attendance light. Best
class, city of 10,000. Admission 10-25. Ned
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie,
Oklahoma.
SPIRIT OF THE U. S. A. (8,312 feet). Star,
Mary Carr. Would have been a big hit in
1914. The same old war stuff. All hokum.
If you like the title from a box office standpoint you'll like this one. Appeals to the
lower classes only. Tone good. Fair attendance. High class, city of 53,000. Frank Vesley, National Theatre (900 seats), Stockton,
California.
THELMA. (6 reels). Star cast. Although a
than
repeat showing, it drew much better
the majority of the newer releases and first
run. Don't overlook this one. Tone good.
5,000. Adtown of Homestake
Mixed
Sunday, yes.
mission 10-30.
M. class,
C. Kellogg,
Theatre (800 seats), Lead, South Dakota.
First National
ANNA CHRISTIE. (7,631 feet). Star, Blanche
Sweet. Very good picture of its kind, but
life
why do producers make pictures of low thego to the
and drunken scenes? People
stuff
low-brow
this
atre to be amused. Cut
Tone not
out, and the quicker the better.attendance.
good. Sunday, no. Very poor
15of 2,400. Admission
class, town Kozy
Resort I*
Theatre (250 seats),
Taylor,
25. S.
Pass Christian, Mississippi.
BELL BOY 13. (3,940 feet). Star, Douglas
MacLean. A real good comedy that will
too
please if feature is run with it. It istown
short. Attendance fair. Mixed class,Griffin,
W.
J.
of 2,000. Admission 10-25.
Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg,
ScotlandCarolina.
North
BELL BOY 13. (3,940 feet). Star, Douglas
rather
MacLean. Fair picture, only was
short. Will please. Fair attendance. Mixed
J. H.
class, town of 2,000. Admission 10-25.LaurinTheatre (500 seats),
Watts, burg,Scotland
North Carolina.
old
BITS OF LIFE. (6 reels). Star cast. An ago
release that we missed out on long time
had
had
and if we
due to bad train service,
a chance to see the picture im advance would
this
- have been satisfied to have missed ofitstory
time. Good acting, but not the kind
some
for
fine
be
that pleases here. It might
. Tone fair.
is well producedplaces.
places, as it Sunday
Mixed
in some
Suitable for
M. C.
n
Admissio 10-30. seats),
class, town of 5,600.
ke Theatre (800
Kellogg,
Lead, SouthHomesta
Dakota.
HRVWN OF TUB NORTH. (7,650 feet).
Star, ••Strongheart." This is an exceptional-

These dependable tip* come from exhibitors who tell the truth about pictures to help you book your program
intelligently. "It is my utmost desire to
serve my fellow man," is their motto.
Use the tips; follow the advice of exhibitors who agree with your experience
on pictures you both have run.
Send tips to help others. This is your
department, run for you and maintained
by your good-will.
ly good picture. Strongheart certainly takes
here. Pleased Farming
'em all. community
Tone, good.town
Largeof
attendance.
800. Admission 15-25. A. B. McCullough,
Community Theatre (250 seats), Neosho
Falls, Kansas.
BRIGHT SHAWL. (7,500 feet). Star, Richard Barthelmess. The kind that will please
a few, but such a few that it will not pay
you to show it. About one costume picture
a year is enough for any average American
show. The people that like this class of picture don't attend often enough to know anything about other pictures. Barthelmess
does wonderful acting, but where there is
good ture
acting
therevery
is agood.
picthat willandnotnothing
please.elseTone
Sunday, yes. Will not draw the second night.
Neighborhood class, town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. Brown's Theatre, Lecompte,
Louisiana.
BRIGHT SHAWL. (7,500 feet). Star, Richard Barthelmess. Mighty good picture, but
failed to please here. Don't know why, but
guess they are fed up on costume pictures.
I've had enough. Tone okay. Sunday, yes.
Attendance not good. Rural class, town of
900. Admission 10-25. W. F. Haycock, Star
Theatre (250 seats), Callaway, Nebraska.
BRIGHT SHAWL. (7,500 feet). Star, Richard Barthelmess. While I played this against
a very strong counter-attraction, it brought
fair attendance and also a number of pleasAdmission 10-20. Al. C. Weringner,comments.
Royal Theatre (500 seats), Reading,
Pennsylvania.
CHILDREN OF THE DUST. (6,228 feet)..
Star cast. Just a sugary, sentimental and
a rerather tedious program pictureno with
punch, no
ligious angle. No suspense,
pulling power. Just another picture. Draw
mixed class in city of 110,000. Admission 10-
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20. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading,
Pennsylvania.
CHILDREN OF THE DUST. (6,228 feet).
Star cast. One of those human stories that
ordinary folks understand and like. Pleased.
Tone. fine. Sunday, yes. Poor attendance.
Small town class in town of 1,367. Admission 10-25-35. S. G. Harsh, Princess Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
DANGEROUS MAID. (7,337 feet). Star,
Constance Talmadge. Not very well liked.
Tone, good. Sunday, no. Fair attendance.
Laboring
class city Lyda
of 15,000.
2530.
S. A. Hayman,
TheatreAdmission
(312 seats).
Grand Island, Nebraska.
DULCY. (6,859). Star, Constance Talmadge.tendance,
Very poorgood
Pleasedconditions.
all. Atowingpicture.
to weather
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Mixed class town
of 1,800. Admission twenty-five cents. Fred
S.
Widenor,
Opera House (492 seats), Belvldere,
New Jersey.
ETERNAL CITY. (7,800 feet). Star, Barbara LaMarr. An excellent picture. Well
acted and directed, but for some reason it
failed to draw here. The title for one thing
does not appeal. Bad attendance. All classes
in town of 3,500. Admission 10-33. M. W.
Larmour, National Theatre (400 seats), Graham, Texas.
ETERNAL CITY. (7,800 feet). Star, Bert
Lytell. This gets off to a draggy start but
ends up with a bang. Excellent cast. Beautiful backgrounds. Some "black shirt" propaganda. Our crowd didn't kick on this. Fair
tone. Sunday, hardly. Good attendance, college students, town 6,000. Admission 10 to
35. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre (835 seats),
Carbondale, Illinois.
ETERNAL FLAME. (7,453 feet). Star, Norma Talmadge. A very good story and well
acted, but it failed to register at the box
office in our locality; she does not have the
drawinga chance
power to
of the
have
see old
her days.
in a When
good patrons
picture
every six to eight weeks they get weaned
away, it seems. Tone good. Sunday, yes-.
Mixed class, town of 5,000. Admission 10-30.
M.
Kellogg, Homestake Theatre, Lead,
SouthC. Dakota.
FIGHTING BLADE. (8,729 feet). Star,
Richard Barthelmess. A mighty good picture but entirely too long. Also did not
draw
to the this
Barthelmess
Don't
know upwhether
is from standard.
type of picture
or general depression. Tone, okay. Fair
program. Small town class in town of 2,900.
Admission 10-25, 10-40. C. L. Smith, Victoria Theatre, Winnfield, Louisiana.
FLAMING YOUTH. (8,434 feet). Star cast.
Good enough society picture, but my crowd
couldn't give it much. Film rental twice
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too much. Will go over good In a city.
Tone fair.
perhaps.
Good ofattendance. Town Sunday,
and country
class, town
1.000.
Admission 10-25. C. R. Seft, New Radio Theatre (249 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
FURY. (8,709 feet). Star, Richard Barthelmess. A very good sea story. This 13
.as good as any Barthelmess picture we have
tused. Only objection to it is its length, nine
rreels. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. D. 13. Rankin, Co-operative Theatre, Idana, Kansas.
HER REPUTATION. (7 reels). Star, May
McAvoy. Here is a picture that has a touch
of everything and one that pleased my patrons. Lloyd Hughes and May are both good
bets. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Rural class,
town of 900. Admission 10-25. W. F. Haycock, Star Theatre (250 seats), Callaway,
Nebraska.
HOTTENTOT. (5,953 feet). Star cast. This
was well liked and drew fairly good business. Good comedies of this type will build
business for the small town where too much
of the new sex stuff will close us up in a
very short time. Tone good. Hardly suitable for Sunday. Attendance good. General
class, town of 1,312. Admission 10-15-20. M.
J. Bradley, Airdome Theatre (250 seats),
Thornton, Arkansas.
HUNTRESS. (6,236 feet). Star, Colleen
Moore. Just a program picture, not a feature. Paid for two days and played it one
day. Hereafter when booking again I will
insist on one day bookings instead of two
or else leave it alone. Tone good. Sunday,
good. Farmers, merchants, town of 1,650.
Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville,
California.
ISLE OF LOST SHIPS. (7,425 feet). Star,
Milton Sills. This was a good picture. Will
please any audience. Good attendance. Mixed
class town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W.
Griffin. Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
JEALOUS HUSBANDS. (6,500 feet). Star,
Earle Williams. Fairly good story. Tone
good. Sunday, any time. Had poor attendance. Elite class. Admission 20-30-40. Louis
Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats),
Buffalo, New York.
KINDRED OF THE DUST. (8,500 feet).
Star cast. A great show. J. R. Rush, Pastime Theatre, Pearl City, Illinois.
KINDRED OK THE DUST. (8,500 feet). Star
cast. This is a real picture for it pleased
all
saw Carnival
it. Didn'tindotown
much this
withweek.
this
on who
account
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance.
All classes, town of 806. Admission 10-20.
W. C. Herndon, Liberty Theatre (250 seats),
Valliant, Oklahoma.
LOVE MASTER. (6,779 feet). Star, Strongheart
(Dog).
Strongheart's
pictures
it
is far
aboveLike
the allaverage.
It is an
ideal
hot weather picture for it is laid in the snow
country. The only fault I could find with
it is that there are entirely too many subtitles. Everyone liked it here. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Extra good attendance. All
classes in town of 3,500. Admission 10-33.
M. W. Larmour, National Theatre (400
seats), Graham, Texas.
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Ourselves

A get-together place where
we can talk things over
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
"Sure!" says the producer,
"That's what I want to give. I
don't want to nick an exhibitor
by taking his money for something that will look like a bunch
of cheese on the screen. I don't
want to kill off the fans. I don't
want to lose my hard-won prestige.
"But I can't be in every exchange and look at every print,"
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
"You bet," says the exhibitor,
"I want it. I pay for it. I must
get it if I am going to stick in the
"But I can't stand over my progame.
jectionist al the time. I can't examine every sprocket hole and see
if my projection machines are
doing the damage."
The
BUT—producer can instruct every
exchange to keep prints in good
shape and hold the managers accountable for complaints — and see
that the cause is removed!
And the exhibitor can hold his
projectionist accountable for damages due to carelessness — keep
projection machines in good reGet together!
pair.
A For
SQUARE
DEAL ON PRINTS!
—
VAN.
MICiHTY LAK' A ROSE. (8.036 feet). Star
cast. A fine picture. Nothing extra. Poor
attendance. Mixed class, town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
(6.000 did
feet).
I didn't
see
thisMINNIE.
but patrons
not Star
like cast.
it. J.
R. Rush,
Pastime Theatre, Pearl City, Illinois.
MINNIE. (6,696 feet). Star, Leatrice Joy.
A very good picture. Patrons well pleased.
Teaches a good lesson. Title did not draw.
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They should learn soon that the title does
not make the picture. Tone, good. Fair
attendance. Farming community town of
800. Admission 15-25. A. B. McCullough,
Community Theatre (250 seats), Neosho
Falls, Kansas.
MONEY, MONEY, MONEY. (5,995 feet).
Star, Katherine MacDonald. Fair program
picture that seemed to please the majority.
Admission 10-20. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre (500 seats), Reading, Pennsylvania.
ONE CLEAR CALL. (7,450 feet). Star,
Milton Sills. Slow, draggy, depressive. Otherwise good. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Poor
attendance. Small town class, town of 1,367.
Admission 10-25-35. S. G. Harsh, Princess
Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
PAINTED PEOPLE. (5,700 feet). Star,
Colleen Moore. Miss Moore is better than
in "Flaming Youth." Not a big special by
any means, but
per cent
tertainment.one
Wish wehundred
had more
like en-It.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Small town class.
T. W. Young, Frances Theatre, Dyersbury,
Tennessee.
PAINTED I'EOPLE. (5,700 feet). Star, Colleen Moore. Best picture I've seen. Some
believed
surpassed
"Flaming
Packed withit thrills
and humor.
ActingYouth."
wonderful. A good plot and splendid story. Sunday, yes. Rotten attendance. General class,
town of 4,000. Kreighbaum Brothers, CharBell Theatre (800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
PAINTED
PEOPLE. (5,700 feet). Star,
Colleen Moore. One of the tried and proved
pictures. This was a second run for me.
Will please any audience. A great many
came back to see it the second time. Had
better attendance than first run. Good tone.
Sunday yes. Good attendance, college trade,
town 2,145.
15-25.
R. X.Oxford,
Williams, LyricAdmission
Theatre (250
seats),
Mississippi.
PEN HOD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star cast.
This all right for children but rather thin
fare for grown-ups. Not much of a story to
it, nor possessing much drawing power.
Mixed class in city of 110,000. Admission 1020. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading,
Pennsylvania.
POTASH AND PERLMUTTER. (7,700 ft.).
Stars, Bernard, Carr. One of the best laugh
producers that It has ever been our pleasure
to run. Public satisfied a hundred per cent.
Fine tone, Sunday and any other day. Had
full house. Hawkins and Hudson, Victory
Theatre, Brooksville, Florida.
POTASH AND PERLMUTTER.
(7,700 feet).
Stars, Bernard and Carr. Clever comedy
drama. Everybody liked this one. Sunday,
yes. Good attendance, college students,
town 6,000. Admission 10 to 35. Jean Sagle.
Barth
linois. Theatre (825 seats), Carbondale, IlREFUGE. (6,000 feet). Star, Katherine
MacDonald. A real good program picture.
Will please the average audience. Attendance fair. Mixed class, town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Thelina. atre (560 seats), Laurinburg, North CaroRIVER'S END. Star cast. I bought this
one for a second run here, having run it
four ture
years
Thisthat
is an
picand ofago.
a type
my excellent
people enjoy.
Did fitteen dollars more business on it than
id four years ago. Tone good. Sunday,
yes. Extra good attendance. General class,
town of 1,312. Admission 10-16-20. M. J.
Bradley, Airdome Theatre (250 seats). Thornton, Arkansas.
SCARLET
LILY.About
(6 reels).
Kath-of
erine MacDonald.
as goodStar,
aB any
her features, which isn't saying very much
for any of them. I don't see why they think
that she's an actress. If she can act, so can
I. Tone, okay.
yes. Had
fair at-of
tendance. DrawSunday,
mixed class
in town
3.600. Admission 10-25-35. T. L. Barnett,
Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City.
Connecticut.
SKIN DEEP. (6,500 feet). Star, Milton
Sills. This picture Is old but we had seen
it and knew it would go over big, and we
didn't miss it. It brought 12.60 more the
second night than on the first, which is very
unusual. We fail to see how anyone could
help being entertained by this one. To every
exhibitor who hasn't played it we suggest
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that you find a date for it, even if you have
to cancel something. It has that patriotic
flavor, too; it can be bought right. Tone,
very good. P. A. Preddy, Blaine Theatre,
Sinton, Texas.
SKIN Played
DEEP.this(6,500
Star, 'Legion
Milton
Sills.
as anfeet).
American
benefit: although an old release, was voiced
as a most pleasing production. Have seen
nothingit. inTonelasttheyear's
that Mixed
could
touch
best. product
Sunday, yes.
class, town of 5,000. Admission 10-30. M. C.
Kellogg, Homestake Theatre (800 seats),
Lead, South Dakota.
SKIN DEEP. (6,500 feet). Star, Milton
Sills. Very good entertainment though few
that saw it liked it, but for some reason
they would not come. Used three, ones,
slide, heralds. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Poor attendance. Farmers and small town
class in small town. Admission 10-20-30. H.
W.
Batchelder, Gait Theatre (175 seats). Gait,
California.
SLANDER THE WOMAN. (6,400 feet).
Star, Dorothy Phillips. A little old, but a fair
program p.cture, nothing else. Does not
register strong at the box office. Played it
with ordinary
serial, "Way
of A Man,"
seven.
Just
business.
Good episode
tone. Sunday
yes. Draw all classes, town 3,000. Admission
10-28, 15-33. A. E. Andrews, Opera House
(500 seats), Emporium, Pennsylvania.
SMIL.IN' THRU. (8 reels). Star, Norma
Talmadge.
a real
picture.
think there Old,
is a but
better
picture
made.I don't
The
acting and the story are so true to life that
a person per
couldn't
Pleasedyes.a
hundred
cent. help
Good liking
tone. it.Sunday,
E. D. Muchow, Hub Theatre, Gaylord, Minnesota.
SONG OF LOVE. (8,000 feet). Star, Norma
Talmadge.
poorest
I've
played. Did The
not draw
and Talmadge
did not please.
Tone, fair. Sunday, no. Had poor attendance. Draw small town class in town of
1,367. Admission 10-25-30-35. S. G. Harsh,
Princess Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
SON OF THE SAHARA. (8 reels). Star,
Bert Lytell. The best desert picture yet
filmed. Excellent direction and unusually
artistic shots. Action fast and filled with
suspense. Well cast and, as a whole, pleased
all. Tone, good. Sunday, excellent. Had
good attendance. Draw best class in city of
12,000. Admission 10-20-30. James Zartaludes, Victorian Theatre (1,200 seats), Sapulpa, Oklahoma.
SUNSHINE TRAIL. (4,500 feet). Star,
Douglas MacLean. Advertised it as another
"Hottentot." Nothing to it. Too short. No
comedy in it and not up to Thomas H. Ince's
standard. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Town and country class town of
1,000. Admission 10-25. C. R. SefC, New Radio
Theatre (249 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
TROUBLE. (4,800 feet). Star, Jackie Coogan. Here is a knockout, so the patrons say,
in fact enjoyed it much better than some
of the later productions, it has punch, comedy, human interest and a good clean story.
Moral tone, the best. Sunday, yes. Mixed
class in town of 5,000. Admission 10-30. M.
C. Kellogg, Homestake Theatre (800 seats),
Lead, South Dakota.
TROUBLE. (4,800 feet). Star, Jackie
Coogan. Very good picture. Some favorable
comments. Print in good condition. Tone
good. Good attendance. Farming class town
of 800. Admission 15-25. A. B. McCuIlough,
Community Theatre (250 seats), Neosho
Falls, Kansas.
VOICE FROM THE MINARET. (6,685 feet).
Star, Norma Talmadge. Not much to it, did
not please to any extent. Not a special. Do
not play it as such. A fair program picture.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance.
Student and educated class town of 1,700.
Admission 10-25. K. F. Van Norman, Star
Theatre (350 seats), Mansfield, Pennsylvania.
WANTERS. (6,871 feet). Star cast. Fine
picture. Give us more. Marie Prevost is
great. Will go over good where society
wants it. Had good crowd on Decoration Day.
Pleased ninety per cent. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Attendance, good. Town and rural
class town of 1,000. Admission 10-25. C. R.
Seff, New Radio Theatre (249 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN. (6,910 feet). Star

PICTURE
Likes New

WORLD

Blank

Notice the new blanks, fellows.
Audience appeal supplants attendance. H. H. Hedberg, A-Muse-U
Theatre, Melville, Louisiana, says :
"Your new report blank is a
bear cat. Glad you left off 'attendance,' as that has nothing to
do with a picture's drawing power.
A good picture sometimes has a
very poor attendance due to weather conditions, competition or
bum
USEtitle."
THE NEW BLANKSSEND TIPS.
picture
to pay
acast.
littleHere's
more a for
and you
feelcansafeafford
as Harold
Bell
Wright's
name
on
it
makes
it
a
bet, but outside of that there are a lotsureof
pictures just as good. Agricultural class
town of 1,406. -C. A. Swiercinsky, Majestic
Theatre (250 seats), Washington, Kansas.
WHITE MOTH. (6,550 feet). Star, Barbara
LaMarr. A good picture of its kind. You can
make money with it. Went over good. Attendance good. All classes in city of 25,000.
Admission 10-25, 35-55. L. A. Hoover, Mission
and Regent Theatres (760-800 seats), Riverside, California.
WHY MEN LEAVE HOME. (8 reels). Star,
Lewis Stone. A very good picture and pleased
fair crowd. Title drew them in. Heard many
favorable comments. The cast is excellent
and their work was great. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Mixed class
town of 8,000. Admission 10-20. A. R. Powell,
Highland
Theatre (425 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
WHV MEN LEAVE HOME. (8 reels). Star,
Lewis Stone. A very good picture. Lewis
Stone ably supported by a good card. Audience pleased. Should be a box office clean up.
Appealing title. Has splendid moral. Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. General class town of 4,000. Kreighbaum
Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats),
Rochester, Indiana.
Fox
GUN FIGHTER. (5 reels). Star, William
Farnum. This is good. Saturday night picture with plenty of action but outside of
that Iance. C.can't
say much
it. Fair
O. Christ,
Opera for
House,
Elgin.attendIowa.
JUST OFF BROADWAY. (5,444 feet). Star,
John Gilbert. Only fair program picture. Did
not do anything on this. Gilbert no draw
here. Had poor attendance. Draw mixed ciass
in town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. H.
Watts, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
LADIES
TO BOARD. (6,112 feet). Star,

For

Tom Mix. The Mix fans thought this good.
They always like Tom. Personally thought
187
it very poor for Mix. He better keep to the
western outdoor pictures. That's what they
expect to see him in and that's what we
bought. Let's have more like "The Lone
Star Ranger." Fair attendance. Not suitable
for Sunday. Good attendance. Mixed class
town of 8,000. Admission 10-20. A. R. Powell,
Highland
Theatre (425 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
LONE CHANCE. Star, John Gilbert. Excellent as usual with GHbert pictures. They
are all good but this one is above the average. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Rural class town of 850. Admission 1033. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (350 seats),
Battle Creek, Iowa.
LONE STAR RANGER. (5,259 feet). Star,
Tom Mix. Boy! Here's one of the best westerns we have ever played. This is a knockout. Plenty of action. Photography good.
Scenes good. Acting fine. Pleased all who
saw it. Book it, play it. Don't pay too much.
It's bettercellent.than
the specials.
exCotton mill
class townAttendance,
of 2,100. Admission 10-20, plus tax. J. B. Stanley,
Everybody's
South Carolina.Theatre (250 seats), McColl,
MAN'S MATE. (6 reels). Star, John Gilbert. A good picture. Was interesting and
exciting. Not suitable for Sunday. Rotten
attendance. General class town of 4,000. Admission 10-30. Krieghbaum Brothers, CharBell Theatre (800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
MAN'S MATE. (6 reels). Star, John Gilbert.
As usual Gilbert gives a good account of
himself.
for
looks andGilbert
takes iswell"ThewithSnakes
all of Corset"
the ladies.
Tone okay. Sunday, good. Had fair attendance. Draw rural class town of 850. Admission 10-25-33. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre
(350 seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
MILE A MINUTE ROMEO. (4,800 feet).
Star, Tom Mix. Just fair. Below Mix standard. Don't advertise Tony as he does nothing whatever. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Attendance, good. Rural class town of 850. Admission 10-25-33. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (350 seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
NET. Star, Barbara Castleton. An alluring
title for some sections. Nothing much in the
story. Tone, none. Sunday, no. Attendance,
fair. Elite class. Admission 20-30-40. Louis
Isenberg. Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats),
Buffalo, New York.
NORTH
OF HUDSON
BAY.
(6 reels).
Star, Tom Mix. First class melodrama of
the days when the "Fatal Wedding" was
considered
a good
Shoot to'emfinish
up Jake
stuff. I think
Fox show.
is trying
Mix.
Sunday no. Had fair attendance, elite class.
Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New
York.
NOT A DRUM WAS HEARD. (4,823 feet).
Star, Charles Jones. Not a bad picture. Did
the regular
business
couldn't
find
reason
for Jones
the title.
Tone,butgood.
Sunday,
okay. Attendance good. Mixed classes city
of 35,000. Admission 25. C. D. Buss, Strand
Theatre (700 seats), Easton, Pennsylvania.
PLUNDERER. (5,812 feet). Star cast. This
is a good program picture but no special as
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they claim. Paid too much for this one.
Just double what it should have been.
Pleased well as a good program picture.
Tone, fair. Good attendance. Cotton mill
class town of 2,100. Admission 10-20, plus
tax.
J. B.McColl.
Stanley,South
Everybody's
seats),
Carolina. Theatre (250
PLUNDERER. (5 reels). Star cast. Very
good mining story and interesting picture.
Should please. First of Fox specials that has
equalled their programs. Tone, okay. Sunday,
okay. Had fair attendance. Draw railroad
workers in town of 3,500. Admission 10-25,
10-40. Wilcot & Witt, Strand Theatre (455
seats), Irvine, Kentucky.
ROMANCE LAND. (3,975 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. Nothing
to brag about.
a fairof picture. Good attendance.
FarmersJusttown
150.
Admission 10-25. Jack Snyder, Casino Theatre (310 seats), Richmond, Iowa.
ST. ELMO. (6 reels). Star, John Gilbert.
Very fine picture. I Jammed my house for
two days. Very popular book and the picture is not a disappointment. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Town and
rural class town of 3,000. Admission 10-25.
S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (500 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
SHADOW OF THE EAST. (5,874 feet).
Star cast. Very good show. Everybody liked
It. We boosted Norman Kerry. Pleased four
days to good business. Tone, good. Sunday,
no. Attendance, good. Mixed class city of
35,000. Admission 25-35. C. D. Buss, Strand
Theatre (700 seats), Easton, Pennsylvania.
SILENT COMMAND. Star cast. Very good
picture of its kind. People seemed to enjoy it.ance.
Tone.
attendResort good.
class Sunday,
town of yes.
2,400.FairAdmission
15-25. S. L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre (250 seats),
Pass Christian, Mississippi.
SILVER WINGS. (8,175 feet). Star, Mary
Carr. Improbable sob stuff that failed signally in getting under their skins. No one
seemed to think much of it and it brought
but poor attendance. Admission 10-20. Al.
C. Werner, Royal Theatre (500 seats), Reading, Pennsylvania.
WHEN ODDS ARE EVEN. (4,284 feet).
Star, William Russell. Excellent acting,
thrilling, highly interesting plot. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Attendance, fair. Rural class
town of 850. Admission 10-25-33. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (35 seats), Battle Creek,
Iowa.
WOLF MAN. (5,145 feet). Star, John Gilbert. Six reels. A good picture, but did not
seem to please a very large percentage of
the crowd. Too many drunkard scenes to
make it go. Tone fair. Sunday, yes. Attendance, good. AllStrand
classes.Theatre
Admission
E. Wheeler,
(28010-30.
seats),F.
Scotland, South Dakota.
WOLF MAN. (5,145 feet). Star, John Gilbert. John Gilbert sure is a good actor if
given something he can play in and this is
one that just suits him. Tone, good. Sunday,
no. Fair attendance. I. M. Hirschblond, Traco
Theatre, Toms River, New Jersey.
Metro- Goldwyn
ENTER MADAME. (6,500 feet). Star, Clara
Kimball Young. Another one which will not
draw for us. We can't get them out to see
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A bad print is a pretty expensive thing for an exchange to
hand out — it may lose a booking
for next year's output, plus cost
of salesman trying to sell to a man
who won't buy.
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
this star. We consider this a good picture.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Poor attendance.
All classes in town of 1,800. Admission 1520, 15-25. J. Neal Lanigan, Colonial Theatre
(450 seats), Moulton, Iowa.
ETERNAL STRUGGLE. (7,374 feet). Star
cast. Well acted and splendidly directed
northwest story. Tone, okay. Sunday, okay.
Had fair attendance. Railroad workers, town
of 3,500. Admission 10-25, 10-40. Wilcox &
Witt,
Strand Theatre (455 seats), Irvine,
Kentucky.
ETERNAL STRUGGLE. (7,374 feet). Star
cast. Here you have one that you can step
on and hear the money tinkle at the box
office. Fast action, canoe scene wonderful.
Comments very favorable and will create
talk in the community. Buy it right and
boost it good for an extenfled run (If you
do that). Fair tone. Sunday yes. Attendance good, all classes, town 3,000. Admission
10-28. 15-33. A. E. Andrews, Opera House
(500 seats), Emporium, Pennsylvania.
FRENCH DOLL. (7,028 feet). Star, Mae
Murray. A rotten picture. Rod LaRoque only
good actor in cast. Not suitable for Sunday. Fair attendance. General class town of
4,000. Kriegbaum Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
FOOL'S AWAKENING. (5,763 feet). Star,
Enid Bennett. A fair program picture with
a goodday, yes.
castFairandattendance.
that's all. I.Tone,
good. SunM. Hirshblond.
Traco Theatre, Toms River, New Jersey.
FRENCH DOLL, f 7,02S feet). Star, Mae
Murray. Where do they get it that this girl
can act. She can't act or do anything else.
Why don'ttendance,she
Sunday,
Atnot good.vamoose.
Best class
city ofno.10,000.
Admission 10-25. Ned Pedigo. Pollard Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
FASHION ROW. (7,300 feet). Star, Mae
Murray. A poor picture. None of the Murray
pictures have pleased (business fell way below average) on second night complete flop.
Tone. good. Sunday, yes. Attendance, poor.
Farmers, merchants, town of 1,650. Mrs. J.
B.
Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.
FASHION ROW. (7,300 feet). Star, Mae
Murray. A very good picture. Was afraid of
this at the time of booking by reports but
it went over big for me. Many favorable
comments. Tone, okay. Sunday, no. Good attendance. C. O. Christ, Opera House, Elgin,
Iowa.
HER FATAL MILLIONS. (6 reels). Star,
Viola Dana. Rather below Viola's usual
standard. Story weak, not to use stronger
terms, and the laughs few and forced. Draw
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mixed class in city of 110,000. Admission 1020. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading,
Pennsylvania.
LONG LIVE THE KING. (9,364 feet). Star,
Jackie Coogan. One of the best Coogan pictures I have run. Ran this two nights and
you wont have have room the second night.
Buy this one. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Attendance, good. C. O. Christ, Opera House,
Elgin. Iowa.
LOOK YOUR BEST. (6 reels). Star, Colleen
Moore. A very good program picture, plenty
of comedy and interest sustained through.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Mixed class in town
of 5,000. Admission 10-30. M. C. Kellogg.
Homestake
Theatre (800 seats), Lead, South
Dakota.
LOST AND FOUND. Star, House Peters. A
South Sea adventure subject with plenty of
thrills. A fair program picture. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Student and
educated class town of 1,700. Admission 1025. K. F. Van Norman, Star Theatre (350
seats), Mansfield, Pennsylvania.
LOST AND FOUND. Star, House Peters.
Good show a little raw In spots but will keep
them awake anyway and I think it is the
kind of picture that will please the small
town patrons. Tone, fair. Sunday, no. Had
fair attendance. Farmers .small town class.
Admission 10-20-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait
Theatre (175 seats), Gait, California.
LOVE PIKER. (6,237 feet). Star, Anita
Stewart. Very ordinary program picture.
Tone, ance.
good.
yes. ofVery
attendResort Sunday,
class town
2.400.poorAdmission
15-25. S. L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre (250 seats).
Pass Christian, Mississippi.
LOVE PIKER. (6,237 feet). Star, Anita
Stewart. A picture that would probably go
over strong with a high class city audience
where the star is well known and popular,
but it will not draw in a small town. Paid
too much for it, and had very poor attendance. Sunday, yes. Admission 10-20. J. C. Borden, Palace Theatre (370 seats), Lawrencevllle, Illinois.
MADAKOISELLE MIDNIGHT. (6,775 feet).
Star, Mae Murray. Best Murray of the 192324 series. Very good and will entertain average patron. Draw railroad workers, town of
3,500. Admission 10-35, 10-40. Wilcot & Witt,
Strand Theatre (455 seats), Irvine, Kentucky.
NAME THE MAN. (8 reels). Star cast.
'Jood picture and well made but not the type
of picture the average person would care for.
Attendance, satisfactory. Agricultural class
town of 1,406. C. A. Swiercinsky, Majestic
Theatre (250 seats), Washington, Kansas.
PLEASURE MAD. Star cast. Bad picture.
Tone, bad. Sunday, no. Better class In city
of 10,000. Admission 10-25. H. C. Colreln,
Alcazar
bama. Theatre (350 seats), Dothmer, AlaO.UI.VCY ADAMS SAWYER. (7.500 feet).
Star cast. An old picture but cast pulled 'em
in. If it.
youReceived
haven't good
playedprint.
it book
and
boost
Tone, Itokay.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. All classes In
big city. Admission ten cents. Stephen G.
llrenner, Eagle Theatre (298 seats), Baltimore, Maryland.
RED LIGHTS. (6,841 feet). Star, Johnnie
Walker. A very good story and a very good
cast. Story very well acted especially Ray
Griffith. Audience held In suspense. Tone,
okay. Hardly
for Sunday.
attendance.suitable
General class
town ofBad4,000.
Kreighbaum Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800
seats), Rochester, Indiana.
RED LIGHTS. (6,841 feet). Star cast. We
did well with this picture. Everybody
pleased. It's a thriller and well acted. Ray
Griffith is bidding to be a real star. Alice
l^ake also very good. Handled right this
picture will make you money. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Attendance, good. General class
town of 3,600. Admission 10-20. William A.
Clark,
Illinois. Castle Theatre (400 seats). Havana.
RENO. (7 reels). Star cast. Fair comedy
drama. Not half bad. Will go over if you
can get
it. It attendance.
possibly nayBestbe class
suitable for them
Sunday.on Fair
city of 10,000. Admission 10-26. Ned Pedigo,
i'ollard Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
ROUGED LIPS. (5,150 feet). Star. Viola
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Dana. Very good picture pleased everyone
better than some so-called specials. Have
not run a poor Metro picture yet. Tone, excellent. Sunday, yes. Attendance, fair. C. O.
Christ. Opera House, Elgin, Iowa.
SCARAMOUCHE. (9,600 feet). Star cast.
Fine picture. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Attendance, delighted. Better class in city of
10,000. Admission 10-25. H. C. Colrein, Alcazar Theatre (350 seats), Dothmer, Alabama.
SCARAMOIICHE. (9,600 feet). Star, Ramon
Novarro. This is unquestionably the greatest
picture of its kind ever made. Some of my
patrons said it was the best they ever saw.
Don'tthepayexchange
too muchmayforgetif some
you pay
all they
ask
of your
own
money. They got some of mine. Tone, excellent. Sunday, yes. Had good attendance.
A. F. Schreiver, Oneida Theatre, Oneida,
South Dakota.
SHERLOCK HOLMES. (8,000 feet). Star,
John Barrymore. All right for those who
like detective plays, but too long. We ran
this with a comedy on Saturday. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Fine attendance. All classes
town of 1,800. Admission 15-20, 15-25. J.
Meal Lanigan, Colonial Theatre (450 seats),
Moulton, Iowa.
SHOOTING OF DAIV McGREW. (6,318
feet). Star cast. Fine picture. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Attendance, delighted. Draw
better class in city of 10,000. Admission 1025. H. C. Colrein, Alcazar Theatre (350 seats),
Dothmer, Alabama.
SOCIAL CODE. (5 reels). Star, Viola Dana.
A picture that failed to draw or even please
those who attended. Dana has no drawing
power here. Tone, good. Sunday, good. Attendance, poor. Farmers, merchants, town of
1,650. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre,
Placerville, California.
SOUL OF THE BEAST. (5,300 feet). Star,
Madge Bellamy. A good story of circus life
which went over big here. Metro are not robbers and the prints are good. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. All classes
town of 1,800. Admission 15-20-15-25. J. Meal
Lanigan, Colonial Theatre (450 seats), Moulton, Iowa.
STRANGER'S BANQUET. (8,531 feet). Star
cast. A good picture which pleased. Goldwyn
prints we receive from Des Moines branch
are in good condition. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Fine attendance. All classes in town of
1,800. Admission 15-20, 15-25. J. Meal Lanigan, Colonial Theatre (450 seats), Moulton,
Iowa.
TRAILING
AFRICAN
WILD ANIMALS.
(6 reels). I broke my house record for Wednesday on this picture. I think any exhibitor
can make money with this picture and at
the same time it is highly entertaining as it
is entirely different from the regular run of
features. Sunday, yes, or any other day. P.
A. Freddy, Elaine Theatre (374 seats). Sinton, Texas.
UNSEEING EYES. (8,500 feet). Star cast.
A picture of rare beauty most wonderful
northern scenery and a jim dandy picture.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
Best class city of 10,000. Admission 10-25.
Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800 seats),
Guthrie,» Oklahoma.
UNSEEING EYES. (8,500 feet). Star, Lionel
Barrymore. Good Canadian snow picture. A
little long but holds. Tone, fair. Sunday, no.
Had fair attendance. Family class city of
300,000. Admission 35-50-75. Lee D. Balsly,
Uberty Theatre (1,000 seats), Kansas City,
Missouri.
WHITE SISTER. (10,400 feet). Star, Lilian
Gish. Very, very good. Exceptional business
for live days. Good in any theatre. Special
prologue helped business. Attendance, good.
All classes city of 25,000. Admission 10-26.
35-55. L. A. Hoover, Mission and Regent Theatres (760-800 seats), Riverside, California.
Paramount
CALL OF THE CANYON. (6,993 feet).
Star, Richard Dix. This Zane Grey story is
a corker. Everyone who saw it here was
very ardenthusiastic
their are
praise
it. RichDix and Lois InWilson
bothof excellent.
All in all a one hundred per cent, picture.
Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Attendance, large.
Mixed class town of 3,500. Admission 15-26-
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Some things that don't build
patron confidence, exhibitor allegiance— Torn Sprocket Holes, Bad
Patches, Missing Titles, Chopped
Up Scenes.
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
35. T. L.City,
B'arnett,
Finn's Theatre (600 seats),
Jewett
Connecticut.
IF YOU BELIEVE IT'S SO. (5 reels). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Boys! This is a real special that is not a special, only in price. Some
wrong. Pleased one hundred per cent. Tone
good. Fine attendance. Cotton mill class,
town of 2,100. Admission 10-20, plus tax.
J. B. Stanley,
Everybody's
seats),
McColl, South
Carolina. Theatre (250
LAW OF THE LAWLESS.
(6,387 feet).
Star cast. Another picture worth running.
Will please those that like action. Charles
De Roche is good. Pleased majority. Ran
Will Rogers
in "Passin'
No good.
good.
Tone,
okay. Sunday,
yes. Thru."
Attendance
Town and rural class, town of 1,000. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre
(249 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
LIGHT THAT FAILED. (7,013 feet). Star,
Jacqueline Logan. Another Paramount special that is not a special, only in price. Some
Paramount's are specials in price only. Mixed
class town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W.
Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinbury, North Carolina.
LIGHT THAT FAILED. (7,013 feet). Star
cast. Fairly good picture. Sunday, yes. Fair
attendance, elite class. Admission 20-30-40.
Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600
seats), Buffalo, New York.
LOVES OF PHARAOH. (7,352 feet). Star
cast. Eight reels of mostly nothing. Did not
please over twenty-five per cent of my patrons. Draw miners in town of 1,000. Admission 15-25. John Profughi, City Theatre
(250 seats), Dixonville, Pennsylvania.
LIGHT THAT FAILED. (7,013 feet). Star,
Percy Marmont. A very impressive performance by Marmont makes this an exceptionally fine picture. Won undivided praise from
everyone. Box office title not good, therefore business possibilities slight. Tone,
good. Poor attendance. High class city of
53,000. Frank Vesley, National Theatre (900
seats), Stockton, California.
MAN FROM HOME. (6,895 feet). Star,
James Kirkwood. An exceptional good picture. Pleased ninety-eight per cent. Some
wonderful scenery. Print not so good. Attendance, large. Farming class, town of 800.
Admission 15-25. A. B. McCullougn, ComKansas. munity Theatre (250 seats), Neosho Falls,
MANHANDLED. (8 reels). Star, Gloria
Swan. Something new for Gloria. Did very
well, although something is lacking. Well
liked by everyone. Average attendance. All
classes,
of 25,000.
10-25,
3555.
L. A. city
Hoover,
Mission Admission
Theatre (760
seats),
Riverdale, California.
MAN WHO SAW TOMORROW. Sta*, Thos.
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Meighan. Boys! All Meighan pictures are
good. We have run all up to now and have
the balance booked. They, are a sure bet
with
us. one
Buy hundred
'em rightperandcent.
you cannot
lose.
Pleased
Tone, good.
Fine attendance. Cotton mill class, town of
2,100. Admission 10-20, plux tax. J. B. StanEverybody's Theatre (250 seats), McColl,
Southley,Carolina.
MARRIAGE MAKER. (6,295 feet). Star
cast. Terrible. Be sure and don't buy it.
It's a newwhere.one,
but never
no good.
Don'tA take
Oh! boy,
again.
wasteany-of
film. Tone,
okay.
Sunday,
yes.
Good
ance. Town and country class, town ofattend1,000.
Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre (249 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
MEN. (6,564 feet). Star, Pola Negri. The
best thing Pola Negri has ever done. At
last she has a chance to act and be herself
just as the public wants her. The story is a
bit risque in spots, not enough to be objectionable. Tone, bad. Attendance, very good.
High-class city of 53,000. Frank Vesley,
National Theatre (900 seats), Stockton, California.
ON THE HIGH SEAS. (5,050 feet). Star
cast. A good picture. A pieture of land and
sea that will please most any audience, as
both stars, Dorothy Dalton and Jack Holt,
are liked here. Tone, okay. Sunday, good.
Good attendance. All classes, town of 600.
Admission 10-20. W. F. Denny, Electric Theatre (250 seats), Lowry City, Missouri.
PINK GODS. (7,062 feet). Star, Bebe Daniels. A good picture, but the name of picture is a drawback to picture, but picture
has good entertainment. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Attendance, fair. All classes,
town of 600. Admission 10-20. W. F. Denny,
Electric Theatre (250 seats), Lowry City,
Missouri.
RUGGLES OF RED GAP. (7,500 feet). Star
cast. A mighty good picture that does not
please everyone. Some patrons told me how
good it was. Some said no good. Cast good.
Attendance, S. R. O. Draw small town class,
town of 2,900. Admission 10-25, 10-40. C. L.
Smith, Victoria Theatre (350 seats), Winnfield, Louisiana.
RUSTLE OF SILK. (6,947 feet). Star,
Betty Compson. Good picture, but failed to
draw. Title no good for small town, and
Paramount's posters did not appeal to the
average person. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Holds the house record for poor attendance.
Town and rural class, town of 3,000. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (500
seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
SALOMY JANE. (6,270 feet). Star cast.
A good Saturday night picture for the summer. Good photography and scenery. Will
please those who crave for action. Jacqueline Logan is a comer. Tone, okay. Sunday,
yes. Attendance, good. Town and rural
class, town of 1,000. Admission 10-25. C. R.
Seff, New Radio
rectionvil e, Iowa. Theatre (249 seats), CorSALOMY JANE. (6,270 feet). Star, Jacqueline Logan. Those who came out to see
this voted it a very good western drama, but
the killings and murders seem to be too
many in the last two reels to keep track of
them all. Will please if they are not too
critical. Suitable in some theatres for Sun-
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day.
fair. Poor
' Draw
farmersTone,
and miners,
town attendance.
of 600. Admission
10-28, 10-33 for big- specials. John Russell,
Russell
linois. Theatre (250 seats), Matherville, IlSINGES JIM M. i. I I :. (7 reels). Star, William S. Hart. Nothing to the picture. Hart
doesn't know how to put pep into his picanymore.
Tone,class
nothingto it.of Sunday,
it willturesdo.
Better
in city
10,000.
Admission 10-25. H. C. Colrein, Alcazar Theatre (350 seats), Dothmer, Alabama.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,434 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. In comparision with Rosita,
which is the same story, the plot is handled
in an inferior manner, but Pola Negri is a
better gypsy than Mary Pickford. A very
good play, however, and should please most
audiences. City and country class, town of
3,000. Admission 10-50. George W. Walther,
Dixie Theatre (500 seats), Kerrville, Texas.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,434 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. Best gypsy picture since "Law
of
the Lawless."
Wonderful
and a
wonderful
cast. Audience
very acting
well pleased.
A wonderful costume show. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. General class,
town of 4,000. Kreighbaum Brothers, Char
Bell Theatre (800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
SPEED GIRL. (5 reels). Star, Bebe Daniels. An old one for us, but pleased almost
everybody. The print was not in very good
shape. We had a High School festival for
opposition and our attendance was cut down
thereby. Fair attendance. Better class, town
of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemlre,
"Y"
vania,Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth, PennsylSTRANGER. (6,660 feet). Star, Richard
Dix. Story not very interesting. Cast Includes Lewis Stone and Betty Compson and
could not be beaten. Mostly unfavorable
comments on show. Did not like show myself. Did not end right. Unlike any other
Richard Dix picture. .Not much action or
thrill to it. Sunday, yes. Rotten attendance.
General class, town of 4,000. Admisison 1030. Krieghbaum Brothers, Char Bell Theatre (800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
THIRTY DAYS. (7,788 feet). Star, Wallace
Reid. Some of our people were disappointed
in this one, but more were greatly pleased.
Not as good as some Reid pictures. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Fine attendance. All
classes in town of 1,800. Admission 15-20,
15-25. J. Meal Lanigan, Colonial Theatre
(450 seats), Moulton, Iowa.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD. Star cast. This
is a dandy picture and pleased them. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Had fair attendance.
Town and country class, town of 900. Admission 10-30. Charles L. Nott, Opera House
(400 seats), Sutherland, Iowa.
TO THE LADLES. (6,268 feet). Star, Theodore Roberts. Here is one that should be
seen
by
Not clean
much comedy
to it, butdrama.
you'll like
it, a veryall.good
The
industry needs more. A lot more of this
type. Sunday, yes. Had fair attendance. Elite
class. Admission 20-20-40. Louis Isenberg,
Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New
York.
TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE. (5,695
feet). Star, Mary Miles Minter. A splendid
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Miss Jean Paige as Arabella Bishop in Vitagraph's "Captain Blood."
picture for the price. Not a special, but a
good program picture. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Town and country class, town of 1,700.
Admission 10-20-25. H. Tapp, Hippodrome
Theatre (462 seats), Sheridan, Indiana.
TR I I'M PH. (8,292 feet). Star, Leatrice
Joy. Usual De Mille production. Well liked
by everyone, although nothing to brag about
Tone, good.
classes,
cityHoover,
of 25,000.
Admission All
10-25-35-55.
1m A.
Mission
and Regent Theatres (760-800 seats), Riverside, California.
WEST OF THE WATER TOWER. (7 reels).
Star cast. At times you thought this show
was going to be great when a slip-up would
occur and you would sink back in your seat
and wonder whether it would redeem itself
again, which it finally did not do. While
comments
fairlyclass
favorable
didn't
bring them were
in. Mixed
in city ofit 110,000.
Admission 10-20. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
WUSi OF THE WATER TOWER. (7 reels).
Star cast. Several asked me how this got by
the board of reviews and I myself wonder. I
saw this at the Chicago Theatre. Ch'cago,
before
I ran it, andscene
I don'tor remember
an
objectionable
subtitle seeing
there.
However, when I ran it, when the two show
girls stopped along the road and when one
fellow
car Then
and said
going toandlookgirlat left
the the
moon.
the we're
other
show
girl
said
to
the
bashful
preacher's
did you ever hear the story of Johnnie son,
and
the teacher. Such trash is thoroughly disgusting and detracts rather than adds to a
picture. This surely would have been a good
picture for us if it had not been ruined by a
few shiny scenes and wording on the screen.
No wonder some people object to pictures.
However, this is the only objectionable feature I've had this winter, but make a holler
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boys, that's the only way we can make them
stop it. J. R. Rush, Pearl City, Illinois.
WHITE OAK. (6,208 feet). Star, William
S. Hart. Hart is a goner. I have been unable to break even on his pictures lately,
when his pictures a few years ago would
necessitate the S. R. O. sign. Just a fair
western. Tone, good. Sunday, no. Fair attendance.
General M.
classJ. town
of 1,312.
Admission
10-15-20.
Bradley,
Airdome
Theatre (250 seats), Thornton, Arkansas.
WILD BILL HICKOK. (6,893 feet). Star,
William S. Hart. A dandy good story and
picture
pleased
fine criticisms
Friday-Satutday
crowd. Have
read a many
on this
picture and I did find some faults, but it
pleased fine and drew well. What more do
you want. Hart is getting pretty old and
shows it. Tone, good. Sunday, no. Good attendance. Mixed class, town of 8,000. Admission 10-20. A. R. Powell, Highland Theatre (425 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
WOMAN PROOF. (7,687 feel). Star, Thos.
Meighan. Meighan always pleased. Not up
to his standard, although all enjoyed it.
Meighai. draws them. Rental more than
"Back Home and Broke." Isn't worth It.
Town and rural class, town of 1,000. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre (249 seats), Correctionville. Iowa.
WOMAN PROOF. (7,687 feet). Star, Thos.
Meighan. This is a very good picture, with
more comedy in It than is usually found In
Tom Meighan's
pictures, Tone.
it pleased
majority of my audience.
fine. the
Sunday,
yes. Had fair attendance. Farmers and miners, town of 600. Admission 10-28, 10-33 for
big sptcials. John Russell, Russell Theatre
(250 seats), Matherville, Illinois.
7.AZA. (7.076 feet). Star, Gloria Swanson.
One
of Gloria's
pictures. Romantic
and
bizarre,
the starbest
is irresistible
and the plot
will appeal to the lovers of real art. An enjoyable photoplay. City and country class in
town of 3,000. Admission 10-50. George W.
Walther,
Dixie Theatre (500 seats). Kerrville, Texas.
Prod. Dist Corp. Hodkinson
DRIVI*' FOOL. (5,800 feet). Star, Wally
Van. Fine. Well liked by everyone. We
need more like. F. F. Vincent, Rialto Theatre, Harlinger, Texas.
HOOS1ER SCHOOLMASTER.
(5,556 feet).
Star cast. Very good picture which pleased
a small audience. Struck a rainy night.
Good for two or three days run. C. H. Lawrence, Plaza Theatre, Dundee, Iowa.
MIAMI. (6,317 feet). Star, Betty Compson. A nifty light society drama. Seemed
to please our audiences. Family class, city
of 300,000. Admission 13-35-50. Lee D. Balsly, ILiberty Theatre (1,014 seats), Kansas
City, Missouri.
Preferred
MAVTIME. (7,500 feet). Star cast. A wonderfully clever production. A little slow In
Seta whirlwind.
Endsthein best,
gettingting started.
the
costumes
Acting
best. Lastgreat.reel
in natural
colors.
Tone, the
best. Sunday, yes. Mixed class, town of 5,000. Admission 10-30. M. C. Kellogg, Homestake Theatre (800 seats), Lead, South Dakota.
MAYTIME. (7,500 feet). Star cast. Avery
slow start, but as a whole a beautiful thing.
Patrons were divided in their expressions,
expressions were from one extreme to the
the better element If
other. Should appealto tostart
with. Tone, good.
it were not so slow
class city of 63,000.
High
good.
Attendance,
Frank Vesley, National Theatre (900 seats),
Stockton. California.
MOTHERS-IN-LAW. (6,725 feet). Star cast.
much better
A greator many
Nest"
"Over said
the Hills,"
at any than
rate "Old
Is a
In
showing
of
worthy
and
production
dandy
la
human interest
theatre.theThebest.
any town or Tone,
good.
Sunday,
wonderful.
10-30.
Admission
of 5,000. Theatre (800
Mixed class, town Homestake
M. C. Kellogg,
seats), Lead, South Dakota.
POISONED PARADISE. (6,800 feet). Star.
Kenneth Harlan. A fairly Interesting story
of Monte Carlo which will not create any
great impresBlom, but will manage to get by
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anywhere. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Attendance, fair. Mixed class, town of 3,500.
Admission
T. L City,
Barnett,
Finn's
Theatre (600 15-25-35.
seats), Jewett
Connecticut.
VIRGINIAN. (8,010 feet). Star, Kenneth
Harlan. A good picture worth seeing-. Think
it will please anywhere. Tone, good. Sunday, good. Farmers, merchants, town of 1,650. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.
VIRGINIAN. (8,010 feet). Star, Kenneth
Harlan. In the way of big pictures have
played nothing in four years that pleased as
this one did. Some said better and others
not as good as the old version, but they came
to see it, and went away pleased. Give us
more like this. Tone, good. Suitable for
Sunday in some places. Mixed class in town
of 5,000. Admission 10-30. M. C. Kellogg,
Homestake Theatre (800 seats), Lead, South
Dakota.
Selznick
COMMON LAW. (8 reels). Star cast. A
mighty fine picture. Ran it three days and
attendance improved each day. Rent it on a
per cent, and made some money, but had I
paid high rental salesman demanded would
have come out in the hole. A spicy picture
that semed to please. Admission 10-20. J.
C. Borden, Palace Theatre (370 seats), Lawrenceville, 111.
LOVE IS AN AWFUL THING. (6,500 feet).
Star cast. This proved to be an excellent
comedy feature for our audience. Everybody
seemed satisfied. This was the second poor
print ance.
received
fromtownSelznick.
attendBetter class
of 4,500.FairAdmission
10-15. C.
A. Anglemire,
" Y" Theatre (403
seats),
Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.
MODERN MATRIMONY, (o reels). Star,
Owen Moore. Too short. Story not very good.
Good cast. Not suitable for Sunday. Fair attendance. General class, town of 4,000.
Kreighbaum Brothers, Char Bell Theatre
(800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
MONKEY'S PAW. Star cast. Better look
before you book. Foreign cast and settings.
Received good print. Sunday, not good. Fair
attendance. All classes in big city. Admission ten oents. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle
Theatre (298 seats), Baltimore, Maryland.
TOILERS OF THE SEA. (6 reels). Star.
Lucy Fox. Another foreign piece of junk.
Lay off this one. Nothing to it. Received
fair print. Business rotten and very glad of
it with such a picture as this. Sunday, no.
All classes, big city. Admission ten cents.
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre (298
seats), Baltimore, Maryland.
United Artists
BIRTH OF A NATION. Star cast. We can
only agree with all the other reports, this is
still the greatest thing ever screened. We
put this on with a special orchestra and it
went over big, but the exchange got most
of the money and we done the work. Tone,
fine. Suitable for any day. Attendance, good.
Farmers and miners, town of 600. Admission
10-28, 10-33 for big specials. John Russell,
Russell
linois. Theatre (250 seats), Matherville, IlDREAM STREET. (11,000 feet). Star cast.
D. W. Griffith made a lemon. I purchased
this on the reputation of Mr. Griffith. The
picture is very poor. We have had three
good ones and three bad ones from United
Artists. Tone, questionable. Sunday, no.
Average attendance. Town and rural class,
town of 3,000. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich,
Rich Theatre (500 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
IRON TRAIL. (7 reels). Star cast. This Is
an old picture, but the print was fine and
the picture will please almost anywhere. The
price is right and any exhibitor should make
good money on it. Lots of action in parts,
but it could end better and therefore make
it a much better picture. Sunday, yes. All
classes town of 1,200. Admission 10-25.
Browns Theatre, Lecompte, Louisiana.
TAILOR MADE MAN. (8,648 feet). Star,
Charles Ray. A good program show, but
why, oh! why do they make them so long for?
If it would have been in six reels Instead of
nine it would have been excellent. Summer
slump Is coming here. Tone, good. Fair at-

Perfect Educational-Cameo
equilibrium in "Turncomedy.
About," an
tendance. Better class town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemire, "Y" Theatre
(403 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.
TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY'. (10
reels). Star, Mary Pickford. A fine picture
that pleased all, played this late but print
was in pretty good condition. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Attendance good. Student and
educated class town of 1,700. Admission 1025. K. F. Van Norman, Star Theatre (350
seats), Mansfield, Pennsylvania.
THROUGH THE BACK DOOR. Star, Mary
Pickford. A repeat showing that pleased
and scored again. Played under auspices of
Boy Scouts for a benefit fund, just the kind
of a picture for such work. Tone, the very
best. Sunday, yes. Mixed class in town of
5,000. Admission 10-30. M. C. Kellogg, Homestake Theatre, 800 seats). Lead, South Dakota.
Universal
BLINKY'.
(5,740
feet). Star,
Ran this with vaudeville
two Hoot
days.Gibson.
Fair
picture. Gibson is practically unknown here.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Had good attendnia. ance. Raymond Theatre, Pasadena, CaliforBREATHLESS MOMENT. (5,556 feet). Star,
William Desmond. A pleasing crook comedy
drama made a very good Saturday business.
Print good. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Good
attendance. All classes in big city. Admission ten cents. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle
Theatre (298 seats), Baltimore, Maryland.
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CROOKED ALLEY. (4,900 feet). Star cast.
A dandy program picture. A detective crook
story that will please as all stars play their
parts well and a good plot to play. Tone,
okay. Sunday, no. Attendance, fair. All
classes, town of 600. Admission 10-20. W. F.
Denney. Electric Theatre (250 seats), Lowry
City, Missouri.
DANCING CHEAT. (5 reels). Star. Herbert Rawlinson. A good Saturday night picture or to be used with a serial where the
latter has the drawing power. Tone, fair.
Sunday, yes. T. W. Young, Princess Theatre,
Dyersburg, Tennessee.
DANCING CHEAT. (5 reels). Star, Herbert Rawlinson. While we have had better
ones with this star, still in all it's not bad.
Sunday, no. Poor attendance, elite class. Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood
Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
DANGEROUS BLONDE. (4,919 feet). Star,
Laura LaPlante. This is another good feature comedy of this beautiful new star and
she is going strong. More luck to her and we
hope we get more of the same type. Rain
spoiled our Saturday crowd. Tone, good.
Sunday, good. Attendance, fair. Business class
and farmers town of 2,200. Admission 10-25.
A. F. Jenkins, Community Theatre, David
City, Nebraska.
DEAD GAME. (4,819 feet). Star, Hoot Gibson. A good western picture. Gibson goes
well here. This is a fine Saturday night picture. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. All classes.
Admission 10-30. F. E. Wheeler, Strand Theatre (280 seats), Scotland, South Dakota.
HIGH SPEED. Star, Herbert Rawlinson.
Another one of those crook stories and good
one. Sunday, yes. Attendance, good. Working class city of 14,000. Admission 10-20. G.
M. B'ertling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats),
Piqua, Ohio.
HIS MYSTERY' GIRL. (4,487 feet). Star,
Herbert Rawlinson. A good program picture
with lots of comedy. Print good. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. All classes in
big city. Admission ten cents. Stephen G.
Brenner, Eagle Theatre (298 seats), Baltimore, Maryland.
HOOK AND LADDER. (6 reels). Star, Hoot
Gibson. A good attraction but not equal of
"Ramblin Kid" by any means. Hoot is a
good bet in almost anything. Tone, okay.
Sunday, good. Had fair attendance. Rural
class town of 850. Admission 10-25-33. J. D.
Warnock,Iowa.Luna Theatre (35 seats), Battle
Creek,
HUNTING
BIG GAME IN AFRICA. (8
reels). Best of its kind. Should be a heritage.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Neighborhood
class town of 1,200. Admission 10-20. W. D.
LaFerry,
Rossville Theatre, Rossville,
Georgia.
MAN FROM WYOMING. (4,717 feet). Star,
Jack Hoxie. About as good as can be expected from Hoxie. Pleased all western fans,
lots of action about one third more attendance with Hoxie than other stars. Tone, good.
Sunday, no. Attendance, best in six months.
Miners' town of 1,000. Admission 15-25. John
Profughi, City Theatre (250 seats), Dixonville, Pennsylvania.
MERRY-GO-ROUND.
(9,178 feet). Star,
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Mary Philbin. A very good picture but advise all small town theatres to lay oft as
the small towns do not fall for those kind
of pictures. Tone, fair. Sunday, yes. Good
attendance. Farmers town of 150. Admission
10-25. Jack
Snyder,
seats),
Richmond,
Iowa.Casino Theatre (310
MERRY-GO-ROIND.
(9,178 feet). Star,
Mary Philbin. Having previously seen this
picture. I booked it with the expectation of
giving my patrons a first class entertainment.
I advertised it big and drew a good crowd.
I was sorry that anyone came, as the film
was so absolutely worthless that it nearly
blinded one to watch it hop around the
screen, not to mention the tiresome waits
while the distracted operator made what repairs were possible. After working six hours
on this film it was still a dangerous thing to
put it through a projector, the operator not
being constructed of asbestos, nor too green
to burn. If the print had been satisfactory
the picture would have gone over, but as it
was people were too disgusted to enjoy It.
Say, brother exhibitors, you know the habit
some of the salesmen have, of carefully preserving nice reports on their pictures? Well,
I'll bet this one won't who sold me this picture, promising me good prints, will read
this, as it will save him shoeleather in coming to my town again. I am absolutely done
with such pictures. Used slide, ones, threes,
window cards and mailing list to draw good
attendance. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre, Chester, Vermont.
RIDE FOR VOIR LIFE. (5,310 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. Just another Gibson which did
little more than "Hook and Ladder." Business, however, satisfactory and we can always depend on this star. Mixed class city
•of 35,000. Admission 25-35. C. D. Buss, Strand
Theatre (700 seats), Easton, Pennsylvania.
RIDGEWAY OF MONTANA. (4,843 feet).
Star, Jack Hoxie. This is a fair picture but
no better than some of the other pictures
-Tack has appeared in possibly appealed a
little more to the ladies. Jack has gone about
as far as he can go. The big holler about
the ranch riders means I pay more
money for Hoxie. See no difference between
these and any other western riders. Sunday, yes. Attendance, fair. General class town
of 3,600. Admission 10-20. William A. Clark,
Castle Theatre (400. seats), Havana, Illinois.
SHOCK. (8,758 feet). Star, Lon Chaney.
Fine
be beaten
when picture.
it comesLonto Chaney
acting; can't
everybody
well
pleased.
If
you
haven't
booked
it
get
busy.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
Farmers town of 150. Admission 10-25. Jack
.Snyder, Casino Theatre (130 seats), Richmond, Iowa.
TRIFLIMG WITH HONOR. (7,785 feet).
Star cast. Good picture. Sunday, yes. Attendance, very good. Neighborhood class
town of 1,200. Admission 10-20. W. D. LaFerry, Rossville Theatre, Rossville, Georgia.
WHERE IS THIS WEST. (4,532' feet).
Star, Jack Hoxie. A dandy western picture
that will please and will make you money
as it has drawing power. Tone, fair. Sunday,
no. Attendance good. All classes town of 600.
Admission 10-20. W. F. Denney, Electric
Theatre (250 seats), Lowry City, Missouri.
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Give and take is only fair. If an
exchange gets hashed-up prints
from exhibitors it's hard to figure
that as a fair deal. So do your
part toward giving
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
WHISPERED NAME. Star cast. The film
used for this picture is worth more than the
story. The cast must have been picked with
a view of producing as badly as possible.
We sent personal apologies to all our patrons
for having shown such a rotten picture. The
direction was worse than a decayed Grapefruit smells. Theme of the story poorly
handled. This film should be burled and allowed to remain so for five thousand years,
unearthed, given the publicity King Tut has
been given then some comment on It might
be said that will be unusual. Attendance,
disgusted. Hudson & Hawkins, Victory Theatre, Brooksville, Florida.
WHISPERED NAME. (5,196 feet). Star
cast. Universal's
not
shown
much merit. melodramas
This one no have
exception.
Very ordinary. Tone, okay. Sunday, okay. Had
poor attendance. Draw railroad workers, town
of 3,500. Admission 10-35, 10-40. Wllcot &
Witt, Strand Theatre (455 seats), Irvine,
Kentucky.
WILD PARTY. (5,034 feet). Star, Gladys
Walton. A good picture. Really entertaining.
Pleased all but never saw a bad picture
that Gladys played in as all of her's are
good. Tone, fair. Sunday, no. Good attendance. All classes town of 600. Admission 1020. W. F. Denny, Electric Theatre (250 seats),
Lowry City, Missouri.
Vitagraph
BETWEEN FRIENDS. (6,900 feet). Star,
Lou Tellegan. A mighty fine production. One
that you can safely recommend and advance
your prices. Stood up good for us two
nights. Print in perfect condition. Sunday,
no. Attendance good. Neighborhood class
town of 4,200 Admission 10-22. W. E. Elkin,
Temple
sissippi. Theatre (550 seats), Aberdeen, MisLOVE BANDIT. (6 reels). Star cast. A
good picture of the lumber camps. Will
please all liking outdoor pictures. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance, town and
country class. Town of 900. Admission 10-30.
Charles L. Nott, Opera House (400 seats),
Sutherland, Iowa.
MAN FROM BBODNEY'S. (7.100 feet). Star
cast. Excellent picture to packed house.
Price right, film good condition. Plenty of action. Will stand raised admission. Attendance, S. R. O. Small town class town of 2,900.
Admission 10-35, 10-40. C. L. Smith, Victoria
Theatre (350 seats)), Winnfleld, Louisiana.
MAN NEXT DOOR. (7 reels). Star cast.
Nice comedy drama. Supposed to be a western but only the first part is and then it's
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all eastern. Tone, okay. Attendance,
Agricultural class town of 1,406. C. A.
Swiercinsky, Majestic Theatre (250 seats),
Washington, Kansas.
MASTER OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star cast.
One of the best pictures from every point
we've shown this year. Everyone enjoyed
it. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Draw better
class in city of 10,000. Admission 10-25. H.
C. Colrein, Alcazar Theatre (350 seats),
Dothmer, Alabama.
MASTERS OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star,
Earle Williams. Here is an old one that
will stand up with the very best of the newer
features. Did nine dollars more second day
than on first which is very exceptional. Tone,
good. A few said this was the best picture they had ever seen. They were the ones
old enough to remember the Spanish-American war. All classes town of 2,000. Admission
10-35. P. A. Preddy, Elaine Theatre (374
seats), Sinton, Texas.
MY MAN. (6,800 feet). Star, Dustin Farnum. Good comedy drama, well done and not
a bad story. Wide appeal but owing to star
most people expected a western story, therefore, those that were attracted by the star
were not enthusiastic. Picture is a safe program picture. Tone good. Attendance, poor.
High class city of 53,000. Frank Vesley. Nafornia. tional Theatre (900 seats), Stockton, CaliMY WILD IRISH ROSE. (7,650 feet). Star
cast. Just a program picture. Nothing to
brag about. Pleased about fifty per cent.
Sunday, yes. Poor attendance. Farmers town
of 150. Admission 10-25. Jack Snyder, Casino
Theatre (310 seats), Richmond, Iowa.
ONE LAW FOR THE WOMAN.
(6 reels).
Star, Cullen Landls. A fair program but
did not draw as we thought it should. Dave
Smith puts the kick in the Vitagraph productions. The Bianey productions are a little too much melodrama for the ladies. Medium attendance. William A. Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre, Havana, Illinois.
PIONEER TRAILS. (6,920 feet). Star cast.
This is a fine picture, but it did not go over
very strong for me. Could not see that It
was better than any good western. Paid too
much rental for It and just about broke
even. Sunday, yes. Admission 10-20. J. C.
Borden,
renceville,Palace
Illinois.Theatre (370 seats). LawPIONEER TRAILS. (6.920 feet). Star cast.
A really big special that should please one
hundred per cent. Big sets and excellent.
Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Had good attendance. Rural class town of 850. Admission
10-25-33. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (350
seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
TOO MICH B18INESS. (6.100 feet). Star
cast. Not as good as they said it was. Pleased
about fifty per cent. Sunday, yes. Poor attendance. Farmers town of 150. Admission
10-25. Jack Snyder, Casino Theatre (310
seats), Richmond, Iowa.
VIRTIOIS LIARS. (5,650 feet). Star
cast. Nothing to shout about. First piclong Good
time acting
that I've
peopleto
walk tureoutin a on.
but had
nothing
the picture. Tone, questionable. Sunday,
no. Average attendance. Residential class,
town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. J. A. MoGill. Liberty Theatre (250 seats). Port
Orchard, Washington.
Warner Bros.
LITTLE i III Kill IROCND Till. CORNER. (6,300 feet). Star cast. Somehow this
brought them In. While I would term it a
fair
production
I couldn't
to rave
about as
some offindmy anything
patrons indid.it
But my patrons are always right excepting
when they fail to show up. Mixed class of
110,000. Admission 10-20. Al. C. Werner, Royal
Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
LITTLE JOHNNY JONES. (6 reels). Star,
Johnny Hines. A good clean comedy that
pleased everyone. The race horse scene exceptionally good. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Attendance, fair. All classes. Admission 1030. L. E. Wheeler, Strand Theatre (28" seats),
Scotland, South Dakota.
PRINTER'S DEVIL. (7 reels). Star. Wesley
Barry. Pleased about fifty per cent. Wesley
is very good here, but this Is a very poor
vehicle for him. Hope it does not hurt him
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for the newer releases. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Mixed class, in town of 5,000. Admission
10-30. M.Lead,
C. Kellogg,
Homestake Theatre i'800
seats),
South Dakota.
TIGER ROSE. (8,000 feet). Star last. An
exceptional good picture not a poor one out
of fifteen
fromwith
Warner's
are right.
No
hold up
them. and
J. B.prices
Sparks,
Lyric
Theatre, Pruneville, Oregon.
Comedies
BLACK AND BLUE. (Christie). Star, Jimmie Adams. Another excellent Christie comedy. Educational certainly has good clean
snappy comedies this year. This one brought
fnughs and laughs. Better class town of
4,500. Admission 10-15. C- A. Angelmire, "Y"
T.'.ratre (403 seats), Nazareth. Pennsylvania.
BOAT. (First National). Star, Buster Keat. n. Buster better stay in two reelers he is
far better off. The above comedy was good.
His features are not liked up here. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Farmers, merchants town
of 1,650. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre,
Plaeerville, California.
CALL THE WAGON. (Christie). Star, Neal
Burns. An average Christie comedy. There
are one or two excellent laugh makers in
this comedy. Neal Burns sure cuts some capers in this one. Better class town of 4,500.
Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemire, "Y" Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.
CAMEO COMEDIES. (Educational). We
find these one reelers very good. They just
fit in with your six to eight reel shows where
two reels are too much. They are really more
enjoyable when used In this way and are as
good as you can buy. General class town
of 3,600. Admission 10-20. William A. Clark,
Sr., Castle Theatre (400 seats). Havana,
Illinois.
CARTER DEHAVEN COMEDIES.
(F. B.
O.) These comedies are about as near nothI ever
to run.
I haven't
laughing asout
of mytriedcrowd
in four
weeks had
witha
these. Tone, good. Poor attendance. General
class town of 1,312. Admission 10-15-20. M.
J. Bradley, Airdome Theatre (250 seats),
Thornton, Arkansas.
COPS AND HIS WIFE'S RELATIONS.
(First National). Star, Buster Keaton. Both
very good with plenty of laughs. Price right.
Guy
mont. C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, VerDON'T HESITATE. (Educational). Star,
Cliff Bowes. This is not as good as the other
Cameo's we have had recently. There are only
one or two good laugh producers in it. Better class town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C.
A.
Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre (403 seats),
Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.
FEARLESS FLANNIGAN. (Hodkinson).
Star, Charles Murray. A comedy which
pleased all who saw it. Extremely hot
weather. Print fair. Sunday, yes. Attendance, very poor. All classes in big city.
Admission ten cents. Stephen G. Brenner,
Eagle Theatre (298 seats), Baltimore, Maryland.
GOWN SHOP. (Vitagraph). Star, Larry
Semon. A good comedy. They all like Semon.
Tone, good. Sunday, good. Attendance, good.
Student and educated class town of 1,700.
Admission 10-25. K. F. VanNorman, Star
(350 seats), Mansfield, PennsylTheatre
vania.
HANG ON. (Cameo Comedy). A fairly good
to run along
one reeler. It is good enough super
feature
with one of these so-called
length specials. Better class town of 4,500.
10-15. C. A. Anglemire, "Y" TheaAdmission
tre (403 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.
HORSESHOES. (Vitagraph). Star, Larry
Semon. Good as usual, Semon very popular
here. Print perfect. Sunday, yes. Attendance,
town of 4,200. Adgood. Neighborhood class
Temple TheaE. Elkin,
mission 10-22. W.Aberdeen,
Mississippi.
tre (500 seats),
JUST PASSIN' THRU. (Pathe). Star, Will
advise anyone to book
Rogers. I wouldn'ta comedy.
No laughs. Why
these. They're not
don't they make them with a kick. Town and
town of 1,000. Admission 10class
country
Seff, NewIowa.Radio Theatre (249 seats),
25. C. R. ville,
Correction
ONE REEL LLOYD COMEDIES. (Pathe).
Star, Harold Lloyd. Can't run these as they

"Ramshackle
House," Picture
a Producers
Distributing
are way too old. Try and buy the two reel
comedies. They are okay and really contain
real comedy in them. They draw Ikids.
Tone, okay, Sunday, yes. Town and country
class town of 1,000. Admission 10-25. C. R.
Seff. New Radio
rectionvil e, Iowa. Theatre (249 seats), CorLONESOME. (Educational). Star, Lloyd
Hamilton. Well, as usual Hamilton brought
the laughs with his antics and lots of them.
His comedies are usually Al, laugh makers.
Better class town of 4,500. Admission 10-15.
C.
A. Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre (403 seats),
Nazareth.
Pennsylvania.
MECHANIC. (Selznick). Star, Jimmy Aubrey. A good slapstick comedy. Book this
series and they will sure please. Prints always good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance.
All classes in big city. Admission ten cents.
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre (298
seats), Baltimore, Maryland.
Gang."
"Our comedy
(Pathe).
NO NOISE.
best Gang
very Stars,
this is the
Boys,
made up to date; the kids kept them roaring
from start to finish. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. All classes in big city. Admission ten cents. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle
Theatre (298 seats), Baltimore, Maryland.
ONE DAY IN HOLLYWOOD. (Selznick).
Just a fair comedy. Print new. Sunday,
yes. Attendance poor. Stephen G. Brenner,
Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.
ONE TERRIBLE DAY". (Pathe). Stars,
"Our Gang." The above is a. good one. All
they have some
the kids are in this and better
than some
fun in this. This is much
I ran. Draws kids. Tone okay. Sunday,
country
and
Town
yes. Good attendance.
C. R.
class, town of 1,000. Admission 10-25.CorrecRadio Theatre (249 seats),
Seff. New tionville,
Iowa.
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PARDON
MY
GLOVE. (Educational).
Star, Bobby
Vernon.
goodlaughs.
ChristieBoxing
comedy. Above the
averageA for
situations extra good. Attendance, S. R. O.
Draw small town class, town of 2,900. Admission 10-25, 10-40. C. L. Smith, Victoria
Theatre (350 seats), Winnfield, Louisiana.
PICKING PEACHES. (Mack Sennet). Star,
Harry Langdon. The best comedy I have
ever shown. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Attendance good. T. W. Young, Princess Theatre, Dyersburg, Tennessee.
PILGRIM. (First National). Star, Charles
Chaplin. Did a nice business with this, and
seemed to please the audience, many of whom
were
"once-in-a-while"
the
name only
of Chaplin.
Used slide,drawn
ones, bythrees
and window cards. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall, Chester, Vermont.
PLEASANT JOURNEY. (Hal Roach ComA realholds
novelty
comedy. in
"Thea roaring
Gang"
comedy edy).still
the audiences
mood.
"Pleasant
Journey"
is
from
a
ent angle, an asset to any program indifferany
vania.
theatre. Strand Theatre, Altoona, PennsylSHOOTING STAR. (Universal). Star, Billy
Sullivan.
"Fasta fight
Steppers
Series"
and a good Oneone.of Atherace,
comedy
and
romance. Tone good. Sunday, okay. Had
good attendance. Family class, city of 300,000. Admission 35-50-75. Lee D. Balsly, Libsouri. erty Theatre (1,000 seats), Kansas City, MisSIMPLE SADIE. (Cameo Comedy). An average Cameo one-reel comedy. It had one or
two
good laugh-producers
in it.
onereel Cameo
comedies certainly
helpThese
out with
the long feature pictures. Better class, town
of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.
SOILERS. (Pathe). Star, Harry Langdon.
Great. One of the best two-reel comedies we
have had in a long time. The fight is a
knockout. Get this one by all means. Print
perfect. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
Neighborhood
town ofTemple
4,200. Theatre
Admission 10-22. W.class,
E. Elkin,
(500 seats), Aberdeen, Mississippi.
TROUBLE
BREWING.
(Vitagraph). Star,
Larry Semon. The usual slapstick Semon
comedy
Get'sS.lots
laughs. that
Fastpleases
action.everyone.
Attendance,
R. of
O.
Small town class, town of 2,900. Admission
10-25, 10-40. C. L. Smith, Victoria Theatre
(350 seats), Winnfield, Louisiana.
TROUBLE TRAILERS. (Universal). Star,
Buddy Messinger. This is the best one out
of several mighty good ones that we have
played. tures.
HopeEverybody
he soon
comedy class
fealiked makes
it. Business
and farmers, town of 2,200. Admission 1025. A. F. Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
UNDER COVER. (Educational). Star, Cliff
Bowes. It brought some good laughs. It
thus served the purpose for our house. What
more can one want with a comedy? Better
class, town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A.
Anglemire, "Y" Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.
YANKEE SPIRIT. (Educational). An extra good kid comedy. As good as the "Gang."
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Used in connection with "Heritage of the
Desert."
It helped
please theS. largest
of the year.
Attendance,
R. O. crowd
Small
town class, town of 2,900. Admission 10-25,
10-40. C. L. Smith, Victoria Theatre (350
seats), Winnfield, Louisiana.
Short Subjects
AESOP FABLES. (Pathe). This little reel
is just the thing to end up a program when
you have a very long feature. Then It Is
something of a novelty if you don't run them
too often.
L. Barnett, Finn's Theatre,
Jewett
City, T.
Connecticut.
FIGHTING BLOOD. (F. B. O.). Am on
round six and find that they are not drawing
nearly so well as did first series. Think It
is too much of the same kind of stuff for
the average crowd. Tone fair. Sunday, no.
Pair attendance. General class, town of
1,312. Admission 10-15-20. M. J. Bradley,
Airdome
kansas. Theatre (250 seats), Thornton, ArLEATHER PUSHERS, FOURTH SERIES.
(Universal). Star, Billy Sullivan. Boys,
here's the best two-reelers I have ever
played. We are on the fourth series now
and only two more to go. Wish they would
make
like per
'em.centThey
fine.
Pleasedsome
one more
hundred
withareus.all Tone
good. Fine attendance. Cotton mill class,
town of 2,100. Admission 10-20, plus tax. J.
B.
Stanley,
McColl,
SouthEverybody's
Carolina. Theatre (250 seats),
TELEPHONE GIRL NO. 1. (F. B. O.). If the
balance of this series is as good as the first,
Oh,
Boy! bookPrint
'em new.
and boost
'em. yes.
You Good
can't
go wrong.
Sunday,
attendance. All classes in big city. Admission ten cents. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle
Theatre (298 seats), Baltimore, Maryland.
TELEPHONE GIRL. (F. B. O.). Star, Alberta Vaughn. My people rave over this one
and claim it's the best two-reeler they have
ever seen, but it has signally failed to draw.
Run one every two weeks and in between a
two-reel comedy. The night I ran the "Telephone Girl" business was only a few dollars
better than when I ran a regular two-reel
comedy, and it costs me twice as much. Mixed
class in city of 110.000. Admission 10-20. Al.
C.
Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
Serials
AROI.Nl>
THE
IN' EIGHTEEN
DAYS. (Universal). WORLD
Star, William
Desmond.
This serial held up well and pleased above
the average. Town and rural class, town of
3,000. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre (500 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
DANIEL BOONE. (Universal). Good serial.
Well liked here. Attendance very good.
Neighborhood class in town of 1,200. Admission 10-20. W. D. LaFerry, Rossville Theatre, Rossville, Georgia.
FAST EXPRESS. (Universal). Have run
third episode and it is a great serial. I feel
it will be a winner for hot weather. Best
serial I ever saw William Duncan in. "Fast
Express" is a good buy. Town of 3,500.
Admission 10-30. G. A. Peterson, Lyric Theatre, Sayre, Oklahoma.

For
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A tip— IinSen
timeTipps.
saves exhibitors'
money
LEATHER STOCKING. (Tut he I. Have had
three. Should draw, but receipts are falling
on thfs one. Neighborhood class, town of
1.200. Admission 10-20. W. D. LaFerry,
Rossville Theatre, Rossville, Georgia.
WAV OF A MAN. (Pathe). Star, Allene
Ray. This serial starts off like a house on
fire but after the sixth chapter drags. There
is not much kick in the ending. My largest
house was on fourth chapter. People who
patronize serials like more action than they
get in this one. Tone okay. All classes,
town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. P. A. Preddy, Elaine Theatre, Sinton, Texas.
Miscellaneous
BAFFLED. Star, Franklyn Farnum. Did
not think much of this; not much of a plot.
Had some kicks and no praise. Fair tone.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance, farmers and
small town, 600. Admission 10-20-30. H. W.
Batchelder, Gait Theatre (175 seats), Gait,
California.
BLASTED HOPES. (Arrow). Star cast. A
good Saturday picture, but not good for any
other attendance.
day. Only Mixed
a shootclass,
'emtown
up western.
Fair
of 2,000.
Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinbury, North Carolina.
ll\ DIVINE RIGHT. (Grand Ascher). Star
cast. Unusually good program picture. A
little out of the ordinary. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. T. W. Young,
Princess Theatre, Dyersburg, Tennessee.
CLEAN UP. (State Right). Star, Franklin
Farnum. Not much to it. Very crude and
poorly erns.
made,
or elseSunday,
I am yes.
fed upAttendance
on westTone good.
fair. Farmers and small town class. Admission 10-20-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait Theatre (175 seats), Gait California.
|v MONE1
KVKRV THING ? (Lee-Bradford). Star, Norman Kerry. A fair program
offering for places where they are not too
critical.
won'tfestival
know and
Norman
Kerry.
We
had aThey
church
a military
academy commencement for opposition. You
might know where we got off. Poor attendance. Better class, town of 4,500. Admission
10-15. C. A. Anglemire, "Y" Theatre (403
seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania,
LET'S GO. (Trnart). Star, Richard Talmadge. (5,798 feet). A fast-running stunt
picture. Well acted and well produced and
will please them. Tone good. Sunday, good.
Good attendance. Best class, city of 10,000.
Admission 10-25. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
LET'S GO. (Truart). Star, Richard Talmadge. (5,198 feet). Not much. Talmadge
would be okay behind a good director. Tone
okay. Attendance poor. Railroad workers,
town of 3.500. Admission 10-35, 10-40. Wflcot and Witt, Strand Theatre (466 seats),
Irvine, Kentucky.
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LET'S madge.GO.
(Truart). Star, Richard Tal(5.198
feet).
Here
is
one
plenty
of action and lots of it. Has with
a little of
everything in it. Sunday, yes. Attendance
good. Working class, city of 14.000. Admission 10-20. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats).G.Piqua,
Ohio.
LUCKY DAN. (State Right). Star, Richard
Talmadge. Again this star registered. If
you like action and thrill subjects be sure
to book the Richard Talmadge
Tone
good. Sunday, in some places.releases.
Mixed
in town of 5,000. Admission 10-30. MclassC
Kellogg, Homestake Theatre (800 seats).
Lead, South Dakota.
MILE A MINI X B MORGAN.
Right).
Star, Matty Matison. (6 reels).(State
If you want
action you need not be afraid to promise
your
patrons that this one is full of good action,
and my people said so. Tone good. Sunday,
no. Draw mtners in town of 1,000. Admission 15-25. John Profughi, City Theatre (250
seats), Dixonvllle
, Pennsylvania.
ONE
TII<.|s\no
DOLLAR REWARD.
(State Right). Star, Big
Boy Williams. A
good western for Saturdays. Fair
attendance. Mixed class, town of 2.000. Admission
10-25. J. H. Watts. Scotland Theatre (600
seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
PUTTING IT OVER.
in). Star.
Richard Talmadge. One of (Goldste
the best program
action, thrills and climax pictures
long
while. It was enjoyed by all. In a good.
Sunday, yes. Mixed class, town of Tone
6,000.
Admission 10-30. M. C. Kellogg, Homestak
e
Theatre (800 seats). Lead,
South Dakota.
RESTLESS WIVES. (Enterprise). Star cast.
Played for special: only a program picture.
Poor attendance. Mixed class,
town of 2,000.
Admission 10-25. J. H. Watts, Scotland
Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
SCARRED
HANDS. (State Right). Star,
Eileen Sedgwick. The title
was the best of
the show, so further comment is unnecessary. Still the kids seemed to find something
good in it, which was more than I could
claim for myself. Admission 10-20. Al. C.
Werner,
PennsylvanRoyal
ia. Theatre (500 seats), Reading,
SHERIFF
OF SUNDOG.
(State Right).
Good photography. Sunday, no. Poor attendance. Neighborhood class, town of 1,200.
Admission 10-20. W. D. LaFerry, Rossville
Theatre, Rossville, Georgia.
STING OF SCORPION. (Arrow). Star, Edmond Cobb. If you want to help this wouldbe star, run this picture; if not, lay off.
Nothing to it but a bunch of amateurs. Print
good. Sunday, no. Fair attendance. All
classes in big city. Admission ten cents.
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre (298
seats), Baltimore, Maryland.
SURE-FIRE
FLINT. (C. C. Burr). Star,
Johnny Hines. (6,000 feet). This is the stuff
they enjoy. Light comedy dramas. Plenty
of action and thrills. Rental reasonable and
will make money. Used big heralds, one,
threes, photos, slide. Tone okay. Sunday,
yes. Attendance good. Town and rural class,
town of 1,000. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff,
New Radio
ville,
Iowa. Theatre (249 seats), CorrectionTRAIL OF THE NORTH. (State Right).
Nothing much to this one only a lot of snow.
Sunday, yes. Attendance good. Working
class, city of 14.000. Admission 10-20. G. M.
Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats), Piqua,
Ohio.
UNKNOWN. (State Right). Star, Richard
Talmadge. Many times in this production,
if you did not know, you would be certain
it was Douglas Fairbanks in action. Look
this one over. It will please if you want
fast-moving and action pictures. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Mixed class in town of 6,000.
Admission 10-30. M. C. Kellogg, Homestake
Theatre (800 seats), Lead, South Dakota.
WANTED BY THE LAW. (Sunset). Star, J.
B. Warner.TheThis
is one of are
Warner's
best
pictures.
Independents
producing
very good western pictures, and if you will
use their service they will do much better.
Fellow exhibitors, give these boys some business. They are with you and we need them.
Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Attendance fair.
General class, town of 3,600. Admission 1020. William A. Clark, Castle Theatre (40*
seats), Havana, Illinois.
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Up Another

Weiss' "After Six Days" Held Over
Third Week in Detroit
"After Six Days," the Weiss Brothers' Artclass spectacle, which started the second
week of its run Monday, July 9, at the Shubert Detroit Opera House, Detroit^Mich., has
been held over for a third week.
The picture is doing a remarkable business at the Shubert-Detroit for this season
of the year. The Detroit run marks the thirteenth extended big city engagement "After
Six Days" has played in legitimate theatres.
Enterprise

Purchases

Southern Territory on Buddy Roosevelts and Buffalo Bill Jr.
The Enterprise Distributing Corporation,
of 108 Walton street, Atlanta, Ga., has purchased the territorial rights for the Buddy
Roosevelt and Buffalo Bill Jr. series of westerns from Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures
Corporation, covering the states of Florida,
Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee
and North and South Carolina.
The deal for the large block of southern
territory was effected this week by William
Jenkins, general manager of the Enterprise
Distributing Corporation. The Buddy Roosevelt series includes eight and the Buffalo
Bill Jr. series a like number of productions.
Stills By Airmail
The advantages of the fast airmail service between New York and California, especially as they apply to the motion picture industry, were strikingly illustrated this
week when Thomas Meighan mailed still
photographs from his latest picture, "The
Alaskan," to Adolph Zukor, president of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Mr. Meighan wanted Mr. Zukor's advice on a certain scene in the picture. It was impossible to describe the scene by letter or telegram, and mailing through the usual channels would take too long. Accordingly he
sent a special messenger to San Francisco
with still photographs of the scene and
these were placed aboard the mail, plane
leaving shortly afterward for New York.
Mr. Zukor had the stills and Mr. Meighan's
problem before him the second following
day, and was able to wire the star his advice immediately.

Universal
Week

Has

Its

for

program of short subjects
THE everbiggest
released in one week by Universal, that company announces, was
put out this week by the various Universal
exchanges. The schedule includes ten different subjects, totaling to seventeen r^els
of film. The increase is due to the simultaneous release of four special two-reel feature pictures.
The four short specials include a Jack
Dempsey picture, a Gumps comedy, a Baby
Peggy comedy and another of the "Fast
Steppers" series. The Dempsey picture is "A
Society Knockout," the second of the "Fight
and Win" series, in which the ring champion
is supported by Chuck Reisner, Hayden Stevenson, George Ovey and a group of pretty
girls.
comedy
is "AJoeDay
of Rest,"
Xo.The8 ofGumps
the Gumps
series.
Murphy,
Fay
Tincher and Jackie Morgan are the principals. Baby Peggy is seen again in short
reel subjects in "Jack and the Beanstalk."
Jack Earle, the Century giant, plays the role

Official

M.

Clears

P.

Biggest

Short

of the giant, opposite Baby Peggy as Jack.
"The Hot Dog Special," No. 5 of the "Fast
Steppers" series, is the current release. It
stars Billy Sullivan.
Two other comedies are scheduled for
Universal release this week. They are
"Starving Beauties," a Century, starring
Wanda Wiley, and "Patching Things Up,"
a one-reel Universal comedy co-starring Bert
Roach and Alice Howell. Also, Universal
will release a two-reel western feature, "Red
Raymond's
Girl,"
starring Pete Morrison.
This
is a short
drama.
The Universal serial release of the week
is "Wings Aflame," Chapter 4 of "The Iron
Man," which stars Albertini, the European
daredevil, supported by Margaret Morris
and Jack Dougherty.
Issues No. 57 and No. 58 of the International News Reel complete the Universal
short subjects output for the week. These
reels feature scenes of the Lorain storm disaster, the Democratic National Convention
and
the newly established coast-to-coast mail
service.

D.

A.

Production

I*N
to clarify
and set
at order
rest any
doubts theas situation
to the business
principles to be pursued by the Motion
Picture Directors Association in its production plans, an official statement has been issued by the executives of the organization.
This statement in part says, "The Motion
Picture Directors Association has always
stood firmly upon the principle that its members are bound to carry out the letter and
spirit of any contract they may enter into,
and a proposal on the part of a member to
disregard his contract, or any provision
therein, would immediately result in his being called to account. The faithful performance of the contract will be insisted
upon, both in his relations to the Associa1
tion as well as to the producer.
"This being true, it is hardly necessary to
state that the Holding Corporation of the

Subjects

Statement
Situation

Motion Picture Directors Association, which
was formed to produce pictures, will adhere to this policy, and take the stand that
the services of no director under contract
with another producer will be available in
making pictures for the association, until
His contract expires, which will be within
the next twelve months, in most cases."
Following this statement, it was announced
that Paul Powell would direct the first of
the sixteen pictures to be produced by the
M. P. D. A., during the coming season.
These pictures will all be released through
Grand-Asher.
Preparations are well under way for this
first release, and it will be ready for distribution on or about September 1st. The
title and cast, together with that of three
other pictures, will be announced in the near
future.

Tom Mix dons the "fish and soup" for a while in "Oh, You Tony!" his latest for William Fox.
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Wells Hawks "There
Newspaper Men Acclaim Him Prince
as Entertainment Purveyor
The seven hundred newspaper men from
out of town who have been covering the
convention, are unstinted in their praise of
Wells Haw»ks.
The Newspaper Club made Hawks chairman of its Theatre Committee, and upon the
chairman's shoulders devolved principally
the task of administering to the amusement
wants of the boys writing up the somewhat
extended gathering at the Garden.
Under Hawks' direction special midnight
performances were arranged at different theatres numbering the Hippodrome, the Columbia and the Republic Theatres, while the
Criterion played Host day and night to as
many of the visiting newspaper men and
their
sessions.wives as could get away from the
Several trips to Coney Island were arranged, with Luna Park acting as Host to
the crowd.
Commendation is heard on every hand for
the splendid program engineered by Hawks.

Stopping the tears in Warners'Carmel
"Babbit."
the others.
cast are Willard Louis, Mary Alden,
MeyersIn and

"Wanderer
Color,

of

Takes

Wasteland,"
N.

GREY'S "Wanderer of the
ZAXE and,"
unt
Paramo
producedby forIrvin
Wastel
Willat,
in natural colors
seems to have captivated New York with its
beauty of photographic technique and thrilling drama. Audiences at the Rivoli Theatre, where the picture opened Sunday, at
each performance are giving audible expres ions to their appreciation of its artistic merits, while the daily newspaper reviewers are vying with each other in their praise
and in their admonition to their readers to
"go and see it."
"The most perfect color film ever shown,"
said
Bulletin.
"There ofisvagrant
no "fringing'
in thethe
picture,
no truancy
colors.
The picture itself is a splendid Western.
No picture to miss."
"The best colored screen effort so far put
forth,"
"Mr. Holt
has hero
put
his
wholesaidsoultheintoTimes.
his portrayal
of the
and his characterization is possibly the best
acting he has done for the screen."
said : "I$t
the most
latest successful
of a long
lineTheof World
experiments
and isthe
that these old eyes have ever blinked at.
It is a triumph of technique and good taste."
The American said : " 'Wanderer of the
Wasteland' is the best color picture that has
ever lighted on Broadway. It is the best
picture made from any of the Grey novels.
Fills the bill from soup to nuts."
The Daily News said: "It is a perfect
feast of color. Every scene is lavishly painted by Nature, the best of showmen. Thrilling. As for Billie Dove. I defy any one to
remember anything while looking at her
close-ups. She is flawlessly exquisite."
The Daily Mirror said : "A photoplay of
rare pictorial beauty. A well-balanced tale,
ably told and at a good pace. Jack Holt
at once likeable and competent."

Y.

by

In

Storm

The Herald-Tribune said: Beautiful beyond anything that one could possibly conjure up in his mind's eye. You surely are
going to regret it if you miss it."
The ofEvening
Post interesting
said : "Comesfilms.
under The
the
head
especially
story holds your attention so completely
that you forget after the first reel or two
that it's done entirely in colors."
Three

Head

Cast

Jack Holt, Lois Wilson and Noah Beery
in Paramount's "North of 38"
Jack Holt, Lois Wilson and Noah Beery
will head the featured cast of "North of 36,"
which will go into production as a Paramount picture late this month or early in
August. The picture will be produced by
Irvin Willat, who recently completed the
filming of the Photoplay Magazine titlecontest screen play, "The Story Without a
"North of 36" will be filmed in the actual
locale
of the author's story.
Name."
Jack Holt recently completed the chief
masculine role in the Victor Fleming production of "Empty Hands," while Noah
Beery finished his work in Betty Compson's
Female,"
which latest
Sam starring
Woods vehicle,
produced,"The
a few
days
ago.Lois Wilson is now en route to London
where she will represent Paramount Pictures at the Cinematograph Garden Party
to be held in connection with the British
Empire Exposition. Production work on
"North
of 36" will start immediately after
her
return.

Sawyer-Lubin

Moves

To Bring All Departments into Closer
Touch in New Quarters
Herbert Lubin, of Sawyer-Lubin Productions, has acquired a long lease on the suite
of offices formerly occupied by Louis B.
Mayer at 383 Madison avenue, New York.
Occupancy of the new Sawyer-Lubin headof July. quarters inNew York will begin on the ISth
The office now occupied by the film producers will be taken by Harry G. Kosch,
attorney for Sawyer-Lubin.
The executives who will be housed at the
Madison avenue offices include Marcus Jacobowsky, President ; Herbert Lubin, Secretary; Arthur H. Sawyer, Supervising Director; Barney Lubin, Production Manager,
and Stein and Bilchick, accountants for the
producers.
The exploitation and advertising department in charge of Bert Ennis will be moved
from the Loew's State Theatre Building, to
the Madison avenue address.
In addition to the New York office of
Sawyer-Lubin, headquarters for this firm
on the West Coast are also maintained at
6912 Hollywood boulevard, Los Angeles, Cal.
Direct for M. P. D. A.
Wallace Worsley and James Young to
Head Producing Units
According to a telegram received by Harry Asher of Grand-Asher, Wallace Worsley,
will head the second producing unit of the
Motion Pictures Directors Association. At
present, he is engaged in cutting his latest
picture, a Paramount production, and as
soon as this is completed, he will start work
on the M. P. D. A.'s second release.
In addition to the above announcement,
Mr. Asher has also received word from
George L. Sargent, Secretary of the M. P.
D. A. that James Young would direct two
pictures for them during the coming year.
Stories for both directors have been selected,
and announcement of their date of release,
together with the casts will be made.
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Pathe

Comedies

Tom

Mix

Feature

"Teeth," His Third Special, Is Under
Way at Fox Coast Plant
The third of the special productions in
which Tom Mix will be starred next season
was started last week at the William Fox
Coast Studios under the title of "Teeth."
This is an adaption of the story by Clinton
R. Stagg and Virginia Hudson Brightman.
In its original form "Teeth" was published
as "Sonny," a novel by Virginia Hudson
Brightman, a newspaper woman of New
York and Chicago. It is described as a dog
story, a love story and a western story.
"Duke," Tom Mix's dog, who has the title
role in this story, shares the honors with
the star in "Teeth." The other principals
in the cast selected so far include Lucy Fox,
George Bancroft, Lucien Littlefield and
"Tony" the horse. J. G. Blystone is directing. Donald Lee wrote the scenario.
A Boston
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Get 100 Per Cent. Representation in
Boston's Downtown First Runs
Pathe two-reel comedies achieved during
the week of June 29 the remarkable record
of a one-hundred per cent representation
in the downtown first-run theatres of Boston, the Pathe offices announce.
Two of the comedies involved in this distinctive series of bookings enjoyed simultaneous engagements. "Heavy Seas," one of
group of "Spat Family" comthe Hal Roach
edies for Pathe, was shown day and date at
Gordon's Washington Street Olympia and at
Gordon's Scollay Square Olympia. The
Mack Sennett comedy, "Shanghaied Lovers,"
which stars Harry Langdon, was shown at
the Modern and the Beacon theatres.
"Seein' Things," an "Our Gang" comedy,
was presented at the Boston Theatre, while
"Black Oxfords," a Mack Sennett comedy,
was shown at the Loew's Orpheum.

New

PICTURE

Merger

Certified Screen Attractions and Independent Films Combine
Certified Screen Attractions, Inc., of Boston, it is announced, has been merged with
Independent Films, Inc., of Boston. Both
of these organizations are Massachusetts
corporations which have been distributing
independent product in the New England
territory for a number of years.
The merged proposition will be operated
under the name of Independent Films, Inc.,
with the following officers and directors:
vicePresident, Joseph A. McConville;
F. Heffron, and treasurer,
president, William
A. Montague.
William H. Patten, formerly president, is
service in the corporaretiring from active
tion in order to enable him to take a much
needed rest.
F. P. L. Signs Howard
William K. Howard has been signed by
Paramount to direct its production of Zane
"The Border Legion," which
Grey'sbe story,
started at the West Coast studio
will
July 21. Although only thirty-one years old,
Howard has been producing motion pictures
for the past six years.

Peggy's
A

Hit

As

Personal
Is

Appearance

"Captain

SIGNALIZED by great enthusiasm,
Baby Peggy in "Captain January," a
Principal Pictures' master production,
had its world's premiere showing at the
Mark Strand Theatre, New York, Sunday,
July 6. The opening was marked by the
first personal appearance ever made by Baby
Peggy, who attended with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. T. Montgomery, and Irving M.
Lesser, vice-president of Principal Pictures
Corporation.
"Captain January" was shown at the Mark
Strand with the Brown Brothers and their
big saxophone ensemble together with a
splendid musical setting arranged by Director Carl Edouard of the Mark Strand orchestra. The general opinion of the showmen who viewed the world's premiere showing of "Captain January" was that this picture will prove a sterling box office attraction all over the world. While Mr. Plunkett
would not talk for publication it is known
that he was highly pleased, not only with
the box office merits of "Captain January,"
but with the fact that it is something reflecting great credit on motion pictures — a
clean, simple story, though with powerful
dramatic effect and with a supporting cast
that is unusually good.
In this supporting cast are Hobart Bosworth, Irene Rich, Lincoln Stedman, Harry
T. Morey and Barbara Tennant. The firm
bleief was that Eve Unsell did excellent
work in handling the scenario and director
Edward F. Cline has won new laurels for
himself. Motion picture critics of the New
York newspapers were lavish in their praise
of "Captain January."
Martin of the New York World
hasQuinn
this to say:
"'Captain January' is longer than any
* * * There
other picture Peggy has made.
are moments when she is wistfully charming, and again she is a pathetic picture.
There are scenes of comedy, too, and in
makes the most of matters
Peggy
*these
* * She
is a natural pantomimist. Every
Strand to see her."
one should go to the in
the Morning AmerLouella
ican said : O. Parsons
'"Captain January' is, I think, her happiest vehicle. It is a great kid story. More
than that, it is a picture that will please

F. Mordaunt Hall in the New York Times
grown-ups."
says
:
"This film is well cast and is presented
under the ingratiating title of 'Captain January.' It was adapted from a story by Laura
E. Richards and is a simple affair, but one
bring many a tear from audimay
which ences
at the Strand. This is a beautiful
show for children and one which will be a
of pleasure to grown-ups."
source
Dorothy Day, the New York Morning
Telegraph :
"It is easily the best thing she has done
and in one scene, 'her big scene,' she does
a dramatic bit that is astonishing. The

January"

laughter and sob stuff is so well mingled
that you can scarcely keep track of which
you are doing. A nice, good, wholesome
picture
Robertis G.'Captain
Welsh January.'"
in the New York Telegram and Evening Mail :
"At the Mark Strand Theatre 'Captain
January' is one of those rare films which
tell a simple story clearly and beautifully
and awaken gentle emotions and kindly
feelings. Yes, there is plenty of 'human interest' in this tale of a waif of the sea and
her gruff- old guardian, the keeper of the
little lighthouse on the Maine coast. Baby
Peggy's performance of the little captain is
oneTheof Christian
the marvelsScience
of the Monitor
cinema." which is
usually conservative in its handling of motion pictures contains the following comment on "Captain January" in its issue of
"Baby Peggy just runs away with the
July
honors5: in her newest picture. For the first
time she has been given the right environment for her histrionies."
Next Barthelmess Film
Inspiration Pictures has put into work its
next Richard Barthelmess picture, "Classmates," which will be released by First National. John Robertson is directing and has
taken the company to West Point to make
the scenes of the annual entrance day. Hundreds of aspirants to the army are received
at the military academy on entrance day and
in "Classmates" Barthelmess is one of these
"Classmates" was written by Cecil B. De
Mille. Other players engaged thus far by
Director Robertson include Beache Cook
and Reginald Sheffield.
Signs MacDonald
Hunt Stromberg announced this week that
Wallace MacDonald has been signed for one
the principal
of
Harry
Carey. roles in "Roaring Rails" with
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Selling

Buddy

Stewart

in a Jazz

Band

Has

a Permanent

with

His

LAWRENCE F. (BUDDY) STUART,
now manager of the Fenway Theatre, Boston, a Paramount theatre,
comes forward with a real novelty in the
' jazz band recruited
an ushers
of house
shape the
from
staff. With the exception
of his secretary, Sophie J. Wolf, who is
a clever solo dancer and singer as well as
amanuensis, the members of the band are
all workers on the floor and leave their positions only to go upon the stage.
It comes to us that there have been bands
supposed to be recruited from the house
are "strengthened"
generallyof these
staff,thebutaddition
real musicians. Buddy
by
off the floor, and
right
has taken his boys
has worked them into a really creditable
organization which not only gives variety
the alto the program but which performs
most equally important duty of getting
press stories, for most of the Boston papers
have commented upon their work.
Worked Two Months
It took Buddy two months, rehearsing
three times a week, to lick the bunch into
shape, but it was worth the trouble, for
they can get up a program within a
week, and they can give entire satisfaction
when they are before the audience. He does
not plan to use them every week, but
they did hold program place for two
weeks on the start and they will be worked
in every now and then through the summer.
Buddy figures that if he works them every
-week they will lose their pull, and he plans
to keep them going the year around. In
numthe fall he will probably increase their
ber. At present the organization consists of
instrumentasix boys and two girls and thesaxophone
and
tion is piano, violin, cornet,
drums. The other boy has a good voice,
the program girl can dance and Miss Wolf
both sings and dances.
The page boy, who rejoices in the very unAfrican name of Mcllvane. is the drummer.
Probably he drifted down from the Maratime Provinces where negroes with Scotch
names and even Scotch accent are not uncommon.
Plays Up the Color
Just prior to their appearance, the film
announcement is made : "The management
presents the Fenway Theatre Ushers Jazz
Band. The only organization of its kind in
the world. Composed entirely of members
of the uniformed staff of the Fenway Theatre." This is followed by: "During the interval that the Fenway Ushers Jazz Band is
on the stage you are kindly requested to
seat yourselves." This is to give point to
the fact that they really are ushers on duty
and not figureheads.
• At the end of the second trailer the darkey page boy runs down the aisle, calling,
"Come on Gang," and the others follow with
response,
"We'rewhich
coming,"
up
athelittle
excitement,
gets tothework
act off

Own

to the
SARGENT

Novelty

House

Ushers

to a good start. They also exit through the
house, and Buddy declares that it is not uncommon for the spectators to rise and cheer
them
they pass
their broadcast
places.' —
Of ascourse
they back
haveto been
through WXAC, and this makes for extra
business, as broadcasting always does, but
Buddy writes that the best by-product is the
improved morale of the staff. They feel
that they are reasonably certain of their jobs
during good behavior and that the management takes an interest in their work and
their advancement.
He gets a good program feature, good institutional advertising and better work for
a relatively small increase over the money
he would have to pay for "just ushers," and
this extra pay is given only when they contribute to the program.
It's
a
good idea,outbutof work
Buddy's
Make musicians
your itushers
and way.
not
ushers out of musicians. It works better.
Getting Ambitious
Oscar White, of the Rex Theatre, Sumter,
S. C, has been doing mostly small stuff
lately, but he felt that he could get the cost
back on an airplane for Going Up. At that,
he kept the cost pretty well down, since the
twelve-foot plane with an eight-foot wing
spread was built of old compo board. The
wings were in grey, with the title painted
on, and the body was black. The passengers were two dolls, one dressed as McLean
and the other as a cowgirl. An electric fan
served as propellor. The fan and dolls also
came from the property room.
But Mr. White was not through. With
the permission of the police he advertised
that passes would be thrown from the roof
of the tallest building and an assistant threw
out 1,500 heralds, to forty of which passes
were attached. Only 35 of them came back
to the box office, but there was an unusually
heavy play on the picture.

Riot

Public

of Colors

Sell

Colored

to
Film

Howard Price Kingsmore stressed color
to advertise "Wanderer of the Wasteland,"
which is wholly in color. The lobby display in the Howard Theatre, Atlanta, was
flooded with light from color wheels. A
large book was the chief feature of this display, to emphasize the connection with the
novel.
Another angle was to print a four-column
cut from the press book as a herald, offering
prizes to the children who did the best coloring of the black and white. Five thousand
of these heralds were given out, with ticket
prizes. The idea is adapted from a children's feature in many papers, and it should
be possible to lay off an advertising cut to
the papers using this feature by giving the
tickets handed the prize winners. This
would cut printing costs and at the same
time give much greater value to the stunt.
Where this cannot be done, a smaller cut in
the theatre's own newspaper space is apt to
be better than a special herald.
Should Have Been Sealed
Mr. Kingsmore also issued invitations to
a special showing, but cheapened this stunt
by sending them out under penny postage.
The invitation itself was handsomely done,
but the unsealed letters spoiled the effect
and suggested a wholesale mailing and a
consequent attempt to cut costs.
For the summer he is trying the experiment of permitting dancing in the foyer
after the last night show, using the jazz
section of the house orchestra. This has
worked very well in the smaller towns and
Fred V. Greene cleaned up with it in Jamaica, a suburb of New York, but how a
larger city will take it remains to be seen.
We would like to be advised.
We think Mr. Kingsmore miscued in his
advertising by stressing the superiority of
color as against black and white. He will
have tures
a tolong
disposeseries
of. ofIt isthese
better"inferior"
to offer picthe
color merely as a novelty.

A PERMANENT ATTRACTION USED BY
Buddy Stuart, manager of the handsome Paramount
his staff; the only real ushers' band in the country,
better stunt than pulling players out of the

THE FENWAY, BOSTON
house, recruited this band from
«o far as we know. It makes a
orchestra onto the stage.
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Help

Children's Matinees
Generally managers who stage special
Saturday morning matinees for the children
are content if they get some women's
organization to stand back of the idea and
help put it over with their approval and
perhaps a little active work, but Roy L.
Smart, of Anniston, Ala., had an idea that
more could be done with the idea, and so
he did it.
Anniston has the Rotary, Kiwanis, Exchange, Civitan, Axis and Business Women's
clubs, and to each of these was assigned
a special show, which was announced by the
name of the club and for which the club
stood sponsor.
Each club makes special efforts to get
out a large attendance, and the spirit of
friendly rivalry has resulted in a number of
lively stunts. The Rotary, for example, added
to the program some of the specialties from
its recent minstrel show, but the Kiwanis
holds the records to date.
This latter organization had the matinee
announced in every class room in the public schools, they put on a country store,
gave each child an iced drink and a balloon
and jazzed up the program, all for a ten
cent admission. The only reward is the glory
of winning and an invitation to attend a
night performance in a body, but a gold cup
could bring out no more intensive effort.
So far the Kiwanis is ahead, but wait until the business women get busy. With their
greater knowledge of child psychology, they
should win in a walk.
Lem Stewart likes the idea so well that he
is broadcasting it to all managers in the
Theatre Department of Paramount. You
will not realize how good it is until you have
tried it out.
Used Again
Reviving The Speed Girl for Summer use,
C. F. Cresline, of the Rialto Theatre,
Augusta, Ga., made another revival.
In the store room he came upon a prop-

A Vitayraph Release
THE ARROW GIVES A PROPER POINTER IN HOUSTON
The photograph fades the title out a little, but it tells that Tellegen and Anna Nilsson
are to be seen in Between Friends, and it points right straight to the box office, running
from the curb line to the ticket line. It's a great idea.
erty airplane used more than a year ago for Films the Grads
another subject. This was brushed up, the
metal propellor blades were burnished and
and Cans a Copy
hooked to a small motor, and a spot was
trained on them so that they would flash
J. M. Blanchard, of the Strand Theatre,
properly.
Hung well up in the dome of the lobby, Sunbury, Pa., got two days of fine business
it worked as well for this old timer as a through showing a film of the graduating
new stunt and it cost nothing but the labor cLss of the high school, the picture being
made by Lloyd H. Hause, his projectionist.
of hanging it up.
After the two-day run the film was herKeeping everything you make, and rememmetically sealed and presented to the school
bering what you keep is a great aid in cut- authorities. It will be opened and run in
ting exploitation costs. This airplane was
1924 and again in 1944. Meanwhile it will
originally built for the Modjeska Theatre,
and was used three or four times the first remain a reminder of the Strand, and
couple of months, but apparently has not eventually a series of these will become a
part of the school life.
been shown since.
Such a stunt not only makes for good
business at the time of showing, but it will
last beyond the screening. If you try this
Fifty-Fifty
next year, arrange to supply individual members of the class with sections of the film
One of the largest department stores in
Macon, Ga., was having a special sale. according to their desire, charging from ten
Thomas G. Coleman, of the Rialto, had Bluff. to twenty-five cents a foot. You can more
He got two ones and a three into the store than get back the cost of the picture and
window with "There's no Bluff about this make a lot of friends as well. And each
time Sam or Lizzie or Gwendolyn brings out
sale." Then he ran a slide reading "There
is no Bluff about Dannenberg's Million Dol- the film to show a visitor, the Strand gets
a free advertisement. We wonder if Mr.
Blanchard thought of that, too.
lar Sale."
Used

A First National Release
HERE IS A SIGN YOU SIMPLY CANNOT OVERLOOK
It was designed by the Imperial Theatre, St. John, N. B., apparently for a window in
the theatre. The back is pebbled and the letters and heavily outlined frames stand out
so vividly you simply cannot pass it by without getting the message.

Entire

House

for Special Show
Just before the feature went on at the
last show the night before the opening of
Woman to Woman, J. P. Harrison, of the
Hippodrome Theatre, Waco, Texas, walked
upon the stage and told how the two endings
had been provided. He explained that in
most cities a hand-picked jury had passed
upon the picture, but that he was going to
use his regular audience, or such of them
as cared to remain.
Practically the entire audience voted to
work overtime without double pay and sat
through both versions. Previous to the
showing cards had been distributed reading: "I prefer a career and social position.
I prefer
a home
and children."
Home and
children
won hands down and
of course Harrison rushed his press agent
out to tell the newspapers. Meanwhile all of
the audience was telling the rest of the world
about the surprise, and that is going to help
that night business for weeks.
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of Stunts

for Flowing Gold
Believing that the more you do, the more
you get, W. O. Heckman, of the Hippodrome Theatre, York, Pa., used a lot of
little stunts on Flowing Gold.
One stunt was to flood the city with cards
reading "There will be Flowing Gold on
Market street on Monday." Then he red
inked a newspaper with the headline "Great
strike of flowing gold found at No. 119
West Market street. Can be seen at 3-5-7
and 9 o'clock." Old But Tested
Swapping a slide for a sign, he put a
blanket banner over a music store and gave
out hairpin cards with "You will need this
to keep your hair down during the thrilling
scenes in Flowing Gold." Heralds were enclosed in envelopes printed up: "Inside is
your
passport
wealthstations
and enjoyment"
one chain of to
filling
announced while
that
"Ethyl Gas is flowing gold. Richard Watson Tully put Flowing Gold into a feature.
LetPeople
us putsomehow
flowing gold
into idea
your that
tank."there
got the
was a good show at 119 West Market street,
and went over there in a body. Mostly old
stuff, but all good — and profitable.
Roto

Sections

Pay

a Handsome
Profit
There is food for thought in the report of
how Bud Grey, Paramounteer, handled the
rotos on Triumph for J. J. Madden, of the
Wells Theatre, Norfolk, Va.
Mr. Madden bought three thousand copies
for $22.50 and Grey went out and sold the
blank back page to a local jeweler for $70.
Even after the printing of the sections the
profit was in excess of fifty per cent.
Part of this was put into an air stunt
with a girl pilot, who flew over the city
with the underside of the plane lettered with
the title of the picture. Weighted envelopes
containing passes were thrown out as she
covered the city. By laying off the credit
for this stunt to the local paper the house
received columns of publicity free, and the
paper had to play up the picture to give
full value to the passes it was supposed to
be throwing out.
The remainder of the money was used
to finance twelve window displays, so that
the rotos, plus a little hustling, paid the entire cost of the campaign.
And with a Shrine Circus and the opening of a summer
to face,
the' theatre
did double
the usualparkvolume
of business
the
first two days of the engagement.
Had a Slicker
Just to pass The Confidence Man in Eau
Claire, Wis., James M. Weist, Paramounteer,
hired a slick talker to go out and try to
sell a gold brick to the populace. He still
had the brick when he came back to the
theatre, but he had sold a lot of tickets to
the Meighan play.
Just to play safe, arrangements were first
made with the police, and it was promised
that the brick would not be sold even if a
credulous victim could be found. This is a
nice working stunt requiring only some
nerve, a brick and ten cents worth of gold
paint.

Long Distance
The first long distance interview to be recorded in more than a year bobs up from
San Antonio, where a writer on the Evening
News interviewed Victor Varconi, of the
Triumph cast.
Will H. Branch, press agent for the Empire Theatre, put the scheme through, getting
the connection franked by the telephone
company because of the advertising it received. It's worth the cost of a long distance
call to have it told in a two column spread
that the two* thousand mile connection was
perfectly made. Varconi was picked because
he was a newcomer and Triumph was to
open at the Empire.
The story carried a cross-page pictorial
head with a four and a two column drop and
ran about a column and a half of text.

Bulk Classified
Most managers using the classified ads
scatter their items through the body of the
ad. section, but Joel Levy, of the Capitol
Theatre, Reading, Pa., kept his together to
get the display value. He bought a three
fives in the classified section and made it
up of twenty-five or thirty small display ads,
such as: "Private Instruction. Private instruction in how to be happy given each
day at 2-4-6-8 and 10 P. M. at the Capitol
Theatre, surance.
Showing
The Eternal
"InPositive insurance
againstCity."
that tired
feeling after seeing Barbara La Marr in The
Eternal
the Capitol inTheatre."
That
last
is aCity
trifleat ambiguous
its suggestion
that Miss La Marr might give you that tired
feeling, but there is a good idea if you
want a change from the scattered ads. It
lifted business at the Capitol.

A Vitograph Release
AN AMPLE PICTORIAL DISPLAY ON A VITAGRAPH FEATURE
Four banners, a pair of cutout sixes, two styles of panels and about all the stills in the
catalogue were used by the Columbia Theatre, Seattle, to put over Let Not Man Put
Asunder. It makes a striking display and gives stress to Tellegen.
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Twenty-seven

Cuts

Sell This Comedy
Because of the large cast of known players in Tea With a Kick, the Casino Theatre,
Spokane, put the comedy over with twentyseven cuts of the players and one fancy
figure, adding a secondary comedy in a box
at the bottom. Apart from the signature
there are just eighteen words in the advertisement other than the legends under the
individual cuts. It made a change in appeal

PICTURE

WORLD

Is said to be one of the most highly entertaining pictures this star has made." There
is not much to that, yet it covers the ground
thoroughly, adding to the appeal of the
spirited sketch, which could sell without any
particular type support. Even the title suggests a change from the usual western and
gets two magic words into a single threeword title. The small cut of Jones
comes out poorly, but this may not be
the fault of the cut, but rather of
press work. The line cut comes out
brilliantly even with poor press work. Generally the Baltimore papers can be trusted
with coarse screen half tones, but even where
this is true, the line cut is generally to be
preferred if it is at all well drawn, and this
has both good drafting and plenty of action,
though no trapeze artist ever fell in that
position. Still, as long as the general public does not know, it does not matter, but
it surely will hand a laugh to a sawdust
actor.

213
set the stars above the support gives a
change which makes all four names more
prominent than they would have been had
they all been set in the same face. A little
white that
just above
"The the
toast value
of gayit Paris"
gives
line double
would
have possessed had it been permitted to lie
up against the names without the spacing,
and the switch to Roman just below not only
gives added prominence but permits the selling argument to be read with greater ease.
It is all standard setting, but the point is
that few display advertisements are properly
set where much type is employed. Generally the stuff is all huddled together without display. There is something more to display than just setting type. The selection of
the proper faces means more than getting
a face that will let in all the words. Both
the Rivoli management and the compositor
contribute to this good effect.

Plenty
Well

Sized

Cut

Is

Fitted to Display
Sometimes the layouts supplied by the
plan book please the artist more than they
do the managers, but this three column from
the First National book on The White Moth
is schemed to permit display type without
going outside the cut lines. The title
stripped partly across the black is not as
good as it might be, but a bold white outline helps to make it easy to read, and you
can get it in a single glance instead of having to give several looks to puzzle over the
An Assooiated Exhibitors' Release
MOSTLY PORTRAITS
that probably sold better than a bookful
of argument, occupying a four twelves. It
is only occasionally that a display like this
will get over, but occasionally it will sell to
the limit.
This

Simple

of Display

for Buster

Keaton

One of the best layouts this far on Sherlock Jr., comes from the New Theatre, Baltimore, where practically all of 120 by 3 is
given the comedy. This is one of the few
spaces we have seen to give the names of
the support, and it does not detract from
the star to admit that he does have a sup-

PARIS! SPRINGTIME!
SPLENDOR! GLAMOR!
RIVDLI

Sketch

Sells the Story Idea
This three fives from the Garden Theatre,
Baltimore, does not waste space with a big
display cut, but if you can resist the double
appeal of the cowpuncher and the circus,
A Metro-Goldwyn Release
FOR SHERLOCK
^CHlBLESMJONESf

A Fox Release
A SUCCESSFUL CUT
you are sub-normal.. The management lets
it rest on that appeal, for the selling simply
reads : "Combining the romance of the West
with the colorful life of the sawdust ring.

A First National Release
NOTCHED FOR THE TYPE
transition. The cut does not come out so
well in the Baltimore Sun. Possibly we
got hold of a poor copy, but none of the
cuts in this particular issue show the press
work which generally makes for such good
results in the Sun. The type imprint is
clear, but all of the cuts mud up. What we
particularly like about this space is the
handling of the type. Four star names are
given, but a switch originally intended to

JR.

porting cast. Only the two panels at the
bottom are devoted to other matters, one
naming the soloist and the other mentioning
the band. The best appeal line is "See the
great pool game with one of the balls loaded
with dynamite." This may kill some of the
surprise, but it will sell a bunch of tickets
because it gives some definite gripping point
for the imagination. You presume that Keaton will be funny, but you know that a
dynamite pool ball must be funny. You go to
see the pool ball if nothing else. One
trouble with selling comedies is that the talk
is too general. It's mostly argument that
it must be funny because it is a comedy.
Telling one specific point gives a definite
focus to the idea. It is funny because —
and this suggestion persists.

Newest

Reviews
and
Comments
EDITED BY CHARLES S. SEWELL

his doctor friend get Hoot a job with the
show to make a man out of him. His opportunity comes when he aids the girl in
Hoot Gibson's Newest for Universal I* a getaway after she thinks she shot a man.
Amusing and Fast-Moving
ComedyUsing his racing car, a speed of ninety miles
Drama
an hour on winding roads proves too much
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
for the girl and she gives in to his wooing.
One of the best of the recent Hoot Gibson
Edward Sedgwick has taken William Dudfeatures is "The Sawdust Trail," his newest
ley Pelley's
storythe and
cleverly
difor Universal. The story is an interesting
rected itso magazine
that it holds
interest
as you
one, based on a modern "taming of the watch the clever and subtle schemes of the
shrew" theme. Hoot obviously is the one
to win the girl over, knowing that he
who does the taming and the girl is a star
has a real job on his hands. It is all amusregular man-hater who does not allow men
ingly shown, with a lot of good comedy
to have anything to do with her; she bull- touches that will bring laughs, and there is
dozes them all. even using a six-shooter plenty of pep and action, including two or
to back up her arguments.
scenes with thrilling auto driving.
As suggested by the title, it is a story three
The work of the cast assists in making this
of the arena. However, it is a wild west
a good light entertainment that should satshow story and not a circus story. Hoot
isfy the majority of patrons and delight the
has the role of a chap who, while a regular
Gibson fans. Hoot, who is famous for his
normal, red-blooded guy, makes his father western characterizations, appears in the
think he is a studios lad and so father and
unique position of a tenderfoot in western
atmosphere and gives a thoroughly human
and likable performance. Josie Sedgwick in
ft
the rather thankless role of the girl is en"Just Off Times Square
tirely satisfactory. Harry Todd is excellent
in a character role and the remainder of the
roles are all capably portrayed. "The Sawdust Trail" should rank as a good program
ri
oo o
d attraction for the average house.
itiiitii'ii
Cast
<iar«-ii<-<- Units
Bool Gibson
203 WEST 40TH STREET
Calamity Jane Webster Joule Sedsrwlek
Jonathan
Hutts
David
Torrence
Phone— Penn. 2373
McKencle
Charles K. French
Quid Jackson
Harry Todd
Gorilla Lawnon
c Raymond EVye
BUILT
Red MeLaren
w. t. MeCnlley
Based on slory |»y William Dudley Pelley.
Scenario l>y K. Kirhard Schayer.
ESPECIALLY FOR
S(«,r>
Directed by Kdward
Sedio'ick.
Length, feet.
NEGATIVE DEVELOPING
Clarencehe Butts'
is worried
because
thinks wealthy
his son isfather
too serious
and
SAMPLE PRINTING
studious. Clarence encourages this attitude
although he is fond of jazz parties. A docTITLES
tor discovers
to "cure"
Clarence
gets the
him deception
a job withanda wild
west
show. One of the main attractions of this
outfit is a girl, a regular man-hater called
BEST QUALITY ONLY
Calamity Jane. Despite warnings to keep
away from her, Clarence persists in wooing
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR
her. His chance comes when he helps her
to make a getaway in his car. Ninety miles
CUTTING AND PROJECTION
an hour proves too much for her and she
succumbs to Clarence's wooing.
'The Sawdust

Use
Powers
Prints

Trail"

POWERS

"Between Worlds'
Weiss Brothers Offer Weird, Fantastic
European Production Involving Theme
of Reincarnation
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation is offering a foreign film, "Between
Worlds," which is the feature attraction at
the Capitol Theatre, Xcw York, during the
current week. It is a weird, fantastic, highly
imaginative picture based on a story of a
sweetheart who lost her fiance and in a
dream was taken by a mysterious figure who
showed her how in past reincarnations her
selfishness always caused the sacrifice of her
lover, and who finally learns the lesson that
happiness comes through unselfishness.
Except for the subtitling, which is the
work of Katherine Hilliker and H. H. Caldwell, the entire production, including the lo-
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TITLES]
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RECENT PRODUCTIONS TITLED BY US
"WANDERER
OF
A THE
ZANE GREYWAS
STORY
IN TECHNICOLOR
TEL
AND"
A HODKINSON RELEASE
"ANOTHER

SCANDAL"

"YOLANDA"

FILM

Long
Run"
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WORLD

cale, sets, theme, acting, production details
"The Heart Buster"
and direction, all give evidence that the picture was made in Continental Europe. The
psychology is different from that of the Tom Mix's Fiftieth Feature for Fox Is
Amusing and Peppy Comedy-Romance
American-made picture and most of the acReviewed by C. S. Sewell
tion is of a tragic nature as each of the epiFor
his
fiftieth production under the Fox
sodes shows the death of the girl's sweetheart ; even in the final one it is only in banner, Tom Mix is appearing in "The
death that their spirits are reunited.
Heart Buster," an amusing comedy-drama
This picture was directed by Fritz Lang, which is well up to the entertainment standard set by the other forty-nine and should
who also wrote the story, and the principal
character is portrayed by Lil Dagover, an not only prove a satisfactory attraction for
attractive looking woman who appeared in this star's fans but for the great majority of
patrons as well.
"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari." The other
While the locale of the picture is in the
leading characters are Walter Janssen as the
lover and Bernard Goetzke, who gives a West and Tom is cast as a typical Westerner, the picture does not follow the regular
striking performance as the symbolic mysterious stranger garbed in black who is line of productions of this type. There is no
cattle rustling or rascally sheriff or foreman,
probably intended to represent death.
the
action being concentrated on Tom's atThe picture is episodic in nature, the lovers
tempt to prevent the marriage of his sweetbeing shown as they existed in past ages
to a polished villain. In doing this
in Venice, China and Bagdad, and there are severalheartincidents
are introduced which are
several points in which there is a resembroad
farce
comedy
as the "kidnapping"
blance to Douglas Fairbanks' "The Thief of of all the ministers insuch
the surrounding towns
Bagdad." These include a flying carpet, a and luring the sheriff away on a wild-goose
magic horse, an Arabian episode and the
chase to prevent the wedding, and the cartproduction of an army by means of magic.
of the jail tied to a wagon, causing
The story is at times confusing as some of Tom ingtoawayhave
the points are not clearly brought out. The has no floor. to run along, too, as the jail
picture, however, to those who enjoy themes
are plenty of laughs in this picture
of this kind, tragic, mystical, fantastic and andThere
in addition Tom does some excellent
decidedly weird, will prove interesting, for riding, including stunts such as jumping
the subject has been impressively handled
and is well directed and acted. There are fences on horseback, grabbing a fast-moving
and jumping with his horse into a covseveral striking sets which add to the il- train ered
wagon. There is plenty of action, too,
lusion.
as there is something doing every minute,
It would seem that this picture's greatest
with no chance for the interest to lag. Altoappeal would be to those who are looking for
gether, itis good peppy, amusing entertainsomething entirely out of the ordinary and
ment for the average audience.
who will be attracted by the artistic points
Tom does good work as usual and Esther
and are fascinated by its uncanny, tragic Ralston is attractive as the girl. Tom Wilnote. It is decidedly heavy and is anything
son as the star's negro servant adds to the
but the type to appeal to those who go to amusement
with a fine performance, and
the theatre for light or amusing entertainCyril
Chadwick is effective as the villain.
ment.
The production details are entirely adequate
Cn»t
The Girl
Lil Dagover and the picture has been nicely directed by
Her Sweetheart
Walter Janssen
Jack Conway.
Cast
Stranger
Bernard Goetzke
Tod Walton
Tom Mix
Girolamo
Kndolf Kleine-Rogge
Moor
Lewis Brody Rose Hillyer
Esther Ralston
Edward Gordon
Cyril Chadwick
VIeeroy
Karl Hnszar
Magician
Paul Bienslield Justice of Peace William Courtwrights
John Hillyer
Frank Currier
Cnlinh
Edward Von Winterstein
Tom Wilson
Apothecary
Karl Platen George
Story by George Scarborough.
Story and direction by Fritz. Lang.
Scenario by John Stone.
Length, 6,400 feet.
I>ireeted by Jack Conway.
Story
Length,Story
4..TOO feet.
A mysterious stranger comes to a small
Tod Walton and Rose Hillyer are childAlpine town and buys property joining the
cemetery. Two sweethearts from a nearby
hoodTom
sweethearts
and on
from
Kurope
prepares
to Rose's
continuereturn
his effort
village arrive in a stage coach. The stranger
to
win
her
but
finds
she
is
engaged
to
a
chap
takes the young man away saying he has a
who accompanies her, Edward Gordon. Bemessage for him. The girl wanders around
lieving he has seen Gordon before, Tom finallooking for him until she is exhausted, then
ly recalls the circumstances how five years
she dreams that the Stranger takes her into before
he aided him in an elopement in San
a hall filled with candles, each representing
Francisco. He tells Rose but she will not
a human life, and shows her the selfishness
listen. He wires his friend in Frisco but
of her love through past ages. She sees receiving
reply he kidnaps the sheriff
herself as a noblewoman in Venice, then as and all thenoministers
nearby to prevent the
the daughter of a Chinese mandarin and also wedding and ends by getting
arrested. With
as the wife of the Caliph of Bagdad and
each time her actions cause the death of her the aid of his negro servant he gets out of
lover. The Stranger tells her his only hope jail and arrives in time to prevent the delayed wedding by kidnapping the prospecis to get someone to give up his life in place
tive groom. This gives time for Tod's friend
of hers. By saving the
a baby's
life
she
loses
to arriveto arrest
with him.
Gordon's
wife andher deteclesson of unselfishbut learns
her own
Roserealrealising
close
ness and her spirit joins that of her lost call istives glad
to marry Tod.
sweetheart. .
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"Leave It to Gerry"
Billie Rhodes Has Leading Role in Pleasing
Grand-Asher Program Picture
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Billie Rhodes is the star of "Leave It to
Gerry," a Ben Wilson production distributed
by Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation on
the state right market. The story deals with
a young girl who is a regular tomboy. She
is adopted by a wealthy aunt, who sends her
to a fashionable school; however, she does
not become a snob. In the end she repays
her aunt's kindness by saving her from a
marriage to a crook who already has one
wife.
There are a number of familiar twists in
the story, including the scheming of the
(Continued on page 216)
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"Maud Muller"
(Pathe— Special— Two Reel*)
A pictorial presentation of John Greenleaf Whittier's immortal poem "Maud Muller," this two
reel Pathe
novelty
special
the work
of Renaud
Hoffman
whose
workis
in transferring poetic classics to the screen
is attracting wide attention as shown by the
praise given his feature made from "Not
One to Spare." It is a well-made, artistic
and interesting production which will appeal to the large number who are familiar
with the poem and delight the highest type
of patrons. At the same time its strong human interest note and the fact that the pathetic angle caused by the unhappy ending
of the love affair in the original has been
relieved by introducing a modern situation
of a similar nature which ends happily,
should make it a pleasing offering for the
majority of patrons. Mr. Hoffman has
shown
wealthy girl
"Maud
Muller"
to
her asweetheart
whoreading
hesitates
because
he
is poor. No attempt is made to picturize
the entire poem, only the high lights being
used. The chap takes his cue, proposes
and is accepted. This picture is finely directed, the human interest and romantic angles strongly brought out and it is portrayed
by an excellent cast including Marjorie Daw,
Bruce Gordon, Lewie Dayton, Elinor Field
and Truman Van Dyke. "Maud Muller" is
a little gem of the screen. — C. S. S.
The — Cry
(Universal
Comedy Baby"
— One Reel)
In this single reel Universal comedy, Slim
Summerville and Bobby Dunn again appear
as rivals for the love of a girl, ending in the
defeat of both of them at the hands of a
third chap. This familiar idea has been used
simply as a basis on which to hang the kind
of comedy situations for which this pair is
noted, and the "plot" gets lost several times
with the introduction of gags. The title refers to the fact that a crying baby is left
in their care and the only way to quiet it
is for Slim to keep on knocking Bobby down.
Dogs chase Bobby and tear his clothes off;
Slim uses shoe blacking in place of paste for
his hair. He substitutes moth balls for candy
and then has to eat them himself; he gets so
hot the blacking runs down on his face. It
is up to the standard of the majority of this
series. — C. S. S.
"Our Congressman"
(Pathe — Comedy — Two Reels)
This two reel comedy is the second of a
series of political satires distributed by Pathe
starring Will Rogers, each complete in itself. The first "Going to Congress" showed
the election of Rogers to Congress and his
activities until he reached Washington. "Our
Congressman" deals with the efforts of his
family to get social recognition. It is filled
with typical Will Rogers stuff including his
inimitable subtitles. There are a number of
amusing situations most of them dealing with
Rogers' social errors due to his ignorance
of etiquette and to the kidding of the newspaper people who make him believe he is

The
of ShofT

Program

Subjects and

"SHORTS" REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE
Beaten Gold (Fox)
Cry Baby, The (Universal)
Maud Muller (Pathe)
Our Congressman (Pathe)
Pathe Review No. 29 (Pathe)
Ten-Minute Egg, A (Pathe)
Woman's Honor, A (Pathe)
a great man. Some of the satire is rather
subtle and it is a picture that will have its
greatest appeal with more intelligent patrons who should find it a delight. It is
fully up to the standard of "Going to Congress" and like that picture, should prove
especially timely in view of the political activities at the present time. — C. S. S.
Beaten Gold
(Fox — Educational — One Reel)
A well-photographed description of the
method of making gold leaf from the U. S.
Government ingot to the final destination
on a show window. The various processes
are clearly explained in a succession of
semi-humorous subtitles. Not the first filming of this industrial process, but not without interest, and of a real educational value
through its handling. — E. W. S.
"A Woman's Honor"
(Pathe— Cartoon— One Reel)
As usual with Paul Terry's series of Aesop's Fable cartoons distributed by Pathe,
this one is highly amusing with a number
of decidedly clever and highly imaginative
stunts performed by the animals, including
one scene where the animal hero makes use
of a rabbit which acts as an aeroplane by
flopping its enormous ears. Paul Terry fans
—willC. find
S. S.this well up to his best standards.

"Pathe Review No. 29"
(Pathe — Magazine — One Reel)
Among the interesting items in this issue
of Pathe Review are beautiful photographic
shots of springtime on a farm with fruit
trees in blossom, a picturesque section showing Greek monks at the monastaries high
up in the mountains, an island which is the
homing ground for a large colony of seals
and a color section "The River's End." — C.
"A Ten-Minute Egg"
(Pathe — Comedy— One Reel)
Taking his cue from a "tough guy" who
has regular cards announcing he is the
bouncer at a rough-and-tumble joint, Charles
Chase adopts the same scheme and it works

serials

like a charm for a few minutes until the
cards give out, and he enjoys bullying everyone in sight. His real courage finally
asserts itself when he finds a chap swindling
his sweetheart's mother on fake oil stock.
He chases him, finally licks him and gets
the money back. This latter situation allows
the introduction of typical chase stuff including a fight on the brink of a precipice
where both fall over and Chase gets caught
on a limb holding on to the crook. There
are several thrills in the familiar near-falls
over the edge. Altogether, while the material has been used often before, th situations are nicely worked in and the comedy
should afford average amusement to the
majority of patrons and please the Charles
Chase fans. — C. S. S.
"Leave It to Jerry"
(Continued from page 215)
villain to get hold of property because it
contains oil, the foreclosing of the mortgage,
the sending of the mother to the poor house
where she is a drudge, and the unmasking of
the villain.
A number of good comedy situations have
been introduced and there is good human interest as well as a pleasing little romance, so
that the picture should rank as an average
program production. While there is nothing
distinctive or strikingly new, the familiar
material has been nicely handled and should
afford pleasing entertainment for the average patron.
Billie
Rhodes gives a satisfactory performance in her leading role and is assisted by
a cast of well-known players, including
Claire McDowell, Joseph Girard, Kathleen
Kirkham and William Collier, Jr., not forgetting a clever little dog that adds to the comedy and human interest angle. The production has been adequately directed by Arvid Gillstrom and the photography and production details are adequate.
(not
Gerry Brent
Billie Rhode*
>Irx. Brent
< liilre McDowell
i i n ng
W m. Collier, Jr.
Pettijohn
Joseph Girard
Mrs. Preston
Kathleen Kirkham
Mrs. Masters
Kate Lester
Gerry's Chum
Virginia Warwick
Story by Adam Hull Shirk.
Directed by Arvld Glllstron.
Length, Six Reels.
Gerry Brent Is a regular tomboy and her
mother has a hard time making a living for
her and Gerry who becomes very friendly
with young L«oring whose father is very
Story- aunt, Mrs. Preston,
wealthy. Gerry's rich
following descher
dead
husband's
wishes
conends to Pettingill,
take Gerry
have
her educated. Col.
a and
crooked
promoter,
schemes with Mrs. Masters who owns the
mortgage
Mrs.isBrent's
to get her
out
as theonland
believedhome
to contain
oil,
and Mrs. Brent goes to the poorhouse. Loring learns of this and tells Gerry who brings
her to Mrs. Preston's home just as Mrs.
Preston is about to announce her engagement to Pettijohn. Gerry also with the lawyer's aid, finds that Pettijohn has a wife in
an insane asylum and secures her release
in time to confront him. Pettijohn Is arrested, Mrs. Brent and Mrs. Preston become
reconciled and Loring proposes to Gerry and
is accepted.
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DISTRIBUTORS
Review Footage
Monte Blue
Feb. 2
6.526
Matt Pickford
Moore-Bellamy Mar.
Feb. 22
2
6.1SO
Jack
5.734

ARROW
5
Neva
Gerber
serial ..
. April
Mar. 22
Marjirie
Daw
Edmund
Cobb
Edmund Cobb
Hatton-Gerber
Hatton-Gerber
Ben Wilson
Bobby Dunn
Billy West
Dick Hatton
May 24
Novelty
May 24
Billy West
-May 24

4,700
2,000
2,000

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
When A Girls Loves
Star cast
May 3
The Lone
Wolf
Holt-Dalton
May 17
10
The
Chechahcos
Star
cast
May
The Spitfire
Star cast
July 5

5,876
6,000
7.000
6,109

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Killing Rime
Lloyd Hamilton
April
Dusty Dollar*
Cameo comedy
April
Dandy Lions
Neal Burns
April
Safe and Sane
Timmie Adams
April
There He Goes
Mermaid comedy
April
Heart
Throbs
"Sing
Them Again" April
April
Realm
of Sport
Hodge-Podge
Fold Up
Cameo
comedy
April
Going East
Lloyd Hamilton
April
The
Fun Shop
Humor
reel
April
The Trader
Keeps Moving
Bruce scenic
April
The
Lady-Bird
Instructive
April
Cornfed
Bobby Vernon
May
Out Bound
Cliff Bowes
May
The Fun Shop
Humor Reel
May
Powder Marks
Cliff Bowes
May
Lost
Chords
"Sing
Again"
May
The Junior
Partner
JuvenileThem
comedy
May
The Bonehead
Tuxedo comedy
May
Flowers of Hate
Wilderness Tale
May
Nerve Tonic
Christie comedy
May
Tiny Pockets
Tour of U. S. A
Hodge-Podge
.May
Air
Mermaid
comedy
May
Lunch Brigade
Lige Conley
May
Dizzy Daisy
Mermaid comedy
May
Good Morning
Lloyd Hamilton
May
Tootsie-Wootsie
Christie comedy
May
Just Waiting
Robert Bruce series
May
Echoes
of
Youth
"Sing
Them
Again"
May
Hot Air
Lee Moran
June
In A Drop o Water
"Secrets of Life"
June
Grandpa's
Girl
Kathleen
Clifford
June
The
Chase
Alps Novelty
June
Snapshots
of the Universe
Hodge-Podge
June
The
Farewell
Bruce Scenic
June
Wedding
Showers
Jack
prod
Tune
The Ex-Bartender
Retires
BruceWhite
Scenic
Tune
Family Fits
Cameo comedy
lune
His First Car
Tuxedo comedy
Fuly
Pardon Us
Cameo comedy
Fuly
Melodious Moments
"Sing Them Again" July

5
5
12
12
19
19
19
19
26
26........
26
26
3
3
3
3
3
10
10
17
17
17
17
24
24
24
31
31
31
7
14
21
21
21
21
28
28
28
5
5
5

2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2.000
2,000
1,000
1.000
2.000
1.000
2,000
2,000
1.000
1.000
2,000
1,000
1.000
2,000
1,000
1,000

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Singer Jim McKee
W. S. Hart
The
Star
The Breaking
Confidence Point
Man
Thomascast
Meighan
The Moral Sinner
Dorothy Dalton
Triumph
G B. DeMille prod
Bluff
;
Ayres- Moreno
Men
Pola Negri
Wanderer of the Wasteland Jack Holt
Code Bedroom
of the Sea
La Roque-Logan
The
Window
W.
C. DeMille prod
The Guilty One
Agnes Ayres
Tiger Love
Geo. Melford prod
Changing Husbands
Leatrice Joy
Unguarded Women
Deniels-Dix

12
19
26
26
3.
10.
17
31
7
21
28
28
5
5

7,008
6,064
6,500
5,439
8.292
6,504
5,442
6.700
6.038
6,550
5,365
5.325
6,799
6,051

OFFICE OF AMERICA
'Telephone
Girl"
Mar. 15
8
Fred Thompson
Mar.
Fred Thompson
Mar. 29
"Telephone Girl"
Mar. 29
'Telephone Girl"
Mar.
Larkin-Dove
April 29.
S
Bellamy-Baxter
April 12
Fred Thomson
April 19
Carlyle Blackwell
April 26
'Telephone
Girl"
May 10
3
Glorio Grey
May
Ralph Lewis
May 10

2,000
5,000
4,700
2.000
2.000
4.680
6.500
5.000
6.217
2.000
6.M0
5,000

Days
of '49
Gambling
Wives
Romeo
Western Mix-Up
Yesterdays
Western Fate
Whirlwind
Ranger
Notch Number
One
Models and Artists
Oh. Billy
Come On Cowboys
Mysteries of Man. Jong
Two After One

FILM BOOKING
When
Was in Tower...
North Knighthood
of Nevada
Galloping Gallagher
Money to Burns
SherlocksMadness
Home
Yankee
His Forgotten Wife
The Silent Stranger
The Beloved Vagabond
William
Girl
of theTells
Limberloet
Untamed Youth

April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
July
July

6.438

For the
Love Line
of Mike
The
Danger
The Spirit of the U. S. A.
The Dangerous Coward
Napolean and Josephine
The Fighting Sap
There's Millions In It
Bee's Knees

RELEASES
"Telephone
Girl"
Sessue Hayakawa
Emory Johnson prod
Fred Thomson
Star cast
Fred Thomson
Star cast
"Telephone Girl"

May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June

17
24
31
31
7
14
28
28

2,00*
5,800
8,312
6.000
6,591
5,138
6,000
2,000

FIRST NATIONAL
Secrets
Norma Talmadge
The Enchanted Cottage
Richard Barthelmess
Cytherea
Rich-Stone
The Goldfish
Constance Talmadge
Why Men Leave Home
J. M. Stahl prod
The Woman on the Jury
Feature cast
A Son of the Sahara
Feature cast
The Sea Hawk
Feature cast
The
Marriage
Cheat
Joy-Marmont-Menjou
Those Who Dance
Thos. H. Ince prod
The
White Moth
LaMarr-Tearle
The Perfect
Flapper
Colleen
Moore
A Self-Made Failure
Ben Alexander
For Sale
Windsor- Menjou

April
May
May
April
May
May
May
Tune
June
June
Tune
June
June
July

5
31
31
19
3
1/
24
14
14
21
21
28
28
5

8.J4S
7,331
7,603
7,120
7.400
7,145
7.990
12,045
6,622
7,312
6,571
7,000
7,345
7,840

FOX FILM CORP.
Feb. 2
.Feb.
Just Off Broadway
John Gilbert
9
Not
A
Drum
Was
Heard
Charles
"Buck"
Jones
.Feb.
The Net
Barbara Castleton ....
.Feb. 9
9
Highly
Recommended
Al
St.
John
Shadow of the East
Featured cast
16
.Feb.
16
School Pals
Imperial comedy
Feb. 23
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix
Feb.
The Blizzard
Featured cast
Mar. 1
1
Frogland
Special
Mar. 8
8
Love Letters
Shirley Mason
Mar.
8
The Weakling
Sunshine comedy
Mar. IS
ATheSculptor's
Paradise
Instructive
Mar.
Wolf Man
John Gilbert
Mar. 15
IS
Be Yourself
Al St. John
Mar. 22
Rivers of Song
Instructive
Mar.
The Vagabond Trail
Charles Jones
Mar. 22
The Cowboys
Imperial
comedy
Mar.
29
Feathered
Fishermen
Instructive
Mar. 22
5
The Arizona Express
Charles Jones
Mar. 12
The Plunderer
Frank Mayo
April
On the Job
Chimpanzees
April 12
S
Man's England
Mate
John
Gilbert
April
AA New
Farm
Instructive
April 3
The Circus Cowboy
Charles Jones
May 3
Slippery Decks
Card sharps exposed May 17
The Trouble Shooter
Tom Mix
May 17
He's
My
Pal
Chimpanzees
May 24
24
The
Lone
Chance
Ionn
Gilbert
May
When Wise Ducks Meet
Sunshine Comedy
May
Western Luck
Charles Jones
June 28
The Magic Needle
"Etching" Novelty
June 28
METRO-GOLDWYN
Recoil
,
Blythe-Hamilton
Greed
Von Stroheim prod
True As Steel
Rupert Hughes prod
Janice
Meredith
Marion
Daviea
Second Youth
Star cast
The Rejected Woman
Nagel-Rubens
Second Youth
.Star cast
April 19
The
Woman
Rubens-Nagel
May 19
3
The Rejected
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Jan.
The
Fool's
Awakening
Harrison
Ford
Feb.
16
The Man Life Passed By
Novak-Marmont
Mar. 1
Thy
Name Is Woman
Mong-La
Marr
Mar. 8
1
The Uninvited
Guest
Jean
Toller
Mar.
Happiness
Laurette Taylor
Mar. 8
Women Who Give
Reginald Barker prod Mar. 22
A Boy of Flanders
Jackie Coo (ran
April 5
The Shooting of Dan McGrew Star cast
April 12
Mademoiselle Midnight
Mae Murray
May 17
Sherlock. Jr
Buster Keaton
May 17
The
Arab
Novarro-Tery
,
Bread
V. Schertzinger prod
Tess
of
the
D'Urbervilles
Blanche
Sweet
Little
Crusoe
Tackie Coogan
Broken Robinson
Barriers
Reginald
Barker prod
True As Steel
Rupert Hughes prod
Tune 28
Revelation
,Viola Dana
July 5
Dirty Little Half Breed
Seein'
Birds Things
of Passage
Running Wild
Friend Husband
The
Swift and Strong
Girl-Shy
Our LittleHat
Nell
Medicine
Brothers Under the Chin
Gateway of the West
The Hollywood Kid
Hit
Spots
One theAt High
a Time
If Noah Lived Today
A Trip to the Pole

PATHE
Frontier aeries
"Our
Gang"
Bird Novelty
Terry cartoon
Snub Pollard
"Sportlight"
Harold
Lloyd
"Dippy-doo-dad"
Frontier series
Stan Laurel
8th Chronicle
Sennet t comedy
"Spat
Family"
Earl Mohan
Terry cartoon
Terry cartoon

Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
.April
April
April
April
April

29
S
5
5
5
S
13
12
12
12
19
19
19
19
19
26

S.444
4,823
6,000
2,000
5,874
2,000
6,112
5,800
1,000
4,749
2.000
1,000
5,145
2,000
1,000
4,562
2,000
1.000
6416
2.000
5,041
1,000
5,812
6.400
1.000
5,702
2,000
4,385
2.000
5,020
1.000

6,169
7.761
4,900
5,763
6,200
9.08"
6,145
7,700
7,500
7.0U
6,318
6,778
4,065
6.454
8.752
2,000
2,000
3,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
7,457
1,000
2,000
2,000
3,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Review
1,000
Sun
and
Snow
"Sportlight"
April
1,000
Get Busy
Snub Pollard
April
2,000
Highbrow Stuff
Will Rogers
April
Flickering Youth
Sennett comedy
April
22,000
000
Commencement
Day
"Our
May
An Ideal Farm
Terry Gang"
cartoon
May
1,000
Homeless Pups
Terry cartoon
May
1,000
Sporting
Speed
"Sportlight"
May
1,000
1,000
PublicityWinter
Pays
Charles
Chase
May
When
Comes
Terry cartoon
May
1,000
2,000
17.
Near Dublin
Stan Laurel
May 10
10.
North of 50-50
Dippy-Doo-Dads
May
The Fortieth Door
Allene Ray-Serial May 17.
1,000
April Fool
Charles Chase
May 17.
2,000
The Pilgrims
Chronicles- series
May
Fishin'
Fever
Sportlight
May
17
3,000
Black Oxfords
Sennett comedy
May 17.
2,000
Bottle Babies
Spat Family
May
24.
.
Going to Congress
Will Rogers
May 17.
2,000
Position Wanted
Charles Chase
May 24..
1,000
The Cat's Meow
Sennett comedy
May 31..
2.000
2,000
24..
Cradle
Robbers
"Our
Gang"
comedy
May
31..
One Good Turn Deserves Another.. Terry cartoon
May 31..
2,000
1,000
BuildingTaking
Winners
"Sportlight"
May 31..
Before
Earl Mohan
May
1.000
.. 1,000
2.001
Rupert of Hee-Haw
Stan Laurel
June 7.7.
2,000
Yukon Jake
Ben Turpin
Tune
.
1,00!
Up
At 'Em
Dippy-Doo-Dads
June
. 1,000
The andFlying
Carpet
Terry
cartoon
June 14.
.
3,00t
Declaration
of Independence "Chronicles"
June
. 1.00G
Fast
Mohan-Engle
June 14.7.
, 2,000
Lion Black
and the Souse
Mack Sennett comedy June
14.
. 1,000
On Guard
"Sportlight"
June 14.
14.
. 2,003
Suffering
Shakespeare
"Spat Family"
June
. 1.00G
That
Old Can
of Mine
Terry
cartoon
June 21..
7.
YoungNewOldfield
Charles
Chase
14.
2,000
His
Mama
Mack Sennett
comedy June
June 21
1,000
Don't Park There
Will Rogers
June 21.... a.. 2,000
Her Memory
Will Nigh Miniature June
Solitude
and Fame
"Sportlight"
June
Stolen Goods
Charles
Chase
June
1,000
1,000
Tune
Gang"
"Our
Jr
Jubilo.
1,000
Jeffries, Jr
Charles Chase
July
2.000
The Wide Open Spaces Stan Laurel
fuly
1,000
The Body in the Bag
Terry cartoon
July
2,000
1,000
PLAYGOERS PICTURES
Tipped Off
Featured cast
Nov. 3
4,284
PREFERRED PICTURES
Poisoned Paradiae
Kenneth Harlan
Mar. 8
6,800
PRINCIPAL PICTURES
Listen Lester
Feature cast
May 10
5,844
Daring Youth
Daniels-Keiry
May 17
5,975
Daughters
of
Pleasure
PrevostBlueBow
May
24
6,000
The Masked Dancer
Helene Chadwick
May 31
4,987
Good Bad Boy
Joe Butterworth
June 7
5,198
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
The Hoosier Schoolmaster
Henry Hull
Mar. 29
5,556
Hla Darker Self
Lloyd Hamilton
April 5
5,000
Try and Get It
Bryant Washburn
April 12
5,607
Which Shall It Be f
Star cast
April 1»
5.000
Wandering
Husbands
Kirkwood-Lee
JMay
10
6.300
Hold Your Breath
Dorothy Devore
June 7
5,90t
Miami
Betty Compson
June 14
6,315
The Night Hawk
Harry Carey
June 14
5.195
The Lightning Rider
Harry Carey
June 21
6,000
What Shall I Do?
Dorothy Mackaill
June 28
6.000
SELZNICK
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson
April 26
6,804
Twenty Dollars a Week
George Arliss
June 21
5,900
TRUART FILM CORP.
On Time
Richard Talmadge
Mar. 15 6.630
In Fast Company
Richard Talmadge
.May 24
6,000
Daring Love
Elaine Hammerstein Tuly 5
5,606
UNITED ARTISTS
A Woman of Paria
Chas. Chaplin prod. ...Oct. 13
8.000
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall. ..Mary Pickford
May 17 10.000
UNIVERSAL
Stolen Secrets
Herbert Rawlinson
Mar. 22...
4,742
The Young Tenderfoot Buddy Messinger
Mar. 22...
14..
2.000
Tale
of atoCat
Lyons-Moran
reissue .June
2,001
29..
Nobody
Love
Neely Edwards
Mar. 22...
The Night Message
Gladys Hulette
Mar.
1,000
44J1
Ship Ahoy
Bobby Dunn
Mar. 29..
That'sGalloping
Rich
ArthurHoxie
Trimble
Mar. 29..5.
1,000
The
Ace
Jack
April
.4,563
2,000
Hit Him Hard
Tack Earle
April S.5.
.1.000
.2.000
Marry When Young
Neely Edwards
April 12..
Checkingof Out
"Pal"
dog
April
Spring
1964
Neely the
Edwards
April
2.000
Excitement
Laura LaPlante
April 19..
1,000
The Storm Daughter
Priscilla Dean
April
4,913
The Racing Kid
Buddy Messinger
April 26..
19..
Forty Horse Hawkins
Hoot Gibson
April
5,303
2,000
One Wet Night
Neely Edwards
April 26.
2.000
Pretty Plungera
Follies Girls
April 26
1,000
5,149
Riders Up
Creighton Hale
May
Politics
n
Slim and Bobby
May
Green Grocers
Slim and Bobby
May
4,904
1.000
A Lofty Marriage
Jack Earle
May
1,000
Ridgeway of Montana
Jack Hoxie
May
2,000
Taxi, Taxi I
Harry McCoy
May
4,843
The Pigskin Hero
Lyons-Moran reissue May
2.000
1,000
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Revie
10
2,000
The Bulltosser
Pete Morrison
May 17
4,919
The Dangerous Blonde
Laura LaPlante
May 17....
2
r
each
2,000
Fast Steppers
New Series
May 17
Trailing Trouble
Buddy MessingeT
May 17..
My Little Brother
Slim Summerville May 17.
1,000
The Lone Round-Up
Jack Dougherty
May 24..
The Signal Tower
Super-Jewel
May 24..
Tired Business Man
Al Alt-Follies girls May 24..
Why Pay Your Rent?
Bert Roach
May
2,000
2,000
The Honor of Men
Neal Hart reissue
May 31..
The Reckless Age
Reginald Denny
May 31..
2,000
The Fighting American
Star cast
May
6,714
31..
, 1,000
Case Dismissed
Summerville-Dunn May 31..
Boss of the Bar-20
W. E. Lawrence
May 31..
5,251
, 2.000
Delivering
the
Goods
"Pal"
the
dog
May
'. 4,
The Gaiety Girl
Mary Philbin
June 7..
.. 6,954
7,419
4,927 875
7..
High Speed
Herbert Rawlinson
June 7..
2,000
.
2,000
7,000
The Turmoil
Tarkington novel
June 7..
Fearless Fools
Century-McCoy
June
. 1,001
Rest In Pieaces
Bert Roach
June 7..
.
2,001
The Powerful Eye
Pete Morrison
June
. 2,00)
Sailor
CenturyFollies girls June
14..
.
2,001
WinningMaids
A Bride
Fritzi Ridgeway
June 21..
The Family Secret
Baby Peggy
Tune 7..
. 5.076
., 2,000
4,615
The Back Trail
Jack Hoxie
June 21..
Fight and Win (series)
Jack Dempsey
June 21..
. 2,000
Please Teacher
Buddy Messinger
Tune
1,000
Miners Over Twenty-one
Slim Summerville
June 21..
. 2.000
Blue
Wing's
Revenge
Wm.
E.
Lawrence
June
21..
The Dark Stairway
Herbert Rawlinson
June 28..
. 5,030
The Iron Man (serial)
Albertini
June 28..5..
Behind the Curtain
Winifred Bryson
Tuly
. 2,000
. 1,000
A Royal Pair
Century Comedy
Tuly 5..
Why Be Jealous?
Bert Roach
Tuly 5.
VITAGRAPH
The Ninety and Nine
David Smith prod
Dec
Modern Banking
Urban Classic
Dec.
Newsprint Paper
Urban Classic
Dec.
Horseshoes
Larry
Semon
Dec.
The Last Stand of Red Man
Urban classic
Dec.
1,000
Let Not Man Put Asunder
Feature cast
Jan.
. 6,800
6.800
1,000
My Man
Patsy Ruth Miller
Feb.
2,000
1.000
Virtuous Liars
David Powell
April 19.
Between Friends
Blackton prod.
April 26
6.900
8,000
WARNER BROTHERS
5,656
The Marriage Circle
Ernest Lubitsch prod Feb. 16
8,500
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines
Feb. 23
6,590
Daddies
Belasco play
Feb. 23
6,800
George Washington, Jr
Wesley Barry
Mar. 22 6,700
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore
April 12 10.000
Broadway After Dark
Adolphe Menjou
May 31
6,300
MISCELLANEOUS
Review Footage
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
Rough Ridin"
Buddy Roosevelt
April 26
4,670
CHARLES C BURR
. All star cast
Feb. 2
(,000
The Average Woman
. Doris Kenyon
Feb. 16
6,009
Restless Wives
. Constance Binney
Feb. 23
6.293
Three O'Clock in the Morning.
C B. C
Hallroom Boys
Twice a month
2JB0
The Barefoot Boy
Star cast
Not. 24
5,800
Forgive and Forget
Estelle Taylor
Not. 10
5JJO0
The Marriage Market
Pauline Garon
Dec. 29
6J97
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson
■ Jan. 26
5,923
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
The Thief of Bagdad
Douglas Fairbanks
Mar. 29..
PHIL GOLDSTONE
His Last Race
"Snowy" Baker
Sept. 1.
Danger^
Ahead
._.
Richard
Talmadge
^
Dec.
The
White
Panther
Rex
(Snowy)
Baker
Feb. 29..
Marry in Haate
William Fairbanks
Mar.
4,000
5,000
D. W. GRIFFITH, INC
.14.0OS
America
Feature cast
Mar. 8.
INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
MO.
In the Spider's Web
Alice Dean
Sept. 29.
LEE-BRADFORD
Oct. 27.
Johnnie Walker
Shattered Reputations
LOWELL PRODUCTIONS, INC
5,000
Mar. 8.
John Lowell
Floodgates
MONOGRAM PICTURES
7,000
Dec. 8.
Star cast
The Whipping Boss
ROCKETT-LINCOLN CORP.
.12.000
5.100
Fek. 2
George A. Billing.
Abraham Lincoln
WM. STEINER PROD.
4,700
April Jf
Charles
Seas
Surging
Hutchison .May 31
Charles Hutchison
A.
S.
U.
the
of
Hutch
N. J. WINKLER
Alice's Wild West Show
Cartoon series
May 1J
!.«■
Alice's Day at Sea
Cartoon series
-May 10
1,091
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i
There's

Sumthin'

Wrong

PAID a visit to the Folks at Home over the Fourth. Great Guy — me, Jim
Jones. A Movin' Pitcher Man coming from the Wide Open Places of
the Great City back to the little gray house Just Off Main Street.

iff

ill
111
111

111

il
Bill

Had a great time — for an hour or so. Sat back and Glowed with Satisfaction and Home Made Cider as I told the folks about this Grand and
Glorious Industry of Ours. How the Better Element had been captured for
the picture theatre in every Town, City, Hamlet and Burg of the country;
how wonderful the Masterpieces of today are; how you don't Get No More
Flicker nor annoying breakdowns.
Gosh, I had a Great Time. "Ha! Ha!" I snickered, "Do you remember
when you used to get a slide One Moment Please to Change Reels, and when
the piano player had to Bang the Ivories while the Operator Patched a
Patch? Remember how the Bad Boys of the Town owned the theatre and
the manager was afraid to Hurt Their Feelings or Their Pants? Remember
the Old Rickety Chairs and the smell like a Soap Factory?"
Then Paw spoke up:
"Sure I remember those things — cause I went to the movies in town here
LAST WEEK. And all Them There Things you been a'talking about is
what I saw LAST WEEK."
And then Cousin Jane spoke up and she says that's the kind of Pitcher
Palace we got in our town. And Aunt Mirandy says she'd like to go to the
Fillums only in her town the bad boys put too much Chewing Gum on the
seats and Raise Helen Maria all during the show.
About that time I— Bill Jones — am big enough to grab a seat in a peanut
shell and still leave room for the Sahara Desert. I gently Says Goodby and
backs out the door into the twelve twenty-four which takes me to the
Junction where I changes to the train that carries me to -the Transfer Point
where I switches to the choo-choo that drops me at the town where I can
get a train for Albany where you usually catches the New York bus.
And all this week in New York I been reading Equipment Section Hands
and Accessory to the Crime Advertisers and wondering What's Wrong when
there's so much wide open space between the Ginks who are Trying to Sell
and the Guys Who Oughta Bought Ten Years Ago. There is something
Rotten and it ain't as far off as Denmark.
Yours for closer Contact.

N
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"Cold
Light"
For many,
many years
this department has
warned you that the time was not far away
when you would regret having not more
actively backed up this department in its
endeavor to impress the Powers-That-Be
with the fact that projection is something
far beyond the mere operation of a mechanism. Ihave warned you time, time and again
that some day you would have to depend for
standing entirely upon the fact that the
exhibitor was thoroughly sold on the idea
that high grade technical training is essential
to successful projection.
Some of you have backed me up in this
to a considerable extent, but very few local
unions have, as a body, done so in any except
a rather half-hearted way. There have been
exceptions, true, and I believe that the
Hamilton. Ontario, local leads in that.

'FROZEN LIGHT' WINS

SCIENTISTS'

PRAISE

Inventor Claims Electric Lamps
Can Be Run at Fraction
of Present Cost.
By BASIL D. WOON.
Universal Service Staff Correspondent.
PARTS, June 30.— "Frozen light"
has been officially adjudged a genuine discovery of the highest importance by the 'Academy of Science
following the report of a jury of
scientists on the demonstration
given Saturday by Camille Dussard,
inventor.
Dussard approached a 2,000-candle
power lamp and touched the wires,
receiving neither shock nor burn.
The inventbr asserted that it is possible to build lamps as high as
10,000 candle power which will not
;give off the slightest heat.
' The importance of the invention i
is shown by the fact that- In a 100-1
watt lamp, only one watt actually |
illuminates,, the others, according I
i to .Dussard, being merely heat. In
ahow
similar
Dussard
showed'
cold manner,
light could
be used
fori
the projection of movies.

Bluebook

School

Queition No. 85. — Explain practical
operation of law of light quoted on page
161, and tell how you would prove it*
correctness.
Question No. 86. — What is the first
problem to be considered with relation
to projector optical train?
Question No. 86a. — You have just secured position as projectionist in a new
theatre. The projectors have just been
installed. Tell us, in detail, just what
steps you would take with relation to
the projector optical train, which we
will assume has been installed prior to
your arrival. (Be reasonably careful,
gentlemen. You are tackling a pretty
large sized proposition here. We want
to know what recommendations you
would make to the management, and
exactly why you would make them. We
will assume an eighteen foot picture at
120 feet projection distance, with a possible maximum current consumption (at
arc) of 125 amperes. Ordinary arcs
have been installed. Theatre seating 60
feet wide, with screen 118 feet from
back row of seats.) [A tip — In answering this consider carefully just what
would be the FIRST, second, third, and
so on, logical steps in your procedure.]
Question No. 87. — Of how many lenses
may a condenser be composed?
Question No. 88 — What is the effect
of discolored condenser lenses ?
Many of the men scoff at the projectionist
("Operator," he still calls them) ever being
displaced, citing the fire hazard in proof.
Many have depended upon this bugaboo almost entirely, and now it really looks as
though their staff is about to break square
in two in the very near future.
More and more we have, of late, heard
rumors of "cold light" — light without heat.
Personally I have believed that sooner or
later the thing really would come, though
probably to only a somewhat limited extent,
but here is a thing which may well throw a
scare into such of you as have scorned the
"Richardson idea," and have depended wholly
organization
and front
"fire page
danger."
isupon
a clipping
from the
of a Here
New
York City daily. The fact that the Academy
of Science is impressed looks like the longsought-for thing has at last been found. I
shall immediately try to verify this by communication with the Academy of Science.
If I have success I will advise you.
Interesting
From a certain large city comes this letter. I think it best not to give the name or
location because he comments truly and
somewhat caustically upon certain phases of
local conditions. He says:
Dear Friend: As to continuing the Bluebook school, personally I would say yes,
though if there are only a dozen or so answering the questions it surely is discour-

-

aging. Ithink. F. H.. that there
reasons
for It and that it sums up about are
this:
First, the thing is new and I like
think a lot
of men are Just waiting to see how the
"other feller" comes out; also to see if it is
a success before they venture.
Secondly, the questions start right off on
light action — optics — which I will wager is
the weak point of fully 80 per cent, of the
men. By that I mean that they know less
about
and theoptics
rest ofthanit. about mechanics, electrics
Thirdly, Have
a lotthe ofquestions
the men haven't a
Bluebook.
Increased
sales or have they not? How would it be theto
continue
the
questions
for
a
few
weeks and
see what happens?
Hii Own City
Now, Frank, I'm going to cite my own
I believe
i ity and local as typifying what
ails 75 per cent, of all the locals and men
of
points
education in the finer
regarding
their business.
Before the war the show
business was booming and that condition
"scrap."
pretty
real
scrambledtheinto
did not gothroughout
who continued
Those well
jobs, with pretty real pay, and just simply
camped there, year in and year out. They
did not and do not fear losing their Jobs because there does not seem to be any one
the manager wants or can get who is any
better than themselves. By this I mean that
they are all pretty much equal in actual
screen results, and up to date the managers
that
idea huge
assimilate
able to
don't
costing
are the
methods
inefficient
their seem
sums of money each year in wasted power,
broken lenses, unnecessary depreciation in
machinery AND in box office receipts due to
failure to put a 100 per cent, result on the
screen — even though it be "as good as the
fellow in the next block." It is just that
difference which keeps Dad, Mother and a
kid or two going to the movies once a week
instead of twice.
Try To Do It!
Try to get a little educational talk in the
local on regular meeting days and see how
far you get. Who can tell them anything?
You saw that for yourself on your last visit
here when you gave them a lecture. So
darned
few there
that make
you could
while talking
and not
a slip. count 'em
I believe nearly all locals are the same.
The business has settled. Few new houses
opening, and for every one opened an old
one closes, so there is no competition. In
our local there are more than a hundred and
a quarter of members, and I'll bet not Ave
(5) of them subscribe for the Moving Picture World, nor do I think there are ten
Bluebooks
among the whole darned shiftless
crowd.
\u To Qneartlon*
As to the questions, take Hamilton, Ontario, for example. They are, I think, proat roll call.gressive, but to date they are NOT present
I know. Rich, it is darned discouraging.
There
seem work,
to be and
any allreward
results don't
from hard
the timefor andor
effort a conscientious man puts into his Job
seems to go for nothing, BUT there nevertheles is a whole lot of satisfaction in dothings well — better than the other fellow
does ingthem.
Irishman Bennewlta
Oh, yes, I was careless in putting that pin
hole into my lamphouse to get the crater
image,
as Irishman
per Griffith.
Didn't think
I was
until that
Bennewitz
told how
his
worked and you thought I might have cracked
the metal making the hole. Well, I really
did crack it very slightly. A 32nd Inch drill
makes just the right size hole and I now get
a fine image on the back wall of the room.
(Continued on following page)
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Projection
(Continued from preceding page)
I'm not letter,
going except
to comment
on this
most
excellent
to say that
the good
brother, who is a live wire and a high-grade
projectionist, has the thing sized up about
right, I think. With question 35 several new
ones came in and I have faith to believe that
more will come. The thing is only just well
started. As to Hamilton— well I was a bit
surprised myself, but the silence of the men
there has not in any degree shaken my faith
in them.
As to your city, from my own fairly complete knowledge I would say that you are
right ; also that it represents a widespread
condition. Your city and local are no worse
than most others.
Chicago Local 110 has what is by comparison a very high wage scale. Having a
pretty good idea of what the future holds
in store, as theatres get larger and less in
number of exhibitors finally awoke to the
outrage of inefficient work in projection
rooms. I wrote Local 110 offering to give
my time if they would pay the actual travelthere and conto go of
hotel expenses,
ingductanda school
for members
110, to the
end that they became more proficient in their
work.
Offer Meant a Lot
Now this was an offer which meant a lot
comwith absolutely no NOT
of hardship for meLOCAL
110 DID
mensurate gain.
COUREVEN HAVE THE ORDINARY
ANTESY AND COMMON DECENCY sheTO has
a
SWER THE LETTER. Either
tremendous contempt for my standing and
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knowledge, or else is entirely indifferent to
such things. Anyhow, the cool contempt
for an offer of that sort perhaps typifies the
attitude of a large percentage of the men
for Bluebook schools, or anything else except payday and how little effort they can
put
fired. into their work and not actually get
Well, 110in will,
the endbig they
"get theirs,"
Local
and will
powerful
as she and
is,
finally learn a few things through a painful process. You are right. The business
has settled perceptably, but that process
has, in so far as concerns projection, only
barely begun.
Test Being Made
Charles E. Castell, Murray, Ohio, says :
Dear Mr. Richardson: Read the article concerning Luxalba condensers, and am passing
on to you my reaction to same. Presuming
that the Luxalba gives a very white light
(which It doesn't — -Ed.), and presuming that
it is worth $1.75 more than the B & L collector lens which is made from heat resisting glass,
results
be obtained if itexcellent
were used
with might
the Cinephor
parabolic lens. Certainly wish I might see
such a test made.
It is being made, and has been in progress for five or six weeks. Acting on my
advice, the Cameo Theatre, Forty Second
street near Broadway, New York City, installed Cinephor condensers some while
back. The improvement as against piano
convex was marked, and Manager De Rosa

and the Cameo projectionists were well
pleased, BUT it was found necessary to use
a 7.5 collector lens where a 6.5 could have
been used with closer arc distance and consequent greater light collecting power, and
even the 7.5 lenses broke pretty promptly.
Seldom would they
last the
Standing
Up day out.
When Mr. Atwater came to me with the
Luxalba, there were only 7.5 lenses available.
I had them installed at the Cameo. The
last time I was there they had been in use
for a month, and were still unbroken and
in excellent condition. As soon as I can
get a 6.5 I'm going to have one put into
one of the projectors there and try it out.
Both Manager De Rosa and the projectionists were well pleased with results.
As I told you in the first place, there will
be some discoloration (amber) in the Luxalba after use. I also told you that the possibility of being able to use a shorter focal
length collector lens without breakage or
undue pitting might fully compensate for
this, even more than compensate and actually deliver to the spot enough more light,
of a softer tone, to make the screen appear
just as brilliant, without so much "chalkiOf course all that is more or less speculation. Only experience can determine definitely just what the net results will be, but
the thing looks good to me.
ness."

Bluebook School Answers 50-54
The larger the working diameter of the
tion lens, to which surfaces it imparts a projection
lens the wider must be the master
Question No. 50— Can the markings on hazy look when looked at sidewise, is to blade
the shutter in order that it may cut
be depended upon for ac- greatly increase the light loss through re- off theof increased
lenses
projection
width of beam in the recuracy?
flection. On page 141 of the Bluebook required time. This is qualified by the fact
flection
loss
is
given
by
the
Professor's
Gage
that in many cases the placing of the shutArthur H. Gray*, Boston, Mass.; Harry as ranging from 4.13 per cent for Crown
at the plane of aerial image will have
glass and 5.46 per cent for Flint glass to a the tereffect
Dobson* Toronto, Ont. ; H. C. Spence, Charof reducing the diameter of the
od,
Collingswo
Fell,
L.
inA.
of
L;
angle
E.
P.
heavy
at
beam,
and in effect the diameter of the lens,
lottetown,
percentage
very high cidence.
This
is
for
a
perfectly
clean,
wellinsofar
as
the relation of shutter to lens
Y.;
N.
Endicott,
N. J.; Walter E. Lewis*,
surface, as I understand it. Of be concerned.
polisheda small
Daniel Constantino, Easton, N. J., and Chas. course
portion of the loss is through
but this is almost a negligible
Oldham, Norwich, Conn., get by. Gray seems absorption,
Note : aI bit,
havebut changed
Lewis'In
factor after all. Tou will see what it amounts
best for publication. He says :
wording
NOT hisbrother
meaning.
145. On page 141 you will see
page
on
to
fact
I
find
it
is
often
advisable
to
do
that
in
projecmarking
of
system
t
prevalen
The
that this initial, unavoidable loss may be
"steps"
many
published
replies.
focal length
%-inch
in
tion lenses
by dirt on lens
in actual focal very materially increased learn
permits a maximum variation
that dirt on
Question No. 54. — Do you thoroughly ungreater or less surface. On page 146 we lens),
length of .125 of anon inch
besides pro(projection
two
Thus
surfaces
lens
derstand the lenses you are using?
lens.
the
than the markings
reby
loss
light
additional
show
heavy
d
u
c
i
n
g
a
may
markings
same
the
having
lenses
flection,
also
produces
a
gray
picture.
Of
Most
of
the men did not answer this quesas great
an actual difference In focal length markings
tion at all, for which I do not in any degree
course anything in the nature of oil will
as .25 (%) of an inch, hence the
proentirely ruin the definition
may be depended upon with- more orduced byless
stamped
censure them. Dobson says : "I sincerely
the lens.
in these thereon
limits only.
so." Lewis makes what I consider
barlens
Question No. 52 — Name two faults lor believe
Marking on
To this Dobson adds:
being a very creditable answer. He says:
rel is approximate only, but the marking on— which projection lenses must be corrected. as This,
I think, is a difficult question for
es are always accurate
the lenses themselv
most men to answer honestly, for the reason
edge of How is it done?
the
on
markings
the
say,
to
is
that
of a good knowlthe lenses themselves.
Fell, Lewis, Dobson, Constantino that, although possessed
three is a rather large
andGray*,
Oldham answered correctly. Gray said: amountedge ofofoptics,
knowledge
absolutely
necessary
badof
full
is
Dobson
Brother
Now, either
to the selection and adjustment of a really
(a) Spherical and chromatic aberration,
I don't
or he's pulledtiononeyourself
effective
projector
optical
train,
especially
prunes,
Iv cooked
the
utilizing
and
, (b) By properly combiningof crown and flint
know anything about. Explana
under some of the very trying local condicharacteristic properties
the
on
marking
a
mean
you
Do
1
you
darn
tions. The writer has a fairly good knowlglass in the form of lens elements composed
edge of the aforementioned things, and beknow of these materials, which are ground to
lens?, Didn't
al
individu
each
of
lieves
he, with perhaps a special study of the
edge
good
what
curvasurface
anyhow
there was one, and,
proper positive
properly arranged and local conditions, might INTELLIGENTLY
and which andare negative
would that do the projectionist? Get busy spaced tureswith
handle the matter from the selection of the
relation
to
each
other.
and make further talk!
lenses to their adjustment.
Question No. 53. — How is lens diameter
Question No. 51.— What effect, other than affected by the revolving shutter?
an accumulation of dirt on the
light loss,of has
and Lewis gave correct ansurface
lenses?
Gray, Dobson
swers. Fell was only in error because he
Chas. C. Haddon, Vaucouver, B. C., is the said the shutter blade (master) must be
Latest Handbook
on Projection
RICHARDSON'S
time. wide enough to cut off all the rays, which is
only one who got away with it this
All the above named answered the question not correct. The film may start to move a
Difficulties
Will Help You
Out of All Your *
rather sketchily, but none of them good bit before all the rays are actually cut off
Order Your Copy Now
lollypop. Had- without travel ghost. Gray gave an anstriped
a
deserve
to
enough
don says :
swer Ireally wanted to publish but I think
$6.00 Postpaid
of evenly distributed he goes outside the actual question, hence I
The principal effect
dirt, such am using the reply of brother Lewis, who
accumulations of dust and non-oily
a
of
surface
the
on
found
y
as is ordinaril
says :
converging lens or the front of the projec-
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FILMS FOR SALE
"The
Stafford
Mystery,"
featuring
BiUie
Burke:
"MistakenventuresIdentity."
featuring
Anita
King;
— "Ad-—B.
o
f
Jimmy
Dale,"
32
reels,
featuring
Lincoln: — also
large selection
Comedies,
Travelogues,
etc. other
SendFeatures.
for ourSerials.
latest
catalogue.
GUARANTY PICTURES COMPANY
126 WEST 46TH STREET NEW YORK CITY
Cable Address : ' 'Gaplctco' '
MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
21,776
Moving
Picture
Theatres,
per M
$5.00
3.674
Legitimate
Theatres,
M
7.50
327 Film
ColoredBichangea
Moving
Pictureper Theatres
5.00
1.059
10.00
162 Manufacturers and Studios
3.00
411 Moving Picture Mach. & Sup. Dealers. 4.00
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street
CHICAGO
Ventilating
Oscillating

pesforofl
fansty
diateal
mmNeD
iA
delivecryt,iveat
attra
prices.
Fidelity Electric Co.
Lancaster, Pa.

2K.W.to25K.W.
Four Cylinder
ELECTRIC PLANTS
v
0RC0no small town need be without its!
mean lTthat
"movie".
No handicap
theatre, ofalready
established,'
need
suffer the
consistently
unreliable
current.
No
city
playhouse
need
the|
■ terrific loss that goes with even a singlefacedark\ house. Traveling exhibitors can now produce J
the finest pictures — clear and flickerless. ,
"U reversals"exhibiting
are used purposes
for permanent
kMore
or emergency
than (
i anycompact.
other make.
other so quiet, j
itiplc No
vr sturdy.
UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
I b Ceape St.
Oshko
WIS.
•fatty;

SPECIAL

Pacific

Southwest

Theatres

Acquire

Th ree Knapp Houses in San Bernardino
California, in operation less than a year, have
rr* HE Pacific Southwest Theatre;,, Inc..
acquired
operators of a number of theatres in Angeles. 11 theatres in San Diego and Los
San Diego and Los Angeles, California have
present holdings in San Diego
just completed arrangements with J. G. Knapp areThethecompany's
Plaza, the Pickwick, the Rialto, the
of San Bernardino, Cal., for the acquiring of Kinema, the California and the Rivoli theatres.
In Los Angeles this company operates the
his three theatres in that city.
The houses acquired are the Temple, the Mission Theatre on Broadway and the Lyric
Strand and the Rialto which Mr. Knapp has Theatre in Huntington Park, an exclusive
been operating. In addition to this acquisition suburb of Los Angeles. Practically all of the
arrangements were also completed for the erec- organization's houses are first run theatres and
tion of a new two thousand seat theatre there rank as the leading theatres in these cities.
George Caldares, well known independent
at an approximate cost of $400,000.
A. H. Emenhiser and Don Lawhead, officers exhibitor in Southern California, has just been
of the Pacific Southwest Theatres, Inc., com- appointed General Manager of the Pacific
pleted arrangements in San Bernardino last Southwest Theatres, Inc., and has begun active
week, and this organization will take over the work in San Diego. Associated with him there
is Russell Rogers, Business Manager.
houses shortly.
James Cook is in charge of bookings for the
The Pacific Southwest Theatres, Inc., while a
comparatively new organization in Southern organization.

Fitzpatrick-McElroy Adds to Chain
With New House in Harvey,

III.

munity center, with a theatre of from 1,000
small to 1,500 capacity.
is, is the latest k-McIllino
,
HARVEY
town chosen by the Fitzpatric
The auditorium, measuring 50x100 feet,
Elroy Company for the extension of contains no balcony, but is built in bleacher
their rapidly growing circuit of motion pic- style, with 1,200 seats all on one floor. This
ture theatres. In this Chicago suburb they novelty, combined with the cove ceiling, takes
it away from the uniform type of picture
have opened the Harvey Theatre, which is houses.
one of the finest motion picture theatres in
The stage is large enough to admit of
the towns surrounding Chicago. Just before opening the Harvey they bought the vaudeville numbers and special attractions,
they own the entire motion picture interests and directly under the stage are a number
in the town. The American Theatre will be of dressing rooms for the players. A $15,000
closed but they will continue to operate the Kimball organ has been installed which
Garden with the Harvey Theatre.
promises a treat for music lovers. The indirect lighting system diffuses a soft glow
The Harvey Theatre is the sixth picture
house which this company — of which Ken- over the auditorium, and three-colored lights
neth S. Fitzpatrick is president and Bair on dimmers will permit of many beautiful
McElroy is treasurer — has opened near Chi- color combinations.
The ventilating system is of the very
cago. Besides their three houses in Blue
latest design and permits of a complete
Island and Chicago Heights they have re- change
of air in the theatre in four minutes,
cently completed the Marquette Theatre at
a cool, comfortable house no matSixty-third street and Kedzie avenue, Chi- promising
ter what the temperature is outside. A
cago, and their Highway Theatre at Sixty- vacuum
heating
system has been installed
third street and Western avenue is now unwill provide comfort in cooler
der construction. Besides these they are op- which
erating twenty-five houses scattered over the weather. The projection room is equipped
with two Simplex machines and Hertner genstates of Michigan and Wisconsin.
The Harvey Theatre, designed by Paul T. erators.
Haagen. is a fine example of what can be
John George Hruby, who has been managing the American Theatre, has been chosen
accomplished from an artistic standpoint and
as
manager of the Harvey Theatre.
also in giving the atmosphere of a real com-

ROLL
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,
any colors,
accurately
number d ;everyTickets
roll guaranteed.
Coupon
for $7.08.
Prize
Drawings;
5,000
for
Prompt the shipments.
with
order. Get Cash
the
samples. Send diagram for Reserved
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated,
ill ticketsregulation
must andconform
to Governprice of admission andment Lax
paid. bear established
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
$3.50
Ten Thousand
6.00
Fifteen Thousand
7.00
Twenty-five Thousand
9.00
Fifty Thousand
12.50
One Hundred Thousand 18.00
National Ticket Co.
shamokin, Pa.

i

»

•

INTERIOR
ILL. OF THE HARVEY THEATRE,
TWO "ILLUSTRATIONS OF THEHARVEY,
and stage. The theatre
Left: Back view showing bleacher effect. Right: Front view
is operated by the Fitzpatrick McElroy Company.
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Suggestion

Your

Loge

a practical, profitable soluTHERE tion ofisyour
loge seating problem
in our specially designed loge theatre chairs with adjustable interlocking
standard.
This loge chair is a perfect theatre-seating unit
giving maximum seating capacity and the utmost of seating comfort with real economy.
The cost is considerably less than the impractical and bulky overstuffed four-post commercial chairs frequently adopted without due
appreciation of the considerable reduction in
capacity their use entails, and their essential
discomfort from the point of use as theatre
chairs.

American
NEW YORK
640-119 West 40th Street

WORLD

Yield

Greater

Profit

Also, in the commercial type of chair there
is no mechanical provision for the incline of the
back and seat to provide the proper angle of
vision, so that support for the back is lost in
leaning forward to secure the proper view.
The change to American Seating Company
chairs can be made without a single day's interruption ofbusiness and will mean increased box
office returns from the day you install them.
Many
suggestion.
it
be a are.
good adopting
plan for this
you to
get in touchWouldn't
with us
at once giving us accurate information, drawings if possible, regarding your loge sections?
Information and illustrations sent on request.
Suggestions and estimates submitted without
obligation.

Seating
Company
BOSTON
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
77-A Canal Street
1211-L Chestnut Street
4 East Jackson Boulevard
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Saenger

Buys

Four

Robert-Morton Organs
Saenger Amusement Company, of New
Orleans, the South's largest owners and
operators of high-class motion picture theatres and one of the most progressive and
successful organizations in the world, have
placed orders for four Robert-Morton Unit
Organs for installation in new theatres now
nearing completion in the Southern States.
These new theatres will be the "very last
word" in modern theatre construction. Many
entirely new innovations are planned for the
entertainment of the discriminating clientele
to which the Saenger Enterprises have so
successfully catered. A later issue of the
Moving Picture World will give further interesting details.
Big

Shipment

of "Fotoplayers"
five-carload
of "Fotoplayer"
PitA Pipe
Organs, theshipment
new instrument
brought
out by The Photo Player Company (successors to the American Photo Player Company), will leave the Berkeley plant the latter
part of July for distribution in the New York
and Eastern territory.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only
3c per word per insertion
Minimum ch&rge 66c
Terms, Strictly Cash with Order
Copy must reach us by Tuesday noon to Insure
publication in that week's Issue.
HELP WANTED
MANAGER WANTED — Live wire and business
getter, town 7.000. Must bear investigation. B. R.,
Moving Picture World. New York City.
SITUATIONS WANTED
FIRST-CLASS
at ability.
liberty. Splendid
Picture
player and soloist ORGANIST
of exceptional
library. Union. Play any standard make organ.
Good instrument and salary essential. Address
Arthur Edward Jones. Hotel Loretta, So. Kentucky
Avenue, Atlantic City. New Jersey.
LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
Official Organ of the Italian Cinematograph Union
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Subscription: $7.00 or 85 francs per Annum
Editorial and Business Offices:
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
80-82 Wardour St.
W. I. London, England
Has the largest certified circulation of the
trade in Great Britain and the Dominions. All
Official Notices and News from the ASSON to its Journal.
members are published exclusivCeIlAyTiInOthis
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY, $7.25
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
and IRELAND.
LTD.
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Exclusively

Controls

Valuable Feaster Products
an- it possible to take up the film on the Feaster
Comp
lasthat itPower
THE Nichonounces
edany
has acquir
the ex- Special Reel in the lower magazine and it
clusive manufacturing and sales is then ready for a repeat showing without
rights of the Feaster Non-Rewind, the the necessity of rewinding, eliminating much
Feaster Special Reel and the Feaster Stand- of edge deterioration, scratching and breakard Reel. These with parts for same will be
age of film; the prevention of this waste is
great benefit to the entire industry.
sold for Power's and Simplex Projectors a Feaster
Non-Rewinds are now manufacthrough any recognized motion picture
tured in two sizes, with film capacities of
equipment distributor or dealer.
The Feaster equipment is used in hun- 1,300 feet and 2,500 feet, respectively, as
dreds of well-known theatres and after long, standard equipment for the Power's and Simplex Projectors. The new and improved
practical use is now accepted by exhibitors
and projectionists as an important labor- models have been designed with a view to
saving device. The Nicholas Power Com- greater simplicity and efficiency and are
based upon our own experience and suggespany states that acquiring the manufacturtions received from projectionists who have
ing and sales rights of the Feaster equip- for years
used the earlier model with a film
ment is in line with the established policy
of the company which has resulted in the capacity of 1,000 feet.
The Feaster Non-Rewind has been deadoption, development and distribution by
signed and developed to satisfy the requirethis concern of other well-known apparatus
ments of the entire industry, and is recomsuch as Power's High Intensity Lamp,
mended to projectionists for its convenience,
Power's Incandescent Equipment and Powto exhibitors for the improvement of proer's Speed Indicators.
and to producers and distributors of
The Feaster Non-Rewind relieves the pro- pictures jection,
for its conservation of film.
jectionist of the annoyance and disturbance
of rewinding the film and therefore permits
him to devote more of his time to the
Sells Territory
proper presentation of the film. This device
"Days of '49," the big Arrow Chapter
also aids in the improvement of projection
now showing together with the new
by reducing to a minimum the possibility of play
Serial
now in production to follow it, as
film breakage, which is obviously the cause
well as 13 Broadway-Billy West Comedies
of great annoyance to the audience, the manager and the projectionist. The Feaster and 13 Mirthquake Comedies have been
Film Corporation, KanNon-Rewind feeds the film down into the sold sastoCity,theforStandard
release in Kansas and Western
projector without tension instead of pulling
Missouri.
it down, and thus reduces film breakage.
The special fire preventive chute on the
Feaster Non-Rewind is an additional safeWELDED WIRE
guard against fire.
REELS
The Feaster Non-Rewind feeds without
For Salt by
tension from the center of the reel instead
of from the outside. This principle makes
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7lh A.r . Se> York
Bob
White
Has Motiographs
The recently opened Bob White Theatre.
Portland, Ore., is equipped with two of the
latest type Motiograph Projectors. The Bob
White w'as described fully in these columns
in the issue of June 14.
Power

Gets

Out

Book on Parts
On July 3, just before closing time, A. R.
Schulze, of the technical department of the
Nicholas Power Company, received the first
lot of the new parts book and price list
of Power's Projectors and Accessories,
upon which Mr. Schulze has been working
for the past year. A number of improvements have been made by the Nicholas
Power Company during that period and it
was often necessary to wait considerable
periods to get full details of the new part
or device.
It was desired to get some of these books
out as fast
possible
to the
distributors ;a asnumber
being
sent Power's
by airplane
mail to Los Angeles, San Francisco, Denver and other western points. A new system of numbering has been adopted and the
new edition has been made as useful as human ingenuity would allow.

Motion Picture Cameras and the World's
largest market of second hand and new
instruments, priced from $50.00 up.
Send for big catalogue and bargain li$t.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 NORTH DEARBORN
CHICAGO
Mailing Lists
ou increase aalea
5Ccacli
St Louis
YOUR FILmLU

C
"QURA"
DURATIZ

FllHrnnpORCO
220 WEST
NEW 42^°
YORKSTREET
PHONE
ALLAN A.L0WNES
CHICKEPING
2 937
PRES.
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See Our Exhibit at Cleveland Convention
WE

Roll

and

Tickets

YOU

MODEL

CHANGES
Machine

COMPARISON

BEFORE

NOTE:
PRICE

INVITE

AMERICAN

BUY
D

REFLECTING

ARC

AND
10,000
$7.00 100,000 ... .$20.00
20,000
8.75 200,000 .... 36.00
30,000
10.50 250,000 .... 44.00
40,000
12.25 300,000 .... 52.00
50,000
14.00 500,000
... 84.00
1,000,000
$160.00
Net F. O. B. Philadelphia
Put up in rolls or packages of 2,000.
For rolls of 1,000, add 2c per thousand.
Changes in form or color, each $3.00
Changes in color of stock, each 50c.
Tickets with double numbers (Inventory and
style "Z" tickets) lc extra per thousand, minimum charge $1.00.

Stereopticon With Automatic Slide Changer
is the Last Word in Projection Equipment
TRY
IN

YOUR

ONE

OWN

THEATRE

Upon the request of any responsible
exhibitor in the United States we will
arrange to have our equipment installed
in his theatre on trial for thirty days
free of charge.
American

Qlobe
Specialists in'Ticket
Tickets and Company
Checks Since 1873
116 N. I2*h St. Philadelphia. Pa.

Reflecting Arc Corporation
24 MILK STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
MADE IN U. S. A.
PATENTS APPLIED FOR

o rvae<p
TjcV cfkd
and '
i
mvou*vcefl\em$

J3/aisde//
Slide Pencils
Mo. 168 Blue
No. fW Red
Black
Made in
6 other colors.
An inexpensive
method of making
slides,
neat pencil layouts
and
decorative effects,
in colors.
I

yQX - ^ SS PENCIL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA — UivA.
/jf&lSOe//

DIXIE
EVERY

CUPS

KEITH

IN

THEATRE

In the equipment of Keith Houses, nothing is omitted that will contribute to the
comfort and convenience of their patrons.
Throughout performance and intermission
alike, DIXIE Penny Vendors provide purewhite, sturdy DIXIES — one at a time.
To drink from DIXIES is delightful— and
safe. And your patrons know it.
Individual Drinking Cup Co., Inc.
Original Makers o/ l'«\>er Cups
EASTON, PA.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
With Branches at Philadelphia, Chicago, Baltimore, Los Angeles.
-M^V"W^ TTT1
INDIVIDUAL
DIXIE

CUPS
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EASTMAN

POSITIVE

With
are

Eastman

sure

of

know

that

through

Positive

one

utes to each

to

factor

picture's
the

the

in the

black

lettered

"Eastman"

that

film

the

—

margin

photo-

for the

identification,

"Kodak."

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

you

carries

negative.

the

you

contrib-

success

screen

Look

Film

positive

graphic quality of

EASTMAN

FILM
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right kind of Music is as

important as the Picture," says
Mr. Williamson, whose endorsement ofthe New Pit Pipe
Organ is reproduced herewith. This
wonderful new musical achievement permits even theatres of moderate size to
rank musically in the class with the best.
The New Co-operative Selling Plan provides for unusually lenient terms to suit
each purchaser. Sign coupon and mail
to-day for further detailed information.

taatraMloal a—tion.

Write
of* new
PHOTO
NEW YORK
148-150 We.t 46th Street

today

for

Selling

detail?
Platrv

PLATER
Compaivy
BERKELEY
CHICAGO
CALIFORNIA
845 So. Wabash Avenu.
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RICHARD

E. ENRIGHT

A thrilling story that reveals the crime-detection methods
of the great police force of the world's biggest city;
Authentic, realistic, tremendous because it was written
by
the one
himself
; man who knows best of all, Richard E. Enright
Taken with the cooperation of the Police Department of
New York;
A story built around the most fascinating theme imaginable, the mysterious disappearance of 20 wealthy society
beauties of New York;
Utilizing and revealing every phase of police activity —
finger-print, traffic, harbor, motor-cycle, mounted, detective, etc., etc.
A wonderful

novelty: A veritable whirlwind of mystery,
action and suspense!
Novelized by Sinclair Gluck
Directed by Geo. B. Seitz
Produced by Malcolm Strauss
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Above

In

The

Everything

Field

of

Fun!

Here are comedy stars with records for box office
power. Book them and bring to your screen the
cleanest and fastest comedies in the whole field.
"Consistently Good"
One Every Week

Released

When you book Century Comedies you are booking dollars in your bank account. Fans everywhere roar at the hilarity of these "consistently
good" fun makers. Get your dates for the 1924-25
season NOW!

Thru

Universal

MOVING
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laughed —

"They

"They

applauded

raved

—

about

it!"

THAT'S the way the critics describe the enthusiastic reception accorded
GLORIA
SWANSON
in her first FAMOUS 40 production — "MANHANDLED."
Right in the midst of the hot weather, this sparkling comedy love drama crashed
into the Metropolitan, Los Angeles; the Newman, Kansas City; the Madison,
Detroit; the McVickers, Chicago, and hit the box office bullseye with a resounding
bang!
Read what the critics have to say- — and see if you can imagine the capacity business, the tremendous crowds and the big money that "MANHANDLED" will
draw when it is released on August 4th.
"In 'Manhandled' Gloria comes forth as a comedienne —
pert, vivacious and saucy. Her take-off of Charlie
Chaplin is one of the cleverest bits of mimicry the
screen has revealed in a long time."
— Detroit Free Press.

"I liked the film immensely. The people around me
raved
it. 'Manhandled'
is the most
entertaining
pictureabout
glorious
Gloria has made.
It represents
the
100% box office picture — has a little of everything in
it, comedy, love, plot, and Gloria is— in
every City
scene."
Kansas
Post.

"'Manhandled' is only another proof that Gloria Swanson is an actress, not a fad. It does give her scope for
acting that former vehicles denied her."
— Chicago Evening American.

"The audience applauded Gloria's appearance and
laughed at all the. little funny and original 'business'
she put over."
— Kansas City Times.

"Something for every girl to— see
'Manhandled'."
Los isAngeles
Examiner.

" 'Manhandled' will set the hearts of all the women who
see it palpitating with joy. Gloria's performance
measures up to 'The Humming Bird,' which is no lukewarm praise. The most striking feature of the picture
is the star's hitherto hidden talent for— Detroit
comedy."News.

"Check up another twirling hit for Gloria. More fun
than anything I have seen in several
■— Los weeks."
Angeles Times.

" 'Manhandled' is an unusually interesting and worthy
attraction, one which will give the Swanson fans and
followers something to talk about— Los
for Angeles
some time."
News.

"A recurrence of soggy heat did not prevent the Madison Theatre from doing a capacity business on Sunday,
when Gloria Swanson in 'Manhandled' made its first
appearance in our town. Gloria's charm is neither
simpering nor simple, her beauty is not of the doll
order, her acting is human, sincere and
skilled."
— Detroit
Times.

GLORIA

"We would call 'Manhandled' something new under the
sun, a novelty, a ready-made box office attraction.
Many houses are going to break— Motion
all records
withNews.
it."
Picture

SWANSON
in

"MANHANDLED"
An ALLAN
DWAN
Production
From the story by Arthur Stringer. Screen play by Frank W.
Tuttle. Presented by Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky.

d

(paramount
Qidure
(Produced by Famous Players- Lasky Corp.)
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Thomas
Back Home and Broke,herewith
very much.
liked
Meighan. — Tom iscent.
of
more
us
Give
per
100
Pleased
these. Good print. — W. F. Gibson, Palace
Grand — Saline, Texas. — Neighbortheatre,
hood patronage.

here second ggg1 %£^f2*L Played
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EarleDJL J. Williams,
Seven Knoxreel».
uuams. ti^ii
Tivoil ^theatre,

Ino.
Blood and Sand, with Rodolph Valentlr
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about
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I'rintandin afinehalfshapeago andat
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_.?er .Gilded Ca?e, with Gloria Swanson
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SHfj
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. T^ey
the
picture
130 tell
miles,
and arrived
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a little bylate.
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Anamosa, Iowa.
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from one issue of Exhibitors Herald *Whatthe Pictures Did for Me*

WOMAN PROOF. (7.687 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan.
an exceptionallynice businessThisforpicture
me,.butdidl have
commenced
to expectdiences itare one
of Meigrhan's
pictures.
My auhundred per cent strong
for
him, and I am 2% per cent more than that.
The combination of star, author, director,
and last, but by no means the least, the
trademark with this picture ls unbeatable.
Even
told ~me,
I knewlaughter
my patrons
liked before
this they
picture
by the
and
pleased expressions all through the showing.
Sunday, yes. Print fine. Used slide, boards,
mailingof list.
I'll say
was.
Town
800. Attendance,
Guy C. Sawyer,
Townit Hall
Theatre (250 seats), Chester, Vermont.

but better for metJ Vl8", old on° of Hart
Kogers.
Templ^eatrl.
^

from M.P. World -NV Straight from the Shoulder Report "

Paramount

Equaled

Quality

bu, Paramount

is

-

Service

WITH
MILDRED

HARRIS

IloydWhitlock
Gladys

Brockwell

Ceonoe Cooper
Directed BV
JAMES P.HOGAN

To be followed hy
* BLACK LIGHTNING*
.
•YOU t*t
CANT JMA
FOOL A*WOMAN

u

'THE NIGHT SHIP"
WOMEN AND GOLD ,
EVERY WOMANS SECRET.

For our Franchise Plan
r
For your Territory communicate
with— LTJMAS FILM CORPORATION
Distributors oF
GOTHAM
PRODUCTIONS.
1600 BROADWAY, N.Y.C.

All Foreign Rights Controlled by
Appollo Trading Corp., 1600 Broadway, New York City
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Pictures
COSMOPOLITE
PRODUCTIONS
MARION
DA VIES
"YOLANDA"
From the novel
by Charles
Major. in Adapted
by Luther Reed
Directed by Robert G. Vignola. The supporting cast includes
Holbrpok Blinn, Lyn Harding, Maclyn Arbuckle, Johnny
Dooley, Ralph Graves, Leon Errol.
in "JANICE
From MARION
the story byDAPaulVIESLeicester
Ford. MEREDITH"
Adapted by Lillie
Hayward. Settings by Joseph Urban. Directed by E. Mason
Hopper. The cast includes Holbrook Blinn, Harrison Ford,
Maclyn Arbuckle, Joseph Kilgour, George Nash, Tyrone Power,
George Seigmann.
"NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET"
A sensational production from the famous novel by Peter B.
Kyne.
"THE TEMPTRESS"
By Blasco Ibanez, author of "The Four Horsemen," "Enemies
of Women" and "Blood and Sand."
"ZANDER THE GREAT"
From the Famous Broadway success by Salisbury Field.
"QUALITY STREET"
By James M. Barrie. From his well known play.
METRO

-GOLDWYN SPECIALS
"THE GREAT DIVIDE"
The
greatest
Vaughan
Moody.of America's
Reginald drama
Barker successes.
will direct itByandWilliam
there
will be a cast of many stars, notably Alice Terry and Conway
Tearle. Adapted by Waldemar Young.
"REVELATION"
A modern miracle picture from Mabel Wagnall's widely known
book,
"The
Rosebush
of a Thousand
Years."
Adapted Viola
and
directed by George D. Baker.
The all-star
cast includes
Dana, Monte Blue, Lew Cody, Mar jorie Daw, Edward Connelly,
and Frank Currier.
"BREAD"
Charles
G.
Norris'
best-seller
intoand
a picture
for the
people. Adaptation by Lenoredone
Coffey
continuity
by
Albert Lewin. Directed by Victor Schertzinger. The cast includes
Mae
Busch,
Wanda
Hawley,
Robert
Frazer,
Pat
O'MaJley,
WardHobart
Crane.Bosworth. Myrtle Stedman, Eugenie Besserer and
"THE BANDOLERO"
Tom
Terriss'
production
the includes
novel byPedroPaulde Gwynne.
Adapted
by
Tom
Terriss.
Theof cast
Cordoba
and Renee Adoree. Photographed
in America and Spain.
REX INGRAM
"THE ARAB"
Rex
latestSuccess.
production
EdgarAliceSelwyn's
famousIngram's
Broadway
Ramonis based
Novarroon and
Terry
are featured.

(In addition to "The Arab" there will be onVjnore Rex Ingram
Production to be chosen from "The World'sHHusion." The
Dead Command," "Toilers of the Sea" or\^A Cigarette
Maker's Romance.")
ERICH VON STR
"GREED"
Fromlbefamous
American
novel "McTeague"
by Frank
Screen AcHptation and Scenario
by June Mathis
and Norris.
Erich
Von
a wonderful cast of players. Two years
in theStrohernVwith
making.
■IE MERRY WIDOW"
A Von Stroheim Production starring Mae Murray. This will
be an unusual effort from arNjnusual combination. The Big
Three. Director, Story and StarsFrom the celebrated Henry
W. Savage Stage Success by Victorh*pn and Leo Stein. Composer, Fran: Lehar.
JACKIE COOGAr
"LITTLE ROBINSON CRUSOE"
By Willard Mack. Director Scott Dunlap. Unde
sonal supervision of Jack Coogan, Sr.
"THE RAG MAN"
This
Coogan, quality.
written by Willard Mack, recalls "The
Kid" second
in its dramatic
RAMON NOVARRO
"THE SCANDAL"
A story of Spain by a well-known author. It will be a Frank
Borzage Production. A great star-director combine.
(There will be one more Ramon Novarro Production directed
by Frank Bor:age.)
MAE MURRAY
"CIRCE"
Written especially for Miss Murray by Blasco Ibanei, the greatest of all motion picture authors. Directed by Robert Z. Leonard. A Tiffany Production. The story of a famous enchantress.
(Another Mae Murray Production will be announced shortly.)
MARSHALL NEILAN
"TESS OF THE D'URBERVILLES"
From the famous novel by Thomas Hardy. Adapted by Dorothy Farnum. Featuring Blanche Sweet and Conrad Nagel,
Stuart Holmes, George Fawcett.
"THE SPORTING VENUS"
Gerald Beaumont's racy Red Book Serial. Featuring Blanche
Sweet, Matt Moore and Lew Cody.
BUSTER KEATON
"THE NAVIGATOR"
Presented
by
Joseph
Havez,Crisp.
Clyde Bruckman and Joe Mitchell.M. Schcnck.
Directed Byby Jean
Donald
(There will be two more Buster Keaton Productions.)
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ELINOR GLYN
REGINALD BARKER
"HIS HOUR"
"BROKEN BARRIERS"
From Aileen
Elinor Pringle
Glyn's popular
Meredith
Nicholson's
well
known
story.
Adapted
for
the
With
and
Johnstory.
Gilbert.Directed by King Vidor.
screen by Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin. The cast includes
James Kirkwood, Norma Shearer. Adolph Menjou, Mae Busch,
"MAN AND THE MOMENT"
Robert Frazer, George Fawcett, Robert Agnew.
The pulse of the American public will beat in double-quick
"DIXIE"
time to Elinor Glyn's most thrillable story.
By Gerald Beaumont. A story of racing hearts and racing
"MAN AND MAID"
horses.
The most popular authoress never wrote a story with more
FRED NIBLO
zip than this one. Victor Schertzinger directing.
"THE RED LILY"
VICTOR SEASTROM
From Mr. Niblo's own story, adapted to the screen by Bess
"HE WHO GETS SLAPPED"
Meredyth. Featuring Ramon Novarro. Also Enid Bennett,
and Wallace Beery, Rosemary Theby, Mitchell Lewis.
Lon
role than
plus
NormaChaney
Shearerinanda greater
John Gilbert,
Ford "The
Sterling,Hunchback,"
Tully Marshall,
Paulette Duval. Adapted by Carey Wilson from Leonid
KING VIDOR
Andreyev's
sensational play of a man who was wronged — and
found his revenge.
"WINE OF YOUTH"
(There
will
be one more Victor Seastrom Production)
From Rachel
Crothers'
stage success
The Third."Eleanor
Continuity by Carey
Wilson.
With a"Mary
cast including
VIOLA DANA
Boardman, James Morrison, Niles Welch, Creighton Hale,
William Haines, Ben Lyon, William Collier, Jr., Pauline Garon.
"THE BEAUTY PRIZE"
Wilcox Putnam's
of asupporting
manicurist cast
who includes
got herself
"WIFE OF THE CENTAUR"
aNina
limousine—
and trouble!story The
Pat
Cyril Hume's
great
prize-winning
best
seller
of
the
jazz
genO'Malley, Eddie Phillips, Edward Connelly, Eunice Vin Moore.
eration, written by one of it.
Directed by Lloyd Ingraham.
"WOMEN AND WIVES"
"ALONG CAME RUTH"
The famous stage triumph by J. F. Fonson and F. Wicheler.
Harveyone Fergusson's
and
kind of man.talked-of novel of two kinds of women —
Adapted by Holman Day. The supporting cast includes Tully
Henry. Walter Hiers, Raymond McKee, Victor Potel, Gale
Marshall,
HOBART HENLEY
HARRY RAPF
"SINNERS IN SILK."
"THE SILENT ACCUSER"
By Benjamin F. Glazer. The cast includes Conrad Nagel,
Adolph Menjou, Eleanor Boardman, Edward Connelly, Hedda
Gripping
by Chester
Franklin and
O'Connor,
directed bydrama
Franklin.
EleanorM. Boardman
and Frank
Raymond
McKee
Hopper.
in a stellar cast and the great German police dog, Peter The
"SO THIS IS MARRIAGE"
Great.
"THE SNOB"
B^Carey Wilson. The cast includes Conrad Nagel and Aileen
Prirrgle.
Helen R. Martin's well-known novel, directed by Monta Bell.
"NOTHING TO WEAR"
His first since "Broadway After Dark."
Olga
startling
"THE SPAN OF LIFE"
to wearLinifk
— -SkndScholl's
ladies who
don't!story of ladies who have things
Sutton Vane's famous drama success directed by Monta Bell.
.ROBERT VIGNOLA
LAURETTE TAYLOR
"MRS. PARAMOR"
"ONE NIGHT IN ROME"
From the novel 6v Louis Joseph Vance. Adapted by Julia
Manners'
famous
BroadwayBadger.
success on the screen
Crawford Ivers. Featuring Pauline Frederick, Conrad Nagel, J.withHartley
its
star.
Directed
by Clarence
Mae- Busch, Huntly Gordon.
HENRY KING-DOROTHY GISH
"CHEAPER TO MARRY"
Two
productions
this famous
pair.directing
The director
Shipman's
Broadwayssuccess
is up-to-to-day's
date
White Sister" andfrom"Tol'able
David"
the ofstar"Theof
— t\enuelstory
of a couple
who Ibyed andthatmarried,
and another
"Orphans of the Storm."
couprKwho loved and didn't!
HUGO BALLIN
RUPERT HUGHES
"THE PRAIRIE WIFE"
WHAT WILL PEOPbE SAY?"
Arthur who
Stringer's
Evening
story of The
a hot-house
flower
mated Saturday
with a man
of thePost
primitive.
cast inPeople will
the famous
smartest
picture,
from sayhis wais
own ismost
popular autfrordirecror's
noven
cludes Dorothy Devore, Herbert Rawlfnson, Gibson Gowland.
BEAUTY"
One
oSRupert Hughes*
unexcellecKscreen
play. beSj known stories thaKwill make an

JANE MURFIN
Two productions from this famous woman editor-director,
with featured star names.
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AUSTRALASIAN

FILMS, LTD., New York, N. Y.
Mr. Millard Johnson
NEW ZEALAND DUTCH EAST INDIES
STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
ERNEST MATTSSON, INC., New York, N. Y.
Mr. Ernest Mattsson
DENMARK
SWEDEN
FINLAND
SOCIEDAD GENERAL CINEMA, New York, N. Y.
Mr. Juan PERU
Kunzler
BOLIVIA
LES ETABLISSEMENT GAUMONT, Paris, France
Mr. Leon Gaumont
EGYPT
TURKEY
SYRIA
GREECE
TAISHO FILM CO, New York, N. Y.
Miss F. A. Austin
JAPAN
GERMAN CAMUS Y CIA, New York, N. Y.
Mr. Felipe
MEXICOMier
PATHE CINEMA INDIA, Bombay, India
Mr. Alex. Higue
INDIA
BURMAH
CEYLON
L. GAUMONT, Barcelona, Spain
Mr. H. Huett
SPAIN
PORTUGAL
INTERNATIONAL VARIETY & THEATRICAL AGENCY, New York, N. Y.
Mr. Max Schlesinger
SOUTH AFRICA
COMPANIA CINEMA DE CUBA, Havana, Cuba
Mr. Jose Fernandez
CUBA
NEDERLANDSCHE BIOSCOOP TRUST, Nederlandsche, Holland
Mr. Loet
Barnstyn
HOLLAND
MR. NAT A. MAGNER, San Francisco, Calif.
CHINA
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
FERDINAND V. LUPORINI, INC., New York, N. Y.
Mr. Ferdinand V. Luporini
E RAZIL

DENVER:
BUTTE:
Kwality Pictures, Inc.,
109 N. Montana Street.
ALBANY:
Bond Photoplays Corp.,
676 Broadway.
ATLANTA:

C.BRIK. SEATTLE)RTLAND-

CALGARY:
Regal Films, Ltd.,
318 Eighth Avenue.
CHICAGO:

Quality
828
21st Pictures,
Street,
L. T. Fidler, Mgr.
DES MOINES:
Premier Pictures
changes., Inc., Ex1005 High Street,
H. M. Weinberg, Gen. Mgr.
DETROIT:
The Film Classics Co.,
159 East Elizabeth Street

Southern States Film Co.,
87 Walton Street,
Oscar S. Oldknow, Pres.

Film Classics of 111., Inc.,
831 So. Wabash Avenue,
Edwin Silverman, Mgr.

INDIANAPOLIS:
Film Classics of 111., Inc.,
220 Wimmer Bldg.,
E. P. Pickler, Mgr.

BOSTON:
Franklin Film Co.,
42 Piedmont Street,
J. L. Walenstein, Mgr.

CINCINNATI:
The Film Classics Co.,
Broadway and Pioneer Sts.

KANSAS CITY:
Film Classics of K. C, Inc.,
115 West 17th Street
A. L. Kahn, Pres.

BUFFALO:
Bond Photoplays Corp.,
265 Franklin Street,
Sydney Samson, Gen. Mgr.

CLEVELAND:
The Film Classics Co.,
2100 Payne Avenue,
H. L. Charnas, Pres.
DALLAS:
Specialty Film Co.,
1914 Main Street,
W. G. Underwood, Pres.

LITTLE ROCK:
Specialty Film Co.,
1003 W. Markham Street.
LOS ANGELES:
Geo. A. Oppenheimer, Inc.,
913 S. Olive Street.
Inc.,
MILWAUKEE:
Tunstall Film Exchange,
715 Weill Street,
E. G. Tunstall, Pres.

407 Loeb Arcade Bldg.,
J. F. Cubberley, Gen. Mgr.
MONTREAL:
Regal Films, Ltd.,
12 Mayor Street.
NEW HAVEN:
Franklin Film Co.,
126 Meadow Street.
NEW ORLEANS:
Creole Enterprises,
223 So. Liberty Street,
L. M. Ash, Gen. Mgr.
NEW

YORK:

Apollo Exchange, Inc.,
1600 Broadway,
H. Siegel, Mgr.
OKLAHOMA

PHILADELPHIA:
Independent Film Corp.,
1319 Vine Sereet,
L. Berman, Pres.
PITTSBURGH:
The Film Classics Co.,
1018 Forbes Street.

TORONTO:
Regal Films, Ltd.,
277 Victoria Street
Phil Kauffman, Gen. Mgr.

SAN FRANCISCO:
Geo. A. Oppenheimer, Inc.,
Turk & Leavenworth Sts.,
Morgan A. Walsh, Mgr.

VANCOUVER:

SEATTLE:
Kwality Pictures, Inc.,
2015^ Third Avenue,
L. K. Brin, Pres.

Regal Films, Ltd.,
553 Granville Street
BOBBY
NORTH
NEWTORK,
BUFFALO,
NORTHERN
NEW JERSM

WASHINGTON:
Independent Film Corp.,
916 "G" St, N. W.

ST. JOHN:
Regal Films, Ltd.,
167 Prince William S.reet.

CITY:

Specialty Film Co.,
306 W. Reno Street.

ST. LOUIS:
St.Inc.,
Louis Film Exchange,

OMAHA:

3334 Olive Street,
Harry Hines, Mgr.

WINNIPEG:
Regal Films, Ltd,
Ellis & Hargreave Streets

Premier Pictures Exchanges, Inc.,
1511 Chicago Street.
G.UNDEEWOOD
DALLAS - OKLAHOMA
LITTLE ROCK

E.G.TUNST&LL
MILWAUKEE

A.L.KAHN
KANSAS CITY-

j.ecubberlev;m™
minneapolis

CITY-
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VERA

LEWIS

The Society Matron in "CORNERED"
Recent Warner Bros. Releases
"How to Educate a Wife" — "Broadway After Dark" — "Brass"

MOVING
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Lubitsch

Productions

MARY

PICKFORD
in

"Rosita"

"The

Marriage

(For Warner Bros.)
Circle"

"Three Women
(A Fall Release for Warner Bros.)
POLA

NEGRI
in

"Forbidden

(A Paramount
Picture)
Paradise
"

PICTUl
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Thrills
that

will

sweep
off

them

their

feet!

"Thrills galore — above the average for serials
of the thrill, thrill, thrill
type!" Trade Review.
— Exhibitor!
"From the moment
Directed by
JAY

MARCHANT

UNIVERSALE

the picture starts there
— Film Daily.

is action!"
"A big thrill in each episode!"
— The Morning Telegraph.

COLOSSAL

CHAPTER

PIAY

Banner

naa

Productions
PRESENT

vwm

HOPE

HAMPTON

LOWELL

Banner

Inc.,

Productions

SHERMAN

Inc.,

1 540

Bway.,N.Y.C
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The

Fastest

Six

Reels

Johnny

Hines

Ever

Made!

Remember "BURN 'EM UP BARNES" with its Auto Race? It was fast . . . "LUCK" with its Thrilling
Mine Scene was very fast . . . "SURE FIRE FLINT" with its Runaway Engine was faster . . . "LITTLE
JOHNNY JONES" with its Spectacular Horse Race was still faster . . . and "CONDUCTOR 1492" with
its Hair-Raising Fire Rescue was faster yet . . . but wait till you see
JOHNNY
Talk about tensity and suspense
drama? You'll wiz with Hines
make you concentrate I Your
the screen ! ! You'll be thrilled
Story by William Wallace Cooke
Directed by Charles Hines
Scenario by Raymond Harris
Photography by Chas. Gilson and
John Geisel

HINES
IN "THE
SPEED
SPOOK"
. . . Ever follow a speedy *tory as if you were actually a living part of theI
60 miles of thrills to the minute in this one! "The Speed Spook" will
spirit will walk right out of your seat and join, in the sizzling action on
«
at the end as if you had been traveling alongside of Johnny himself ! !
EAST

COAST FILMS
Incorporated
C. C. Burr, Managing Director
133-135 West 44th St., N. Y., N. Y.

Foreign Rights
Controlled by
Simmonds-Kann Enterprises, Inc.
220 West 42nd Street, N. Y., N. Y.
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Guaranteed

A

WORLD

MOP-UP

JOHNSON'S
EMORY
Latest
and
Greatest
Epic
of the
Screen
Story by

EMILIE

Backed

JOHNSON

by

TREMENDOUS

EXPLOITATION

Together
For

far greater than that which put over, either "In the Name of the
Law," "The Third Alarm,™ "Westbound Limited," or "The Mailman," back* up "THE SPIRIT OF THE U. S. A." Exploitation
that can be put over anywhere by any exhibitor with ease, and that
produces RESULTS— TO WIT: In a town of 90,000, off the main
stem, in a 1200 seat house— "THE SPIRIT OF THE U. S. A."
brought the Exhibitor $1,644.00 clear profit in one week.
Match THAT if you can with any of the so-called big specials.
And it has only started. Watch our ads for more sensational
mop-ups. Play it now and play it STRONG. It's a whale of a
winner.

Their

the
See

Campaign
the

Book!!!

Posters!!!

First

Time

Since

Never-To-be

Forgotten

Success

"OVER
THE HILL"
Distributed thruout the world by
FILM

See

The

Again

BOOKING
OFFICES
of America, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave., New York City, N. Y.
Exchanges Everywhere

Not one director, but a council of many will consider the
problem of making BLUE RIBBON PICTURES in the most
practical
them

way

made

. . . Not

the way

. . . Not the method

art director

. . . Not

up" . . . BUT THE
HIBITOR, WANT

according

the technical
suggested

man

by the author

to orders of the man

WAY
IN WHICH
THEM
MADE !

wants

YOU,

or

"higher

THE

FX-

You know the needs of the box-office better than any individual in the field.
We directors know the limitations and possibilities in the making of pictures.
We are going to get together on "BLUE RIBBON PICTURES" and make
BOX OFFICE MERCHANDISE
The success of these pictures will not
be dependent on any one director but on group consultation of our members
... and finally on YOU, MR. EXHIBITOR!

A co-operative policy between the exhibitor and the M.P.D.A. group will
give
you more of a hand in the making of pictures than you ever had before!
It
wdl also give us as directors a more intimate knowledge of the improve
ments
you constantly have in mind.

e
~
i
E
n

ue

iRibb

MOTION

on

PICTURE
GRAND-ASHER

1650 Broadway

DI
Franchi .
DISTI

ioard

are

where

bemfa

your

problems,

considered

!

Picture making is a commercialized art that must fit every demand of the
Exhibitor as a retailer all the time . . . Not part of the time. Your goods
must be staple. BLUE RIBBON FEATURES will be an example of the
point in question. You will be granted the opportunity of booking
each production as an independent unit. Our distributors will not
force you to book an inferior product sandwiched in with Blue Ribbon Pictures!
The M.P.D.A. will see to it that each BLUE RIBBON PICTURE is booked to you
independent of any other product. You all know what the Motion Picture
Directors Association is. These men hold in their hands the strings to EVERYTHING THAT PICTURE MAKING NEEDS! As a producing unit they have
discarded capitalistic shackles for an independent cause ! They KNOW HOW. You
You are the influence that will guide their actions!
know WHAT'S WANTED.
Start your letters now. We will find further means of personal contact with you
in the near future. In the meantime let's have your ideas on BLUE RIBBON
PICTURES and the manner in which they might best be made, from your standpoint of box office value.

CTORS'
ASSOCIATION
rough
TING CORPORATION
New York
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says
feature

MGood

of

Motion
Picture News
Comedy"
first six-ieeler-

Semoris

and

continuing

"With

this

Semon

joins the

comedians
length

^^J^L

production

outset

he

Larry
of the

ranks

feature

making

comedies.

at the

Mi*
JULIET

says :

be said

It may

it very

does

well.

"Laughs

5KAKESPI

"Good

are

plentiful.

feature

filled with

comedy,

action and

well

pleasingly

CHADWICK. PICTURES CORPORATION prtsenb

staged."
LARKY

SEMON

9he

Gill

in the

Jrom the Mwtbrk stage success by AVERT HOP WOOD
Limousine

.

/7/1
.
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-/ Fomgn KmRighuNational
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The
The Exhibitor
Too Much

Editor's

Passes

the Buck

Ice Cream

—

—

Year

Views
Round

Chautauquas

The Non-Theatrical

T'HERE is an interesting phase of the agitation
concerning titles that are clean and titles that
are otherwise. Not from an editorial theorist
nor from an intruding highbrow has the reaction
come.
It is the lowly exhibitor — at whose behest we
have always understood lurid "box-office" titles
are created — who is complaining that producers
are going too far.
All of which must be rather puzzling to the man
with an extensive list of teasing titles when it is
very probable that before selecting a single title his
thoughts ran something like this:
"Well, I'll give the exhibitor the titles he wants.
Get me all the synonyms for 'sex' and 'passion' and
all the polite ways of saying 'assault.' Shuffle them
up a bit and drop one in each of our titles. We
don't like to do it— but we must give the exhibitor
what he asks for."
And now it is the exhibitor who is shying the
bricks.
It's a great life. One season finds "Flaming
Youth" the outstanding surprise and everybody
says, "Why don't you give us more like that?"
Next season you try to do it — and learn that you
are a year too late.
What's a fellow going to do?

PERHAPS some of our difficulty in giving the
exhibitor "what he wants" comes from
placing too much stress on the loudly voiced
opinions of a limited class. There are other exhibitors whose patrons do not support the Broadway nudities nor do they purchase neurotic two
dollar novels.

Bugaboo

There is, for example, Rochester, Indiana. When
a Chautauqua recently played Rochester the Daily
News of that city took occasion to give its leading
editorial to the picture theatre, the Char-Bell.
"The Char-Bell," said the editor, "is a year round
Chautauqua. It is owned by the Kreighbaum
Brothers, who have invested a sizable fortune to
give Rochester a modern amusement center. The
programs they offer are uniformly clean and wholesome. The bulk of the money they take in for admissions remains here and is spent in Rochester.
This amusement enterprise deserves the wholehearted, year round support of the community."
And so on, for a dozen inches of editorial space.
Quite a tribute. The Kreighbaum Brothers — and
their number is the proverbial legion — haven't
gained this standing in their respective communities by trafficking in dirt.
* * *

be other things we can learn
E themay
THER
type of exhibitor who seldom takes
from
the spotlight. Before us is a letter from J. E.
Lewis, who operates three Maryland theatres.
Mr. Lewis is upset about the length of features.
And he backs his words with personal experience.
"One day last week,"
after the screening of
Lewis,' she said, 'that
had enough movies to

he writes, "a lady came out
'Enemies of Women.' 'Mr.
was a fine picture — but I've
last me for a month.'

"I truly believe," Mr. Lewis continues, "that the
length of features is as much to blame for keeping
people out of theatres as any other single cause.
"If you like ice cream and are served with a small
plate, you come back the next day for more. But
if you are given a quart and make yourself sick you
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do not want any more for weeks. I think the same
thing- applies to pictures."
* *
After a World's

*

LEWIS has one fervent wish. "All the
directors," he says, "are after a world's
record for the length of pictures. All I hope
is that they award the prize to someone soon and
call the race off — before we all go broke."
Here are this exhibitor's ideas of the sort of
program that "sends 'em home happy, and brings
'em back for more":
"Give them a good feature of five reels, a good
two-reel comedy, and a news weekly — and you are
providing a show. But give them the news and
the comedy — which I feel every theatre should
always show — and then add a feature of from seven
to ten reels and they get enough to last them for
weeks. No matter how good the show was — they
have had enough and will not come back for some
time.
"If many of the so-called specials and seven and
ten reelers were cut down to five or six instead, the
story would not be so long drawn out and tiresome.
It would contain the punch and pep that is lost in
ten reels."
* * *

selling to
wait long

"If the exhibitor organizations are any good at
all, if they are of any service, it would seem wise
to make such agreements among ourselves and keep
faith at all times."
Mr. Miller's solution is all right as far as it goes.
But there is this difficulty: It may be safely said
that no exchange will sell to non-theatrical competition until it has found itself unable to sell the
particular pictures to the exhibitor in the community. So, very often, there would be no punishment in the threat of a boycott.
The puzzle is too big for hasty solution. There
are thousands of communities in the country controlled by a single exhibitor. He cannot absorb a
twentieth of the pictures available. At the same
time, there is a possible non-theatrical customer
in the town.
Who
books ?

is going to convince the dozen exiled distributors that they must wipe this town off their

It's a puzzle. Will Hays is trying to solve it.
Trying sincerely, and strenuously. If he succeeds
— he can stop being a policeman.

to the Pace

IT is with real pleasure that we call the attention
of our readers to the announcement of Warner
' product appearing in this issue of
World.
The Brothers
There is a double reason. The tribute deserved
by the strength of the line-up presented, and the
admiration due to consistent, unwavering independence.
We like those Warner boys. They are of and
by the motion picture industry; peculiarly and
strictly a product of this industry and a credit to it.
If the Warners had come from the field of legitimate stage production their ambitions and ideals
could be no less; being of this industry and its
beginnings they have received its rewards, but have
also given to the industry a full measure of return.
* * *
That Non-Theatrical

Puzzle

MILLER, of the Rex Theatre, Orofino,
Idaho, comes to bat on the non-theatrical
* question:

JH.

"Having
theatrical
would like
way to put

"Surely
would be

July 26, 1924
an exchange selling film to such users
an outlaw. If every exhibitor would immediately refuse to buy from them until they cease
this kind of competition they would not
to mend their ways.

Record

MR.

Holding

WORLD

read your editorial anent the noncompetition existing in Minnesota, I
to suggest what seems to me the one
an end to this competition.

the text features in this issue of The World,
an important one is the summary of Pathe's
imposing Fall lineup. From the immortal
news weekly and the perennially youthful serials
clear through to ambitious feature projects — it
shows that Pathe will hold its own. The editorial
pages sum up a story that has been told in an
unusually attractive series of inserts.
* * *
OF

the Missouri Theatre, St. Louis, preWHEN
sented "Sporting Youth" Alfred S. Wade,
of the St. Louis Times, took off his coat
and went out after real cooperation. He got it from
a prominent local advertiser — which means that the
theatre and the picture got it.
Now Mr. Wade arises to remark that it might be
well for national producers and distributors to give
a thought to the individual newspapers that know
the meaning of the word "cooperation" and practise it.
We agree with him.
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proud of the position it is
taking in motion picture
affairs, and grateful for
the opportunity of rendering service which so many
important film organizations have given it.
Hamilton National appreciates the fact that this
friendly relationship is the
result of complete facilities, courteous service,
tion.
and sympathetic coopera-
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Hamilton National
gives its assurance that
the past will not be a
measure of its service possibilities, but rather a
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starting point for increased helpfulness.
To our old friends in
this important industry —
our appreciation; to new
friends, a modest hint
that until they have become acquainted with
Hamilton National they
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Staab Wins Over Madison, Wis., Reformers to Exhibitor
View
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have yet to learn the full
meaning of the Utmost in
Service.
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There is no time nearer,
and no day better, than
Today to make that acquaintance.
A chat with one of our
officials — no obligation
entailed — will be the first
step in establishing a
valuable friendship.
Hamilton National Bank
130 West 42nd Street
(Bush Terminal Bid*.)
New York City
Open 9 A. M. till 10.80 P. it.
Our Deposit
— open atto thebe
same
hours — Vaults
are admitted
the best equipped in the otty.
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Novel

Fox

Special

Release
"Hunting Wild Animals in Hollywood"
to be Title of Big Picture
"Hunting Wild Animals in Hollywood" is
the fascinating title of one of five Giant Specials on the schedule of Fox Film Corporation
for 1924-1925. It is an original story by Edward
Moran, who is just putting the finishing
touches to the script at the Fox West Coast
Studios. Thomas Buckingham has been assigned to direct the picture.
Mr. Buckingham, who has just finished work
on the biggest production of the year to come
out of the Fox plant — upon which the producers have maintained a policy of absolute silence
— is of the conviction that "Hunting Wild
Animals in Hollywood" will prove to be one
of the real big novelty photoplays of the year.
The title offers much opportunity for the play
of the imagination and Mr. Moran has provided ahumorous, swift-moving story that includes every form of animal life, high and low.
from the tropical jungles of Africa to the
wilderness of Kliegs and untamed pulchritude
of California.
Featured Players Added
Several more names have been added to
the cast of the Preferred Picture, "The
Breath of Scandal," which will be the first
release for the fall by B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc. They are Betty Blythe, Lou
Tellegen, Forrest Stanley and Frank Leigh.
"The Breath of Scandal" is an adaptation of
Edwin Balmer's novel which ran serially in
Cosmopolitan Magazine. The production is
being made under the personal supervision of
B. P. Schulberg, with Gasnier as director.

Vitagraph
K^T*

Dates

Set

for

Twenty

Producers

Distributing
Films
"Trouping with Ellen" from Eastern ProDEFINITE release dates have now been
ductions Inc., starring Helene Chadwick.
set by Producers Distributing Corporation for the twenty first run pictures
November will see the release of the big
announced on its 1924-25 program. The
Christie feature "Reckless Romance"
season will be started with four releases in Al.
featuring T. Roy Barnes and Tully MarAugust, four in September, and three each
shall, "The Girl on the Stairs" an Elmer
ary.
in October, November, December and Janu- Harris Production starring Patsy Ruth Miller
and Matt Moore, and "The Folly Girl" a
Regal Picture starring Margaret Livingston.
The August releases consist of "The
Legend
of
Hollywood,"
Renaud
Hoffman's
The December releases are "A Cafe in
drama, with Percy Marmount and Zasu Pitts Cairo"
the second Priscilla Dean special proin the leading roles. "The Wise Virgin" the
by Hunt Stromberg, "The Man from
first of the Elmer Harris Productions star- Texas" ducedstarring
Harry Carey and the picring Patsy Ruth Miller and Matt Moore in
turization of Edgar Selwyn's stage success
a comedy-drama. "The Siren of Seville" a "The Mirage" featuring Florence Vidor.
super-special starring Priscilla Dean under
The January group consists of "On the
the personal supervision of Hunt Stromberg,
Shelf" a Frank E. Woods production with
and the big Regal Pictures production "Bar- an all-star cast, "Soft Shoes" starring Harry
bara Frietchie" from Cylde Fitch's play with Carey, and "Off The Highway" a Regal PicFlorence Vidor in the leading role.
ture originally titled "Limehouse Polly"
The releases for September include "Wel- starring Jacqueline Logan.
come Stranger," the picturization of Aaron
Hoffman's stage play. This is a Belasco Production with an all-star cast headed by FlorGriffith With F. P.-L.
ence Vidor, Dore Davidson, Lloyd Hughes,
Virginia Brown Faire, Robert Edeson, and
David Wark Griffith has signed a contract to produce pictures for Famous PlayWm. V. Mong, under James Young's direction. "Ramshackle House" from the novel by ers-Lasky, according to an announcement
Hulbert Footner produced by Tilford
purported to have been made by Adolph
Cinema Corporation starring Betty Compson
Zukor, president of the organization. The
Paramount head is credited with having
under the direction of Harmon Weight.
The October schedule calls for the release stated, in this respect, that everything is being held in abeyance until the arrival of the
of "Roaring Rails" a Hunt Stromberg proproducer and director from Germany where
duction, starring Harry Carey, "Another
Man's Wife" a Regal Pictures feature, he
is working on "Dawn," his latest feature
starring James Kirkwood and Lila Lee, and for United Artists.

Endorses

War

on

Trashy

Sex

Films

HE war on trashy sex pictures which has aroused the parents and teachers in the Middle West has the
emphatic endorsement of Vitagraph," say a statement from Vitagraph. "This company, the oldest in
the industry, has remained singularly free from t he contamination of the so-called passion stories. Albert
E. Smith, the president, was a showman and a good one before he went into pictures. He enjoyed personal
contact with audiences throughout America.
He knows the people of this country and he knows that they are
clean, wholesome thinking men and women.
For this reason he has produced only wholesome stories."
"It seems to me," said John B. Rock, general manager, at the executive offices last week, "that the lesson
which was taught ten years ago when irresponsible producers exploited salacious stories has failed in its effect.
The industry should know that it was these free-lance wildcatting productions which brought upon pictures the
lash of censorship. I am no moral prude, but I have seen billing of so suggestive a nature that I wondered that
the police did1 not of their own volition have it removed. Hop scotching these sort of pictures in the old dayswas what put our business in bad repute. Certainly the industry now can not afford to return to those mistakes
of yesterday.
"I am convinced that the real leaders of the motion picture business realize that a continuance of such pictures
is going to bring further state government restriction s and make it more difficult than ever for producers
to film dramatic situations without incurring condemnation of censors. Many a picture has been edited by censors which did not deserve eliminations, but when censors see twenty-four sheets plastered over their own
towns with suggestive matter on them, certainly they are going to look with more critical eyes at the film as it
is reviewed. Fundamentally, censorship is all wrong. It has no place in a republican form of government, but
the way to rid motion pictures of censorship is to cure the evils which brought it about.
"Vitagraph will offer one special every two weeks during the season of 1924-25. There is not a suggestive
title among them. They are wholesome, clean, dramatic stories with punch and action. The authors from whom
we have purchased these novels are themselves writers of clean fiction. Rafael Sabatini is one of the finest
writers of romance of the day and he has never written a salacious line. A. S. M. Hutchinson is one of the
best character portrait novelists living. Booth Tarkington is beloved by every American man and woman for
his wholesome pictures of community life. James Oliver Curwood's novels of the Northwest are as clean as the
mountain air. Basil King has treated with a sturdy pen the moral problems of today and has pointed the way
always to better morals.
"These are the sort of writers whose works Vitagraph will continue to translate to the screen. It's a policy
that has made Vitagraph millions of friends in the twenty-seven years of its production existence."
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Sound

Credit

Basis

for

Theatrical

By A. C. EMERY,
for any bank is developed Way
and in addition
we established an independent
Hamilton
National's
WHEN Financing
national bank in Times Square a
President, Hamilton National Bank
we find these clients most loyal friends, ever
seeking to help increase the strength of the
little more than a year ago, our am- money, while other and often more hazardinstitution they are interested in.
bition was to build up a neighborhood instious
lines
of
industry
would
not
contemplate
tution to serve the needs of one of the busi- paying more than six per cent under any
Unfortunately there is a number of the
est districts in the world — and since we have circumstances.
smaller producers who keep alive the speculative idea and almost insist upon a bank
succeeded in placing over six thousand deWe at once took the stand that any mopositors inour bank, we must feel that there
considering their proposition solely because
tion picture loans in which we participated
was a real need for the service we are ren- must be put upon a basis sufficiently secure
they are willing and anxious to pay almost
dering. Almost every caller in the earlier to entitle the borrower to our best discount
any price for the desired money rather than
days would promptly say, "Well, I suppose rate, and the response on this basis has to put their business in shape to entitle
them to the regular discount rate for all
your clientele is largely made up of the- been most gratifying. We have established
industry. Their explanation is always the
atrical and motion picture people" — the query- banking relations with many motion picture
suggesting at least that a bank handling the- writers, players, producers, studios, laborasame — "Such huge profits are certain to folatrical business must be particularly careful
tories, dealers, advertisers and distributors
low that they are willing to divide liberally,"
in regard to whom it served. Out reply has
ignoring the fact that the unduly "large
we
are
very
proud
of
the
representative
'
always been that we are in Times Square to and
friends we have thus made.
profit" business which can well afford bonus
serve all interests without prejudice toward
financing always suffers defeat and a wise or
Personally I do not like to hear bankers
anyone.
safe banker will frown on too high returns
boast
they
have
"never
lost
a
dollar
in
mohelp build up each client so firmHaving chosen a site in the very cenicr of
tion picture financing." Why single out any and lyinstead
that the usual and fair law of averages
the theatrical district and established a day one line
of industry for such a comparison? I
and night bank we were certainly going to prefer to help our clients build their strucmayWe prevail.
have not built a motion picture bank
receive our theatrical and motion picture
ture for motion picture credit as solidly as
but an all-around commercial bank, seeking
friends with an open mind and on as fair a for any other business in the bank. There
to serve all lines of industry on the same
basis as any other profession or business. will be a percentage of credit loss in any
We first sought to find out why when some
line of business over a period of time and
equitable basis, and I hope that every theatrical and motion picture organization will
substantial producers and distributors were my concern is to have that percentage in the
speed the day when their important industry
willing to offer and even urge a bank or an motion picture business compare favorably
will rank with all other industries in the
individual to accept unduly liberal interest with any other line.
credit world.
or returns for the use of money to produce
The writer is convinced that to a very
The entertainment of millions of people in
and distribute individual pictures rather large extent a high standard of business
than to put such a firm capital foundation
America and elsewhere is too vital and imethics prevails in the theatrical industry. Our
portant not to have their smaller and more
under their enterprise that they would be attitude toward credits in motion picture
independent sources of supply fostered
entitled to credit ratings comparable toother financing, eliminating all bonus payments and
financially to ensure a constant flow of new
lines of business, and indeed it is amazing high interest rates has naturally been apprethat many people in the largest industry in
ciated and our clients co-operate with us in ideas and the development of the initiative
the United States should still be willing to every way to so fortify and strengthen every
of many individuals which has made our pictures lead throughout the world.
pay anywhere from 10 to 30 per cent for loan situation that a first-class credit risk
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Says

Irving
Thalberg
to Delegates
being
shown
in your local theatre if you do
real
the
are
country
the
of
women
THE motion
picture censors, regardless of not believe it is the right 'ype of a picture.
all organized national and state
"Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is making picboards, Irving G. Thalberg, associate extures to please the public — to please you.
Mayer
oldwynstu- The public supports the films; the millions
ecutive of the Metro-G
dios at Culver City, told a party of more
of people who attend theatres. If that atthan three hundred visiting delegates to the
tendance should stop, naturally we should
be ruined.
on visited
on of Women's
Federati
of the the
conventi
studios.
Clubs who
this true, it must be evident that
"Regardless of what national, state and we"With
will not wilfully antagonize the millions
county boards decide of any motion pic- of people who are making our business posture, it is in your power to prevent any
films
being shown in your city," declared
Thalberg declared that censorship boards,
Thalberg.
his opinion, were valueless in that the
"That is the real censorship, and it is the insible."
decision as to whether a picture could show
right kind of censorship. A picture may
in the individual theatres was always to be
pass all the censor boards in the country
with flying colors, yet you can pr;vent its made by the patrons of that picture.
Books
"Being
The entire
southernRespectable"
circuit of Famous
Players theatres are signed to play "Being
Respectable," current Warner Brothers release, in anofarrangement
close'd by Such
Sam
E. Morris
the Warner just
organization.
important houses as the Howard in Atlanta,
Ga., and the Palace in Dallas, Texas, are
covered in the blanket contract.
Hays Off for West
Will H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,
Inc., has left for Hollywood on one of his
semi-annual visits to that centre of motion
picture production. He will arrive at his
New York office again in about four weeks.

"Babbitt"
by

July 26, 1924
Flinn on Sales Tour
John C. Flinn, vice-president of the Producers Distributing Corporation, is now on
a country-wide business trip that will embrace a visit to the West Coast producers
and all of the big film centers in the southern section from California to Florida, and
the entire eastern territory.
Mr. Flinn left for San Franciso immeafter his last
company's
tion in diately
Chicago
Sunday.sales
He convenwill be
enroute for about six weeks.
Cox Assisting Forman
Doran Cox, who has been asosciated with
Fred Niblo for the past six years has been
engaged by Hunt Stromberg to assist Tom
Forman in the direction of Harry Carey in
"Roaring Rails."
"Roaring Rails" is the fourth picture in
the Harry Carey series of Westerns to be
distributed by the Producers Distributing
Corporation.

Neatly

Warners

in

^ t r\
Brothers
r"*i ABBITT,"
classic of the
the Warner
screen, from
the
^— ' novel of Sinclair Lewis of the
same name, which opened at the Rivoli
Theatre in New York City last Sunday, was
ushered in with one of the most extensive
advertising and exploitation campaigns ever
witnessed in this city.
Hundreds of merchant window tie-ups in
all sections of the city were arranged. This
co-operative advertising campaign included

Advertised
City
York
New
windows* attractively dressed with signs, pictures of the stars in the picture and articles
of merchandise, including books, jewelry, automobiles, sporting goods, clothing, shoes,
radio sets and perfumes
The Studeraker automobile agencies on
Broadway gave their entire windows forlifeiize cutouts cf Carme! Myers and Willard
Louis tying up with their cars. These two
windows were so attractively dressed with
the new Twin Six tjuring car and stills
from the picture that all curing the day
people gathered in crowds before them.
The windows of six Liggett drug stores,
cn the most congested corners of the city,
all
withdisplayed
a numberillustrated
of picturescopies
from ofthe"Babbitt"
production. Many other store; ro-opsratcd.
Plays to Record

Jail holds no terrors for Arthur Rankin and Lucille Ricksen, popular young stars of
F. B. O.'s big Autumn special, "Vanity's Price."

Business

"Covered Wagon" Smashes Figures in
Lander, Wyoming
Probably the most remarkable record yet
achieved
Covered
ering thebysize"The
of the
town, Wagon,"
was set considup the
first week in July at Lander, Wyo., where
the Cruze production was given its first
showing in the state. The facts are briefly
given in the following wire received in Salt
Lake from Manager Otis P. Fish, of the
Grand Theatre, Lander, and relayed to the
Paramount home office by District Manager
Louis Marcus :
"Just closed first Wyoming run on 'The
Covered Wagon.' I'll tell the show world
there never was a picture like it. Broke all
past records four times over and dozens saw
it second and third times, many driving over
a hundred miles to see it. Citizens of Lander and myself are truly grateful to you, to
Mr. Wilson and to Paramount for privilege
of showing this marvelous production."
Lander is a town of 2,133 population. Manager Fish, realizing the tremendous boxoffice possibilities in the Cruze picture, laid
his plans for the engagement weeks ahead.
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Handle

Warner

Product
from
Coast
to
Coast
of
H.
L.
Charnes,
president
of the Film Classics
system
l and efficient
Warner organization, to decide on all matthe powerfu
TO distribu
tion under which the Warner
ters of Warner policy — production, sales, dis- Company of Cleveland, O. ; W. G. Undertribution or any other angles that would
wood, president of the Specialty Film ComBrothers' organization has been op- arise.
erating for the past three or four years is
pany of Dallas, Texas; Bobby North, president of the Apollo Exchange of New York
Of the forty offices that are now handling
due a not inconsiderable portion of the phenomenal success that has crowned the efforts the distribution of the Warner Brothers ClasCity; A. L. Kahn, president of the Film Classics of Kansas City, Kansas City, Mo. ; Carl
sics of the Screen throughout the country,
of the four Warner brothers.
the following committee was chosen : Bobby
With studios among the largest and among
Reese, manager of the Premier Pictures Exchanges, Inc., of Des Moines, la. ; E. G.
the best equipped in the country, directors North of the Apollo Exchange, New York
of tried ability and renown, story material
City; Morgan Walsh of George OppenTunstall, president of the Tunstall Film Exheimer, Inc., San Francisco; Charles
that has proven its appeal and popularity
change, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.; J. F. Cubberunder such masters as Belasco and other Skouras of the St. Louis Film Exchange, St.
ley, general manager of the F. & R. Film
Company, Minneapolis, Minn.; L. M. Ash,
famous playwrights and authors, stars Louis; J. F. Cubberley of the F. & R. Film
Company, Minneapolis; W. D. Shapiro of general manager of the Creole Enterprises,
whose names and past performances mean
New Orleans, La.; L. Berman, president of
inflated box office receipts and a producing the Franklin Film Company, Boston; Eddie
Silverman of Film. Classics, Chicago, and a the Independent Film Corporation, Philadelunit of picked experts, the Warner Brothers
seventh member to be selected by the other
phia, Pa.; Harry Hynes, manager of the St.
felt, and rightly so, that their product de- members
of the committee.
Louis Film Exchange, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.;
served distribution of the highest calibre proOne feature of the Warner distribution
Morgan A. Walsh, manager of George A.
curable.
Oppenheimer, Inc., San Francisco, Cal. ; L.
Instead of handing the Warner product system is the schedule of production by year
over to distributors throughout the country — and the selection of distributors at the be- K. Brin, president of Film Classics, Inc., Seattle, Wash.; L. T. Fidler, manager of
gin ing of each season, to handle the product
and then letting them do the rest, Warner
Kwality Pictures, Denver, Colo., and Col. A.
Brothers have given unceasing thought and for the ensuing yearly period.
the most careful consideration possible to
It is interesting to note that for the sea- C. Bromhead, director-general of Gaumont
Company, Ltd., of England.
son 1922-23, during which time Warner
those organizations chosen to handle the disNearly every one of the above offices has
tributing end of their business, and then Brothers produced the "7" pictures, the lineup of distributors proved so successful that under its control several sub-branches, so
opened the resources of the home office to
them.
when it came to choosing men for the 1923- that no opportunity, no town, however small
or insignificant, is overlooked or neglected.
In other words, each and every one of the 24 season that saw the remarkable achieveoffices that is distributing Warner product is
ment of the "18" Classics of the Screen, very
not a nindependent sales office, but is a few changes were necessary. And even more
Change Fox Title
potent, highly efficient distributing center astounding is the strength and efficiency of
Fox Film Corporation announces that the
and specializes in Warner service in that the distributing nucleus that has primed its
particular territory, giving exhibitors prod- guns for the coming season that, from all latest star series attraction with Shirley Maindications at the present time, will see the
son, recently completed at the West Coast
uct backed up by the integrity of the Warner Brothers organization.
"20" Warner Classics of the Screen sweep
studios under the title of "The Phantom
country with even greater success than Jury," will be released early next season as
As a further proof of the close relation- the
ship between the Warner home office and its heretofore.
"The Great Diamond Mystery." Denison
Clift directed this production. The story is
The line-up of central distributing offices
distributing exchanges, came the announcement about a month ago, following the year- for the 1924-25 season reads as follows : Os- by Shannon Fife and the scenario was writly sales and policy convention held at the
car S. Oldknow, president of the Franklin
ten by Thomas Dixon, Jr. The other prinCoast studios, that a committee of exchange
cipals in "The Great Diamond Mystery" are
Film Company of Boston, Mass.: Phil Kauffman, general manager of the Regal Films, Jackie Saunders, Harry Van Meter, John
managers had been appointed, seven in numCossar, Philo McCullough, Hector V. Sarno,
ber, who would assemble four times a year Ltd., of Canada; Edwin Silverman, manager
in executive session with the heads of the of the Film Classics of Illinois, Chicago, 111.; "Buster" Collier, Jr., and Engenia Gilbert.

Top row (left to right) — L. K. Brin, president, Film Classics, Inc., Seattle; Harry Charness, president, Film Classics Co., Cleveland;
Phil Kaufman, general manager, Regal Films, Ltd., Toronto; Morgan A. Walsh, manager of San Francisco office; A. L. Kahn, president,
Classics, Kansas City; J. F. Cubberly, general manager, F. & R. Film Company, Minneapolis; Oscar S. Oldknow, Southern States Film
Film Atlanta.
Co.,
Bottom row — E. Silverman, manager, Film Classics of Illinois, Chicago; L. B'erman, president, Independent Film Corp., Philadelphia;
William D. Shapiro, president, Franklin Film Co., Boston; George A. Oppenheimer, manager, Los Angeles office; W. G. Underwood, president, Specialty Film Co., Dallas; E. G. Tunstall, president, Tunstall Film Exchange, Milwaukee; L. T. Fidler, manager, Quality Pictures,
Denver.
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Gets Use of Name

Paramount presents William Farnum in "The Man Who Fights Alone."

M.

P.

D.

Pass

A.
on

Has

ors' AssoPictured aDirect
Motio
ciationn has devise
plan in selecting stories for the productions they
will make during the coming year. The association amusement reads :
"A committee of six well-known directors has been appointed by the association to
pass on all stories submitted. Before a story
is considered, it has to be either a famous
stage success, a popular book by a noted
author, or else a story that has been published in a widely read magazine.
"After the story is accepted, this same
committee makes suggestions and criticisms
as to bringing out its more important features, together with an approximate estimate

Peggy

Appearing

Committee

Stories

THE

Baby

a

of what the production will cost. Their
estimate of cost and suggestions then go to
the Executive Council for approval, after
which the continuity is written.
"By handling stories in this manner, the
very best creative brains in the directorial
field, will enter into the making of each
Blue Ribbon Feature. But, it will not add a
penny to the production cost, as these six
directors do not receive any salary while
performing this service.
"They will produce sixteen superb features for the coming season, with a possibility
of two additional super-productions. All will
go out to the public under the Blue Ribbon
trade-mark; through Grand-Asher."

Pulls
With

iin "Captain
PEGGY
BABY
Principal
Pictures
Master January,"
Production,a
had its second world's premiere showings on Monday, July 14, at the Grand Opera
House, Pittsburgh, and the Palace, Philadelphia. At each showing tremendous crowds
attended the performances. Baby Peggy herself, accompanied by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John T. Montgomery, made a personal appearance at the Grand Opera House and was
greeted by thousands.
Motion picture critics of the Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia papers were enthusiastic in their

Submitted

Huge
Her

Samuel Goldwyn by Amicable Arrangement Again Has Right to 'Be Himself
Samuel Goldwyn is now able to answer
the question, "What's in a name?" particularly in regard to the name of Samuel Goldwyn.
In an amicable agreement drawn up outside of court, it is now decreed that Samuel
Goldwyn is again privileged to use his name
in pictures without tacking on the now
famous slogan, "Not now connected, etc."
Papers, relegating this right to Samuel
Goldwyn, were signed by officials acting
for the Metro-Goldwyn Company and Samuel
Goldwyn personally, in which it is stated
that on all pictures produced by him, the inscription borne on the film and posters can
hereafter
"SamuelGoldwyn
Goldwynand Presents."
The caseread,
of Samuel
his name
attracted nation-wide attention when about
a year ago the court ruled that whenever
the name of Samuel Goldwyn appeared, the
line, "Now now connected with Goldwyn
Pictures" must also appear in exactly the
same size and style of type as the name.
Legal talent on both sides were ready for
a protracted struggle on this mooted question of a man and his name, it being generally believed that appeal after appeal was
to be considered.
However, the recent merger of the Metro
Company and the Goldwyn Company, helped
simplify matters, it being the current opinion
at that time that it would be for the best
interests of all concerned to settle the matter on a friendly basis outside the court
room, thereby permitting Samuel Goldwyn
the use of his name which had bten before the public for manv years as a smybol
of screen entertainment of a high order,
without unnecessary legal entanglements on
either side.
New Preferred Cast
The complete cast for the Preferred Picture, "The Breath of Scandal," the first release on next season's program for B. P.
Schulberg Productions, Inc., has been assembled. Itincludes Patsy Ruth Miller, Jack
Mulhall, Anna Q. Nilsson, Phyllis Haver,
Huntley Gordon, Robert Ellis and Myrtle
Stedman.

Crowds

New

Film

praise
January,"of which
they termed
one ofofthe"Captain
best pictures
the year.
Baby Peggy arrived in Pittsburgh from
Philadelphia on the morning of July 14, and
was received by a big crowd. First the Pennsylvania.Railroad adopted her as its mascot and
G. M. Sixsmith, superintendent of passenger
traffic, presented her with a huge bunch of
roses. Then she was lifted into the cab of a
mogul engine and posed for a photograph with
C. G. Frey, veteran engineer.
Next she was escorted by delegations of
Girl Scouts of America through the city.

Scene from Paramount's "The Man Who
Fights Alone," starring William Farnum.
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Wisconsin

Exhibitor

Campaign
the state convention scheduled
WITH
for August 19 and 20, Henry Staab,
executive secretary, and Fred SeeMotion Picture Theident of the
presOwners
gert, atre
of Wisconsin, are putting forth
their best efforts to "sell" their organization
to exhibitors throughout the Badger state.
Staab, aiming to make the convention a
record breaker for attendance, has begun a
tour, holding district conventions at various
members
points at which non-members and footing
to
are invited to attend on an equal
learn of the benefits of organization.
The first of these meetings was held at
New London and was attended by fifteen
exhibitors from that district including five
non-members. Before the meeting was over
every one of the five had volunteered to
join, Staab pointing out how his organization was fighting the exhibitors' battles in
the matter of taxation, arbitration and against
fanatical reforms.
Encouraged by his reception at Newto Lonhold
don, Staab immediately made plans
meetings at the following places, at which,
will
however, a greater number of exhibitorsMagee
be invited than at the first session:
Opera House at Evansville for exhibitors
from Rock, Dane and Green counties;
Tracy's Gem Theatre at Plattsville for showmen in Grant, Iowa, Crawford and La Fayette counties; the Bell Theatre at Sparta
for exhibitors from Vernon and La Crosse
counties; the Unique Theatre at Eau Claire
for exhibitors from Chippewa and adjoining
counties.
Seegert has issued a warning that it is
dangerous to believe that there is no further
ion just beexcuse for an exhibitor organizat
cause the admission tax has been removed.
"There are still other battles to be fought
that are just as important," he declared.
"Chief among these is the fight against
state censorship. I have information that
several bills are already being prepared for
presentation before the next legislature which
would clamp a drastic censorship lid upon
Wisconsin. It is necessary that exhibitors
present a united front and lay plans at once
to combat this evil. If we stand together,
we can defeat the reformers ; if we stand

Heads

Convention
for
alone
they
will
have an unobstructed path to
victory.
"Sunday closing also presents a problem
that our organization must combat. Likewise, there is a possibility of a state tax
on theatres, a possibility even more obnoxious than the tax we have just succeeded
in overthrowing.
"The music tax is another evil that must be

Lyons

Comedy

Eddie Lyons has just finished "Her Other
Husband," an Eddie Lyons Arrow Special
in which Lillian Hackett supports Eddie in
some of the funniest situations imaginable.
Instead of the usual trio, this is an inharmonious quartette that is a worse mixture than
"Amateur Hooch."
C. B. C. Signs Mayo
Frank Mayo has been engaged by C. B.
C, to play the lead opposite Alma Rubens
in the forthcoming Columbia Production,
'The Price She Paid," which is based on the
popular novel by David Graham Phillips.

fought."
Current
of

Week

UniversaVs

Marks
"Blind

current week as
of the
ce for
THEfar asimportan
the period are conreleases
cerned lies in the fact that it is the official release date of "Blind Husbands," the first
picture that Erich von Stroheim made and the
picture that made him famous. It has been said
of this picture by many who speak with the
voice of authority that it will never grow old.
Certainly its technique and direction were years
ahead of the time, so far ahead, in fact, that
in many places they were little appreciated.
Innovations of the radical nature that are embodied in the story treatment of "Blind Husbands" marked an epoch in the production of
motion pictures. This epoch was scarcely appreciated by the rank and file of motion picture audiences. Its impression was made more
particularly on producers, directors, actors and
Husbands" as
"Blindhistory.
hailedpicture
critics.
e in all
moving
milestonThey
Today "Blind Husbands" has the same astonishing appeal that it had six years ago.
Moving picture direction, it is true, has caught
up with it but has scarcely gone ahead of it.
One of the most astonishing surprises in con-

Release

Husbands"

nection with it is the number of twists introduced into "Blind Husbands" which have been
taken bodily and utilized by other directors
and the same director in later productions. To
see "Blind Husbands" again is to realize where
they originated.
The short product scheduled for the week
includes a single reel Universal comedy featuring Bert Roach and Alice Howell, entitled
"Blurring Bluffers"; the fifth chapter of the
Universal serial, "The Iron Man," featuring
Albertini. European strong man, and entitled
' False Trails" ; "Budding Youth," a two-reel
Century Comedy featuring Buddy Messinger;
and "Flying
a two-reel Indian feature
with
WilliamEagle,"
W. Lawrence.
Engages Brabin
First National Pictures has placed Charles
Brabin under contract to direct for it "If
I Marry Again," a story recently published
in the Metropolitan Magazine which attracted great attention for its powerfully
dramatic theme and its tense situations.

Signs Doris Kenyon

Popular Actress Placed Under Contract
by First National for Featured Roles
Doris Kenyon, equally well known on
constage and screen, has been placed under roles
tract by First National to play featured
in its own productions for a term of years.
Before starting work under the new contract, Miss Kenyon will appear in two productions from outside sources to be distributed by First National. These are
"Born Rich," the first production from Garrick Pictures Corporation, and "Doctor
Nye," Thomas H. Ince's picturization of
Joseph C. Lincoln's novel.
Her first picture for First National will
be "If I Marry Again" from a magazine
story, published in Metropolitan, which has
been acclaimed as the most powerful drama
of the season. It will be a special production supervised by Earl Hudson and directed
by Charles Brabin.

Scene from "The Lawful Cheater," an Associated Exhibitors' release.
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Cecil B. Coming Here to Make Only
Diplomacy''
"Concealed
Out
Cut
"The Golden Bed"
Declares
Arthur
N.
Smallwood
Cecil
B.
DeMille's entire producing orBy ARTHUR N. SMALLWOOD
They should not only sell the exhibitor
ganization will leave Los Angeles the early
but help him sell his public!
part
of
September,
traveling by boat
President Producers' Distributing Guild
through the Panama Canal to New York
Twenty million dollars spent in motion
picture advertising nationally would be only where Mr. DeMille will make his next proThat'sr
and nBetter
duction for Paramount at the Famous PlayMORE a sloga
withg! Greate
go tisin
fit toAdver
14 per cent of negative costs. A proper proportion of this feeding the trade press would
Audiences and Bigger Profits!
ers Long Island studio. This picture is "The
increase its power to do good for its adverThe motion picture industry has outgrown
Golden Bed," which is now being written
for the screen by Jeanie Macpherson from
tisers and the industry generally.
y. It's time to stop feeding it pop.
its infanc
This is the advertising principle upon
Publicity, from being a great aid in the
Wallace Irwin's novel, "Tomorrow's Bread."
growth of the picture game, has become a which P. D. G. is being built. And since Mr. DeMille is now nearing the completion
cheap grafter. It is the illegitimate child of advertising success is based upon the prin- of his current production, "Feet of Clay,"
by Beulah Marie Dix and Bertram
ciples of repetition and duplication there is adapted
Advertising matured into a discredited, conMillhauser from the story by Margaretta
room for all the trade papers we have in the Tuttle.
cealed diplomacy, honest neither to journalfield today. All are rendering a service. It
ism, its patron, or advertising, its parent.
Although
Goldenpicture
Bed" towillbe bemade
the
Publicity tells about. Advertising is a sales would be no less than a calamity if our trade first
Cecil B."The
DeMille
broadcast. It sells. It presents forcefully
press were limited to one or two journals.
outside
of
California,
the
Paramount
direcand without waste of energy the special in- Competition is just as essential in the field of
tor-general disclaims any intention of makducements that stimulate patronage and
trade journalism as open competition is
ing his permanent headquarters in the East
build good will.
necessary in production, distribution and exannouncement," he said, "is not to
hibition of motion pictures. We cannot fos- be "This
The industry needs more carefully thoughtinterpreted as meaning that I am leaving
ter monopoly in any branch of the great Hollywood. My entire life is centered here
out advertising in its trade press and a
greater volume of it. Reiteration and dupli- motion picture industry!
and will continue to be. I simply am gocation are the agents which will enhauce .
Look at our trade journals today. An ining to make one picture in the East bethe values of motion picture product. Such
adequate advertising section compares uncause 'The Golden Bed' is of such a type
favorably with pages of text preponderantly
a program demands a $20,000 trade ad\ertisthat it can be made there more easily."
ing appropriation where it is getting a scant
devoted to publicity that should be covered
soon as "The
Golden
Bed" vacation.
is completed
$1,000 per picture.
will take
a short
by additional advertising. The publicity is Mr.As DeMille
rarely
accorded
the
courtesy
of
a
reading
by
Astounding, isn't it? There seems to be
the exhibitor subscribers. They look for their
an impression in the trade that the big proBack in Their Offices
ducer-distributor organizations ' set aside production "dope" in the advertising section.
Exchange managers and executives of
They expect to find news elsewhere. The
large and adequate trade press appropriations for each of the forty or sixty or eighty rest — aside from personality stuff — is unin- Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., returned
to their offices last week after what was deproductions they annually produce and dis- teresting.
successful convention
tribute. Not so. A careful checkup brings
And for whatever lack of interest quality ever heldscribedbyas thethatmost
company.
to light the pertinent fact that their meagre
trade papers suffer from the advertisers
E. W. Hammons, president of Educational,
support actually averages less than $1,000 the
are to blame. They advertise principally as on his return to New York, was enthusiastic
per picture 1
Less than 1 per cent of the negative cost a matter of trade custom and form. And over the reception accorded the visiting executives and exchange managers by the offiinvested in the motive power of direct sell- their advertisements, nine times out of ten,
cials of the city of Los Angeles, and by the
ing!
reflect this attitude. They don't sell. They
Though through all forms of advertising merely tell about, which function publicity producers of comedies for Educational release.
the motion picture industry spends less than
its.elf is better equipped to handle.
2 per cent of negative costs, manufacturers
in other lines profitably spend more than 10
per cent of total sales for this purpose. And
if any business requires great outlay in building up those intangible values that create
exhibitor and popular demand for pictures,
it is the motion picture industry, the most
typically show business of them all. The
advertising allotment for the picture business
should be 20 per cent as a rule with a
greater quota of expenditure for the unusually meritorious picture.
Trade Press Meritorious
The trade press is entitled to 25 per cent
of this.
Without adequate advertising revenue the
trade papers cannot render the invaluable
service they represent to the industry. We
need news and news alone in the text pages
of our trade papers. The "free puffs" engineered by the publicity hounds no longer
fool anybody. But they interfere with the
functioning of the trade journal as an upbuilder of morale and a corrector of trade
evils by weakening their value to their exhibitor readers.
Advertising should convey to the exhibitor
not merely the announcements which constitute the greatest portion of trade journal
advertising today. They should give the exhibitor the material with which he can -exploit his picture and make it register at the
box office I
William Fox presents "Flames of Desire," a Denison Clift production.
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Cleaner

Films

Policy

M.

Annual convention of the M. P. T. O. of New York State visiting the Rudolph
Wurlitzer Manufacturing Company plant at North Tonawanda, New York.
Michael
of

M.

Walsh
P.

T.

Is

New

Head

O.
of New
York
shall act as a nomination committee
THE Motion Picture Theatre Owners of elected
president, secretary and treasurer.
New York terminated their convention at for(5)
No
one member of the organization
Buffalo late last week by electing Michael
shall hold more than one office.
Walsh of Yonkers to .succeed William Brandt
(6) The board of directors shall consist
of the five directors elected from each zone.
as president of the organization, from which
The president, secretary and treasurer shall
position he retired. Sam Berman of Manhatact as ex-officio members of the board of
tan and Charles Hyman of Niagara Falls were
directors of this organization without vote.
retained to continue their offices, those of ex- The president shall act as chairman of the
ecutive secretary and treasurer, respectively.
board
(7) ofThedirector's.
board shall meet at least once a
The outstanding achievement of the conyear in each respective zone at the call of
vention was the adoption of the new district the president or upon a call of the majority
plan of organization through which the State of the board of directors.
(8) The five members representing each
is divided into three zones, with New York, zone
will be autonomous in the conduct of
Buffalo and Albany as the key cities. There
their business affecting their respective terwill be seven directors in each zone. The territories. Each zone shall be responsible for
ritories covered by each zone are the same as a fixed quota of the budget as designated by
the convention and any other assessments in
those now used by the distributing companies.
proportion to this fixed quota as voted by
The zones, while dealing with all business
the board of directors.
matters and problems of exhibitors in their
(9) It is further recommended that the
territories, will also work with each other, president shall designate one member in assembly districts to act as a member of the
and the State organization is retained.
state committee of this organization.
The convention adopted some strong resolutions. The exhibitors demanded that the
fight against censorship be continued, it being
the sense of the delegates that this thing is
un-American in principle and should be fought
Over
Wins
Staab
to the last ditch. It was also declared that the
uniform contract still had a number of burdensome clauses and the officers were requested
to
Reformers
to hold a meeting at once with the producers
and distributors to eliminate them.
med
on
ecti"sat on"they
whaitati
conn
in ter
us explo
A demand was made that "The Sea Hawk"
AROUSED lacioby
be delivered to exhibitors as called for in exh,"
ng
Yout
ami
g
of "Fl
win
sho
the
with
isting contracts. E. A. Eschmann, general
r pic"Daughters of Today," and a few othe
sales manager, however, was thanked for his
tures, anumber of clubmen and clubwomen
statement in which he declared this would be of Madison, Wis., at a recent mass meetdone. This, said the exhibitors, was an exing drew up plans for a fight to obtain a
drastic local censorship ordinance, but agreed
ample of fair play, which was to be commended.
"Mass booking" was denounced and it was
to drop their efforts in this direction after
decided to investigate the mergers of the big listening to an appeal from Henry Staab, exdistributing and producing companies. The
ecutive secretary of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Wisconsin.
practice of producers to label their features
with misleading and at times suggestive titles
Staab appeared before the meeting in rewas lamented and notice will be sent out asksponse to a hurry up call from F. J. Mcing that it be stopped.
Williams, former president of the theatre,
nt Madison exhibitor
five owners and a promine
(1) That fifteen directors be elected,
learned that a report
had
latter
the
after
shipping
following
the
of
each
ing
represent
and
recommending a censorship ordinance was to
zones, New York. Buffalo and Albany, parbe introduced.
of each director for each
that the names
floor and
ticular zone be mentioned on theapproved.
His ability to persuade the reformers from
confirmation of each selection be
this
at
rs
out their aim lay in his explanadirecto
carrying
the
of
n
(2) The electio
tion that exhibitors themselves are fighting
to ratification at
convention shall be subject
each
in
called
meeting
zed
the first authori
the clubmen and clubverystandthings
for the women
zone.
for.
will
zone
each
of
with the exhibitor, but
not
rs
lies
blame
"The
(3) The five directo shall act as- a vicewho ation.
an organiz
ant chairm
elect
the
of
and the public," Staab depreside
with the producer
clared. "The exhibitor is anxious to co(4) The foregoing board of directors when

P. T. O. of Wisconsin Invites
Censors to Address Convention
In line with their policy of co-operating
with agencies striving for cleaner pictures,
officials of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Wisconsin have arranged for speakers from the National Board of Review and
from the Milwaukee Censorship comnrssion
to address the annual convention of exhibitors in Milwaukee Aug. 19 and 20.
Names of the speakers have not yet been
decided upon, according to Henry Staab,
executive secretary of the exhibitor organization.
"Wisconsin has been the pioneer in the
fight for clean pictures and it is therefore
only natural that we should have censorship
officials address our convention," Staab declared. "As a member of the Milwaukee
Censorship commission I have found that
exhibitors have given remarkable co-operation in the matter of eliminating objectionable films, sometimes even at a loss to

themselves."
The following directors were nominated and
later elected for each zone:
New York— Charles L. O'Reilly, New York
ManCity; William Brandt, Brooklyn;C. John
Saunders,
heimer, Brooklyn; Rudolph
Brooklyn, and Michael Walsh, Yonkers.
Buffalo— J. H. Michael, Buffalo; James Roe,
Syracuse; Howard J. Smith, Buffalo; WilFalls. liam Dillon, Ithaca; A. C. Hayman, Niagara

Albany— Sam Suckno, Albany; W. W. Farley, Schenectady; J. Meyer Schine, Gloversville; Vic Warren, Messina; Louis Buettner,
Cohoes.
was amended to have seven diThis rreport
ectors in each zone. The other two men will
be elected at the first meeting in each zone.

Madison,

Wis.,

Exhibitor

View

operate with you in every way to bring
about cleaner pictures and cleaner advertis"Rather than fighting for a censorship
ordinance, you ought to do all in your power
to boost clean, wholesome pictures and warn
against attending those of the objectionable
variety."
Star in Marital Film
Conrad Nagel and Claire Windsor have
been selected to play the leads in "So This
dwynIs Marriage," the next Metro-Gol
Mayer production which Hobart Henley is
making from an original story by Carey Wilson. The story deals with the difficulties of
a young married couple who entered into
marriage with no other knowledge of it than
the hearsay evidence of their parents.

of Men"
Edits "Desir
Katherine
Hilliker, es
film editor,
has been
engaged by Grand-Asher to edit their latest
release, "Desires of Men," an R. William
Neill production starring Marie Prevost.
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Scenes from one of Paramount': "'Famous Forty."
Chadwick
to

Goes

Supervise

president of ChadWICK,
IE. CHAD
wick Pictures
Corporation, is leaving
• for the coast this week to start two of
his producing units on productions which he
is releasing on the state right market under
the Chadwick Franchise Plan. This series
will consist of nine special pictures to be
known as "The Chadwick 9" and a number
of them have already been completed and
are now ready for distribution through the
franchise holders. The remaining productions will be completed in time for Fall release.
Before leaving Chadwick issued a statement in which he detailed the progress of
his company and plans for the future. He
said that four specials have already been
completed. The pictures now ready are "I
Am the Man," starring Lionel Barrymore
who is supported by Seena Owen, Gaston
Glass and Flora Le Breton; "The Painted
Flapper," a John Gorman production, starring James Kirkwood, Pauline Garon, Claire
Adams and others; "The Fire Patrol," a
Hunt Stromberg production of the stage
'success by Harkins and Barber with a notable cast of players. Among whom are Anna
Q. Nilsson, Madge Bellamy, Helen Jerome
Eddy, Jack Richardson, Spottiswood Aitken, Johnny Harron, Charlie Murray and
Hank Mann; the second Lionel Barrymore
special, "Meddling Women," in which this
star is supported by Sigrid Holmquist and
Dagmar Godowsky. The third Barrymore
special will be from a current stage success and will be made in the East immediately upon the return of Barrymore from
Europe.
As soon as Chadwick arrives on the coast
he will start production on "The Tom Boy"
and "The Street Singer."
Chadwick said: "I am very much pleased
with my productions and the reception they
are meeting on the Independent market.
Our 'Franchise Plan' seems to be just what
the live Independent exchangeman wants
and that is proven by the men who have
Title Changed
The title of the second Regal Pictures
production starring Jacqueline Logan originally announced as "Limehouse Polly" has
been changed to "Off the Highway."
"Off the Highway" will be released by
Producers Distributing Corporation on January 25 of next vear.

to

Betty Compson in "The Female," a Sam Wood production.

West

Producing

Coast
Units

been quick to see the advantages of this
plan and the me it of our productions and
have secured them for their respective territories. Iam proud of our pictures and proud
of the men who are distributing them. The
greater part of the country is already disposed of and negotiations are now under way
which will be consummated shortly for the
remainder of the territory."
It is the plan of the Chadwick Pictures
Corporation to conduct an intensive and
• rolonged advertising campaign to the exhibitor through the medium of the trade
papers. It is Chadwick's belief that in the
past the independently produced and distributed picture has not received advertising of
sufficient volume and over long enough a
period to be of real help to the exchange
handling it and he does not intend that this
shall be the case with his product.

Keegan Joins Franklin
Jack Keegan has been appointed director
of publicity and exploitation for the Franklin Film Company, with offices in Boston.
Keegan has had a wide experience in the
motion picture game, having been with First
National and more recently assistant to Raymond Cavanagh, director of exploitation for
Universal Pictures. Until lately he has been
with Hodkinson, handling exploitation for
the pictures. He arranged the showing of
"The Hoosier Schoolmaster" for notables in
Washington, D. C, among them Senators
James E. Watson and Samuel E. Ralston,
the man who was one of the dark horses for
the Democratic nomination.
Editing
"Bandolero"
Abandoning
his plans
to tour Europe, Ton?
Terriss returned here last week on the Leviathan and is already busy with the cutting
and editing of his newest production, "Bandolero," which he filmed in Spain for MetroGoldwyn release. Rodney Hic'.ock, Mr.
Terriss' assistant, brought a print of this
production back several weeks ago.

0LACK
TAXI «cBU(,Ei
CO.

A non-skid slant in "Head On," an Educational-Cameo comedy, featuring Cliff Bowes
and Virginia Vance.

SMITH
and
views
Row during the past week were: Theodore
Davis, Moberly,
GreenWashington,
Luttrell, Jacksonville, 111.; O. C.Mo.;
Calvin,
Mo.;
St. Louis
Enjoying
Building
John Rees, Wellsville, Mo.; Charles Goodnight, De Soto, Mo.; C. C. Jones, Cambria,
111.; Messrs. Paul and Overton, Lyric Theatre,
Winchester, 111., and Messrs. Wahl and:
Boom — More
Theatres
Planned
Worcester, Kil Kare Theatre, Woodriver, 11L
ran to an automobile parked a short distance
Theatre construction in St. Louis, away.
Mo., is on the boom. Marcus Loew's
new State Theatre, Eighth street and
J. C. Moberly has purchased the Idle Hour
Washington,
Washington avenue, will throw open its Theatre, Humphreys, Mo., from T. R. Jesse of
that
He plans to reopen after making
doors early next month, while Freund repairscity.
and redecorating the place.
Brothers' Kingsland Theatre on Gravois
D.
C.
Avenue is also ready for occupancy.
The Cuba, Mo., High School Theatre has
Excavation for the foundations of Wil- closed until September.
Samuel M. Boyd, who for a number of
liam Goldman's Million Dollar St. Louis is
The Majestic Theatre, Bowling Green, Mo., years was secretary to Harry M. Crandall,
is operating but two nights a week during has assumed the office of executive secreproceeding very rapidly, while Dame Rumor
has it that another big picture theatre will the summer season.
tary of the Film Board of Trade. Upon his
soon grace the sky line of Grand boulevard
admission
to the bar of the District of CoMotion
picture
exhibitors
of
St.
Louis
put
in the vicinity of the Missouri and Grand
on a big automobile parade Saturday, July
lumbia, Mr. Boyd resigned the position he
Central.
12, on behalf of Director of Public Safety held with Mr. Crandall to engage in the
N. McKelvey, who is a candidate for
Downtown two lots on Market street be- James
the Republican nomination for sheriff. There practice of law with the firm of Leckie, Cox
tween Broadway and Sixth street changed
were about 108 exhibitor machines in line, and Sherier. While withdrawing from
hands recently and in financial circles it is while in the tour downtown many other autheir offices he will continue with his law
tomobiles joined the parade. Joseph Mogler, work but will also assume charge of the
reported that a picture house will be erected
thereon to cost upwards of $250,000. This head of the local motion picture exhibitors' affairs of the film organization. Mr. Boyd
and a member
of the
is near the Market stret widening Plaza organization
lican State Committee,
arranged
the Repubtour.
has been very active in association work
at Sixth street and directly opposite from
having served as secretary to the Motion
the Grand Opera House.
Johnture Goodnight
owner-manager
of
the
pichouse at Warrensburg, Mo., has gone to Picture Theatre Owners' Association here
In South St. Louis, Fred Hoelzer, owner
Minn., to undergo treatment by and to the Grievance Committee representof the Ivory and Marguerite theatres, has Rochester,
Mayo Brothers, the celebrated specialists of
ing the theatres and exchanges in the settleHall
that city. During his absence his brother,
purchased the old Carondelet Turner
ment of disputes. He is well equipped for
Charley
Goodnight,
of
De
Soto,
is
looking
make
to
and is tearing down that structure
the work he now is undertaking.
after
both
houses.
way for a modern theatre to seat about 1,500
Corbin Sheild, well known as the manager
persons. The contract for this work has alJoe Bietrich has opened a new alrdome at
ready been awarded to Fred Voirol of 128 Sarah street and West Pine boulevard, St. of local as well as Virginia theatres, has
Joined the exploitation forces of the Famous
West Koelh street, St. Louis. The site of Louis.
Piayers-Lasky Corporation and will operate
the new theatre is several blocks from the
in New York and Albany. Mr. Sheild was
Billy Sohm, the popular Quincy, 111., ex- for some time with Moore's Rialto Theatre
being at Robert and MichiIvoryganTheatre,
hibitor,
with
his
wife,
is
spending
the
sumon
Ninth street.
avenues.
mer at their beautiful cottage on the upper
Fred Wehrenburg also has plans for a stretches
of the Mississippi River.
Lake Hopatcong will be made the headmodern theatre at Grand avenue and Meraquarters of the executive staff of the Cranmec street, and eventually intends to erect
R. L Weber is reopening the Rjalto Thedall organization for the next thirty days.
atre
at
Jacksonville,
111.,
on
August
15.
another house at Grand avenue and Bates
Members of the staff and thiir families are
street. The distance between the two protheir
annual
that and
reTom Meyers, manager of the Capitol The- making sort.
Included
in thepilgrimage
party areto Mr.
posed houses is one mile, so they will not
atre, St. Louis, Is motoring to California.
Mrs. Harry M. Crandall and their daughters,
interfere. Both are located in rapidly growMildred, Olga and Dorothy Craning districts at present without adequate
A. E. Endler, owner of the New Liberty the Misses
dall; Joseph P. Morgan, general manager of
theatres.
Theatre on Franklin avenue, plans to reopen
the Crandall theatres, and Mrs. Morgan;
Several other houses are contemplated for the Chippewa Theatre, Broadway and Chip- John J. Payette, assistant general manager,
pewa street, St. Louis, on July 20.
and Edwin A. Sherwood, manager of Cranoutlying districts of St. Louis, but the plans
dall's Exhibitors Film Exchange, Mrs. Sherhave not progressed for enough to be anwood and their son, Edwin, Jr.
Out-of-town
exhibitors
seen
along
Picture
nounced at this time.
John Biler, proprietor of the Dixied Theatre, New Madrid, Mo., has announce plans
for the remodeling of his show house. An
entire new concrete front is to be installed.
For Release in August —Now
Booking
The ticket office will be placed in the cenPRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
ter with large swinging doors on either side.
The wa"" will be repainted and other extensive repaid will be made. The house
will have a seating capacity of 500 when the
work is completed.
LEGEND.

Exhibitors'

Harry Redmond, owner-manager of the
Majestic Theatre, East St. Louis, 111., was
confronted by a highwayman as he entered
the garage at his home, 912 Pennsylvania
avenue, St. Louis, at 2:30 a. m. The robber
demanded the diamonds Redmond was wearscufing. Instead of complying, Redmond
his revolver
fled with the bandit and took shots
the
at
two
fired
from him. He then
would-be robber as he fled. The escaping
man stumbled and fell but got up again and
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paratus, and Is traveling through the rmmlets of New York state, showing pictures In
halls and such other places as he can find.
Hot weather Is bad enough, but when there
Farash's
Schenectady
Strand
Is a block party going on in front of one's
theatre.
hundred times worse. After
11 xixlng upIt'sthea situation,
July
on
Fire
by
Damaged
Al Bothner, of the
Shurter, who runs the theatre In
The Strand Theatre, in Schenectady, owned Leslie
Capitol,
in
Troy,
decided to close his honse
Ellenville,
took
a
trip
last
week
to
New
for
four
days
last
week,
while
the party was
and operated by Farash Theatres, Inc., was York by automobile.
In full swing.
damaged to the extent of several thousand
Al Bothner, of the Capitol in Troy, Is pickWearing the same old time smile, Charles
dollars by fire of an unknown origin dising up a few sheckels these days by putting Sesonske,
of the Grand In Johnstown, In
covered early Friday morning, July 11. It is on amateur
nights
In
the
motion
picture
thought that the fire originated from a short theatres at Granville and Salem, and bring- town last week, said that while business
wasn't
up .to Looking
expectations
, he was
ing talent from the Collar City.
circuit in wires leading to the organ. When
downhearted
forward
to a far
fine from
fall,
Mr. Sesonske will shortly
close
his
house
for
discovered
by
one
of
the
city's
policemen,
Abe Gold, who runs the theatre in Woodredecoratlon.
for
weeks
three
the flames had made such headway that ridge,
as well as a store, broke away from
smoke was coming from the building. Al- the movies last week for a night or so,
and Mrs. Oscar Perrln, of Albany, were
though the fire was confined to the stage and and gave the residents of that section a bur- In Mr.
Long Beach last Sunday,
plans to
lesque show that attracted good crowds.
the vicinity of the organ, the damage was
the end that Mrs. Perrln and making
the children will
considerably greater, due to the fact that
Rae Candee, of Utica, was at the Buffalo spend the summer there with Mr. Perrln Joining for the week ends.
the blaze had worked behind the asbestos convention. Vic Warren, of Massena, and
screen which was necessarily demolished by Bob Landry, of Ogdensburg, also motored to
Charles
Moyer, a well known exhibitor of
Buffalo,
while
Mike
Kallet,
who
runs
theathe firemen in fighting the flames. The stage
tres in Rome, Oneida and Canastota, hurried Herkimer,
along Film Row during the
was also badly damaged. The real extent to Buffalo on Wednesday night In order to past week, was
re-arranging bookings for the
Liberty Theatre In Herkimer.
Mr. Moyer haa
of the loss will not be known until the or- be at least In on the closing sessions.
decided to do no more buying for the Gategan has been inspected by an expert. WilGasper
Battaglla,
of
Troy,
made
a
flying
way in Little Falls, although he will still be
liam Shirley, manager of Farash Theatres, trip last week to Syracuse, and is keeping
with that house. Bob Wagner, forwhich includes the Strand, the State, and the so mum about it, that some of his fellow associated
merly with Hodkinson In Buffalo, has been
Albany, all downtown houses in Schenectady, exhibitors are now wondering if he is plan- named as manager of the Gateway, in place
ning to pick up a theatre in that city.
of Charles Gllmore, who will remain as
was in Buffalo attending the convention.
organist.
Michael Friedman, manager of the Albany
Unable K.toHarris,
secure who
the is necessary
Theatre, arrived back in town Saturday Charles
opening a"juice,"
resort
Exhibitors and branch managers In Albany
Valatie, where free pictures will be will
morning, and when someone whom he met near
get together during the next few daya
shown,
suffered
a
heavy
loss
last
Friday
on the street, told him of the fire, he at first night. Mr. Harris had booked his pictures to form the baseball club which will meet a
nine
formed from among the salesmen.
thought that it was a joke. The same held and was all ready to start when the electric
true with Anthony Vellier, manager of the current failed him. There were over 2,000
Anthony deWolf Vellier, manager of the
on the ground and something more
Strand, who resides in Albany, to whom the persons
than 1,200 cars were parked at the resort. Strand in Schenectady, with Mrs. Vellier, left
news of the fire first came over the tele- Mr.
Harris now plans to open next Friday on July 19, for a week's vacation at Lake
phone. It is expected that the theatre will and is hoping for better luck. His wife Is Pleasant.
be closed for five or six weeks, which leaves the sister of Jane Gray, well known in the
With a comparatively small percentage at
the State Theatre as the only first run house amusement world.
work at the General Electric company's plant
now operating in the center of the city.
M. Slotnick, of the Strand in Mohawk, In in Schenectady, business has taken a slump
Albany last week, brought with him a full at the motion picture theatres, probably as
Pictures are no longer being run at Procblooded chow dog that was the envy of severe as any place In the state. It Is expected, however, that things will pick up a
tor's
Fourth
Street
house
in
Troy,
stock
now
everyone
along Film Row.
holding the board.
bit by September, and that from October
on,
that
business will be up to normal.
The Victory Theatre, In Victory, Mills, a
community house, has closed and will not
M. H. Fanning, who has erected a 366-seat reopen
until some time in September. The
house at Roxbury, plans to open the theatre
mills are now running on part time and this
on August 2. It is an exceptionally beautiful
Missouri
house.
together has
withresulted
keen competition
with toSchuylerville
In the decision
close
down.
W. A. Nance, proprietor of the White
The Lyric, in Deposit, has been taken over
Grand Theatre in Conway, Ark., has purby L. B. Anderson, of Bainbridge, who has a
M. J. Osgood has sold the Star Theatre in
theatre there as well as in Afton. The Lyric
chased the Electric Theatre of Morrilton,
has been run by Donovan and Carroll.
Norwood,
"a
300-seat
house,
to
Amos
Curry,
Ark.,
from
G. O. Vail. The price paid for
of
Norfolk,
who
assumed
possession
on
July
Some of the exhibitors in the Catskllls 12.
the house is said to have been $10,000. Isom
are enjoying themselves these days in camping parties. Walter Seaman, who runs the
Vance will manage the Electric. No deHighland Theatre, has just returned from a
The Hippodrome, in Ogdensburg, closed on this time.
cided change in policy is contemplated at
camping
trip,
as
well
as
F.
L.
Asher,
of
the
July 12, for an indefinite period. The new
Star in Rhinebeck.
theatre in Potsdam, owned by James Papayanakos, tember 1is
Rumor has It that Grand boulevard Is to
5. scheduled to open on SepThe Albany Theatre, in Schenectady, la
have a new million dollar picture palace. A
scheduled to close on July 20 for an Inconference of the Interested parties is said
definite period, but the recent damage to the
to have been held In the East the past week
J. Makely, of Potter's Hollow, near Albany,
Strand may thus change arrangements.
has equipped a truck with the necessary ap- and an official announcement Is scheduled
to be made within the next few weeks.
For
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In the meantime work is progressing
steadily on the new St. Louts Theatre, Grand
boulevard at Morgan street. Big steam shovels are digging the foundations and It Is expected that the work of installing the p'.ilng,
few etc.,
weeks.will get under way within the next
Marcus Loew's State Theatre, Eighth street
and Wabash avenue, Is rapidly nearlng completion and will be opened with appropriate
exercises in August.
Theatre changes reported within the past
week were: Baxter Theatre, Novlnger, Mo.,
closed for Summer; Liberty Theatre. Cowden.
111., closed until Fall, and New Grand Theatre, Mexico, Mo., closed for July and August.
J. R. Warden
has Mo.
purchased the Empress
Theatre
at Conway,
Spyros
has returned
from a business trip Skouras
to New York
City.
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Censorship
in New
Bedford
According to officials of the Allied TheaThe suggestion has been made to Mayor
trestionofofMassachusetts,'
a statewidethroughout
organizaRemington of New Bedford by John W.
managers, theatregoers
Hawkins, general manager of the Allen cir- the state in a great majority of cases virtually have been given the benefit of the
cuit of motion picture theatres, that Detecabolished taxes on admissions of B© cents or
tive Sergeant Raymond Hamersley, recently less.
It was explained, however, that the
appointed theatrical reporter by the mayor, decision in regard to any price revision was
be sent to Boston for a term of study at a matter entirely up to the individual manthe State House where motion pictures are agers.
who had charged an admission of
censored before they are shown in any of the 25 Some
previous to July 3 are continuing
Massachusetts theatres. Mr. Hawkins is of withcents
this price, explaining to their patrons
the opinion that after such a course, Censor that as they, the managers, had been paythey nowThe would
take ofthethebeneHamersley may be qualified to criticise films
fitingof theitslevy
removal.
abolition
tax
as they are exhibited in New Bedford.
was said to be virtually universal in Greater
As the result of a complaint to the mayor Boston. Many of the exhibitors in the smaller towns where they operate shows on a
by Sergeant Hamersley, who is under orders narrow margin of profit are not changing
their
prices.
necesto report against the theatres when
sary to the mayor, Mr. Remington invited
Mr. Hawkins, Reginald V. Tribe, manager
Edward J. McCarthy, cornetist of the orchestra in the Strand Theatre in Brockton,
of the Empire Theatre, and Theodore B.
is
to he married to Miss Gertrude E. Brady
Baylies, manager of the State Theatre, to his during
this month.
office. Earle D. Wilson accepted a similar
from "The
in a scene release.
Compsona Paramount
BettyFemale,"
invitation a week previous. The sergeant's
week of July 6 was designated by
complaint was that he was certain that on S. The
Z. Poli, head of the Poli circuit of theagram at the Emery Theatre in Providence
Sunday these theatres had presented films
tres, as "Gift Week" at his Palace Theatre
which had not been edited to conform with in Springfield, of which Gordon Wrighter is the week of July 7. Five weeks of preparamanager. It was announced that $20,000
tion were required to produce home talent
the Sunday requirements of the state cen- would be distributed to patrons. The
into acts of signers, dancers, monologists,
sor.
amount was to be given in $1 bank checks
jazz musicians and opacrobats,
comedies,
At the Capitol Theatre, one of the Allen drawn on the Third National Bank, made
eratic soloists.
About 60 children took part.
payable to the bearer and signed by Mr.
Fool's
"The
Poli.
The
bank
was
to
accept
these
checks
viewed
Hamersley
houses,
This film when presented by a depositor with $9 in
Awakening" at a Sunday showing.
has a scene in a taxicab, which had been cash in opening a savings account. Mr.
William Faucher's Harmonists, the house
The Poli was quoted as saying he was "giving
showing.
ordered deleted for Sunday
orchestra in Emery's Theatre in Providence,
appreciation
his
show
to
$20,000
the
away
was given a stellar position the week of July
theatrical reporter informed the mayor the for the very liberal patronage the residents
scene was shown on Sunday, thereby of Springfield and vicinity have given the
14 when the six days were designated
threatening the morals of the public, which Poli Theatre in the past.
"Syncopation Week."
the mayor explained it is his duty to protect.
the
at
ist
projection
Goddard,
Bernard
Minnesota
Strand Theatre in Holyoke, married Miss
Mr. Hawkins contended that the scene or- Margaret Coupe on July 8. They went for a
dered deleted by the state censor had been honeymoon trip in the region of Cape Cod.
A new suburban motion picture house
eliminated and was not in the picture when
$30,000 will be erected by S. G.
costing
The
y.
Hamersle
heat
it was seen by Sergeant
Generally speaking the end of June
in North Minneapolis. The theLebedoff
Mr.
subtitles,
including
scene,
"right
entire taxicab
box office
the Boston
walloped
wave
a two-story stucco structure and
be
atre
will
has
what
brought
and
eyes"
ordered
the
been
between
not
Hawkins asserted, had
close
will
be
con
pleted
some time in October.
the
since
slump
worst
the
be
to
proved
thought
he
eliminated and he told the mayor
busiweek-end
The
season."
"regular
the
of
ness seems to have been particularly hit,
Hamersley was demanding more than was
Pour prominent business men have gone
judging from reports of exhibitors.
necessary when he went so much further
picture Dusiness at She:motionThey
into theMinn.
bourne,
are planning to screen
than the state censor. Mayor Remington
of the Allen
one
Theatre,
Comique
The
right. Mr. houses In New Bedford, has been closed for pictures once a week.
agreed that Mr. Hawkins was which
shows the summer.
Hawkins eliminated the scene
S. E. Lawler has leased a building at
the villain attacking the heroine.
Canovan, S. D., and will open It as a motion
picture theatre.
Mr. Tribe of the Empire, who had orders
Rhode
Island
for
h"
Goldfis
li. W. Smith of Henry, S. D., announced
"The
in
tions
elimina
to make
orthis week tl.at he plans to establish a circuitin
ed that he had had
Sunday showing, explain
towns and will show pictures
and
in
s semi-annual eachnearby
dered the required eliminations
Manager Martin R. Toohey'
tow-i cne night a weeK.
prod
the
feature
Revue"
them,
Kiddie
'Emery
made
had
ionist
project
his
supposed
ley charged that Mr. WilSergeant Hamers
son on the Sunday previous to the showing
of "The Goldfish" had shown films which
dehad not been edited. Mr. Tribe, however,
For Release in August— *Now Booking
such cuts as ormade
had
he
that
clared
dered.
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
IKUHDtKU
mm
It was said that no fault was found at the
HUNT
STROM
BERG
& CHARLES:s R ROGERS • I ■ — 1 k
in the State Theatre on Sunshown
films
davj t.
ns contends, has
The question, Mr. Hawki
of
resolved itself into one of interpretation the
from
ed
receiv
are
which
the orders
state
censor.

or Brockton is presenting moJohn Uxton
tion picture shows three times a weekMon-at
the pavili
t. on at the Monponsett hotel,
ponset
re in Pall River has
EmpireforTheat
The closed
the summer.
been

"^e

Siren

of Seville
ftvytyHHVAN IflAN-fetfdfyJEROME STORM
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and the amount they received for the witticism appear, furnishing the author and his
friends a big kick.
The Bine Moose, Rainier, Oregon, was
totally destroyed by a fire that wiped out an
entire
owner. business block. George Caldwell was

Pass Tax
Reduction
on to Patrons
showing- "The Love Master" and a comedy,
While it was at first quite emphatically
o'clockis toalright!
three. The youngsters
announced that Pacific Northwest Exhibitors from
Management
of Seattle's
think eleven
Mr. Moore
tre has been taken
over by Hollywood
Joe Bratt, theaforwould not lower their prices with the remerly
of
the
Teager
Theatre,
Portland.
The Moore Amusement Co., which is buildmoval of the amusement tax, later developing the new Liberty Olympla, Wash., an"Bob" "White, Is about due back from a
ments, brought out at various conferences,
nounces steady and satisfactory progress on summer
vacation trip, spent In fishing on
have brought about a reduction that was put the big house
which will seat 1088 and be Priest River, Idaho. Jack Allender was with
into effect when the tax was lifted. This re- equipped to handle road shows as well as pic- him.
tures. At present
adjustment has been announced as a "sum- late August
opening.writing it looks like a
Alaska pictures for Alaskans! and SERVmer schedule," mentioning the fact in most
ICE is Bill
His Alaska
instances that the management is taking
Columbia usherettes were jaunty in snappy
name
was Code's
short ofidea.
pictures,
recently.Dream
The
whife sailor suits during the week of July in
advantage of the removal of the governS.
S.
Victoria,
outbound
from
Seattle, was
The house was host to many sailors carrying the new supply. On June
11th the
ment tax to effect a general downward re- Fourth.
vision of prices during the summer months. from the U. S. Pennsylvania, while in port. Victoria got caught In the Ice fifteen miles
making delivery impossible. Rather than
This naturally will prepare the way for a
Seattle folk are enjoying the novelty of out,
disappoint patrons the management hitched
return to normal prices with the opening of seeing their names on the screen, and being up
a dog team and sent out for the big picfor the trouble. The Columbia, in a
the new season. Many predict that the re- paid
"The Spoilers,"
playingture which
it onwastimeRexandBeach's
was returned
In good
duced admission will not obtain for over tie-up with a morning paper, screens weekly
the "Sayings of Seattle Polk," which are shape and excellent time.
six weeks. The sentiment of various exhibi- printed
and paid for by the paper, at the
Mr. Code
also story.
played the "Silver Horde"
Alaskan
rate of $5, $2 and $1. Names of the authors another
tors remains for the most part unchanged,
and they do not favor this reduction ; but
have compromised in the above manner.
Manager John Hamrick evidently forsaw
Regular
Dividend
this coming, for he dropped to summer prices
Declared
in
of 25c in his Blue Mouse theatres in Seattle,
Portland and Tacoma, before the tax was reAdvance
by Balaban
moved, and still offers a lower admission
and
Katz
than those houses which have removed the
"America" closed Its engagement at the
Balaban & Katz circuit has declared a Auditorium
Theatre and the house will be
tax, without having committed himself on regular monthly dividend of 25 cents per
dark for several weeks. Manager Swayze
the tax proposition.
share for the months of August, September plans an extended trip West and will not
and October, in advance, payable the first be back until September.
"Jim"
Clemmer,
the father
of moof each month to stockholders of record on
tion picture
historycalled
in Seattle,
has returned
The many friends of James Reilly, wellin the capacity of manager to the house he the 20th of the preceding month. The busi- known
exhibitor at Alton, 111., will be glad
built for Seattle a number of years ago,
ness
of
the
circuit
is
holding
up
fine
for
the
to hear of his recovery from his recent Illmaking his return a real homecoming. As
ness.
summer
months
and
work
is
going
ahead
the Clemmer, the popular Second Avenue motion picture house, was the last word in rapidly on the two new theatres going up for
P. W. DeToung, manager of the Memorial
achievement when it was erected, and the the circuit at Broadway and Lawrence ave- Theatre
at Waterloo, Is on his way to the
conduct of the theatre was copied by many
nue and on West Randolph street site of the Pacific Coast for an extended vacation. He
of the large motion picture theatres of the
will
auto
out and back.
country. After Mr. Clemmer sold the house
old Colonial Theatre. This will give the comto Universal, it was renamed the Columbia,
pany
three
houses
in
the
Loop,
two
houses
Al Kaufman, managing director of the
and has continued to enjoy success under
on the north shore, one on the south side Grauman theatres of Los Angeles, was In
that name. In returning, Mr. Clemmer anand one on the west side.
the city between trains on his way Bast.
nounces an ambitious program of interior
improvements, including a new lighting sysSam Watts of the Princess Theatre of
tem, new arrangement of loges, new proSpringfield, 111., is laid up with a couple
Evanston will soon have another new movjection machines and new decorations and a
of broken ribs as a result of an automobile
ing picture theatre, as the Park Theatre
fine lineup of pictures.
Company is erecting a 700-seat house at 817- accident.
819
Chicago
avenue
in
that
hustling
little
Manager H. T. Moore, of the Moore AmuseThe American Theatre at Harvey, 111., has
The building will cost in excess of one
ment Co., Tacoma, keeps a Ford truck, city.
hundred thousand dollars and the site Is been closed for the summer months and John
equipped with a siren whistle, busy most of leased
for 99 years at $5,000 annually. Mil- G. Hurby, manager of the house, Is now conthe time. The truck Is rigged up attractively
ler and Spencer are the owners of the house,
nected with the new Fitzpatrlck and Mcto ballyhoo featured attractions at the Co- which
will
be modern in every way.
Elroy Theatre, just opened In that city.
lonial or Rialto theatre, and never fails to
attract attention as it travels through the
J. P. Lannan, well known along Film Row,
streets.
Emil Stern, general manager for Lubllner
has sold the Isis Theatre at Cedar Rapids,
Last week Mr. Moore held his annual
& Trlnz circuit, has returned from an ex- Iowa, to Honey and Forke, who will make
tended trip to the West Coast for his health
Tlmes-Rlalto Kiddies Party, securing five
some improvements In the house.
front-page stories In the Times with cuts. and is feeling fit again for the summer
5,000 kiddies were entertained at matinee t
Maine
A man was injured seriously when he
fell down a flight of stairs in the Gayety
Theatre in Portland.
For Release in August— Now Booking
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
A moving picture theatre at East Cornith
was destroyed when fire, which started in a
grocery store, swept through a number of
buildings in the business section of the town.
All the burned buildings were of wood and
the entire town was menaced by the flames.
"BARBARA

tAito on PLAr by —
FRIETCHCLV0&PL FLOR.I
IE
FITCH
"
OMfcfJy LAMBERT Hla>£A

Connecticut
Work was started Monday, July 7, on the
construction of the two new theatres planned
for Manchester. One will have a seating
capacity of 700 while the other will_^ve
1,200 seats. The latter will be in a business
block which is to be erected.
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Upholds

in Dispute
Wisconsin exchangemen have been returned the victors in the first case submitted
to an outside judge after the arbitration committee had become deadlocked.
In a decision handed down by Circuit
Judge John J. Gregory, of Milwaukee, sitting
at the request of the arbitration committee,
an exhibitor is held liable for a contract
signed by his employe, if the latter has been
in the habit of transacting such business.
The case in question involved Henry Goldman, widely known Green Bay, Wis., exhibitor, and the Progress Film Exchange of Milwaukee and arose from Goldman's attempt
to repudiate a contract signed by an employe who had previously handled such
matters in his contract signed by an employe
in his absence.
When the case went before the arbitration committee, the exchange members voted
unanimously that Goldman should be held
liable, while the exhibitor group stood as
solidly on the opposite side of the fence.
Deadlocked beyond hope, the committee
finally decided to call in an outsider and
abide by his decision.
's
cent, oftheWisconsin
90 per
atelygiven
Approxim
benefit of
the public
have
theatres
cutting
by
tax
nt
governme
the
of
the removal
Seeger,
admission prices, according to Fred Theatre
the n.Motion Picture
presidentof of
Owners
Wisconsi
Milwaukee's
These Include every one of for
Ascher's
However, except
down houses.
slump for
bad
a
In
been
had
Merrill, which
none of the
several weeks prior to the cut,
noticeable
downtown theatres reported any
C. MacMullen,
effect upon attendance. Royadvantag
e of the
of the Merrill, first to tnke
claims to have cashed
government's action,
house
his
in
business
place
to
ly
in
bncksufficient
to normal.

at the Garriek
Griffith's America, playing its
fourth week
Theatre in Milwaukee, is on
with little indication that intsrest is waning.
to setting- a
picture is well
The attendance
recordon foritsthewaycity. Admission
new
prices range from 35 cents to $1.

George Pendergast, in charge of publicity
for Saxe's Wisconsin Theatre In Milwaukee
reMarch and who imprior to its openingfromlastthat
line of work by
tired temporarilyafterward, has been
retained
mediately
the Saxes In connection with the opening on
a, being comAug. 2 of the new Modjesk
pleted on Milwaukee's south side.of Penderpublicdirector
Cuddy,
Jack
with
gast,
ity for Saxe's 22 houses, is arranging an
elaborate civic celebration for the opening.
M. Tisdale,
Through arrangement withion,F. Stan.
Brown
Corporat
of the Imperial Film
of Saxe's Strand at Milwaukee, is preparing
of
industrial review dealMil-or
to show a civicTheseand
waukee. pictures get a great
drawing power from factories and other
their
institutions filmed by Tisdale.
Bay,
Henry Goldman's Grand atby Green
Jack Plant,
Wis., now is being y managed
at
r
manage
nt
assista
formerl
was
who
the post
Saxe's Strand there. Plant occupiestook
over
Hatfield
Harry
when
left vacant ent
of the Strand.
the managem
New
York
Chamber of Commerce
Owners
The Theatre
held its first meeting in six weeks on July 15.
The National Democratic convention and the
annual session of the M. P. T. O. of New
York caused this prolonged adjournment. The
nce. Inmeeting was marked by a fulloneattenda
of the entire
cidental y, itwas the first
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Exchange

with
Exhibitor
organization to be held in the new headquarters in the Times building. A luncheon was
served to the over 100 who attended. This
was quite a feat, as the trays had to be brought
up in the elevator to the ninth floor. Due to
the State organization being divided into three
zones, as was adopted at the Buffalo convention,
the T. O. C. C. now becomes the most important unit in the State. Thus it was found
important that many of the present by-laws
of the organization be revised and augmented.
This work is in the hands of several committees who will make known their conclusions
within the next few weeks, when final action
will be taken by the organization. It was
learned that the members discussed at this
meeting a report that projectionists are being
assessed from 12f/£ to 22 per cent of their
wages by their unions. This matter, it was said,
came up in the course of a discussion about
the wage scale. Michael Walsh, of Yonkers,
the new chairman of the State organization,
and his predecessor, William Brandt, were present and reported as to the great success of the
Buffalo event. Brandt stated that it was the
greatest thing the State organization had ever
accomplished.

Live

CAPITAL FILM EXCHANGE
729 Seventh Ave.
New York
Phone Bryant 9074
and WILLIAM FAIRBANKS
4
DOROTHY REVIER
BOOMERANG,
THE WONDER
4
REX (SNOWY)
BAKER andHORSE
HEPWORTH
NEW YORK EXCHANGE
729 Seventh Avenue
New York
NOW BOOKING
"LILY A OF
ALLEY"
6 REELTHE
FEATURE

KERMAN FILMS, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.
New York
Distributing ture-flre MU.
NOW
DAYS'*.
ud Tinf-rarhJi
T«eSIXOMunlsnn
XT/Ytir Mom "AFTER
BOOKING

John B. Rock, general manager of Vitagraph, who is one of the most successful
amateur aviators in the country, hopped into
his airplane at his home, Croton-on-theHudson,
vacation. last week and started on a short
The headquarters of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New York will be maintained in their present location on the seventh floor of the Times Building, New York
City, until October 1, when they will be
moved to the ninth floor to a room adjoining
the quarters of the Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce.
During the last week National Treasurer
Louis Sagal was a visitor at the office of
National
President
O'Toole.is kept
The
head of the
M. P. T.Michael
O. of America
busy from morning until night these days
answering a flood of mail from all parts of
the country and conferring with visiting
members of state organizations.
Michael Walsh, the new chairman of the
New York State organization, operates the
Strand, one of the finest theatres in Yonkers,
in which city Walsh at one time was mayor.
Walsh has held many big public offices both
In that city and In the state.
Samuel Sax, president and general manager of the Gotham Productions, which are
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producing a series of six special features for
release on the independent market, announces
that the
first picture
of the series,
ried Wives,"
with Mildred
Harris,"UnmarGladys
Brockwell, Lloyd Whitlock, Bernard Randall
and Mabel Coleman in the cast, has been
completed and prints will be in the New
York offices within the next few days. It
was directed
by James
P. Hogan.
"Unmarried Wives" will
be released
on the
independent market on August 1 and will be
backed by an intensive advertising and extire country.ploitation campaign that will cover the enSamuel Briskin of Banner Productions,
Inc., has just returned to New York from a
sales trip to the middle west and reports
conditions in the independent market very
satisfactory. Briskin closed a contract with
Si Greiver of the Greiver Productions of Chicago for the series of four special Banner
productions for the Northern Illinois and
State of Indiana territory, and Jack Grauman of Celebrated Players Film Company of
Milwaukee for the State of Wisconsin for
the entire series.
Gladys"gang"
Rice were
and "Willie"
radio
featuredBobyn
at theof Roxy's
Strand
Theatre, Providence, the week of July 7.
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Pass

Bill for Censorship
Board
Francisco, have combined to Institute
The city council of Sacramento, Cal., has aSan
"Go-to-the-Movles" Week, Innngnratlng the
enacted an ordinance making ft. a misdo- fall
season. Mayor James Rolph, Jr., ha*
meanor to show moving pictures of an in- l.xsned a proclamation directing attention to
decent or immoral nature, or so suggestive the significance of the event and has Invited
as to be offensive to the moral sense. It is JVorran Talmadge to come and reign as qneen
the screen carnival during the first day's
provided that any show conducted in viola- of
observance, an Invitation that has been action of the ordinance shall be summarily cepted.
closed by the proper authorities of the city
Louis R. Greenfield, of the Louis R. Greenand that the further presentation be prefield Theatres, San Francisco, Is receiving
vented. Any person or firm violating the congratulations
of the trade over the arrival
provisions of the ordinance shall be deemed of an eight and a half pound son In his family.
Upon
receipt
of the news a convention
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic- of amusement interests
was held and the
tion may be fined not more than $500 and name of Louis R. Greenfield.
Jr., was decided
imprisoned for a period of not more than six upon. This information was passed on to
months, or punished by both fine and imprisonment. The city council shall have the
right at its discretion to cancel the license Butterfield
Gets
of any theatre where such show has been
conducted. The passage of the ordinance
came as a result of agitation for a board of
Three
Theatres
censorship and was in the nature of a compromise.
One of the biggest theatrical mergers that
has taken place in Michigan during the past
The campaign inaugurated In May to In- year or more occurred last week when W.
crease the sale of scrip books containing
S. Butterfield who operates the Bijou Theattickets good for admission to the Granada,
rical Enterprises, comprising about a dozen
California and Imperial theatres, San Francisco, has proved highly successful. Sales
first run theatres in leading cities of the
during May were the heaviest up to that State, became associated with Herbert Weil,
time and June resulted in even a better
showing. These are offered at a price which
ownership and management of Port Huron's
nets the purchaser a saving of sixteen and well-known Port Huron exhibitor, in the
two-thirds per cent. E. B. Baron, of the three leading theatres, the Desmond, the
Herbert L. Rothchild Entertainment, states
Majestic and the Family. Mr. Weil has been
that the scrip book plan has been found to in
control if these houses for the past eight
be a very successful one to build up theatre
patronage. "The person who has a scrip years. Mr. Butterfield's associate, Edward
C. Beatty, is also financially interested in
book goes to the theatre more frequently,"
he said, "and Is more apt to Invite friends
the transaction.
to go along. Moreover, It keeps people comMr. Weil will be general manager of the
ing to our houses."
Port Huron enterprises and the booking for
Leo Knafiunnn, vice-president of the the three houses hereafter will be under the
Bench-Krnhn Amusement Company of Berkeof Mr. Beatty.
ley and Oakland, and for many yearn iden- supervision
Messrs. Lipp and Cross of Battle Creek,
tified with the moving picture business,
passed away at San Francisco on July 4. W. S. McLaren of Jackson and Claude Cady
He wan attorney for the Paramount Interests
of Lansing have each disposed of their inwhen YV. \V. Hodkinxon was in charge.
terests in the Desmond Theatre.
The Sunday morning concerts at the CaliA.
J.
Klelst,
Jr., and George Wilbur of the
fornia Theatre, San Francisco, are steadily
Pontlac Theatrical Enterprises, have regaining in popularity and on several octurned from Denver where thoy attended
casions of late this large house has been the annual
convention of Rotarians. Robert
Peltier,
filled
to
capacity
by
twelve
o'clock,
attesting
the popularity of Director Max Dolin and the party.Mt. Clemens exhibitor was also in
his orchestra. Manager Nat Holt continues
to charm audiences with his unique stage atFloyd Wadlow of the Virginia Theatre and
tractions, arecent offering being "The Lacey Thomas Witman of the Rex Film Company,
left
Detroit a few days ago for an extended
Lady,"
with
thirty
people,
the
girls
being
In
exquisite costumes of lace.
motor trip through the East. They will stop
off at New York, Philadelphia, Boston and
The management of the Warfteld, Grana- Atlantic
City and will return to Detroit late
da, Imperial, California and Cameo theatres, In July.
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July 26,
Mr. Greenfield, not as a request,
but 1924
as a formal announcement, with the further Information that the name had been registered
and that
change would not be recogJuly
3. nized.any
The husky youngster was born on
M. S. Vidaver. director of publicity for
the Kahn & Greenfield Theatres, San Francisco, recently spoke before the San Francisco Ad Club at Its weekly luncheon gathering on "Truth In Theatre Advertising."
Arrangements have been completed for the
remodeling cost
of the
Lodi Theatre, LodI, at an
estimated
of $10,000.
The State Theatre, Oakland, will shortly be
placed in the hands of redecorators. The
work planned will cost about $6,000.
M. J. Cagney, auditor for Ackerman &
Harris. San Francisco, suffered a broken arm
recently when the car he was driving overturned, pinning him beneath It.
Interest
in

Port

in
Huron

Harvey erating
Lipp,
partner of
Glen Cross
'n op-In
four motion
picture
theatres
Battle Creek, Is seriously III at his home In
the Post Tavern in that city.
Wakefield, Mich., Is to enjoy a splendid
theatre soon. A Community building Is being erected there at a cost of $750,000 and it
will be one of the most beautiful motion picture houses in that section, according to
Plans. It will seat about 1,500.
Louis Wisper has taken over the lease of
the Central Theatre and will operate It for
about four months, at the end of which time
It will fall in the path of the construction
gan^s now ready to work on John H.
Kunsky's new downtown bouse.
Ohio
The Rev. Frank A. Miles, who holds the
position liance,ofhas been
secretary
of the Lord's
Alexceedingly
active Day
in Ohio
on the Sunday closing question and has again
been heard from. At Kcnmore, Ohio, V.
Haiden, manager of the Boulevard Theatre,
and A. D. Raful, manager of the Rialto Theatre, were arrested on affidavits signed by
the aforesaid Niles, and each fined $50 and
costs in the Mayor's court. Both exhibitors
have agreed to keep their houses cljsed on
Sunday in the future. More than ordinary
attention was attracted by the case, since
Kenmore is located very close to Akron,
Ohio, where an effort is being made to enSunday,
butto Akron's
Mayor force
hasa movieless
thus far flatly
refused
issue a
closing order.
The Palace Theatre at Wellsburg, W. Vs.,
has been sold by H. J. Rhinesmlth to the
Baer Amusement Company, who will make
extensive improvements In the house.
The Cuyahoga Falls Amusement Company.
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, has been incorporated
for $50,000 by W. K. Stanley.
Gifts Theatre, Cincinnati, which has been
making a weekly change In pictures, has
dropped back to a twice-a- week change In
order to try and stimulate business, which
has fallen off considerably in the past few
weeks.
John A. Schwalm, manager of Hie Rialto
Theatre. Hamilton. Ohio, has begun the distribution of a monthly magazine known as
the Rialto Screen Review. It Is a 24-page
publication devoted to forthcoming pictures
at his house, In addition to notes of Interest
to the fans in general.
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Canadian

M.

P.

Legality
of
The question of the legality of the Amusement Tax in Canada, as imposed by the
various Canadian Provinces, has been
brought up in the Dominion Parliament at
Ottawa by T. L. Church, a Toronto member.
Speaking before the Canadian House of
Commons, Mr. Church declared that the
"Government should check up the illegal
amusement taxes of the Provinces or deduct from their subsidy the over collections
not their due, as the amusement tax is
illegal."
Canadian exhibitors have seized upon
this statement as their clue for action in the
matter and the subject has been officially
brought up before the Canadian M. P. T. O.
for official consideration. The abolishment
of various taxes in the United States has
also had the effect of spurring Canadian
managers to increased effort in demanding
tax reforms in their own country.
If the Canadian Government decides that
the amusement tax, as collected by the
Provinces, is ultra vires, the Provincial Governments will lose much revenue. During
the past fiscal year the Provinces obtained
an aggregate amusement tax revenue of $3,123,764.46, practically all of which was
gleaned from theatre patrons. This means
that approximately three million dollars was
collected through 1,100 theatres in the 12
months.
The Rialto Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
a downtown house, has been re-opened after
being dark for two months for overhauling
and structural improvement. The interior of
the house has been completely transformed
under the direction of Sam Swartz who has
gained considerable renown in Western Canadian circles as the youngest exhibitor in the
West.
The Oriental Theatre, 1481-83 Dundas Street
West, Toronto, situated at the corner of
Dundas and Dufferin Streets, has been sold
by John T. Taglietti to Jacob Goldstein for
$20,500. The theatre property has a frontage
of 41 feet and 121-foot depth.
Toronto, Ontario, is to have another large
new theatre, according- to the formal anncement of Jerry
Shea, owner
of Shea's
Theatre and nouthe
Hippodrome,
the latter
being operated as the head theatre of the
Famous Players Canadian Corporation chain.
The new house, which will be a tremendous
structure, will be erected as a new unit of
the new B. F. Keith Company of Canada,
Limited, of which Mr. Shea is the representative in Toronto. The plans provide for a
seating capacity of 4,000, making it the
largest in the Dominion, and the designated
cost is $1,250,000. The new Keith theatre will
have a combination policy of moving pictures
and vaudeville.
Mr. Shea has announced that a site uptown has been selected for the project because of the difficulty in securing a large location downtown without purchasing proptwo streets
to the smallness ertyoffacing
theon blocks
in thedue business
area.
Building operations will be started at an
early date, it is announced, and the house will
be ready next spring.
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eral manager and chief assistant to President
James B. Clark, of the Rowland and Clark
Theatres of Pittsburgh.
The Lyric Theatre, at the corner of Neville and Heber streets, Beckley, W. Va., is
fast nearing completion, and will be one of
the
state. most palatial picture theatres in the
The building is being erected by the Beckley Theatre, Inc., composed of E. . Minter,
G. C. Hedrick and E. L. Ellison. The operating company will be known as the Lyric
Theatre Co., composed of Messrs. W. A.
Stanley, T. L. Williams, P. L. Dysard, J. J.
Dotson and D. C. Meadows, the latter being
made general manager, with W. A. Burk,
formerly of the Lyric and Palace theatres,
Beckley, as assistant manager.

be remembered as exploitation manager for
the Robertson-Cole, Selznick and the Goldwyn exchanges.
Flro early In the morning it TuOJlay, Ju.'y
8, did considerable damage to the rear of the
Idle Hour Theatre building at WashlnKton.
The bacK
wallpiano,
was comple'e'y
was
t Iso the
screen and destroyed,
several rowsas
of s«ats. The origin of the fire Is not known.
Waiter Yockabosky is the ovrnir it the Idle
Ho jr.
Harry Fleishman, owner of the Brighton
Theatre.
spending
a month's
vacation hasIn
New
York,Is the
first holiday
Fleishman
taken in nine years. During his absence
Ben and Sam Fleishman are looking after bis
interests.
The Casino Theatre at Hermlnle, which
was destroyed by fire last December 19, has
been replaced by a new modern brick theatre building and was reopened on July S.
The house Seats 310 and Mrs. Victor Brock
Is the owner.

Twenty-five hundred people jammed into
the new Strand Theatre at Huntington, W.
Va., for its opening performance on July 7.
The crowo filled every nook and corner of
the beautiful new house, and the photoplay
bill was f.ugmented by both vocal and instrumental music by local taient. James A.
Carrier is manager of the house. He is an
old-time exhibitor, but more recently will

Progress

Pictures

Anthony P. Jim, owner of the Strand Theatre, Woodlawn, and who recently purchased
Wheat's Coraopolis Theatre, has also taken
over Max and
Weintraub's
Lyric the
Theatre
Coraopolis
now controls
town ofin
Coraopolis
so
far
as
picture
theatres
ai«
concerned.
Albert A. Weiland, general manager of the
Wellandcation inTheatres,
is spending a week's vaAtlantic City.
Theodore Mikalowsky, of Masontown, and
Walter Silverberg, of Greenville, were TvCent
Film Row visitors.

Holds

Its

Second

Convention
in Atlanta
L. L. Denton, of Fort Lauderdale. Fla.,
stopped over in Atlanta for a few days en
Progress Pictures, Inc., A. C. Bromberg's
extensive independent chain of ex- route from Tennessee in the Interests of his
Sunrise
Theatre.
changes, held its second annual convention at the Atlanta offices during the
C. B. Patterson of the Best Theatre, Pupast week, attended by all branch manTenn., in order to offset competition
agers and many of the salesmen and in his laski,
town, bought the Strand, the opposihome office officials of the company. In attion house, and is dismantling it.
tendance were H. H. Everett, H. J. HerrHugh V. Manning of Etowah, Tenn., spent
mann, R. J. Ingram, of the Charlotte, New
the greater part of last week in CartersOrleans and Dallas branches, respectively; ville,
Ga., where the Manning and Wink InW. A. Sanges, sales manager; J. A. Vance, chain. terests are adding another house to their
treasurer; Perry Spencer, publicity director;
Dixie Graham, inter-exchange booker; Geo.
Mrs. Dorothy
L. Strauss She
is another
cessful woman exhibitor.
operates sucthe
Weisman, inter-exchange accessories manager, and the Atlanta road men, E. A. Ram- Bonita Theatre, Copperhill, Tenn.
bonnet and John Merritt. The entire deleB. A. White of Madisonville, Tenn., has
gation were guests of President and Mrs. A. opened
his new house, the Norka.
C. Bromberg at a delightfully appointed
George P. Walker, who owns and operates1
luncheon. Mr. Bromberg announced a fine
the Liberty at Attala, Ala., in addition to
line-up of product for the coming season, several
other interests, is a trap shooter of
which shows their company is living up to no mean ability and made a good showing
in the meet held in Atlanta recently.
its name.
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CHALK
MARKS

Pittsburgh
A. S. Davis, who managed the Pittsburgh
branch of the First National exchange, has
resigned his position to take effect on August
2nd, and will take up his new duties as gen-

lOttn MARGUERITE SNOUKIUNE ELVIDQE RE\ LEASE and RAMSAY WALLACE
c3 FRANK E.W00DS Production,
THE MOST STRIKING IDEA ANO ORIGINAL
STORY IN MOTION PICTURE HISTORY "NDmecTe-o ev JOHN G ADOLFI

STRAIGHTfrom
A Department

SHOULDER

REPORTS

for, The Information of exhibiToju
EDITED BY A. VAN BUREN POWELL

F. B. O.
BY divixe RIGHT. Star, Elliott Dexter.
We managed to put this through the machine Just once, for our matinee, then refunded the money to the customers, and
should have paid them something for sitting
through it. Absolutely the poorest on record.
Fellers, it Just simply was not there. Much
better a dark house. Best class, city of
10.000. Admission 10-20. Ned Pedlgo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.
CAX A WOMAN LOVE TWICE. (6,100
feet). Star, Ethel Clayton. Played this one
two days with good business. Fine picture.
Patrons well pleased. Several comments.
Tone, good. Large attendance. Farming
community class, town of 800. Admission
15-25. A. B. McCullough, Community Theatre (250 seats), Neosho Falls, Kansas.
CRASHING THROUGH. (6 reels). Star,
Harry Carey. Fair western. Don't think
that Carey draws like he did once, but
thought this better than the average. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Small
town and farmer class, town of 600. Admission 10-20-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait
Theatre (175 seats). Gait California,
DANGEROUS COWARD. (6 reels). Star,
Fred Thomson. Here is a real western star
that has it on all of them. Always bank
that he is making something good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Working class,
city of 14,000. Admission 10-20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats), Piqua,
Ohio.
DAYTIME WIVES. (6,651 feet). Star cast.
A very clever picture, consistent with the
times, and pleased as a program picture.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Very good attendance. Factory and agricultural class, town
of 4,000. Admission 10-20. George L. Satterwhite, Empress Theatre (350 seats), Webb
City, Missouri.
DAYTIME WIVES. (6,651 feet). Star
cast. As good a show as you would care to
look at and with the second number of "The
Telephone Girl" made a humdinger. Alberta
Vaughn is about the cutest thing yet in pictures. Fellow small exhibitors try F. B. O.,
they will keep you in business. We need
them and they need us. Business poor on
account of a Carnival hit town. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Poor attendance. General
class town of 3,600. Admission 10-20. William A. Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre (400 seats),
Havana, Illinois.
GALLOPING GALLAGHER. (4,700 feet).
Star, Fred Thomson. Good from end to end.

For

tHe

These dependable tip* come from exhibitors who tell the truth about pictures to help you book your program
intelligently. "It is my utmost desire to
serve my fellow man," is their motto.
Use the tips; follow the advice of exhibitors who agree with your experience
on pictures you both have run.
Send tips to help others. This is your
department, run for you and maintained
by your good-will.
Fredputwill
a world winner
he don't
try
to
overbe seven-reelers
and Ifsock
the dear
public. Hold your rep. and gain friends.
Tone excellent. Sunday, yes. Great attendance. Factory and agricultural class, town
of 4,000. Admission 10-20. George L Satterwhite, Empress Theatre (350 seats), Webb
City, Missouri.
HIS FORGOTTEN WIFE. (6,500 feet).
Star, Madge Bellamy. Fairly good. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Laboring class, city of 15,000. Admission 25-30.
S. A. Hayman, Lydia Theatre (312 seats).
Grand Island, Nebraska.
FORGOTTEN WIFE. Star, Madge Bellamy.
Fairly well liked. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance. Working class, city of 16,000. Admission 25-30. S. A. Hayman, Lyda
Theatre (310 seats). Grand Island, Nebraska.
HUMAN WRECKAGE. (7,125 feet). Star,
Mrs. Wallace Reld. This was sure a good
one. Ninety-five per cent want Mrs. Reld to
make some more like this and I am sure
will take with the public. This picture seems
to have pleased ninety-five per cent. I played
it two nights at fifteen and thirty cents to
a good crowd. If you have not played this
picture, It is your duty to do so, so get busy
and book same if you can get It at reasonable price. Prints good. All classes, town
of 3,500. Admission 15-30. E. C. Bays, Globe
Theatre (250 seats), Buena Vista, Virginia.
JUDGMENT OF THE STORM. (6,329 feet).
Star, Lloyd Hughes. This is a picture that
will get you money providing you go for It.
You can boost this clear to the sky. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. L M.
Hirshblond,
Traco Theatre, Toms River, New
Jersey.
JUDGMENT OF THE STORM. (6,329 feet).
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^FROM THE NOVEL By MAUDE RADFORD V0ARREN
yieHousetCyoulh"
adapted «> C GARDNER SULLIVAN
oiaECTto sv RALPH INCE

Star cast. Can't see where this Is more than
a good program. Raised admissions. Tone,
not have. Good box office attraction. Tone,
good.
Sunday,
yes. Theatre
Good attendance.
ty & Son,
Mid-Way
(500 seats). WelHill
City, Kansas.
LULLABY. (7.179 feet). Star, Jane Novak.
Good show but won't get the money. Tone,
fair. Not suitable for Sunday. Poor attendance. C. D. Buss, Strand Theatre, Easton, Pennslyvanla.
UNKNOWN PURPLE. (6,950 feet). Star.
Henry Walthal. Well liked. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Laboring
class town of 15,000. Admission 26-30. S.
A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre (312 seats), Grand
Island, Nebraska.
First1 National
AGE OF DESIRE. (5.174 feet. Star. Mary
Philbin. A very good picture that I believe
will please the biggest majority anywhere.
Has a good moral, is well done and contains
a splendid cast. Tone okay. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance. General class, town of 800.
Admission 10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvlngton, California.
ASHES OF VENGEANCES. (10 reels). Star,
Norma Talmadge. The best costume picture
ever run here. Liked by the majority. All
classes in small town. Admission 10-26. W.
H.
Odom, Georgia.
Pastime Theatre (250 seats), Sandersville,
ASHBS OF VENGEANCE. (10 reels). Star,
Norma Talmadge. This is one of her best
pictures, being supported by a good cast and
coming up to all expectations. Conway
Tearle coming in for his share of praise.
Taken altogether, a picture everyone should
see to understand its full meaning and splendor.ance.ToneMixedokay.
attendclass, Sunday,
town of yes.
3.500.FairAdmission
15-25-35.
T.
L.
Barnett,
Finn's
Theatre
(600
seats), Jewett City, Connecticut.
ASHES OF VENGEANCE. (10 reels). Star,
Norma Talmadge. This star is no box office
attraction here. Have played a number of
her features but never net anything from
doing it. Rental is entirely too high for
such a small town. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Poor attendance. Farmers and "merchants,
town of 1,650. Elite Theatre, Placervllle,
California.
DADDY. (5,738 feet). Star, Jackie Coogan.
Fine Coogan picture. Pleased all of the
Coogan fans. Little late running but they
gave us a new print, so we were satisfied.
Sunday, yes.
All W.classes
in smallPastime
town. TheAdmission 10-25.
H. Odom,
atre (250 seats), Sandersville, Georgia.
DANGEROUS MAID. (7.337 feet). Star,
Constance Talmadge. A fair drama but Miss
Constance Talmadge Is not built for that
part. For comedy is all right. Paid too
much for it and It wasn't up to expectations.
didn't
Sunday, yes.
Tone
like it.okay.
Working
townAudience
ofOpera
7,000.House
Admission
10-20. Johnclass,
E. Panora,
Theatre (600 seats), Winsted, Connecticut.
ENCHANTED COTTAGE. (7,120 feet).
Star, Richard Barthelmess. Slow-moving artistic character study which gave fair satisfaction and played to better business than
was expected. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Fair
attendance. Mixed class, city of 10,000. Admission twenty-five cents. Albert Nadeau,
Bluebird Theatre (750 seats). Anaconda,
Montana.
FIGHTING BLADE. (8.729 feet). Star,
Richard Barthelmess. Another of those longhaired costume pictures that consistently
lose money In our town. Whatever popularitytronsBarthelmess
usedtime
to have
with our
paleft the same
he started
making
period productions. Tone okay. Sunday, yes.
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Light attendance. Skilled mechanics, town
those liking outdoor pictures. General class,
of 8,500. Admission 10-20. R. V. Krk, Temtown of 1,000. Admission 10-16-25-35. H. H.
ple Theatre (700 seats), Illon, New York.
Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
Between Ourselves
FLAMING YOUTH. (8,434 feet). Star, ColSLANDER THE WOMAN. (6,400 feet).
leen Moore. A fine picture; good work of
Colleen Moore. You make no mistake in
A get-together place where
Star, Dorothy Phillips. A splendid northern picture. Paid too much as it has no adbooking it. Pleased everybody who saw it.
vertising angle. Tone, fair. Sunday, no.
Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
toe can talk things over
Working class, town of 7,000. Admission 10Fair attendance.
"Welty
Son,Kansas.
Mid-Way
Theatre
(500 seats),
Hill &City,
20. John E. Panora, Opera House Theatre
(600 seats), Winsted, Connecticut.
SMUDGE. Star, Charles Ray. Print good.
Senseless San is the only bird
This is a good picture for small towns. It
FURY. (8,709 feet). Star, Richard Barthelwill
go if you push it hard. Tone, good.
who
would
try
to
put
out
a
Are
hunone
Ought to please
mess.dred Very
per cent good.
where Barthelmess is liked. A
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. All classes
by
pouring
gasoline
on
it.
great sea drama. Barthelmess always good.
town of 806. Admission 10-20. W. C. HernSame way with bad prints.
Ran competition to a carnival. Tone okay.
don, Liberty Theatre (250 seats), Valliant,
Oklahoma.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Town and
You can't get rid of a punk situaclass, town of 1,200. Admission 10country
SONNY. (6,900 feet). Star, Richard Bartion until exchanges and exhibit25. C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre (249
thelmess. We never saw Richard Barthelseats), Correctionville, Iowa.
mess in a poor picture. This no exception.
ors quit "pouring gasoline on the
HER REPUTATION. (7 reels). Star, May
Don't pass this up. Some good war scenes.
well. Is a newsExhibitors write me and say
McAvoy. Pleased here very
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Pretty fair atnews. Mad
paper story and is the story ofof the
tendance. Farming class town of 800. Adthat the exchanges send them
heroine
reporter who made stories
mission 10-25. Welty & Son, Mid-Way, Theevicircumstantial
on
based
atre (500 seats), Hill City, Kansas.
that weredence.only
rotten
fire." prints: and the exchanges
This picture is very thrilling and
holler that the exhibitors return
TORMENT. (6 reels). Star cast. This
contains the best flood scene we have seen
Is a surprisingly
good That
picture.
It is itpro-is
here yet. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Fair
prints in rotton shape.
duced in serial style.
Is, while
Adtown of 800.
General class,
attendance.
Theatre
complete
the
action
and
story
resembles
a
Leal
Leal,
Cheap,
shaky,
half
busted
reels
G.
Frank
mission 10-30.
serial. Fair attendance. All classes, town
(246 seats), Irvlngton, California.
aren't the exhibitor's fault.
10-33. M. W. Larmour,
Admission
of 3,000. Theatre
National
(400 seats), Graham, Texas.
Decrepit, worn-out projection
'HUNTRESS. (6,236 feet). Star, Colleen
Moore. Very good entertainment. Star very
TORMENT. (6 reels). Star, Bessie Love.
yes. Good
apparatus
popular here. Tone okay. Sunday,
exchange. can't be blamed on the
clippings thrown totown of 8,500.
news through
Just a bunch
attendance. Skilled mechanics,Temple
gether. Afterofsitting
six reels my
Theatre
Admission 10-20. R. V. Erk,
Spend a few cents more, expatrons came out and asked what. ifT. was
(700 seats), Ilion, New York.
W.
atendance
poor
Very
about.
all
changes! Get solid, true-feeding
LILIES OF THE FIELD. (8,510 feet). Star,
Young, Frances Theatre, Dyersburg, Tenreels, watch your bad patches.
nessee.
Corinne Griffith. Seemed to give very gooda
satisfaction. Miss Griffith is getting quite
No big expense, that.
VOICE FROM THE MINARET. (6,685
following here. Tone fair. Sunday, no. Good
Replace those parts that do
feet). Star, Norma Talmadge. Here is a
Ad10,000.
of
city
class,
. Mixed
attendancemission
picture that cost a lot of money with a
twenty-flve cents. Albert Nadeau,
damage in your projection mascreen
MonAnaconda,
popular star and a poor story for fell
seats),
(750
Theatre
Bluebird
chines, exhibitors. Not so extana.
abmaterial and the result was that I
insome and
itis hasn't
pensive to do.
that
Not
solutely
flat.
sombre
too
Strongit
but
Star,
feet).
moments
(6,779
teresing
LOVE MASTER.
lacking
and
person
average
the
for
tearful
Febon
picture
this
played
I
heart (dog).
THEN—both be on the way to —
You'll
Admisruary 25 and 26 but have never sent in ina
of 110,000.
in comedy
Royal Theatre,
Werner,
Al. C. City
sion 10-20.relief.
opportunity
report, so I want to take this this.
A
SQUARE
DEAL ON
The best
Reading,
Pennsylvania.
advising exhibitors to book
PRINTS !
you think
dog storv we have ever ngrun.in Ifsnow
cast. Not
WANTERS. (6,871 feet). Startown.
scenes
VAN.
you have seen everythi
It Is
small
average
the
for
good
so
g
absorbin
is
story
The
one.
this
lamp
just
Atdrama.Elaine
comedy
to pass up.
ing
fairly entertain
a
all the way, too. Some picture Our
Preddy,
tendance, just fair. P. A.
business
Good for any town any time.
Texas.
Sinton,
seats),
(374
are Cajans. As a whole this is a very good Theatre
show opposiof tentTheatre,
was poor on account Elaine
Sinton, picture, but Thomas Ince, the director, didn't
Star, BarbaMOTH. (6,571 feet). considera
WHITE
Texas. tion. P. A. Preddy,
watch the details close enough. Drew well.
ble
ra LaMarr. Somebody spent
tone and is suitable for any money
moral
good
Has
pretty good
is
It
picture.
this
on
(6,500
WORLD.
THE
IN
MAN
T
RlMEANES
10-25.
1,200. Admission
Town ofLecompte,
day. Theatre,
but did not do the- business it should. Lots
Louisiana.
comedy-drama. alto
feet). Star, Blanche Sweet. Athis
people complain-ed
4 that they are seeing
be(6,246 feet). Star of
JEALOUSY.
OF
We lost our time playing go inpicture
SCARS
many pictures of Paris these days. Fair
our town. cast. Bought it at program price but went too
don't
cause comedy-dramas to
in town of 3,500. Adclasses
All
e.
expectations. Tone
The picture is not up
over fine. Great forest scene and will go attendancmission 10-33. M. W. Larmour, National Theokay. Sunday, yes. Attendance not ngood.
picTexas.
Ince
all
that
Graham,
the action
atre (400 seats),
10- over. turesContains
class, town of 7,000. Admissio
yes. AttendWorking
do. Tone okay. Sunday, country
(8 reels).
Theatre
HOME.
LEAVE
MEN
WHY
John E. Panora, Opera House
20.
class,
ance very good. Town and
would
title
this
Figured
Stone.
Lewis
Star
(600 seats), Winsted, Connecticut.
Seff,
R.
C.
10-25.
Admission
town of 1,200.
we
business
best
The
did.
it
and
them
get
reWe
Correctiond.
seats),
Norman
(249
Mabel
MICKEY. Star,
have had of late, and the beauty of It is
ville, Iowa. Theatre
the New Radio
betterGood
we did yes.
" and Sunday,
peated on "Mickey
it pleased. Did not have to advertiseto
Bosworth. An that
second time. Tone good. nd, Traco Theatre.
SEA LION. Star, Hobart ninety
it to the skies either, which just goes
cent. show
I. M. Hirshblo
per
nce.
attenda
over
pleased
that
r
old-time
a little judgment in titles, coupled
Toms River, New Jersey.
better with what
do. Joe Newitt,
Booked it as a filler-in andt pleased
good direction will Illinois.
that
story
sea
excellen
Star
An
feet).
d.
Robinson,
(8,036
expecte
I
Theatre,
than
Strand
MIGHTY LAK' A ROSE.
Some
till the end.
nment, worth run- holds interest from openinggreat
•cast Very good entertai
WITHIN THE LAW. (8,034 feet). Star,
storm scene;
y liked it good fist fights and a
Most everybod
ning in any house.
for
Good
Wonderful Norma. Eufair.
cards,
Tone
Talmadge.
window
Norma
lights.
Used
high
of
kicks.
some
and said so. No
ones threes and slide. Tone good. Sunday,
and
attendance. Small town
yes. Fair
. H. W.
farmer class. Admission 10-20-30
Gait,
seats),
(175
For Release in October— Now Booking
Theatre
Gait
er,
Batchelda.
Californi
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
James Kirkwood.
PONJOLA. (7 reels). Star, you
want to look
.Just as good a picture asinment.
Tone okay.
at Fine evening enterta
class,
H4RRY
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Resort
S. L. TayAdmission 15-25.
town of 2,400.
Kozy Theatre (250 seats), Pass Christian,
lor, ppi.
Mississi
CARtX,
(6,172 feet). Star
PRIMITIVE LOVER. satisfa
ctory picture.
cast. It was a very
Fair attendance.
Tone good. Sunday, yes.town
of 900. Adclass,
Town andmissioncountry
Nott, Opera House
10-30. Charles L.Iowa.
(400 seats), Sutherland,
TOM FORMflH
Star
A HUNTPROPUCTIQN
STRCWBfcRG
USY. (6,246 feet). This
3
SCARS OF JEALOone
reel too long.
cast. Just about
people
where
shown
STtLUR PROTECTIONS. IHC
good if
picture will go about
Cajans but not here in
know nothing
Louisiana where about half of the people
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gene fine. Entire cast good. Norma's best
pictureturesbutalthough
I can't
get business
her her.
piceverybody
says theyon like
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Average attendance. Small town class, town of 2,500. Admission 10-20. A. L>. Mlddleton, Grand Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
CAMEO KIRBV. (6,931 feet). Star, John
Gilbert. Just a program -picture, another socalled Fox "special."Fox
A good yarn of old
Mississippi river steamboat days. Satisfied
some, some made healthy kicks. Tone, all
right. Sunday, yes. Average attendance.
College class town of 6,000. Admission 1035. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre (835 seats).
Carbondale, Illinois.
CIRCUS COWBOY. (6,400 feet). Star,
Charles "Buck" Jones. Fair picture. Buck
always draws well for me, and personally
think this a little better than some he has
made. Patrons were pleased with it, and
comment was favorable. Tone, fair. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. All classes, town
of 1,200. Admission 10-25. J. E. Lewis,
Everett
Delaware. Theatre, (700 seats), Middletown
EXILES. (5 reels). Star, John Gilbert.
Very
understand
why Foxon
had toordinary.
put out Can't
fake paper
one sheets
this unless he knew It was a flivver. One
sheet shows a wild boar charging a man who
has tripped with his horse, and a girl galloping down on Mr. Boar with a lance.
Nothing like It in the picture. Tone, all
right. Average attendance. Residential
class town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. J. A.
McGill, Liberty Theatre (250 seats), Port
Orchard, Washington.
FRIENDLY HUSBAND. (4,527 feet). Star,
Lupino Lane. This one never rises above the
level a offaira two
two reel
reelcomedy
comedy.
In fact
It's
just
enlarged
to five
reels. This was sold to me as a special.
Will the Gods ever forgive such Imposition?
And I advertised it as such. I wish Fox
could have heard what my patrons told me,
they would be a bit more careful about calling
picturesReading,
specials.Pennsylvania,
Al. C. Werner, program
Royal Theatre,
GOOD-BYE GIRLS. (4,746 feet). Star,
Bill Russell. Just another motion picture.
This
with new
ClydekindCook"The Orphan."
one
of those
of in
comedies
made without a laugh. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Average attendance. Small town class, town
of 2,500. Admission 10-20. Al L Middleton,
Grand Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
HELL'S HOLE. (6 reels). Star, Charles
"Buck" byJones.
A dandy
spoiled
a dream
ending. action
Had S.picture
R. O.
first night, below average second night. Lots
of kicks, few praises. Tone, good. Sunday,
no. About average attendance. Neighborhood class, city of 80,000. Admission 10-15.
M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats), St.
Joseph, Missouri.
LADIES TO BOARD. (6.112 feet.) Star,
Tom Mix. No fooling — Mix does the fooling.
In a five and ten cent house this five reeler
has action enough for ten. Nathan Levin,

For

PICTURE

Mr. George Eastman and others
spend hundreds of thousands to
make him stronger: Mr. Zukor,
Mr. Laemmle and others spend
millions to put something worth
while on that him — and then a
rattletrap projector or a lazy exchange inspector makes the result
look like the sweepings from the
cutting room.
A SQUARE DEAL ON
PRINTS !
Vaudette Theatre, Tacoma, Washington.
LIGHTS OF NEW YOBK. Star cast. Here
is another Fox special that my patrons
panned unmercifully. People like to sit
down and follow a story without interruption. All these breaks in the narrative spoil
their every illusion. Of course, the print was
bad like all Fox prints we get here and the
attendance poor. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
LONE STAR RANGER. (5,259 feet). Star,
Tom Mix. If lorn ever comes to this town
he had better bring Mrs. Mix along. The
girls are just as crazy about him as the
boys, here. I consider this one of his best
drawing pictures. Tone, fine. Sunday, yes.
Good attendance. Residential class town of
1,200. Admission 10-25. J. A. McGill, Liberty Theatre (250 seats), Port Orchard,
Washington.
MILE A MINUTE ROMEO. (4,800 feet).
Star, Tom Mix. Nothing speedy until last
two reels are reached then action moves
along fairly fast. Not nearly as good as
some of Mix's other productions. "The Lone
Star peal
Ranger"
instance.
apcould be for
classed
as justAudience
fair. Tone,
fair, and it is suitable for Sunday showing.
Fair attendance. Mixed class town of 1,000.
Admission 10-25. 15-35. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
NOBTH OF HUDSON BAY. (6 reels). Star,
Tom Mix. Our audience likes Mix, and so
they liked this picture; personally we think
it does Dot compare with his program pictures, and Fox calls it a special. Tone,
good. Sunday, no. Average attendance. All
classes town of 2,000. Admission fifteen
cents. J. H. Fetty, Red Wing Theatre (300
seats), Laurel, Maryland.
SHADOWS OF THE EAST.
(6,874 feet).
Star cast. A fair picture. Fair attendance.
Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. All classes town
Of 2.000. Admission 10-30. H. H. Lloyd,
Colonial Theatre (400 seats), Post, Texas.
SOFT BOILED. (7,054 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. Good, entertaining picture that pleased
about ninety per cent but Fox will kill Tom
.Mix if he tries to make slapstick comedian
out
him.leaning
Latelytowards
all of farce
Mix's comedies.
pictures
have ofbeen
Fans want him in dyed-in-the-wool westerns with "heaps" of fast riding. Moral
tone, fair, nothing objectionable to Sunday
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showing. Audience appeal, fair. Fair attendance. Mixed class, town of 1.000. Admission 10-25. 15-35. H. H. Hedberg, AmuseU Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
ST. ELMO. (6 reels). Star. John Gilbert.
An old fashioned weak story which Is never
real, however John Gilbert, Bessie Love
and Barbara LaMarr do the best they can
with It. Will please the average audience
and Is a good box office bet, being a famed
novel translated for the screen. City and
country
classW. town
of 3,000.
1050. George
Walther,
Dixie Admission
Theatre (500
seats), Kerrvllle, Texas.
TEMPLE OF VENUS. (8.000 feet). Star,
Mary Phllbtn. This picture had good scenes
and that was all. Nothing to It. Poor attendance. Mixed class town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
VAGABOND TRAIL. (5 reels). Star,
Charles "Buck" Jones. Good western. Tone,
good. Suitable for Sunday, If they like westerns. Good attendance. All classes, town of
2.000. Admission 10-30. H. Lloyd, Colonial
Theatre (400 seats), Post, Texas.
VAGABOND TRAIL. (5 reels). Star,
Charles "Buck" Jones. Satisfactory for us,
but the plot is a queer thing, and the oldtime Buck Jones' pep Is absent. This new
leading lady
Buck's allIs right.
getting Sunday,
to be quite
popular
here.of Tone,
yes.
Good attendance. College attendance, In
town of 6.000. Admission 10-35. Jean Dagle,
Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
VAGABOND TRAIL. (5 reels). Star,
Charles "Buck" Jones. Fair show which
received the usual Jones business. Fox
must give this player better stories next
season. Tone, fair. Not suitable for Sunday. Satisfactory attendance. C. D. Buss.
Strand Theatre, Easton, Pennsylvania.
WHEN ODDS ARE EVEN. (4.284 feet).
Star. William Russell. This makes a very
good Saturday picture for us. Plenty of
action Tone good. Sunday, no. Average
attendance. All classes, town of 2.000. Admission fifteen cents. J. H. Fetty, Red Wing;
Theatre (300 seats), Laurel, Maryland.
WHEN ODDS ARE EVEN. (4.284 feet).
Star, William Russell. This makes a very
good Saturday
picture Sunday,
for us. no.
PlentyAverage
of action. Tone, good.
attendance. All classes, town of 2.000. Admission fifteen cents. J. H. Fetty. Red Wins;
Theatre (300 seats), Laurel, Maryland.
YOU CAN'T GET AWAY WITH IT. (6.152
feet). Star cast. Sent us as a substitute
for "St. Elmo" and it brought lots of kicks.
Good business first night, fell flat the second. Tone. fair. Sunday, no. Small attendance. Neighborhood class, city of 80,000.
Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre
(450 seats). St. Joseph. Missouri.
YOUTH MUST HAVE LOVE. (4.368 feet).
Star. Shirley Mason. Passable. Not much
entertainment but Shirley very fascinating.
This with Al St. John in "The City Cop,"
another of the new kind of comedy, "no
laughs." Tone,Small
.good.
yes. Average
attenuance.
townSunday,
class, town
of 2,500.
Admission 10-20. A. L Mlddleton, Grand
Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
Metro- Goldwyn
ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT.
(6,265 feet). Star, Blllle Dove. Good picbut paid
so much
didn'tfor pay
Nomore turehigh
priced
programs
us. out.
No box
office value. Tone, fair. Sunday, no. Poor
attendance. Welty & Son, Mid-way Theatre
(500 seats), Hill City, Kansas.
DANGEROUS
CURVE
AHEAD. (5.508
feet). Star, Helene Chadwlck. Good comedy drama. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Poor
attendance.
S. G. Harsh, Princess Theatre
(249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
HALF A DOLLAR BILL. (6.700 feet). Star
cast. Here Is one of the best little picturesdrama
we have
ever Frankle
run. A Darrow
comedy-melowith little
doing
work equal to Jackie Coogan. Tone, excellent. Sunday, yes. Attendance, seventy
per cent above average. Neighborhood class
In
city
of
10-15.
M. F.
Meade, Olive80,000.
TheatreAdmission
(460 seats),
St. Joseph,
Missouri.
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HELD TO ANSWER. (5,601 reet). Star
cast. Picture okay but not the kind that
we want. Did not draw as well as a light
comedy-drama or western and cost more.
Not pleasing to younger element of patrons.
However, we had several compliments from
others. Attendance poor. Small town class,
town of 2,900. Admission 10-25, 10-40. C. L.
Smith,
iana. Victoria Theatre, Winnfield, LouisIN SEARCH OP A THRILL. (5,500 feet).
Star, Viola Dana. Hardly up to the Dana
standard though good program offering. We
were somewhat disappointed in the offering
and had several mild kicks registered by the
crowd. Attendance was S. R. O. Small town
class in town of 2,900. Admission 10-25, 1040. C. L. Smith, Victoria Theatre, Winnfield,
Louisiana.
GRAND LARCENY. (5,227 feet). Star,
Claire Windsor. Nothing much, Tone, fair.
Questionable for Sunday. Very poor attendance. Small town class in town of 1,367.
Admission 10-25-35. S. G. Harsh, Princess
Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK. (10,000 feet).
Star, Marion Davies. Played this as a special at advanced prices without a single
kick, in fact, had many compliments. Paper
was extra good as was title. Biggest crowd
that we have ever had to handle for one
day. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Attendance,
S. R. O. Small town class, town of 2,900.
Admission 10-25, 10-40. C. L. Smith, Victoria Theatre, Winnfield, Louisiana.
LONG LIVE THE KING. (9,364 feet). Star,
Jackie Coogan. One of the best things Coogan has ever made, although he never gets
me any money. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Average attendance. T. W. Young, Prances
Theatre, Dyersburg, Tennessee.
LONG LIVE THE KING. (9,354 feet). Star,
Jackie Coogan. My patrons gave this one
the criticism
of being
Jackie's
derful story and
produced
in a best.
lavish Wonmanner. As usual, Jackie Coogan drew a full
house for every performance. Wonderful exploitation material. Tone very good. Sunday, yes. High-class attendance. All classes,
town of 6,000. Admission 10-20-30. D. W.
Engert, New Harlan Theatre (800 seats),
Harlan, Kentucky.
OUR HOSPITALITY. (6,220 feet). Star, Buster Keaton. Buster seems to enjoy himself
better with the family in the cast. A picture made to order for my town. Good action with other merits make this one good
entertainment for any patronage. Everybody satisfied. Tone fair. Fairly suitable
for Sunday. Mixed classes, town of 6,000.
Admission 10-20-30. D. W. Engert, New Harlan Theatre (800 seats), Harlan, Kentucky.
OUR HOSPITALITY. (6,220 feet). Star, Buster Keaton. A good, clean feature comedy
that pleased our audience close onto one
hundred per cent. Would consider It the
best Keaton to date. Tone excellent. Sunday, yes. Above average attendance. Neighborhood class, city of 80,000. Admission 1015. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats),
St. Joseph, M.ssouri.
pleasure: MAD. (7,547 feet). Star cast. I
consider this a fairly good picture, but I paid
too much for it. Can buy just as good pictures for half the money. Had fair attendance. Tone questionable for Sunday. P. A.
Preddy, Elaine Theatre (374 seats), Sinton,
Texas.
RENDEZVOUS. (7 reels). Star, Conrad
Nagel. Feature pleased everyone, only
think that It was drawn out too much. A
shorter feature would of made it much better. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Mixed class town of 1,800. Admission twenty-five cents. Fred S. Wldenor, Opera House (492 seats), Belvldere.
New Jersey.
SCARAMOUCHE. (9,600 feet). Star cast.
From every angle I consider this to be one
of the best pictures we ever ran. However,
extremely hot weather and rains spoiled our
attendance, so we lost money. Tone acceptable. Sunday, yes. Attendance above average. Neighborhood class, city of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre
(460 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
SCARAMOUCHE. (9,600 feet). Star cast. A
great picture, worthy to be called special,
and while it is long, it has plenty of action
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The Exhibitor says: "I won't
play that company's pictures
The Salesman says: "I can't
again!"
land
that bird any more— he won't
The
sign up."exchange manager says:
"I'm having a heck of a time getting the contracts."
The
producer
"What's
the matter
with says:
the exhibitors?
I make fine pictures — they won't
take
'em." the solution?
What's
A SQUARE DEAL ON
PRINTS !
in every reel. This Is one of the best pictures I have ever run. Good acting and a
great story. Pleased one hundred per cent,
and that's
sayingattendance.
something. AllTone
fair. town
Sunday, yes. Fair
classes,
of 1,200. Admission 10-25. J. E. Lewis, Everware.ett Theatre (700 seats), Middletown, DelaSCARAMOUCHE. (9,600 feet). Star cast.
One of the outstanding costume plays of the
year. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Had only
fair attendance. Town and country class,
town of 8.000. Arthur B. Smith, Fenwlch
Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.
SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW. (6,318
feet). Star, Barbara LaMarr. Here is a picture that
pack and jam
In, thebithot-of
test
days.will
A production
with'ema little
everything In It. Played to perfection with a
supporting cast of real performers. Had to
hang out the S. R. O. sign early. Tone fair.
Sunday, no. Very good attendance. All
classes, town of 6,000. Admission 10-20-30.
D. W. Engert, New Harlan Theatre (800
seats), Harlan Kentucky.
SIX DAYS. (8,010 feet). Star cast. The author, Elinor Glyn, was a good drawing card
in this one. Patrons have read the book
and like her work, so they stepped out to
see this one. If you are looking for lovo
stories you will like "Six Days"; but why
do they keep making them so long? Tone
fair. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. All
classes, town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. J.
E. Lewis, Everett Theatre (700 seats), Middletown, Delaware.
STEADFAST HEART. (7 reels). Star cast.
This picture pleased my patrons. It Is true
to life, and nothing Impossible about It.
Just a real good picture that will please any
audience. Comment very good from my patrons. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Poor attendance. All classes, town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. J. E. Lewis, Everett Theatre,
Middletown, Delaware.
STEADFAST HEART. (7 reels). Star cast.
We consider this a good picture; Story of
small town life well acted and pleased our
audience.
Business slow on account of
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weather and outdoor attractions. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Poor attendance. General
class, liamtown
3,600.
WilA. Clark,of Sr.,
CastleAdmission
Theatre 10-20.
(400 seats),
Havana, Illinois.
UNDER THE RED RODE. (12,000 feet).
Star, Alma Rubens. This was one great big
chunk of cheese, about the highest priced
picturening if in
the contract
worthdo runit cost
nothing. and
Our notpeople
not
like costume stuff. Used two papers, heralds. Rotten attendance. Town of 2,400. Admission 10-25. E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap Theatre, Hawarden, Iowa.
UNINVITED GUEST. (6,145 feet). Star
cast. Very fine scenery. Also a good story.
This one was appreciated by all. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. All classes,
town of 2,000. Admission fifteen cents. J.
H. Fetty, Red Wing Theatre (300 Beats),
Laurel, Maryland.
WHITE SISTER. (10,400 feet). Star, Lillian Gish. One of the best; especially strong
In plot. Tone very good. Sunday, yes. Had
good attendance. Draw town and country
class, wlch
town
8,000. New
Arthur
B. Smith, FenTheatre,of Salem,
Jersey.
WHITE SISTER. (10,400 feet). Star cast.
Second run In town. Good show but many
Protestants walked out on It and complained.
The Catholic stuff is overdrawn. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. C. D. Buss,
Strand Theatre, Easton, Pennsylvania.
Paramount
ADAM'S RID. (9,526 feet). Star cast. Good
picture. Tone fair. Sunday, no. Poor attendance. All classes, town of 2,000. Admission 10-30. H. Lloyd, Colonial Theatre
(400 seats), Post, Texas.
RACK HOME AND BROKE. (7,814 feet).
Star, Thomas Meighan. They don't make
them
any does
betternotthan
one.difference.
It's not newA
but that
makethis any
story about what everybody would like to do
but can't. Attendance, good. Draw agricultural class town of 1,406. C. A. Swlerclnsky,
Majestic Theatre (250 seats), Washington,
Kansas.
RLOOD AND SAND. (7.235 feet). Star,
Rudolph Valentino. Fair picture for this
star, but our people thought there was too
much bull fighting. Rudolph Valentino does
not please here. Tone, good. Not suitable for
Sunday, in small towns. Good attendance.
All classes In town of 1.800. Admission 1520, 15-25. J. Meal Lanigan, Colonial Theatre (450 seats), Moulton, Iowa.
BLUEBEARD'S
EIGHTH
WIFE. (5.960
feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. This Is one of
Gloria Swanson's best and was well liked
here but for some reason It failed to draw,
but the picture pleased my audience. We
played it on Sunday but it might not suit
some towns for Sunday. Tone, fair. Attendance, poor. Farmers and miners In town of
600. Admission 10-28, 10-33 for big specials. John Russell, Russell Theatre (260
seats), Matherville, Illinois.
HLUFF. (6 reels). Star, Agnes Ayres. Agnes
starts something she can't finish. Poorly directed, butand dressed
with some
Interiors
striking upgowns.
Antoniolavish
Moreno
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helps save this one. Satisfactory tone. Sunday no. Poor attendance. College students,
town 6,000. Admission 10-35. Jean Dagle,
Barth Theatre (836 seats), Carbondale,
Illinois.
BLUFF. (6 reels). Star, Antonio Moreno.
Not enough strong plot to it. Draw working class in city of 18,000. Admission 10-2530-35. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre (350
seats), Grand Island, Nebraska.
BREAKING POINT. (5,788 feet). Star. Nlta
Naldi. Good picture. Good report from many
of patrons. Loss of memory puts many a
man in bad. Suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw working class In city of
18,000. Admission 10-25-35. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre (350 seats), Grand Island,
Nebraska.
BREAKING POINT. (5,788 feet). Star cast.
Very good picture, but not as big as the
price they ask for it. Tone good. Sunday,
yes. Average attendance. All classes, town
of 2,000. Admission fifteen cents. J. H. Fetty, Red Wing Theatre (300 seats). Laurel,
Maryland.
BREAKING POINT. (6,664 feet). Star, Nlta
Naldi. A picture that will not suit masses
but will suit classes from high brows to
small town class and yet a good picture. We
played this on a Monday and Tuesday and
was appreciated by the better class of people only. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. I. M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre,
Toms River, New Jersey.
BREAKING POINT. (5,788 feet). Star, Nlta
Naldi. Well liked. The old "lost memory"
theme: somewhat overdrawn. Sunday yes. Atclass, town
Admis itendance
on 10 togood,35.student
Jean Dagle,
Barth6,000.
Theatre
(835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
BURNING SANDS. (6,909 feet). Star, Milton Sills. A very good picture. Pleased ninety
per cent, of my patrons. Fair attendance.
Tone. good. Sunday, good. Town and country class, town of 1,700. Admission 10-2025. H. Tapp, Hippodrome Theatre (462
seats), Sheridan, Indiana.
CAPPY RICKS. (5,962 feet). Star cast.
Good picture. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Fair
attendance. All classes, town of 2,000. Admission 10-30. H. H. Lloyd, Colonial Theatre
(400 seats), Post, Texas.
CHEAT. (6,325 feet). Star, Pola Negri.
Very good. This picture will please everyone.
Had class
good inattendance.Moral
Draw tone
town good.
and rural
town
of 3,000. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre (500 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
CLARENCE, Star cast. This was a dandy
comedy drama. Pleased everyone. Good
moral tone, Sunday yes. Good attendance,
town and country class, town 900. Admission 10-30. Charles L Nott, Opera House
(400 seats), Sutherland, Iowa.
CODE OF THE SEA. (6,038 feet). Star,
Jacqueline Logan. One of the best sea pictures we have ever run. Well played by a
real cast and packed with thrills. The last
two reels had them on the edge of their seats.
Tone all right. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. College class, town of 6,000. Admission 10-35. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre (836
seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
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What does every exchange want?
And every exhibitor deserve? —
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
CONFIDENCE
MAN. (6,500 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Good as any Melghan picture. Everyone satisfied. Tone, very good.
Good attendance. All classes city of 25,000.
Admission 10-25, 35-55. L A. Hoover, Mission
and Regent Theatres (760-800 seats), Riverside, California.
CRIMSON CHALLENGE. (4,942 feet).
Star, Dorothy Dalton. A very nice western
drama which took here, seemed to please
all and it is suitable for Sunday. Had very
good attendance. A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter, New York.
DAWN OF A TOMORROW. (6,084 feet).
Star, Jacqueline Logan. Logan very good in
this; pleased about eighty per cent. Thought
it good myself. O. K. moral tone, Sunday
yes. Good attendance, oil town, 1,200. Admission 10-25. H. E. Schlichter, Liggett Theatre (600 seats), Madison, Kansas.
DON'T CALL IT LOVE. (6,467 feet). Star
cast. One of the sorriest pictures made. Absolutely nothing to the picture. Nlta Nalda
rotten in it. Tone, rotten. Sunday, no. Better
class In city of 10,000. Admission 10-25. H.
C. Colrein, Alcazar Theatre (350 seats),
Dothmer, Alabama.
FACE IN THE FOG. (5,569 feet). Star,
Lionel Barrymore. A good program picture
that will please most any audience. A good
crook story. Tone, fair. Sunday, no. Attendance, fair. All classes town of 600. Admission 10-20. W. F. Denney, Electric Theatre
(250 seats), Lowry City, Missouri.
FAIR WEEK. (6 reels). Star, Walter
Heirs. Very good picture. Ran It Thursday
with vaudeville. Pleased. Raymond Theatre,
Pasadena, California.
mission 10-35. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre
(835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
FAIR WEEK. (5 reels). Star, Walter Hlers,
Very good comedy; pleased about eighty per
cent. O. K., suitable for Sunday. Good attendance, oil town of 1,200. Admission 10-25.
H. E. Schlichter, Liggett Theatre (600 seats),
Madison, Kansas.
FAIR WEEK. (5 reels). Star, Walter
Hiers. Not a big picture, but one that will
please one hundred per cent and makes
friends for the theatre. Excellent for the
children. Moral tone good. Had fair attendance. Draw all classes In town of 3,500.
Henry Tucker, Tucker Theatre (960 seats).
Liberal, Kansas.
FIGHTING COWARD. (6,501 feet). Star,
Mary Astor. Good love story. People satisfied with it. Draw working class in city
of 18,000. Admission 10-25-30-35. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre (350 seats). Grand Island, Nebraska.
FIGHTING COWARD. (6,601 feet). Star
cast. Just a good program picture. Waa
sold me as a special but failed to get any
money. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. T. W.
Young, Princess Theatre, Dyersburg, Tennessee.
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FLAMING BARRIERS. (5,821 feet). Star
cast. A dandy good action picture which
pleased most everyone. For an average program picture this will make a hit. Did not
cost much and made me some money. Would
like to have more like it. Cast did good
work. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. A. R. Powell,
Highland Theatre (425 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma,
FOG BOUND. (5.692 feet). Star, Dorothy
Dalton. A very satisfactory program picture. Title is rather misleading. Some
thought they were going to see a sea story.
But apparently all liked It. Guy C. Sawyer,
Town Hall Theatre, Chester, Vermont.
FORBIDDEN FRUIT. (7,804 feet). Star,
Agnes Ayres. A fair story. Bad acting. No
remarks from audience. Not suitable for Sunday. Had bad attendance. Draw genertel
class in town of 4,000. Kriebhbaum
Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats),
Rochester, Indiana.
GO-GETTUK. Star, T. Roy Barnes. A
fair program picture — no more. Star a good
draw. About a fifty per cent, picture. Poor
attendance,
average
2,000.
Admission 10-25.
J. W. class,
Griffintown
by J.of H.
Watts,
Scotland
Theatre
(600
seats),
Laurinburg,
North Carolina.
GRUMPY.
feet).picture
Star cast.
Robert's
great.
Goodstanding.(5,621
cast,
but
nothing
outJust a program
picture.
Nothing
to rave about. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Had fait attendance. Town and rural class
town of 1,000. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff,
New Radio Theatre (249 seats), Correctlonville, Iowa.
HEART RAIDER. Star, Agnes Ayres. Good
program
picture.
poor program
on account of heavy
rain.Attendance
Picture worth
price. Tone, good. Sunday, no. Town and
country
townHippodrome
of 1,700. Admission
1020-25. H.class,
Tapp,
Theatre (462
seats), Sheridan, Indiana.
HER GILDED CAGE. (6,249 feet). Star.
Gloria Swanson. About an average Swanson
picture, but seems as though Gloria is coming out a little here. Tone good. Sunday,
yes. Attendance, fair. A. F. Schreiver,
Oneida, South Dakota.
HERITAGE OF THE DESERT. (5,786 feet).
Star cast. One of the best westerns of the
year with cast helping to draw every class.
It pleased even those who are not so strong
for westerns. Attendance S. R. O. Draw
small town class, town of 2,900. Admission
10-25, 10-40. C. L Smith, Victoria Theatre
(350 seats), Winnfield, Louisiana.
HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN. (8,300 feet).
Star, Bebe Daniels. This was bought for a
special, but was hardly a program picture.
Attendance, poor. Mixed class town of 2,000.
Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurlnbury, North Carolina.
HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN. (8,300 feet).
Star, Bebe Daniels. A lot was attempted In
this picture and quite a bit accomplished.
Had some very favorable comments on it,
but also some assertions that Bebe was miscast in the role of Diana. As a whole it was
a good show, but only average attendance.
Admission 10-20. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre (600 seats), Reading, Pennsylvania.
ICEBOUND. (6,471 feet). Star, Richard
Dlx. A good story and good acting and cast.
Picture just what title suggested. Audience
pleased. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Central class town of 4,000. Kreighbaum Brothers, Char Bell Theatre (800 seats), Rochester,
Indiana.
ICEBOUND. (6,471 feet). Star, Lois Wilson.
The one grand failure. This picture did not
take in half enough for what I paid for it.
Poor attendance. Mixed class, town of 2,000.
Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6,387 feet).
Star, Dorothy Dalton. Mighty good picture
to be ably
a gypsy
messTone
of a good.
story. Sunday,
I was agreesurprised.
yes.
Average attendance. Small town class, town
of 2,500. Admission 10-20. A. L. Mlddleton,
Grand Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.LIGHT THAT FAILED. (7,013 feet). Star
cast. Only a Paramount. Paramount Is not
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selling pictures, only the name Paramount.
Poor attendance. Mixed class, town of 2,000.
Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
NARROW TRAIL. Star, William S. Hart.
A dandy picture that pleased one hundred
per cent. If your patrons like westerns,
don't fall to book it. Tone, good. Very
good attendance. All classes in town of 900.
Admission 10-20. Clarence E. Robinson,
Town Hall Theatre (250 seats), Carmel,
Maine.
NE'ER DO WELL. (7,414 feet). Star cast.
Good picture. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Good
attendance. All classes, town of 2,000. Admission 10-30. H. Lloyd, Colonial Theatre
(400 seats), Post, Texas.
NORTH OP THE RIO GRANDE. (4,770
feet). Star cast. Good picture. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. All classes,
town of 2,000. Admission 10-30. H. Lloyd,
Colonial Theatre (400 seats), Post, Texas.
SHADOWS OF PARIS. (6,549 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. Saw this picture before I bought
it and once more decided to make my people
"buy" Pola, but Nay, Nay, Pauline. They
just won't seem to come for Negri, and too
bad, for she is now making good or better
pictures.
done ascan't
be undone. I amHowever,
through what's
with Pola
a feature
attraction,
for
it
simple
can't
be
did.
Newitt, Strand Theatre, Robinson, Illinois.Joe
SINGER JIM McKEE. (7 reels). Star,
William S. Hart. Our crowd razzed this.
Bill Hart can't help but "retire" after letting this one get out. The fact that there
are seven
long reelsTone,
of italldoesn't
matters any, either.
right.helpSunday,
yes. Average attendance. College class,
town of 6,000. Admission 10-25. Jean Dagle,
Barth
linois. Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, IlSINGER JIM McKEE. (7 reels). Star, Bill
Hart. Poor Bill is about done. This picture
was
par with
"WildWill
Bill greatly
Hickok" disappoint
and both
were a very
poor.
your audience. Better leave it alone. Tone,
Bill's staunchAppeals
Sunday,
okay.fans
est
only.yes.Mixed
class,to town
of 3,500.
Admission 20125. T. L. Barnett. Finn s Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City, Connecticut.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,434 feet). Star, Pola
Negri. I took in about half what I paid for
this, with weather and roads good. A number of young fellows told me they did not
care for this; otherwise I received no comments. Personally I did not like it. Not a
picture for the small town. Used two papers,
heralds, one sheet, photos. Town of 2,400.
Admission 10-25. E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap Theatre. Hawarden, Iowa.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,434 feet). Star, Pola
Negri. This is a good picture but did not
make anything as it was a Paramount and
I paid too much for it. Poor attendance.
town of 2,000. Admission 10-26.
Mixed
J. W. class,
Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats),
Laurinburg, North Carolina.
STEVEN STEPS OUT. (5,152 feet). Star,
Jr. A good little comDouglas Fairbanks,
edy drama for those who like something
light. My patrons seem to like comedy
dramas, so this went over with them. Seemed
seen many betto please. PersonallymuchI have
for this. Tone fair.
ter. Don't pay too
All classes,
attendance.
Poor
Sunday, yes.
J. E. Lewis,
town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. Middletown,
seats),
(700
Everett
Delaware. Theatre
(6,268 feet). Star, TheoTO THE LADIES.
dore Roberts. About the niftiest little satire
yet. Clever comedy that pleased nearly
Roberts, Louise Dreseverybody. Theodore
Helen Eddy make
ser, Edward Horton and
an unbeatable comedy team. Roberts at his
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Aververy agebest.
attendance. College class, town of 6,000.
Admission 10-35. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre
(835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE. (5,696
right
feet). Star cast. This picture if exploited small
will get the money, especially in the
promDon't picture.
strong.
go too
do notJust
town,ise toobutmuch.
program
a fair
Tone okay. P. A. Preddy, Elaine Theatre
(374 seats), Sinton, Texas.
WEST OF THE WATER TOWER. (7 reels).
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ZAZA. (7,076 feet). Star, Gloria Swanson.
In my ture
opinion
poor Swanson
picture. This
picwill hurta very
future
pictures.
Gloria acts like some spoiled kid. Too ridiculous. Tone no good. Sunday, no. Attendance good. Town and rural class, town of
3,000. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre (500 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
Pathe

Larry Semon in Chadwick Pictures production of "The Girl
in thepicture.
Limousine," a First
National
Star cast. A fine character study of a romantic young couple in a small town. May
McAvoy, Glenn Hunter, Ernest Torrence and
George
their stay
best.at Ifhome.
they don't
like
this Fawcett
one they atbetter
Tone
good. City and country class, town of 3,000.
Admission 10-30. George W. Walther, Dixie
Theatre (500 seats), Kerrville, Texas.
WEST OF THE WATER TOWER (7 reels).
Star, Guy Hummer. This picture did not
draw them in for me, and only pleased about
fifty drawn
per cent.
a fair story
but too
long
and
out.It'sTiresome
to many
patrons.
Should have been not more than five reels.
Tone fair. Sunday, no. Poor attendance.
All classes, town of 1,200. J. E. Lewis, Everett Theatre (700 seats), Middletown, Delaware.
WOMAN PROOF. (7,687 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. Picture pleased every one of large
crowd and is the kind that builds patronage
in our opinion. Paper good and cast supporting helped All our theatre. Capacity attendance. Small town class, town of 2,900. Admission 10-25, 10-40. C. L. Smith, Victoria
Theatre, Winnneld, Louisiana.
WOMAN PROOF. (7,687 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. Good picture but not as good as
some he has made. My patrons like Meighan
and this was not a disappointment. Tone
good. Above average attendance. Town and
rural class, town of 3,000. Admission 10-25.
S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (600 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
YOUNG DIANA. (6,744 feet). Star, Marion
vehicle for beautiful
Davies. A good posing
Marion is about all this amounts to. Some
walked out, others had a good nap. A few
seemed to like it. Rotten attendance. Small
Admission 10-20.
of 2,500.
town Grand
townL. class,
Theatre (500 seats),
Middleton,
A.
DeQueen, Arkansas.
For

CHRONICLES OF AMERICA. (3 reels). Star
cast. Have run the first eight and they are
good, but attendance is steadily falling. Patrons want amusement rather than instruction. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Town and
country class in town of 8,000. Arthur B.
Smith, Fenwich Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.
GIRL SHY. (7,457 feet). Star, Harold
Lloyd. Paid high rental but made a good
profit and delighted thousands. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Splendid attendance. Mixed
class in city of 10,000. Admission twentyfive cents. Albert Nadeau, Bluebird Theatre
(750 seats), Anaconda, Montana.
GIRL SHY. (7,457 feet). Star, Harold
Lloyd. The best Lloyd has done. Sunday,
yes. Goodmission
audience
appeal.
Elite class.
Ad20-30-40. Louis
Isenberg,
Elmwood
Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
KING OF WILD HORSES. (5 reels). Star
cast. A horse picture that drew more the
second day than first. Pleased all. Brought
out people who don't ordinarily come out.
Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
College
town of 2,100.
1825. R. class,
X. Williams,
Lyric Admission
Theatre (250
seats), Oxford, Mississippi.
WAY OF A MAN. (9,000 feet). Star cast.
Good western. Had no kick and some praise.
The lack of rain has put this country to the
bad. Business has dropped one-half but
don't blame this one. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Poor attendance. Small town and
farmer
town of 600.
1020-30. H.class,
W. Batchelder,
GaitAdmission
Theatre (176
seats). Gait, California.
Preferred
APRIL SHOWERS. (6,350 feet). Star, Colleen Moore. Colleen Moore always draws
good here, so the engagement was successful. The picture, while pleasing, is not extra good. However, it got over nicely. Good
attendance. All classes in town of 3,500. Admission 10-33. M. W. Larmour, National Theatre (400 seats), Graham, Texas.
Star cast. Title exfeet). house.
MAYTIME.
Paper good,
crowded
tra good. Drew(7,500
picHowever,
sheet.
r
twenty-fou
especially
ture did not please audience on hundred per
for
suitable
Hardly
cent. Tone doubtful.
Sunday. Capacity attendance. Small town
10-26, 10of 2,900.
class,
Theatre, Wlnnfleld,
VictoriaAdmission
L. Smith,
40. C. town
Louisiana.

THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS. (6,971
feet). Star cast. This was a very good little
by a small crowd.
Enjoyed
picture.
programfair.
suitable for Sunday.
Hardly
Tone
Small attendance. Farming class, town of
800. Admissi6n 10-25. Welty & Son. MidWay Theatre (600 seats). Hill City, Kansas.
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Producers' - Dist. Corp.
CAMERON
OF* THE
MOUNTED.
(5,600
feet). Star
cast. ROYAL
Pair northwestern
picture. Lots of scenery but rather dim; If
you can get a good print It is worth running. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Poor attendance. Small town and farmer class. Admission 10-20-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait
Theatre (175 seats), Gait, California.
LOVE'S WHIRLPOOL. (6,028 feet). Star.
Llla Lee. Fairly well liked. Tone good. Not
suitable for Sunday. Fair attendance. Working class, city of 15,000. Admission 25-30.
S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre (310 seats).
Grand Island, Nebraska.
MIAMI. Star, Betty Compson. A nifty
society drama, not a masterpiece, but pleasingday,
and that's
the bigGood
idea.attendance.
Tone, fair. FamSunquestionable.
ily class city of 300,000. Admission 15-36
60. Lee D. Balsly, Liberty Theatre (1,012
seats), Kansas City, Missouri.
NIGHT HAWK. (5,115 feet). Star, Harry
Carey. Ordinary but will go over well in
second-class houses. Good attendance. Small
town class, town of 7,500. Arthur B. Smith,
Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.
NIGHT HAWK. (5,115 feet). Star, Harry
Carey. Great Carey picture. The best one
he ever made. Plenty of thrills and liked
ry all that saw it. Hodkinson fine people
to do business with. Sunday, yes. All classes
In small town. Admission 10-25. W. H.
Odom, Pastime Theatre (250 seats), Sandersvllle, Georgia.
United Artists
BIRTH OF A NATION. Star cast. Just got
by censor In this state last February. Tou
have never really seen a picture until you
see this. There is only one made. See It
or book it if you can. Good attendance.
Farming class, town of 800. Admission 1025. Welty & Son, Mid-Way Theatre (500
seats), Hill City, Kansas.
GARRISON'S FINISH. (8 reels). Star, Jack
Pickford. This is a good one. Pleased one
hundred per cent. Played against a carnival
and business was poor. Tone good. Sunday,
yes. Fair attendance. All classes, town of
806. Admission 10-20. W. C. Herndon, Liberty Theatre (250 seats), Valllant, Oklahoma.
HILL BILLY. (5,734 feet). Star, Jack
Pickford. This i3 an extra good attraction
of the mountain type that did not draw for
us. Believe the title poor and also the ones
that used. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Below
average attendance. Small town class, town
Of 2,900. Admission 10-25, 10-40. C. L.
Smith, Victoria Theatre, Winnfleld, Louisiana.
NO MORE WOMEN. (6,186 feet). Star,
Madge Bellamy. Light comedy drama that
pleases a good summer crowd. Name good
for box office and title and paper the kind
that draws. Several comments all good. Attendance above average. Small town class,
town of 2,900. Admission 10-26, 10-40. C. L.
Smith, Victoria Theatre, Winnfleld, Louisiana.
ROSITA. (8,800 feet). Star, Mary Pickford.
Another cast of one of the great stars being passe with my patrons. Nice production
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Powers and Simplex are breaking their necks to make projection
better.
Get busy, fellows — if your machines need it, replace those old,
worn-out parts so they won't rip
the heart out of "The Heart Bandit" and other films.
A SQUARE DEAL ON
PRINTS !
but not in it with Pola Negri's "Spanish
Dancer." Joe Newitt as an advertiser, but
then again when I can take a mediocre picture and wake them up and satisfy them, I
change
mind Joe
and Newitt,
decide toStrand
give "me"
another my
chance.
Theatre, Robinson, Illinois.
Universal
BREATHLESS MOMENT. (5,556 feet). Star,
William Desmond. A poor picture and a
poorer box office attraction. Glad to hear
that Laemmle is quitting this sort of pictures. Tone okay. Sunday, no. Very small
attendance. Neighborhood class, city of 80,000. Admission 10-16. M. F. Meade, Olive
Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
CHAPTER IN HER LIFE. (6,330 feet). Star
cast. Too sad for our folks. Almost flawless as to detail and acting. Our patrons
want thrills and laughs. Soft pedal here.
Tone excellent. Sunday, yes. Small attendance. Neighborhood class, city of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre
(450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
FIGHTING AMERICAN. (5.251 feet). Star,
Pat O'Malley.
good production.
Unusual and pleasedA real
everybody.
Tone fine. Okay
for Sunday. Family class. Lee D. Balsly,
Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, Missouri.
FOOL'S HIGHWAY. (6,800 feet). Star, Mary
Philbin. Very good program attraction. Tone
good. Sunday, no. Poor attendance. All
classes in town of 2,000. Admission fifteen
cents. J. H. Fetty, Red Wing Theatre (300
seats), Laurel, Maryland.
HIGH SPEED. (4,927 feet). Star, Herbert
Rawllnson. Fair picture, with an attempt to
make it a comedy. No drawing power. Failed
by three dollars to get rental. Rawlinson
has lost out with us. Tone okay. Sunday,
yes. Poor attendance. General class, town
of 3,600. Admission 10-20. William A.
Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Illinois.
HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME. (11,000
feet). Star, Lon Chaney. A wonderful picture
that anyone should book and play if you can
buy the film reasonable enough to put It over.
The picture needs no criticism as everyone
knows it is one of the best. Lon Chaney
in his greatest role. Tried to put it over as
a road show with a twelve-piece special orchestra, advancing the admissions at one
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dollar top. Had very poor attendance the
first day but second showing of picture advertised itself. This one put a hump in my
back, but it was no fault of the picture or
exploitation. I find that some fanatic agitation was opposing me. If you have a K. K.
K. town be careful in exploitation but book
the picture and play it. High class attendance. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Very poor
attendance. All classes, town of 6,000. Admission 10-20-30. D. W. Engert, New Harlan Theatre (800 seats), Harlan, Kentucky.
JACK O' CLUBS. (4,717 feet). Star. Herbert
Rawlinson. Excellent program picture and
pleased all patrons. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Good attendance. Residential class, town of
1,200. Admission 10-25. J. A. McGill, Liberty Theatre (250 seats). Port Orchard.
Washington.
MAN FROM WYOMING. (4,717 feet). Star,
Jack Hoxie. An average western that
brought more business than usual. Hoxie
beginning to be a favorite here. Tone good.
Sunday, np. Attendance, increase of sixty per
cent. Neighborhood class tn city of 80.000.
Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
SAWDUST. (4,800 feet). Star, Gladys Walton. Excellent little program picture that
pleased a majority. Audience appeal will
please all classes. Tone fair. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance. Mixed class, town of 1,000.
Admission 10-15-25-35. H. H. Hedberg.
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
STOLEN SECRETS.
(4,742 feet). Star,
Herbert
Rawlinson.
say much
for
this
offering.
Below Can't
RawllnBon
standard.
Fell down at the box office. Tone, good.
Sunday, weak. Below average attendance.
Neighborhood class city of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450
.seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
THRILL
CHASER.
(5,196 feet). Star.
Hoot Gibson. The poorest Gibson we have
ever used. A few more of this kind and
Gibson won't mean anything. The title is
alooks
misnomer.
thrills attire
to chase.
better InNowestern
than he"Hoot"
does
dressed as a Roman soldier. D. B. Rankin,
Co-operative Theatre, Idana, Kansas.
THUNDERING DAWN. (6.600 feet). Star,
J. Warren Kerrigan. Not much to this one
until the typhoon scenes are reached. Ordinary except for these. Seemed to please
fairly well. Tone, doubtful. Sunday, doubtful. Average attendance. Neighborhood
class, city of 80.000. Admission 10-16. M. F.
Meade,
Missouri.Olive Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph,
WHERE IS THIS WEST? (4,532 feet). Star,
Jack Hoxie. Just a western show with
some sure-fire hokum thrown In. The roughnecks swallowed it whole and the others con'attendance.sideredCityit passable.
of 110,000. Brought
Admissionfair10-20.
AL
C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
WHISPERED NAME. (5,196 feet). Star
cast. An average program picture that
pleased about sixty per cent. Nobody in cast
to draw them in. Tone, fair. Not suitable
for Sunday. Fair attendance. Neighborhood
class In city of 80,000. Admission 10-16.
M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (460 seats), St.
Joseph, Missouri.
Vitagraph
LEAVENWORTH CASE. (5,400 feet). Star
cast. Fair mystery picture that went
through on a double bill. Vitagraph never
drew for us. Average attendance. General
class,
25,000. Theatre
Admission
Frank city
Frauer,of Empire
(1,00010-20-30.
seats).
New London, Connecticut.
LOVE BANDIT. (6 reels). Star cast. Although this picture has no pulling power
it will please those that do come In. Tone,
okay.eralSunday,
attendance.
Genclass, Leal,
townyes.
of Fair
800.
Admission
10-30.
Frank G.
Leal
Theatre
(246 seats),
Irvlngton, California.
MAN NEXT DOOR. (6,937 feet). Star cast.
Good. Small town class, town of 7,500. ArJersey.thur B. Smith, Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New
MASTERS OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star cast.
This one is a real sea stery and with plenty
of action. Will please most all kinds of peo-
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pie. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Working class, city of 14,000. Admission 10-20.
G. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats),
Piqua, Ohio.
MIDNIGHT ALARM. (6,000 feet). Star cast.
Wonderfully realistic fire scene in last reel
and picture was exceedingly interesting
from start to finish. Not a kick was heard,
therefore, must give one hundred per cent
to this one. Splendid acting by Alice Calhoun,
Percy Marmont and Cullen Landis. Boys,
don't strong
be afraid
to book appeal.
this one.General
Tone, class,
good.
Has
audience
town of 1,000. Admission 10-15-25-35. H. H.
Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
ON THE BANKS OF THE WABASH. (7,156
feet(. Star cast. Some exhibitors have reported this as being a wonderful picture.
We don't agree. Very few liked the play,
with the
thatnil.
the People
second here
day's business wasresult
almost
want
dressed up pictures. Tone, okay. Sunday,
excellent. Very poor attendance. All classes,
city of 10,000. Admission 20-30. Al Anders,
Coleman Theatre (800 seats), Southington,
Connecticut.
SMASHING BARRIERS. (6 reels). Star,
William Duncan. This is cut down serial and
you will find it okay. Went big. If you
wanta good
actiononeyou'll
it here
aplenty.
is
for find
western
house.
Also This
ran
"Man of Might." Cut down serial which
went good. Tou can buy these cut down
serials at a right price and your audience
can't tell that they are serials. They came
out telling me that the picture had more action than any they had ever seen. William
Thatcher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.
Wa rner Bros.
BEAU brummel. (10 reels). Star, John
Barr^rmore. A super production that should
bring them requires
in. The the
star'sexecution
portrayalof ofa Beau
Brummel
real
tragedian and he acts his part to perfection.
The forlorn appearance and tragic end of
the Beau should have been eliminated as it is
disappointing to the audience. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Poor attendance account of
rain. Mixed class, city of 500,000. Admission 10-22. William T. Meeks, Silliman's
Murray
consin. Theatre (740 seats), Milwaukee, WisBROADWAY AFTER DARK. (6,300 feet).
Star cast. Wonderful picture that played to
poor houses because of the weather. Cast
exceptionally fine, b.ut Adolphe caught the
feminine hearts. We need more like this
one. General class in city of 25,000. Admission 15-20-30. Frank Frauer, Rlalto Theatre
(700 seats), New London, Connecticut.
BROADWAY AFTER DARK. (6,300 feet).
Star, Adolphe Menjou. We played this picture on Friday and Saturday and did very
good with it. We got an uncensored print
and of course went over that much the better. Acting, directing and the story good.
Much better than some so-called specials.
Tone, good. Sunday, no. Attendance, good.
I. M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre, Toms River,
New Jersey.
CONDUCTOR 1492. (6,500 feet). Star,
Hines. This is the best Warner's
Johnny
production we have run this season. Drew
fairly well and pleased everyone who saw
Fair attendit. Tone, okay. Sunday, okay.
town of 8,600. Adance. Skilled mechanics,
mission 10-20. R. V. Erk, Temple Theatre
(700 seats), Ilion, New York.
DADDIES. (6,800 fet). Star cast. Very
it but seems
much enjoyed by those who saw business
was
to have no drawing power as
n. Tone,
exploitatio
poor in spite of extra
Mixed
good. Sunday, yes. Poor attendance.
twnety-flve
Admission Theatre
of 10,000.
city
class,
(750
Bluebird
Nadeau,
Albert
cents.
seats). Anaconda, Montana.
LITTLE JOHNNY JONES. (6 reels). Star,
picture which
Johnny Hines. A corking good Brothers
have
Should suit everyone. Warner
some fine pictures and the prices are fine.
Finn's
T. L. Barnett,
class.Jewett
everyseats),
Appeals to(600
City, ConnecTheatre
ticut.

GEORGE WASHINGTON, JR. (6 reels).
Star, Wesley Barry. If your patrons like
Wesley get this by all means. Good pic-
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I know at least three exhibitors
who swear they won't take any
more product from certain firms
— just because of rotten prints.
For every exhibitor who speaks
his mind honestly in the open,
there are many who keep their
decision just as honestly to
themselves. Why are exchanges
sleeping? Wake up, boys! Shake
up your inspectors! Chuck your
busted reels. The exhibitors demand—
A SQUARE
PRINTS !

DEAL

ON

ture. Tone, good. Fair attendance. Farming class, town of 800. Admission 10-25.
Welty & Son, Mid-Way Theatre (500 seats),
Hill City, Kansas.
MARRIAGE CIRCLE. (8,300 feet). Star
cast. Excellent picture which pleased, but
did not draw any too well. Gave it extra
advertising in three daily papers, but did
not get over somehow. Catering to high
class. Second run policy. Tone, good. Sunday, no. Very good attendance. High class,
city of 225,000. Admission 10-20. N. I*
Royster, Capitol Theatre (350 seats), Birmingham, Alabama.
PRINTER'S DEVIL. (7 reels). Star, Wesley
Barry. Poorest Barry picture we have ever
used and we have used them all. In common with most of the rest of the 1923-24
Warner products this picture failed to register at the ticket office or to satisfy the few
customers who came to see it. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Attendance, worse than bad.
Skilled mechanics, town of 8,500. Admission
10-20. R. V. Erk, Temple Theatre (700 seats),
Ilion, New York.
TIGER ROSE. (8,000 feet). Star, Lenore
Ulric. An extra good attraction of the
Northwest Mounted. Name good box office
tonic. Also paper is good. We played at
advance in price to S. R. O. attendance. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Small town class, town
of 2,900. C. L. Smith, Victoria Theatre,
Winnfield, Louisiana.
YOUR BEST FRIEND. (5 reels). Star, Vera
Gordon. Would have been good but the
print we got was a nightmare. More stops
in this picture than any in four years. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Small attendance. Farming class, town of 800. Admission 10-25.
Welty & Son, Mid-Way Theatre (500 seats),
Hill City, Kansas.
Comedies
BIG MOMENTS FROM LITTLE PICTURES.
(Pathe). Star, Will Rogers. Short subject.
He sure can imitate other actors. Goes
good here. Tone, good. Business and farmer
class, town of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F.
Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City,
Nebraska.
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BLACKSMITH.
(First National).. Star,
Buster Keaton. Good comedy but don't come
up to Metro's Keatons. Farming class,
town of 800. Admission 10-25. Welty &
Son,
Mid-Way Theatre (500 seats), Hill City,
Kansas.
BIG MOMENTS FROM LITTLE PICTURES.
(Pathe). Star, Will Rogers. Clever, but
above the head of ninety per cent of the
movie patrons. Small town class, town of
1,367. Admission
S. G.Mapleton,
Harsh,
Princess
Theatre 10-25-35.
(249 seats),
Iowa.
BROTHERS UNDER THE CHIN. (Pathe).
Star, Stan Laurel. These are not to bo
laughed at. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Poor
attendance. Small town class, town of 1,367.
Admission 10-25-35. S. G. Harsh, Princess
Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
COPS. (First National). Star, Buster Keaton. Print good. This is one of Keaton'8
good ones. It's a kid special. All classes,
town of 806. Admission 10-20. W. C. Herndon, Liberty Theatre (250 seats), Valliant,
Oklahoma.
DUDE. (Educational). Good one reel comedy. Farming class, town of 800. Admission
10-25. Welty & Son, Mid-Way Theatre (500
seats), Hill City, Kansas.
FAMILY
LIFE. (Educntlonal-Mermald).
An excellent comedy that had a crowded
house roaring. Don't fail to mention a
knockout comedy when you have this coming on your program, for it is nothing less.
Small town class, town of 2,900. Admission
10-25, 10-40. C. L. Smith, Victoria Theatre,
Winnfield, Louisiana.
FAMILY
LIFE. (Educational-Mermaid).
This comedy of house hunters and campers
is without a doubt one of the funniest pictures released in a long time. My people
just shook with laughter from the start to
the finish. A minister and a newspaper editor both praised it highly. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. All classes In
town ofNational
3,500. Admission
10-33.
M. Graham,
W. Larmour,
Theatre (400
seats),
Texas.
GOOD MORNING. (Educational). The beat
Ham for a long while, you can enjoy yourself while watching. This was not fishy
like
lot ofgood.
Ham'sTone,
near good.
comedies
been. a Print
Makeshavea
good Saturday night comedy. Small town
classG. inHarsh,
town Princess
of 1,367. Theatre
Admission
S.
(24910-25-35.
seats),
Mapleton, Iowa.
GUMP COMEDIES. (Universal). This brand
of comedies has proven a big disappointment to me. Can't understand why Sidney
Smith permits them to be shown. Town
and rural class, town of 3,000. Admission
10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (500 seats),
Montpelier, Idaho.
INCOME TAX COLLECTOR. (FOx). Very
good. Fox comedies are all good for me.
Imperial and Sunshine brands have pleased
my patrons. Town and rural class, town
of 3,000. Admission 10-25. S. H .Rich, Rich
Theatre (500 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
LOST CONTROL. (Century Comedy). A
street car comedy. Fast and funny. Tone,
okay. Sunday, okay. Lee D. Balsly, Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, Missouri.
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PARDON MY GLOVE. (Educational). Star,
Bobby Vernon. Fast boxing comedy that
must have pleased as the house was pretty
noisy while
it lasted.'
townHed-of
1,000.
Admission
10-25,Mixed
15-35.class,
H. H.
berg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
PLEASANT
JOURNEY.
(Pathe). Stars,
"Our Gang." Just a splendid comedy. Farming class, town of 800. Admission 10-26.
Welty & Son, Mid-Way Theatre (500 seats).
Hill City, Kansas.
SMILE PLEASE. (Pathe). Star, Harry
Langdon. A knockout comedy by a new star
for us. One, however, who will take his
place with Lloyd, Keaton and Semon with
a few more like this. Tone. okay. Sunday,
yes. Small town class, town of 2,900. Admission 10-25, 10-40. C. L. Smith. Victoria
Theatre, Winnfield, Louisiana.
THAT'S RICH. (Universal). I heard two
or three kids snicker at this. The last
three or four Century comedies I have had
have simply been so rotten they are funny
to me but the audience don't see them that
way. Tone, tendance.
good.
Sunday,
Average
atSmall town
class,yes.town
of 2,600.
Admission 10-20. A. L. Middleton, Grand
Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
TWO WAGONS BOTH COVERED. (Pathe).
Star, Will Rogers. A very clever comedy,
basedrural
on class,
"The town
Covered
Wagon."
Town
and
of 3,000.
Admission
10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (500 seats),
Montpelier, Idaho.
UP IN THE AIR. (Fox). Star, Charles
Conklin. Charlie Conklin's delineation of the
darky is excellent and his stunts in this comedy, on the edge of a skyscraper, had them
yelling so loud that there was danger of the
roof being blown off. Bill Fox ought to
give us plenty of this kind as it had them
sitting on the edges of their seats. Tone,
okay. ance.
Sunday,
yes.town
About
averageAdmission
attendMixed class,
of 1,000.
10-25-15-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
Short Subjects
AESOP'S FABLES. (Pathe). Very fine. This
clever cartoon work will please everyone.
Town and rural class, town of 3.000. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (500
seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
DWELLERS
OF THE DEEP. (Urban).
One reel of deep water fish. Refreshing,
holds interest. Lee D. Balsly, Liberty Theatre, KansaB City, Missouri.
FAST STEPPERS. (Universal). Star, Billy
Sullivan. Used the first of this series "The
Fiddlin' Doll" and was very well pleased
with it. It's a change from every day comedies and will be relished by our audience
as such. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Small
town class, town of 2,900. Admission 10-86,
10-40. C. L Smith, Victoria Theatre, Winnfield, Louisiana.
FIDDLIN' DOLL. (Universal). Star, Billy
Sullivan. Crowd was disappointed in this
first of "Fast
Stepper" on
series
theyofwere
looking
for something
the asorder
the
"Leather Pushers." Only thing thrilling
about this was a short, excellent shot of
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a horse race. Otherwise action was slow.
Audience
appealSome
below
of to"Leather
Pusher" series.
mightthat
object
saloon
scenes. Attendance, fair. Mixed class, town
of 1,000. Admission 10-25, 15-36. H. H.
Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
OLYMPIC MERMAIDS. (Pathe). One reeler of girl swimming and diving champions.
Beautiful shots under clear water. A fine
summer subject. Family class in city of
300,000. Admission 15-36-50. Lee D. Balsly,
Liberty
Missouri. Theatre (1,012 seats), Kansas City,
PATHE REVIEWS. (Pathe). About the best
single-reel filler on the market. Prints always good. Some very beautiful scenes in
Pathe color on each of these. Sunday, yes.
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.
PLASTIGRAMS.
(Educational). Here is a
nice little novelty that will cause lots of
favorable comment, rather expensive for
small towns but will cause lots of talk and
send others back to see it. However, some
operator before us had nipped one of the
important "shots." Make them give you
the glasses (they sell 'em) with the ads
on them as they will send new patrons
back.
Illinois. Joe Newitt, Strand Theatre, Robinson.
WINNING
HIS WAY. (Universal). Star,
Jack Dempsey. A great bet. A series of two
Has
reelers from Gerald Beaumont's stories.
well di-If
drama,
and
sport
comedy, romance,
complete.
Each
rected. Good stories.
balance as good they're a safe booking.
okay. Fine attendTone, good. Sunday,
Ad300,000.
class,LeecityD. ofBalsly,
Family13-36-50.
ance.
Liberty
mission
Theatre (1,014 seats), Kansas City, Missouri.
Serials

Star, WilFAST EXPRESS. (Universal). had
for six
I've
liam Duncan. First serial
it is holdand
months. Am on third episode
grown-up
with
hit
fine.
ing up as
Goods
kids. aTone, all right.of 1,200.
the Made
as well
attendance. Residential class, town
McGill, Liberty Theatre (250 seats).
J.
PortA. Orchard, Washington.
HER DANGEROUS PATH. (Pathe). Star,
. This I find will Interest
Edna Murphy
grown-ups more than the kids. Going good
on third episode. Tone, all right. Good at-
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tendance. Residential class, town of 1,200.
Admission 10-25. J. A. McGill, Liberty Theatre (250 seats), Port Orchard, Washington.
Miscellaneous
BAREFOOT BOY. (State Right). Star cast.
An excellent cast and acted story of the
small town type of story. It pleased
almost
one hundred per cent of our audiences. We
received a good print on this subject from
a State Right exchange. Tone, okay. Good
attendance. Better class, town of 4.500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemire, "Y" Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.
BROADWAY GOLD.
Right). Star,
Elaine Hammerstein. (State
(6,800 feet). Good.
Splendidly acted. Fair attendance. Small
town class, town of 7,600. Arthur B. Smith,
Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.
DANGER AHEAD. (Pioneer). Star, Richard
Talmadge. (4,353 feet). On an average with
the rest of this star's pictures. Weak in
plot but strong in action. I use them as
part of a double feature
and they
go over fine. Tone, okay. program
Sunday, yes. Appeals to lovers of action. Mixed class, town
of 3.500. Admission 20-25. T. L. Bamett,
Finn's
Theatre
(600 seats). Jewett City,
Connecticut
.
HELL'S EDGE.
e).
Roy
Stuart. Have run (Enterpris
these StewartsStar,second
time. They are so good that am playing
them over and will say that they are as
good if not better than most of the new
westerns of today. "Hell's Edge" a fine picure. You can boost this one. A good Sunday western or any day of the week. Moral
tone not only good, but fine. Make more
"Hell'scanEdge."
today like You
of
play
help ourof businses.
will pictures
It our
this picture to the ministers and will do
Might
good.
of
lot
a
guy
hearted
hard
the
say the price on these are right. If you
want a good western play this one In any
class house. William Thatcher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.
LOST HOUR. <6 reels). Star, Milton Sills.
A very good picture with a good cast and
one that is sure to please both the young
and old. Good acting helping to put this
picture over. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance. Mixed class, town of 3.500.
cut.
Admission 15-25-35. T. L Bamett. Finn's
Theatre (600 seats). Jewett City, ConnectiM\\ PROM
HELL'S RIVER,
i Wen tern
Pictures). Star cast. (5 reels). In spite of
the very low rating In the check-up I found
this one a very good picture. Better than
"Call of the Wild" but not as good as "The
I»ve Master." But then, we do not get
pictures as good as the "Love Master" often.
Moral lone, okay. P. A. Preddy, Elaine Theatre (374 seats). Sinton, Texas.
ON TIME. (State Right). Star, Richard
Talmadge. (5,198 feet). This one not up
to what this star can do and Is slow and
not much action in it for what this star
can do. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
Working i lass, city of 14,000. Admission 1020. G. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187
seats), Plqua, Ohio.
It I OUR OF MYSTERY RANCH. (State
Right). Star, Art Mix. This boy Is new but
I think that he will come along all okay.
He needs somebody to put some pep In his
action. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
Working
city of Favorite
14,000. Admission
1020.
G. M.class,
Bertling,
Theatre (187
seats), Piqua, Ohio.
SOULS IN BONDAGE. (Sanford Productions). Star, Pat O'Malley. Only a fair picture with nothing to recommend it. Will
just about get by. Tone, okay. Sunday,
yes. Hardly appeals to any class. Mixed
class, town of 3,500. Admission 20-25. T.
L Barnett, Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett. City, Connecticut.
WESTERN FATE. (Arrow). Star cast. A
good Saturday
A shoot
'em Adup
western.
Mixed picture.
class, town
of 2,000.
mission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurlnburg, North Carolina.
WOMEN MEN MARRY. (State Rights). Star
cast. Good program picture. Pleased all.
College
town of 2,100.
1026.
R. class,
X. Williams,
Lyric Admission
Theatre (260
seats), Oxford, Mississippi.
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Schedule

of
Ever

In

Offerings
Contemplated

Organization Distributing Short Subject^
Hal Roach Star Comedies, in which such
By ELMER PEARSON
perEXCHANGE, INC., has ious
PATHE fected
well-known players as Glenn Tyron, James
plans for the most ambit
Vice-President and General Manager
Finlayson and others of prominence will be
program of releases during edthe forthcomedy innovation emacoming season ever contemplat
by the site Mr. Lloyd in "Why Worry" and "Girl featured.natingAnother
from the Hal Roach lot will be the
Pathe organization. A minimum of ten fea- Shy," will be seen again as the feminine
Taylor and Fred Newmeyer di- series of comedies starring Arthur Sfonet
ture productions and one-hundred four two- lead. Sam
rected
the
new
from a story by who has been recruited from the vaudeville
,
erials
ies,
reel comed
five new Pathes
and a Mr. Taylor, Tim production
stage and is declared by Mr. Roach as a
Whelan, Ted Wilde, Tommy
program of three-hundred and twelve single- Gray and John Gray. It is planned to re- genuine comedy "find." The first of the
reel subjects are provided for in the 1924lease this Harold Lloyd feature comedy in Arthur Stone series has been completed and
1925 schedule.
November. Another of the Pathe feature is said to bear out Mr. Roach's claim in
releases in production is a second Hal Roach every respect. The second of this group is
Nor is this schedule purely a prospective
affair. Already much has been accomplished
now in process. Production work on the "Our
novelty picture,
the thoroughbred Morganstarring
stallion "Rex,"
which gave
such Gang" comedies — the sixth series to be made
at the East and West Coast Studios of the
several allied Pathe producers on the new
a sensational performance in "The King of available by Pa the — and on the "Spat
Family" comedies, now in their third series
season's schedule. At some of the Pathe Wild Horses."
is likewise well in advance of reThe Pathe program of two-reel comedies for Pathe,
lease dates.
studios work on the 1924-1925 production
for
the
new
season
provides
for
a
yearly
outprograms was begun as early as three
put of 104 subjects, coming from the Hal
In its short-subject department of divermonths ago. At the present time, every
Roach and the Mack Sennett Studios. A
sified releases, Pathe has supplemented its
one of the ten producing organizations affili- new Mack Sennett brand, to be known as program of one-reel films for the 1924-1925
ated with Pathe is busily engaged with sub- the Mack Sennett Star Comedies, will be season with a number of specials. Among
jects for the new season, which will open
added to the eight Ben Turpin Comedies,
these are a beautiful and dramatic picturlate in August. At that time production will the second and third series of Harry Lang- ization of "Maud Muller," based on the imdon Comedies, and the twelve Mack Sennett
be well in advance of the release schedule.
mortal poem of John Greenleaf Whittier;
The prudence and foresight displayed in this Comedies, the last named presented such the Will Nigh Miniatures, condensing into
well known comedians as Harry Gribbon, one reel stories and action of fnture qualiearly start on the new season's schedule have
Billy Bevan, and Madeline Hurlock in the
fications; and the now famous and permamade possible the actual preparation, weeks
in advance of release dates, of effective principal roles. The first of the Mack Sennently
established "Chronicles of America"
nett
Star
series,
with
Ralph
Graves,
in
the
exhibitor aids and accessories on the Pathe
series, a group of historical dramas which are
featured
role
has
been
completed,
and
the
being hailed everywhere as the foremost
product. As a result, Pathe comes to the
second is now in production. One of the contribution to the screen of the present era.
threshold of the 1924-1925 season equipped
not only with the most extensive array of highlights of the Ben Turpin series will be All these specials, with the exception of the
product of its entire career but also ready a group of burlesques. The first of these, a "Chronicles," have been completed. The
screen parody of Romeo and Juliet with Tur- "Chronicles" series provide for thirty-three
to provide the theatre-owners of America
pin in the role of the great lover, has been subjects. Of these, fifteen have already been
with the highest degree of exploitation, ad- finished.
The second, a travesty of Elinor finished. Two companies are now engaged on
vertising, and publicity service.
Glyn's "Three Weeks," is nearing comple- new subjects for this group of Pathe reIn the feature department Pathe will make
tion. Camera work on the Langdon and
leases. A marvelously efficient production
available at least ten subjects. Of these two
Mack
Sennett Comedies series is also pro- staff, supplemented by a research department
will be Harold Lloyd releases, four will be
ments. ceeding well in advance of release require- made up of some of the foremost historical
Charles Ray pictures presented by Thomas
authorities of America, has been built up by
Ince, and four will come from the Hal Roach
The Hal Roach Studios will also make
the Yale University Press for the filming of
Studios. The first of the Charles Ray series
available this season a new comedy brand, this series.
has already been completed under the title
of "Dynamite Smith." This picture, produced
under the auspices of Thomas Ince, will
mark Ray's return to the type of American
country-boy characterization which won him
undying fame in such screen masterpieces
as "The Clodhopper," "The Egg-Crate
Wallop," "The Pinch-Hitter," and "Scrap
Iron." C. Gardner Sullivan, who was responsible for Ray's earlier successes, wrote "Dynamite Smith." Ralph Ince directed. Bessie
Love, Jacqueline Logan, and Wallace Beery
appear in the supporting cast. The first of
the Hal Roach series has also been completed under the title of "The Upstate
Slicker." This will bring Glenn Tryon to the
screen in his first role as a feature star.
Blanche Mehaffey, the popular Hal Roach
comedienne, appears opposite Tryon.
The new Harold Lloyd production, the
second to be produced independently by the
Pathe master comedian, is expected to be
finished about the middle of July. This new
comfeature will be in the nature of a "gag"
edy with the story built around the trials
ADMINISTRATIVE HEADS OF PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
married
newly
a
of
and misadventures
Paul
Fuller,
President; and Elmer Pearson, Vice-President and General Manager.
oppoplayed
who
Ralston,
couple. Jobyna
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Cornerstone

Giving
Showmen
By J. E. STORY

Real

of
Help

General Sales Manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
periodicals, and magazines that carry picco-operation
THE matterg of exhibitor-owner
torial features are supplied regularly with
in assistin the theatre
to sell
his programs to his public has been
interesting photographs for their black and
steadfastly pursued from the beginning of
white picture and rotogravure sections. All
the organization as one of the fundamental
this serves to spread the gospel of interest
in the Pathe program and to win new retenets of Pathe's policy in its relations with
cruits for the box-office of the exhibitor.
its exhibitor customers. Every form of adA feature of the Pathe publicity service is
y
exploitations,
vertising,
and publicit assistance is included in Pathe's wide range of
the weekly publication of "Photoplay Sideservice to the theatre-owner.
lights," which goes to over two thousand
Nor is this matter of service confined to
photoplay editors. This publication, so compiled as to be ready to clip and paste by the
Pathe'smanner
program
of featureexhibitor
releases.service
The
same
of intensive
editor, contains a wide variety of news and
human interest stories concerning all of
furnished in connection with its feature output is also to be found with reference to
Pathe's product and players appearing in the
pictures. A free mat service on cuts is also
the short-subject product distributed by
Pathe.
a feature of this weekly service direct to
The poster service reveals a high degree
newspapers and periodicals.
of artistic workmanship coupled with efficient sales copy. For all feature releases
are prepared one 24-sheet, a six-sheet, and
Roach Studios Busy
an assortment of three- and one-sheets. For
the two-reel comedies are prepared a variety
on Pathe Comedies
of three and one-sheets of colorful design
JOHN
E.
STOREY
The
summer term finds no diminution
and attention-winning quality. The singleof production activities at the Hal Roach
reel subjects are also covered by effective
poster service the same as its program as- campaign book. To the exhibitor is ad- Studios, Culver City, according to word
dressed in conjunction with the release of from that producing center. The "Our
sociates of greater footage. For the Patheserials are made available a twenty-four sheet every two-reeler and single-reel special a Gang" players have just completed another
and a stock six-sheet. In addition there are comprehensive press-sheet, in which are to of their laugh-provokers while four of the
supplied a six-sheet, a three-sheet, and a be found publicity stories for clipping pur- Hal Roach companies are now engaged on
poses, practical exploitation suggestions, ad new comedy subjects for the Pathe proone-sheet on the first episode and a threesheet and one-sheet for every one of the displays, and illustrations of posters, lobby
gram of releases.
During the past week the militant trio
cut and mats available on each resubsequent chapters. Pathe News, Pathe stills,
lease.
Review, and Topics of the Day are covered
cf the "Spat Family" have been touring Los
Broadsides are also prepared on every fea- Angeles and its environs in a rubber-neck
by a stock one-sheet, and supplementary
ture and short-subject serial. These broad- bus, posing as tourists on their first visit to
one-sheets accompany the release of every
Pathe Review and Pathe News edition.
sides embody striking display features of Southern California. Frank Butler, Laura
For every feature and serial on the Pathe original conception and execution, which a Roessing, and Sidney D'Albrook, who comschedule a campaign book is compiled with great number of exhibitors find readily
prise the "Spat Family'" group, are making
adaptable to their newspaper advertising the new comedy under the direction of Vica view to rendering the exhibitor the great- copy.
tor
Potel.
I
est possible assistance in the way of pracSections of the New York Subway have
A system of newspaper and magazine
tical exploitation, advertising and publicity
slants. A ready-to-clip press sheet, ex- publicity to bring the message of Pathe been duplicated at the Hal Roach Studios
ploitation, advertising campaigns, and illus- product and players to the millions of fans for the first of the series of two-reel comtrations of aids and novelties available on throughout the country is operative from
edies in which Glenn Tryon and Blanche
each subject are among the features of every Coast to Coast. In addition, newspapers, Mahaffey are featured.
Stars Whose

Productions

Are

Released

by Pathe

Exchange

Inc.

Left to right: Harold Lloyd, whose feature productions are released by Pathe; Jobyna Ralston, leading woman for Harold Lloyd; Charles
Ray, whose latest starring vehicle, "Dynamite Smith," is to be released by Pathe in the Fall; Edna Murphy, featured in the Pathe serials,
"Leatherstocking" and "Into the Net"; and Arthur Stone, starring in Hal Roach productions.
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Exhibitors

Can

Find

Box

Office

Stimulus

In Pathe
Hints
for
All-Shorts
Programs
rs have exhibitor wise enough to take advantage. A
for a program of short-length units in which
NG the past veir exhibito
DURI
shown a steadily increasing tendency partial reason for this abundance of shortthe serious, the informative (provided it is
to employ programs consisting en- subject output is the espousal of the policy entertaining), and the humorous are blended
tirely of short-subject units. Pathe's plans of restricted feature lengths by various fea- in pleasing proportions.
ture producers within recent months. The
for the season of 1924-1925 have been laid
As an illustration of well-balanced prowith an eye to this fact and this company
grams that will meet the increasing demand
Pathe short-subject release schedule for the
has already launched at its various allied new season will be abundantly stocked to for greater diversity of entertainment on the
studios production schedules greater in scope provide for the increased demand.
screens in the way of all-short-subject prothan any heretofore attempted. The indusgrams, the table printed on this page is reAnother cause for the exhibitor's ever
commended by Pathe.
try's horoscope for 1924-1925 reveals no increasing tendency to the all-short-subject
surer signs than those pointing to a wider program is that the protest by trade and
use than ever before of the all-short-subpublic alike to the distressingly padded feaject program by exhibitors.
ture has served to concentrate more forcibly
Morgan Appointed
Nor is this development purely a freak than ever before the theatre-owner's attenof chance ; it finds its origin as most other
Oscar A. Morgan, for the past few
tion on the genuine audience value possessed
things in the law of cause and effect. First by the diversified program. From this has months Special Feature representative of
of all, even a cursory survey of the short evolved actual appreciation on the part of Pathe and one of the best known sales
subject field will reveal an unusual ampli- the exhibitor of the fact that there exists executives in the industry, has been appointed southern district manager for Pathe
tude of short-subject product awaiting the among his patrons a real, insistent demand
Exchange, Inc. Mr. Morgan's appointment
comes as a result of the tremendous busiPATHE SHORT SUBJECT PROGRAMS
ness expansion experienced by Pathe in
Wall Street Blues.
Comedy
Harry Langdon 2 reels southern territories during the past season.
The Finer Points
Sport light
1 reel
Pathe's newly appointed southern district
Yorktown
Chronicle
3 reels manager assumed active duties on July 7th,
establishing
temporary headquarters at the
Desert Sheiks
Cartoon Fable
2/3 reel
Birds of Passage
Nature Study
3 reels Pathe branch office in Kansas City. In his
Our Congressman
Comedy
Will Rogers
2 reels new capacity, Mr. Morgan will have supervision of the Pathe exchanges located in
Pathe News
News Reel
1 reel
Cincinnati, Charlotte, Atlanta, New Orleans,
Aesop Fable
Cartoon Comedy
1 reel
Memphis, St. Louis, Kansas City, Oklahoma
Why Husbands Go Mad
Comedy
Charlie Chase
1 reel
Our Congressman
Comedy
Will Rogers
2 reels City and Dallas.
Pathe Review
Magazine
1 reel
Mr. Morgan's initial association with the
picture business was as manager of
Maud Muller
Art Production Marjorie Daw
2 reels motion
the Paramount Theatre in Newark, N. J.
Topics of the Day
Timely Topics
1/3 reel
This was followed by a term of service in
Our Defenders
Sportlight
1 reel
the exploitation and sales department of
It'»
Bear
Comedy
Our Gang
2
The aFortieth
Door
Serial
2 reels
reels Famous Players, culminating in his appointment to the branch managership of that
Pathe New*
News Reel
1 reel
company's
office. Later
was
transferred Washington
to the Paramount
home heoffice,
All Comedy Program
serving in turn as the assistant sales manRomeo and Juliet
Comedy
Ben Turpin
2 reels
ager, editor of the Paramount house organ,
Short Kilts
Comedy
Stan Laurel.
2 reels assistant manager of Famous Players' forFlying Fever
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel
eign department, and finally being placed
The Ten-Minute Egg
Comedy
Charlies Chase
1 reel
in charge of the buying of all attractions for
Paramount theatres. Mr. Morgan resigned
Topics of the Day
Timely Topics
1/3 reel
Into the Net
Serial
2 reels the last-named office to accept the position
T^e Wide Open Spaces
Comedy
Stan Laurel
2 reels of feature representative for Pathe, and in
Pathe New*
News Reel
1 reel
this capacity has been touring the country
Hobbies
Sportlight
1 reel
extensively during the past several months
The Puritans
Chronicle
3 reels in behalf of Pathe interests.
A Hard Boiled Tenderfoot Comedy
Spats
.2 reels
Pathe Review
Magazine
1 reel
A Truthful Liar
Comedy
Will R ogers
2 reels
Feature Version
Housecleaning
Fable
2/3 reel
The First Hundred Years
Comedy
Harry Langdon 2 reels
Early this year Pathe released for the
Pathe New*
New* Reel
1 reel
first time in the history of the industry a
Hoof beats
Sportlight
1 reel
serial and feature version of the same story.
East of the Water Plug....: Comedy
Ralph Graves
2 reels This innovation was launched in connecHigh Society
Comedy
Our Gang
2 reels
tion with the picturization of Emerson
Prodigal Pup
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel
Hough's celebrated story of the early West,
Pathe Review
Magazine
1 reel
"The Way of a Man." So overwhelming
Topics of the Day
Timely Topics
1/3 reel
was the box-office success and so concluPathe New*
New* Reel
sive the evidence that exhibitors univer1 reel
Jeffrie*, Jr
Comedy
Charlie Chase
1 reel
sally approved of such a releasing arrangeThe Body in the Bag
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel
ment that definite plans were laid for a twoThe Fortieth Door
Serial
2 reels
fold version of "The Fortieth Door," just
Jubilo, Jr
Comedy
Our Gang
2 reels entering production at that time. Through
The Declaration of Independence .. Chronicle
3 reels the entire period of production, George B.
Medicine Hat
Western
2 reels Seitz, who had charge of the direction, kept
Suffering Shakespeare
Comedy
Spats
2 reels the feature and serial versions in work as
distinct enterprises. The completed feature
Her Memory
Will Nigh Miniature
1 reel
Hi* New Mamma
Comedy
Harry Langdon 2 reels will be released by Pathe in six reels, with
Allene Ray as star and Bruce Gordon in
Don't Park There
Comedy
Will Rogers
2 reels the
leading male role.
Young Oldfield..
Comedy
Charlie Chase
1 reel
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Pat

Season
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to

Features

Augment

seasont
for thethegreates
plans for
Pathe's
WHILE
25 provide
of 1924-19
short-subject program ever made
available, including 104 two-reel comedies
and 312 single-reel releases, together with a
number of specials and the highly successful
"Chronicles of America" series, the feature
division of the Pathe program also reveals
plans of unusual proportions. A forecast of
present plans in the feature field reveals a
minimum of ten full-length productions.
The HaroW Lloyd Studios will provide two
of these ten features, with Pathe's master
comedian, Harold Lloyd, in the star roles.
Ambitious plans are now under way for the
expansion of the Harold Lloyd organization,
which during the past year launched out as
an independent enterprise. These plans include a new studio to headquarter the production staff of the star and offer up-todate studio facilities for other independent
companies. At the same time much time
and thought are being devoted by Lloyd's
staff of directors, scenario writers and cameramen to the matter of future vehicles that
will add to the prestige and popularity of the
young star. This is a task of gigantic proportions in view of the tremendous success
of such past feature comedies as "Grandma's Boy," "Dr. Jack," "Safety Last," "Why
Worry?" and the current release, "Girl
Shy."
The success of each of the consecutive releases starring Harold Lloyd has been one
of the marvels of the screen. Each subsequent release has served to entrench more
and more the young star in the esteem and
affections of the fans throughout the nation and the entire world. Newspaper reviewers have again and again expressed their
profound admiration for the consistently improving comedy entertainment offered in
each consecutive production. Many have
ventured the opinion : "Well, he certainly
can't turn out a better comedy than this
one," only to find new points of appeal and
greater laughs in the subsequent production.

THOMAS H. INCE
Who will present the forthcoming
Charles Ray feature pictures for release by Pathe.

Planned

for

Next

Mammoth
Schedule
ule. Two of this quartette of Hal Roach
"Girl Shy," the current release, since its ap- productions
will feature Glenn Tryon, a new
pearance last Easter Sunday, has toppled
box office records in all sections of the "find" for whom Mr. Roach predicts a rapid
United States and Canada, attesting that rise in popularity. The first of these, titled
Harold in his latest production has again "The Upstate Slicker," is a comedy drama
presenting Tryon in the role of a rube who
"gone
ventures to New York and is befriended by
The himself
first ofonethebetter."
two feature comedies
planned for the new period is now nearing a chorus girl. Blanche Mehaffey, the popular
comedienne of the Hal Roach lot, is opposite
completion.
of "Hubby"
Mr. Tryon.
and
recounts This
the bears
trials the
and title
highly
amusing
Among the real screen innovations of the
mishaps that befall a young married couple
who have their fol'<s-in-law visit them. The past year must be numbered Hal Roach's
new comedy is said to abound with laugh- sensational novelty feature, titled "The King
provoVing "gags," special attention being of Wild Horses." This production features
given this phase of the comedy construction,
in the title role "Rex," a magnificent thoroughbred Morgan stallion, whose performalthough a genuine story and highly amusing characterizations are also involved. The
ances have been hailed everywhere by newspaper
reviewers
as a highlight of the current
new feature will probably be ready for reseason on the screen and one of the most
lease some time in October.
remarkable demonstrations of animal acting
An important addition to Pathe's 19241925 feature program of feature releases will ever projected on the silver sheet. Due to
the overwhelming success of this initial novbe the series of four productions starring
elty feature and in. response to the insistent
Charles Ray. This series will mark the re- demand
for another production with the
turn of Ray to the type of country-boy role equine star
in the featured role, Mr. Roach
with which he won his initial popularity.
has in preparation a second story which will
Ray's return to his former characterizations
be put in production in the near future on
is being made under the same auspices that the
West Coast. Plans for the fourth feature
first ushered him into national prominence.
to be made at the Hal Roach Studios are
The four Ray productions will be presented
now being laid and will shortly be announced.
by Thomas Ince, whose personal supervision
will be further guarantee of their box office
success. Ray's resumption of the type of
role that is reminiscent of "The Clodhopper," "The Egg-Crate Wallop," "The Pinch
Pathe e
News News
scored another
t"
"Beaimportant
Path
Hitter" and "Scrap Iron" will be a source of "beat"
this
week
when
a
John
W. Davis speimmense gratification to the great host of
cial reached Broadway screens within an
followers that Charles Ray has won since his hour-and-a-half
after the Democratic Naearliest rise to screen fame. And Pathe, with
tional Convention nominated the West Virthe realization that Ray's return to his earlier
ginia candidate for the Presidency. Among
type of screen characterization will be hailed
that presented the special withgladly by exhibitor and public alike, has the inhouses
this remarkably short interval were the
launched a nation-wide publicity campaign
Mark Strand, Loew's New York, the Palto herald this message everywhere. This naace, and the Cameo. The views include
tional campaign, which has been in progress
for the past several weeks, is to pave the scenes of the widely enthusiastic demonway for the successful launching of the first
stration that followed Mr. Davis' choice by
Charles Ray vehicle of the new Thomas Ince acclamation. The Pathe News special will
be
released
as a part issue No. 57.
series, titled "Dynamite Smith," which will
be made available by Pathe early in the fall.
"Dynamite Smith" is based on an original
story by the celebrated screen author, C.
Gardner Sullivan, who ranks with the leaders of his profession and who wrote all of the
earlier Charles Ray successes. The association of C. Gardner Sullivan as author with
Thomas Ince and Charles Ray in this new
producing enterprise assures still further the
box office success of the first Ray feature
to be distributed by Pathe. In the matter
of supporting cast, as in the case of authorship and producer auspices, "Dynamite
Smith" is most auspiciously equipped. Opposite Mr. Ray in the title role appears Jacqueline Logan as Kitty Gray, the sweetheart
of "Dynamite Smith." Wallace Beery is cast
as "Slugger Rourke," the villain of the plot,
while Bessie Love appears in the role of
"Rourke's" pathetic wife. Lydia Knott is
cast as "Smith's" motherly old aunt, and
Mark Hamilton has been entrusted with a
comedy character part.
The Hal Roach Studios at Culver City will
WILLIAM R. FRASER
furnish four more of the ten Pathe features
General Manager of the Harold Lloyd
scheduled for release on the 1924-1925 schedCorporation.
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Face

Their
Biggest
Production
Schedules
sing
are
featured.
There will be twelve films
proresent
investments
of
staggering
proporomedy
all-c
for
ignPathe inaugurated two
THE campa
grams which
tions that have been built up over a period
to the series. August 10th has been choser,
years ago and has been pursuing of years by dint of thoughtful planning and
for the release of the initial offering of this
series. Thereafter there will be one release
vigorously ever since has during the sea- shrewd enterprise.
son just coming to a close attained proporIn the matter of player personnel, the every four weeks.
tions of greatest significance. While the Mack Sennett and Hal Roach Studios repThe "Our Gang" youngsters will be seen
comedy number has always played an imresent the cream of the comedy field. On
in twelve new two-reelers during the comam
of the motion the Hal Roach lot are found such wellportant part in the progr
ing year. This will be the sixth series made
picture theatre since the foundation of the known comedians as Arthur Stone, Glenn
by this celebrated aggregation of kid playindustry, observant showmen have during Tryon, Charles Chase, Marie Mosquini, Ena
ers for release by Pathe. Her? too the films
will be released at the rate of one every
the past two years reported a marked in- Gregory, Blanche Mehaffey, Billy Engle,
four weeks.
crease in the demand for comedy entertain- Jim Finlayson, Frank Butler, Sidney D'Alment and stricter standards of criticism on brook,
A recent development in the Pathe sales
Laura Roessing, Jack Ackroyd, and
the part of the theatre-going public with the "Our Gang" kids — Mickey Daniels, Farorganization is strikingly significant of the
regard to the quality of comedy diversion
ina, Ernest Morrison, Jackie Condon, Mary
tremendous popularity that has accrued to
presented on the screen.
Kornman, Joe Cobb, and numerous others.
the Pathe program of two-reel comedies durPathe officials, cognizant of this demand
On the Mack Sennett lot hold forth such
ing the past season and which demands such
for more and better comedy entertainment,
laugh-luminaries as Ben Turpin, Harry
unprecedented provisions for the 1924-1925
release schedule. To meet the demands of
have during the past year built up a pro- Langdon, Ralph Graves, Harry Gribbon,
Billy Bevan, Kalla Pasha, Jack Cooper, Alice
gram of short-subject comedy releases surthe market for its program of two-reel fun
passing in quality and in entertainment
Day, Natalie Kingston, Madeline Hurlock,
offerings, Pathe has found it necessary to
value anything previously attempted along Dot Farley, Charlotte Mineau, Fred Spencer,
augment its two-reel comedy department by
this line. The 1924-1925 season finds this Vernon Dent, and Andy Clyde. The presover forty additional field representatives.
policy of better short-subject comedies amence of such an array of talent assures comThis expansion speaks eloquently of the uniplified still further. According to the plans
edy casts of the highest calibre.
versal vogue enjoyed by the various brands
recently announced, provisions have been
of Hal Roach and Mack Sennett comedy
Three New Series
brands distributed by Pathe.
made for a yearly minimum of 104 two-reel
comedy subjects.
behind this line-up of human talent
This output, the greatest attempted in the andThatmechanical
equipment are brains with
history of the short-length comedy, will original
ideas and progressive aspirations
come mainly from the two foremost comedy
High Story Standard
is proved by the 1924-1925 schedule which
The high standard of story values set by
studios of the industry's — the Mack Sennett
provides
for
no
fewer
than
three
brand
new
Studios in Los Angeles and the Hal Roach
comedy
series.
Of
these,
one
series
will
come
Pathe
under its policy of "greater and betStudios of Culver City, Cal. Both these from the Mack Sennett Studios and two
ter serials" — a policy which was inaugurated
studios have built up huge organization*
early this year with the release of Emerson
come from the Hal Roach plant. From
dedicated to the task of creating comedy en- will
Hough's "The Way of a Man" — is brilliantly
the Hal Roach lot will emanate as a <resh
tertainment for the screen. Stock companies
maintained in the latest Patheserial to be put
contribution
to
its
already
extensive
lineincluding the foremost comedy players of
in production on the West Coast. This
up of short-subject comedies a new series
the screen have been formed which insure
of
two-reelers,
with
Arthur
Stone
in
the
Scarsof Make
a Man,"
casts made up of the best talent for each
ischapter-picture,
adapted from "Ten
the book
the same
title
featured role. Mr. Stone is a former vaudeof the productions. To assist the human
ville headliner and is declared by Hal Roach
written
by
Phillip
Barry,
author
of
the
Harequation in the making of actionful, mirthvard prizeasstory,
Jack Mower
provoking comedies, each of these studio or- to be a genuine comedy "find" who will at- appears
the "You
male and
lead.I." Larry
Steers,
tain the foremost ranks of popularity durganizations has acquired, on the mechanical
Frank Whitson, Harry Woods, Frank Laning
the
next
season.
Another
new
series
side, the latest in studio equipment, light- coming from the Hal Roach lot is to be ning, Leon Kent and Lillian Gale are promiing facilities, and photographic devices. The
nently cast. C. W. Patton is producing the
known as the Hal Roach Star Comedies, in
properties and studio equipment of the Hal
serial, with William Parke in charge of the
which
such
well-known
players
as
Glenn
direction.
Roach and the Mack Sennett Studios repTryon, James Finlayson, and others of
screen prominence will be featured. There
will be twelve comedies in the Hal Roach
Star Series, while the Arthur Stone group
provides for two series of six comedies each.
On the Mack Sennett lot work has already
been begun on a new comedy series of two
reelers. This series will feature players of
demonstrated ability on the screen and will
be known as the Mack Sennett Star Comedies. There will be twelve pictures in this
group. The first has been completed with
Ralph Graves in the featured role and will
be made available by Pathe on August
24th.

MACK SENNETT
Whose comedies are released through
Pathe.

The Pathe program will include besides
the new series mentioned eight Ben Turpin Comedies, one of which will be released
every six weeks beginning August 3rd;
twelve Mack Sennett Comedies; and the
second and third series of the Harry Langdon Comedies. There will be three pictures
in each of these two Harry Langdon series,
the first being released on August 17th.
On the Hal Roach lot at the present time
is being started the first subject of the third
series. "The Spats" comedies iin which Frank
Butler, Sidney DAlbrook, and Laura Roes-

HAL ROACH
Producer, whose comedies and featured
productions are released by Pathe.
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Pathe

to

Carry

Its
Season
IN January of the present year Pathe ina
augurated campaign
of "new and greater"
serials which has gathered
impetus with
the passing of each month and has already
achieved an unusual measure of success. This
campaign proceeded from the newly stated
Patheserial policy: "Hereafter the successful serial must be something better than the
dime-novel variety of blood-and-thunder picture; it must have more carefully constructed
plots; it must embody truer lifelike charac; at the same time it must conterizationsand
tain action ful incident and thrilling situations,
more enhancing and more compelling because
proceeding more naturally from a logical development ofthe story."
With the release on January 20 of "The
Way of a Man" was made available the first
chapter-production to be produced under the
new order of affairs. Adapted from Emerson Hough's celebrated novel of the early
West and breathing the same spirit of adventure, the same thrills of daring enterprise,
and the same color and glow of the wild
uncharted spaces found in its sister story, "The
Covered Wagon," the new Patheserial was
hailed at the outstart as an epoch-making step
in the history of the motion-picture serial. Its
marked success at the beginning and the wide
vogue it has enjoyed since then have bespoken
the unmistakable stamp of approval placed on
the new Patheserial policy by exhibitors everywhere.
Since then "Leatherstocking," adapted from
James Fenimore Cooper's classic, "Leatherstocking Tales," and "The Fortieth Door,"
based on Mary Hastings Bradley's novel of
modern Egypt, have been produced in accord
with Pathe's
newly adopted
serialadded
policy.
Both
these
serial releases
have won
exhibitor
support for the new Patheserial campaign.
Another important innovation launched by
Pathe during the past season is that of releasing serial and feature versions of the same
story. This was done for the first time in
the history of the motion picture serial in the
case of "The Way of a Man." George B.
Seitz, who directed this serial, provided
throughout the period of production for the
filming of a feature version in addition to the
A Few

More

on

More

Vigorously

Next

Serials"
"Greater
for
Drive
chapter picture. The release of a feature as of flirtations which result in setting men and
well as a serial of the same story has had a nations to engaging in mortal combat. A modremarkable effect on the serial situation. The
ern young girl of Spanish descent, who believes she is a descendant of the Castilian beauty
release of "The Way of a Man" in feature and possesses
the same power of attraction for
form has served to bring to the attention of
exhibitors not regularly interested in serials the opposite sex, attempts to emulate her ancestor and meets with some thrilling adventhe high standards of production, direction, and
tures that jeopardize both herself and her
acting to be found in the Pathe chapter-productions. As a result, "The Way of a Man" fea- younger sister. Allene Ray, the Patheserial
ture has served to pave the way for the subse- star who has attracted widespread notice for
quent presentation of Patheserials in a large her excellent work as the featured player in
number of houses which have heretofore
'The Way of a Man" and "The Fortieth
eschewed the chapter-picture. A feature ver- Door," appears in the role of the younger sister who has the arduous task of keeping her
sion of "The Fortieth Door" has also been produced which will shortly be made available by older sister's numerous love affairs from endPathe.
ing disastrously. Also prominent in the cast
For the coming season Pathe has arranged are Rose Burdick, in the part of the romantic
for the release of a minimum of five serial youngster who starts all the trouble; Jack
productions to be produced in accordance with Mower, as the male lead; Larry Steers, Frank
Harry Woods, Frank Lanning, Leon
its policy of "new and greater serials." The Whitson,
line-up of story material involves a number of Kent and Lillian Gale. William Parke has
authors who stand in the foremost ranks of charge of the direction.
In the East, camera work has just been comcontemporary fiction. Among the writers
whose works will furnish the basis for the new
pleted on "Into the Net," which was adapted
from a story by Richard E. Enright, CommisPatheserials are Phillip Barry, the famous
sioner of the New York Police Department
dramatist and author of "You and I," the HarThis is as thrilling a narrative as has ever
vard prize story; and Albert Payson Terhune,
whose novels rank among the best-sellers of been presented on the screen and is based on
the day. Another celebrity of national promsome ofencesCommissioner
experiduring his long Enright's
career inown
combatting
inence who is listed among the authors of
Patheserials for 1924-1925 is Richard E. En- crime and leaders of the underworld. The
right, Commissioner of the New York Police present story involves New York police in the
Department. The stories written by these men apprehension of a gang of kidnapers who make
for Patheserial adaptation assure themes a specialty of abducting society girls and holdvibrant with action and color and plots that
ing them captives in the most luxurious surwill sustain interest throughout
roundings until the great sums demanded for
their
release are paid. Edna Murphy, whose
Two of the new season's serials are now in
production, one on the West Coast and one in work as the Patheserial star in "Her Dangerous
the East. The former is being made by C. W. Path" and "Leatherstocking" has won for her
Patton, in Hollywood, under the title of "Ten an impressive array of followers, is the leadScars Make a Man." This is an original story
ing player in "Into the Net." Opposite Miss
written by Phillip Barry and brilliantly up- Murphy is Jack Mulhall, the popular screen
holds the high standard of story values set by favorite and star in his own right of many
Pathe under its new serial policy. The action feature successes. Constance Bennett, who is
and setting are predominantly modern, although also well-known for her important roles in
there is a colorful episode dealing with life feature productions, is prominently cast in the
among the Spanish nobility of the fifteenth new Patheserial. Other important roles have
century. In this latter episode, which gives been assigned to Frank Lackteen, Frances
the theme of the modern story its start, a Landau, Harry Semels, Thomas Goodwin and
beautiful Spanish countess carries on a series Paul Porter.

Stars Appearing

in Productions

Released

by Pathe

Left to right: Glenn Tryon, starring in Hal Roach comedies; Harry Langdon, starring in mack Sennett comedies; Allene Ray, featured in
Pathe serials, "The Way of a Man" and "Ten Scars Make a Man";
Turpin, Mack Sennett star; and Charley Chase, starring in Hal
Roach Ben
comedies.
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Season

Achievements
Past
Than
Even
Greater
finds
thoroughly covered by the Pathe News
filming
of
these
scenes
but
by
dint
of
quick
season
1924-1925
the
of
THE dawn
Pathe News firmly established by rea- wit and courage was able to get a large cameramen as New York, Chicago or San
number of his views out of Russia and into Francisco. Africa, Australia, South Amerson of organization and achievement
the hands of his European confreres for
as a leader in the field of screen journalica and the Orient have their news cameraism. Its plans for the coming season have transmission to America.
men ever ready to "shoot" happenings of inbeen laid out along lines more ambitious
terest. Thus the Pathe News system of
Among the other important achievements
than any heretofore contemplated. These
that have been scored by Pathe News gathering and transmitting news resembles
plans provide not only for a more thorough within the past few months are the views in most respects the national or internacovering of news events both at home and of the Kilauea eruption; the entry of the
tional news service organization and is comparable to the Associated Press at home or
abroad but for more expeditious transmis- victorious Mexican Federals into Vera
sion of its news reels to the screens of the Cruz; the special Woodrow Wilson
Reuter's Service abroad.
country and amplified service to its host of memorial; the views of the opening of the
For the showman the value of the news
exhibitor subscribers.
Republican Convention in Cleveland, which
reel as a necessary unit in his program is
An important development in its policy of established a new record for rapid transaxiomatic. The palatial first-run finds it
mission by being shown :n New York and as indispensable as the most modest type of
expansion for the new season concerns its
foreign organization. George Ercole was re- Chicago and other important cities of the neighborhood house. But the full value and
cently summoned from his headquarters in East and Middle West the same day of the serviceableness of the news reel is not alconvening of the political concla/e; and more
Paris by Pathe News Editor Emanuel Cohen
village.ways appreciated in the smaller town and
recently, the remarkable series of pictures of
to discuss the matter of expanding the news
reel's
and tocameraman
study the "Rum Row," and the views of the nominaVery often in these localities there is
methodsforeign
of theorganization
American news
tion of J. W. Davis by the Democratic Con- found a notable lack of any comprehensive
with a view to improving the service of the
vention, which were presented on Broadpictorial service in the newspapers. The
way screens within an hour and a half after mechanical
Pathe News field force in foreign countries.
limitations of such newspapers
the West Virginia candidate had been
as serve these localities will often not perchosen.
Pursue Policy of Expansion
any extensive Hence,
treatment
world's
At home the same policy of expansion and
newsmit pictorially.
if itofbethetrue
that
Operation Follows Big Newspaper
Pathe
News
is
a
vital
part
of
the
Broadway
improved service has been steadfastly purBehind this remarkable record of enter- program it is even more so in the case of
sued as is attested by the repeated achieveprise and accomplishment lies a story of the isolated town or village.
ments of first rank accomplished by Pathe
human courage and skill, of mechanical inNews within recent months. In this matter
popularity of the diversified program
genuity and efficiency, and of masterly gen- is The
of enterprise and initiative but few news
so well established as to need no discuseralship
and
co-ordination
of
effort
that
reel organizations have won such unstinted
Variety still remains the spice of life,
rivals anything to be found in fiction. The and it sion.
praise from exhibitors. Since the beginning
is this trait of human nature that acscheme
of
organization
and
operation
of
of the present year Pathe News has scored
counts largely for the popularity of the
the Pathe News resembles in a general way
Pathe
News
reel. Here is added to the aprepeated "scoops" in its chosen field. The
that of the big metropolitan newspaper. At
tie-up effected between Pathe News and the the
peal of timeliness that of diversity of interest.
center of the system is an editorial staff The great
Edward Bok $100,000 Peace Award in the
catastrophes of the day, the latest
under the direction of Emanuel Cohen,
early part of the present year is an instance
in sport life, an Oriental pageant, celebrities
editor-in-chief.
The
camera-stories
as
they
in point. By the arrangements entered into
arrive from every corner of the globe must in government, art or finance, a touch of
between Pathe News and the American
pathos, a bit of humor — in other words, the
Peace Award Committee, Pathe News con- be edited, captioned and prepared for the flux and change of life — are mirrored here
ducted on the screen a national referendum
great "laboratory press" at Bound Brook, in Pathe News. To this is due its popularity
N. the
J., much
in theIn same
as theprints
"copy"of among the fans. To the unerring service
to ascertain the public's reaction to the win- of
reporter.
BoundwayBrook
ning peace plan. Exhibitors all over the
demonstrated efficiency and entercountry were thus enabled to bring before the edition must be made and then shipped and the
prise of its personnel is due its popularity
at
greatest
possible
speed
to
theatres
the patrons in a highly interesting and enamong the nation's exhibitors.
tertaining manner a topic which at the time everywhere for screen presentation.
From its central editorial bureau in New
enjoyed country-wide publicity in the newspapers. Another important instance of Pathe York Pathe News' reportorial ramifications
From the astonishingly varied Pathe
News enterprise since the opening of the spread to the ends of the earth. In every
releases for the coming season it is pospresent year was seen in the remarkable
American city of importance are located
sible to find material to suit any feature,
Pathe News representatives always on the
series of views of the Lenin funeral in Mosto supply "added attractions" or to procow that Pathe News was able to present alert to record events of interest. Abroad,
vide a complete evening's "Pathe pep
first on the screen. John Dored, the Pathe too, the Pathe News camera staff is ever
News cameraman, was arrested and im- on the watch. London, Paris, Rome, Berlin,
prisoned by the Soviet authorities for the Vienna, Madrid, Athens, Copenhagen are as

Is

program."

ft'

Scenes from the Pathe comedy, "The Ten Minute Egg," starring Charley Chase.
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of
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America"

Blend
Nation's
History
with
Dramatic
Appeal
THE past season has marked one of the patriotism so humanly revealed that the nar- nation. "Columbus" recounts the adventures
greatest innovations in the history of
rative becomes an engrossing story and one of the great mariner culminating with his
the motion picture industry. Reference while, vividly and heroically, America, the discovery of America in 1492. "Jamestown"
sits in sympathetic and prideful attention is the true drama of the first permanent Engis made to Pathe's group of historical dramas
lish settlement in America in which the
which are being released under the general world's greatest achievement, is revealed in
Indian maiden Pocahontas is the heroine.
title of the "Chronicles of America" series. its majestic making.
Fifteen of the thirty-three subjects provided
The "Chronicles of America" are unique "Vincennes" is a stirring account of the midwinter campaign of George Rogers Clark
and distinctly original productions. The
for under the group have already been completed. The remaining numbers of the series motion picture industry has long recognized against the British in the Northwest in 1779
will be made available during the coming the lure of the historical background. Yet "Daniel Boone" reveals the courage and unseason at intervals of about one a month.
conquerable spirit of the early pioneers as
it remained for the Yale University Press,
Sporadic efforts have been made during bringing to the industry its prestige and vast typified by that intrepid colonizer and Indian
the past decade to produce and release resources, to faithfully, accurately and au- fighter. "The Frontier Woman' reveals the
through regular theatrical channels a group
thentically re-create the great events of our courage and fortitude of the pioneer women
of pictures that would find their basis in his- nation's past in this cycle of photoplays, and their inspiring part in the winning of
which, completed, will represent 33 pictures, the frontier. "Peter Stuvvcsanl" is a draepisodes of because
the country's
matic account of the events through which
Failuretorical
resulted
the development.
sponsors of in excess of 100 reels, from Columbus to the
Dutch New Amsterdam became English
such enterprises did not realize that every close of the Civil War. The serious purpose
theatrical presentation to be a success on the of the Yale University Press, backed by the New York. "Wolfe and Montcalm" porscreen must be first of all and above all guarantee of that great educational institutrays the spectacular battle which shattered
tion, immediately established the high plane the colonial empire of New France and deother considerations entertaining. In the
livered the bulk of power in the new world
"Chronicles of America" series there is found of excellence of the "Chronicles of Ame-ica."
a perfect blending. History, authentic and
to
Great
Britain. "The Gateway to the
Praise from Officials
without distortion, is visualized; but here
West" traces the conflict between France
also are found the film technician and the
It is not surprising that public officials, and England over the vast wilderness west
dramatic artist to assure that the production
editors and leading citizens hnve never failed of the Allegheny Mountains. In this photoplay, Young George Washington appears for
requisites of photography, direction, and ac- to give exhibitors showing *he "Chronicles"
ting are skillfully carried out. Authenticity
the full benefit of their testimony and en- the first time in the series. "The Pilgrims"
dorsement. Itis a tribute to the business deals with the voyagers who came in the
and accuracy in history are sought for, but
the matter of entertaining action and situa- sense of the nation's exhibitors that a great Mayflower in search of freedom of religious
tions are as carefully attended to, and every number are showing the "Chronicles of thought and expression.
dramatic value naturally embodied in the America"
"The Declaration of Independence" porand thereby not only providing exstories is accorded the fullest and most skillcellent entertainment but enlisting the suptrays the sessions of the Continental Conful expression that practical experience in
gress and the efforts of a small group of
port and goodwill of their communities and
the art of screen entertainment can give it. insuring themselves against the criticism
patriots to bring about a unanimous vote
frequently leveled at the motion picture thea- in favor of independence. It culminates with
Each Section a Story in Itself
tre. Moreover, the "Chronicles," advertised the signing of the famous document. "The
Puritans" affords a colorful glimpse of life
Each of the "Chronicles of America" is an and played as entertainment of a novel char- in
early New England and the struggles of
acter, not only appeal to the people conepic in the complete picturization of the
stituting the theatres' regular clientele but the Massachusetts Bay Colony to survive.
dramatic highlights of America's past. To also attract
those who come infrequently.
"Yorktown" thrillingly re-creates the last
designate them as dramatic and thrilling is
are proving a beneficial and very prac- important campaign in the War of Independbut to attribute to them the qualities inherent They tical
avenue to new and added patronage.
ence, ending with inspiring scenes of the
in all truly entertaining pictures. While the
surrender of Lord Cornwallis to General
"Chronicles" possess these essential points of Both Pathe Exchange and the Yale University Press render unusually valuable ex- Washington. "Alexander Hamilton" traces
merit their appeal is far deeper; far dearer
the events of the crucial period immediately
to the heart of the American people. Their
ploitationthe
service general
on the "Chronicles,"
reaching
not
only
public
through
the
following the War of Independence and reAmerikeynote is patriotism. They are pure
veals how Hamilton established the financial
and such accustomed channels
can pictures depicting the struggles, sacri- newspapers
of publicity but by directing the attention of security of the new nation.
fices, adventures, conflicts and accomplishments of our forefathers. They represent public officials, civic organizations and
Now in production are "The Eve of the
an entertaining, picturesque and authentic schools to the showings of the photoplays Revolution" and "Dixie." The former deand
enlisting
their
cooperation
in
making
the
picts the stirring days leading up to the war
presentation of the birth and development of
America. Their authenticity is a notable asset series bring big returns in money as well as while "Dixie" portrays the heroic part played
since the events portrayed are so gripping in in prestige and standing.
by the women of the South during the Civil
Each of the pictures covers an important War and ends with the surrender of Genthemselves, their dramatic effect so powereral Lee to General Grant at Appomattox.
ful and the qualities of courage, faith and
highlight, so to speak, in the story of the

Scenes from "Going to Congress," a Pathe comedy, starring Will Rogers.
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F.

B.

O.

Expects

Declares

Its

the
resideednt toofNew
vice-p
TZER,
g Offices
I. SCHNI
, return
Film
Bookin
% York from Hollywood last week with
the announcement that F. B. O. is primed
for the biggest year in the history of this
fast growing organization.
Schnitzer states that ten units will be in
operation at the F. B. O. studios within a
month. This production program, it is announced, will embrace the activities of many
of the best known independent producers.
The program includes:
A series of four specials by Emory Johnson. Johnson will start work in three weeks
on his next production. Mary Carr and
Johnnie Walker will have stellar roles.
Gothic Productions, headed by Louis Baum,
will also make a series of four pictures for
F. B. O. The first picture is now in production at F. B. O. studios and is called
"Vanity's Price." Anna Q. Nilsson is starred
together with Wyndham Standing, Lucille
Ricksen, Stuart Holmes, Arthur Rankin, Cissie Fitzgerald and Robert Bolder.
Not the least important feature of the
program will be a series of eight productions starring Fred Thomson. Under the
supervision of Abe Carlos, four productions
will be made with Richard Talmadge. James
Home has been engaged to direct the first
which has been titled "American Manners."
Another important series of specials will
be made by Erb and Goebel, prominent in
New York fifcci and laboratory circles. The
first of this series of four productions will
be "Hard Cash," a Saturday Evening Post
story. Harmon Weight will direct.
The next two-reel series will be "The Go-

J

Scene from the Metro-Goldwyn production,
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles."
Miss Logan Entertained
Jacqueline Logan, star in "The House
of Youth," was entertained a.t luncheon last
week by the Producers Distributing Corporation atthe Biltmore Hotel in New York
City. Among those present to meet the
petite little star on her first visit East since
leaving the Ziegfeld Follies was F. C. Munroe, president of the Producers Distributing
Corporation; Raymond Pawley, first vicepresident and treasurer of the company;
Colvin Brown, Charlies Giegerich, Robert
Welsh, John Archer, George Blaisdell, Williard. Howe, Oscar Cooper, William A.
Johnston, Sam Comly, Fred Shrader, Maurice D. Kann, John Spargo and Lucila Mendez, the famous show girl formerly of the
"Little Jessie James" company and now a
cinema celebrity appearing with Miss
Logan in "The House of Youth."

Biggest

Newcombe Marries
Warren A. Newcombe, artist-producer of
the two Educational Pictures Specials, "Sea
of Dreams" and "The Enchanted City," was
married June 14 to Miss Hazel Lindsley, of
Whitehouse, N. J. The wedding is the outcome of a romance which had its beginning
during the production of "Sea of Dreams."

" sporting
ingwill "Di
MarshallMak
Neilan
turn xie
to the
world
for
inspiration
in
making
which will be his third production Dixie,"
of the
season
for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
"Dixie"
is to be a picture of sporting life in the
Southern States.

ting fcr
Adap
es and
Hugh
director
author
Rupe
RupertrtHughes,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is now adapting
"What Will People Say?" his novel, to be
his first production under the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer banner.

To Direct "Rag Man'
Eddie Cline will direct "The Rag Man,"
Jackie Coogan's fourth production for MetroGoldwyn, Jack Coogan, Sr., who supervises
his son's pictures, announced this week.
Production begins this week.

Year

Vice-President

Getters" in which George O'Hara and Alberta Vaughn will co-star. At lease three
other units will be added to the F. B. O.
production program within the next month,
with the prospect of the big plant at Gower
and Melrose, Hollywood, being more active
than at any other time in its history.
Immediately upon his return to New York
City Schnitzer consummated a deal with
Harry Garson to ma' e eight productions
starring Maurice "Lefty" Flynn. These will
be semi-westerns or outdoor pictures. The
first picture is scheduled for September release.
Reed Howes, the original model for the
Arrow collar ad drawings, will be starred
in a series of eight special produc'ions to be
produced by Ben Wilson for F. B. O. distribution.
Richard Talmadge Film
Richard Talmadge is now at work on his
first production for F. B. O., titled "American Manners." This is the first of a series
of four which Talmadge will make for F.
B. O., under the supervision of Abe Carlos.
James W. Home is directing the picture,
which is an adaptation of an original story.
Frank Howard Clark is responsible for the
continuity.

Buys
"SevenMegrue
Chances"
The
Roi Cooper
stage success,
"Seven Chances," has been purchased by
Buster Keaton. Production of this for
Metro-Goldwyn release will presumably follow Keaton's next production of "The Navigator," which is at present being filmed by
the comedian. The screen rights to the
play were secured by Buster Keaton from
David Belasco and Mr. Megrue.
Sullivan to Write Four
C. Gardner Sullivan has been signed by
Major Charles Thomson and Vice-President
J. I. Schnitzer to write four special stories,
to be made on the Thomas H. Ince lot, and
to be released by Film Booking Offices. The
first production
is titled
"Cheap inKisses"
and
actual
shooting will
commence
one week.

Scenes from "Gold Heels," a William Fox production based on the race track play "Checkers" by Henry M. Blossom, Jr.
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West

Is

Permanent

Center

for

Production,
Says
Louis
Mayer
dios
are
scattered
as
effectively
as if they
of
ident
vice-pres
LOUIS B. MAYER,
Metro-Goldwyn Distributing Corpora- were a hundred instead of a few miles apart,
tion, believes that New York will from Yonkers to the center of Manhattan,
and Fort Lee to Astoria. Transportation,
never supersede California as the producing
in many instances, is inconvenient. The
center of the film industry. He states:
thousand distractions that a metropolitan
"Pictures can be made cheaper in the center
affords are bound in some measure to
West. The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organizathe studio morale, particularly of the
tion is satisfied of that, for it has made pic- affect
players. Thev may have other interests,
tures in the West and in the East. It would
they may be alternating theip time between
seem the reasons for this should be obvious.
the. studio. All this must in"No business can attain the maximum effi- the stageevitablyand
have a psychological reaction on stuciency unless it is concentrated. The film
dio efficiency.
business in California is concentrated in
"In the West, on the other hand, picture
Hollywood and Culver City. Here is every
is the bone and sinew of the sevfacility for the production of motion pictures. production
eral communiiies that have grown out of it.
The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio at Cul- It is natural that where a whole community
ver City, covering 52 acres, ten of them
and soul given over to making mogiven over to permanent buildings, is the is heart
tion pictures, results are going to be obtained
largest and best equipped in the world. Such
that could not under other conditions elseinvestments as this represent millions of dolwhere. For this and for other reasons, piclars.
ture making in the West has shown results.
"In the East, as a matter of fact, there is
"The impetur- to film production in Calino single studio large enough to accommofornia was originally derived from favordate productions of the size of the twentyable climatic conditions, and from the beauty
two Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pictures that are and variety of locations suitable and necesat present being made at our Culver City
sary to motion pictures. Changing methods
studios.
and condition;, in film production have not
lessened the importance of the California
"Obviously, film production in New York
is but a drop in the bucket. New York stuclimate."

"Sea

Hawk"

Contract

Situation

Explained
by
E. A.
Eschmann
cation of the group booking agreement. As
has been a sporadic outburst
THERE
on the part of exhibitors in several general manager of distribution fcr First National Pictures I can assure exhibitors that
sections of the country against First
National for its sales policy in regard to anyone holding a contract for a Frank Lloyd
special, or 'The Sea Hawk' specifically
Frank Lloyd's great and spectacular producnamed, will have that picture delivered to
tion, 'The Sea Hawk,' " says E. A. Eschif they insist, regardless of what price
mann general manager of distribution. "Be- them,
cause they bought, in a group of First Na- is indicated on the face of their contract.
tional pictures, a Frank Lloyd special, 'The But each case will be deal" with individually
Sea Hawk,' they attack the company for and on its individual merits, not by a comasking a bigger rental value for that picture
pany policy or action."
than the rental called for in the contract. I
take this opportunity of stating our case to
them.
"First National is an exhibitor organization
and appeals to its own kind through equity
of reasoning. It is not seeking to 'put semething over' on exhibitors, as some of them
are asserting. The exhibitor who says to
us, after he has heard our side of the story,
'Give
me the it.picture at the contracted price,'
will receive
"The motion picture business, as I see it,
is rapidly becoming one of fundamental
equity — a trading proposition between men
who wish to deal fairiy with one another.
It is in that spirit, and in recognition of tnat
relationship between producer, distributor
and exhibitor, that we appeal for equitable
consideration from the exhibitor in regard to
'The Sea Hawk' rentals.
"The rider
which
out by who
the distribution
departmentwasto sent
exhibitors
had
booked as'The
Frank isLloyd
special
one Sea
of aHawk'
group orof areleases
not
an attempt to 'put something over' on the
exhibitor, but solely a means to meet legal
requirements by having in writing a modifi-

Scene from the Fox production, "Daughters
of the Night."

PEGGY STEVENSON
Expected to Blossom Forth Soon as a Star
of the Silver Screen
Keaton Back to Studio
Buster Keaton and his large staff, actors,
technical experts, animal trainers, studio personnel and a small army of extras returned
to his studios in Los Angeles last week
from a six weeks' cruise in Mexican waters
aboard the 450-foot li ner "The Buford," during which time he filmed the greater part of
his new feature comedy for Metro-Goldwyn,
"The Navigator." The remaining scenes, interiors and deep-sea scenes will be filmed at
the studios.
Is Hit in New

York

"Recoil" Plays to Big Audiences and
Is Lauded by Press
"Rex Beach furnished an excellent story
for 'Recoil' and the producers have made the
most of it," was the statement of the New
York Bulletin regarding J. Parker Read,
Jr.'s production, released by Metro-Goldwyn,
that was filmed in Europe, on the film's
premiere last week at the Capitol, New York.
"The producer deserves great credit for
going to Monte Carlo and getting the real
thing," said
the right
New inYork
itations are all
theirAmerican.
way, but "Imit is
something to be able to see the famous gambling resort in the real."
Zukor Plays Host
Adolph Zukor was host Saturday to the
executives of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation and a number of personal
friends at a golf tournament held at his
country estate, Mountain View Farm, New
City, N. Y. A qualifying round was played
in the morning and following luncheon
eighteen holes were played in competition.
Frank Newman, of Kansas City, won first
prize, while second honors went to Aaron
Jones, of Chicago. Among the other prize
winners were Robert T. Kane, Syd Falkenberg, Lacey Johnson, A. M. Botsford, Sir
William Wiseman, Felix Kahn and Reuben
Samuels. Glendon Allvine won the duffer's
prize with a card of 240.
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Henabery to Direct
Joseph Henabery has been selected to
direct Thomas Meighan in his next Parapicture, "Tongues
Flame," Players
which
will be mountproduced
in the ofFamous
Eastern studio after Mr. Meighan completes
"The Alaskan," which is now in production
at the Lasky studio in Hollywood under the
direction of Herbert Brenon. Mr. Meighan
will return east the first of next month.
Henabery is already here, now being engaged in directing Rudolph Valentino in "A
Sainted
Devil."
"Tongues
of Flame" was the last story
written by the late Peter Clark Macfarlane.

Metro-Goldwyn
Shake-up
Rumor
"The
volume
of
sales
following our anYork
New
a
in
THE report published
nouncement ofthis year's product is exceedr Abeles' resigArthu
thatger
newspapenationras mana
of the New York
ing the rosiest expectations," stated Mr. Atexchange of Metro-Goldwyn is the result of
kinson. "We look for a year of unprecedented success, and are more than gratified
a "shakeup" of the sales organization was
emphatically denied today by William E. At- with the accomplishment of the sales orkinson, vice-president and general manager
ganization under Mr. Saunders and Mr.
of Metro-Goldwyn Distributing Corporation.
to Mr. Atkinson's
Grainger."
according
Mr. Abeles,
statement,
resigned
of his own volition from
the Metro organization previous to the
Metro-Goldwyn merger. At the request of
Mr. Atkinson, Mr. Abeles consented to continue in his office of manager of the New
Paramount
Is on
Twenty-fifth
York exchange for two months longer, until
a suitable successor for his position could be
found.
of Its "Famous
Forty"
Product
That E. M. Saunders of the Metro-Goldwyn sales force contemplates withdrawing
starts his produc- Alan Crosland's production, "Sinners in
from the organization, as intimated in the WHEN tionIrvin
Willat Hough's
of Emerson
"North of
same newspaper story, or that there may be
36" at Hollywood or somewhere on Heaven," with Bebe Daniels and Richard
any changes of a similar nature in the or- location in Texas about the first of August, Dix; Rudolph Valentino in Joseph Henaganization, was also strongly denied by Mr.
bery's production, "A Sainted Devil"; Wilit will mark the launching of the twentyAtkinson.
liam de Mille's production, "The Fast Set,"
This report, stated Mr. Atkinson, like that fifth of Paramount's "Famous Forty."
and
James
Cruze's production, "A Drama of
Entirely
completed
and
awaiting
their
from Mr. Abeles' resignation, is enresulting
first public presentations are the following:
tirely without any foundation in fact.
thePresident
Night." . Adolph Zukor, of Famous
E. M. Saunders and James Grainger will
Sidney Olcott's production, "Monsieur Beaube in charge of the entire Metro-Goldwyn
Players-Lasky
"With than
the
first scheduled Corporation,
release date said:
still more
sales organization of the United States. Mr. caire," starring Rudolph Valentino; Pola
Saunders will have charge of sales in the Negri in "Lily of the Dust," a Dimitri
two weeks away, this represents a production accomplishment truly to be proud of.
Buchowetski production; Herbert Brenon's
and Mr. Grainger's duties
territory
western
will occupy
him with the territory east.
Our studio organizations, both East and
production,
"The
Side
Show
of
Life,"
with
This announcement, official from Mr. At- Ernest Torrence and Anna Q. Nilsson ; WilWest, are now operating at the peak of effikinson, should set at rest entirely unfounded
ciency and everything seems to be working
liam Farnum in "The Man Who Fights
personnel
sales
the
in
changes
to
as
rumors
toward the fulfillment of the prediction I
Alone," a Wallace Worsley production, and
as announced last month.
James Cruze's production, "Merton of the made some time ago, namely, that the season of 1924-25 is going to be the greatest
Movies," starring Glenn Hunter, supported
by Viola Dana.
Smashes Records
in the history of our industry."
Finished so far as photography is conPlaying Gloria Swanson's new Paramount
cerned and now in process of editing and
picture Fourth of July week, Guy A. Kenititling are : Sam Wood's production, "The
mer, manager of the Arcade Theatre, Jack"Captain Blood" Cast
Female," starring Betty Compson ; Gloria
sonville, Fla., wired the home office of ParaVitagraph
is now casting its third set of
Swanson
in
the
Allan
Dwan
production,
"Her
'Manin
Swanson
"Gloria
:
follows
mount as
handled' smashing all Summer records for by Norma Shearer; "Open All Night," with actors for the Rafael Sabatini romance "CapViola Dana, Jetta Goudal, Adolphe Menjou
both attendance and receipts. Business
tain Blood." To date the following have
through today well above the average of and Raymond Griffith, directed by Paul been employed: J. Warren Kerrigan, Jean
Morrison, Wilfred North,
corresponding days of my weekly business
Bern, and Irvin Willat's production, "A Paige, James
Merriam, Henry Hebert, Otto
Story Without a Name," with Agnes Ayres Charlotte
March,
'
to
January
season,
tourist
during
Matieson, Otis Harlan, Helen Howard, Tom
and still have the Fourth of July to help and Antonio Moreno.
make this week one of the biggest during
Others of the "Famous Forty" now in pro- McGuire, Virginia Madison, Joseph Rickson,
Curtis, Templar Saxe, Allan Forrest,
duction are Cecil B. DeMille'.s production, Jack
the entire season." "Manhandled" will have
Robert Milash, Bertram Grassby, William
its first showing in New York at the Rivoli
"Feet of Clay"; Thomas Meighan in HerTheatre July 27.
bert Brenon's production, "The Alaskan" ; Eugene and Paule Weigle.

Louis B. Mayer presents the Marshall Neilan production, "Tess of the D'Urbervilles," with Blanche Sweet, a Metro-Goldwyn picture.
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"Sea

Hawk

Chicago

" Goes
Over
Big
Angeles
Los
and

production of Rafael
FRANK LLOYD'S
Sabatini's novel, "The Sea Hawk," for
First National Pictures, has now been
shown in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. In all three cities it has been hailed
as one of the triumphs of the screen.
"The Sea Hawk" opened at the Criterion
Theatre, Los Angeles, for an extended run
on July 2. The Los Angeles Times said:
"The grand old swash-buckling days are
with us once again. 'The Sea Hawk' visions
them with a rip-roaring spirit of adventure.
The picture is one of the ablest achievements
in the history of the screen."
The Los Angeles Daily News : "Undoubtedly one of the most stirring and thrilling
stories of the sea ever registered on film.
Director Lloyd has caught the spirit of Sabatini's pen-pictures and has neglected nothing
in bringing it to the screen."
The Los Angeles Examiner : "It has
strength, vitality and swiftness. Moves with
a dash and fine bravado throughout."
Executives

of

The Chicago showing of "The Sea Hawk"
opened for an indefinite period at the Roosevelt Theatre on June 30. The Chicago
Tribune wrote : " 'The Sea Hawk' is more
than just a motion picture! It is the dream
of the tired business man; it is the fiery,
secret ambition of romantic youth."
The Herald-Examiner: "Frank Lloyd, by
virtue of making it, emerges as the king of
story-telling directors. No director can
touch his 'Sea Hawk' for lean, racing, romance-action. . . Frank Lloyd, in this last
masterpiece of sheer romance, is after your
The Post : " 'The Sea Hawk' is a glorified
adventure
story, pictorially gorgeous and
blood."
filled with exciting incidents. The action is
well sustained and the excitement is cleverly
increased as the story continues. . . . Surging action and romantic glamor; ... an
adventure picture de luxe."

the

Exhibitor

in

New

Jersey

Unit
Hold
Session
who attended the session and asked aid in
THE first meeting of the new officers matters relating to his theatre business.
and directors of the Motion Picture
President Seider announced the nex* meeting will be held August 19 in Atlantic City.
Theatre Owners of New Jersey since
the recent Asbury Park convention was held Monthly meetings will be held in different
cities. Reports of each meeting will be made
July 11 at the Hotel Astor, New York City. to
directors and members in the form of a
Those present were : Joseph M. Seider, New- confidential "news letter."
ark, president; William Keegan, Trenton,
vice-presdient ; Henry P. Nelson, Elizabeth,
secretary. Directors — R. F. Woodhull, Dover; Sidney Samuelson, Newton; Louis
Rosenthal, Orange ; L. N. Hirschblond, Toms
River, and Leo Juskowitz, Red Bank. VicePresident Pete Adams and Directors Benjamin Schindler and Arthur B. Smith were absent, touring the state.
The directors decided to give a dinner to
the retiring president, R. F. Woodhull, to
express the gratitude of the members for the
three years of active service rendered the
organization by Woodhull. The dinner will
be held in Newark in October.
The directors voted favorably on the plan
to provide a special service for members in
cases of complaints or disputes with distributors. The directors also took up the
plan to reduce basic rates on insurance in
order to save money for exhibitors on existing insurance, through their own brokers.
Favorable action was taken on the request
of Morris Goldberg, of Atlantic Highlands,
Cook Returns to Screen
Clyde Cook, comedian, is to appear in
"He Who Gets Slapped,'' the sensational Andreyev drama adapted by Carey Wilson and
now in preparation by Victor Seastrom for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. With Cook will appear George Davies, circus and vaudeville
clown, who is working both as actor and
technical director.

July 26, 1924
at Culver City

Metro-GolcKvyn Sales Managers Discuss Plans for Future Releases
Edward Saunders and James Grainger,
sales managers of Metro-Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, are in conference at the
Culver City studios of the coinpawy with
Louis B. Mayer, vice-president in charge of
production, and his executive assistants,
Irving G. Thalberg and Harry Rapf.
Going over plans for future releases with
the producing executives, Saunders and
Grainger stated they were confident that
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is in a position to
give exhibitors this season the best product
in the industry. The two sales chiefs went
over the plans of fifty productions that will
be made during the coming year.
The two sales managers will complete the
final details of consolidating the MctroGoldwyn exchanges in all Western cities before returning to their New York offices.
Traveling 2,000 Miles
Reginald Barker left the Metro-GoldwynMayer studios at Culver City last week on
a 2,000-mile location hunting expedition
through Arizona, to make a careful survey
of all suitable locations to be used when he
returns later with a technical staff and a
group of actors to film the exterior scenes of
"The Great Divide." He was accompanied
by his personal physician, who will advise
him on the climatic effect of certain locations on his personnel, by a geologist who
will report on sources of drinking water and
locations for digging wells, an engineer who
will advise on construction and transport,
Harry Schenck, his personal assistant, and
Percy Hilburn, his cameraman. Mr. Barker expects to spend several months fitming
"The Great Divide" in the centre of Arizona's desert wastes; hence the precautions.

William Fox presents "Daughters of the Night," an Elmer Clifton production.
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Scheme

Fortune

Public

Cards

for

to Sell Out the Benefit Ticket Idea
Daughters of Today
t schemes for in- they could, and he gave them every posoldes
the
Getting
third place in the record in July
ONE of tensive ticket sellin
g is the lodge
sible chance to get it all.
going pretty strong for Atlanta, but W.
and society benefit idea. It has been
There was a mission in progress, and that is
T. Murray came within two points of the
in use for so long that it would scarcely
usually causes a slump, but the special week
record at the Rialto Theatre with Daughters
seem possible to get any new slant on the brought real business at a time when ordiof Today, and he did it largely with a homevenerable stunt, but a new one has turned
narily the gross would not pay expenses,
made set of eight fortune telling cards.
for the mission generally marks the poorest
up, and it comes as the result of a long exOne of these carried the information that
week of the year.
perience with the scheme.
you could see all the daughters of today at
H. G. Olson, of the Orpheum Theatre,
If you have a hook-up for a week, sell
Rialto. The other seven were given one
Proctor, Minn., ties up with any church, the larger price tickets to the limit and then the
each to the perversions of the familiar
lodge, club or society willing to sell tickets put out the clean-up singles and you will rhymes.
For example, that for Monday
on commission. He feels that the good- be surprised to see how the quarters will read :
will means even more to the house than roll into dollars. It's a fine idea, and should
the direct increase in the ticket sales ; work as well for you as it did for him.
Monday's Daughter is fair of face.
though that latter is the point short-sightLipstick, powder, paint on face.
ed managers alone observe.
Tuesday's Daughter was "full of grace,
Any organization in need of funds just
A Wagon
Postcard
dancing the razzle dazzle any old place,"
naturally turns to Mr. Olson, and in between times they look on the Orpheum as
and so to Sunday's Daughter.
Arthur E. Weld, of the Strand Theatre,
a house of friendliness.
The covering envelope was printed up with
Waterloo, la., has developed a useful postcard for The Covered Wagon, which may be "Do you believe in fortune telling? On
Sometimes Oversold
useful for other exhibitors. It is in imitation
what day of the week were you born? See
Sometimes it has happened that a live or- handwriting and reads :
ganization had sold so many tickets to a
"Make a Date for a Ride in The Covered
certain feature that even with a two-night
Jitney drivers pasted the cards to their
Wagon, which will leave the Strand Therun Mr. Olson has not been able to handle
windshields and many merchants used them
atre stockdale, in Waterloo, la., daily, 1-3-5-7 for a window display. Some 32,000 were
all the crowd, and when he recently hooked
inside."out, but they brought a big return on
to the local lodge of the Brotherhood of and 9 o'clock, August 31 to September 6. given
Railroad Trainmen, he made it a deal for SO Hecents
a
trip.
Arthur
E.
Weld,
Scout."
their
cost.
had 10,000 of these done and will
a week with tickets selling for one dollar cover has
Mr. Murray dressed house and lobby, used
a
radius
of
40
miles.
The
cards
were
good for four admissions.
plenty of paper, car dash cards and tacks,
A dollar is four times twenty-five cents, started out in July to get advance interest.
but the fortune cards did the major portion,
and looks more than four times as large. The first ten words are displayed to cover
of the selling. They surprised even him.
the top half of the card.
This was where the big idea came in. Mr.
Olson wanted to get the largest possible
sale, not alone for his own sake, but for
the lodge. He figured that many persons
might buy one or two admissions who
would not buy four, yet he did not want
to give them a choice, since the temptation
would be to buy the quarter ticket.
Three Colors
Two weeks in advance pink tickets were
issued to the workers, good for four admissions "during the week of June 9th to 14th
inclusive," to limit their use to the specified
period.
These had a large sale, but some people
passed up the offer, feeling that they might
not want to go four times.
The committee sold hard, and they rolled
up a large total, but not to the capacity
of the house. On the opening day of the
special week Mr. Olson issued them
blue and white tickets. The blues were
good for a single adult admission and the
white were child tickets at fifteen cents.
Scores of persons who refused to purchase the dollar tickets were willing to buy
one or more of the pinks, and after getting
in all the possible dollars, a second canvass
brought in large sales at the smaller sums.
A Metro-Uoldwyn Release
Playing Fair
A DAINTY WINDOW FOR LILLIAN GISH BY R. MONTELL
Some of this small money might have
come direct to the box office, but Mr. Olson
Worked for the Grand Theatre, Greenville, Miss., on The White Sister. Nine stills
wanted the week to be a big one for the
and the oil painting helped to sell Lillian Gish dress fabric and the picture at the
lodge. He was willing to let them get all
Grand. The picture shows a very nice handling in composition. It's a real picture.
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Percentage Basis
Associated Exhibitors reports a new idea
from Baltimore, worked in connection with
Three Miles Out.
Thomas D. Sorierio, of the New Theatre,
Baltimore, thought that advertising would
help, but it is more or less of a gamble to
buy costly space in hot weather.
He permitted the auditor of the Daily Post

PICTURE

WORLD

to strike an average business figure for this
time of year and then contracted with the
paper to split 50-50 should that figure be exceeded. He paid for his usual space and the
paper contributed additional space and publicity stunts.
The report was sent in before the conclusion of the week, but the first four days
showed about 25 per cent increase over normal, with Saturday still to be heard from.
It is applying the percentage idea to the
newspapers, and it is a nice little stunt.

July 26, 1924
Why Not?
We have seen dozens of reports of good
business on The Uninvited Guest through
a hook-up to the stores handling canned
goods with the line, "Be prepared for the
Uninvited
Guest."
That's good
as far as it goes, but we are
still waiting to hear that someone has assembled afood show in his lobby with all
the merchants plugging in the newspapers.
It can be done. Why isn't it?

A Mctro-Coldioyn Release
HOW AN ARKANSAS THEATRE PUT OVER A BIG FEATURE IN JUNE. IT CAN BE DONE.
The display of the Capitol Theatre, Little Rock, Ark., for The White Sister, with Lillian Gish. The lower cut shows the latticed
lobby, put into place with this picture. Above are a perambulator and three window displays, one for the book, one for a
cosmetic and one tying up to the store's white sale; a particularly appropriate hook-in for this title.

MOVING
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Vivaudou

Hook-up

Gets Nice Windows
Here is another example of the value of
hook-ups to the theatre handling MetroGoldwyn products. It was not necessary for
the Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis, to make
much of an argument to obtain this and
similar windows. They booked The Uninvited Guest and Vivaudou did the rest.

A Metro-Uoldwyn Release
AN INVITED GUEST
This window is typical of a score of simdisplayssent
for Mai
d'Or all
cosmetics
have ilarbeen
in from
parts ofwhich
the
country. The centralization of the hook-up
idea through arrangement with the manufacturers isgreatly simplifying the exploitation problem for managers.
Conned

the

Public

for Confidence Man
Kenneth Renaud, Paramounteer, worked a
novelty for the Rex Theatre, Jackson,
Mich., when it got ready to play Tom
Meighan in The Confidence Man. He sent
out to the mailing list this letter:
"This letter is addressed to you on an unprinted letterhead and in a plain envelope,
with a distinct motive in mind.
"Your name has been given me among a
selected list of your fellow townspeople with
the thought that you might be interested in
a splendid investment.
"I am exploiting a new proposition, an investment which would eventually mean a
handsome profit. However, my method of

PICTURE
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Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

n,
INCE'S
AS WhoH.Dance,"
THOM
"Those
was productio
the photoplay attraction of a program that
contained, in addition to this thrill film, the
Mark Strand Topical Review and four musical incidents. These ran the show out to
two hours, flat, with the film taking up one
hour and twenty-one minutes, the Review
eight minutes and the music subjects thirtyone minutes.
The music was balanced as follows : Overture, light opera, eight minutes; tenor and
dancers, eight minutes; soprano, four minutes, and dancers, eleven minutes.
Victor Herbert's "Mile. Modiste," one of
the "coolest" of the hot weather overtures,
served to display the wares of the Mark
Strand Orchestra. The arrangement was
made especially for this house, and brought
out various instruments in solo. The lights
included two dome light amber floods of
150 amperes on the musicians; yellow coves,
full; two light pink Mestrum floods from
the booth covering the silver draw curtains
which were closed over the production
stage; blue foots and borders large stage;
light blue transparent windows at either
side; blue inside stage strips; arch spots hitting the pleats of the draw curtains at top
right with light green, lower right light
blue, top left light blue and bottom left
light green.
Everett Clark, tenor, came out on the
apron of the large stage, in white flannel
trousers and blue coat, and sang CaraRoma's "My Jean." The lights: Mestrum
flood from the dome, violet, on the musicians; yellow coves full; light pink floods
from the booth on the draw curtains of small
stage; blue foots and borders large stage;
light blue transparent windows; blue inside
stage strips; arch spots on pleats of draw
curtains light green, light blue. Amber spot
on Clark from the booth.

After "My Jean" the tenor sang the first
verse
of Schertzinger's
then
the draw
curtains of the"Marcheta"
small stageandopened
on a Spanish street set and the girl dancers
in Spanish costume did an appropriate dance,
the tenor keeping his place on the apron.
For a finish the premiere danseuse came
from the stage to the apron for some pantonine as the tenor sang the closing chorus.
Estelle Carey, soprano, sang "Sometime,"
from Friml's light opera of the sairu name.
She appeared on the apron of the big stage,
under a straw spot. Other lights were two
Mestrum 150 ampere floods of light blue on
the musicians from the dome; blue borders
and foots, purple inside stage strips, red
coves, light green transparent windows at
either side. Sliver draw curtains closed on
the small stage.
The ballet, of eight Mark Strand dancers,
appeared in a suite of Chopin dances : Prelude, Minute Waltz, Nocturne and Polonaise, with choreography by Mme. Serova,
ballet mistress. The setting consisted of
light blue plush cyclorama back drop, directly in front of which was a scrim, and
just in front of this two scrim arches. There
was also a scrim across the stage opening
at the apron. The dancers wore vari-colored Grecian drapes. The front lights were
two dome floods of light blue on the musicians; blue stage borders and foots, purple
inside stage strips, red coves, light green
transparent windows at either side. Varicolored overhead spots, running to straws,
light pinks and ambers, lighted the dancers,
changing for each dance.
A huge vase of flowers and springs, standing about nine feet high, has been placed
at either side of the proscenium opening of
the large stage, on the apron, and upon this
is played dimmed spots during numbers that

doing business might be construed by certain narrow-minded organizations as a sort
of modern confidence man game, and I therefore attach a certain amount of secrecy to
my work in order to avoid any unpleasantness with the authorities.
"If you are interested in a smail investment which will return you many times its
value, I will be glad to give you further inrmation ifyou 23.will 'phone me at 1772 any
time after foMay

"DANIEL GORVAN."
If you called the number you were told
that the proposition was an investment in
entertainment through the purchase of
tickets to The Confidence Man.
Thisthewasstatement
followed that
by Dan
a "wanted"
with
Corvan circular
bore a
striking resemblance to Meighan. By that
time they did not have to use the telephone
to figure it out.

permit it. "Sincerely yours,

99

"C
capi
' country,
IVAUDOU,
largest
creator ofwith
high-class
and tal
toilet
articles
tn the
aa complete,
**th
on
ati
per
has the
made
arrangements
Metro forperfumes
cooperative,
national
Coo
advertising and window display campaign on their products — Mai d'Or perfumes—
tied-up and
with Jean
Barbara
Adoree
Tolley.La Man-, Mae Murray, Viola Dana, Lauretta Taylor, Reneo
When you book a Metro picture in which any of the mentioned Metro players appear,
get in touch with Vivaudou, and with your local drugstores —
Tell Mr. R. F. Lindquest
V. Vivaudou, Inc.
469 Fifth Avenue, New York City
When you are playing the picture — Be will start the
wheels — It will profit you to cooperate with
Vivaudou
V'
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Bathing
Big

Girls
Miami

in
Revue

When Howard
Loew's
Palace
Theatre,
Memphis,Waugh,
decidedof on
a bathing
girls' revue for Miami, he found it was going to take a lot of selling. He sold it.
There are four big stores in town and they
have an association and an agreement to
keep out of style shows and similar stunts.
Two of the stores turned Waugh down flat
and a third was not important from this
angle. He went before the board of directors
of the fourth store and sold the stunt.
The store contributed the suits and fourteen models. It also gave 300 inches of advertising and advertised throughout the
store. It used 5,000 heralds on the picture,
paying for 3,000 of them, while the theatre
bought the rest and used these for bundle
stuffers. They also donated a large window
display of suits.
The lobby was fairly stuffed with dummies in bathing suits the week before the
showing, with the Goldsmith store sharing
the advertising mention with the picture.
The girls were used for a daily auto parade
and the last two days appeared for a few
minutes each morning in the window of the
store.
On the stage they did a dancing act in
the bathing suits, followed by posturing in
beach and sport costumes and concluding
with Miami Shore sung by a soprano as the
picture was begun. The girls were the prettiest set of models we have seen.
Both the store and the theatre profited by
the showing and it made a fine hot weather
attraction.
Got Everyone
W. Bender, Cleveland Paramounteer, put
in a new hook-up to the radio in Findlay,
Ohio, where the Marvin Theatre had Triumph.
One side of a window showed a cumbersome apparatus with a card reading : "The
Triumph of progress. 1919. This is a De
Forest Unit Panel Detector and two state

{BARBARA

LA MARR-CONWAY

iTflJ rise

TEARLE

IN THE WHITE MOT

«k 12 30

^^^^ADVERTISEMENT
A GOOD IDEA FOR A MORNING LOBBY
The T. & D. Theatre, San Jose, Calif., made its curtain in three sections. At playing
times the end sections were lifted to provide entrance and exit, the sign reading The
Curtain will rise at 12:50 on The White Moth. The top ran clear across.

amplifiers. In 1919 it was considered the last
word in radio." On the other side was the
most elaborate Radiola the store had in
stock, with a companion card. Between the
two was a larger card for the picture and
the theatre.
And to get the last ounce of kick, the
theatre card was not only twice as large as
the side pieces, but it was white and color
as against white on a grey ground. I.f you
could look in the window without seeing the
theatre card first you were a wonder. Then
you looked at the display and came back to
the announcement card.

screen, and as the dolls wave their arms
they give a very creditable imitation of a
boxing match. The illusion was heightened
by a miniature roped arena. If you cannot
connect with one of these devices, you can
get clockwork or electrically operated figures in the toy stores and make one for
yourself with very little trouble. It is good
for any boxing picture.
Included
With

Shadow
Boxing
Phil Kahn, a Universal exploiter, has developed auseful idea for the Jack Dempsey
series, Fight and Win.
This is a shadow box with a white screened
opening, back of which are a pair of electrically operated dancing dolls. A strong
light in behind throws a silhouette on the

Stickers

Window

Cards

One of the tidiest stunts is reported in
from McVickers Theatre, Chicago, where the
management was putting over Manhandled.
All hairdressers and barber shops were
given two cards, one on light paper and the
other on a heavy buff card stock, but identically printed with a large halftone of the
star and the text : "The Gloria Swanson Bob.
As she appears in her new Paramount picture, Manhandled, coming to McVickers
These were
sent out two weeks in adMonday,
July 14th."
vance, and were accompanied by an attached
sheet reading : "This display, showing America's most popular motion picture actress,
Gloria Swanson, Paramount star, and her
now famous Gloria Swanson Bob, will attract attention for you if displayed prominently in your establishment. Stickers are
enclosed for hanging the paper reproduction
in your show
window."
Therethatwasadditional
the additional line to
the effect
copies would be cheerfully supplied by the
management.
There was also a perforated strip of four
stickers printed : "Use these stickers to put
the poster in your window. It will bring

A Paramount Release
DUPLICATING THE 24-SHEET WITH A COMPO BOARD FRONT
H. B. Clarke, of the Garing Theatre, Greenville, S. C, masked in the front with wall
board and painted his own poster. The life preserver entrance was fringed with
colored tissues, kept in motion by fans to suggest cool sea breezes.

It was a simple little precaution, yet it
probably
business." more than doubled the use of the
poster. There was nothing to prevent the
immediate posting of the card. It was a hunone. dred per cent campaign if there ever was
It was a follow-up on a story run in a
beauty-shop publication, which was engineered by Russell B. Moon, Paramounteer. He
sent out nearly 2,500 sets of cards.
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the

Peephole

Suggest a Camera
Guy Kenimer used the peephole "For men
only" when he played Men at the Arcade
Theatre, Jacksonville, but he dressed the idea
up differently. He borrowed a square island
showcase in a department store entrance,
enclosed it to suggest a camera and added
a lens tube through which men only could
Inside the case was filled with articles men
peep.
could purchase for their wives; dainty articles of dress. A sign gave emphasis to the
idea that these were suggestions for men
who were looking for presents.
After the first day the women found the
courage to look in, too, and doubtless some
of them sent their better halves to look in
and then make purchases.
The camera idea for a peep-show is distinctly good and will give a chance for a
quick repeat where the painted window or
shadow box has lately been used.
A First National Release
A GOOD DISPLAY ON A BELATED SHOWING IN CANADA
This
well-marked
striking
was planned
Fred Stronger
Imperial Theatre, St.andJohn,
N. B.,window
for Barthelmess
in Theby Fighting
Blade. for
The Keith's
wings
are used for the vaudeville acts, but the feature gets the major portion of the space.
Walled In
For The Bedroom Window John Carrol, of
the Victory Theatre, Tampa, Fla., enclosed
the lobby with compo board, into which he
set a window frame with the curtain drawn.
Back of this was a cutout of a man, backed
by a strong light, which threw a sharp silhouette on the curtain. His copy was, "What
goes
in a abedroom
window?"
We onthink
better line
would have been,
"Who was the man in the bedroom window?" since the copy used suggests a scandal rather than a detective story.
The display stood for a week in advance
and was supplied with a "New playing" when
the proper date came.

Many Marriage Circles
Barry Burke got a fine selling window on
The Marriage Circle by selling a jeweler the
idea of a display of wedding rings showing
how the fashions have changed in the past
century. Starting with the heavy gold circles
of our grandparents, the display was brought
Milk Tickets
down to the present styles of platinum
Tying up to the state campaign for Near
bands, and probably with the new idea of
East Relief and the milk campaign spon- covering with platinum the old-fashioned
Coogan's
press agents,
C. W.S. gold. The display was very interesting, parIrvin, sored
of by Jackie
the Imperial
Theatre,
Columbia,
arly inJune,
acted forticulthe
play.and created talk that reC, offered an admission to A Boy of Flanders to any adult who contributed a twentyAnother clever idea was a herald nine
five-cent can of milk, while the children
came in for a ten-cent can. This held good inches long and only two inches wide. These
were folded compactly and tied with pink
only at the opening show, and not only cre- quarterinch ribbon. Not one was thrown
ated a lot of good will, but the campaigners
in their general talks told what the Imperial down before it was untied and unfolded,
well repaying the cost of their extra prepwas doing and stressed the fact that Jackie aration.
was to be seen there.

Clubbed 'Em In
Clayton Tunstill, of the Rialto Theatre,
Chickasha,
Grantland
Rice's
The NationalOkla.,
Rash raised
to a feature
grade
by
hooking this golf picture to a line of new
clubs handled by a local store. Letters were
sent all golf players, the picture — and the
clubs — were advertised at all the civic luncheons, and some 2,000 direct solicitations were
made. The Country Club professional also
helped along by giving out stories under his
name which did not class as presswork.
The total cost was 75 cents for a window
card.
Twins
Instead of one son of the Sahara, Moss's
Broadway Theatre, New York, had two when
it featured A Son of the Sahara. They were
Arab musicians with a tomtom and musette
who worked the streets around the theatre
and got the usual crowds to follow them
down to the lobby. If you cannot get a
musette, a clarinet will do, and grease paint
may be cheaper than real Arabs in the small
town; but you can work the stunt to advantage if the police permit you.

A Pathe Release
WHERE THREE HEADS WERE BETTER THAN ONE FOR GIRL SHY
J. Wright Brown, of the Grand Theatre, Columbus, Ga., cut up three 24-sheets for the
body of his display. To the right of the cutout in the lobby can be seen the loud
speaker which conveyed the laughter of the audience at showing times.
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Oscillating

Fan

to

Animate
Display
Taking the two-faced man from the six
sheet as the basis of a display for the Grand
Theatre, Columbus, Ga., J. Wright Brown
employed a bladeless oscillating fan to give
animation to the display.
On either side of the cutout were the wife
and the other woman in Why Men Leave
Home, and as the fan swung backward and
forward it moved the head of Stone so that
he seemed alternately to kiss the two women.
A ribbon running from each mouth to "balloons" hidden in the picture by the drapes
read, "You are the only one."
It not only won attention, but it put ovrr
clearly the idea of the picture and sold the
story in a distinct and clean-cut fashion.
The cut shows Stone midway between the
two women, with the fan in the centre position, but at either extreme of the swing his
lips came into contact with one of the women; an effect requiring no elaborate gearing. You simply attach the cutout to the fan
and then place the women's heads in their
proper positions.
Cosmetic

Samples

for Painted People
Two thousand samples of face powder distributed at a local ball game the opening
day of Painted People at the Modjeska Theatre, Augusta, Ga., helped Frank J. Miller
put Colleen Moore over to better than the
summer average. Three girls, dressed in
spare usher uniforms gave out the samples
to all the women present, hooking the distribution to the ball game in the picture.
One of the short features on the same program was a baseball subject and the fact
was used to appeal to the school children
through a special performance to the teachers and a league composed of the smaller
children in the schools.
There was also a distribution of one thousand sample packages to those attending the
feature. These samples contained several
items instead of merely face powder.
The lobby display was a double, four cutouts of the star posed in front of a white
banner lettered with the title and lighted by

A First National Release
MAKING A KISSING BUG OF LEWIS STONE IN COLUMBUS, GA.
The two-faced cutout from the six-sheet was pivoted and actuated by an oscillating
fan with the blades removed, which ran below the space. The effect was to show the
alternate kissing of the wife and the other woman. Planned by J. Wright Brown.
colored lamps. Putting the cutouts a little
distance in front of the banner gave a
shadow effect which increased the attraction
calue of the display.
Stunning Staff
Associated Exhibitors has had prepared a
portfolio of tinted photographs from The
Chechachos, each mounted on a stiff board,
with lettering for the title and plenty of
space for local announcement for the house
or the merchant who lets one of the cards
into his window.
These are not the usual cut and dried
stills, but are photographs of real pictorial
value, good enough to go into the bank window or the most exclusive store. The portfolio is one of the more useful advertising
aids recorded, for it is all 100 per cent exhibitor aid instead of 80-20, with the releasing company getting tht long end.

Pointed Passes
Slightly changing the idea. Guy Kenimer,
of the Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville, provided adrug store with a young man dressed
as Beau Brummel. Three times a day, at
1:30, 3:30 and 5:30, the man would appear
in the window and pace up and down until
a crowd collected.
With his cane he would indicate ten persons in the crowd, and the persons thus
pointed out could enter the store and obtain
acade.
single pass to Beau Brummel at the ArEvery time he appeared he stopped traffic
completely on that side of the street, but the
police had given permission and there was
no trouble.
Other windows were gained with an oldfashioned hat, antique jewelry and a hookup in a music store with the special Tiusic
played
by thethem
orchestra.
It helped
to forget the heat.
Some

.ft First National Release
COLLEEN MOORE WAS A QUARTET IN AUGUSTA, GA.
Frank J. Miller, of the Modjeska Theatre, used four cutouts of the star for Painted
People, mounting them slightly in front of the white banner carrying the title. The
effect is suggested by the photograph, but it does not give the real value.

Sound

Effect

When C. B. Stiff, of the Tivoli Theatre,
Chattanooga, Tenn., put on Sporting Youth
lie had a motorcycle on either side of the
^tage, the rear wheels jacked up. The
riders faced the screen.
When the auto race was on the motors
were started to provide the sound effect,
with backfires and all the rest of the trimmings. It greatly increased the effect of the
picture, and while the smoke got into the
auditorium it did not prove discomforting and
in five minutes after the race was over the
fans had removed every trace of odor. It
helped to put the picture over through three
days of heavy rain. Probably it would have
broken records in the regular season.
Don't put off until it's too late
attention to your Fall Exploitation.
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Vivid

Horse

Cut

This Sells
advertisement"King"
of the ApolloFilm
Theatre,
Indianapolis, drops about thirteen and a half
inches across three, or 190 lines by three.
It is the reverse of artistic, but it gets more
attention in this long and narrow form, and
attention is what is chiefly necessary with
this cut, for the greater the prominence it
achieves, the larger the sales. The cut and

or
oU
pDRAMATIC
QPHOTO
THE GREATEST
NOVELTY
EVER CONCEIVED!
Hal Roach

Horses
Ato Picture
Tha( Slira lhr» Emotions
Heartthe loDepths—
the Core,That Thrills the
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display than other comedy features, though
we believe that these clever youngsters will
pull more direct sales to the average box
office than will many longer features. The
Apollo does well to play up Commencement
Day, but we think that type would be better
than even a good cut if used with the horse
picture above.
Getting

Excited

About the Lilies
Taking a three nines for Lilies of the
Field, Gordon's Olympia Theatre, Lynn,
Mass., sells it on one burst of opulent language. It is almost too intense to let the
picture make good for the text, for it is not
as bad as all that, but that sort of talk will
depopulate the shoe factories. Laura Jean
ING SUREST WAY TO
THE
IN LINE IS TO
early! 1
GORDONS®
AVOID STANDCOME
BEGINNING MONDAY
Siren* who PLY their TRADE with Wicked Charm*—
PARASITES CRYING,
who PREYLAUGHING,
on" their STRUGGLING,
VICTIMS — all
SHRIEKING,
FIGHTING,
HELPING,
PRAYING,
PLUNGING,
through
a
.teaming
WELTER
of
LIFE
FAST
LIFE — (he LOOSE LIFE— the LIFE that— itTheSAPPING
the NATION.
THEY SPIN NOTTHEY TOIL NOT-
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signature is not well condisplay.nected The
with the body of the advertisement
because of the black line at the bottom of
the cut. It is just the width of the space and
cannot be worked into the rest through the
use of rule. Probably no one got the idea
When she was good,
She was very, very good;
When she was bad,
She was a knockout t .
She was a sharpshooter with dice,
pistols and touts. A reckless girt of
the underworld. — Then — see
VIOLA

DANA.

in
HEART
BANDIT
W& m Mx.Ua SwUtt Cut tmdwSt
SILLSHLARRY
.HARMONISTS
Be*™,"TheC~Mb,
Wdbo IVUcDooa
SEMON
dt Clair.MILTON
. Gown
Ed.ltiinm"™"
Matthew Bett. F«EdwudW.d
jjiSfal. AMERICAN
The Wonder Orchc itra in a hilarious comedy

Shop'

vpjckotWpictures^''MUSic
:
A Metro-Ooldwyn
Release
TOO MUCH ALIKE
that the Dana production was at some other
house, but the space is not as neat as where
the signature is made a part of the display
and not merely an appendix. The signature
would have worked better at the top of the
space, where the top rule could have been
omitted to permit it to associate with the text.

Introdacing
Rex. the most magnificent animal that ever enacted a story of
lore
andrivalhate,
ed cast. loyally and devotion — Edna Murphy, Leon Bar v and an unOUR GANG COMEDY

"COMMENCEMENT DAY™
FOX NEWS WEEKLY
EARL GORDON. APOLLO'S NEW ORCAN1ST. IN RECITAL
VIRGIL MOORE'S APOLLO ORCHESTRA
A Pathe Release
A SELF-SELLING CUT
title, in combination, cover the ground so
thoroughly that selling talk is not needed.
Running more copy would have been a waste
of space, and to run anything either side
of the cut would be to weaken the display.
Sometimes it is possible to get better results with a more artistic layout, particularly
with a society type of romance, but here the
reverse holds true and the almost coarse
layout adds strength to the spirited pose.
But the cut is so good that we think the
cut for Our Gang is out of place, particularly as there is no detail to the halftone, which has mudded almost to a
silhouette. The only service this cut
performs is to advertise the fact that
the management thinks well of the comedy. These comedies are well worth a
play-up, but this could be done to greater
advantage with a type layout which would
not detract from the line work above. Most
managers do not make enough of the Our
Gang comedies. They fail to realize the
grip these kiddie comedies have on the general paying public. They give them no more

A First National Release
~»
PASSIONATE PRESSWORK
Libby never bettered that, and Elinor Glyn
can't touch it. But it is a good play to sell
a Jap audience, and probably this was the
best approach for Lynn. The type is well
disposed around the cut, and it makes a
good smash.
Lack

Chicago Spreads
Perfect Flapper
A little more than 100 lines by three is
taken by Balban & Katz for The Perfect
Flapper at the Chicago Theatre, and 300 lines
at the price the Chicago papers charge is
going some. The space presents an unusual
layout with alternate segments of black and

of Contrast

Cuts Down Display
A labor-saving printer is probably responsible for the lack of display in this 130 by
3 from the Colonial Theatre, Indianapolis.
Possiblyface,
it was
insistence
black
but the
it istheatre's
more likely
to beupon
the
printer. He gets his display faces from the
cases handiest to his stand, and the result is
a lack of contrast which kills down much of
the display value. It is all too much the same
color. Only the nonsense verse at the top
gets a real display and even the star name
and title lose a little to the masses of black
below. Using a light roman for the cast,
and a lighter and even smaller face for the
orchestra and soloist would have given more
display to Miss Dana and to Larry Semon,
as well. Contrast is almost wholly lacking
and yet contrast is the first essential to good

A First National Release
AN ODD LAYOUT
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white, with all large lettering in the black
sections. One of the white spaces is given
to the general program for the Sunday show
and the rest is wholly given to the coming
attraction with two banks of selling talk,
two of announcement and one cut section.
We do not like the way the house signature
runs into the black. It weakens the signature,
but in so large a space it is not as detrimental as it would be in smaller compass.
The best line is "More fiery and youthful
than Flaming Youth." It doesn't mean anything real, but it sounds like a lot. This requires hand drawn work, but you will note
that they take white space and real type
for the important part of the talk.
Three

Column

Attractive

fj

WORLD

Cut

a Help to Miami
The Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Texas, makes
good use of one of the Hodkinson press book
cuts on Miami, but it does not make as good
a selection of copy. In most sections of the
country audiences are grown rather tired
of the "expose of society gone mad." There
are too many stories along the same lines,
and today the flapper is going into the "just
NOW
PLAYING
PLAYING
NOW
J3elty ,

July 26, 1924
within a reverse, with a pointing hand cutting
through the black to indicate Agnes Ayres.
It is 120 by 3, a nice proportion, and it is
given a good display as to star and title.
The use of smaller faces for the rest of
the talk gives prominence to these chief
points without detracting from the urge of

AGNES
IN

Cuts

9b GUILTY
ONE'
with Edward
Burns
and R
Crawford
ES Kent
AY Picture
ttA Paramount
JoMphMntatLonal
Honnbary'aBro*dway
Production
tha
auccoaaof
]-..■ dmn&th*t ot"woman
an indiscreet
young iswife» MBHr
'who
brenme
in
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cms"
tionnl murder mystery. Every •owe
t Hasp, and Dainty
a knockout clioUurl
SPECIAL ATTRACTION
MISS CORINNE
DICK HWIBER
AaalatW Fancies"
by
'Coooottiah

Ccmpsi

Carry Ample Text
Here is another example of the way First
National cuts work in on general advertising.
Lately the press department has planned the
wider cuts to let in text instead of providing cut material that will completely fill the
allotted space. The greater value of this
form is apparent to the reader. There is

Li THEATRE

PICTURE

TODAY
TOMORROW
THURSDAY

A Paramount Release

The Great American Pitlure Made in Algiers with
Thousands
of Arabs,
Camels and Horses.

A Hodkinson Release
BETTER CUT THAN COPY
another" class. There are many other angles
which can be worked for Miami, including
the locale in which the picture was made,
and to bill this as a clear presentation of life
in the Florida Winter resorts would probably sell better than to tell it is the same
old bunch of half drunken, cigarettesmoking flappers. There is a foundation for
this line in the cut. Backing up the Florida
cut with talk of Miami would have sold better than telling about "Opulent, riotous
youth."
That goes for many more picttures
than Miami.

A First NtttTOiuil He lease
LETS IN THE TYPE
room both above and below the centre of
the cut for such text matter as the local
management may decide upon. It is not
necessary to plan a space that will take
in the cut plus extra space for the talk. The
type is made a part of the cut space. It is
made to belong to that particular title. It
is not a cut and an advertisement, but a
combination of cut with type talk. In this
particular form the two notches give two
chances to tell about the story without confusion. It is an exceptionally good idea and
much more valuable to the average house
than a cut which requires the type to be run
outside of the margin of the illustration.
This space is a three twelves from the Alhambra Theatre, Shelbyville, Ind.

Fights a Slump
Our old friend, William C. Mclntyre, of
the Rose Theatre, Burlington, N. C, sends
in a page display to show how he fights the
business slump. He is in a cotton section
and the mills are shut down, so that it is
hard to coax the business. Mr. Mclntyre
blames it on politics and offers the suggestion that if the women would lay off silks
and satins for six months and wear only cotton they could dictate to the political crooks.
It's a bright dream of Utopia, but Mr. Mclntyre is doing his best. He fights with
more advertising, and takes a whole page
to tell about a single week's offerings.
Black

Frame

Helps

Sell Guilty One
One' of the striking advertisements for The
Guilty One is that framed by the Century
Theatre, Baltimore, which uses a white oval

AN UNUSUAL LAYOUT
the selling talk. The cuts do not work up
well. Baltimore seems to be going sour on
cuts, and we think it would pay to use the
line cuts from the press book instead of the
half tones. A strong line cut is always to
in newsbe preferred to a weak half tonereverse
of
paper work, and this cut is the
strong; about the only weak point in the
space.
Newark
Does Better
Fox's Terminal Theatre, Newark, after
producing about the worst advertising on
record, has swung to the other extreme and
gives a nice display, without cuts, and with
the type exceedingly well handled. The
present form of advertisement is beyond
criticism.
We are glad to note the improvement.
A

Political

Fight

Helps Scaramouche
Scaramouche was playing the E. F. Albee
Theatre, Providence, at the peak of the row
in the legislature, which was one of the
most acute crises since the Populists captured the Kansas legislative halls.
Entirely unasked, the Providence News
took the theme of the play for an editorial
making comparison with the local situation
and warning the reader that there was a
dangerously close parallel in the warning to
the mill barons to watch their steps.
Scaramouche has come in for a greater
amount of editorial mention than most plays
because it is an unusual play, but there has
never been a more timely mention.
The idea can be adapted to sections where
the situation is less pronounced but where
the attitude of the employers is markedly
unfavorable.

Newest

Reviews
EDITED BY CHARLES

"Wine of Youth"
Jazz Combined With Intense Vital Drama
Promise Box-Office Success for
Metro-Goldwyn Feature
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
A recent successful stage play, "Mary the
Third," by the well-known dramatist Rachel
Crothers, has' been transferred to the screen
by King Vidor for Metro-Goldwyn under the
title of "Wine of Youth," and it looks like
a box-office winner.
The story starts off with a short prologue
in which the attitude of the grandmother and
mother of the heroine and their looking upon
marriage
the summit
of a girl's
contrastedas with
the attitude
of thedesires,
modernis
girl who is not sure she wants to tie herself
down to ons man for life. This gets the interest right at the start. Then follows a lot of
jazz stuff that is well handled and some of
which is decidedly snappy, leading up to the
situation where the heroine and her girl friend
decide to try the decidedly unconventional experiment of going on a camping trip with their
suitors to see how they act toward them. The
heroine is quickly brought to her senses and
just as you are beginning to feel that the
theme is following closely along the lines of
the average jazz story the action takes on new
interest and works up along a strongly dramatic
angle with the discovery by the heroine that
what she believed to be the happy married life
of her parents is but a sham and that they
have grown to believe they hate each other.
This latter portion of the story seems intensely real and very dramatic, and holds your
interest in a vise-like grip as you watch each
situation, curious to know how it will all affect the heroine's romance. The parental row
and the disillusioning of their children is not
a honeyed or alluring situation, but it is certainly avirile and dramatic one, absorbing in
its intensity, with a happy and satisfactory
ending for all concerned.
Eleanor Boardman is well suited to the leading role and she is assisted by a cast of wellknown players who are entirely satisfactory.
The bulk of the dramatic scenes are finely
handled by Eulalie Jensen and E. J. Ratcliffe
as the father and mother.
"Wine of Youth" is a picture that forcefully
presents a vivid cross-section of modern family
life and its problems in an absorbing way. It

Use
Powers
Prints

S. SEWELL

has the snap and lure of well-done jazz scenes, Ascher production distributed through Associated Exhibitors with Monte Banks in the
the appeal of intense vital drama, romance,
heart-interest and comedy combined in such a leading role, and this is only one of the many
way as to make a picture that should prove laughable situations in this fast-moving comedy which should satisfy anyone who goes to
highly satisfactory entertainment for the mathe theatre to be amused.
jority.
The story is really a farce and cannot be
Mary Cnst Eleanor Boardman
taken seriously. It was built to amuse and
William
Johnny Walker
is filled with gags, not all of them new, but
Robert
Viles Welch
Lynn
Ben Lyon all of them amusing, and they will get the
Hal
William Haines
laughs.
Max
William Collier, Jr.
We believe this to be his first feature comTish
Pauline Garon
Mother
Eulalie Jensen
edy, although Monte Banks is familiar to the
Father
E. J. Ratcliffe
fans for his work in short subjects. As an
Cranny
Gertrude Claire Italian immigrant boy, who is about as green
Bobby
Robert Agnew
Based on Rachael Crother's play, "Mary the as they make them, and is always getting into
laughable situations, finally ending with findScenario byThird."
Carey Wilson.
ing himself driving a racing car in a big road
Story
Directed by
King Vidor.
race, although he has only had one lesson in
Length, 6,600 feet.
a flivver, Monte Banks shows himself to be
thoroughly up to the requirements for a feature
This story deals with three generations
comedian and adds to his laurels. It is by
of Marys. The first and second used every
wile to secure husbands, but the Mary of the
far the best thing he has ever done.
latest generation was not so sure she wanted
to get married; she was also rather strong
for modern jazz. Unable to decide between
quiet, considerate Lynn and aggressive Hal,
as the result of a suggestion after a very
gay party. Mary and her two suitors and
Tish and her sweetheart, Max, steal away to
a camp to find out how the boys measure up
igh
In every-day life, with the understanding
there will be no love making. A few hours
disillusions Mary regarding Hal and, feignPRODUCTIONS
ing sickness, she causes the crowd to return
Ace-,
home. Tish and Max decide the old way
PRESENTS
isescapade
the best results
and theyin will
get married.
a quarrel
betweenMary's
her
father and mother in which it develops that
their apparent love for each other was a
ZENA KEEFE
blind for the children's sake. Mary and her
brother overhear this and are sadly disilAND
Mary's grabs
motherfordecides
to go bottle.
away
and faints lusioned.
as she
a medicine
EDWARD EARLE
Believing
has been
old love issherevived
and poisoned,
he begs the
her father's
to live
for him. Mary, with her ideals again reIN
stored, phones for Lynn, who comes rushing
over, and she accepts him on the spot.
77
"The Lure of Love
"Racing Luck"
Associated Exhibitors Feature with Monte
FOR RELEASE
Banks Is Exceptionally Amusing
SEPT. 1st
Automobile Comedy
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
ACE- HIGH PRODUCTIONS
One of the snappiest as well as most amusing series of situations ever shown on the
701 Seventh Avenue
New York
screen is the auto race which furnishes the
climax and the title for "Racing Luck," a Grand

POWERS

FILM

Long
Run"
Twenty-five"Survives
per cent, more The
bookings
per print
means a lot of
money. Thaf s all extra profit for you if your pictures are printed
on POWERS FILM. No additional cost.
Distributed exclusively by
SENSITIZED FILMS, INC.
G. STEEN,
1150 BROADWAY A. Phone
Circle Pres.
19(1
NEW YORK
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Just imagine a situation where the hero is
confronted by a gang of thugs, he only wants
to lick the leader, so he has to get rid of the
others, and this he does one at a time by
divers amusing and clever devices. They place
him in an auto race where in addition to his
ignorance of driving he discovers the villain
has tampered with the machine so that he cannot stop it, and you can imagine what clever
comedy gag men will do with these situations.
The race is the big feature of the film. In
the manner in which it is worked up with rivalry between competing companies, it is suggestive of the Wallace Reid stories, but once
it gets under way everything is handled from
a comedy angle. When viewed in a theatre in
a nearby city, oh, boy, how they laughed and
were thrilled at the stunts performed with this
car as it dashed across fields, through fences,
over broken bridges, between trains, finally
falling off at a bad curve on a hill landing on
its wheels on the road below and keeps on
going.
"Racing Luck" also has satisfying romance,
villainy, and strong human interest and a good
supporting cast. Helen Ferguson capably portrays the role of an Italian girl and looks the
part. Francis MacDonald is satisfactory as a
particularly vindictive and villainous gang
leader and politician who hounds the hero, and
the minor roles are adequately handled.
Cast
Pletro
Monty Bank*
Roslno
Helen Fereusnn
Blanch!
D. Mltsoras
Mrs. Btanchl
Martha Franklin
Uncle
Lionel Belmore
Cafe Owner
William Blaisdell
Tony Morn
Francis MncDonald
Story by Gene Havez and Lex Neal.
Directed by Herman Raymnker.
Photographed by Ray June
Length,Story
six reels.
Pietro'a uncle in America sends for him to
come to New
Yorksoonand falls
help inhimlovein with
his restaurant. Pietro
his
uncle's adopted daughter, Roslna, and by
beating Tony, a political gangster who has
been forcing his attentions on Rosina, he
incurs
Tony'sandenmity.
He forces
the uncleJobs.to
fire Pietro
makes him
lose several
Finally
Pietro
and
Rosina
get
a
job
as going
dancers in a swell restaurant and all is
fine and Pietro is buying a store for his
father. Tony again causes him to be fired.
An auto salesman snaps a picture of Pietro
and plays him up as a daredevil foreign
driver to bring their racing driver to his
senses. A rival company learns of this and
signs Pietro for $5,000 to drive their car In
a big race. Pietro cannot drive a car but
he is game and tries to learn with a flivver
but wrecks it. Tony gets a Job as his
mechanician and tampers with the car. then
falls sick so he cannot go in the race. Pietro
starts out and finds that It is impossible to
stop the car, which hurtles along, passing
everything in sight, running through fields,
tumbling down hills, over railroad tracks
and broken bridges and running into a tree
just beyond the finish line. Pietro is hailed
as the winner of the race, and wins Rosina
also.
"Fools in the Dark"
Comedy Combined with Fast Action and
Weird Happenings in Decidedly
Entertaining F. B. O. Film
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
In "Fools in the Dark," an Al Santell production distributed by F. B. O., there is to
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be found the pleasing combination of a
snappy story filled with thrills and mysterious
adventures combined with peppy and genuinely amusing comedy. Bertram Millhauser,
an experienced scenarist, is responsible for
the script and in combination with Director
Santell they have produced a picture in
which these elements are expertly interwoven.
The theme deals with an apparently easygoing chap named Percy and the plan of his
girl's
doctor byversed
in mystic
lore, toguardian,
test his acourage
subjecting
him
to encounters with ruffians and to all forts
of mysterious and seemingly supernatural
and spooky happenings in a place that seems
to be haunted. The excitement and interest
is brought up to a high pitch and then right
in the middle of the situation there is introduced good legitimate comedy wh;ch relieves
the tension and provides the laughs.
The action is decidedlv melodramatic and,
as admitted in an opening s'lhtitle. is quite
improbable, but it provMed the basis for a
picture that should certainlv furnish satisfactory entertainment for the treat maiority
of natrons and nrove a food box-office attract'on. There is enour»h action and adventure in the hero's encounters in the doctor's
home with various mvster:ous panoen'nes,
his fierht with the thues and his thrilling
race in an aeronlane to the rescue of the
girl who is aboard a sailing vessel, to ma''e
it a better than the average artion melodrama, and the introduct:on of the comedy
anple throughout makes it even better entertainment.
The cast is small but their work is excellent. Most of the action fails on Matt Moore
as the hero and Tom W'lson as a comic
negro character, who is his companion in
the adventures. Tom is evcellent as alwavs
in a role of th;s Vind and Weos you hiehly
amused, while Matt in his fieht in the underworld dive, his transfer from the aeronlane
to the n'eging of the ship, his stunts on board
bv which he overcomes the crew and finally
his fight with the villain measures up to
those of the best stunt artists. Patsv Ruth
Miller is charmine but has not much to do
as the heroine. Bert Grasby is convincing
as the sinister East Indian servant and
Charles Belcher is capable in the role of the
mvsterious doctor.
We believe the maiority of your patrons
will be thoroughly satisfied with "Fools in
Cast
the Dark."
Ruth
Rand
Patsy Rnth Miller
Percy Schwartz
Matt Moore
Kotnh
Bert Grasshy
Dr. Rand
Charles Belcher
Diploma
Tom Wilson
Story by Bertram Millhauser.
Directed by A I Santell.
Photographed Story
by Blnke Wagner
Length, 7.002 feet.
Percy Swartz, whose father is a millionaire
garbage can manufacturer, longs to write
scenarios and becomes disgusted with business. He decides to propose to his sweetheart, Ruth, who says he must ask her uncle,
Dr. Rand. The doctor is somewhat of a
mysticage,and
he him
decides
to test Percy's
believing
a weakling.
In thiscour-he
is assisted by his East Indian servant, Kotah,
who secretly loves Ruth. A negro street
cleaner, Diploma, whom Percy has shown how
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26, Percy
1924
to work a three-link puzzle,July
follows
and arrives just as the doctor is making
Percy the victim
spooky
ifestations.ofDiplomaallis sorts
scaredof but
agreesman-to
stick with Percy if he will show him again
how to work the puzzle. They are lured to
a thugs' resort to aid Ruth, who has been
kidnapped. Kotah double-crosses the doctor
and really kidnaps Ruth, taking her on a
sailing vessel. Percy follows in an aeroplane
and has Just overcome Kotah and rescued
Ruth when the doctor arrives with help
aboard a destroyer. Diploma puts in an appearance, announcing he has solved the puzzle. The doctor is glad to withdraw his objection to Percy as Ruth's husbund.
"Western Feuds"
Arrow Presents Edmund Cobb as Star of
Ashton Dearholt Western Production
Filled with Action
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
The significance of the title of "Western
Feuds," an Ashton Dearholt production distributed by Arrow Film Corporation, lies in
the fact that the story is based on the enmity
between the cattle raisers and the sheep herders of the West, a theme which has furnished
theThis
basispicture,
for a large
of "Westerns."
which number
was directed
by Francis
Ford and stars Edmund Cobb, follows along
familiar lines; there is a romance between a
cattleman and the daughter of a sheep herder,
a cattle foreman who hates the sheep raisers
and keeps them away from the necessary water,
and a gang of ruffians led by the villain who
seeks to win the girl and get rid of the hero
by foul means.
The picture is characterized by the usual
fast riding of films of this type, with several
fights and thrilling rescues. There is no shortage of action, in fact, there is so much of it
and so many physical encounters with so many
different lines to the plot that at times the plot
is confusing and hard to follow, and there is
more than the usual amount of fighting; at
one time the foreman and the villain and the
heroine and his female assistant are all fighting
in front of the camera, while at other times
the rival bands are paired off and engaged in
physical encounters.
Edmund Cobb is satisfactory as the hero
and Florence Gilbert is capable as the girl.
The remainder of the cast give adequate performances. Francis Ford, who directed the
picture and also appears in a character role,
has apparently striven to fill the production
with typical action expected in a Western even
at
of the
the sacrifice
story. of the clearness or plausibility
This picture ranks as a fair program Western and should prove an average attraction
where productions of this type find favor.
I'll Jones
Edmund Cobb
Cast
Sally Warner
Florence Gilbert
Black Pete
Al McCormick
llonita
Kathleen Calhoun
Bill Warner
Wllllnm White
Joe
Ashton Dearholt
J. P. Hartley
Francis Ford
Story and scenario Story
by Isabel Blodgett and
Ashton Dearholt.
Directed by Francis Ford.
Length, 4,808 feet.
Bill Warner, a sheep raiser, found his stock
dying rapidly as because of the enmity of the
cattle raisers on an adjoining ranch he could
not get access to the river. An outlaw.
Black Pete, headed a gang which posed as
sheep raisers to cover their depredations. He
was in love with Warner's daughter, Sally.
Ed, one of the cattlemen who did not share
their hatred of the sheep raisers, fell In love
with Sally and saved her several times from
Black Pete's unwelcome attentions. Hartley,
the big boss of the cattle ranch, arrived
from the East and, to gain information to
settle the fight, posed as Mr. Brown. Sally
(Continued on page 303)
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"Starving Beauties"
(Universal — Comedy — Two Reels)
The experiences of a troupe of stranded
show girls and their attempt to get away again
furnishes the motive for a Century Comedy.
This time they are locked in a room for nonpayment of rent, but get out by inventing a
fire scare. They are then chased by the proprietor and the police and try by about every
mode of transportation, including running, to
make a getaway, but finally land in jail and
are at least assured of getting something to
eat. Thero is the usual familiar chase stuff
which is amusingly handled. In addition, this
is the second Century Comedy starring Waunda
Wiley, a clever comedienne who gives a good
performance. She evades capture by vamping
the cop who is chasing her, but finally lands
back with the bunch. Miss Wiley's work is
amusing und clever, and the comedy as a whole
ranks well up in the list of Century offerings
and should prove good entertainment for the
average audience. — C. S. S.
"It's a Bear"
(Pathe — Comedy — Two Reels)
Hal Roach's "Our Gang" kids resort to the
barnyard for funmaking in their latest offering through Pathe. Without doubt it contains
some of their most clever and laughable antics. Lassoing pigs and being chased by cows
and horses, and being pecked by roosters and
ducks, the gang winds up the two reels by being pursued by a big bear. One of them provides alot of hilarity when he tries to mimick
the farmer, who "rolls his own." This kid
does, but swallows the cigarette and gets an
awful "tummey" ache. The farmyard version
is just as exceptionally good as are practically
all of the presentations under this banner. —
T. W.
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"SHORTS" REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE
Flying Eagle (Universal)
It's a Bear (Pathe)
Our Defenders (Pathe)
Patching Things Up (Universal)
Seeing Nellie Home (Pathe)
Sport of Kings (Pathe)
Starving Beauties (Universal)

"Patching Things Up"
(Universal — Comedy — One Reel)
This is another one of Universal's single
reel comedies in which Bert Roach is starred
in his familiar role of a butler in a small family. The action concerns the attempt of the
wife to save money by making a suit of clothes
for her husband, with Bert Roach assisting
her and getting things mixed up generally.
When hubby comes home and tries on the suit
it is an awful misfit. Rushing into the street
an auto cuts off one trouser leg that is too
long and the autoist offers $500.00 damages
seeing the empty leg. Bert tries the same stunt
but gets only a smash in the face. It is up
of the series as a laugh getter.
—to C.theS.average
s.

serials

"Our Defenders"
(Pathe— Sportlight— One Reel)
Grantland Rice in his latest offering very
interestingly reviews life at West Point and
Annapolis. He shows how the cadets and middies are fitted for their later lives as officers
in the army and navy, respectively. Each,
upon graduation, is an all-round athlete, he
brings out, in proving that athletics are food
for character as well as the body. — T. W.
"Seeing
NellieOneHome"
(Pathe— Comedy—
Reel)
This is one of the fastest moving one-reel
comedies that Charles Chase has ever turned
out. He sees Nellie home all right, but in
opening up the door of her home he has to
climb through a second-story window. In getting downstairs he manages to break up all of
the details of ornamentation, including the pictures and vases as well as the furniture. It
is one of his best, and a positive guarantee of
amusement for all. — T. W.
"Western Feuds"
(Continued from page 302)
discovers his identity and, thinking- he is
spying on them, captures him and imprisons
him in a shack. Black Pete kidnaps Sally
and takes her to the shack and prepares to
get rid of Ed by placing a bomb in his hay
wagon and setting It on fire. Sally escapes
in time to save Ed, who reveals that he is
really tween
oldthe cattle
Hartley's
feud beand son,
sheep and
men theis ended
by
their marriage.

99
Flying Eagle
(Universal — Drama — Two Reels)
This two-reeler starring William E. Lawrence is the second of the series of Indian
stories distributed by Universal. It concerns
a white man known as Flying Eagle who is
raised by the Indians. A rival spreads the report that he is a half breed and the girl turns
him down. She goes to summon aid when
the Indians threaten to attack and is rescued
by Flying Eagle, whose adopted sister, an Indian girl, has discovered proof of his white
parentage. Patrons who like Indian stories
will find this two-reeler entirely satisfactory.
There is plenty of action and the story holds
the interest. — C. S. S.
"The Sport of Kings"
(Pathe — Cartoon — One Reel)
Cartoonist Paul Terry pens another up-tothe-mark performance of his ink creatures in
"The Sport of Kings." Terry's zoo this time
stages a big league baseball game. The thing
is a burlesque on the games at the Polo
Grounds. A mouse takes Babe Ruth's place
at the bat and clouts the elephants all over the
field. — T. W.

Scene from "Patching Things
Alice Up,"
Howella one-reel
and BillyUniversal
Bletcher.Comedy with Bert Roach,
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Construction

Why

Do

They

Maintenance

Do

It?

SOME day I'm gonna fall off a Pennsy Railroad Caboose and land with a
Dull Thud on the cold hard ground of the Keystone State. That will be
when I flag a Shingle that says "Nazareth" as my train goes Whizzing By.
There's a Feller in that Burg I wanna see. His name is Carlisle Anglemire
and he's Projectionist of the "Y" Theater.
Anglemire is a Booster for Richardson and a Booster for Rich is a Booster
for Projectionists. Which to me means that his Boss is a Pretty Lucky Guy
to have him Haltered in Nazareth. Every now and then Anglemire drops a
letter to Rich or Me and it's always chock full of Ideas and Good Sense.
Well, here's one I got yesterday and the heading you see above was even
written by Anglemire.

Why

Do They Do It?"

"Just recently I received a feature entitled 'Blow Your Own Horn' from
F. B. O. The film itself was in fairly good condition. There was one thing
that showed a lack of business brains and that was the condition of Reel
Five where the film was wound on. The flanges were loose and the hub had
two flat sides instead of being round. When this reel got on the projector
and had been run off down to where the film cuts into the hub I had all
kinds of trouble. The flanges on all the six reels of this Feature were in a
wabbly state, and the film was wound very unevenly on all the reels, so that
in shipping the weight of the reels on each other caused cracked sprocket
holes at different places.
"Now in regards to the above mentioned lack of business brains : I can't
understand why an exchange manager will allow such poor reels in his
exchange. When a print which is in good physical shape is sent out to an
exhibitor on poor reels and not wound properly it will not reach the exhibitor
in good shape. They say that these reels only cost a few cents. Why don't
the exchanges use more of them and save money for themselves by keeping
their prints in better shape? Or, why don't they buy better reels that will
last longer and hold their shape and stay rigid longer? I firmly believe that
50 per cent, of the damaged prints are due to the junk reels they are wound
on. At least that is my experience. F. B. O. is not the only guilty one in this
respect. All the other leading national distributors do the same thing."
Well, as Anglemire says: "Why do they do it?"

ECTION

PROJ
EDITED
Rewinder Spee
d
D. E. Tayhoe, Colonial Theatre, Aberdeen, S. D., sends in replies to questions 20
to 24 of the Bluebook School, and says:
Am working here seven days a week, on
a one to eleven shift, with no supper hour.
Were I not keeping my mind busy learning
more about projection I would feel the long
hours. This man Bennewitz, Sioux > a-ls,
S. D., makes me very jealous. He always has
some practical argument to set forth In his
articles.
In April 5 issue I read about the Richmond,
Va., projection room. Noticed you object to
high speed of rewind. I have reconstructed
my rewinder, and if some projectionists only
could see it they would, 1 am sure, fall In
love with it because it works so smooth and
nice.

No

License

R. H. Meldrim, Edwards, N. Y., says:
I certainly do enjoy reading what other
projectionists are doing. Was interested in
the letter of Ward N. Christensen, April 26
issue. I am no patriarch — only 17 years
young, In fact, but have been projecting with
a Powers for three years. Am trying to
work my way through college, by the way.
The letter of Arthur Puller, April 26 issue,
relieved me of worry. Was afraid one had
to have some sort of a license in order to
be a projectionist, and I did not know where
to get such an animal. I am adopting the
title
propose
really
make "Projectionist"
myself worthy and
of it.
Have toalready
made some changes in the equipment which
have improved the show. For one thing we
have but one projector and used to stop the
show for change every single reel. I have
started placing two single reels on one
large reel, which eliminates many stops.
Where can I secure a Bluebook?
Where to Get Bluebook
You can get a Bluebook by remitting six
dollars to the Chalmers Publishing Company,
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City, and you
can get ahead fast in technical knoweldge
by starting in the Bluebook school now
running in the Department. Your ambition
to get through college is most commendable,
as is also your determination to make yourself worthy of the title projectionist.
I am "for" the small-town men. There are
such aproject
gol durned
lot offor'emsuch
and athey,
in the
bulk,
pictures
multitude
of people every day — people who for the
most part must depend entirely upon the
efforts of these men for all they have in the
way of theatrical amusement. For these
reasons the city men need not elevate their
combined noses when small-town projectionists ask questions or say things which
are to them, the city men, rather elementary.
The Stunt
The Wurlitzer Company puts out an upright piano organ, single cabinet, which
starts with a nickel or slug. In Its lower
part is a motor and gear reduction mechanism, all mounted on one base. Place a 2 V4
inch diameter pulley on the shaft where the
bellows arms are and a Singer sewing machine wheel on the rewinder and you have
a rewinder it is next to impossible to hold
stationary unless the belt slips. It takes
about eight minutes to the 1.000 feet of film.
With a reasonable amount of brake pressure
on the dummy it will calmly pull ALi. weak
patches in two and wind the film tightly, so
that there can be no slipping to produce

BY F. H. RICHARDSON

Bluebook

School

Question No. 89 — What is the effect of
"pitting" on face of collector lens? Now,
think a moment and try to answer this
question fully.
Question No. 90 — What is correct
thickness for condenser lens (plano-convex) edge, and what are the objections
to a too-thick or a too-thin edge?
Question No. 91 — Why need a planoconvex condenser lens have edge thickness at all? Why may it not be brought
right down to a thin edge?
Question No. 92 — What importance attaches to accurate curvature and excellence of polish of condenser lenses?
Question No. 93 — Explain, in detail,
exactly denserwhat
does. various- things the con"rain" marks. Also, last, but NOT least, it is
practically noiseless In operation.
I attach some samples clipped from late
releases. It is such things as this that get
the manager and projectionist balled up in
an argument. Friend manager believes it Is
the projectionists'
fault and It is hard to
convince
him differently.
Film

Fault

The film fault is the printing of the positive out of center with the negative, so that
on one side there is a black frame line about
1/32 inch wide and on the other it is only
about one fourth as wide. In one sample it
is much worse than that. It is the result of
carelsssness of some one but, as Tayhoe
says, the projectionist is likely to be the
goat insofar as has to do with Friend Manager.
Insofar as has to do with your working
hours, it is not my province to interfere
with such matters, save to say to your manager that such long hours without ta least
an hour off for supper, is NOT good business. In the end it will lose him money because too close continuous confinement is
bound to take the enthusiasm out of any
man in time. IT WORKS THAT WAY in
practical life, and then the man is no longer
either ABLE to do or care to do full justice
to his work. As a matter of plain good
business judgment your managers should
provide for a relief for one hour at supper
time. IN THE END IT WILL PAY HIM
TO DO IT, to say nothing about just plain
fairness and justice. In all human probability
your manager does not mean to be unjust,
money at the exnor does he care to "save"show.
He just has
pense of injury to his
not
have.given the matter the thought it should
As to the rewinder reduction gear— well,
a connot many would have access to such projecvenient bit of mechanism, but any
tionist with energy and ability can easily get
arrangement for
parts and rig a reduction
his rewinder, if he cares enough about
do it. Its quite "doable.
proper
Its
up toprocedure
the men tothemselves.

Karl H. Sommermeyer, Projectionist Amuzu
to
say: Marietta, Minn., arises in his pew
Theatre,
Dear Mr. Richardson: On page 396 of the
Bluebook you speak of the condenser aa
"working to capacity." Does a lens have a
light carrying capacity In the same sense
that a wire has current carrying capacity?
been using
Walter
system
forI have
measuring
condenser
focalMunn's
lengths
and
find that a piece of cardboard with a small
hole in Its center to locate the leg of the
calliper
lens helpsin athelot.center of the flat side of the
Don't Discontinue School
Please don't discontinue the Bluebook
school in the department. It is Just what I,
for one, need. What if it does use up space?
We have asked Editor Welsh for more space
and it has been given to us, which Is proof
that he is willing to give us what we want,
provided what we want is reasonable and
that we make our wants known.
You have failed to include in the Bluebook School questions this one: Why does a
projection lens of small diameter have
greater depth of focus than one of larger
diameter? I believe that in the answer to
this you will find the answer to the blurred
edges of pictures — March 22 issue. With
Mazda equipment
the G.there
E. type
distance
is short, ofhence
mustthe be"Y"a
large diameter projection lens and — small
depth of focus.
The Question Added
Who publishes the American Projectionist?
Brother Sommermeyer gives his definition
of the question he says I have omitted, but
I've added it to the Bluebook School questions and he can answer it then. Maybe
there
a reason
as I'm
not hence
at all
certain isthat
I know forthethis,
answer
myself,
I'm togoing
to putor itnoup heto isthecorrect
opticalinsharks
as
whether
what
he says. Probably he is. As to the condenser working up to capacity — yes or no.
Viewed merely as a lens, I don't know
whether or not it would be said to have "cain lightviewed
transportation,
in our
case it ispacity"not
merely as but
a lens,
but
as a lens working in conjunction with a
light source of given area and an opening
of restricted size located at a given distance
from the face of the lens, and in this connection itcertainly
has "capacity"
far
as concerns
the amount
or quantity inofsolight
it can put through the opening (aperture).
No, that is not quite right either. It has
limit in capacity as to the area of the light
source AND the area of the aperture, or of
the area of the light source when the opening remains unchanged.
That is about as clear as I am able to
make it. Study the matter on page 396 and
I think you will understand.
School to Continue
The Bluebook School will NOT be disconmen are "joining"
tinued. Moresay,andwemore
and, as you
have more room now.
Your suggestion as to applying Brother
Munn's method of calliper measurement of
piano convex lenses is good, or so it seems
to me.
(Continued on following page)
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Projection
(Continued from preceding page)
The American Projectionist is published
monthly by the American Projection Society, 304 West 58th street, New York City.
It is an excellent publication, ably edited,
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and should be in the hands of all projectionists. Its work does not in the least conflict with the work of this department. Even
if it did there is ample room for a good publication. In such things every tub should
stand absolutely on its own bottom. When,
if ever, the time comes that this department

Bluebook School — Answers 55
You are in error there, brother Hanover.
Well, anyhow, I got a real good laugh out
Anything which has an actual, bona fide
of the replies to Question No. 56A. Smoly
hoke, what a weird assortment they werel
bearing on any point covered by any question, is within its scope, and adds to the
Answers ran pretty well all the way from
value of the answer thereto if given con11,425 to 6,669,000 candle power, which lat- sideration.
ter would be quite some arc, don't you
think! Well, anyhow, the ones who failed
Question No. 56A — What is the total light
tried, and will remember how the trick is giving power of a crater having an area
done when the right answer and method
equal to the area of a half inch circle, if
by which it is obtained, is published. Gray, the brilliancy be 150 c p per unit area?
Fell and Hanover were the only ones who
I shall quote a few of the various answers, which you are to read without any
"got right," though Bennewitz was close
enough to warrant the assumption that his giggles, ESPECIALLY by you who lacked
method was cortect, and that he merely
energy, or were afraid to send in an anerred in figuring.
swer yourselves. First, there were three
My real reason for asking this question
who were approximately correct, Hanover,
was to see how many of you would have
Fell and Gray, with Bennewitz very close
the energy and ingenuity to find out how
to right, with 18,900 c p. Gray said 19,the thing really was done.
000.68, Fell said 19,001.575 and Hanover 19,A Secret
001.573, which slight discrepancies I charge
to error in figuring. My own answer, as
And now I'll tell you a d-a-r-k secrut ! calculated
by the high schoolite, verified by
I didn't know how to reduce a half inch
diameter circle to square millimeters myself, myself, agrees with that of brother Fell.
so I did what any one of you might easily Here are some of the rest — Lookum over
have done, Viz : submitted the problem to and take your choice: 29,996.55 ; 47,112; 25,a high school teacher, who worked it out 350; 6,669,000 (wow); 152,022; 67,846.21; 36,for me. Had to be sure I was right in 794; 11,947.92; 11,423 (conservative, I'll
say!); 60,000 and 55,847.65.
order to check you chaps up. There's more
Hanover says :
than one way of skinning a cat, you know.
Of course the first thing to do is to asQuestion No. 55 — What is the brilliancy
certain the area of a circle half an Inch in
of the arc crater per unit area?
diameter, in square millimeters. Such a circle has .196351 of an inch area, and since
Daniel Constantino, Easton, Pa. ; Harry
there are 645.16 square millimeters in a
Dobson, Toronto, Ont. ; G. W. Bennewitz,
square inch, it follows that if we multiply
Sioux Falls, S. D. ; H. C. Spence, Charlotte.196351 by 645.16, the result will be the area
town, P. E. I.; Walter E. Lewis, Endicott, of the circle in square millimeters, which is
N. Y.; Arthur H. Gray, Boston, Mass.; A. 126.679. We next multiply this by the c p
square mm (150), which gl/es the final
L. Fell, Collingswood, N. J., and C. H. Han- per
result — 19,001.673.
over, Burlington, Iowa, supplied correct anI call that an especially good answer beswers, that of brother Fell being selected
cause of the fact that it explains every
for publication. He says :
The brilliancy of the projection arc crater step and the reason therefor. Brother Fell
did almost as well, and brother Gray said:
about 150 c p per sq. mm, when the carbons
are working at or near capacity.
Area of half inch circle equals 40.3206 x
S.1416, or 126.6712 square mm, and if each
Question No. 56 — Upon what does the sq.
mm has a brilliancy of 150 c p, then of
total light giving power of crater depend?
course the total brilliancy of the crater
All the above-named made correct reply, would be 126.6712 x 150-19,000.68 c p.
in the main, but Hanover went more into
So that's
that,it and
think you'll
agree
details than any other. He said :
with
me that
was I worth
all theall bother
First, It depends upon the temperature of to find out what teetotally bum figgerers
the floor the floor of the crater, of course,
which same cannot exceed the volatization most of us are.
point of carbon, but different grades o£ purQuestion No. 57 — What effect has disity In carbon may affect this appreciably,
of light source from Collector lens
which is what I understand is back of the on lighttance delivered
to the spot?
footnote on page 412. Second, upon the
Only Dobson, Constantino, Fell and Gray
depth of the incandescent floor of the crater,
which will vary according to whether the caught the point in this. The rest all fell
carbon is worked at, under or over capacity, down by assuming that the size of the spot
though if worked above capacity any gain had something to do with it. The question
through thickening of crater floor will be
more than offset by decrease in area caused does NOT say "light put through the aperby penciling. Third, and in practice far
ture," but "light delivered to the SPOT."
more important, the area of the crater, since
Dobson's reply is short and comprehenthe total light giving power is equal to the
area In millimeters times the brilliancy per
He says: "The further from the face
unit area, which is taken at 150 c p. Note: of the sive.collector
lens the light source is loThis does NOT refer to high Intensity arcs,
cated, the less amount of the total light
in which the light source is said not to
be the crater floor, but the incandescent
it will collect and pass on to the converggas in the crater cup. Of course there are
ing lens, which sends it forward to the
modifications, such as decreased luminosity
of some units of area due to impurities in spot." Brother Dobson may wash his
the carbon, but I do not understand this hands, brush his hair, wipe his nose and
to
tion.be within the intended scope of the ques- take his place at the head of the class.

307
cannot exist through its own merit, and has
to speak other than kind words concerning
any other really meritorious publication,
then it will quit, because I will amputate its
head, line,fill
Nancy
gizzard
with gasoride off
into Hanks'
the woods
somewhere
and
eat worms.

to 57A
Question No. 57A — What diameter collector lens would be required to collect an
amount of light at a 41-2 inch crater distance equal to that collected by a 4 1-4 inch
free diameter collector lens at 31-4 inch
crater distance? Show me how you obtain
your answer.
Thomas, Gray, Lewis and Dobson got it
right, though at that I believe Gray is the
only one absolutely correct. He got his by
calculation, whereas all the rest used drawings, and there is considerable opportunity
for slight error that way — though it was
the only way I knew myself.
Here is Dobson's reply:
Here is Gray's method :
A 6" dia. lens with a 5.88" free opening.
The
was obtained
3.25 to 1.384
4'50
equalsanswer
4.50 divided
by 3.25,thus:
or 1.384.
to X equals X divided by 1.384. 1.384 x 4.25
equals X, therefore X equals 5.88.

C line 3 'A * /.««<. "Crhu* DKTHtftt-E'
F CHHUK

(To ScfHS. /

Uh huh. I guess so, brother Gray, but
I forgot all my alge bray something like thirty-five years ago, but anyhow I submitted
your solution to a school mam and as she
says it's correct, why that's that. Nice
weather
we'rereplyhaving.
Gray appends this
note
to the
:
Relative to 57A, this would only hold
strictly true provided the light source be a
point, and the light intensity equal at all
points, lector
or lens.
zones
on thefactor
surfaceholds
of the
Neither
truecol-in
this case, but the method Is close enough
to correct to prove the importance of placing the collector lens as near as practicable to the light source — which latter is,
of course, limited by heat — lens breakage.
All of which leads me to remark that Gray
is the only one who recognized the fact
that the area of the light source has some
influence on the matter in hand.

Latest Handbook
on Projection
RICHARDSON'S
Will Help You Out of All Your
Difficulties
Order Your Copy Now.
$6.00 Postpaid.
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dition makes it impractical for the union to
EFFICIENTLY— without undue and unnecTo William Canavan
essary waste. That is only just common fair- supply at least one VERY important need
ness, especially when it is proposed to pre- of its members.
Mr. William Canavan,
Another Instance
vent the employment of a«y but I. A. men.
President, International Alliance Theatrical
Is
This
Being
Done?
Another
and
different instance is found in
Stage Employees and Moving Picture
Machine Operators of the United
And now, brother Canavan, can you hon- a mixed local containing a very respectable
States and Canada,
estly say to me that ten per cent, of the number of projectionists— or near-projectionists anyhow. This local is within ten
New York City.
mixed locals, or twenty-five per cent, of the
Dear Brother Canavan :—
projectionist locals are making any really miles of Columbus Circle, New York City.
I am dictating this open letter to you in adequate effort to increase the efficiency For a year or more it closed its books because ithad two or three men out of work,
the hope that the membership, as well as of their members? Is it not a fact that only
your honorable self, will see some merit a comparatively few locals make any really whereas I will personally vouch for the
in the points I propose to raise.
adequate effort in that direction, and that fact that in the local in question there are
quite a few more than two or three men who
As you are aware, some delegates to the very many locals make absolutely no such
last convention introduced resolutions in effort? Forget for the moment that you are never ought to be allowed in a projection
condemnation of the American Projection
International President and answer me fairly room at all, unless it be as apprentices. Then
this local re-opened its books, but raised
Society and similar organizations, which the and honestly.
its initiation fee to three hundred dollars.
said delegates seem to imagine exist merely
You say the union is ample and sufficient
In other words, in order to enter into comfor the purpose of giving banquets and lec- to provide for all the needs of its membertures. As you are aware, the convention
ship. That may be true in a way, BUT if
petition with some of the incompetents in
(very wisely, I may remark) disapproved
that local the competent man must pungle
the
union
doesn't
and
will
not
provide
techof all such resolutions.
nical education for its members, and that up $300.00 and then wait God knows how
Right at the closing of the convention,
state of affairs cries to Heaven for remedy,
long before he is admitted and can earn
however, you, as International President, why should not organizations like the A. P. his living at his profession.
took occasion to warn all locals to be very S. be encouraged to do it?
Now, Brother Canavan, this local, as I
careful about fostering within their ranks
happen to know, makes no manner of effort
For
Instance
any organization which seeks to absorb the
of any sort or kind to teach its incomfunctions of the union. This neither myself,
petent members, nor does it make even the
Take Local 306, New York City Projecnor, I think, any one else could or would
tionists, for example. It is composed of slightest effort to check up on the work of
object to, but you followed it with this re- about 1,100 men. Among them are some of its members and oblige them to deliver good
mark: "The union is ample and sufficient to the best projectionists to be found any- and efficient work in return for the scale.
provide
the needs
membership,"
some whoare are
just asplain
"goodpunkmen"as DO YOU CALL THIS FAIR OR RIGHT?
and therefor Iallthink
there ofis its
ample
room for and somewhere,who
about
punkly
An Example
argument.
one could find anywhere. The membership
Duty of I. A.
is of many nationalities, some of which mix
I personally took one of the I. A. VicePresidents to a show in one of the largest
First, brother Canavan, I think you will about as well as do oil and water. DO YOU
FOR
ONE
MOMENT
IMAGINE
THAT
and best theatres (seats about 1,200 and
agree with me that, since the I. A. proposes
LOCAL 306 COULD DO THE WORK
charges 65 cents admission) within the jurto create a situation, and in very many
isdiction of that local. When we came out
places already has created a situation where BEING DONE BY THE AMERICAN PROthe motion picture industry must be and is
JECTION SOCIETY AND THE INTERafter the show he said to me : "God in
Heaven ! How does he (the projectionist)
NATIONAL PROJECTION ASSOCIATION
entirely dependent upon the I. A. for men
upon whom it must depend to place the fin- AT ALL, to say nothing of doing it as well get away with it? I'd like to throw a brick
ished product of the entire industry before as those organizations are doing it?
at him !'' And what he saw was nothing
its ultimate buyer, the public, THE MOTION
There are those who apparently think the so very unusual in that theatre either. MerePICTURE INDUSTRY HAS THE RIGHT
ly two or three complete stops in the show,
American Projection Society and similar orTO EXPECT THE I. A. TO SUPPLY
ganizations live, breathe and have their be- several discolorations of the light — some of
MEN POSSESSED OF THE SKILL AND
ing merely to hold banquets and lectures
them bad — and running out of frame until
KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY TO PLACE
the audience whistled and stamped. If you
for the amusement of their members, which
shows how very little they know about such think I'm overdrawing it ask William Covert t
THAT PRODUCT BEFORE THE PUBLIC IN THE BEST POSSIBLE WAY,
matters. The lectures are purely educational.
And do you think that union is "supplying
They teach the men fortunate enough to be every need of its membership," huh?
AND TO DO WITH AT LEAST A FAIRNow mind you, brother Canavan, you have,
LY HIGH DEGREE OF EFFICIENCY.
present more about the equipment they
handle — how to handle it efficiently and well, as I think you very well know, no better
Knowing you as I do, brother Canavan,
I am very certain that, whatever answer you and how to solve the many problems of pro- personal friend in all this wide land than
jection. Even the banquets — one a year, F. H. Richardson. I also think you know
may think policy demands that you make
to that statement, deep down in your heart usually — serve a most excellent purpose in that I'd go a long way to do the I. A. a
you KNOW it is absolutely true. I think that they bring the projectionist sharply good turn. I've done it many, many times,
to the notice of the Powers That Be, and BUT it is not always your best friend who
you also will, in the privacy of your own
closet, agree that if the I. A. proposes to tend to create respect for projection and the "yes-es" you all the time. Sometimes our
best and most REAL friend is the one who
and does control the supply of projectionists, projectionist.
In the very nature of things Local 306 does not hesitate to criticize and tell us the
it is NOT acting quite fairly with the motion
picture industry, through and by means of could not do these things. Maybe the time truth, even though the truth be quite unwhich its projectionists live, breathe and will come when the present heterogeneous
pleasant.
have their being, if it does not induce, and mass may become so well amalgamated that
What the Union Doesn't Do
if necessary COMPEL the men it supplies in it will be possible. At present to attempt
The union does NOT supply, except in a
return for the scale it negotiates, to equip it would merely be an invitation to trouble,
themselves with the necessary technical and would result in more harm than good. comparatively few isolated cases, "all the
knowledge to enable them to give not only This is no fault of any one in particular. It needs of its members." In the very nature
a high grade screen image, but to GIVE IT is a condition, and I contend that the conof things in some cases it cannot now —
whatever it may be able to do in the future
— supply all the needs of its members. There
IS a real need for such an organization as
THE
BAIRD
the American Projection Society, though I
heartily join you in cautioning locals to exRE WINDER
and DUMMY
ercise care in fostering them, and to NOT
Will Accommodate 10-inch and 14-inch Reels
let
them interfere in the matter of wages
Durably Constructed to Stand Long Hard Service
and working conditions. In other words,
Ask your dealer.
kept in their place, such organizations are
THE C. R. BAIRD CO.
capable of accomplishing a great deal of
2 East 23rd Street
New York
good, and filling a field the union does NOT
ManufacturersMachine
and Distributors
of
Moving
Picture
at present fill. I thank you 1
Parts Since 1909
F. H. RICHARDSON.
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President

of

West

Coast

Announces
Announcing a $3,000,000 building program
in process, M. L. Gore, president of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., gave some straightfrom-the-shoulder information to his auditors in the opening session of the annual
meeting of West Coast Theatres' managers.
President Gore's speech mentioned nine
theatres in actual construction at this moment and emphasized the aim of the organization, which is to have a West Coast
theatre, first class and luxurious, in every
neighborhood.
Three new theatres under construction are
one at Long Beach, one on Pasadena aveSlump

in Companies

Formed
in New
York
The usual slump which characterizes the
number of companies incorporating and entering the motion picture business in New
York State during the summer months was
particularly noticeable during the past week,
when only four companies incorporated with
the Secretary of State for the purpose of
entering the motion picture business or managing motion picture theatres. These companies were: Smith-Simmons Productions,
Inc., capitalized at $5,000, with William N.
Hechheimer, William G. Lovatt, Alfred Worsnop, New York City. William Caryl, Inc.,
$5,000, William Caryl, Little Neck; Michael
Gershel, Ella Levine, New York City. Mullow Amusement Corporation, capitalization
not stated, Irma Tosenthal, Thomas Layton,
Jacob Lazaree, New York City. Coney
Island Theatre, Inc., $50,000, Lillian Passman, Rose Pincus, New York City; Barnet
Kaprow, Brooklyn.

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,
any colors,
accurately
numroll
guaranteed.
Couponbered ;everyTickets
for Prise
Drawings;
5,000
for
$7.00.
Promptthe shipments.
with
order. Get Cash
the
rSeat
samples.
diagramserial
for Reserved
CouponSendTickets,
or dated.
tickets
must and
conform
Government regulation
bear toestablished
price of admission and tax paid.
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
$3.50
Ten Thousand
6.00
Fifteen Thousand
7.00
Twenty-five Thousand 9.00
Fifty Thousand
12.50
One Hundred Thousand. .... .18.00
National Ticket Co.
shamokin, Pa.
LA CLNEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
Official Organ of the Italian Cinematograph Union
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Subscription: $7.00 or 65 francs per Annum
Editorial and Business Offices:
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
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Theatres

ROLL — Machine — Coupon

Big Building Program
nue and one on Washington and Vermont.
Following the address on new theatres, C.
A. Caballero, purchasing agent of' the circuit, spoke on "Upkeep and Maintenance of
Theatre
the managers
an
earnest Equipment,"
talk on thegiving
importance
of this
branch of their responsibility. Other speakers of the day included Art Smith, electrical
engineer of the circuit; Sol Lesser, vicepresident of West Coast, who spoke on "The
Importance of the Circuit to the Com-

TICKETS
QUALITY— Second to none I
SERVICE Unexcelled— our
LOWEST PRICES will be mailed to
you on request.
Today I
State your requirements
by mail —

Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge and
munity."
Buster Keaton were guests of honor at the
luncheon, with Joseph M. Schenck, producer
and one of the directors of West Coast Theatres, making the presentations. Irving Thalberg made the luncheon speech, welcoming
the convention to Los Angeles, and the afternoon session was devoted to the subject
of "Advertising and Exploitation." Speakers included A. L. Gore, secretary of West
Coast; Frank Whitbeck of San Francisco,
Harold Home and Richard Spier.

Mailing Lists
youcatalog
increase
sales
> Wil]
Send prices
forhelpFREE
giving
counU
and
on thousands
of classified
nameers--Nat
of tonal.
yourbest
prospective
customState Business
anaXocal--ConcernsIndividuals, Professions.

Incorporations

TRIMOUNT
PRESS
LARGEST
AMUSEMENT
TICKET
PRINTERS
IN NEW ENGLAND FOR 17 YEAR8.
119 ALBANY ST., BOSTON, MASS.

and

Changes
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— Pacific Coast
Theatres, Inc. Capital, $150,000.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.— San Francisco Motion Picture Corporation. Capital,
$1,000,000.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.— Golden State
Theatres & Realty Corporation. Capital,
$1,000,000.
DOVER, DEL.— Theda Bara Productions,
Inc. Capital, $500,000.
WILMINGTON, DEL.— Atlas Film Producing Corporation. Capital $50,000. Incorporators :Joseph Bentwoglio, Angela Ventura and others.
WILMINGTON, DEL— Superior Art Motion Pictures. Capital, $50,000.
WILMINGTON, DEL— R. G. Hill Enterprises, Inc. Capital, $100,000. Moving picture business.
DEKALB, ILL.— DeKalb Theatre Company. Increased capital from $75,000 to $100,000.
ELMHURST, ILL.— Dupage Theatre Corporation. Capital, $150,000. Incorporators:
William J. Mueller, Vincent T. Lynch and
others.
WASHINGTON, IND.— Liberty Theatre
Company. Dissolved business.
HAZARD, KY.— White City Amusement
Company. Capital, $60,000. Incorporators :
H. M. Baker, W. B. Hardesty and others.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situation* Wanted Only
3c per word per insertion
Minimum charge 60c
Terms, Strictly Cash with Order
Copy muBt reach us by Tuesday noon to Insure
publication In that week's Issue.
EXPERIENCED, union organist. Playing three
manual organ ; city theatre. Small town considered.
Play vaudeville. Philadelphlan, Moving Picture
World, New York City.
MUSICAL CONDUCTOR open for engagement.
(Baton or violin) Composer and arranger; awarded
first prize Paris Conservatory of Music. Long experience cuing pictures. Extensive library.
City.
Address Apt. 1-C, 203 West 107 Street, New i'ork

MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Sl, 776 Moving Picture Theatres, per M
$5.00
3.674 Legitimate Theatres, per M
7. SO
327 Film
ColoredExchanges
Moving Picture Theatres 10.00
5.00
1,059
162 Manufacturers
3.00
411
Moving Picture and
Mach.Studios
& Sup. Dealers. 4.00
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street
CHICAGO
Opera Chairs at Cut Prices
Ingetveneers
and upholstered.
buy till Fin
you
our quotations.
We haveDon't
the roods*
ply veneers lor all make chairs. Government
surplus stock at prices that will save you half.
REDINGTON COMPANY
SCRAN TON, PENNA.
Motion Picture Camera* and the World's
largest market of second hand and new
instruments, priced from $50.00 up.
Send for big catalogue and bargain Ust.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 NORTH DEARBORN
CHICAGO

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
80-82 Wardour St.
W. I. London, England
Has the largest certified circulation of the
trade in Great Britain and the Dominions. All
Official Notices and News from the ASSON to its Journal.
members are published exclusivCeIlAyTIInOthis
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID,
SAMPLE WEEKLY,
COPY AND $7.25
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
and IRELAND,
LTD.
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Park

Theatre,

870

Seats,

Addition to List
WITH the opening of the Park Theatre
on Fourteenth Street at Buchanan
Street, Washington, D. C, there has been added
to the capital's list another most attractive
phstoplay house. It is built, owned, controlled
and equipped by Washingtonians. The theatre
is owned by a corporation, the members of
which are Charles E. Wire, William M. Terrell and Norton M. Little, all of whom are
well known builders and real estate men.
Hoffman Bros., Inc., will conduct the house.
Clare and Graham Hoffman are the brothers
who will control its policies, and who have
leased the theatre for a term of twenty years.
Charles E. Wire, assisted by John Webber,
who is connected with the Supervising Architect's office in the Treasury Department, designed the theatre and Mr. Wire was the
builder. The structural design was by Ruebsam & Marsh, of Washington. Abe Dresner,
of the Washington Theatre Supply Company,
furnished the mechanical equipment of the
projection rooms and the ticket office.
The exterior of the building runs 120 feet
along Fourteenth Street and has a depth of
80 feet. It has a capacity of 870. The aisles
are very roomy and every effort has been made
to provide for the comfort of patrons. There
are exits on each side, and at every corner
of the building and adjoining it on the west
there is a lot 120 feet by 98 feet upon which
it is proposed to create an open air theatre.
The structural steel was fabricated by
Barber & Ross and erected by J. M. McDonald,
all of Washington.
The general color scheme in the auditorium

YOU

Latest

in Washington, D. C.
is in gold, old ivory and blue. The draperies
and tapestries were supplied by Lansburgh &
Bro., department store. The interior decorating
and painting were supervised, and the general
color scheme selected by Messrs. Wire and
Webber. The auditorium is 77 feet wide and
95 feet long and contains a stage 16 feet deep
and 40 feet wide.
•
Back of the stage are music rooms and retiring rooms for employees. In front is the
orchestra pit in which has been installed a
Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer special type B organ
and a DeMoll piano.
At the rear of the auditorium are retiring
rooms for men and women with modern toilet
appliances. On the second floor of the building
is the manager's office, and immediately above
this are the projection rooms. These latter
are entirely outside of the auditorium and
separated from the latter by an 18 inch wall.
Within the rooms there have been installed
two Powers 6-B projection machines with a
five-color wheel spotlight and dimmer equipment ; a Wagner motor generator and compensarcs guaranteeing continued operation in
the event of generator trouble. Motor rewind
equipment also has been installed by Mr.
Dresner.
The ventilation of the building exceeds three
times the requirements of the District of Columbia authorities. There is an air change of
18,000 cubic feet per minute. Installed in the
north and south ends of the building are two
42-inch exhaust fans, furnished by DoubledayHill Electric Company, of Washington, each
of which has a capacity of 18,000 cubic feet

NEED

We

A Brand New
By
LENS
JOHN

Invite

Here is an accurate chart which belongs in
every projection room where carbon arcs
are used. It will enable you to get maximum screen results with the equipment
you are using.
The new Lens Chart (size 15" x 20") is
printed on heavy Ledger Stock paper,
suitable for framing. It will be sent to
you in a strong mailing tube, insuring
proper protection.
Get this chart now and be all ready to reproduce with maximum screen results the
splendid pictures which are coming.
Price $1.00
Postpaid
Chalmers
Publishing Co.
516 Fifth Avenue
New York City

Comparison

Before

CHART
GRIFFITHS

Hark Theatre, Washington, D. C.
per minute. These fans are supplemented by
an under-floor system having a capacity of
15.000 cubic feet per minute, giving a total
capacity of approximately 50,000 cubic feet per
minute. This will insure perfect ventilation
and an absolute cooling system. In the basement is a Sturtevant blower.
In winter the house will be heated with a
Hart & Crouse (Washington,) smokeless furnace, the boiler of which is so constructed as
to make possible its operation even at times
when a particular section thereof may suffer
a breakdown. The heat is carried into the
theatre both direct and indirect, using a double
system. The direct method employs thirteen
large radiators in the main part of the building ; the indirect method employs a system
whereby the heat is driven through vento radiation and registers in the floor of the auditorium.
The lighting system employs red, amber and
blue lighting circuits operated by dimmer banks
furnished and installed by L. T. Souder.

You

MODEL
AMERICAN

Buy
D

REFLECTING

ARC

AND
Stereopticon With Automatic Slide Changer
is the Last Word in Projection Equipment
TRY
IN

YOUR

OWN

ONE
THEATRE

Upon the request of any responsible
exhibitor in the United States we will
arrange to have our equipment installed
in his theatre on trial for thirty days
free of charge.
American

Reflecting Arc Corporation
24 MILK STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
MADE IN U. S. A.
PATENTS APPLIED FOR
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PARTS
AND

PRICE

OF

BOOK

LIST

FOR

POWER'S
AND

IS

PROJECTORS
ACCESSORIES

NOW

READY

In this new edition of the Parts Book for
Power's Projectors and Accessories, a new system of numbering and grouping has been adopted which we feel will be
more convenient and satisfactory than the old plan which we
have used for a number of years.
SEPARATE PUBLICATIONS
WILL BE ISSUED
FOR THE FOLLOWING
EQUIPMENT NOT LISTED
IN THE
POWER'S
PARTS BOOK
AND
PRICE LIST

HIGHPOWER'S
INTENSITY
ARC- LAMP
POWER'S
INCANDESCENT EQUIPMENT
SPEEDPOWER'S
INDICATORS
AND
INSTRUMENT PANEL
FEASTER
NON-REWIND
FEASTER
SPECIAL REEL
FEASTER
STANDARD REEL
0BL_

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY^
Ninftv Cold St. Ntw Yowk.N.Y.

Under this new system the parts have been re-arranged
and re-grouped on the basis of group assembly and this has
necessitated the assignment of new part numbers to all parts
except in some special instances.
Classification under group assembly is a more logical
system than the old method. Parts which are used on one
assembly have been assigned consecutive numbers and are
grouped together on the illustrated parts plates. In order to
have as few figures in the part numbers as possible, combination letter symbols have been used in conjunction with the
numbers. These symbols were so chosen that they immediately suggest the type of machine or assembly group to which
the parts belong.
Included in this book will be found parts for two of our
most recent improvements, the new7 style 6B Condenser Mount
and the new Adjustable Condenser Mount for the High
Intensity Lamphouse.
Parts for Power's High Intensity Lamp and the Power's
Incandescent Unit have not been included, as separate pamphlets for these equipments will be issued.
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Pathe made a tenstrike in securing
Richard Enright to
write a story which
would for the first
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time truly reveal the
inside facts of the
eternal battle between
the police and
underworld.
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And what a story!
Twenty of New
York's wealthiest and
most beautiful society
girls disappear suddenly, mysteriously.
Why? How? The
motives and the kidnappers are veiled in mystery.
All branches of the police are called
into the hunt; mounted, traffic, harbor,
detective,
finger-print, motor-cycle, etc.,
etc.
The first true story of the police; brimming
with action, full of novelty, crackling with
mystery and suspense!
Produced by

ytia/co/m Strauss

Directed by
(jeorye 8. Se/tj^
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Supported bq Carmelita Geraglitq-Chuck Reisner
Esther Ralston-Wauden Stevenson and others irv.
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a
FIGHT
From^ne original screen stories bq GERALD
i
Directed by Erie Kentorv.
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SUMMER
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E
S
BEAUMONT

EVERYWHERE!

"S. summer.
R. O. sign out forSTATE
first THEATRE,
time this
Austin, Minn.

"Doubled
nes$.

"Terrific business— we are saved for
the summer V*
PALACE AND REGENT THEATRE,
South Norwalk, Conn.

"Extraordinary
business every
day!"
dreamland Columbus,
theatre, Ohio

"What

"$250

I have been
ing for!"

Right

Now

UNIVERSAL

hoping and wishMERRILL Milwaukee,
THEATRE, Wis.
!

It Is

JEWEL

Saving

SERIES

my

previous
week's
busi
RANDOLPH
THEATRE,
Chicago, III.

better

Exhibitors

Presented

than

This

past 5 weeks ! "
LIBERTY THEATRE,
Kansas City, Mo.
Summer

bqGrl

Nationally Advertised in The Saturday Evening Post

!
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Forty

the group of pictures

now known nationally as "The Famous Forty" has
far exceeded Paramount's fondest expectation. Exhibitors have been quick to see the value of each of the
pictures, based on their own knowledge of the drawing
power of the great stars and directors represented and the
entertainment value of the stories, all of them from
famous books and plays.
Some

of the Famous

Forty have been tested in pre-

release runs. The value of such pictures as "Manhandled," "Wanderer of the Wasteland," "The Enemy
Sex," "Unguarded Women," "Changing Husbands," "The
Covered Wagon," "The Side-Show of Life" is now easy
for exhibitors to determine.
may

But successful as these have been, even greater things
be safely predicted for the others to come. Any

group that contains such material as "Feet of Clay,"
"Monsieur Beaucaire," "The Alaskan," "Sinners in
Heaven," "Merton of the Movies," "Her Love Story,"
"Open All Night," "Empty Hands," "The Fast Set," "Forbidden Paradise," "The Border Legion," "Peter Pan," and
all the others to come may be held, without exaggeration,
to be the leading group of the greatest photoplays in the
field today.
The following pages contain a corrected list of the
Famous Forty pictures with the details as to stars,
director, cast, author and scenarist.
It is only true to say the industry has not before seen
any group of pictures that can begin to match these
productions.

0y

FAMOUS PLAYE
- LAS KYCITY1
CORPORATION
<~N E W RS YORK.
President Vice President Director Gcner*/ Jjy^EySflwEj^V

A
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ADOLPH ZUKOR AND
JESSE L.LASKY PRESENT
GLORIA

SWANSON
IN
11

AN ALLAN

DWAN

PRODUCTION

Post
Saturday
's
Stringer
ur ing
ArthEven
FROM
y of the same name.
stor
Breaking records everywhere. The best Svvanson
picture ever made. A proven
super-success. Screenplay by
Frank Tuttle. Pre-release
reports sho
moremake "Man
handled"w will that
money for exhibitors than
any Swanson picture ever
made and that's going some !

CL paramount

Qicture
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OF

WANDERER

„ WASTELAND
WILLAT
JACK HOLT
with
KATHLYN WILLIAMS
PRODUCTION

IRVIN

• • NOAH BEERY • ■
• • BILLIE DOVE • •
Q
A
Si

■resented byStdolph Z^or & Jesse t (ashy
Filmed Entirely in Colors

ht toshow
straigad
you.delCri
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ivetic
A $2
and ropublic acclaim this.
A record-breaker of the first
magnitude. Screenplay by
George Hull and Victor Irvin.
(2 paramount
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ADOLPH ZUKOR. A
JESSE LXASKY PRESE

:° H

Sidney

Rudolph
MONSIEUR

Olcott

(production

Valentino
BEAUCAIRE
With
BEBE DANIELS, Lois Wilson
Doris Kenyon and LowellSherman

AOOLPH ZUKOR. AND
.JESSE LLASKY PRESENT

71

James

THE

Betty

Cruze

Production

ENEMY

Com
Supported
by

p son

Percy M arm on tKathlyn Williams
and Huntley Gordon

Cruze knock
Rnteed
ffice-out
pic- !
A guara
ANOTHE
entertainment.
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They'
son. From
Screena
Johnone.
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novel byflock
play by Walter Woods and Harvey
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resented bii
pK Zukor
Adoland
Jesse L. Lastly

Jcnf

featri
LLE Raymond
|-< highly
IL B.DeMJ
CECentertaining
1 production
de "» •
p;ns ,„

th M ^and
Rote
From
support.
nine
P°stVictor
stor,y Varcom.
t„ «;,daZaSu
Cowan
Griffith,

nt

mou
q para

Presented
and btf
Adolph Zukor
Jesse L La sky

POM

N£QM

A DIMITRI
PRODUCTION
-'^
fv BUCHOWETZKI
of the Dust?
SOMETHING different! Pola Negri in her
greatest role ! Made from the Suderman
novel and Sheldon play. Raymond Griffith, Ben
Lyon, Noah Beery in cast. Screenplay by Paul
Bern. A tremendous drama, absorbingly entertaining, marvelously acted. Made by the director
of "Men." Poli Negri's finest acting role.
CL paramount
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vVagon reports
playingofi„'The
tres
pictureCovered
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following the
road-showings indicate simply stupendous
business. The picture is now the
no
most famous
thereen
history
en. one in Sc
of
play by
and
Lois WiisWith
on. Ernest Torrence
It
Jack Cunningham

A

J Cmersonpicture
7foug/i
J2 paramount

Famous Forty is so filled
THE
with super-productions, it is extremely difficult to pick out the high
lights. "The Covered Wagon" is of
course one. "Manhandled" is another, "Beaucaire" a third. But then,
are such gorgeous money
re
the
makers as "Wanderer of the Wasteland," "The Enemy Sex," "The
Alaskan," "Sinners in Heaven"
"Feet of Clay," "Her Love Story,"

"The

Fast

Set," "Merton

of the

Movies," "Tongues of Flame,"
"Open All Night," "North of 36,"
"Argentine Love," etc., etc. As a
matter of fact Paramount has not 5
super-productions but at least 25
productions that can't be equalled
for drawing power by any others in
the field today. And they'll get nine
two-color and seven black and white
national ads to 15,000,000 people.
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Screenplay by Willis Gol

a Qaramount

PARAMOUNT

offers you today,

* in THE FAMOUS
FORTY, the
greatest, most consistent and most
dependable program of good pictures that the film industry has ever
known.
Any plan, any theatre backed by
these pictures is underwriting success in advance. Any exhibitor who
hooks onto THE FAMOUS
FORTY
is assuring himself of the nicest crop

picture

of Fall and Winter
ever harvested.

profits he has

The values are there. Analyze thoroughly this announcement. Stars,
directors, titles, stories, advertising
material — there's nothing like them
anywhere in sight!
In all its twelve years of supplying
exhibitors with the best pictures in
the field, Paramount has never had
a'
program FORTY.
to present
FAMOUS

like THE
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G QaramountQ
JESSE L
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AOOLPH ZUKA5K
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S.JESS
T
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J
m

Willia

deMiLLE

Production

di-r M rast story, settings and

ring Cleaning;" by
s, "Sp
succes
Lonsdale. Screenplay
Frederick Ber
er.
ang
by Clara
a Qaramount

EVERY one of the Famous Forty will be
brought before the public in (a) doublecolor, double-page and (b) double-color
single page advertisements in the Saturday
Evening Post; (c) a four-color double-page
advertisement in "Liberty," the new, million
circulation, color-roto magazine; (d) advertising in the Ladies' Home Journal, the first
black and white ads in the magazine, up
among the reading matter; (e) pages in all
of the motion picture magazines; and (f)
Paramount Week advertisements in 4,000
newspapers of the United States.
For eight years the intense white light of na-

picture

tional advertising has played steadily on the
name Paramount Pictures.
Today there are millions of people who think
automatically of Paramount the moment the
word pictures is mentioned.
You can kid yourself all you want, but that
is an asset that thousands of exhibitors consider itlunacy to neglect.
The public knows Paramount.
The public
will know the Famous Forty to the exclusion
of everything else in pictures this season.
The Famous Forty will come to you, not out
of the ice-box but hot off the fire.
You know that means something to you!
i
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All

Might
Griffith
ty and
OMETHING new! Subtle
charmTheinterwith physical action
ing story.

Dire ed by
rand's stories.ctHere
's
Paul
bip Bern.
one that'll start the town talking. '
re
(2 Paramount

ADOLPH ZUKOR
AND
JESSE L LASKY
PRESENT WILLIAM

cpictu

FARNUM

The

Man

'WALLACE
Productiun
W0R5LEY

Who

Fights
Alone
WITH
LOIS WILSON AND EDWARD
EVERETT HORTON
mi

in a
to the screen
return
UM'S
FARN
m Blacke
story
by Willia
and James
Hamilton. Screenplay by Jack Cunningham.
a
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ADOLPHAND ZUKOR
JESSE L.LASKY

ifefry

a Sam

The

ADOLPH ZUKOR
AND
JESSE L.LASKY
Present

BE

BE

(pmpso
n,
Wood
Product/on

le
A COLORF
ma
Fe
UL,
elaborate '
pictur'zation
of Cynthia
's
Cosmopolitan story,Stockley
"Dalla
the Lion Cub." Thrills, drama,
intrigue and a different sort of triangular love story. Screenplay by
Agnes Christine Johnston.

DANIELS

Money
s
Dangerou
starring
CREENDOM'SS favorite
C 3
in
starring in
rite
favo
OM'
END
S CRE
a golden box office production.
ScreenDirected by Frank Tuttle.
play by Julie Heme. Adapted by Johk n
famous novel, ' Clar s
Russell from the
Field," by Robert Herrick.
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with
Antonio
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as a grade
down Zane
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MARK
Grey atA
money-m
his best. A clean, wholesome,
typically American story. Chock-full of
action, power, drama and love. Directed by William Howard. Adapted
by George Hull.
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7JICHARD

T)IX

"WHERE
HONOR
ENDS"
PRESENTED BY ADOLPH:; 2UKOR AND JESSE L.LASKY

g favorit
edged star.
growinIn
a full-fl
a storye
S fastest
AMERasICA'
worthy of his undeniable talents.
From "The Jungle Law," by I. A. R.
Wylie. Screen play by James Creelman.
Supervised by Forrest Halsey Directed
by Paul Sloane.
(2 (paramount
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AOOLPH ZUKOR and
JESSE L
PRESENT

a JAMES starring
CRUZE

Glenn

production

Hunter

with Viola

Dana

THE money picture of the year!
Again the master dramatic-comedy
director hits the box office bullseye !
Made from the story by Harry Leon Wili. Kaufman and

RUDOLPH

tino
nBeach
V
* ale
in Rex
s

#
<

—

»

ED

SAINT

"
DEVIL
JOSEPH HENABERY
PRODUCTI O N
tified box office success!
ancoe cerof
romntin
A HEvivid
Ra, Vale
OT
AN
Latin-Americ crammed with
exciting drama, adventurous
action and suspense. Adapted
by Forrest Halsey from the
story,
End,"in support.
by Rex
Beach. "Rope's
Nita Naldi

(X Cpammount Q>ictune
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Presented, by Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.Lasky

JACK

HOLT

ERNEST

TORRENCE

NOAH
LOIS

BEERY

WILSON

A MAGNIFICENT successor to "The
Covered Wagon." In size and action
a real road show — it goes direct to you.
Beyond the shadow of a doubt the most
spectacular production ever made. Mark
it down as a sure-fire profit maker! Adaptation by Victor Irvin.
d paramount

picture
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Jejje L LojKy prejen^

cast Includes
LouiSe DKESSer^

(raze'S

Virginia lee (6^bin
^athlyn
RlCARDOWilliamS
CORTEZ

Drama

of the N 16 nT
ENTERTAINMENT de luxe that will
register 100%. Jazz, pathos, comedy,
lavish clothes and gorgeous settings —
this picture has them all. From the story,
"Mother O' Day," by Leroy Scott. Screen
play by Walter Woods and Anthony Coldewey.
w

d paramount

ADOLPH ZUKOR,
JE55E L LA5K/
present

picture

A JAMES

^

CRUZE

BETTY

production

COMPSON
In

"The

Garden

of Weeds'

CRUZE'S
treatment
this
unusual story
is brandof new,
startling, revealing in every foot
of film the great showman. From
the sensational stage success,
"Garden of Weeds," by Leon
Gordon. Screen play by Walter
Woods and Anthony Coldewey.
Ct paramount

» jt

^picture
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/^gentine
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o*iu Debe

Daniels

Ricardo
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an Allan Dwan production
by
Vicente Blanco Ibanez
a
[Cparamount ]
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the master
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vitalromance
dramatic
plot
written ! Supreme entertainment, colorful backgrounds, picturesque settings, consummate acting, and a great title 1
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mineHE
HE! R Gorg
NOT
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AN
at her superb best. From the
novel of the same name by
Wren. ScreenCapt. playPercival
by Forrest ij.ai.,c .

CL paramount ^picture
Mill

Peter Clark Mac
Farlane
ame
of Fal
I
crashing,
big,
in
MEIGHAN
THOMAS dramatic story. Plus one of the mightiestmeloclimaxes ever flashed on the screen. A Joseph Henabery Droduction. Adaptation by Eugene Walter.
CL paramount Qicture

I
GR
(title |
to E
be changed)
K AN" SCORNED"
WOM
Pola in a flashing, unTHE dynamic forgettable
love-drama. Pola will
pack them in with this one !
Directed by Paul Bern.
CL Qaramount Qicture
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'INTERLOCUTORY"
(Title to be Changed)

!A?nesAyres
An Alan Crosland production
tarr
STHE
scarcest article on the market —
a clean, fast, really funny comedydrama. Sumptuously produced by Alan
Crosland. From the Saturday Evening
Post story by Charles Brackett.
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Production

(working title)
"LOCKED
DOORS"
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stellar cast. Defined to" be one
by,a
the season'
s
outstanding- hits!
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Famous Forty Release Dates:
OCTOBER
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
HER
LOVE STORY
MANHANDLED
THE SIDE-SHOW OF LIFE
EMPTY HANDS
WANDERER of the WASTELAND
THE COVERED WAGON
OPEN ALL NIGHT
CHANGING HUSBANDS
THE MAN WHO FIGHTS ALONE
THE FAST SET
MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE
SINNERS IN HEAVEN
DANGEROUS
MONEY
THE ALASKAN
UNGUARDED WOMEN
FORBIDDEN PARADISE
THE ENEMY SEX
FEET OF CLAY
STORY WITHOUT A NAME
THE FEMALE
LILY OF THE DUST
JANUARY
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
WHISPERING MEN
OLYMPE
A DRAMA OF THE NIGHT
MERTON OF THE MOVIES
WHERE
HONOR ENDS
THE
GARDEN
OF
WEEDS
WAGES OF VIRTUE
INTERLOCUTORY
WORLDLY GOODS
MANHATTAN
MISS BLUEBEARD
PETER PAN
A SAINTED DEVIL
THE GOLDEN BED
ARGENTINE LOVE
TONGUES OF FLAME
LOCKED DOORS
NORTH OF 36
THE BORDER LEGION
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White

Sin

A

CRACKER
For

Summer

"THE

JACK
Business

WHITE
SIN"
John Bowers

with Madge Bellamy
and fine Cast

YOU
couldn't pick a finer box office picture for summer
business than Madge Bellamy and John Bowers in "THE
WHITE SIN." If you recall the tremendous National
display advertising that backed up the first Palmer photoplay
- "JUDGMENT OF THE STORM"— bear in mind that the
same identical national advertising backs up "THE WHITE
SIN"
...
the 2nd Palmer photoplay.
Millions who saw the 1st Palmer photoplay will want to
see this one because the first was great and the 2nd one is also
great.The thrilling fire scenes are alone big enough to ballyhoo
to the skies. Besides this, a tense story of intrigue, pathos, love
and drama will give your patrons one of the biggest evenings
of entertainment they've had in years. Directed by Wm. A.
Seiter. Adapted by Harold Shumate . . . Scenario by Del
Andrews and Julian La Mothe.
Madge

Bellamy

Film

Booking
Offices
of America, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City
Exchanges Everywhere

Thematic Music Cue Sheets available on this picture
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DENNY
and
|

a live wire

cast

including

Ruth Dwyer-Dorothy
Revier
Hayden Stevenson, and others.
From the nover'Love Insurance"
by Earl Derr Biggers
Directed

Turther

Proof

that

by Harry Pollard
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Great

At the Rialto Theatre, Broadway, N. Y., it increased the

Booked

and

There'll

clean"

be a Denny

'A whirl

—MOVIE WEEKLY.

vogue!"
— N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

of excitement,
—WASHINGTON

thrills!"

Gales
"It's 22

'Denny

comedy,

"It's a

has

please

wow!"

circuits

— N. Y. MORNING TELEGRAPH.
of laughter"
karats"

-N. Y. EVENING WORLD.

thrills —WASHINGTON
his audience!
(D. C.) STAR."

(D. C.) POST.
"Great

"Should

by leading
everywhere!

week's business from $10,000
to $18,950. Some jump!

"Swift

Qnel

immensely"
—MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

—WASHINGTON (D. C.) NEWS.

"You'll

box

office

have

title!"
—MOTION PICTURE NEWS.

a jolly

—WASHINGTON (D. C.) TIMES.
good time!"

i

^*

Nationally Advertised in The Saturday Evening Post

the

Pictures

for

1924

-25
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12

Jewels
for 1924-25
The Finest Qroup of Big Features
Ever Released by Any Company
I

THE

No

SIGNAL
TOWER
Released August 3rd

Heaci

From the story byVirginia"
Wadsworth Camp. A valli
Clarence tfrown Production.
THE

RECKLESS
AGE
Re/eased August 1 7th

REGINALD DENNY
From theProduction.
novel "Love Insurance" by Earl Derr Riggers. A Harry
Pollard
WINE
Released August 31st
From the With
story CLARA
hy William
Hearst'sHuntly
International
Magazine.
BOW,MacHarg
Forrest inStanley.
Gordon.
Myrtle
Stedman. Robert Agnew and Walter Long. Directed by
Louis Gasnier.
THE TURMOIL
Released September 14th
Adapted from BOOTH TARK1NGTONS great novel ol
American life, with an impressive cast including GEORGE
RACKATHORNE, Bileen Percy, Emmett Corrigan. Pauline Garon,
Eleanor Boardmao. Edward Hearn. Kenneth Gibson. Bert Roach.
Theodore
Production. Von Eltz, Winter Hall and others. A Hobart Henley
THE

FAMILY
SECRET
Released September 28th
Adapted from the great stage success. "The Burglar," by
AUGUSTUS
THOMASBurnett.
and the Featuring
popular novel
by Frances Hodgson
BABY"Editha's
PEGGYBurglar"
and a
popular cast including Gladys Hulette, Frank Currier, Edward
Earle. and Cesare Gravina. Directed by William Seiter.
BUTTERFLY
Released October 12th
From the novel by Kathleen Norris. with a great cast headed by
Laura
La
Plante,
Kerry, Kenneth Harlan, Ruth
Clifford. A ClarenceNorman
Brown Production.
CAPTAIN
FEARLESS
Released October 26th
Starring
REGINALD DENNY
From Eugene
P. Lyle,
Jr's. popular novel, "The Missourian".
Directed
by James
\V. Home.
THE

ROSE OF PARIS
Released November 9th
Starring
MARY PHILBIN
An Irving Cummings Production.

K— THE UNKNOWN
Released November 23rd
Based on Mary Roberts Starring
Rinehart's best known novel, "K".
VIRGINIA VALLI
With Percy Marmont. A Harry Pollard Production.
LOVE
AND
GLORY
Released December 7th
the Sheehan,
novel "WewithArca cast
French"
by Robert
and
PerleyFromPoore
featuring
CharlesH. DeDavis
Roche,
Wallace
duction. MacDonald, Madge Bellamy. A Rupert Julian Pro-

Truer

now

than

Universal
NO. 395 STRAIGHT

FROM

THE

SHOULDER

Eleven of our first twelve
coming season are completed!

TALKS, BY i

big pictures for th

Copies of most of these are already in Universs
exchanges, ready to show.
No company in the history of the business, so fa
as I can recall, has ever had its product READY T(
SHOW so early in the year. This means that yo
can LOOK BEFORE YOU BOOK or, if you have cor
fidence enough in Universal to sign up the whol
group, you can do so of course.
In spite of the flood of new contracts now poui
ing into Universal offices, many of you have said yo;
would like to wait a while before signing up. ThatJ
all right if you want to look before you book, bu
the past performance of the Universal should b
assurance enough that you can sign up the whol
twelve of the Universal's
your eyes shut.

first group of Jewels wit

No disaster can come from it. Nothing bu
protection for you can result from it. The picture
are clean. The titles are clean. The advertising clear
And

Universal's

methods

are clean!

I'll guarantee
you BEFORE
your money's
wortO:
WHETHER
YOU LOOK
YOU BOOK
WHETHER YOU BOOK ON FAITH IN UNIVERSAI
There is no harm in block booking if you hav
confidence in the company you are dealing wit!
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X
THE

GAIETY
GIRL
Released Starring
December 21st

MARY PHILBIN
Adapted from the Good Housekeeping Magazine story "T
Inheritors" by I. A. R. Wylie. A King Baggot Production.
iches

In

HOUSE
PETERS
Starring in Lincoln J. Garter's sensational thrilling melodrao
THE TORNADO
Released January 4th
A King Baggot Production.
The Finest Western Features on the Mark*

Contracts
MMLE,

PRESIDENT

OF THE

UNIVERSAL

PICTURES

HOOT
GIBSON
in the greatest action releases of his career.

CORP.

"The Sawdust Trail " "Hit and Run
"The Ridin' Kid From Powder River
Directed by EDWARD SEDGWICK
Confidence in the quality of pictures you will get
ind confidence in the quality of treatment you will
jet are even better safeguards than looking before
you book!
Universal

has never laid down

a hard and fast

policy on any subject. It has always been willing to
jell its goods on a live -and -let -live policy. This
means that when all is said and done, you are guar'
xnteed satisfaction.
Nevertheless,

in order

to enable

you

to look

before you book if you care to, Universal has invested a tremendous sum of money to get its pictures
:ompleted far ahead of release time.
In other words, I've done everything I can think
if to deliver goods instead of promises.
I now ask you to sign up the TWELVE JEWELS
DFFERED YOU FOR RELEASE DURING THE FIRST
SIX MONTHS OF THE COMING SEASON COMMENO
[NG WITH AUGUST. Either look before you book
3r, if for any reason this is inconvenient, BOOK
3LINDLY BECAUSE OF YOUR ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE THAT UNIVERSAL WILL GIVE YOU A SQUARE
DEAL.

I pledge you the square deal, now as always — and
in return I ask immediate bookings and play dates!
There
L guarantee

are no headaches

in a Universal

every one of 'em.

contract!

JACK
HOXIE
Starring in six five-reel westerns, the first three of which a
FIGHTING
FURY, DARING CHANGES and FLYIN
Riders.
HOOFS in which he is supports! by the Famous Universal Ran
WILLIAM
DESMOND
and other popular stars will be featured in the remaining six.
The Famous Universal
Ranch Riders
acorner
groupof ofthewild-riding,
daredevil
recruitedin Universa
from eve
Western plains,
will behorsemen,
an added feature
Western dramas— titles to be announced.
SHORT

SUBJECTS

JACK
DEMPSEY
In the "FIGHT AND WIN" Pictures
The World's
greatest
inthea series
of ten two-reel knockou
—released
one every
other fighter
week—
greatest
bet
ever produced.
Directed
by Erie
Kenton. short subject box offi
TWO

CHAPTER

PLAYS

"Wolves of the North"
Starring WILLIAM DUNCAN with EDITH JOHNSOI
Directed by William Duncan. 10 Episodes. Released in Septembc
U The Riddle Rider
Starring WILLIAM DESMOND and EILEEN SEDGWIC
Story
by Arthur
Gooden. Directed by William H. Crak. 15 Episode
Released
in November.
CENTURY COMEDIES
Featuring the finest stars in the comedy field. Buddy Messinge
Bubbles.
Speck
Harry McCoy.
Kai
Wanda Wiley, theO'Donnell,
Century Follies
Girls, PalAltheAlt,DogHilliard
and other
2 Reels each — Released one a week
Hysterical History Comedies
The bigcharacters.
new idea in the comedy field — humorous burlesque «
historical
Series of 12 — 1 Reel each. Released every other week.
UniversalFeaturing
One-Reel
BERT ROACHComedies
26 one reel comedies. Released one every other week.
2 Reel Westerns
52 — 2 reels each— released one a week.
THE GUMPS
Featuring Joe Murphy and Fay Tincher. Series of 12. O
reel each. Released every other week.
International News
Released
a week.newspapers.
Advertised daily to over twenty mi)H<
readers in all twice
the Hearst
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with

the

season's

MELODRAMA

FINIS FOX'S huge productionThematic Music Cue Sheets available
on this picture.

9

Over
in

7

the

months

making

cameras
to shoot

giant
with

And

the

scenes

more

1000

used

than

people.

with a whale of a
cast headed by

MAE

BUSCH
IRENE

RICH

Morgan Wallace and Rex Lease
Clash the cymbals, — beat the drums, — here comes the
mightiest melodrama of the season or many seasons. With
this whale of a box office title. . with Mae Busch at the
very height of her brilliant career, and Irene Rich with
huge cast, and a picture that will make millions of fans talk,
you've got a mop-up before you. Prints in all F. B. O. exchanges for screening.
make screen
history both
from the fanHere's
and one
box that
officewill
standpoint.
All
backed by that wonderful F. B. O. showmanship and exploitation.

Prints
in all
F. B. 0.
Exchanges
NOW

FILM

BOOKING

OFFICES

„
OF AMERICA, INC.
723 SEVENTH
AVENUE,
N. Y. CITY,
NEW
YORK— exchanges everywhere
Sales Office United Kingdom, R-C Pictures Corp., 26-27 D'Arblay St., Wardour St., London, W. 1, England.
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Look forward to the biggest
bookfulof cheer you ever got
in this wonderful industry's
history. Metro-Goldwyn's
announcement is on its way
to you. It represents the first
unified message to exhibitors
from the merged forces of
Metro, Goldwyn and Louis
B. Mayer. The line-up for
1924-25 from this great new
organization contains, unquestionably, the most
imposing array of audienceselling productions ever
offered to showmen, cast
with star names, made from
famous

books and plays, di-

rected by the screen's best!
Here's real money waiting
for you to clean up!
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theatres

luxe motioty
for the finest
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MOORE

of the season

Santell

Production
From the story by Bet ram Millhauser

Distributed throughout the world by
FILM

BOOKING
OFFICES
OF
AMERICA,
723 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. Exchanges Everywhere
Sales Office, United Kingdom, R. C. Pictures Corporation
26-27 D'Arblay Street, Wardour St., London, W. 1, England

INC.
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The

Editor's

dropped into one of the leading Broadway picture palaces on one of last week's
most scorching days. When the lights
went on for the playing of the overture we counted
the main floor audience and the total reached
seventy-five.
Nothing to marvel at; and no reflection on the
feature attraction. No sane man would expect normal human beings to flock to picture theatres while
the mercury was hovering at the boiling point.
But a surprise awaited us.
The following day our eye lighted on a page
trade advertisement by the distributor of the thelearned atre's
: principal offering. And this is what we
WE

"See what it is doing at the box office ! Near
to record business in torrid weather! Another hit!"
What a lot of bunk! What useless bunk!
Telling the exhibitor that any theatre in the land
is doing "close to record business in scorching
weather" with ANY ATTRACTION is just informing him point-blank that he can disregard
everything else the same advertiser ever says.
It is foolish, and futile.
When September rolls around the same producer
will have a picture that is REALLY turning them
away at the same theatre. And he will have to use
the same words he used on July's hottest day to
try and tell the exhibitor about it.
He's going to be up against it.

an independent producer in the Astor
lobby one day last week.
A few days previously he had informed us that he was
about to start work on a hundred-thousand-dollar
production — and had the money to do it.
MET

"When do you start?" we queried.
"As soon as I figure out how to make this hundred-thousand-dollar picture for sixty thousand,"
he replied.
Then, to our puzzled query, he explained: "Yes,
I had arrangements to get a hundred thousand, and

Views

a release that practically guarantees cost on completion of the negative. But when I got through
arranging for bonuses to the men with the money,
surety bonds to the men with the money, to the
man who guaranteed the surety company — and a
bonus for that fellow — together with a half dozen
assorted life insurance policies, I decided that I
would be lucky if I had sixty thousand left for the
That's the
time comes,
picture."
quota on the
two hundred

way it starts. Then, when release
they will have to put a half million
picture in the hope that it will gross
thousand.

When is a dollar not a dollar? When it is in the
hands of an independent in the picture business.
Then it is sixty cents — if he is lucky.

THIS

man Arthur Smallwood may be attempting the millennium, but there is one thing
certain — he is going to have a lot of exhibitors rooting with him.
He is talking exhibitor
language.
When he speaks for more reasonable production
costs, for de-bunked sales quotas, for increased and
more efficient localized exploitation, and finally, for
admission prices that will bring and hold the family
trade — he is saying the things that exhibitors are
writing in their letters to this desk.
Smallwood is proceeding at his gigantic task in
a way that warrants no little interest. And he will
get it from exhibitors. You may be sure of that.

Also from newspapers throughout the country
which play an important part in his calculations.
And from independent producers — who, like the
poor in more ways than one, are always with us.
"With" anything that holds out hope.
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and

the

Piccadilly

Newest

Broadway

Theatre to Feature

Vincent Lopez Orchestra and Organist— John Hammond Leaves Eastman
to Preside at Console
By SUMNER

SMITH

NEW YORK awaits with interest the opening of the
Piccadilly Theatre, scheduled for the second week in
September. Costing $560,000 and seating 1,500 — its
stadium plan will give the effect of one floor — it promises
to be a notable addition to the amusement resorts of the
Great White Way. Various announcements concerning it
are finding their way into print, and each one seems more
interesting than its predecessor. Now Lee Ochs, managing
director, supplies a statement that should send competing
managers scurrying for new and distinctly novel ideas in
the field of entertainment.
Mr. Ochs' idea concerns music and presentation, and its
adoption is in part a tribute to the genius of western
theatre managers who long have considered unfair the
East's claim to that
most is progressive
in motionto
picture entertainment.which
New isYork
a little too inclined
tilt its nose at stories of western initiative and ingenuity.
In a word, the first part of Mr. Ochs' statement is that
the Piccadilly will feature its organist as western theatres
do, and has spent $52,500 for a Marr & Colton organ and
engaged John Hammond, organist at the Eastman Theatre,
Rochester, N. Y., to preside at the console.
But that isn't half the story. A Vincent Lopez orchestra
will be in the orchestra pit, and Lopez himself
will appear
three times daily, under a year's contract.
Vincent Lopez is known pretty much throughout the
country. The radio and his traveling bands have been
responsible for that. In New York he is a decided favorite
among those who sway to harmonious syncopation, and
more than a few thoroughly enjoy his modernization of the
classics without putting a dancing pump to polished floor.
There will be special scenic effects in connection with
the elaborate musical program Mr. Ochs is arranging. The
band and the organ will be mounted on individual lifts, and
much attention will be paid to colorful prologues and lighting arrangements.
On week days the theatre will open at 11 a. m. and close
at 1 a. m., including a de luxe midnight show. Mr. Ochs
firmly believes that this midnight feature will prove an
outstanding success. He argues that it fills a distinct public
need in western cities and certainly should in populous
New York. On Sundays the Piccadilly will open at 12:30
p. m. with a special organ recital that will continue until
1 :30 p. m. The enormous success of organ concerts over
the radio is partly responsible for this decision.

WORLD
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John Hammond, the organist, comes to the Piccadilly
with a reputation for artistry and he will be featured as
Chicago and other western cities feature their organists.
Mr. Ochs claims that the $52,500 instrument purchased for
him is the finest in any theatre in the world.
But so far as the rank and file of New Yorkers is concerned, itseems that the Vincent Lopez orchestra will be
the biggest single feature at the Piccadilly, excluding, of
course, the motion picture end of the program, which, Mr.
Ochs says, will surprise Doubting Thomases.
The Lopez orchestra will number eighteen pieces. Mr.
Lopez made the interesting assertion that this aggregation
and the organ together will produce the equivalent in
musical values of a seventy-piece orchestra. He has the
highest appreciation of organ music as a picture theatre
feature, saying that its richness and fullness of tone supply
the necessary "body" to orchestra music.
Each of these eighteen musicians will be carefully
selected. They will be versatile to the nth degree,
"doubling," as professional slang has it, so that the effect
of a much larger orchestra will be obtained.
As soon as Mr. Ochs announced the year's contract with
the Lopez orchestra a group of newspaper men visited
Vincent Lopez at the Hotel Pennsylvania to learn his
version of the Piccadilly's musical plans. Within the Grill
Room, now closed to the public, fourteen musicians in their
shirt sleeves were rehearsing selections soon to become
popular along Broadway and Main Street. Two conductors
alternated in directing them.
The first real insight into Lopez's remarkable organization came when it developed that the two conductors and
the fourteen musicians are more or less "trial horses," men
who take the new music and, conforming to Lopez' ideas
of harmony, season it to taste. Each piece may be made
to feature a different instrument, and thus real novelty is
lent a performance by Vincent Lopez. Each conductor
experiments with the music, and Lopez chooses what
seems to him nearest the ideal. All of his numbers, in fact,
are specially arranged and this feature of his great organization costs him in excess of $30,000 a year.
At the Piccadilly Mr. Lopez will offer a classical or semiclassical overture and then two or three of his specially
syncopated arrangements of the classics and some popular
stuff. He will devise extraordinary scenic effects to
accompany the work of his musicians. When the feature
goes
on the screen, the musical accompaniment will be by
the organ.
Mr. Lopez has interesting ideas on music. He is endeavoring, hesays, to present artistic music "with as little
hoakum as necessary to get it across with the general
public." He puts the classics into four-four tempo to make
them more understandable to people not educated to the
subtle refinements of the classics, and thus hopes to win
people gradually away from the slam-bang, hit-or-mis^
style of blatant jazz.
An idea of the wealth of musical material at Mr. Lopez'
disposal may be gained from a glimpse at his library
There already are 200 selected numbers on file, and each
week sees an increase of this total by eight. These selections are played by his bands everywhere and by
for player p,ano rolls. Incidentally, Lopez and one himself
of his
bands will be featured in the Greenwich Village Follies this
season. At the Piccadilly he will be featured as Vincent
Lopez and His Piccadilly Orchestra.
So it seems that the Piccadilly will be pretty nearly an
All-American proposition. Lopez qualifies because he is
trying to develop a typically American sort of music to
replace the hysterical jazz, and it is interesting to note that
real American Indians did all the structural steel work on
the building.
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To solve the financial problems encountered in the daily
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Scenes from the Chadwick Pictures production, "The Girl in the Limousine," starring
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Ray

Johnston
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Larry Semon.

Arrow

to Form
Distributing
Company
AN announcement that will come as a hard for me to break away from Arrow
big surprise to his friends and to the and Dr. Shallenberger, even to start my own
motion picture industry in general
organization and to be able to carry out
some ideas which I have had in mind for a
was issued this week by W. Ray Johnston,
vice-president and general manager of the long time. My association with Dr. ShallenArrow Film Company, who announces his
berger has been of so pleasant and congenial
resignation from that company to head his a nature, and of so long a standing, that it
seems like breaking home ties to leave. I
own distributing company. The new organization, of which he will be president
know that Arrow, under Dr. Shallenberger's
and general manager, is to be known as the guidance,
will continue to progress and prosRayart Pictures Corporation and enters the
per as steadily in the future as it has in the
independent field as distributors of high- pa"st, and I am sure that Dr. Shallenberger
class product, with offices at 723 Seventh
will welcome the friendly competition of my
avenue, where Mr. Johnston will make his organization.
headquarters after July 24.
"My friends have offered me this opporMr. Johnston, who is one of the youngest
tunity of starting my own distributing comexecutives in the industry, nevertheless is a
pany, and the conditions of the new plans
true "old-timer," having been identified with are so ideal that I could not afford to pass
motion pictures for twelve years. The
up the chance given me to put over an orgreater part of that time he has been in asganization of my own.
sociation with W. E. Shallenberger, president
"Our productions will be distributed on the
of
Arrow Film
connection
with Corporation.
the industry Mr.
was Johnston's
formed in independent market, in which I have the
greatest faith, backed up by years of exthe days of the old Thanhauser Film Comperience in this field and the acquaintances
pany of New Rochelle, where he was treasI have formed with the independent exchange
urer and where he was actively interested men
and with producers.
in both production and distribution.
"For our first year's product we will offer
In commenting upon his resignation from
two serials, four specials, two series of six
Arrow, Mr. Johnston said : "It was mighty
program pictures each, of the outdoor type,
and thirteen two-reel novelty comedies, in
addition to short novelties and other subjects, and I believe that our plan of distribution, as well as the product we will
offer, will meet with the hearty support not
only of the independent exchange men but
also of producers who are interested in marketing their productthatindependently."
It is understood
the new organization,
which is a New York corporation, is backed
by western capital. The company is headed
by Mr. Johnston as president and general
manager. The board of directors consists of
Mr. Johnston, J. A. Kehoe, a prominent lace
manufacturer, and Raymond Ray, a western
capitalist, who has been associated with the
automobile industry.

W. RAY JOHNSTON

Levee Begins Work
M. C. Levee has begun work at the United
Studios on his next First National picture,
"In Every Woman's Life," from Olive Wadsley's novel, "Belonging." Virginia Valli has
been signed for the leading role.

It is a First National release.

Ince t0^?y
His Productions
for FirstWest
National to
Be Made at Culver City Studios
The recent announcement of First National Pictures, Inc., that their producing
units would be transferred to New York does
not affect the plans of Thomas H. Ince
whose pictures are distributed by that organization.
For the coming season he has in preparation six pictures for First National, all of
which will be produced at the Thomas H.
Ince Studios in Culver City, California. The
first of these is "Christine of the Hungry
Heart," from the novel by Kathleen Norris,
and
best the
seller.second "Dr. Nye," Joseph Lincoln's
"The relative merits of New York and
Los Angeles as producing centers have been
under discussion for years," says Mr. Ince,
"and I imagine such always will be the
case.
"No sooner does a producer decide to
confine his activities to one of these two
bases than a special need arises to make
a picture at the other point. This may be
brought about by the purchase of a story
which requires locales not to be found
where his previous picture was produced.
Or he may require the services of players
appearing on Broadway stages whose contracts demand that they remain there.
"These conditions and many others govern the production of pictures and bring
about the transfer of activities from one
point to the other.
"With me, however, it is different. My
studio is a permanent workshop so systematized as to costs and efficiency that
similar results could be achieved nowhere
else. Work is so planned at the outset, from
the time a story is decided on, that nothing
is allowed to retard production. My personal supervision of every picture that bears
my name is a responsibility that could not
be negotiated if production were goinij ahead
in the East and West simultaneously."
First Episode Done
"Getting Going," the first episode of F. B.
O.'s new "Go-Getters" series, has been completed at the F. B. O. studio under the direction of Del Andrews and general supervision of B. P. Fineman, studio manager.
The second episode will get under way at
once.
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Sea Hawk," First National's Distribution Manager
Exhibitor Leader Exchange Sizzling Letters

MINNEAPOLIS (Special to The
World)— Just when "The Sea Hawk"
argument seemed to have been declared aclosed issue by the issuance of E. A.
Eschmann's statement that First National
would honor contracts calling for a "Frank
Lloyd Special," additional fuel has been
given the conflagration by the publication
of an exchange of letters between William
A. Steffes, northwest exhibitor leader, and
E. A. Eschmann, general manager of distribution for First National
The crossfire of communications has created considerable interest in this territory
and from letters received by Bill Steffes it
is likely to be felt in other sections because
of the issues involved and the prominence
of Steffes, who has been active in the organization of the allied group of exhibitor
organizations.
General opinion of film men here is that
while the battle to date might be declared a
draw, fine refereeing would give the decision
to Bill Steffes on the ground that he has
been able to find more skeletons to rattle
and has shown a wicked ability as a rattler.
The Eschmann-Steffes duel was opened
by the following communication from the
First National executive :
Dear Mr. Steffes:
A copy of a letter from you to all theatre
owners in Minnesota, North and South Dakota has come to my attention and I must
frankly state that I did not think you would
express yourself as you have in that letter,
realizing that this organization is an exhibitor organization and consequently appeals to its own kind through equity of
reasoning.
In the first place, no one in this business
takes into consideration the negative cost in
arriving at a selling price, so all of your
comments and statements relative to tremendous offenses that we committed are irrelevant, beside the point and out of order. The
very absurdity of your comments as alluding
to reconciliation of selling price with production cost preclude consideration, but because
I believe that you are endeavoring honestly
to assist the exhibitors of your territory, I
am taking the pains to set you aright.
Not because "The Sea Hawk" cost what it
did, butoped into
because
"The Sea Hawk"
so tremendously
big a has
box develoffice
attraction, do we feel we are entitled to
recognition from the exhibitors generally
who bought the picture as one of a group.
There are good, sound, equitable, fair arguments that may be presented to exhibitors
in an appeal for recognition of what is due
us, but if these arguments fail and the exhibitor stands pat and says, "Give me the picthe contracted
wiU to
receive
it. Inture at other
words, weprice,"
do nothe care
hide
behind the strict legal interpretation of our
obligation as referred to by such group contract sales as are alluded to by "The Sea
Hawk," as a "Frank Lloyd Special." We
shall deliver "The Sea Hawk" to any exhibitor holding a contract for a "Prank
Lloyd
Special"
or "The
Hawk"you asif such,
upon his
demand.
But ISeaassure
such
exhibitor or exhibitors do not care to recognize the fairness of our requests, then we,
perhaps at some future time when the shoe
is on the other foot, might fail to see the
equity of their requests.
This business, as I see it, is rapidly becoming one of fundamental equity — more of a
trade between men who care to deal fairly
one with the other — and in that spirit and in
recognition of that relationship between producer, distributor and exhibitor, we appeal
for the consideration of equitable argument

in our behalf and pertaining directly to
"The Sea Hawk."
The rider which you quote and refer to as
being sent out generally by us is only provided in order to have in writing a modification of an agreement in existence at the
time and solely to meet legal requirements
and in no sense as. an instrument to stick
anything over on the exhibitor, as you put it.
If you care to be fair and notify your associates, acquaint them with the contents of
this letter and tell them that you have the
word of the general manager of distribution
of this company that anyone holding a contract for a "Frank Lloyd Special" or "The
Sea them
Hawk"if they
will have
picture delivered
to
insist,theregardless
of what
price
is
indicated
on
the
face
of their contract.
Each case will be dealt with individually
and on its individual merits. There can be
no company policy or action because of the
necessity
tionship. for recognition of personal relaCordially yours,
E. A. ESCHMANN,
General Manager of Distribution.
This brought the following reply from
Steffes:
Dear Mr. Eschmann:
Please pardon the delay in answering
yours of the 11th, which was not brought
to my attention until my return from a tour
through North Dakota.
Permit he at this time to extend you my
sincere thanks for the enlightenment obtained from reading your letter. It has
served, in a great measure, to relieve considerable misunderstanding which has existed in my mind with respect to your company, or should I probably more rightly say,
our company, as in theory at least I am one
of the partners who have made this great
co-operative organization possible.
I know that I am voicing the sentiments
of practically all franchise holders of Minnesota, North and South Dakota, for my contact with them has fully acquainted me with
their views, when I say that the honest mistake which was mine was theirs also — they,
too, believed that in subscribing to the First
National franchise they were purchasing a
partnership in a co-operative concern.
Your letter is sufficient to dispel that belief, for which enlightenment I again thank
you
in the name of franchise holders of the
northwest.
Surely negative costs have nothing to do
with the price at which a picture is released
for exhibition, not in a supposedly co-operative company particularly. If they did, how
could the exhibition values set on such wonderful productions as the MacDonalds, "Trilby," "The Brass Bottle," the Charles Ray
pictures and some of the other alleged entertaining box office attractio: 3 which were
forced down the throat of franchise holders
at exorbitant rental prices be justified?
Surely the selling prices of these pictures
were based on box office value, just as the
company now proposes to base the cost of
"The Sea Hawk."
In the conduct of any business the four
essential bases of success or failure are production cost, overhead, supply and demand,
which in turn determine selling cost. In the
conduct of a co-operative business the only
two factors which should enter into the selling price, at least so far as the membership
of such co-operative company is concerned,
are production cost and overhead. If members of a co-operative group are to be forced
to be regulated by the factors which determine prices for those outside the group, what
is the use, necessity or advisability of such
co-operative group, particularly when joining it entails financial sacrifice?
We are somewhat at a loss to determine
definitely the motives which prompted your
company to attempt to repudiate its agreements on "The Sea Hawk." If your purpose
was to gain publicity for the picture, we con-
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gratulate you on your success; if it merely
was an attempt to seek unfair advantage at
the expense of the theatre owners of the
nation, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of the Northwest is happy to know that it
took a leading part in the move against such
high-handed tactics, which culminated in
your announced intention to carry out your
agreements,
casesfulfillment.
where the theatre owners insist on insuch
You may be assured, Mr. Eschmann, that in
fairness to our members and to the entire
industry we will give the widest circulation
to the contents of your letter.
Certainly the industry is entitled to know
that prices are set whimsically to members
without consideration of cost of production,
the great co-operative exhibitor-distributing
organization (Associated First National),
which now assumes such an autocratic attitude with the members which made its existence possible, telling them if they do not
like the manner in which their association is
being conducted, they may cancel their franchise and be refunded their original investment by complying
unreasonable
fulfillment
of whichwithentails
financialterms,
loss
greater than such original investment. In
this attitude, numerous instances of which
we already
you, due
why members
is no mention made ofhavethe cited
interest
for
the use of their money over a period of five
years, no remuneration for the sacrifice made
in using inferior product at exorbitant prices,
in the hope that such sacrifice would result
in promised dividends? Why is no hint given
of furnishing a financial statement for the
information of members, while high-handed
autocracy continues to flourish in the organization's
administration
We will tell
them
also,? we assure you,
that
unless
they
accede
your high-handed
request that you have topromised
that you,
"perhaps,
at
some
future
time
whento the
is on the other foot, might fail
see shoe
the
equity
their Mr.
requests."
Your ofthreat,
Eschmann, is an empty
one, for the reason that for some time you
have failed "to see the equity of their requests." If you
doubt somewhat
this, perhaps
I might
refresh your
memory
by alluding
to theturerecent
convention
of
the
Motion
Theatre Owners of the Northwest Pic-at
which the unfairness of your company was
bitterly denounced and made the basis of
a resolution of condemnation.
It is vidual
unfortunate
that in
there
mustconcerning
be indisettlement made
cases
"The Sea Hawk," as you state there can be
no company policy in the matter, we should
like to know why all are not entitled to
the same consideration, or must the usual
favoritism also apply in this instance?
Very truly yours,
W. A. STEFFES.
Film

Critic Drowns

Robert G. Weish of the Telegram
Gives Life for Girl at Bermuda
Robert G Welsh, dramatic and motion picture critic of the New York Telegram nad
Evening Mail, was drowned at Hamilton, Bermuda, on July 23 while trying to rescue Miss
Helen Sullivan of New York City, who had
got beyond her depth. She also was lost.
"Bob," as he has been known throughout the trade for many years, was universally beloved for his genial disposition and
admired for his just and constructive criticisms on the motion picture art. He was 50
years old and had been connected with the
dramatic department of the Telegram for
eighteen years.
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Eva Novak and Wm. Fairbanks in C. B. C.'s "Racing for Life.'

Hur"
of "Ben
Much
Asserts
Have
Been
Made
in U. S.
now.
What
we
must
do
now is to bend ^11
By W. STEPHEN BUSH
Rome, June 30.
our efforts to make the production of 'Ben
Hur' the best ever created since the dawn
OT all American film men look with of
motion picture history. That is what we
hope
or
favor
upon
the
possibilities
of
N producing pictures abroad. I have are doing now. I cannot at this particular
moment go into particulars, but changes will
heretofore had occasion to quote American
be made for the good of the production. Tint
producers and directors who, like Henry- is really all I care to say for publication at
King, were enthusiasts on the subject of
producing in foreign countries. Today at this time."
What had struck Mr. Loew as most painthe Excelsior Hotel I interviewed Marcus
the waste of time. I learned from
Loew and he is distinctly of the opinion that thoseful wasclose
to him that he expected Mr.
a big filming organization like the Goldwyn
Niblo to finish 'Ben Hur' by November:
ought to stay right in America no matter
indeed, it is said that the director expects
what kind of a picture is to be produced. to
turkey on the right
Mr. Loew, always frank and always ap- sideeatofhistheThanksgiving
water. There is no reason to
proachable, had had almost a week of in- doubt this.
specting and conferring, inspecting what had
Among the entourage of Mr. Loew the
been done, and conferring with the people
who had done it. It must have been work most picturesque and jovial member was Mr.
of a rather arduous nature because he looked Joseph Dannenberg, editor of the Film
Daily. He is going to Vichy with Mr. Loew
tired. Also he was anxious to get away from
to take the cure. We went in search of
Rome.
woodwork and on the way Joe
"I cast no reflection on anybody," said Mr. hand-carved
the populace of Rome a treat in a
Loew. "No, I have not gone down to Anzio, gave
because I have seen all I want right here in white golf suit and a white blazer bordered
with glorious purple. It is only fair to the
Rome. weI don't
sayingthetowater
you tha:
believe
could mind
have taken
scenes I populace of Rome to state that they fully
Loew
Could

and
thethenaval
battle
in on
'Ben-Hur'
just as
well in
States,
either
the Atlantic
or
the Pacific coast. However, all this is p.ist

appreciated Joe's good intentions.
I believe on excellent authority that the
U. C. I., the badly shaken trust of Italy,

New Philbin Picture
Gertrude Astor is the last player for a
leading supporting role in Mary Philbin's
newProduction
starring vehicle,
"The started
Best in on
Life."the
had already
Philbin picture, an adaptation of a novel
by Muriel Hine. The filming is under the
direction of Svend Gade, famous European
stage and screen director.
Norman Kerry will play the role of Miss
Philbin's leading man in the new production,
and the remainder of the cast includes, Josef
Swickard, William B. Davidson, Rosemary
Theby, Rose Dione, and Gene Hersholt.
The First Gothic
"Vanity's Price," the first of the Gothic
productions for F. B. O., was completed this
week. and
It is the
the things
story ofshea woman's
love of
youth
will sacrifice
to
regain it. The cast includes Anna Q. Nilsson,
Lucille Rickson and Stuart Holmes.
will try in the immediate future to make a
connection with American film capital to organize production in Italy for the American
market on a grand scale. Through the election of Mr. Barratolo to the Italian Chamber
of Deputies, the Unione Cinematografica
Italiana has lost its head. So far no substitute has been found. The U. C. I. is practically in the hands of the banks and the
banks have appointed a representative.

Scenes from "The Sheriff of Powder Creek," a two-reel Western drama with Pete Morrison.

Released by Universal
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The Battle Soon
The production of "Captain Blood," by
Rafael Sabatini, is moving rapidly at the
Vitagraph studios in Hollywood. Within a
few days the great sea fight in which a fleet
of seventeenth century galleons appear will
be filmed. President Albert E. Smith, who
is personally supervising the production,
which is being directed by David Smith, held
a rehearsal of the sea battle off Balboa last
week.

in U.
S. Signed;
Marks
Epoch
The Strand Theatre, owned by Clinton
THE first contract in the United States
for the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer product and Meyers in Duluth, with Leo Ressler
the coming season was signed here by manager, is also undergoing complete remodeling and will open the latter part of the
Clinton and Meyers, Duluth and Minneaposummer as a long-run house for special prolis, and Joseph Friedman, St. Paul.
ductions. Other Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picClinton and Meyers control twelve
tures will play the Duluth Lyceum, managed
theatres in Duluth, Virginia, Brainerd, Two
"Hard Cash" Started
Harbors, and Proctor, Minnesota, and in by Al Anson, the largest theatre at the
With the arrival of Ludwig Erb and O. E.
September will open the New Lyceum in head of the Lakes. J. B. Clinton and Charles
Minneapolis, being remodeled from the P. Meyers are two of the best known realtors Goebel preliminary plans for the launching
and theatre operators in the Middle North- of their production unit are under way at the
Auditorium at a cost of $400,000. The Tower
Theatre, St. Paul, is controlled by Joseph tory. west, with extensive holdings in this terri- F. B. O. studios. Harmon Weight will direct
Friedman.
their first production, "Hard Cash."
Under the terms of the contract, which
was closed by A. H. Fischer, Metro-Goldwyn
manager at Minneapolis, Metro-GoldwynMayer pictures will be played at the Lyceum, Banner
Productions'
Season
Minneapolis, the Tower, St. Paul, the Lyceum and Strand, Duluth, and in other ClinOpens
August
1, Says Davis
ton and Meyers' houses. The deal, one of
for
The
publicity
department has been reorseason
the largest ever executed in the Minnesota
the
open
will
1
ST
AUGUBanner Productions, Inc., according
ganized,
enlarged andBrown.
placed Aunder
the direc-of
territory is regarded as the forerunner of
ements issued by
to
the
announc
tion
of
Southard
campaign
developments which will revolutionize the
George H. Davis and Samuel J. Briskin, di- direct to the public will be inaugurated.
first run situation in the Twin Cities and
recting heads of the organization.
Duluth. Clinton and Meyers control other
Three more pictures will follow "The Trutli
"We
will
start the ball rolling with our
first-run product, but this season will be
About
Women."
first
production,
'The
Truth
About
Women,'
their initial association with Metro-Goldwyn
for first-run pictures in the Twin Cities and which was directed by Burton King," said
Duluth.
Mr. Davis. "Prints of this picture, which
Exports Show Increase
There is no financial affiliation between the has as the leading players Hope Hampton,
Lowell
Sherman, David Powell and Mary
Exports of moving picture films for the
Clinton and Meyers firm and Joseph Friedman. Friedman will retain entire control of Thurman, will be in the hands of our exmonth of May showed a decided increase
changes on August 1 or shortly thereafter.
the Tower, St. Paul, which is to undergo
over those of the preceding month, accord4
extensive remodeling, and Clinton and
"The finishing touches are being made on
ing to figures just compiled by the Bureau £
the
picture
at
our
laboratory,
while
a
full
of
Foreign
and
Domestic
Commerce.
Meyers will own and operate the new Lyceum in Minneapolis.
line of paper and accessories and a remarkShipments of positive film during the
able selection of advertising novelties are
month amounted to 12,227,026 linear feet,
The Lyceum, located at Nicollet Avenue
and Eleventh Street, will be the largest movalued at $442,497, as compared with 11,Mr. for
Davisshipment."
and Mr. Briskin said that their 439,721
tion picture theatre in the Twin Cities, with ready
feet, valued at $415,070, in April. Raw
policies had been expressed in action rather
a seating capacity of 2,500.
stock exports totaled 6,163,268 feet, valued
than in words. The picture business, they at $107,882, against 5,646,453 feet, with a value
E. Joseph Shadwick, assistant concert mascontend, is like any other business; success
ter of the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra,
of $175,597, in the preceding month, and
and for three years musical director of the is commanded by the organization which
negative exports totaled 551,835 feet, valued
Capitol and Allen Theatres, Winnipeg, will best serves its field, and which fills a definite
at $134,437, against 600,533 feet, valued at
direct the orchestra of the new house.
need most adequately.
$127,681.
The choice of the production to open the
"We have long been convinced," said Mr.
new theatre has not been definitely deterBriskin, "that the independent exchange can
sell pictures which are as good, if not better,
mined, but it will be one of the biggest
Coming!
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer specials.
than the pictures offered by the larger companies. There is no monopoly of brains held
For the State
by the big companies, and the oft-repeated
Right Market
statement that the large producers can proSales T N T Issued
duce more economically is false. We spend
dollar for dollar with the large organization
MARIE
and we state as a fact that we receive more
By Dietz
for our dollar than does our competitor.
The reason for this is obvious; we are spend*
in
PREVOST
One of the most elaborate and efing our own money. In the important matfective catalogues ever issued in the
ter of stars, story, production and director
industry is that which outlines the prowe do not attempt to save money, but we
duction plans of Metro-Goldwyn for the
do strive to spend efficiently.
"DESIRES OF MEN"
season 1924-25.
"That we are correct both in our judgment
A jazzy story of love, action and thrifts.
As
of the market and in the selection of our
In this pretentious 64-page book, However real
made.a Box-Office picture as was
ard Dietz, of Metro-Goldwyn, has blendstories is proved by the fact that we have
Supported by
ed art and ink with intelligence and
definitely closed with such representative exWilliam
V.
Mong
Claire McDowell
information, making of the whole a usechanges as the Dependable, with exchanges
Anders Randolf Carl Miller
ful source of knowledge concerning the
in New York City and Buffalo; with the De
Geo. K. Arthur Sidney Bracy
pictures exhibitors may expect from
Luxe of Philadelphia and Washington, Si
Raymond McKee Dana Collins
Metro-Goldwyn. Physically, the book
Greiver
in
Chicago,
Celebrated
in
MilwauCalvin Carter
is a beauty; in subject matter, it is sales
kee and the Pioneer of Boston."
TNT.
Produced
by R. William Neill
"The Truth About Women" will be folAs Metro-Goldwyn states, it is well
lowed by "The Man Without a Heart," an
GRAND-ASHER
worth any exhibitor's while to "write
adaptation
Ruby M.
Ayers' novej
right now to Metro-Goldwyn, 1540
has createdof much
discussion
amongwhich
the
DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Broadway, New York City, for your
reading public. The cast of this picture will
1650 Broadway
New York
include some of the best known people now
copy."
B. H. G.
on the screen.
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The Speed Spook," a C. C. Burr picture.
Breaking
Tentative
Pictures

Dates
of

Set

New

FOX announces that tentative release dates
have been set for the first nine of the
special productions for 1924-25 and that
these pictures are now available for screening
in the various Fox exchanges. Release dates
are announced also at this time for the first
of the star series attractions and for the comedy subjects.
"The Man Who Came Back," one of the
five Giant Specials, which will be the first picture sent out, is scheduled for release August
17th. Following in the order named will be
these specials : "The Last of the Duanes,"
August 24; "It Is the Law," August 31;
"Dante's Inferno," September 7; "The Cyclone
Rider," September 14; "Oh, You Tony!" September 21 ; "The Painted Lady," September
28;
"Hearts
October
12. of Oak," October 5; "Gold Heels,"
Tke following productions will be released
from October 19 to December 1, the exact
date to be announced later : "The Fool," "Gerald Cranston's Lady," "The Warrens of Virginia," "Teeth," "Darwin Was Right," "The
Last Man on Earth," "Daughters of the Night,"
"The Deadwood Coach," "In Love With Love,"
"Neptune's Romance," "Troubles of a Bride,"
and "Thorns of Passion."
The first of the star series featuring "Buck"
Jones, which is now titled "The Desert Outlaw," Will be released August 17. "That
French Lady," the first of the Shirley Mason
attractions, is scheduled for release August 24.
The first of the new series starring Edmund
Lowe will be "The King's Jackal," to be released September 14.
The following will be the first releases of the
short subjects on the new schedules: Imperial
Comedy, "Sweet Papa," August 17; "Tin-

on

Fox

Records

Nine

"The Sea Hawk" Does Heavy Business
in Chicago and Los Angeles

Program

First National's Frank Lloyd picture. "The
Sea Hawk," broke all records for a week's
receipts during the first seven days of its
showing at the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago.
The news was brought in a telegram from
Sam Katz to R. A. Rowland which further
stated
that asthebigfirstas day
the film's
week was
the ofopening
day. second
"The Sea Hawk" is also showing at the
Criterion Theatre, Los Angeles. A telegram
received at First National offices in this city
from
the company's
branch Joseph
managerS. inSkirboll,
Los Angeles,
about the

Monkey Romeo," Monkey Comedy, August 24;
"The Fight," Van Bibber Series, August 24 ;
"Stretching the Truth," Sunshine Comedy,
August 17; Fox Educational Entertainment,
"The Fur Trapper," August 17.
Big Foreign

Deal

F. B. O. Contracts for Entire Output
of Distributors' Distributing Corp.
William Vogel, head of the exporting film
corporation bearing his name, returned to
the United States this week after closing a
contract with Film Booking Offices Ltd.,
of London for the entire output of the Producers Distributing Corporation. The deal
embraces
of the
company's
released all
under the
Hodkinson
tradepictures
name and
the entire list of releases just announced for
the 1924-25 season.
In speaking of this contract Vogel said:
"The terms involved and the moneys advanced by the Film Booking Offices Ltd. of
London make this the biggest deal of recent years if not of all times between an
American exporter and a British distributor
for the United Kingdom."

"Go-Getters"
WithStart
Del Andrews
directing, "The GoGetters" got under way at the F. B. O.
Studiosbert?last
Georgeroles.
O'Hara
AlVaughnweek,
in stellar
The and
stories
are originals in two reels from the pen of
George Marion, Jr.
A complete campaign of showmanship,
tied up with the biggest railroads in the
country, will be put behind the new series.

Preferred Syndicates It
Considerable additional interest in the
forthcoming Preferred Picture, "Faint Perfume," from Zona Gale's novel, is being
created
as
resultfifty
of the
story's
syndication to morethe than
leading
newspapers
throughout the country. The novel is being
published
in these mediums in thirty instalments.

Fox Signs Alma Rubens
Alma Rubens, star of many of the biggest
motion picture successes in the last five years,
has been signed by Fox Film Corporation to
play the title role in "Gerald Cranston's Lady,"
the screen version of -the sensational English
novel by Gilbert Frankau.

opening read :
"Opening 'Sea Hawk' last night Criterion
Theatre one of the most successful openings
in history. Los Angeles enthusiasm over picture tremendous and this morning's newspapers pronounce
'Thedoubt
Sea run
Hawk'
an epic
in pictures.
Have no
at Criterion
will break all records for that house."

4fe

PLAYERS
IN B.Lou
P. SCHULBERG'S
"THE Haver,
BREATH
SCANDAL"
Left to right:
Betty Blythe,
Tellegen, Myrtle PREFERRED
Stedman, Jack PICTURE,
Mulhall, Phyllis
ForrestOF Stanley,
Patsy Ruth Miller.
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Lumas
to

Film

Handle

SAMUEL SAX, who has been unusually
active in the production and distribution of big independent features, has
incorporated his activities under the firm
name of Lumas Film Corporation. Mr. Sax
predicts that the coming season will be the
banner one for independents and has planned
to produce six specials as a starter. The
Lumas Film Corporation was formed to handle the distribution of all Gotham Productions on the independent market. All the
Gotham productions are to be made on the
Western Coast under the personal direction
of James P. Hogan, who has won a name
for himself as one of the leading directors
of the country.
The first of the Sax pictures, "Unmarried
Harris
Wives," now completed, has Mildredincluding
as the star, with a supporting cast
Lloyd Whitlock, Gladys Brockwell, Bernard
Randall and George Cooper. It is a modern
story, a dramatic thriller, with the love of
two women and three men the dominating
theme, and was adapted from an original
story by Dorothy Howell. This picture will
"Black Lightning," which is
be followed gby story
of present times, with
a fast-movin
the "Marvel Dog," "Thunder," as its principal actor. An all-star cast has been engaged by Mr. Sax.
The balance of the series of six special
Gotham productions include "The Night
Ship," a sea story; "Women and Gold," a
society story of today; "You Can't Fool a
and "Every Woman's Secret."
Woman"
These six are only the first of a series of
that will be distributed
Productions
Gotham
by the Lumas Film Corporation.
Besides being a canny producer, Mr. Sax
also is one of the best known sales executives. He knows exhibitors and has met
them personally in all sections of the country.
He has the knack, foresight and business
acumen that should prove a winning combination for the Lumas Film Corporation and
the Gotham Productions.
The entire series of six special Gotham
productions has been bought by M. H. Hoff-

Grainger

Closes

Corporation
Gotham

Pictures

man of Renown Pictures for New York
State, Northern New Jersey and Northern
Illinois. Mr. Sax also has sold all the foreign
rights to Bobby North of the Apollo Trading Corporation.
Distribution Planned
Joe Brandt, president of C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation, announces that George
Mayne of Preferred Pictures Company will
handle distribution of the firm's eight Perfection Pictures, "Forgive and Forget," "Pal
o' Mine," "Innocence," "The Marriage Marked," "Discontented Husbands," "Traffic in
Hearts," "The Barefoot Boy" and "Why
Women Remarry." The territory involved
in the deal comprises the State of Utah and
the southern part of Idaho.

'Arab,

" at

Press

SAMUEL SAX

Capitol,

as

Named

Ingram's

by

Greatest

i
j

pictures,"
in desert "crowded
N innovation
a "a
^ ^ /\
complete success,"
•L with breathless adventure," "an
entertainment which begets thought," "a
thing of great beauty," — these are words
of praise used by the critics of the
New York press in welcoming "The
Arab," Rex Ingram's new Metro-Goldwyn
picture based on the Edgar Selwyn
play, at the Capitol Theatre, New York.
Especially are the critics delighted with
the "exceptionally beautiful scenic effects" which Ingram has brought back from
North Africa, where the film was made.
They have, moreover, words of high praise
for Ramon Novarro and Alice Terry in the
leading roles.
"There is no gainsaying that Rex Ingram
is a great director," declares Louella Parsons in the New York American. " 'The

Arab' gives unmistakable evidence that it
has been produced by an artist. 'The Aral/
is not an imitation of other sheik films."
"An innovation in desert pictures," the
New romances
York Telegraph
"Patrons
like
with a calls
desertit.flavor
will wifindo
this a superior production. The picture
gives every evidence of painstaking direction
on the part of Mr. Ingram. His Algerian
types are perfect, and in many scenes oi
great beauty, he has caught with his camera
the romantic glamour of the Sahara. Ths
acting is on a par with the direction."
The New
York Herald-Tribune
"Rex
Ingram
is presenting
at the Capitolsays
this: week
aof picture
To our way
thinking,called
this 'The
is far Arab.'
more attractive
and
plausible than those sinister sheiks of the
past few seasons made popular by Miss Hull.
Ramon Novarro plays for all he is worth."

Big

Metro-Goldwyn

Contract

for

AMES R. GRAINGER has returned to New York from an extended trip through the West Coast territory,
during which he reviewed a number of forthcoming Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions, and closed important contracts with leading exhibitors.
Mr. Grainger reported that the studio organization of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer at Culver City, under the direction of Louis B. Mayer and his assistant executives, Harry Rapf and Irving G. Thalberg, is accomplishing results
that have already been felt in the enthusiasm expressed by exhibitors throughout the territory visited by Mr.
Grainger, over the coming Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer product.
Marshall Neilan's "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" ; Reginald Barker's "Broken Barriers"; Hobart Henley's "Sinners in Silk" and Fred Niblo's "The Red Lily" were previewed before audiences. Mr. Grainger stated his opinion
that these three pictures would be among the biggest successes of the season.
Reginald Barker had "The Great Divide" under way at the time of Mr. Grainger's visit to the studio, and King
Vidor was making preparations for "Wife of the Centaur." "From what I saw of these two productions," said Mr.
Grainger, "I feel sure that both Barker and Vidor are going to give exhibitors the finest pictures they have made."
Mr. Grainger states that exhibitor sentiment was pronounced in approval of the great product now in the making by the organizations combined under the recent merger. "This sentiment," said Mr. Grainger, "is steadily being reflected everywhere by the contracts for 100 per cent. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer product." One of the largest
contracts closed by Mr. Grainger was with West Coast Theatres, Inc. All Metro-Goldwyn releases will play the
entire circuit of West Coast houses.
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Return

Many

Newspaper

Laud

"Hold

THAT the Al Christie feature, "Hold
Your Breath," is meeting with a nationwide welcome is indicated by the following excerpts from newspaper criticisms collected from all sections of the United States.
Sa.i
Lake meets
City News
: "Hold Your Breath"
more than
expectation.
Salt Lake City Telegram : There's a corking good show at the Paramount Empress. It's
Hold Your Breath," one of the snappiest,
breeziert, funniest and most thrilling comedy
concoctions ever flashed on the screen.
Bost6n Advertiser : One of the most hilarious comedies ever filmed is Al Christie's "Hold
l our iji eath," now being shown on the Tremont
Temple screen.
Providence, R. I., Tribune : "Hold Your
Breath" proved a lifesaver to the many hundreds who found refuge from the hot streets
yesterday in the cool Rialto Theatre. "Hold
Your Breath" is one of those very few pictures
that'
carryEvening
a punchGlobe:
in every
foot. is looking
Boston
If anyone
for thrills the best thing to do is to sit back
if possible. Most of the audience will be sitting
on the very front edge of their seats waiting
ftr the athletic little heroine to lose her grip

Shallenberger
New

Critics

Your

Breath

99

and fall 17 stories to a comedy finish on the
street.
St. Louis Globe Democrat : "Hold Your
Breath" — that's exactly what the audience does
from start to finish. Never in the memory
of this reviewer has a picture been shown
in St. Louis that contains so many hair-raising,
thrilling stunts as does this one.
Los Angeles Examiner : One of the most
pretentious and enjoyable comedies seen on the
screen in many moons is Al Christie's sixreeler, "Hold Your Breath."
Pittsburgh Press : There is no reason for
any person in Pittsburgh being gloomy or bored
this week. All they have to do is pay a visit
to the Grand, where the thrill-comedy feature.
"Hold Your Breath" is on the screen, in a
story packed with excitement and heart appeal.
: "Holdsituations.
Your Breath"
hasPhiladelphia
both laughsInquirer
and thrilling
The
picture has the merit of a plot and a rather
interesting one at that— a rare quality in most
comedies.
Birmingham News : As for "Hold Your
Breath," for once a story is rightly named.
It is a genuinely funny, thrilling and a cleverly
done piece of work.

Expects
Serial

LENBERGER, president
WE. of SHAL
Arrow Film Corporation, an• nounces that after the most thorough search for title, script and cast, he and
Ben Wilson have secured a line-up that will
make a smash in all serial records, not excepting
their own "Days of '49," now playing.
"Riders of public
the Plains,"
to The
have title,
a tremendous
appeal.is considered
The story
covers some of the most exciting and dramatic
periods of western history.
The cast is headed by Jack Perrin and Marilyn Mills. Perrin's work in the Arrow serials,
"The Fighting Skipper" and "The Santa Fe
Trail," has made him a great favorite with the
fans in roles requiring strong and vigorous
action.
Marilyn Mills is one of the greatest horse-

to

Be

Best

women of the West. She has broken and
trained her two horses, "Star" and "Beverly"
to a point where they show super-equine intelligence. They open doors, untie knotted
ropes, pick pockets and do other equally surprising stunts.
Ruth Royce, Charles Brinley and Kingsley
Benedict will be added attractions to the cast.
To Film "Snakebite"
"Snakebite," a Robert Hichens story, will
be Edwin Carewe's next picture following the
filming
"Madonna
of thetheStreets,"
National ofPicture,
on which
director ais First
now
working at the United Studios in Hollywood.
"Snakebite" is by the author of "The Garden of
Allah."

Brooklyn Window Display for Baby Peggy in "Captain January."

Engagement

Weiss bert-Detroit
Bros. "After Second
Six Days"
Timeto Shu"After Six Days" was forced to close a successful run of two weeks' duration at the
Shubert-Detroit Opera House, Detroit, Michigan, last week, through the fact of another
picture having been booked into the ShubertDetroit previously, which booking could not
be called off. The Weiss Brothers' Biblical
spectacle had been scheduled to remain a third
week, but the other booking holding precedence
forced "After Six Days" to terminate its run
temporarily.
Arrangements were tentatively made for a
return date of "After Six Days," at the Shubert-Detroit, the exact date of re-opening to
be set shortly. The return engagement will
be of indefinite duration.
Max Weiss,
vice-president
WeisshadBrothers'
Artclass
Pictures
Corporation,of who
charge
of the "After Six Days" exploitation during
its run in Detroit, returned to New York this
week. On his way in, Mr. Weiss stopped off
at Chicago and sold the territorial rights for
the Buddy Roosevelt and Buffalo Bill, Jr.
series of westerns to the Progress Pictures Co.
of Chigago (Frank Zambreno), for Wisconsin.
Indiana and Northern Illinois.
Four

Title Changes

First National Officials Seek Better
Box Office Names
First National Pictures announces the definitive titles for a number of its forthcoming
productions which have gone into work under
different
titles. Norma
Joseph Talmadge,
M. Schenck'swhich
new picture starring
has
hitherto been known as "Fight" and "Conflicting
Passions" will be released as "The Sacrifice."
It is an original story by C. Gardner Sullivan
and is being directed by Sidney Olcott. Eugene
O'Brien plays opposite the star.
Colleen Moore's next will be released as
"Flirting With Love" instead of "Temperament." It is an adaptation of Leroy Scott's
novel, "Counterfeit." Director John F. Dillon
recently completed photography. Conway
Tearle acts the role of the hero.
"In Every Woman's Life" is the new title
for M. C. Levee's production hitherto announced
as "Barriers of Love." It is an adaptation of
Olive Wadsley's novel, "Belonging." Irving
Cummings will direct it. Virginia Valli and
Lloyd Hughes have the leads, with George
Fawcett and Ralph Lewis in important parts.
Frank Lloyd's production of Mary Roberts
Rinehart's story, "The Altar on the Hill," will
be released
"The and
Silent
Watcher,"
with
Glenn
Hunter asfeatured
Bessie
Love playing
opposite him.
South African Deal
Arrow Film Corporation has closed a contract with South African Films, otherwise
known as the I. V. T. A., who controls the
entire picture field in South Africa, for the
Arrow "Great-Western" Series, consisting of
four features starring Ben Wilson, supported
GerNeva Dick
Harris,starring
Mildredtwelve
by
LaPlante;
and VioletDaw,
ber Marjorie
wonder
two
Hatton. with Marilyn Mills and her
horses ; six Ranchland features, starring Yakima
Canutt. World's Champion All-Around Cowboy. In addition to the Arrow "Great-West"Pinto Pete" Speerns" they have taken four
cials, starring Ashton Dearholt.
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Scene from "Seeing Nellie Home," a Hal
Roach one-reel comedy starring Charles
Chase.
Take

Over

Two

Theatres

The California and Miller's Theatres, Los
Angeles, have passed to the sole ownership
and control of Loew's Incorporated and
Metro-Goldwyn Distributing Corporation.
Announcement of the closing of the deal
was made by E. A. Schiller, general representative ofLoew's Incorporated and a member of the board of directors of MetroGoldwyn.
The California Theatre was formerly owned
by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, but the merging
of the Metro-Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan and
Louis B. Mayer interests included the California Theatre, so that Loew's and MetroGoldwyn are now the sole owners and operators of this theatre. The newly affiliated
companies have also purchased the controlling interests
in Miller's
be the sole
operators
of thisTheatre
house. and will
To Make 16 Features
The Motion Picture Directors Association
will make sixteen features during the coming season, all of which will be released
under the Blue Ribbon trademark, by territorial franchises through Grand-Asher, it is
announced. Samuel V. Grand, head of GrandAsher, left last week for the coast where he
will make an inspection. Paul Powell will
direct the first release.

WORLD
Exhibitors

Pictures

anRS'5 seaEXHI
D program
the 1924-2
for BITO
nounced
ASSOCIATE
son will consist of at least twentyeight pictures. This is by far the most ambitious program ever outlined by this company and the plans include the releasing of
some of the best known books in the country, coupled with some of the biggest stars
in the film world.
The first of the new productions will be
"Never Say Die," starring Douglas MacLean,
and the tentative release date is August 10.
Following this there will be an almost weekly
release. The first seven of these are announced at this time. "Never Say Die" is a
screen adaptation of the William Collier
stage success of the same title and was
adapted by Wade Boteler. The cast includes
Lillian Rich, Hallam Cooley, Helen Ferguson
and Wade Boteler. George J. Crone directed.
Tentatively scheduled for release on August 17 is a William K. Howard production,
"East of Broadway." The story is an adaptation of a yarn that appeared in the Saturday Evening Post, "Where Is the Tropic of
Capricorn?"
by Richard
TheRalph
cast
consists of Owen
Moore, Connell.
Mary Carr,
Lewis, Marguerite Delamonte, George
Nichols, Edward Gribbon, Francis McDonald and Betty Francisco.
Alma Rubens, Frank Mayo, Walter McGrail, Lilyan Tashman, H. B. Warner and
Marie Schaefer are the feature members of
the cast of "The Lawful Cheater," scheduled
tentatively for release on August 24. It's a
Murray W. Garsson production written and
directed by William Christy Cabanne.
"The Price of a Party" will be released
under the Encore Pictures' banner on August 31, according to the present plans. This
is a Howard Estabrook production directed
by Charles Giblyn and adapted from the
Cosmopolitan Mazagine story of the same
title written by William McHarg. The cast
consists of Harrison Ford, Edmund Arthur
Carewe, Hope Hampton, Mary Astor and
Dagmar Godowsky.
"Barriers Burned Away" deals with the
great Chicago fire and will be released September 7. The picture was produced by Arthur F. Beck and is an adaptation from the
stage play by George Middleton and the
novel of the same title by E. P. Roe. W.
S. Van Dyke directed. Among those in the
cast are Frank Mayo, Mabel Ballin, Harry
Morey, Wanda Hawley, Thomas Santschi,
Arline Pretty, Wally Van and Eric Mayne.

for
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Plans

New

Season

S. E. V. Taylor's production, "Why Women Sin," probably will be released about
September 21. This is a screen adaptation
from the stage play, "Moonflower," by Julie
Heme, in which Elsie Ferguson starred last
season.
A Monty
Banksby story
entitled
Water"is
and
produced
Murray
W. "Hot
Garsson
scheduled tentatively for October 5.
Additional productions, not as yet given
release dates, include "The Greatest Thing,"
an original story by Lewis H. Moomaw, who
directed "The Chechahcos"; Dustin Farnum
in a western entitled "The Outlaw"; "Hearts
and Fists," a Clarence Buddington Kelland
story in the American Magazine to be made
by Edwin Hollywood, and "Children of the
Whirlwind," story and book by Leroy Scott
and published in Hearst's Magazine. This
production will be made by William Alfred
Smith.
Associated Exhibitors also plans releasing
a series of Harold Lloyd reissues during the
1924-25 season.
Praise Johnny

Hines

Zierler and Amsterdam Write Burr
About "The Speed Spook"
The enthusiastic reception that prominent
state right buyers are giving Johnny Hines*
latest feature "The Speed Spook" and the
two others to follow is evidenced by the letters C. C. Burr, general manager of East
Coast Films, is receiving from those exchanges which have already contracted for
the Hines series.
Included among these are letters from
Sam Zierler, president of Commonwealth
Film Exchange, who bought the New York
State rights and Ben Amsterdam, president
of Masterpiece Film Attractions, Philadelphia, who purchased the territorial rights to
Eastern Penn and Southern N. J.
Amsterdam
forcethree
received the newswrites
that: I"My
had sales
secured
Johnny Hines productions so enthusiastically,
that I cannot help but write you about it.
I feel that in arriving at the highest territory price I have ever given for three features, Iwaswrites
justified."
Zierler
: "I have always felt that
Johnny Hines as a star was liked and
thoroughly enjoyed by the picture fans and
was a drawing card at the box office."

Scenes from "Scared Stiff," a Century Comedy for August
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Chaplin's

Fred Thomson and his famous horse, "Silver
King," in F. B. O. pictures.
Vitagraph

a Pioneer

President

Smith
Praised at Los
Angeles Luncheon
President Albert E. Smith of Vitagraph
gave a luncheon to the West Coast Theatre
Managers during their convention at Los
Angeles. More than 200 guests were present, representing more than 150 theatres, and
the guests of honor were Norma Talmadge,
Constance Talmadge, Buster Keaton, Joseph
M. Schenck, Irving Thalberg and E. W.
Hammons.
Mr. Schenck, one of the speakers, praised
his host and Vitagraph as being the real
pioneers in the industry. He generously declared that he owed his own success to Vitagraph because of the wonderful training
which Norma Talmadge had received during
her career with that company.
Short talks were made by Mr. Smith, who
told his guests something about the preparations and the shooting of "Captain Blood,"
the picturization of Rafael Sabatini's famous
novel, and Mr. Thalberg and Mr. Hammons.
At the conclusion of the luncheon the guests
gave a standing vote of thanks to Mr. Smith
for his courtesy.
Heroism

Rewarded

Jay Pitcher, continuity writer for Vitagraph, was presented with a gold watch
by the staff of the Hollywood studios for
his bravery in saving the life of one of
the extras. Several articles of value had
been lost in the large tank used for
water stuff and the extras between
scenes were diving to recover them One
of the men failed to rise. At the first
intimation of danger Mr. Pilcher plunged
into the tank and brought him to the
surface. It required thirty minutes' firstaid treatment to revive the actor.
The presentation of the watch was
made by President Albert E. Smith, who
praised the writer for risking his life to
save a fellow worker.
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Comedy

Klondike Picture Now in Making — To
Be Eight Reels
That Charlie Chaplin is making his greatest comedy is the claim advanced by those
fortunate enough to have seen the first sequence of his production screened. The little comedian in his famous character of old
has created, in one episode, more laughs per
foot than are usually shown in feature comedies. But laughs alone will not be relied
on to make this photoplay Chaplin's greatest,
it is said. The story and dramatics of the
production will be revolutionary.
Based on the stirring days of the Klondike
and gold rush to Alaska, the hardships endured by the pioneers who journeyed to that
icebound country are depicted with intense
realism. Chilkoot Pass has been duplicated.
Chaplin in the role of a hardluck sourdough presents a biography of life, and while
pathos and suffering are converted into
laughter, the tragedies of many will be clearly understood in the pathetic portrayal of
the comedian.
Many spectacular scenes have been filmed
in the higli Sierras. These are not only
scenically beautiful but are perfectly in
keeping with Alaskan atmosphere.
A production of great magnitude is being
built at the Chaplin studio. A mining camp
of the early days is there, also a reproduction of the main section of Nome during the
days of '98 has been erected. A background
of mountains and snow-capped peaks have
been built. These cover the entire studio
buildings and rise to a height where they
can be seen from sections of Hollywood.
While great progress has been made, there
is still much to be done and Chaplin does not
expect to complete his masterpiece until possibly the fall of the year, when the picture
will be released through the United Artists
Corporation and will be eight or more reels
in length.
West Back From Trip
George West has just returned to the Arrow
Film Corporation home office from an extended trip. He reports that general trade
conditions in the Middle and North West are
improving steadily. The picture business is
also showing increasing strength all along the
line. He says that the booking of Independent
pictures is going on at a surprising rate.
New Wilson Picture
Arrow reports that they have just received
the first print of "Cactus Cure," a new Arrow
Great-Western in which Dick Hatton and Marilyn Mills put over some of the best Western
stunts ever screened. "Star" and "Beverly,"
Marilyn's two wonder horses, are featured,
showing almost human intelligence. There are
some new comedy situations in this picture that
will please the fans.
Titles Changed
The Shirley Mason picture now in production
at the West Coast Studios of Fox Film Corporation under the working title of "A Princess of Pleasure," will be released as "The
Great Diamond Mystery." Another title
change involves the Buck Jones picture, originally "The Merry Men of Oracle," and then
as "Beyond the Desert." The title finally
chosen is "The Desert Outlaw."

Scene from "Ramshackle House," a Tilford
production
released by Producers Distributing Corporation. Betty Compson is the star.
Blackton's
English

Actor

Next

Engaged

for "The

Beloved Brute"
J. Stuart Blackton's next production for
Vitagraph will be "The Beloved Brute,"
adapted
from the novel by Kenneth Perkins.
Victor MacLaglen, a noted English actor,
has been engaged for one of the leading
roles. He played an important part in "The
Glorious Adventure," which Mr. Blackton
produced in England.
"The Beloved Brute" is a dramatic story
laid in the West. Marion Constance Blackton, who under the pen name of Marion
Constance did the continuities of "Behold
This Woman" and "Between Friends," and
was permitted to sign her full name to "The
Clean Heart," which Mr. Blackton is now
producing, is preparing the scenario.
Pathe
Serial

Lists

New

for Release

"Into the Net," Pathe'. latest superserial, written by Richard E. Enright,
Commissioner of Police, New York City,
will be released the week beginning
August 3.
The first episode which is in two reels
is titled "The Shadow of the Web."
Written by a police official it naturally
follows that the story deals with crime
and the underworld. Details and inside
workings of the Metropolitan police
were screened under the supervision of
men considered the leading crook catchers of the world and the ten episodes
fairly abound in thrills.
The serial was produced by Malcolm
Strauss and directed by George B. Seitz.
Enda Murphy and Jack Mulhall are the
featured players supported by a cast consisting of Constance Bennett, Frances
Landau, Bradley Barker, Harry Semels
and Frank Lackteen.
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Art of Cineplastics
Faure Essay Now Published Between
Covers — An Interesting Angle on
Cinematographic Art
Selecting the essays of Elie Faure, the
French art critic, to represent the motion
picture in its seven Arts series, the Four
Seas Company uses the translation originally
made for "The Freeman" by Walter Pach,
making this the third of the eight-volume
series.
That the theories of Faure will not find
ready acceptance in the American mind
goes almost without saying. Here the motion picture is viewed chiefly in its .practical
aspect of theatrical entertainment, and not
as a form of art-expression, and that Charles
Chaplin should be represented as the foremost exponent and developer of the new
medium is inconceivable to the average person who regards Chaplin merely as the preeminent clown.
And yet these essays, written long before
the presentation of "A Woman of Paris,"
discern in the Chaplin comedies those elements of originality which when expressed
in a dramatic form have materially added to
directorial technique.
Faure, looking at the picture, not as a
comedy or drama, but as a new form of expression, finds beneath the buffoonery of
"Shoulder Arms" the subtlety of thought
where others see merely the comedy idea
and give no thought to the artistry with
which the humor has been pointed up; an
artistry which conceals its art, the truest
form of art. He finds in the ability to bring
comedy out of tragedy the highest form of
development.
To most American readers this upholding
of Chaplin will destroy the authority of his
opinions, and yet leading American directors
are willing to admit that Chaplin has ideas
well worthy of study — and imitation. And
as though the essayist sought further to
damn himself, he adds a footnote in appreciation of the possibilities of German art
as
shown
in "The
Cabinet
Dr. Caligari."
This last was
a most
direfuloffailure
here in
America, and yet it contained the germs of
a technique capable of development into a
form that will lift the picture from a copy
of the drama stage and give it an individuality of its own.
Indeed Faure finds in the cinema not a
development of the theatre, but a new form
of the plastic arts, qualifying this with the
explanation that plastic may mean form in
motion as well as in repose. It is the rhythm

Box

Office
in

Next

Titles

Emphasized

Series

(t {^TVTLES that attract the eye and
arouse the interest of the prospective patron without possessing
the taint of suggestiveness are to be found
throughout the entire list of our group of
pictures for 1924-25," state B P Schulberg,
whose next series of nine Preferred Pictures
will be released by B P Schulberg Productions, Inc.
"The ideal box-office title is not, as some
producers suppose, a group of sensational
words but rather a phrase that suggests a
theme or problem that is of common interest
to the whole world of entertainment seekers. Or the box-office title may be great because of the tremendous advertising power
lying in the name of the book or play from
which it is adapted.
of motion which gives the screened picture
its chief charm, and in this he finds it more
nearly related to the ancient classical dance
than to the drama of the stage.
The French films he criticizes as adhering
too closely to the stage : "only a bastard
form of a degenerate theatre" and for that
reason "destined to poverty and death if it
does not take a new turn."
On the other hand he finds the American
film of great promise, "for the Americans
are primitive and at the same time barbarous,
which accounts for the strength and vitality
which they infuse into the Cinema." This
is rather a backhanded compliment, but well
meant. He further explains that : "It is natural when a new art appears in the world
it should chose a new people which has had
hitherto no personal art." In other words,
America, unhampered by the age-old "traditions" of the speaking stage, dares go further afield, and so develops greater vigor in
treatment, while developing in this new form
an equally new form of narrative art.
Few readers will agree wholly with Faure,
but all thinkers will find his opinions of interest, and it would seem that in the main
the writer has more exactly classified the
eventual form of the picture than those who
see in the screened story only a variant of
the stage play. The cinema is more of an
art-form than a phase of literature, or, more
correctly, literature expressed through plastic art.
E. W. S.

of

Preferred

"I believe that every single title on our
list for the new season affords the exhibitor
something striking and exploitable to work
Those pictures announced by Mr. Schulberg's organization for fall and winter release are "The Breath of Scandal," by Edwin Balmer; "The Boomerang," from the
Belasco play; "The Triflers," by Frederick
Orin
Bartlett ; "White Man," by George Agwith."
new Chamberlain; "When a Woman Reaches
Forty," by Royal A. Baker; "Faint Perfume," by Zona Gale; "My Lady's Lips," by
Olga Printzlau; "The Mansion of Aching
Hearts," by Harry Von Tilzer and Arthur J.
Lamb, and "Frivolity."
Ned

Marin

on Trip

Assistant

General Manager of Exchanges To Be Gone Six Weeks
Ned Marin, assistant general manager of
Universal Exchanges has started on a sixweek's trip which will embrace all of the
exchanges as far west as Omaha and as
far south as Charleston, West Virginia. The
first
exchange visited will be the Pittsburgh
exchange.

No unusual significance is attached to Mr.
Marin's visit. Al Lichtman, general manager of exchanges, just returned from an
Exchange trip and it is planned to have
some home office executive in the field the
greater part of the time.
This is particularly desirable just now,
since five of Universal's productions for fall
are in the exchanges and first runs for all
of them are being set in all of the exchanges.
Local conditions play such an important part
in first-run bookings that decision very frequently has to be made on the spot, not in
New York City. Further than this, local
situations in all of the exchanges will be
thoroughly gone over by Mr. Marin and
several changes in method and system will
be installed.
The itinerary after Pittsburgh is as follows :Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Charleston, St. Louis, Kansas City,
Omaha,
Des
and Chicago. Moines, Minneapolis, Milwaukee

Scenes from "The Lawful Cheater," an Associated Exhibitors release.
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Scene from the Warner Brothers production,
"Babbitt."
Fox to Make

"Dancers"

Richard Bennett Stage Success to Be
a Special Production
Fox Film Corporation announces that
"The
Dancers,"
Broadwaystarred,
stage will
successbe
in which
Richardthe Bennett
made into a special, one of five included in
the Fox product for 1924-25. This big dramatic story from the pens of Gerald Du
Maurier and Viola Tree will supplant "Gerald Cranston's Lady" in the quintet of Fox
super-productions and will be directed by
Enimett Flvnn.
Exploiting- Dempsey
Jack
Dempsey's
head on theexploitation
body of a lion
constitutes
a paperweight
aid
which the Metal Art Works is getting out
in conjunction with Universal's "Fight and
Win" series in which the heavyweight pugilist
of the world is being starred.
Buys Arrow Films
Arrow Film Corporation announces the
sale of "The Desert Bridegroom," "The Law
Rustlers," "The Marshal of Moneymint" and
"Sun Dog Trail" to Economy Film Service,
Kansas City, Mo., for Kansas and Western
Missouri.

PICTURE
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Actors

Ince Names
for Lovers' Part3
in HisPlayers
New Production
Thomas H. Ince has engaged three noted
actors to play the roles of the three lovers
in his new production for First National release, "Christine of the Hungry Heart," from
Kathleen Morris' successful novel. As previously announced, Florence Vidor is in the
cast in the role of Christine.
Two of the actors will portray husbands
No. 1 and No. 2 and the third that of the
>outh with whom Christine becomes infatuated.
Mr. Ince is bringing Clive Brooke all the
way from England to play one of these
parts. Although he has never been seen in
this country, Broo'xe has been a sensation in
England.
Ian Keith, well-known stage actor who
has recently been repeating his successes
on the screen, has been engaged for another
of the three leading male roles. Warner Baxter will complete the trio.
George Archainbaud will direct the production. Work upon the picture will begin
within a week.
Big Bookings

August 2. 1924

Follow

Producers' Distributing Corporation
Announcement of Product
Immediately following the publication of
its 1924-25 announcement containing complete information on the twenty subjects to
be released by February 1, 1925, the Producers Distributing Corporation announces
it received a contract through its Boston
Branch for the entire twenty, plus eighteen
of the current releases, making a total of
thirty-six features to be shown at The Modern, The Beacon and The Fenway theatres
in Boston with a provision calling for at least
three extended runs in The Park Theatre of
Boston.
In the same mail the company reports the
receipt of a contract from its Washington
Branch signed by Moore's Rialto Theatre.
At the
samesubmitted
time thea contract
company'sfor New
York
Branch
the
entire 1924-25 group of subjects to be played
by The Broadway Theatre of Astoria.
Give them a chance and Shoulder Reports will work wonders for you. See
page 370.

L
Scene fromVitagraph
"Behold release.
This Woman," •
Speed King in Film
One
the features Production
in "Racing for
Life,"
secondof Perfection
featuring
Eva Novak and William Fairbanks, is a
thrilling automobile race in which Ralph De
Palma, veteran speed king, participates.

Release "Battling Fool"
"The Battling Fool," first Perfection Production featuring Eva Novak and William
Fairbanks, has been released this week and
exhibited in Loew motion picture houses in
Greater New York. The next Perfection picture, "Racing for Life," is already in the
cutting
whileis "A
For Honor,"
third in room,
the series,
alsoFight
in preparation.
Buys Back Rights
I. E. Chadwick, President of Chadwick
Pictures Corporation announces that in order to carry out the contract with First
National, who are distributing the Larry
Semon feature "The Girl in The Limousine"
throughout the world, his organization has
repurchased from Simmonds-Kann Enterduction. prises, Inc., the foreign rights to that pro-

Scene from "The Truth About Women," a Banner production with Ho pe Hampton, Lowell Sherman, David Powell and Mary Thurman.
The picture was directed by Burton King.
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Storey

Honored

Testimonial

S "Storey Pennant Race," a
PATHE'
three months' sales campaign held in
honor of John E. Storey, ended in a
blaze of glory on Friday of this week with
a luncheon tendered to the general sales manager by over fifty members of the home
sixteen w*e'<s every Pathe
office staff. For
man has been on his toes and as a result the
wind succampaign developed into a ofwhirl
even the most
cess much beyond the hopes
optimistic. The winners will be announced
August 30.
The luncheon tendered Mr. Storey was
very much of a surprise to that individual,
as was a beautiful bronze desk set presented
at the time and subscribed to by the branch
special repremanagers, district managers,
sentatives and home office department heads.
The principal speakers at the luncheon, held
presat the Lorraine Hotel, were Paul Fuller,
ident of Pathe Exchange, Inc., and Elmer
Pearson, its general manager. John Kyle
was toastmaster.
Mr. Fuller and Mr. Pearson were unstinting in their praise of the work done by Mr.
most successful tosales
in Pathe'sconfined
Storey Mr.
the
his speech
Fuller
drive.
Mr.
present and the immediate past, whilewhen
Pearson went back to the year 1915,
he gave Mr. Storey his first job in the film
industry as a salesman in the Kansas City
branch of the old "Big Four." Telegrams
were read from E. C. Lynch and B. Benson,
chairman of the Board of Directors and vicepresident of Pathe, respectively. Arthur S.
Kane, president of Associated Exhibitors,
was on hand.
Others who attended were M. F. Gibbons,
short subject sales manager; S. B. Waite,
To Make Cartoon Subjects
Earl Hurd has completed arrangements
whereby he will produce, for release through
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., a series
of thirteen single-reel animated cartoon subjects to be known as the "Pen and Ink
Vaudeville" series. The subjects will be released one every four weeks during Educational's 1924-25 season. The first release will
make its appearance on the program during the week of August 31.
Each release will present a complete comedy vaudeville
done The
in Hurd's
inimitableof
cartoon
comedybillstyle.
first subject
the series will be "Boneyard Blues."

at

Luncheon

two-reel comedy sales manager: E. O.
Brooks, serial sales manager; Harry Scott,
feature sales manager; H. L. Knappen, P. A.
Parsons, A. M. Brilant, E. Supple, A. E.
Rousseau, E. Cohen, L. S. Diamond. John
Humm, F. L. Smith, W. C. Smith, H. Lewis,
G. Michaelson, M. Regalado, G. A. Gray, C.
J. Fischer, C. A. Brady, R. S. Coyle, S.
Machnovitch, Herbert Foster, W. H. Jones,
J. T. Richards, B. P. Egan, Ed Hurley; also
W. E. Raynor, H. L. Lyons, A. Sawtell, B.
Sanford, J. J. Dacey, R. W. Horn, E. T. Carroll, A. Sacks, H. P. Lynton, F. H. Lovejoy,
F. H. Vogt, I. Hanover, P. E. Meyer, M. L.
Meyer, Wm. E. Marsh and M. Kronacher.

Police

Chiefs

McHugh to Play Leads
Jack McHugh, the clever juvenile actor
who attracted so much comment on his work
in the recent series of Educational-Juvenile
Comedies, has been selected to play leads
in the new series of these comedies to be
released through Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., during the 1924-25 season.
"Midnight Express" Next
Word from the West Coast Studios of C.
B. C, is to the effect that "The Midnight
Express" will be the feature next on the
list of productions after the conclusion of
"The Price She Paid," in which Alma
Rubens and Frank Mayo are now being
featured. "One Glorious Night," fourth of
the company's Columbus series, will follow.

Serial

Heads

writerialsioner
the Pathes
, commis
d E. Enright
by RicharNET,"
INTO tenTHE
of police of New York City, with Edna
Murphy and Jack Mulhall, starts its first episode on the Pathe program releases for the
week beginning August 3. The first episode,
in two reels, is entitled "The Shadow of the
Web." Directe '. by George B. Seitz and
written from the experiences of the famous
police chief, it is considered one of the most
thrilling pictures ever made by this veteran
director of serials.
The story in its ten episodes has been novelized by Sinclair Gluck, while the continuity is from the pen of Frank Leon Smith.
Prominent in the cast are Constance Bennett, Frances Landau, Bradley Barker,
Harry Semels and Frank Lackteen.
Pathe Review No. 31 consist of four interesting subjects. The first, "Slaves of the
Shuttle," is a picturesque outlay on the rug
makers of San Miguel. There follow "The
Gem of the Adriatic," a gondola tour of
Venice in Pathecolor; "The Adventures of
Dick," a call in Canaryland, and "The House
of Refuge," the hospice of St. Bernard in
the Appenine Alps.
there are two two-reel comIn addition,
edies. The first is a Stan Laurel comedy,
made by Hal Roach and directed by George
Jeske, under the title of "Short Kilts." The

Pathe

Releases

other is a Mack Sennett comedy featuring
Ben Turpin and based on "Romeo and JuliOther subjects set for release are Topics
of the Day No. 31, Aesop's Film Fable, "Flycomedy and
Patheing Fever,"
News anNo.animated
64 and cartoon
65.
ette."
Sign Hartley and Boles
Irving Hartley, formerly news photographer on the staffs of two New York newspapers, and John Boles, whose last stage
appearance was in New York in the popular
musical comedy, "Little Jessie James," have
been signed as members of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stock company, according to an
announcement from Louis B. Mayer, vicepresident in charge of production.
Launches Series
Harry Garson has established headquarters
at the F. B. O. Hollywood studio where he
will shortly begin operations with Maurice
("Lefty") Flynn as his star. Garson will
produce six outdoor productions for F. B. O.,
the first of which will begin July 15.

this Vitagraph
is lostan in
time takes
Looking from right to left one would judge that littleRich
important
part. offering, "Behold This Woman," in which Irene
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Asher

Critics

Praise

Broadway

"Signal

Tower"
Opening
HERALDEDion,by a comprehensive advanceg chested screen melodrama of the year is on
exploitat
publicity and advertisin
view at the Strand. 'The Signal Tower,' a
vigorous human story of railroad life in the
campaign, "The Signal Tower," Vir- mountain
of the Northwest, held us
l-Jewel, opened tense and forests
Valli's
ginia
current
Universa
thrilled when we saw it alone in a
to almost capacity business at the Mark
Strand Theatre, New York City.
small projection room a month ago, and yesterday we saw it again and came away with
Although virtually all the metropolitan critics
bad seen "The Signal Tower" in the projection even more respect for it. It is everything we
room of Universal, every reviewer paid the want in a motion picture drama of this type."
picture the compliment of "catching" the Jewel
The New York American says : " 'The Sigagain at its Broadway premiere. Excerpts
nal Tower' is like some good, wholesome, plain
bread and butter after an orgy of cream puffs
from the highly favorable reviews follow :
The Morning Telegraph said : " 'The Signal and meringue glace. I believe that is one
Tower' will not prove disappointing to those reason I enjoyed the picture so much. I found
hoping to see a good story well told and in- it very pleasant to learn there are some plain
telligently directed. The characters are so ably
in the world."
drawn, the acting so consistently good, and the folk
The
New York Evening Journal says : "A
suspense so adequately maintained, that it is magnificently
staged railroad wreck, gorgeous
scenery, and a well developed plot. There is
altogether satisfying."
The New York Times says, in part:
a thrilling storm, a corking climax, some shootthe narrative is told in such a way as to
ing, and a happy solution to the plot."
make it emphatically gripping. In his scenario
The Telegram Mail says : "There are not
James O. Spearing dwells carefully on certain only melodramatic thrills in 'The Signal Tower,'
details. He gives a lucid idea of the atmosphere but there are plenty of human touches that
make this the best of the summer films. It
and works up to an effective climax."
The World savs : "The best all 'round thick certainly is one of the best long films of 1924."

Weiss

to

Make

Selling

10,000

Trip

LOUIS WEISS, executive of Weiss
Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation,
is making preparations for an extensive
soiling trip in the interests of the Weiss
Brothers' Artclass product that will take him
as far as the Pacific coast and back, with
numerous stops en route.
Mr. Weiss will leave New York, August 1,
and will cover more than 10,000 miles on his
journey. His itinerary will include over 35
cities, among those definitely listed for a visit
being Buffalo, N. Y.; Chicago, 111.; Detroit,
Mich. ; Toronto, Canada ; Kansas City, Mo. ;
Omaha, Nebraska, Denver, Colorado; St. Paul,
Minn. : Seattle, Washington ; Portland. Oregon.

for

Mile
Artclass

and San Francisco and Los Angeles, California.
In addition to calling on the various territorial rights purchasers in the different cities
mentioned, Mr. Weiss will make a stop-over
of several days in Los Angeles, California, for
the purpose of conferring with Lester F. Scott,
Jr., who is producing the Buddy Roosevelt
and Buffalo Bill, Jr. series of westerns in
Hollywood, for distribution through Artclass
Pictures.
The list of productions controlled by Weiss
Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation, which
Louis Weiss will offer for the inspection of
the state right buyers includes, "After Six
Days," featuring Moses and the Ten Command-

Escapes

Wreck

Unhurt by Collision of Steamers in
Long Island Sound
Harry Asher, vice-president and treasurer
of the Grand Asher Distributing Corporation, arrived in New York from his Boston
office last week. He was a passenger aboard
the li ner "Boston" which was rammed by an
oil tanker late Monday night in Long Island
Sound, an accident in which all those on
board the "Boston" had to take to the lifeboats, giving New York and Boston a night
of the keenest anxiety.
Mr. Asher and a group of passengers
drifted about the sound for many hours during the night before they were picked up
by the "Priscilla," one of the steamers that
rushed to the rescue. The accident was
caused by a thick fog.
Mr. Asher will remain in New York for
several days to complete plans for the list
of productions that Grand-Asher will reseason.lease to the independent market this coming
Cast Now Complete
The final cast for "The Breath of Scandal," the first Preferred Picture for release
by B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc., is
complete. The players chosen for this Gasnier production of Edwin Balmer's novel are
Betty Blythe, Lou Tellegen, Patsy Ruth Miller, Forrest Stanley, Phyllis Haver, Jack
Mulhall, Myrtle Stedman, Frank Leigh and
Charles Clary. The screen version of the
story has been written by Eve Unsell.
Chadwick on Coast
I. E. Chadwick, president of Chadwick Pictures Corporation, has arrived in Hollywood
where he will at once start production on
"The Tom Boy" and "Sunshine of Paradise
Alley," the next two of the Chadwick Nine
which he is distributing on the Franchise Plan
through Independent Exchanges.
ments, The Buddy Roosevelt and Buffalo Bill,
Jr. series of westerns; series of 18 single
reelers entitled "Tense Moments from Famous
Plays and Great Authors," ''The Woman Who
Believed," six reel dramatic production, and a
series of five revised Chas. Hutchison Stunt
Features, of five reels each, the latter distributed
by Clarion Photoplays, Inc.

Scene* from "Ten of the D'Urbervillei," a Metro-Goldwyn releaie.
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Cross

Picture Theatres to Further Eighth
Annual Roll Call
Picture theatres will be one of the most
important assets of the American Red Cross
during the Eighth Annual Roll Call, which
will be held from Armistice Day, November
11, to Thanksgiving, November 27. Fifteen
thousand theatre owners, meeting in Boston
last summer for the annual convention of
the M. P. T. O. A., pledged their support
in a resolution unanimously adopted.
With daily audiences estimated at 15,000,000, the importance of the pledge of co-operation on the part of the theatre owners in
advertising the Red Cross cannot be overestimated.
It is a part of the campaign to make picture theatres take their stand along with
the press of the United States as definitely
committed to the advancement of the public welfare. The association has placed its
support with the Post Office Department in
helping to educate the people as to the
proper means of utilizing the postal service.
Co-operating also with the War Department,
it promotes the advancement of the Citizens
Military Training Camp.

Editing "His Hour"
King Vidor has finally brought to completion Elinor Glyn's big production of "His
Hour," for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and with
Mrs. Glyn is now busy in the cutting room
editing the picture for early fall releases.
Aileen Pringle, who played the leading feminine role, has accordingly closed up her
make-up box and hied herself away for a
brief vacation, while John Gilbert, who
played opposite her, has moved over to Victor Seastrom's set to begin a part in the
star cast of the Andreyev play, "He Who
Gets Slapped."

Weiss

Bros.

Sales

for

Report

Numerous

Buddy

Roosevelts

franchises for the series
ORIAL
TERRIT
of eight
Buddy Roosevelt westerns are
going rapidly, according to Weiss
Brothers'
Pictures
control theArtclass
distribution
of theCorporation
new series. which
Three of the Buddy Roosevelts have already
been completed — -"Rough Ridin' " and "Battling
Buddy," the third being untitled as yet. Each
of the series is five reels in length. Approved
Pictures Corporation of which Lester F. Scott,
Jr., is the executive head, is producing the
Buddy Roosevelts in Hollywood. The initial
release
ust ISth."Rough Ridin' " is scheduled for AugPurchasers of franchise rights on the Buddy
Roosevelts to date include the following : Skirboll Gold Seal Productions, 507 Film Bldg.,
Cleveland, Ohio, (Ohio and Kentucky) ; Progress Pictures Co. (Frank Zambreno), 808 South

Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois, (Indiana, Wisconsin and Northern Illinois) ; Beacon Films,
Inc., 454 Stuart St., Boston, Mass., (New
England States) ; 20th Century Film Co., 256
North 13th St., Phila., Pa., (Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey) ; Kerman
Films, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C, (New
York and Northern New Jersey) ; Enterprise
Distributing Corporation, 87 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga., (Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, North and South Carolina) ; Enterprise
Distributing Corp., 1000 Perdido St., New Orleans, Louisiana, (Mississippi and Louisiana) ;
Specialty Film Corporation, 1914 Main St.,
Dallas, Texas, (Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas) R.
; G. Hill Enterprises, Inc., 1010 Forbes
St., Pittsburgh, Pa., (Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia).

Gloria

Will

Swanson

Produce

"Madame
Sans-Gene"
in Paris
for American motion pictures. Miss Swanson
today
arrives
who
N,
SWANSO
GLORonIA
the Leviathan, will return to Paris and our other big American stars are just
as popular in Paris and London as they are
in September to produce "Madame
Sans-Gene," according to an announcement in New York, and even our minor players are
made yesterday by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice- as well known to the public as in this country.
president of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor"The production of 'Madame Sans-Gene' in
poration, who returned on the Paris, Saturday, Paris
is an example of a broader production
after having spent several weeks studying film policy which we purpose to inaugurate. It is
production conditions in England and France. our intention to produce pictures in the principal capitals of Europe, and next Fall we shall
"Our decision to make this famous production in France, in the very scenes where the send one of our most popular Paramount stars
story is laid," said Mr. Lasky, "is a result to London for the production of a picture in
of the great enthusiasm I found in Europe our studio at Islington.
"In the production of 'Madame Sans-Gene'
we shall use the historic buildings and scenes
associated with Napoleon Bonaparte, one of
the leading characters in the play.
"We have been assured that the Administration des Beaux Arts will place at our disposal
such historic places as the rooms and gardens
of Fontainebleau, the Tuileries, Malmaison,
etc. The War Ministry also will let us use the
military uniform of the period as well as all
the historic documents which we might need."
Prints of Specials Here
Finished prints of "The Painted Lady" and
"Hearts of Oak," two Fox specials for 192425, have arrived at the eastern headquarters
of Fox Film Corporation from the Hollywood
studios. Both productions are pronounced high
calibre pictures by the selected few who have
been permitted to witness previews.

Eddie Lyons in "Her Other Husband," a new Arrow-Eddie Lyons comedy special.

Fox Comedy Releases
Fox Film Corporation announces the release
dates of six new comedies, three Imperials
and three of the Sunshine brand. The Imperial
Comedies' and release dates are "Sweet Papa,"
August 17; "The Pinhead," with Clyde Cook,
August 31; "Blows and Dynamite," Sept. 14.
The Sunshine releases are: "Stretching the
Truth," August 24 ; "Unreal News Reel No. 4,"
Sept. 7; "The Diving Fool," Sept. 21,
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To Reopen Keith Houses
Following its long run at the Cameo Theatre, Harold Lloyd's latest Pathe production,
"Girl Shy," will reopen eighteen B. F. Keith
theatres that have been closed for the summer.

Promising
Truly
" Independents
N EVER before in the history of state Johnny Hines has ever had, and according to
The United Booking Office bookings will
right production have there been those who have seen the rush prints, his be- start
over the circuit at the beginning of the
so many unusually big productions
lief is more than justified. "In 'The Speed
regular season September first and will play
Spook,'
declared
Mr.
Burr.
"Johnny
Hines
planned for the independent market," is the
each of the theatres that run a combination
opinion of C. C. Burr, general manager of has without question outdone his former
East Coast Films, Incorporated. The pro- successes, and I look forward confidently to of vaudeville and feature length pictures.
of this statement by exgrams lined up for fall release by the vari- a corroboration
changes, exhibitors, and critics when the picous independent producing units and the
ture
is
released.
bigger and better than these unusual suceagerness with which the more prominent
More money and time has been spent on
exchanges are contracting for this output
cesses above-mentioned."
Speed Spook" than on any other
augurs well for the independent market in "The
Supporting
Hines inFaire
"TheBinney,
Speed Warner
Spook"
of
the
features
produced
by
our
company,
are
Edmund
Breese,
general. This situation, according to Mr.
Richmond
and
Frank
Losee.
Raymond
Burr, has been a long time coming to fruition, and when such pictures as T Am the Law,' Harris wrote the continuity from the storyS.
and independent producers are beginning to 'Sure-Fire Flint,' 'Luck,' and 'Youth For
Sale' are included in this statement, it is by William Wallace Cooke, Charles Hines
breathe more freely.
it, Ralph Spence wrote the titles.
to assume that 'The Speed Spook' directed
At the beginning of 1924 the outlook reasonable
a story and cast of unusual pro- The picture will probably be released not
seemed dark for those independent pro- must possess
portions to be classed, in my opinion, as even later than August 15.
ducers who were investing large sums in pictures in an effort to cope with the better
national product on the market. At that
time, state-right exchangemen were sitting
tight and buying very little product, with
Smashing
Exploitation
the result that many independent producers
99
were forced to curtail production. Despite
this condition, producers who had faith in
Aids
the saleability of their product, continued to
"Captain
January
carry on with their schedules. In many instances, production costs mounted higher
she was subjected to no undue strain in the
than the limit originally set, with the result
ter- way of personal appearances or meeting
charactheir
is ting
dash which
in exploi
istic of them
that producers who had already disposed of WITH that
the majority of the territory on a franchise
stars, Sol and Irving Lesser and crowds without proper protection.
basis felt thai they would be pushed to the Mike Rosenberg of Principal Pictures CorThe New York City campaign for "Capwall unless the exchanges were willing to
poration are reaping big rewards on Baby
tain January" went off like clockwork. One
accept an increase over and above the orig- Peggy in "Captain January." The phenomof its big features was Baby Peggy's apenal success of this picture is undoubtedly
pearance at the Democratic National Coninal purchase price contracted for. Exvention resulted in her name breaking on
changes, realizing the acuteness of the situa- due in a large measure to the smashing extion and satisfied that the productions in
the front page in newspapers all over the
ploitation, advertising and publicity camquestion were really made on a larger scale
paigns conducted in its behalf. After signing country in their accounts of the Al Smith
demonstration. These stories were sent out
than originally planned, accepted the in- Baby Peggy, the Lessers proceeded to make
crease to their everlasting credit.
her famous, just as they did Jackie Coogan,
by special
correspondents
at United
the convention and by the
Associated and
Press
In the particular case of "The Speed and just as they added to Harold Bell and the
N. E. A.
Spook" which has just been completed with Wright's fame.
Johnny Hines in the feature role, the picture,
First, Baby Peggy was brought east for were
Babyto speed
Peggy'stheother
stunts in New
York
transcontinental
aeroplane
among other territories had been sold to Sam
a
triumphal tour of the large cities, begin- mail carrier
on its first trip to the Coast;
Zierler, of Commonwealth Film Exchange,
ning with New York, in time for the Mark
for New York, and to Ben Amsterdam of Strand world's premiere of "Captain Janu- to visit the battleship Colorado at the BrookMasterpiece Film Attractions for Eastern
lyn Navy Yard; visit the U. S. S. Richmond,
ary"; thence to Philadelphia for the Palace
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey. De- Theatre opening; to Pittsburgh for the flagship of Uncle Sam's light cruiser fleet,
spite the fact that contracts had been closed Grand Opera House opening; to Atlantic where she had luncheon with Mayor Hylan
for these territories before the picture really City for the Bijou opening; to Detroit for and Admiral Magruder ; to present a cup to
started, both Zierler and Amsterdam accepted the Madison Theatre opening; Omaha for the winner of the parachute leaping contest
an increase approximating 50 per cent, above
the Strand Theatre opening; Des Moines for on Staten Island; to take dancing lessons of
Gloria Gould Bishop, daughter of George
the original purchase price."
the Des Moines Theatre opening, and KanProducer Burr spared neither time nor
Jay
Gould, afterward being the guest of
sas City for the Main Street Theatre openhonor at a tea given in the Gould home at
money
in
making
"The
Speed
Spook,"
what
ing.
The
Lessers
arranged
Baby
Peggy's
he believes to be the best feature vehicle itinerary well in advance and saw to it that which members of the "400" were present.
Completed
Shooting
on
"American
first
Carlos production
for F.Manners,"
B. O., the
starring
Richard Talmadge, stunt man and daredevil
of the screen, was completed this week. The
story is adapted from an original by Frank
Howard Clark.

Luncheon given to West Coast Theatre Managers Association by Albert E. Smith,
president of Vitagraph, at the Alexandria Hotel, Los Ang les, on July 8.

Cast Completed
"Chalk Marks," reported as Frank Woods"
greatest story, was put into production this
week at the Peninsula Studios in San Mateo.
Cal., under the direction of John G. Adolfi.
with Mr. Woods in personal supervision of the
work. The principal roles are being filled by
Marguerite Snow. Ramsay Wallace, Lydia
Knott and Bert Rex.
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Starts

Drive

Against

Non-Theatricals
in Minnesota
town
contract
of Legeros Brothers and A.
Plans to enlist the support of every comLokke.
munity in the Northwest in the battle against
Non-theatrical
competition will not be
non-theatricals and to persuade exchanges
served by Warner Brothers, J. P. Cubberly,
not to sell films to such competition are dis- manager of F. & R. Film Company, announced this week. This means that sumclosed by W. A. Steffes, president of the
mer resorts at Northern Minnesota lakes and
Northwest exhibitor unit. Letters appealing
community
clubs in the smaller towns will
to the civic pride of every mayor, city counshow Warner pictures in competition
cil and representative business man of the not
with legitimate exhibitors.
hundreds of communities throughout Minnesota, North and South Dakota will be placed
F. J.mandLafor motion
Qua is pictures
going- toofsatisfy
dein the mails within the next few days.
severalthesmall
"It is going to be a battle in which all North Dakota towns. He has arranged a
the legitimate exhibitors throughout the circuit and will present weekly shows. Mr.
Qua will serve the following towns: Great
Northwest will take part," Mr. Steffes said. La
Bend, Mantador, Cayuga, Rutland, Geneseo.
"I look for a real fight."
De
LaMere, New Eflfington and Hammer,
A sales letter addressed to scores of communities throughout Minnesota and the Da- N, D.
kotas byciation ofthe
Communitycaused
Amusement
Asso-to
Carnival companies and other outdoor atMinneapolis
Mr. Steffes
tractions have failed to cause exhibitors any
take the new action. The letter has been
serious
in Minnesota and the Dakocirculated under the signature of W. R. tas so farconcern
season. Unseasonable weather
DORIS KENYON
Prank and appeals to the communities to has killed this
the business for outdoor attracjoin in the free show movement.
Who has been engaged by First National
tions
and
helped
the
exhibitors..
The
sum"The Community Amusement Association,
for featured roles.
mer so far has been unusually cool.
Inc., is in a position to offer your city an
outdoor moving- picture show free of charge
O. J. Trimble and Earl Smith are building
for the remaining summer months," the let- a $20,000 house at Devil's Lake, N. D., which
Wisconsin
ter reads. "We are operating in approxiwill seat 500. It will open about September
mately 200 towns to the advantage of mer1
and
Is
named
the
State.
chants in these towns. We operate in cirDespite unusually cool weather during
cuits of six towns to the circuit, and havwiring in the projection room of June and the beginning of July, approxiing a few that are not complete, we wish to theDefective
mately seventy-five theatres in the state
Astor Theatre at Brooklyn, Minn., reoffer to your town an advertising proposition
caused a fire which did slight damage
have closed, while many others are running
for the remaining slimmer months that you to the cently
house. The theatre, owned by C. A. on reduced schedule, according to a survey
will appreciate.
Remington, was gutted by fire two years ago. made by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
"We are particular of the type of town
of Wisconsin. While this number is not
we go into and will not put this into towns
William Emmons has opened a theatre at greatly
that are
tires.' Wein want
in excess of closings in previous
Minn.
towns
that 'flat
are interested
buildingonly
up the
the Alden,
William R. White, formerly of Minneapolis, summers, officials of the organization are
business of their towns and competing
somewhat
at a loss to account for so many
has taken over the management of the Savoy
against mail order houses. If you are inter- Theatre
dark houses because the weather has reat
New
Prague,
Minn.
J.
H.
Bowested in this proposition, present it to some
man owns the house.
mained favorable for such a long period.
of your leading business men and drop us
Virtually every city in the state that in
a line and we will go into further detail on
normal times has two or three theatres now
the proposition."
boasts only one that is operating, the surExchangemen in Minneapolis will be notiLos Angeles
fied, according to Mr. Steffes, to stop selling
vey shows. In Milwaukee, several downCo-operating
in
the
general
campaign
to
pictures to non-thentricals at once or take
town houses are doing fairly well while the
the consequences of "100 per cent opposi- conserve electrical power during the present rest are in a slump. Most of the outskirt
tion" on the part of the organised exhibitors. water shortage, Los Angeles theatres have houses are complaining of the summer slackA meeting of the board of directors of the reached an agreement among themselves to
ness despite the cool season.
Northwest exhibitor unit has been called. At discontinue the use of ornamental lighting.
this meeting plans for the tight against non- Steps taken by the theatre owners to retreatrlcals will be worked out. Mr. Steffes
Still doing a fair business despite the arduce their consumption of power were in
rival of real summer temperatures, D. W.
also plans to place the matter before the line with
conservation measures applied by Griffith's "America" has entered upon its
Allied States organization, at the next meetthe
street
and
interurban
railways
and
all
ing, which will be held in Kansas City.
fifth consecutive week at the Garrick Theatre in Milwaukee, threatening all records
Plans for open-air shows in the ball park other power consumers throughout South - for continuous
showing of a movie in the
at Watertown, S. D., have been abandoned em California.
city. Strange to say, in the face of warmer
following Mr. Steffes' protest. Famous Playweather,
business
during the fourth week
A group of Los Angeles theatre managers
ers are reported to have cancelled the Waterwere present at the Hollywood Egyptian The- was better than during the third.
Eric Karle, of the Garrick, has announced
atre on the opening night of "The Thief of
his intentioncontinues
of keepingthe film
as longafteras
Bagdad"
to securing
personally
Sid patronage
to bring
a profit,
Grauman on
this congratulate
masterpiece and
Courage Rewarded
on the wonderful presentation it was given. which it is expected the house will close for
The prologue is said to be one of the most renovation in anticipation of the regular
season. Admission prices range from
gorgeous ever given in connection with any stock
35 cents to $1.
"Four years' battling- against business
picture.
depression with their backs against the
wall has not entirely discouraged North
Dakota exhibitors and today they are
business optimists."
W. A. Steffes, pres ident of the Northwest exhibitor unit, brought that word
For Release in September— Now Booking
back to Minneapolis after a tour of 100
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
North Dakota towns during the last few
weeks.
"Prospects of bumper crops has had a
stimulating effect on the North Dakota
welcome
stranger:
~r"/!0M THE QMAT BROADWAY PLAY 8V
exhibitors," Mr. Steffes said. "After
a
sticking to their posts during four years
3ELASCO
AARON HOFFMAN
of terrible business they still can smile
PROOUCTION
and expect to cash in on the agricultural
FLORENCE VIDOR,
D0R£ DAVIDSON,
boom
during characterized
the coming season."
VIRGINIA
NOAH BROWN
BEE&YfAIRE,
Mr. Steffes
the fortutude
' LLOYD
ROBERT HUGHES,
E0ESON,
of the North Dakota exhibitors as "food
WILLIAM V. MONO,
for thought by all exhibitors who think
OMKTIO 17
business is bad."
JAMtS
OTIS LjOUNQ
HAR.LAN-
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Scenes from "The Legend of Hollywood" with Percy Marmont and Zasu Pitts. It is a R naud Hoffman production released through
Producers' Distributing Corporation.
The Henderson Theatre Company, Henderson, capital $66,000, has been chartered by
Louis
kets Hayes, Thomas Baskett and Lee BasBandits
Get
Day's
Receipts
in
The Strand Theatre on the afternoon of
July 3. at a special matinee of pictures and
Hold-up
of Louisville
Strand
vaudeville, offered admission to all children
Bandits lifted $1,100 from Robert Drury,
Fred Dolle, head of the company, stated who brought two pairs of old shoes to the
treasurer of the Strand Amusement Comthat the house carried messenger insurance. theatre, these shoes being asked as an aid
to a movement of the Louisville Shoe Dealpany, Louisville, and Charles W. Metz, usher,
ers Club in a campaign to raise two carloads
Abnormally cool weather for July, which
of
old shoes for Near East Relief Work. At
in a daring hold-up on the night of July 4, makes
necessary for coats and sweaters
the
theatre and at every shoe store in downat 10:15 o'clock, as they were on their way in the ifeveningfor comfort, along with
town section barrels were placed to receive
to the Seelbach Hotel to place the day's re- closed doors, has resulted in early July show
the
donations
of old shoes. Local shoe stores
ceipts in a safe.
business being extremely good in Louisville, and manufacturers
donated quantities of new
at
the
expense
of
outdoor
amusements.
LoThe two men had just left the theatre,
shoes or shop-worn stock to the cause, the
cal
picture
houses
are
playing
to
good
shoemen
alone
donating
over 1,500 pairs of
when at the entrance between buildings, crowds at night in most instances, although
which leads to the stage entrance and to a afternoon business has not been especially shoes, of which Col. Fred Levy donated 150
connecting alley, two guns were turned on rushing, even on Sundays.
pairs.
them and a pair of bandits ordered the men
to drop the satchel. Drury thought it was
to
a joke until a gun was shoved against his Iowa
Adventist
Permits
heart and a sharper command given.
This theatre is in the heart of the retail
section, directly across the street from the
Operate
Theatre
on
Sunday
post office and customs house, where the
The Hostettler Amusement Co. has taken
Can a theatre owner exhibit on Sunday in over the Palm Theatre at Hastings, Neb.
streets are crowded at that time of evening
as a rule. The men showed plenty of daring states where the law is against it, if he
Adventists church ? forFeldhan's
Theatre at Galva, la., has closed
in staging the hold-up. They ordered the joins the Seven Day
the summer.
Strange question, yet truth is stranger than
theatre employes back into the lobby, fiction,
and the case of Thomas Crawford,
grabbed the bag and fled through the en- owner of the Strand at Griswold, la., proves
C. E. Johnson, formerly operating the Danbury Theatre at Danbury, la., will again take
trance, vaulting a low rail to the alley and it. Crawford was arrested on a state charge possession
of that house in August.
making a fadeaway through some of the con- of operating his theatre on Sunday. The
court
refused
to
convict
him
because
he
A. M. Leitch has bought the Strand Thealleys. Theto two
bandits
didn'tof even
take thenecting
trouble
mask,
in spite
the showed that as a member of the Seventh
atre at Milford, la., which he formerly
owned.
Bert Howell has been operating it.
Day
Adventists
church
he
was
observing
his
g.aring lights from the theatre and an illuminated show window at the spot. In fact, Sunday from 6 p. m. Friday to 6 p. m. Saturday and was keeping his house closed
the street at that point is almost floodlighted, due to the theatre, street and two much
during disturbed,
that time.andThethere
"Blueis Law"
talk ofcrowd
takingis
or three large electric advertising signs on the case to the higher courts for final deternearby buildings.
mination.
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Scene from the Metro -Goldwyn release "Tess
of the D'Urbervillet."
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Scenes from Samuel Goldwyn's and George Fitzmaurice's production,
"Tarnish," from Gilbert Emery's stage success. Released through First
National.
new Ella
picture
theatre atis Belmond,
being- constructed
by A Mrs.
Cleveland
Iowa.
George

C.

Wharton

Managing

Mrs. Bert McKean has taken over the
Lyric Theatre at Jewell, Iowa, and this house
will be added to the bookings of the Calson
Theatre at Glidden.

Majestic,
Springfield,
111.
seat
house
of
modern
construction
and
has
GeorgenectedC.with the
Wharton,
for many
one of the best locations in that part of the
Peter Pinkleman and Bert Corey, who opAssociated
Press years
here conand city.
erate a chain of theatres at Quincy, 111.,
for the last two years manager of the Olymwill close the Gem and Savoy theatres and
pic Theatre, has been made manager of the
Ben Prince, manager of the new Washingdevote most of their time to the manageMajestic Theatre at Springfield, 111. George
ton Square Theatre at Quincy, 111., has
ment of the new Washington Square Theatre, recently opened by their circuit. The
has many friends in the business who wish changed the policy of the house from weekly runs of pictures to twice a week change Gem and Savoy are among the pioneer thehim all kinds of success in his new location.
atres of the Gem City. The buildings will
of films. The vaudeville will run throughout the week. The new house is doing a be used for commercial purposes as soon as
Clyde Jones has taken over the Palace good business.
they
are
remodeled.
Theatre at Extra from H. A. Northrup and
will improve the house.
Gordon Cowie of the Washington Amusement Company, which owns the leasehold on
Ohio
Man's
Business
Washington street near State that was for- This
merly held by the Aseher interests for the
Kite of a new picture theatre, is negotiating
Picked
Up,
Thanks
to extensive
Thief
with eastern interests to build a new house
Edward Keen is making
repairs
on the site which will cost in excess of
to his Criterion Theatre at Oxford, Ohio, the
Manager Vail
Strand
$1,000,000.
Middletown,
Ohio, of*
says the
he can
vouch Theatre,
for the house
having been considerably damaged by
that at least a few persons' business is the recent fire which destroyed the K. of
Lester Forney has opened the Cozy The- fact
P. building in that town.
up." Thieves
entered
theatre
atre at Sidney and reports good business for "picking
building through
the coal
chute, the
picked
up
the opening- week.
the office safe, and carried it into an alley
Ohio, managers
of Akron,
their receipts
for one daydonated
recentlyone-half
to aid
The B. and K. Midwest Theatres Circuit 200 yards away. They abandoned their ef- the
Lorain,
Ohio,
sufferers.
Hamilton,
Ohio,
forts, however, when they failed to pry the exhibitors donated 10 per cent, of their gross
here have appointed Ben Fish manager of
the Majestic and Wilson theatres at Beloit safe open.
for
one
day
for
the
same
cause.
and will improve the programs o£ the houses.
Harry Turburg, treasurer of the Palace
Permits to operate picture theatres at Lo- Theatre,
The new Strand Theatre at Davenport has
Ohio, skidded off the
rain, Ohio, were refused three managers re- road whenHamilton,
been opened by the Boston and Miller circuit
out in his Buick sedan recently.
cently.
Mayor
George
Hoffman,
in
turning
and the new house is doing a good business.
of the car, consisting of Turdown the permits, made the statement: "The The 5foccupants
his wife and son, were considerably
of Lorain do not want to go to mov- shaken burg,up,
The Milford Theatre Building at 3311 North people
and
Mrs. Turburg received some
ing
picture
shows
at
a
time
like
the
present.
Crawford avenue has been sold by Bert We have our minds on other matters beside cuts on the hand.
The machine was quite
Schrieber to Alex W. Hannah for $335,000,
badly damaged.
subject to $226,000. The Milford is a 1,200- pictures .iust now."
Coshocton, Ohio, reports that Chicos
I. Libson, general manager of the first-run Brothers will erect a $70,000 theatre in that
down-town theatres in Greater Cincinnati, city, plans already having been developed.
announces that Jackie Coogan will make a At East Palestine, Ohio, Thomas Moore is
taking bids for a new $10,000 theatre, while
personal Theatre,
appearance,
probably
Capitol
on August
9, in at
the Libson's
interest Joseph Volas of Wheeling, W. Va., advises
he is ready to receive bids on a new
of the American Near East Relief Commit- that
house to be erected at Bellaire, Ohio.
tee.
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CHALK
MARKS

Percy Marmont and Zasu Pitts in "The
through
of Hollywood."
Legend
Producers
Distributing Released
Corporation.

lOiih MARGUERITE SN0U>JUNE ELVIDQEREX LEASE and RAMSAY WALLACE
cjj FRANK E. WOODS Production
THE MOST STRIKING IDEA AND ORIGINAL
STORY IN MOTION PICTURE HISTORY^
Dmecreo ey JOHN Q. ADOLFI

STRAIGHTfrom
tlte SHOULDER
REPORTS
adepaktment
for. The information of exhibitors
EDITED BY A. VAN BUREN POWELL
Associated Exhibitors
GIRL, I LOVED. (7,100 feet). Star, Charles
Ray. We should not have bought this one.
This encetype
story did not was
please
our audiat all.of Photography
excellent
and
that's
all.
We
did
not
take
in
enough
pay expenses. Tone good. Poor attendance.to
Better class, town of 4,500. Admission 1015.
C. A. Anglemire.
"Y" Theatre (403 seats),
Xazareth,
Pennsylvania.
SIXTH COMMANDMENT. Star cast. A
mixture of everything. Pretty fair program
six-reeler. I'd call it. Advertising failed to
arrive,
can't yes.
judge Fair
pulling
power.appeal.
Tone
okay. so
Sunday,
audience
Family and student class, town of 4,000. Admission 10-25. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre (600
seats), Decorah, Iowa.
SPITFIRE. (7 reels). Star cast. A good
show. stars
Story inofthestage
Several
known
cast life.
and has
a storywell-to
tell. Well directed. Tone okay. Possibly
suitable for Sunday. Pretty good audience
appeal. Family and student class, town of
4,000. Admission 10-25. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre (600 seats), Decorah, Iowa.
F. B. O.
BLOW )OIR OWN HORN. (6.315 1
Star cast. An excellent program picture.
The comedy element in this feature brought
many hearty laughs from our audience. The
two kids were good in this show. Print was
not in the best of shape. Tone good. Fair
attendance. Better class, town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemire, "Y" Theatre
(403 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.
BLOW YOUR OWN HORN. (6,315 feet).
Star cast. A sparkling comedy-drama that
went well with our patrons. A melodramatic
finish that brought the youngsters to their
feet. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, ninety-five per cent. Neighborhood
class, city of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F
Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph,
Missouri.
BLOW VOIR OWN HORN. (6,315 feet)
Star cast. This title was well suited for
the picture. It was boosted to me and fell
like a bubble. Keep away from it. Not suitable for Sunday. Audience appeal, none. Best
class, town of 2,500. Admission 5-10-15-20.
A. S. Carlos, Bijou Theatre (350 seats),
Jeanerette, Louisiana.
FORGOTTEN WIFE. Star. Madge Bellamy.
Very good. Pleased everyone. Well liked.
Tone good. Audience appeal very good. Mill
class, city of 20,000. Admission 10-25. J. J.
Spandan, Family Theatre (500 seats). Braddock, Pennsylvania.

For

These dependable tips come from exhibitor! who tell the truth about pictures to help you book your program
intelligently. "It is my utmost desire to
serve my fellow man," is their motto.
Use the tips; follow the advice of exhibitors who agree with your experience
on pictures you both have run.
Send tips to help others. This is your
department, run for you and maintained
by your good-will.
GIRL
OF
THE LIMBERLOST.
cast. Good picture. Above the average. Fair
business
fault. Weather
too hot. but
Tone notverypicture's
good. Audience
appeal
good. Mill class, city of 20.000. Admission
10-25. J. J. Spandan, Family Theatre (500
seats). Braddock, Pennsylvania.
IF I WERE «U EEN. Star, Ethel Clayton.
A very poor picture. No draw at all. Poor
audience appeal. Mixed class, town of 2,000.
Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg. North Carolina.
mask OF LOPEZ. (4,900 feet). Star. Fred
Thomson. An extra good western program
feature. Not a special but worth rental
asked.
housesSunday,
can't go
this one.Western
Tone good.
no. wrong
Audienceon
appeal, eighty per cent. Neighborhood class,
city of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade.
Olive
souri. Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph, MisPHANTOM JUSTICE. (6,238 feet). Star.
Kstelle Taylor. A dandy crook story with a
surprise ending. Good entertainment. Tone
good. Not suitable for Sunday. Good attendance. Business and farmer class, town
of 2.200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins,
Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
SILENT STRANGER. (5 reels). Star, Fred
Thomson.
Say,how
fellows,
and tell him
much let's
we all
likewrite
him Fred
and
have
him
stick
to
five-reelers
and
don't
us next season. Tone fine. Sunday, yes. sock
Big
attendance. George L. Satterwhite, Empress
Theatre, Webb City, Missouri.
UNKNOWN l»l RULE. (6,950 feet). Star
cast. Very well liked by the audience. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Work-
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h"
-FROM THE omec
NOVEL BY MAUDE
youtV^ARREN
f RADFORD
yieH
adapted er C GARDNER SULLIVAN
directed sv RALPH INCE

ing class, city of 15,000. Admission 25-30.
S. A. Island.
Hayman,Nebraska.
Lyda Theatre (310 seats).
Grand
UNKNOWN PURPLE. star cast. Good
picture but no business. Well liked by the
few people who saw it. Tone good. Good
audience appeal. Mill class, city of 20,000.
Admission 10-25. J. J. Spandan, Family Theatre (500 seats), Braddock, Pennsylvania.
I' N TAMED YOITH. (5 reels). Star cast. A
pretty fair picture; nothing to rave about,
but a nice little story and some action, with
a good cast. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
Working
city of Favorite
14,000. Admission
1020.
G. M.class,
Bertling,
Theatre (187
seats), Piqua, Ohio.
First National
AGE OF DESIRE. (5.124 feet). Star cast.
What I consider one nice little picture. Not
a special with big scenes, etc., but a drama
of home life. Beautifully acted, which teaches
aTonewonderful
lesson. yes.
Don'tIt should
be afraid
of it.
okay. Sunday,
appeal
to
lovers of good, straight dramas. Mixed class,
town of 3,500. Admission 20-25. T. L. Barnett, Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City,
Connecticut.
BLACK OA EN. (7,937 feet). Star, Corinne
Griffith. A failure here. Did not hear one
favorable comment. My loss on this on Friday and Saturday was sixty-six dollars. Family and student class, town of 4,000. Admission 10-25. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre (600
seats), Decorah, Iowa.
BOY OF MINE. (7 reels). Star, Ben Alexdon't make
them much
better.
Pleased ander.
myThey bunch
immensely.
A special.
Tone great. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
Town of 900. Admission 10-25, 10-35. W. F.
Haycock, Star Theatre (250 seats), Callaway.
Nebraska.
CIRCUS DAYS. (6,000 feet). Star, Jackie
Coogan.
Not as Isgoodthe aslemonade
"Daddy." kid
Lacks
story. Jackie
in the
the
circus
probably
because
his
uncle's
name
was
"Lem." Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Audience
appeal, pulled good crowd. Family and student class, town of 4,000. Admission 10-25.
R. J. Relf, Star Theatre (600 seats), Decorah,
Iowa.
DADDY. (5,738 feet). Star. Jackie Coogan.
Very good picture. Rather sad but they will
like it. Tone okay. Sunday, fine. Audience
appeal one hundred per cent. Small town
class,
1,367. Admission
10-25-30-35.
S. G. town
Harsh,of Princess
Theatre (249
seats),
Mapleton, Iowa.
FIGHTING
BLADE.
(8,729allfeet).
ard Barlhelmess.
Pleased
who Star.
cameRichbut
flopped at the gate. When will the producers
learn that costume stuff is positively not
wanted? We have never done anything with
a costume picture and have ceased to hope
that we ever will. Please dress 'em in modern garb. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal good. All classes, city of 14,000.
Admission 10-35. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre (700 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
FIGHTING BLADE. (8,729 feet). Star, Richard Barthelmess. A very good costume picture but my audience would rather see him
in his usual role. This picture seems rather
long and dragged out. Moral tone okay.
Sunday,tumeyes.
fans town
who like
cospictures.Appeals
Mixed toclass,
of 3,500.
Admission
20-25.
T.
D.
Barnett,
Finn's
Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City, Connecticut.
GALLOPING FISH. (6 reels). Star. Sydney
Chaplin. Picture very humorous but rather
silly in places. A<ting wonderful. Kept audience in uproar.
Supported
Louise Fazenda and
Ford Sterling.
Hardlyby suitable
for
Sunday. Fair attendance. General class,
town
of 3,500.(800Kreighbaum
Brothers,Indiana.
CharBell Theatre
seats), Rochester,

August 2, 1924
GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,800
feet). Star cast. A very intelligent adaption
of the Belasco play that did not please all
due to the fact that we have many patrons
who cannot countenance a western play.
Registered but mildly at the box office. Tone
all right. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal,
average. All classes, city of 14,000. Admission 10-35. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre
<700 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
HOTTENTOT. (5,953 feet). Star, Douglas
MacLean. A very good comedy drama of the
race track variety. The amusing scenes kept
the house in an uproar continually. Supporting cast is excellent. It is sure to please
your patrons. If you can buy it reasonably,
get it. Used slide, boards and mailing list
to draw good attendance. Print fair. Guy
C.
Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre, Chester Vermont.
ISLE OF LOST SHIPS. (7,425 feet). Star
cast. Very good. I ran this as a special,
and
attendance
I don't
blamewhile
the the
picture
as the was
dry poor.
weather
has
made business very bad for me. Tone fair.
Sunday, yes. Audience appeal good. Farmers and small town class, town of 600. Admission 10-20, 10-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait
Theatre (175 seats), Gait, California.
LILIES OF THE FIELD. (8,510 feet). Star,
Corinne Griffith. Story exceptionally good.
Cast exceptionally good. Star excellent.
Acting wonderful, like all Corinne Griffith
and Conway Tearle pictures. Audience well
pleased. Sunday, yes. Very good attendance. General class, town of 3,500. Kreighbaum Brothers, Char-Bell .Theatre (800
seats), Rochester, Indiana.
PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star cast.
This is a very good picture and pleased most
of my patrons. Tone clean. Sunday, yes.
Best class, town of 2,500. Admission 5-1015-20. A. S. Carlos, Bijou Theatre (350
Beats), Jeanerette, Louisiana.
PONJOLA. (7 reels). Star, Anna Q. Nilsson.
A very good picture that pleased fully ninety
per cent. Outside competition prevented any
box office receipts, but those who saw it liked
It. A very pleasing attraction. Tone akoy.
Sunday, yes. High audience appeal. All
classes, city of 14,000. Admission 10-35. E.
W. Collins, Grand Theatre (700 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
SCARLET LILY. (6 reels). Star, Katherine
MacDonald. Very good picture. Patrons all
well pleased. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Best
class, town of 2,500. Admission 5-10, 15-20.
A. S. Carlos, Bijou Theatre (350 seats), Jeanerette, Louisiana.
SONG OF LOVE. (8,000 feet). Star, Norma
Talmadge. There never was but one real
Sheik picture, and after a dozen imitations
had sickened the public forever of seeing the
Sahara Desert, along comes our Norma in
this super-Sahara spectacle. Not suitable
for Sunday. Light attendance. Skilled mechanics, town of 8,500. Admission 10-20. R.
V. Erk, Temple Theatre (700 seats), Ilion,
New York.
SON OF THE SAHARA. (8 reels). Star, Bert
Lytell.tiful"Son
of thewonderful
Sahara" settings,
has some but
beau-it
scenes and
is only a fair box office attraction, the story
being similar to "The Sheik." Silverman's
Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pennsylvania.
TWENTY-ONE. (6,560 feet). Star, Richard
Barthelmess. A very nice picture. A good
drawing card. No business as season not
open yet. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Poor
attendance. Resort class, town of 2,400. Admission 15-25. S. L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre
(250 seats), Pass Christian, Mississippi.
TWENTY-ONE. (6,560 feet). Star, Richard
Barthelmess. Best picture for long time.
Took well with people. Sunday, yes. Audience liked it. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre
(310 seats), Grand Island, Nebraska.
VOICE FROM THE MINARET. (6,685
feet). Star, Norma Talmadge. A good
drama that pleased our audience. Well
acted and interesting. Splendid supporting
cast. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Draw
Americans and Cubans. Admission 20-30-40.
Ernest D. Gruppe, Fausto Theatre, Santa Fe,
Isle of Pines, West Indies.
WANDERING DAUGHTERS. Star cast.
Just a program picture. Paid for two days
and played it one. One day is enough for
nearly all pictures for a small town like
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Ourselves

A get-together place where
we can talk things over
NEWS REELS.
Folks, two good letters have
come in on that subject.
The first is from a good brother
who wants to know what you
think of the value to him of the
news reel as part of his program.
Write in and give him the dope on
how the news reel goes with your
audience — small towns especially.
The second letter opens a matter for discussion, and I would like
to see you come in with your ideas
— all of you!
What do you think pleases your
crowd, in the news reel? Anything ought to be left out? Anybetter? thing to be added to make 'em
YOU KNOW. The producer
will be glad to learn your ideas;
and the other readers of this dependable tip department will find
your discussion a thing of real help
and interest.
WRITE ME A LETTER.
COME ON.
VAN.
this. Have had to play a number of twoday pictures but one day after paying for
two. No more of this. Tone good. Sunday,
yes. Poor attendance. Farmers and merchants, town of 1,650. Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.
WANTERS. (6,871 feet). Star, Marie Prevost. Only a fair program offering with an
old familiar theme but well acted and fairly
interesting. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Appeals to higher class audience. Mixed class,
town of 3,500. Admission 20-25. T. L. Barnett, Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City,
Connecticut.
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN. (6,910 feet).
Star, John Bowers. A very good picture
that will please the masses. Has some good
comedy and should please anywhere. Tone
okay. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Genclass, Leal,
town Leal
of 800.
Admission
10-30.
Frankeral G.
Theatre
(246 seats),
lrvington, California.
WHY MEN LEAVE HOME. (8 reels). Star
cast. Gave satisfaction to most but brought

For
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some criticism for being rather daring. Tone
fair. Sunday, no. Fair attendance. Mixed
class, city of 10,000. Admission twenty-five
cents. Albert Nadeau, Bluebird Theatre (750
seats), Anaconda, Montana.
Fox

I1RASS COMMANDMENTS. (4,829 feet).
Star, William Farnum. A good western that
should please everywhere. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. General class,
town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank G.
Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats), lrvington,
California.
EYES OF THE FOREST. (5 reels). Star,
Tom Mix. Many more like this and Bill Fox
will be looking around for someone to take
Tom Mix's
placeinasthis
the one.
old boy
took advise
some
awful
chances
Would
Mix to do less dangerous stunts if he wants
to die of old age. This picture is of the
old time Mix type, without any foolishness,
and it brought down the house. Book it,
boys; boost it, and when the crowd files out
you the
needeye.
not be
to look
'em straight
in
Hasafraid
strong
audience
appeal.
Attendance, one hundred per cent. Tone
good. General class, town of 1,000. Admission 10-15-25-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
EXILES. (5 reels). Star, John Gilbert. Good
star, passable story. Action will get by with
none too critical audience. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Oil and farm
class, town of 508. Admission 10-25. J. A.
Herring, Playhouse Theatre (249 seats).
Strong, Arkansas.
GENTLE JULIA. (5,837 feet). Star, Bessie
Love. Very gentle story. Guaranteed not
to excite anyone. Fox should make more
like this one but limit their showing to
Japan. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, none.
Elite class. Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
GOVERNOR'S LADY. (7,669 feet). Star
cast. This Fox "special" is a good program
picture. Several reels too long for our
crowd. It has the stuff in it, however, and
it pleased fairly well. Cast is mediocre with
exception of Jane Grey, whose fine acting
holds the interest. Not worth advance in
prices. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. College class, town of 6,000. Admission 10-35. Jean Dagle, Earth Theatre
(835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
GUN FIGHTER. (5 reels). Star, William
Farnum. A very good and lively western.
Well acted and not overdrawn. Very much
liked. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Very good
attendance. Resort class, town of 2,400. Admission 15-25. S. L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre
(250 seats), Pass Christian, Mississippi.
JUST TONY. ( 5,233 feet). Star, Tom Mix.
An excellent production in every sense. Will
go in any house. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Attendance, S. R. O. Oil and farm class,
town of 508. Admission 10-25. J. A. Herring, Playhouse Theatre (249 seats), Strong,
Arkansas.
KENTUCKY DAYS. Star, Dustin Farnum.
Good program picture. Tone. good. Sunday,
yes. Farmers and merchants, town of 1,650.
Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.
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KKNTCCKY DAYS. (5 reels). Star, Dustln
Farnum. Dusty not as popular as he used
to be. Story pleased them though. Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Average attendance.
General class, city of 25.000. Admission 1520-30. Frank Frauer, Empire Theatre (1,000
seats), New London, Connecticut.
LOXB CHANCE. (4,385 feet). Star, John
Gilbert. A good program picture, the usual
out of the ordinary plot that Gilbert pictures carry nowadays. Nobody walked out
on this one, and some said they thought it
Gilbert's best. Tone, doubtful. Average attendance. College class, town of 6.000. Admission 10-35. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre
(835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
LONE CHANCE. (4,835 feet). Star, John
Gilbert. The best of the week. Not big,
but an honest to goodness picture and a
coming actor. I always make some money
on Gilbert. Good tone. Sunday, yes. Very
good attendance. Factory and agricultural
class, town of 4,000. Admission 10-20. George
L. Satterwhite, Empress Theatre (350 seats),
Webb City, Missouri.
MAN'S MATE. (6 reels). Star, John Gilbert. Very good picture, pleased ninety per
cent. Draw country and small town class.
Admission 10-15. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Good attendance. Country class, town of
800. J. D. Heinrich, Gem Theatre (250 seats),
Pilot Grove, Missouri.
MAN WHO WON. (5,500 feet). Star, Dustin Farnum. Good program picture. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Farmers and merchants, town of 1,650. Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.
MAN WHO WON. (5,500 feet). Star, Dustin Farnum. Dramatic type of western that
was very pleasing but action was not in
evidence enough for some of the "action
hounds."
Wouldfor call
excellent
program picture
the this
betteran class
of movie
patrons. The high flyers in the balcony
kicked about hero getting killed in the end.
They are not satisfied unless hero wins out.
Tone, good. Fair attendance. General class,
town of 1,000. Admission 10-15-25-35. H. H.
Hedberg,
Amuse-TJ Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
NET. (7 reels). Star cast. Just a picture with no drawing power. Tone, okay.
Not quite suitable for Sunday. Very poor
attendance. Skilled mechanics. town of
8,500. Admission 10-20. R. V. Erk, Temple
Theatre (700 seats), Ilion, New York.
NO MOTHER TO GUIDE HER. (7,000 feet).
Star, Genevieve Tobin. This one should be labelled, as a burlesque on what a picture
should
be.
dare express
writing, the Ilawdon't
forbids.
Sunday, myself
no. Poorin
attendance. Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
NORTH OF HUDSON BAY. (6 reels). Star,
Tom Mix. Mix has made better ones but it
will pull well and will give satisfaction.
Good attendance. Small town class, town of
7,500. Arthur D. Smith, Fenwick Theatre,
Salem, New Jersey.
NOT A DRUM WAS HEARD. (4.823 feet).
Star, Charles "Buck" Jones. Good. Tone,
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Want

in News

Reels?

"Please don't think me intrusive, but it has occurred to me more than
once that in your department of exhibitors' comment, it might be interesting and valuable to devote a little space to news reel comment and
criticism.
"I feel that the average exhibitor regards the news reel as an indispensable unit of his program of entertainment. Perhaps he will welcome
an opportunity for brief comment — not for the purpose of paying compliments tothis or that news weekly, but to suggest what kind of subject,
foreign or domestic; sport, politics, travel, babies, nationals, etc., suits him
best, or, rather, best pleases his people.
"It might be that such reaction from the minds of exhibitors the country
over would be helpful to all news reels." — Edwin C. Hill, Fox Film
Corporation.
yes. Sunday, yes. Farmers and merchants,
town of 1,650. Elite Theatre, Placerville,
California.
ROMANCE LAND. (3,975 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. Just one more of those pictures. Nothing to recommend it but Mix. Too much
burleqsue. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Fair
attendance. Oil and farm class, town of 508.
Admission 10-25. J. A. Herring, Playhouse
Theatre (249 seats), Strong. Arkansas.
SHADOW OF THE EAST. (5,874 feet).
Star
This isthea May
good terrific
"sheik heat.
picture."
Drew cast.
well despite
Our
patrons seemed well pleased. Newspapers
gave us excellent reviews. Suitable for any
theatre. Tone,
yes. 40Finenight.
attendance.good.
Admission. Sunday,
25 matinee,
Jean Darnell, Capitol Theatre (1,044 seats),
Dallas, Texas.
SOFT BOILED. (7,054 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. A comedy-drama, nothing to brag
about. Pleased about fifty per cent. Print
in bad shape. Fox is asking too much monfor this okay.
for me.Sunday,
Audience
like
it. eyTone,
yes.didn't
Working
class, town of 7,000. Admission 10-20. John
E. Panora, Opera House (600 seats), Winsted,
Connecticut.
SOUTH SEA LOVE. (4,168 feet). Star, Shirley Mason. Story laid in China where the
picture should be shown. Sunday, no. Audience appeal, none. Elite class. Admission
20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre
(1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
TROUBLE SHOOTER. (5,702 feet). Star,
Tom Mix. One of Mix's best pictures, pleased
one hundred per cent. Drew a good business. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Good atMissouri. tendance. Empress Theatre, Webb City,
TROIBLE SHOOTER. (5,702 feet). Star,
Tom Mix. From our audience's view point
this was the poorest Tom has turned out in
a long while. The girl with him was
"razzed," but as we said before we don't
know what's wrong with Fox this year. General class, city
of 25,000.
30. Frank
Frauer,
RialtoAdmission
Theatre 15-20(700
seats), New London, Connecticut.
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TRLXTON KING. (5,613 feet). Star cast.
A dandy picture. Everybody pleased. Gilberttures.
oughtMakes
to fine
be put in higher class picappearance. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Resort class
town of 2,400. Admission 15-25. S. L. Taylor,
Theatre (250 seats), Pass Christian,KozyMississippi.
VAGABOND TRAIL. (4,302 feet). Star,
Charles "Buck" Jones. A very good picture
that will please any audience. Not a big
special but a good audienc
picture. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Very egood
ce!
Factory and agricultural class,attendan
of
4,000. Admission 10-20. George L town
Satterwhite, Empress Theatre (350 seats), Webb
City, Missouri.
WEST OF CHICAGO. Star, Charles "BuckJones. A fairly
well produced semi-western. Pleased majority. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Oil and farm
class, town of 508. Admission 10-25. J. A.
Herring, Playhouse Theatre (249 seats)!
Strong, Arkansas.
WHEN ODDS ARE EVEN.
feet)
Star, William Russell. Ran this(4,284
one on a
double bill. Business fair. Picture
pretty
good. General class, city of 25,000. Admission 15-20-30. Frank Frauer,
tre, New London, Connecticut. Empire Thea-

Metro-Goldwyn
ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT,
(6,265 feet). Star, Lon Chaney. A
good picture and pleased. Something very
different that will appeal to your audience.
attendance.
Good
yes.
Sunday,
good.
Tone,
Educated class, town of 1.706. Admission
10-25. K. F. Van Norman, Star Theatre (350
seats), Mansfield, Pennsylvani
a.
BOY OF FLANDERS. (7,018 feet). Star.
Jackie Coogan. Great characterization for
little Jackie, but a picture far below the
standard set by "Long Live the King," his
previous
offering. Our patrons prefer to see
Jackie dressed up. Not given a chance in
this. picture. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Fair
attendance. All classes, city of 10,000. Admission 20-30. Al Anders, Coleman Theatre
(S00 seats), Southington, Connecticut.
BOY OF FLANDERS. (7,018 feet). Star,
Jackie Coogan. Certainly a wonderful picture that pleased just about all of them,
but the rental was so high. Poor old picture show man made not a thin dime. You
are good Jackie but too darned high. I
am ail through. Never expect to run anohter one simply to please the exchange.
How about you? Best class, city of 10,000.
Admission 10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.
BLIND BARGAIN. (4,473 feet). Star, Lon
Chaney. A very gruesome picture, not for
children. Seemed to hold attention of adults.
Just a fair program picture. Tone, good.
Not suitable for Sunday. Fair attendance.
Educated class, town of 1,706. Admission
10-25. K. F. Van Norman, Star Theatre (350
seats), Mansfield, Pennsylvania.
BLIND BARGAIN. (4,473 feet). Star. Lon
Chaney. Repulsive, audience did not like It
and several walked out. Not suitable for
Sunday. Poor a tendance. Resort class, town
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Friend Martin

Wants

News

PICTURE
Reel Advice

"Exhibitors,
news
reel ? in towns of from three to five thousand, what is your opinion on the
"As you well know the show business depends on how you impress your people with
the pictures you're showing — so, as I never ran a news reel, I am afraid of it somewhat
as
my business
is fairMt.andMorris,
I wantNewyourYork.
tips on how it goes with you." — Charles
Martin,
Family now
Theatre,
FELLOWS, WRITE ME ABOUT THIS SO I CAN PUBLISH IT AND HELP
MR. MARTIN AND OTHERS. AND COME AHEAD WITH A DISCUSSION
OF MR. HILL'S LETTER AT THE SAME TIME.
of 2,400. Admission 15-25. S. L. Taylor,
Kozy Theatre (250 seats), Pass Christian,
Mississippi.
BROKEN CHAINS. (6,190 feet). Star cast.
A thrilling subject which seemed to take
well. Nothing' better than fair program, I
should say. Fair tone. Sunday, no. Fair
attendance. Educated class, town of 1,706.
Admission 10-25. K. F. Van Norman, Star
Theatre (350 seats), Mansfield, Pennsylvania.
BROKEN CHAINS. (6,190 feet). Star cast.
Plenty of heart appeal, thrills, suspense and
a good fight. Tone, good. Sunday, no. Good
attendance. Business and farmer class, town
of 2,200. Admission 10-15. A. F. Jenkins,
Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
DAY OF FAITH. (6,577 feet). Star, Eleanor
Boardman. This picture should draw well
In
Christian and
Scientists'
as ofit
Is written
producedneighborhood
on the basis
Faith. It is out of the ordinary which makes
it interesting. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance. Mixed class, city of 500,000. Admission 10-22. William T. Meeks,
Silliman'swaukee,
Murray
Wisconsin. Theatre (740 seats), MilDON'T DOUBT YOUR HUSBAND. (5,510
Star, Viola Dana. A domestic comedy-drama
that surely pleases and keeps the audience
in good humor from start to finish and they
will leave the theatre still smiling and you
won't be ashamed to stand in the lobbywhen your patrons go out. Book it and
boost it. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Fair
attendance. Mixed class, city of 500,000. Admission 10-22. William T. Meeks, Silliman's
Murray Theatre (740 seats), Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
DON'T DOUBT YOUR HUSBAND. (5,510
feet). Star, Vi6Ta Dana. Dana generally
pleases our patrons, but this is not so good.
Poor story, acting is fine. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Small attendance. All classes,
town of 2,000. Admission fifteen cents. J. H.
Fetty, Red Wing Theatre (300 seats). Laurel,
Maryland.
FIVE DOLLAR BABY. (6 reels.) Star,
Viola
Dana.Dana
A program
and that's
all. Viola
is alwayspicture
a drawing
card
here but this one fell below her standard.
Didn't please many. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes, is suitable for any day. All classes,
town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. Rialto Theatre, Lecompte, Louisiana.
HAPPINESS. (7,700 feet). Star, Laurette
Taylor. This one pleased ninety per cent.
Hope we can have more of similar kind.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Small attendance.
of 2,000. Admission fifAll classes,
teen cents. J.town
H. Fetty, Red Wing Theatre
(300 seats), Laurel, Maryland.
LONG LIVE THE KING. (9,364 feet). Star,
Coogan. Not Jackie's best, but will
Jackie
suit almost any audience. Good attendance.
class, town of 7,500. Arthur B.
town
Small
Smith, Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.
MAN LIFE PASSED BY. (6,208 feet). Star
cast. A very good picture that will please
mismake no
You'll okay.
that seesit.it. Tone,
everyone
Sunday,
take in booking
town
Working class,Panora,
yes. Attendance, good.
of 7,000. Admission 10-20. John E.
Winsted,
House
Opera
. Theatre (600 seats),
Connecticut
feet). Star,
OUR HOSPITALITY. (6,220 sat
through
y
Buster Keaton. We purposel
it all to see the famous Buster, and we
Frozen-face comedidn't hear two giggles.
world our box
dian is good. We'll tell thealmost
died. Genit
sick
so
office was frozen,
eral class, city of 25,000. Admission 15-20-

30. Frank Frauer, Rialto Theatre (700
seats), New London, Connecticut.
RECOIL. (6,800 feet). Star cast. This
is one of the best pictures ever shown in
our house. There is a remarkable lesson
given
for "home
wreckers."
The scenery
magnificent
and the
gowns worn,
beautiful.is
Our patrons liked it immensely. Good attendance. Jean Darnell, Capitol Theatre
(1,044 seats), Dallas, Texas.
RED LIGHTS. (6,841 feet). Star cast. A
very good mystery picture that pleased very
well here. Has some very pretty scenery,
plenty of thrills and comedy. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. General
class, town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank
G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvington,
California.
REJECTED WOMAN. (7,761 feet). Star,
Conrad Nagel. A real one hundred per cent
picture. Some of the critics stated that
Alma Reubens was miscast in this picture
but our audience had nothing but praise.
Personally thought this one of the finest pictures of the year. Business fair, owing to
daylight saving. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance. All classes, town of 10,000. Admission 20-30. Al. Anders, Coleman
Theatre (800 seats), Southington, Connecticut.
REJECTED WOMAN. (7,761 feet). Star
cast. This is a splendid picture. Should
go in anybody's
theatre
anywhere.
The New
contrast of Canadian
scenery,
Paris and
York was most refreshing. Stars popular
with our patrons. Tone, excellent. Sunday,
yes. Good attendance. City of 250,000. Admission 25-40. Jean Darnell, Capitol Theatre (1,044 seats), Dallas, Texas.
RENDEZVOUS. (7 reels). Star cast. If
Marshall Neilan don't quit putting so much
Catholic, stuff in all his pictures that he directs he is not going to have much longer
in this game. Enough of a thing is enough.
For the love of Mike give us something else
if you know how. Tone, poor. Sunday, no.
Poor audience appeal. Best class, city of
10,000. Admission 10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.
RENO. (7 reels). Star, Helene Chadwick.
Good feature. Pleased majority. A good
lesson on the ever-increasing evil of divorce.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Mixed class, town
of 1,800. Admission twenty-five cents. Fred
S. Widenor, Opera House Theatre (492 seats),
Belvidere, New Jersey.
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SCARAMOUCHE. (9,600 feet). Star cast. A
stupendous production produced without a
noticeable flaw. This picture should be and
is worth exploiting to the limit. The mob
scenes are the best I have ever seen on the
screen. Tone, fair. Sunday, yes. Ordinary
attendance. Mixed class, city of 500,000. Ad10-22. William
Meeks, Milwaukee,
Silliman's
Murray mission
Theatre
(740 T.seats),
Wisconsin.
SCARAMOUCHE. (9,600 feet). Star, Ramon
Novarro. The biggest yet of its kind. Novarro and. Terry are popular here and all
of large cast do excellent work. Business
hurt by school plays, graduations, etc., but
this should make money anywhere. Nearly
one hundred per cent satisfaction, too.
Should stand advanced prices. Tone, all
right. Sunday, yes. Average attendance.
College class, town of 6,000. Admission 1030. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre (835 seats),
Carbondale, Illinois.
SHOOTING OF DAN McGRBW. (6,318 feet).
Star cast. We are not wise as those lawguys but sobetween
two it's aI darn
good yerpicture
shoot us
it through.
saw
this picture while on my vacation so I am
showing it two days next week with all the
paper I can place, also five thousand heralds,
so I expect to fill up my rear seats. Tone,
not so good. Not suitable for Sunday. Mixed
class, city of 500,000. Admission 10-22. William T. Meeks, Silliman's Murray Theatre
(.740 seats), Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW. (6,318 feet).
Star, Barbara LaMarr. A very good picture.
Had good comments from everyone, better
than lots of specials. Miss LaMarr good,
but could have had more clothes on. Tone,
fair. Not suitable for Sunday. Small attendance. All classes, town of 2,000. Admission
fifteen cents. J. H. Fetty, Red Wing Theatre (300 seats), Laurel, Maryland.
SIX DAYS. (8,010 feet). Star, Corinne
Griffith. A better picture than "Three
Weeks." notPeople
said they
action,
very nasty,
and liked
had noit.oneLots
leave.of
However, we believe we have had about
enough of this kind. Just good wholesome
clean stories, that is the thing for Willie.
Makes
quit.of Don't
do the
thing. the
Besthowlers
class, city
10,000.ever
Admission
10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie,
Oklahoma.
SIX DAYS. (8,010 feet). A real picture
with a kick in it. Perfectly clean and good
entertainment. Fine photography and one
thrill after another. Everybody pleased.
Good comments, played three days. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Very good attendance.
Business and farming class, town of 2,200.
Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
SOUL OF THE BEAST. (5,300 feet). Star,
Madge Bellamy. One of the most pleasing
pictures ever shown. Cullen Landis and
Noah Beery also in cast. First reel all circus, balance of picture clever, entertaining
and wholesome. Pleases young and old. Oscar, the elephant, walks away with the picture. Carries good comedy. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. American and Cuban class.
Admsision 20-30-40. Fausto Theatre (200
seats), Santa Fe, Isle of Pines, West Indies.
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will
please
them
as
nearly
one
per
THEODORA. (10,000 feet). Star cast. Had
cent as any western can. It ha9hundred
plenty of
more walkouts on this picture than any pichigh. Tone
stand
it
make
to
material
good
ture I ever played. Took it oft after first
fair. Sunday, yes. Good audience appeal.
Boys, they're waking up!
day. It is big and lavish but people here
Mixed class, town of 1,000. Admission 10-25.
Paramount advertises "Speaking
can't
see
through
ancient
history.
Not
a
Everett Theatre (700 seats), MidE. Lewis,
J.
small town picture. Tone, fair. Fair atDelaware.
dletown,
of prints " and brings proof in
tendance. General class in town of 2,200.
exhibitor reports of giving good
CALL OF THE CANYON. (6,993 feet). Star.
Admission 15-25. E. N. Prescott, Prescott
print service, even on old pictures.
Theatre (700 seats), Union, Maine.
Richard Dix. Story should please.
Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. AdTHREE WISE FOOLS. (6,946 feet). Star,
That's the spirit. They evidently
mission
20-30-40.
Louis
Isenberg,
Elmwood
Eleanor Boardman. A dandy picture, clean
believe in our slogan —
Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
as
will and
please
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
all athehound's
folks.tooth
It didandhere,
we just
have about
real
CONFIDE
NCE MAN. (6,500 feet). Star,
folks here that know pictures. You tell
Thomas Meighan. A very good program pic'em. Best class, city of 10,000. Admission
ture
but
not
to be compared with some of
10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie,
previous
Oklahoma.
successes.
Don'tyes.pay Poor
too
much for it.
BELLA DONNA. (7,100 feet). Star, Pola Meighan's
Tone good.
Sunday,
THROUGH THE DARK. (7,999 feet). Star, Negri. For me Pola N. G. Wish she'd go attendance. All classes, town of 2.000. Admission
fifteen
cents. J. H. Fetty, Red Wing
back to Germany or some other seaport. If
Colleen Moore. Good feature. Pleased mathis is a special I am a muttonhead; and
Theatre (300 seats), Laurel, Maryland.
jority. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Mixed
class, town of 1,800. Admission twenty-five
what
is
the
"Old
Homestead"?
Tne
punk.
CONFIDENCE MAN. (6,500 feet). Star,
Not suitable for Sunday nor any other day.
cents. Fred S. Widenor, Opera House TheaAudience appeal, none. Small town class, Thomas Meighan. A very good crook pcitre (492 seats), Belvidere, New Jersey.
of 2,500. Admission 10-25. A. L. Mid- ture. Should draw a good attendance. ActTHY NAME IS WOMAN. (9,087 feet). Star town
dleton, Grand Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen,
ing and cast very good and plot good. Suncast. Just a little the rarest if not the rawArkansas.
day, yes. Rotten attendance. General class,
est thing I ever screened. Had to do some
town of 3,500. Kreighbaum Brothers, CharBIG BROTHER. (7,080 feet). Star. Tom
tall trimming, else I would now be hang(800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
Theatre
Bell
Moore. A picture fit for blacksmith or banking by my slender neck to some pole. How
DAWN
OF
(6,084 feet).
er
and
will
please
everybody
outside
of
an
in the
did know
it get your
by and
wfliybefore
should youit. insane asylum. Book it, and boost it. Tone, Star, JacquelineA TOMORROW.
Logan. Fairly well liked.
Be
sure'11you
crowd
show it. We see no excuse for this kind of fine. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. EmDidn't take so well with the people. Tone,
press Theatre, Webb City, Missouri.
good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Workpicture. Best class, city of 10.000. Admising class, city of 15,000. Admission 25-30.
sion 10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre,
BIG BROTHER. (7.080 feet). Star, Tom
Guthrie, Oklahoma.
S.
A. Hayman.
Lyda Theatre (310 seats),
Moore. A credit to the industry and a fine (Jrand
Island, Nebraska.
UNINVITED GUEST. (6,145 feet). Star, piece of work. Did very little at the box
Maurice Flyn. A very good picture. The office but is a fine picture nevertheless. Tone
DON'T CALL
LOVE. (6,457 feet). Star
coloring is good. A fine drama. If you can fine. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal splen- cast. Very good ITpicture.
Pleased and drew
did. All classes, city of 14,000. Admission
buy it right, book it. It will please everywell in hottest weather. No extra advertis10-35.
E.
W.
Collins,
Grand
Theatre
(700
body. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Good ating except daily ad in papers. Theatre caters
tendance. Working class, town of 7,000. Ad- seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
to best classes on second run policy. Tone
mission 10-20. John E. Panora, Opera House
Not suitable for Sunday. Good attendfair.
BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE. (5.960
Theatre (600 seats), Winsted, Connecticut.
ance. High class city of 225,000. Admission
feet).
Star,
Gloria
Swanson.
Peppy,
fastUNINVITED GUEST. (6,145 feet). Star moving picture; just "gets by." They'll like 10-20. N. L Royster, Capitol Theatre (350
Birmingham, Alabama.
seats),
cast. Picture quite good. It deserves a bet- it if they like Gloria. Tone very questionter and more expressive title and better
able. Sunday, hardly. Small town class,
DUCKS
DRAKES. Star, Bebe Daniels.
posters. Quite a little undersea photography
town of 1,367. Admission 10-25-30-35. S. G. Not a new AND
picture but original and pleasing.
in it. Fair attendance. Small town class, Harsh,
Princess
Theatre
(249
seats),
MapleCleverly
worked
out and sequences not obtown of 7,500. Arthur B. Smith, Fenwick
ton, Iowa.
vious. Good romance. Well worth showing
Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.
BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE. (5.960 if you haven't used it. Tone, good. Sunday,
WOMEN WHO GIVE. Star cast. Nine out feet).
Star, Gloria Swanson. This is the class yes. Americans and Cubans. Admission 20of ten Metro-Goldwyn pictures we play an- of picture that satisfies my patrons. They 30-40. Ernest D. Grappe, Fausto Theatre,
also
get
the money. Tone good. Sunday,
Santa Fe, Isle of Pines, West Indies.
swer fittingly to the description of the special. This is no exception. Here is a picBest class, town of 2,500. Admission
ture with a perfect cast laid in a perfect yes.
PACE IN THE FOG. (5,569 feet). Star cast.
5-10-15-20. A. S. Carlos, Bijou Theatre (350 Just
an ordinary picture drawn out about
locale. One that every exhibitor should seats), Jeanerette, Louisiana.
three
reels too long. Tone, good. Sunday,
boost to the sky. Will satisfy the lowbrows
BONDED WOMAN. (7,178 feet). Star, Betty yes. Town
as well as the most fastidious. Al. Anders,
and country class, town of 900.
A good program picture in seven
Coleman Theatre, Southington. Connecticut. Compson.
Admission
10-30. Charles D. Nott, Opera
reels that will please most people. Tone
House (400 seats), Sutherland, Iowa.
WOMEN WHO GIVE. Star, Frank Kee- good. Sunday, yes. Attendance fair. Farm
nan. This picture surely is appropriate for and
FACE IN THE FOG. (5,569 feet). Star.
town
class,
town
of
700.
Admission
10hot weather, the storm scenes are wonder20. W. F. Denney, Electric Theatre (250 Lionel Barrymore. Nice picture and well
ful, acting, directing, and the cast are as seats), Lowry City, Missouri.
acted.
You can't
go Tone,
wrong good.
on this.Sunday,
Used
good as some of the best pictures. You
ones, threes,
slide.
BREAKING POINT. (5,788 feet). Star cast. yes.
Poor attendance. Small town and
won't
go
wrong
with
this
one.
Tone,
good.
A
program
picture
with
a
special
price.
The
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. I. M. Hirshtown of 600. Admission 10the biggest thing about the pic- farmer H.class,
blond, Traco Theatre, Toms River, New Jer- price was
W. Batchelder, Gait Theatre (175
ture. Poor audience appeal. Mixed class, 20-30.
sey.
seats),
Gait,
California.
town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin. Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg,
FACE IN THE- FOG. (5,569 feet). Star
Paramount
North Carolina.
cast. A good crook picture. My patrons
CALL OK THE CANYON. (6,993 feet) S
ADAM AND EVA. (7,153 feet). Star, Marion
don't
care for this kind of story so had
Davies. A picture of general attraction.
Richard Dix. This picture is the best to small house. Tone, good. Fair attendance.
All classes in town of 900. Admission 10-20.
date that I have ever played of its kind.
Town of 3,000. Admission 10-25. Arch Catalano, Victory Theatre (300 seats), Rossiter,
Suitable for any day, but try and place it on
E. Carmel,
Robinson,Maine.
Town Hall* Theatre
Pennsylvania.
(250 seats),
Saturday and you will have a picture that Clarence
EBB TIDE. Star. James Kirkwood. A good
picture that pleased a small house, but they
all went teresting
awayfrom start
talking
aboutandIt.good
Verystory
in*4
to finish
throughout. Poor attendance. All classes
in town of 900. Admission 10-20. Clarence E. Robinson, Town Hall Theatre (250
For Release in November— Now Booking
seats), Carmel, Maine.
producers distributing corporation Starring
FAIR WEEK. (5 reels). Star, Walter Heirs.
The
story
the picture's
full of
the creaks
good oldwithfunage,
and but
hokum
that the
'RECKLES
people like. A great Saturday picture for
S
2
us.
Little
Mary
Jane
Irving
also
carries
off
TROY BARNES
some of the honors. Tone all right. SunROMANC
day, yes. Good attendance. College class,
MY MARSHAL!
E
town of 6,000. Admission 10-35. Jean Dagle,
and an all-star cast
Barth
Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
ADAPTED FROM THE
Great Broadway Success
FAIR WEEK. (5 reels). Star, Walter
WHATS YOUR
Hiers. A good program picture that will
CHRISTIE
WIFEointcrto
DOING?
please a fair majority. Tone, okay. Sunev
flATUOf
day, yes. Good attendance. General class,
sconsiPMY
town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank G.
Leal,
Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvlngton.
California.
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FIGHTING COWARD. (6,501 feet). Star,
Cullen Landis. Although this is a story of
the Civil War period, it seemed to please
very well here in contrast to other pictures
of this type. Has some very comical situations and has a splnedid cast. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. General
class, town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank
G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, California.
FLAMING BARRIERS. (5,821 feet). Star
cast. A good little program picture although rather light for such a title. Play
up with a good comedy and it should please
about eighty-five per cent. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Town and
country class, town of 1,200. Admission 1025. C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre (240
seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
FLAMING BARRIERS. (5,821 feet). Star
cast. Good picture with plenty of thrills
and fun. Did not draw here but no fault
of the picture. Sunday, yes. All classes
in small town. Admission 10-25. W. H.
Odom, Pastime Theatre (250 seats), Sandersville, Georgia.
FLAMING BARRIERS. (5,821 feet). Star
cast. Just a program picture with the old
forest fire hokum thrown in for excitement.
However, the photography was good and the
direction smooth and for the less critical a
fair hour's entertainment. Fair attendance.
City of 110,000. Admission 10-20. Al. C.
Werner,
Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
HEART RAIDER. Star, Agnes Ayres. A
sure enough good program picture. Not a
special but will please all who appreciate
good pictures. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance. College class, town of
2,100. Admission 18-25. R. X. Williams,
Lyric Theatre (250 seats), Oxford, Mississippi.
HEART RAIDER. (5,075 feet). Star, Agnes
Ayres.
sore it.
eyes,So this
and they Fine
seem for
to like
much legof show,
Palm
Beach and the sea and society, etc. I really
liked it myself. Tone fair. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal pretty good. Small town
class, town of 2,500. Admission 10-25. A.
L Middleton, Grand Theatre (500 seats), De
Queen, Arkansas.
HERITAGE OF THE DESERT. (5,785 Eeet).
Star cast. Here is a real western picture
that we need not blush over showing. It is
fairly logical and the direction and photography good. It has some tense situations and
it pleased the majority immensely despite the
fact that Be be Daniels is not rated as a star
attraction here. Brought fair attendance.
City of 110,000. Admission 10-20. Al. C.
Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN. (8,300 feet).
Star, Bebe Daniels. Eight reels of dry,
draggy, tiresome stuff that never should
have been made. Tone okay. Sunday, yes.
Poor attendance. Small town class in town
of 1,367. Admission 10-25-35. S. G. Harsh,
Princess- Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton,
Iowa.
HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN. (8,300
feet). Star, Bebe Daniels. An interesting
and dramatic story, with a fine punch at
the end, but the story is somewhat garbled
in the telling. Wonderful work of the fine
cast saved this one. Did not stand up for
two days with us. Tone, just a little off
color. Sunday, depends upon local conditions.
Average attendance. College class, town of
6,000. Admission 10-35. Jean Dagle, Barth
Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
feet). Star cast. ExHOLLYWO
comedy, (8,100
cellentOD.
but disappointed patrons
Be carewho ful expected
g this one different.
in advertisinsomething
to let your crowd
there's a
that
and
novelty
a
know that it's
SunTone satisfactory.College
plot to the thing.fair
ce.
attendan
day, yes. Only
10of 6,000. Admission
attendance in townBarth
Theatre (835 seats),
35. Jean e,Dagle,
Carbondal
Illinois.
BUMMING BIRD. (7,577 feet). Star. Gl
Swanson. Fair picture. Our women folks
Fair atthink she is vulgar. Sunday, no.
tendance. Admission 20-30-40. Louis IsenElmwood
berg, falo,
New York. Theatre (1,600 seats), BufHUMMING BIRD. (7,577 feet). Star, Gloria
Swanson. Very good all the way through.
Direction good. Acting clever, story Inter-
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Rattle — tear — snap — rip !
A print shot to the dogs!
"Oh, well," says the exhibitor, "I can't
afford a new projector and what has
the producer ever done for me?"
Boys
— next exhibitor who may be the
It's the
goat because of that selfishness.
Do you want to put him out of business? What do you care? Why, if
that's how everybody felt you'd never
get a good print to ruin.
Brace up — fix up!
Give the other fellow
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
esting. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Very good
attendance. George L. Satterwhite, Empress
Theatre (350 seats), Webb City, Missouri.
HUMMING BIRD. (7,577 feet). Star, Gloria
Swanson. A good picture. Swanson is well
liked at my theatre. Consider this her very
best picture to date. Patrons were well
pleased with it. The title is a drawing card
in its own self. Go after this one and if
you can buy it right you will make some
money. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Audience
appeal fine. Mixed class, town of 1,000. Admission 10-25. J. E. Lewis, Everett Theatre
(700 seats), Middletown, Delaware.
HUMMING BIRD. (7,577 feet). Star, Gloria
Swanson. Better than "Zaza" and "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" and as good as "A SoScandal,"
only different.
genuinecietyplay
directed
by Sydney Here
Olcott isanda
adapted by Forrest Halsey — some teamwork.
A forceful plot that carries you through all
the emotions of pathos and inspiring patriotism and with an atmosphere of Paris and a
cost of true types of the underworld of the
slums of Montmatre. Gloria at her best;
sacre, but she can act! Masquerading as a
boy, the leader of an Apache gang who becomes regenerated through her love for an
American patriot and who rises to dramatic
heights when Les Americans come marching
to the rescue of her faltering French nation.
You can go over the top with this one. City
and country class, town of 3,000. Admission
10-30. George W. Walther, Dixie Theatre
(500 seats), Kerrville, Texas.
LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6,387 feet). Star,
Dorothy Dalton. A very pleasing picture,
well produced and acted. Deals with the
life of the gypsy in Spain and is pretty and
thrilling. Tone good. Good audience appeal.
All classes, town of 3,200. Admission 10-2030. Charles E. Lee, Grand Theatre, Pierre,
South Dakota.
MANSLAUGHTER. (9,061 feet). Star cast.
It was a little old but pleased just the same.
It's one of their best old pictures. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Town and country
class, town of 900. Admission 10-30. Cha-tles
L. Nott, Opera House Theatre (400 seats),
Sutherland, Iowa.
MORAL SINNER. (5,499 feet). Star, Dorothy Dalton. Audience didn't like it. Tone,
good. Sunday, no. Poor attendance. Working class, city of 15,000. Admission 25-30.
For
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S.
A. Hayman,
Lyda Theatre (310 seats),
Grand
Island, Nebraska.
MORAL SINNER. (5,499 feet). Star, Dorothy Dalton. Not as bad as the title. Some
folks may like it. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
NEXT CORNER. (7,081 feet). Star cast.
Not much to this one. A waste of perfectly
good film. Tone, okay. Not suitable for
Sunday. Poor attendance. General class,
town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank G.
Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvington,
California.
PIED PIPER MALONE. (7,264 feet). Star.
Thomas Meighan. Some parts of the story
are interesting. Sunday, yes. Poor audience appeal. Elite class. Admission 2030-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre
(1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
PRIDE OF PALOMAR. (7,494 feet). Star
cast. Received more favorable reports on
this from people going out than any picture shown in a long time. It sure pleased.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Town and country class, town of 900. Admission 10-30.
Charles L. Nott, Opera House Theatre (400
seats), Sutherland, Iowa.
PURPLE HIGHWAY. (6,574 feet). Star,
Madge Kennedy. Good program picture.
Pleased all. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fair
attendance. College class, town of 2,100.
Admission 18-25. R. X. Williams, Lyric Theatre (250 ieats), Oxford, Mississippi.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,434 feet). Star, Pola
Negri. Exceedingly good picture. Pleased
all, but the star does not mean much
here. Plenty of dollars for film rent and
short over half in expenses. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Attendance, fair. Factory and
agricultural class, town of 4,000. Admission
10-20. George L. Satterwhite, Empress Theatre (350 seats), Webb City, Missouri.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,434 feet). Star, Pola
Negri. We ran this as a free show for a
bunch of Firemen
a Firemen's
vention. It must here
haveat pleased
them Conbecause they stayed to see it through, and we
had no kicks on it. Better class, town of
4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth. Pennsylvania.
STEPHEN STEPS OUT. (5,152 feet). Star,
Douglas
Jr. Can't
find anytofault
with thisFairbanks,
one as there
is nothing
the
picture. Sunday, yes. Poor attendance. Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood
Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
STEPHEN STEPS OUT. (5,152 feet). Star,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. This is a satisfactory program picture, but will not call in
many extra patrons. Judging by the applause, it registered well with the younger
patrons, and there were no kicks from the
adults. Theodore Roberts helps materially
to put this one across. Attendance was fair.
Used slide and boards. Good print. Guy C.
Sawyer,
Town Hall Theatre, Chester, Vermont.
STEPHEN STEPS OUT. (5,152 feet). Star.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. A fair program picture that pleased the majority. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Fair audience appeal. All
classes. Admission 10-30. F. E. Wheeler,
Strand Theatre, Scotland, South Dakota.
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STRANGER. (6,660 feet). Star cast. Great'
picture. I personally thought It great. Tully
Marshall great. Boys, buy this and boost It
to the sky. Bought at a program price.
Paramount okay. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Good attendance. Town and country class,
town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff,
New Radio Theatre (249 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
TIGER LOVE. (5,325 feet). Star, Antonio
Moreno. Spanish omelette. "Robin Hood"
and "The Sheik" thrown together in a Spanish setting. Dashing cavaliers, fiery senoritas, and all that sort of thing. Moreno perfectly cast, but Estelle Taylor pepless. Pretty settings, ancient, worn-out theme. Pleased
most everybody, however. Tone, all right.
Sunday, yes. Poor attendance. College
class, town of 6,000. Admission 10-35. Jean
Dagle,Illinois.
Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale,
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD. (7,518 feet).
Star, Bert Lytell. A picture you ought to
run. It will sure please anywhere. Action
and everything that could be in a picture.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
All classes in town of 900. Admission 10-20.
Clarence E. Robinson, Town Hall Theatre
(250 seats), Carmel, Maine.
TO THE LADIES. (6,268 feet). Star, TheoRoberts. on
A very
pleasing
lightgood
comedydramadorewhich
account
of its
cast
did not come up to expectations. Just a
passable picture. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Pair attendance. Mixed class, town of 3,500.
Admission 15-25-35. T. L. Barnett, Finn's
Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City, Connecticut.
TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINK. (5,695
feet). Star, Mary Miles Minter. This picture
had some poor reports but I fail to see where
it getsencethem.
certainly
our audiafter twoIt weeks
of pleased
hard advertising.
Our orchestra played the chorus of the song
every night while the slides were being run
and the result was capacity. Moral tone
good and it is suitable for Sunday. P. A.
Preddy, Elaine Theatre, Sinton, Texas.
\\ est OF THE WATER TOWER. (7 reels).
Star, Glenn Hunter. Well produced, but why
do they make them like this? Tone questionable. Sunday, questionable. Small town
class, town of 1,367. Admission 10-25-35. S.
G. Harsh, Princess Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
WEST
OF THE
WATER
TOWER. (7
reels). Star, Glenn Hunter. This picture was
fine but they picked the wrong star for May
McAvoy walked off with the grapes, not big
but better than the average. Good tone.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Empress
Theatre, Webb City, Missouri.
WHY MEN LEAVE HOME. (8 reels). Star,
Lewis Stone. Fine special. Enjoyed by all.
Ttiles seldom ever count here but this one
did. They furnish us a trailer too which
always helps. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. All
classes in small town. Admission 10-25. W.
H. Odom, Pastime Theatre (250 seats), Sandersville, Georgia.
WILD BILL HICKOK. (6,893 feet). Star,
Bill Hart. Pleased a large crowd; a good,
clean western. Hart always goes good here.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Good audience appeal. All classes. Admission 1U-30. F. E.
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Release

PICTURE

Something like four cents a foot it
what a new print costs.
Don't sound like much — by the foot!
Runs into money when you get up
into seven and eight thousand of those
four-cent feet.
Save your $280 and lose the confidence
of But—
a bunch of exhibitors who deserve
that new print.
Then — ask them to book next season.
Cheaper in the long run to give
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
Wheeler, Strand Theatre, Scotland, South
Dakota.
WILD RILL HICKOK. (6.893 feet). Star,
William
S. Hart.
I didn't
this picture
but I believe
my crowd
did like
and believe
that
it is a good Hart picture and will please his
friends, so would advise running it. It is
an average western with Ball Hart and Paramount and that means a good box office attraction, and no one will object to it who
cares for westerns. All classes, town of 3,200.
Admission 10-20-30. Charles Lee. Grand Theatre, Pierre, South Dakota.
WILD BILL HICKOK. (6,893 feet). Star,
William S. Hart. From the reports I've read
this was
I think
it greatfarmers.
for sum-A
mer, andnoall good.
enjoyed,
especially
great Friday and Saturday picture. Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Town
and country class, town of 1.200. Admission
10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre (249
seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
WOMAN PROOF. (7,687 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. Very good production. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Farmers and merchants, town
of 1,650. Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.
WOMAN I'HOOF. (7,687 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. It was enthusiastically received
by our patrons and did pretty well against
some outside competition. I would call it a
thoroughly satisfying feature. Tone okay.
Sunday, yes. Good audience appeal. All
classes, city of 14,000. Admission 10-35. E.
W. Collins, Grand Theatre (700 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
VOl N(; RAJAH. (7,705 feet). Star, Rudolph
Valentino. For those that wish a society
drama this is a very good picture. No great
amount of action to this one. Tone okay.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Farm and
town
of 700.
Admission
10-20.
W. F. class,
Denney,townElectric
Theatre
(250 seats),
Dowry City, Missouri.
Pathe
WHY WORRY? (6 reels). Star. Harold
Lloyd. I can add my voice to the chorus,
it did 'a good business and I lost money on
it because the producer-distributor end of
nhe game took it all. It is not the picture
that "Grandma's Boy" Is. nor does it please
as
as "Safety
don't all
let
themwellcharge
you as Last"
much did,
for it.so Draw
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classes, town of 3,200. Admission 10-26-30.
Charles
Lee,
Grand
Theatre,
Pierre, South
Dakota.
Preferred
POOR MEN'S WIVES. (6,963 feet). Star
cast. This is another good one, especially
where the audience likes a picture with
humor. It has everything that my patrons
liked and pleased
something.
A goodthem
titleall,to and
hitchthat's
up to.saying
You
will not go wrong on this one. Tone fair.
Sunday, yes. Audience appeal fine. Mixed
class, town of 1,000. Admission 10-25. J. E.
Lewis, Everett Theatre (700 seats), Middletown, Delaware.
VIRGINIAN. (8,010 feet). Star cast. Good
enough for any audience. Will draw better
than average due to the number reading
the book. Will stand a raise in admission.
Go after it strong. Tone, okay. Sunday,
yes. Attendance, very good. Town and
counrty
townNewof 1,200.
1025. C. folks,
R. Seff,
Radio Admission
Theatre (249
seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
Producers' Dist. Corp.
LFFAIRS OF LAD! HAMILTON. Stai
A wonderful picture to those who like history nad will get by with others. Fine for
program use. Tone, fine. Sunday, yes. Good
attendance.
Empress Theatre, Webb City,
Missouri.
BRUTE MASTER. (5 reels). Star, Hobart
Bosworth. Absolutely no good. Half of our
patrons walked out before third reel. Nothing to it but a hairy-faced, hairy-chested,
stripped to the waist, sea captain and the
usual resistance is offered to his advances
by the unsophisticated maiden. Tone, poor.
Sunday, no. Attendance, not good. Rural
class, town of 200. Admission 10-25. D. B.
Rankin, Co-operative Theatre (200 seats),
Idana, Kansas.
Selznick
BROADWAY BROKE. (6 reels). Star,
Mary Carr. From a personal standpoint,
fine. From
portion tale,
of thebutaudience, awful.theA young
real human
the
flappers want jazz nowadays. Tone One.
Sunday, sure thing. Poor attendance. Genclass, city
of 25,000.
30. eral
Frank
Frauer.
EmpireAdmission
Theatre 15-20(1,000
seats), New London, Connecticut.
DAUGHTERS OF TO-DAY. (7 reels). Star
cast. This was a good picture and brings
them out the second night. As for me, I did
not like the wild start with the strip poker
game. These scenes are uncalled for and
the small town folks resent them. Two
newspapers, heralds, photos. Attendance
just fair. E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap Theatre,
Hawarden, Iowa.
FORBIDDEN LOVER. Star cast. Can't say
a lot for this one. It's draggy and uninterTown of 900.
10-25,
1035. W. F. esting.
Haycock.
Star Admission
Theatre (250
seats),
Callaway, Nebraska.
(8,061 feet). Star, Nell ShipGRUBA STAKE.
man.
fine production of Klondike region;
has everything to make a good, entertaining
picture. Many expressions of delight were
heard from the various animal scenes. Good
for those who love nature. Tone fine. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. General class In
town of 2,200. Admission 15-25. E. N. Prescott,
Maine. Prescott Theatre (700 seats), Union,

VENGEANCE OF THE DEEP. (4,753 feet).
Star cast. Just a fair program picture. Print
much better sea stories
very dark. There are
than this. Print in good condition. Tone
yes. Fair attendance. Genfair. eralSunday,
class in town of 2,200. Admission 1625. E. N. Prescott, Prescott Theatre (700
seats), Union, Maine.
United Artists
HILL BILLY. (5,734 feet). Star, Jack Pickfair
ford Satisfied our audiences and drew
mountain
business. It Is a rather routine
with It.
story but Jack seems to get awayattendanc
e.
Fair
Tone good. Sunday, yes.10.000.
Admission
of
Mixed class, city Albert
Bluebird
Nadeau,
twenty-five cents.
Theatre (750 Seats), Anaconda. Montana.
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TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY. (10
reels). Star, Mary Plckford. Good picture,
bought right. Pleased the majority. Great
pleasure in doing business with United
Artists. They treat us nice. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. All classes in small town. Admission 10-25. W. H. Odom, Pastime Theatre (250 seats), Sandersville, Georgia.
WHITE ROSE. (10,400 feet). Star, Mae
Marsh. We were sorry that this picture
was made by Griffith. It is not a success
from an entertainment standpoint, and the
story may do more harm than good. Look
before
book Weor don't
at all,it would
be our you
advice.
would book
not play
if we
had it to do over again. Tone questionable.
Sunday, yes. Very poor attendance. Small
town class, town of 900. Admission 15-25.
Randolph Reitz. Dreamland Theatre (200
seats), Elk Lick, Pennsylvania.
Universal
ACQUITTAL. (6,523 feet). Star, Claire
Windsor. A very mystifying drama, well
done; good entertainment that pleased everyone. Good comments. Tone good. Very
good attendance. Business and farm class,
town of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenbraska.kins, Community Theatre, David City, NeGLEAX UP. (5,051 feet). Star, Herbert
Rawlinson. A good picture. As good as any
Rawlinson I ever ran. Pleased fairly well.
Fair attendance. All classes in town of 900.
Admission 10-20. Clarence E. Robinson,
Town Hall Theatre (250 seats), Carmel,
Maine.
DARLING OF NEW YORK. (6,260 feet).
Star, Baby Peggy. Our audience pleased
with this picture, though poor attendance
depressed our opinion. A picture for young
and old. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Draw
Americans and Cubans. Admission 20-3040. Ernest D. Gruppe, Fausto Theatre, Santa
Fe. Isle of Pines, West Indies.
DARLING OP NEW YORK .(6.260 feet).
Star, Baby Peggy. This one kept the audience in delight. The infant sure made a hit.
Business average; no fault of the picture.
June is always our worst month. General
class, city of 25,000. Admission 15-20-30.
Frank Frauer, Empire Theatre (1,000 seats),
New London, Connecticut.
FORTY HORSE HAWKINS. Star, Hoot
Gibson. theNotchildren.
up to Older
Hoot'sfolks
standard,
pleased
inclined butto
knock it. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Average attendance. All classes, town of 2,000.
Admission fifteen cents. J. H. Fetty, Red
Wing
land. Theatre (300 seats), Laurel, MaryFORTY HORSE HAWKINS. Star, Hoot
Gibson. Pleasing comedy-drama. Tone, fair.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Admission
20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre
(1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
HOOK AND LADDER. (6 reels). Star, Hoot
Gibson.
It didn't
satisfymuch
our worth
patronsseeing
and
there is really
nothing
about it. Even worse than Blinky, judging
from the way our people took to it. They
like Gibson in westerns, the kind he used to
make in five reels. Tone, okay. Not suitable for Sunday. Average attendance. Small
town class in town of 900. Admission 1525. Randolph Reitz, Dreamland Theatre (200
seats), Elk Lick, Pennsylvania .
HUMAN HEARTS. (6,350 feet). Star, House
Peters. A good program picture that seemed
to please. Good for small town audience.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
Educated class, town of 1,706. Admission
10-25. K. F. Van Norman, Star Theatre (350
seats), Mansfield, Pennsylvania.
MEN IN THE RAW. (4,313 feet). Star, Jack
Hoxie. "Raw" is right. About the nearest
to nothing I ever ran for a picture. Pleased
about one-half of one per cent. Tone, not
good. Not suitable for any day, anywhere.
Good attendance. All classes, town of 900.
Admission 10-20. Clarence E. Robinson,
Town Hall Theatre (250 seats), Carmel.
Maine.
NOBODY'S BRIDE. (4,861 feet). Star, Herbert Rawlinson. Nice little program picture
good and clear and worth showing any place.
Tone. good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance.
Small town and farmer class. Admission 10-
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Want a bunch of contracts, Mr.
Producer?
That's easy!
Advertise — and deliver —
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
20-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait Theatre (175
seats), Gait, California.
RIDGE WAY OF MONTANA. (4,843 feet).
Star, Jack Hoxie. An average western story,
nothing- to get excited about. Some action
in it but nothing what Hoxie should have.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Working
class, city of 14,000. Admission 10-20. G.
M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats),
Piqua, Ohio.
STOLEN SECRETS. (4,742). Star, Herbert
Rawlinson. Fair program picture. Sunday,
yes. Good audience appeal. Elite class.
Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New
York.
STOLEN SECRETS. (4,742 feet). Star, Herbert Rawlinson. Rawlinson as the cool polished crook keeps audience guessing until
he discloses his identity. Good acting. Interesting underworld drama. Tone, good.
Sunday, not for highbrows. Ordinary attendance. Mixed class, city of 500,000. Admission 10-22. William T. Meeks, Silliman's
Murray
Theatre
(740 seats), Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
STORM DAUGHTER. (5,303 feet). Star,
Priscilla Dean. The regular good acting of
this star was a big feature in making this
picture presentable and interesting to the
public. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Mixed class, town of 3,500. Admission
15-25-35. Jewett
T. L. Barnett,
Finn's Theatre (600
seats),
City, Connecticut.
STORM DAUGHTER. (5,303 feet). Star,
Priscilla Dean. Sea story that is fairly interesting and is saved by a novel twist.
Ending abrupt. Audience didn't enthuse but
we didn't see anyone walk out on it either.
Fair attendance. General class, city of 25,000. Admission 15-20-30. Frank Frauer,
Rialto Theatre (700 seats), New London,
Connecticut.
STORM DAUGHTER. (5,303 feet). Star,
Priscilla Dean. Good sea picture. Good
storm scene. Good photography. Good comments.tendance.
Tone, good.
Sunday,
Goodtown
atBusiness and
farmerno.class,
of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins,
Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
TOWN SCANDAL. (4,604 feet). Star, Gladys
Walton. Did not think much of this personal y; I like the star but thought the
story very poor. Tone fair. Sunday, yes.
Fair audience appeal. Farmer and small
town class, town of 600. Admission 10-20,
10-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait Theatre (175
seats), Gait, California.
WHITE TIGER. (7,177 feet). Star, Priscilla Dean. A well acted and carefully produced has
feature,lost
but her
it failed
the 'box
office.
Priscilla
pep. atPeople
expected
action and failed to get it. Tone good. Sun-
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day, yes. Audience appeal sixty per cent.
Neighborhood class, city of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450
seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
WHITE TIGER. (7,177 feet). Star, Priscilla Dean. Miss Dean all okay but the
story is a complete flop. Climax is not
forceful. Miss Dean's ability demands more
strong
plays like
"Under weaker.
Two Flags."
seems stories
are getting
May beIt
suitable for Sunday. Had poor attendance.
Hawkins & Hudson, Victory Theatre, Brooksville, Florida.
Vitagraph
MAN OF MIGHT. Stra, William Duncan.
Picture excellent. Full of action from the
beginning to the end. Tone good. Sunday,
yes. Had medium attendance. Town of 3,000. Admission 10-25. Arch Catalano, Vicvania. tory Theatre (300 seats), Rossiter, PennsylON THE BANKS OF THE WABASH. (7,156
feet). Star cast. A very good picture. Should
draw well if properly advertised. A very
good flood scene. Acting good. Sunday, yes.
Rotten attendance. General class, town of
3,500. Kreighbaum Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
Warner Bros.
BROADWAY AFTER DARK. (6,300 feet).
Star cast. A wonderful picture that will
stand exploitation to the limit. Not a censorable foot in it. Tone okay. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal one hundred per cent. All
classes, town of 2,250. Admission 10-20. L.
H. Greife, Opera House (400 seats), Windsor,
Missouri.
PRINTER'S DEVIL. Star, Wesley Barry.
Best Wesley Barry picture yet shown. Story
and acting very good. Supported by a good
cast. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. General class, town of 3,500. Kreighbaum
Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats).
Rochester, Indiana.
PRINTER'S DEVIL. (7 reels). Star, Wesley Barry. A very good picture but Barry
is no drawing card for me. Should please
where he is a favorite. Tone okay. Sunday,
yes. Appeals to fans who like 'kid pictures.
Mixed class, town of 3,500. Admission 20-25.
T.
L. Barnett,
Finn's Theatre (600 seats),
Jewett
City, Connecticut.
TIGER ROSE. (8,000 feet). Star, Lenore
Ulric. Picture interesting, cast good. Acting very good. Audience pleased. Sunday,
yes. Rotten attendance. General class, town
of 3,500. Kreighbaum Brothers, Char-Bell
Theatre (800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
Comedies
ABOUT FACE. (Educational). This comedy
is the kind that makes them laugh, boys.
That's the kind I like and the Grand Theatre patrons like them that way, too. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal one
hundred per cent. Small town class, town of
2,500. Admission 10-25. A. L. Middleton,
Grand Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
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CHAMPEEM.
(Path. ), for
stars,the"Our
Anotther
good comedy
kids.Gang."
The
gang produce some good stunts which get
them in more trouble which ends up in a
boring match. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Good attendance. General class, town of
2,200. Admission 15-25. E. N. Prescott,
Prescott Theatre (700 seats), Union, Maine.
down I iv jungle town. (Universal),
Star, Joe Martin. Single reel comedy. Nothing to it. The star gets about t\vo out of
five
anySalina,
good.Kansas.
William Thatcher,
Royal that's
Theatre,
FILM FOOLISH. (Educational). Star, Cliff
Bowes. A fairly good Cameo comedy. It
had some funny studio gags depicting the
making of the movies. They run as a whole
pretty satisfactory, these Cameo comedies.
Better class, town of 4,500. Admission 1015. C. Nazareth,
A. Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre (403
seats),
Pennsylvania.
HIGH SIGN. (Metro). Star, Buster Keaton.
It's
a comedy
that reasonable
will please
and Tone,
can
be bought
at a very
price.
good. Sunday, yes. Town and country class,
town of 900. Admission 10-30. Charles Li
Nott, Opera House (400 seats), Sutherland,
Iowa.
HKiH POWER. (Educational). Star cast.
This is a very fast comedy, plenty of action
every minute. A picture that will produce a
laugh to every foot. Tone, okay. Sunday,
yes. Fair attendance. Mixed class, town of
3,500. Admission 15-25-35. T. L Barnett,
Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City, Connecticut.
HIS WIFE'S RELATIONS. ( Metro-Goldwyn). Star, Buster Keaton. Boys, here is an
old one but is the kind of comedy that we
need for the hot days. Pleased everybody.
Town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. Rialto Theatre, Lecompte, Louisiana.
HIT 'KM HARD. (Universal). Another tworeeler not worth putting on the screen. Wilsas. liam Thatcher, Royal Theatre, Salina, KanHUSTLIN' HANK. (Pathe). Star, Will
Rogers. Very good comedy that pleased them
all here. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Good
attendance. General class, town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre
(246 seats), Irvington, California.
LET'S BUILU. (Pathe). A fine comedy,
clean asprovoking
a hound'ssituations
tooth andas has
many
laugh
the asaverage
comedy. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fair
attendance. General class, town of 2,200.
Admission 15-25. E. N. Prescott, Prescott
Theatre (700 seats), Union, Maine.
MIDNIGHT CABARET. < \ it.inrapli). Star,
Larry Semon. A fine comedy that they all
like. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Educated class, town of 1,706.
Admission 10-25. K. F. Van Norman, Star
Theatre (350 seats), Mansfield, Pennsylvania.
MONKEY FARM. (Fox). Good monkey
comedy that pleased adults as well as kids.
Some of the younger element became so
noisy during the chase in second reel that
was compelled to sit among 'em to keep
'em
A thrilling
gets cooled
next to down.
the kids.
Tone, allchase
right.always
Good
attendance.
General class, town of 1,000.
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A fellow who owned a the-ay-ter
Ran the Wigglefilm's feature "PertaHe's not been the same man since —
They gave him
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
ter !"
Admission 10-15-25-35. H. H. Hedbergr,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
NO NOISE. (Pathe). Stars, Our Gang
Pathe two-reel comedies make business. Ran
it second day and had a great many who
fame ot see it in place of the feature. Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. College class, town fo 2,100. Admission 18-25.
R. X. Williams, Lyric Theatre (250 seats),
Oxford, Mississippi.
NUISANCE. (Vitagrraph). Star, Jimmy Aubrey. An old comedy a little better than
the general run of Aubrey stuff. Pleased
younger folks. Tone, okay. Fair attendance.
General class, town of 1,000. Admission 1015-25-35. Louisiana.
H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,
Melville,
PARIS LIGHTS.
(Educational).
A good
comedy with some new stunts in it that
brought some laughs. It made a good filler
for a long feature which was also shown.
Better class, town of 4,500. Admission 1015. C. Nazareth,
A. Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre (403
seats),
Pennsylvania.
SAILOR MAI>E MAN. (4 reels). Star,
Harold Lloyd. A fine comedy and everyone
liked it. We played this late but they sent
us a good print. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Good attendance. Educated class, town of
1,700. Admission 10-25. K. F. Van Norman.
Star Theatre (350 seats), Mansfield, Pennsylvnaia.
SNOOKY'S COVERED WAGON. (Educational). Star, Snooky. It made the youngsters laugh, but I am doubtful as to its having any entertainment for the grown-ups.
I don't believe
we will
any ofmore
Snooky
comedies.
Better
class,buytown
4,500.
Admission
10-15.
C.
A.
Anglemire,
"Y"
tre (403 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.TheaSOILERS. (Pathe). Star, Stan Laurel. A
parodyedy thaton moves
the "Spoilers."
as fast as Aa western
western comfeature. Chuck full of action, if you want a
western comedy get this one. Tone. good.
Sunday,
Fair Admission
attendance.'
class, townyes.
of 2,200.
15-25.General
E. N.
Prescott, Prescott Theatre (700 seats), Union, Maine.
TWO w w.ons mi i ii coveri:i>. (Pathe).
Star, Will Rogers. I was greatly disappointed in this one. Hardly a laugh in it.
If your audience has not seen the "Covered
Wagon"okay.
it will
go away
over their
Tone,
Sunday,
yes. Mixed
class, heads.
town
of 3,500. Admission 20-25. T. L. Barnett,
Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City, Connecticut.
WIDE OPEN. (Educational). Star, Lige
Conley. We showed this to a bunch of men
here for ata itFiremen's
Convention
laughed
like a bunch
of kids. and
It isthey
an
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excellent Mermaid comedy. Better class
town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemire, "Y" Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.
WHY WAIT. (Universal). Star, Slim Summerville. This is a dandy one reeler. Went
big with kids and grown-ups. Also tried
"Business Men," Century comedy, good.
These two comedies saved my show. Wilsas. liam Thatcher. Royal Theatre, Salina, KanSerials
GHOST CITY. (Universal). Star, Pete Morrison. Very good serial, but it is not getting any business. Falling off on all serials.
No more for me. They are tired of them.
William Thatcher, Royal Theatre, Salina.
Kansas.
LEATHKHSTOt 'KING. (Pathe). Have run
the first five chapters and it is going over
fine and is holding up. It will surely bring
in the kids. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Town and country class, town of 900. Admission 10-30. Charles L. Nott, Opera House
(400 seats), Sutherland, Iowa.
WAY OF A MAN. (9,000 feet). Star cast.
The story of either the feature or serial Is
so much changed from the way Emerson
Hough wrote it that without the title and
the names of the characters you would not
recognize it, an important fact to remember
in advertising this picture. The serial loses
interest too easily and fails to hold steady
attendance, which is the main purpose in
running a serial. Small town class in town
of 900. Admission 15-25. Randolph Reitz,
Dreamland
Pennsylvania.Theatre (200 seats), Elk Lick,
Miscellaneous
Inadvertently a report on "Broken
Hearts of Broadway" was credited to
C. C. Burr in issue of July 12th. This is
not a C. C. Burr picture — it is an Irving
Cummings production.
DANGEROUS TRAIL. (Independent Met.).
Star cast. Good show. Story of the mounted
police dealing with dope smuggling. Three
days of ordinary business. Tone not good.
Sunday, no. Fair audience appeal. Mixed
classes, city of 35,000. Admission 25. C. D.
Buss, Strand Theatre (700 seats), Easton,
Pennsylvania.
FIREBRAND. (Phil Goldstone). Star.
Franklin Farnum. Picture not bad. Prints
rather bad. Will draw if advertised. Town
of 3.000. Admission 10-25. Arch Catalano,
Victory Theatre (300 seats), Rossiter, Pennsylvania.
FORM \ VN CHOICE. (Keystone). Star. Tom
Mix. Is seems that Keystone has a dump
shop and this picture will fit no theatre. Do
not book his pictures. Tone fair. Sunday,
yes. Little attendance. Town of 3,000. Admission 10-25. Arch Catalano, Victory Theatre (300 seats), Rossiter, Pennsylvania.
ISOBEL. (Liberty). Star, House Peters.
Good story in the usual northwest mounted
police style. Film rainy. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Small town class, town of 1,367.
Admission 10-25, 30-35. S. G. Harsh. Princess
Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
RESTLESS
WIVES. (G. C. Hum. S
Doris Kenyon. A fair program picture which
will just about get by. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Hasn't much audience appeal.
Mixed class, town of 3,500. Admission 20-25.
T.
L
Finn's Theatre (600 seats).
Jewett Barnett,
City, Connecticut.
RIDERS AT NIGHT. (Arrow). Star, Biff
Boy Williams. A good western for Saturday. Mixed class, town of 2,000. Admission
10-25. J. W. Griffin. Scotland Theatre (500
seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
UNKNOWN. (Phil Goldstone). Star, Richard Talmadge. Richard's stunts were appreciated by all who saw him. About the
first time he played in this theatre. He
made a hit. One of the fans said, "Why, he
is
as good
as Douglas
Townalmost
of 3,000.
Admission
10-25. Fairbanks."
Arch Catalano, Victory Theatre (300 seats), Rossiter.
Pennsylvania.
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Successful

out the country
EXHIBITORS through
have been awaiting with interest the
official announcement
of Warner
Bros.' plans for the season of 1924-25.
It has taken this organization but a short
time to convince the trade that its product
will always hold an important part in box
office activities throughout the country. Exhibitors will be a long time forgetting "Why
Girls Leave Home" and "School Days,"
among Warner Bros.' earliest productions,
and more recent pictures including "Brass,"
"Main Street," and "Beau Brummel" are
keeping the pot boiling for Warner Bros,
product.
A fair analysis of the Warner Bros, success brings the conclusion that the Warner
boys are showmen and are incapable of doing anything which does not figure well at
the ticket window. The mere announcement
of titles of pictures which the Warners will
release during 1924-25 is an additional proof.
Here they are, with no attention paid to the
order of release: "Three Women," "Recompense," "Find Your Man," "The Dear Pretender," "The Dark Swan," "Deburau, Lover
of Camille," "The Age of Innocence," "How
Baxter Butted In," "This Woman," "The
Narrow Street," "The Man Without a Conscience," "Eve's Lover," "A Lost Lady,"
"The Broadway Butterfly," "The Lighthouse
By the Sea," "My Wife and I," "The Eleventh Virgin," and "The Bridge of Sighs."
Two, productions, as yet unnamed, complete the roster of twenty.
Practically every picture on this list is
from a current novel of established success
or from a proven stage play. This means
that there is a great deal back of each title.
"Eve's Lover" on a twenty-four sheet
should create ticket buying interest. "The
Eleventh Virgin," will prove attractive to a
lot more people than those who recall the
Biblical story of the ten young women who
awaited the coming of the bridegroom. "The
Broadway Butterfly" gives abundant prom-
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Office

Big Features
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20

of Authors

for

Season

Based
and

ise of something happening. There's drama
in the assemblage of any "Three Women."
What is "The Age of Innocence?" "Recompense" at once suggests punishment.
Of the twenty pictures on the Warner list
for 1924-25 two of them will be Ernst Lubitsch individual productions. "Three Women," the first of the pair, is a story which
the well-known director himself unearthed
and had prepared for screening under his
own supervision. The second Lubitsch production has not yet been titled.
Three of the twenty will be novelty features starring Rin-Tin-Tin, the wonderful
dog that scored so triumphantly in "Where
the North Begins," released some months
ago beby theWarner
will
first of Bros.
the trio."Find Your Man"
"The Lighthouse by the Sea," from Owen
Davis' celebrated stage play, will be the
second, the dog appearing in the leading
role which was suggested in the original
version and especially developed for him by
Darryl Francis Zanuck. The third picture
is as yet unamed.
"Deburau, Lover of Camille," is another
of the big releases made possible through
the Warner Bros, association with David
Belasco. "Debaurau" is the famous Sacha
Guitry play which Belasco produced not
long ago, starring Lionel Atwill. The photoplay is being produced with all the care
Warner Bros, have made good in the
past; that, and the lineup for the coming
year, is proof that they will do it again.
Twenty good pictures, good stories,
good stars, good directors' supervision
— that's Warner Bros, promise for the
1924-25 season.
Open dates — twenty of them. Warner
Bros, coming productions — twenty of
them. They go well together.

Scenes from Ernst Lubitsch production, "Three Women."

Supers

Upon

the Brilliant

Playwrights
which Belasco gave the stage production.
"Recompense" is the sequel to "Simon
Called Peter," the Robert Keable novel.
"Simon Called Peter" was never filmed and,
as a consequence, the photoplay version of
"Recompense," with the same characters as
the preceding novel is certain to stir the interest of readers of the books. There is a
conviction throughout the Warner organization that "Recompense" is going to be one
of the biggest pictures of the lot.
In the favorite class, too, falls "This Woman," another adaptation from a popular
novel. Howard Rickey wrote the story.
"The Dark Swan," by Ernest Pascal, is another prized Warner Bros, possession. The
right to film the novel was secured only after
spirited bidding.
"The Bridge of Sighs," is a development
of Charles K. Harris' famous song story by
the same title. "The Lighthouse by the
Sea" is an adaptation of the famous Owen
Davis stage play. "The Broadway Butterfly" is from the pen of Pearl Keating.
Practically every detail that has to do with
their production has been arranged in every
Warner picture for the ensuing year.
There will be plenty of big names in the
casts, and the supporting players will be the
best obtainable. Pauline Frederick, May
McAvoy, Marie Prevost and Lew Cody are
the
players inspecials.
"Three Women,"
the
firstprincipal
of the Lubitsch
Monte Blue,
Irene Rich, Louise Fazenda, Willard Louis,
John Roche and June Marlowe will be found
in leading roles in many of the productions.
The direction will be in the hands of such
able men as Ernst Lubitsch, Phil Rosen, Mai
St. Clair, Monta Bell, Harry Beaumont, Millard Webb, and others.
The same efficient system of supervision
of all branches of their business will be followed by the Warner Bros., H. M. and J. L.
Warner working in the West Coast studios
in Hollywood and A. and S. L. Warner looking after things in the New York City offices.

It is a Warner Brothers' Classic of the Screen.
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have the Warner Brothers risen
WHY
to such a prominent place in the
motion picture industry in such a remarkably short time? This question has
been asked time and again. Here is the
answer.
The four Warners have always agreed on
one point — the advisability of a man's personal supervision of his own business, regardles of the competence of his staff. To
carry this out completely, they have arranged for two brothers to be in New York, and
two to be in Los Angeles at all times. To
Albert Warner is, therefore, allotted the supervision of the distribution unit in New
York. He arranges for the disposal of territories to franchise holders and is ready to
cast a critical eye over any department in
the New York office. Sam Warner, who also
makes his headquarters here, gives special
attention to the market for stories and plays,
and takes charge of the purchase of picture
material generally. He is a frequent visitor
at the exchanges throughout the United
States in order to study conditions.
Harry M. Warner, the senior member, and
his brother Jack are in charge of production
in the studio at Los Angeles. Harry Warner,
in order to be kept fully informed of the
progress of both ends of business, spends a
few months each year in New York, at which
time his brother Jack is alone in Los
Angeles.
In 1903 the Warner Brothers opened a 99
seat theatre in Newcastle, Pa. In 1904, they
decided to make a more intensive study of
the business by establishing the Duquesne
Amusement and Supply Co. in Pittsburgh to
distribute films in that territory. For six
years the company prospered. Then the
first blow came. The formation of another
distributing company, under the name of
The General Film Co., by the principal manufacturers of motion pictures, prevented the
Warners from securing', any product for
distribution, and for the first time defeated,
they had to sell out at a very low figure.
Four months later they contracted with

Try

for

WORLD

Again
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" Policy

Warner

the Film Sales Company for the right to
establish a distributing agency of their pictures in the Pittsburgh territory, but again
they were destined to be the unfortunate
ones. The -pictures did not arrive on time,
and they were below the quality they had
anticipated, so that again they were forced
to sell their business at a great loss.
This time they decided to go into the producing end of the business. Accordingly they
established Warner's Features in New York.
Some of us can remember their "Redemption," "The Glass Coffin," and "Perils of the
Plains," all of which attained immediate
recognition in the picture business and
among the people at large.
They were in an enviable position, but as
New
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their business grew, they began to realize
that their lack of experience in corporation
matters was doing them no good. Their
struggle to retain what they had worked so
hard to get was futile, and it was not long
before
company.the four brothers lost control of their
They started another producing company
which they divided into two units, the production unit in Los Angeles and the distribution unit in New York, with two brothers
always at each end, to supervise. This time
they were rewarded for their untiring efforts
and now Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., is
known all over the world.
Surely, if you don't succeed at first, try,
try again. The Warners did it.

Star

Way Fame Came to
Louis Is Marvel
Young and Clever
Think
of Willard Louis and you immeJune Marlowe, the pretty screen star, is
diately, think of two big Warner Bros, prothe latest film player to sign a contract with
the Warner Bros, to appear in a number of
ductions, "Babbitt" and "Beau BrummeL"
Not that
aren't but
otherin things
comtheir productions.
mend thethere
pictures,
these toWarner
The signing of Miss Marlowe is of par- Bros. Screen Classics, his work stands out as
ticular importance, because of a policy of the a lofty mountain peak commands and towers
Warners to cast for their pictures as they over its fellow peaks.
go along and not to place stars under longHe has just completed another picture,
term agreement unless of unusual merit. "Three Women," the Ernst Lubitsch ProMiss Marlowe is somewhat new to the
duction, finished and waiting for release on
screen, although having appeared in leading
season's schedule.
roles in several of the most important pro- next
He burst into fame overnight through his
ductions of the past season.
work
with John Barrymore, in "Beau BrumMiss Marlowe is just nineteen, an attractive
he sudden
played the
Prince of
Wales.
brunette, and comes from Minneapolis, mel,"
Likewhere
all the
successes,
there
has
where her father was a prominent banker. been noteworthy work before it. The New
She made her first appearance before the York stage has known him well; he played
camera under the direction of Mai St. Clair, under the Shubert and Savage management,
for whom she will work in her first Warner among others. For several years the screen
Bros, production, in the feminine lead of has claimed him.
Warner Bros, have a long-term contract
"Find Your Man," in which Rin-Tin-Tin,
the wonder dog of the screen, plays the lead- with Louis, who will appear in a number of
ing role.
productions during the coming season.

FOUR REASONS FOR WARNER BROTHERS' ASTOUNDING GROWTH
Left to right: S. L. Warner; President H. M. Warner; Vice-president A. Warner; and J. L. Warner.
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Warners
Gather
Great
Literary
Line-up
ed
assembl
has
s
created
interest
extremely
flattering
to
the
Brother
Warner
AGAIN
Street," by Edward Bateman Norris ; "The
the literary triumphs of the year for author of a first novel, and there is every
Bridge of Sighs," by Charles K. Harris;
indication
that
the
Warner
version
of
the
"Eve's
Lover" by Mrs. W. K. Clifford; "The
their next season's production schedule. Warner Bros, has spared no expense story will prove equally popular. Warner
Broadway Butterfly," by Pearl Keating,
scenario editor for Warner Brothers ; "My
in going after the biggest literary and dra- Brothers have proven themselves interested
matic plums in the market.
in young authors for besides the purchase
Wife and I," by Paul Bern, and "The Man
The line up of literary lights whose names
Without A continental
Conscience"author.
by Max Kretzer,
of Mr. Pascal's novel, they have bought the well-known
appear in association with the forthcoming screen rights to "The Eleventh Virgin," by
With this striking array of talent the pubproductions from Warner Bros, is practically Dorothy Day, also a first novel.
lic should have no cause to criticize the
Other stories listed for early production in
a compilation of the headliners of contempcalibre of stories offered for their entertainorary literature. Authors of fame, play- the Warner Studio are "The Dear Pre- ment.
wrights of outstanding achievement, scenartender," by Ethel Ross Colver ; "The Narrow
ists of unquestioned ability and skilled continuity writers are lending their best efforts
to the important end of providing suitable
and desirable screen material.
Morris
Sees
Good
Future
Ahead
Willa Cather's "A Lost Lady," and Edith
Wharton's "Age of Innocence," the latter the
"Selling pictures is no different than sellwinner of the Pulitzer prize, are both scheding any other commodity. If your product
uled for early production. These eminent
authors are hailed unquestionably as the two
is good and saleable and you advertise adeforemost women writers of America.
quately so that the prospective purchaser
Another famous woman is Zelda Zears,
may know what you have to sel land where
who with Dobson Mitchell wrote "Cornered,"
and when it may be obtained, all that rethe play in which Madge Kennedy starred
mains is proper representation and getting
during its run on Broadway.
together on a live and let live basis as to
"Deburau," one of the greatest of the
Belasco successes written by the incomparable French dramatist and actor, Sacha
"The simple fact that the sales representprice.
ative is backed by a qrm that has and is
Guitry, will be given a prominent place
delivering the gods insures him a hearing
among the Warner output under the title,
and I have never yet heard of an instance
"Deburau, the Lover of Camille." Hans
where a salesman handling the Warner proKraely, who came to this country with Ernst
duct has been left cooling his heels outside
Lubitsch as special writer has written the
while a competitor was ushered inside.
screen adaptation of "Three Women," from
the novel by Jolanthe Marees. Mr. Kraely
"With the strongest program the Warner
organization has ever had, with the livest
will write original stories for two other
line of distributors and exchange men I
Lubitsch productions.
have ever encountered and with the public
Owen Davis' earlier stage successes are beinterest in the motion picture growing more
ing brought to the screen and have proven
as popular in celluloid as they ever did on the
every day despite certain pessimistic predictions Ihave heard about the opposition of
speaking stage. Everybody who remembers
SAM. MORRIS
'radio' and other things, I have no hesitancy
"Broadway After Dark" will look forward to
in stating that 1924-25 is going to be a banother Davis plays Warner Brothers are proner year. The business is not going to fall
ducing, "How Baxter Butted In" and "The
mansales
Warner
al
a
on
now
is
who
Bros.,
ager
gener
IS,
MORR
E.
into
any one's lap by waiting for it, but
M
SA
Lighthouse by the Sea."
tour of every exchange center in the with good goods and the Warner gang of
"Recompense," the sequel to "Simon Called
hustlers on the job the trade mark of the
Peter," by Robert Keable, is another in the U. S. and Canada, expresses a most opti- four brothers is going to be seen on every
Warner galaxy of famous books.
mistic view for the coming year in the film
"The Dark Swan," by Ernest Pascal has industry. Before leaving New York, he said: screen in the country."

AUTHORS AND SCENARISTS WHOSE MATERIAL WILL CONTRIBUTE TO WARNER BROTHERS' SUCCESS
Top row, left to right: Harriet Comstock, author of "The Tenth Woman"; Grace Flandrau, author of "Being Respectable"; Edith
Wharton, author of "The Age of Innocence"; Kathleen Norris; Elinor Glyn, author of "How to Educate a Wife"; Zelda Sears,
author of "Cornered."
Bottom row, left to right: Julien Josephson, scenarist; Dorothy Farnum, scenarist; Clyde Fitch, author of "Beau Brummel"; Pearl
Keating, scenario editor; and Owen Davis, author of "Broadway After Dark," "Lighthouse by the Sea," "Her Marriage Vow," and
"How Baxter Butted In."
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Equipment

"20"
' Coming
in Warners
Quality
Assure
ment
equipment,
a
practical
trolley car, a
any
of the Warner Bros. As many as five inre studios are not
ON ty pictu
MOTInovel
terior sets at one time have been erected on ship of the period of 1700, a peculiar "sway
as far as Los Angeles is
concerned and when a' studio can this stage alone. In a separate building there back" horse and a dozen other equally difficult things to secure. Warner Bros, have
arouse the pride and admiration of not only is still another stage utilized for scenes where
the many visitors to the Western metropolis, it is necessary for the directors and players recently been very prominent in securing hisand period furnishings and have added
but also the praise of the natives and com- to be free from the usual bustle and activity to theirtoricalstock
over a quarter of a million
several companies are working at the
peting companies, it is safe to assume that where
dollars' worth of this material.
same time.
it must be somewhat out of the ordinary.
The first of the current month the Warner
The Warner studios have accomplished this
On the "back lot" may be found a hetero- studios
added the final link in the production
geneous assortment of architecture including
result, and as may be seen by a glance at the
chain,
a completely equipped laboratory
complete
streets
with
lighting,
plumbing
and
demonstrated
have
supplement in this issue,
that the place for the production of motion concrete sidewalks. The streets change over which has a capacity of a million feet of
and no one description would \ e finished film per week. Included in the labpictures can be both beautiful and practical night
accurate.
oratory isa complete outfit for making the
at the same time.
The enormous electrical equipment is under necessary production and publicity stills
Located on Sunset Boulevard and Bronson
which are made under the supervision of
Avenue, the Warner "lot" strikes the visitor the supervision of Frank Murphy who has
Ellis, a photographer who possesses an
by the classic beauty of its architecture. been with the Warner Bros, for several John
unusual sense of the artistic and utilitarian
With a frontage of over 200 feet on Sunset years. It is his pride that never has a scene points of view. For forthcoming productions,
Boulevard the building and extensions cover been held up an instant on account of failure
starting
withBros.
"Her Classics
Marriageof Vow,"
all prints
about fourteen acres of ground, every inch from the electrical end. Recently an entire of
Warner
the Screen
will
to motion picture pro- new building was erected and equipped with be made under personal supervision. It is
devoted
is
which
of
duction.
an additional set of equipment which gives
also estimated
that bethousands
of dollars'
The main building, housing the executive the Warner studios an output of 25,000 worth
of time will
saved annually
by
amperes of current, sufficient to furnish light
directors'
rooms,
dressing
this arrangement as well as a perfected
offices, private starand Western publicity de- and power to an average-sized city.
rooms, scenario
Another important individual in the War- product.
partments, isthree stories high with a facade
All of the above departments, each a
ner producing organization is Lewis Geib, the
buildof eighteen Corinthian columns. This stucco.
technical
director. Geib is the personification complete unit working in harmony with the
ing is of reinforced concrete, steel and
others, are under the personal supervision
At night the entire frontage is illuminated of the word "practical." He is the man who of Jack L. Warner, whose genial personality
is called upon to furnish, without warning,
with vari-colored concealed flood lights.
in maintaining perfect harImmediately back of the executive office is such a transcript from his daily "work sheet." is a vitalandfactor
accord in one of the most trying
Stage No. 1, the main location of the big "One waterfront street of Calais, period 1840, places mony
in the world — a motion picture studio.
interiors and elaborate sets. It has on sevetal with floating ship foreground. One volcano
occasions, such as during the productions of in eruption with earthquake to follow in
"Beau Brummel," "Three Women" and other same perspective. One practical 'merry-gopictures, been devoted to one enormous set. round.' One hotel lobby with practical ele- Monte Blue Wins
vators. Forest fire, exploding dam and flood,
Ernst Lubitsch recently erected a single set
over 350 feet in length on this stage, leaving in miniature." He delivers the goods.
"Doc" Solomon is the man whom the
ample room for the huge lighting equipment
Enviable Contract
and backing for the scenery. Leading off the Warners look to when "props" are needed.
building housing this stage is Stage No. 2, "Doc" has been known to go out in one day
When a leading newspaper recently inwhich was formerly the main studio building and come back with a complete fire departaugurated apopularity contest for the best
liked masculine screen player, Monte Blue
led the field.
Naturalness
Monte's
forte,ofand
able
to achieveis the
illusion
realhe lifeis
through his refusal to overact. This was
demonstrated in half a dozen Warner Bros,
productions, notably in "Brass," "Main
Street," "Lucretia Lombard," "The Marriage
Circle," "How to Educate a Wife," "Being
Respectable" and "Her Marriage Vow." In
each of them his interpretation has been
unique.
He is one of the group of stars under longterm contract with Warner Bros.
Monte's life has been an adventuresome
one. In 1913, after being a soldier of fortune, he entered pictures as ditch digger and
utility laborer at $1.50 per day at the D. W.
Griffith studio. Griffith's attention was
called to him when Monte one day exhorted
fellow laborers on their rights. Thereafter
he was in pictures, gradually finding a place
for himself in the niche reserved for stars.
Monte Blue will be seen in a number of
Warner pictures on the new schedule of
twenty pictures for 1924-25. He will have
the leading male role in "The Lover of
Camille," the screen title of "Deburau," Sacha
Guitry's successful play ; the adaptation of
Willa Cather's "A Lost Lady"; the adaptation
of Robert Keable's sensational novel "Recompense"; "The Eleventh Virgin," "My
Wife and I," and others.
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Warner

Players
List Impressive
Names
have
Louise
Fazenda,
Irene
Rich,
John
Roche
and
Rin-Tin-Tin,
the wonder dog of the screen,
like
the
and
roundups
RDDEOS,
nothing on the systematic way in which June Marlowe, the talented nineteen year old won high praise for his uncanny acting in
Warner Bros, continue to corral first- player, have been placed under long term "Where the North Begins." Arrangements
contracts.
rate talent among screen players.
have been made with his owner for his appearance in two Screen Classics, the first
The following list of players have been
Since the announcement of the "big seven" engaged
for work the coming season :
of
whichstory.
is "Find Your Man," a thrilling
in 1922-23, through the "eighteen Screen
outdoor
Pauline Frederick, Eric St. Clair, RockClassics" of 1923-24, and now again in the
Interesting to the exhibitors as this list
"twenty" scheduled for the season of 1924-25, cliffe Fellowes, Theodore Von Eltz, Alec
this enterprising firm of independents have Francis, Pat Hartigan, May McAvoy, Mary is, by reason of the guarantee of a lineup of
Carr, Margaret Livingston, Carmel Myers, players sure to appeal to the movie going
consistently "copped" the cream of casts.
It is in line with the policy of the com- Mary Alden, Lew Cody, Raymond Hatton, public, the work of acquiring players continues, and announcements will be made from
pany to have good screen material and good Cissy Fitzgerald, Claude Gillingwater, Pierre
time to time by Warner Bros, of acquisitions.
players to interpret it. As Mr. Sam Warner Gendron and Beverly Bayen, and others.
says : "A good play deserves players who
can adequately interpret the plot, and, vice
Warner Brothers
strong stories." Serious Role New
must have
good players
versa,
Newspapers
featured
as big news the
achievements of the Warners in signing up
for Miss Fazenda
Sign John Roche
such players of renown as John Barrymore,
Infinite
charm and personality are two of
Further evidence of the present activities
who went to Hollywood to make "Beau
Brummel," now one of the achievements of many things that won popular Louise Fa- of the Warner Bros, organization and their
zenda her contract with Warner Bros. Im- plans for the future is reflected in an anscreendom ; Lenore Ulric, who duplicated her
nouncement from the Pacific Coast that John
mediately upon affiliating herself with this
stage triumph in "Tiger Rose," in Warner
Bros, screen adaptation of this Belasco suc- company, Louise surprised everybody by Roche, whose splendid work in recent photoplays has been notiGed everywhere, was
cess; and Hope Hampton, whose interpreta- stepping into a serious role in "Being Respectable," the screen version of the Grace signed by the Warner organization on a
tion of the title role in "The Gold Diggers"
was also outstanding.
five-year contract. While the salary figures
Flandrau "best seller."
Two of her outstanding appearances prior i.i the contract have not been disclosed, it
Splendid work was done by Marie Prevost, Louise Fazenda, and Monte Blue, who to this production were "Main Street," the is understood that the contract runs into
are under contract, and who continue to be adaptation of Sinclair Lewis' novel, and "The considerable money since Mr. Roche's services have been very much in demand recently.
featured in Warner pictures for the coming Gold Diggers," the film version of the Belasco stage success. In fact, it was her work in
This new acquisition to the Warner stock
Warner season. The same quality of work
these pictures that decided the Warners to company is a Broadway actor of distinction,
was displayed by Irene Rich and Willard
her to their chain of Warner players.
recent engagements having been under David
Louis, their acting in "Beau .Brummel," and addLouise
Fazenda went into screen work by Belasco's direction. He played an important
the latter's impersonation of George Babbitt
realizing that she had to buy Christ- role in "R. U. R.," that unusual play which
in Sinclair Lewis' story "Babbitt," winning suddenly
mas presents for the forthcoming Yuletide ; stirred New York a year or so ago. Mr.
them enviable contracts with this producing
a
friend
offered her a chance to work at Roche's stage debut was made as a member
company.
Now Warner Bros, announce an impresMack Sennet's studios, and although a di- of the well-known Jesse Bonstelle stock
rector did not see her and grab her off, say- company in Buffalo. Later he played leads
sive list of players for the twenty pictures
which will be made on their lot the coming
ing at once that she would be good in pic- in a number of stock companies throughout
tures, the work fascinated her and she the country and also played juvenile leads
season.
in musical comedy for two years.
decided to try it.
Monte Blue, Marie Prevost, Willard Louis.

c

WARNER BROTHERS' GALLERY OF WHO'S WHO AMONG THE ARTISTS
Left to right: May McAvoy, Raymond Hatton, Gertrude Olmstead, John Barrymore, Cissy Fitzgerald, Adolphe Menjou,
Beverly Norma
Bayne
Shearer Bob St. Clair, Carmel Myers, Rockliffe Fellowes, Claude Gillingwater, Pauline Frederick, Lenore Ulric
and Lew Cody.
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Master-Directors
For
Warners'
New
List
Other
distinguished
directors
who have
Lewis
opus
was
so
successful
that
he
was
takes
compani
ng
produci
the
are
FEW ing pride in the acquisition of directors
been
in
the
Warner
camp
during
the past
immediately
"Beauhe Brummel,"
typeassigned
with which
was equallya year are Sidney Franklin and William Seiter.
who combine box office knowledge with different
true artistic perception. Screen personalities successful.
"Babbitt" was his next achievement. It
are generally played up, or the story emwas a throw back to the type of faithful
phasized.
Warner Bros, are proving pioneers in the study of American small town types which Hard Work Made
matter of directors, just as they were in he worked in "Main Street." Mr. Beaumont
securing a brilliant group of star players, has shown himself a master in all three picIrene Rich Star
tures. At present, his activities are centerand in making coup after coup with fiction
ing on "The Lover of Camille," from the
With the signing of a Warner Bros, conand dramatic successes, such as "Main
tract recently, Irene Rich achieved her
famed stage
success,
"Deburau,"
written
by cherished
Street," "Beau Brummel," "Being Respect- Sacha
ambition of stardom. Talented
Guitry
and
produced
on
Broadway
able,*' and many others. They realized from
acting
and the ability to give a role many
the beginning that directors could not be by Belasco himself. This is on next season's
fine shades brought her the much coveted
overemphasized. With the realization, they schedule.
When William Beaudine is mentioned, it
set out to acquire as strong a force of direcHer first role after this piece of good
tors as can be found in any single studio in summons up memories of "Heroes of the position.
the world.
Street," with Wesley Barry as its star, fortune was in "Being Respectable," and
wherein comedy and pathos were both given while the picture is not yet released, those
How well they have succeeded is known
in the know say her acting stands far and
to the exhibitor. On their roster of direc- their turn. He has been signed by Warner
tors are such personalities as Ernest Lu- Bros, on a long term contract and not as a above anything she has yet essayed.
Miss Rich climbed to stardom via splendid
bitsch, Harry Beaumont, William Beaudine, comedy director, but as a dramatic one.
Mai St. Clair, James Flood, Sven Gade, Milwork in "Lucretia Lombard," the screen verBeaudine'i
Next
Success
lard Webb, Phil Rosen, and Monta Bell.
sion of Kathleen Norris' best seller, and
The "Printer's Devil" was the next success "Brass."
, These are names famous by reason of dis- with which Mr. Beaudine was associated.
When Irene Rich arrived in Los Angeles,
tinct and lasting successes.
The third picture which he is producing for
she worked for $3.00 a day. Now she rePraise for Lubitsch
this company is "Cornered" from the play
ceives asalary approaching four figures ; the
by
Zelda
Sears
and
Dodson
Mitchell.
This
Of Lubitsch's work in "The Marriage Circoveted surtax salary of every screen asis
the
last
picture
on
Warner
Bros,
schedule
cle," produced for Warner Bros., the praise
still goes ringing from critic to critic, from for the present season and is soon to be pirant.
Says It Was Hard Grind
audience to audience. Warner Bros, had ex- released.
Miss Rich has a fine home out in the
pected the picture to receive a cordial recepAfter
completing
"Abraham
Lincoln"
tion;but cordial is barely descriptive of the Phil Rosen was signed by Warner Bros, for exclusive West Hollywood district. She supwelcome with which its release was hailed in a series of pictures. The first was "Being
ports her mother and her two young daughters. She is one of the most popular film
New York, Los Angeles, (most blase of all Respectable," from the best seller by Grace
cities so far as the movies go), Chicago, Bos- Flandrau, and the second is "The Tenth
stars, both on and off the screen. Everywhere Irene Rich works she is admired and
ton, and other cities.
Woman," from the story of Harriet Cornloved. She radiates success, cheerfulness,
Lubitsch has just completed another pro- stock.
has a genuine understanding of her
Mai St. Clair, who directed "George Wash- and
duction for Warner Bros., "Three Women,"
fellowman. She is the very essence of the
scheduled as the first release on the 1924-25
ington, Jr.," starring Wesley Barry, is now
program. In this production, Lubitsch fol- somewhere on location in Oregon, directing real film life ; integrity, honesty, willingness,
lows his penchant for a cast that is all-round "Find Your Man," the story featuring Rin- and above all, "down-to-earthness," and common sense for good measure. She is also a
in strength. He disbelieves in the one star Tin-Tin, the wonder dog of the screen.
James J. Flood has been assigned the good citizen, a genial companion, a fair golfer
system. As a result, the cast consists of
May McAvoy, Pauline Frederick, Marie Pre- direction of "Lovers' Lane," adapted from and a crack tennis player, besides being a
vost, Lew Cody, Mary Carry, Willard Louis, the Clyde Fitch play of the same name. star member of the new Santa Monica Swimand Pierre Gendron. Hopes are equally Milton Noble's ability is given scope in "Her
ming Club.
high that this will be one of the exhibitors Marriage Vow," from Owen Davis' play.
"It has been a hard old grind," avers the
Monta
Bell,
the
newspaper
man
who
won
star, "not only to win this place, but to pull
"best bets" of 1924-25, as "The Marriage Cirhis spurs with Charles Chaplin, and was through with my little family and at the
cle" was of l£23-24.
Harry Beaumont's career has for high given his first picture, "How to Educate a same time keep on smiling." She indeed
lights some of his Warner Bros, productions. Wife," by Elinor Glyn, is now away from merits the warm congratulations which her
He was selected to screen "Main Street." Warner Bros., but it is not at all unlikely countless friends are sending her upon the
signing of the new contract.
His work on this adaptation of the Sinclair that he may soon be in the Warner ranks.

DIRECTORS AND SUPERVISORS OF WARNER BROTHERS' FOREMOST ATTRACTIONS
Left to right: William A. Seiter, Harry Beaumont, Monta Bell, Sidney A. Franklin. William Beaudine, Mai Sa. Clair, Da»id Belasco,
Millard Webb. James Flood.
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FIVE IMPORTANT UNITS IN WARNER BROTHERS' SMOOTH- RUNNING MACHINE
Left to right: Pearl Keating, scenario editor; Lon A. Young, director of publicity; Herman Starr, assistant to Warner Brothers; Watt
L. Parker, advertising manager; S. Schneider, controller.

Warners'
the

Home
Last

NOT all of the activities of Warner
Bros, are confined to the coast. The
New York office with its working
staff of approximately sixty-five employees,
is a carefully planned organization, divided
into departmental units which work in harmony.
The Warner Bros.' New York office five
years ago consisted of two employees. One
of these was Herman Starr, now assistant to
the Warners. His ability was recognized
when he established the accounting department which still operates under his system.
Harry Warner, the president, decided that
the same system of accounts at the Hollywood studio would avoid complications, and
in a short time Starr was at work on the
coast.
With the installation of a large and detailed accounting department in New York
came the necessity for employing a competent director. Samuel Schneider has lived up
to the Warners' expectations in this job. His
previous study of accounts and finances has

Off
Word

ice

Staff

in

in

New

York

Efficiency

given him a remarkable store of knowledge. Corporation. Since his connection with
"One factor paramount in good account- Warner Bros., he has suceeded to a great
ing," he says, 'is common sense. When I extent in interesting the foreign countries
employ people, I look more for that quality in Warner Bros. Classics of the Screen.
than I do for real accounting knowledge. Schlesinger has not left a territory untouched
The accounting knowledge comes with ex- in his foreign campaigning, and the Warner
Bros, trade mark is now a familiar one in
, ifa person
common thesense."
To Sam perienceE.
Morris has
is allotted
task of every country where motion pictures are
managing the sales department. The War- shown.
Warner Bros, attribute a good deal of the
ner Bros, franchise holders throughout the
United States submit their contracts with success of their product to Lon Young, head
exhibitors to him for approval, for without of publicity and advertising, former publicity man for Fox and Selznick Pictures.
his sanction no theatre can play a Warner
picture. In order to be acquainted with con- This experience as well as his previous work
ditions among exchanges, Mr. Morris is called as an exploitation man and theatre owner
upon to make frequent trips to the exchanges has given him an enviable reputation in the
all over the United States.
picture industry.
Walt Parker, the advertising manager,
Morris has been in the motion picture business for many years, and came to Warner worked with a prominent Washington newsBros, when he consummated his contract
paper and later with the Selznick organizawith Selznick Pictures where he was also tion.
the sales manager.
Mrs. Pearl Keating, the editor of the scenario department, takes the choice picture
The foreign sales department is handled
by Gus E. Schlesinger, who for seven years material and presents it to the Warners for
consideration.
was office manager of the Inter-Ocean Film

Warner
Pictures
Encircle
Globe, Says Foreign
Head
New
Zealand,
Dutch
East
Indies
and
the
Screen
the
of
cs
Classi
r
WITH Warne
being shown literally in "every cor- Straits Settlements ; Les Establissement Gaumont of Paris, purchases for France, Switzner of the globe," Gus. S. Schlesinger,
erland, Belgium, Colonies, Egypt, Syria,
General Manager of the Foreign Department
Turkey
and Greece; Mr. Ernest Mattsson of
of Warner Bros., can point to any country
in the atlas, and say with truth and the pride Ernest Mattsson, Inc., of New York City,
covers Scandinavia, Norway, Denmark, Sweof achievement: "Warner pictures are shown
den and Finland.
and known here."
L. Gaumont of Spain, embraces Spain and
This statement is the more astounding
Portugal; Mr. Max Schlesinger of the Inwhen it is remembered that in only three
ternational Variety and Theatrical Agency
years Mr. Schlesinger has established and
of New York City, buys for South Africa ;
perfected the Foreign Distribution DepartMiss F. A. Austin of Taisho Film Co. of New
ment of Warner Bros.
To the comprehensive knowledge of for- York City, takes care of Japan; Nat A. Mageign conditions, and the concentrated and un- ner of San Francisco, purchases for China
tiring efforts of Mr. Schlesinger, ably aided and Philippine Islands ; Mr. J uan Kunzler of
Sociedad General Cinematografica of New
by his executive secretary, Miss Helen Home
is due the signal achievement of 100 per York City covers Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador ;
cent distribution outside North America.
Not only can Warner Bros, claim 100 per Ferdinand V. Luporini of New York City,
cent distribution throughout the world, but buys for Brazil; Compania Cinematografica
they can assert that their foreign distribu- de Cuba, covers Cuba.
San Juan Film Exchange Co. of Porto
tors, as well as American, number organizations of international repute and integrity. Rico, purchases for Porto Rico and Santo
GUS SCHLESINGER
The following line-up is representative of Domingo; Mr. Felipe Mier of German Cathe calibre of the foreign distributors of
mus Y Cia of New York City, covers Mex- Czecho Slovakia, Jugoslavia, Poland, Rouico ;Mr. Loet C. Barnstyn of Nederlandsche mania, Bavaria, Baltic States and Turkey;
Warner product : The Gaumont Co., Ltd., of
Bioscoop Trust of Holland, buys for that and Alexandre Hague, of India completes
England, which covers the United Kingdom;
Mr. Millard Johnson, of Australasian Films, country; Paul Davidson of Germany, covers the circuit of the world by purchasing for
Ltd., of New York City, embraces Australia, Italy, Russia, Germany, Austria, Hungary, India, Burmah and Ceylon.
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Season

of Achievement
for the
Warners
When
Warner
Bros,
announced
to
the
shed
and
to
co-operate
the better with exhibitors
PRACTICALLY everything accompli
by the Warners last season was in the public that they had secured the services of in sowing the field with interest and curiosity, Warner Bros, inaugurated a national
nature of an achievement, from the en- John Barrymore, for the title role of "Beau
listing of the services of David Belasco in Brummel," the screen version of Clyde Fitch's advertising campaign. They procured the
the direct supervision of a number of adapta- play, another score was registered. Barry- services of a well-known advertising agency
tions of his successes, down to the success more went to Hollywood and made a picture which in conjunction with the Warner staff
enjoyed by their Ernst Lubitsch production, that is still being talked of in New York
worked out a plan of distribution. Estabmany months after its Broadway premiere.
lished periodicals were utilized for page ad"The Marriage Circle."
Leading all other achievements, in their It proved both an achievement, from the
vertisements, double spread ads appeared in
estimate, was the bringing into their fold of viewpoint of artistry as well as the box office. issues of The American Weekly, and the
Lubitsch provided a third triumph of the tremendous circulation of this periodical inDavid Belasco. As a result Belasco persured the Warner message reaching every
sonally supervised the scenarization and di- season. His "The Marriage Circle" was
rection of "Tiger Rose," and "The Gold Dig- equally sensational in keying the critics and city, town and hamlet throughout the country. Hearst papers throughout the nation
gers," the former starring Lenore Ulric, who
to a pitchthe ofAmerican
enthusiasm*.
To acquaint
people with the were enlisted for a similar purpose. The
repeated her triumph in the title role, and public
sort of movie fare about to be offered them. results told.
the latter starring Hope Hampton.

How
Warners9 Distribution
Method
Works
absolute control over their pictures, the have to enter into competition with other
YEARS of practical experience have bookings thereof and all important distribu- independent operators to secure whatever
taught Harry M. Warner that the present methods of operating have plenty diction.
tion matters rests entirely within their juris- the market may offer.
Under the working plan, a committee of
of flaws when considered from the spectaInstead of engaging a local representative exchange managers is appointed by the men
tor's standpoint.
The present operating plan under which in each key city on a salary basis the War- themselves to represent all of the exchanges
Warner Bros. Classics of the Screen are
ner Bros, enter into a partnership arrange- holding Warner franchises. This committee
ment with a local exchange man who is is taken into consultation as to what kind
brought to the exhibitors of this country
is a combination of all the best points of financially responsible and who owns and and how many pictures shall be made, this
naturally depending upon the public taste
every known method plus a few new inno- operates his own exchange covering a cer- and
business conditions in general.
tain territory. This man, due to the fact
vations which experience has shown to be
that he is running his own business, naturally
The General Sales manager of the Warner
necessary, the Warners say.
Warner Bros, do not operate under what is pays the closest possible attention to it. Home office acts upon the acceptability of
known as the old state right idea, neither By virtue of his franchise to distribute the all theatre contracts with the viewpoint of
do they own and operate their own string Warner product he is assured of an ade- the benefit of the entire proposition.
Efficiency is the keynote of operation.
of branch offices. At the same time however,
quate supply of good pictures and does not
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Product

Advertising
a

LEADS IN WARNER BROTHERS' PICTURES
Monte Blue, Irene R ich and Willard Louis.

IN announcing their plans for the season
1924-25, Warner Bros, direct attention to
what they have done in previous seasons.
Warner Bros, have been particularly
strong for national advertising tie-ups — and
most of these tie-ups have been made in the
broadest possible way so that they, were
effective, not only for a single picture, but
for all Warner Bros, pictures, with the result
that the producing and distributing firm has
been building — and is continuing to build — a
tie-up structure all ovei the country.
Here are a few of the things which have
been done, related not for the purpose of
boasting of the past, but rather as helpful
information for the exhibitor who books the
1924-25 and future Warner Bros, product —
Through an arrangement with the manufacturers of Delta Pearls, Marie Prevost,
Irene Rich and Louise Fazenda were photographed in many attractive poses wearing
the company's attractive merchandise.
Through an arrangement with the NuGrape Co. of Baltimore, Wesley Barry was
hooked up with the product.
Wesley Barry, Marie Prevost, and Irene
Rich were photographed in many- special
poses with Hohner Harmonicas.
Bruce Guerin and Priscilla Dean Moran
loaned
popularity
Dr. Posner's
Shoes
for thetheir
purpose
of a tonational
advertising
campaign.
Wesley Barry had a lot of nice things to
say, in pictures and text, about the United
States Rubber Co.'s "Keds."
The Aranes Merchandise Co. were permitted to make a very attractive toilet compact called the "Marie Prevost Compact,"
and bearing a picture of the popular Marie
Prevost, the Warner Bros. star. A second
compact by the same company has pictures
of Miss Prevost, Irene Rich, Louise Fazenda
and June Marlowe.
Wesley Barry, Marie Prevost, Irene Rich,
Bruce Guerin and Harry Myers were tied
up with Ingersoll Pencils.
Miss Prevost, Monte Blue, Miss Rich and
Harry Myers made special phonograph records and were photographed in special poses
in connection with the Victor Talking Machine Co.'s big campaign on their "Treasure
Chests" of special phonograph selections.

F. A. D. Andrea & Co., manufacturing
"Fada" radio sets helped advertise Wesley
Barry in Warner Bros, productions, as did
the General Electric Co. in their campaign
on Westinghouse Motors. The same popular Warner Bros. -Wesley Barry pictures were
"plugged" in connection with the advertising of products made by the Walter Janvier Co., drugs; H-0 Oatmeal; Weiner Bros.,
who
made a special
Sweater," and
the Hamilton
Watch "Penrod
Co.
In connection with the "Beau Brummel"
production, starring John Barrymore, the
manufacturers of Young's Hats, operating
stores all over the country, made up special
"Beau Brummel" models for general sale
and, as a novelty advertising piece for window display, a grey beaver, bell-shaped high
hat in exact replica of the hat the original
Beau Brummel wore during his days at the
English Court in the days of George IV.
In practically every case these tie-ups
worked in about the same way. The manufacturer used the special photographic poses
provided by Warner Bros, in all their various
forms of national advertising. They made
lithographic cut-outs which were shipped to
their dealers everywhere — and, incidentally,
placed at the disposal of motion picture exmm
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Event

hibitors through exchanges handled the
Warner Bros, product. They sent out directly to their dealers special window displays and they used the same pictures and
text in both national and local advertising
campaigns.
In addition to these national tie-ups, arranged directly by the producing and distributing company, there are other tie-ups
with Fashionknit Neckwear, Personality
Clothes, Sta-Shape Hats, Vivaudou Mavis
Talc,
Glove Sampson's
Industries. Dress, Mineralava, and the
Still further evidence of the value of
Warner Bros, help to the exhibitor, is the
record of success which has been made by
some of the exploitation plans and ideas
which are regularly incorporated in the Plan
Book which the company gets out with every
picture. The "Beau Brummel" Contest idea
has worked triumphs. In Seattle, Wash., not
long ago, the plan struck the local newspapers
and general public so forcefully that the
name of practically every notable in town
was entered in the race to determine who the
"Beau Brummel" of the big Washington city
was — and when the honor fell to the Seattle
Chief of Police, he was showered with
enough prizes to start a gents' furnishing
store.

Another

for Dog

Star, Rin-Tin-Tin
Ever since man succeeded in domesticating
the
and been
making
it man's stories
noblest retailed
friend,
therewolfhave
wonderful
about the intelligence and astuteness of this
animal. But what dog of mythical past or of
resent times can equal for sagacity the wonder dog, Rin-Tin-Tin?
Warner Bros, have made arrangements
with the dog's owner and trainer, Lee Duncan, for two pictures on the new season's
schedule. The first is now in production,
'Find Your Man," and the Rin-Tin-Tin Company is now "somewhere
in Oregon."
Rin-Tin-Tin
is a product
of the World
War, and saw fire at the age of two months.
He is recognized as one of the most talented
canine actors in the world.

mm

csol
SUPPORTING PLAYERS IN WARNER BROTHERS* PICTURES
Louise Fazenda, John Roche and June Marlowe.

i2Lm

Selling

Roy

L. Smart
to

Get

the Picture
EDITED BY EPES WINTHROP

Develops

Maximum

N with the advertising
COOPERATIO
manager for a newspaper has been
worked in various ways, and one of
the best is the classified ad. stunt, in which
tickets are given those whose names are
printed in the want ads. The return to the
house comes from the announcement made by
the newspaper, which, of course, has to carry
some mention of the play.
Roy L. Smart, manager of the Noble and
Theato theatres, Anniston, Ala., used the
scheme about two years ago, giving the
passes in return for a mention of the attraction at the Noble in a two sixes, most of the
space
ality. being devoted to the newspaper's liber-

Want

Ad

to the
SARGENT

Idea

of Display for House
Smart was glad to renew the offer, but he
succeeded in getting a greater concession,
and virtually gets a house ad. with a newspaper trailer free.
The sample shown on this page is a little
more than two nines for the house and two
lines for the paper. In other samples the drop
is not so deep and generally the paper's
slug appears in the body of the display instead of the trailer, but in all instances the
newspaper limits its announcement to the
phrase printed here and gives the rest of
the space wholly to the house advertisement.
This represents the largest return yet
shown on this form of cooperation. Mr.
Smart gets more for his few passes than
any other manager of record.
Can Be Done
If Mr. Smart can do this, others can. Not
long ago we printed an example of the other
extreme in which a newspaper limited the
theatre to a single mention in one headline
in return for a fifty-percent participation in
a popularity contest.
It simply goes to show that if you work
it right, you can make the paper come across
with a real return. First you sell the paper
on the idea and then you stick out for as
much as you can get without seeming to be
too hoggish, but if you sell the idea attrac-

Public

tively, you can probably get as much as Mr.
Smart regularly receives.
Mr. Smart also sends in his Fourth of July
space. Lem Stewart wrote all of his Southern Enterprises Managers urging them to
make a special smash on the Fourth, and
most of them did, from the reports received.
Mr. Smart took a three nines, in a patriotic
border to sell the idea of the occasion, with
a two line tag announcing the attraction at
either house. The panel concludes with:
"We, as representatives of the screen— an
American perfection and the most democratic amusement the world has known — bid
you join the spirit of the day and wish you a
Glorious
Fourth."
Next year
adverise Independence Day as
such, and you'll find that it will help your
house, indirectly, but none the less certainly.
A Bread Line
Monday and Thursday are off days with
Howard Waugh, at Loew's Palace Theatre,
Memphis. He got a line in front of the B.
O.
sell on
one. those days by giving one ticket to
The Piggly-Wiggly stores wrapped coupons with their bread, each good to admission for one man if presented with one paid
ticket. The men got the best of it because
the attraction was Negri in Men. The store
even paid the printing bill, glad to exploit
its new style loaf.
Are you preparing for September?

Whoopee!
We don't expect
seats,
but it's
worth standing
to see!!
TODAY IS
THE DAY
RL

SHY
NOBLE— MONDAY-TUESDAY

Ifcallyourat name
appears
today's
page,
The Star
officeon and
get want
a freead ticket.
A Pathe Release
A FREE TWO NINES
Late last year the newspaper desired to
renew the idea, which had been dropped for
a time, finding that it helped them to get the
classified ads headed in their direction. Mr.

A Universal Release
THIS AIRPLANE EXPLOITED IN THE CAMEO LOBBY, PITTSBURGH.
George J. Reiiter hooked up the propeller to a fan motor and caused it to revolve.
It did not move the plane, but the noise and motion got attention for The Fighting
American for record business.
J
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Sorrow!

Because the U. S. Army has
been recruited to slightly beyond
the full peace strength, the War
Department has announced that
the recruiting service will be absorbed into the regular establishment until such time as it may
again be required to bring the
forces to the proper number. The
recruiting sergeants will go back
to their regiments, and the A
boards will be stored.
Now there is only the militia
and the U. S. Marines left for exploiteers to pick upon, and perhaps
the Navy branch will presently be
withdrawn.
The first presidential nominee
to declare for a larger army and
navy will be assured the complete
support of all exploiteers and press
agents. Here is a hint to the
various national chairmen.

Buster

Keaton

Runs

for Fifteen Weeks
One of the longest runs ever accorded a
comedy in any section is credited to Buster
Keaton, who held the screen at the Royal
Dramatic Theatre, Stockholm, for fifteen
weeks in Our Hospitality.
To begin with, they liked the comedy, then
they liked Keaton, and Raoul Le Mat did
some regular exploitation, including a
Swedish translation of Buster who perambulated the streets dressed as the comedian. He carried no back banner and
there were no cards on the gripsack. Everyone knew who he was supposed to be, and
the billboards gave the details, if any were
needed.
About the best stunt was the offer of a
prize for the closest copy of the dog Buster
uses in the picture. About 200 dogs were
brought to the theatre, and the prize win-
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Production Hints/ from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director Mark-Strand Tkaavtra, Brooklyn

ptive
descrifor
C, ively
ASTI
FANTed
A arrang
exclus
this overtu
theatrree
and Gems from Puccini operas were
the outstanding music incidents of a program which contained "How To Educate
a Wife" as the film feature and Ben Turpin
in "Yukon Jake" as the comedy. Of the
seven incidents of the show, four were
music presentations and three were films. Altogether these ran two hours and five
minutes: One hour and eight minutes being
used by the Warner Brothers film, twenty
minutes by Mack Sennett's celluloid laugh,
eight minutes for the Topical Review and
twenty-nine minutes for musical numbers.
The overture, programmed as "Around the
World With Irving Berlin," was so named
because it was based on that song writer's
popular
melody,and"What'll
I Do."
L. Lake,
the arranger
composer,
tookM. our
ideas
and worked them up into a fantasia depicting
the characteristic manner in which this
theme would be played (1) As it should be,
(2) In Turkey, (3) Ireland, (4) Spain, (5)
Germany, (6) Hoboken and 7) the United
States. There was plenty of work for all
instruments. Special film titles accompanied
the overture on the screen. Lights : One
light blue Mestrum flood 150 amperes and
one violet on the musicians from the dome.
Blue foots and borders large stage. Red
coves. Light green transparent windows at
either side. With the last film title the gold
draw curtains were closed over the screen
and the violet flood from the dome changed
to straw for the finish. Six minutes for this
well received overture.
In a special setting consisting of a mountain back drop with transparent sky and
rocky pass, with set rocks centre stage,
seven members of the ballet appeared with
basso in Victor Herbert's "Indian Summer"
from "Natoma." Girls costumed as Indian
maidens and singer as chief, latter doing
pantomime while girls danced "Indian Summer." At finish girls made their exit and

singer did Logan's "Pale Moon" as solo. The
set was lighted by open box lamps of blue
from the sides,, with overhead spots of
amber falling on the artists. Two medium
blue Mestrum floods from the dome covered
the musicians. Large stage foots and borders
purple, red coves and light green transparent
windows at either side. Five minutes for this.
The ballet was presented in Bohm's fourminute Italian dance, "Tarantella," against
a background of purple poplin. Dancers attired in Italian peasant girl dresses, with
premiere danseuse as a boy. The lights consisted of amber and straw spots from the
sides covering the dancers ; two orange
Mestrum floods from the booth on musicians;
large stage foots and borders red one-half,
and red inside stage strips.
Gems from Puccini operas owing to the
copyright were not done in costume and
with piano accompaniment, the orchestra doing a prelude and the interludes. First was
"Love and Music" from "Tosca," by a soprano, then Musetta Waltz from "La Boheme" by the orchestra; "Rudolph's Narrative" from the same opera, by tenor; "Oh
Kindly Heavens" by the orchestra, and
"Some Day He'll Come," by another soprano. At left stage, in front of a rhinestone
cyclorama showing through a painted transparency, was a baby grand piano for the
accompanist. This was draped with material
harmonizing with the drop. Artists sang
center stage, the final soprano getting a
white spot from the booth. During the orchestral numbers the musicians were lighted
by light pink floods from the booth, first
number, and orange floods from dome for
second. These augmented by blue borders,
blue inside strips and light green transparent
windows. The set was amber from sides and
overhead, with deep blue box lamps on
neutral blue back drop behind the rhinestone curtain. Fourteen minutes for this presentation.

ner
lator.was purchased and used by the perambuMr. Le Mat used a number of other good
stunts to keep interest alive, and he played

to a record business. That dog resemblance
contest is a good thing to remember.
Wonder what Sherlock Jr. will do over
there. It should be good for six months.

A Metro-Ooldwyn Release
TWO PHASES OF THE EXPLOITATION CAMPAIGN FOR BUSTER KEATON IN STOCKHOLM.
Our Hospitality wai «o well exploited by Raoul le Mat at the Royal Dramatic Theatre, Stockholm, that it ran for fifteen weeks; which is
about the record for a comedy anywhere. The perambulator carried no back cards or other identification. He was used late in the run
when everyone could identify him through having seen him in the pic are or the paper*.
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Made
Sell

Metro-Goldwyn Releases
MAKING ONE WINDOW SELL FOR TWO RICHMOND THEATRES.
A demonstration of stage and screen make-up was employed to sell The White Sister
at the Colonial and Mile. Midnight at the Bijou. The demonstrator worked from 11
to 12 and 4 to 5. The display worked all day and well into the evening.
Bader,

in Glasgow,

Jazzes

for Peggy

Dating his letter from London, "wet most
of the time, climatically, but, wow ! nice and
wet internally,"
David
tells heof did
his for
invasion of Scotland
and Bader
the work
A. O. Thorn, of La Scala, Glasgow. He was
exploiting Baby Peggy in The Darling of
New York, and the week ran almost £1,000.
Bader says that England generally is still
slow in exploitation, in spite of some interesting high spots, and he had to do some missionary work in the Scottish centre.
He took the natural slant of trying to
make money for his collaborators, and one
of his exhibits shows a window in a beauty
shop, where they fit you out from tip to toe
between a barber and a chiropodist. He
landed eight windows and two cards for the.
little star, the cards selling the idea of the
Baby Peggy bob. It sold scores of haircuts,

with some side sales of tonics and cosmetics.
Another store was devoted to Baby Peggy
apparel, there was a song hook-up, a resemblance contest with the Bulletin, Baby Peggy
afternoon teas and a lot of other stuff which
brought Mr. Thorn a succession of good matinees as well as crowded night shows.
Bader writes that you can sell exploitation anywhere if only you can prove to the
stores that you can make money for them
while they make money for you.
Missed a Chance
P. K. Thomajan, Paramounteer, lost a good
chance in Bloomington, III. He made up
several and
gold labeled
bricks for
in men's
stores
themdisplays
as exact
copieswearof
the bricks used by the Mabry Gang. It got
attention for the windows, but suppose he
had used an additional line running: "This
is the have
only helped.
gold brick in this window." It
would

One

Window

Two

Features

Because two Metro-Goldwyn releases were
playing in Richmond, Va., at the same time,
a double exploitation stunt was worked in
the window of a centrally located drugstore.
A make-up table, well supplied with grease
paints, was placed in one corner of the
space, and the remainder was filled in with
cosmetics and stills — mostly stills. Signs on
the table and on the rear space told that
between eleven and twelve and from four to
five the application of stage and screen
make-ups would be demonstrated, "as used
in the studios of Mae Murray in Mile. Midnight at the Bijou Theatre, and Lillian Gish
in The White Sister at the Colonial."
During those hours a girl applied a screen
and a stage make-up to show the difference,
and then demonstrated street make-up to help
the store sell its wares.
The stunt was planted by H. S. Ansley,
a Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer.
Profitable

Drive

on a Short Length
Lem Stewart urged Southern Enterprises
managers
get back
of Grantland
Sportlight torelease,
Building
Winners,Rice's
and
Frank Miller and Local Manager Shields, of
the Modjeska Theatre, Augusta, Ga., took
his advice.
A special board 4 feet by 8 was placed in
the lobby. At the top was a bathing girl
with an ocean background, with bathing suits
draped either side. Below was a pair of pugilists, framed in boxing gloves. Special
stress was laid upon the pictures of Jack
Dempsey in his training quarters, and the
Pathe release shared the advertising spaces
with Lilies of the Field and helped to make
sales without in the least detracting from
the First National feature. Each helped the
other
Stewart'sstunts
position.
One and
of justified
the mostMr.effective
was to
distribute the Building Winners heralds at
the ball park and bathing beaches; reaching
atheclass
of prospects most apt to respond to
appeal.

aw
A Universal Release
TWO STUNTS FOR BABY PEGGY WORKED BY DAVID BADER FOR LA SCALA, GLASGOW.
The home-office hustler stopped in Scotland on his tour of the world and helped A. P. Thorn make some regular money with The Darling of
New York. The window display is from a hair dresser's shop and is to advertise the Baby Peggy bob. It brought the shop a lot of money,
for boy» and girl* alike were dragged in to have their locks given the Hollywood haircut. There were other windows.
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Ads

in

a Drugstore Window
This display in a drug store window in
Kansas City for Jack Dempsey in the Universal series picture, Fight and Win, is one
of the most far-flung appeals in the history
of exploitation, and so far as we know, it is
the only one.
The display was made during the first
week in June, when the sessions of the Imperial Council of the Nobles of the Mystic
Shrine were being held. For four days Kansas City housed some 60,000 visitors from
every part of the United States, including
the Canal Zone and Hawaii. During their
waking hours — and most of them were awake
about twenty hours a day — they were milling around in a space only a few blocks
square, with nothing to do but to watch the
crowds and look into the store windows, and
it is safe to say that fully seventy-five per
cent of them saw this window with its suggestion to "Ask the manager of your home
town theatre when the Jack Dempsey Series
will be shown."
Another stunt was sending a car around
town with a news camera for pictures to be
shown at the Liberty Theatre by Manager
Lee Balsly. One of the occupants of the
car carried a small suit case lettered with
the title of the picture, and under pretense
of lining the Shriners up to pose for a picture would give each one a shock from the
batteries contained in the case. So many
stunts were being worked by the Shriner
visitors that this additional stunt was all a
part of the game.
But Balsly's best bet was wholly unplanned. He was showing Blind Husbands,
and a Texas delegation lined up in front of
the house. Evidently the title gave the official song writer an inspiration, for he suddenly broke out into a new verse of It
Ain't Going to Rain No More. It ran:
"There are no wives with us. There are no
wives with us. There may be wives with
some of these guys, but there are no wives
with us." Ten minutes later it was being
sung four blocks away, and it remained popular to the end, with the theatre front as
the best place to give a kick to its rendition.

A Universal Release
ADVERTISING TO THE ENTIRE COUNTRY IN ONE WINDOW
This is a drug store window in Kansas City during the session of the Imperial Council
of the Mystic Shrine, attended by some 60,000 men and women from all parts of the
country with nothing much to do but look at this display for Jack Dempsey.
So far as we could see — and we saw most
of it— Universal was the only picture company with special advertising, and they were
at it all the time.

Record
Made

Enlargements
forBrummelRun

Special colored photographs were made for
Beau Brummel for the run at the Aldine
Theatre, Philadelphia, and it is asserted that
these are the largest of their kind ever made.
There were three eight by ten foot pictures
and others running eight to ten feet high.
The standard sizes of paper were too

small for the twelve foot enlargements and
the paper had to be specially cut for the
Kraus Manufacturing Company, which filled
the order. The paper is treated to render
it impervious to the weather as the material
was desired for outdoor work during a run
and had to be mounted so that neither rain
nor wind would affect the surface. It very
successfully stood the test.
Few of these show pictures are required
to last more than a single season, but we
have in our home a similar enlargement,
made for us eight years ago by the Kraus
Company, which is as fresh as the day it was
delivered, though of course it has not been
exposed to the weather. Both the photographic surface and the gilt frame are as
good as ever.
We believe that the record enlargement
is a picture of Harold Lloyd 22 feet high,
but this was not colored.

Vivaudou
Gain

A "Warner Brothers Release
THE PICTURE OF BEAU BRUMMEL IS EIGHT BY TWELVE.
This is declared to be the largest colored photograph ever produced for theatrical
advertising. It was done by the Krauss Manufacturing Co. for the Aldine Theatre,
Philadelphia, where the picture enjoyed a prolonged engagement.

Helped
15

Windows

Working the Vivaudou hook-up arranged
by Metro-Goldwyn on Thy Name Is Woman
gave Howard Price Kingsmore fifteen fine
windows for the Howard Theatre, Atlanta.
The Jacob Company not only contributed
the dressed windows, but it paid the cost of
printing the envelopes in which were enclosed samples of the Mai d'Or powder and
perfume, which were distributed to the Howard patrons the preceding week, printing the
face for the theatre and the powder and
the back with the store advertisement.
It gave Kingsmore a valuable boost without any cost.
It's only four zveeks away. Get ready to open
the fall season ivith a regular whizz-bang. Get
them started right.
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Miniature

Room

Enchanted

in

Cottage

Instead of using the entire Enchanted Cottage, C. B. Stiff, of the Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn., used only one room. It
worked as well as an entire house.
He set in the lobby a shadow box into
which a vine-dressed window was cut. A
card overhead announced Barthelmess and
May McAvoy in the play.

A Metro-Goldwyn Release
AN EFFECTIVE SNOW LOBBY ON A BOY OF FLANDERS.
Thi» was planned by E. D. Turner, of the Imperial Theatre, Asheville, N. C, following
a suggestion by Lem Stewart, of the Paramount Theatres Department. Powdered
with flour and mica snow and lighted in blue, this drew a big hot weather business.
Cooling

Jackie

Is

Help to a Feature
Lem Stewart has bettered the plan book
by suggesting that the Southern Enterprises
managers play up the snow stuff in A Boy
of Flanders, and reports show that even with
a "kid" picture the snow lobby helps to sell
tickets in hot weather.
The cut shows a rather poor photograph
of an excellent display planned by E. D. Turner, of the Imperial Theatre, Asheville, N.
C. Mr. Turner used to hold his displays to
the rear of the lobby, but for Jackie he got
right down to the sidewalk line.
The box office is surrounded by a windmill with revolving sails moved by a motor.
A hole is cut for the ticket window, and a
cutout is placed in front. On either side are
Dutch houses with thatched roofs. The
wagon and milk can are real. The entire
display is powdered with flour and mica for
a snow effect and lighted in blue.
All of the lumber is weather beaten stuff,
second-hand material, which not only cuts
purchase costs but saves painting and is
much more realistic.
The display proved a real winner from the
box office angle.

Made
At

Good
Cost

signs, one reading "To street" and the other
"To trains" to mark the entrance and exit.
The doorman was put into a borrowed railroad conductor's uniform to give local color
and there was a "time table" of the showing
times. The day before the photograph was
made a wind storm came up and blew it into
the infinite somewhere. The large sign is
also repainted, and paint represents the entire outlay for a decidedly good front.
It just goes to show what a handy thing
a property room is if you keep it so you can
find things in it.
Cleaned Up
Howard Price Kingsmore did even better
than he expected with his color-this-picture
idea for Wanderer of the Wasteland. Business shot away up above the summer average. It was not so much the idea as the
abilitycolorofidea. the idea to get over the Techni-

.1 First National Release
MR. STIFF'S ROOM
The interior was brilliantly lighted to di»ilose a completely furnished miniature room
with a bed, chair, dressing table, dresserobe
and other furnishings. A doll in negligee
sat on the bed with one tiny slipper and
stocking on the floor and the outer clothing
on the back of the chair. The completeness
of the display made a charming effect and
halted both men and women.
Mr. Stiff used another window for The
Bedroom Window. This time he took a fullsized window frame and permitted a local
store to dress it with shades and curtains in
return for a credit card. The two displays
were not sufficiently similar to conflict,
though they sound pretty much alike in
print.

Display
of Paint

Vitagraph's Ninety and Nine was made
long before Colleen Moore attained to stardom, but J. H. McClaughlin remembered
that she was in the cast and made her the
star when he came to play the picture at the
Franklin Theatre, Tampa, Fla., and he put
the picture over with a lobby display costing
less than one dollar.
Two years ago a stock company had made
a production of Within the Law, and the
cell door gratings had been put in the property room after the run. These were dug
out, repainted, and set in place with two

A Mtar/raph Release
THIS CLEVER LOBBY COST LESS THAN ONE OLLAR.
Of course, J. H. McClaughlin, of the Franklin Theatre, Tampa, Fla., had the material
on hand, but feeding out of the property room let him sell the story for a bargain
counter price and run up the receipts without much subtraction.
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Showman

Does Pretty Lobbies
Because we liked the If Winter Comes lobby which Hal H. Carleton made for the
Crystal Palace, Sydney, Australia, Hal H.
Carleton sends in photographs of other recent lobbies for the same house ; the only
long-run picture theatre in Australia.
Mr. Carleton is general advertising man
for the Union Theatres, Ltd., and has supervision over the Sydney advertising for
all of their theatres, but he gives most of
his personal attention to the Crystal Palace, because of its greater importance. He
has the very able assistance of Fred Finlay, the house staff artist.
It was Mr. Finlay, for example, who did
the two large paintings which are the backbone of the lobby on Nero. Only one of
these can be seen in the reproduction as the
other faces away from the camera. The
ceiling is cloth painted in hieroglyphs, which
is more Egyptian than Roman, but it gave
a better effect than straight cloth and no
one was hypercritical. It will be noticed
that there is an ornamental chandelier done
to match the dome of the box office. The
entire structure is massive, to suggest the
solidity of the production, with rich dark
tones predominating in the drapes and a
generous use of gold to brighten the colors.
On the other hand, the lobby on The
White Rose is light and delicate, to suggest
the nature of the Griffith play. The openings on the sides are frames for paintings.
These are set back of the openings and lighted with colored globes in back of the falsework. The box office is masked in, with
white roses piled on top, and we infer that
the cutout on the oval above the ticket booth
masks the chandelier. Apart from the arch,
which cannot well be disguised, the lobbies
are utterly unlike.
A third lobby, for The Covered Wagon,
also carries paintings, but this time they are
backed by heavy draperies, and a large Indian head shows above the entrance doors.
The tone of the photograph is a little too

rtists Release
HOW THE WHITE ROSE
A graceful decoration helped to emphasize
it took its initial run at the Crystal Palace,
by Hal
dark to permit reproduction, but the design
differs from both of the others. Here, as in
the case of The White Rose, the canopy is
of crepe paper streamers set closely together,
but where they are focused on the cutout in
the lobby shown a billow effect is used in
ered Wagon.
Mr. Carleton's lobbies will stand comparison with the best work anywhere.
He also sends a colored throwaway for
Mae Murray in Fascination, which advertises that a local stage favorite will use the
costume worn by Miss Murray in the Bull
Dance in a new act at a local music hall.
This istume stunt.
a new angle on the "original" cos-

A Fox Release
HAL H. CARLETON'S DISPLAY ON NERO IN SYDNEY.
Compare this lobby with the other picture on this page and note how completely Mr.
Carleton transforms the Crystal Palace for a change in the program. Painted by Fred
Finlay, staff artist.

BLOOMED IN AUSTRALIA
the charm of this Griffith production when
Sydney, Australia. This lobby was planned
Carleton.
Taka-Chance
Is a

Week

Chambers

Idea

Stanley N. Chambers, of the Miller Theatre, Wichita, Kans., has evolved a new one
for the Miller. He calls it Taka-Chance
week, and the essence of the idea is contained in this extract from his preliminary
announcement :
"Think of the many things Mr. Flath has
done in the past — his big musical presentations— and imagine something finer and
greater than anything heretofore produced
in Wichita — something that has never been
attempted on any stage — something so large
and difficult that few people would attempt it.
"Think of the most thrilling, dramatic and
humorous film you have ever seen, and you
have an idea how entertaining the features
will be. For six months Mr. Chambers has
been screening pictures every day in order
to find two that are good enough to ask
Miller patrons to 'Taka-Chance' on. We're
not going to tell you the titles of either
picture, or the players, but you have our
word for it— they're bang-up entertainment
for every member of the family.
"Then the extras — every single supplementary feature, has been hand picked — many
have been held for months especially for
this show. Novel little bits of films, surprising 'shots'- — and one amazing screen marvel that will make you gasp with astonishNot even the house employees have any
hint as to what is coming and are as much
interested as the general public. The idea
of the mystery is merely to bring everyone
out on the start of the superheated season
andment."
to provide an additional exploitation
stunt. If you can get up a whale of a program, try it out. This week should help
make business all through the summer.
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Ancient

Goddesses

to Typify Cytherea
The Allen Theatre, Cleveland, used this
set of advertisements for Cytherea, which was
shown convention week. Cytherea, Venus
and Aphrodite are used to typify the character of three of the personages in Cytherea,
and are used for an advance series, in a set
of 125 by 2, or about two nines. This is different from the usual appeal, and the use
of the line sketches of the mythological
ladies, in connection with their modern
types not only makes for a pretty layout,
but it gains unusual advance interest in the
production. This is rather heavy advance
advertising, but it probably proved a profitable investment because it gained so much
more than the usual notice. For the opening of the attraction a 125 by 4, or about
double the space, was employed, with the
accent upon the modern story. Stress is
laid upon the fact that this is a pre-release
for Convention Week. The layout is kept
invitingly open with the bulk of the selling
appeal in the "Sweethearts, here's your
drama of Love" just below the signature. If
these mythological figures are from the press
book, they should be used in the newspaper
or as heralds, for they offer a new approach
and will make for strong interest in the
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play. It is not an easy matter to find something new, but this is not only new but good.
If you cannot use cuts, you can at least

Good for Programs
This little chat on fillers from Frank H.
Burns, of the Beacham Theatre, Orlando,
Fla.. is good stuff to run in your own house
organ, if you have one, as you should.
"I liked the feature, but the comedy was
awful," is a statement commonly heard
among patrons of certain theatres. The owners of such theatres are those who speak
of short subjects, in the trade, as "filler."
They buy them "by the bunch," as you buy
clothes pins or matches, without regard to
individual merit.
The management of this theatre takes
another view on the matter.
We believe when you entrust an hour and
a half or two hours of your valuable time
to us we are obligated to give you something worth while for every minute of it, not
for just a part of it. For that reason we
select our short subjects, our comedies,
scenics, news pictures and novelties with exactly the same degree of care exercised in
the selection of our feature pictures. We
believe that the twenty minutes you spend
looking at a two reel comedy is just as
valuable to you, in proportion, as the hour
you spend at the feature picture.
We feel amply rewarded for our pains
when you speak of the program as "a good
show," instead of "a good picture."

A First National Release
TO OPEN THE RUN
adopt the copy. And if you have not used
the drawing contest, you might try that; with
the children eliminated and a higher grade
of drawing required.
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A First National Release
A CLEVER UTILIZATION OF MYTHOLOGICAL FIGURES FOR CYTHEREA
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A Universal Release
A CLEVER CARTOON

IDEA FROM

large. The entire space is too well filled.
It suggests too much to read, and so it will
not be read save by those who are already
sold on the idea of seeing the play. The
people who should be reached after are those
who would not originally attend but who may
be coaxed. These are the ones to whom the
bulk of any newspaper advertising should be
directed. Selling to them means extra money,
not only for the attraction advertised, but
perhaps for other titles to follow. In contrast to this compare the smaller display
for Tiger Love by the same house. The
title is not well lettered, but apart from this
the display stands out strikingly, and you are
tempted to read because there is so much

J. M. BLANCHARD

ries at first glance the back-up of the title.
It was used by A. J. Kennedy, of the Melba
Theatre, Dallas, Texas, to put over Claire
Windsor, with a nice sketch of the star to
back up the display and give it attraction.
There is nothing startling about the layout,
but it is thoroughly good, and that is better than merely being startling; which may
not sell many tickets. With the type below
Like the slave*
of old I am to

Is

Too Full of Words
This 120 by 3 for Montmarte from the
Century Theatre, Baltimore, is too good,
but it would have shown better had the reverse panel been devoted merely to the star
and title. That it is a Paramount picture directed by Lubitsch is an item of value from
the sales angle, but it would have been better
had the lines been taken over into the white
where they would have had a better play in
the same sized type. This would have permitted the use of a larger letter for the star

be—

■
Ti"- "
.-I Paramount Release
EASIER TO READ
less to be read. The comparison to The
Sheik is a good selling point. "The Sheik
in
gorgeous
Spanish atsetting"
an ideaIt
thata can
be capitalized
the box isoffice.
saves a lot of description by putting the
main idea of the story into very few words
and into language the picture lover can understand. There is more than a little similarity between the two stories. This is a
better example of the usual line of Century
work than the more overcrowded space, for
as a rule the Century does not pack too full,
though the copy writer slips now and then
when he gets too full of his subject and forgets that one argument well presented is
worth a volume of talk that will not be
read.
A Paratnount Release
TOO WELL
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Attractor

for Sporting Youth
This strip for Sporting Youth is lifted
from a combination advertisement from J.
M. Blanchard, of the Strand Theatre, Sunbury, Pa. It is about 14 inches wide by three
and a half deep and we think that the cartoon style carries more conviction with it
than would the usual automobile race stuff.
Automobiles with streamline strokes are a
bit out of style because they have been overdone, but there is point to the two birds and
their exclamations to point up "the fastest
storysells
everthe screened."
carries
and
idea better.It We
are conviction
sorry Mr.
Blanchard did not set the smaller lines in
type, for the hand lettering is not clear. It
does not come up well in the cut and there
is sales value in the statement that this story
is by the author of the Wallace Reid automobile stories. This snappy sketch will get
a laugh that will drive home the idea better
than will a lot of argument. If you can't use
it for the moment, remember the idea. You'll
have an automobile story sooner or later, and
this will make money for you.
Reverse

PICTURE
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and a better spacing for the title, by removfrom below.
the competition
the director's
nameing itjust
Eighteen ofpoints
of black
below the title would have permitted the
cropping of the cut to put the director and
the brand in type just below where the same
sized lettering would have looked twice as

Uses

a

Tag

to Sell

Idea
for Sale

Selling For Sale with a sale tag is about
the most obvious idea, but it is a good one,
partly because it is so obvious that it car-

MELBA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. Paul Harris Conducting
MMi^M^MMgll»-Wr-w.y»jiir--.-jiM
A First National Release
AN EXPLANATORY DESIGN
the title mortised in, we think A. J. Kennedy,
the advertising manager, could have profited by making the mortise deeper to let the
author and the stars also be set in type instead of the rather crude hand lettering.
There is a certain distinction to type which
hand lettering does not carry. An exceedingly good letter may be better than type
in some instances, but unless it is so good
as to attract admiration, adherence to the
type faces is much to be preferred. Mr.
Kennedy has done well in holding the remainder of the copy away from the main
announcement. It will sell as well in the
lower box and does not interfere with the
main feature as would be the case were the
announcement all run together. Mr. Kennedy is sporting a new business card in
which the left hand end is printed to suggest a seat coupon for the Melba; about
two-fifths of the face being in tint to suggest a colored ticket. It is one of the
most striking cards we have seen. Evidently he realizes that personal as well as
amusement advertising pays.

Newest

'The Side Show

Reviews
and
Com
EDITED BY CHARLES S. SEWELL
of Life'

Ernest
ActingSpendid
in Fine
Story Torrence's
Makes ThisSuperb
Paramount
Entertainment
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Another stories
of William
J. Locke's
delightfully
whimsical
has reached
the screen.
This
time it is his novel, "The Mountebank," which,
under the title of "The Side Show of Life,"
is being offered as a Paramount production,
with Ernest Torrence in the leading role, and
Herbert Brenon as the director.
This story of a circus clown, who, during
the world war, rose to the rank of brigadier
general, was suddenly faced with the necessity,
when the armistice was signed, of returning
to his old profession and through pride giving
up the woman he loved and who was dealt
another hard blow by fate when his skill as
a juggler failed him and he was hissed by the
audience, offers exceptionally strong opportu-
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Along Came Ruth

( Metro-Gold-

Babbitt (Warner Brothers)
Behold This Woman (Vitagraph)
Bread (Metro-Goldwyn)
Fighting Fury (Universal)
Rarin' to Go (Artclass)
mount)
Side
Show of Life, The (Paranities for drama that reaches the heart and
they have been realized to the utmost.
As will be seen the story is one with intensely sympathetic emotional appeal in which
the deep pathos of the hero's life is the outstanding note. Ernest Torrence's portrayal of
this role is superb, it is one of the finest things
ever seen on the screen, exceeding in its artistry
even his previous noteworthy characterizations.
Whether as clown or general or civilian he
makes the role seem very real. He gets beneath the surface and in a simple and unaffected
manner brings home the tragedy and pathos
of the role in a manner that gets you. Even
while he is clowning you feel the deep underlying note, his acting in the scene where he
buries his inseparable companion, his faithful
dog, that has been killed by an auto, is a superb
piece of pantomine that will bring many a tear,
and there is terrific punch and a tug at the
heart strings in the climax where his pathetic
efforts to do his tricks are rewarded by hisses
from the audience.
There is also a pleasing and effective romance
running through the story in which there is the
conflict between a love amounting almost to
worship on one hand and pride combined with
loyalty to the woman entirely unsuited to him
but who has been instrumental in his professional success on the other.
Anna Q. Nilsson has not much to do as the
heroine and Torrence has the lion's share of
the picture, but she gives an effective performance, while Maurice Cannon is excellent as a
derelict the clown befriends and a newcomer,
Louise LaGrange, gives a fine portrayal of

POWERS

ments

the hero's French girl partner in the act
Ernest Torrence's truly wonderful portrayal,
and Herbert Brenon's fine direction have succeeded in the difficult task of transferring to
the screen the spirit of the novel which has
endeared it to a multitude of readers, and with
its whimsical theme and deep human interest
note, it is a picture that should please all types
of audiences and especially delight patrons of
the better class.
Cast
Andrew Lackaday
Ernest Torrence
Lady Anriol Dayne Louise
Anna Q.Lagrange
NUsson
Elodle
Horatio
Maurice Cannon
Verity-Stewart
Nell Hamilton
Mignon
William Rleclardi
Ernestine
Mrs. Possi
Sir .Julius
Lawrence D'Orsay
His Wife
Kffle Shannon
Evadne
Katherine Lee
Based on W, J. Locke's novel, "The Mountebank." and play by Ernest Denny.
Scenario by Willis Goldbeck and Jnles Heme.
Directed by Herbert Brenon.
Length, 7,511 feet.
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Story
Andrew Lackaday, an English orphan,
grows up to be a clown In a French circus
which becomes bankrupt. Wandering through
the country, Lady Aurlol Dayne's car runs
over and kills his trained dog and Lady Aurlol tries to console htm. Andrew teams up
with Elodie, a dancer, and they meet with
success In the smaller Paris theatres.
Elodie, whose husband has deserted her. Is
fond of Andrew, but his mind Is occupied
in studying the art of war, and when the
great war breaks out he enlists for England
and finally becomes a brigadier general. On
leave of absence he visits the home of his
adjutant, young Verity-Stewart, and again
meets Lady Aurlol. The termination of the
war causes him to again resume his profession of clown with Elodie and he is ashamed
to tell Lady Aurlol the truth. She follows
him and sees his act prove a failure as he has
lost his skill. Elodie comes to his rescue
and tells the audience he is a war hero.
Elodie's husband Is killed In action and Andrew feels he must marry her, but Bakkus,
whom he has befriended, repays him by mayrying Elodie. Andrew accepts an offer from
a former friend in Australia, and Lady Auriol appears aboard the ship and tells him
she is going with him.

Viola

"Along Came Ruth"
Dana Get* Fat Part in Metro Goldwyn Production of Savage
Stage Success
Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent

As in "Peter Pan," you must believe in
fairies to accept the story of "Along Came
Ruth." The scenarist has taken Holman
Day's implausible version of a French original and rendered it still more impossible
through a generous injection of comedy bits.
The result is drama broadened to farcical
comedy in spots, but the result is also a
corking good vehicle for Viola Dana, and
her large following of admirers will not care
whether the story is logical or not. It is
funny, working up to an exciting climax, and
it gives Miss Dana a fine opportunity to be
dashing, daring and successful.
So intent has the scenarist been upon the
comedy that the development of the story
fails to interest greatly. The play might
have been held as funny and still be given
a more convincing tone. The work has been
negligently done and the finer points have
been overlooked. It might have been made
into a better play, though possibly not one
any more pleasing than the present result.
Miss Dana carries the bulk of the story,
and holds the interest. Raymond McKee did
well the few scenes in which he plays, and
Walter Hiers is Walter Hiers once more,
without variety, yet always good for a laugh.
Tully Marshall wastes his fine talents on the
thankless part assigned him, and De Witt
Jennings, once he is through the impossible
scenes as the town miser, wins so much regard that we are almost sorry not to see
him get the girl.
The picture has been exceedingly well cast,
even to the point of wasting good players on
too lightly developed characterizations. The
play will add no new laurels to Miss Dana's
collection, but it will genuinely please the
average audience desiring amusement rather
than intellectual treats, and the direction is
generally good. There is an old time torchlight political parade that carries the unmistakable date mark of the '80s. You almost
catch the stench of the kerosene torches.
Cast
Rnth Ambrose
Viola Dana
Plinty Bangs
Walter Hiers
Israel Hnbbard
Tally Marshall
Allan Hnbbard
Raymond McKee
iNar Sim*
Victor Potel
If in, the hired girl
Gale Henry
Nathan Hodge
Nelson McDowell
Captain Mile* Stnndixh DeWitt Jennings
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Widow Burn ham
.Adele Farrington
Annabel le Bnmhnm
Brenda Lane
From the play bytheHolman
Day,
adapted from
French.
Scenario by Winifred Dunn.
Directed byStoryEddie Cllne.
Approximate length, .".,000 feet.
Ruth Ambrose, licked by the Great City,
decides to tackle a town more nearly her
diminutive size. Arriving in Action, Maine,
she locates a room above the furniture store
kept by Israel Hubbard, whose trade methods
are those of his great grandfather. Israel
has to pay his rent for the past four months
or vacate, and he goes on a collection trip,
placing the store In charge of Ruth. Ruth
cleans up the store, announces a bargain sale
and cleans up In another sense, selling some
antiques to Captain Bradford, who becomes
interested in her, but Ruth has eyes only for
Allan Hubbard, a young attorney. A year
later Israel runs for mayor, but he hates the
girl whose brain work brought him his advancement, and he loses no opportunity to
belittle her. But he meets his Waterloo in
a punch bowl (he is the Prohibition candidate) and, penitent, rides back home with
Ruth
and his nephew, while Bradford gets
the nomination.
"Babbitt

it is decidedly different from the average
run of screen themes. No attempt has been
made to make a hero out of George F. Babbitt; he is pictured with his weaknesses as
he really exists, depending almost entirely
for its appeal on its character drawing, fidelity to life and domestic comedy situations.
Those who demand intense action, heroism, intrigue, mystery or ardent romance will
find that "Babbitt" makes no pretentions of
appeal along these lines, but it is an excellently directed and acted story in its own
field of character drawing and fidelity to real
life and should fascinate those to whom
drama of this type appeals, and, based on the
popularity of the book, this should comprise
a large proportion of patrons particularly of
a higher class type.
Willard Louis, who made a personal hit as
the fat Prince of Wales in "Beau Brummel,"
is an ideal type and gives a fine portrayal
of the title role; he makes George F. Babbitt seem very real. Mary Alden is excellent
in the thankless role of his wife, and Carmel
Myers is alluring as the vamp. The remainder of the cast is entirely satisfactory, and
little Virginia Loomis is especially fine as
Babbitt's youngest child.
Cast
George F. Babbitt
Willard Louis
Mrs. Babbitt
Mary Alden
Tanis Judique
Carmel Myers
Theodore
Raymond McKee
Verona
Maxlne Hicks
Tina
Virginia Loomis
Paul Relsllng
Robert Randall
Mrs. Relsllng
Cissy Fitzgeruid
Mr. Littlefleld Lnclan I.I HI Wield
Eunice Littlefleld Gertrude Olmstead
Maid
Dale Fuller
Based on novel Story
by Sinclair Lewis.
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
Length, 6,500 feet.

Warner Brothers Offer Interesting Adaptation of Sinclair
Lewis' WidelyRead Novel
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
"Babbitt," Sinclair Lewis' widely read and
much discussed novel of modern American
life, has reached the screen as a Warner
Brothers production. Readers of this book
will recall that it belongs to the school of
contemporary literature that seeks to portray
certain phases of every-day life as it really
is, stripped of the glamor and picturesque
romance which characterized the novels of
the past, and that for his "hero" Mr. Lewis
took a middle-aged and corpulent married
man who had become bored with married
life in general and his wife and three troublesome children in particular, placed him in
one brief affair involving the romance which
he had missed in his own youth, and finally
brought him back to his senses and realization that his own life was not so barren
after all.
The popularity of this story was due not
to the picturesqueness of the title character
or his colorful adventures, for he is a drab,
ordinary type, but to the fact that his experiences are true to life at least in so far
as a certain proportion of our population is
concerned,
and man
to theand
author's
masterful analysis of the
the circumstances
which motivated his thoughts and actions.
In transferring this novel to the screen,
Director Harry Beaumont has followed the
author's
work closely
in theto main,
using and
the
same incidents
in relation
each other
shown many of the intimate details which
caused his disgust with married life, but
without the author's extended character
analysis.
As it stands, the picture is a story of the
drab life of a drab fat married man who,
with one colorful exception, ambled his way
respectably through life. Its chief interest
lies in the fact that it truthfully portrays a
more or less familiar type of man, and that
PERFECT

George P. Babbitt, prosperous real estate
man in the growing city of Zenith, is tired
of the commonplace routine of family life
with his wife and three children. Chance
to give way to his longing for romance
comes with the appearance of Tanis Judique,
an alluring young woman, and he soon becomes entangled In an affair with her. Tanis'
sympathy following a spat with his wife
makes him decide to go away with her. Babbitt's son accidentally learns of this and
when Mrs. Babbitt is taken seriously 111 the
son finally persuades Babbitt to give up his
foolish plan, promising to keep It a secret.
Mrs. Babbitt's
joy at his appearance
and her
immediate
improvement,
together with
the
happy marriage of young Babbitt with the
girl next door, makes him realize that he
has done the best thing after all and that
his affair with Tanis was a grave mistake.
"Bread"
Mae Busch Does Excellent Work in MetroGold wyn Adaptation of Charles
G. Norris'
Reviewed
by C. Novel
S. Sewell
There are several points of exploitation
value and audience appeal in the MetroGoldwyn production, "Bread." It is based
on a widely read novel in the best-seller
class by Charles G. Norris, who is also the
author of "Brass." The theme deals with
the perennial problem of the modern young
woman who is faced with choosing between
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marriage and its responsibilities and rewards
as compared with the freedom and independence that comes from success in the
business world.
In transferring this novel to the screen the
outline
of the author's
has been
closely followed,
althoughstory
certain
scenesrather
have
been eliminated or subordinated for dramatic
effect and the ending changed so as to indicate that the heroine realized her error in
going back to business life as she again becomes reconciled to the husband from whom
she has been separated.
Director Victor Schertzinger has concentrated his interest on the role of the heroine and played up her character by rather
okvious touches, apparently overlooking the
op»»rt»nity for effective dramatic contrasts
by paayin^ up more the happiness of the
marrkJ sister with her babies despite her
struggle with slender means as compared
with
the left
unhappiness
of theThese
heroine's
life
after she
her husband.
are only
barely suggested before the final ending, and
in their place are details which do not materially forward the action but serve to slow
it down.
Mae Busch does excellent work as the
heroine in a role that established no strong
sympathy, for you are made to feel that she
has erred in not sticking to her husband,
that the breakup of their home was due to
her independent attitude toward matrimony,
which she rather grudgingly accepted to
avoid an unpleasant scandal, and the fact
that she had no children, as to the husband's
extravagance and boosting.
In a picture of this type, with no very
strong dramatic situations, more attention
might have been paid to the building up of
the various characters from the human interest side, with emphasis on the problems
and how they met them. As it is, the picture seems to skim over the surface and not
to strike the deeper notes.
The cast is composed of well-known names,
with such players as Hobart Bosworth, Eugenie Besserer and Myrtle Stedman in subordinate roles. With the exception of Robert
Frazer, all of the roles are handled with entire satisfaction, but his work seems to lack
the fores and aggressiveness called for in
the character.
Many of the scenes are effective, especially those depicting the desperate attempts
of the hero to win the girl despite her open
hostility toward him, and as a whole the
picture should prove interesting to the average patron, particularly to women.
Cant
Jeanette Sturgis
Mae Busch
Martin Devlin.
Robert Frazer
Alice Sturgis
Wanda Hawley
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Roy Corey
Beardsley HobartPat Bosworth
O'Malley
Mr.
Mrs. Sturgis
Eugenie Besserer
Mrs. Corey
Myrtle Stedman
Gerald Kenyon
Ward Crane
Ralph Beardsley
Raymond Lee
Based on novel by Charles G. Norrls.
Scenario by Eleanore Colfee.
Directed by Victor
Schertxlnger.
Length,Story
O.SOO feet.
Mrs. Sturgis has a hard struggle to make
a respectable living for her two daughters,
and the older one, Jeanette, tiring of the
struggle for bread, goes to work as a stenographer, while her sister, Alice, marries and
has several children. Martin Devlin, an aggressive chap, courts Jeanette and despite
frequent rebuffs wins her love but she refuses to marry
him,accepts
preferring
her independence, until she
marriage
as a
way
out
of
a
scandal
when
her
employer's
wife wrongfully names her as co-respondent
in her divorce case. Martin's extravagance
and ingJeanette's
causeshea breakup of the independence
home. However,
finally
comes to realize the emptiness of her own
life compared with the contentment of her
sister with the children and Is glad to embrace the opportunity to become reconciled
to Martin.
"Hariri' to Go w
Weiss Brothers Offer Thoroughly Entertaining Western,
With aIntroducing
New Star Series
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation, which recently showed for review the
first of a series of Westerns, starring Buddy
Roosevelt, produced by a newcomer in this
branch of the industry, Lester F. Scott, Jr.,
are now offering "Rarin' to Go," which inaugurates another series of Westerns from the
same producer starring Buffalo Bill, Jr. It has
a good lively story and contains all the ingredients which fans desire in pictures of this
type, such as good riding, snappy fights, thrills,
stunts and romance with a good share of heroism and villainy and should prove thoroughly
satisfactory as a program Western. In fact,
there is enough good material in this picture
to class it as superior to the average production
of this kind.
Producer Scott has not attempted to get
away from the beaten path but to give Western
fans the kind of entertainment that experience
has shown they like, and he appears to have
succeeded. Even the fact that the cast is
composed of unfamiliar players does not lessen
the interest for all do entirely satisfactory
work and Richard Thorpe has given the story
good direction.
The theme concerns the attempt of a rancher
to put through an irrigation project which is
fought by another rancher along the right of
way. The hero, a newcomer, gets into the thick
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of this fight, incurs the hatred of the rascally
superintendent, brings about a satisfactory settlement of the tangle and wins the girl. Among
the highlights are an explosion which dams
the creek, a fight between the hero and villain,
the hero's rescue of the kidnapped girl from a
speedy auto and his rescue of her father, who
is fastened to a rock in midstream with the
water rapidly rising, and the end of the villain
when his auto goes over a cliff.
The story moves along at a good pace, getting the interest right at the beginning and
holding it throughout. The star, Buffalo Bill
Jr., has a likeable personality, is a good fighter
and rider and should prove popular with the
fans. The girl, Dorothy Wood, is attractive,
Olin Francis is a satisfactory villain and the
remainder of the castCast
are capable.
Bill Dillon
Buffalo Bill Jr.
Hawk Morton
Olln F"ra«ct»
John
Taylor
L. James
G. O'Connor
Mr. Harper
Kelly
Miss Harper
Dorothy Wood
Miss Williams
Karleen Day
Story "Battler Rock," by
Based on magazine story.
Cummins. Thorpe.
DirectedRalph
by Richard
Length, Ave reels.
Bill Dillon applies at the Harper ranch for
a job but Is turned down, so he goes and gets
a job with Taylor, who is having difficulty
in putting through an irrigation project due
chiefly to the enmity of Harper. BUI and
Dorothy become good friends and he finally
persuades her father that the project is O.
K. Bill overhears Morton, the irrigation foreman, plan to steal the payroll, so he takes
it and hides it in his bunk. It is found
there and Bill is about to be arrested when
word comes that Morton has assaulted Taylor. In the meantime Morton has knocked
Bill out and left him beside a burning fuse,
but his trained horse gets Dorothy, who
saves him. Morton has tied Harper to a
rock in midstream, with the water rapidly
rising, but agrees to save him if Dorothy
will become his wife. She consents but he
double-crosses her. Bill follows and rescues
her and then saves her father, winning his
consent to his marriage with Dorothy.
"Behold This Woman"
Blackton Production for Vitagraph Based on
Oppenheim Novel Is High in
Entertainment Value.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
With a story that gets away from the regular run of screen offerings and succeeds in
holding the interest from the very start, J.
Stuart Blackton's newest production for VIgood box-office atproveof a theatre.
tagraph tshould
raction in any type
This production is an adaptation of E.
Phillips Oppenheim's
(Continued onnovel,
page "The
400) Hillman,"

Paramount presents William Farnura in "The Man Who Fights Alone."
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"Into the Net"
New York's Police Head Is Author of Fascinating Pathe Serial Dealing with
Crime Detection
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
It looks as if Pathe has scored another serial
triumph in "Into the Net," starring Edna Murphy and Jack Mulhall. Here is a chapter-play
that has more than the average amount of pep,
action, suspense and thrills and in addition a
story that is decidedly different from the general run of pictures of this type.
Many persons have doubtless felt at times
in viewing some of the serials of the past that
the summoning of the police at crucial moments
would have resulted in a break-down of the
story. Such is not the case, however, with
"Into the Net," for here we have a story that
has for its theme the hunting down by the
police of a gang whose specialty was kidnapping
wealthy girls and who committed various other
crimes in carrying out their plans.
Based on a story written by no less an authority on such matters than Richard E. Enright,
Commissioner of Police of New York City,
the serial fan is treated to the novelty and
very interesting spectacle of seeing the various
activities of the highly specialized and efficient
New York police force in the prevention of
crime and detection of its perpetrators. The
work of the finger print bureau, the bureau of
missing persons, the intricate system of broadcasting general alarms, the work of the traffic
bureau and the co-operation of the men on
their posts is authentically shown.
This material with even an ordinary story
would seem sufficient to fascinate the average
spectator, but in this instance, there is an unusually interesting story screened by the celebrated serial director George B. Seitz and
portrayed by an unusually effective cast.
Right at the start with scarcely any preliminaries, there is a kidnapping, then comes a
murder mystery which is immediately solved
by means of finger-prints and the murderer apprehended, suspicion pointed toward the leader
of the band and arrest of his henchmen begin.
Judging from the first three episodes, dependence isplaced on the force of the story
rather than on stunts, and the interest is held
tensely as the story develops, with plenty of
drama and melodramatic thrills in the numerous encounters of the police and the hero acting
with them in their encounters with the criminals.
There is the usual suspense carried over from
one episode to another with a welcoming shortening of the "repeat" at the beginning of the
next episode, and the action is fast throughout.
Jack Mulhall and Edna Murphy as the principals, are congenially cast, with Constance Bennett, Bradley Barker, Frank Lacteen and Harry
Seniels in important supporting roles. Barker
as the detective has a role only second in
interest to that of Mulhall, while Semels
and Lacteen, with whom fans are familiar
roles in prefor their portrayals of villainous
vious Seitz serials, are similarly cast in this
Malcolm Strauss production.
Net" looks
"Into the
nt Nearly
every estandpoi
likes
everyone
winner.
a box-offic
likeFrom
one is the
this
and
n
stories of crime detectio
real article. It should appeal even to those who
are not serial fans.
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Subjects and

SHORTS" REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE
Flying Fever (Pathe)
Gun Packers, The (Universal)
Her City Sport (Universal)
Into the Net (Pathe)
Kid Days (Universal)
Never Again (Educational)
Pathe Review No. 31 (Pathe)
Romeo and Juliet (Pathe)
Short Kilts (Pathe)
Turn About (Educational)
"Romeo and Juliet"
(Pathe — Comedy — Two Reels)
Mack mortal
Sennett
burlesques
imtragedy with
the able Shakespeare's
assistance of Ben
Turpin, mama's unspoiled boy, and Alice Day,
than whom there are few prettier when clad
in gingham and beset by sorrow. This subject
joins a few thousand other burlesques on the
story of adolescent love, and at least earns
a place near the head of the procession, though
it doesn't get very far away from time-honored
gags. But it is somewhat different from the
rest in that Sennett has modernized it to the
extent of a wall-papered home, the wax wreaths
on the mantelpiece and a dad who doesn't favor
Romeo's subtle, slant-eyed suit. Only near the
end does Sennett resort to the rustic stage presentation of R and J, and it is well done. One
of the most amusing bits is the result of some
trick photography, where Turpin wiggles his
ears while he sings Tosti's "Goodby" at the
family organ.— S. S.
Pathe Review No. 31
(Pathe — Magazine — One Reel)
The rug makers of old San Miguel still
follow the methods practiced by their ancestors
of long ago, and "Slaves of the Shuttle," the
first subject in this Review, shows most interestingly just how they do it. "The Gem of
the Adriatic" proves to be a gondola tour of
langorous Venice in Pathecolor, with views of
modern petting parties under ancient bridges.
"The Adventures of Dick" reveals the acrobatic
exploits of a talented canary. "The House of
Refuge" is the title for views of the famous
hospice of St. Bernard in the Pennine Alps.
Dog lovers especially will enjoy seeing the St.
Bernards in their native environment. — S. S.
"Flying Fever"
(Pathe — Cartoon — One Reel)
This Aesop Film Fable is a take-off on the
aeroplane flights around the world now being
essayed by different nations. Cartoonist Paul
Terry has wild and domestic animals, including
the humble pig daring the perils of the air.
There is, however, one farmer who makes
considerable headway by the exercise of remarkable ingenuity. Every means of propulsion
is used, and the various absurdities earn hearty
laughter. — S. S.

Serials

"Never Again"
(Educational — Comedy — Two Reels)
As author, director and star, Al St. John
has certainly provided himself with a crackcrjack comedy
vehicle in under
"Never the
Again,"
his
second
for Educational
Tuxedo
brand. Al appears as a henpecked husband
who, left alone in the park, tries to flirt
with a blind girl and then with a married
woman, resulting in getting a black eye from
her husband. He ingeniously explains it to
his wife by telling a wild yarn in which he
appears as the hero, but a camera record of
the affair shown in a movie house which
they attend results in his getting in wrong
with his wife and also the woman's husband,
who occupies an adjoining seat, so he lands
in a hospital resolved never to flirt again
until he gets better. There are a lot of
clever situations, good gags and, combined
with Al's stunts, the result is a comedy that
is decidedly above the average. Any audience that likes rough and tumble stuff should
be thoroughly satisfied with this comedy, for
it is high in amusement value and will cause
a lot of spontaneous langhter. — C. S. S.
"Kid Days"
(Universal — Comedy — One Reel)
Snooky, the famous chimpanzee, is the
star of this single-reel Universal comedy,
and he is in practically every scene. This
intelligent and well-trained animal, as usual,
does some very clever work. The slight
plot deals
Snooky's
experiences
assistant withwith
a circus,
it being
his job toas help
care for the animals. He does many different kinds of stunts, including carrying water
for the elephant. He draws numerous
buckets from a faucet and then gets a hose
with which he squirts water into the elephant's mouth. He has an adventure with
a bear, skates with roller skates, rides a
bicycle and finally befriends a little boy by
disguising as an old negro and getting back
his marbles from a gang of tough little boys.
The picture is amusing and interesting because of Snooky's remarkable work and it
should prove especially delightful for the
kiddies. — C. S. S.
"Short Kilts"
(Pathe — Comedy — Two Reels)
This Hal Roach comedy, directed by George
Jeske, undertakes to portray the lighter side
of a Scotchman's life. Among those appearing
in it are James Finlayson, Mickey Daniels,
Eva Gregory, George Rowe, Mary Kornman,
Leo Willis and Jack Gavin. A feud develops
between two Scotch families over such important details as household expenses and
matrimonial unions contemplated by sons and
daughters. Most of the fun centers around
practical jokes with tacks and such-like, and
two battles royal in which the folks join
heartily with table-legs and fists. The original
idea, that of satirizing a Scotchman's reported
frugality, was an excellent one, but it was not
worked out, it seems, as vividly as possible.
The subject, nevertheless, has much to commend itand will be liked by audiences indulgent
toward routine slapstick stuff. — S. S.
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"Her City Sport"
(Universal — Comedy — Two Reels)
This Century comedy deals with the dissatisfaction ofa country girl for her fat rustic lover and her admiration for a regular
Beau Brummel whose picture appears on an
ad. The original of the picture appears on
the scene when his aeroplane develops engine trouble. The girl is delighted and practices love-making with a dummy; the city
chap takes the dummy's place. The rustic
lover gets into action and the city chap finds
the chase and action too much for him, so
he is glad to leave the girl to her rustic
lover. Wanda Wiley continues to make as
good an impression by her work as she did
in previous offerings under this brand name,
while Harry McCoy is satisfactory as the
city chap and Hilliard Karr as the fat country lover. There is considerable rough and
tumble and slapstick work, with several situations that will amuse patrons who like
comedies of this type, as it is well up to the
Century standard. — C. S. S.
"The Gun Packer"
(Universal — Western — Two Reels)
Pete Morrison is the star of this reissued
Universal Western two-reeler, with Hoot
Gibson appearing in a small role. The plot
is based on the familiar idea of the enmity
between the sheep and cattle raisers and
the attempt of the latter to keep the sheep
away from the water rights which they control. The star appears as a reformed desperado who when actual hostilities is commenced makes a thrilling escape from a besieged house by posing as a doctor, rides
and gets his old gang to help him and thus
saves the day, winning the gratitude of the
sheepman and especially that of Helen McLoughlin. There is plenty of action, gun
fighting and hard riding and the picture
should prove satisfactory for lovers of Westerns.— C. S. S.
"Turn About"
(Educational — Comedy — One Reel)
As a house-to-house salesman who plants
mice in residences and then sells the housewife his patent self-filling mouse trap, Cliff
Bowes has a congenial role in this singlereel Cameo comedy. In one house the water
pipe bursts and in repairing it he gets the
vacuum, water and gas pipes mixed up, causing such confusion and havoc when the
various devices are used that he is thrown
out of the house by the irate father. This
latter idea is not new but it has been worked
out so that it will produce considerable merriment among the spectators and should
please the average patron. — C. S. S.
"Behold This Woman"
(Continued from page 398)
and, like all of this author's works, there
is plenty of action combined with good story
values.
"Behold This Woman" has the novelty of
a hero who differs widely from the familiar
type of screen lover. He is pictured as a
man of huge physical stature, unaccustomed
to the society of women and in fact through
the influence of his elder brother he has developed into a confirmed woman-hater until
the right woman comes along. The fact that
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this woman is a motion picture star and
that he follows her to Hollywood gives opportunities for the introduction of interesting scenes in and around the studios. These,
however, are not played up at the expense
of the dramatic action.
The manner in which this uncouth man of
the hills adapts himself to the demands of
polite society and blossoms forth as a polished gentleman is displayed with unusual
capability by Charles A. Post, who created
an excellent impression by his work as the
insane giant in "Wild Oranges." Mr. Post
was an ideal selection for the role in "Behold This Woman." Irene Rich is also very
effectively cast as the heroine, while Rosemary Theby, Anders Randolf, Harry Myers
and
Marguerite Delamotte all appear to advantage.
The story is logically developed, so that
the interest is never allowed to lag. and there
are a number of strong dramatic sceaes. Mr.
Blackton has finely directed this piclure, effectively emphasizing the entertainment
angles without sacrificing the artistic value
of the production, which he has used to advantage in striking sets and exteriors and a
spectacular scene at a party given by the
wealthy villain.
Cast
Louise Maurel
Irene Rich
Sophie
Marguerite Delamotte
John Strangeway
Charlea A. Post
Eugene DeSeyre
Harry Myers
Calavern
Rosemary Theby
Stephen Strangeway Anders Randolf
Rimed on E. "The
Phillips
Oppenhelm's novel,
Hlllmnn."
Directed by J. Stuart Blackton.
Length,Story
6,425 feet.
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who owns a neighboring ranch, but this is
subordinated to the hero's dominant purpose of
revenge. This has the effect of injecting more
than the usual amount of strength to the story.
The suspense is well handled and you are
constantly kept on the alert by the fact that
the life of the hero is in danger all the time
and his safety in the stronghold of his enemies
depends entirely on his quickness with gun
and knife and his sublime courage. Somewhat
implausible in the super-confidence of the hero
is his own ability to carry out his plan, the
story, nevertheless, is one to maintain the interest of those who like forceful melodramatic
westerns, and it should prove a good average
box-office attraction of its type.
A striking feature of this picture is the attractive backgrounds of mountains and rocky
hills with striking cloud effects which have
been heightened by many of the scenes being
apparently filmed in half-light suggesting twilight.
Jack Hoxie measures up to the requirements
of his role and Helen Holmes with very little
to do is satisfactory as the heroine. The roles
of the three villains are forcefully handled by
Fred Kohler, Duke R. Lee and Al Jennings,
all of whom are good types.
Cast
Clay HU1
Jack Hoxie
June Snnford
Helen Holmes
"Two Finger"
Fred Kohler
"Sear Face"
Duke R. Lee
''Crooked Nose"
Bert DeMarc
Splaln
Al Jennlnars
Shorty
George Connors
Based on magazine story, "Triple Cross for
Danger," by Walter J. Cohurn.
Scenario by Isadore Bernstein.
Photographed by
StoryHarry Neumann.
Length, 4,4»1 feet.

While on a trip in the hills, the auto belonging to Louise Maurel, motion picture
star, breaks down and she accepts the hospitality of a passerby, John Strangeway, who
with his brother, Stephen, are confirmed
woman-haters. John, however, is attracted
to Louise and soon after she leaves he follows her to Hollywood. He finds that Eugene
DeSeyre, a wealthy profligate, Is his rival,
but he wins Louise's consent to become his
wife. Before the wedding he hears Louise
accused
beingsheDeSeyre's
mistress;
her
pride beingof hurt,
does not deny
It. John
returns to the hills and Louise prepares to
marry DeSeyre. However, unable to stand
it any longer, she goes to John In her wedding gown and tells him. While she had
agreed
DeSeyre'sallproposition
first, meeting Johnto changed
that. John atforgives
her
and clasps her in his arms.

Three men murder Clay Hill, Sr., and his
Spanish wife, but their baby boy lives and ia
raised by an old family servant with the
one thought of revenging the death of his
parents. Twenty-five years later the boy,
Clay Hill, starts on his mission. In rescuing
June Sanford from unwelcome attentions he
kills the first of the trio, Crooked Nose. By
proving quicker on the draw than Scar Face,
he gets a job at the Triple Cross ranch
owned by the gang. When accused of having
whiskey, as the result of a frame-up, he
gets Two Finger. The gang prepares to
raid the ranch owned by June Sanford; Clay
rides for help and saves the situation. Following Scar Face, the latter falls over a cliff
during a fight and is killed. Clay, his miscompleted, accepts June's offer of a Job
on hersionranch.

"Fighting Fury"
Story of Revenge Supplies Unusually Forceful ThemeUniversal
for Jack Western
Hoxie's Newest
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Revenge furnishes the motive for the newest Jack Hoxie picture distributed by Universal.
The story concerns a young man of SpanishAmerican parentage, reared by an old family
retainer with the one thought of vengeance on
three men who murdered his mother and father
when he was a baby.
The manner in which the hero goes to the
ranch run by these three men, gets a job in
their employ due to his courage and quickness
with a gun and finally accomplishes his purpose
after giving each one a chance for his life,
makes a forceful story that should please the
average fan. The locale of the story is along
the Mexican border and the picture has the
atmosphere of the usual western with the
familiar and always popular fine riding and
gun play.
The inevitable romantic angle is introduced
in the love affair between the hero and a girl

Scene from "Tarnish,"
release. a First National
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What

About

the

Organ?

HAVE you given any thought to the question of organ music in recent
months — or recent years?
Or are you still idling in the conclusions reached years ago — when
you decided that organs might be all right for palaces, but not for your
modest little theatre ? When you read the ads that loudly shouted of umptythousand dollar instruments, Professor This and That, the world famous
artists, and so on? When you decided off-hand that organs had no place
in your calculations because any of the instruments you saw pictured in
the papers would certainly mean the reconstruction of your entire theatre
before you could install them.
Times have changed. You owe it to yourself, your theatre, the patrons
you have and the ones you ought to get, to bring yourself up-to-date on the
organ question.
First of all : There is an instrument, THE instrument, for your theatre.
And the price will fit your theatre equally well. That is fact, and the manufacturers will be glad to demonstrate its truth to you.
Don't be confused by your hazy impressions that organs are for palaces
only. Take our word for it ; there IS an instrument RIGHT for your house
at the price that is RIGHT.
Second — you won't have to tear the four walls down to place the organ
in your theatre. The Photoplayer pit type instrument is an example of the
wonders that are available for the small town man.
And what about the organ as showmanship?
Well, when Herschel Stuart, managing director of the million dollar
Missouri Theatre, St. Louis, states that he places the organ above every
other musical factor in audience appeal — well, to Jim Jones who knows
Herschel, his distaste for bimk speeches and his innate showman's instinct,
it means a lot.
The Missouri has had its choice of the most famous orchestra conductors
in the world, it enlists the services of two score high priced players.
So how much more solid is the organ's position in the small towntheatre,
where the other musical talent available is, to say the least, nothing to cheer
about ?
Think it over. Write a few of the organ manufacturers — and GET UPTO-DATE on a subject that means money to you.
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Sap Is Right
H. C. Spence, projectionist, Prince Edward
Theatre, Charlottetown, P. E. L, sends in a
couple of samples of film with this terse comment :
Find
samples
somebody'*
brainlessattached
work. twoCame
acrossof them
In a
Tom Mix feature from the St. John, New
Brunswick exchange."

As I have said before, it seems hardly
necessary to comment on such outrages.
None but an incompetent, lazy jackass would
do such a thing, and none but an exchange
which ought to, for the good of all concerned, be out of business would permit it
to get by unchallenged. Both samples were
of equal length and each contained seven
punch marks, with nine holes to the mark —
a total of sixty-three holes punched in eight
and a half inches of film.

Accomplishment
E. J. Rhynes, Gonzales, Texas, bobs up
serenely again, after a long dense silence.
He says :
Dear since
Brother
Richardson:
'Squite
a long
while
I last
wrote you.
During
the
interim I have accomplished several things,
and will tell you of the two I think most
Important. First, though, I am in need of
some information, as follows: Have a Gold
Fibre screen which has turned dark, and Is
spotted. In places the spots are very, very
bad and show through the picture most unpleasantly. This screen has at one time
been wet, and the spots seem to be water
marks. I would appreciate any information
you can give me as to how to remedy tie
fault. Have thought perhaps a good coating of curtainylene, or curtain coating would
serve. Have dusted the surface with a
camel hair brush, but without results. As
the picture is dull and the spots show

BY F. H. RICHARDSON

Bluebook

School

Question No. 94 — Name the various
types of condenser used in motion picture projection, and give full diameter
of lenses and approximate free diameter
of opening.
Question No. 95 — What difference does
it make whether the convex or piano
sides of the lenses of a piano convex
condenser combination be next each
other?
Question No. 96— Under what condition
would the use of a meniscus bi-convex
condenser be advisable? In fact, is it
any longer advisable to use the meniscus
bi-convex condenser at all?
Question No. 97 — Under what conditions would you reduce the free diameter of your condenser?
Question No. 97A — If the condition indicated in question No. 97 existed, would
you, considering recent development in
condensers, reduce the opening, or would
you substitute a different condenser? If
you would substitute, what would you
use and why?
badly I am in need of a remedy. Would
like a new screen, but there are several reaone theis owner.
not installed — one being
that Isonsamwhy not
I have just patented a very useful device,
and would like an opinion from you on It.
I believe it is entirely new. It Is a fireproof
carbon butt container.
The drawing makes the whole thing clear,
except that the door at the bottom for emptying is closed by a spring. A is a coneshaped top, with opening at bottom thereof.
B is of metal, held by braces C C — four of
them I suppose. The cone-shaped bottom
sets six inches from the floor, and below it
are holes in the side wall for ventilation. It
is an excellent container, but I am sorry to
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have to tell you that two or three rather
similar ones have been described in this department quite some while ago. If you market it I wish you luck, brother Rhynes, but I
would be remiss in my duty to you did I
not warn you that you will probably have
hard sledding to get any money you put
into it back. That is NOT pleasant, friend
Rhynes,
you trythatit I'm
quite sureknew.
you
will
laterbuton ifadmit
Richardson
I'd rather have you feel hurt now than have
you hurt just as much later, with a lot of
hard earned money gone too. You should
have asked me BEFORE you applied for
As to the screen : if I were in your boss'
patent.
place
I would have a painter paint it flat
white, with a flat black border, or course,
first giving the surface a coat of thin shellac. You will do well not to try refinishing
it with a metal coating. The only way that
could be done satisfactorily would be to
send it back to the maker, which might or
might not pay. That is for your boss to decide. Idon't know just what you do need
in the way of a screen surface, and cannot
know until I have floor plan of the theatre, with all dimensions shown — distance
screen to front seats, width of seating, etc.
Mirror

Arc

A. W. Reyders (as* nearly as I can make
it out), Projectionist Soo Theatre, Sioux
City, Iowa, desires information concerning
the mirror arc lamp. He says:

As we are considering the Installation of
a mirror arc lamp, I would like to know
about its optical line-up. I feel that It Is
my duty to inform myself as much as possible previous to the Installation of the new
equipment. Have a Bluebook, but, of course,
the
Arc particular
is very newthing.
and it doesn't
help Mirror
me in that
The optical line-up of the mirror lamp is,
so far as we know at present, very simple.
First of all there is no condenser. The light
is concentrated upon the aperture by the
mirror, directly, as shown in the drawing.
There are, I am sure, quite a few things to
learn about the optics of the new lamp. I
am not certain as to whether each point of
the mirror sends forward a ray or a cone
of light, though I would imagine it would
propect to the aperture a full image of the
crater. The main thing, as I see it now,
is to maintain the arc as close to the mirror
as heat considerations will admit, though
this will shorten the distance from mirror
to aperture and spread the beam on the
lens side of the aperture, or so I suppose.
(Continued on following page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
I'm going to sic Griffith onto this real soon.
Meanwhile, while your desire to equip yourself with knowledge in advance of the arrival of the shipment is highly commendable, still in this instance I think you need
not be at all nervous. You will have no
trouble handling the lamp, and later we will
try to learn how to handle it with the greatest possible degree of efficiency.
Problems
J. L. Rollins, Browning, Mo., says:
I am one of those small town men, of
whom I am sure there are many, who would
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How may I best determine whether or
not my projection room feed wires are large
enough and in good condition? The circuit
is about fifty feet long. It was put In quite
some years ago, when not such high amperage was used, and I have a suspicion that
the wires
and
all for are
this now
time.overloaded. That's two
The lamphouse connection may be accomplished inany one of several ways, but
the one herewith shown is effective, simple
and may be made by any local tinsmith.
Have pipe A made one half inch greater
in diameter than the diameter of the lamphouse top pipe to which the lamphouse vent
pipe connects. Then have pipe B and have
elbow F riveted to it. The length of pipes
(Continued on following page)

be pretty well lost without the projection
department of the good old World. Do I
read It? I'll say I do — two or three times
at least, and I've been doing It ever since
I began projecting pictures when I left Colago. glad
I'd really
withoutlege three
it. years
Am mighty
to see beit lost
has
been increased In size.
Information Wanted
And now here is what I want to know:
In these small villages every dollar counts,
and I have to project slides with a stereopticon attachment on the projector. My projection room — if it can be called that — Is
small, and the ceiling Is low. Can you
suggest any method by means of which I
can pipe the projector lamphouse to the
vent flue, which is between the two projectors? The ceiling is only eleven inches
above the top of the vent pipe attachment
on top of lamphouse. That's one.

School

Question No. 59 — What is meant by the
term "Equivalent Focus?"
This question was answered acceptably by
P. E. Thomas, Creston, Iowa; Walter E.
Lewis*, Endicott, N. Y. ; Daniel Constantino,
Easton, Pa.; A. L. Fell* Collingswood, N. J.;
Raymond D. High, Cookeville, Tenn ; G. W.
Bennewitz, Sioux Falls, S. D. ; Arthur H.
Gray*, Boston, Mass.; Harry Dobson*, Toronto, Ont. ; H. C. Spence*, Charlottetown,
P. E. I., and C. H. Hanover*, Burlington,
Iowa.
Note : Even California has "woke up" — or
at least has opened one eye a bit. From
Lodi came the answer to just one of the first
fifty-six questions, viz., Question No. 56A.
The answer is given as 298.800 CP— probmeant asthe298,800.
bet this
brotherably read
answer I'll
several
times,good
or
will when it is published.
I have selected the answer of Brother
Hanover for publication. He says :
The term Equivalent Focus is that used to
designate the power of magnification possessed by a combination of lenses, such as,
for example, a projection lens. It Indicates
that the combination has the same power of
magnification as has a single lens of equal
to the E. P. of the combination focal length.
It is equal to one-fourth the distance from
object to image, when object and Image are
both of equal size. It is equal to half the
distance between the front and back comns of a projection
the distance frombinatiofront
surface oflens,
rear plus
combination
to film. It is the term used when ordering
projection lenses, since the Equivalent Focus
of a lens combination Indicates what size
image it will project when the size of obknown.ject and distance from object to image is
Question 59A — Of what practical value is
the E. F. to the projectionist?
All the above named answered correctly,
and pretty much all the same, as was natural. Friend Fell's reply is short and to the
point. He says :
"The E. F. of a projection lens is what is
used by the projectionist when ordering projection lenses. He computes the focal length
to project a given size picof lensture atrequired
a given distance and the result of
his computation is the E. F. of the lens he
requires. If his computations are correct
then
and based upon correct measurements,
the result will be accurate, always provided
the lens marking Itself be accurate.
Note: I added a bit of amplification to
Brother Fell's reply. I did not change his
meaning, but made it more clear. Friend
Spence appended this to his answer. It
is beside the actual question, but nevertheless pertinent: "The more practical way,
however, would be to supply the lens dealer
or maker with exact width of picture desired, exaxt distance film to screen and exact
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Questions

width of projector aperture, measured by a
micrometer caliper. The new aperture standard (width) is .90625 of an inch, which
measurement may be used without measurement if the projector be standard professional and of a late model.
Question No. 61 — Name various reasons
why lenses should be kept perfectly clean.
Spence, High, Dobson, Hanover*, Constantino, Thomas, Bennewitz, Fell*, Lewis and
Gray all came under the wire.
Hanover says: First of all, dirty lenses advertise the projectionist as either too lazy
to clean them or else too ignorant to know
that lenses should be kept clean. Anything
in the nature of oil on a lens Surface has
something the effect of gTound glass — in a
modified way, of course. It causes diffusion
in proportion to the amount and clarity of
the oil. A finger print is a mixture of oil
and
or may
"fog" orevenly
distributed
over dirt.
a lens Dust
surface
may not
cause a
certain amount of diffusion, with consequent
injury ture,tobut the
definition
of theand
projected
piccertainly
it must
will cause
added light loss through reflection from the
lens surface. On page 141 of the Bluebook I
find that Dr. Gage places the possibilities of
added light loss through dirty lenses as high
as 15 per cent, per surface, which would
amount to a very large percentage of the
dirty.
total light if all lens surfaces were very

Some of you chaps who got under the
wire" may well rubber at Brother Hanover's
reply. It shows the possibilities for intelliof these things. HanONLY ngman who remarked upon
is theunderstandi
overgent
the enormous possibilities for loss if all the
ten surfaces in a projector optical train be
"fogged," even though each surface be only
one who
slightly dirty. Also he is the onlyshould
be
mentioned the fact that lenses
inadvertise
lenses
dirty
because
kept clean
Now, don't think I'm
efficiency and laziness.
I am NOT I This series of
roasting you.
questions is designed not only to make the
Bluebook of more value to you, but also to
get you to USE YOUR BRAINS PERHAPS
and to underBETTER,
LITTLE
A to some
JUST stand
the lengths to which
extent
with real profit, in studying
may go,
you
items which go to make up your
the various
profession.
Question No. 62 — Name such solutions as
you have knowledge of which you know to
be satisfactory for cleaning lenses.
Bennewitz says soap and water with few
drops of ammonia or 50-50 alcohol and
water. Raymond High names (A) a fiftyfifty mixture of wood alcohol and water —
distilled water preferred; (B) a 10 per cent,
solution of ammonia, which he says is very
good; (C) a 25 per cent, solution of sodium

59

to 63

bi-carbonate, and (D) lens cleaning compound sold by Paramount Lens Corp., New
York City, which is excellent. Spence names
three parts of denatured alcohol to one of
water, used in conjunction with an old, clean
handkerchief, with a long camel hair brush
to brush off the lens surfaces every day.
Dobson prefers denatured alcohol and pure
water, half and half, kept in a tightly corked
bottle so the alcohol won't evaporate. Constantino names the fifty-fifty alcohol and
water, and ammonia and water in proportions
of four parts of ammonia to ten of water.
Thomas favors water and alcohol, half and
half; also half water and half ammonia —
which I would say was quite too strong,
unless he means the ordinary household
water of ammonia. Fell says he always uses
wood alcohol and water, equal parts, and
that it gives very satisfactory results. Lewis
says nothing excels the fifty-fifty solution of
wood alcohol and clean water, adding these
pertinent comments : "Lenses should always
be washed in the solution and polished while
still wet, using either a clean chamois or a
soft clean linen or cotton handkerchief as
free from lint as possible. It is advisable to
do this work over a cloth pad, so that should
a lens be accidentally dropped it will sustain
says: Having once used a patented
noGray
injury."
cleaning
compound (for lenses) which raised
havoc with the balsam cementing between
the front lenses, my research work In that
direction came to an abrupt halt and I've
stuck to diluted alcohol for cleaning lenses.
WARNING: Alcohol is excellent— the
fifty-fifty solution, I mean — and a weak solution of ammonia is good — about in the
proportions Constantino names, though a
fifty-fifty solution of ordinary household ammonia and clean water is all right. Ordinary
benzine is good, too — and cheap, but it is
too much given to rapid evaporation. The
gasoline we get nowadays is too low grade
for lens cleaning — too oily. In my opinion,
the fifty-fifty alcohol (wood or denatured)
is, every thing considered, best, though Dobson's admonition to keep it well corked is
excellent. — Editor.
Question No. 63 — Name a cheap liquid
which will remove oil from lenses and clean
them very well.
I shall not publish replies to this, as the
Bluebook tells you to use gasoline and this
I no longer consider as being good practice, as the "gas"should
is nowbe of
low grade
that BENZINE
usedsuch
instead.
Will
you all turn to page 139 of your Bluebook
and substitute the word benzine for the
word gasoline in line six from top of page.
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HELIOS REFLECTOR LAMP
25% Better Screen Illumination
Approved by Underwriters Laboratories

OUR DISTRIBUTORS
Cleveland: The Theatre Supply Co., Inc.
Cincinnati: The Theatre Supply Co., Inc.
Omaha: U. S. Theatre Supply Co.
Philadelphia: Williams, Brown & Earle
Chicago: Movie Supply Co.
San Francisco: Theatre Equipment Supply Co.
Dallas:
Theatre& Supply
Co.
Baltimore: Simplex
N. C. Haefele
Co.
WARREN PRODUCTS CO.
261 CANAL ST.
NEW YORK

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,
any colors,
accurately
numbered;everyTickets
roll
guaranteed.
Coupon
for $7.08.
Prite
Drawings:
5,000
for
Prompt the shipments.
with
order. Get Cash
the
rr' Seat
samples.
Send
diagram
for Reserred
Coupon
Tickets,
serial
or
dated.
All tickets
must andconform
Government regulation
bear toestablished
price of admission and tax paid.
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
$3. SO
Ten Thousand
6.00
Fifteen Thousand
7.00
Twenty-five Thousand
9.00
Fifty Thousand
12.S0
One Hundred Thousand 18.00
National Ticket Co.
Shamokln, Pa.

URATIZ
YOUR FILM
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Projection
(Continued from preceding page)
A and B will, of course, depend upon distance to vent flue, but have pipe B still in
pipe A not less than six, and if possible
eight inches when it is out as far as necessary to accommodate the lamphouse movement. If your projectors are Simplex, then
due to the swinging motion of lamphouse in
making change to stero, pipe A must be
pivoted at G, instead of being fastened rigidly to ceiling, as in case of other projectors; also if this is done, pipe B should
always be in pipe Simple
A at least ten inches.
The whole thing is simple, and, if rightly done, effective. You could, of course,
also make an elongated cone, wide enough
to accommodate the movement of the lamphouse, but there is the objection that such
athething
way. is unsightly and more or less in

As to your feed wires, if you have a Bluebook you have but to turn to it to get the
information you want. However, a very effective way of ascertaining whether the
wires are large enough and in good condition, is to attach two voltmeters (if you can
borrow them from the power company),
which you know read the same, to either
end of the circuit, and then start using the
MAXIMUM current. If the readings are
identical at both ends of the line, the circuit is in good condition as to carrying
capacity and large enough for your maximum current. If the meter on the projection room end reads appreciably less than
the other, then the wires should be replaced. They are either too small or have
been over-heated. Of course there will be
some voltage drop in a 50 foot circuit, but
if the drop is more than three per cent of
the total voltage and your current eight
cents or more per KW., then I would change
the wires. In the end it will pay to do it.
If your current is below eight cents per
KW, then I would let the wires be unless
the drop is above five per cent.
WARNING. Don't try to measure voltage
at one end and then go to the other. Such
a test would be unreliable because current
consumption might change appreciably during the interim. Simultaneous readings of
compared voltmeters is the ONLY reliable
way. As to condition of insulation of the
wires, only an examination could determine
its condition, of course.

220 WEST
NEW 42YORKSTREET
PHONE
CHICKEBING
ALLAN A. L0WNES
2937
PRES.

Motion Picture Cameras and the World's
largest market of second hand and new
instruments, priced from $50.00 up.
Send /or big catalogue and bargain list.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
is* NORTH DEARBORN
CHICAGO

As to Patents
Stanley E. Anderson, Superior, Wisconsin,
asks :
Brother
Richardson:
I'veI heretofore
hadDear
nothing
to ask
you which
could not
find the answer to either In the handbook
or the projection department, but now I
have, so you are hearing from me. What
I am about to ask could, of course, be anby any inpatent
attorney,
BUT andI'veI
no large sweredfaith
that breed
of bird
believe you will grive me the right steer,
without any selfish end in your mind. Patent
attorneys are in business for all they can
get out of it.

August 2, 1924
The Question
The question is: How should I proceed and
where ought I to apply for a patent on an
improvement on the Simplex projector? I
have an Improvement which is a great deal
more than
so many
Don'tundue
you
think
that ajust
device
which parts.
eliminates
strain on film and equalizes the wear on
various parts of the projector mechanism, so
that both the life of the film and the projector meshanism will be greatly lengthened
would be an improvement?
Can't Express Opinion
I must decline to express any opinion as
to the probable merit of your invention until
I know exactly what it is. It is entirely
possible that what you have will do all you
say, and still be entirely impractical and
therefore
useless.thatMind
I don't
either
say
or insinuate
this you
is so,
but merely
that it might be true. No man could express an intelligent opinion on any invention
until he has examined it and had it thoroughly tested in practical operation.
As to obtaining a patent, there is but one
right way to do that and that is to employ a
COMPETENT patent attorney. If you
really have a thing of considerable value,
which is patentable, then it should be worth
the service of a good attorney. If it is not
worth the service of a good attorney, then
don't bother with it at all, because a dub
patent attorney will in all human probability
get you a dub patent which will have no
real value at all.
Patent Largely "Bluff"
As a matter of fact a patent is largely a
pure bluff anyhow, unless one has what is
called a "basic" patent, and even then if the
thing is really of any considerable value it
will take a real battle to protect it from
piratage of one form or another. Take the
'umble washboard. There are something like
fifty (50) patents on washboard corrugations
alone.
And in order to get a patent of real value
you should first have the records searched to
see what, if anything, there is that you would
be infringing on, which costs pretty steep if
a real search is made. If you expect to sell
you device to the Precision Machine Company after getting a patent, they would
NOT buy unless you have a very real patent
— one having real value. If you propose to
sell the device yourself — well you will be
tackling a pretty stiff game.
A Tough Game
Frankly, I had rather you asked me most
any other question than advice about patents.
I really don't know any really good patent
attorney whose price would not in all probability give you heart failure, and I just
flatly refuse to steer you into any other sort.
Its a hard game, brother Anderson — a darned
hard game for the ordinary man to bump
into. I venture the assertion that not one
patent in a hundred ever returns to the inventor the money expended on it. Sorry,
old man, but I don't feel justified in helping
you into something which has such very
slim chances for financial returns. It is always possible that you have a really valuable
thing,
which are,
will as"make
yourtoo fortune,"
the chances
I said,
remote. BUT
And
therename
you and
are. address
If you ofstilla insist
you
the
really I'll
goodgivepatent
attorney,
really help and
you. that's all anyone could do to
Get onyourProjection.
copy of Richardson's
book
Get it now. latest
Post
paid $6.00.
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Loge of Rivoli
Theatre
Broadway
and 49tft.
New York
City Street
Recently Seating
reseatedCompany
with
American
Ball-Bearing Upholstered
Interlocking
Loge Theatre
Chairs.

The

LOGE—
A

Neglected

Source

of

Profit

TRADITION has no doubt much to do with the failures of theatre managers to consider the seating of their loge sections from
the same business point of view as the rest of the house. It is regarded as a thing apart.
Thus

loges are generally furnished in either of two extremes
— either with great overstuffed
easy chairs that are delightfully
welcome in front of a fireplace in
the home or in the lobby of a
hotel, but were certainly never intended for theatre chairs. Or
they are equipped with as many
chairs of restaurant or dining
room variety as can possibly be
crowded into the loge space.
Neither provide comfort, convenience or pleasure to your patrons or profit to you.

Our ball-bearing, upholstered
theatre chairs, with interlocking
standards, are perfectly adapted
for loge seatings. They embody
all the requirements of comfort,
sturdiness and beauty to make
your loge a dependable source of
pleasure to your patrons and of
real profit to you.
The reseating of your
your entire house can
plished by us without
your regular business
Write to us about it.

loge as of
be accomdisturbing
one hour.

American
Seating
Company
BOSTON
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
77-A Canal St.
4 East Jackson Blvd.
1211-L Chestnut St.
640-119 W. 40th St.
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132 Urr.on avenue, contemplates erecting oneand two-story brick moving picture theatre,
about 50 by 100 feet, on South Water street,
to cost $100,000.
ORANGE, N. J.— Irvington Lumber &
Door Company, 38 Broad street, Newark,
has contract for alterations to Palace Theatre on Main street, to cost $36,000.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Owners of
Liberty Theatre at 15-17 North Robinson
street, contemplate expending $10,000 to remodel building.
WELDED WIRE
REELS
For
Sale by

View of the interior and the lobby of the Strand Theatre, Lewiston, Maine.
Stage

Cut
to

20

Feet

Capacity

to Add

200

of Strand,

Seats

Lewiston,

Me.

UTTING off the stage approximately 20 taker. There is a hole in the top of the pillar, which stands about four feet high, and
^ feet to provide 200 additional seats failed
to mar in the least the Strand Theatre in through this the tickets presented by patrons
Lewiston, Me., and with the completion of are dropped.
the work of builders and decorators this
exclusive film theatre has been transformed
into one of the prettiest houses in New Eng- New Power Plant
land.
The main problem in the alterations to
at Universal City
the Strand that faced William P. Gray,
Plans
have
been completed at Universal City
president and general manager of the Maine
& New Hampshire Theatre Company, was for a quarter million dollar power plant, large
the r.emoval of the two great posts from enough not only to supply all the studio's current needs, but also to supply sufficient electric
the center of the auditorium. With the instal ation ofhuge steel trusses upon the top current for the entire San Fernando Valley.
of the theatre building the posts have been The new plant will generate 30,000 kilowatts,
eliminated, much to the satisfaction of Mr. and, augmented by the equipment now in existence atthe studio, will make Universal City
Gray, as well as the patrons of the Strand.
independent of outside facilities in every way.
No Interruption
The studio now has its own water, sewer and
Although the entire interior of the theatre gas system. The plant will add its own elecwas rejuvenated, redecorated and draped the
tricity, completing its total independence from
work went on without disturbing the daily the outside world for service supplied by pubaudiences. The construction work that
lic service organizations.
made a noise was done at night and on
The new Universal City power plant will
Sundays. The decorating and installation of consist of two big generating units, actuated
electrical effects and other work wherever by distillate motors, and producing a high tenpossible was effected behind heavy hangsion current that will be "stepped down" in oil
ings.
transformers, carried to distribution points as
The lobby likewise has been gone over
a medium voltage current, and "transformed"
completely by the force of decorators. The on
the stages by special transformers to the
ceiling has been laid out in circular panels, low voltage, high amperage current used in
edged by fancy moulding. The walls have
been paneled and the sheen of satinwood is arc lights. Each stage will have "low" and
"high" voltage outlets, so that incandescent
set off by the more brilliant colors of the lights,
motors and special effects such as wind
decorative scheme. A decorative pillar at machines,
lightning, and mechanical devices
the foot of the balcony balustrade has re- may be operated
as well as the necessary arcs
placed the box formerly used by the ticket
connected to "low" inlets.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT!
H.lp and Situation* Wanted Only
3c per word par Insertion
Minimum charge 60c
Terms, Strictly Cash with Order
Copt must reach us by Tuesday noon to Insure
publication In that week's Issue.

MUSICAL CONDUCTOR open for engagement.
(Baton or violin.) Composer
and arranger;
Music'.
Conservator
first prize
awarded
y of library
Extensive
pictures.
cueingParis
Long experience
Address
City. Apt. 1-C, 203 West 107th Street, New lork
ORGANIST desires connection with first-class
theatre, now or later. Musician of international
reputation. Experience. Reputation. Union.
Magnificent library. Good organ and salary essenWorld, tial.
NewAddress
YorkExpert
City. Organist, Moving Picture
ORGANIST — Thoroughly experienced — union —
Morton- Wurlltzer-HUlgren-Lane Marr-Colton-Klmball — desires connection within 700 miles Detroit.
Box 347, Moving Picture World, New York City.

Ward

Leonard

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7th Art.. New Ytrk
FILMS
FOR SALE and FOR RENT
H igh grade Features,
Serial*,
Send for
our Comedies.
latest list.Travelogues, etc
• GUARANTY PICTURES CO.
126 WEST 46TH STREET NEW YORK
Cable Address: "Gaplctco"
Mailing ListsJm
increase
aa
k Send for FRE£ our»tak>e
vta* count*
and prt;-**
of classified
nam*"
of youonr b*»tthouaanda
proapectre*
cnat»m•ra -National.
State Bu*in*a*
amfLocaJC Coooaraa.
-f- Individ-.
ual*.Guaranteed
Profea*t<>nii.
refund of 3 * each
MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
11,776
Tueatree,
par M
tf.00
1.874 Moving
LegitimatePlcturs
Theatres,
per M
7.50
137
Colored
Marine
Ploturo
Theatres
a. Is
1.059
Film
■zotasncs*
10.
161 Manufacturers sod Studios
1.00
411 Moving Plcturs Mich. A Sup. Dealers. 4.0*
A. F. WILLIAMS
1M W. Adams Street
CHICAGO
LA CINEMATOGRAFTA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
Offiilal Organ of the Italian Otoaaatsfraph UsiM
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Subscription: $7.90 or 85 frmnes per Annua
Editorial and Business Offices:
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

Appoints

Morley N. Y. Distributor
The Ward Leonard Electric Company announce that they have appointed Mr. Ralph
Morley, 5 Great Jones street, New York,
distributor in the metropolitan district for
their complete line of motor starters and resistor units.
Mr. Morley has been in the electrical distributing business for some years.
Theatres Projected
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.— A. C. Zaring has
plans by Frank B. Hunter, 912 State Life
Building, for moving picture theatre to be
erected on Central avenue.
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.— Barney Zeitz,

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTB
80-82 Wardour St
W. I. London, England
Has
largest
certified
circulation
of the
trade the
hi Great
Britain
and the
DomSnJona.
AO
Official Notices) and News from the ASSOto It* Journal.
member* are published exclusiCvIeAlyTImONthis
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID. WEEKLY, 17 -2t
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
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ass IRELAND.
LTD.
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Published
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NEW YORK CITY
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Hailed
as
the

the

by

the

critics

sensation

of

season!

new
Starring

VIRGINIA
with PERCY MARMONT
A Clarence Brown

VALLI
and a great cast.
Production

"One of the outstand^^^n?ture?oi^ ^ ^^ne^of^n\^est features Universal
the year!"
— N. Y. Evening Post
haS pUt OUt!"
—Liberty Magazine

"The

best all 'round melodrama of
"Thrilling to an unusual degree!"
— Los Angeles Times
— N. Y. World
the year!"

"A mighty fine production!"
e!"
"An excellent pictur
—Chicago Tribune
—Chicago Eve. Post
"The
best film the Strand
has
"Masterly — could not praise picture
ShOWn in SOme time!" — N. Y. Bulletin
tOO highly!"
-Buffalo Courier
One
It's

another

JEWEL

UNIVERSAL

that

of Universale

First Big 12 Jewels

proves
has

the

pictures

for

1924-25
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JESSE

L. LASK.Y

PRESENT

ia

Glor

WANSON
IN AN
ALLAN

DWAN

PRODUCTION

|

11

ed
dl
n
a
hof
n
The
screen
sensation
the hour! In New York, in Chicago,
a
M

Kansas
Swanson
success.

City, in Detroit,
Famous

Forty

in Los

Angeles

knockout

—

everywhere

has been shown,

in

this Gloria

it's won

smashing

It's fast, it's funny, it's different from any Swanson picture they've
ever seen. And how they love it! $30,312 in one week at McVickers,
Chicago. "Winter Business in Summer
line. Look at these reviews:

in Chi," was

Variety's

head-

"One of the few films we have heard draw spontaneous
applause from the audience."
— Nezv York Times.

"Will set the hearts of all the women who see it palpitat— Detroit News.
ing with joy."

"This is the best Swanson picture to date. The audience shrieked with delight."
—N. Y. Daily News.
"Dwan and Gloria between them have made 'Manhandled'
rank among 1924's Best Ten."
— AT. Y. Evening Post.
" 'Manhandled' went big with the audience."
— N. Y. World.

"A recurrence of soggy heat did not prevent the Madison
theatre from doing a capacity business on Sunday when
Gloria Swanson in 'Manhandled' made her first appearance in our town. Gloria's acting is human, sincere and.
—Detroit Times.

"I
likedabout
the it.
filmTheimmensely.
The people
around
me
raved
most entertaining
picture
glorious
Gloria has made. It represents the 100% box office
picture."
Story by Arthur Stringer

skilled."
"Only another proof that Gloria Swanson is an actress,
not a fad. It does give her a scope for acting that
former vehicles denied her."— Chicago Evening American.
"Something for every girl to —Los
see is Angeles
'Manhandled'."
Examiner.

—Kansas City Post.

Screenplay by Frank Tuttle

a
y>aramount

Q>icture%
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Worlds
Best
SOL
LESSER
f>re.s

HAROLD

Seller

BELL

Novel

S

T'

GH

I
WR

fx

4ronDoor
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RobertW.Frajer,A(ary
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Harold
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BertWoodmff,
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Raymond Haitori
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MERMAID

COMtVISS
Qive

Your

Patrons

of Side 'Splitting

1 f

a Half -Hour

Comedy

in

PIGSKIN
With
LIGE

CONLEY

A JACK
CORPORATION

They'll
heads
More

laugh
off at

their
this

action than

the big Yale-Harvard
tussle - - The

ySSSZ

fastest, funniest

football comedy
ever filmed!

one!

WHITE
PRODUCTION

Coming —

To Delight Your Audiences and

Swell Your Box-Office Receipts—
Priscilla Dean at her dynamic best in a stupendously magnificent production on which neither money nor constructive
brains have been spared to achieve the very acme of
excellence. The story, an exotic romance of Sunny Seville,
is by H. H. Van Loan, who wrote Miss Dean's two previous
successes, "The Virgin of Stamboul" and "The Wild Cat of
Paris." Allan Forrest, who made a great success as Mary
Pickford's leading man in "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall,"
Holmes,
Claire
Bert Woodruff and
Mathew Stuart
Betz are
included
in aDeLorez,
brilliant cast.
For Release in Released
August by
— Now
Producers

Booking

UNDER. THE.
PERSONAL,
SUPERVISION

1

HUNT

nfn(V

fi

Distributing Corporation

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTOR:
WM. VOGEL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
1*1
OI

STR

Great

a

a
O

Box-

fire

Title

Vox-Office

marvelous
Sure

office

Box-

Office

Cast

Winner

Mm
II

THE

TRUTH

ii

ABOUT

WOMEN
A

BANNER

PRODUCTION

WITH

HOPE

HAMPTON

DAVID

-

LOWELL

POWELL
MARY
DIRECTED
BY BURTON

SHERMAN

THURMAN
KING

Produced For And Distributed On The Independent Market By

BANNER

PRODUCTIONS,

-

Inc.
1540 BROADWAY— NEW
YORK
FOREIGN RIGHTS CONTROLLED BY INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP., 218 W. 42ND STREET., NEW YORK
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CORP.

the first of the Ckadwick9 P

STROM

BEF

PRODUCTION

Hold Your Dates
The Chadwick 9
LIONEL BARRYMORE
in
MEDDLING
Written and Directed by
Ivan Abramson
"THE
PAINTED
WOMEN"
AionJohn
Gorman
Producwith
James Kirkwood
and Pauline
Gar on

ANNA Q.NILSSON
MADGE
BELLAMY
HELEN JEROME EDDY
JACK RICHARDSON
JOHNNY HARRON
5P0TTISW00DEAITKEN

LIONEL BARRYMORE
"I
AM and
THEDirected
MAN"by
Written
Ivan Abramson
"THE
"TH BOY"
With an TOM
All-Star
Cast
"SUNSHINEE OF

CHARLIE MURRAY
BULL MONTANA

From
the Famous ALLEY"
Stage
"THE Play
PARADISE
by Denman Thompson
The Third Lionel Barrymore
(Title toSpecial.
be announced.)

C. tre,
B. NewMcDonald,
Manager, B. S. Most' Broadway TheaYork, writes:
'"The Fire Patrol' is new in theme; the cast is good; the
direction is very good and business is excellent.
"I consider 'The Fire Patrol' an A-l Box Office attraction."
See your Chadwick Franchise Holder TODAY and book
this great Box Office Winner.
Star Feature
Distributors.
Inc.
Independent Films, Inc.
209All Golden
Gate Ave.,
San Francisco,
10 Piedmont St.. Boston, Mass.
Calif.; 915 S. Olive
Masterpiece Film Attractions
Calif. St., Los Angeles.
1329 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Celebrated Players Film Corp.
Mountain States Film Attractions
810W. S.Vermont
Wabash St.,
Ave.,Indianapolis,
Chicago, III.;Ind.144
2104 Broadway, Denver, Colorado.
Standard Film Service Co.
Commonwealth Film Corp.
617 Film
Ohio; Broad729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
way FilmBldg.,
Bldg.,Cleveland,
Cincinnati.
Ohio:
Joseph Mack Bldg., Detroit. Mich.
Federated Film Exchange Co.
Trio
Productions
1018 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
926 New
Jersey Ave.,
First Graphic Exchanges, Inc.
Washington.
D. C.N. W.
676 Franklin
Broadway.St.,Albany.
Celebrated
Players
Film Corp.
Buffalo. N. N.Y. Y.: 257
713 Wells St.. Milwaukee.
Wis.

^

SINGECast
SWith
TREEaT Wonder
R"

ROMANCE OF
-— McCormack,
. -"v
author ofn
J AN AByCTLangdo
RESS"
Wfy ^

"The Storm"
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andsoroughtto

took
in

7

$11497£2

days

If you understand English and if you know how >«t» pictures (big ones or
otherwise) that can go out and take $11,497.50 in any 1,200 seat house in one week
in
real
Unitedwe States
you'll and
beginJOSEPHINE.
to appreciate what kind of a box
office crash
have incurrency,
NAPOLEON
days Is? yours a 1,200 seat house? Have YOU ever taken $11,497.50 in 7 consecutive
Would you like to lay your hands on big money like that? You can do it and
do
whenbigyoucampaign
play "NAPOLEON
and JOSEPHINE" along the lines as
laid itouteasily
in our
book.
will give
the theatre,
location and the campaign used by
thatWetheatre
that you
tookthethatnamecashof money
in 7 days.
We will give you the exact campaign, precisely, that got that big money.
We've advertised this same FACT once before in the trade papers and we're
going
to better
advertise
again andallagain
and thenthansomepictures
more, that
for we'd
like out
to have
nothing
year
can step
and
take $11,497.50
into a distribute
week in 1,200
seat round
houses.
Here's the ofworld's
and his
JOSEPHINE
whom outstanding
millions havefigure
read,NAPOLEON
of whom every
schoolwonderful
boy andempress
school

play

over which the women go wild,
romance
gorgeous every
girl know
over
which about,
flappersworked
rave, into
thata attracts
boy and every girl.
with scenes that stagger description,
A passionate and sensational love story,
thrill the soul, that
fill the
that
beautiful,
extraordinarily
lavish,
regal,
seeneye,onethatof the biggest motion
having
of
sensation
the
with
send fansin away
pictures
all history.
A remarkable Campaign book guides you in every detail. All you have to.
do is follow the showmanship angles that have put it over big elsewhere. GO
SEE THIS PICTURE WITH YOUR OWN EYES. See its hugeness, its power,
$11,4*7.50
its
1,200 seat house.and you'll begin to realize why it took
days in a entertainment,
in 7tremendous
oppora once-a-season
it. It's
aboutSheet
B. O. salesman
nearestit. F.(Thematic
to your
Talk tunity.
DON'T muff
Music Cue
available
on this picture.)
FILM

OFFICES
BOOKING
OF AMERICA, Inc.
723 Seventh Avenue, New York City
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
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MMNWMesfortheNewllltirnerWEM

Reason
Uo.

Previously
announced
I—Rin-Tin-Tin in "Find
I— "The Your
CoverStan"
of Camille"
("Deburau")
3— "The Age of Innocence"
4— "Recompense", (Sequel
to "Simon Called Peter")
5~"The Dark Swan"
6— "The Eleventh.Vtrgin"
7— "A Lost Ladg"
8— "Eve's Lover"
9— "This Woman"
10~"The Narrow Street"
U~" The Dear Pretender"
12— Rin~Tin-Tin in "The
Lighthouse
bg the Sea"
13- ~Ernst
Lubitsch's
"Three Women"
14 —
-— — —
is — — ; ,
is — ,
„ — „
.
17
: —
IS—
19—
20_

14

Owen Davis' Celebrated Stage Play
"HOW

BAXTER

Sparking with cleverness and good humor, this story of
Wallingford
aoutmanto
ofthereal
importancetype—
in theof the
small"ShowofT"
town he who
had became
started
IN**
"kid" —B
provides
delightful
entertainment
for all those who
U
T
T
E
D
like to laugh. Willard Louis has the title role with Louise
Fazenda at the head of a large supporting cast.
Not for years has the screen known a comedian of the
rotund known
type soa universally
popular
as Willard
Louis. player,
Little
better
year ago than
the average
supporting
he now occupies one of the foremost places in stardom. Stelperformances"Classics"
in "BeauhaveBrummel,"
other
recentlar Warner
within a "Babbitt"
few monthsandliterally
pitchforked him into public favor.
As the self-satisfied "know-it all" who set about showing
up all his small town acquaintances and who himself was
shown a thing or two, Mr. Louis gives a performance that
will tbe
register
100% satisfaction
everywhere.
as ^Baxter"
was
outstanding
stage comedy
of its time,Just
so will
it be the
outstanding
screen comedy
of the year.
Save TWENTY dates for the new Warner TWENTY.
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MAKE YOUR PROJECTION PERFECT — THE
BEST IN YOUR TOWN.
THEN ADVERTISE THAT
FACT. INCREASED PATRONAGE IS CERTAIN TO
FOLLOW. LET YOUR
PROJECTION BE A CONSTANT ASSET TO YOU BY
OWNING AND USING THE
NEW 4TH EDITION HANDBOOK OF PROJECTION.

NEITHER THE HUMBLEST
THEATRE NOR THE MOST
PRETENTIOUS THEATRE
CAN AFFORD TO OPERATE WITHOUT A COPY
OF RICHARDSON'S 4TH
EDITION HANDBOOK OF
PROJECTION— the Hand-

Section

jj book\that't the "Blue fBook |
1 of "Projection.

&

V4

If you have a projector you need the new 4th Edition Handbook.
It's the Blue Book of Projection.
Ask your Dealer for it. Price $6.00.

CHALMERS

sie Fifth
COMPANY,
PUBLISHING
Publishers of Moving Picture World

>
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PICTURE

STANDING

TO

BOTH
THE

WORST

THROUGH
AUDIENCE
IF THE

PICTURE

AND

A PROCESS
SEES IT.

PICTURE

GOOD

POOR, YOUR
AUDIENCE
AND DISSATISFIED.
AND

WHY

SHOULDN'T

LOSE

WAYS
THE

CALLED

IS A

WORLD

BEST

PICTURE

PROJECTION

ONE

AND

IS GOING

YOUR

TO

GO

MUST

BEFORE

GO

YOUR

PROJECTION

OUT

IS

GRUMBLING

THEY?

YOU'VE
CHEATED
THEM.
ALL THE
BEAUTY
AND
LAVISH
ATTENTION
TO DETAIL
WHICH
WENT
INTO THE
PRODUCTION OF THIS PICTURE
HAVE
BEEN DESTROYED
THROUGH
YOUR
FAULTY
REPRODUCTION.
AND

THEY

WANTED

THAT

BEAUTY

AND

THEY
PAID FOR IT. THAT'S WHY
THAT'S WHY
THEY
BLAME
YOU.
IF THE
THEN
YOUR

PICTURE

IS A LEMON

YOU'VE ADDED
PATRONS
CAN

PICTURE EVERY
SIBLE TO PICK
THORN.

AND

DETAIL

THEY

YOUR

PRESERVED.

FEEL

CHEATED.

PROJECTION

INSULT TO INJURY.
FORGIVE
YOU FOR SHOWING

NOW
AND THEN.
ROSES
ALL THE

IS POOR
A LEMON

THEY
KNOW
IT'S IMPOSTIME AND NEVER
GET A

BUT

POOR
PROJECTION
IS ONE
THING
THEY
CAN'T FORGIVE. BECAUSE PROJECTION
IS A PROCESS
ENTIRELY
WITHIN
YOUR
POWER
TO CONTROL.
AND
WHEN
YOU
PERMIT
TIME.

POOR

PROJECTION,

THEY

BLAME

SO WHETHER
THE PICTURE
IS GOOD OR
YOU
STAND
TO LOSE THROUGH
POOR
LAY YOURSELF
WIDE OPEN BOTH WAYS.
SKID

UNDER

THE

ONE

THING

YOU

CAN'T
~

PATRONAGE.
THERE
IS NO EXCUSE
FOR THIS.

YOU.

EVERY

WHETHER
IT IS BAD,
PROJECTION.
YOU
YOU FIX THE FIRST
AFFORD

TO

ABSOLUTELY

LOSE—
NONE.

INSTEAD
OF POOR
OR
MEDIOCRE
PROJECTION
YOU
HAVE
PERFECT
PROJECTION,
AND
WHEN
YOU
DO,
MOTION
PICTURE
PATRONS
IN YOUR
TOWN
WILL BE
VERY
FIRST TO NOTICE
IT.
HOW
TO HAVE
IT UNTIL—
YOU

BUT

OWN
THE NEW
4TH EDITION
TION, BY F. H. RICHARDSON.

YOU'LL

NEVER

HANDBOOK

OF

CAN
THE
THE

KNOW

PROJEC-

i
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play
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every
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town
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RAY

ROCKETT
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Lincoln

Abraham
Scenario
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Look
You
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by PHILIP
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Founded in ltyOJ by %J. P. Chalmers

The

Editor's

can be nothing but sympathy
THERE
efforts of those seeking to minimize
in picture productions and the slush
ture titles. We are out of sympathy with
tice that appears to be taking tight hold on
dustry.

for the
the sex
in pica practhe in-

We have got the "revival" habit.
Remember the village character who trod the
path of the wicked for eleven months of every year
— and when the revival meeting arrived in town
was first to hit the sawdust trail? And remember
how few the days — or the weeks — before he was
back again in his more familiar sawdust haunts?
What rejoicing among the righteous when our
friend sat on the penitent's bench! What fervor,
what zeal! And what speedy forgetfulness when
he slid backward on scheduled time !
Well, the picture industry is in danger of becoming astar revival attendant.

NCE a year we hold our camp meetings,
sometimes in New York, sometimes in Los
O
Angeles.
The press of the country carries the joyous tidings that we have once more decided to be good
boys. Once more, too, we are "cleaning house."
Once more, too, we sound dire warnings to those
who will not follow us to the Jordan.
The months roll around. We do pretty well on
the whole, the percentage of better pictures steadily
increases. A few exceptions in the way of offcolor titles succeed — but. the rush of imitators inevitably fails.
All things considered, though, we do improve.
But camp meeting time comes around again. And
again the roaring sermons, the wailing penitents,
and the loud declarations of reform, the firm purposes of amendment.
We have acquired the habit.
After a time the folks back home got tired of listening to the village character's resolutions.
After a time Mr. and Mrs. Public are going to
get the same impression towards us.

Views

Let's soft pedal the declarations that we are
going to be good boys. Let's admit that we are
fairly good folks right now, and show by actions
that we are getting better.
Let's eliminate the camp meeting revivals.

ONE

of the most encouraging signs drifting
Eastward these days is the increased opportunity being given younger directors. And
more encouraging, the fact that in practically every
case where a new name is found on the main title,
the result has been cause for gratification.
There was a period of many seasons when it
seemed as though the industry had stopped making
directors. The writers who clamored for a chance
for youth and ambition belonged in the ranks of
impractical theorists.
But youth will be served — and youth will serve
the industry. Last season gave us Monta Bell and
Renaud Hoffman, among others. The coming season will find more new names in the limelight.
We want our Sidney Olcotts and Marshall
Neilans, developed in the pioneer Kalem school,
and we need our Earl Hudsons, graduates of Nineteen Twenty-Four.

FOX throws his hat in the ring
WILLIAM
this week, with an announcement the size
of which is only indicative of the volume
and variety of the product that this showman will
offer the coming season.
Some talk plays, some talk books; some say
"melodrama,"
others "pretty girls," and still others
"art."
Bill the
Foxfoursays,
"Give
'emearth
everything"
roams
corners
of the
to find it.— and
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Saxe's Wisconsin Theatre in Milwaukee
Attains New Standards
for Courtesy,
Tolerance and Refinement — Public Quick
to Appreciate
ANEW
standard of usher efficiency, founded on the
principles of courtesy, tolerance and refinement, combined
with military training, has been attained at Saxe's Wisconsin Theatre in Milwaukee under the direction of Harry
Davey, director of service at the new $2,000,000 house.
The picture-going public, quick to realize what is being done
along this line, is showing its appreciation by sending an aver|
age of fifteen letters daily to the management of the house,
(
complimenting it upon the manner in which patrons are being
j
dealt with.
I
Mr. Davey, formerly of the Mark Strand Theatre in New
j York, has made a deep study of problems affecting the front of
| the house and as a result is in a position to direct the fifty emj ployes under his command in a capable manner. In his opinion,
j a well trained usher organization is absolutely vital to the suc|
cess of any modern house.
I
S
|
j
1
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entering the theatre. Concrete problems are presented and discussed. Each employe is instructed in the proper way to greet
a person, how to lead him to a seat and even how to say "thank
you" and "good night." Each boy is urged to ask questions
about
stances.the pr.o])er method of procedure under varying circum-

Maki

a

WORLD

The first and most important step in Mr. Davey's system is
the proper selection of employes. Because he is a great believer in education, he has confined himself entirely to high
school and college students, thus receiving a high type of employe and at the same time providing the means for many youths
to work their way through school.
Having chosen his employe, Mr. Davey puts him through a
rigid course of class room instruction for a full week before
allowing him to don a uniform. Under his personal guidance,
the employe is schooled in the rudiments of his position but is
not allowed to go out on the floor. Then for another three
days, after dressing in uniform, a new employe is placed in a
position on the floor that will not demand his services, and at the
same time will give him a chance of observing the methods of
veteran employes.
Nor does the course of instruction stop there. Every day as
long as the employe remains on the job, he is schooled and
drilled under the personal direction of Mr. Davey. Using his
office as a class room, Mr. Davey has five of his boys report for
"school" at certain hours each day. When they leave, their
places are taken by five more and so on until each employe has
received his schooling for the day.
School opens with Mr. Davey assuming the role of a patron

In addition to this study period, each usher, doorman, porter
and other attendants in the front of the house is required to take
a certain number of exercises in gymnasium especially provided
for employes in the theatre. So also is each employe required to
take a shower in the theatre as he reports for duty each day.
Mr. Davey attributes a great deal of the success of his plan
to the way he has his boys organized. In this Mr. Davey has
followed the military idea. Directly under him, in the role of
field lieutenant, is a chief of service. He receives instructions
personally from Mr. Davey which are transmitted to the rest
of the usher force.
Next in line is the chief usher, then the chief doorman, two
captains, two directors, and then the ordinary ushers. Each
rank is dressed in a different uniform.
All ushers work on a merit system which in a measure determines the matter of promotions. Starting the week, each
boy is given 100 points from which is deducted a certain number
of points for every transgression of the rules. Shoes unshined
result in the loss of two points, soiled clothes mean loss of another two points, lack of a shave brings another deduction and
so on. To fall below the 90 mark is to stand in peril of losing
the job.
A feature
Mr. Davey's
that ofis his
receiving
exceptional
praise
is his ofrefusal
to allowsystem
any one
employes
to take
a tip. Saxe service is free of charge, patrons are told politely
when they seek to tip any of the employes.
Mr. Davey has perfected a signal system among the ushers
which eliminates the necessity of calling. Thus the public does
not hear a single voice among employes in the lobby.
Saxe service begins on the outside of the theatre, where a
colored footman, in appropriate livery, stands on duty as automobiles unload passengers bound for the show house. Patrons
next come into contact with Saxe service at the door, which is
opened by a uniformed doorman. Saxe service and Davey
training assert themselves again at the box office, where a girl,
minus the rouge that so often marks this type of employe, speaks
a pleasant "Thank you, sir," as each ticket is purchased.
An inner doorman also finds time for a "thank you," as he receives the ticket, and an usher captain immediately signals the
number of patrons to the youth in charge of the seating, who
stands at the door of the auditorium proper. This usher in
turn communicates with another youth actually in charge of the
seating, who leads the patron to the desired seat, lights a flash
lamp so there will be no stumbling and makes sure that the
partyone else.
is comfortably settled before turning his attention to anyUshers work in shifts and while not on duty have the use of
a room fitted up for their convenience. Study tables and lounging chairs are provided so they may pursue their studies, while
another room has been set up for the use of any of the ushers
who may be musically inclined and who desire to practice.
Milwaukee likes Saxe service and is not afraid to say so.
The letters received daily attest to that. A glove manufacturer
whose product goes to the four corners of the earth, wrote recently as follows :
"It is with great pleasure that I compliment the Saxe management upon the courtesy and efficiency shown by its attendants in the Wisconsin Theatre. I was pleasantly surprised upon
visiting the showhouse recently to find that a liveried footman
aided us out of our car and ushered us into the outer lobby.
There, instead of the curt manner so common to cashiers, I
noticed that as each patron purchased his ticket, the young lady
in the box office smiled a pleasant 'Thank you.'
"When my wife and I sought to remove our coats an attendant came at once to assist us politely turned us over to another
usher, who led us to a front row seat upon my request."
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One of a Series

Tricks
of

The
Moving"

the

If you haven't the
CIRCULATION
— guaranteed, certainproof circulation — that
enables you to say:
"First in the Field,"
then pick on something
you can talk about.
You can say "Leadership"— or "Most advertising pages" — or
"Prints more letters" —
or "Takes the industry
seriously" — or anything
that gets away from the
main point.

The main point is—
CIRCULATION.
Of equal importance
is —circulation GAIN.
But it takes facts —
and figures — and proof
— to talk about CIRCULATION.
The advertiser who
doesn't buy CIRCULATION—first, last,
and all the time — is
only shutting his eyes
to the facts. And swallowing the phrases.
Moving Picture
World has the facts,
the figures, and the
proof that say:
IN

FIELD!

ROBERT

E. WELSH

Here's a scene :

EDITOR

Published Weekly by
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
516 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray HOI 1610-1-2-3
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Keefe, 1312 Stanley Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.
Managing Editor — John A. Archer.
Advertising Manager — Ben H. Grimm.
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Subscription price : United States and its possessions, Mexico
and Cuba, $3.00 a year; Canada, $3.50; foreign countries (postpaid), $10.00 a year. Copyright, 1924, Chalmers Publishing Co.
Copyright throughout Great Britain and Colonies, under the
provisions of the Copyright Act of 1911. (All rights reserved.)
Other publications : Cine Mundial (Spanish). Technical books.
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Bank

130 West 42nd Street

WORLD

There are tricks in
every trade. One of
the tricks of publication
advertising is to dodge
the main issue— when
you have to.

THE

Picture
National

Trade

FIRST

Hamiltor

NUMBER

Features
Editorial
Making Ushers a Feature
News of the Week
Des Moines Conference of Warners Attended by Many
Business in South America Rapidly Expanding, Says
Day
John Rock of Vitagraph Visits 100 Houses in Two
Weeks
First National Directors Busy on Winter Releases. . . .
Sam Sax Has New Series of Six for Independent

Time, three minutes
to three!
You are at your
office. "Can I get to
the bank in time?
Have to rush — hurry
—run!"
At the bank: Five
minutes after three.
Too late!
This is a motion picsequence enacted
every ture
day.
6
But not by the clients of Hamilton National.

429
430

Hamilton National
is open every business
day from 9 A.M. until
10:30 P.M.— and the

433

safety vaults are available at the same convenient hours.

436
440
443

Market
'. '.
443
Saxes Select George Dumond to Open Mojeska, Milwaukee 447
Boston Theatres Advertise for Open-Shop Employes. . 451
Rochester, N. Y., Achievements Win Admiration, Says
O'Toole
452
"Pay as You Leave" Policy Succeeds in New York
House
453
Departments
Exhibitors' News and Views
Straight From the Shoulder Reports
Selling the Picture to the Public
Reviews
Pep of the Program
Releases
Equipment, Construction and Maintenance
Projection

447
454
481
488
492
493
495
496

The location — just
off Times Square — is
still
ience. another convenSumming

it up:

All the facilities and
service of a modern
bank, offered with
courtesy and understanding of your
needs.
Hamilton National Bank
130 West 42nd Street
(Bush Terminal Bldg.)
New York City
Open 9 A. M. till 10.30 P. M.
Our Deposit Vaults — open at the
same hours — are admitted to be
the best equipped in the oity.

I
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Hines "Goes Big"
Put alon "Cold"
C. Burr,
Latest for
Approv
GetsC. Warm
Famous
with
Rialto Theat the
Negotiations
Lastatre Saturday
e, Long
in Whitestonevening
Island, Johnny
s
issue
ion
orat
Corp
ts
Artis
ed
and
Unit
'to renew
concerne
THEthe following statement regarding an by all oftheir
Hines' latest feature, "The Speed Spook,"
of three
for a d period
contracts
extend the parties
was given its initial tryout by C. C. Burr
important business meeting:
who had after
Chaplin,
years, excepting Charles
the Rialto patrons had witnessed two
"A meeting was held in the apartment of eight pictures still to deliver to the United
put onthat"cold,"
s
to
Ritz
the
dum
The picture
features.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fairbank at
Artists Corporation,' and a memoran
for
the audience
had no was
intimation
they
all parties conHotel, New York City, on July 23, at which that effect was signedicbycopy
effort.
Hines
Johnny
latest
this
view
to
were
same
the
of
photostat
cerned and a
were present the officers of the United
press. It is Despite the lateness of the hour, "The Speed
Artists Corporation, Miss Mary Pickford, was published generallyof inthetheUnited
Artists Spook" went over with a bang, and kept
purpose
and
sense
tive
W.
the
D.
of
senta
repre
a
anks,
las
Fairb
Doug
the audience in a continual state of laughter.
es
ve
Charl
tati
conof
e
esen
respectiv
the
repr
a
ith
and
enforce
to
ion
Griff
Corporat
been
This tryout performance was arranged by
have
they
as
and
exist
they
as
tracts
from
away
Chaplin, both of the latter being
s,
individual
above
the
of
all
with
Producer Burr to obtain the audience reacrenewed
dent
presi
ms,
m
Abra
New York City. Hira
tion on this Hines special, which in its presGriffith.
W.
D.
including
of the United Artists Corporation,d was auent form is eight and one-half reels in
•Albert
H.
T.
Banzhaf,
representing
Mr.
thorized by all persons concerne to deny
contended
and
Burr's big task was to ascertain just
meeting
length.
the
ns
to
any
Griffith, stated
that there had been any negotiatio of
of "The Speed Spook" were to
parts
which
kind or character tending towards a merger that it was the belief of Mr. Griffith and be
cut in order to get the production down
of the United Artists Corporation with the himself, who were present at the above meetto six reels, but he received little help here,
ing, that the above signed memorandum was
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, which
since the audience gave an unprecedented
intended solely for publicity purposes and ovation
had been announced in the press; that this had
to the entire picture.
no further meaning.
judgment, had ema-c
announcement, in their
pleased me most at the Rialto
"What
"It
is
inconceivable
that
Mr.
Zukor
will
publi
the
to
given
ment
state
nated from a
stated Burr, "was the fact the
showing,"
us
tures. any further claim to Mr. Griffith's pic- picture proved
press by Adolph Zukor, president of Famo
make
so fast and funny that not a
enhad
he
n,
that
ratio
y
Corpo
Lask
Players"UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION,
person rose from his seat during the entire
tered into a contract with D. W. Griffith to
of 'The Speed Spook.' Our feature
us Playdirect three photoplays for the Famoexpir
"By Hiram Abrams, President." showing
of the regu- ation
was put on after the conclusion
ers-Lasky Corporation upon the
moved when the
soul
a
nary
but
program,
lar
d
Unite
the
with
ract
as
cont
ent
Charn
of his pres
New Work for
Speed
h it was rep"The on
picture
the Spook"
sequences
openingshown.
From ofthence
Artists Corporation, and in whic
L. Charnas has resigned as presi- were
Harry
one
but
had
ith
Griff
resented that D. W.
for
audience,
entire
Standard
the
the
of
captivate
to
manager
seemed
general
and
dent
d
Unite
y to produce for the
morets photopla
gh, Cleve- in a few moments there were any amount of
Pittsbur
in
es
Exchang
d
Federate
n.
ratio
Artis Corpo
land, Cincinnati and Detroit to devote his chuckles which eventually grew into uproar"In answer to this announcement Mr. entire attention to the sale and distribution
ious laughter, hand-clapping and whistling.
of Warner Bros. Classics of the Screen in "The Speed Spook" went over better than
Abrams, Mr. Banzhaf, representing Mr. Grifthat
fith, protesting, was authorized to state
I had anticipated, even though it was shown
the territories mentioned. The announceal from
at the annual meeting of the stockholders
ment of Mr. 'Charnas's withdrawsome
ten in over eight reels."
and owners of the United Artists Corpora- the company, which he founded
tion, held at the office of the United Artists years ago, was made at a sales conventionin
Tryout a Success
were pres- of the Standard-Federated company
Corporation March 28, at which
idenent Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and Cleveland recently. Jess Fishman, long
tified with the Standard organization, has Metro-Goldwyn's "Tess" and "Sinners
D. W. Griffith in person and Charles Chaplin
in Silk" Find Quick Favor
by proxy, it was unanimously decided upon been chosen to succeed Mr. Charnas.
The familiar stage practice of trying new
plays "on the dog" before they are brought to
.New York has been adapted to motion picture
use with marked success in the case of two
coming Metro-Goldwyn releases, Marshall
Neilan's "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" and
in Silk."was put on
Hobart
"Tess Henley's
of the "Sinners
D'Urbervilles"
"cold" after the regular performance at the
De Luxe Theatre in Los Angeles on an evening last week. No previous announcement of
the showing was made, and the audience, except for about twenty people from the studio,
were the regular patrons of the theatre. Although the picture ran until after midnight,
it was noted that no person left the theatre
after the film was flashed on the De Luxe
screen. This showing convinced Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer executives who were present that
the D'Urbervilles"
"Tess of attractions
theythehave
of
finestin box-office
available oneto
exhibitors for the coming season.
Blanche Sweet and Conrad Nagel are principals in Neilan's film version of the Thomas
Hardy novel.
"Sinners in Silk," from Benjamin Glazer's
given a pre-view in Glenstory, wasbefore
original
dale, California,
a capacity audience.
1 Spectators, it is reported, stood around in
for
picture Mr.
Henley's
Mr. left
discussing
groups
some time
after they
the theatre.
Henley and Harry Rapf, executive associate of
Louis B. Mayer, are making a few minor
THE FIRST "STILL" OF CHAPLIN'S NEW PICTURE
S.erras.
high
the
of
snows
the
changes before "Sinners in Silk" is released.
amid
s
sourdough
Alaskan
of
Charlie is making his comedy
United

Artists
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Conference

of

Warners

Attended
by
Many
the
Hotel
Fort
Des
Moines,
which nearly 200
hers
nerSamBrot
War
the
of
t
visi
is,
Morr
representatives
of
the
Iowa
exhibitors,
newser,
THE
Warn
es,
L.
S.
executiv
paper men and women, club women and other
general sales manager, and Mrs. Pearl interested
parties attended. Mr. Weinberg
de- was toastmaster
Keating, editor-in-chief of the , scenario
in the absence of Mr. Blank
partment, in Des Moines, Iowa on July 25
■was made the occasion of one of the most in- in New York City. Warren G. Jackson, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce ; Gardteresting conferences ever held in this terriner C. Cowles, publisher of the Register and
tory, and one from which a maximum of good
Des Moines; Miss Bonnie Marwill andut valuable publicity was obtained Tribuneshall,inchairman
of the Board of Indorsers of
througho the state.
Photoplays,
a
special
committee of the Des
making a transconThese executives are United
Federated
Women's
Clubs,
and Harry
States and Moines
tinental tour of the
Watts
of
the
Rialto
Theatre
in Omaha,
were
Canada, visiting only the key cities, in the early speakers. Then Mr. Weinberg introduced
interests of their product for the season 1924and for nearl}' an hour Mr. War25 and with the even more important hope of the guests
ner, Mr. Morris and Miss Keating discoursed
ts
viewpoin
ning
enlighte
and
new
g
obtainin
on the problems of productions.
on the demands of the public in every part of
Among those present were Abe Frankle,
the country.
Casino Theatre; Harry Hiersteiner, Family
To make their visit in Des Moines as in- Theatre ; Sam Ellnian, Grand Theatre, and
teresting as possible, H. M. Weinberg, gen- H. Lampham, Orpheum Theatre, all of Des
Moines; Leo Moore, Majestic Theatre, Ceneral manager of the A. H. Blank Theatrical
Enterprises, put forth every effort to bring terville ; Dwight Baker, Circle Theatre, Otto the city all interested representatives of tumwa ; E. P. Smith, Lincoln Theatre, Chiton;J. Smith, Majestic Theatre, Fort Dodge;
the distribution, exhibition and publicity
Alexander Frank. Plaza Theatre, Waterloo;
angles of the industry in Iowa.
Eller Metzger, Strand Theatre, Creston ; Dan
The Warner product is distributed throughBurguni, Strand Theatre, Atlantic ; Mrs.
PicPremier
the
by
Nebraska
out Iowa and
of Chariton ; Fred B. Witt, Orpheum
tures Exchanges, Inc., with offices at 1005 Watson
Theatre,
Shell Rock ; Nate Chapman, Englert
Moines,
Des
Building,
Film
High street, the
Theatre, Ottumwa ; H. A. Chapman, Palace
and at 15 Chicago street, Omaha.
Theatre, Nora Springs ; Dan Thornburg,
Invitations were issued to every exhibitor Casino Theatre, Marshalltown ; S. H. Cohen,
for
and
conference
the
for
in the territory
Strand Theatre, Ottumwa ; J. Cohan, Strand,
the banquet to lie given in honor of the visit- Ottumwa; T. M. Honey, Isis Theatre, Cedar
ing Warner party. Mr. Weinberg arranged
Rapids; Mr. Browell of Oeilwein, and Mr.
to bring in all the managers of the A. H. and Mrs. Youngclaus of Jefferson.
Blank theatres throughout the state and
■Omaha, and each brought a representative of
the newspapers in his town.
The climax was an elaborate banquet at
"Manhandled,
Best

Picture,

Into Bankruptcy
The Urban Motion Picture Industries, Inc.,
capitalized at $10,500,000, with a plant at Irvington-on-the-Hudson and offices at 350
Madison avenue, New York, this week was
petitioned into bankruptcy and made defendant in an equity receivership action.
The claims listed in both proceedings totaled
$9,235. The equity receivership action was
brought by Isaac M. Bortman, who claimed
$3,304 due him in commission.
The company, organized in 1920, is said to
have liabilities of $580,270, of which $443,662
is in secured bonded indebtedness. The assets are put at $3,000,000. They include
finished and unfinished negatives, and prints
valued at $1,083,026. The plant and equipment are valued at $983,456 and one patent
owned by the company at $1,000,000.
Eberhardt

Writes

Novel

Earl Hudson's screen story, "Sundown,"
written that First National might take advantage of the last great cattle drive when
the cattle barons of the Southwest, driven
out of their own country by the hordes of
homesteaders from the East that were swiftly
encroaching upon their grazing grounds, entered upon their hegira to Mexico with their
herds, numbering nearly a quarter of a million cattle, has been turned into a novel and
published by Grosset & Dunlap. The work
of turning the scenario into a novel was entrusted to Walter F. Eberhardt, who is a
member
of First National's publicity department.
Kramer Joins Ince
Louis P. Kramer has resigned as general
press representative of the Film Booking
Offices to accept a position with the Thos.
H. Ince organization.

"Gloria

Swanson

Say

Y.

Allan
SWANSON,
GLORIA
bodyDwan,
else
and every
Tom Moore
who had to do with the Paramount
production, "Manhandled," haver scored
tremendously in this latest membe of the
"Famous Forty" group to be shown to New
York audiences, in the opinion of the newspaper critics
week."covered" the picture at
thiswho
the Rivoli
Following are excerpts from the reviews :
The Evening Post : "For the second time in
two weeks the Rivoli crashes through with
the newis aofferings.
the bestthisof week,
there
jinidandy'Manhandled',
picture; as

Scenes from "Pigskin," the Educational
comedy with Lige Conley the star.
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Gloria would say, it's okay. Glorious Gloria
shows herself to be an even better comedienne than she is an emotional actress,
which we think is pretty high praise. Dwan
and Gloria between them have made it rank
in 1924's best ten."
The Times : "Miss Swanson proves her
versatility as a film actress, this time as a
clever comedienne. Her efforts are greatly
assisted by the able and restrained direction
of Allan Dwan, who has provided fitting
scenes for Miss Swanson with the same
brilliance he showed in 'Big Brother.' Miss
was clever in 'The Humming Bird,'
Swanson
she is, if anything, more pleasing in
but
'Manhandled.' "

N.

's

Critics

The Herald Tribune : "It is a delightful
comedy. Miss Swanson is absolutely irresistible. This, to our way of thinking, is the
best thing Allan Dwan ever has directed."
The Daily News : "This is the best Swanson picture to date. It is only fair to tell
you that the audience shrieked with delight
during 'Manhandled.' "
The American : "Now along comes 'Manhandled,' at the Rivoli, with Gloria coming
out in a series of impersonations that are
as good as anything Elsie Janis ever gave
us on the stage. Her imitation of Charlie
Chaplin is priceless — both in resemblance and
characteristics. It is a highly amusing comThe Evening World : "Gloria Swanson does
edy-drama."
some
of the best work of her career. Judging from the applause that greeted this picture yesterday, the audience agreed on this
point. For the Swanson fans — and they are
legion — this will certainly prove a Roman
holiday and should attract many converts
to the fold over which Gloria rules."
The Evening Journal : "Whatever she does
at the
in 'Manhandled'
at Gloria
you'll
Rivoli howl
Theatre.
Her efforts
as a comedienne
are scintillating."
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Ready

September

Films

JULIUS and Abe Stern, president and
vice-president of the Century Film Corporation, producers of Century Comedies, which are released through Universal,
are enjoying a well-earned vacation period
in Europe. Before leaving they had their
product for next season all lined up and
most of it completed or in production, all of
which insures them a vacation free from
cares or business worries.
With the pictures scheduled for release
'way into the winter months completed, an
advance announcement lor September releases was decided on and Julius Stern wired
his New York office to issue it. There will
be four pictures, one for each week, with
Harry McCoy, Buddy Messinger, Al Alt,
"Pal,"
wonder
the screen,
and
others the
as the
stars.dogTheof famous
Century
Follies Girls will also be seen in the September releases.
The titles arc "Traffic Jams," "Mind the
Baby," "Low Bridges" and "Sahara Blues."
They will be released one each week beginning September 3, in the order named. "Traffic Jams" is a humorous picturization of the
perils encountered with the heavy traffic in
large cities, and suggests several ways in
which they can be overcome. Harry Mc-

Coy, Hilliard Karr and Bessie Welsh are the
featured players. In "Mind the Baby" "Pal"
takes starring honors, supported by an unusually strong cast, including Cecil Marsh,
Eddie Bonner and Ernie Shields. It tells
of an animal that shows considerably more
intelligence in the care of a baby than many
humans do.
"Low Bridges" is one of the Century Kid
pictures, with Buddy Messinger at the head
of the cast. Others are "Bubbles," the 5year-old colored comedian ; "Spec" O'Donnell, the freckle-faced youngster; Martha
Sleeper, Buddy's leading lady, and Eddie
Hughes. "Sahara Blues," the last of the
September releases, features Al Alt, Jack
Earle, the giant comedian; Hilliard Karr,
Elizabeth Kavane and the famous Century
Follies Girls.
Because of the rise to popularity of Wanda
Wiley, the newest of the Century stars, it is
possible that a production in which she is
starred will be substituted for one of the
others on the September program. Wanda
Wiley has shown so much unusual ability as
a comedienne that the Sterns are seriously
considering the making of a special series
of two-reelers starring her, the stories to be
written by a well known humorist.

Bachmann

Arranging

Now

for "Scandal"
Distribution
rer of B. P. tentious picture ever offered by the SchulBACHMANN. treasu
JG Schul
berg Productions, Inc., left
berg organization.
• New York this week for an exThis production has been in the making
tended tour of the company's exchanges for seven weeks under the direction of Gasnier, with a cast including Betty Blythe,
which will handle the distribution of "The
Lou Tellegen, Patsy Ruth Miller, Forrest
Breath of Scandal" and the subsequent releases in the group of nine Preferred Pic- Stanley. Jack Mulhall, Myrtle Steadman and
tures scheduled for the new season.
Phyllis Haver. Camera work has been completed and cutting and editing is now under
Mr. Bachmann's trip will be made in the
interest of instituting a special sales and ad- way. A number of picture men, including
production experts and several West Coast
vertising drive on "The Breath of Scandal,"
which advance reports say is the most pre- exhibitors, previewed the film after the first
cutting and the praise for the story, cast
and production values was unanimous.
The completed picture will be in the
Schulberg exchanges ready for screening
by the middle of August. Mr. Bachmann
will visit each distribution centre to give the
first sales campaign his personal supervision. Throughout the country, B. P. Schulberg's new series of Preferred Pictures will
be handled by substantially the same franchise holders who operated for Preferred
Pictures Corporation.
Reaches

Scene from the Fox production,
"The Painted Lady."
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New

York

Director Millard Webb's first photoplay
has arrived in New York. The Warner
Bros, say that Mr. Webb has landed up
in the ranks of American motion picture
directors with this, his initial effort.
The photoplay is entitled "Her Marriage
Vow," being an adaptation from the wellknown stage play by Owen Davis. Monte
Blue, Beverly Bayne, Margaret Livingston
and Willard Louis are in the cast.

Metro-Goldwyn present* Jackie Coogan in
"Little Robinson Crusoe."
"Jackie" Crusading
Young Coogan to Cover 31 Cities in
for "Mercy
WithDrive
the appearance
of thisBonds"
issue, Jackie
Coogan will have left Los Angeles on the
greatest crusade the modern world has
known, the Children's Crusade across the
country to raise funds for the Near East Relief. When Jackie arrives in New York on
August 14 it is expected that hundreds of
thousands of dollars will have been raised
to buy foodstuffs, medical supplies and
other necessities of life for 60,000 destitute
orphan children in the Holy Lands.
The revised itinerary has Jackie in Pasadena, August 2; Albuquerque, August 4,
where his initiation into the Navajo Indian
tribe will take place. On August S Hutchinson, Newton, Emporia, Topeka, Lawrence and
Kansas City will be visited by the young star.
On August 6 and 7 Jackie will be in Chicago,
and also on the seventh will arrive in Indianapolis, leaving there for Louisville on
Friday, August 8.
The balance of the itinerary will be: Cincinnati, August 9; Detroit, August 10 and
11; Cleveland, August 12; Pittsburgh, August 13. This will bring Jackie into New
York on Thursday, August 14.
As previously announced, Jackie will devote the fourteenth to August 23 finishing
his Metro-Goldwyn picture, "The Rag Man."
N'ew York is the locale of this Willard Mack
story, which Coogan, Sr., is supervising, with
Eddie Cline as director, and many exteriors
will be shot on the East Side of the city.
Monday, August 25, Jackie will resume his
crusade, visiting New Haven, Providence,
Boston, Newark, Baltimore and possibly a
trip to the Toronto fair.
On September 6 Jackie will sail for the
Near East will the cargo of supplies.
The "Mercy Bond," sold for one dollar, certifies that the purchaser "is enrolled in the
Children's Crusade of Mercy." The "Life
Saving Bond" is valued at $5.
Books "Fools in Dark"
Sid Grauman has booked F. B. O.'s big
fall special, "Fools in the Dark," for his
Metropolitan Theatre, Los Angeles. The engagement started July 26. This is an unusually
fine
very few "outside"
pictures getbooking,
into the asMetropolitan
Theatre.
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"The Triflers" Listed
B. P. Schulberg made public his plan to
make Frederick Orin Bartlett's novel, "The
Triflers," the next Preferred Picture to be
directed by Gasnier.

Educational's
Many
Units
at
Peak
of Production
Activity
TION work on all comedy
PRODUC
series to be made on the Pacific Coast
for release through Educational Film
-25 has
Exchanges, Inc., for the seasondy 1924
reached full speed and the come studios are
humming with activity.
At the Fine Arts Studio, Mermaid, Hamilton,
Cameo and Juvenile Comedies are going ahead
full speed. Lloyd Hamilton is in the midst of
his first comedy for the coming season under
the direction of Fred Hibbard. Hamilton has
signed a new leading lady, Dorothy Seastrom,
aid in addition, Babe London, formerly with
Christie Comedies, and big Dick Sutherland
will also be seen in support.
Lige Conley has finished the first of his 192425 series. Peg O'Neill, Otto Fries, Jack Lloyd
shootand Ruth Hyatt are in support. Actual second
ing will start in a few days on his
picture of the new series.
Cliff Bowes and Virginia Vance are working
new seain their second Cameo Comedy of theand
titled
son. The first has been finished
"Don't Fail." Albert Ray is directing.
Jack McHugh, lately promoted to stardom
in Juvenile Comedies, has finished his first
Teacher." The supportstarring vehicle, "Oh, Tommy
Hicks and many
ing cast will contain
other of the clever juvenile actors who appeared in the first series of Juvenile Comedies.
Hands," is well
picture,
second
His
n. "Dirty
along in productio
At the Christie Studios, Jimme Adams has
finished his first picture for the new season. It is "Savage Love," and Vera Steadman, Earl Rodney and Jimmie Harrison are in
the cast. Scott Sidney is directing.
Gil Pratt is dirocting Neal Burns in Christie
Comedies, and the first of the series is nearing
completion.
Also at the Christie Studios Walter Hiers is
in the midst of his first two-reel comedy for
Educational release under the direction of
Archie Mayo. This will be the first two-reel
comedy in which Hiers has been featured since
years ago.
Bobby Vernon is rapidly finishing the first
of his new series of Bobby Vernon Comedies,
"Bright Lights." Walter Graham has been
selected as director. Graham has been employed in the scenario department of Christie
Comedies. This is his first directing work.

Larry Semon has selected the story for his
first two-reel comedy to be made under a contract lately signed whereby Educational will
distribute a series of four special comedies featuring this popular star. Semon will direct his
own pictures. This unit is working at the F.
B. O. Studio.
At the United Studios, Al St. John is completing the third of a series of comedies to be
leleased through Educational. St. John is dilecting himself in this series.

Pathe
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Betty Blythe Heads Cast
Betty Blythe, who recently returned from
England where she played the lead in the
film version of "Chu Chin Chow," heads the
list of box-office stars who will be seen in
the forthcoming Preferred Pictures, "The
Breath of Scandal," for release by B. P.
Schulberg Productions, Inc. In addition to
Miss Blythe the cast includes Lou Tellegen,
Patsy Ruth Miller, Forrest Stanley and Myrtle Steadman.

10

Carries

scheduled for the week
HEAugusrelease
PATof
t 10s are
wide in their scope
among program subjects of short length.
"The Clue," second chapter of the Patheserial
written by Richard E. Enright, commissioner
of police, New York City, entitled "Into the
Net," is released with Edna Murphy as the
star and Jack Mulhall and Constance Bennett
prominent in the support.
The worries of the "Spat Family" are
brought to the screen in a Hal Roach two-reel
comedy "A Hard Boiled Tenderfoot," the
story, is from the pen of H. M. Walker, diler. rected by Jay A. Howe, featuring Frank But"The Puritans," the twelfth chapter of the
"Chronicles of America," in three reels, was
Fathers of New England,"
adapted from "The
by Charles M. Andrews, and directed by Frank
Tuttle. The cast consists of Arthur Hohl,
Audrey Hart, Henry Van Bousen, Allan
Brander, Osgood Perkins and Royal B. Tracy.
Mack Sennett presents the Pathecomedy,
"Wall Street Blues," directed by Del Lord and
by F. Richard Jones. The cast consupervised
sists of Sid Smith, Billy Bevan, Andy Clyde,
Barbara Pierce. Jack RichKingston,
Natalie ardson
and Vernon Dent.
Five subjects are listed on the Pathe Review. The first is "The Phantom Canoe on
an Adirondack Lake." The second is "Flying
Feet," an exhibition of French horsemanship.

TWO PROMINENT DIRECTORS AND A STAR
Phil Ro.en, Ernest Lubitsch, Marie Prevott in Warner Brother*' pictures.

Array

Many

Features

Next comes a Max Fleischer "Fable of the
Future," "The Proxy Lover," a Pathecolor
classic, is fourth. Fifth and last is a trip along
the river Dordogne in France, in which the
beauty of the famous "Pipe Organ Rocks" is
filmed. The title of this review is "All the
World's Your Neighbor." It is a Pathecolor.
"Amelia Comes Back," an animated cartoon
comedy,
Fable, for
is one
the
features an
of Aesop's
the PatheFilmprogram
the ofweek,
as is "Topics of the Day." "Hobbies" is the
title of the Grantland Rice "Sportlight."
New

Branch

Office

Producers
Distributing Corporation
Opens One in Indianapolis
Producers Distributing Corporation announces the opening of a new branch office
at Indianapolis on July 14 with Charles R.
Lundgren as manager. Mr. Lundgren has
been connected with the motion picture industry in various capacities since 1907. The
branch is in the Central Division of Producers' sales organization, under the supervision of Cecil Mayberry, central division
manager.
Mrs. A. H. Sessions has succeeded Col. W.
T. Yoder as manager of the Producers Distributing Corporation's Atlanta branch, with
supervision over the New Orleans branch in
which she has been acting as manager for
the past several months.
Charles McVicker, formerly associated
with First National and Paramount, has
joined the field forces of Producers Distributing Corporation
Arizona
territory. as a representative in the
Harry Carney, one of the best known film
salesmen on the West Coast, now is connected with the San Francisco branch of Producers Distributing Corporation. Mr. Carey
was associated with Universal for a number of years and more recently with the
Fox
organization in the San Francisco
territory.
To Play Title Role
Anna Q. Nilsson is returning to First National Pictures to play the title role in Sam
Rork's production of "The Woman from Hollywood." Mr. Rork has engaged an all-star cast
to appear with Miss Nilsson.
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Scenes from the Banner production, "The Truth About Women," with Hope Hampton
Business

in

South

America

N

"

Rapidly
Expanding,
Says
Day
EVER, before have I seen such Recife, Juiz de Fora, R'ebreirao Preto, Porto
Alegre and Botucatu, while our main office
bright prospects for the motion pic- at
Rio de Janeiro and the principal branch
ture industry south of the equator," office at Soa Paulo have had to work at
said John L. Day, South American represupply exhibitors with the Parasentative of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor- capacitymountto pictures
they demanded.
poration, on his return last week from a
"Four
new
theatres
have been erected or
seven
months'
in Brazil.
revolution
has stay
interferred
with ■ "While
business thein are in course of construction in Rio de
Sao Paulo and vicinity, there is every reason Janeiro, which has been badly in need of
to believe that the coming year will witness larger and better theatres. These houses
a remarkable improvement in business con- will seat from 1,200 to 4,000 each and will
ditions affecting the industry in Brazil.
add tremendously to the industry's prestige
"Our business up to the time I left Rio in the capital. The world-wide increase in
de Janeiro was never better and had exceed- the price of the more important food commodities will be of immeasurable benefit to
ed our best expectations. The demand for
Brazil
and
Argentine, and there is no reason
Paramount pictures' has grown so rapidly in
the last year that we have found it necessary why these two countries should not show a
to open five new offices to care for this de- great increase in business during the coming
mand. New branches have been installed at

Many

year." to
Newspapers

Versions

of

hout the counRS thethroug
NEWSPAPE
condensed version of
try will print
Rafael Sabatini's "Captain Blood." As
soon as preparations for the production were
started on the picture at the Vitagraph studios by David Smith, the home office started
negotiations for the serial rights to the book,
the tenth printing of which was run in February of this year.
When the contract was signed a broadside was prepared and sent to every newspaper having mat casting facilities in the
United States and Canada. This was profusely illustrated with scenes from the production then available and also explained the
method by which the newspaper could secure the use of this feature.
The response. was instantaneous. The
Sabatini name and the popularity of the
book proved to be a real drawing card. Replies with acceptances and requests for additional information came in by every mail.
The Chicago News was the first to accept,
Pittsburgh followed, then several from Can-

"Capt.

Print
Blood"

ada; New Orleans, Detroit and Los Angeles
are in line, and still they come. At this
writing more than 300 papers have accepted
and others are answering daily.
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To Convene

in London

First National Pictures, Ltd., Sales
Convention Set for August 8
The annual sales convention of First National
Pictures, Ltd., in Great Britain will take place
on August 8 in London. Bruce Johnson, manager of the company's Foreign Department,
who is in Europe, will conduct the convention.
There are ten First National branch offices
in the United Kingdom under the supervision
of Ralph J. Pugh, with a total of 115 employes,
all Britishers. One of the exchange managers
is a baronet, Sir John Owen.
The convention will devote its attention principally to the mapping out of the sales campaign for the coming year throughout Great
Britain.
Plans are under way, and will probably be
matured at this convention, for the showing
of Frank Lloyd's production of "The Sea
Wallace

Beery

to Wed

Screen Villain Will Marry Mary
Hawk."
Arriea Gillman
Wallace Beery, one of the most noted of
screen villains, is going to settle down into
the quietness of married life. The secret became known when the actor obtained a marriage
license in Los Angeles the other day to marry
Miss Mary Arriea Gillman, who hails from
Parkcrsburg, W. Va., and has since lived in
Astoria, Ore., and Seattle, Wash. Miss Gillman
has been appearing in pictures for the past
year.
was and
recently
Frank Lloyd's
"Black She
Oxen"
"Theseen
Seain Hawk"
and in
William
DeMille'sbetween
"Fast the
Set."two started two
The romance
years ago when Beery met Miss Gillman on the
"Robin Hood" set. They plan to be married
early in August, the ceremony to take place
in Hollywood. Mr. Beery was married once
before, having been the first husband of Gloria
Swanson.
Wanger Re-engaged
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of the
Famous Players - Lasky Corporation, in
charge of production, announces the engagement of Walter Wanger, formerly general manager of the Department of Production, to resume his former position with the
company. Mr. Wanger, who returned with
Mr. Lasky to New York a few days ago
from a three years' sojourn in Europe, will
take over his duties at the Famous PlayersLasky office immediately.

Eva Novak, and an action
from with
C. B.William
C.'s "Racing
for Life" in which Mil*
Novakscene
appears
Fairbanks.
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Major

Thomson

Returning

F. B. O. Head Pleased with Situation
in Hollywood
Major H. C. S. Thomson, managing director of Film Booking Offices, left Hollywood
for New York last week after a protracted
and busy stay at the Coast production plant.
He expressed keenest satisfaction with the
recent productions filmed at F. B. O. and
the utmost enthusiasm over future plans.
The recent productions which were completed during his visit to the studios and
which received his hearty O. K., were Ai
Santell's "Fools in the Dark," starring Patsy
Ruth Miller and Matt Moore; "Vanity's
Price," starring Anna Q. Nilsson and produced by R. William Neil from the story by
Paul Bern and under the general supervision
of General Manager B. P. Fineman ; the new
"Go-Getters," starring George O'Hara of
"Fighting Blood," and Alberta Vaughn of
"The Telephone Girl."

Heralding

Scene from the Century comedy, "Eat and Run."

Shallenberger
New

Devises

Typei

ALWAYS alert to the changes in taste
of film audiences, W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Film Corporation, has worked out a new type of picture combining the thrilling action of the
best class of western, the artistic photography of the beautiful scenics with a story
and characters full of romance and pathos in
settings that are a shining example of the
picturesque.
Arrow has had four features of this new
type put in production by Ben Wilson in a
remote part of the country. Alfred Gosden's

of

Production

camera was the first to pick its colorful
beauties for the screen.
Ashton Dearholt as "Pinto Pete," a daring
"Robin Hood," taking from the rich and
giving to the poor, has an unusual role of
which he makes the most. A trained athlete
and rider, Dearholt does the sort of work
that
"Doug"days.
Fairbanks his reputation
in thegave
Triangle
The first of this series of four, "The Lash
of the Whip," is finished and those who have
seen it unqualifiedly endorse this production
as a distinct advance in the art of entertainment in motion pictures.

Banner

Films

Company
to Co-o
te With
Exchanges in Bigpera
Campaign
The publicity department of Banner Productions, Inc., in New York is formula
the details of a nation-wide campaigntingto
bring the names of the Banner productions
before the theatre-going public. The trade
journals will be liberally used and the daily
press
certain
section
exchang
which in
at the
present
dates.willThe"
particip
ate esin
this campaign include the Dependable
in
New York, where Morris Kohn and Charles
Goetz were greatly impressed with the
project.
Tony Luchesse and Oscar Neufeld of the
De Luxe, which is handling the Banner
product in the Philadelphia and Washington
territories, are expected in New York to
confer on the publicity work. Si Greiver of
Chicago and Harry Segal of the Pioneer in
Boston have given their approval to the
tentative plans, while the Celebrated of Milwaukee has entered into the scheme with
enthusiasm.

MARIE
PREVOST

"Hot

Dog/9
Now

Animal
Film,
Ready
for Release

OT DOG," a novelty film comedy
acted entirely by dogs, rabbits,
H monkeys, turkeys, chickens and a
rat, is ready for release, according to. an
announcement by C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation.
It took two years to train the various
animals before production was started. The
settings are in a miniature village inhabited
by the animals dressed as people. There is
a real plot. The villain kidnaps the- bride
and escapes with her to the city. He takes
her to a cabaret where a jazz band composed of rabbits play the latest numbers, and
a score of chickens perform as dancers. The
prospective bridegroom pursues in a miniature automobile, but is evaded when the runaway couple board a train operated entirely
by monkeys. There is a train wreck, leav-

Starring This Week at the
STRAND

ing disaster in its wake, and final reconciliation in which the bride returns to the
wedding.

THEATRE

preview
of "Hot inDog"
recently
theDuring
critics a were
unanimous
praising
this
novelty feature as a great addition to the
screen. Until now, they pointed out, one
animal occasionally was sufficient wonder for
audiences.

COMING SOON IN
HER NEXT RELEASE

Supporting Cast Picked
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation announces
the selection of the following screen players
to support Alma Rubens and Frank Mayo in
"The Price She Paid," second production in
the series of eight Columbia pictures : William
Welch, Eugenie Besserer, Lloyd Whitlock and
Freeman Wood.

B'way — New

York

DESIRES
of MEN
Released by
GRAND-ASHER
NEW YORK
16S0 BROADWAY
DISTRIBUTED THROUGH
STATE RIGHT BUYERS
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Scenes from "The Side Show of Life," in which Paramount presents Ernest Torrence and Anna Q. Nilsson.

F.

B.
to

0.

Selects

Play

Ann

Opposite

of the most promising
ANN MAY, one ring
starlets glimme
in the movie
firmament, has been chosen as Fred
Thomson's leading woman, according to announcement by B. P. Fineman at the F.
B. O. lot. Thus the speculation as to who
was going to appear opposite the popular
westerner in his forthcoming F. B. O. pictures is set at rest after several weeks of
conjecture. Work on the first picture of
! the series of eight for which Thomson has
{ signed under his new contract, is already
| under way.
Miss May was leading woman with Charles
Ray
"Parisworking
Green" with
and "Peaceful
Valley."
It wasin while
Ray that Director
j Jerry Storm noted her as a girl of great
i

May
Thomson

promise, and from that time forward she
began to be besieged with parts. She has
just completed a part with Jack Pickford
in "The End of the World." She also has
appeared in the production of other leading
picture companies, notably in Metro's "The
With a colorful background provided by
Southern California plains and a Mexican
bull
ring, Fred Thomsons's first production
gotFog."
under way last week. It has been temporarily titled "Pall O' Mine." Al Rogell,
who directed Thomson in his last six productions for F. B. O., will again handle the
megaphone, while supervision of all the
Thomson productions will be vested in B.
P. Fineman, general manager of the studios.

Herbert Brenon production.

Burnside Starts First
Richard Dix's first starring picture for
Paramount, "Manhattan," was launched this
week at the Famous Players Long Island
studio under the direction of R. H. Burnside, famous director of Hippodrome spectacles, who makes his debut in motion picture directing after thirty years as a stage
producer.
Paul Sloane and Frank Tuttle adapted the
picture from Jeffrey Farnol's "The Definite
Object." The cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Gregory Kelly, George Siegmann, "GunOliver boat
andSmith,"
AliceOscar
Chapin.Figman, Edna May
A By-Word
All of the Producers Distributing Corporation branches are now using the title of the
Belasco Production, "Welcome Stranger," in
a campaign for the promotion of closer and
even more friendly relations with their exhibitors. Each office has a big banner
stretched across the walls reading "Welcome
Stranger" and "Welcome Stranger" is the
cheery greeting extended by every employe
to every visitor.
John C. Flinn, who started the by-word,
says that there is something in the phrase
that immediately engenders the psychologic
emotion of friendliness.
"There is a whole-hearted note of hospitality in those
from now
on it two
will words,"
be used he
and says,
meant"and
by
the men of our organization."
"House of Youth" Done
"The House of Youth," the first starring
vehicle for Jacqueline Logan, was received
this week by the Producers Distributing
Corporation, which indicates that Regal
Productions are away ahead of schedule on
their P. D. C. releases. The release date of
this subject is set for September 28.
"The House of Youth" is a story of ultrafashionable life and the present reckless era.
The picturization was made by C. Gardner
Sullivan from the story by Maude Radford
Warren, and produced under the direction of
Ralph Ince. The cast includes Lucilla Mendez, Malcolm MacGregor, Vernon Steele,
Richard Travers, Edwin Booth Tilden, Aileen Manning, Gloria Grey, Barbara Tennant
and Hugh Metcalf.
Edith Roberts Signed
Hunt Stromberg has signed Edith Roberts
for the leading role opposite Harry Carey
in "Roaring Rails," the fourth production in
the Carey series being released by the Producers Distributing Corporation.
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Ben Turpin in "Romeo and Juliet," a Mack Sennett comedy for release by Pathe.
Can Be Exploited
Chadwick's "The Fire Patrol" Offers
Novelty Easily Put Over
Chadwick Pictures Corporation have arranged with the Sterling Art Metal Works
to produce a miniature lighthouse in metal
to be used in connection with the exploiting
of the first of the Chadwick Nine, "The Fire
Patrol,"
and this
is one of
and effective
novelties
thatthehasmosteverunusual
been
issued in a production.
The lighthouse is 5^4 inches in height and
is an exact reRlica of the lighthouse which
plays an important part in this virile drama
of those hearty heroes who make up the
coast fire patrol and by their ceaceless vigilance insure the safety of the ships which
carry on the business of the nation.
The lighthouse comes in four styles, gold,
silver, bronze and polychrome and its uses
are many and several suggestions are given
in the press book as to the best way to use
this in exploiting the picture.
It makes a neat and unusual souvenir of
the picture and one which we predict will
cause a great deal of comment on the production.

Warner

Brothers

Begin

of

Production

the Warner
started
already Director
has studio
BeaumontBros.'
AT Harry
g
Camille,
of
Lover
"The
on
shootin
adapted from the Sacha Guitry play,"
"Deburau," successfully produced upon the
stage by David Belasco. The first shot was
of the Theatre des Funambules; a replica
of that historic playhouse in Paris was constructed on the Warner lot. The opening
scene is a pantomime, performed by Jean
Gaspard Deburau, famous pantomimic of
Paris, portrayed by Monte Blue. Mr. Blue
makes a striking Pierrot, and it is the first
time in his screen career since his portrayal
of Danton in the D. W. Griffith production,
"Orphans of the Storm," that he has been
permitted to deviate from his customary
role.
Those who remember the Sacha Guitry
play recall that there were two Deburaus.
Terrence ("Pat") Moore has been assigned
the part of the younger Deburau. This as-

"Dehurau

99

signment is expected to add much to the
splendid acting of the picture, since Terrence
is one of the juvenile prodigies of the Hollywood colony. Marie Prevost portrays the
part of Marie Duplessis, the Lady of the
Camelias. Willard Louis plays Robillard,
friend and comrade to the famous actor.
Rosa Rosanova, the Russian actress who
specializes
in Tolstoi's
plays, who
will predicts
portray
Madame Rabouin,
the woman
such a tragic future for Deburau. Madame
Rosita Marstini will be seen in the role of
the charwoman, who secretly loves Deburau.
For the part of Madame Deburau, wife of
the actor and mother to his boy, who later
succeeds his father in the public favor, Rose
Dione, herself an idol of the French public,
has been chosen for the part.
"Deburau" will be released with the subtitle of. "The Lover of Camille." It is one
of the big twenty productions for release in
the Autumn.

Christie Signs Three
New Leading Ladies to Appear in His
Famous Brand
Christie has signed three new leading
ladies who will appear in the new series of
comedies for release through Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., during the coming
fall and winter season.
A new lead and an old favorite returned
will be in the first Neal Burns two-reeler
which will go out on the Christie fall schedule. The old favorite is Molly Malone, who
used to play in many of the one-reel comedies made at the Christie studio several
years ago and who returns from dramatic
pictures to take another fling at comedy.
Billye Beck, formerly a vaudeville favorite
in her acrobatic dancing act, is the other
new leading woman recently signed. She is
also in the new comedy being directed by
Gil Pratt. Miss Beck made her screen debut
recently with the Hal Roach organization
but has moved her make-up kit over to the
Christies.
Another new leading lady in Christie
Comedies next season will be Kathleen
Myers. Miss Myers is blonde, which is quite
unusual for the Christie organization, since
most of the Christie leads in the past have
been brunette beauties.

Pittsburgh
with

Theatre
Full

P. D.

the big-is
ed as ofonetheofseason
reportdeals
is booking
WHAT gest
ed
that effect by G. R. Ainsworth,
manager of Pittsburgh branch of Producers
Distributing Corporation, and W. F. Seymour, eastern division manager of the company, when they closed a contract with Hunt
Miller of the New Schenley Theatre, Pittsburgh, for seventeen pictures of the new
product of P. D. C, all calendar dated.
The New Schenley Theatre will be the
highest priced admission house in Pittsburgh
and will open August 30 with "Welcome
Stranger," the Belasco production adapted
by
Willardplay,
Mack
Hoffman'sof
Broadway
madefrom
underAaron
the direction
James Young with Florence Vidor, Dore
Davidson, Lloyd Hughes and an all star cast.
Hunt Miller, president of the New Schenley Theatre Corporation, who signed the contract, has in the Schenley one of the most
sumptuous picture palaces in the country,
with every modern equipment to present pic-

Opens
C.

Program

tures in de luxe style. His schedule for the
coming season calls for a Producrs Distributing Corporation picture the first three weeks
of every month.
This deal marks the opening gun fired in
the big sales drive inaugurated by producers
at its annual sales convention held in Chicago on July 4 to 6.
Hirsh Closes Big Deal
Nathan Hirsh, president of'Aywon Film
Corporation, announces that he has closed a
deal with the Enterprise Distributing Corporation of Atlanta whereby the Enterprise
has secured the rights on the Aywon series
of George Larkin pictures for Iowa and
Nebraska territory as well as Kansas and
Western Missouri. The Aywon has also
closed a deal with the Enterprise whereby
the Enterprise has secured the rights on
the second series of Big Boy Williams pictures for Iowa and Nebraska.
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Scenes from Metro-Goldwyn's "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" in which Louis
Universal

Starts

with

"The
marks the beginning of the
THIS week
1924-1925 season for Universal and the
inauguration of the new big schedule
of Jewel pictures long heralded as an epoch
in the history of Carl Laemmlc's organization. "The Signal Tower," the high grade
melodrama of railroad life, starring Virginia
Valli, with Rockcliffe Fellowes and Wallace
Beery, is the first Jewel to be released for
the new season. August 3 is its date of issue.
Thereafter, there will be a Jewel picture
issued every other week. On the alternate
weeks Universal has arranged for the releases of a series of fast-action western
dramas, made by such popular western stars
as Hoot Gibson, Jack Hoxie and William Desmond. The western series starts off August
10 with "The Sawdust Trail," a Hoot Gibson
First Rosemary Film
Rosemary Films, Inc., announces the completion of the first Rosemary Davies feature,
"Souls Adrift," which was made at the TecArt Studios, New York. Rosemary, a sister
of Marion Davies, has been given the best
talent obtainable to aid her in her first
screen vehicle. Harrison Ford, MontagueLove, Jean Girard, Mary Thurman, Gaston
Glass, Paul Panzer, Walter McGrail, Paul
McAllister, Charlotte Walker, Maurice
Costello, Florence Turner, Richard Carle,
Marcia Harris and Nellie Parker Spaulding
appear in the large cast of screen favorites,
appear in the large cast of favorites of the
screen. Release date announced later.

New

B. Mayer

WORLD

presents Blanche Sweet, Marshall Neilan directing.
C. B. C. Signs Many

Season

Signal
Tower"
special production of wild west circus life and
broncho busting.
The new Jewel schedule is twice as big as
previous Jewel schedules. Instead of twelve
or less Jewels a year, the new production plan
will turn out twenty-four or more during the
coming twelve months. This great increase
in Universale release schedule, this doubling
of production, was brought about by wholesale changes at Universal City. Almost overnight the big studio plant was enlarged to
take care of the increased production. Picture making was speeded up and new stages
built. The ease with which Universal jumped
from twelve to twenty-four Jewels a year
presages a new increase in the near future.
"Foolish Virgin" Here
"The Foolish Virgin," first in the series of
eight Columbia Productions, has reached New
York and after a number of minor title corrections will be ready for distribution. Elaine
Hammerstcin and Robert Fraser have the leading roles, while the supporting cast includes
Gladys Brockwell, Irene Hunt, Lloyd Whitlock,
Howard Truesdale, Roscoc Karns, Jack Henderson, Oliver Cross, Phylis Haver, Edward
Borman and "Spec" O'Donnell.
Booked in Easton, Pa.
Pathe announces this week the booking of
the major portion of the eastern part of
Pennsylvania
for Commerford.
"King of Wild Horses,"
with
Stanley and

First National
k>nal'?V^Urting With

August 9, 1924

Joe

Brandt

Announces
Closing of
New Contracts
Joe Brandt, president of C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation, announces the closing of a number of contracts for the distribution of his
productions
follows : in various parts of the country as

With Creole Enterprises, Inc., of New Orleans
for the eight Columbia and eight Perfection
Productions, in Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Florida, Alabama, North and South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Republic of Panama.
With Harry Asher of the American Feature
Film Co., 37 Piedmont street, Boston, for the
Perfection series in the New England States.
With Harold Rodner, for the 1925 series of
"Screen Snapshots"
Northern
New Jersey.in Greater New York and
With De Luxe Film Co., for the new output
of "Screen
Snapshots"
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New in
Jersey.
Afterrelease
a pre-view
"The Battling
Fool,"Asher
the
first
of theof Perfection
series,
expressed his satisfaction as to its being a real
box office feature and immediately signed for
the entire series.
Closes for Africa
W. E. Shallenberger announces the closing of a contract with Jack Sneider for the
big Arrow serial, "The Santa Fe Trail," starring Neva Gerber, supported by Jack Perrin, for release in South Africa.
Sneider has distributed many Arrow releases in his country and says their trade
mark means quality to South African film
fans.

Love" features Colleen Moore and Conway Tearle.
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All Star

National
Busy

on

st
A DOZEN directors of the highe
standing in their profession are making productions for First National
release during the fall and winter. Several
■of these productions are being made by First
National, the rest by independent producers.
Sidney Olcott, who has made some of the
-outstanding film successes of the past half
dozen years, is directing the new Norma Talmadge production for Joseph M. Schenck.
This is the original screen story writen by
C. Gardner Sullivan, now called "The Sacrifice," instead of "Fight." Eugene O'Brien
plays opposite the star.
Frank Lloyd, producer of "The Sea
Hawk," is well started on his new First National picture, "The Silent Watcher," from
Mary .Roberts Rinehart's story, "The Altar
■on the Hill." Glenn Hunter is the featured
player, while Bessie Love and Hobart Bosworth have important roles.
Edwin Carewe is making "Madonna of the
Streets" from W. B. Maxwell's novel, "The
Ragged
Nazimova
the
screenMessenger."
after an absence
of tworeturns
years to
to
play the leading feminine role, with Milton
Sills opposite her. Al Green is putting the
finishing touches to Samuel Goldwyn's "In
Hollywood with Potash and Perlmutter,"
with a great cast headed by Alexander Carr,
George Sidney, Vera Gordon and Betty
Blythe. As soon as that picture is out of
the way, he will start on Sam Rork's production, "The Woman from Hollywood," in
which Anna Q. Nilsson will play the lead.
Chester Franklin is directing for Joseph M.
Schenck "One Night," in which Constance
Talmadge is starred. This is an original
screen story by Hans Kraeli, author of "The
Marriage Circle."
Irving Cummings is directing for M. C.
Levee "In Every Woman's Life," from Olive
Wadsley's novel, "Belonging." The cast includes Virginia Valli, Lloyd Hughes, George
Fawcett, Vera Lewis, Marc MacDermott,
Stuart Holmes and Ralph Lewis.
Harry L. Hoyt, having completed one
First National special, "Sundown," is working on another special production under the
supervision of Earl Hudson, "The Lost
World"
from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's
novel.
George Fitzmaurice, who is engaged editing and cutting "Tarnish," which he has
produced in association with Samuel Goldwyn for First National, will soon begin preparations for a new joint production.
George Archainbaud is at a megaphone for

Winter

Releases

Thomas H. Ince on "Christine of the Hungry
Heart," in which Florence Vidor plays
Lambert Hillyer is directing the picture
from Joseph C. Lincoln's novel, "Doctor
Nye," for Mr. Ince.
Robert Z. Leonard is ready to start phoon the first
sceneswillof be
"Wilderness,"
in which tography
Corinne
Griffith
starred.
Charles Brabin is making preparations for
early production activities on Edna Ferber's
novel,
"So Big," in which Colleen Moore will
be
starred.
John Francis Dillon is preparing to start
work on "If I Marry Again," in which Doris
Kenyon will have the featured role.
Phillips Enthusiastic
Art Phillips, owner and manager of the Cozy
Theatre, Tulsa, Okla., is touring in California
and for two weeks past has been the guest of
Vitagraph during the filming of "Captain
Blood." Mr. Phillips telegraphed to A. J. Beck,
branch manager of Vitagraph in Oklahoma City,
that he believes this famous love story of buccaneer days will be the biggest thing Vitagraph
ever produced.
Sam

Sax

Has

Cast

Great aPlans
Romance,"
P. D.for C."Reckless
Fall Release
That Al Christie is lining up an all-star cast
of comedians for his forthcoming special
feature, "Reckless Romance," is indicated by
the list of players already signed for appearance in this big fall release of the Producers
Distributing Corporation.
In addition to T. Roy Barnes, whose engagement for the leading role has already been
announced, Al Christie has signed Harry Myers,
who has distinguished himself in many farce
comedies, as a team mate for T. Roy, and
Wanda Hawley and Sylvia Breamer for the
two leading feminine roles.
There are a number of other highly important
roles that Mr. Christie states will be filled by
players
of star calibre within the next week
or
ten days.
Sign Miss Hammerstein
Due to her fine performance in "The Foolish
Virgin," first in the series of eight Columbia
Productions, the negative of which has just
reached New York, Elaine Hammerstein has
been signed by C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
for two more pictures. It is understood that
Miss Hammerstein will soon begin work on
one of these.

New

Series

of

Six
for
Independent
Market
AMUEL SAX, president and general exploitation
campaign
that will cover the
manager of Lumas Film Corporation, entire country.
s which is distributing a series of six
Mr. Sax announces that the pictures will
special Gotham Productions for release on be released one every two months following
the independent market, announces that the "Unmarried Wives," and every one of the
series will boast a star, cast, production and
first picture of the series, "Unmarried
Wives," with Mildred Harris, Gladys Brock- story far and away above the usual.
well, Lloyd Whitlock, George Cooper, Bernard Randall and Mabel Coleman in the
cast, has been completed and prints will be
Re-buy Ritz Rights
in the New York office within the next few
J. D. Williams announces that the English
days.
rights to the Valentino-Ritz Carlton pictures
"Unmarried Wives" was directed by James have been bought back from H. W. Thompson
P. Hogan, who directed "Where Is My of London by the Ritz-Carlton Company. The
Wandering
Boy five
Tonight?"
di- deal clears the way for the new distribution
rect the other
picturesandofwho
the will
series,
contract, soon to be announced.
Mr. Thompson acquired the English rights
the titles of which are "Black Lightning,"
"Woman and Gold," "The Night Ship," "You in November, 1923, and while the terms of the
resale will not be made public, he states that
Can't Fool a Woman" and "Every Woman's
the arrangement is very satisfactory to all concerned, and that his son, Frank Thompson, still
"Unmarried Wives" will be released on
Secret."
the
independent market on August 1 and will is a large stockholder in Ritz-Carlton Pictures,
be backed by an intensive advertising and Inc.

BUILDING VITAGRAPH'S PIRATE FLEET FOR "CAPTAIN BLOOD"
Under the personal supervision of Albert E. Smith, president of Vitag raph, a fleet of pirate ships of the 17th century was built at
Balboa, Cal. These castellated galleons
wereunder
constructed
m models
view in the
Museum, London. "Captain Blood" is
now well
way withfroDavid
Smithondirecting
the British
production.
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Harold Lloyd's Latest
"Hubby" Premiere Probably Will Be
October 15
Cutting and titling of Harold Lloyd's latest independently made Pathe feature-length
comedy is in progress and will be in finished
shape in time to allow the star to take a trip
to the East with his mother the middle of
this month.
of thefollow-up
new production
andTheis title
a natural
title to ishis"Hubby"
current
release
"Girl
Shy."
The
story
is
from
the
combined pens of Sam Taylor, Tommy Gray,
John Grey and Tim Whelan and concerns
the troubles of a newlywed with troublesome
relatives constantly at hand.
Among the players are Jobyna Ralston,
Josephine Crowell, Charles Stevenson and
Mickey McBan. Sam Taylor and Fred
Newmeyer are the directors.
Pathe
not fall,
planandto inrelease
"Hubby"
until
earlydoes
in the
all probability
its
premiere
showing
will
be
set
about
October 15.
Chadwick

May

McAvoy and Marie Prevost in a scene from the Lubitsch production, "Three
Women." It is a Warner Brothers' Classic of the Screen.

Thrills,

Pathos,

inF.

B.

0.

the usual run of twoCONTRA
reelersRYthroutoghout the industry, and
in line with its usual policy of striving to put out something distinctive and different, F. B. O.'s new series entitled "The
Go-Getters," are not "just
comedies," Studio
Manager B. P. Fineman announces.
"The idea of the 'Go-Getters' is to put over
short, distinctive sjubjects with a preponderance of entertainment value which do not
depend upon slap-stick effects or rough
house comedy for their appeal," Mr. Fineman points out. "It has been our endeavor,
and I think the public will agree that we
have succeeded, to produce interesting little
stories, with thrills, pathos and comedy all
worked together. The 'Go-Getters' are not
straight comedies. Neither are they farces,
burlesque, travesties, melodramas or anyother one thing. Rather we have tried to
make them what I would call 'featurettes'
for want of a better name."
The new "Featurettes" co-star George
Gets Big- Bookings
Chadwick Pictures Corporation is in receipt
of advice from Celebrated Players Film Corporation of Chicago that they have closed a
contract with the Randolph Theatre, State and
Randolph Streets, Chicago, for the premier
presentation of the Hunt Stromberg production
"The Fire
at thatis theatre
starting
August
3rd. Patrol,"
The Randolph
one of the
most
important of the Loop Theatres and Celebrated
announces that they plan to put an intensive
and extensive advertising and exploitation
campaign behind this showing not only in the
Chicago newspapers but throughout the state
as well.

Comedy,
's "Go-Getters"
O'Hara and Alberta Vaughn, who gained
fame respectively in "Fighting Blood" and
"The Telephone Girl." A] Cooke and Kit
Guard, F. B. O.'s well-known comedy team,
support the stars. Del Andrews is directing
the pictures, which George Marion has writstories.ten for the screen from H. C. Witwer's
H. M. K. Smith Returns
H. M. K. Smith, head of the costume department at the Paramount Long Island
studio, who has been in Europe for two
months in the interests of Famous Players
has returned. He visited Algiers to study native life and customs and to purchase many
properties for use in Gloria Swanson's new
picture, "Wages of Virtue."

Bulls-Eye

Critics Find "The Fire Patrol" Worthy
of High Praise
The Los Angeles Times previewed the
Chadwick Pictures Corporation production,
"The Fire Patrol." and accorded it one of
the most enthusiastic reviews ever given a
picture and predict for it a big success.
Commonwealth Film Corporation, who
have the franchise for the Chadwick Nine
for Greater New York and Northern New
Jersey, have booked "The Fire Patrol" in B.
S. Moss' beautiful Broadway Theatre, where
it opened to splendid business on Sunday,
Reports
coming in from all over the counJuly
try27.on this, the first of the Chadwick Nine,
indicate that it will be one of the biggest
sensations of the year.
Miss Fulton Signed
Maud Fulton, author and stage star of
"The Brat" and "The Humming Bird," has
been signed on contract to write a series of
original stories and adaptations for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. Negotiations were made
through Irving G. Thalberg and it is under
his supervision that Miss Fulton will begin
work for the screen. Announcement of her
first work for Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer will
shortly be made.

Scenes from Producers Distributing Corporation's Percy Marmont starring vehicle,
"The Legend of Hollywood.
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Scene from "The Female," a Sam Wood production released by Famous Players.
of Paramont's "Famous Forty."

It is one

"Bread
'Acclaimed
by Critics
Director
and
Star
Praise
Who
"

in Offices

New Picture Company Has Gay SendOff in Opening Quarters
W. Ray Johnston, president of the newly
formed Rayart Pictures Corporation, moved
his desk from 220 West Forty-second street,
where he has so long been associated with
the Arrow Film Corporation as vice-president and general manager, to 723 Seventh
avenue on Thursday, July 24, which date
marked the advent of Rayart in the distributing field of motion pictures.
The panyopening
of Mr. Johnston's
new com-of
was the occasion
for the gathering
a host of friends of the young executive to
wish him "Good Luck" in his new venture.
Among those present were Joe Brandt, Bobby North, Jos. Simmonds, J. V. Ritchey,
George Blaisdell, John Spargo, Larry Moen,
Dave Mountan, Gen. Charles Cole of Boston, O.Fiedler,
W. Biarmer,
Mark Harry
Dittenfass,
Rich-J.
ard
Gus. Barth,
Thomas,
Charles Davis, 2d, Dell Henderson, P. B.
Dana, Jessie Bishop, A. Lowens, Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Lyons, Mr. and Mrs. Billy West,
John L. Russell, Tom Davies of London,
England; M. A. Kraus, S. Goodman, R. Weil,
Master Russell Griffin and mother, Jack
Tannenbaum, J. W. VanZile and the entire
executive and office staff of the Arrow Film
Corporation, who called en masse to extend
their
theircompany
former "boss."
The best
officewishes
of theto new
was filled
with
floral
fromat Ray's
and his
old tributes
associates
Arrow many
made friends
him a
present of a beautiful desk set. Hundreds
of special delivery letters and telegrams
were received from well wishers all over the
country.

Two More
the verdict of Dorothea Herzog in the New
READ," the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
United Artists Corporation and Universal
production directed by Victor Schert- York Daily Mirror.
zinger, from the Charles G. Norris
The New York World: "'Bread' is a right Film Corporation have adopted the Mintz
novel, has been received with acclaim by the good picture. We enjoyed it all."
patented "Thematic Music Cue Sheet."
New York critics at the Capitol Theatre. They
have nothing but enthusiasm for Robert Frazer
and Mae Busch in the leading roles, and for
Mr. Schertzinger's direction.
Mildred Spain says, in the New York Daily
News: "There are wonderfully directed home
scenes carved from life, and much humorous
byplay of married life. Mae Busch gives a
compelling performance. Robert Frazer makes
Martin Devlin some one to remember. The
cast has been chosen with an eye to type.
Myrtle Stedman, Hobart Bosworth, Eugenie
Besserer and Ward Crane do splendid acting.
'Bread' is the best directed picture this month —
or any month. The audience was whole-heartedly amused."
"Mae Busch is filled with youth and charm
as the elder daughter," declares Harriette Underbil inthe New York Herald-Tribune. "Robert Frazer has a gay irresponsibility which intrigues us, and we thought him entirely convincing as Martin Devlin. The story holds
one's interest at all times."
; "A drama of life, well told." testifies T. S.
Da Ponte in the New York Telegraph. "Not
a bit of padding has gone into the picture;
every action, every scene, every detail being
necessary to carry on the story, and the continuity carries it through in an exceptionally
well connected way. Director Schertzinger has
turned out a picture with which he may well be
satisfied."
York Evening
fullTheof New
good comedy,
and it isPost
verysayswell: "It
actedis
throughout."
Scene from "The Price of a Party," an Associated Exhibitors release.
"A good picture with a smashing moral," is
B
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£ ^A" 1I'A HAT
producers
the
rush exhibitors
and bustle and
of big
featurein production are overlooking one of their
best bets in their neglect of the two-reel picture,
is becoming more evident each day," states C.
C. Burr, general manager of East Coast Films,
Inc., and former producer of the Torchy and
All-Star comedies.
"Aside from the entertainment value of the
short feature," continued Burr, "it is an axiomatic fact that many of the big stars of today received their first opportunities and real
film training in these short subjects. If present
day star statistics were to be culled, the number of those stars who have 'graduated' from
the two-reel class would represent a large
proportion of what the industry and public
terms featured or star players. If the general
laxity on the part of exhibitors to book these
short subjects continues, the feature market in
a comparatively few years will be faced by a
dearth of trained star material. Unless the
exhibitor is willing to pay more than a mere
pittance for the better two-reelers, producers
of this type of picture will be necessarily
forced to discontinue what at present appears
to be the most effective training school for
future stars.
"In the three years that our own organization was engaged in producing the two-reel
Torchy and All-Star comedies, we created what
might
be a record
greats'
who received
theirin discovering
first screen 'future
opportunities
with us. Aside from Johnny Hines, who has
just completed "The Speed Spook," his latest
full-length feature, and who formerly appeared exclusively in the two-reel Torchys,
our own two-reelers brought forth such celebrities as Dorothy Mackaill, Jacqueline Logan,
Billy Dove, Norma Shearer, Clara Bow, Jobyna
Kalston (now Harold Lloyd's leading lady),
and Polly Archer, who has recently been engaged as leading lady to Richard Barthelmess.
Another find who will be heard from in the
very near future and for whom we hold forth
great promise is Kathleen Martin, who played
:i prominent role in seven of our All-Star comedies featuring Charlie Murray.
"Exhibitors can realize that the two-reeler
is not a mere 'filler.' This type of production
has
its just
place in
industry's
and public's
scheme
of things,
andtheshould
be supported
100
per cent.
"It is because of my own experience and
trials in two-reel productions of the admit-

WORLD

More

Office
Subjects
tedly better type, that I now raise my voice
in behalf of these two-reel producers. I can
readily appreciate their dilemma. The good
two-reel product should not be abandoned. It
remains for the exhibitor, and the exhibitor
only, to encourage these producers by paying
a just price for the unusually necessary tworeeler. It remains for the exhibitor, therefore,
to decide whether in the next few years he
wants publicized stars (stars in name only),
or stars with legitimate training whom the
1 ublic knows can act, and who the public
will pay its precious dollars to see. It stands
to reason that by getting back of the tworeelers exhibitors are making a good investment for themselves "
not only for the present
but for the future as well."
O
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New Universal Theatre
Acquisition Assures Company of First
Run House in Bridgeport, Conn.
Universal announces the acquisition of the
Dawe Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., one of the
finest houses in New England. Although
controlled by Universal, the Dawe Theatre
will not confine itself to programs of that
company but will present worth-while product of other independent concerns. The
purchase of this theatre, of 1,500 capacity,
territory.
assures Universal a first-run house in that
The Dawe Theatre will inaugurate its new
regime with "The Signal Tower," the Universal-Jewel now playing to excellent business at the Strand Theatre, New York City.
Arrangements are being rushed to complete
the extensive renovations and redecorations
in time for its re-opening on August 15.

Arab"
"The
Metro-Goldwyn's
Is Sensation
Despite
Heat
Wave
PENING of 'The Arab' at Warfield
Theatre
tremendous
stated thea wire
received sensation,"
last week
lrom San Francisco by W. E. Atkinson, vicepresident and general manager of Metro-Goldwyn.
"Throughout entire day every seat occupied,
with huge crowds lining the block in vicinity of
theatre waiting to obtain admission," the wire
continued.
are that
'The A.Arab'
will establish"Indications
a new house
record.
M.
Bowles, general manager of West Coast Theatres, Inc., states Ramon Novarro is best bet
on the screen today."
The sensation created by Rex Ingram's new
production at the big San Francisco house
duplicated that at the other two key cities the
production has played.
In Denver, "The Arab" played a seven-day
engagement at the Rialto Theatre to recordbreaking business and was held over two additional days, as much as previous bookings of
the Rialto would permit, in order to accommodate the crowds which were unable to enter
the theatre during the first week.
In the face of devastating hot weather, which
has dented receipts in damaging fashion of
practically every New York theatre, the Capi-

tol did the biggest business of any summer
with "The Arab." The large house was filled
at all performances and checked up nearly $50,000 on the week.
The result of these three engagements in
key cities widely scattered over the country
has convinced motion picture men that MetroGoldwyn has in "The Arab" one of the several
really big productions that will be seen this
season, and an undoubted box-office success for
every class of theatre.
"The Arab" was based by Ingram on Edgar
Selwyn's play. Ramon Novarro and Alice
Terry have leading roles.
At Strand August 3
"Being Respectable," recently completed
at the Warner Bros.' West Coast studios as
one of the concluding releases of 1923-24,
has been booked for a New York premiere
at the Strand Theatre for the week beginning August 3. The picture has already
played a number of the leading theatres in
other cities of the country under the prerelease arrangement and word is coming
back that it is doing exceptionally well.

Scene, from "De.ire. of Men," the R. William Neill production to be relea.ed by Gr»nd-A.her Distributing Corporation
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$500,000

For
the West
Vincent T. Lynch, well known theatre
owner and operator of six houses in this
city, including the New Tiffin and the Apollo,
is planning
erect a of3,000-seat
theatre and
on
the
southeastto corner
North avenue
Parkside on the West Side that will cost
in excess of $500,000 to complete. The building will be three stories in height and contain twenty stores in addition to the movie
house. A loan of $400,000 has been made for
ten years at 6 1/2 per cent to carry the project through. The building will cover a site
193 by 125 and the site was acquired from
John Mills for $200,000. Work will commence at once and the house is expected to
be ready by late fall.
Pitzpatrick
have 181
secured
nine
more feet& McElroy
on Ashland.
feet fortynorth
of 79th, which gives them a site at the
northeast corner of 79th and Ashland, 140 by
240. Architects Henry L Newhouse and F.
M. Bernham are drawing plans for a building to contain
pictureThetheatre
with will
approximately 2,500a seats.
new house
be called the West Highland Theatre. If
bids are satisfactory work will start shortly.
The Victoria Theatre, located at the southeast corner of Belmont and Sheffield avenues, Chicago, has been conveyed from
Stewart M. Seymour of New York City to
Caroline L. Kohl, vice-president and one of
the largest stockholders of the Orpheum
Circuit, for an indicated consideration of
$175,000. The 1,420-seat house is being redecorated, an entire new canopy being built
and a new organ erected at a cost of $75,000
to $100,000 for opening September 1 with
pictures and vaudeville. Frank Gazzola,
manager of the Studebaker Theatre, and
Frank S. Rivers assisted in the deal.
The New Paris Theatre building at 618
South State street has been sold by the
William A. Bartlett estate to Adolf Krause
for $60,000.
The Rialto at Jacksonville, 111., under the
management of R. L. Weber, will open the
middle of August with an improved picture
program.
Will Sohm, manager of the Belasco at
Quincy, 111., has solved the problem of keeping cool these warm days by securing a
cottage on the banks of the Mississippi.
"The Thief of Bagdad" will open at the
Woods Theatre on August 23, bringing the
house back to pictures after another short
sojourn with the legitimate shows.
Balaban & Katai houses will have a bigfur and style show in connection with their
regular bills the week of August 4. The
show will go on at the Chicago Theatre, the
next week at the big South Side house, the
Tivoli, and the week of August 18 at the
Riviera on the North Side. Heretofore the
promoters have held the shows at the outdoor gardens.
Joe Hopp will make a tour throughout the
state for the Illinois Motion Picture Theatre
Owners in a drive for more members.
R. A. Healy of the Home Theatre is up in
the Wisconsin wilds enjoying the breezes
with his family. He says he caught forty
fish the first two days of the trip.
The Avenue Theatre at 3106 Indiana avenue has been reopened by Henry Ellman and
Maurice Salkin, who have fixed the house up
in fine style.
Charles Durell, well known manager of
the Oakland Square Theatre under the
Ascher management, has resigned and gone
to Minneapolis to enter the business in that
city.
The Julian Theatre at 918 Belmont avenue
has been sold by Henry Goldson to Jimmy
Coston and his associates.

WORLD

Theatre

Side, Chicago
Sullivan & Gray have taken over the Liberty Airdome Theatre in Ziegler, 111., formerly operated by F. O. McNail.
Reed & Yemm are remodeling and decorating their Plaza Theatre in Duquoin, 111.
The Colonial at Quincy, 111., is the oldest
house in operation in that city at the present time, having been opened about twelve
years ago. It has been in continuous operation, withontheaccount
exception
of a few months'
shutdown
of repairs.
Salary increases of 10 per cent, over the
present scale for musicians in twelve Loop
picture theatres were granted by the theatre managers after several weeks of controversy over the issue with the Chicago
Federation of Musicians. Musicians in the
larger movie houses now receiving $74.50 a
week will get $84.50 under the new scale.
A flat lO per cent, increase also was granted
to musicians in the outlying theatres.
D. J. Chrissis, Harry P. Muns and Sam
Coston have formed the Pastime Amusement
Corporation to operate picture theatres, with
headquarters at 750 West 79th street, Chicago.
Will Drommer and Edward Loots have
taken over the management of the Strand at
Pomeroy
and will make some changes in the
house.
Burt Howell has sold the Strand, Chicago,
to A. M. Leitch, who has taken active charge
of
the house and will make some improvements.
Julius Goodman, Abe Kaufman and Louis
H. Harrison have organized the Waukegan
Theatre Company of Waukegan. 111., with
offices at 226 North Geneseo street, to erect
a picture theatre in that city. Work will begin at an early date.
Sorg and Burkhart have sold the Cozy
Theatre at Waucoma to Donald Roberts.
Russell Lamb has been appointed assistant
to his father, Charles Lamb, in the operation
of the Midway, Palm and Strand theatres at
Rockford, III. The new assistant manager
will give his attention to the local end of
the business, Mr. Lamb, Sr., devoting his time
to the buying and booking departments of
the Chicago office.
The Holmes Theatre. Nokomis, 111., has
closed for the summer, as has the Kearns
Theatre at Ashmore, 111.
Noah Bloomer of Belleville, 111., is working
on the plans for his new theatre, which he
contemplates building next fall. He is opsummer. erating the Rex Airdome in Belleville this
Manager R. V. Wright of the Gaiety Theatre. Ottawa, 111., has completed the instal-

For

Release

HELEN LYNCH
Appearing with Richard Talmadge in the
F. B. O. picture, "American Manners."
lation of a large organ in his house and held
a formal grand opening last month.
Manager J. F. Dittman of the Lindo Theatre, Freeport, 111., has revived the country
store as one of the weekly features he is
offering
in conjunction with his regular picture program.
Louisville
Ground was broken a few days ago and
work is beginning to progress on the new
ten-story office, theatre and club building of
J. G. Brown on Broadway, adjoining the
Brown Hotel. The theatre will be first class
in every respect, with full stage for handling
large attractions, and will seat 2,000 or over.
Abe Bass of Louisville has a deal pending
for purchase of the property occupied by the
National Theatre, Louisville, which is under
lease to the Keith interests. The building is
on leased property. It reverts to the land
owners at the expiration of a fifty-year lease,
which has thirty-six years yet to run. The
Walnut Land & Realty Company owns the
site. This is a Detroit concern, which, it is
said, isferedasking
$350,000, while Bass has ofaround $300,000.
The Strand Amusement Company, Lexington, Ky., capital $5,000, has been chartered
by Mary E. Rowland, H. C. Congleton and
M. V. Congleton.

in August —Now
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Scenes from "The Wiie Virgin," featuring Patsy Ruth Miller and Matt Moore.
Great

Crowd

of

Pay
Visits
Among the out-of-town exhibitors who
were in Omaha recently were Mrs. Yates of
the Yates Amusement Co., Exter, Neb.;
Nick Paper of the Opera House, Cedar
Bluffs, Neb.; G. H. Dennis, Liberty Theatre,
Weeping Water, Neb.; Howard Colon, Colonial Theatre, Hamburg, la.; B. R. Holege and wife, Zenith Theatre, Shenandoah,
la.; E. H. Robertson, Crystal Theatre,
Scribner, Neb.; E. C. Preston, Auditorium
and Bessie theatres, Red Cloud, Neb.; Mrs.
Fred Largen, Lyric Theatre, Creighton, Neb.;
Frank Smith, Cozy Theatre, Carson, la.;
Mr. Horn and Mr. Niblac both of Belvedere,
Neb.; Robert Livingston, Strand Theatre,
Lincoln, Neb., and Eugene Mullen, Empress
Theatre, Falls City, Neb.
C. W. Elrod of the Hostettler Amusement
Company is leaving Norfolk on August 1 for
St. Joseph, Mo., to take over the management of the Orpheum. He has been In Norfolk a year. Prior to coming here he was at
both Kearney and Fremont, Neb., with the
snme concern. He was formerly in the outdoor amusement game, having hud charge of
Capitol Bench at Lincoln, Neb., for six years
before signing up with Hostettlers.
John Gilinsky has opened the Arion Theatre at Trion, Iowa.
C. biaG.in Omaha
Fitzsimmons
bought the Columof FrankhasHirs.
Dan Burgham has reopened the Garden at
Atlantic, Iowa.

Exhibitors

It is a Producers' Distributing Corporation release.
been closed until September 1. According to
H. C. Horater. manager, extensive repairs
will be made.

to Omaha,
Neb.
The Opera House at Mondamin, Iowa,
reported closed for the summer.
William Hawley, North Platte, Neb., has
recently been on the sick list.
William Bowker, who retired from the
business when he disposed of his theatre at
llartlngton, Neb., a year afro, after operating
It seven yean*, hnn just bought the Opera
House at Aasna, Iowa, and hns again
luunched into the exhibitor business.
The Palace Theatre of Long Pine, Neb., had
to close its doors some time ago on account
of an ports
epidemic
last rethe place ofwasscarlet
about fever.
to openAt again.
Cincinnati
The summer policy of the Cincinnati Grand
Opera House, concerning which there has
been much speculation, has been settled. The
house will remain dark for the present, opening August 31 with a limited engagement of
"The Thief of Bagdad," which also will mark
the this
opening
at
house.of the regular legitimate season
Word comes from Cleveland of the Illness
of Sam Bullock, field representative of the
M. I'. T. O. of Ohio. Mullock, who is an oldtlmer in the show game, suffered a nervous
OOllaPae while at work some time ago. His
condition is not believed to be serious.
The Temple Theatre, Toledo, Ohio, has

For Release in August— Now
tssssssssssssssa PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

Booking
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A new 16-piece orchestra under the direction of David Connor has been installed at
the Majestic Theatre, Mansfield, Ohio. Connor had charge of the musicians at the Mansfield Opera House until recently.
Toledo, Ohio, will henceforth have one less
picture house, the Alhambra being razed to
make way for a modern mercantile building.
Plans for rebuilding the Ill-fated State
Theatre, Lorain. Ohio, which collapsed when
a tornado struck that city recently, are being sponsored by a number of leading film
concerns of the country. J. D. Williams,
president of the Ritz-Carlton Pictures. Inc.,
Los Angeles, formulated the idea and has
contributed $1,000 with which to start the
campaign. Producers and theatre owners
will be asked to contribute.
Keith's Prospect Theatre, Cleveland, in
which the late B. F. Keith got his financial
start In northern Ohio, has been sold to a
syndicate of Cleveland business men, headed
by Louis Abrams. The sale also included
the adjoining Hofbrau property. Both properties will be remodeled at once. The Improvements, including the purchase of leaseholds and present buildings, are said to represent an investment of $1,750,000.
St. Louis
Jean Dagle, 70-year-old proprietor of the
Barth Theatre, Carbondale, 111., died on Jul*
24 after an illness of two weeks. He was
one of the pioneer exhibitors of Southern
Illinois. Prior to taking over the Barth Theatre about five years ago he operated houses
in Gillespie, 111., and Murphysboro, 111.
Hosen Osgle, owmer of the Marlon, III.,
LasaiM&meBl I'ark. was killed in an nutomoblle accident near his home on July 24. The
highway is under construction and the workmen stretched ■ btrsfe steel cuble across the
road to prevent automobiles from using It.
but failed to place a light or guard at the
cable, it Is said, and Cngle drove his machine into it. The front of the cur was torn
oil', the steering wheel broken into pieces
and Cagle's neck broken.
Joseph Mogler, president of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors League of St. Louis and
owner
of the Bremen.
and the Excello theatres,
has been Mogler's
elected vice-president
of the n3wly organized Roosevelt Savings and
Loan Association. The organization, which
will operate under the mutual building and
loan act, is capitalized at $1,000,000.
The Missouri Theatre baseball team defeated the West End Lyric outfit at Forest Park
Tuesday, July 22; score, 19 to 9. The teams
are scheduled to play three more games. The
Missouri outfit has won both games to date.
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Theatres

Advertise

For
Open-Shop
Employees
The following is an advertisement in a Middleboro has been redecorated in a color
gray, black and gold, with a peaBoston newspaper: "Experienced motion pic- schemecock inofgorgeous
over the stage
ture operators and stage electricians (non- and Venetian gardencoloring
scenes on the side wall
union) wanted for coming season; state
qualifications, experience and reference. Ad- panels.
Reginald V. Tribe has a picnic up his sleeve
dress T 22."
While this advertisement is appearing for the employes of the Empire Theatre In
New
Bedford. Manager Tribe is a darn
daily in the newspaper, the musicians, stage- good friend
but he sure did give us
hands, projectionists and managers are a scare when of weours,
parked our car in front of
marking time over a request of the employes
his
film
emporium
and
the excitement of
for an increase in salary. At a meeting a telling friend wife how in
to put on the brakes
came
upon
us
unexpectedly,
remarking In a
week
of the stageopened
employes'
union
report ago
on negotiations
by the
wagea disguised voice, "No parking here." Coming
committee with the managers of Boston the- unexpectedly, we must confess we certainly
atres was read. It was said that the re- time.
were startled. But we'll forgive him this
quest of the union has been met with a
proposition from the managers for the reLaurence ("Buddy") Stuart, managing disigning of the agreement that now is in
rector of the Fenway Theatre In Boston, Is
force.
a busy man these days interviewing wouldin a bathing girl revue schedAt an estimated price of flOO.OOO the Rfalto be contestants
as a feature of a coming program. A
Amnwmeit Company of Fall River has ac- good uledvoice
also was one of the requisites.
quired the Bijou Theatre on North Main
street. The former owners were Wiliinm S. Business-getting innovations are coming
thick and fast at the Fenway under the
Greene and Mary E. Greene. Work on reno- direction
of Mr. Stuart.
vating the theatre is being speeded and a
formal opening on Labor Day is planned.
Thomas P. Fitzgerald, well known exhibitor
the Forest Park section of Springfield,
Theodore B. Baylies, manager of the State in
holds the title of Mayor of Forest Park.
Theatre in New Bedford, went to Nantucket
Isn't that
sufficient
that heOneandnight
his
for a week's stay.
cozy
film house
are proof
popular?
A slight fire in the projection room of the about a week ago, when patrons shoved the
National Theatre in Winchendon the night price of the admission through the window
the box office, the ticket seller invited
of July 19 Interrupted the program and the in
them to join a parade. Yes, there was a band
show was called off.
outside the theatre. The reason for the sudden celebration was the fact that Exhibitor
Films in Boston the week of May 20 were:
Fitzgerld had been elected mayor of Forest
Modern and Beacon, "Another Scandal" and Park
by 1,500 out of 2,500 votes.
"The Fighting American"; Loew's State, "The
Now is a good time to tell who was reWhite Sister"; Gordon's Olympia, "For Sale";
sponsible for the balloting for a mayor. It
Fenway, "Another Scandal"; Orpheum, "The
was a two weeks' contest conducted by the
Arab"; Boston, "Pal o' Mine"; Scollay Square,
theatre manager to choose a "mayor" for
"Tiger Love"; Lancaster, "The Stranger" and
the and
"park."
course
it was all In good
"Listen Lester," and "The Good Bad Boy"
fun
no oneOf took
it seriously.
and "Triumph"; Exeter, "Recoil," "Daring
When
the
procession
arrived
back at the
Youth," "The Bedroom Window" and "A Girl theatre the announcement was made
that Mr.
of the Limberlost"; Bowdoin Square, "Robin
Hood" and "Daring Love"; Capitol, "The Bed- Fitzgerald had been elected. "Mayor" Fitzroom Window" and "A Girl of the Limbergerald is mayor now, but it "doesn't mean
It only goes to show how well
lost"; Gordon's Central Square, "The Bed- anything."
room Window" and "Flowing Gold"; Strand, known an exhibitor can become in his own
neighborhood.
'Tis thesaidmantle
that Manager
"The White Moth" and "Racing Luck"; Codgerald is carrying
of mayor Fitzwith
man Square, "Bluff" and "In Fast Company";
Gordon's Fields Corner, "Bluff" and "Ren- all the dignity that the "high office" redezvous."
quires.
Warren Burrow has taken over the new
Strand Theatre in Everett.
Connecticut
The auditorium of the Park Theatre In
The site where a theatre is being erected
on Park street, Hartford, less than 100 feet
from Main street, has been purchased byMrs. Helen Kelly McCabe of New Britain.
The property when completed will represent
a value of $175,000.

For

Jackie Coogan as he appears in a scene
from the Metro-Goldwyn production, "Little
Robinson Crusoe."

Release

ANNA Q. NILSSON
Appearing release
in "Vanity's
through Price,"
F. B. O.first Gothic
Maine
Another New England exhibitor has
sprung into the limelight. F. Perley Freeman, a resident of Harrison, Maine, for 29
years and owner and operator of the Bungalow Playhouse, has assumed his duties as
postmaster of Harrison. He is 37 years of
age. Mr. Freeman in 1912 established himself in the drug store business, which he
conducts in addition to the picture theatre.
Mrs. Freeman is in charge of the drug store,
while Mr. Freeman attends to his duties as
postmaster. Besides this they find time to
operate the Bungalow Playhouse.
Motion picture shows are being given on
Wednesday and Saturday evenings in the
Opera House in Canton by the Canton Lodge
of Odd Fellows.
Even William P. Gray, general manager
and president of the Maine and IV ew Hampshire Theatre Company, found it necessary
to lend a hand at the Empire Theatre in
Lewiston in handling the crowds that came
to see "The White Sister." He personally
superintended the disposition of the throng;
of patrons and the crush in the lobbies.
The redecorating and renovating of the
Rex Theatre in Norway is progressing. The
woodwork has been done in mission oak stain
and the ceilings in old ivory tint. New
draperies for the windows and stage are to
be placed.
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THE NEW SERIAL WRITTEN BY NEW YORK CITY'S FAMOUS POLICE CHIEF
Scenes from "Into the Net," by Richard E. Enright, which Pathe is distributing.
charge of admitting children under 16 unaccompanied to his theatre. It seems the police are keeping up their campaign.
Rochester,
N. Y., Achievements
The Elite Theatre, Niagara Falls, has
passed into history. The house will soon be
razed to make way for a store and office
building. It is reported that Buffalo interWin
Says
O'Toole
ests are soon to open the Star Theatre In
Telling
Rochester Admiration,
theatre owners that they
Theest Rose
Garden,
of Rochester's
old- the Cataract
City. Clayton Pfeiffer, formerly
community
houses,one will
soon be demolhave achieved a record of accomplishment in
associated
with several Buffalo exchanges,
ished
and
in
its
place
will
rise
the
new
Stahtheir line which challenges the admiration
ley
Theatre,
twice
the
size
of
the
Garden
is
assistant
manager
of the Bellevue, Niagara
and wins the approval of all theatre owners and which is expected to be completed by Falls.
in the country who appreciate the dangers September 1. Cass Stahley is building the
house. He operated the Rose Garden
to the trade and its relations with the pub- new
Thefalofirst
zone oforganization
the M. P. T.meeting
O. of ofN. the
T., BufInc.,
lic,ered National
President
O'Toole
deliv- for many years.
the principal
addressM. atJ.the
fifth annual
will
be
held
September
9
In
the
Hotel
Statler. Two more directors will be named and
outing of the Rochester branch of the orofficers elected for Western New York.
ganization at Point Pleasant on July 24.
Buffalo, N. Y.
200 exhibitors were in attendance or on hand.
In speaking of the need for organization in
The Zicofe Corporation of Buffalo, composed of Fred M. Zimmerman, Maurice Cothe theatre owners' business, and necessity
Brooklyn, N. Y.
hen and George Ferguson, expect to open the
for a proper understanding of the relationship of the various branches of the industry, new theatre being built for them in WestThe Pulch-Huebner Amusement Company
on September 1. The house re- has taken over the Shore Road Theatre,
Mr. O'Toole paid a tribute to the ability of field, N.placesY.,
the one destroyed by fire last year.
George Eastman and the work he has acEighty-sixth street between Fourth and
complished for the industry.
James Cnrdinn, who owns the new Varsity Fifth avenues, Brooklyn, N. Y. The comArriving at Point Pleasant shortly after
pany is headed by Frederick Huebner, presinoon, the exhibitors immediately started a Theatre on Bailey avenue and the Kensingdent, and Eugene H. Pulch, treasurer. Both
ton on Grider street, Buffalo, may soon build
sports program arranged by M. F. Carr,
George Kress, George Caffery, Jules Green- a new picture theatre in Williamsville, V Y., are well known in the Bay Ridge section,
stone and Frank Koch. The community the- where there now is a small house called the where they have resided for a number of
Glen. The village is growing rapidly and years, and equally well known throughout
atre exhibitors defeated the downtown managers in a baseball game. "Mike" Carr won is on the main line of travel out of Buffalo Greater New York. They plan to develop
the
fat men's race
race.andFrank
won was
the to all points east.
a strong theatre chain.
wheelbarrow
Henry Koch
Tischoff
Following his discharge in 1919, he became
first in the peanut contest. Howard ShanWilliam W. Babcock, president of the Bab- affiliated
with the Frank A. Keeney internon pulled down the honors in the back- cock Manufacturing Company, has had plans
ests,atre.
as manager
ofyears
Keeney's
Newarkhe Theward race. Homer Howard of Buffalo was completed for a new theatre which he will
After
in Newark,
was
declared the handsomest man at the outing, build in Bath, N. Y. The city has been with- transferred tothree
Brooklyn and became manwhile Jack Farren took the prize for the
out an adequate theatre since the Park
ager of the playhouse
on Livingston
other extreme in appearance. Motion pic- burned two years ago. The new house will He remained
there until
the fall ofstreet.
1923,
tures taken on the spot were shown this seat 800 and it is hoped to have It ready by when he was sent
to
Bay
Ridge
as manager
week in Rochester theatres. Sydney Sam- December.
of the local branch theatre. At the close of
son, president of the Buffalo Film Board of
Joseph Schuchert. Jr., manager of the Colo- the season he severed his connections with
Trade, lead a delegation of Buffalo film men
nial Theatre on Genesee street, was arrested the Keeney people to Join Mr. Pulch in their
to the outing.
last week and fined $25 when convicted on a new enterprise.
Mr. Pulch first came in the eye of the
Bay Ridge public In 1921, when he constructed the Coliseum Theatre, Fourth avenue between Fifty-second and Fifty-third streets.
His next venture was the erection of the
Shore Road Theatre in March of this year.
Mr. Pulch was also interested In the Shore
For Release in September— Now Booking
Road Amusement Company, which formerly
operated the theatre.
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
He, too, has a war record, serving during
the World War as a captain of cavalry, being among the first contingents to be sent to
France.
BETW
COMPSON
^
u
IN
RAMSHACKLE
Rhode
Island
FROM THE NOVEL »V
HUl&EKT FOOTNEH
DIRECTED 6V MAHMON HEIGHT
Produced bit
TILFOftO CINEMA COfiP.
HOUSE"

Congratulations are in order for Mr. and
Mrs. Harry F. Storin of Pawtucket. The
managing director of the Leroy Theatre
there is the proud father of a son born on
July 11.
O. M. Reddy has become assistant manager to Al Jones at the Victory Theatre in
Providence.
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Newark
Pay
As
You
Leave' ' Policy
Succeeds
in New
York
House
M. A. Aldrich, a well known exhibitor in Rutland papers twenty-one miles distant, Live
Wires
and he is drawing trade from miles around.
Philadelphia, N. Y., is charging no admission
to his theatre this summer, letting the
C. J. Allen has taken a contract for a new
patrons pay whatever they think the picture picture
CAPITAL FILM EXCHANGE
theatre at Pine Grove, just outside
is worth, as they leave. The idea is entirely of Massena.
Thomas Shean and Frank Hess
729
Seventh Ave.
New York
new to New York State and is being watched
are the principal stockholders in the comPhone Bryant M74
directing the house, which will cost
with much interest by other exhibitors. Ac- about pany
A
DOROTHY
REVIER
$20,000 and seat 750.
cording to Mr. Aldrich, he is doing a better
^
and WILLIAM FAIRBANKS
business now than when he charged the
THE WONDER
4 BOOMERANG,
REX (SNOWY)
BAKER andHORSE
a week's vacation at Lake Pleasant,
regular admission prices. The scheme was A. After
deWolf Veiller, former manager of the
started four weeks ago and may be con- Strand
in
Schenectady,
recently
badly
damtinued throughout the fall and winter. Mr.
Are, is associated with the Schine
Aldrich advertises rather extensively in the boys inaged byGloversville
looking after the pubKERMAN FILMS, Inc.
village paper, and calls attention to the fact
licity for the chain of twenty or more houses
that no admission charge is being made to in this circuit. Mr. Veiller, who has been
729
Seventh Ave.
New York
his home in Albany, will reside in
the theatre. His advertisements carry a line making
Distributing iure-flr« hUi.
the Glove City.
as follows : "Pay as you go out, and be
with the crowds that pack the house, payWhalen, who with his father owns
MotM astf Tk> Taa OaanlMnk
ing what they can afford for good pictures." andBernie
runs the Strong Theatre in Burlington,
Last week, Mr. Aldrich showed "The ComVt., was discovered the other night in the
mon Law."
"AFTER SIX DAYSrear of the theatre busily engaged in paintNOW
BOOKING Tom Mh ta "Pato ta Bh-"
a couple of boats preparatory for a fishAbe Stone, who recently acquired the Arbor . ing ingtrip.
Whalen has already moved to
Theatre In Albany, is busily engaged these his summerMr. home
Harry Hellman, owner of the Roval in
outside of Burlington.
Albany, believes in taking care o£ his
days in repainting- the interior of the house,
health. During the winter Mr. Hellman was
installing a new Gardner screen and makGeorge Roberts, manager of the Berinstein
ing the lobby more attractive.
a daily visitor at the Y. M. C. A. gym, and
chain of houses, who makes his home in now
he may be found almost any night takboth Albany and Elmira, was in a bad mood
Samuel Suckno. one of the best known
Albany.
ing a dip at Ford's Beach, just outside of
Albany exhibitors and an officer in the state one day last week. It was not because of
association, is plnnning to send out a call any trouble with theatres or pictures, the
to all exhibitors in the Albany zone for a source of the grouch coming from seven
the Harmony Mills closed and a $60,molars which Mr. Roberts finally 000With
meeting some time in September, to dis- aching
weekly payroll no longer available, with
cuss the zoning; proposition advocated at the had yanked out.
the textile business at 40 per cent normal
recent Buffalo convention.
and a $17,000 weekly payroll wiped out at
Eli Rosenbaum, proprietor of a picture the rolling mills, Cohoes is pretty badly hit
Michael Friedman, manager of the Al- theatre in Ogdensburg, has patented a de- these days. Yet the theatre there is keeping
bany Theatre in Schenectady and one of the
vice known as a carbon-saver, which promises up with other years, charging a 25-cent adlive-wires of the Electric City, left on Aug.
mission and, incidentally, praying for better
to
be a valuable factor on projection machines.
1 for the West Coast to enter the productimes.
ing end of the business. His successor has
not yet been appointed.
Mona Lisa, a Great Dane owned by E. J.
The many friends of Louis Buettner, president of the Cohoes Amusement Company, Wolf of Lowville, owner of a theatre in that
The work of remodeling the City Opera
member
of
the
executive
board
of
the
state
died while being brought from a dog
House in Ogensburg has reached the stage
and chairman of the Board of village,
show at Long Branch, N. J., last week. The
when J. S. Burnham, of Binghamton, the association,
Arbitration
of
the
Albany
Film
Board
of
valuedat atmany
$3,000,shows
had won
lessee, announces an opening for the week
will be most pleased to know that be dog was
ship ribbons
and championhad come
of August 18. A new pipe organ will be Trade,
has entirely recovered from his illness of within seven points of winning a double
installed.
several months ago. Mr. Buettner recently championship in the East. The dog became,
spent three weeks In Boston taking: the in- ill at Long Branch, but Mr. Wolf decided to
There is probably no exhibitor in all New
treatment, and has gained 16 pounds in bring the animal home in his car.
York State who times his pictures more ac- weightsulinsince
last the
Apj",l.
is
curately than Dfeve Seymour of Saranac
known throughout
stateMr.on Buettner
account of
Lake. Mr. Seymour, who is installing a new
Things are rather quiet these days in W1Imany activities with the state associa- liamstown,
private office in his theatre, works like a his
Mass, enabling Thornton and Hartion.
rington to go over their theatre preparatory
horse at his business, but has the satisfacto
the
opening
of college in September. The
tion of not only running one of the most
Arthur Richardson, who has a house in house caters largely
attractive but likewise one of the best
to students.
Schroon
Lake,
is
running
off
two-reel
compaying houses in all Northern New York.
edies which are being made these days in the
Mrs. Mary B. Richardson is not only the
More than six feet in height and with a well known summer resort. The pictures, mother
of seven children but she Is In comon the ground, are atsaving- that takes him over the ground, Isaih taken practically
plete charge of the theatre in Chestertown,
tracting lots of attention.
Perkins, proprietor of the Adirondack Theadoing
all
the booking and actively managing
tre in Speculator, and well known srulde,
the house.
L. L. Connor,
of
the
"Oatmeal
Circuit,"
has
was on Film Row this week buying: pic- booked
the Lleydu for the three houses
tures. Not only is Mr. Perkins in the theaWilliam Smalley of Cooperstown has
he hi running in Cambridge, Salem and
tre and guiding: business, but he also oper- which
Granville.
booked "Girl Shy" for his entire circuit.
ates a taxi between Speculator and Northville. He swings over the northern trails
at 40 miles an hour. According: to some of
the aim boys, half the passengers dm their
eyes at the turns and place their trust t»
the Almighty.
A new lighting system will be installed
il
For Release in September— Now Booking
at the Albany Theatre in the Capital City,
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
owned and run by Samuel Such-no. Mr.
Suckno is preparing to go into II ret rune ea
Labor Day.
1
Charles Marshall of the Bridge in AutWi
CHALK
Forks took a short trip to the meropolie l*»t
weak.
Amos E. Curry, owner of the Star la Wtfolk, has taken over a house In Morw*e4
MARKS
owned by Morris Osgood of Potsdam. *r.
Curry
was
along
Film
Row
duringthe
week and proved the biggest bnyer of any
lOith MARGUERITE SN01LKJUNE ELVIDQE^
exhibitor who has struck town In many a
REX LEASE and RAMSAY WALLACE
day. In fact, Mr. Curry bought something
FRANK E. WOODS Production
over 100 pictures for his two houses.
THE MOST STR.IK.ING IDEA AND ORIGINAL
When it comes to being a real go-setter
STORY IN MOTION PICTURE HISTORY^
for business, J. D. Costello of Ponltney, VU
Dmecreo av JOHN Q.ADOLFl
an old timer, has them all stopped. Mr.
Coetello is advertising his pletnrea In the

STRAIGHTfrom
iKe SHOULDER
REPOSE
A DEPAIQMENT FOR, THE iNFORMXnON
OF EXHIBITORS
EDITED BY A. VAN BUREN POWELL
Associated Exhibitors
GOING UP. (5,888 feet). Star, Douglas
MacLean. Very good comedy. The last two
reels are fast and furious. This picture will
please where they like comedy. Tone good.
Average attendance. Town and rural class,
town of 2,800. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich,
Rich Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
GOING UP. (5.886 feet). Star, Douglas
MacLean. A dandy good comedy. Pleased
all who saw it. Sunday, yes. Good audience appeal. All classes, town of 2,600. Admission 10-30. A. C. Gordon, Star Theatre
(450 seats), Weiser, Idaho.
SPITFIRE. Star, Betty Blythe. A good
program picture. Tone okay. Sunday, yes.
Family audience appeal. Family class, city
of 300,000. Admission 30-45-13. Lee D. Balsly, Liberty Theatre (1,000 seats), Kansas
City, Missouri.
F. B. O.
AFTER THE BALL. (6,500 feet). Star, Gaston Glass. A rather good picture for anybody to play. Mighty good acting and was
very well liked. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal fifty-fifty. I. M. Hirshblond,
Traco Theatre, Toms River, New Jersey.
BREAKING INTO SOCIETY. Star, Bull
Montana. Just one of this kind will do, but
another would spill the beans. A rough
Irish comedy that will do for some houses;
better houses wouldn't use it. Used with
"The Sunday,
Telephonepossibly.
Girl" series.
bad.
Audience Tone
appealnotfair.SO
General class, town of 3,600. Admission 1020. William A. Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre
(400 seats), Havana, Illinois.
HALDANE
OF THE SECRET SERVICE.
Star, H. Houdini. This is a very good crook
drama and one that holds the interest to the
end.
it withgood
roundprogram.
six "Fighting
Made Ran
a very
Tone Blood."
good.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. All classes,
town of 500. Admission 10-25. A. F.
Schriever, Onida Theatre (250 seats), Onlda,
South Dakota,
LULLABY. (7,179 feet). Star, Jane Novak.
In our opinion, the best picture in which
Jane Novak has ever appeared. It is also
her best screen effort. Play this picture, for
it will please them. Tone good. Fair attendance only, on account of title hard to exploit. P. A. Preddy, Elaine Theatre, Slnton,
Texas.
LULLABY. (7,169 feet). Star, Jane Novak.
A very unusual good program picture. A
little sad at times but was liked by every-

For

These dependable tip* come from exhibitors who tell the truth about picture« to help you book your program
intelligently. "It U my utmost desire to
serve my fellow man," is their motto.
Use the tips; follow the advice of exhibitors who agree with your experience
on pictures you both hare run.
Send tips to help others. This is your
department, run for you and maintained
by your good-wilL
body. Very good acting. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal good. I. M. HirshJersey. blond. Traco Theatre Co., Toms River, New
MARY OF THE MOVIES. (6.500 feet). Star
cast. Nothing to brag about, but some liked
it and said so. Attendance fair. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Fair audience appeal. Small
town and farmer class, town of 600. Admission 10-20, 10-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait
Theatre (175 seats), Gait, California.
MASK OF LOPEZ. (4,900 feet). Star, Fred
Thomson. A good Saturday picture with
plenty of action. Good audience appeal.
Mixed
town ofScotland
2.000. Admission
1025. J.class,
W. Griffin,
Theatre (600
seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
MASK OF LOPEZ. (4,900 feet). Star, Fred
Thomson. Western picture with some good
action. Pleased Saturday night crowd and
can be rated about eighty per cent. Photography not up to standard In some spots but
film was in excellent condition and was
clean. Fred Thomson good athletic star but
will have to practice some before coming up
to Mix. Still some of the boys are saying,
"Look out, Tom Mix." I don't see where they
get that appeal
stuff. Tone
yes.
Audience
fair. okay."
General Sunday,
class, town
of 1.000. Admission 10-25, 15-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
NORTH OF NEVADA. (5.000 feet). Star,
Fred Thomson. The first Thomson we have
run and it sure was a good one. Pleased
every one that saw it. Had more comments
on it than any picture we have run in a
long time. Silver King sure does play a
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PICTURES, INC PRESENTS

~F«OM THE NOVEL BY MAUDE RADFORD WARREN
adapted t» C GARDNER SULLIVAN
DIRECTED BY RALPH INCE

good part. Has got Tony skinned. Town of
1,600, about fifty per cent colored. Admission 10-25. S. A. Hendrlx, Princess Theatre,
Cotton Plant, Arkansas.
WHY MEN FORGET. (6 reels). Star cast.
Too old to be any good. Poor audience appeal. Mixed class, town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre
(500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
First National
ANNA CHRISTIE. (7.631 feet). Star.
Blanche Sweet. We were very much disappointed in this feature after what we had
heard of it. Majority of patrons were dissatisfied. Mixed class, town of 1,800. Admission twenty-five cents. Fred S. Wldenor, Opsey. era
House (492 seats), Belvldere, New JerASHES OF VENGEANCE. (10 reels). Star.
Norma Talmadge. This star does not draw
here. Poor attendance. Picture well made
and good acting. Rental too high for this
small town. No profit left house. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Poor attendance. Farmers and
merchants, town of 1,650. Mrs. J. B. Travelle,
Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.
BLACK OXEN. (7.937 feet). Star, Corinne
Griffith. Very well acted feature. Good
story which will appeal to majority. Mixed
class,
Admission
twenty-five
cents. town
Fred ofS. 1,800.
Widenor,
Opera House
(492
seats), Belvidere, New Jersey.
BLACK OXEN. (7,937 feet). Star cast. A
good high-class picture. Paid too much for
it, however; acting good. Is not a picture
to draw in a small town. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Ordinary attendance. Tourists,
town of 2,240. Admission 15-25. S. L. Taylor,
Theatre (250 seats). Pass Christian,KozyMississippi.
BOND BOY. (6,902 feet). Star, Richard Barthelmess. The most overdrawn and overacted picture yet.
am off "specials"
and
star pictures.
TheyI disappoint
about nine
times out of ten. Sunday, yes. Audience
appeal: they walked out on It. Small town
class,
town Grand
of 2,500.Theatre
Admission
Middleton,
(600 10-25.
seats),A. DeL.
Queen, Arkansas.
BRAWN OF THE NORTH. Star, Strongheart (dog). Best summer picture we have
played this year. Boys! There Is so much
snow in Hiis one that the atmosphere actually becomes chilled. Play this one not
only for the chilling effect but also because
it is one hundred per cent entertainment.
Lee Shumway and Irene Rich do some fine
acting. Pleased highbrows, lowbrows and
kids. sionGeneral
class,
of 1.000.Amuse-U
Admis10-25-15-35.
H. town
H. Hedberg,
Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
CAVE GIRL. Star cast. A fair picture
rather old. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Fair
attendance. J. Douglas, Strand Theatre,
Pierce, Nebraska.
DADDY. (5,738 feet). Star, Jackie Coogan.
A dandy picture for a fact but a picture that
did not cast a fortune to produce. I have
used $7.50 programs. Just as good only that
Jackie was not In them. Tone, good. Sunday,cent.
yes. Small
Audience
appeal,town
one ofhundred
town class
2,000. perAdmission 10-25. A. L Middleton, Grand Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
ETERNAL CITY. (7.800 feet). Star, Bert
Lytell. This picture contains a very good
cast, has many historic scenes In Rome and
will please almost anywherS. Photography
and acting very good. Tone, good. Sunday,
In
yes. Good attendance. General class
town of 800. Admission 10-30. Leal Theatre
(246 seats), Irvington, California.
FLAMING YOUTH. (8,434 feet). Star,
Colleen Moore. This might be a good picture but Greenville will never know It us-
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less someone tells it. We paid more for this
show than we have for any picture in a long
time and received the worst print we ever
did. We never did get the first three reels
through the machine, took it off and sent
it in. This is our condition and last time
to be caught in this snap. Country town
class town of 3,300. Admission 15-30. P. L.
Vann, Opera House (650 seats), Greenville,
Alabama.
GALLOPING FISH. (6 reels). Star cast. A
picture with a title and paper that will pull
a crowdtheyand will
keep wonder
them laughing.
Afterwere
it's
over
what they
laughing at. Tone, all right. Sunday, questionable. Audience appeal, very good. Residential class town of 1,200. Admission 10-20.
J. A. McGill, Liberty Theatre (250 seats),
Port Orchard, Washington.
GALLOPING FISH. (6 reels). Star, Sidney
Chaplin. A good and pleasing comedy. Worthwhile for anyone to see. Audience enjoyed
picture very much. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance. Tourists town of 2,240.
Admission 15-25. S. L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre
(250 seats), Pass Christian, Mississippi.
GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,800
feet). Star cast. A good western picture
that we believe will please where this type
of picture is popular. Tone, okay. Sunday,
yes. Fair attendance. General class town
of 800. Admission 10-30. Leal Theatre (246
seats), Irvington, California.
JEALOUS HUSBANDS. (6,500 feet). Star
cast. Good picture, but producers should not
have paper made of big drunken brutes
strangling a child. That keeps the people
away. The above ought to be looked into.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Poor attendance.
Tourists town of 2,240. Admission 15-25. T.
L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre (250 seats), Pass
Christian, Mississippi.
LILIES OF THE FIELD. (8,510 feet).
Star, Corinne Griffith. An extra good society
picture. The paper is fine and so are the
advertising possibilities. Corinne Griffith and
Conway Tearle do good work. Tone, okay.
Fair attendance. All classes in town of 3,000.
Admission 10-30. M. W. Larmour, National
Theatre (450 seats), Graham, Texas.
LOVE MASTER. (6,779 feet). Star, Strongheart (dog). A picture that will please anyour the
opinion.
The beautiful.
dog's acting
excellentwhere inand
scenery
Tone,is
okay. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. General class town of 800. Admission 10-30.
Leal
fornia. Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, CaliTORMENT. (6 reels). Star, Owen Moore.
A poor crook story. The set buildings that
fall during the supposed earthquake is the
redeeming feature. Nothing to the plot or
story but a bunch of nuts who when about
to starve repent of their many and varied
sins. This is a good picture for a bum
night. Tone, fair. Sunday, no. Poor attendance. Mixed class city of 500,000. Admission
10-20. William
T. Meeks,
Silliman's
Murray
Theatre
(740 seats),
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
TORMENT. (6 reels). Star, Owen Moore.
Very good melodrama of crooks, Russian
crown jewels and the late Japanese earthquake. Well cast, well directed, tempo
snappy, but somewhat too long for sustained
interest. Our crowd liked it. Tone, satisfactory. Sunday, yes. Average attendance.
College class town of 6,000. Admission 1035 usually. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre (835
seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
WANDERING HUSBANDS. (6 reels). Star
oast. Pretty good picture, one which our
patrons enjoyed. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal fine. City of 250,000. Admission 25-40. Jean Darnell, Capitol Theatre (1,044 seats), Dallas, Texas.
WANTERS. (6.871 feet). Star cast. A good
picture and pleased fairly well. Picture well
made and well acted but not enough punch
to it. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Fair audience appeal. All classes. Admission 10-30.
F. B. Wheeler, Strand Theatre, Scotland,
South Dakota.
WHITE MOTH. (6,571 feet). Star cast. We
played "The White Moth" week of June 30th
and in face of the opening of another firstrun house we had one of the biggest weeks
on record. We were fortunate in securing
Ben Lyon, who was visiting, to make a p«r-
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Ourselves

A get-together place where
we can talk things over
Our "Our Gang" is certainly on the
job when it c»mes to offering help when
it is wanted.
Friend Martin asked about news reels
and already there are three good folks in
with advice based on their actual experience.
COME ON, THE REST OF YOU.
LET'S HAVE A HEAP OF LETTERS.
Mr. Hill, of Fox Film Company, asked
for a discussion of news reels, and the
three who advise friend Martin also
come out with some mighty sensible talk
about news reels. It is worth reading.
— Van.
YOUR OPINION WOULD BE WORTH
READING TOO! LET'S HAVE IT.
sonal appearance. Ben Lyon is a comer; we
were surprised ourselves on his popularity.
Conway Tearle and Barbara LaMarr have a
big following. The work of the three stars
and the story and settings made "The White
Moth"
one We
of the
the year.
knowoutstanding
of dozens pictures
of patronsof
who came twice. A big box office attraction.
Boost
S;lverman's Strand Theatre,
Altoona,it strong.
Pennsylvania.
Fox
BLIZZARD. (5,890 feet). Star cast. A well
acted picture of good dramatic value and
plenty of thrills. New and unusual locations. However, extra advertising brought
poor attendance. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal eighty-percent. Neighborhood class city of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M.
F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats), St.
Joseph, Missouri.
BLIZZARD. (5,890 feet). Star cast. Story
not much. Acting good. Patrons like this because of the unusual settings and the reindeer and storm scenes are something absolutely new to the screen. Good hot weather
picture. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Average
attendance. College class town of 6,000. Admission 10-35. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre
(835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
CAMEO KIRBV. (6,931 feet). Star, John
Gilbert.in Johnny
Gilbert hits
bull's one
eye
again
this production
whichthepleased
hundred per cent of a fair sized audience.
This picture was well directed, well cast,
beautifully photographed and the actors actually lived their parts. Can say that this
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is the best picture we have played this summer, even though the plot was laid in the
'Sixties. Play this, boys, and you'll please
'era. John Gilbert, would like to shake hands
with you. Tone, excellent. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, one hundred percent. General
class town of 1,000. Admission 10-25, 15-35.
H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville,
Louisiana.
CAMEO KIRBY. (6,931 feet). Star, John
Gilbert. Pleased about ninety per cent. Personal y Ithink it a very fine picture. The
Mississippi River scenery is very good and
the early Louisiana life depicted affords a
pleasing change from the usual line of pictures. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Audience
appeal very good. Rural class, town of 200.
Admission 10-25. D. B. Rankin, Co-operative
Theatre (200 seats), Idana, Kansas.
CIRCUS COWBOY. (6,400 feet). Star,
Charles "Buck" Jones. Very good of its type.
Small
town toandbe circus
Jones used
one of atmosphere.
our sure-fire"Buck"
stars
but his recent releases have not pleased
our crowd. They want him in westerns and
they
turn out
to see yes.
any Attendance,
other kind.
Tone, won't
all right.
Sunday,
fair. College class town of 6,000. Admission
10-35, usually. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre
(835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
CIRCUS COWBOY. (6,400 feet). Star,
Charles "Buck" Jones. Good picture for my
town. Charles Jones goes over pretty well
for me. His pictures contain plenty of action
and humor. Attendance, fair. Town and country class town of 700. Admission 10-25. J. B.
Carter, Electric Theatre (250 seats), Browning, Missouri.
DOES IT PAY? (6,652 feet). Star, Hope
Hampton. I should say not. I consider it a
poor bet for a small town. Anyway I got
some experience. Poor attendance. Town
and country class town of 700. Admission
10-25. J. B. Carter, Electric Theatre (250
seats), Browning, Missouri.
ELEVENTH HOUR. (6,819 feet). Star, Shirley Mason. Honest to goodness melodrama
that is diverting once in a while to your intelligent patrons, but the rest sure eat it up.
Contains good thrillers and good pictures of
a submarine. Ernest D. Gruppe, Fausto Theatre, Isle of Pines, West Indies.
EYES OF THE FOREST. (5 reels). Star,
Tom Mix. This is up to his standard which
means a good picture and money for the exhibitor. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Country
town class. Admission 15-30. P. L. Vann,
Opera
House
Theatre (650 seats), Greenville,
Alabama.
HELL'S HOLE. (6 reels). Star, Charles
"Buck" Jones. This picture made me good
money and pleased generally. The picture
is not a big special but will please a small
town. Tone, good. Attendance, good. Town
and rural class town of 2,800. Admission 1025. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (450 seats),
Montpeler, Idaho.
KENTUCKY DAYS. Star, Dustin Farnum.
A feud story that was well received by al].
Some big sets well produced. Tone, okay.
Sunday, okay. Average attendance. Rural
class town of 850. Admission 10-25-33. J. D.
Warnock, Luna Theatre (400 seats), Battle
Creek, Iowa.
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MAN'S MATE. (6 reels). Star, John Gilbert. Justfair.
another
Fox no.picture
and appeal,
that's
all. Tone,
Sunday,
Audience
not so good. I. M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre Co., Toms River, New Jersey.
MA1V WHO WON. (5,500 feet). Star, Dustin
Farnum. Fairly good western. Mining picture but, as per title, you know who is going
to win all the time and that ruins it in a
sense. Tone fair. Sunday, yes. Audience
appeal pretty good. Small town class, town
of 2,500. Admission 10-25. A. D. Mlddleton,
Grand Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
NO MOTHER TO GUIDE HER. (7,000 feet).
Star,
Tobin.
can't sayit
I likeGenevieve
this offering
fromPersonally
Fox. However,
brought extra good business for two nights.
Especially pleasing to women. Tone excellent. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal ninetyper cent. Neighborhood class, city of 80,000.
Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre
(450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
NO MOTHER TO GUIDE HER. (7,000 feet).
Star, Genevieve Tobin. A good picture that
pleased all that saw it. Weather was bad.
Had poor attendance. Also had trouble with
light. Tone, good. Town of 1,600, about fifty
percent colored. Admission 10-25. S. A. Hendrix.
kansas.Princess Theatre, Cotton Plant, ArNORTH OF HUDSON BAY. (6 reels). Star,
Tom Mix. This picture pleased and we were
satisfied with it. Tone, good. Good attendance. Town and rural class town of 2,800.
Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre
(450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
PLUNDERER. (5,812 feet). Star cast. A
good remake but not as good as the original
picture. A hit too slow. Played three days
to fair business. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal, satisfactory. Mixed class in
city of 35,000. Admission 25-35. C. D. Buss,
Strand
vania. Theatre (700 seats), Easton, PennsylROMANCE LAND. (3,975 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. Sure-fire entertainment. Every Mix picture makes a ready made audience for the
next Mix. Attendance, good considering the
times. Town and country class town of 700.
Admission 10-25. J. B. Carter, Electric Theatre (250 seats), Browning, Missouri.
ROMANCE RANCH. (4,471 feet). Star, John
Gilbert. Fairly good program attraction.
Pleased ladies especially as Gilbert is very
popular with fair sex. Tone, okay. Sunday
yes. Poor attendance. Rural class town of
850. Admission 10-25-33. J. D. Warnock, Luna
Theatre (400 seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
ST. ELMO. (6 reels). Star, John Gilbert. A
fine picture but not as good as the book. Picture is skort. Ought to have been two more
reels. John Gilbert did some wonderful acting. Poor crowd but pleased all who saw it.
Tone, good. S. A. Hendrix, Princess Theatre,
Cotton Plant, Arkansas.
ST. ELMO. (6 reels). Star, John Gilbert.
Fine story. Wonderful acting on the part of
John Gilbert and Bessie Love. Barbara La
Marr not up to standard in my opinion. Tone
okay. Sunday, yes. Rotten attendance. General class, town of 3,500. Kreighbaum
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Old Dave

Seymour

Tclks O/i News

Reels

"Your query as to the benefits of a news reel to the smaller town?
day in and
day out the news reel is one of the greatest values I have.
"I show two reels a week, Wednesday and Saturday; have patrons who come those
days on account of the news reel exhibit.
"I use the Pathe News, and think it could not be improved- upon; now mind there ia
nothing but what could be better, but when I think of what they go- through to get the
stuff, I accord them the above praise.
"As far as adding to or cutting out
that's solely up to the local exhibitor.
"It's a flexible reel, every subject separate and if there is anything that would 'disturb' patrons that portion can be eliminated.
"I have local stuff taken now and then and add it to the reel; that proves very
satisfactory and proves quite a box office asset.
Yours in extreme haste,
"DAVE SEYMOUR, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful,
Saranac Lake, New York."
Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats),
Rochester, Indiana.
SOFT BOILED. (7,054 feet). Star, Tom Mix.
A good picture. Pleased everyone that saw
it. A good draw. Good audience appeal.
Mixed
of 2,000.
Admission
10-25.
J. W. class,
Griffin,town
Scotland
Theatre
(500 seats),
Laurinburg, North Carolina.
THREE WHO PAID. (4,850 feet). Star, Daistin Farnum. A good western that pleased
our western patrons about eighty per cent.
Print was fair. Ran a two-reel comedy,
"Smithy," with it from Pathe which was
good. Tone good. Sunday, in some places.
Fair attendance. Farmers, town of 150. Admission 10-25. Jack Snyder, Casino Theatre
(310 seats), Richmond, Iowa.
TROUBLE SHOOTER. Star, Tom Mix. A
good Mix picture. Tom does plenty of stunts
with Tony, the horse. Tone okay. Sunday,
okay. Great audience appeal. Mixed classes,
city of 35,000. Admission twenty-five cents.
C. D. Buss, Strand Theatre (700 seats),
Easton, Pennsylvania.
WESTERN
Star, Charles
Jones.
A realLUCK.
good picture.
Will "Buck"
please.
Fair audience appeal. Mixed class, town of
2,000.landAdmission
W. Griffin, North
ScotTheatre (500 10-25.
seats), J.Laurinburg,
Carolina.
WESTERN LUCK. (5,020 feet). Star,
Charles "Buck" Jones. Very good picture.
Jones always pretty good. Play it and advertise "Buck" Jones in a real western picture. Tone good. Good audience appeal.
Mill class, city of 20,000. Admission 10-25.
J. J. Spandan, Family Theatre (500 seats),
Braddock, Pennsylvania.
WHEN ODDS ARE EVEN. (4,284 fei I I
feet. Star cast. This is a good outdoor picture with plenty of action and an interesting
plot. Not a big picture but a good one. Tone,
for Sunbe suitable
it may outdoor
good. day.Perhaps
Audience appeal,
action. Draw
all classes town of 3,200. Admission 10-2030. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre (500
seats), Pierce, South Dakota.
WOLFbert. MAN.
John GilFirst two (5,145
reels feet).
awfullyStar,draggy
but
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from No. three to finish the acting was all
there. Fans want Gilbert in romantic action
stories and many complained because John
was cast
a part which Another
called for complaint
drunkenness andin viciousness.
was made because picture did not end with
clinch between star and heroine. Fine photography. Tone, fair. Sunday, yes. Fair
audience appeal. General class town of 1,000.
Admission 10-25. 15-35. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
Metro- Go Idwyn
BOY OF FLANDERS. (7,018 feet). Star.
Jackie Coogan. Personally I believe this Is
Jackie's best. Contains comedy, pathos, and
sentiment. Showed this Saturday and Sunday and had unusual large attendance of
children with adults attendance about normal. Tone, excellent. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Mixed class city of 500,000. Admission
10-20. William T. Meeks, Silliman's
Murray
consin. Theatre (740 seats), Milwaukee, WisBOY OF FLANDERS. (7,018 feet). Star,
Jackie Coogan. Good picture. Should go
over big if boosted enough. Audience very
well pleased. Jackie's acting was excellent.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. General
class, town of 3,500. Kreighbaum Brothers,
Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
DAY OF FAITH. (6,577 feet). Star cast.
This class of picture is positively old. Not
too
Too much
faith appeal,
In It.
Not good
suitablefor forme.Sunday.
Audience
none. Best class, town of 2,500. Admission
5-10-15-20. A. S. Carlos, Bijou Theatre (350
seats), Jeanerette, Louisiana.
DON'T DOUBT YOUR ill sil.VND. Star,
Viola Dana. A fine fast moving, peppy comedy with some funny situations. I guess
she will never grow up and is no harder
to look at than she was. Tone, good. Sunday,
appeal, one Theatre,
hundred David
percent. A yes.
F. Audience
Jenkins, Community
City, Nebraska.
EAGLE'S FEATHER. (6,500 feet). Star,
Mary Alden. A western above the average.
Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
J. Douglas, Strand Theatre, Pierce, Nebraska.
ETERNAL THRICE. (6,845 feet). Star, Claire
Windsor. Can't say this is a knockout but
only a fair program picture with too much
footage. Story and direction none too good.
While cast Is good you can't pay spsclal
price for this one or raise prices as It Is Just
yes. Audigood. Sunday,
a picture.
ence appeal, Tone,
fair. General
class town of 3,600.
Admission 10-20. William A. Clark, Castls
Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Illinois.
THRJCE. (6,845 feet). Star ca*t.
fair offering of Its kind but did not appeal
A ETERNAL
on a Sunhere and failed to do any business
day date. Family and student class, town of
J. Relf, Star Ta»10-26. R. Iowa.
Admission
4,000.(600
seats), Docorah,
atre
FORGOTTEN LAW. (7 reels). Star, Milton
Sills. The kind of picture that will pMt your
show on the map. I had a score of psopl*
to meet me on the streets next day and say
that it was one of the finest pictures that
one
this was
boostprint
ean't the
s»en. You
had ever
they high.
it right,
I sought
too
that
know
to
good and It naas me feel good
I was showing a picture that would linger
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Scout Barnett

Tells News

PICTURE
Reel

Tips

"In regard to News Reels, I wish to state that in this small town, the news reel
forms a very important part of the program. We show both the International and Pathe
News. I personally think that the Pathe News is far superior to the International
and for that matter so does my audience. I do not use it simply as a filler as some
theatres do but I run it because everyone here enjoys it. I use as early an issue as I
can get because in that way very often, people can see on the screen some event which
they may just have read about in the papers. This also serves to create the impression that our theatre is up to date. I have run the Pathe News every Saturday for a
good many years and when it failed1 to arrive on time, the people have always asked
me what the trouble was. I think that this is a part of the program as any other part
and I would not ever think of cutting it out.
"As far as what part pleases them the most, I would say that it is the events which
are taking place in our own country which are of interest to everyone, such as the
political conventions and world series ball games and the like.
"I think that the scenes of events in foreign countries, such as General So and So
reviewing troops and scenes of some of the kings and queens going here and there
could be easily omitted without any loss to anyone. The American people arei not
interested in such stuff. Use that space for doings in our own country and everyone
will be more satisfied.
"I guess that this will be enough on this subject. As ever, T. L. Barnett, Finis's
Theatre, Jewett City, Connecticut."
in the minds of the people for days. If the
hot weather is hurting your business, run
this one in for at least two days and you
will take The
the best
people's
mindscanoffsaytheis hot
weather.
a person
not
too good for this picture. Tone excellent.
Suitable for any day in the week. Give us
more like it. Drew well, all classes. Town
of 1,200. Admission 10-25. Rialto Theatre,
Lecompte, Louisiana.
GREAT WHITE WAY. (10,000 feet). Star
cast. One of the best ever, and if it fails
to please, just as well quit trying. It has
everything. A big picture should please.
Simply knocked them a twister, here. Suitable for any day anywhere. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.
GREAT WHITE WAY. Star cast. First all
round picture of the year. Has everything
and
pleasedTone,
big. good.
Don't Sunday,
pass it yes.
up. ItGreat
has
the stuff.
audience appeal. City of 10,000. Admission
10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800
seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
GREEN GODDESS. (9,100 feet). Star,
George Arliss. George Arliss was the star
but I advertised Alice Joyce or the people
wouldn't
come if I would
his name
on
the newspaper
as he have
drawsput about
ten
high class people in my town which don't
mean turenothing
to
me
in
the
sticks.
The
picwould have been at least one hundred
percent better if three reels of padding was
cut out. Mixed class town of 3,000. Admission 19-20. Charles Martin, Family Theatre
(300 seats), Mt. Morris, New York.
HAPPINESS. (7,700 feet). Star, Laurette
Taylor. Very good picture. Sunday, yes.
Rotten attendance. General class, town of
3,500. Kreighbaum Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK. (10,000 feet).
Star, Marion Davies. Best picture yet released. Very good cast. Pine acting. Audience very tendance.
pleased.
Sunday,town
yes. ofFair3,500.
atGeneral class,
Kreighbaum Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre
(800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
LONG LIVE THE KING. (9,364 feet). Star,
Jackie Coogan. I have to say the same story
but what can I do when it is so, too long
otherwise good. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Fair audience appeal. Mixed class town of
3,000. Admission 10-20. Charles Martin,
Family
York. Theatre (300 seats), Mt. Morris, New
LOVE PIKER. (6,237 feet). Star, Anita
Stewart. A corking good picture. Better than
the so-called specials. This one should please
in any theatre. It is really good. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Extra good audience appeal. City of 10,000. Admission 10-20. Ned
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800 seats), Guthria,
Oklahoma.
MADEMOISELLE MIDNIGHT. (6,778 feet).
Star, Mae Murray. We consider this picture
better than the last two that this star has
made. A little different from others. Tone,
good. Sunday, no. Good audience appeal. I.
M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre Co., Toms
River, New Jersey.

PRIDE OF PALOMAR. (7,494 feet).
Star cast. A good western type of picture
that drew us exceptional business against
tent show opposition. Tone, fair. Sunday, yes.
Good attendance. Town and rural class town
of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
RED LIGHTS. (6,841 feet). Star cast. Good
picture. Rental too high for this small town.
Title not good. Spoils box office drawing.
Farmers and merchants town of 1,650. Mrs.
J.fornia.
B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, CaliRED LIGHTS. (6,841 feet). Star, Marie Prevost. Good picture, full of mystery. Good
title that will stand boosting. Tone okay.
Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, ninety-five
per cent. All classes, town of 2,250. Admission 10-20. L H. Greife, Opera House
(400 seats), Windsor, Missouri.
RENDEZVOUS. (7 reels). Star cast. A fair
picture that will please the most of them.
It is well acted and is a fairly good story.
Plenty of thrills to keep the audience guessing what is going to happen next. Patrons
seemed well pleased, and I can recommend
it to suit any audience. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal good. Mixed class,
town of 1,000. Admission 10-25. J. E. Lewis,
Everett Theatre (700 seats), Middletown,
Delaware.
RENO. (7 reels). Star cast. Not so good.
Paid twice as much as it was worth. Watch
your step in buying specials nowadays as
the programs nine out of ten are much better pictures. Tone, fair. Not quite suitable
for Sunday. Audience appeal fair, but too
long. Mixed class town of 3,000. Admission
10-20. Charles Martin, Family Theatre (300
seats), Mt. Morris, New York.
SHERLOCK, JR. (4,065 feet). Star, Buster
Keaton. One of the best comedy dramas of
the year. Lots of new stunts and an original
theme. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Good at-
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tendance. J. Douglas, Strand Theatre, Pierce,
Nebraska.
SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW. (6,318
feet). Star, Barbara LaMarr. Drew all
classes and pleased them. Few pictures ever
did. We consider it a great drawing card
and an excellent picture. Just get them to
see it. They are sure to be pleased. Ned
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.
SOCIAL CODE. (5 reels). Star, Viola Dana.
Good program picture. Can't make this star
do even a fair business. Tone okay. Sunday, okay. Good audience appeal. Mixed
classes, ciyt of 35,000. Admission twenty-five
cents. C. D. Buss, Strand Theatre (700 seats),
Easton, Pennsylvania.
SOCIAL CODE. (5 reels). Star, Viola Dana.
Nothing to it outside of some stolen letter
and it takes more than love letters to stir
my audience. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, not much. Mixed class town of
3,000. Admission 10-20. Charles Martin, Family Theatre (300 seats), Mt. Morris, New York.
SPOILERS. (8,028 feet). Star cast. This picture is good where they like rough stuff, but
did not appeal to my class at all. No good
for me. Lost money on this one. Tone not
good. Sunday, no. Appeals to rough class.
Best class, town of 2,500. Admission 5-10,
15-20. A. S. Carlos, Bijou Theatre (350 seats),
Jeanerette, Louisiana.
SPOILERS. (8,028 feet). Star, Milton Sills.
Oh, boy! This Is a good one. A dandy fight.
A picture of the Alaskan gold rush sure is
rough. Most of them pleased. Tone fair.
Not suitable for Sunday. Audience appeal
good. Business and farmer class, town of
2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
STEADFAST HEART. (7 reels). Star, Marguerite Courtot. A fine picture, full of heart
interest and appeal. A southern romance.
Played with one act of vaudeville and everybody the best show we ever had. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Audience appeal one hundred
per cent. Business and farmer class, town
of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins,
Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
STEADFAST HEART. (7 reels). Star cast.
People
want Not
low suitable
life pictures.
Wasn't
bad of doitsnotkind.
for Sunday.
Very poor attendance. Tourists town of 2,240.
Admission 15-25. S. L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre
(250 seats), Pass Christian, Mississippi.
SUCCESS. Star cast. Only a fair program
picture which will just about pass. Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, not
much. Mixed class town of 3,500. Admission
20-25. T. L. Barnett, Finn's Theatre (600
seats), Jewett City, Connecticut.
THREE AGES. (5,500 feet). Star, Buster
Keaton. Pictures of this nature cannot go
good in my town. Personally think that if
he'd
in two reelers
wouldtownmeanof
more goto back
all concerned.
Mixedhe class
3,000. Admission 10-20. Charles Martin, Family Theatre (300 seats), Mt. Morris, New York.
THROUGH THE DARK. (7,999 feet). Star,
Colleen Moore. Fair, and too much sameness.
Not even that. Stretched into eight reels. It
is impossible to hold your attention throughout its length. Directors must be forgetting
themselves when making them. Mixed class
town of 3,000. Admission 10-20. Charles Martin, Family Theatre, Mt Morris, N. Y.
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THY NAME IS WOMAN. (9,087 feet). Star,
Ramon Novarro. I think the only reason
this picture
didn't
a big hit
was great.
probably its length
as amake
production
it was
Tone, okay. Not quite suitable for Sunday.
Audience appeal, good outside of its being
too long. Mixed class town of 3,000. Admission 10-20. Charles Martin, Family Theatre
(300 seats), Mt. Morris, New York.
TRIFLING WOMEN. (9 reels). Star cast.
Just with
a fairourpicture.
of stuffRental
don't
go
people;Thistookind
foreign.
worth one-third of what I paid for it. Not
suitable for Sunday. Audience appeal, fair.
All classes town of 2,600. Admission 10-30.
A. C. Gordon, Star Theatre (450 seats),
Weiser, Idaho.
UNINVITED GUEST. (6.061 feet). Star
cast. A picture that is different. Has a little
of everything. We thought it good. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, very
good. City of 10.000. Admission 10-20. Ned
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie,
Oklahoma.
UNINVITED GUEST. (6,145 feet). Star
cast. Undoubtedly the best undersea picture
In technicolor produced to date. This production can be guaranteed to satisfy one
hundred percent in any city or town. A
realistic shipwreck and explosion a heartrending struggle between man and octopus.
Gee! but its great stuff. It will make friends
so book it and advertise. Tone. good. Sunday, yes. Attendance, fair. Mixed class city
of 500.000. Admission 10-20. William T.
Meeks. Silliman's
Murray Theatre (740 seats),
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
UNSEEING EYES. (8,500 feet). Star,
Lionel Barrymore. A fine snow scene picture
but too long and rather rough for the
ladies.
Don't think
shouldverybe
too thrilling.
We putbigthepictures
show over
well, however, as you can exploit It nicely.
Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal
fair. General class town of 3,600. Admission
10-20. William A. Clark Sr., Castle Theatre
(400 seats), Havana, Illinois.
WOMEN WHO GIVE. Star, Barbara BedA veryreels
nice shorter
picture asIf it'.twas
was a about
one orford.two
little
too long. These long pictures seem' to feed
the public
so they
often. appeal.
Tone,
good.
Sunday,
yes. don't
Good come
audience
Mixed class town of 3,000. Admission 10-20.
Charles Martin, Family Theatre (300 seats),
Mt. Morris. New York.
WOMEN WHO GIVE. Star cast. A fair sea
story. Nothing big. Not a special. Many faults
and "tinners"
pulledTone,
in directing.
It should
have
been better.
fair. Sunday,
yes.
Not much audience appeal. City of 10,000.
Admission 10-20. Ned Pedigo. Pollard Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.
Paramount
AROUND THE WORLD IN THE SPEEJACKS. (Paramount). Very good. After
showing the first part people asked when the
second part was coming. Did not make much
on this but no fault of the picture as this
picture abounds in educational interest. Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. General
class town of 800. Admission 10-30. Leal
Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, California.
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of Our Standbys — Prescott — Noses
On the News Reel Question

August 9, 1924

In

"Girls an' fellers which belong in 'Our Gang' we've been asked by the directing
genius of these columns (take that back! he's just the feller who gathers the tips,
Van) to stick our noses into yours and the other feller's biz to discover if possible
what's right or wrong in the News Reels.
"Well, (said nose has a peculiar formation which my few intimate friends tell me U
caused by my inquisitive disposition) — be that as it may or may not be, I am willing
to lend a hand to any good cause for the help and promotion of this department and
all the 'good scouts' therein.
"Not 1being
in a position
to tell
you table
what'sfacewrong
or ripht
your
towns,
am putting
the cards
on the
up and
tellingwith
you the
whatNews
my in
patrons
and I think of them.
"In my three towns they are liked by at least ninety per cent, of all patrons.
"What's wrong? Nothing, as I see it, as long as they are good, live, consistent news,
front. After
to the of
ght dailies
be brothe day
eventsfor ofthose
leading
sport and
snappy
all the News
Reel the
is for
NEWS,
who are
readto the
leading
the world
and want to see what they read brought to life on the screen.
"Your only and greatest trouble in the small town may be to secure them while the
news is news; not old and forgotten which gives to your patrons an idea that you
are handing them programs that have been laid on the shelf by some brother in the
bigger
town. like Friend Martin, who are wondering if the News will fill a little gulf
"To those,
which we sometimes feel is present in the rounding out of our programs, I make the
following suggestion: Try out a few news subjects, then open your ears and listen
for the comments of your patrons. Ask them to tell you frankly their ideas, check up
the kicks and boosts and be governed by the winning vote. E. N. Prescott, Prescott Circuit, Union, Maine."
CALL OF THE CANYON. (6.993 feet). Star,
Richard Dix. Very good feature. Wonderful
scenery and Interesting story. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Farmers and merchants town
of 1,650. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre,
Placerville, California.
RACK HOME AND BROKE. (7,814 feet).
Star,
Meighan. Buy
Here'sIt one
that Push
will
pleaseThomas
any audience.
right.
it and make some coin. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Great attendance. Town and rural
class town of 1.100. Admission 10-25. W. C.
Geer,
Illinois.Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont,
BLUFF. (6 reels). Star, Agnes Ayres. Here
is a picture that's not good and not bad. Not
a special by any means. Tone, good. Sunday, no. I. M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre,
Toms River, New Jersey.
BREAKING POINT. (6,664 feet). Star cast.
The same old story with an operation. No
good for average audience. Payed too much
for it. Poor audience appeal. Mixed class
town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin,
Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurlnburg,
North Carolina.
CHEAT. (6,325 feet). Star, Pola Negri. Our
best from this star so far. The only one ot
her pictures that our crowd has liked. This
has everything and Pola cuts loose with
some sure enough acting. Great court room
scene furnishes a punch at the end. Tone,
doubtful. Sunday, no. Average attendance.
College
6,000. Admission
1035. Jean class
Dagle,town
Barthof Theatre
(835 seats),
Carbondale, Illinois.
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IF YOU BELIEVE IT, IT'S SO. (5 reels).
Star, Thomas Meighan. A picture that will
please most all audiences as the picture has
everything to make a good show. Some real
fighting In this one. Tone fair. Sunday, no.
Fair attendance. Farm and town class, town
of 700. Admission 10-20. W. F. Denney, Electric Theatre (250 seats), Lowry City, Missouri.
LIGHT THAT FAILED. (7,013 feet). Star
cast. This picture went over great for ma
as far as pleasing my patrons. It has a
punch, it has the heart appeal as great aa
"Humoresque" and it has comedy woven Into
it to break It up, so that It will not be tiresome. Consider it a good picture worth
playing in any theatre. Tone good. Sunday,
yes. Good audience appeal. Mixed class,
town of 1.000. Admission 10-25. J. E. Lewis,
Everett Theatre (700 seats), Mlddletown,
Delaware.
LITTLE MINISTER. (6.031 feet). Star, Betty Compson. We had the right crowd to see
this one and they enjoyed It to the last one.
The educated class will appreciate this show.
It is old, but we received a new print from
Paramount. Better class, town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemlre, "Y" Theatre
(403 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.
MAN WHO SAW TOMORROW. Star, Thomas
Meighan. Atertainingdandy
that Play
Is really
from startpicture
to finish.
it asen-It
is sure to please, as Meighan Is a good star.
Tone fair. Sunday, yes. Good attendance.
Farm and town class, town of 700. Admission 10-20. W. F. Denney, Electric Theatre
(250 seats), Lowry City, Missouri.
OLD odore
HOMESTEAD.
(7,606knockout.
feet). Star, Eight
TheRoberts. A real
reels and you wish there was more. I love
to boost a picture like this. Frltzle Rldgway, George Fawcett, Harrison Ford or
Ethel Walsh could have been starred, but of
course Uncle Jack is there. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal one hundred per
cent plus. Small town class, town of 2,500.
Admission 10-25. A. L. Middleton, Grand
Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
RUGGLES OF RED GAP. (7.500 feet). Star
cast. A comedy that either delights or disgusts, according to the sense of humor possessed by the patron. It Is high-class humor
for high-class patrons and the others do not
like it at all. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal average. All classes, city of
14,000. Admission 10-35. K. W. Collins,
Grand Theatre (700 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
SNOW BRIDE. (6,000 feet). Star, Alice
Brady. Lots of nice cold looking snow that
might have helped If I could have got them
In. Tone okay. Audience appeal fifty per
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cent. Small town class, town of 1,367. Admission 10-25-30-35. S. G. Harsh, Princess
Theatre (249 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
WOMAN PROOF. (7,687 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. Good picture that pleased everybody who saw it. Tone good. Average attendance. Town and rural class, town of
2,800. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
WOMAN WITH FOUR FACES. (6,700
feet). Star, Betty Compson. A very good
crook story of the better class. Fine acting
done by Miss Compson. J. Douglas, Strand
Theatre, Pierce, Nebraska.
WOMAN WITH FOUR FACES. (6,700
feet). Star, Betty Compson. A good crook
drama, with Betty Compson doing some exceptional acting. Did fair business in unsettled weather. Tone fair. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance. Town and rural class, town
of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
VOU CAN'T FOOL YOUR WIFE. (5,700
feet). Star cast. Just another eternal triangle with the old familiar Paramount lines.
If Paramount with their stars and directors
would find a new plot they could make this a
picture. Small town class, town of 2,500.
Admission 10-25. A. L. Middleton, Grand Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
YOU CAN'T FOOL YOUR WIFE. (5,703
feet). Star cast. Very good program picture. The title got some of them guessing,
so it drew a little extra business. This one
should please where they like a society type
of story. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Farmers and miners, town of 650.
Admission 10-25. John Russell, Russell Theatre (250 seats), Matherville, Illinois.
Pathe
CALL OF THE WILD. (7,000 feet). Star
cast.
"Our Gang"
comedy Ran
and asgota byspecial
nicely.withI would
say a
good show. Had a fair crowd. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Good audience appeal. Small
town and farmer class, town of 600. Admission 10-20, 10-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait
Theatre (175 seats), Gait, California.
CALL OF THE WILD. (7,000 feet). Star,
Buck (dog). A good offering but not a big
special by any means. There is something
lacking that would make it of compelling interest. Ending very abrupt. Tone okay.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Rural class,
town of 850. Admission 10-25-35. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (400 seats), Battle
Creek, Iowa.
CALL OF THE WILD. (7,000 feet). Star,
"Buck" (dog). Good picture. Pleased all.
Sunday, yes.
All A.classes,
town of
Admission 10-30.
C. Gordon,
Star2,600.
Theatre
(450 seats), Weiser, Idaho.
DANIEL BOONE. (3 reels). Wonderful
what college professors and club women
think "high class" pictures should be. No
entertainment. Have two more. Glad I didn't
buy
all. Toneappeal.
good. Small
Sunday,
any audience
town yes.
class,Hasn't
town
of 2,500. Admission 10-25. A. L,. Middleton,
Grand
Theatre
(500
seats),
DeQueen,
Arkansas.
GIUL SHY. (7,457 feet). Star, Harold Lloyd.
Abutgood
picture.
Not saw
up toit.
Lloyd's
pleased
all that
Fine standard,
audience
appeal.
Mixed
class,
town
of
2,000. Theatre
Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland
(500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
GIRL SHY. (7,457 feet). Star, Harold Lloyd.
Play this by all means. Lloyd always good.
More so in this one. There are more thrills
in this than all of his others put together.
Everybody liked it. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Excellent audience appeal. I. M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre, Toms River, New Jersey.
NANOOK OF THE NORTH. (6 reels). Star
cast. Might be called a good educational
picture but our audience was disappointed
with it and did not care for it at all; but it
drew extra business. Tone good. Sunday,
and miners,
yes. Good attendance. Farmers
town of 650. Admission 10-25. John Russell,
IlMatherville,
Russell Theatre (250 seats),
linois.
SAFETY LAST. (6,400 feet). Star, Harold
Lloyd. A good comedy but did not make me
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a good comedy makes an average program.
Name indicates nothing and has no drawing
power. Therefore would call it just a picture. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Audience
appeal, none. General class, town of 3,600.
Admission 10-20. William A. Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Illinois.
POISONED PARADISE. (6,800 feet). Star
cast. A fairly good program picture that
went over nicely here. Attendance fair. All
classes in small town of 3,000. Admission 1030. M. W. Larmour, National Theatre (450
seats), Graham, Texas.
Producers' Dist. Corp.
MAN OF THE FOREST. (6,800 feet). Star
cast. This picture does not compare with
the lyrecent
Zane Gray's,
over nicewhere outdoor
storiesbutandwillthego author
are
popular. The animals help to carry this one
to a nice entertainment at a regular price.
This drew well, and I believe all were satisfied. The direction is inferior to that of the
present-day releases, but if your audience Is
not too critical they will like it. I used
slide, boards and mailing list and drew better than average business. Good print. Guy
mont.
C. Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre, Chester Ver-

Scene from "The Painted Lady," a Fox
production.
any money, although I bought it right. There
is no surplus of cash floating around in this
part of the country. Fair attendance. Town
and country class, town of 700. Admission
10-25. J. B. Carter, Electric Theatre (250
seats), Browning, Missouri.
WHY WORRY? (6 reels). Star, Harold
Lloyd. Believe this is the best Lloyd we
have played. It has more comedy than any
two others together. Print in good condition. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Country
town class, town of 3,300. Admission 15-30.
P. L. Vann, Opera House Theatre (650 seats),
Greenville, Alabama.
WHY WORRY? (6 reels). Star, Harold
Lloyd. Each new Lloyd is better and better.
This one a riot of fast, clean fun. All new
gags. Keeps the whole house in an uproar.
Carnival all last week is still hurting our
business, but the picture is "there" and the
patron-to-patron advertising will help a lot.
Satisfied at slightly advanced prices for two
days. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Average attendance. College class, town of 6,000. Admission 10-35, usually. Jean Dagle, Barth
Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
Preferred
BROKEN WING. (6,216 feet). Star cast. A
pretty good little program picture of the
Mexican border. The bandit is right good.
Tent itshow
business,Badso Iattendance.
can't tell
how
wouldwrecked
have drawn.
All classes in small town. Admission 10-30.
M. W. Larmour, National Theatre (450 seats),
Graham, Texas.
LION'S MOUSE. (5 reels) Star cast. A nice
little crook story, well acted, and used with

For

MICHAEL O'HALLORAN. (7,600 feet). Star,
Ben Alexander. Picture pleased audience.
Acting very good. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. General class, town of 3,500.
Kreighbaum Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre
(800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
MYSTERIOUS RIDER. (6 reels). Star cast.
A good box office picture that pleased the
majority. Cast is not well known but the
author balances that fact. Did a nice Saturday business with this one. Used slide and
boards. Good print. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall Theatre, Chester, Vermont.
RAPIDS. (4,900 feet). Star cast. Fair picture; nothing to brag about. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Fair audience appeal. Farmer
and small town class, town of 600. Admission 10-20, 10-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait
Theatre (175 seats), Gait, California.
United Artists
GARRISON'S FINISH. (8 reels). Star, Jack
Pickford. Very good, with the necessary action which makes a hit with the male patronage. Many said it was the best picture
of its type they had ever seen, and I quite
agreed with them. Used slide and boards to
draw a fair attendance. Good print. Guy
C.
Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre, Chester, Vermont.
TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY. (10
reels). Star, Mary Pickford. Mary Pickford
means money at my box office and seems to
always sistent
please
it isn't
very confor me theto crowd,
criticizeso her
pictures,
but
personally I think she overdoes some of the
hoyden stuff. I advertised this big and got
nice houses as a result. People came to see
her who do not come very often, so all I
have to do is tell them she is coming. Used
slide, boards, window cards and mailing list
to draw very good attendance in face of cele-
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brations, dances, pageants and local talent
shows. Good print. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall Theatre, Chester, Vermont.
Universal
ABYSMAL BRUTE. (7,373 feet). Star, Reginald Denny. Our last Universal Jewel and
it is a good one. Out of the six Jewels only
two brought extra money for us, and we paid
special prices for all of them. Two of the
Jewels pleased everybody. Good moral tone.
Attendance good. Better class, town of 4,500.
Admission
10-15. Nazareth,
C. A. Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre (403 seats),
Pennsylvania.
BACK TRAIL. (4,615 feet). Star, Jack
Hoxie. Very good. Better than the average
Hoxie for Saturday night crowd. Tone good.
Sunday, no. Audience appeal good. Business and farmer class, town of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
BACK TRAIL. (4,615 feet). Star, Jack
Hoxie. Thisthe isbest
one western
of Hoxie's
considered
star best.
for thisHeter-is
ritory and pleased one hundred per cent. I
want more like it. R. W. Bohls, Queen Theatre, Taylor, Texas.
BACK TRAIL. (4,615 feet). Star, Jack
Hoxie. Jack draws fairly well with us but
he
can'tthan
act, the
yet rides
one isThe
no
better
rest ofwell.
his This
pictures.
ranch riders are not any better than in other
western subjects and the Universal Company
is not setting any mark for other companies
to follow in this. Tone okay. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal fair. General class, town of
3,600. Admission 10-20. William A. Clark,
Castle Theatre (400 seats). Havana, Illinois.
BLINKY. (5,740 feet). Star, Hoot Gibson. A
good entertainment that starts off rather
mildly for Gibson but gains momentum and
finishes with real action. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Attendance good. Town and rural
class, town of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W.
C. Geer,mont, Illinois.
Princess Theatre (175 seats), Ver-
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It
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may not be strictly a picture tip, but
summer tip on one man's experience
the battle against hot weather attendance slumps. As such the following
and picture are gladly given space

here.
business
the show say
"Van,
l>cre
ancl w'H
vears
twe've
'or mer and'a8t
make
money
is
this
scheme
tnat
on'v way lo Sel by in the which
sumI havetneused.
"I have a tent 120 feet long, forty feet
wide, with a ninefoot wall. 1 let the side
IHHaVP^^VHMHHHHL^B^sr Last
walls night
down showed
and have
to 973a
with Girl ofshow.
the
Limberlost. G. W. Peterson, Cozy Tent
Theatre, Hollis, Oklahoma. (Mr. Peterson reports in winter from Say re, Oklahoma,
where his other theatre is located.)
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HOOK x mi LADDER. (6 reels). Star, Hoot
Gibson. A fireman picture that starts off
western. A lot of hokum injected that our
Sunday night audience simply did eat up.
Entire audience alternately thrilled and
laughed. Great picture for men and children.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal
good. All classes, city of 10,000. Admission
10-20-30. Al. Anders, Coleman Theatre (750
seats), Southington, Connecticut.
HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DIME. 11,000
feet). Star, Lon Chaney. The best picture
that has ever been put on the screen. Everyone well pleased. Tone fine. Audience appeal good. Mixed class, town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DANE, (11,000
BROADWAY OR BUST. (5.272 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. While this is not the kind that feet). Star, Lon Chaney. Saw this in Rapid
gets us anything, it is the best of the Gib- City. It is the bunk. Wonderful spectacle
of his comedy-drama
Hoothelpdoesis and punk story. Lon Chaney is wonderful
prettyson's well
in this picture stuff.
and his
but I didn't
and restlessness
don't think
around like
me the
did picture
from their
very good. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Fair those
audience appeal. General class, town of and comment in the lobby. Universal spent
3,600. Admission 10-20. William A. Clark, the money on this picture but it won't please
the average movie crowd in my house at a
Sr.,
linois.Castle Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Il- big price. All classes, town of 3,200. Admission 10-20-30. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
FLIRT. (8 reels). Star cast. A very fine
picture. The title is misleading as it is a Theatre, Pierre, South Dakota.
HUNTING
BI<; GAME
I N AFRICA. (8
good, clean picture from beginning to end.
reels). If you book this picture, brother, give
Book it.
You yes.
can't go
wrong town
on it.of Tone
fine.
Sunday,
Farmers,
150. it to them free. When I started I had a full
house; when I finished I had twenty patrons
Admission 10-25. Jack Snyder, Casino Theatre (310 seats), Richmond, Iowa.
left. Nothing to it. Too many animals. Some
HIS MYSTERY GIRL. (4,487 feet). Star. them
may like
it, but be
careful;
don't promise
too much.
PRINTS
GETTING
SOME
Herbert Rawlinson. The best Rawlinson has
BETTER. Town of 150. Admission 10-25.
done for some time. Some very good comedy
Jack
Schneider,
Casino
Theatre,
310
seats),
and subtitles are original and catchy. Seemed
Richmond, lovva.
to please
everyone-.
satisfactory. Tonealmost
fair. Sunday,
no. Very
Fair audience
JACK O" CLUBS. (4,717 feet). Star, Herbert
appeal. Rural class, town of 200. Admission
Rawlinson. This is a fair little program picture. Will do to fill in the weak night.
10-25. D. B. Rankin, Co-operative Theatre
(200 seats), Idana, Kansas.
Nothing objectionable to it. Tone good. Sun-
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day, yes. All classes, town of 3,200. Admission 10-20-30. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre (500 seats), Pierce, South Dakota.
JACK
O' CLUBS.
Star,pleased
Herbert Rawlinson.
Herb (4,717
as an feet).
Irish cop
two good audiences with this one. Just the
sort of a picture for our people. An extra
well staged ring battle. Tone good, Sunday,
weak. Audience appeal eighty per cent.
Neighborhood class, city of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450
seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
JACK O' CLUBS. Star, Herbert Rawlinson. This is a cheap picture. Saw It in a
five and ten cent show in Rapid City and it
was just about worth the price as it had a
good comedy, Vltagraph, I think It was, run
with it. Tone fair. Sunday, no. Fair audience appeal. Town of 3,200. Admission 1020-30. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre,
Pierre, South Dakota.
KENTUCKY DERBY. (5,398 feet). Star,
Reginald Denny. A very good picture;
pleased about eighty per cent. Film in bad
condition as usual. It should have been
junked long ago. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance. Farmers, town of 150. Admission 10-25. Jack Snyder, Casino Theatre
(310 seats), Richmond, Iowa.
LEGALLY DEAD. (6,076 feet). Star. Milton
Sills. Rather gruesome in spots, though Interesting. Tone okay. Sunday, no. Small
town class, town of 1,367. Admission 10-26,
30-35. S. G. Harsh, Princess Theatre (249
seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
LOOT. (6,000 feet). Star, Joseph Gerard.
Don't suppose this is offered in the U. S.,
and we picture
got it instead
of the "Rambling
Good
to encourage
gunmen Kid."
and
hold-ups, who of course would not consider
the last reel where the hero wins against
all odds.
"Packed Fausto
for Export."
Tone
bad.Possibly
Ernest just
D. Gruppe,
Theatre, Isle of Pines, West Indies.
MERRY-GO-ROUND. (9,178 feet). Star
cast. This is a bit old but we received a
good print and was one of the best we have
had this year. Tone okay. Sunday, ye».
Country class, town of 3,300. Admission 1530. P. L Vann, Opera House Theatre (650
seats), Greenville, Alabama.
PHANTOM HORSEMAN. (4,399 feet). Star,
Jack ernHoxie.
Fairlythegood
'em up Not
west-a
that pleased
roughshoot
element.
ladies' picture. Tone fair. Sunday, no. Average attendance. Rural class, town of 850.
Admission. 10-25-35. J. D. Warnock, Luna
Theatre (400 seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
PURE OHIT. (4,571 feet). Star, Roy Stewart. A good progpam picture that will please
most any audience. Tone okay. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance. Farm and town class, town
of 700. W. F. Denney, Electric Theatre (250
seats), Lowry City, Missouri.
RED WARNING. (4.795 feet). Star, Jack
Hoxie. A good western picture. Will KO
in any house where westerns are liked.
Plentyfor ofme.action.
Hoxie's pictures
draw
good
Good attendance.
Draw miners,
Admission 15-25. C. M. Lane, Big Sandy Theatre (200 seats), Big Sandy, West Virginia.
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RIDE FOR YOUR LIFE. (5,310 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. Same old formula. The boob
who
"gets wise"
and feature.
gets the villain.
an ordinary
western
Kids likeJustit.
Tone, can't complain. Not suitable for Sunday. Audience appeal sixty-five per cent.
Neighborhood class, city of 80,000. M. F.
Meade, Olive Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
RIDE FOR YOUR LIFE. (5,310 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. Another good Gibson offering
that pleased one hundred per cent. This is
strictly western and will stand boosting. Tone
okay. Sunday, yes. Attendance good. Rural
class, town of 850. Admission 10-25-33. J.
D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (400 seats), Battle
Creek, Iowa.
SELF MADE WIFE. (4,960 feet). Star,
Ethel Grey Terry. Nothing but an ordinary
program picture which pleased about seventy-five per cent. Play with a good, lively
comedy
and theyes.
crowdFairwon't
kick.appeal.
Tone
good. Sunday,
audience
General class, town of 1,000. Admission 1025, 15-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,
Melville, Louisiana.
SHADOWS OF THE NORTH. (4,943 feet).
Star, William Desmond. A drama of the
north that fills the bill. Very thrilling and
realistic. Desmond plays a great part. Tone
okay. Sunday, okay. Attendance poor. Rural class, town of 850. Admission 10-25-33.
J. D. Warnock. Luna Theatre (400 seats),
Battle Creek, Iowa.
SHOCK. <8,758 feet). Star, Lon Chaney. Exhibitors can make no mistake in booking this
one. The earthquake scene in the last reel
is great. Book it and step on it. Pleased
one hundred per cent. Good attendance. All
classes, town of 500. Admission 10-25. A. F.
Schriever, Onida Theatre (250 seats), Onida,
.South Dakota.
SPORTING YOUTH. (6,712 feet). Star, Reginald Denny. Our patrons reported this the
best show of the year, and it must be as it
held our house record by almost one hundred admissions. Tone okay. Sunday, yes.
Country class, town of 3.200. Admission 1530. P. L. Vann, Opera House Theatre (650
seats), Greenville, Alabama.
STOLEN SECRETS. (4.742 feet). Star, Herbert Rawlinson. A fair crook drama. Nothing to write home about but if your audience
likes this type of picture it will get by. Tone
Sunday, yes. Audience appeal to lovokay.
ers of "crook" dramas. Mixed class, town of
Finn's
Barnett,
3,500. Admission
Theatre
(600 seats),20-25.
JewettT. L.
City,
Connecticut.
TRIFLING WITH HONOR. (7,785 feet).
Star, Reginald Denny. This is a good Jewel
production. A real baseball picture that
pleases nearly one hundred per cent. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. All
classes, town of 500. Admission 10-25. A. F.
Schriever, Onida Theatre (250 seats), Onida,
South Dakota.
YOUNG IDEAS. (4.095 feet). Star, Laura
LaPlante. Another good one of this star.
Keep her going like this and she is made.
She already has quite a following here. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal one
hundred per cent. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
Vitagraph
FRONT PAGE STORY. (6.000 feet). Star
comedypeppy present-day
good, entertainment.
cast. A Nice
drama.
Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Attendance good. Town and
town of 1,100. Admission 10-25.
ruralC.class,
W.
Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats),
Vermont, Illinois.
LEAVENWORTH CASE. (5,400 feet). Star
cast. Good mystery story, but my patrons
don't want this. Did not gross film rental.
rotten.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Attendance
town of 1,100. AdTown and ruralW. class,
C. Geer, Princess Theatre
mission 10-25.
(175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
LOYAL LIVES. (5,950 feet). Star cast. Good
entertainment. Did fair business in rainy
yes. Attendweather.
ance fair.Tone
Towngood.
and Sunday,
rural class, town of
Geer, PrinC.
10-25. W.
1,100.cessAdmission
Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
MAN FROM BRODNEY'S. (7,100 feet). Star
cast. A very good picture, rather long but
holds audience interest throughout. Tone all
yes. Audience appeal excelSunday,
right. lent.
Residential class, town of 1,200. Ad-

PICTURE

Scene from "Flirting
National With
Release.Love," a First
mission 10-20. J. A. McGill, Liberty Theatre
(250 seats), Port Orchard, Washington.
MAN FROM BRODNEY'S. (7,100 feet). Star
cast. A fine picture that will please ninety
per cent. For some reason did not come up
to expectations at box office. Used threes,
ones, photos, slide and newspaper. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Attendance fair. Town
and rural class, town of 1,100. Admission
10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175
seats), Vermont, Illinois.
MAN FROM BRODNEY'S. (7,100 feet). Star
cast. A very good picture and an exceptionally good cast. Certain to please any
audience which likes a picture full of action
and thrills. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Good
attendance. J. Douglas, Strand Theatre,
Pierce, Nebraska.
MAN FROM BRODNEY'S. (7,100 feet). Star
cast. Excellent cast, well played. Pleased
seventy-five per cent. ' Personally I liked it,
but not as good as "On the Banks of the
Wabash." Town of 1,600, about fifty per cent
colored. Admission 10-25. S. A. Hendrix,
Princess Theatre, Cotton Plant, Arkansas.
MAN NEXT DOOR. Star cart. A good
semi-western entertainment. Did not do very
big business on this on account of 92 degree weather. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Poor attendance. Town and rural class, town
of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
MAN NEXT DOOR. Star. Alice Calhoun.
Splendid picture that pleased one hundred
per cent of a fair-sized audience. Alice is
surely some actress and always carries off
her part to perfection. The old man who
played
wonderful
and theWould
fans
are
still"Curly"
talkingwasabout
the picture.
have mopped up on this one in cool weather
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but these summer days are surely keeping
the bunch away. Autos in warm weather are
more popular than movies. Tone excellent.
Sunday, yes indeed. Audience appeal very
strong. General class, town of 1,000. Admission 10-25, 15-35. H. H. Hedberg, AmuseU Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
MAN OF MIGHT. Star, William Duncan.
A serial cut down to six reels. Plenty of
action and thrills, but story is weak. Tone
fair. Sunday, no. Poor attendance. Town
and rural class, town of 1,100. Admission
10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175
seats), Vermont, Illinois.
MASTERS OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star cast.
A real he-man story of the sea. Go after
it strong and make some money to cover the
losses on pictures. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Attendance, S. R. O. Town and rural class,
town of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer,
Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
MIDNIGHT ALARM. (6,000 feet). Star cast.
A good melodramatic production that should
go over fine in any town. Tone fair. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Town and rural
class, town of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W.
C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH.
(7,156 feet). Star, Mary Carr. A picture that
seemed to suit our patronage. Plenty of hokum and a well-filmed flood scene. Average
attendance. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal ninety per cent. Neighborhood
class, city of 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F.
Meade,
Missouri.Olive Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph,
ON THE
BANKS
OF THE WABASH.
(7,156getfeet).
one thatif
will
the Star
moneycast.
and Boys,
give here's
satisfaction
you will get behind it. Tell your patrons
that
if they enjoy
liked this
"Waypicture.
Down Tone
East" good.
they
will surely
Sunday, yes. Great attendance. Town and
rural class, town of 1,100. Admission 10-25.
W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats),
Vermont, Illinois.
ON THE
BANKS
OF THE WABASH.
(7,156 feet). Star cast. Excellent. Will
please any type of audience. My patrons
stayed around for twenty minutes after the
show to tell me it was the best picture they
had ever seen. Tone excellent. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal excellent. Residential class,
town of 1,200. Admission 10-20. J. A. McGill, Liberty Theatre (250 seats). Port Orchard, Washington.
ON THE
BANKS
OF THE WABASH.
(7,156 feet). Star cast. This picture might
be a knockout in Indiana but it was only
fair for us. Good flood scenes, all right, but
the interest is never what it should be. Won't
please high-brow audiences. Tone okay. P.
A. Preddy, Elaine Theatre, Sinton, Texas.
Warner Bros.
COUNTRY KID. (6,300 feet). Star, Wesley
Barry. A fair picture. Nothing to rave
about.
Washington
Jr." better
he is fit "George
for comedies
better than
a seriousas
role. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Audience
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appeal: will pass as a program. Mixed class,
town of 3,000. Admission 10-20. Charles
Martin, Family Theatre (300 seats), Mt. Morris, New York.
HOW TO EDUCATE A WIFE. (6 reels).
Star cast. Another from Warner Brothers
that offers delightful entertainment. A picture that every man and woman who sees it
will remember and chuckle for a long time
after. We are still chuckling as we write
this. True to life in every detail. Elinor
Glyn affords
exploitation
opportunity. Goodplenty
audienceof appeal.
Al Anders,
Coleman Theatre (750 seats), Southington,
Connecticut.
LITTLE JOHNNY JONES. (6 reels). Star,
Johnny Hines. A dandy picture, but lost
money for me. Poor attendance. Town and
country class, town of 700. Admission 1025. J. B. Carter, Electric Theatre (250 seats),
Browning, Missouri.
LUCRETIA LOMBARD. (7,500 feet). Star,
Irene Rich. Good production; failed to draw.
Think public is not familiar with the title.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Attendance only
fair. Farmers and merchants, town of 1,650.
Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville,
California.
Comedies
BLACKSMITH AND FROZEN NORTH.
(First National ). Star. Buster Keaton. "The
Blacksmith"
is the
betteron ofmythelist.
two,I find
but
both are classed
as good
the Keatons go over nicely with my patrons.
Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre, Chester,
Vermont.
BOYS TO BOARD. (Pnthe). Stars, "Our
Gang."but Not
goodnevertheless.
as some of the
ones,
wellasliked
Tonenewer
fine.
Sunday, yes. Audience appeal one hundred
per cent. Small town class, town of 1,367.
Admission 10-25-30-35. S. G. Harsh, Princess
Theatre (240 seats), Mapleton, Iowa.
FROZEN NORTH. (Metro-Goldwyn). Star.
Buster Keaton. The kind of comedy that we
need for the dull days. I know that Buster
would laugh himself if he saw this one
screened. Boys, this is a good one and you
will
makethisa one.
mistake
don't Admission
give your
patrons
Townif you
of 1,200.
10-25. Rialto Theatre, Lecompte, Louisiana.
GIANTS VS. YANKEES. (.Pathe). "Our
Gang"
than good.
any
we evercomedies
used. get
Thismore
one laughs
especially
Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Good audience appeal. D. B. Rankin, Co-operative Theatre
(200 seats). Idana, Kansas.
HIS JONAH DAY. (Vitn&raph). Star, Jimmy Aubrey. The best Aubrey we have ever
played. It was really funny. Business and
farmer class, town of 2,200. Admission 10-25.
A. F. Jenkins, Community Theatre, David
City, Nebraska.
GLAD RAGS. (Metro). Star, Bull Montana.
A medium good comedy. Splendid for Bull
Montana adm.rers. Full of pep. Do not hesitate to book it. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Attendance very small. Town of 3,000. Admission 10-25. Arch Catalano, Victory Theatre (300 seats), Rossiter, Pennsylvania.
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If an exhibitor pays $20 for five
reels the exchange won't stand for
it if he sends them $17, will it?
But it might send him a print
with three-quarters of a reel
hashed up and worthless — still he
PAYS FOR
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
NERVE TONIC. (Educational). Another of
Mr. Hammond's new kind of comedy. No
laughs, therefore not considered by audience to be what it was represented to be, a
comedy. Tone all right, if any. Sunday, yes.
Very little audience appeal. Small town
class, town of 2,500. Admission 10-25. A. L.
M.ddleton, Grand Theatre (500 seats), De
Queen, Arkansas.
OH, GIRLS. (Educational). This is about
as funi.y as a funeral. The poorest Cameo
we have had so far. It did not have one
funny
in the
reel. will
Here'sbe
hoping situation
that the rest
we whole
are getting
better. Better class, town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. Nazareth,
C. A. Anglemlre,
"Y" Theatre
(403 seats),
Pennsylvania.
PAT'S
PATENT.
(Murray - Hodkinaon).
Very good, with enough funny situations to
keep them all laugh. ng. Guy C. Sawyer,
Town Hall Theatre, Chester, Vermont.
PICKING PEACHES. (Pathe). One of the
best I ever played. The patrons roared and
even the seats smiled. Very good print. Two
reels. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre,
Chester, Vermont.
RACING KID, CRADLE ROBBERS. (Universal). Star, Buddy Messinger. Both fine.
Had all comedy program and it sure will
make them laugh. Business and farmer
class, town of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F.
Jenkins. Community Theatre, David City,
Nebraska.
RIDE 'EM COWBOY. (Christie). A humdinger of a Christie comedy. The burlesque
of western stuff sure made 'em laugh. I
would say that it is a very good Christie
two-reeler. Better class, town of 4,500. Admission 10-15.
C. A. Anglemire
,"Y" Theatre
(403 seats),
Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.
MULE, PLEASE. (Pathe). Star, Harry
Langdon. Very good comedy. The kid in
this picture is a native of this town and
fans all turned out. Business and farmer
class, town of 2,200. Admission, 10-25. A.
F. Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City,
Nebraska.
Serials
HAUNTED VALLEY. (Pathe). Star, Ruth
Roland. This is a good serial and would
classify It as about average in drawing
power. Has a sameness that hurts it, but
it is clean and some good scenes and stunts
in it. Charles Lee, Grand Theatre, Pierre,
South Dakota.
IRON MAN. (Universal). Not going over
at all. Big advertising but star unknown.
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Not a serial that I wanted, but had to buy It
to get program. Tone good. Audience appeal fair. Draw mill class, town of 20,000.
Admission 10-25. J. J. Spandan, Family Theatre (500 seats), Braddock, Pennsylvania.
Short Subjects
COUNTY FAIR. ( Urban. Vltngraph). A visit
to the county fair, live stock and everything.
A pleasing one-reeler. Tone okay. Sunday,
yes. Audience appeal good. Family class,
city of 300.000. Admission 13-30-46. Lee D.
Balsly,
sas City,Liberty
Missouri.Theatre (1,000 seats), KanTELEPHONE GIRL. (F. B. O.). Star, Alberta Vaughn. Fine two-reeler. This series
and both "Fighting Blood" series are good;
"Leather Pushers"
the good.
any ofTone
far ahead
that
I haveofseen.
yes.
Good audience appeal. SmallSunday,
town and
farmer class, town of 600. Admission 10-20,
10-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait Theatre (175
seats), Gait, California.
WILLIAM TELL. (F. B. O.-Telephone Girl
Series). We consider these subjects as good
as
any two-reel comedies made. I. M. HirshJersey.
blond, Traeo Theatre Co., Toms River, New
Miscellaneous
BELOW
THE RIO GRANDE (William
Stelner).
Star, Neal Hart. (5 reels). I showed
this to a full house and I am still wondering
"how I escaped." Really this is a priie winner (booby prize, I mean). Here is a picture that will put any exhibitor to thinking.
He will think and think "what was it all
about?" I sat In the balcony and looked at
four reels of It and my heart got so weak
I had to go into the alley and look through
the fire exit. To give you some Idea of the
directing, in one place Neal Hart had a fist
fight with the Heavy. The first thing he did
was to throw his gun away to show how
brave he was and after fighting for half a
reel the next close-up showed the gun still
in his pocket. This picture was supposed to
have been made down below the Rio Grande.
Well, it would pay the exchange to send the
prints down there and let them stay. Is It
suitable for Sunday? Use your own judgtone.draw
I didn't
I don't
believe ment.
it Moral
would
any see
classany.
if anybody
knew anything
about
It.
The
following
remarks overheard from balcony while show
was in progress: "Ah, come on, Frank, I
can't stajid this any longer; let's go." "Ah,
let's stay and see just how rotten It will
get before
it ends."
of 1,200.Lecompte,
Admission 10-25.
RialtoTown
Theatre,
Louisiana.
MIND OVER MOTOR. (Principal). Star
cast. 5 reels). Not much of a story. Seemed
to be minus something all the way. Did poor
Saturday business. Tone fair. Sunday, no.
Poor attendance. Town and rural class, town
of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
PRAIRIE MYSTERY. (Renown). Star cast.
Can't
Only and
that did
it lost
money say
for much
us in for
fairthis.
weather
not
give satisfaction. Tone fair. Sunday, no.
Poor attendance. Town and rural class, town
of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
RIDERS OF Tin; RANGE. (BeHwa), Star
cast. Another Renown picture that has no
drawing power and is only a western film.
Tone fair. Sunday, no. Poor attendance.
Town and rural class, town of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175
seats), Vermont, Illinois.
SPEED KING. (Goldat.) Star, Richard
Talmadge. A star that we bought high and
whom our patrons will not come to see. Some
walked out, saying too much skipping and
hopping and unnecessary jumping. Tone fair.
Attendance fair. Town and rural class, town
of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W. C Geer, Princess Iheatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
THROUGH THE FLAMES. (Goldat.) Star,
Richard Talmadge. Did not gross feature
rental and used a Keaton comedy to help
Talmadge
out. My no.
patrons
him.
Tone
fair.
Verycan't
poor see
ance. TownSunday,
and rural class,
town
ofattend1,100.
Admission 10-26. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
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Corporation

This

Twenty-First

Significant

Event

in Its Striking

Year

Milestone
Career,

for It Can

Claim (<The Strength of Youth, The Wisdom
of Maturity''
THE year 1924 is the most significant p'cture making. Moreover, expansion on a the sun, and with this inauguration during
every hour of the twenty-four, during every
in the history of Fox Film Corpora- greater scale than ever before was becomof the hour, a Fox picture is being
tion. It means, for one thing, that this
ing imperative, so the situation was placed in minute
concern has reached its twenty-first annual
the hands of Winfield R. Sheehan, vice- screened before an audience.
On the return of Mr. Fox and Mr.
milestone and is entitled to boast, if it cares
president and general manager, who went to
to do so, that by that fact not only Fox Hollywood accompanied by John C. Eisele, Sheehan from Europe, construction was well
Film Corporation, but the motion picture in- treasurer of the Fox Corporation and him- under way on the big Fox picture plant in
dustry as well, has arrived at maturity. It
self an astute real estate expert. Their visit New York, occupying the entire block front
can claim with truth "the strength of youth, resulted in the purchase of a tract of 450 on Tenth avenue between 55th and 56th
acres in the Westwood-Beverly district, streets. The cornerstone was laid on June
the wisdom of maturity."
In order to give this anniversary the im- where the building of the new studios will 6, 1919, Frank C. Dowling, president of the
Borough of Manhattan, officiating. Many
portance itdeserves, Fox Film Corporation
be begun next fall.
has concentrated all its effort, all its huge
It is the plan of Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan
other city officials and leaders in the thearesources, all its capital, in producing a single to make the new western home of Fox pic- rical world attended. Traffic on Tenth ave.
tures one of the most attractive places on was halted, and finally the American flag
group of pictures — those which are to be reture.
leased in the season of 1924-25. With somethe California coast. The new producing
was raised over the partially completed structhing akin to a sense of moral obligation to centre, without equipment, has cost approxiihe rest of the motion picture industry upon
mately $3,500,000. Buildings will be the last
In 1920 came the fulfilment of Mr. Fox's
reaching the banner year in the career of word in modern steel and concrete congreatest dream — moving into the new plant.
the concern he heads, William Fox has destruction and enough stage room will be The formal opening took place on May 24,
clared that, as an evidence of faith, he has provided to accommodate fifty companies.
on which day was effected a remarkable
invested in those pictures for his anniversary
Several miles of railway track will be laid concentration of effort with regard to convenience and efficiency in both production
year schedule every dollar of profit and every on the studio grounds, which, with a comdollar of capital on his books.
plete equipment of engines, cars and stations, and administration. A long standing embarrassment which had attended a scattering
Another event will signalize this imporwill enable companies producing railroad
of
forces
at
last was obviated.
tant anniversary of Fox Film Corporation —
scenes
to
do
so
without
leaving
Fox
property.
the beginning of construction on the new
The building meant an immense saving of
studios and film plant at Hollywood. With
and, therefore, cost in proThe. counting of years in Fox history be- time and labor,
the unceasing spread of the film industry in
duction. It represented an investment of
gins with the advent of William Fox into
and around Los Angeles and Hollywood, it the realm of motion pictures in 1904, when
$2,500,000; it housed every department involved in the production of a picture ; on its
was seen that the present Fox property at he created the Greater New York Film
Hollywood was in an expensive location for Rental Company. In 1913 he organized and vast studio floor twenty companies could
assumed the leadership, as president, of the
Box Office Attractions Company which absorbed the Film Rental concern. In 1915 Fox
Film Corporation, the existing company,
being with Mr. Fox as its presicame dentinto
and dominant force. The following year
the corporation opened headquarters in Lonlabdon, England; also, the Fox studios and comoratories on the West Coast were
1917, proto operate; in west
pleted and began both
were
east and
duction activities
doubled.
In the spring of 1919 Mr. Fox went abroad,
accompanied by his general manager, Mr.
Sheehan, and extended his service in Great
Britain from headquarters established at
London. Since that time the Fox banner has
been carried into almost every land under

Scenes from "Gold Heels," a Race Track Story Based on "Checkers," a William Fox Release.
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Millions

Weekly

GREAT strides toward the goal of one hundred per cent efficiency in the news reel field were made this year
by Fox News and the officials of Fox Film Corporation believe the present service to be the most timely in
the news subjects presented and the best in entertainment value.
Fox News claims leadership in the News Reel field on the score of pictorial superiority, quality of printing and
coloring and the speed with which the news is rushed to exhibitors.
One important improvement in the service this year was the elimination of all subjects of purely sectional interest. Conventional subjects, such as local parades, funerals, launchings and unveilings will no longer be presented
in Fox News. The Fox Reel is primarily a news service a nd is edited by trained newspapermen of long experience
in selecting and presenting subjects of popular interest.
Fox News in its national issue and the twelve or more f oreign editions is seen every week by thirty to forty million people in all parts of the world, say the officials of this department.
The foreign news service was reorganized and greatly expanded this year so that the whole of Europe is covered
by staff and field cameramen. There are 1352 cameramen throughout the world constantly watching for news pictures
of international importance.
In order to stimulate interest in obtaining human inter est subjects Fox News last week announced a special prize
of $1,000, in addition to the usual annual prizes, for the most interesting and novel subjects filmed by staff and field
cameramen during the next season.
work simultaneously. Its output capacity totalled 3,000,000 feet of film weekly, and its
floor area aggregated 150,000 feet. It contained accommodations for a huge, completely modern film laboratory and a restaurant for Fox employes. The largest motion picture plant in the world under one
roof, it stood as a monument to the most
progressive spirit of the time in the film industry— and all within three minutes of
Broadway
the very heart of New York's
amusement and
world.
But despite the belief that this building
would permit all necessary expansion for
years to come, so rapidly did Fox activities
increase that in one year from the formal
opening of the main building it was necessary to acquire in addition a new fourstory building one block south, which today houses not only the offices of several
departments of the organization, but a complete reserve studio.
In October, 1919, an important member of
the Fox screen family was born — Fox News.
After three months of organization work in
the United States and abroad, and facing
competition already strong in the field, Fox
News quickly became a part of the programs
of theatres throughout the country. It was
formally welcomed/ by Woodrow Wilson,
then President of the United States, in a
letter of hearty appreciation and encouragement. The growth of the News has been
both steady and rapid, and its scope has extended farther and farther.
The career of William Fox is inextricable
from that of the corporation of which he is
the active head. Each year in the business
life of both has meant a forward step —
something accomplished to further the cause
of the motion picture industry, of which Mr.
Fox is so proud to be a factor. As a producer of pictures he always has stood steadfastly for free competition. He has been
unalterably opposed to group bookings with
any booking agencies. He has fought a
stubborn fight against governmental censorship of pictures, his conviction being that
"the freedom of the film" should parallel the
freedom of the press and freedom of speech.
He believes that the American people may
safely be left to pass judgment upon the fit
and unfit without the aid of paid censors.

There is one period in the life of Mr. Fox
upon which he remains ever silent. Yet that
silence is characteristic of the man. It pertains to his exertion of gigantic effort and
its resultant success in behalf of America
during the great war. Throughout the four
years of conflict he gave himself heart and
soul to the cause of patriotism. He gave
unstintedly of his time and his means, and
his personal efforts won for him repeatedly
governmental appreciation. When the final
Liberty Loan drive came in 1918, Mr. Fox
was in charge of the entire section repreGreat

senting the great motion picture interests of
New York, and with Mr. Sheehan as his
lieutenant
led was
his teams
in
a mannerhe that
notable"over
even the
for top"
that
very
deavor.stirring period of intense patriotic enIn the eyes of the world William Fox
is a tremendous success, whose life story is
fully as romantic as any ever pictured in one
of his own screen productions. To his friends
he is a real, red-blooded, kindly man — a desirable citizen — and still under fifty years of
age.

Exploitation

In

Special

Romance
of Telephone
Service
angle of this picture. Compared with those
w * * T last! The ultimate in exploitaemployed in other utilities, the number of
telephone employes in this country leads by
■* * That
is the way officials of Fox
tion pictures!"
Film Corporation feel about "Daughters of more than a hundred per cent.
With the idea of producing a picture
the Night," one of the big specials for 192425 in the schedule of productions listed. that will be accurate in every detail, as well
The picture is a smashing drama of the as depicting the life of the telephone girl
romance of the telephone service and the in its most interesting phases, Fox Film
fact, backed by statistics, that one person
Corporation obtained the co-operation of
in every five families in America — a total officials of the Bell Telephone Company.
Scenes were shot in the biggest telephone
of 500,000 — is employed by the telephone companies is the basis of the big exploitation exchanges in New York City and dramatic
incidents were incorporated in the story that
had their exact counterparts in the lives of
telephone workers.
This is a picture that the Fox officials believe will be backed to the limit by telephone
officials and the great organizations of telephone employes throughout the country.
With one out of every twenty persons in
interested directly in the teleSidney Meyer, the country
phone, to say nothing of th«ir relatives, it is
■fl
39 GeneraJ Sales
considered that there is a ready made audiManager of
ence for "Daughters of the Night," half a
Fox Film
million of persons — and that is only the startCorporation
ing point.Clifton directed the picture from a
Elmer
story son.
by Alyce
R. T.
Barrett
Willard girl
RobertMills
is theandtelephone
and
Orville Caldwell, who has been appearing
with notable
male
lead. success in "The Miracle," is the
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Prominent
Directors9
Names
on Fox
Roster
fiftieth picture that this veteran di- Elmer Clifton who directed "The Warrens of
THE directors responsible for the is the rector
has
made
for
William
Fox.
season's pictures of Fox Film
coming tion
Virginia," Lamber ' Hillyer who is making
are all skilled craftsmen
Corpora
"Gold Heels" from the race tr3ck meloChester Bennett will make "The Painted
with numerous screen successes to their
drama "Checkers." Maurice Elvey a well
Lady" from the story Larry Evans and also
credit.
"Thorns of Passion" an adaptation of the known English director who has just been
Harry Millarde is expected to duplicate
signed
to
a long term contract, will direct
novel "The Roughneck," by Robert W. Service. John Conway, another well known Fox
his record with "Over the Hill" in the screen
"She Wolves" a story of Paris life. One of
the novelties on the new Fox program is the
director, will direct Tom Mix in the famous
version of Channing Pollock's stage success
"The Fool." Every resource of the Fox New
old
romance
"Dick
Turpin"
and
a'so
"The
special monkey comedy production "DarYork studios was placed at the command
Deadwood
Mix special.
Included Coach,"
in the another
list of Fox
directors is direct.win Was Right" which Lewis Seiler will
of Mr. Millarde for this picture which was
almost a full year in the making. Last season's biggest success "If Winter Comes" was
also directed by Harry Millarde.
Is Keynote
of Plan
for
Emmett Flynn is scheduled to make for Variety
productions for William Fox this season, including "The Man Who Came Back," "GerComedies
on New
Fox
Schedule
ald Cranston's Lady," "The Dancers," and
1 :
"Everyman's Wife." "Monte Cristo" and
1HEY please the majority 1" This trained and seemingly work without direc"Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
tion. Max, Moritz and Pep, the three monwas the consensus of opinion exCourt" were two of the big Fox specials of
key stars in these comedies, have such unpressed
in
the
exhibitors'
reports
other seasons directed by Emmett Flynn.
on William Fox comedies during the past
usual ability before the camera that their picHenry Otto, an expert in creating big, season. The new comedies being prepared
tures are very popular and in great demand.
spectacular productions, will direct three for the 1924-25 season will even exceed in
Sunshine Comedies have been the most
spectacles for Fox this season. Dante's "In- variety and entertainment value the high consistent laugh provokers offered to ex-,
ferno" and "Neptune's Romance" are the standard established during the past year by hibitors and there will be twenty new fun
first two. Mr. Otto's first pictures last sea- Fox comedies — according to the annual an- reels of this brand on the new schedule.
"Comedies like the Sunshine never fail to
nouncement of Fox Film Corporation.
son after coming with Fox was "The Temple
please; you can hear them whooping for
of Venus."
The
comedy
division
of
Fox
Film
CorLynn Reynolds, who has directed seventeen
blocks," wrote one exhibitor who has played
poration has been greatly enlarged to meet
star series attraction and special productions the new production demands. As many as every comedy of this type released last year.
in which Tom Mix was starred, will be the five comedy units were working at the same
The new brand of Imperial Comedies
three Zane Grey stories which will be filmed time this summer at the Fox West Coast which was introduced last season will be reas special productions starring Tom Mix. J. Studios. The best comedy directors and
tained and seventeen new two-reel comedies
G. Blystone is responsible for the direction "gag" experts on the Coast have been seof this type will be released during 1924-25.
These comedies have the same effect on an
cured to make the new Fox comedies.
of Tom Mix in "Oh, Yo|u Tony!" and
audience as a barrage of laughing gas and
A new series of seven monkey comedies
"Teeth." This director will also produce "The
will be released next season because of the supply the demand for comedies containing
Last Man on Earth" and "In Love With
better entertainment and more laughs.
Love" both new Fox specials.
demands of the exhibitors playing this seaThomas Buckingham, one of the old line
son's monkey comedies for more short subjects of this type. The animals are well
Fox directors is now finishing the "Cyclone
Rider" and will later direct the Giant speElvey Starts First Film
cial "Hunting Wild Animals in Hollywood"
Maurice Elvey, England's foremost director,
and the super-special "The Troubles of a
Novelty — it's in William Fox's picwho has just been put under contract by Fox
Bride." Dennison Clift, one of the early Fox
tures, such as "Darwin Was Right" and
Film
Corporation, has started work on his
directors and scenario writers, produced
"The Last Man on Earth."
first production for that company at the HollyThe real western flavor that has stood
"Flames of Desire" from Ouida's famous
novel "Strathmore."
wood studios.
is "My
Husband's
the
forofaudience
appealand
— that's
the test
work
Tom Mix
Charlesin
an original
storyIt by
Barbara
LaMarr, Wives,"
whose
John Ford, who directed two of last sea"Buck"
Jones.
assent
to
stardom
had
its
beginning
at a scenario
son's biggest productions, has been assigned
three pictures on the new Fox schedule.
writer. Shirley Mason is the star of the picSpectacle, beauty, massiveness — you'll
ture. Bryant Washburn has been cast as leadsee them in "Dante's Inferno" and NepHe will direct "Hearts of Oak," "The Hunted
ing man and Evelyn Brent will essay the role
tune's Romance."
Woman" and "Damaged Souls." The J. Gorof
an
adventuress, the female heavy.
don Edwards production "It Is The Law"

Above, left to right:

MEGAPHONE MASTERS WHO MAKE FOX PICTURES "EXHIBITOR PICTURES"
Emmett J. Flynn, Thomas Buckingham, John Ford, Lynn Reynolds. Below: Maurice Elvey, J. G. Blystone,
Harry Millard, Henry Otto.
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THREE OF WILLIAM FOX'S COMING TOM MIX FEATURES
Scene at left is from "The Last of the Duanes," center picture is from "Oh, You Tony," and at right is scene from "Teeth."
"Man
Who
Came
Back 99 Introduces
with the mark
The picture was directed by Emmett
COMING sto the screen
of succes stamped upon it as a book
Flynn, known as a director of successful
productions, with such screen sensations to
and later as a stage play, the William
Fox super-special production "The Man his credit as "The Lincoln Highwayman,"
Who Came Back," ranks immediately with "Connecticut Yankee," "The Last Trail,"
"The Untamed" and "Monte Cristo."
the year's finest pictures. The production
introduces George O'Brien, the smiling
Fine Supporting Cast
young actor whose first big work before the
camera is apromise of greater things to
Director Flynn selected his cast with
come. O'Brien is said to play his difficult characteristic care. Each member is peculiarcharacterization with a sympathetic underly adapted to the role assigned, even to the
standing of remarkable intensity. Dorothy juveniles who portray the hero as a child.
Mackaill, known for her work opposite These youngsters, Walter Wilkinson and
Richard liarthelmess, has the principal Brother Miller, bear a striking resemblance
feminine role in this romantic picture of to O'Brien, which adds materially to the
human emotions at their best and their worst. effectiveness of the picture.
The story, as the title indicates, tells of a
Chadwick, as Captain 'Trevelan, who
man who slipped along the downward path as Cyril
a globe-trotting Englishman constantly
and fought his way back. But more than the threatens the happiness of the young
romantic tale of a ne'er-do-well is the dis- wastrel, has the monchalant ease which goes
with the part and is such an all around
of emotionalMackaill
acting byandGeorge
and playDorothy
the O'Brien
mingled likeable fellow that one is glad that he turns
splendor and squalid misery of their trail out to be the kind-hearted detective emalong the down grade. From the magnifiployed by the millionaire father.
In the role of Thomas Potter, the rich man
cence of his father's' home in New York to
the morbid gloom of a dive in San Francisco's Barbary Coast — across the Pacific
on an evil smelling freighter as a shanghaied
"deckaroo" — then into the opium laden air of
The Star Series
Shanghai's
underworld
and
oblivion
—
O'Brien
takes his audience step by step every foot
of the way.
The Star Series productions to be isThen commences the journey to Honosued by Fox Film Corporation during
lulu, and a new start. The sunshine and the
1924-25 include twenty-one pictures,
blue Pacific, coupled with the sweet companionship of the girl, awakens the man
divided equally between Shirley Mason,
within him. And then back to New York,
Buck Jones and Edmund Lowe, the new
where "The Man Who Came Back" finds the
Fox star.
reward of decency awaiting him.
Shirley Mason's first picture, "That
Unusually Successful Play
French Lady," is from the stage play,
Conrad Xagel and Mary Nash played the
"The Strange Woman," by W. J. Hurlleading roles in the William A. Brady stage
burt. It will be released on August 24.
1917
in
success, which opened on Broadway
"The Great Diamond Mystery" is the
and ran 467 performances. Then the play
second on the list of the petite star. It
ran in Chicago for twenty-one weeks. In a
is scheduled for release on October 5.
later production Henry Hull had the title
role. Stock companies are still playing it
Buck Jones' first will be "The Desert
here and there around the world and the
Outlaw." It will be released on August
Wilson still
original novel by John Fleming
17. "Winner Take All," the second
finds a sale on the stands of the book shops.
Jones release, is set down for Septem"The Man Who Came
At the very beginning,
ber 28.
Back" reached thousands of readers of the
Edmund Lowe will begin his career
American Magazine. How many thousands
more enjoyed it in book form and as a play,
as a star with "The King's Jackal." It
will be released September 14.
is obviously an impossible conjecture, but it
a
found
stories
few
that
saying
without
goes
larger audience.

New
Screen
Star
who spoiled his only son, Ralph Lewis wins
the sympathy of his audience instantly and
retains it to the touching climax when he is
reunited to his wandering blacksheep. As
Aunt Isabel, the conventional dowager of
New York society, Emily Fitzroy is in her
element. Edward Piel makes one of the most
villainous Chinese opium peddlers ever
seen on the screen or off. Others in the cast
whose work will win public commendation
are David Kirby, as the hard-boiled sea captain and Harvey Clark, as a character in the
Few pictures have covered such a vast
range of territory as this one. The scenes
plot.
are accurate, from the cabarets of Broadway to the pineapple groves of Honolulu.
Director Flynn has caught the mystery of the
of the ne'erthe romance
underworld
do-well
and and
he has
been particularly fortunate in acquiring two performers with
ability as George O'Brien
exceptional
such Dorothy
and
Mackaill.
Monkey

Actors

In

Fox Laugh Special
The unusual popularity of Max, Moritz
and Pep, the three chimpanzee actors in
Imperial Comedies, has led Fox Film Corporation to present these clever animal comedians in a six-reel special, "Darwin Was
Right," which is offered with apologies to
P. T. Barnum, will be one of the novelty
for 1924-2S. It
productions on the Fox listwho
has handled
is directed by Lewis Seiler,
productheir Fox
s in allwrote
the chimpanzee
the original
tions. Edwin Moran
story and scenario.
"Darwin Was Right" deals humorously
of huwith the famous theory of hethehasorigin
discovered
mans. A chemist believes
the elixir of youth, tries it on his friends
and through a series of funny circumstances,
neighbors believe the three men go back to
youth, and farther — until they reach the age
of our hairy ancestors. The production is
said to be one long series of hearty laughs
and justifies the presentation of the monkeys in a production of feature length.
In the cast, besides the Fox monkeys, are
George O'Hara, in the juvenile lead; Nell
Brantley, feminine lead; Stanley Blystone,
Dan Mason, Lon Poff, Bud Jamison, Myrtle
Sterling, Nora Cecil and David Kirby.
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CONTRIBUTED BY THESE MASTER CRAFTSMEN— STORY OR SCENARIO OR CONTINUITY FOR FOX PRODUCTIONS IS OF
ASSURED QUALITY
Top row, left to right: James A. Heme, Channing Pollock, John Russell, scenarist; Edmund Goulding, scenarist. Bottom row, left to
right: Lincoln J. Carter, Richard Harding Davis, Henry M. Blossom, Jr., and Jules Eckert Goodman.

Noted
Creative
Talent
Builds
authors, playwrights and authors who has contributed adventure
foremost
THEscenarist
s have contributed the stories stories to the screen is James Oliver Curand scenarios for the special produc- wood whose novel "The Hunted Woman"
tions of next season. The names of the will be released by Fox next season.
authors and dramatists reads like a literary
Other famous novelists whose works will
"Who's Who" in America.
be translated to the screen are John FlemZane Grey, who sells millions of copies of
ing Wilson, author of "The Man Who Came
his western novels every year, has written Back,"
Larry Evans, author of "The Painted
three stories which will be made into Fox
Lady,"
A. Heme who wrote "Hearts
specials this season. His name has great of Oak,"James
Ouida who is famous for her novel
box office value and should be fully ex- "Strathmore" and John D. Swain whose
ploited with each of these pictures.
story "The Last Man on Earth" is being
Gilbert Frankau wrote the season's best produced by William Fox. The list of playseller in England "Gerald Cranston's Lady"
wrights whose successes were bought by
and his popularity is very high in America
where his latest novel is having a wide sale. Fox Film Corporation includes Channing
Pollock, Jules Eckert Goodman, William C.
Robert W. Service is internationally known
for his stories of adventure in the far north. DeMille, Elmer L. Rice, Lincoln J. Carter,
Henry M. Blossom, Jr., Vincent Lawrence,
His novel "The Roughneck" will be made
Gerald DuMaurier and Viola Tree. These
into a Fox special. One of the most famous

Fox
Specials
dramatists wrote many of the most sucAmerica. cessful stage plays ever produced in
Edmund Goulding, playwright and scenarist, who has been signed to a long term
contract, wrote the scenarios for Dante's
"Inferno," "The Fool," "The Man Who Came
Back," "Gerald Cranston's Lady" and "The
Dancers." Donald Lee will adapt the "The
Last Man On Earth" and "In Love With
Love." Charles Kenyon who has a number
of screen adaptations to his credit, will prepare the scenarios for the two big Mix
specials "Dick Turpin" and "The Deadwood
John Russell, short story writer and
scenarist, wrote the screen story for one of
the biggest productions made at the Fox
Coach."Coast studios and as yet untitled.
West
This production will be announced later.

Dante's
"Inferno"
byin desperation
Test sends
ing ruin and suicide,
under the Popularity
direction of Mr. Otto, who hasProved
RNO," based on the gained fame by his genius for conceiving and
"INFE
S
DANTE'
his oppressor a copy of the "Inferno" poem,
famous allegorical poem and directed
by Henry Otto, wins its place among executing eye-filling scenes nothing short of across the fly-leaf of which he was written,
the picture adheres with re- "If there is a Hell, this, my curse, will send
the Fox Giant Specials for the 1924-1925 sea- amazing; that
markable fidelity to the text and texture of you there." As the tyrant begins to read the
son by reason of numerous qualities by
stately, awe-inspiring passages of the poem,
which it is expected to gain great popularity the poem itself, and into it has been woven
to look at the weird illustrations by the
with both exhibitors and patrons of motion an ultra-modern story which has the effect and
artist Dore, from which the most famous
of
lightening,
with
adroit
touches
of
humor,
be
tor
will
pictures. Primarily, the exhibi
edition of the book takes its name, he is
attracted by its money-making power, and or of heightening, where necessity demands,
transported into the depths of Hell, there to
by its highly developed enter- the awe-striking sequence of the "Inferno"
follow the poets Dante and Virgil through
the patron
taining attributes.
proper.
the various circles of eternal punishment deThe
adaptation
of
the
entire
picture
was
scribed.
From the exhibitor's point of view, the made by Edmund Goulding. To Cyrus Wood
the
be
to
believed
are
qualifications
following
The cast selected for making this picture
most attractive; the value of its title, which goes the credit for the present day narrawas chosen with a view toward audience
tive,
which
concerns
a
cruel,
money-mad
scope
illimitable
the
;
is familiar to everyone
business man, who tyrannizes family and appeal. The names of many well-known and
it offers for advertising and publicity pur- business associates until finally a victim, fac- well-liked screen players appear in the expubthe
to
appeal
its
that
fact
poses; the
tensive list. Pauline Starke, who has been
lic mind was actually proved by a try-out
starred in her own right and has a large
inengagement
showing last May, when an
following by virtue of her work in many
William Fox has been a showman for
tended for a week's duration was prolonged
picture successes, has the feminine lead in
breakin
success
its
of
to two weeks because
a whole lot of years. He has put his
the modern version. Ralph Lewis, long a
ing box-office records at the theatre where
showman experience into the planning
favorite in pictures, plays the millionaire
the tryout was made.
tyrant. The roles of Dante and Virgil are
of his 1924-25 schedule; the proof is in
unTo the spectator, its points of appeal
taken by Lawson Butte and Howard Gaye.
doubtedly will be in the facts that it is based
the productions listed — showman picOther principal parts are taken by William
tures.
on the most widely-discussed allegory in all
Scott, Josef Swickard, Gloria Grey and
literature and one that affords unsurpassed
Lorimer Johnston.
that
filming;
possibilities for spectacular
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Scenes from the William Fox Picture, "Hearts of Oak," with Hobart Bosworth and Pauline Starke.

Best-Seller"

Books

and

Success-Plays

Specials
Fox
As
for Adaptation
Bought
"The Warrens of Virginia," the David title of "Thorns of Passion." "Hearts of
ty of the special producTHE majori
tions announced by Fox Film CorporaBelasco stage success by William C DeOak," by
A. Heme,
melotion for next season are adaptations
drama of James
New England
and isthea famous
frozen north.
Mille, is one of the most famous of the naed
s
of famou novels that have achiev besttive dramas and still is a great stock favor- "The Last Man on Earth" is a fantastic
seller records and stage successes that have ite.
novelty story by John D. Swain that has
had a wide sale.
made theatrical history. Most of the titles
"Flames of Desire" is adapted from
of these books and plays are household
"In Love with Love," the comedy drama
Ouida's "Strathmore," which has been a
words throughout America.
literary favorite for six decades. It was
by
Vincent Lawrence and "The Dancers" the
"The Fool," one of the giant specials, is known in nearly every home in America a stage success by Gerald Du Maurier and
adapted
from Channing
Pollock's
play ofwhich
is the outstanding
dramatic
success
the
last five years. The play ran two years in
New York, one year in Chicago and during the past season there were twelve companies on the road touring the United States.
The author lectured on his play before hundreds of schools, colleges and literary clubs
throughout the country. It has been used
as a theme for sermons by clergymen all
over America and Canada.
Jules Eckert Goodman's play "The Man
Who Came Back," ran for three years in I
New York and has played to more audiences
than any other modern play in the history
of the drama. It is estimated that nine million people have seen the stage production.
The story has been greatly enhanced in value
by presentation on the screen by William
Fox.
William Fox's, "The Man Who Came Back."
"Gerald Cranston's Lady," by Gilbert
Frankau, had the biggest sale of any novel
in England in fifty years.
generation
the screen
re- Viola Tree, both have had successful runs
vive interestagoin and
the novel.
One story
of thewillmost
in New York and London.
It now ranks as one of the ten best-sellers
in America. The story will be at the height famous stories of the north woods is James
Zane Grey's books have probably the
of its American popularity when the William
Curwood's "The Hunted Woman."
widest sale in America of any stories dealFox photoplay is released in the Fall.
ing with Western life and three of his
Robert W. Service has written "The
stories are in the Fox schedule. Photoplay
Dante's "Inferno" is one of the classics Roughneck," now at the height of its popuof literature and needs no introduction.
larity and which will be screened under the editions of his books will be issued.

Three

a Sunshine; Center, "Sweet Papa," an Imperial; Right,
Truth"
"Stretching
the The
Sailor,"
a Novelty.
Scenes from William Fox Comedies: At Left, "In-Bad,
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In

America

By

Americans"

Is

Fox

1924-25
Plan
for
Giving
Exhibitors'
in particular, that American Hits
made pictures
is ail-American year for Fox Film on Earth," "The Cyclone Rider," "Gold are
THIS
coming more and more into demand, not
Corporation. In the enormous list of Heels," "The Masked Bandit," "In Love
productions announced for 1924-25 by With Love," "Gerald Cranston's Lady," only in the United States, but in the adWilliam Fox not one was made by a foreign "Darwin
vanced foreign countries. Fox Film CorWas Right," "Riders of the Purple
poration has exchanges in every civilized
company. To make the list, however, en- Sage," "Troubles of a Bride," "Thorns of
tailed plenty of travel, covering nearly every Passion," "Neptune's Romance," "The Rain- nation in the world and through them the
home office feels the pulse of the universe.
civilized portion of the globe. But the
bow Trail," "Damaged Souls," "The Dead- This
pulse, figuratively beating a rhythmic
traveling and the shooting and the acting wood Coach," "The Hunted Woman,"
were done by people with a Yankee drawl "Every Man's Wife" and "She Wolves."
accompaniment to the tune of "Yankee
It is noticeable beyond a doubt in the film Doodle," resulted in the All American outand a great fondness for apple pie.
put at Fox studios.
The Fox production list includes fiv,j giant industry in general and in the Fox industry
specials for which no release dates have
been fixed; twenty-six specials, twenty-one
star series of seven each for Buck Jones,
Mackaill
and
George
Edmund Lowe and Shirley Mason, seven- Dorothy
teen Imperial Comedies, twenty Sunshine
Comedies, seven Monkey Comedies, twentysix educational Subjects, eight Van Bibber
O'Brien
Featured
Fox
Series by Richard Harding Davis, and Fox
edge to theby
utmost Wm.
advantage with
the reFox
the
on
5
sult
that
he
was
given
the
lead
in two big
1924-2
for
News twice weekly.
ls
n
THEFilmspecia
le
ratio
Corpo
schedu will contribute much to the fame of Dorothy Fox specials, "The Man Who Came Back"
The five giant specials are Dante's "Inferno," filmed at the Fox West Coast Mackaill and George O'Brien, just as these and "The Painted Lady."
players will, in their turn, add
Directors who work with O'Brien are
Studios; "The Man Who Came Back," "The two excellent
Dancers," "Hunting Wild Animals in Holly- immeasurably to the success of the films in unanimous in their praise of his work. They
declare that he has the imagination neceswood," all west coast pictures; and "The which they are featured.
sary to grasp the big idea and the atmosFool," "shot" in the New York studios.
George O'Brien, the husky Californian
phere of a picture to a greater extent than
The specials, most of them rr^ade from with the big Irish smile, has beti pronotable books and plays, are almost all
nounced the "find" of the season, and Doro- they have found before in any beginner.
Dorothy Mackaill has been starred sevthy Mackaill, the dainty, golden haired girl
typically American in their plot, as well as
eral times and was recently featured oppoYankee made. The titles are self explana- who plays opposite him, has astonished
everyone with her fine emotional acting.
site Richard Barthelmess. In "The Painted
tory : "The Last of the Duanes," "The
O'Brien picked up his first knowledge of Lady''" she plays the title role with rare
Painted Lady," "The Warrens of Virginia," motion
picture technique while carrying a understanding and sympathy, but it is prob"It Is The Law," "Oh, You Tony," "Flames
ably in "The Man Who Came Back" that
of Desire," "Daughters of the Night," camera around the Fox lot in Hollywood. she does
the finest work of her career. •
When his chance came, he used that knowl"Hearts of Oak," "Teeth," "The Last Man

"The Warrens of Virginia " is to be a Big Feature of the William Fox Schedule.
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"Flame* of Desire," a Fox Picture With a Strong Love Theme.
99
Great
Drama
MEN in love and men in battle, life
pulsing with sweetness one moment,
snuffed out in a burst of shell fire the
next, a young soldier of the north whose
soul belongs to his country, but whose heart
is with a lovely girl among the creeper vines
of old Virginia.
There you have a setting for the William
Fox special, "The Warrens of Virginia," from
David
Belasco's
playonby the
William
de Mille.
The great
story stage
is based
book
by George Cary Eggleston, eminent historian, and the battle scenes have been produced with remarkable realism.
Elmer Clifton, who directed "Down to the
Sea in Ships," "Six Cylinder Love" and other
notable pictures, directed this powerful production of the greatest epoch in American
history. He used a division of soldiers and
had the active co-operation of the War Department, fimiing many scenes on the actual

in
"The
sites where
history wasWarrens
made in the fighting sixties.
The story centers about Lieutenant Burton of the northern forces, a favorite on the
staff of General Griffin, who btfore the war
was a friend of the Warrens of Virginia.
Naturally, he had been especially friendly
to Agatha Warren, the lovely daughter of
old General Warren, now lined up with Lee.
When the federal troops enter Virginia,
through one of those circumstances peculiar
only to the Civil War, the spirit of friendship between the two young people is not
interrupted. Agatha Warren invites young
Burton to call and he applies to his general
for permission.
The soldiers of the south are desperately
in need of supplies. Two roads are possible,
but one is patrolled by the Yankees. Old
General Griffin sees an opportunity here and
permits Burton to make his call, but with a
proviso. The lieutenant is to cany false
orders into enemy territory and be captured. The information found on him will
bring the supply train directly into the
hands of the northern troops.
Drawn between love and duty, Lieutenant
Burton makes the choice of a soldier. He is
captured and the proud followers of Lee fall
into the trap. The supply train is captured
and Burton's part in it is discovered. But
when they ride out to a convenient cypress
with him, Agatha Warren is unable to let
him die such an ignoble death. She saves
him and he is sent back north in exchange.
Then comes the surrender at Appomattox
and Burton's return to Virginia. The bitterness of war gives way to the happiness

Virginia
of of
peace and
the enemies become lovers.
Lieutenant W. J. Fox, U. S. A., played
the role of General Grant with remarkable
fidelity and the whole city of San Antonio
paid tribute to J. Barney Sherry as General
Lee. Harlan Knight, as "Pap," a backwoodsman with sympathy for the northern cause,
offers one of the best characterizations ever
screened.
In the role of Lieutenant Burton, Wilfred
Lytell does one of the most effective roles
of his career. This is true in the case of
every member of the cast, for they were
selected with an eye to their respective fitness for the characters they were assigned
to portray.
Director Clifton outfitted the entire Second
Division, stationed at Fort Sam Houston,
in «rder to present the battle scenes. The
result was a series of realistic conflicts by
trained soldiers.

ROMANCE OF TELEPHONE SERVICE FEATURED
In "Daughters of the Night," William Fox Presents a Story With Strong Exploitation Opportunities.
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"Dante's Inferno," a Henry Otto Production for Fox.
One

Giant

Special
Filmed
From
Comes" last year. The popuLADY,"
ON'Snovel
CRANST
that "If Winter
the Gilbert
Frankau
^ ^f _. ERALD
larity of "Gerald Cranston's Lady" has
V^J has had the biggest sale of any
been phenomenal. In the first month of pubbook in England in fifty years and which,
lication its sale reached 40.000 copies. That
d
in spite of the fact that it was publishe in was in February. The demand since then
has compelled the English publishers to put
America only two months ago, is ranked
among the ten best sellers of this country, out six editions. The Century Company,
will be one of the twenty-six Specials pro- which is publishing the book in America, already has it in its second printing. The pubduced by Fox Corporation for 1924-25.
lishers predict it will be in the height of its
In purchasing the screen rights for this popularity in this country in September.
literary sensation, officials of Fox Film CorEmmett Flynn has been assigned to diporation have displayed the same foresight
rect the Fox screen version. Edmund Gouldthat impelled them to acquire the rights to ing made the scenario.

Wild
Animal
■UNTING
WILD
ANIMALS IN
H
OLLYWOOD," which is announced
one of the five Giant Specials
to be released during the season of 192425 by Fox Film Corporation, will be one of
the most thrilling and novel features ever
offered to exhibitors. It is the confident belief of the Fox officials who have read the
script that this thrilling burlesque novelty
will be one of the greatest box-office attrictions of the new season.
This Giant Special will be put into production shortly at the Fox West Coast
studios under the direction of Thomas
Buckingham, who will work from the story
being prepared by Edward Moran. No detailed synopsis of this picture was forthcoming from the Fox offices, where it was said

"

English
Novel
"Gerald Cranston's Lady" is the story of a
millionaire who fears to accept the love of
the woman of his heart because of his belief that it will jeopardize his business career.
The battle of love and a theory that is waged
by Gerald Cranston is graphically pictured,
lending an interesting background of psychology to a plot abundant in color and action.
Fox is so certain of the screen value of
this novel that the company will give it as
elaborate a presentation as has been seen
on the silver sheet in many days.

Burlesque
On
Fox
Schedule
that the picture would contain a number of use the large menagerie of wild animals
surprises which could not be announced un- which William Fox has access to in Hollytil production was started.
wood, and to develop the comedy angle of
When the story was first outlined to the the picture with this studio background.
Fox production officials, it was proposed to
Lions, tigers, giraffes, monkeys, leopards,
send out a unit to film a tremendous animal hippopotamus,
in fact every species
picture which would burlesque wild animal of wild animals gorillas,
in captivity in America, will
hunting. Then it was decided not to send
the company to a foreign territory but to be used in this production with the background of the motion picture studio life of
California.
William Fox has given you winners in
The title of this production offers great
the past. He is a showman, with the inopportunities to the alert showman to capstinct for audience appeal — whether in
italize the exploitation possibilities of this
spectacle, comedy or news, program picpicture.
"Hunting Wild Animals in Hollyture or super-program picture. There
wood" will be given the same intensive adare
more
winners
for
you
in
the
1924-25
vertising and exploitation campaign as
schedule.
planned for the other Fox Giant Specials.

Scenes from "The Fool," a William Fox Production from Channing Pollock's Great Play.
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Lincoln J. Carter's Melodrama, "The Cyclone Rider," a Fox Picture.

of Oak"
of "Hearts
Version
Screen
Elaborate
Gordon, Francis Powers, Jennie Lee, actress, Pauline Starke, Director John Ford
WITH the screen version of Hearts James
Teague and Francis Ford.
is given ample opportunity to show the roof Oak," presented by William Fox, Frances
As a stage production, known throughout
picture theatre owners are given the
mance of NewsoonEngland's
rock-ribbed
sea
coast. Terry
realizes the
utter futility
opportunity to outdo the phenomenal records
the
amusement
world
to
be
James
A.
Heme's
first
real
success
and
in
which
he
acted
the
of happiness of a lasting sort in the wedding
this renowned classic established during
of "May" and December." His financial doom
many seasons it played on the legitimate
leading role, "Hearts of Oak" played in announced,
he plans to seek the recovery of
practically every part of the globe where the
stage.
his fortune in a trip to see the Frozen
The story is adapted from James A. English language is spoken. The leading role North.
of Terry Dunnivan will be essayed by HoHeme's famous melodrama of New England
bart Bosworth, peculiarly fitted to tales of
From the quietude of a life in New Engand the Frozen North, with Hobart Bosthe sea and its adventurous life.
land and the adventure and uncertainty of
worth and Pauline Starke featured under the
the
Artie regions Director John Ford is said
With the plot centered around Terry Dundirection of John Ford. Other members
to have perfected a production worthy of
nivan's love for his ward Crystal Heme,
of the cast include Theodore Von E!tz, played most effectively by that capable little this grand old stage classic.

Fox
"Educational"
Popular
Everywh
of entertainment. ere
That thought has been
by Fox Eduement made
THE advanc
If Fox pictures have made you money
cational Entertainments is marked by
implanted
before
they
leave on their assignment.
in the past they will make you money in
the increasing approval with which exthe future; ifthat
you exhibitors
haven't booked
hibitors and the public are greeting them.
In remote corners of the world, where no
productions
report the
as
camera ever went before, Fox men will
The first examples that come to mind are
crowd-pullers — Shirley Mason, Charles
crank film for a widely and distinctly varied
"Sunshine and Ice" and "Mysteries of YucaJones, Tom Mix and the other stars —
you have something good coming for the
type of subjects. Things of human interreceived thatn
tan," short subjects leso well per
est, oddities from all parts of the globe, the
1924-25 season.
attentio
they gained favorab newspa
rare and the unusual will be the quarry of
throughout the country. Theatre owners
these cameramen.
everywhere have found these films, among
other Fox Educational Entertainments, to be the sea, Fox cameramen are eagerly seekPlans have been laid far in advance, perunusually fine bits to offer their patrons.
mitting unhurried effort in perfecting the
ing out new subjects for the Fox EducaIn Europe, Asia and Africa, in both the
tional Division. But they always keep in new Fox Educational product ; assuring good
Americas, in Australia and the islands of mind that the picture must have the quality
editing and titling.

William Fox Presents "It Is the Law," Adapted from the Stage Play.
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Colossal

Bays

E everybody in the industry is
WHILtalking
about the new studios which
William Fox has started in Los
Angeles, the fact that the employes of Fox
Film Corporation are still working at top
speed in the old studios prevents making this
the
tures.sw^n song of these history making struc-
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Studio;

Tract

the new studio will be so much greater that
there will be no comearison.
The grounds of the present Hollywood
studios cover thirty acres, while the one in
New York has a displacement of ten acres.
The site chosen for the new studio consists
of 450 acres.
The ground properties, improvements and
Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and equipment at Hollywood represent an outlay
general manager of the corporation, recently of $1,500,000; the exact amount of money that
announced that $2,000,000 has been set aside will be spent on the new studios is not yet
as a building fund and that construction
known, but it is expected to exceed the
work will be rushed as fast as practicable. total cost of the two present locations.
Spanish architecture will prevail in the
Thirty companies and 20,000 people can
new building, which will be of ornamental be accommodated on the "lots" at Hollybeauty, as well as superbly adapted to the
wood, while in New York, 1000 actors, men
purpose of producing perfect motion pic- and women, can be accommodated in the
tures under the most modern methods.
dressing rooms.
This announcement speaks for itself of
The new plant, which will have the benethe progress Fox Film Corporation has made
fit of all present improvements in studio
in five years.
construction, will embody as well many features not existing in any studios now built.
In 1919 the picture industry and the public hailed the completion of the monster Fox Prominent among these will be a wonderful
studios in New York and Hollywood as a system by which fire hazard will be reduced
wonderful tribute to the growth of motion to a minimum. The building will be equipped
pictures and of Fox Film Corporation in par- throughout with a sprinkler system of the
ticular. Yet today, only five years later, latest approved type; every fire prevenplans have been drawn up for the building
tion and safety device known to modern
of another new studio, to far surpass its construction will be included.
The establishment will include a complete
predecessor, to house the ever growing business of this mammoth concern.
laboratory, equipped with up-to-date maBuildings which five short years ago were
chinery for the development and handling
considered marvellous now are inadequate. of negative and for the production of posiIn the new studio nearly fifty companies will
tive prints in great quantity. It will include
be able to work simultaneously.
an experimental department in which reThe present Hollywood and New York
search work will be conducted for the imstudios are veritable cities in themselves. But
provement of photography, printing, toning
and perfection of machines used in the various processes.
Under the care of dress and style experts,
there will be an elaborate costume department, plentifully supplied with costumes and
production accessories, which will be gathered from domestic and European markets.
A millinery department is one of the novelties planned. A complete suite of baths,
dressing rooms, ladies' hair dressing parlors
and an emergency hospital are included.
There will be a research department, ensbracing a large reference library. A
spacious restaurant, which will be served by
a sanitary kitchen, equipped with modern
utensils and appliances similar to those in use
in the best hotels, will be installed for the
convenience and comfort of workers at the
studio.

of

450

Acres

Every provision will be made which will
look to the players' comfort. The building
which will house the headquarters of the actors, as well as the scenario staff, will present many innovations. Here, too, will be
spacious dressing rooms furnished for every
comfort. The old green room idea will be
adapted to the conditions of the modern
motion picture studio, with lounge, reading,
writing and rest rooms, in which the artist
may find comfort, recreation and rest.
Fox's "Gold Heels"
Great Racing Play
Considered one of the greatest racing
plays ever written, Henry M. Blossom, Jr.'s
"Checkers" will be brought to the screen
this season by Fox Film Corporation under
the title, "Gold Heels." Lambert Hillyer
lias directed the picture from a scenario by
Frederic Chapin and the report of those who
have seen a pre-view is to the effect that
the big dramatic elements of this famous
stage success, including the famous race
scene, have been enhanced to such a point
that the screen version will be a great boxoffice attraction.
George Hackathorne, the shining light of
many motion picture triumphs, is cast in the
role of "Checkers" Campbell, the racetrack
tout. The part of Pert Barlow, the demure heroine, is assigned to Lucille Ricksen, a 1924 baby star. The cast includes
Jack Perrin, James Marcus, Hal Tracy,
Mary Warren and Gertrude Claire.

"The Painted Lady," a Fox Picture from Thomas Dixon, Jr.'s Scenario.
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Scenes from "The Fight" (top) and "ThethisHunt"
based on will
Va nbeBibber
stories
by Richard Harding Davis.
series (bottom)
of Fox Comedies
two reels
in length.
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Each release of

"I
Stage
IsLessey,
theByronLaw,
" to Be
T IS THE Success,
LAW" is another of recent"It
George
Douglas, Florence
The story Fox
ranges from Special
New York to Cairo
Broadway stage successes which has Dixon, De Sacia Mooers, Helena D'Algy and in its action and contains many large and
been adapted for screen by William Robert Young.
beautiful scenic sets and ensembles. One of
Fox and which will be found on the list of
"It Is the Law" is a story not only per- these is an elaborate gambling casino, anspecial productions being announced by the
other is the courtroom scene and trial; there
fectly contrived for screen production, but
Fox company for the new season of 1924- one that also lends itself to great and varied are scenes inside and outside of Sing Sing
25.
its film
"It Isit the
has exploitation. The entire theme is based on prison, actually photographed there, and as
much Inmore
to version,
recommend
than Law"
the fact
others which lend color and interest
the oft-pondered legal query: "Can a man many
that it had a successful run as a play on be
tried for the same crime twice?" It to the action.
Broadway, according to claims made by its has every element of suspense and thrill necAs is the policy for all the others on the
producers. According to them it is first of
essary for a great drama, whether on the large list of forthcoming Fox specials an
all perfect entertainment and the story is of stage or screen. It has plot and counter- elaborate and practical publicity and exploia type which on the screen allows for greater
plot and one
the most ingenious and
tation campaign has been prepared for the
"Fof ever
written.
scope and interest in the telling. It is a dramatic climaxes
:
tale of the under and upper world, woven
picture.
together with all the threads of sheer melodrama, mystery, romance, danger and intrigue and was first made into a play by no
lesser famous craftsman of play writing than
of Desire"
"Flames
Special
Fox
Elmer Rice, the man who wrote "On Trial,"
another of this type of story which made
great success on the stage and screen. He
Is From
Ouida's
Famous
Story
at the Wiliam Fox West Coast Studios. The
adapted it from the novel by Haden Talbot,
LAMES
OF
DESIRE"
is
another
which was received with wide interest and
picture adaptation of a noted novel scenario is the joint work of Mr. Clift and
favor upon its publication.
to be added to the imposing list of Reginald Fogwell. Denison Clift was one
With the same foresight and showman- Wiliam Fox special attractions for the 1924- of the early scenario writers and directors
ship that guided him when he purchased 25 season. This story of international ad- for William Fox, but left the coast to direct
for English companies.
the screen rights for "The Fool," William
venture and romance is adapted from Ouida's pictures
Wyndham Standing has the leading male
Fox had purchased the right to adapt it notel novel "Strathmore,''' which has been a
for the screen.
leading fiction favorite for several decades role, Ruth Miller plays the principal feminine
and offers unusual motion picture possibili- part as Marion Vavasour, the courtesan
case ofand
"ThebestFool,"
selected ties.
oneAs ofinhistheveteran
knownhe directors
heart wrecker of the book. The other principals in the cast include Richard Thorpe,
Denison Clift, who directed the motion
to film it. The selection was J. Gordon Edwards and it marked the fiftieth picture he picture version of A. S. M. Hutchinson's
Frank Leigh, George K. Arthur, Jackie
had directed for Mr. Fox. The selection "This Freedom," made "Flames of- Desire" Saunders, Claire Dubrey, Frances Beaumont,
Ben
Hendricks,
of a cast, especially the picking of a player
Charles
Clary. Jr., Hayford Hobbs and
to handle the difficult dual, really triple, role
was just as carefully considered. Arthur
Ouida's novels have enjoyed wide popuHohl, who had created the part for the stage
Charles "Buck" Jones — Tom Mix — you
larity here and abroad. A new poll deplay and incidentally earned his first great
signed to reveal the popularity of contemknow
they've
been
good:
they're
comfame in it, was signed. Herbert Heyes, a
porary novels available for screen adaptaing
across
with
something
still
better
—
well known screen player was picked for the
tion, placed "Strathmore" well to the top
William
Fox
is
determined
to
give
you
of the list. A photoplay edition of the novel
other male lead and Mimi Palmari, a beauthe best.
tiful, brunette young leading woman, was
with scenes from the William Fox producchosen as the feminine lead. Other well
tion will be issued at the time that the picture is released.
known players in the supporting roles are:
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Scene from "Flames of Desire," adapted
from Ouida's "Strathmore," William Fox
production.
//rX^HE FOOL," a William Fox film
I version of Charming Pollock's greatest stage play, which during the past
two years has made new history and broken
all records in American drama, is ready for
its premiere on the screen to a world public.
As one of the Five Giant Specials on the
1924-25 Fox schedule it will be presented
with a special and elaborate campaign behind it.
The coming of "The Fool" to the screen
has been awaited with interest for nearly
two years by exhibitors and theatre-going
public both. Early in 1923, just several
months after its opening as a stage production at the Times Square Theatre, New York,
William Fox startled the industry, and the
public too, by announcing that he had purchased the screen rights of the play from
Channing Pollock, the author, and the Selwyns, the producers, for one of the largest
sums ever recorded. That it was money
wisely spent and that William Fox once
again gave the film world a sample of his
showmanship, vision and enterprise, soon
became apparent as the stage production
rose by leaps and bounds into public favor,
becoming within a few months one of the
most talked of plays in America as well as
the greatest and most spectacular success in
the annals of American drama within a
decade.
Channing Pollock, the author, had tried
vainly for ten months to have the play produced. Finally it was given a stock tryout in Los Angeles during July, 1922. Then
the Selwyns took it over and it was first
produced at the Times Square in New York
October, 1922. Between that time and June
of 1923 it broke all records and during that
period nearly 400,000 people paid admission to see it. Although William Fox was
by then in possession of the screen rights
and the entire film industry was a-buzz with
envy and praise of his foresight and showmanship by a mutual agreement with the
producers of the play he did not begin production on the film version until December
27, 1923. For months before, however, the
making of the picture was being planned.
Harry Millarde, the veteran Fox director
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of Giant
Fox
Features
Now
onthe scenario
Wayfor
and the man who had made "Over the Hill," playwright, had prepared
"If Winter Comes" and others of the big- the screen adaptation.
gest Fox successes in the past, was chosen
For four months thereafter, until late in
as director. The best technical staff and April of this year, work continued steadily
other assistants obtainable in the East were on making "The Fool" greater as a screen
engaged to aid him. William Fox and other play than it has been on stage. Five cameraofficials of the company were determined
men were employed almost continually.
to make the film version of "The Fool" even Twenty big interior sets, perfect in detail
greater than the play. During these weeks and lavish to the last demand, were built
the stage play was continuing its wildfire for the scenes. The greatest of these was
progress to and beyond all heretofore re- the church scene. This was built at an escorded heights of fame and success. A
timated cost of $20,000 and was a reproducsecond company had opened in Boston and
tion of one of New York's most fashionable
another at Chicago and four other companies and beautiful churches. It occupied most of
had started on tour.
the area of the huge main stage of the Fox
studio. It was complete in every detail,
Choice of Star
altar, chancel, pipe organ, choir stalls, pillars, mural decorations and contained pews
The last big important step before starting the film production in the New York enough to seat 700 persons. During the
Fox studio was the selection of a star making of the church scenes, which action
screen player to fill the title role of the occurs off-stage in the play, but in the screen
play, that of the minister, Daniel Gilchrist. version is one of the biggest of the main
For weeks William Fox and Harry Mil- dramatic episodes, a thousand extras were
larde looked over the field, trying to make employed to people the set. Later again, in
a selection. A score of the best known and the stirring scenes enacted in "Overcoat
popular leading men were considered, and Hall," another large mob of extras were
seeking the opportunity as well. James used.
Kirkwood and Harry Browne had added
Big Exteriors
greatly to their stage reputations by appearAll the work of filming this "Teat play was
not confined to the studio, however. A number of big exterior scenes were also made.
One of these took most of the company
clear to Scranton, Pa., where Director Millarde, as insistent as ever on realism, filmed
the strike scenes inside and outside the coal
mines there. After the final scenes had been
"shot" and the cameras had turned their
cranks for the last time on this much anticipated motion picture production, important
work still remained to be don» — the cutting
and editing. Mr. Millarde ^na a corps of
expert film cutters spent several more weeks
on this difficult task alone.
And now at last comes the announcement
that "The Fool" is ready for its screen
premiere. That it will at least duplicate its
phenomenal success on the stage seems warranted, ifnot surpass it, for William Fox
and the rest of his officials, together with
those who have already been privileged to
see it, are confidently unanimous in declarit to be greater on the screen than on
the ingstage.
Scene from "It Is the Law," a William Fox
production.
ing in the role during the New York run.
which then had completed a year.
Finally William Fox announced his choice.
It was Edmund Lowe, a rising and brilliant
young screen player who had made a great
hit in a Fox special production of the previous season, "The Silent Command." Mr.
Fox was anxious to test Lowe's talents
further and the latter was more than willing. At the time he was chosen, Lowe was
at the West Coast studios of Fox making
ready to begin work in another picture there.
He hurried across the continent immediately
to New York. Within a few d ays after his
arrival, Mr. Millarde commenced "shooting"
on "The Fool." The rest of the main supporting cast consisted of about twenty hand
picked and tried players. Among them were
such well known names as Paul Panzer,
Riley Hatch, Harry Thurman, Brenda Bond,
George Lessey, Henry Sedley, Downing
Clark, Raymond Bloomer and others. Edmund Goulding, a well known scenarist and

"The Painted Lady," a Fox Film.
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Two

Featured

In

'Tainted Lady"
In presenting Larry Evans' Saturday EvePost story, "The
Film ning
Corporation
againPainted
brings Lady,"
togetherFoxas
co-stars two players whose work during the
1924-1925 season will long be remembered.
They are George O'Brien, of the sunny
smile, and Dorothy Mackaill, that sweet little lass who can take the hardest of parts
and still be lovable.
This picture which is a Chester Bennett
production from the scenario by Thomas
Dixon, Jr., will be one of the bigest money
getters of the season. Showing the life of
"a painted lady" bared of all subterfuges
and stripped of all its so-called glamor it
makes plain the "wages of sin." A happy
ending, however, is brought about by the
sincereness of a follower of the sea, a role
played
by George
O'Brien.and Miss Mackaill
Assisting
Mr. O'Brian
in this production are Harry T. Morey, Lucille Hutton, Lucille Ricksen, Margaret McWade,,Littlefield.
Frank Elliott, John Miljan and Lucien

William Fox presents "The Last Man on Earth."
Fox

Has

Van

Bibber

Tales

by Richard
Harding
Davis
TION has been started at landing on his feet in the midst of a situaPRODUC
the Fox West Coast Studios on a series
tion by which he profited. He never knew
of two-reel comedies based on the Van himself just how it happened. Fate would
Bibber stories by Richard Harding Davis. push him ruthlessly into what looked like
The first episode is called "The Fight'" and a serious predicament and then, by a strange
three others called "The Hunt," "The Race" "fluke,"' turn the tables and he would emerge
and "Paul Jones, Jr.," will follow.
triumphant. He couldn't lose at anything —
Van Bibber was created by Richard Hard- from cards to love — especially love. Most
ing Davis. He took his hero through a of his experiences center around his success in winning the esteem of the fair Sylvia
series of exciting and highly amusing adventures in New York society. At the time Craddock in the face of much competition.
the stories appeared, the name Van Bibber
Earle Fox, who has recently finished work
was upon every tongue. He became a liv- on the title role in "The Last Man on Earth,"
ing personality.
plays the lead, George Marshall directing.
Van Bibber had a lot of luck and all of it Others in the cast are Florence Gilbert,
was good. He couldn't escape getting credit Frank Beal and Hallam Cooley. S. B. Kerr,
for things he never did, and was always be- who wrote the scenarios, has followed the
ing dropped, as from a celestial airplane, and stories closely.

Fox

Has

Most

Original

Idea In "The
Last
THERE may be better pictures than
"The Last Man on Earth" among the
s,
list of
year's
special
but it isfine
certain
thatthis
there
is noFoxother
with
so original an idea behind it. It is based on
a short story by John D. Swain, which apne, and is proin Munsey's Magazi
pearedunder
duced
the direction of J. G.
Blystone,
who has directed a number of Fox comedies
this season.
The scene is laid in 1950 and portrays a
unique situation. The world has been completely denuded of men by a strange germ
called Masculitis to which women are immune. It shows a world ruled by women,
with a feminine President in the White
House and feminine judges occupying the

guarded and waited upon hand and foot, but
he is most unhappy. His captor decides to
auction him off to the highest bidder, but
he takes no interest in the proceedings, until among the women gathered for the auctioning, he sees his old sweetheart. They
rush into each other's arms. He discovers
that she is free again, his rival having succumbed, with the other men to Masculitis.
So they are married, and in the subsequent
birth of their twin sons, the world is saved.
of the follow
"woman's
world,"
andIn inthetheportrayal
events which
the capture
of the "last man" there is much opportunity
for high grade comedy. Director Blystone,
characteristically, has made the most of it.
Earle Fox plays the title role, and others
cast in the principal parts are Grace Cunard,
Gladys Tennyson, Maryon Aye, Clarissa
Selwynn, Pauline French, William Steele,
Jean Dumas, Harry Dunkinson, Fay HolderMurphy.
ness,
Jean Johnson, Buck Black and Maurice
Donald Lee prepared the scenario.

Picture

Man
On
Earth
"
bench. A world without battleships or
bigamy, without newspapers, bar-rooms,
wars, elopements, market reports, fighting,
sex jealousy, bootlegging or labor strikes.
Yet, in spite of these advantages, a world
most desirous of finding at least one man
who has escaped the ravages of the plague.
For ten years women explorers have
searched in vain, and then, just as they
abandon hope, a woman thug chances upon
a masculine hermit living in a cave in the
hills of New Hampshire. She drags him
back to civilization, much against his will,
for he had renounced the world completely
when his sweetheart, Hattie, had jilted him
for another man. He becomes the most
coveted object in the world, carefully

SHIRLEY MASON
To have seven starring vehicles on William
will be
Fox program; "That
French Lady"
the first.
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Hewitt's "Doodlebug"
Is Warm
Pram;
Cheap and Effective
It May be Both Seen and Heard from Afar
Generally you have to hire a
e- over a anteepoor
picture.
meet Joe C. Hewitt's "Doodl
FOLKS,bug" I Not
of a good
show.It's his personal guarsince the last camouflaged
trolley
car when you want to pership was repainted after the war has
The car, up to the time he wrote, had
ambulate it,but Charles Cresline
been
used
three
times.
The
first
two
times
d
ing
anyth
existe to equal it. It has never
breaks the record by bannering
been beaten. Joe christened it the Fourth
the car paid one fifth of its cost on each trip
five cars for two days in return for
in increased business. The third time his
of July, and people thought all the fireworks
a single pass to each motorman in
in town had exploded in a body.
kids hooked it to run out to the swimming
He writes that he has had the idea on his hole. That didn't count.
the employ of the traction commind for years. Joe was one of the last to
It has a truck body and can be used for
As only about 25 were required
pany.
have the old Autogobile, which toured the bill posting and similar jaunts, but it is
and each had to be accompanied
country years ago under the guidance of used only when there is a special to adverthis department, and he has been thinking sore. tise that will not send his customers away
by a paid admission, this is about
the cheapest yet. The banners
ever since of some scheme for a perambulaAnd Joe says he has another idea coming.
tor that would satisfy his desire for somewere about two-thirds the length
thing gaudy. It took a lot of thinking, but If he can beat this, he's a wonder.
of the car and were run down the
Joe finally got the inspiration, and the cut
Try one yourself, and use water color if
sides to advertise Johnny Hines
shows the result as well as black and white
you lack the nerve to employ oil paints at
in Conductor 1492; the tit e excan get over the suggestion of the solar first.
plaining how Cresline was able to
spectrum
doinguseda jazz
It's the loudHandy
est idea ever
for andance.
advertisement,
and
put it over.
yet the bulk of it is plain black and white.
Worked Alone
Navy Recruiting staffs are working with
Tickets for All
Joe had to do it himself, for no sober
Paramounteers on "The Code of the Sea,"
carriage painter would tackle the job and and if desired, a Chief Petty Officer will be
Cash prizes were used in the Coogan drawan intoxicated one would have acquired the assigned to lobby work with a short film, "A
ing contest for "A Boy of Flanders" at
Midshipman's Cruise." This has been the Palace Theatre, Dallas, with $15 as the
D. T.'s before he completed one side.
worked in several cities with decidedly good top prize, $5 to the second and ten prizes
Joe runs the Strand Theatre, out in Robineffect, and any house playing the picture of a dollar each. The stunt was sponsored
son, 111., for the Roscoe Cochran Amusement Enterprises, and he was one of the earl- can arrange with the Paramount man in their by the Dispatch, and all of the drawings
section if they make early application.
iest contributors to this department, nearly
were displayed in the foyer of the theatre.
All of the contestants who were not in the
In Chicago Russell B. Moon has evolved
thirteen years ago. He realizes the value of
something different, and this is about as dif- a card advertising the two features with the money received a nice little note from the
ferent as he can get and keep out of the line, "In the Lighthouse Service, the Navy, manager enclosing a matinee single good for
or Wherever Men Go to Sea, the Code of that attraction only. Most of the passes
nut department of the State Hospital.
brought in more than one paid admission.
The top is black and white, striped, while
the Sea remains the same."
the bonnet is done in the same colors, but
more of a backgammon board effect, the
stripes coming to a point. The box body is
checkered, with black squares alternating
with a stipple effect in six or eight colors.
Paints With a Sponge
The stippling is done with a sponge, or
rather with a set of sponges, one for each
color. You dab the space with red, powder
that with green and then spot the result
with red. The next square is done perhaps in purple, brown and pink. Use your
own judgment, but lay on the color squares
first and then put on the black, and it will
not matter if you go slightly outside the
squares.
The fenders and runnig board have the
same kalidescopic stipple — only more so. The
wheels are black and white, but we bet
that by this time Joe has invested in a set
of disc wheels, that will carry more paint.
The general effect is that of an explosion
in a paint factory, and it's just about as
noisy. No horn is required. You can hear
the blamed thing coming.
Kept for Special*
The idea is to hold this car for the really
An Associated Exhibitors Release
big pictures. When you see the Doodlebug
ambling downthe street, you know that's
JOE C. HEWITT'S DOODLEBUG; THE CAR WITH A SHRIEK
the night to go to the Strand. Joe says he
Launched on the Fourth of July to advertise The Yankee Consul at the Strand Theatre,
will use it only three or four times a month,
Robinson, III. It is painted in black and white and eight other colors and makes a
circus band wagon look like a hearse. It took Joe ten years to figure this out.
and that he won't cheat by using it to put
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That

Peggy
Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Wore Same Dresses
Managing Director, Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn
When he got the stills on The Law Forhats. They formed a colorbids, Jack Turner, of the Gala Theatre,
group.
been aroused by wideful brimmed
havingtion
interestpresenta
MUCH
the recent
of the short
Birmingham, Ala., took them around to CaThe overture by the Mark Strand Orchesheen's store, which handles the Baby Peggy
film subject, the Life of Franz Schudresses.
tra was the Thomas light classic, "Raybert, in which eight members of the Brookmond," than which there is no more appreWith these as a guide, they picked out a
ciated work for summer patrons. Eight
lyn Mark Strand Ballet appeared, and the
dress that was the same as that worn by
d
musical
score
of
which
was
arrange
by
minutes in length, this was lighted as folthe star and made that the basis of a winlows: Two color blends Mestrum floods
Mme. Serova, ballet mistress of this theatre,
dow display which carried one card for the
a ready-made audience awaited the showing of ISO amperes from the booth on the gold
store and one for the theatre.
of the second of the series, the Life of Felix draw curtains which were closed over the
Mendelssohn. This was shown on the pro- presentation stage; two medium amber Mestrum floods from the dome on the musicians;
gram with the First National feature, "For
Sale," the Topical Review and four musical four arch spots hitting the pleats of the
presentations. Altogether these incidentals draw curtains with amber and light blue;
made up a show of two hours and seven
transparent windows at either side of steel
minutes, the feature requiring one hour and blue lighted by open box lamps from behind;
twenty-four minutes of the time, the Topical entrance spot hitting the ceiling and side
drapes with color blend; blue borders large
Review eight minutes, the Mendelssohn film stage.
seven minutes for
eight minutes and twentythe four musical numbers.
Four members of the ballet were presented
Of the latter, the most pretentious was
in the Raggedy Ann dance from Fred
Love's Garden of Roses, in which three vocal Stone's 'S'tepping Stones." They were
numbers and a ballet waltz were given. Tak- dressed as rag dolls with red wigs, and went
through this eccentric dance in four minutes.
ing up eleven minutes, the number was
broken up in the middle by the dance. The The background was a toy-town large set
set consisted of an elaborate foilage leg row taking up the entire opening. For the
drop and garden back drop with transparent orchestra prelude thel ights were the same
sky. The dominating colors of the drop as for the overture, then the music went into
the dance and curtains opened to show
wereg reen, blue and pink. Marble benches
were at either side. Behind a set hedgerow
dancers alread yon. White spots and straw
weer open box lamps of blue hitting the lighted the set from sides an doverhead.
lower part of the back drop, while bridge Front lighting was light blue Mestrum flood
lamps of light green were blending with pink on musicians from dome; transparent winA Universal Release
dows of steel blue, blue foots and borders
on the sky. Amber and orange spots from large stage.
PROVED BY THE STILLS
the sides and overhead covered the artits.
"The Horn" (Flegies), a bass solo, was
First was "Sunrise and You," sung by tenor
In addition to the value of the window,
given with the singer center stage on a platthe store took a ten-inch space in the Sun- center stage as soprano sat on a bench. Then
behind large set rocks. He was in
day papers to hook the dresses to the play, she sang "Were My Song with Wings Pro- huntingform costume.
The background was a
vided," and then came the waltz by the baland got such good results that they told
deep
blue
plush
cyclorama without any
let, "Whispering Flowers. "The Miracle of
Turner to come again — and soon.
on it. The only lifghting on stage or
Love," by tenor and soprano, with panto- lights
mime by dancers, closed the incident. The front was two light blue spots from the sides
on the singer. Four minutes.
front lighting was one deep blue Mestrum
Laundry Passes
The Mendelssohn film was scored speflood from the dome on the musicians; blue
Guy Kenimer, of the Arcade Theatre, borders and foots; light green transparent
cially with the composer's works, embracing
Jacksonville, has a new wrinkle on the laun- windows, red coves. Tenor wore white the "Spring Song," "Consolation," "On the
dry enclosures. The biggest laundry did trousers and blue coat; soprano in evening Wings of Love" and his farmed Wedding
not want to take the trouble to enclose his gown, and dancers vari-colored chiffon with March.
heralds with the clean clothes. Kenimer
wanted the advertising. He gave them
the beaches. One road leads to all the
He started the idea with Little Old New
enough passes to slip one in every so often,
and four or five passes per hundred pays the York, and for the same picture he used four beaches, Pablo, Manhattan and Atlantic, and
cost of the distribution.
large double-faced banners on the road to he got everyone with the one quartet.

■saw
A Universal Release
HERE'S A HINT TO SPACE GRABBERS WHO ARE HANDLING THE FIGHT AND WIN SERIES
pictures made of the girls of the Vanities of 1924, Earl Carroll's annual revue, trying for the part of Jack
a set ofThese
two
are
These
Dempsey in thatof show.
made the grade on the sporting pages of the New York papers. You can land them on your own editor*
if you can get hold of some, and we think that you can get them by writing direct to the home office. Damon Runyon refereed.
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A- Pathe Release
A WEEKLY CHANGE OF LOBBY DISPLAY KEPT LLOYD GOING
Frank Lacy, of the Majestic Theatre, Portland, Oregon, thought the seventh would be
the last week of Girl Shy, but they fooled him by keeping on coming, and it ran ten
weeks, chiefly because he changes his lobby and other exploits each week.
Used

Police

Cards

on Big Local Event
When John Graham, of the Princess
Theatre, Eagle Grove, la., called on Paramounteer Jack Hellman, of Omaha, to help
offset a big Fourth of July celebration, Jack
studied the situation and decided upon
"police" cards.
When the million — more or less — Ford
owners came back from listening to the
speeches, a bright red police tag fluttered
from every steering wheel, but the text read
to the effect that so many would park their
cars to see "Heritage of the Desert," that
they were requested to huddle the cars as
closely together as possible, to let them all
in.
It's old stuff, and it is not always a good
stunt, for it may boomerang, but here the
mass effect put it over to a big laugh, and
the better than usual Paramount got the
patronage it deserved, in spite of the opposition of the orators and the rest of the fireworks.
Played Local Interest
Most of the big city theatres used a dance
episode as prologue to The White Moth
or cut it into the film as Eddie Hyman did
at the Mark-Strand Theatre, but there was
a stronger angle to this idea for the smaller
places.
Arthur G. Stolte, of Capitol Theatre, Des
Moines, staged the dance with the aid of a
local dancing teacher, using a man and woman for dancers. He had photographs made
in advance, and most of the reviews of the
show carried a picture of the girl in the
stage setting as a matter of local news,
greatly enhancing the draw of the film itself.
The local angle, well played up, can beat
the best of the screen stars for a draw.

The Seal of Success
Not many of the managers who play The
Galloping Fish can use a seal for a ballyhoo, but N. K. Miller, of Pantages Theatre,
Toronto, knew where he could hire a trained
seal at a cost small enough to make him
valuable, and he put him out on the street
with the trainer and a sandwich man, the
latter telling "On the sidewalk is The Galloping Fish. He will be at Pantages Saturday." This beat even the "no bull" stunt for
pull, because seals are not exactly plentiful
on the streets.

Change

to

Prolong Lloyd Run
Long runs of the Lloyd comedies are expected in New York and Los Angeles, but
they commence to drag on the second week
in most cities. Up in Portland, Oregon,
Frank Lacy, of the Majestic, thought he
could find more customers, and he did.
The second week he used the usual prolongation idea, then for the third week he
redressed the lobby, changed his exploitation
stunts, and did so well that he held on the
reels for a fourth week. When he came down
to the seventh week he thought he was due
to finish, so his paper was printed "Positively Friday ran
is the
lastweeks
day." longer
It wasn't.
The picture
three
and
closed strong on the tenth.
Four Extra Weeks
Probably three weeks would have been
about the limit with a single advertising
campaign, but with a weekly change in the
attack the same people came back again
and sometimes more than once.
It abundantly proves that even a good
article can be more "fully sold if well advertised. Ifyou feel that two or three weeks
will be the limit, you're likely to ride light
and find your estimate correct, but if you>
keep on advertising, you'll probably find!
that you can prolong a run on any good picture, and clean up on the verbal advertising.
Wove a Web
Charles Cresline made so good a display
for The Spider and the Rose that the local
paper handed him a write-up without being
asked. He made a frame of 1x2 stuff and
ran tapes from this to the centre like the
spokes of a wheel. Where the tapes were
bunched in the centre, he placed a spider
body with the head of McKim, taken from
the paper. He wove other tapes for the
circles, and finished it off with cutouts of
the hero and heroine, one either side of the
web.

COOPERATION
This is one of these instances when it is either cooperation or no-operation.
Vivaudou cooperating with Metro Pictures has planned a complete national advertising and window
display campaign on his famous Mai d'Or products.
Think ofRenee
a tie-up
with and
theseJean
famous
Taylor,
Adoree,
Tolley.stars I Barbara La Marr, Mae Murray, Viola Dana, Launette
Don't
delay! pictures
Act now,withand theenjoy
full benefit
of this
unusualnow.cooperation.
Book Metro
abovethe stars
and write
Vivaudou
MR. R. F. LINDQUEST, 469 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
c/o V. Vivaudou, Inc.
Mai d'Or : more than merely a fragrance.
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Record

in Hottest Week
Clayton Tunstill, of the Rialto Theatre,
Chickasha, Okla., played "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" the hottest week of the summer and he got a big business in spite of
the fact that a free swimming pool had just
been opened and open air band concerts
were scheduled. He got the business, but
he worked for every penny of it.
Letters were sent to the members of every
civic, social and musical club in the city and
the press book open letter to the mayor was
played up strongly. Banners were placed in
the guy wires of the trolley system and 25
one sheets were posted in the residential sections of the town.
One of the best sales agencies was the
reduction of the shows to two a day, which
had been done only once before — on "The
Covered Wagon." This conveyed the idea of
a really big show as nothing else could.
Tunstill rented some chimes which were
hooked to the organ, and before each show
the bells were struck ten times, the picture
starting on the tenth stroke. This was repeated after the intermission.
A New Frame Idea
For the lobby display he made the first
use of a new style display board for stills.
This slopes toward the back, which permits
the stills to be lighted from above by means
of concealed bulbs. In its present form it
is white with black trim, but of course the
color scheme will be changed now and then.
Turnstill plans to switch this to the lobby
cf the largest hotel now and then, which
will not only give him publicity there, but
permit a change in the style of lobby decoration, for the best frame gets stale if used
too often or too long.

A UltumtTtUi i\.tteutte
HOW CLAYTON TUNSTILL
Playing this against the opening of a
he did a splendid business the hottest
frame, which as slanted to

HELPED OVER THE HUNCHBACK
new free swimming pool and open air concerts,
week of the year thus far. Note the new style
permit night illumination from above.

A Flasher Flag
H. C. Farley starred the American flag
as his lobby display on the Fourth of July,
building a huge flag in a wreath of laurel,
the whole being cut from compo board. The
flag carried lights on a triple flasher, which
gave the effect of waving in the breeze.
A card was lettered "Commemorating that
eventful July 4th when the Declaration of
Independence became a reality."
Most of the Southern Enterprises managers followed Lem Stewart's suggestion
that they make a special observance of the
day, and all who did bettered their receipts,
which is practical patriotism, though Lem
was thinking of good will rather than
profits.

To

Prevent

Tracing

in Drawing Contests
Eddie Collins worked the drawing contest
idea to
get prizes
"A Boywere
of Flanders"
over. from
Fifteen ticket
offered ranging
one to five tickets. It was worked on the
usual lines except that Eddie used a one
column cut for the model and required that
the drawings be at least double the size.
This prevents direct tracing, though it does
not eliminate the pantagraph.
But it is not like Eddie to start something
without running it as far as its legs will
carry it. He was not content to tie the newspaper up to a gift of space in return for
twenty admissions. He got after the clothing store handling the Coogan caps. The
merchant used a two sevens for several days
to sell caps and tickets indiscriminately, and
then gave his best window to a display of
cards and stills. The prize winning drawings were later displayed in the same space.
This, of course, brought hundreds of children to the store. They saw the caps as
well as the drawings. You can guess the
rest.
The three-way stunt worked to a big
summer business in spite of the fact that
there were thirteen prizes. Eddie is not
superstitious.
A Confidence Game
Leslie F. VVhelan, new Paramounteering
in Philadelphia, has evolved a set of one
sheet
"The Confidence
which teasers
worked onexceedingly
well forMan,"
the
Queen Theatre, Wilmington, Del. With the
substitution of local names, they should
work as well for you. The set includes :
"Chief Black says his police will protect
your property, but it's up to you to look out
for 'The Confidence Man.' "
"Sure to get you if you're not careiul —
'The Confidence Man' — so be on the look-

A Paramount Release
THIS BEAT THE LAST SWANSON PICTURE BY $150
And that was on the opening day alone at the Isis Theatre, Topeka, Kans. A Society
Scandalwhat
did the
the barber
second best
right in like
mid-summer.
cost business
the Isis, ofbuttheit year,
was nothing
the money Wehe don't
won. know

"John Rossell, the banker, says: 'Investigate before you invest.' — 'The Confidence
"John
Saylor "says: 'Don't put your
Man
is coming.'
money in wildcat schemes." Watch for 'The
Confidence Man I' "
out."
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a Production

for an Anniversary
When the Palace Theatre, Dallas, Texas,
came to its third anniversary, the manager
and the musical conductor collaborated upon
a production which was very well received.
It opened with a creeper film telling what
the Palace had d'one in its three years of
life, and what it hoped to accomplish in the
coming year. It concluded with "The Evomorefifty
or
less of lutiona of Entertainment,"
misnomer, since which
it went isonly
years
reading:
us turnback,
back the
the announcement
hand of time fifty
years "Let
and
peep through the windows of an old Southern mansion." Back Fifty Years
A Metro-Goldwyn Release
ANOTHER GOOD EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF A CUTOUT
C. D. Haug, a Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer, planned this display for the run of Lillian
Gish in The White Sister at the Academy Theatre, Selma, Ala. This cutout works
to unusual advantage in displays for white sales or white goods in general.
Mayor

Directed

When he had Lopez's Boys Band for an
added attraction, Barry Burke «f the Palace
Theatre, Ft. Worth, Texas, got the Mayor to
pose for newspaper stills as directing the
band, and the Mayor fell so strongly for the
stunt that he invited the boys to pose on the
steps of the City Hall. This was a traveling
organization, but it will work as well on a
house orchestra any week it is desired to
give them especial prominence. With a good
natured Mayor you can even work up a dog
story to the effect that he is doing it on a
bet.
Code of the Sea was the film attraction
and a small boat in a tank was taken around
and around by means of a strong magnet
below the tank. It was supposed to attract
the children, but they could not get up to
the tank because of the crowds of men and
women.

One

Another Organ
The Fayette County Movie Fan, published
in the interest of the State and Penn theatres, Uniontown, Pa., is the latest house organ to show up on our desk, though it carries a Volume II. on its heading. It is a
good combination of press and original matter, but the headings are a little too black
to give the suggestion of a real magazine.
A lighter face for the heads would improve
the issue fully fifty per cent and make it
more readable because it will carry the suggestion of text rather than advertisement.
The issue carries a better than usual editorial department of two columns. K. V.
Woodward is the managing editor.
Look over your heating plant now and
avoid the rush.

The lights went up to show an appropriate interior with twenty persons doing the
waltz, the quadrille and the minuet. The costuming was not exact, for the men were in
knee breeches and silk stockings, but it was
the best Freidl could get from the local costumer. Then the orchestra went into a sequence of songs, more or less chronologically
arranged to cover the interval to 1924, when
the stage
into play
with : "And
while
Don again
Albertcame
interprets
its strains
with
his jazz band supreme, let us peep into a
modern
denofofthesyncopation."
Thisdone
led by
to
the
routine
dances of today,
the same people who had worked in the
earlier scene, the intervening music being
used to permit a costume change.
Flashed on Screen
The leaders were flashed on the scrim to
do away with flying the screen and to permit the setting of the new scene.
There is the germ of a fine idea here
which can be developed along the lines of
Eddie
recent "Flappers
all ages"
to runHyman's
entertainment
from the ofstone
age
down to modern times.
It made a big business for the Palace and
marked the occasion with emphasis.

Way

Of course the seat covers at Loew's Palace Theatre, Memphis, have to be laundered
now and then. Of course Howard Waugh
sends them to a laundry. But the laundry
bills do not worry Waugh, since the laundry
wraps 5,000 heralds for Paramount Week in
each week's batch. The service is free in
return for the laundry work, and an occasional pass to the bundle girls ensures careful distribution.
The theatre prints in its program for the
coming week in the blank space.
Bandaged
Hubby
Using a street man, J. P. Harrison sent him
around town with a pair of suit cases. One
side carried the theatre and date and the
other was lettered "My Wife Caught Me
Wandering." Two other suit cases were
planted at prominent corners for Wandering Husbands.
To be a little more emphatic, Harrison
bandaged the head of his perambulator.

A Metro-Goldwyn Release
WONDER WHERE BROWNLEE GOT THOSE KEGS!
For The Shooting of Dan McGrew, OUie Brownlee, of the Palace Theatre, Muskogee,
Okla., used the front of the Malamute Saloon, with a repeater phonograph reeling
off the Service poem over and over.
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Mr.

Roediger

Slips

Way Down the Coast
C. R. Roediger, who was for five years
with Jensen and Von Herberg, in charge
of their Tacoma houses, has slid all the way
down to Pasadena, where he has charge of
the theatres of the Turner, Dahnken and
Langley houses in that suburb of Los Angeles. Apparently a lot of the Northwestern men have migrated for he writes that
H. A. Albright, who used to be in Butte, Seattle and Bremerton, is now in Glendale, another sleeping place for Los Angelians, and
doing his own advertising. T. C. Pratt, formerly of the Rialto, in Tacoma, is in Riverside and "Rasty" Wright is manager of
Loew's
State,Coast
in Los
Angeles.
latter
is
a West
theatre.
EddieTheVaughn,
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worked into the general management, pulling the others down. Mr. Roediger writes
that Pasadena is a tough place to get good
composition work. He says : The printers
don't seem to know what it's all about. You
give them a jazzy design for an ad, they
gather up a shovel full of type, dump it in
and call it square. If I got a decent set-up
I guess they'd have to call the undertaker as
I'd pass to Cloud 8 from heart failure. We
don't have the money to spend for advertising that we did in the Northwest. A four
full here would result in a signal being
hoisted for the pulmotor. We think that
is partly the trouble. We used few of Mr.

for Harold Lloyd in Girl Shry, using most
of the space for a cut. It's a good cut, but
in a two tens it takes the space that should
be going to the star and title. This might
be all right in a four fulls, but it cramps
the name in a double tens and simply assassinates the title. That little panel at the
top is the "apology" for not being able to
take care of the crowds the first week, and
announcing
It's
an old idea, the
but retention
generallyofa the
goodpicture.
one, but
with a two tens we think we would shoot
that cut in favor of a smaller head cut, one
column width, with a type spread on the
fact that the picture was held over. That
would mean more than the cut, and should
get better than an eight point. Mr. Roediger
is sticking too closely to the old style layouts for the new style measurements. The
better way would be to kick the old ideas
overboard and work out a new scheme that
will permit the use of larger type faces and
less cut. This is even more apparent in the
two twelves used on A Son of the Sahara.
It is all too small to suggest big attractions.
Eight and twelve point lines in the mortise
of the cut are too small to look important.
One strong line in an eighteen point would
have been better. Personally we think that
changing the size to a three column width,
and a shorter drop would give both Mr.
Roediger and the compositor a better break.
He sends in about a dozen examples; all good
work, but spoiled through being cramped into
the space. Mr. Roediger has to give some
of the space to his current attraction, and
he rings the changes on the last times with
"Departing tonite," "Moving out tonite,"
and similar lines. The end of the Lloyd engagement gives "Positively moving out tonight" and another space tells that it is
"last call tonight" for Constance Talmadge
in The Goldfish. For the Strand he stresses
the fact that the house has been improved
and beautified at a cost of $50,000, ringing
the changes in the form of expression, but
selling in each advertisement this idea of
a finer theatre. He knows that it is as
important to sell the house as the current
attraction, and he does it very convincingly
in a series of two to five line paragraphs. His
stuff runs from eight to twelve inches, according to the house and the attraction, but
the width is always two columns, and we
think this is where he is having his difficulty. At that his samples are not as bad
as he seems to think they are, but we would
like to see him experiment with a three
sixes for a change. Up near the Canadian
border the compositors are trained to work
the narrow and deep displays. They are
used in Seattle and that vicinity and to
some extent in Portland. In Southern California they seem to be more familiar with
the wider displays, and handle these better,
though the only good type displays we get
from Los Angeles come from Roy Miller,
who employs an expert typesetter to do his
addiwork at the California. Probablyto this
a smaller
tional cost would be prohibitive
get
house, but Mr. Roediger can at least that
room for larger faces, and we fancy
he will be doing something of that sort.

Sunday You'll See

Apologize
We did our best to accom odate thtoe thousands who tried
get
Id last week, but it
wasn't In the cards, ao
we'r« holdlng-oTer tha
I'rlncaers (orofa Merry-maktew days

'TU teach you
who is master
here." aaid the
sheik.
Actual Harem Scenes!
Palaces of the Sheiks!!
Arabian Dancing Girls!!!
Gay Scenes in Paris
and Algiers!!!!

C
O
N
T
HAROLD
LLOYD
"GIRL
f hUli andJobyna
ihrllN byRalston
Ijir aeorelin And
loyr.?SHY."
8e* the worlcTt
play-boy st«-p! Such pep! Nu limit of fna-Lloyd Joy!
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Sat,
Sun.,
1 to 11 P. M.

Bert Lytell
Claire Wind»or
Head the Large Cast in This
Edwin Carewe Production.
NOTE— We are expending $50,000
making the Strand still more
attractive, and there will be no
matinee
week. performances during the
Moving Out Tonite.
"THE MARRIAGE
Starring Leatrice Joy, Percy Marmont and Adolphe Menjou.
CHEAT"

STRAND
THE AT Fl hi
Phone Fair Oaka 833.
A Pathe Release
A TWO TENS TOO FULL
who had the Victory in Tacoma, now has
the Florence, in Pasadena with Charles McManus, formerly of the Colonial in charge
of the Egyptian. Probably an explanation
of tiie exodus from Washington is to be
found in the fact that H. Wellington Woodin, formerly of the Moore interests in Tacoma, is now General Manager of the T.
D. & L. chain. He came down about two
years ago to handle a suburban house, and

A First National Release
LETTERED TOO SMALL
Roediger's designs in Tacoma because they
were all four fulls, and they took up too
much space. They were nicely done, but
they came so far down a column that we
should have had to run them diagonally
across the page. Apparently he is working
with the same technique in Pasadena and
trying to get the old effect with smaller
spaces. For example he takes a two tens

Space with Design
ret Kimball, of the Criterion TheaMarga
tre, Los Angeles, where Lloyd in Girl Shy
in the advertisewas put in for a run, sendsHome.
The camments written by Harold
Mr. Home gets
paign is interesting in that throug
h the use
his effects in small space
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of rule work and benday, designed to isolate
the name of Lloyd from the adjacent advertising. Most of the copy is limited to the
name and title and the fact that the house
is open from eleven to eleven. Mr. Home
argues that "in his latest comedy" is unnecessary in the case of Lloyd. You know it is
a comedy, or he would not be in it. You
can tell it is the latest from the title, so he
saves a lot of space and gets a better display at the same time. And saving space
makes the run just that much more profitable.
Toledo

Has

Special

Revival Week List
The official Paramount Week comes in
September, but the Princess Theatre, Toledo, figured that a special revival week
[THE PERFECTLY VENTILATED THEATER )

Paramount Revival Week
Feature Picture Changed Daily
These productions.
picture* have Ifbeen
rmm anyiue ofseason's
in. ---rut
you Klected
have missed
them, miMtnee
hem
now.
If
, second lime. you hUTe seen and liked them, you «IU enjoy (hem
SUNDAY
JUNE 29
l_

Gloria Swanson
IN
"The
Humming
Bird"
I

Monday
JJJNE 3Q
I

Thomas Meighan
AND LEATRICE JOT IS
"Manslaughter"

TUESDAY
JULY I

Gloria Swanson

Tom Moore
RdJth Roberts and Mickey Bennett In
"Big Brother"

THURSDAY
JULY 3

Bebe Daniels
Ernest Tntrenoe. Noah Beery and
Uoyri Hughes In
'Heritage of the Desert'

L

would not take the edge off the new releases
and would give a big week, with a new kick
each day, so it made the first week in July
its revival week, and it served as well as
ever, selling the same patron two or three
tickets instead of the one he would get on a
no-change program.
The list offers a good selection and roughly
represents the strongest attractions of the
past season. Every one of these pictures has
been sold through having made good before. All that is required is the announcement of the playing date. Presumably the
rentals are reasonable, to match the summer
expectation of business, and the pleasure the
patrons take in renewing acquaintance with
old favorites will make them more disposed to go see the new ones. The revival
week idea, as we have repeatedly declared, is
one of the best little money-makers in the
list, when intelligently handled, and the
Princess has handled the idea particularly
well in its introduction, the essence of
which is : "This pictures have been selected
from the season's most successful productions. If you have missed any of them, see
them now. If you have seen and liked them,
you will enjoy them a second time." Both
slants are good and together they comprehend the entire idea of the revival week. The
panel in the bottom is the first handling we
have seen of the reduction due to the aboli
tion of the war tax.
Broken
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Lettering

Manager

Artist

Is

Doing Very Nicely
In sending in a five inch single, Frank
Vesley, of the National Theatre, Stockton,
Calif., writes that he does his own work and
feels that it should not be judged by strictly
professional standards. He is a manager and
not a professional artist, but he can draw well
enough to get up an attractor and he does
well enough with hand letteriing to warrant
him in doing all of the lettering, since he

North Sutter street bet. Weber and Channel
MOWf
Her Set
Was last
was
But 5he
Faster
SOCIETY GONE
MOST FA5HI0NA81E
MAO AT AMERICA'S
RESORT '

Hits Mark Strand
Even Eddie Hyman falls for the broken
lettering for the title, it would seem. This
display from the Mark Strand Theatre,

"A Society Scandal"

WEDNESDAY
JULY 2
L_

Friday
|B „ _

PICTURE

COLLEEN
MOORE
'<ZZ6t? FJamin<7withtfouth
Girl
SYDNEY CHAPLIN, FRANK MAYO awPriiiUS HAVER

A Producers Distributing Release
A MANAGERIAL DRAWING

Cullen
Landis—
Mary Astor
AN1> ERNFST
TORRENCE
IN
"TheA Booth
Fighting
TarklnigtonCoward"
Story

CECIL B. Dc MILL'S
SATURDAY
"TRIUMPH"
With
JULYS
ROD LaROQl'E and LEATRICE JOT
l_
THE WEEKLY LAUGH
KATHLEEN CLIFFORD F"»°<» M"
"GRANDPA'S GIRL"
THE

TAX IS OFF!
JULY 2
DOWN GO PRICES
AFTERNOONS
20c
EVE., SUN., HOLIDAYS- - - 35c
Paramount Release
A REVIVAL WEEK

NDENCE*
Anabout
appropriate
pictorial
outline^INDEPE
of how4
the event
was brouqht
DECLARA
which we TION
all celebrate
JULY
ATMOSPHERIC
PROLOGUE
feature"cJhe
FLAPPER
Me evolution
o/" <?/ristofrom
the stone a?e
foro/draof the AGES*
METROPOLITAN
in Choruses
vith LouisOPERATIC
Dornau andENSEMBLE
Edna Burhans,
soloists ofAlDA"
FAMED MARK STRAND ORCHESTRA tail Bi.rm»r>.6«/</rAv
A First National Release
BUSTING IT UP
Brooklyn, has the broken lettering for the
title and loses much of its strength. The
display is such that you have to get the title,
but it is not as good as it would have been
Hyman's artist
letters.nowEven
with
seems perfect
to go wrong
and then, in spite
of his generally good average.
Watch for Lent Stewart's samples of small
ads in next week's issue.

would not get as good results with type in
this narrow space. The lettering is almost
as good as that in the Hyman advertisements, and to be preferred to the usual
straight six point face in which most of this
would have to run if set in type. For a
larger space type might be preferable, but
in a single column good clean lettering is to
be preferred. Mr. Vesley seems to be well
equipped to handle his work for his drawing
is not bad, if it not brilliant, and he selects
good copy and then puts it in nicely. We
doubt if Mr. Wesley could do better than
this in a double fives. He gets over all he
needs in half that space, and more would be
wasteful.
When Thomas G. Coleman, of the Rialto
Theatre, Macon, Ga., used a real window for
The Bedroom Window, he was careful to
paint cream colored bricks on the mask, to
match the theatre front. He used the usual
silhouette effect. How would it do to use
a scrim and put flasher lamps in front of
the cutouts, to permit them to show through?

Newest

Reviews
and
Com
EDITED BY CHARLES S. SEWELL

'Manhandled"
Gloria Swanson Shines As a Comedienne in
Paramount Production That Should Be
a Big Success
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Several of her recent pictures have shown
that Gloria Swanson is an actress of ability
in roles where she does not appear in the
gorgeous gowns usually associated with her
portrayals, as for instance her performance as
the little Paris gamin in "The Humming
Bird." Now comes "Manhandled," a Paramount production, which should add further
to her laurels for it reveals her as an excellent mimic and as a comedienne of exceptional ability.
Many of her fans will probably be surprised
to see Gorgeous Gloria in the role of a
gum-chewing department store clerk, but we
wager they will be agreeably surprised for
her work in comedy situations that approach
slapstick in the scenes in the store, in a subway crush, and at a swell party where she is
always doing the wrong thing, and the manner in which she impersonates a Russian
countess and Charles Chaplin are a delight.
This is real genuine comedy, weX handled,
and it brought forth genuine laughs, several
of them, and spontaneous applause from an
audience at the Rivoli Theatre, New York.
While her comedy work is the outstanding
note of this production and it should win for
Gloria a host of new admirers, this is but one
of the points of appeal, for there is a good
human interest story which furnishes the
basis for the title. Her ability as a mimic
wins opportunities for the heroine to get better jobs as model for a sculptor and to pose
as a titled Russian woman. This throws her in
contact with men of wealth, always, however,
with the same result, each one shows himself
a beast. Even her old sweetheart, a mechanic,
misjudges her when he sees her pretty
clothes, for Gloria does have opportunities for
some goregous gowns in this picture and incidental y her style of bobbed hair will interest the feminine patrons — however it comes
out all right in the end.
Tom Moore as the star's sweetheart is excellent and thoroughly natural and the remainder of the roles are well handled, but
really Gloria is the whole picture.
"Manhandled" from every standpoint is excellent entertainment that should please any
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FEATURES REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE
Against All Odds (Fox)
Big Timber (Universal)
mount)
Man
Who Fights Alone (ParaManhandled (Paramount)
Neglected Women (F. B. O.)
Single Wives (First National)
Goldwyn)
Tess
of the D'Urbervilles (Metrotype of audience and prove a great big boxoffice success.
Cost
Tessie McGulre
Gloria Swanson
Johnny Hogan
Tom Moore
RiC4-ardl
Frank Morgan
Pinkie
I.iljnn Tnshmnn
Pnnl Garretson
Paul McAllster
Brandt
Ian Keith
Salesman
Frank Allworth
Chip
Arthur Honsman
Based on magazine story by Arthur Stringer.
Scenario by Frank W. Tuttle.
Photographed by Hal Rosson.
Directed byStory
Allan Divan.
Length, 6,998 feet.
Tessie, working In a department store, is
in love with Johnny, a mechanic with a wonderful invention. Johnny goes to Detroit to
sell his idea and Tessie, persuaded by her
pal, Pinkie, a gold-digger, goes to a party
given by a sculptor, who persuades her to
become his model. He seeks to take advantage of her and she leaves and gets a Job
in a fashionable shop posing as a Russian
countess because of her ability as a mimic.
Matters are just reaching a climax and the
son of the department store head is being
offensive when Johnny returns, having sold
his
big money.
SeeingandTessie's
fine invention
clothes, heforsuspects
the worst
turns
her down. Tess is broken-hearted, but
everything turns out all right, for during
his absence Tess has gone to his place and
written words of love on the calendar and
other places and left many tokens that her
affection continues.
"Single Wives"
First National Picture Based On Theme of
Neglected Wives Should Be Good BoxOffice Bet
Reviewed h ■ C. S. Sewell
With the teasing and apparently contradictory title of "Single Wives" First National
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is offering a picture that is based on the
theme of husbands who after the honeymoon
is over more and more, as they allow their interests to absorb their time along other lines,
leave their wives to their own resources.
While this is not in any sense a new theme,
in its presentation of a problem which in this
restless age we are led to believe is becoming more and more a vital one, it offers a
fertile field for the dramatist.
In this instance, the story is handled from
two angles, first in the person of the heroine
whose husband of a year pays too much attention to business, and also in the affair of
her mother whose husband devotes himself to
having a good time in which other women
figure. The plot is interestingly developed,
although it would seem that it could be tightened abit by cutting some of the less important incidents in the earlier portion. The
manner in which the husband is shown as
failing toandrespond
wife's bylonging
for
affection
romanceto isthehandled
fine little
touches which make the spectator sympathize
strongly with her.
There are several points in this picture that
will probably bring strongly to mind "Flaming Youth." Kathlyn Williams and Phillips
Smalley as the parents of the heroine are not
only cast in similar roles but the incident of
the mother eloping with her admirer and being suddenly taken ill which is referred to in
"Flaming Youth," is also the basis of one of
the big situations and in fact the turning
point of the career of the heroine in "Single
This is a picture that it would seem would
appeal particularly to women for it develops
the psychology of the neglected wife in a
fascinating manner, but it should prove interWives."esting to men as well, although the particular
members of this sex are not shown in an enviable light.
The picture is excellently cast with Corinne
Griffith and Milton Sills in the leading roles
and Kathlyn Williams, Lou Tellegen, Henry
B. Walthall, Phillis Haver, Phillips Smalley,
Jere Austin and John Patrick in the support.
Miss Griffith is charming and measure up to
the requirements and Sills gives a fine performance as the husband.
"Single Wives" is a picture that should
please the majority of spectators with its excellent portrayal of a modern and vital social
problem and should prove of absorbing interest to many. The title offers fine opportuni-
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Scene from Paramount'! "The Side Show of
Life."
ties for effective exploitation
and coupled
with the prominent cast and forceful story,
it should prove a good box-office attraction
for the average theatre.
Cast
Betty Jordon
Corlnne Griffith
ferry Jordon
Milton Sills
Dorothy Van Clark
Kathlyn Williams
Marion Eldrldge
Phyllis Haver
Tom Van Clark
PhlUIps Smalley
Dr. Lane
Jere Austin
Martin Prnyle
Lou Telleicen
Frnnklln Dexter
Henry B. Walthall
BlUy Eld ridge
John Patrick
Story by E. J. Hudson.
Directed by George Archalnbaud.
Length, Story
7,526 feet.
As the first anniversary of her wedding
approaches, Betty Jordon realizes keenly her
husband's indifference and when all her attempts to revive his affection fail she begins
to accept the companionship of a former
suitor, Prayle. Her mother, Mrs. Van Clark
also has a husband who is indifferent and
runs around with other women. She finally
goes away with an old admirer, Dexter, and
is suddenly taken ill in a hotel. Betty goes
to her and realizing this ending to the story
of neglect and indifference resolves to ask
her husband for a divorce before it is too
late. Just then, her husband, Perry, is
brought home badly Injured. Believing he will
not recover he offers Betty her freedom but
refuses to see her. Betty declines to take
advantage of it, and adopts the ruse of Informing Perry by having Prayle tell him
goodbye.
Perry's
and andhe
realizes the
errorlove
of blossoms
his ways anew
and he
Betty declare their love for each other.
"The

Man

Who

Fights

Alone"
William Farnum Makes
Debut As Paramount
Star in Interesting Story of Repressed
Emotion
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
William Farnum makes his debut as a
Paramount star in the Wallace Worsley production, "The Man Who Fights Alone." It
is the story of a strong and vigorous man
who becomes suddenly paralyzed so that he
cannot walk and in this helpless state sees
what he believes to be the growth of love between his wife and his best friend. The tremendous shock of seeing his wife and baby
daughter in danger causes him to forget his
condition and take a few steps. This results
in his final complete story and in the discovery that his suspicions were groundless.
The story holds the interest and there are
several good dramatic situations while the
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climax is particularly effective and develops
a big punch. This serves to offset the somewhat depressing nature of the theme, the idea
of a big strong man being helpless to do
anything in the face of what he believes
to be the loss of his wife's love and the
fact that when the climax comes he has decided to make way with his own life in order
to free his wife.
William Farnum's role does not require any
of the strenuous scenes of action for which
he is noted, his battles are mental, not
physical, in fact his biggest scenes are in a
wheel chair, but this increases the dramatic
effect as it serves to heighten the feeling of
repressed emotion and helplessness, and adds
to the sympathy. Lois Wilson gives a fine
performance in the role of the hero's wife,
and Edward Horton's portrayal of the friend
is a good one, and a charming little girl,
Dawn O'Day appears as the hero's little
daughter.
Cast
John Marble
.William Farnum
Marion
Lois Wilson
Bob Alten
Edward Horton
Meggs
Lionel Belmore
Mike O'Hnra
Barlowe Borland
Dr. Raymond
George Irving
Dorothy
Dana
O'Day
Aunt Louise
Rose Tapley
strut hers
Frank Farrlngton
Based on story by William Blacke and James
Shelley Hamilton.
Scenario by Jack Cunningham.
Photogrnphed by L. Guy Wllky.
Directed by Story
Wallace Worsley.
Length, 0,337 feet.
John Marble, a successful construction engineer, and Bob Alten both love Marion, and
John wins her but his friendship for Bob
continues. Too much attention to business
finally causes John to have paralysis and he
is unable to walk. He gets Bob to become
his partner and Bob and Marion renew their
friendship. John finally becomes convinced
that Marion loves Bob and that he is in the
way. A broken bridge on the estate gives
John the opportunity to make way with
himself under the guise of an accident. Just
as he is about to do so his four-year-old
daughter starts toward the bridge. Panicstricken, John gets up and walks a few
steps. The bridge falls as Marion steps on
the other side but Bob saves her, and the
baby is also safe. John recovers the use of
his legs and learns that Marion still loves
him and his suspicions are unfounded.
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"Big Timber

Universal Offers Vigorous Melodrama of the
Lumber Camps,
Starring William
Desmond
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
As indicated by the title, the Universal
production, "Big Timber," starring William
Desmond, is a story of the lumber camps.
The theme introduces the familiar situations
of enmity between rival companies and difficulty in getting a contract through on time
because of the crooked work of a rival foreman. This leads up to a corking good fight
between the star and Albert J. Smith, who
are well matched physically.
There are a number of melodramatic incidents, including a forest fire and a thrill
where the villain blows up a huge tree while
the hero is on the topmost branch. He is
saved by falling into the water. The story
also involves a four-cornered romance with
the villain in love with a girl who loves the
hero, while he in turn is in love with a
little orphan girl of the camp.
There is the vigorous spirit of the great
outdoors in this picture and the action moves
at a good pace and it should prove a satof houses. isfactory program offering in the majority
The entire cast does capable work. William Desmond gives a good performance as
the hero and Albert J. Smith is convincing
as the villain. Olive Hasbrouck and Betty
Francisco, two girls of contrasting types in
the widely different roles of a little orphan
in overalls and a stylishly dressed newspaper reporter, both show to advantage.
Cast
Walter Sundry
William Desmond
Sally O'Hara
....Olive Hasbrouck
Poppy Ordway
Betty Francisco
John Daly
Ivor McFadden
Ma Daly
Lydia Yeamans Titus
Fred Hampton
Albert J. Smith
Based on story by Virgle E. Roe, "The Heart
of the
Northwind."Gittens.
Scenario
by Wyndham
Photographed by Jackson Rose.
Directed by William Craft.
Length, 4,VoO feet.
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Walter Sandry takes over the Frazer Lum"Neglected Women"
ber Company when Frazer defaults on his
mortgage and commits suicide. He finds In- Effective Melodrama in F. B. O. Picture On
tense rivalry between his company and a
Neglected Wife Theme Which Involves
rival concern, and that the hostile attitude
Unwritten Law
of his employes toward him has been fanned
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
by Hampton, the foreman of the rival comWhile
the
title
of the F. B. O. production
pany. Sandry becomes very friendly with a
little orphan girl in his camp, Sally O'Hara.
"Neglected Women" is based on the fact
that the theme deals with the oft-used situA friendpaperofwoman,
Sandry's,
Ordway,
newsscentingPoppy
a story
in thea Frazer
ation of the wife who is neglected by her
suicide, comes to the camp. Hampton falls
in love with her and tells her he has letters husband who is absorbed in his business afincriminating the president of his company.
fairs, it is the appeal to the so-called unSandry and Hampton fight and Sandry
written law which furnishes the climax and
thrashes him. Poppy gets the letters. Hampton tries to get them back but she gets the big punch to the story.
away. There is a forest fire and Hampton
A popular stage play by the English dramattempts to kill Sandry but fails. Sandry
atist Alfred Sutro produced under the title of
realizes that he loves Sally and proposes
"The
Great Well" furnishes the basis for this
after Poppy has failed to win him. Sandry
saves both girls from the flames and in grat- picture and the action is laid in India and
itude
Poppy gives him the letters. Sally ac- London and many of the scenes were filmed
cepts Sandry.
in the English capital giving the picture
added interest because of the authentic and
unusual backgrounds.
Starting out more in the nature of a story
Specify
dealing with a modern domestic problem a
strong melodramatic angle is developed when
the "other man" commits suicide, the husband is arrested for the murder and the
wife, though innocent, sacrifices her reputation by her appeal to the unwritten law, believing that to be the only way to save her
for
husband's life.
The picture is interesting and should provide satisfactory entertainment for the average patron, the earlier portions could be
speeded up to advantage, but the latter part
QUALITY
introduces several good situations which are
developed
interest. at a good tempo and hold the
NEGATIVE
MOTION
The picture has been capably directed by
Henry Kolker, and Seena Owen gives a good
PICTURE FEATURE
performance as the neglected wife. Thurston
RAW STOCK
Hall is satisfactory as the husband, Lawford
Davidson gives a good portrayal of the other
Caat role.
man, a mildly "heavy"
made by
Camilla Challenor
Seena Owen
Peter Starling:
Thnraton Ball
Major Darenth
Lawford Davidson
the makers of
Mr*. Challenor
Eva Moore
John Mil ford
Cameron Carr
Annette
Joan Morgran
Baaed on play, "TheSutro.
Great Well," by Alfred
(SOERZ
Directed by Henry Kolker.
Length,Story
6,265 feet.
lenses, is more orthoOn a visit to India, Camilla Challenor falls
chromatic and therefore
In love with an easy-going and penniless
army man, Major Darenth, but through the
gives better detail under
Influence of her mother she finally consents
to marry Peter Starling, an oil millionaire.
poor lighting conditions.
They return to London and Peter gets word
that the oil well has failed. Pressure of
business has caused Peter to neglect his
Same speed, same treatwife,
who has become very friendly with
ment.
Darenth again, and presuming on his friendship Darenth persuades Camilla to tell him
about the well and uses this information for
a raid on the market. Reassuring news from
Goerz Positive — Perforated
the well causes Peter to save the situation,
but he accuses Camilla of being unfaithful.
Darenth protests her innocence, but, unable
Goerz Negative — Perforated
to convince Peter, he takes his own life.
Peter is accused of his murder and tried.
Camilla brands herself as unfaithful to save
him under the unwritten law and succeeds
and
they herfinally
become reconciled when he
Sole Distributors for
realizes
sacrifice.
U. S. and Canada
"Against All Odds"
Charles Jones' Latest for Fox is a Western
With Considerable Melodrama and a
Fish-Schurman Corp.
Mystery Element
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
45 West 45th Street
Charles Jones' newest feature for Fox is a
Phone: Bryant 7243
Western that gets considerably away from
the general formula and introduces an unNew York City
usual amount of melodramatic situations.
The star appears as a cowboy who in seek-
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Blanche Sweet as she appears in a scene
from "Tess of the D'Urbervilles," a MetroGoldwyn release.
ing to clear a pal of the charge of murder
is faced by the fact that the body has mysteriously disappeared. Beside being beset by
villains from several sources not only do the
elements seem to be working against him
but he also has the fear of the seemingly
supernatural to combat in the spooky manifestations in a "haunted" house. There is
also the inevitable romantic angle and as the
girl is the fiancee of the leading villain, this
adds to his difficulties.
It would seem that the effort has been
made to introduce as many melodramatic
situations as possible, and while this has
the effect of heightening the mystery and
providing opportunities for thrills and stunts
and increasing the excitement, it results in
confusing the story at times and in stretching logic and probability. It should provide
average entertainment for melodrama fans
who demand a good quota of excitement but
will probably not be considered as quite up
to this star's usual standard as the melodrama is more obvious and there is less
of the human interest side than usual.
Charles Jones capably handled the leading
role which gives him good opportunities for
physical action including some good fights.
W. N. Bailey is well cast as the polished
villain, Dolores Rousse is attractive as the
girl and Ben Hendricks scores as a good
"heavy." The remainder of the cast is satisfactory and there are a number of attractive backgrounds.
Caat
.Vewton
Buck Jones
Judy Mnlone
Dolores Rousse
Sawyer
Ben Hendricks,
Jr.
Warner
William Scott
Olivette
Thais Valdlmar
Cuttle
W. Ji. Bailey
Lewis
Bernard SelsTle
Warner's CTneie
Jack McDonald
Brand Hired Man" by Max
Based on story "Cuttle's
Scenario by Krederic Chapln.
Photographed by Joe Brotherton.
Directed by Kctmund Mortimer.
Length,Story
4300 feet.
After soundly thrashing Sawyer for his
unwelcome attentions to Judy Maloner Newton stops
Lewis' who
shackis and
sees with
his
former
pal,atWarner,
In love
Lewis'
and Lewis
learns gives
that
Warner daughter.
is accusedOlivette,
of murder.
him up for
the
reward
and
Warner
Is
condemned to death. Newton resolves to try
and save him. He gets a Job with Cuttle who
was present when Warner is supposed to
have killed his uncle whose body was never
found and learns there is something crooked
and that Sawyer is out to get Cuttle. He
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Buck Jones in "The Desert Outlaw,"
a William Fox production.
• Cast
finally unravels the mystery and discovers
drops the tough customer with a cudgel after
Tess
Blanche Sweet
that Warner's uncle is alive and that it was
he escapes from jail. While this subject starts
Cuttle's scheme to blame Warner and that
Angel
Clare
Conrad
Nag-el
off strangely for a comedy, it quickly develops
Cuttle has been blackmailing the old man.
Alec D'Urberville Stuart Holmes
John Durbeyneld
George Fawcett
humor and should please. The slapstick stuff
Cuttle's fiance has found that she loves Newton and when Cuttle is exposed she agrees
Joan Durbeyneld Victory Bateman
is
all well done, and Frank Butler, the featured
Dick
Courtney Foote
to become Newton's wife.
Priest
Joseph J. Dowling player, manages to make his facial expressions
Based on novel by Thomas Hardy.
very funny. H. M. Walker wrote the story and
Directed by Marshall Neilan.
Jay A.ducer.— Howe
Story
Length,
7,50©
feet.
S. S. directed. Hal Roach is the proTess of the D'Urbervilles"
Angel Clare while on a walking tour with
Classic Novel with Unhappy Ending Transhis friend Dick is attracted to Tess, who is
a member of a gay party on the village green.
ferred to Screen by Marshall Neilan
"Frozen Water"
Tess' father, the town drunkard, learns he
for Metro-Goldwyn
(Educational
Novelty — One Reel)
is a descendant of the rich D'Urbervilles and
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
The excellent balance between interesting
sends
Tess
to
get
a
job.
Alec
D'Urbervllle
employs her as a maid but betrays her and
and instructive scenes dealing with various
Those who have read Thomas Hardy's
she leaves. Her baby dies soon after birth
subjects and cartoon comedy which has
classic novel, "Tess of the D'Urbervilles," or and then her father dies. Tess gets a job
characterized the majority of the Lyman H.
seen the stage play will recall that it is a as a milkmaid on a farm and Angel finds her
and
falls
in
love
with
her.
She
writes
a
letsad story of a young girl whose life, with
Howe Hodge Podge reels issued by Eduter of confession of her past which Angel
cational isevident in this one. Particularly
one brief happy interlude, was a succession
does
not
get.
They
marry
and
on
the
wedof misfortune and tragedy from her betrayal
timely is the action showing how ice is
ding night Tess learns of this and tells Angel
just as she reached womanhood until she the truth. He leaves her and goes to Brazil.
harvested on a large scale and packed away
She and her numerous brothers and sisters
atoned on the gallows for the murder of her are
for summer use. A "modernized natural
put
out
of
their
home.
Alec
appears
and
betrayer.
In desperation she accepts his offer to atone,
history section" shows amusing and enterIn transferring this story to the screen for planning to get a divorce from Angel. Sicktaining views of collies, chameleons, cats and
ness
causes
Angel
to
read
a
letter
from
Tess
Metro-Goldwyn, Marshall Neilan has stuck
tigers, while another section deals with exthat he has never opened and, contrite, he
ercises and target practice in the navy,
closely to the author's text, making no at- returns to England. Alec takes Tess to his
tempt to alleviate the sombre tone, and has country estate and she tells him she cannot
showing the firing of the big guns. — C. S. S.
even retained the depressing ending. Ex- go through
with too
theirlatebargain.
follows but arrives
as Tess Angel
has killed
cept in one bit at the beginning of the pic- Alec when
to attack her. Tess Is
ture, there is no attempt at comedy; in fact, convicted of hethetried
murder and goes bravely to
"Paging Money"
nearly every situation and subtitle serves to her death on the scaffold, telling Angel that
(Universal — Comedy — Two Reels)
show the heroine more clearly as the victim some day their spirits will be united.
The familiar idea of a book-agent out
of cruel fate, even her brief happiness relooking for business and getting all sorts
"A Hard Boiled
sulting in plunging her into deeper tragedy.
of hard knocks including being thrown out
This picture certainly succeeds in getting
of windows, etc., furnishes the basis for this
entirely away from the average run of screen
Century comedy. There are plenty of action
(Pathe—
Comedy—
Two
Reels)
productions, and its bid for public favor has
Tenderfoot"
and gags that should amuse the average
been staked on its appeal to the sympathies,
The by this time well-known "Spat Family"
patron. Much of the material has proved in
quits
effete
life
and
arrives
at
a
western
ranch
its tug at the heart-strings and the excepvalue when it comes to getting the laughs.
of
the
old-time,
quick-shooting,
easy-drinking
tional opportunities afforded for effective
Among
the "stunts" of the hero is that of
variety.
The
angular
head
of
the
family
has
emotional work. From a technical standmaking a sale disguised as a woman and then
point it is all that can be desired, and there the sheriff's badge forced on him, because the being discovered and thrown from a window,
quick -trigger work of a bad man has led others
is strong pictorial appeal in the backgrounds
failing to land in the life net. The new
avoid the honor. The picture then shows
as many of the scenes were filmed in Eng- to
balloon tires for autos are burlesqued in this
how a series of coincidences, rather than any
land.
comedy, the hero inflating the tires on a
Blanche Sweet is excellent in the difficult display of courage, enable the tenderfoot to flivver
as much that the machine rises into
succeed
where
others
failed.
He
falls
down
a
role of the heroine. Though at times her
the air, finally exploding and the principals
tragic scenes might have been a little more
man's crew with floating back to earth clinging to the tires.
bad that
well, dragging
dodges a one
log ofofthewood
goes on to Altogether it ranks on the average with the
repressed, she certainly succeeds in effect- him;
fell
one
of
the
villains
and
start
a fight among
ively registering by facial expression the
majority of Century comedies as a laughdifferent emotional changes. Conrad Nagel
them; captures the bad man while he is unconscious, and in his only display of initiative getter.— C. S. S.
is satisfactory as the hero. Stuart Holmes
as the villain shows to advantage in many
of the scenes, but considerably overacts in
others. The minor roles are capably hanPERFECT
DEVELOPING
AND
PRINTING
dled.
Mr. Neilan has discreetly handled the unhappy ending; there are no scenes of the
execution and only the raising of the black
flag over the prison indicates that the girl
has paid the penalty with her life.

Swift service without sacrificing quality
TITLES
RAW STOCK
ROTHACKER
FILM MFG. CO.
1339 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, U. S. A.
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"The Puritans"
(Pathe— Chronicle— Three Reels)
This twelfth chapter of the "Chronicles of
America"
producedfrom
by the
the book,
Yale
University series
Press, being
was adapted
"The Fathers of New England," by Charles M.
Andrews. It is a faithful portrayal of the life
and privations of our ancestors, having been
skilfully directed by Frank Tuttle and acted
by recognized artists, among them Arthur Hohl,
Audrey Hart, Henry Van Bousen, Allan
Brander, Osgood Perkins and Royal B. Tracy.
The story concerns the early days of the
Pilgrims in New England, and stresses the
effect of the repeal of the royal charter upon
the colonists, an event which, even then, presaged the Revolutionary War. The colonists
were
not
attacked
the king's
troops occupied
at that
time because
internalby strife
in England
all his attention. One of the most picturesque
incidents is the breaking up of the Merrymount colony, headed by the black sheep of the
flock, who apparently introduced "fire-water" to
the Indians. Here is seen a struggle in which
white men and Indians mingle.
From the strictly historic standpoint this
issue will especially please as it shows characters whose names every school child knows.
Among them are Governor John Winthrop,
Margaret Winthrop, Roger Williams, Thomas
Dudley, Thomas Morton and the Archbishop
Laud. — S. S.
'Tain As You Enter"
(Fox — Comedy — Two Reel*)
Lee Moran has the leading role in this
two-reel Fox Sunshine comedy which is a
rollicking offering that should please the
slapstick fans. After considerable preliminary fun-making in which there are a lot of
humorous moments the action shifts to a
doctor's office with Moran in the role of the
assistant and of course the poor patient gets
the worst of it while the spectators get the
laughs. Moran then is pressed into service
as a subpoena server, his client being a very
tough chap. In his endeavors to do his dutythere is not only considerable chase and
rough and tumble stuff but an unusual lot
of thrill business. At one time, Moran, and
a negro porter are struggling to keep from
falling from a ladder projecting from a
window while a drunk is doing stunts with
a ladder below trying to aid them. Fans who
like hair-raising comedy of this type are
amply supplied in this number. There are
other well-known players in this two-reeler
as Pay.l Parrott is the drunk and Ruth Hiatt
is the girl. There is an abundance of action
and plenty of material to amuse the majority
of patrons. — C. S. S.
e' Reel*)
(Educational
ComedyLov
— Two
Sav—age
This Christie two-reel comedy distributed
by Educational presents Jimmie Adams as a
newly-wed who when he goes out to get
a present for his wife on their first anniversary is shanghaied by two friends and unwillingly made to masquerade as a wild man
from the cannibal islands. The cause of this
is the fact that the sweetheart of one of the

"SHORTS" REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE
Amelia Comes Back (Pathe)
Frozen Water (Educational)
Good News (Educational)
Hard -Boiled Tenderfoot, A
(Pathe)
King's Command, The (Universal)
Paging Money (Universal)
Pain As You Enter (Fox)
Puritans, The (Pathe)
Pathe Review No. 32 (Pathe)
Savage Love (Educational)
boys has decided to become a missionary and
he uses strenuous measures to cause her to
change her mind. Of course he succeeds.
The idea is not a very original one, but it
is closely adhered to, and due to the strenuous and very amusing antics of Jimmie as
the cannibal, the way he climbs, jumps,
tumbles and does all sorts of stunts causing no end of trouble and confusion, the
picture moves at a fast clip providing a lot
of amusing moments and never giving the
spectator a chance to regain his composure
between laughs. It is a snappy comedy and
the majority of patrons should like it immensely. Earl Rodney as an explorer, Jimmie Harrison as the friend and Vera Steadman as the would-be missionary all add to
the merriment. Li'<e all of the Christie comedies, there is a definite plot on which all of
the amusing situations hang and they are
not simply thrown in regardless. The closing subtitle should get a laugh from any
audience. — C. S. S.

"Good
News"
(Educational
— Comedy
— One Reel)
Cliff Bowes, the principal player in this
Educational-Cameo comedy, is cast as a chap
raised by his mother to be a regular sissy,
much to the disgust of his father, who is a
he-man and the descendant of a long line of
"strong-men." Mother comes near spoiling
his elopement by making him put on a tiger
skin and join with a bunch of girls in nature
dances, and the cop finishes the job when
he mistakes him for a tramp with whom he
has changed clothes. This reel is only mildly
amusing and seems to lack some of the pep
that is usual in Cameo comedies. — C. S. S.
Pathe Review No. 32
(Pathe— Review— One Reel)
The first of five subjects in this Review is
"The Phantom Canoe on an Adirondack Lake,"
scenes which every city dweller will gaze apon
longingly during stifling weather. The second
is "Flying Feet," an excellent exhibition of
French horsemanship. Much of this subject is
in slow-motion, the way in which the horses
take the jumps clearly depicted. Max Fleischer
presents a cartoon, "Fable of the Future," titled
"The Proxy Lover," which shows a bashful
lover resorting to a mechanical man for true
cave-man effects. Pathecolor scenes of nature
at her best follow, and then a trip along the
River Dordogne in France, showing the famous
Pipe Organ Rocks. — S. S.
"Amelia Comes Back"
(Pathe— Cartoon— One Reel)
This comedy cartoon by Paul Terry, one of
the Aesop's Film Fables, opens with a remarkably funny view of a feline orchestra on a
back fence and a house cat tripping the light
fantastic in a window in rhythm to the tunes
they play. The alleged music awakens the
farmer and he proceeds to resort to stringent
measures. After a chase he captures the offending house cat, throws her into a bag and
heaves bag and cat into a lake. The necessity
for further desperate measures becomes apparent
when the cat promptly escapes a watery death
and mocks the farmer, but each attempt on the
part of thepressionsfarmer
fails.
exare splendid
andThethe cat's
wholefacial
subject
highly amusing. — S. S.
"The
King's
(Universal
— DramaCommand"
— Two Reel*)
The issue of Universal's new series starring
William E. Lawrence again presents the star
in the role of White Eagle, a white man
raised by the Indians. In this number, the
action is laid in the colonial period prior to
the Revolutionary war and shows the hero
as the heir to an English dukedom. The
commander of the fort seeks to marry him
to his niece but White Eagle sticks to his
Indian bride and through a ruse wins out.
There is considerable action^ and the story
is entertainingly handled. It is one of the
best of this series and should prove satisfactory to audiences that like Indian and
colonial stories. — C. S. S.

ALBERTA VAUGHN
Star of "The Go-Getter*,"
releases. which F. B. O.

More Short Subject Review* published on
page 491.
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The More
Hill Billy

DISTRIBUTORS
Review Footage
Monto Blue
Feb. 2
6,526
Matt Pickford
Moore-Bellamy Mar.
Feb. 22
2
6.186
Jack
5.734

Day*
Weaternof '49
Yesterday*
Western Fate
Whirlwind
Ranger
Notch Number
One
Models and Artist*
Oh. Billy
Come On Cowboys
Mysteries of Mah Jong
Two After One
Western Feuds

ARROW
Neva
aerial
April 5
EdmundGerber
Cobb
Hatton-Gerber
Hatton-Gerber
Ben
Wilson
Hubby Dunn
Billy West
Dick H»tton
May 24
Novelty
.May 24
Billy West
May 24
Edmund Cobb
July 26

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
When A Girls Loves
Star cast
The Lone
Wolf
Holt-Dalton
The
Chechabcos
Star
cast
The Spitfire
Star cast
Racing Luck
...Monty Banks

May
May
May
Fuly
July

3
10
17
5
26

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Heart
Throbs
"Sing
Them Again"
April
Realm of Sport
Hodge-Podge
April 19
19
Fold Up
Cameo comedy
April 19
Going East
Lloyd Hamilton
April 26
The Fun Shop
Humor reel
.April a>
The Trader Keeps Moving
Bruce scenic
April 26
The Lady-Bird
Instructive
April 26
Cornfed
Bobby Vernon
May 3
Out Bound
Cliff Bowes
May 3
The Fun Shop
Humor Reel
May 3
Powder Mark*
Cliff Bowes
May 3
Lost
Chord*
"Sing
Them
Again"
May 3
The
Junior
Partner
Juvenile
comedy
May
The Bonehead
Tuxedo comedy
May 10
10
Flower* of Hate
Wilderness Tale
May 17
Nerve Tonic
Christie comedy
May 17
Tiny Pockets
Tour of U. S. A
Hodge-Podge
May 17
17
Air
Mermaid
comedy
May
Lunch Brigade
Lige Conley
May 24
Dizzy Daisy
Mermaid comedy
May 24
Good Morning
Lloyd Hamilton
May 24
Tootsie- Wootsie
Christie comedy
May 31
Just Waiting
Robert Bruce series
May 31
Echoes
of Youth
"Sing
Them Again"
May
Hot Air
Lee Moran
June 31
7
In A Drop o Water
"Secret* of Life"
June 14
Grandpa'*
Girl
Kathleen
Clifford
June 21
21
The
Chase
Alps
Novelty
June
Snapshots
cf the Universe
Hodge-Podge
June 21
21
The Farewell
Bruce Scenic
June
Wedding Shower*
Jack White prod
Tune 28
The Ex-Bartender Retires
Bruce Scenic
June 28
Family Fit*
Cameo comedy
lune 28..
His First Car
Tuxedo comedy
Fuly 5.
Pardon Us
Cameo comedy
Fuly 5.
Melodious
Moments
"Sing
Themcomedy
Again" July
July 12.5.
Pigskin
Mermaid
Heads On
Cliff Bowes
July 12.
Jumble in the Jungle
Hodge-Podge
July 12.
Never
Again
Tuxedo
comedy
Aug. 2.2.
Turn About
Cameo comedy
Aug.
FILM BOOKING
Galloping Gallagher
Money to Burn*
Sherlock*Madness
Home
Yankee
Hi*
Wife
The Forgotten
Silent Stranger
The Beloved Vagabond
William
Girl
of theTells
Limber lost
Untamed Youth
For
the
Love
of Mike
The Danger Line
The Spirit of the U. S. A
The Dangerous Coward
NapolMR »«d Josephine
The Fighting Sap
There's Millions In It
Bee's Knees
Swords
and the Woman
Fools in the Dark

OFFICE OF AMERICA
Fred Thompson
Mar. 29
"Telephone Girl"
Mar. 29
"Telephone Girl"
Mar.
5
Larkin-Dove
April 29
12
Bellamy-Baxter
April
Fred Thomson
April 19
Carlyle Blackwell
April
"Telephone
Girl"
May
Glorio Grey
May
Ralph Lewis
May
"Telephone
Girl"
May
Sessue Hayakawa
May
Emory Johnson prod
May
Fred Thomson
May
Star cast
June
Fred Thomson
June
Star cast
June
"Telephone
Girl"
June
Pedro
DeCordoba
July
Patsy Ruth Miller
July 26

FIRST NATIONAL
Abraham
Lincoln
George
Billing*
The Enchanted Cottage
Richard A.Barthelmess
Cvtherea
Rich-Stone
The Goldfish
Constance Talmadge
Why Men Leave Home
J. M. Stahl prod
The Woman on the Jury
Feature cast
A Son of the Sahara
Feature cast
The Sea Hawk
Feature cast
The Marriage Cheat
Joy-Marmont-Menjou

Feb.
May
May
April
May
May
Mav
June
June

2
31
31
19
3
1/
24
14
14

4,700
2,000
2.000
4,908
5,876
6,000
7.000
6,109
6,000
2,000
1,000
1,01X1
2,000
l.uuu
1.U00
l.omi
2.000
1.000
1,000
1,000
1.000
2,000
2.UU0
1,000
2,000
1,000
2.000
1,000
2,001)
2.000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
4,700
2.0U0
2.000
4,680
6.SO0
5.000
6.217
2.000
5.000
6.000
2.000
5.800
8.312
6.000
, 6.591
5.138
6.000
7,002
6.000
2.000
'I1??0
7.331
7.603
7,120
7 400
7.145
7.990
12.045
6,622

Tlioae Who Dance
The White Moth
The Perfect Flapper
A Self-Made Failure
For
Girl Sale
in the Limousine
Single Wives
Born Rich

RELEASES
Review Footage
Thos. H. Ince prod
June 21
7,312
.aMarr T carle
June 21
6,571
Colleen Moore
June 28
7,000
Hen Alexander
June 28
7,345
Windsor-Menjou
July
5
7^<*0
Larry Semon
5,630
Corinne Griffith
Claire Windsor

FOX
Highly Recommended
Shadow of the East
School
Ladies toPals
Board
The Blizzard
Frugland
Love Letters
The Weakling
ATheSculptor's
Paradise
Wolf Man
Be Yourself
Rivers of Song
The Vagabond Trail
The Cowboy*
Feathered
Fishermen
The Arizona Exprea*
The Plunderer
On the Job
Mate
AA Man's
New England
Farm
The Circus Cowboy
Slippery Decks
The Trouble Shooter
He's
My Pal
The Lone
Chance
When Wise Ducks Meet
Western Luck
The
MagicRanch
Needle
Romance
The Heart Buster
Beaten Gold

FILM CORP.
Al St. John
Featured cast
imperial
comedy
Tom
Mix
Featured cast
Special
Shirley Mason
Sunshine comedy
Instructive
John Gilbert
Al St. John
Instructive
Charles Jones
Imperial
comedy
Instructive
Charles Jones
Frank Mayo
Chimpanzees
John Gilbert
Instructive
Charles Jones
Card sharps exposed
Tom Mix
Chimpanzees
John
Gilbert
Sunshine Comedy
Charles Jones
"Etching"
Novelty
John Gilbert
Tom Mix
Instructive

METRO-GOLDWYN
Janice Meredith
Marion Da vies
Second Youth
Star cast
The Rejected Woman
Rubens- Nagel
The Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
The
Awakening
Hairison Ford
The Fool's
Man Lite
Passed By
Muvak-Marruoni
* ,n* I. Momari
Mung Toiler
La Man
The. Uninvited
Guest
Jean
Happiness
Laurette Taylor
Women Who Give
Reginald Barker prod
A Bo) oi Marnier*
Jackie Coogan
The Shouting ot Dan McGrew Star cast
Mademoiselle Midnight
..Mae Murray
Sherlock. Jr
Buster Keaton
The Arab
Novarro-Tery
Bread
V. Schertzinger prod
Tess
the D'Urbervilles
Blanche
Sweet
Little ofRobinson
Crusoe
Jackie Coogan
Broken Barriers
Reginald Barker prod
True As Steel
Rupert Hughes prod
Revelation
Viola Dana
The
Recoil
Bly the-cast
Hamilton
Wine of Youth
Star
Along Came Ruth
Viola Dana

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 8
15
Mar. 15
Mar.
Mar. 15
Mar. 22
Mar. 22
22
Mar.
Mar. 29
Mar. 5
April
April 12
5
April
April 3
May 3
May 17
May 17
24
May
May 24
May 28
June
12
June 28
July
July 19
July 19

. 4.9W
7.761

May
Jan.
Feb.
AUi.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
May
May
July
Aug.

5,763
9,087
7.7O0
6,200
.7,018
6445
7400
4.065
6.318
6.710
. 6,778
6,500

June
July
July
July
Aug.

PARAMOUNT
The
§}" ca**
The Breaking
Confidence Point
Man
Thomas
Meighan .....April
April
The Moral Sinner
Dorcthy Dalton
April
Triumph
C. B. DeMille prod
May
Bluff
Ay
resMoreno
May
Men
Pola Negri
May
Wanderer of the Wasteland Jack Holt
May
Code of the Sea
La Roque-Logan
.June
The Bedroom Window
W. C. DeMille prod
June
The Guilty One
Agnes Ayres
June
Tiger Love
Geo. Melford prod
June
Changing Husbands
Leatrice Joy
July
Unguarded Women
Deniels-Dix
fuly
The Eenemy Sex
Betty Compson
July
The Side Show of Life
Ernest Torrence
Aug.

2,000
2,000
1/100
5,800
5.874
1,000
6,112
5,145
4,749
2,000
1,000
2,000
4,562
2,000
1,000
6,316
2.600
5,041
1,000
5,812
6,400
1.000
5,702
2.000
4,385
2.000
5,020
1.000
6,471
4.500
1,000

. 8.752
, 6,454
6.000
7,089
5,000
19
2b
26
3
10
17
31
7
21
28
28
5
5
12
2

6,064
6,500
5,439
8.292
5,442
6,504
6700
6,038
6,550
5,365
5,325
6,799
6,051
7.861
7,511

19
19
19
26
26
26
26
26
3
3
3
3
i
10
10
10
17
17

2.000
1,000
1.000
1,01)0
1,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1.000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2.000

PATHE
Hit theAt High
Spots
One
a Time
If Noah Lived Today
A Trip to the Pole
Sun
Snow
Get and
Busy
Highbrow Stuff
Flickering Youth
Commencement
Day
An Ideal Farm
Homeless Pups
Sporting
fnblicitv Speed
Pavs
When Winter Comes
Near Dublin
North
of 50-50
The Fortieth
Door
April Fooi

"Spat
Family"
fca/1 Mohan
Terry cartoon
Terry cartoon
"Sportlight"
Snub Pollard
Will Rogers
Sennett comedy
"Our
Terry Gang"
cartoon
Terry cartoon
"Sportlight"
Charles
Chase
Terry cartoon
Stan Laurel
Dippy-Doo-Dads
Allene Ray-Serial
Charles Chase

April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
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May 17
3,000
May 17
17
2,000
May
2,000
May 17
2,000
May
2,000
May 24
24
1,000
May 24
2.000
May
31
2,000
May 31
1,000
May
1,000
May 31
31
1,000
June
2,00(
June 7
7
2,001
June
7
1,001
June 7
1,001
June
3,00t
June 14
14
1,000
June 14
2,000
June 14
1,000
June
14
2,001
June 14
1,00(1
June 21
1,000
June 21
2,000
June
2,000
June 21
21
1,000
June
28
1,000
June 28
1,000
Tune
28
2,000
July S
1,000
July 5
2,000
July 5
1,000
July 12
3,000
..July 12
1,000
Tuly 12. .< 1.000
July 12
2,000
July 19
2,000
Fuly 19
2,000
July
19
1,000
July 19
1,000
July
26
2,000
July 26
1,000
July 26
1,000
July 26
1,000
Aug. 2
Aug. 2
2,000
Aug. 2
1,000
Aug. 2
2,000

The Pilgrims
Chronicles-serien.
Fishin'
Few
Sportlight
Black Oxfords
Sennett comedy
Bottle Babiee
Spat Family
-Going
Congress
Will
Positionto Wanted
CharlesRogers
Chase
The Cat's Meow
Sennett comedy
Cradle
Robbers
"Char
Gang"
comedy
One Good Turn Deserves Another. .Terry cartoon
Building
Winners
"Sportlight"
Before Taking
Earl Mohan
Rupert
Hee-Haw
Stan
Laurel
Yukon of
Jake
Ben Turpin
Up
and
At
'Em
Dippy-DooDads
The Flying Carpet
Terry cartoon
Declaration
of Independence "Chronicles"
Fast Black
Mohan-Engle
Lion and the Souse
Mack Sennett comedy
On Guard
"Sportlight"
Suffering
Shakespeare
"Spat Family"
That Old Can of Mine
Terry
cartoon
Young Oldfield
Charles Chase
His New Mama
Mack Sennett comedy
Don't
Park There
Will Nigh
Rogers
Her Memory
Will
Miniature
Solitude
and
Fame
"Sportlight"
Stolen Goods
Charles Chase
Jubilo, Jr
"Our Gang"
Jeffries,
Jr
Charles
Chase
The Wide Open Spaces Stan Laurel
The Body in the Bag
Terry cartoon
Yorktown
Chronicles of America
Why Husbands Go Mad
Charles Chase
Desert Sheiks
Terry cartoon
Radio Mad
Spat Family
Maud Muller
Special
Our Congressman
Will Rogers
AA Ten-Minute
Woman's Hour
Terry
Egg
Charles cartoon
Chase
It's
Bear
Our Gang
The aSport
of Kings
Terry
cartoon
Our Defenders
Sportlight
Seeing Nellie Home
Charles Chase
Into The Net
Mulhall-Murphy serial
Romeo and Juliet
Sennett comedy
Flying Fever
Terry cartoon
Short Kilts
Hal Roach comedy
PLAYGOERS PICTURES
Featured cast
Nov. 3.
Tipped Off
PRINCIPAL PICTURES
4,284
Daring Youth
Daniels-Kerry
May 17
5,975
Daughters
Pleasure Helene
Prevost- Chadwick
Blue- Bow
May
6,000
The
Maskedof Dancer
May 24
31
4,987
Good Bad Boy
Joe Butterworth
June 7
5,198
Captain January
Baby Peggy
July 12
6,194
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
The Hoosier Schoolmaster ... Henry Hull
Mar. 29
5,556
His Darker Self
,
Lloyd Hamilton
April 5
5,000
Try and Get It
Bryant Washburn
April 12
5.607
Which Shall It Bef
Star cast
April 19
5.00c
Wandering
Husbands
Kirkwood-Lee
May
10
6.3O0
Hold Your Breath
Dorothy Devore
June 7
5,901
Miami
Betty Compson
June 14
6,317
The Night Hawk
Harry Carey
June 14
5,19!
The
Rider
Harry
June
6.000
What Lightning
Shall I Do?
DerothyCarey
Mackaill
June 21
28
6,000
The Legend of Hollywood
Percy Marmont
The Wise Virgin
Patsy Ruth Miller
B. P. SCHULBERG PROD.
Breath of Scandal
Betty Blythe
SELZNICK
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson
April 26
6.804
Twenty Dollars a Week
George Arliss
June 21
5,900
TRUART FILM CORP.
On Time
Richard Talmadge
Mar. IS 6.630
In Fast Company
Richard Talmadge
May 24
6,000
Daring Love
••••• Elaine Hammerstein fuly 5
5,606
UNITED ARTISTS
A Woman of Paris
Chas. Chaplin prod Oct. 13
8.000
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall. ..Mary Pickford
May 17 10,000
UNIVERSAL
Spring of 1964
Neely Edwards
April 12
Excitement
Laura LaPlante
April 19
1,000
The Storm Daughter
Priscilla Dean
April 19
4.913
The Racing Kid
Buddy Messinger
April 19
5.303
Forty Horse Hawkins
Hoot Gibson
April 26
2,000
One Wet Night
Neely Edwards
April 26
1.000
Pretty Plunger*
Follies Girls
April 26
5,149
Riders Up
Creighton Hale
May 3
2,000
4,904
Politics
...m.. Slim and Bobby
May 3
1.000
Green Grocers
Slim and Bobby
May 3
A Lofty Marriage
Jack Earle
May 3
1,000
Taxi, Taxi I
Jack Hoxie
May 10
2,000
The Pigskin Hero
Harry McCoy
May 10
4,843
2,000
The
Bulltosser
Lyons-Moran
reissue May
10
The Dangerous
Blonde
Pete Morrison
May 10
1,000
Fast Steppers
Laura LaPlante
May 17
4,919
Trailing Trouble
New Series
May 17 2 r 2,000
Ridgeway of Montana
Buddy Messinger
May 17
each
My Little Brother
Slim Summerville
May 17
2,000
1,000
The Lone Round-Up
Jack Dougherty
May 17
The Signal Tower
Super- Jewel
May 24
2,000
6,714
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Tired Business Man
Why
Pay Your
Rent?
The Honor
of Men
The Reckless Age
The Fighting American
Case Dismissed
Boss of the Bar-20
Delivering
Goods
The GaietytheGirl
High
Speed
The Turmoil
Fearless
Fools
Rest In Pieaces
The Powerful Eye
Sailor
WinningMaids
A Bride
The Family Secret
The Back Trail
Fight
Win (series)
Please and
Teacher
Miners
Over Revenge
Twenty-one
Blue Dark
Wing's
The
Stairway
The Iron Man (serial)
Behind the Curtain
A Royal Pair
Why
Jealous?
Young BeIdeas
Her Fortunate Face
The
The Little
SawdustSavage
Trail
The Cry Baby
Starving Beauties
Flying Eagle
Patching Things Up
Fighting
Fury
Kid Days
Her
City
The Gun Sport
Packer
Modern Banking
Newsprint Paper
Horseshoes
The Last Stand of Red Man
Let Not Man Put Asunder
My Man
Virtuous Liars
Between Friends
Code
the Wilderness
Beholdof This
Woman

Review
Al Alt-Follies girls
May
Bert
May
Neal Roach
Hart reissue
May
Reginald Denny
May
Star cast
May
Summerville- Dunn
May
W. E. Lawrence
.'..May
"Pal"
dog
May
Mary the
Philbin
June
Herbert
Rawlinaon
June
Tarkington novel
June
Century-McCoy
June
Bert Roach
June
Pete Morrison
June
CenturyFollies girls June
Fritzi Ridgeway
J Me
Baby Peggy
June
Jack Hoxie
June
Jack Dempsey
June
Buddy
Messinger
June
Slim
Summerville
,'une
Wm.
E.
Lawrence
June
Herbert Rawlinson
Jsme
Albertini
June
Winifred Bryson
July
Century Comedy
fuly
Bert
Roach
July
Laura LaPlante
July
Century comedy
July
Western
drama
July
Hoot Gibson
July
Slim Summerville
July
Wanda Wiley
July
Wm. E. Lawrence
July
Bert Roach
July
k
Hoxie
Aug.
Snooky (monkey)
Aug.
WaundaMorrison
Wiley
.Aug.
Pete
Aug.
VITAGRAPH
Urban Classic
Urban Classic
Larry Semon
Urban
classic
Feature cast
Patsy Ruth Miller
David Powell
Blackton prod.
Bowers-Calhoun
Blackton prod

WARNER BROTHERS
The Marriage Circle
Ernest Lubitsch prod
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines
Daddies
Belasco play
George Washington, Jr
Wesley Barry
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore
Broadway After Dark
Adolphe Menjou
Babbitt
Star cast

'.l
*3*4
5.2S1
<22
1.008
2.008
. 7,«U
2,000
. 7,008
... 2.001
1,001
2,001
4,615
ft
2.008
; 52*m
,.003000
2.009
.. 4,005
1,008
. 2,000
. 2,000
. 5,509
.. 2,000
1,000
. 2.000
. 4,491
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000

Dec. 22
Dec. 22
Dec.
22
Dec. 29
Jan. 26
Feb. 23
April 19
April 26
July 12
.Aug.
2
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
Aug.

16..
23..
23..
22.
12.
31
2

1,008
1,000
2,000
1,000
8,000
6.808
5.659
6.900
6,480
6,425
. 8.500
. 6,580
6.800
..6.700
.10.008
6.308
6,500

MISCELLANEOUS
Footage
Review
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
Rough
Ridin'
Buddy Rhodes
Roosevelt
April
4.670
Leave It To Gerry
Billie
July 26
19
6,400
Rarin' To Go
Buddy Roosevelt
Aug. 2
5,000
BANNER PRODUCTIONS
The
About Wives
Sherman-Hampton
Aug. 2.2.
The Truth
Man Without
A Heart
Novak Harlan
Aug.
5.600
6,000
Those Who Judge
All star
Aug. 2.
CHARLES C BURR
5,700
Restless Wive*
Doris Kenyon
Febi 16
6,008
Three O'Clock in the Morning Constance Binney
Feb. 23
6.293
CB.C
The Barefoot Boy
Star cast
Nov. 24..
Forgive and Forget
Estelle Taylor
Nov. 10..
The Marriage Market
Pauline Garon
Dec. 29..
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson
Jan. 26..
5,800
Traffic in Hearts
Mildred Harris
...July 12..
. 5,800
5,549
6,297
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
5.923
.11,088
The Thief of Bagdad
Douglas Fairbanks
Mar. 29.
PHIL GOLDSTONE
His
Last
Race
"Snowy"
Baker
Sept.
1..
Danger Ahead
Richard Talmadge
Dec. 29..
The White Panther
Rex (Snowy) Baker Feb. 9.
5.000
Marry in Haate
William Fairbanks
Mar. 8..
4,000
GRAND-ASHER
5.000
Between Worlds
Star cast
July 19. —■>.... 6,000
D. W. GRIFFITH, INC.
America
Feature cast
Mar. t
14,000
INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
In the Spieler's Web
Alice Dean
Sept. 29
WM. STEINER PROD.
Surging Seas
Charles Hutchison
April 18
4.710
Hutch of the U. S. A.
Cbarlet Hutchison
May 21
1
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Clothes

IT takes all sorts of people to make the world and all sorts of money to make
every picture theatre a picture palace. But there are some things that don't
cost much money — and they go a long way towards making your picture
theatre a palace as far as the home town folks are concerned.
We are approaching the time of the year when one of these comparatively
inexpensive improvements should he considered.
How is the front of your house going to look after a few of the early Winter
storms get in their dirty — literally — work?
Go out on the curb now and look it over.

Will the paint stand up for another season — where there is paint? Is the
brick work, or the terra cotta beginning to look pretty messy?
It's not so bad yet, you say. Well, I agree. But how will it look along about
January — after the wintry winds and snowy blasts have wreaked their damage?

Now's the time to do the heavy thinking. January will be too late. Can't
afford to mess up the front of the house then— that's the time to get the heavy
dough.
It won't cost much. A little paint and a few days of the village handy man
will work wonders.

And while you are at it— maybe a few new lobby frames would help. Guess the
folks walking Main Street have got so used to the old ones that they don't get any
urge to stop and look. Neat new ones — shucks, that doesn't mean much money—
and it will work wonders, won't it?
Wonder if we can scrape together another hundred dollars? Got a good use
for it. Spruce up that electric sign ! This part of Main Street isn't as bright as
it might be and a blazing sign is just the magnet that would pull them this way.
Can't spend too much— business hasn't been so good. But we sure have to do
something, don't we? That front won't look so good along about January—
know we mean it
and it won't take much to start off spic and span so that they'll
when we tell about the big new pictures we have booked for next season.

PP^OJ

ECTION

EDITED
As to Mazda
E. F. Hughes, Luseland, Saskatchewan, desires advice, as follows :
Would highly appreciate a little Information with regard to 110 volt Mazda equipment, and the results we may expect therefrom. Are at present getting along very well
with
a
Six A %projector,
using carbons
Gundlach 4% Power's
E. F. lenses,
cored upper
with a 6/16 Sllvertlp negative, motor driven
by a Pidelfty Variable Speed motor. (Presumably meaning the projector Is motor
driven. — Ed.) Current is obtained from
Corporation plant. It Is 110 volt D. C.
We use It through a rheostat. Picture Is
about 14 feet wide. Projection distance 66
feet, with a kalsomlne screen surface.
We have, however, arrived at the stage
where current is scarce. This is a small
town. Our power plant consists of a Pairbanks Type Y engine, 25 H. P. at 325 r.p.m.
Generator is a Fairbanks Morse 15 K. W.
with a maximum output of 120 amperes.
It Is used for lighting the town dwellings,
stores and picture shows. The engine falls
down when we get the generator up to about
105 amperes at 115 volts. We are now trying to hook in another engine and boost her
to 120 when the load Is heavy.
Light Company after Him
The light company, however, Is after me,
as the heaviest user of current, to Instal
Mazda and hook in on line without rheostat, thus saving about fifteen amperes.
Could not locate anything about 110 volt
Mazda In the Bluebook and presume It came
into existance since the book was written.
We are now at the point where we are
debating installing 110 volt Mazda D. C.
equipment in the lamphouse, or carrying on
as before, but adding a new generator to
our present plant.
Would appreciate an expression of opinion
from you as to which would be most advisable also as to the advantages and disadvantages of Mazda. Must admit that we do
not like the Idea of changing, as we are getting excellent results with present layout.
As to the 110 volt Mazda, in order to get
the thing entirely straight and correct, I
asked one of the best authorities on Mazda
I have knowledge of whether or not there
really is such a thing as a successful 110
volt projection lamp — meaning, of course,
for professional (theatrical) projection. Here
is the reply. I don't give the name because
the writer is one of the up-highs in Mazda
in one of the largest Mazda lamp manufacturing companies there is, and usually they
don't like to have their name used. Here
is the reply I received.
The Information
Dear Richardson: I have before me your
letter of June 10, asking If there really is
such a thing as a successful 110 volt Mazda
projection lamp. My answer is yes, BUT
that reply is dependent upon what it is you
want the lamp to do. 100 volt Mazda projection lamps of 400 and 1,000 watts are being
successfully used in portable projectors today. The 1,000 watt lamp may be used
successfully for short projection distance
and small pictures, BUT the only lamp
of which we have knowledge which
can be successfully used for motion
picture projection under theatrical conditions asisto thesize30 of
picture30 ' volt
and (900
projection
distance,
ampere,
watt)
motion picture projector lamp, such as we
have been advocating for the past three or
four years.
This lengthy explanation is made neces-

BY F. H. RICHARDSON

Bluebook

School

Question No. 99 — Under what conditions would you reduce the free opening of your condenser? When that condition exists is there, under modern
practice, a better way out than by reducing condenser free opening diameter?
Question No. 100 — Name one serious
objection to a large diameter plano-convex condenser combination.
Question No. 101 — How close should
plano-convex or meniscus bi-convex condenser lenses be to each other?
Question No. 102 — Why should condenser lenses not be in actual contact
with each other?
Question No. 103 — Why should condenser lenses be not to exceed 1/16 inch
apart?
sary by the ambiguousness of your question.
So far as stereopticon projection be concerned, the 1,000 watt, 110 volt Mazda projection lamp, and In many cases even the
400 watt, 110 volt lamp, will be found to
give perfect satisfaction.
Further Consideration
If we consider a 1,000 watt, 110 volt lamp
would only use about nine amperes of current, and certainly we may not expect to get
sufficient light from that amount of current
to illuminate any picture other than a very
small one.
You can get very good results from a 900
watt Mazda, PROVIDED you work carefully and INTELLIGENTLY with it. The
light is soft and pleasing, but it is not brilliant. If you do decide to instal Mazda, use
the 900 watt lamp and STUDY THE BLUEBOOK MAZDA INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. You have a D. C. supply, hence
will have to instal a synchronous converter,
page 831 of Bluebook. Don't know just what
the relative cost of this sort of an installation is. You also might look into the reflector type of lamp.
As to the advisability of increasing the
light station capacity, why I would have to
know all the conditions, BUT does it not
seem extremely likely that its capacity will
soon have to be increased anyhow? If
so, why not now? That is the way it would
seem to me. REMEMBER that in matters
of this kind it is NOT so much what it will
cost as what effect a contemplated change
may have en box office receipts.
As to Wires
Recently a correspondent, whose letter I
seem unable to find just now, wrote asking
about the advisability of renewing the old
wires in a theatre now being remodeled.
The wires had been in for many years. I
told him I did not believe the carrying capacity had in any degree changed, provided

the wires had never been overheated; but
that I was not so certain about the insulation
deterioration. I, however, advised that in
my opinion it would be unnecessary to replace the wires, but that in order to get the
best available data I would ask information
from the Board of National Fire Underwriters.
This I proceeded to do. I now have their
reply, which reads as follows :
From — Service Engineer
To — E. H. Richardson
516
New Fifth
York Avenue
City
Subject — Age Rubber-Covered Wire.
1. We doubt very
that there Is, at
the present time, anymuch
data available
which to thoroughly answer your with
letter of June 2. addressed to Elect. Dept.
of Fire Underwriters. As you perhaps
know, tionsthe
present standard specificafor labeled
rubber-covered wires
and cables went into effect In 1911, hence
any ageing qualities of the present type
of compound
would naturally be considered on that basis.
The present specifications require a
grade of insulation which will enable
the product, when new, to withstand
tests of such severity that
length of
service will be practicallyits unlimited,
provided
the
material
be
not
mistreated,
overheated, etc.
2. In answer to the specification question in the first paragraph of your letter, we would be inclined to urge that
new wire be used for the theatre In
question. The age of the wire indicated
that it was manufactured before the
adoption of any governing specifications,
and while it is possible that It might
have served acceptably for many years
if left undisturbed as installed, It Is
probably safe to assume that it would
hardly withstand the handling and rough
treatment incidental to the making of
a new Installation.
As a matter of study and research we
would be much pleased to receive a sample of this old wire, which might perhaps
give us some interesting Information as
to the ageing qualities.
We regret very much that we have
nothing further to offer In this connection, but will be glad to forward to you
any additional data, should any be found.
UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES.
C. J. KRIEGER.
Will the good brother amputate two or
three short pieces of that old wire — being
very sure that what he sends IS of the wire
originally installed, attach to each piece a
label stating time of installation, and send
it to me parcel post? I will then send it to
the Underwriters' Laboratories, requesting
that we receive a report of results of the
tests for publication.

Speed Increased
Adolf Dittman, Dittman Theatre, Brownsville, Texas, asks :
Having a discussion on as to present speed
of projection. Will you advise as to whether
or not projection speed has been Increased
within recent years? I realize that the picture should be projected so as to give It a
natural effect, and while I thjnk fifteen
minutes is amply fast for general results,
(Continued on following page)
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Projection
(Continued from preceding page)
another party claims that 1,000 feet of film
ought to be projected in 12 to 13 minutes.
Speed Much Faster
Yes, speed of projection is much faster
than it was years ago. This is due to two
things. First, it has been found that, for
some reason I think none of us very well
understand, that unless projection speed be
increased over camera speed, the action appears to "drag" unpleasantly. Personally,
I am inclined to think this is entirely due to
the fact that the "speed demon" held the
deck for so long that the public has become
educated, unconsciously5, to expect movie
action to be more rapid than they view in
real life.
The other reason is that flicker tendency
increases as screen brilliancy increases; also
it increases with picture size, brilliancy remaining constant. As you know, screen brilliancy has gradually and in some cases
enormously increased through the years, and
picture size has to some extent, too, which
all means that projection speed has been
forced up in order to avoid flicker.
70 Feet per Minute Minimum
Modern practice demands a minimum of
seventy feet of film per minute, or about
14 minutes to the thousand feet, but most
large theatres are projecting at from seventyfive to eighty feet per minute. They have
to do it with their exceedingly high screen
brilliancy. If your screen brilliancy is not
so high, then I would recommend 70. Put
in another way, I would recommend 70 feet
if you can do it without flicker, or as little
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above it as you can and avoid flicker tendency, with the notation that the projectionist should change speed regardless, if the
action demands it.
Information Wanted
From a small town in Texas, comes a letter which it has required more than an hour
to read, and even then it is a question if I
have some of it correct. Men who write
with a pen and ink or pencil should be very
careful to write PLAINLY. I doubt if some
of our friend's letters would not puzzle himself a bit. As nearly as I am able to make
it out he says :
1 have the Bluebook and subscribe to the
World. Want to ask how to get a real focus
In a long house through the aperture, and
does the splutter light amount to anything?
Have two Motiograph projectors and want
a big, solid white light. Have Gardner Gold
Fibre screen. It is 73 feet 3 inches lens to
screen. Screen is 8' x 10' 6" (meaning picture, I take it — Ed.). What size projection
lens ought I to use, and how long is the
tube, or should it be the diameter of the
jacket about two inches? (Meaning, I suppose, what focal length lens ought you to
have and the jacket is two inches in diameter— Ed.). What kind of condenser should
I use? The size back and next aperture
(meaning the collector lens and the converging lens — Ed.). How far apart should
they be and how close to the condenser
should the light be? Have 110 volt rheostat
cut down to fifty amperes. Get brown light
at top of screen and blue light at bottom.
Should I set the bottom carbon straight up
and down? Have tried several different
kinds of condenser, but no improvement.
Now don't
1 This
man ishimin aandsmall
town.
He hasgiggle
no one
to show
no
one to ask. What he gives the people of

Bluebook
Question No. 64 — What hind of cloth or
skin should be used to polish lenses?
The following made correct answers : G.
W. Bennewitz, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.; Walter
E. Lewis, Endicott, N. Y. ; Daniel Constantino, Easton, Pa.; Harry Dobson, Toronto,
Ont.; P. E. Thomas, Creston, Iowa; A. L.
Fell, Collingswood, N. J., and C. H. Hanover, Burlington, Iowa.
All the replies were pretty much alike.
This is -a composite of them all :
Chamois s'<in, which must be kept perfectly clean by frequent washing in water.
Any soft, clean cotton or linen cloth which
is reasonably free from lint and a camel
hair brush with which to wipe off any lint
left by the cloth.
Question No. 65 — How often should the interior surfaces of the projection, lens be
cleaned?
Lewis*, Constantino, Dobson*, Thomas*,
Fell*, Bennewitz and Hanover.
Dobson says :
Will depend
upon number
a day.
When projecting
eightof orhours'
more service
hours
a day, once a week is good practice. When
used only about four hours a day, once every
three or four weeks should suffice. Lewis
says: There can be no set rule for this, as
it will depend upon local conditions, such as
location of projection room and the type, In
so far as has to do with dust and dirt in the
air, or cases where poor concrete floor dressing which keeps the air in the room full of
dust, which incidentally will play havoc with
the lenses unless handled very carefully in
the cleaning. It is a good rule to carefully
examine
the lenses
day's
run, removing
any before
dust, starting
but a the
thorough
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64

cleaning once or twice a week should be
sufficient. Thomas says: Interior surfaces of
projection lenses should be cleaned two or
three times a year. Projection room conditions, especially in the cold season, where
sudden changes of temperature occur, result
In "lens sweat," and lenses working under
such conditions require more frequent attention. Fell says: The interior surfaces of projection lenses should be cleaned at regular
periods. I think the length of time between
periods should be governed by just plain common sense. I clean mine, once every four
weeks.
And thus we see there is a considerable
difference of opinion. I think, though, one
or two did not realize that I only asked
about cleaning the INTERIOR surfaces. Of
course the other surfaces should be examined
and wiped off every day before starting the
run.
Question No. 66 — How often should you
examine and clean the exterior surfaces of
the projection lens?
Everybody agreed that this should be done
every day, so that's that.
Question No. 67 — What will be the result
of wrongly re-assembling the elements of
the projection lens ?
Bennewitz, Dobson, Lewis, Thomas and
Fell got by, though I'm not very well satisfied with the answers. The general consensus of opinion was that the corrections
of the lens would be either ruined or badly
impaired, which is, of course, correct, but
every one who mentioned the resultant probable injury to definition of the picture attributed it directly to injury of correction,
which I think is not altogether right — at

Here is a projector mechanism which was
considered one of the best and most popular
no longer ago than 1912. Thousands of them
were then in use. How many of you can
name it? I had the engraver remove the
name plate in making the engraving.
his town is probably ALL they have in the
way of theatrical entertainment, therefore
in helping him — if I can — I am helping every theatre patron in his town, AND am
also helping the motion picture industry.
In a larger place I would say he had better stop trying until he had mastered some
(Continued on page 500)

to 68
least in the way you mean. I'm not so certain, though, that
so I'm Kellner,
sending
the following
letterthisto isDr.true,
Hermann
of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Company:
Dear Doctor: — I have asked this question in the projection department, viz:
"What will assembling
be thethe
result of
of awrongly
reelements
projection
lens?" and found myself in a jam. Most
of the replies say that the corrections of
the lens would be ruined (which I take
to be entirely correct), and that because
of this the definition on the screen would
be injured. With this last I am not satisfied. May I ask you, for my own benefit
and the benefit of the department readers, to sit down forninst your stenographer and tell her and, through her, us
just what the correct reply to my question is.toMind
I don't
mean thatof
you are
tell you,
us the
performance
the lens is injured. We all know that.
What is wanted is as complete an answer
to the question as you are able to give
— even though it may consume pages of
printed matter.
Question No. 68 — What is the guiding rule
in re-assembling the elements of projection
lenses?
Constantino, Bennewitz, Thomas*, Lewis*,
H. C. Spence, Charlottetown, P. E. I. J
Charles Oldham, Norwich, Conn., and Karl
H. Sommermeyer, Marietta, Minn., reply to
this question correctly.
Thomas says :
The convex side of all individual elements
should face the screen in re-assembling. With
regard to the first, or rear element of the
rear combination, which is convex on both
sides, it should be remembered that the side
having greatest convex goes next the screen.
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D.

C,

Is One
of
Country's
Finest
Houses
Senna marble trimmings, wonderful light- spacious balcony, low-hung and roomy,
at
Theatre,
Tivoli
new
ALL'S
CRAND
a most comprehensecured
be
can
whence
th
ing fixtures dripping with Tiffany cut crystal,
street and Park road,
Fourteen
sive survey of the beauties of the new playnorthwest, Washington, D. C, erected and mural oil paintings executed by A. Bathouse. Straight ahead the huge double
at a cost of $1,250,000, is one of the most tista, of the firm of A. Battista and Comproscenium arch, with its decorative grills
imposing and beautiful playhouses in the
pany, New York. This lobby extends the and
gorgeous hangings, sweeps through a
United States. Occupying a frontage of 220 length of the Park road side of the strucarc completely across the house. At
gentle
feet on Fourteenth street and 109 feet on
ture, with exit doors at each end. The en- each side
of the proscenium are the huge
trance to the auditorium proper is directly
Park road, this magnificent structure is architecturally impressive, with exterior of in the middle of the north side of the lobby, organ chambers that contain the intricate
deco- from each end of which grand staircases, mechanism of the giant Wurlitzer triplepolychrome terra cotta beautified with
rative medallions. The Fourteenth street done in marble, lead to the mezzanine and manual pipe organ installed at a cost of
frontage, occupying almost the entire block balcony.
from Park road to Monroe street, houses
The lighting system is, of course, multiOn the mezzanine floor is the principal $35,000.
colored, containing 873 electric light bulbs
ten two-story shops with office suites on the lounge, with walls of Circassian walnut, and
in the central dome fixture alone, controlled
third floor and studio apartments on the beautifully carpeted and furnished. From
fourth, where also are located several of the this vantage point an impressive view of the by a mammoth switchboard and complicated
dressing rooms utilized by those appearing
system of dimmers. At each side of the
lobby is permitted and direct entrance af- proscenium, slightly forward from the footon the Tivoli stage.
forded to the loge boxes that flank the prolights are two auxiliary chandeliers in the
jection room, which is so placed as to throw
Upon entering the theatre the patron finds
the pictured image upon the screen at right same design as the major fixture.
himself in a handsomely decorated, domed
foyer of exquisite design and extremely ar- angles. Another novelty in the construction
The stage of the theatre is sufficiently
tistic finish. The floor of the foyer is of and placing of the room is found in its lo- large and well equipped to accommodate any
cation
on
the
mezzanine
level.
pastel tinted Spanish tile of a flower design
form of operatic, dramatic, spectacular or
that is said to be duplicated nowhere in
musical attraction. The stage draperies are
Projectors
Visible
the world except in the Seville Club in Haexquisitely beautiful and represent an invana, Cuba.
vestment ofmany thousands of dollars. The
This innovation made possible the installastage
is
equipped
with 65 lines to an enortion
of
glass,
wire-screened
fireproof
winMagnificent Lobby
mous grid, counterbalanced after the latest
dows opening directly upon the lounge from
improved method to facilitate easy handling
From the left side of this foyer a stair- which patrons of the theatre can view every of
heavy sets and myriad hanging drapes.
process necessary to the successful projecway descends to the smoking and lounging
This peep behind the
room for gentlemen which extends under scenes,tion ofsotheto picture.
Movable Pit Floor
speak, has proved of immense
the Park road lobby. Here is an open fire- interest to the laiety unfamiliar with the meplace, comfortable divans and easy chairs
As radical a departure from usual theachanical processes essential to the successand other practical appurtenances.
ful purveyance of their amusement.
tre custom as the Tivoli's revelation of the
From the lounge the grand staircases, still working of the projection booth, is the type
Proceeding through the foyer the main
done
entirely
in
marble,
continue
to
the
of orchestra pit with which the house ha»
lobby is reached, with its magnificent Italian

've
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CRANDALL'S MAGNIFICENT NEW TIVOLI THEATRE IN WASHINGTON
First, at upper left, is an alcove off the promenade lounge, next to it is shown the building so well located on Fourteenth Street and
Park Road, Northwest; the promenade lounge on mezzanine floor is at top right; below, the view of the elaborate switchboard is
flanked on the left by the end of the lobby, on the right by a view of the main auditorium.
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been supplied. The floor on which the orchestra sits is in reality an elevator, electrically controlled either by the conductor
or the organist. The orchestra can be lowered to basement level or raised above stage
level without disturbing a member or occasioning the interruption of a selection. The
same is true of the organ console, which is
on an elevator of its own and can be raised
and lowered simultaneously with, or independently of,the orchestra.
Cooling System
At a still lower ground level is one of the
most astonishing provisions for ventilation
that has ever been made an integral part
of a playhouse. A series of ducts radiate
from a central air-washing plant to all parts
of the Tivoli. Forced by a system of powerful, electrically driven fans, air, cooled to
any desired temperature by ice-packs about
the perforated water coils through which the
air is blown, can be conducted to all parts
of the auditorium, mezzanine and balcony.
The exhaust fans in the roof and the sidewalls of the theatre aid in the completion
of this scheme of air circulation.
In cold weather uniformly comfortable
temperatures are assured by the mushrooms
that discharge heated air on all floors. Thus
the Tivoli makes use of virtually three distinct systems of ventilation and heating to
discharge the functions usually imposed
upon a single plant.
Crandall's Tivoli was designed and built
by Thomas W. Lamb.
Back of the proscenium arch, invisible to
the audience, is a battery of spotlights that
illuminates the orchestra during its concert
overtures and featured numbers.
The projection room of the Tivoli is
a battery of four Power's
equipped
projectors, with
spotlight lamp, stereopticon and
G. E. high power generator. The switchboard, which, like all of the wiring in the
theatre, was installed by L. T. Souder, who
was responsible for the illumination of Pennsylvania avenue during the Shrine Convention in the National Capital in May, 1923,
presents a spectacle of complete mystification to the layman with its 82 master levers
and multitudinous dimmer controls.
Motion Picture Camera* and the World's
largest market of second hand and new
instruments, priced from $50.00 up.
Send for big catalogue and bargain Utt.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 NORTH DEARBORN
CHICAGO
WELDED
WIRE
REELS
For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7lh A«.. New York
ROLL — Machine — Coupon
TICKETS
QUALITY— Second to none I
SERVICE Unexcelled— our
LOWEST PRICES will be mailed to
you on request.
State your requirements by malt —
Today I
TRIMOUNT
PRESS
LARGEST
AMUSEMENT
TICKET
PRINTERS
IN NEW ENGLAND FOR 17 YEARS.
119 ALBANY ST., BOSTON, MASS.
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The floor coverings on the seating floors
are of Stedman Naturized Rubber and the
seats were installed by the American Seating Company. The Tivoli has a total seating capacity of approximately 2,500 and can
be emptied of a stand-room audience in less
than two minutes by virtue of 22 exits leading directly to the outdoors from three sides
of the house.
The Tivoli is the fifteenth link in the chain
of Crandall Theatres in the Washington
territory and is under the general supervision of the Crandall executive staff, of
which Harry M. Crandall is president.
Recent

New

England

Incorpo rations
The following are recent New England incorp ations:
Shirley Theatre Company, Waltham,
Mass., $2,000 ; 200 shares at $10 each; president, Leonard J. Brand; treasurer, Stanley
W. C. Downey; Mildred Brand. Hull Strand
Theatre Company, Hull, Mass.; $5,000 ; 50
shares, $100 each; president, Michael Alperin; vice-president, Israel Miller; treasurer,
Doris Miller. Salamanca Theatres, Inc.,
Boston; 400 shares of no par value; president, Melvin J. Taylor; treasurer, Allan
Robinson; Julia W. Tray. Commonwealth
Theatres Company, Boston, $25,000; 2,500
shares, $10 each; president, Jos. A. Di Pesa;
lin.
treasurer, Jos. H. Brennan; John H. DevConnecticut
Canaan Amusement Company, Inc., of
North Canaan; president, Herbert E. Blanchard; secretary and treasurer, Seth H.
Moseley, both of Norfolk; officers with
Marion T. Moseley of Norfolk comprise
board of directors. Triangle Theatres, Inc.,
of Westport; authorized capital, $50,000; to
begin business with $3,000; Morris Neunes,
Samuel Shapiro, Louis Astor, all of New
Haven. Dixieland, Inc., of South Windsor;
authorized capital, $50,000; to begin an
amusement business with $10,000; Leonard
S. Hamburger, Elizabeth F. Hamburger,
Vera May Smith, all of Hartford.
Maine
Allied Theatres of Fitchburg, Mass.; organized at Lewiston; to deal in real estate,
also maintain and sell theatre buildings;
capital stock, 1,000 shares of no par value;
all common; nothing paid in; six shares
subscribed; directors, president, Maude A.
Thurston of Lewiston; treasurer, Benjamin
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
H«lp and Situations Wanted Only
3c per word per insertion
Minimum charge 60c
Terms, Strictly Cash wtth Order
Copy most reaab ui bgr Tuesday noon to lasure
publication In that week's Issue.
SITUATIONS WANTED
MUSICAL CONDUCTOR open for engagement.
(Baton or violin.) Composer and arranger;
awarded first prize Paris Conservatory of Music.
Long experience cueing pictures. Extensive library.
Address
York
City.Apt. 1-C, 203 West 107th Street, New
EXPERIENCED ORGANIST desires position
September 1st. Complete library. Union. Good
organ and salary essential. H. B. Brown, Empire
Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
ORGANIST desires connection with first-class
theatre. Musician of international reputation.
Picture player and soloist of exceptional ability.
Experienced. Union. Magnificent library. Good
instrument and salary essential. Address, "Expert
Organist," care Moving Picture World, New York
City.
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L. Berman, Walter F. J. Higgins; J. J.
Lord, David B. Berman, all of Lewiston. The
White Star Amusement Company, Portland;
capital stock, $10,000; directors, president and
treasurer, Albert Kaufman of Westbrook,
David Levine of Brooklyn, N. Y., Jennie
Kaufman and Peter H. Levine of Westbrook.
SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,
any colors,
numbered;every accurately
roll guaranteed.
Coupon
for $7.0«.
Price
Drawings;Tickets,
5,000 for
Prompt the shipments.
with
order. Get Cash
the
amples. Send diagram for Beserred
Coupon Tickets, serial or dated,
ticketsregulation
must and
conform to Governprice of admission andment tax
paid. bear established
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
$3.50
Ten Thousand
6.00
Fifteen Thousand
7.00
Twenty-five Thousand 9.00
Fifty Thousand
12.50
One Hundred Thousand 18.00
National Ticket Co.
shamokm, p«.

2K.W.to25K.W.
Four Cylinder
ELECTRIC PLANTS
mean that no small town need be without itsl
"movie". No theatre, already established.]
need liable
suffer
the Nohandicap
of consistently
o*c0>
current.
city playhouse
need faceunrethel
-terrific loss that goes with even a single dark-J
" house.
Traveling
exhibitors
can
now
produce
the
pictures are
— clear
nickerless. ( ,[
Morefinest
"Universals"
used and
for permanent
i or emergency
FR I „ exhibiting purposes than
simple No
or sturdy.
anycompact,
other make.
other so quiet, '
UNIVERSAL
CO.
mm
Oshkosh, MOTOR
Ifi Ceape St.
MOT

ILLUSTRATION,
SHOWS4KW
2*5.1
MAILING
LISTS
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
21.776 Marine Plctura Theatres, per M
$f.M
3,674
Theatres,
M. .
T.St
127 Legitimate
Colored Mortal
Picturepar Theatrea
».»•
1.059
Film
aanhaagas
10.
162 Manufacturers and Studies
I.Ot
411 MovLn* Picture Math. & Sup. Dealer!. 4.06
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street
CHICAGO
Mailing Listslea
) Send for FREE oucatalog
givioj? csa
increase
and
pri.-es
on thousands
of classified
name*-National,
of yourbest
prospective
customeraState
and
Local
--Individuals. Professions. Business Concerns.

Opera Chairs at Cut Price*
Ingetveneers
and upholstered.
buy taU Five
you
our quotations.
Ws havsDon't
the goods.
ply veneers for all make chairs. Government
surplus stock at prices that will save you half.
REDINGTON COMPANY
SCRAN TON, PENNA
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Projection
(Continued from page 497)

of the more simple things, at least, but the
village theatre is an important item in our
present-day scheme of affairs; also might
remark that I can take you into a large theatre (more than one of them) within a few
miles of New York City, where projection
is in charge of a seventy-dollar-a-week man,
a member of the union too, where I have
seen results upon the screen fully as bad
as is indicated by what this small town man
describes. Therefore let us clean our own
big-town dooryard, before we start giggling at the village man's questions.
What Does He Mean?
First of all, I don't know what the man
means when he asks how he "can get a real
in atell
longhimhouse
Ifocus
cannot
what through
he needsthe inaperture."
the way
of a condenser or projection lens until I
know (A) What kind of current he has at
the arc — A. C. or D. C. — and have impressions of his upper carbon crater, made as
follows : on a blotter lay a sheet of clean
white writing paper, and on it press the
carbon stub in such way that a clear impression of the crater on the point of the
carbon will be made on the paper. Send
impressions of several craters while you are
at it.
Next, tell me (B) the exact distance from
the face of your aperture plate to the first
surface of the projection lens. This is
called the "working distance" of the lens.
Next (C) tell me the exact free diameter
of your projection lens — the inside diameter
at smallest point in lens. Then tell me width
of the PICTURE— not screen. Presumably
that is what you sent, but I am nevertheless left to guess at it, because you say
"the screen is 10' 6" wide."
Carbon Set
As to carbon set, if you will look at figure 119, page 404 of Bluebook, you will see
what experience has taught to be the best
set for both A. C. and D. C. BUT examine figures 120A and 120B, pages 406 and
407, and be sure you advance your lower
carbon with relation to the upper sufficiently to maintain as nearly as possible the condition shown in C, figure 120 B. Study the
text which goes with these illustrations, un"Crater fail
Angle,"
you der
cannot
to getpage
the 405,
idea. and surely
REMEMBER, my friend, that merely
READING the Bluebook is NOT sufficient
to give you much knowledge. You must
get right down and STUDY it. Send me
the information I have asked for, and I
can tell you what you ought to have, but
for the love of Mike be careful with your
writing.
THE
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Has Been Helped
D. K. Weigman, Projectionist, Palace
Theatre, Ashland, Ohio, says:
Richardson:
to Dear
writeFriend
for quite
a while,Have
and been
here goingI am
at
last.
I
read
the
"World,"
particularly
the
projection department, in which I am much
Interested.
Have
charge
of
the
"booth"
is NOT a projection room) In the Palace(It
Theatre, and am what you might call just
one of the "operators," though I am trying
to do my best for the "cause," and am not
yet so thing
darned
brightonethatof I the
can'tThird
learn Edition
somemore. Have
handbooks, but here is six of those dollars
for a Bluebook, which I have already gone
too long without, as it deals with the later
equipment a little more than does the old
book after
(I'd just
like toexamined
have youthedrop
me a
line
you have
Bluebook
thoroughly, and tell me whether or not
you've not been a bit conservative in saying it "merely deals with the later equipment a little
etc.other
Thinkthings
you'lla find
it deals
with more,"
a lot of
lot
more. ment?— Are
you
satisfied
with
your
InvestEd.)
Will give the department credit by Baying that the little things which have been
printed from time to time about the brothers
and their troubles, have helped me out of
more than one tight place. Am always well
it!
pleased
to read how the "other feller' does
Rotten Print*
Have two Simplex projectors, a Martin
rotary converter (which latter is a genuine
ant. que) and a home-made spot lamp. Do
all within my power to produce the best
possible screen results. Have no kick on
the management, as they are pretty good
in the matter of supplying parts, etc., but
we certainly do have one lleH of a time
getting detent films. I told the manager recently that he had no business accepting
such ROTTliN prints.
Read this letter from Charles L Pettybone, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, with regard to
having visited a projection room In Louisville, Ky.,
"Operator"
that he
hadwhere
"beentherunnln'
them remarked
fer nine
years — yes, n-l-n-e (9) whole years, therefore knew all there was to know and neednovice
stilled nofind
them!from any one." Oh, well, we
I visited Shelby, Ohio some time ago. One
of the Brothers (local 576, Mansfield. O.),
was in charge of projection. We got into a
somewhat heated argument ovor prelection
matters. He said you had visited 'here a
few years ago and had given him pointers
on some things. He then said he knew more
about his equipment than you did, and that
he
"goin'youf run
f suit ashimself
Well,wasbelieve
me itit looked
though"!
he was doing that very thing by what I
saw on the screen! As to oiling the projectors, he said: "I put It on till it runs out
on
then up.
I KNOW
the thing
run thehotfloor,"
or bind
That same
chap won't
was
here a few days ago and dropped In to see
me.
remarked the
that depth
I had ofsuchperspective,
a "deep"
pictureHe— meaning
of course.
Bad Flicker
I see some brother In Lexington, N. C,
has a bad flicker, but did rot give much
detail concerning same. Once I handled 26
cycle current for projection and had flicker.
I made a shutter as follows: first I made the
master blade, then I divided what remained
into nine equal divisions, and removed every alternate section, which left a master
blade and four small interrupter blades.
Don't know whether or not it would work
in all cases, but it certainly did in mine.
BAIRD

REWINDER
and DUMMY
Will Accommodate 10-inch and 14-inch Reels
Durably Constructed to Stand Long Hard Service
Ask your dealer.
THE C. R. BAIRD CO.
2 East 23rd Street
New York
ManufacturersMachine
and Distributors
Moving Picture
Parts Sinceof 1909
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I think the reason it worked was that you
so reduced the screen brilliancy that the
flicker was not visible. You know flicker tendency increases directly with increase in
screen brilliancy.
Reasons
The reason you have depth of picture
is because you have a properly selected and
properly adjusted optical system, or at least
that is more than anything else the cause.
A"flat"
projection lens which does not pick up the
entire picture.
light beam is a great producer of a
The dear soul in Shelby is but one of
many. He is of the many who really believe there is "nothing to projection" except "runnin' a machine." It is such as him
who keeps theatre managers kicking about
the union scale. They cl-.eapen the whole
thing. They learned to thread a projector,
strike an arc and splice a film (somehow)
the first week they were in a projection
room. They have learned something regularly almost once every year since, except
leap years, which don't count I
Has

the Nerve

Wm. A. Burnett, Projectionist Rialto Theatre, Newton, Iowa, sends in answers to a
lot of the Bluebook School questions and
says :
Keep up the good work. We need you
even more than you think, so be careful
with Nancy
the IGo-Devil,
muss
up anyHanks,
scenery.
have notandyetdon't
got
my
Bluebook,
but
that
is
only because
been unable to get six dollars
together I've
all
at
one time.willI'lldo have
it soon,
and
meanwhile
the best
I canthough,
to answer
the questions.
I've been a department reader for ten
years. It is very difficult to answer the
questions
right, as
espec'iily
as I have
wording them
they should
be. trouble
(Never
mind that. You get your MEANING clear
and I'll smooth
up your
Ed.)thougb
Well,
anyhow
I have the
nerve wording.
to try, —even
my projection knowledge Is limited. I
WOULD RATHER HAVE TRIED AND LOST
THAN NOT TO HAVE TRIED AT ALL. (Cap!
mine. — Ed.) I will at least learn, when the
correct answer is published, wherein I waa
wrong. Have a Third Edition Handbook and
it certainly is the goods. It has helped me
in many ways. Have been projecting mohere tion
in pictures
Newton.just fifteen years — ten of them
The Right Spirit
Now, gentlemen, that is the right spirit
Rather have tried and lost than not to have
tried at c"! Also an old timer who doesn't
"know it all." I would suggest that friend
Burnett induce his employer to advance him
six dollars to send for the Bluebook, and
take it out of his weekly wage at, say, fifty
cents or a dollar a week. Inasmuch as the
book will be'"J him, or the show, surely he
would not object to doing it. The Third
Edition was a good book IN ITS DAY, but
its day has long since passed. It is sadly
out of date. It was published in 1916 — eight
years ago — and you must remember that the
motion picture industry has made vast
strides since then — also projection knowledge
has as well.
Brother Burnett remarks that his father
remembers me when I was a fireman on the
Wabash, out of Moberly, Mo. He was a
brakeman there then. That was about 1887
or 1888. My regards to Burnett, Senior.
Those were the happy days — though we
didn't think so then! Seen through memory's glass they look very different.
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Saxe's

$1,000,000 Modjeska to Open
in Milwaukee Early in August
REPRESENTING an expenditure of $1,- 2,500, approximately 1,000 more seats than
000,000, Saxe's new Modjeska, which any other outskirt house in the city.
building covers a half block square
opens on Milwaukee's south side early in onThe
Mitchell street and Eighth avenue, the
August, is the first house in the entire state
to bring to the outskirts all the features site of the old Modjeska, which was torn
common to leading downtown theatres. De- down a year ago. Besides the show, the
signed by Rapp & Rapp, famous theatre structure will house offices and, like the Wisconsin, will boast the exclusive feature of a
architects, the house will be a miniature
variety of entertainment under one roof.
copy, in consin
structure
policy,palace
of Saxe's
Wis- Its roof garden for dancing will be a dupli$2,000,000and
picture
recently
cate of the Wisconsin, as will also its recreaopened
in Milwaukee's
downtown
tion parlors downstairs, consisting of bowling
is said to
be the costliest,
largest section.
and mostIt
elaborate outskirt theatre in the state, and and billiard parlors.
The elaborate lighting system of the Wiswith the exception of the Wisconsin, boasts
with its hundreds of indirect lights
many features lacking even in Milwaukee's and spotconsin,lamps,
all controlled by a series of
big downtown houses.
The seating capacity of the Modjeska is levers back stage, has been followed in
every detail at the Modjeska with a huge
central dome and numerous coves. The ventilating and cooling system also is the same,
consisting of apparatus which maintains an
even, dry temperature at all times and assures comf.rt in summer and in winter. The
stage is unusually large and equipped with
facilities making possible the presentation of
road shows, if the occasion arises.
Instead of the twin organ, an exclusive
feature of the Wisconsin, the Modjeska will
have one $30,000 Barton instrument, equipped
with an effect machine like the Wisconsin
organ, making possible a hundred or more
varieties of sound to synchronize with the
pictures. The cosmetic room of the Wisconsin, especially equipped with mirrors and
View of the front of the auditorium of
dressing tables, where Miss Milwaukee may
the Modjeska, Milwaukee, showing
retreat to powder and paint her face away
artistic stage and wall decorations.

National

We

National Carbon Co., Inc., Cleveland, Ohio; San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited. Factory and Offices: Toronto, Ontario

of interior of the Modjeska,
Milwaukee, from the stage.

from the stares of her male escort, is reproin the Modjeska.
the chairs
men's
smokingduced room,
with its easyAlso,
leather
and club-like effect, is reproduced.
The Modjeska will be the first outskirt
theatre in Wisconsin to attempt daily matinees. Two such performances will be presented each afternoon, except Saturday and
Sunday, when the policy will be continuous.
Theatres Projected
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.— Macke Real Estate
& Investment Company, 2119^2 First avenue,
plans to erect two-story brick moving picture
theatre, store and apartment building at Twelfth
avenue and 24th street, to cost $50,000. Lessee
of theatre E. & H. Film Company, 529 North
18th street.
LAKE WORTH, FLA.— C. L. Zablocki,
West Palm Beach, has contract to erect Oakley
Theatre on Lake avenue, Spanish mission type,
cement and hollow-tile, to cost $46,000.

Invite
Before

Projector Carbons
throw on the screen
all that is in
the picture.
Pictures in light — these are your stock in trade.
The best film in the world is only as good as the
light you project through it to the screen. National Projector Carbons produce a light that is
steady, brilliant, and gives the film its full value.
Use National Carbons

View

Comparison
You

MODEL

AMERICAN

LEWIS
M. SWA
AB and SON
1329 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
SIMPLEX DISTRIBUTORS

ARC

Stereopticon With Automatic Slide Changer
is the Last Word in Projection Equipment

IN

Write for prices to

D

REFLECTING
AND

TRY

Here's Your
Opportunity
to get Power's 6A Projectors for a song.
These Machines are rebuilt and Guaranteed.

Buy

YOUR

OWN

ONE
THEATRE

Upon the request of any responsible
exhibitor in the United States we will
arrange to have our equipment installed
in his theatre on trial for thirty days
free of charge.

American

Reflecting Arc Corporation
24 MILK STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
MADE IN U. S. A.
PATENTS APPLIED FOR
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presents

King

of
A

Wild

Horse

Feature

It's playing the big houses, houses like New
Rialto.

York's

It's playing the smaller houses.
It's playing everywhere.
And the newspaper reviews; and the enthusiastic comments from exhibitors; and the praise from the crowds!
Hal Roach's great novelty picture, with its untamed
horse hero, is cleaning up.
Nothing like it has ever been done before.
Show your audiences something new.

Story by

Directed by

Hal Roach

Fred Jackson

Pafhepicture

yks oho*-

Mv^lSP^p-T, *

in

tike

&Le*e*fL!

Picture

PRICE

August 16, 1924

|l. 69, No. 7

25 CENTS

Paramount
Famous

40

release

For

4th
August

DOLPH

ZUKOR

_____

gloria

Swan

son

A

-Manhandled

mSMSS^mW
^|
^^^^

Al I AN HWAN
MLLMIN
YJiy t\VK
PRODUCTION

from the story by Arthur stringer
SCREEN PLAY BY FRANK. W. TUTTLE

Published by CHALMERS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
sn'IwTotrhk
Entered as second class matter June 17, 1906, at the Post Office at New Yirk, N. V.. under the act of March 3, 1879. Printed weekly. $3.00 a year.
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ty

populari

Such
must

Now

be

deserved

emphasizing

its

popularity

by

cleaning

up
everywhere
at popular
prices!
"Brcke
all house
with Summer.
this great Pleased
picture, myon
"Packed
housesincenight
and day.
ReceiptsEverybody
exceeded
"We
played
Universal'*
masterpiece,
Hunch ba
(he hottest
day cfrecords
the present
those
of any
we opened
the Rialto.
of Notre
Dame,'
to exceptionally
large 'The
audiences,
audience end made money. What E.moreS. can
I ask?"
well pleased." RIALTO
Louis J.THEATRE,
Santikos,
Chas. Born. M|
Sutter,
Mgr.,
patrons acclaimed It a wonderful ELKS'
production."
THEATFAl
THE PRINCESS THEATRE,
Prescott,
San Antonio, Texas.
Kansas City, Kans.
"House packed and lined up half a block on last show.
"You
are right
on 'ThetookHunchback.'
San
Business wonderful." RIALTO
Abrams and
Weiner,
"The
is by far theandgreatest
ever all
shown
Bernardino
like Grant
Richmond. It
All took
audience
THEATRE,
town. picture
It is entertaining
holds them
to thein t1
Houston, Texas.
records surpassed. 'Hunchback' is sure-fire winner.
scene.
I
firmly
believe
that
all
small-tcwn
make a big mistake when they pass up theexhibit
opp
It is one of those 'glad I came' pictures. It makes
them talk. We turned them away." Donald Knapp.
"Cons'der
it
the
best
thing
you
have
ever
done
tn
tunity
to show 'The Hunchback of Notre Dame'.
pictures. Satisfactory to patrons, likewise to manageSan Bernardino, Calif.
BLUEBIRD
THKATJNflM
J. B.Holhrook,
Brown.
ment by box-office returns."
H. L. Hedger, Mgr.,
COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE,
Meriden, Conn.
"I have
beenbutoperating
the present
Colonial time
Theatre
for sev" 'The records
Hunchbackestablished
of Notre at Dame'
has broken
eral years,
up to the
I have
not
house
the Oliver
Theal
had anything that could compete or anywhere near
"I
consider
this
production
the
last
word
in
screen
South
Bend,
for
the
past
fifteen
years.
Kindly
compete with 'The Hunchback of Notre Dame.' This
pchievement. Opened Brandeis Theatre to biggest
.md
see
me,
as
I
would
be
interested
in
a
second
super-production broke all conceivable records of my
Sunday business In the history J.of C.the Sutphen,
theatre." Mgr.
of 'The Hunchback.' "
Joseph H.COLONIAL
Dworzanowski,
Mgr..
OLIVER
TH EAT
BRANDEIS THEATRE,
J. Henry
Handesman,
THEATRE,
Omaha, Nebraska.
South Bend, Indil
house."
Depew, N. Y.
"Openingbyday$1,200.
'Hunchback,' Adams Theatre, broke all
"Completely
won the goodNever
will have
of my seen
town.
records
"I am
reportus that
came
from everywhere.
so miTJ
on
this pleased
picture.to Give
moreI broke
picturesall ofhouse
this records
calibre.
"P. S. Second day's business again broke house
new faces at my box-office as when I played '
record."
This
picture
pleased
our
patrons
100
per
cent."
John H. ADAMS
Kunsky THEATRE,
Enterprises,
Louis C. Stoll, Mgr.,
Herbert L. Greene. M
MONACA THEATRE,
ROXANA Linden,
TH EAT!N!
Detroit, Mich.
Monaca, Pa.
Hunchback.' "

Nationally

A

UNIVERSAL

advertised

PRODUCTION

in the Saturday

♦

Presented

Evening

by CARL

Post

LAEMMLE
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Box

Office

One of Paramount 's
Famous Forty

Success,

1925

Model

"Will take rank with James Cruze's best work. He
has inspired Betty Compson to live her role — as she
did in 'The Miracle Man.' Pep, jazz, intimateness and
romance in every scene. Paramount sure starts off
on the right foot when it brings forth a production of
this calibre for the new season. It is a picture that
will set tongues a-wagging. — It
is THERE."
Motion
Picture News.
The exhibitor who has played it, knows it's THERE!

Presented by
Adolph Zukor
Jesse L.Lasky
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Perc

Marmont
Presented by
Charles R. Rogers
(Directed
Qlenaud

\Adapted

bV

^oilman

hyM

Cohn

{romthe'PhotoplQf Magazine'
storji by tfmnk Condon

RENAUD

Foreign Distributor
WM.VOGEL
Distributing' Corporation
Season 1924-JQ2530 first -run pictures

HOFFMAN

picturization
Released

bj>

'ProducErsOtstnbutmQ

Corporation^

1
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EGEND

of

YWOOU

UNDER the inspired directorial touch of
Renaud Hoffman, life's most tragic
emotion — Despair — has been dramatized in
a masterpiece of photodramatic art in "The
Hollywood."
Legend
Percy ofMarmont
in the stellar role has
achieved an unprecedented dramatic triumph and Renaud Hoffman has again
created a great motion picture classic.
"The Legend of Hollywood" is from the
Photoplay Magazine story by Frank Condun, that tells of the despairing struggles
of a writer to gain recognition in the field
of scenario writing. Disappointment follows disappointment until, on the brink of
desperation, he gambles with death in a
thrilling game of seven glasses, one of
which contains poison.
The suspense as the glasses are emptied
one by one, is almost paralyzing in its intensity, and the acting of Percy Marmont
as the inevitable climax approaches is the
greatest histrionic accomplishment ever recorded on the screen.
Opposite Mr. Marmont is Zasu Pitts playing a role in which comedy and pathos are
blended with a delicacy unrivaled in screen
delineations, and in the supporting cast are
players that seem to live the parts they
play.
Hmre is a picture that marks a new era
in motion picture production —
a positive sensation.
READY
FOR RELEASE
IN
AUGUST
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1
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ALL
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IN 7 INCLUDING
THE LOVE THRONE
from Richard Harding Davis' THE

SHORT

KING'S JACKAL
SUMMARY

SUBJECTS

17— IMPERIAL

COMEDIES

20— SUNSHINE

DRAMATIC

ATTRACTIONS
52

COMEDIES
52

7— MONKEY
8— RICHARD
VAN

COMEDIES

HARDING
Series of

TWO-REEL
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BIBBER
STORIES
2 Reels Each
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ONE-REEL

EDUCATIONALS
104
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Embracing Every Phase of High Class
Motion Picture Entertainment!
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FOX

ATTRACTIONS

THE
FOOL
BASED ON THE GREAT STAGE PLAY
of the same name
By Channing Pollock
Scenario by Edmund Goulding
A HARRY MILLARDE PRODUCTION
JULES

ECKERT

GOODMAN'S

PLAY

THE
MAN
WITH

WHO

CAME

BACK

GEORGE O'BRIEN AND DOROTHY MACKAILL
Scenario by Edmund Goulding
AN EMMETT FLYNN PRODUCTION

DANTE'S
INFERNO
A SPECTACLE OF DRAMA AND BEAUTY BASED ON THE
LITERARY CLASSIC WITH A STRONG MODERN STORY
By CYRUS WOODS
Adapted for the Screen by Edmund Goulding
A HENRY OTTO PRODUCTION

THE
DANCERS
GREAT STAGE SUCCESS OF
NEW YORK— LONDON— PARIS
By Gerald Du Maurier and Viola Tree
Scenario by Edmund Goulding
AN EMMETT FLYNN PRODUCTION

HUNTING

WILD

ANIMALS

IN
ANIMALS

HOLLYWOOD
PLUS ROMANCE IN A THRILLING
MELODRAMA
A THOMAS BUCKINGHAM PRODUCTION

FOX

FILM

CORPORATION
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THE HUMAN

Gerald
Cranston's
From the Fastest
Selling Novel of the Lady
Day
By Gilbert Frankau
Scenario by Edmund Goulding
An EMMETT FLYNN Production

MONKEYS

IN

Darwin
Was
Right
A Novelty Special in 6 Reels
A LEWIS SEILER Production
DAVID BELASCO'S STAGE SUCCESS

A Succession of Sensations
The
Cyclone
Rider
Lincoln J. Carter's 1925 High-Speed Melodrama
A THOMAS BUCKINGHAM Production

Tom

Mix

in Teeth

With Tony, the wonder horse, and Duke, the dog
A Red-Blooded drama of the West
A J. G. BLYSTONE Production

Flames

of

Desire

The
Warrens
of Virginia
A romantic drama of the Civil War by William C. De Mille
An ELMER CLIFTON Production

In Love
With
Love
A COMEDY DRAMA FROM THE STAGE FANTASY
By Vincent Lawrence
A J. G. BLYSTONE Production
A Modern Soldier of Fortune the Whole World Knows

Tom

"Strathmore"
A LOVE Adapted
STORY from
THATOUIDA'S
THRILLED
THE WORLD
A DENISON CLIFT Production

Thorns

of

Passion

With GEORGE O'BRIEN
Adapted from "The Roughneck."
By Robert W. Service
A JOHN CONWAY Production
A Fighting Romance That Leaps from Paris to the Tropics

Hearts

of

Oak

A Story of New England and the Far North
James Hobart
A. Heme's
Celebrated
Melodrama
With
Bosworth
and Pauline
Starke
A JOHN FORD Production

and Tony
Mix
as "Black Bess" in

Dick

Turpin

A JOHN CONWAY
The

Hunted

Production
Woman

James Oliver Curwood's Novel of the great outdoors
A JOHN FORD Production
"A he-man drama that might have been written for Mix."

Tom

Mix

and Tony

in

ZANE GREY'S

Riders

of the Purple
A LYNN REYNOLDS Production

She

Wolves

A Story of Paris Life
A MAURICE ELVEY Production

FOX
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CORPORATION
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PRESENTS

26

A Story of the Birth of the New West

Tom

and Tony

Mix

Does the law's protection justify the crime?

in

The
Rainbow
Trail
By ZANE GREY
A LYNN REYNOLDS Production
Tom

1924-25!

Mix

As a Western Graduate of a School of Etiquette
in
Oh,
You
Tony!
A J. G. BLYSTONE Production
Mix and Tony in a Comedy Thriller

It Is The
Law
From the Stage Play by Elmer L. Rice and Hayden Talbot
A GREAT DRAMA OF JUSTICE
A J. GORDON EDWARDS Production

Daughters
of the Night
SECRETS— PERILS— TEMPTATIONS
The love and life of the telephone girl
An ELMER CLIFTON Production
Troubles
of a Bride
AT WHAT AGE SHOULD A GIRL MARRY?
A THOMAS BUCKINGHAM Production
A virile story of human hearts and thundering hoofs

Everyman's
Wife
Intrigue,
Mystery, Happiness.
Story
by E. C. Hill
An EMMETT FLYNN Production

Mix
in

The

Heels

Based on "Checkers," renowned racing play
By Henry M. Blossom, Jr.
A LAMBERT HILLYER Production

A New Drama of the Old West
Tom

Gold

Deadwood

The
Coach

From Clarence E. Mulford's novel "The Orphan"
A JOHN CONWAY Production

and Tony
Mix
Tom
ZANE GREY'S GREAT NOVEL

in

Last of the Duanes
A LYNN REYNOLDS Production
The type of story that both Zane Grey and Tom Mix
have made popular.

Last

Man

On

Earth

By JohnwithD. 1,000
Swain Beautiful Girls
A Fantastic Novelty
A J. G. BLYSTONE Production

A MODERN SEA STORYRomance
AND FANTASY
Neptune's
Love, Beauty, Romance
A HENRY OTTO Production

The

A drama of a man's weakness and a woman's strength

Damaged
Souls
A CHAPTER FROM LIFE TODAY
By Ada Graham
A JOHN FORD Production

The
Painted
Lady
With GEORGE O'BRIEN and DOROTHY MACKAILL
From Larry Evans' Saturday Evening Post Story
A CHESTER BENNETT Production
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FILM
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Pep!

Politics!
JOHNNY

Oh!

HINES

Boy!!
now a bigger box office bet
than ever before in his
career, and a powerful supporting cast including

Wait

until

you

Joh

nny

nines

in

see

Faire Binney, Edmund Breese,
Frank Losee, Warner Rich-, fl
mond and Henry West j
tr
In the unusual picture
The Speed Spook
by
By William Wallace Cook
From the story presented
in Top Notch Magazine
Directed by Charles Hines.
ScenarioPhotography
by Ray byHarris.
CHARLES GILSON and JOHN GEISEL
The first of a series of three
Hines pictures to be produced
EAST

COAST FILMS
INCORPORATED
C. C. BURR. MANAGING DIRECTOR
Sales Office
133-135-137 West 44th St.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Distributed by the Best Independent Exchanges
Greater New York by Sam Zierler, president. Commonwealth Film Exchange, 729 7th Avenue, N. Y. City; Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey by Ben
Amsterdam, president. Masterpiece Film Attractions, 1329 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.; New England States by American Feature Film Company, 37 Piedmont Street,
Boston, Mass.; Minneapolis, North Dakota and South Dakota by Fred Cubberly, F. & R. Film Company, Loeb Arcade Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
ENTIRE FOREIGN RIGHTS CONTROLLED BY SIMMONDS -KANN ENTERPRISES, INC., 220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City
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FROM THE WIDELY
READ NOVEL BY
GRACE H.
FLAMDRAU
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e at
JMARIE
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PREVOST

MONTE

FAZENDA

IRENE

THEODORE

Directed,

by

VON

PHIL

BLUE
RICH

ELTZ

ROSEN
BEGINNING
AUGUST 3rd.

EASTERN
PREMIERE

Mark

Strand

Th

eatre,

NY

"Of emphatic interest . . . the picture is the best of its
kind yet put forth." — The New York Times.

"Everyone

in the theatre enjoyed
it immensely." — The New York
Herald-Tribune.

Ask
the
ON

your
big

Selznick

automobile

FRONTPAGE
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FOR
NEW

stunt,

NEWSPAPER —

OIL
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PICTURES

YORK

WORLD

STRUGGH

OIL
SAYS:

"This picturization of the world's struggle for oil makes
It makes romance.
Altogether it
makes a highly interesting film
well worth

about

presents
BUTLER' S
CAPT. HANK
Graphic "picturaation- of ~

%WCm

THE

exploitation

EVERY

SELCO

\\

representative

seeing."
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—-fructutvU

Charles H. Wuerz, Managing

Director,

California Theatre, Los Angeles
Atthe Worlds

Douglas

r
W

Premier

of

in

MsLean

from William Colliers greatest
I
cornea^ success
^

play by WmM

Post

^h!
el-Leauever
funnies
The
'.-Ltovromanc
ive
L
screened — with

Du'ectm

b^Geoi'je J. Gone

working
ever

the

fastest

bridegroom

who

slipped a ring over

beautiful

a

girl's willing

and rthe thrillingest, most
finge
uproariously

frantic ride in

a

driverless

horseless,

sea-

going hack!

Oh, Boy!

What

Fun

and

Thrills!

With Lillian Rich, Helen Ferguson
and a band of fun makers

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
ARTHUR S. KANE PRESIDENT
PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTOR
FOREIGN
PATHE' EXCHANGE INC
SIONEYREPRESENTATIVE
GARRETT

m
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National

Photoplay
advertising

IT

NOW

with

Madge

Warner
and
Thematic Music Score
Sheets Available on
this picture.

Palmer Photoplays
are known to millions
In 25 of the leading magazines of the
country Palmer photoplays have been
advertised for months' — so when you
book a PALMER photoplay you book
more than a picture. You book a
complete campaign with it that costs
you nothing.

big

! ! !

Bellamy
Baxter

time

cast

PALMER PHOTOPLAY— "JUDGMENT OF
THE
STORM"— delighted millions of fans. Every trade
THE 1st
paper, every critic, every newspaper paid it high tribute as
high class entertainment. The 2nd PALMER Photoplay,
"THE WHITE SIN," also went over big.
Now comes the 3rd PALMER play— "HIS FORGOTTEN
WIFE," backed by the same high pressure National display advertising in 25 leading magazines telling millions to go see it.
Benefit by that National prestige and advertising power. You
can book "HIS FORGOTTEN WIFE" at no higher cost than any
other big picture, yet behind this production you have high powered advertising that sends people to your theatre. Palmer Photoplays have spent a fortune to create a ready-made audience for
you. A big story — two big stars — Madge Bellamy and Warner
Baxter — a ready-made audience. What more do you want? Book
and boost it to the limit. Story by Will Lambert. Scenario by
Will Lambert and Del Andrews. Directed by WM. A. SEITER.
tributed by
"HIS FORGOTTEN
WIFE" is a winner, that's why it's disFILM

BOOKING
OFFICES
of AMERICA, Inc.
Exchanges Everywhere
723 Seventh Ave., New York City
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Produced
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and
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Scenario by FRANCES
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/

Lincoln

ROCKETT

MARION

greatest

Directed by PHILIP ROSEN

pictures

ever

made

Globe
Given to the country
a great photoplay. Stirring romance of compelling interest vividly
shown on the screen!
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The

Editor's

JOHN FLINN, vice-president of the Producers
Distributing Corporation, returns from an extended visit to Los Angeles with an interesting
slant on a very important production phase.
He says:
"A peculiar situation is being brought about by
the fact that there are limits to the number of available players whose names have definite exhibitor
value.
"The time was when an exhibitor could readily
index the class of a prdouction and even the identity
of the producer by the names of the principal
players. But it would take a mind reader to identify
the producer or distributor of most of next season's
attractions by merely reading the cast.
"In some ways, of course, this has its value to
the industry. It makes for better pictures through
bringing about better casting; it widens the avenue
of opportunity for the independent producer.
"But there is a tendency that is dangerous. The
producer with a star under contract for four pictures
to be made for one hundred thousand dollars is very
apt to discover that his player is filling in time between pictures in the cheapest sort of vehicles.
"This hurts the producer when he goes to market
with that star's productions, for the cheaper pictures
are right in the front line of competition. But the
real serious harm is done to the player himself —
and to his future.
"It is difficult to tell an actor in demand that he
should not work for every man who is willing to
pay his price — but it might be well to advise him
that he must also count on paying the price. Each
screen appearance that does not redound to his
credit works to his harm, and if, in the end, the
balance swings the wrong way his earning power
will have suffered for any sort of production.
"If I were a player with a Tiffany name I'd
strive to keep that name in the Tiffany class. They
couldn't hawk me from peddler's carts."

Views

JOHN FLINN'S remarks bring to mind another
phase of the same subject ;':hat has always
passed our understanding.
How often this industry has seen a director by
a single stroke of production genius — and fortunate
possession of a good vehicle — place his name in the
front ranks of our creators. Only to find that same
director on his next production attempting a shoddy,
hopeless story that had no chance of success and
a certainty of ruining the reputation achieved by the
first picture.
In most of these cases it would be charitable to
say that the director could not realize how hopeless
the second story was. It is natural to expect that
the creator of a really big picture possesses the
judgment that correctly weighs screen values.
A man must work, it is true. And it is also true
that many directors feel that so long as they can
point to a few good ones there is no need to worry
about the poor ones. But the law of averages holds
in all things. For our own part we would suffer
many long weeks of idleness before we would embark on any think likely to pull the average down.

AMONG tionsthe
stupid motion picture tradithere many
is none more idiotic than the idea
that a New York premiere is not complete unless the critics and guests are literally mobbed in attempting to enter the theatre. One of these days
the producer of a million dollar spectacle is going
to awaken the "morning after" to find not a line
in the dailies. Even newspaper men have their
limits of suffering.

No one who knows how easily a man staring
at the sky can attract a Broadway crowd is imbunk? pressed bythe hokum mob scenes. Why perpetuate
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BLAISDELL, who for two
GEORGE
and a half years has been connected
with the Exhibitors Trade Review,
the last year of which he was editor, has
resigned from that publication to take up
the duties of West Coast representative for
organizaW. Ray Johnston's esnewly formed
tion, Rayart Pictur Corporation, and will
enter upon his new duties at once.
Mr. Blaisdell is one of the best known
and liked men in the industry and has had
a long and varied career which well fits
him for his new work. He was with Moving
Picture World .for eight years and during
that time had splendid opportunity to familiarize himself with all branches of the industry. Needless to say, he took full advantage of that opportunity, with the result that
he today numbers his friends in the business
by the thousands and is possessed of an intimate knowledge of all branches of the
work. He was for one year associated with
Eve Unsell, during which time he handled
many scenarios, thereby gaining an insight
into a little known end of the business which
will stand him in good stead in his new work.
Mr. Blaisdell left on August 3 for the
West Coast, where he will at once take up
his new duties for Rayart. He will be in
charge of the West Coast sales department
and will pass on all casts, continuities and
completed pictures now in work for Mr.
Johnston, and also arrange for new product.
Temporary headquarters will be opened at
Los Angeles, where he will establish his office for the present.
On Friday a luncheon was tendered him
by his friends and associates to wish him
good luck in his new venture, and the representative gathering that assembled proved
the popularity of the man who for so many
years has been the friend and advisor of
producer, player, distributor and exhibitor.
Certainly his friends on Moving Picture
World wish him the high success he so richly deserves. He was presented with a wrist
watch as an expression of esteem.
Those present at the luncheon were : W.
Ray Johnston, Rayart Pictures Corporation; J.G. Bachman, Schulberg Produc-

GEORGE BLAISDELL

PICTURE

Projectionists

Representative
tions; J. S. Dickerson, Motion Picture News;
Don Mercereau, Film Daily; Maurice Kann,
Film Daily; Ben Schwartzman, Schulberg
Productions; Vic Shapiro, of Samuel Goldwyn ; J. K. Adams, Arrow Film Corporation;
Louis Guimond, Selznick Distributing CorporationGeorge
;
W. Harvey, Producers Distributing Corporation; M. Curran, Arrow
Pictures Corporation; Spencer G. Sladdin;
Robert E. Welsh, Moving Picture World;
Ben H. Grimm, Moving Picture World;
Lawrence A. Urbach, Moving Picture
World ; Clarence Schottenfels, Moving Picture World ; Eddie Eckles, Exhibitors Trade
Review; John Spargo, Exhibitors Herald;
Charles E. Hastings, Morning Telegraph;
Oscar Cooper, Motion Picture News; Laurence Reed, Motion Picture News; M.
Cruikshank, Exhibitors Trade Review; Tom
Hamlin, New York Film Curb; Sumner
Smith, Moving Picture World; Louis Kramer, Film Booking Offices; Harry H.
Thomas, Merit Film Corporation ; M. Morgan; Matt Taylor, First National; Lynde
Denig, First National; J. V. Ritchey, Ritchey
Lithograph Company; P. A. Parsons, Pathe
Exchange, Inc.; Arthur, M. Brilant, Pathe
Exchange; Colvin W. Brown, of Thomas H.
Ince; Fred Schader, Variety; Jerome Beatty, Universal; Morrie Ryskind, Rialto and
Rivoli; M. Mitchell, Film Fun; Southard
Brown, Banner Productions; Paul Gulick,
Universal; Gordon White, Educational Films;
Harry Ennis, Weiss Brothers, and J.
Charles Davis, 2nd, Chadwick Pictures Corporation.
Banner

August 16, 1924

Novelties

Sending
Colored
Booklets
to All
Exchangemen on Product
The first of the series of advertising novelties which the Banner Productions are
planning to place in the hands of exchangemen for the promotion of the booking of
Banner pictures will be highly colored, announcement of twelve pages giving detailed
information regarding the series of Banner
pictures. Each page, in addition, has a calendar of the twelve months which will elapse
between September of this year and August
of 1925.
It is planned to place one of these booklets in the office of every exhibitor and exchangeman in t he country within the next
few days. The book is now on the press and
no time will be lost in making shipments to
the exchanges now affiliated with the Banner Productions so that they can be distributed locally by every exchange centre.
Educational Contract
One of the largest contracts ever signed
covering short subjects exclusively has just
been completed between the Paramount Circuit of the South and Educational Film Exchanges, the lattern concern announces. The
contract covers practically the entire output of Educational Film Exchanges for the
coming 1924-25 season, embracing both the
single reel and the two reel subjects on EdUprogram. The Paramount Circuit
cational's
consists of 45 houses covering every city of
importance in the southern states.

30 Per

Cent.

Seek
Raise

Members of Local 306 of the Moving
Picture Operator's Union, New York, are
seeking an increase of 30 per cent in
wages and a two-shift working basis, according to a conference held between a
committee of their organization and the
Labor Committee of the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce, Greater New
York Exhibitor Association.
The conference was held August 5 in
the T. O. C. C. headquarters. In lieu of
the meeting of these committees, which
lasted nearly two hours, the regular meeting of the Chamber was postponed until
Tuesday next, when the Labor Committee
will make its report in open session.
From what could be gathered at the
Chamber rooms just before press time
the proposal of the projectionists will
meet with the strongest kind of opposition.
t riese-Greene

Sails

May

Return to U. S. and Open
Laboratories in New York
Claude Friese-Greene, inventor of the
Friese-Greene Color Process, and Stuart MJohnston, his business manager, returned to
England last Saturday. Mr. Friese-Greene
said that while he had made no definite arrangements here in America, he intends returning in September to open up laboratories
in New York which might be available for
his purpose, but will make no decision until
after he has returned to England.
While Mr. Friese-Greene was in America
the rights for his process for Germany were
sold and arrangements were completed tofilm a Friese-Greene color production in
Italy, beginning on August 20.
Mr. Friese-Greene may make his headquarters here in New York, because, as he
says, the United States is after all the logical
place tion
since
per cent
of the
mopicture85output
comes
fromworld's
America.
Meanwhile he has appointed Charles W.
Phellis, Inc., of 130 West Forty-second street,
as his American representative and has retained Conrad Millihen of 36 West Fortyfourth street as his legal advisor.
Four

New

Arrows

Will Be Distributed by Merit Film
Corp. Through Greater N. Y.
On July 29 the entire force of the Merit
Film Corporation screened four of the new
Arrow productions which Merit will distribute in Greater New York and northern
New row
Jersey
through the courtesy of the ArFilm Corporation.
"The Lash of the Whip," first of the Ashton Dearholt productions of the Pinto Pete
series, and "Ridin' Mad," first of the Yakima Canutt series, were screened in the afternoon, after which the members of the Merit
Brown's
Arrow
and
Chop House companies
for a mostadjourned
enjoyableto dinner.
After dinner the remaining two pictures
were screened. These were "The Desert
Hawk," a Ben Wilson production, in which
he plays the lead with Mildred Harris, and
the
series."Rip Snorter," one of the Dick Hatton
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Moving"

Buy

One

Hamilton
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National

Thing

Like the "sterling" on
silver, the A. B. C. on
Moving Picture World's
circulation is your guarantee and proof that it is
"FIRST IN THE
FIELD."
But there are other considerations that even figures do not show.
Did you ever realize
that each subscription to
Moving Picture World
represents an exhibitor
who paid cash for
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD— and for that
alone?
We do not sponsor publications that make it UNNECESSARY for the exhibitor to read his trade
paper and trade paper
ads.
The exhibitor who pays
for Moving Picture World
does so because he
WANTS it— and not to
secure a "booking index,"
"box office reports annual," or any other type
of publication that is a
SUBSTITUTE for the
weekly trade paper.
The dollars you spend
are spent every week in
the current trade papers.
It is common sense to
spend them in the trade
paper that stands solidly
on its own feet ; that leads
the field in guaranteed
subscriptions; and where
every subscription represents aREADER.
Moving Picture World
fosters no publications
tending to WEAKEN
your current advertising.
Ask
for the
Latest
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There is no necessity of feeling like a
stranger in a strange
city when you enter
your bank.
There is a very easy
means of becoming
one of a happy family
cooperating in service
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Hamilton National.
The first step — it
entails no obligation
— is a chat with one of
our officials. You will
not regret it— and we
feel certain you will
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National's ideal of
friendly service.
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Bruno

M.

P. T.

O.

of

Canada

Preparing

for Semi- Annual
Convention
THE first call has been issued for the at the Boston, Mass., convention. He is also
vice-president of the Canadian association
second annual convention of the Moand president of the Ontario Division of
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Canada
M. P. T. O. He has been in fhe
which is to be held early in September at Canadian
forefront of independent exhibitors in the
Toronto, Ontario. The Canadian association Dominion for years, being one of the pioneers
was formed at a general gathering of exhibi- of the business in Toronto.
Many important problems will be brought
tors in Montreal last September and the
president of the Canadian body is A. St. up for discussion and action at the approaching assembly in Canada. One of these is *he
Denis of Montreal, Maurice West of Montsituation in the Province of Quebec with
real being the Canadian secretary.
Invitations have been issued to President
regard to censorship, a matter that has been
bothering both exhibitors and exchanges for
M.
J.
O'Toole
of
the
M.
P.
T.
O.
of
the
United States, Sidney Cohen and others to a long period. Another big point concerns
attend the coming Toronto convention and the Ontario exhibitors in the attitude of
it is expected that there will be a brillia'it the Ontario Provincial Government toward
the exhibitors in the enactment and enforceassembly of prominent exhibitors.
ment of numerous restrictive regulations wi.h
J. C. Brady, proprietor of the Madison
Theatre, Toronto, will be suggested for the regard to the operation of theatres, the payment of the ticket tax and other details. The
Canadian presidency, it is intimated, and hehas strong support. Brady was chosen as dates for the coming convention have not
one of the vice-presidents of the M. P. T. O. yet been officially announced.

"Ten
Commandments"
Soon
to
Start
Extensive
Road
Tours

TWO more weeks remain of the stay of
Cecil B. De Mille's "The Ten Commandments" at the Geo. M. Cohan
Theatre by which time it will have rounded
out nine months at that theatre.
With fourteen performances weekly it
has played one of the longest runs ever
recorded by a super production of its kind
and in a comparative weekly business Has
established a new total of receipts.
The contracted time for the Geo. M. Cohan
Theatre expires on August 24. On Monday
afternoon, August 25, the run is transferred
to the Criterion Theatre, Broadway and 44th
street, where it will be seen in the same elab-

orate manner that has marked its long stay
at the Cohan.
About the same time the road tours of
"The Ten Commandments" will be in full
swing with ten touring units presenting the
spectacle in different important cities and
centres of the nation. The list of opening
road tours in the order of their start off
follows: Vancouver, B. C, August 4; Long
Beach, Calif., August 24; Patchogue, L. T.,
August 24; Logansport, Ind., August 22; Massillon, Ohio, August 25; Asbury Park, N. J.,
August 18; Paterson, N. J., August 25; Newark, N. J., August 25; Atlanta, Ga., September 1; Toronto, Ont., August 23.

Weyers

Elected

Succeeds G. A. Skinner as Vice-President of Educational
At
the
annual
meeting
Educational Films stockholders'
Corporation of
Americaof
and Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., held
August 4, Bruno Weyers was elected vicepresident, according to a statement made this
week by E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, G. A. Skinner having resigned.
Mr. Weyers has been a director of the
Educational companies during the several
years
Mr. Hammons'
presidency,Inc.,
during
which of
Educational
Film Exchanges,
has
developed under Mr. Hammons' guidance to
its present enviable position as one of the
greatest organizations in film history distributing short subjects exclusively.
Mr. Weyers, who has been connected with
the New York office of the Hudson's Bay
Company, will take up his duties as vicepresident of Educational at once.
Indiana

Receivership

Marion Bank Operating Three Frank
J. Rembusch Theatres
The First National Bank of Marion, Ind.,
has been appointed receiver for the Orpheum,
Lyric and Royal Grand theatres of that city,
which have been operated by the Frank J.
Rembusch interests. The receiver was appointed on petition of the owners, the Washington Theatre Company. The suit, which
was filed against the lessee, the Mutual Theatre Company, asked a receiver and $10,000
damages, claiming non-payment of rent and
damage to the equipment of the property.
The Mutual Theatre Company contested the
action on the ground that it was entitled to
rebate because of the outlay of money in
order tomands ofkeep
the properties
the state
fire laws. up to the deWants

Best Product

So Filmlab Observes of Independent*
During Past Year
Filmlab, Inc., a commercial negative a-id
sample print laboratory sounds the reminder
that it is in the field expressly to handle the
product cutivesofof that
the firm
independent
state: producer. Exe"Our position is a particularly advantageous one to judge of the independent market
and in the past our experience has been
most gratifying. We find the independent
producer more interested in good quality product than ever.
"This is evidenced by their more rigid
requirements in the quality of camera and
laboratory work and a greater degree of
attention to the details of the finished
product.

"Wall Street Blues," a Pathe Two-Reel Release produced by Mack Sennett

Director and Player
Before his departure for Hollywood this
week. Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, in
charge of production, announced that Ferwould be
enc Molnar's play, "The Swan,"studio
next
produced at the Long Island
made
role
the
in
Ferguson
Elsie
with
month
famous last season by Eva La Gallienne at
the Cort Theatre. The picture will be directed by Dimitri Buchowetzki, who arrived
in New York last week after having directed
Pola Negri in two productions.
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Jackie Coogan as he appears in a scene from
his latest Metro-Goldwyn production, "Little
Robinson Crusoe."
Sidney

Olcott

Editing

Norma Talmadge's "Fight"; Will Then
Direct Marion Davies
The report carried in a recent issue of a
motion picture trade paper referring to Sidney Olcott signing a long-term contract with
Joseph Schenck to direct Norma Talmadge
in a series of productions is denied. A wire
from the West Coast announces that Mr.
Olcott is busy cutting his latest film with
Norma, "The Fight," and that while it is
possible he may direct the star in other
productions he is under contract to direct
Marion Davies in "Zander the Great," which
may be followed by Barrie's "Quality Street."
"Directing Norma Talmadge," said Mr.
Olcott, "proved to be one of the happiest
experiences in my directorial career. She is
a Miss
superbDavies
artist."is on the West Coast, where
film exteriors for "Zander,"
Mr. Olcott towill
returning
New York to do the interiors
at the Cosmopolitan Studio.
Signs Alyce Mills
Will Star in Next of Films of Fitzgerald Pictures, Inc.
Alyce Mills has been engaged by James A.
Fitzpatrick of Fitzpatrick Pictures. Inc., producers of the Music Master Series, a one
reel novelty film showing the life of famous
composers.
Miss Mills will play the lead in the next
production which is based on the life of
Stephen Collins Foster, who composed "My
Old Kentucky Home," "Old Black Joe," "Old
Folks At Home" and "Oh Suzanna."
The action of the picture takes place on
the Bowery in 1864, the day before Stephen
Collins Foster came to his end in a charity
ward of Bellevue Hospital.

Starts " Border Legion"
Zane Grey's "The Border Legion" which
has just gone into production has a cast including Antonio Moreno, Helene Chadwick,
Charles Ogle, Rockliffe Fellows, James
Corey, Edward Gribbon, Luke Cosgrave.
Gibson Gowland and a large company of
minor players.

Exhibitors

Atlantic

Southern
n Pennsyl
Easterand
THE
e theatre
ownDelawarvania,
New Jersey
ers will hold their annual meeting in
Atlantic City on August 18, 19 and 20, with
the convention banquet on August 20. National President O'Toole will attend this
convention and report on matters affecting
the music tax situation in the state, as well
as the question of censorship now being
considered by a special committee named by
Governor Pinchot from among the exhibitors
of which Mr. O'Toole is chairman.
Mr. O'Toole wrote to all the theatre owners of Eastern Pennsylvania on the music
tax situation, commending the work of the
national secretary and attorney, George P.
Aarons, and urging them to give complete
support to the national organization in the
matter of bringing about an amendment to
the Copyright Laws.
John
of

C.

Flinn

Peninsula
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WORLD
Meet

City
August
18
Mr. O'Toole contemplates a flying trip to
Milwaukee to attend the annual convention
of the M. P. O. of Wisconsin. Milwaukee
will be the city in which the next national
convention of the national body will be held,
and committees will be named at this state
convention to make preliminary arrangements for the event.
On the return trip, if time permits, Mr.
O'Toole will meet State President Martin G.
Smith, of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio to confer
on the referendum of Sunday opening now
being proposed in that state. On his return
to the home office he will leave at once for
the meeting of the Board of Directors at
the country estate of National Treasurer
Louis M. Sagal at Branford, Conn. At this
meeting a number of vital matters will be
considered.

Luncheon

Studios

John C.
in San
E , viceWHILFlinn
dent isco,
presiFranc
of Producers
Distributing Corporation, was tendered a press luncheon in the tapestry room
of the Palace Hotel by the Peninusula Studios, Inc., of San Mateo.
Flinn, who had just arrived on the coast
from his company's sales convention held in
Chicago, spoke in glowing terms of the motion picture outlook for the coming season.
Particularly enthusiastic was he over "The
Wise Virgin," an Elmer Harris production
and the first of 10 pictures to be produced
by the Peninsula Studios for release by Producers Distributing Corporation.
Flinn also spoke of the Frank Woods production, "Chalk Marks," which had just
been completed, salient bits of which he
witnessed at the studio.

in

Guest

the

West

Lesley Mason, west coast representative of
the Producers Distributing Corporation, introduced Flinn. Present at the luncheon,
besides Flinn and Mason, were Frank Woods,
Elmer Harris, Mark Cory, manager, and
Harry Carney, assistant manager of the Prociscoducers
office. Distributing Corporation's San FranProducing
Emory

Secretly

Johnson
Guards
Detail of
Latest for F. B. O.

Lord Renews Contract
Del Lord has started work on his first
picture under the new contract he signed
with Mack Sennett for making of Pathe
comedies. The renewed contract is for a
year and calls for the making of several
more series of two-reel slap stick comedies,
featuring Billy Bevan, Sid Smith Vernon
Dent, Andy Clyde and other Sennett
comedians.

Emory "In
Johnson,
createrof of
Alarm,"
the Name
the "The
Law" Third
and
other successful attractions for Film Booking
Offices, is producing in secret. So unusual
is the theme of the new Johnson production his sixth for F. B. O., and so extensive
its exploitation possibilities, that the young
director-producer intends to safeguard the
idea to the limit. Not until the production
is actually completed will the veil be lifted.
Mr. Johnson has chosen for his cast Tom
Santschi,
JohnnieHisWalker,
"Red"
and
Jane Thomas.
executive
staffKirby
includes
Charles Watts, Jerry Calahan and Paul
Perry, cameraman. The story is by Mr.
Johnson's mother, Emilie Johnson, author of
all her son's other photoplay successes.

New Roach Series
Pathe Exchanges throughout the country
will receive prints this week of "Sweet Daddy," the first of the new Hal Roach comedies,
in one reel, featuring Charley Chase. The
new Chase comedies will be released one
every two weeks.

Additions to Cast
Additions to the cast of "Reckless Romance," the forthcoming Al Christie feature
through Producers Distributing Corporation,
were announced this week with the signing
of Tully Marshall and Lincoln Plummer,
Morgan Wallace, Jack Duffy, Hugh Metcalf
and Mitchell Lewis.

New Pathe Serial Ready
of Pathe's new
the cast
heads which
Ray serial,
Allene ter
is turned over to
ten-chap
the film cutters and editors this week to be
made ready for Fall release. The title of
a Man" and
the picture is "Ten Scars Makeoriginal
story,
is based on Phillip Barry's
adapted by Paul Bryant.

\S COMING

'
Apt. Blood
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Jackie's Premiere

William

Fox

Includes

1924-25

Fifty-two

ANEW comedy for every week in the
year is the policy of Fox Film Corporation, announcing its plans for fiftytwo productions for 1924-25.
Two new groups of comedies are added to
the Sunshine and Imperial brands for the
new season. There will be seven Monkey
comedies — a reply to the exhibitor demand
for more pictures with the clever Fox animal actors — and a series of eight pictures
based upon the Van Bibber stories of Richard Harding Davis.
Twenty Fox Sunshines are on the Fox
schedule. Seventeen of them will be made
this year.
Ralph Spence continues as editor-in-chief
of all Fox Comedies. Among the directors
on the comedy staff are George Marshall,
who is making the Van Bibber series ; Lewis
Seiler and Benjamin Stoloff, who are directing among others the Monkey comedies;
George "Slim" Somerville, Henry Lehrman,
Roy Del Ruth and Albert Ray.
Two of the Van Bibber series have been
completed by Marshall. They are "The
Fight" and "The Hunt." The third of the
series, now in production, is "The Race."
This will be followed by "The Chase," leaving four to be made. "The Fight" will be
released
Augustplays
24 and
14.
Earle Foxe
the "The
lead Hunt."
in thisSept.
series.
Florence Gilbert is his leading lady and others in the cast include Hallam Cooley and
Frank Beal.
"In-Bad the Sailor" and "A Monkey
Romeo" will be the first release, the date
being announced as August 24. "In-Bad the
Sailor" is set down for September 14.
Three Imperial Comedies have been finished. "Sweet Papa," directed by Henry Lehr-

Schedule
Comedies

man, will be released August 17. Sid Smith
and the seal that made, the hit of "The Galloping Fish" are in this one, "The Pinhead, '
with Clyde The
Cook,castwasincludes
directedLillian
by "Slim"
Somerville.
Hackett. It will be released August 31. "Blows
and Dynamite" is the third Sunshine on the
list. Charles Couklin and the Fox comedy
dog appear in it. The release date is
September 14.
"Stretching the Truth" is the first Sunshine Comedy on the release schedule. It is
set down for August 17. Harry Sweet is in
the cast. "Slim" Somerville is the director
responsible for "Unreal News Reel No. 4,"
dated September 7. Bobby Dunn appears in
the fourth of this Somerville series of mirth
makers. The third Sunshine to be completed is "The Diving Fool," directed by
Henry Lehrman. It will be released September 21.

Short
in

Product

"Little Robinson Crusoe" Shown at
California Theatre, 'Frisco
"Little Robinson Crusoe," the latest Jackie
Coogan picture, had its world premier at the
California Theatre, San Francisco, the week
starting July 26. Crowds that thronged to
the theatre all week testified to the boxoffice strength of the boy star and of his
new Metro-Goldwyn picture, which the
newspaper reviewers endorsed as the most
entertaining of all Coogan pictures. It was
written by Willard Mack and produced by
Jack Coogan, Sr. Scott Dunlap directed.
The California heavily featured the first
-bowing of the picture anywhere, and go;
away.
out a large-sized yellow four-page throw"Little Robinson Crusoe" is not scheduled
tor general release until August 25.
Mulhall With Universal
Jack Mulhall has been signed by the Universal Pictures Corporation. Julius Bernheim,contract.
general studio manager, engineered
the

Sales

Managers

Many

Universal
Exchanges
and
also
will
handle
many of the big first
a new step
has oftaken
UNIVER
its short product. run accounts themselves.
marketing
in theSAL
"This is Universale answer to the question
With the contemplated increase in
important short subject releases scheduled of short product importance," asserts Fred C
short product sales mangeneral
by Universal for the coming season, it has Quimby,
ager for the
Universal organization.
been decided to establish a short product
"We
are
making
better short product tomanager in a number of the important exday
than
ever
before
and we mean to see
es.
change territori These managers will coordinate and direct the work of the Short
that it is properly marketed," Quimby explained. "We are putting as much care
Product salesmen in the various exchanges
and thought into short product production
as we put into features. It is only right
that we should be just as careful in placing
them on the screen.
"In selecting men to fill the newly created
positions of short product managers, v.e
Mr. Carl Laemmle's ofthave followed
policy of promoting deserving
announced
Universal employes. In this case we have
promoted top-notch salesmen in the various
exchanges. So far the following promotions
to short product managers have been made:
New York, N. Goldberg; Detroit, H. HonS. Mitchell; Pittsdorf; Los Angeles, D.
burgh, R. R. Recce; St. Louis J. Flannery;
Philadelphia,
Bennett;
Hugh
San Francsico,
Carl
Sonin.
"In a few days I will be in a position to
announce the promotion of salesmen to short
product managerships in the Chicago, Cincinnati and Cleveland exchanges."

Ascher Circuit Contracts
The Ascher Circuit of Chicago, a -circuit
representative houses ;n
comprising thirteen
that city, has contracted for practically 100
per cent of the two reel product of Educaseason. tional Film Exchanges, Inc. for the 1924-25

A BROADSIDE FROM THE "ARABELLA"
Flagship of the buccaneer fleet especially built for "Captain Blood" by Vitagraph.

Given Leads
Eleanor Boardman and Conrad Nagel have
been assigned by Harry Rapf the leadi lg
roles in "So This Is Marriage."
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Lightning-'

Second of Six Gotham Specials Is
Underway
Actual production has started under the
direction of James P. Hogan, at the Hollywood Studios, Hollywood, Cal., on "Black
Lightning," the second of the series of six
special Gotham productions being released
on the Independent market by the Lumas
Film Corporation of which Samuel Sax is
president and general manager.
"Black Lightning" has as its star "Thunder" the "Marvel Dog" and is supported by
a cast of favorites including Clara Bow and
Harold Austin.
"Black Lightning" will be completed within the next ten days and production will
start immediately on the balance of the
series including "Women and Gold," "The
Night Ship," "You Can't Fool a Woman" and
■"Every Woman's Secret."
Kirkwood Plays Cranston
After looking over the entire category of
male stars in Hollywood, Fox Film Corporation has signed James Kirkwood to play the
part of Gerald Cranston in the screen version of "Gerald Cranston's Lady," the sensational English novel by Gilbert Frankau.
Last week Fox signed Alma Rubens for the
title role of this production, which will be
•one of the most elaborate of the twenty-six
specials to be issued during 1924-25 by that
organization.
Robert Agnew Cast
Robert Agnew has been cast as the male
lead in "Troubles of a Bride," the special
production which has been put in work at
the Hollywood studios of Fox Film Corporation. Mildred June is the female lead. Others
in the cast are Alan Hale, Dolores Rousse,
Charles Conklin and Bruce Covington.
Thomas Buckingham is the director. The
story is an original one by Buckingham and
John Stone.
Joins Sales Force
Charles McVicker, who for six years has
been associated with Paramount and First
National out of Los Angeles, has joined the
sales force of Producers Distributing Corporation, working under Joe Stout, branch
manager for Producers at Los Angeles.

McLaglen

Will

Vitagraph's

Scenes from "Darwin Was Right," a William Fox production.

First

Specials

Awakening
EXHIBITOR
five specials
which First interest
Nationalin the
Pictures
is releasing during the season is keen.
Three of the productions have been shown
and are heralded as box office attractions
of the highest order, and all portents point to
similar praise for the two pictures being
prepared for release.
"Secrets,"
hasNorma
provedTalmadge's
to be onenew
of picture,
the strongest
and
most powerful pictures in which this popular actress has appeared. Frank Lloyd's
"The Sea Hawk" is showing to capacity in
New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. "Abraham Lincoln" has established itself both as
entertainment and as a truthful and highly
dramatic record of the chief events in the
life of the Great Emancipator.
making
"Sundown,"
the
epicStill
of in
the the
retreat
of thearegreat
cattle barons
of the Southwest before the advancing tentacles of civilization, and "The Lost World,"
based upon Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's romantic pseudo-scientific novel of that title. The
latter is being photographed at the UnitedStudios, the former has been edited and titled
and will soon be ready for showing.

Be

Starred

"Beloved

R McLAGLEN, English actor,
VICTO
arrived in New York last week on the
U. S. Liner Republic en route to Hollywood to play one of the leading parts in
Vitagraph's "The Beloved Brute."
McLaglen is no stranger here. Prior to
the World War he was prospecting for silver up and down the western states for
about ten years. Boxing was his recreation
and he proved his worth as an amateur by
staying six rounds in a no decision bout with
Jack Johnson at Vancouver, B. C, in 1909.
With the outbreak of the war in 1914 he
joined the British forces with the rank of
•captain. Within a short time he was ap-

National

in

Brute"

pointed Assistant Provost Marshal and Political Officer of Bagdad. As he spoke Arabian
fluently this proved a happy assignment.
A giant in statue himself, standing six
feet, three inches, in his stocking feet, he
was equalled or overshadowed by his seven
brothers.
Writing Screen Version
Olga Printzlau has been engaged by Warner Bros, to make the screen version of "The
Age of Innocence," the Edith Wharton novel
which won the Pulitzer prize in 1922 for
best American novel.

Keen

Interest

"Secrets" stands first in the number of
booking because it was shown and exploited
in advance of the other First National specials, but "The Sea Hawk" and "Abraham
Lincoln" are hot on its trail, and the interest
aroused in "Sundown" and "The Lost World"
is something very much, out of the ordinary.
Completes

Cast

Frank Lloyd Also Engages Technical
Staff for "The Silent Watcher"
Frank Lloyd Productions, Inc., is going fulL,

on its next .'
Studios"The
United ion,
at lthe product
swing ahead
First
Nationa
Silent
Watcher," adapted by J. G. Hawks from
Mary Roberts Rinehart's story, "The Altar
on the Hill." Mr. Lloyd has completed his
cast and the technical staff which will aid
him in the production by the engagement of
Fanchon and Marco to produce a series of
theatrical dances, Eva Roth, costume creator, and John J. Roth, art director, on the
technical side, and Aggie Herring, Lionel
Belmore, Alma Bennet, Mile. Suzetter and
David Murray for the cast.
Glenn Hunter is featured. The other players are Bessie Love, Hobart Bosworth, Gertrude Astor, George Nicholls, Aggie Herring,
Lionel Belmore, DeWitt C. Jennings, Alma
Bennett,Murray.
Brandon Hurst, Mile Suzette and
David
Up the Ladder
The Vitagraph office at New Haven, Conn.,
which formerly was only a sales office, has
moved into new and spacious quarters at 134
Meadow street. With the move to the new
office.
home this becomes the twenty-ninth branch
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Circular

on

Small

to the
SARGENT

Ads

Gives Money Saving Hints on Design
circular or mid-week display ad. is fully effective
two of aartseries of ing
ERrs Lem
NUMBlette
on only when it has that power of contrast due
is work
Stew
for the Theatres Department of Fa- to the use of small ads through the week."
In other words, if you use a three nines
mous Players-Lasky has been sent to the
house managers— who can skip this story, on week days and a four tens on Sunday,
since they have the originals. Others will your Sunday space seems small. But if that
find the series of interest, and many can four tens is contrasted with a regular run
line up to save money on their daily spaces. of two and three-inch singles on other days,
Seven sheets of advertisements, illustra- then the forty inches has the same moral
tive of the text, accompany the letter, but effect as would a full page contrasted with a
we have room for only three of the sheets. three nines.
Stated in another way, the less you use
These reproductions are small, but they are
week days, the less you need to use on
to illustrate the style rather than the copy, on
Sundays.
and the layout can be seen, which is the
main point. Most of the displays are from
Must Get Display
the Howard Theatre, Atlanta, being taken
from Lem's own scrap book made while he
But a one or two or even a three-inch
had his headquarters there. The others are single will lack display value unless care
from various southern cities.
is taken to make it distinctive, and this circular is intended to help the managers toThe Reason Why
ward distinctive small spaces.
In
his
own words :
With the exception of one sheet, these
are all single column displays, and all three
"Failure to recognize this value of contrast— too much space, too little attention
sheets reproduced are singles. The page of
doubles contains three examples of the use to details — results in needless expenditures. And nothing so discredits the exof a two-column space where two theatres
ceptional advertising value of newspapers,
are jointly advertised.
Singles alone are shown because in this as the extravagant and wasteful distribution
letter Lem urges the intelligent use of small of your appropriation.
spaffe, and the text of his communication is
"In actual practice, what was the result
found in his statement that :
in a series of towns that used the system
"The generous use of space for a Sunday of small daily ads herewith illustrated?

Public

organizati
of your
The efficiency
paper investment
increased
50 on's
per newscent,
either through a decrease in expenditures or
an increase in average attendance and receipts. Display space used weekly and semiweekly gained in force by contrast, while
these smaller ads dominated the larger
space used by competitors, because they
were novel and distinctive in appearance
and appeal." How It Is Done
In the examples shown, the page on the
left gives nine displays, of which three are
one-inch singles and the others about V/i
inches each. On the right are twos and
threes and in between are varying sizes
utilizing single column cuts supplied by the
press books in various placements.
Of the straight rule-and-type work, the
left hand side gives straight rule layouts
while on the right are shown rule work to
form design. Of these latter the triangle is
theoretically the most effective, but we think
that the large X is about as good. In theory
the circle, triangle and diamond shapes are
valuable in that order because the least often
used and therefore more apt to catch the
eye. In practice the diamond and triangle
are better because more easily formed of
rule. The main point is to be different, and
while the triangle is more distinctive than
ting.
the straight set, it may, through repeated
use become more common than straight setOn the other hand, if a triangle or diamond
is used day in and day out, it becomes as
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THREE PAGES FROM LEM STEWART'S CIRCULAR ON GOOD DISPLAY FOR DAILY ADS
On the left are straight rule work design*. Those in the centre use press book cuts without art work, while on the right are a set more
elaborate than the straight-rule work over on the left. All of these are single column spaces and are designed to get attention for one to.
four inch displays when they are run in competition with larger spaces in straight type work.
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much of a trademark as a design signature,
and eventually readers will look for the
design rather than for the house name.
From some viewpoints this may be an
advantage, but the same advantage will
accrue from the use of a design, but with a
daily or weekly change in that design, the
trade mark then being the ornamental work
rather than any particular ornamental form.
This will permit changes to be made to meet
varying type requirements.
This set of illustrations comprehends practically the entire idea. They give a better
display in a small single than would two or
three times that space with straight type and,
as Mr. Stewart points out, make it possible
to gain greater distinction in the Sunday
spaces without taking more space than the
receipts will justify.
Keep this page. It will mean money to
you.
Got

Front

Page

on

a Ball

Team

Stunt

Stopping traffic is a second cousin to
broken records when it comes to careless
handling by press agents, but F. B. O. does
not ask you to take its word that it did
that little thing out in Chicago. It issues a
set of photographs, as an evidence of good
faith. It did not absolutely stop traffic, but
you had to take to the car tracks, afoot or
on horseback. It packed its half of the
street so solidly that a caterpillar falling off
a telegraph pole did not strike the pavement
until fifteen minutes later.
And it was just a repeat of an earlier
stunt used in New York on The Spirit of
the U. S. A. when Babe Ruth joined the
militia. In Chicago the entire Cub team
joined the 122nd Field Artillery, and by a
singular coincidence they happened to be
sworn in right in front of the Castle Theatre, where the picture was running.
The turnout included eight 75 mm guns,
each drawn by six horses, and the strength
of the regiment. The ball players were on
horseback and none of them fell off, to spoil
the affair.
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Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

organ
g the
, includin
T incidents
EIGHrecession
al, made
up the
show of
which Universal's "The Signal Tower"
was the feature picture. One of these incidents, Divertissements, was really three numbers, with change of sets for each, altogether
making up one of the most pretentious programs ever offered in mid-summer. Three
of the incidents were film subjects, the feature running one hour and fourteen minutes,
the Mark Strand Topical Review eight minutes, and the Sport Pictorial, "Our Defenders," eight minutes.
This left, out of the two-hour show, twenty
minutes for the musical stuff.
The overture by the thirty-five-piece orchestra, eight minutes long, was the Gomez
composition, "II Guarany," a snappy classic.
The lights for this included a Mestrum flood
of 150 amperes, light pink, on the entire
stage from the booth; a dome Mestrum flood
of light pink on the musicians; transparent
windows, green, at either side of the stage;
blue borders and foots, red coves. Gold
draw curtains closed across the production
stage. Magenta x-rays, green foots small
stage, light blue and light pink entrance
spots crossing on the ceiling drapes.
Divertissements opened with "Berceuse"
from Godard's "Jocelyn." This was done in
pantomime by eight members of the Mark
Strand Ballet and a soprano who sang off
stage. The set consisted of a cut wood forest
backed by drop of neutral blue. A richly
draped couch was center stage on a platform
with six steps leading up to it. On the couch
was premiere danseuse in princess costume.
Six girls in pale blue chiffon dresses with
long blonde wigs. One girl in costume of
prince, who awakens princess with a kiss,
during singing of the number off stage. Then
pantomime for the balance. White spot on

the princess on the couch, and open blue
box lamps covering the neutral drop. Amber and straw, light light pink spots lighted
the set.
The second of Divertissements was the
"Bedouin Love Song" (Pinsuti) by basso in
dress of an Indian prince. He sang center
stage, standing, with a back drop showing
exterior of temples, with transparent windows lighted from behind by various colored lights. Soft blue flood over entire set,
and no spot on the singer.
The third of the Divertissements was "Just
a Bunch of Daisies" (Baron), sung by soprano and baritone in summer sports dress.
The set was woodland, showing daisies
growing. Set logs and stumps at either side.
At second verse six dancers in flowered
gingham came on for a dance, and then the
singers closed with the second chorus. These
numbers took up twelve minutes, with front
lights similar to the overture except for soft
blue flood on musicians.
Frank Banta, pianist, played "Desecration
Rag," "To a Wild Rose," a medley and an
encore of "A Kiss in the Dark," all of his
own arrangement. Special arrangement also
for orchestra. The piano was center stage,
with rich blue silk scarf set in rhinestones
covering it. Deep blue plush cyclorama
background. Blue floods on musicians and
set, and no spot on player. Six minutes.
The atmospheric prologue to "The Signal
Tower" was the interior of the tower, showing the semaphore through the window. The
agent was at his telegraph key, and operating the semaphore, which was mechanical.
Then miniature trains passed the window,
puffing smoke. Special music by the orchestra, four minutes, then the picture was
thrown onto the set as the curtain with the
screen was lowered.

The combination of baseball and the
movies was too much even for the hardboiled editors, and even the Tribune let in
four advance stories.

The stunt cost $30 and was put over by
Louis P. Kramer, who is general press man
for F. B. O. The money was spent, for
banners.

A First National Release

A COMBINATION OF CUTOUT AND SPECIAL PAINTING FOR THE ENCHANTED COTTAGE
and .how. a clever merging of the 24-.heet into the painted de.ign
Thi. wa, de.igned for the lobby of the Strand Theatre, Milwaukee,
built out w.th compo board The frame ,. fluted cloth and the
are
hou.e.
the
and
background
the
of
front
in
.lightly
afe
figure,
The
cupid de.ign stands out in front of the frame, giving a fo«r plane effect.
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Volcano

to Aid

A Universal Release
THE DEMPSEY ATHLETIC GIRLS WHO FIGHT AND WIN
They won for the Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, where they pulled stunts at the bathing
pools and spent their spare time in the lobby of the house to put over the first chapter.
It made a lot of newspaper talk as well as catching the crowds.
Dempsey

Series

Well Exploited
Getting the Jack Dempsey series, Fight
and Win, to the attention of the public is
one of the favorite occupations of the Universal exploiteers, partly because it is so
easy to work the stunts. For example, in
a number of cities where good bouts are
scheduled;, a telegram is read .from the
champion to the effect that he would like
to be present, but his work in the pictures
is holding him to Universal City. Costs
nothing, for the fight promoters are glad to
get anything to jazz up the crowd, and the
champion's name is always good for cheers.
One of the best stunts was worked in Detroit, where the Broadway-Strand offered a
prize to the boy who turned in the best
scenario for a Fight and Win story. The
offer was held to the boys, but it brought
mother and father, too.
In Columbus a tie up was made with the
sporting goods store and a bannered trolley
■used by the Dreamland Theatre. In Kansas
City Jean Belasco organized the Jack Dempsey Athletic Girls, who are shown on this
page. They not only worked in the lobby,
but showed at the various bathing pools.
They were able to do a little wrestling and
some acrobatic tricks, and a large card told
who they were.
A national tie-up has been arranged with
the Royal typewriter, with a photograph
showing Dempsey hammering the keys for
the count.
In Chicago a chain of drug stores were
landed, and there was a hook-up with the
Moose, of which Dempsey is a member.
One of the livest stunts was worked in
Seattle where a newspaper wanted some
bathing girls for a beach feature. Robert
Bender rounded up the girls and was per-

mitted to placcard the beach where the
stunt was worked, and the cards showed in
the newspaper cuts. Dempsey is easy. It's
just a question of "which?"
Get but
in on
producers'
"weeks"
can,
haveall a thespecial
of your
own
September, too.

Torment

Harry Gould got an ocean and a volcano
and a lot of things in his display for Torment, and the net cost was under five dollars. If you stop right now and look over
at the cut you'll think he is toying with the
truth,
all it stands him and
he
tellsbuthowhe itsays
was that's
worked.
The table is a platform 4 by 8 feet, with
an oval hole cut in the centre. This was
covered with ordinary white table oilcloth,
which was permitted to sag in the center,
making a well. The top and banks were
later painted and sanded, but before this
tiit mountains were built up of wrapping pap< i , soaked in glue water and formed and
sanded before the glue dried. When dry
the sand was painted. Mr. Gould does not
say what the foliage is, but it looks like moss.
The boat and the house in front as well
as a little village in the rear, just back of
the card, were bought at a toy store and
represent the chief items of cost. The water
is tinged with laundry blueing to get the
tint, and the scenery at the back was loaned
an obliging
grocer, who got it as part of
aby window
display.
But the most ingenious part of the stunt
was the volcano. This was made with an
open top, and conceals a tin tube. The tube
holds a long rope of twisted rag*, which
smoulders with a black smoke that smells
worse than even a real volcano. Every inch
and a half a small quantity of red fire is
placed, and when the rope burns down to
or.' of these there is a flash of red that gives
a really startling effect.
Mr. Gould built the mountains, and his
assistant painted them, the chief projectionist evolved the volcano and the door boy
filled the ocean and kept it dusted.

vou

for

4 First National Release
REAL WATER AND REAL SMOKE AND REAL RED FIRE
All these helped Torment in the Hippodrome Theatre, Fort Worth, Texas, and the
display cost only five dollars plus labor. The ocean is merely white oilcloth bulging
through a hole cut in the platform and the scenery came from a grocery.
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Men

Railroad

See
Feature

Several pre-release showings of The Signal
Tower have been made to gather exploitation material for the campaign when the
picture conies to the public.
One of these was given at the Cameo
Theatre, Pittsburgh, for executives of railroads running into that centre, and another
was held in Seattle in connection with the
efforts of the Great Northern to launch a
new train by means of an exhibit. The picture fitted in very nicely. In both instances
the railroad men commended the technical
accuracy of the picture, and their works
■were taken down for future reference.
Robert W. Bender handled the Seattle
end and Jack Edwards had charge in Pittsburgh. Edwards also worked Waukegan,
where the picture was shown to a group of
railroaders and to the public. The house did
not admit of much display, but the cut will
show you how the paper works up.
Expl oitation

Boosts

Business by a Half
Exploiting The Bedroom Window put business up fully fifty per cent, at the Imperial
Theatre, Charlotte, N. C.
Business dropped the previous week and
George Brown decided that a little exploitation seemed to be called for, so he rigged
up
a
peep-hole
window.
but
Charlotte
had never
seen It's
it, old
and stuff,
the two
holes scratched in the whiting played to
standing room all day, people lining up to
take their turn looking at a display they
might have passed by if plainly exposed.
He plugged a little harder than usual with
window cards and things in the downtown
stores and got a teaser lobby, with the result that all at once people decided that it
was not too hot to go to the theatre after
all.
It cost Brown three passes.

A Universal Release
HOW THE SIGNAL TOWER PAPER LOOKS WHEN IT IS UP
This is the front of the Elite Theatre, Waukeegan, 111., during a trial showing of the
Universal release. It merely hints at what can be done, but that tower three sheet
cutout looks as though it might roll in quite a bunch of dollars.
For Friday the 13th
June had a Friday falling on the thirteenth
of the month. It was a lucky day for W. F.
Brock, of the Strand Theatre, Knoxville,
Tenn. He hooked a paper to a prize offer
for the best stories on Friday the Thirteenth.
They could be hard luck or good luck, but
they had to be true.
Ticket prizes were given, and a good story
was the result. There was no connection
between the stunt and Flowing Gold, which
was .the Strand attraction, but the paper
had to tell what the show was and brag it
up a little, so Mr. Brock felt that he got
a lot for his passes.

Ji. Metro-Ooldwyn Release
A PRONOUNCED EFFECT FOR A WHITE SISTER PERAMBULATOR
Chattanooga has a regular "pram" service which anyone may hire, so C. B. Stiff, of
the Trivoli, chartered a car for Lillian Gish, making his own very effective display.
This is one of the prettiest displays we have recently reproduced.

J. M. Edgar
New

Hart

Container

Has
Idea

J. M. Edgar Hart of El Paso has gone
to the Superba Theatre, San Diego, Calif.,
where he signalized his entrance on the new
job
by inventing a container for advertising
material.
He had Laura La Plante in Excitement,
and he decided to work the envelope stunt,
wording the front "A world famous prescription. An ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure. For complete treatment first
take a Superba Entertainment Tablet" and
then see the show. The tablets were ordinnary losenges, and two were placed in each
envelope. The cost was $6.35 per thousand,
and he had a quantity made up. These were
distributed in drug stores, soda bars, hotels
and other similar places, and to handle them
efficiently he invented a container.
This was a strip of cardboard seven by
28 inches, printed up:
Free
Take One
A Superba
Entertainment
Tablet.
Guaranteed Absolutely Pure
Directions on Envelope
This was repeated four times so that the
strip could be folded into a four sided box,
with a flap, each face being 6l/2 inches wide.
The flap was pasted down to hold it in shape.
No matter how the box faces, the copy can
be read, and it forms a fine method of distributing any enveloped novelty, life saver
samples or similar pieces.
In addition to this Mr. Hart made capital
of the fact that Miss La Plante was formerly aresident of San Diego. He dug out
enough facts to land the local paper on a
story, and got a nice reader, though we
think this was done once before.
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Balloon

A First National Release
BALLOON SHOWER USED TO SUGGEST FLOWING GOLD
A strong net confined gilded air balloon*, which were kept in motion by a fan in the
bottom of the box. At night the display was lighted by concealed amber spots.
Designed by W. F Brock for the Strand Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.
Model

Yacht

Was

Chief Salesman
Getting the collaboration of the Field and
Mitchell Marine Hardware Company, John
B. Carroll devised an unusually complete marine lobby for Code of the Sea, at the Victory, Tampa.
A design of crossed cars and a life preserver was in front of the box office, with a
circular card for the title, an anchor was
added to the same decorations further back
and there was a new binnacle and compass
between the two.
But the big attraction was an unusually
complete model of a cruising yacht, complete
even to the most minute details. The port
lights were electric and could be lighted.
This model got more attention than the rest
of the display combined.
The house is located on the corner and
the port and starboard lights were shown,
one on either street, with a bow light on
the corner. Only the starborad light can be
seen in the photograph.
Several marine lobbies have been shown on
this picture, but this is easily the best.
Police

Assisted

the car cruised without police escort and
this time the banners added that Gloria
Swanson would be seen in "A Society Scandal" at the Strand Theatre on the dates
specified.
It would have been a pretty good idea
without the policeman, but with the man in
blue it was a wow. No one overlooked the
car either day.
Six flapper hats, six parasols and six advertising cards were all that were used in a
window display for The Perfect Flapper by
H. C. Farley, of the Empire Theatre, Montgomery, Ala. The effect was charming, where
an overstuffed window would have been repellant. Mr. Farley knows that a little goes
further than a lot.

Fountain

for Flowing Gold
Gilded air balloons were used by W. F.
Brock, of the Strand Theatre, Knoxville,
Tenn., to suggest the title of Flowing Gold.
The idea is by no means new, but there are
few titles this will fit more closely.
Uprights were run from the platform in
the base to the top of the lobby to sustain
a frame to which were tied the cords which
were tied the cords) which confined the
globes. A large fan in the base sent an air
current which kept the balloons in constant
motion, and at night amber spots contributed
to the gleam of the metal.
The air column was directed up the center
of the space so that the balloons could drop
off and fall back, to recommence their journey. Too large a pipe will hurt the effect,
while an opening too small will not
give sufficient motion. If you have not tried
the stunt, it would be well to experiment
until the proper size of the opening is determined, this somewhat depending upon the
height of the cage.
The string cage is better than gauze,
since it permits the free passage of the air
and lets the balloons drop quickly.
Governor

Judged

an

Automobile Contest
Getting the Governor of Arkansas to judge
an automobile parade contest was a little
trick recently turned by R. T. Newton, manager of threatres in Little Rock, Ark.; for
Southern Enterprises.
Just what the contest was, he does not
state, but as the prize winning car was not
decorated, save by its three very pretty girl
occupants, pehaps it was a beauty contest.
Anyhow the Governor was the judge and it
was an automobile contest of some sort and
anyone would have slipped those girls the
It was the big noise on Sporting Youth.
prize.

in

Exploitation Stunt
Getting a motorcycle cop detailed to help
an exploitation stunt was one accomplishment of Irvin Waterstreet, Paramounteer, in
Vincennes, Ind.
Before the regular advertising broke, he
draped a car in white curtains on which were
painted, "If you knew what was going on
behind these curtains, there would be a society scandal
in Vincennes."
All the
cop had
to do was to ride up and
stop the car every few block and go through
the motions of giving the driver an investigation, while the crowds gaped at the signs
and wondered what it was all about.
That was worked all one day and the next

A Paramount h'fleas*
A REALLY
The chief feature was an
a general assortment of
chandlers

SALTY DISPLAY
unusually good ship
marine furnishings.
for the lobby of the

FOR CODE OF THE SEA
model with a ninacle, life preservers and
The display was loaned by a firm of
Victory Theatre, Tampa.
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Danced

In addition to the stunts already
noted on the Los Angeles run of
Those Who Dance, there were
special nights at nine different
cabarets. The winners in these
various events met in a finals for
the trophy, this being a special
event staged at the State Theatre
on an off night.
If you have three or more places
where they can dance, try this
scheme. It will give you a strong
feature.

Tied

Bathing

Girls

to a Double Truck
Until he does something better— and he
oozes ideas, John B. Carroll, of the Victory
Theatre, Tampa, Fla., will be known as the
first man to hook a bathing contest to a
double truck. He worked that and some
other good ideas on Miami.
First of all he took a 24-sheet, cut out
the sky and the lettering and set it into
the window of the clothing store handling
a brand of bathing suits. He backed this
with a white muslin sky flecked with the
bathing girls which are the trademark of
the firm's wares. A display of suits and
accessories was made in front of the poster, with a large card stating that Betty
Compson wore that brand of bath suits in
Miami.
For the run he used a similar 24-sheet in
the lobby, with a new background painted in
by the house artist. He also did over the
box office to look like a bathing pavilion
and covered the entrance doors, not shown
in the picture, to still further carry out the
effect.
The picture opened Sunday, with a scenic
prologue, a moonlit beach with colored
lighting effects while the orchestra played
Miami Shore.

A Metro-Golrfwyn Rrlease
A SPLENDID LOBBY CUTOUT MADE FOR MADEMOISELLE MIDNIGHT
This is from the Capitol Theatre, Houston, Texas, and in the rather low ceilinged lobby
it made a wonderful smash since it very nearly filled the space. Some nice lettering on
the special panels gives an unusually good effect.
Monday he gave the bathing girl contest
with ten girls competing for prizes of $25,
$15 and $10. The girls were disclosed in the
set used for the prologue. After humming
the double chorus of the song they came
down on the main stage, did a parade and
lined up for the judging.
Meanwhile Carroll planted a double truck
with ten advertisers, each sponsoring one of
the girls. Each girl wore a ribbon lettered
with the name of the firm she was supposed
to represent.
On the Sunday opening the business was
$300 better than the previous Sunday with a
picture lacking such exploitation angles.
That tells a story.
shavePayyour
expenses
all goes
forDon't
a film.
a little
more soforthat
a contented
house staffheadline
and you'll
have noa permanent
and
valuable
feature
one can take
from you.

Lenten

Program

Back

for Summer

Lent was not a very good time for the
Royal Theatre, Laredo, Texas. William Epstein did the best he could to get them in,
but they were off amusements during the
penitential season, and even The Eternal
City was not the anticipated draw.
The R. B. R. Enterprises, which has taken
the house over, figures that it was not the
pictures, but the season, so they booked
back the Eternal City, and that went so
well they picked out the cream of the First
Nationals they played during Lent and are
getting their money back on them now.
In any section with a large Catholic population it would seem that playing back the
big ones would permit a cleanup at reduced
rentals.

A Producers Distributing Release
TWO WAYS IN WHICH THE VICTORY THEATRE, TAMPA, USED THE MIAMI 24-SHEET
as the suit department of a bathing
On the right is the lobby of the house with the sheet overpainted and the box office indisguised
the window of a store handling bathing suits.
replaced by a muslin drop for display
pavilion. On the left the sky is cut awayalsoandused
a bathing girl contest in connection with a hook-up page.
John B. Carroll
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Was

a Strong Seller
Most of the selling on A Son of the Sahara
at the Castle Theatre, Eugene, Oregon, was
done by a cutout from the First National
paper showing the trade-mark abduction
without which no Sheik picture is genuine
and authentic. The cutout was placed on
the sidewalk when the house was open,
but in the mornings it occupied the indoor
position in the lobby in which it was photographed.

/ Pathe Release.

A First National Release
A SELLING CUTOUT
Apparently Russell F. Brown trusted to
the rest of the display to sell the title, for
here the title is missing and the author gets
a better play-up than the stars. There may
have been some local reason, but if there
was not we would have preferred a smaller
letter for the author and greater display to
the names of the cast, all of which have
stronger pulling powers.

THIS LATTICE LOBBY GOT BUSINESS IN SUMMER
Elk City, Okla., framed the six sheet of "The
of the Storey Theatre,
Wagner,
C. E. cf Wild Horses"
in lattice work, backed this with plenty of poster paper and did
King
a capacity business when ever the fish were fanning themselves with their tails.
Mounting the cutout with a pedestal gives
a finish to the cutout that would be lac ing Schade Has Drive
in the usual style, and it also raises the
horse and rider to where they sei-m to be
In Summer
Resort
♦hundcring down upon the onlooker. It
Most managers who fight for summer
more than doubles the spectacular value.
business post the roads to the beaches or
swimming pools, and, if possible, cover the
resort itself, but George J. Schade, of SanNot Yet
dusky, has an idea which brings even better
Walter Eberhardt, of the First National results.
Across the bay is Cedar Point, where
publicity staff, has not yet realized his dream
than Sanduskians make their summer
of having all of the Mexico City theatres other
It is a big resort, but not large
play the same First National picture day and home.
date, but he glowingly reports that the 25 enough to support its own paper, and so the
newspapers in Sandusky get the merchant
combined on two titles July 12-14.
concession advertising, which they run
Twelve played Fury, under the title of E! and
on
the
same page with the news items of the
through
came
thirteen
and
Hijo (The Son),
resort.
with Las Mujeres, or The Modern Woman,
Mr. Schade takes an additional regular
to do it back into English. They were
space
on the same page to advertise his
afraid
bullfight.that "Black Oxen" might suggest a attractions at the theatre bearing his name,
Some of the theatres have familiar names, and counters the "Swept by Lake Breezes"
for of the quarter hundred there are the with "Where cool breezes blow."
By keeping at it he has built up a fine
Royal, Majestic, Rialto and Rivoli.
Both of the pictures had previously been trade from the resort, and when they come
shown in the Mexican capital, but not in over to Sandusky a trip to the Schade Theatre is almost always a part of their plan.
block booking.
And he makes certain that his house is as
cool as the breeze-swept point.
At

Last!

Remember the flapper contests that were
cleanups two or three years ago? The Lyric
Theatre, Marion. Ind., seems to be the first
to apply the idea to Colleen Moore and The
Perfect Flapper, limiting it to prizes for the
perfect flapper in town instead of using
most
several classes as comprehended in the old
idea. All the contestants had their friends
out in force to root for them, and it made
a lot of extra money.

A Fox Release.

THIS ARIZONA EXPRESS HAD ONLY TWO DIMENSIONS
Nashville, made two flats from compo board inW. F. Brock, of the Strand Theatre,
stead of the usual built up style, a Ford dealer loaning a chasis without charge. It
worked just as well as the more elaborately built engines.

Old and New
Getting a new kink on one of the
oldest ideas, Johnnie Miller, of the Crystal
Theatre, Pittsburgh, Texas, revives the onepiece coat and suit hanger "used in Alaska
The sameor
Spoilers.
by The for
25
any western
be worked
can ago,"
ideayears
northwest title.
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Effective

Reverse

on Vitagraph Play
This is ,the upper section of a display from
the California Theatre, San Francisco, for
Between Friends, making effective use of the
reverse to display the players, but slightly
clouding the title by getting the drawing too
close. The lower third of the copy is a
mortise panel for the shorts. The display
rides alone instead of being in the company
of the Portola and Imperial. We do not
know whether Jewett Bubar is still on the
job, but ' the figure work looks like his and
the likenesses of the players is distinctly
good. In few lines the features are gotten
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good one, because this is the most readable
film advertising in the Post. It fills only a
quarter of a page but it gets more interested readers than some of the page announcements, because it is different and convincing, with an absence of overstatement and
the keenly personal note. This is very nearly
a three eights in a medium where the line
rate is higher than the average inch quotation. It costs a lot of money, but we think
it is worth while for once.

Well-Handled

in Pittsburgh because the compositors do
poor work. Milt Crandall started off by
buying his own type, then the other houses
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Type

Is in Pittsburgh

Ad

Loew's Aldine Theatre, Pittsburgh, achieves
a very good type display with a basis of a
cut signature about two inches deep. The
rest is all type, and proves that Pittsburgh
has improved for keeps. The full space is
70x3 or about a three fives, and yet it gives
good display to the features with panels for
the supporting elements and room for the
underline, as well; all in fifteen inches. The
small type faces are slightly ornamental,
though not elaborate, and there is no longer
room to argue that lettering must be used

^ - RAMON N0VARR0 & AodALICE
TERRYPrke Win. f
Elfhty.EIgM
ftlng HitAmerican
Beauties
a m RODOLPH
from
the United
Principal
of the
StatesCities Selected
VALENTINO
& PHOTOPLAYS
A Metro-Goldinjn Release
A GOOD ALL TYPE
fell into line — and sometimes out again, but
this display for the Aldine is good enough to
serve as a model for other cities. We do not
use many several
of Crandall's
since he
combines
houses inefforts,
a single space,
taking rather less than this space for each

A Universal Relea3e
GOOD REVERSE WORK
over unmistakably. There is an intelligent
use of the mortise to play up the selling
lines, for the artist is not afraid to resort
to type when he knows that type will work
better, but that he is willing to admit that
type possibly can be better puts him in a
class almost by himself.
Reproduced

Page

Is

the Randolph Appeal
Something different is the use of the page
from the Saturday Evening Post carrying
the Laemmle advertisement as the background for the 110x3 for the Randolph
Theatre, Chicago. The only trouble is that
in the reproduction the type goes down so
that you have to puzzle over the titles before you learn that The Signal Tower and
the Fight and Win series are the two knockouts referred. These titles were set in fancy
type in the Post, which gave them good
display in the original medium, but in the
reproduction it makes them almost unreadable, and far less legible than the straight
Roman of the body type. But perhaps this
will lead the reader to puzzle over it, and
so impress him more strongly with the
titles. The main point is that you have to
get through with this before you look at
any of the other ads, just because it is so
different from the more conservative spaces.
The hook in to the Laemmle column is a
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A Universal Release
USING THE SATURDAY

EVENING POST FOR A BACKGROUND
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title, but this one-house display can be copied
with advantage. The Aldinc seems to use
about the same general style every week,
with such changes as the varying components
of the bill may require, and holds pretty
closely to the 210 lines, which is smaller than
most of the houses and yet ample for its
needs. Some of the houses in Pittsburgh take
space without getting anything in return.
The Aldine gets about the minimum for effect
and saves the rest of the mother for other
uses.
Gloria's

Bob

Is

Chicago Hook-up
This 90x2 from McVickers, Chicago, is
not just a use of an effective portrait cut.
It is a hook-up to the several thousand
window cards on the Gloria Swanson bob
which have been displayed by barber shops
and beauty parlors. The cut is from the
same photograph, and it not only serves as
an attractor, but it ties in to the several
weeks of advance advertising.
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ing the cut for the signature and address
would have given a better effect, without
detracting from the panel just below which
is given to the retiring attraction. It is a
very good space for Chicago; of the best in
several weeks.

record of the poem, using it with a repeater
attachment as a lobby ballyhoo. He paid for
the loan of the instrument by setting in
front of the machine two of the palster dog€
used to advertise the Victor. This was better than a credit card and was a real advertising help to the house, since people wondered what the pups had to do with the
shooting and stopped to figure it out.

Another

PICTURE

Strong

Cut

for Pioneer Trails
Pioneer Trails has not been relegated to
the sticks yet, as this three tens from
Indianapolis shows. Vitagraph prepared a
good line of cuts for this western, and apparently itis possible to get a design in any
width that will suggest vivid action. The

Another

Good

Cut

Helps the Flapper
Evidently The Perfect Flapper carries a
full assortment of good advertising cuts —
and no poor ones. This is a four elevens
from the Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore. This
is rather a large space for Baltimore in the

TOMORROW
yt> STARTS

lay , ■ ■

/»,«.
a

^ l£om<m*i*j
A VitagrapAFOR
ReleasePIONEER TRAILS
MANHANDLED
larger the size, the better the cut but this
makes a fine showing in the comparatively
narrow space and does not crowd a six horse
team and a stage coach. In most displays the
across-the-spacc cut would separate the two
sections of the advertisement but the slant
A Paramount Release
of the cut leads the eye from the title to
GLORIA'S BOB AGAIN
the text, and the text will close the sale for
As already told, about 3,000 cards for the it is forceful copy. We particularly like the
Swanson bob were put out some weeks ahead way the type has been disposed. There is
of the showing, being printed in two sizes a big-line appeal on the right and a more
for window and inside display. The value extended talk toward the left. Running the
of these cards at once applies to the cut reader clear across would have hurt in that
here, while at the same time this layout the line then would have been too long. The
gets the first look when the eye strikes the stuff on the right is all capitals, and gentheatrical page because it is different from
erally that would be wrong, but this is
all the others. There is not an excessive
really better than caps and lower in the
use of white space, but even that much is present
instance, for this condensed face
unusual in Chicago where the rates are high
and a number of papers must be cared for. gives better display than would a lower
is to be preferred in most inIt is as striking as would be a much larger case. Lower
stances, but this is an exception. We think
space in a smaller town. The lettering in that it would be difficult to greatly improve
the reverse has not been well handled. A this
layout either for cut or composition.
part of the "Gloria" is sunk into the white of
the neck space and none of it is well lettered.
There is an effort made to supply the address
Dogs Paid Rental
just below the house name, but you are
Playing The Shooting of Dan McGrew,
barely able to make it out. Of course most
Chicagoans know where McVickers Theatre Ralph Noble of the Palace Theatre, McAlesis. It has been there for years, but notch- ter, Okla., borrowed a phonograph and the

.1 first \ational Release
ANOTHER FINE DESIGN
Summer, for most southern hodses condense their advertising during the ho*
weather, but apparently the Rivoli figured
that a larger than usual space to get this
over would bring better than usual business and they seem to have figured correctly.
We do not know what the box office sheet
read, but if there was business to be had,
this display certainly should get it. There
is very little selling talk, but what there is
goes to the point. They do not even call
her The Flaming Youth girl, paying her
the compliment of supposing that readers
will remember her work in that play. Miss
Moore is able to sell in her own right, but
the "better than" class of managers cling
tenaciously to her earlier hit. Probably
the Rivoli did just as much business as it
would have done with a reference to the
other play, and at the same time they did
not tie Miss Moore so closely to one particular typeloose.
of partIt that
eventually
cannot break
is unfair
to anysheplayer
to tie one outstanding hit to the name.
Eventually this proves a handicap instead
of a help, for the public will tire of one
type of character and yet refuse to accept
the player in any other style of role. Miss
Moore is versatile and can be something
else than a flapper, and the Rivoli courteously accepts that fact. This is a good
example of an advertising display
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EXHIBITORS'
Reformers

in

Ohio

Staggering
The sour Sabbath agitation, which has
been a moot question among Ohio exhibitors
for several weeks, now is occupying a position nearer the center of the stage, espeself-appointed
have
receivedcially asince the
staggering
blow in"antis"
the solar
plexus. It came about at Canton, Ohio,
where Ed Bockius, manager of the Valentine
Theatre, was arrested for alleged violation
of the Sunday closing law. His trial was
originally scheduled for May 25 but was constantly postponed until the last week in July,
when a jury in Criminal Judge J. A. Bowman's court,returned
after deliberating
nearly
three hours,
a verdict offoracquittal.
Bockius is the first of ten Canton theatre
managers to be tried in criminal court, all
of the prosecutions being brought about by
the Lord's Day Alliance.
Hamilton, Ohio, kicks In with another act
In the Sunday closing' drama. The Rev.
Frank J. IViles, acting; secretary of the
Lord's Day Alliance, purporting: to represent
several local ministers and armed with affidavits from a few of the patrons attending:
Sunday movies in Hamilton, made a "final
request" of Mayor Kelly to close the theatres. His Honor, however, has politely replied that there Is nothing: doing: and produced a written invitation from a local minister In which the city's chief executive was
asked to attend a church picnic the Sunday
before. As far as Is known, the Rev. IViles
has left to seek other fields to conquer.
The Miami Valley Chautauqua, a popular
annual event held near Middletown, Ohio, is
featuring pictures this year, in addition to
such attractions as William Jennings Bryan,
Mme. Louise Homer et al.
W. A. Partello, managing director of the
Grand Amusement Company at Mansfield,
Ohio, operating the Majestic Theatre, has acquired a long term lease on the Mansfield
Opera House, the policy of which will be
legitimate attractions with pictures between
road show dates. The same company also
took over the lease on the Park Theatre,
Mansfield, a short time ago.
City Manager J. S. Butts has ordered the
Lyric Theatre, Wheeling, W. Va., to be
equipped with a second exit for protection
of patrons in case of fire, and threatens to
close the house if the order is not complied
with in 60 days. The edict supersedes a previous one issued by the city manager in
which he ordered the house closed immediately because of the alleged dangerous and
unlawful condition existing in the building,
which has only one exit.
T. H. Waltenbniigh, Canton, Ohio, one of
the best known managers in the Central
West, will again have charge of the Canton
Opera House under a new contract just made.
This Is Waltenbaugh's twenty-seventh consecutive year at this theatre.
The Majestic Theatre, Akron, Ohio, is $1,000
to the bad through the office safe having
been robbed, while the Hippodrome at Warren, Ohio, yielded $200 to yeggs who looted
the safe recently. This is the third time
the Hipp safe has been burglarized in the
past seven months. At Mansfield, Ohio, the
Majestic
Theatre of safe
to the amount
loot,wasthe "cracked,"
deponent but
sayethas
not.

SMITH
AND

Suffer

Legal
Set-Back
James Dunlevy of the Strand Theatre, Akron, Ohio, is receiving the congratulations of
his many friends in the industry upon having been appointed a member of the naO. A. tional executive committee of the M. P. T.
The Glouster Theatre Company, Glouster,
Ohio, has been incorporated with a capital
of $25,000 by G. C. Fawcett, W. E. McCarty,
Charles E. Duncan and others.

Wiped

Out

One of the most unusual cases in the
history of the film business is that of M.
and J. Greenbaum, father and son, who
until a few weeks ago operated the
State Theatre, Lorain, and the Opera
House, Mansfield. Like a bolt out of a
clear sky, these two men have suffered
a great financial loss and are today
without either theatre, due to no fault
of their own.
The tornado at Lorain wiped them out
in that city. Their theatre, which they
had leased a year ago and upon which
they spent thousands of dollars for improvements, isa complete wreck, with no
insurance and nothing to salvage.
In Mansfield their three-year lease ran
out, so they submitted a new bid for
three more years to the city trustees,
agreeing to pay $3,000 a year more than
they had previously paid. The house,
which had been run down before it came
into the hands of the Greenbaums, was
improved by them with equipment, etc.
Another party submitted a bid slightly
higher and was awarded the lease.
Columbus, Ohio, is to have a new theatre
on East Livingston avenue, according to
Lawrence Burns, operating the Champion
Theatre in the Ohio capital, while at Corbin,
Ky., the Strand Amusement Company, of
Lexington, Ky., is figuring on putting up a
new house.
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Louisville
Hot weather during July has held back
attendance at the picture shows, vaudeville
and picture combination houses, etc., while
the fact that the Macauley stage is running
stock attractions also has had a tendency to
hold back interest in cheap vaudeville, with
the result that over the past few weeks the
Mary Anderson, a Keith house, has gone
back to straight picture bills, while the
Strand Theatre, operated by the DolleSteurle-Reutlinger-Long interests, has been
closed for the past few weeks, as the Pantages vaudeville was not taking well during
hot weather.
With the return of September weather and
of the vacationists, the theatres probably
will start up at about where they left off.
The Rialto by that time also will be ready
for mixed picture and vaudeville bills, and
the Mary Anderson will probably run pictures only after the Rialto gets started on
combined bills. The National is the only
combination house just now, and in fact the
only one showing vaudevillef
Michigan
Rumors that Balaban & Katz, Chicago theatre operators, were to invade Detroit with
a first-run theatre caused a ripple of excitement infilm circles last week, but so far
no one has been able to make anything like
athree
verification
the rumor.
Withunder
Kunsky's
first-runsof and
his fourth
way,
and Universal and Fox also in the field, the
competition is looked upon as too keen for
another entry at this time.
Jacob Schreiber, owner of the Blackstone
Theatre, Is recovering from an operation foi
appendicitis. Another exhibitor whose appendix was removed last week is Harvey
Lipp
Creek. of Lipp and Cross, operating at Battle
George Koppin, who operates a string of
neighborhood theatres in Detroit, seems to
have a warm spot in his heart for employes
of the various film exchanges. He has a
large vacant field within the city limits which
he has turned over to them as an athletlo
field for baseball, golf, etc. He has planned
an 18-hole course to be ready within three
weeks.
Miss Myrtle Kunsky, daughter of John H.
Kunsky, is spending the summer In Europe.
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District
Theatrical
Chicago
M. Goldberg have organized the Jeffrey
The lease of the Washington Amusement
Amusement Company, with headquarters at
Company on the land at 16 to 30 West WashJeffreyerate avenue
East 71st
to opington street, formerly held by the Aschers,
a picture and
theatre.
The street,
new company
has been sold to the Fox Film Corporation
has a capital of $100,000 and will open for
for $63,500, according to the report of Gor- business this fall.
don R. Cowie, who represented the amusement company in the transaction. Owing to
Manager Jack Hoeffler has closed the Orexisting leases it is not expected that work
pheum
Theatre at Quincy, 111., for the summer.
will commence on the new movie house until
next vear.
The Belmont Theatre Company has been
The leasehold calls for $70,000 annually for
by James
Coston,
Silver-ot
the first five years from May 1, $78,500 for organized
Dravillas.
withEdwin
a capital
the next five years and $85,000 a year for $15,000,man andto Gust
operate
the
Belmont
Theatre
at
the remaining 89 years. The site is just off
State street and around the corner from the 918 Belmont avenue.
Roosevelt Theatre and is a choice location
The Midland Amusement Company has conin the heart of the theatrical district.
tracted to buy from Mrs. Amilea Kaaki and
Henry
the premises at 4619 South
Reuben Levine, who has built several pic- Ashland Kaski
avenue, about 300 feet north of the
ture theatres in this territory, has Incorpobusy
intersection
of 47th street and Ashland
rated his company, with offices at 6957 South
Green street. Isidor Fox and S. R. Wittelle avenue, for a consideration of $75,000. The
lot Is 50x125 and is improved with a 600are also in the firm.
seat picture theatre. When the present lease
expires
September
1, 1925,
ownThe Pekin Theatre at State and 27th
ers willonbegin
remodeling
to the
cost new
$35,000.
streets has been sold to the city, which will
build a police station on the site.
There are only half as many picture theatres in Chicago today as there were In 1016,
Joe Hewitt, exhibitor of Robinson, 111., has
according to an investigation carried on by
gone east on a vacation trip.
Kate L. Bailey of the University of Chicago. Not only are the houses disappearing
The Star Theatre at Barry, 111., and the
K. C. Theatre at Pittsfleld, 111., are now
but the size of the total audience Is diminishing, her records show. In 1016, 400 theunder
trout. the management of Russell Armenatres had a total seating space of 224,403.
In 1024 less than half the number, or 222
have seating capacity of 178,730.
The many friends of J. L. McCurdy, for- theatres,
merly manager of the Randolph Theatre, will Miss Halley assigns the alleged decrease to
to crowd the small picture house
be glad to hear he is making good in the aouttendency
of existence.
film business down east.
I.. H. and 31. Goldberg have leased the
A. C. Dallach will build a modern picture
2,000-seat picture theatre going up on 77th theatre at 5th and Cossitt streets In La
street on the Southslde In the new Jackson
Grange, 111. This will give this village of
Park National Bank Building. The Goldberg
brothers have leased the house for fifteen 15,000 people only two picture houses.
years at a rental of 937,780, or a total of
William A. Harrison has purchased the
9566,760 for the term of years. It Is expected Princess Theatre at Montezuma, Iowa.
the structure will be ready for occupancy
in the late fall.
Milton L Overman, manager of the Garden and Capitol theatres at Davenport, Iowa,
The project of Lawrence Crowley for a will manage the Fort Armstrong Theatre at
new picture theatre at Joliet, 111., has been
Rock Island, 111., when A. H. Blank takes
over the house in August.
held up for the present.
The many friends of Charles Kamp of the
John Leu has bought the Savanna The- Ashland
and Madlin theatres are extending
atre at Savanna, 111., from J. D. Fulrath for congratulations
on his recent marriage to
$60,000.
Miss Tobey Cohen. Charlie is back on the
job after an extended honeymoon east.
The Majestic Theatre at Paris, 111., has been
sold to L. Jarodsky.
E. S. Holland of Holland Brothers, Champaign, 111., was in the city last month and
The Princess Theatre at Galva, 111., Is be- reports their booking service will cover at
ing remodeled. Sam Reid will open the least thirty houses in that part of the state.
house next month with popular priced programs.
Harry on
Corbett,
manager ofis the
Woodlawn
Theatre
the Southside,
happy
again.
Max Goldberg, Vernon C. Seaver and Lew
The automobile that was stolen from him re-
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cently was recovered, but the $900 they got
at the same time Is still missing.
Manager
Lou Weil
of the
atre is wearing
a broad
smileBryntheseMawrdays,The-aa
summer business has been holding up in
good shape and his house is going to get a
new $16,000 organ to help boost his picture
program.
Louis Laenunle has taken over the Casino,
Marian and Monogram theatres on the Sonthside from Dick Healy. The houses will be
fixed up and better picture programs
screened for their patrons. Healy will announce his plans In the near future.
Balaban & Katz houses were hosts to
twenty thousand kids during the last two
weeks In conjunction with the Chicago
American movie department.
Indiana
The Lyric Amusement Company, of Fort
Wayne, which operated a picture and
vaudeville theatre there, has filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy in the United
States District Court. The company lists its
debts at $1,612.31 and its assets at $429. The
major part of the debts covers salaries to
officers and employes, the petition said. The
officers of the company are P. R. Thompson, president, and R. E. Racine, treasurer,
both of Fort Wayne.
Harry Vonderschmitt and Harry Palmer,
owner and manager, respectively, of the Indiana Theatre In Bloomlngton and the Liberty Theatre In Washington, Inil., were in
Terre Haute last week investigating conditions in the picutre field there. They let It
be known they are considering the purchase
of another theatre or two with a view to oprating a chainpart
of picture
tral esouthern
of the houses
state. In the cenThe Tivoli Theatre at Michigan City, Ind.,
has a pet black and white cat that never
misses a performance. The cat sits on a
stairway nightly watching each showing of
the film and apparently enjoying the music
by the orchestra.
All the kiddies of Indianapolis are living
in a state of anxious expectancy these days,
awaiting the arrival on August 7 of Jackie
Coogan,terest ofwho
will be
the city
the Near
EastIn Relief
Fund.In the InCleveland
With the fall and winter season in the
offing, the Cleveland theatres are rapidly getting ready to meet an expected business
stimulation. Although several theatres have
been closed for the summer, attendance did
not go all to pieces, due, no doubt, to the absence of any prolonged spell of hot weather.
Downtown, two of the largest houses have
been closed, the Allen and the Stlllman. The
latter is now undergoing redecorating and
will be reopened on August 17. The Stlllman has already announced Its policy and
bookings
season it wasfora several
reservedweeks
seat ahead.
theatre, Last
playing
two performances a day, at prices up to $1.66.
This year it will run continuously, playing
the best of the pictures at a probable top
price of 75 cents. The opening attraction
will be Rudolph Valentino in "Monsieur
Beaucaire." This will be followed by "The
Covered
Wagon"
and is"The
Sea renovated
Hawk." and
The Allen,
which
being
getting a general housecleaning, will reopen
August 17, playing Gloria Swanson in "ManLoeWs State Theatre, which has been open
handled."
all
summer, now Is playing the new season's
releases. It has already shown "Revelation," "Wanderer
the Wasteland"
"The Arab."
Picturesof booked
for August and
include "Single Wives" and an engagement of
"The
Hunchback
of
Notre
Dame,"
which
1"
the second run in town.
The Circle Theatre at East 105th and Euclid avenue, which closed for the summer,
is planning to reopen about August 24.
The Savoy on St. Clair avenue at East 103d
street has just installed a big organ.
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Two

Kansas

City

Dispense
The two largest downtown picture theatres
of Kansas City, the Newman and Liberty,
started the fall season on August 3 minus
orchestras. The Newman has boasted of a
forty-piece orchestra during the five years
of its existence, and the Liberty had an orchestra half as large, due to limited space.
The ever-present union demanded a $10 increase aweek for each player and the theatre managers could not see that amount
added to the already high scale.
After a number of conferences it was decided that the theatres would employ only
organists to furnish music for feature productions. Not having orchestras, the Newman and Liberty must pay each organist
$132.50 a week under the new scale.
Heretofore the Newman has had a diversified program, including several specialties,
made possible by the orchestra, but under
the new policy there will be nothing but
pictures.
Kansas City theatres have noticed no particularly great slump in patronage during
the hot months. Probably the main reason
for good patronage is that practically every
house has an efficient cooling system and
maintains a policy of first-class attractions.
A. M. Eisner, president of the Motion Picture
Thentre Owners of Kansas City, says:
"Members of the organization are much
better fortiiied this summer to combat any
slump than ever before. There are three
reasons for this. First, cooling systems have
been Installed. Second, exhibitors are begin ing to realize the importance of making
their theatres a community center. Third,
organization and co-operation have made
possible an exchange of ideas among exhibitors which has worked for the betterment of all concerned. There are many
houses which were closed last summer that
have remained open this season."
Jack Roth, manager of the Isis and Strand
theatres, two large suburban houses of Kansas City, became manager of the Liberty
Theatre on August 3. The Liberty is one of
the large first-run downtown theatres of the
city. Roth succeeds Lee D. Balsly as manager. He will continue to manage his other
theatres. Mr. Balsly has made no announcement as to his plans The only change in
the policy thus far has been reduced admissions, started by Mr. Balsly. During the
coming season admissions will be 25 cents
for matinees. 35 cents for evenings and 10
cents for children.
The new picture theatre to be called the
Lincoln, under construction at Lincoln, Neb.,
and costing $500,000, is to open in September, according to representatives of Capitol
Enterprises, a Kansas City concern. Upon
completion the new house will be almost an
exact duplicate of the Criterion Theatre of
Oklahoma City. The Capitol Enterprises own
and operate four theatres in Kansas City,
and others in Council Bluffs, Omaha and
smaller towns in Missouri and Oklahoma.
Sam Harding is president, Phil Ryan is vicepresident and Dave Harding is secretary and
treasurer.
It has been rumored that Marcus Loew
will reopen his Garden Theatre In Kansas
City this fall as a feature house for the
Metro-Goldwyn big productions. The Garden
has been closed for several months. The
house has been leased the past few years
by various theatrical organizations.
The Orpheum Theatre at Wichita, Kans.,
the Consolidated Amuseleased ofby Wichita,
has been
ment Company
which owns and
operates the Miller, Palace, Wichita and
Princess theatres, all of Wichita. The last
'show under the present management of the
Orpheum was given July 12. The theatre
was closed and will reopen September 1 under the new management. Officers of Consolidated are: L M. Miller, president; M. B.

Vote

Theatres

At the last meeting of the board of
directors of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Kansas it was voted that the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Western Missouri and Kansas City, Mo.,
be merged into one body, making for a
bigger exhibitor organization.
The unification of these three bodies
has been desired for some time, especially since the Missouri organization
was divided into two separate associations.
A new name is proposed for the newly
merged bodies, which will probably be
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
the Middle West.

with
Orchestras
Shanberg, vice-president, and Stanley Chambers, secretary and managing director.
Recent visitors include C. E. Storey,
Peoples Theatre, Pleasant Hill, Mo.; W. M.
Goodnight, Lyric Theatre, Holton, Mo.; J. S.
Painter, Liberty Theatre, Quinemo, Kans.;
Ensley Barbour. Orpheum Theatre, Joplin,
Mo.; C. M. Patee, Patee Theatre, Lawrence,
Kans.; burg,J.Kans.H. Frazier, Grand Theatre, PittsB. I. Denham has sold the Caricle Theatre
at Thirty-sixth street and Prospect avenue,
Kansas City, to Carl Wisecarver.
Frank L. Newman won first prize at a golf
tournament held two weeks ago at Vdolph
Zukor's country estate in New York. A
qualifying round was played in the morning
and following luncheon eighteen holes were
played In competition.
The new Mainstreet Theatre in Russell,
Kans., will open in a few days, according to
I. N. Wallis, owner. Mr. Wallis was in Kansas City recently booking fall product. He

Washington

Merger

also operates the Isis Theatre at Russell,
Kans.
Other visitors were Lee Miller, Best Theatre, Topeka, Kans.; R. L. Milles, Auditorium
Theatre, Smithville, Mo.; Manager Minnlck,
Cater Theatre, Marceline, Mo.; T. S. Wilson,
Seeley Theatre, Abilene. Kans.: D. Fllizola,
Empress Theatre, Ft. Scott, Kans.; Manager
McDowell,
Isis, Ashland
atres, Wellington,
Kans. and Majestic the-

State

M.P.T.O

Close
to Membership
of 150
R. L terests
Ruggles,
who
recently
his in-Is
With a steadily growing membership, alin theatres in Chehalis,soldWash.,
ready close to the 150 mark, the Motion
managing the Liberty in Kelso, Wash., which
Picture Theatre Owners of Washington con- is owned by J. D. Praggastis.
tinue to build up an organization that promises to become one of the best in the country.
The Star Amusement Company of Everett.
The M. P. T. O. will not be a year old until Wash.,
has announced the appointment of D.
November and at this time numbers over
G. Inverarlty as manager of the beantifnl
one-half of the operating theatres in the new Everett Theatre, scheduled to open September 1. Mr. Inverarlty bears an cnvinble
state among its members. Applications for
membership are coming in constantly. A reputation as a showman In the Northwest,
having served for two years as Seattle mantrustees' meeting was called for August 2.
ager forwith
Pantages,
culminating
a tenPrior
years'to
service
the Pantages
circuit.
L K. Brin and Warner Brothers were to
he was general manager of the western
be hosts on August 2 at a banquet to be that
division for Sullivan & Considlne when that
given Invitations
Northwesternwereexhibitors
at its height. His first appearlard.
sent out atto the
over Wil300 circuitance Inwas
Seattle theatrical circles was as manWashington, Idaho, Montana and Oregon exhibitors.
ager of the old Grand Theatre for John
Cort. when it was a prominent house for
leading road shows of the country.
Maurice Oppenheimer of the Hippodrome,
Spokane, has closed with Vitagraph for the
Joe St. Peter of the Rose Theatre, Everett,
entire season's product.
Wash., was obliged to leave the house to Its
Screenland, local fan publication of the own devices this week while he went to
Bellingham to preside over the twentieth anJensen & Von Herberg houses in Seattle,
nual convention of the Washington State
now bears the name of Al Raleigh as editor.
It is understood that J. Willis Sayre, for- Elks" Association, of which he is president.
mer editor, is in charge of publicity and exThe Arcade Theatre, Morton, Wash., was
ploitation for the Coliseum and Liberty theatres. Mr. Raleigh has been connected with listed as a $4,000 loss in the reports of a
fire which swept the business
the J. & V. circuit for a number of years devastating
section on July 2.
both in Tacoma, Portland and Seattle.
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Farewell

to Friedman,
Off for Coast
his
vacation
City, joining Mrs.
The biggest farewell ever tendered an ex- Stern there forat aAtlantic
couple of weeks.
hibitor leaving this section was accorded
"MiKe" Friedman of the Albany Theatre in
All of the collar shops In Troy are closed
Schenectady last Friday night when the ex- for a two weeks' period, which means that
hibitors of the Electric City, as well as about 10,000 persons are not on the weekly
many from Albany and other places, joined
the present time and that the thein bidding Mr. Friedman good-bye. Mr. payrollatresatare suffering
somewhat from the letFriedman came to Schenectady from New down.
York a year or two ago and has not only
Well known exhibitors from out of town,
managed the Albany Theatre but also has
in Albany during the past week, included S.
served as right hand man to William Shir- Slotnick
of Mohawk. Mr. Herbs of the Strand
ley in handling the affairs of the company
in Philmont, and Mr. Windbeil of Amsterwhich operates the Albany, State and Strand dam.
theatres. Many from along Albany's Film
Row were also present at the farewell gathJake Rosenthal of the Rose Theatre In
ering on Friday night. Of course there were
can be fonnd in the rear of his theatre
speeches, and naturally enough Mr. Fried- Troy
seven
a week. Mr. Rosenthal keeps
man was presented with a handsome tribute a sharpnights
eye on men who move too frequently
from Mr. Shirley and his associates. After from place
to place in his theatre, spotting
spending a few days in the Catskills Mr. them and genernUy Informing' them that
Friedman will leave for the West Coast to they
must keep their seat or get out, particularly if each move brings them beside
be associated with one of the large produc- some unaccompanied
woman. According to
ing companies.
Mr. Rosenthal, a woman, if annoyed, rarely
reports to the management but generally
Although there has been no official an- never returns to the house.
nouncement, itis almost certain that the orchestra at the Lincoln in Troy will be permanently dispensed with and that the organ
In the absence of his ticket taker at the
will furnish the music. The theatre manageSquare Theatre in Albany, Manager
ment dismissed the orchestra a month or so Clinton
Oscar Perrin filled in during the past week
ago in order to cut down overhead. The and enjoyed the novelty. Mr. Perrin knows
organ has been fonnd to give much satisfac- about everyone who visits the theatre and
tion to patrons.
had a cheery "hello" for everyone.
A. Grant Palmer, who runs the Star In
Harry Symansky, the natty manager of the
Northville, plans to reopen about September
in Troy, will probably never again
1. On account of the competition offered by Lincoln
wearing knickerbockattractions at Sacandaga Park, a mile away, show up
ers. It at
washis alltheatre
unintentional
on the part
Mr. Palmer closes his house each summer
of
Mr.
Symansky,
who
to his theatre
and reopens when the park concludes its Sunday afternoon sportingcame
a pair of knickerseason.
bockers and green hose. He had planned to
change into an ordinary business suit at his
C. W. Goodemote, a well known exhibitor office, but found that he had left the key
of Broadalbin, has a novel diversion these to his office at home. As a result, Mr. Symansky,the
lookinglinks,
as though
he hadto just
ardays and one which keeps the family table
rived from
was forced
disport
well supplied. He goes frogging six days in knickers
throughout the late afternoon
out of the week.
and evening.
Jake Golden, who has been managing HarAlthough Keyes Perrin, son of Oscar Permanus-Bleecker Hall in Albany, now is lookrin, manager of the Leland and Clinton
ing after affairs at the Grlswold in Troy
Square theatres In Albany, is only 8 years
while Virgil Lappeus is taking his vacation.
of
age,
he is the business man of the family.
It is test
planned
to stage aduring
motionthepicture
at the Griswold
early confall The boy
spending
his summer
withdayrelatives nearisLake
Champlain,
but each
his
months.
father receives a postal inquiring about
business.
Mrs. B. M. Taylor of North Adams, Masshandling the Richmond Theatre, in town last
week, said that business was the worst in
The Colonial in Troy is said to be schedseveral years because only a few of the mills
uled to reopen on September 1 under a 10are running full time. Mrs. Taylor does her cent policy and probably under the old manown buying and is included in the list of agement.
some half dozen or more women in this section who are now handling houses.
The Bijou in Troy, owned and operated by
Elmer Crowninshield, is running on Sundays
Ben Stern of the Troy Theatre is spending and Saturdays only.

C. J. Terry, owner of the Bijou in MinneapolisTerry,"
and known
home during
town as
rible
was in
in his
Albany
the "Terpast
week, dropping in on Charlie Stombaugh of
the Pathe office. With Mrs. Terry he is on a
motor
trip which will include New York and
Philadelphia.
Ben Apple, owner of the American and
King
paid hea visit
to thetheatres
theatrein inTroy,
which
got last
his week
start
years ago. The house Is known aa the Star
and Is located In Greenwich, N. Y. It la now
owned and operated by Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Regan. Mr. Apple motored up from Troy
and had the time of his life. After leaving
Greenwich, several years ago, Mr. Apple took
over the King nnd later expanded and acquired the more pretentious American.
T. W. Thornton of the Orpheum in Saugerties,
in town
otherreplied
day, when
business
was the
going
that asked
he hadhowno
kick.
Al Bothner is planning to have at least
five houses by September 1 in which he will
stage amateur nights one evening each week.
The other night Mr. Bothner took twelve
amateurs to Granville, where they were featured along with each
the pictures. He is nowsupplying
as
well as talent
to Philmont. week to Fort Edward
J. S. Burnham, who has acquired the Opera
House in Ogdensburg and who has been In
business for about thirteen years, was In
town last week booking pictures as well as
acquiring the seats and frames from the
Strand in Troy. Mr. Burnham said that he
planned
run three
week three
to vaudeville andtopictures
and days
will adevote
days
to either a road show or to feature pictures.
Whether business is good, bad or indifferent, Julius Berinstein of the Palace in Troy
always wears a smile and appears to be as
happy as the day is long.
"The White Moth" and "The Perfect Flapper" have been booked for straight week
Theatre. There
the Troy
August
runs bein two
will
split atweeks
before the fall policy
is inaugurated.
is one exhibitor in this section who
There
will
never own an automobile. He Is Jake
Rosenthal of the Rose Theatre in Troy. Mr.
to acquire the whereRosenthal workedhishard
house and he is frank In
withal to build
owned an automobile
he
once
admitting that
he would be Inclined to give his house less
attention than at present. Mr. Rosenthal bethat personal S'Jattention
for
a 100busitimes outto ofone's
is responsible
ness lieves
success.
Rhode

Island
Fay's Theatre in Providence is affected by
a transfer of the theatres known as the
ofM. E. Comerford
houses tofortheAugust
Sheedyfices,
11. The other
scheduled
_YN.
Rochester,
Fay's,
are
theatres included
Knickerbocker, Philadelphia. Edand the
ward M. Fay and M. R. Sheedy are the
is underowners stoodofthat the
has beenIt caused by
changetheatres.
the three
the failure of the Sheedy booking agency to
obtain acts to form a satisfactory show. It
is not known whether Mr. Fay will relinquish his connections with the houses. Mr.
Sheedy has handled bookings for Mr. Fay
since the latter started in Providence. Later
Mr. Fay acquired the Rochester house and
then entered Philadelphia, turning losing
propositions into winners. Mr. Fay is best
remembered in the vaudeville world as the
the "vaudeville
againstTrade
complainant
The
Commission. trust
the Federal
before
number of years
a
held
were
hearings, which
ago, finally were dismissed.
Sam Rice will continue as manager of the
with the openEmpire Theatre in Providence
Columbia burlesque season there
ing of the 11.
on August
During the closed period this
summer the Empire has been redecorated.
The Empire has been closed only since July
a policy of pictures was started after
6, asregular
the
burlesque season had closed.
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Play

at Pemberton,
Mass.,
Outing
The New England Film Board of Trade,
made film" attraction as a business booster.
comprising all of the exchanges of the dis- Pictures of local persons are the stronghold
the have
city'snonewspapers,
Mr. Wilson
trict, had its annual outing on July 29 at the of
should
trouble in so
interesting
the
Pemberton Inn Grounds at Pemberton.
natives
in
being
filmed.
His
forceful
manMore than 500 persons, including members
of attracting "trade" will not fail to
of the board, their families and special lure nerthem.
guests, were in attendance. There were
Association
many exhibitors among those present, in- of The
the Mutual
Capitol Employes'
Theatre inBenefit
Pittsfleld
had a
cluding Alton Emery of the Emery Brothers
picnic
on
August
3
at
Pontoosuc
Lake.
SamAmusement Company, Providence; William
uel Mensch, the organist, entertained with
Mahoney, manager of the Emery-Rialto selections
on
the
violin
and
guitar.
Theatre in Providence; Victor Morris of
Boston, William Darling of East Boston, M.
The George E. Lothrop Theatres Company
F. Williams of Providence and Charles Har- will reopen the Howard Athenaeum in Bosris of Boston.
ton on August 18, starting a policy of Mutual burlesque shows. Motion pictures and
A program of field and water sports was
vaudeville
be added to the shows, with
enjoyed, the latter being conducted in a large continuous will
performances.
salt-water swimming tank. There were a
number of races, but the one that furnished
Ten-cent matinees prevail at the Royal
the most amusement was the fat men's race, Theatre in Worcester, which does a big busiwon by John Scully. Another of the feature
ness with women shoppers, who find time on
their hands after making the rounds of the
events was the ball-throwing contest, won
by Miss Mary Galvin. She flung the leather bargain counters in the afternoon.
pellet far beyond the shore line of PemberWaldron's
in Boston
has
ton Point, a distance of more than 185 yards. been
reopenedCasino
with Theatre
a burlesque
company,
A baseball game between the managers
with
two
feature
photoplays
as
added
attracproved to be a lively tussle, with the managers emerging victorious to the tune of to 10:30.tions. The show is continuous from 12:30
14 to 6.
At the conclusion of the sports program
Courtesy is one of the keynotes of the sysa shore dinner was served at the Pemberton
tem under which Reginald V. Tribe conducts
the Empire Theatre in New Bedford. Great
Inn. The committee in charge of arrange- attention
is paid to patrons by the corps of
ments for the outing was composed of John
girl ushers and they are ever ready to point
Scully, chairman; Irving Walenstein, Abe out
In fact, from the box office, to
Montague, George Flecke and Harry Segel. the seats.
ticket taker and finally into a seat
A special dispatch from New York City there's no chance of a patron finding anything to kick about to Manager Tribe.
printed in Boston says that John Golden, the
producer, will enter the motion picture Held
The entrance about the Casino Theatre, an
on a large scale. The dispatch said Mr.
Golden in association with Mr. Erlanger will Allen house in New Bedford, has received a
take over the operation of a Boston theatre coat of paint and otherwise has been imwithin a few weeks and that it will be
direction of General Mancalled the Golden.
agerproved
John under
W. the
Hawkins.
The Modern Theatre in Worcester is open
only on Thursday, Friday and Saturday during the summer.
Connecticut
The building housing the old Scenic TheJack E. Ungerfeld, who operates the Alatre in Clinton has been sold by Patrick A. hambra
Theatre in Stamford; Rialto, PortCannon to the Webber & Rose chain of furchester;
Nyack, and books and
niture stores at a price said to be $75,000. manages Broadway,
the Victoria at Ossining, is having
The Scenic has not been operated (or sev- a great deal
of trouble as the result of his
eral years.
refusal to accede to the wage demands of
In a recent snappy advertisement for the union stagehands in the Ossining house.
Capitol Theatre in New Bedford John W. When he put non-union men on the VicHawkins, general manager of the Allen cir- were called
toria's stageout
the and
orchestra
and musicians
projectionistin
his union
cuit of film theatres, said: "Best regards to
Stamford and Portchester also quit work.
the downtown theatre manager who hasn't
brains enough to originate his own advertisUngerfeld has made complaints that stench
ing slogans." Incidentally the same adverbombs have been placed in all the theatres
tisement had the following: "Only 128 shopsince the start of the union trouble.
ping days until Christmas; but why wait until then? Be merry today. See Buster KeaMotion pictures of residents were made on
ton in 'Sherlock, Jr.' "
Town Clerk Jacob W. Langley of Sterling
has received a postal card from Thomas McEvoy. proprietor of the Rialto Theatre in
Leominster, who is in London. He wrote that
he is expecting to visit Paris, Belgium and
Germany before he returns to Leominster.
Approximately $50,000 will be spent on extensive renovation plans for the Bijou Theatre' inchasedFall
recentlyCompany.
was purby theRiver,
Rialto which
Amusement
A large number of dance halls throughout
.\>\\ England are using motion pictures as a
means of bolstering up attendance at the
dances. Admission is charged those who desire to dance and those who occupy chairs
In the spectators' gallery. The experiment
Is said to be a success in a number of instances. Some dance hall proprietors, however, cannot see the proposition because of
the cost of the Alms and the projectionist.
Earle D. Wilson, manager of the Olympia
Theatre in New Bedford, is to have a "home-
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the stage of the Palace Theatre In Norwich
the week of July 28 as a means of bolstering up a rather dull period. The pictures
were shown on the Palace screen the following week.
James P. Clancy, managing director of S.
Z. Poll's Palace Theatre in Hartford, has
started off the 1924-25 season with "Changing Husbands," calling attention to patrons
that with its showing the first half of the
week of August 3 it marked the start of
the season's new pictures.
The facilities of the Poli Capitol Theatre
in Hartford, including the great organ, will
be placed at the disposal of the delegates to
the fifth annual convention of the New England Advertising Clubs in Hartford, which
will be opened on November 17.
Rochester,

N.

Y.

RobertforMcCallum,
of William'
McCallum,
many yearssonmanager
of theB.Avon
Theatre,
now
Fay's,
has
won
the
Anna
Scripps Whitcomb scholarship and the $1,000
offered with it for a year of art study and
travel in Europe.
The Schine Theatrical Corporation of
Gloversville, N. Y., has taken over the Grand
Theatre, according to Manager Thompson of
the house.
"Wanderer of the Wasteland" began ita
second week at the Fenway Theatre in Boston Saturday, August 2. It was given an
elaborate presentation under the direction of
Managing Director Stuart.
Among
the feature
pictures
in leading
Boston theatres
the week
of August
3 were:
Gordon's Scollay Square Olympia, "Grit";
Loew's State, "Side Show of Life" and "Pagan
Passions"; Gordon's Codman Square, "Cytherea," "Vagabond Trail," "King of Wild
Horses" and "Bedroom Window"; Gordon's
Cambridge, "Woman on the Jury" and "The
Marriage Cheat"; Gordon's Strand, "Marriage
Cheat," "Lone Chance," "Babbitt" and "Heart
Buster"; Gordon's Fields Corner, "Miami,"
"True as Steel," "Love's Whirlpool" and
"Bedroom Window"; Gordon's Capitol, "Selfmade Failure" and "Being Respectable";
Modern and Beacon (twin houses), "Her
Marriage Vow" and "Against All Odds";
Loew's Orpheum, "Bread"; Lancaster, "Men,"
"David Copperfield," "Guilty One" and
"Yankee Consul"; Boston, "Discontented
Husbands"; Bowdoin Square, "Hill Billy" and
"Babbitt"; Gordon's Olympia, "Perfect Flapper"; Exeter, "Six Days," "Law Forbids,"
"Unguarded
Women,"
"Being
Respectable"
and
"Self-made
Failure";
Tremont
Temple,
"Abraham Lincoln"; Waldron's Casino,
"Bluff" and "Uninvited Guest."
The only super-feature in any Boston theatre starting with the week of August 3
was "Abraham
Lincoln,"
First National is distributing.
Two which
performances
are
given daily and prices are of the superspecial scale.
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Helped

Blaze

the

Pictures

A PIONEER New England exhibitor is Fred J. McAlwon, manager of the Park Theatre in Taunton, Mats. He is one of those who
have helped to blaze the trail of motion pictures through the section where he long has been located. Curiously enough, Mr. McAlwon has the distinction of being a manager in the largest city in Massachusetts — so far as area is concerned. Taunton reaches
out a long distance in all directions, but the actual population of the city is close to 40,000 persons.
Manager McAlwon pointed out that in Taunton, despite the strangle-hold that double feature programs have on the New England
film houses, the circuit with which he is connected and the opposition houses in the city do not present two-feature bills.
Mr. McAlwon formerly was in Southbridge, New Bedford and Worcester. He opened the first picture house in Southbridge about
14 years ago. For the past eight years he has been in Taunton as manager for the Donovan Amusement Company, owner of the Park,
City and Casino theatres. James J. Donovan is the head of the company.
The policy of the Park Theatre is rather changeable, but films exclusively are shown throughout the summer. In the regular season
pictures predominate, but road shows also are presented. The Casino, which shows films only, is a neighborhood theatre. Its manager
is William H. Donovan, a brother of the owner of the three houses. The City, which is closed for the summer, is looked after by Mr.
McElwon and it has a variable policy of from films and pictures and vaudeville to stage attractions.
Mr. Donovan has plans to build a theatre for the exclusive showing of films, on a site adjoining the Strand Theatre. It will seat
1,600 and construction work is expected to start early in 1925.
The Park Theatre has been in existence for 31 years. In general, all of the Taunton theatres present first-run programs. This summer there are two changes of bill at the Park, Sunday and Thursday. Shows are given on Sunday evenings only. In adjusting the
Park's prices with the removal of the war tax 2 cents was removed from the 22-cent tickets, but the 15-cent price remains.
Manager McAlwon is a non-believer in the advancing of prices for the so-called feature films. He says $1.50 is too large an admission
to expect the people to pay, and for that reason he is steering clear of features which require a sharp advance in the admissions.

Canada
A shake-up is taking place in the downtown theatre situation of Toronto, Ontario,
and the developments are interesting. The
Tivoli Theatre, formerly the head theatre of
the big chain formerly operated by Jule and
J. J. Allen, has been closed and Ben Cronk,
who conducted this house for a lessee, H.
Sedgwick, is at liberty. Famous Players
Canadian Corporation acquired the Allen
chain but it is understood that Famous Players will have nothing to do with the Tivoli
and the future of this house is an open question.
On the other hand, Famous Players is arranging to reopen the Regent Theatre as a
"big time"
theatrepolicy
in a of
manner
somewhat afterpicture
the recent
the Tivoli.
Incidentally, the Regent was the home house
of the Famous Players circuit across Canada
until the Toronto Hippodrome was taken
over by N. L. Nathanson in behalf of Famous. The Regent was offered for sale some
little time ago but apparently there were
no suitable takers, in the opinion of Clarence
Robson, who is directing the destinies of the
Hippodrome and other Famous houses in
Toronto and outside.
The Grand Theatre reopened August 4 with
a film road show policy, the first production
being
"The under
Mailman,"
which of
wastheshown
twice daily
the auspices
Federated Association of Letter Carriers of Toronto. The Grand is under new management
following; the recent death of Jimmy Cowan,
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Release

who had charge of the house under the late
A. J. Small for years.
Massey Music Hall Is reopening August 23
with "The
tended run. Ten Commandments" for an exSeveral of the former Allen suburban theatres, all of which were taken over by Famous Players, have been closed and there is
a probability that some of them will not reopen unless they are sold because of their
direct competition with various neighborPlayers.hood houses already operated by Famous
GeOrYC KulKky, milliliter of the Palace
Theatre, Montreiil. nncl former • ■:•-< district manager for Allen Theatre*, Ltd., captured first plnre In the honna competition
for thentre managers In Kastern Canada of
the Famous Players Canadian Corporation,
Toronto. Manager Hodglns of the Teek The.
litre ran second. Third place was captured
bj l.eonnrd Bishop, manager of the Regent
Theatre, Ottawa. In Western Canada the
special bonus contest for mnnagers of Famous IMayers houses resulted In a spectacular nln by H. M. Thomas, manager of the
I npitol Theatre, Winnipeg. Manitoba.
A general strike of all theatre musicians
in Ottawa has been threatened In Ottawa,
Ontario, as a result of the refusal of the
managers to consider an Increase in wages.
The musicians
are Association
members ofNo.Ottawa
sicians Protective
180 of Muthe
American Federation of Musicians. The players are demanding a raise of $2 a week,
bringing
wage up from
to $46,
leaders want the
an Increase
160 while
to $65thea week.
The managers held a conference on August
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1. when it was decided to refuse the request, and the artists came back with the
strike threat. It is understood, however,
that the
Loew's
Ottawa for
Theatre
has
beenorchestra
granted at the
difference
the
month of August. All contracts at the Loew
house expire on September 1, when the theatre Is to be taken over by the B. F. Keith
Company of Canada.
H. F. Kells, a youthful artist of Ottawa,
has been appointed assistant manager of the
Regent Theatre by Manager Leonard Bishop.
.Mr. Kells has gained local renown through
his pastel drawings for window displays of
current moving picture attractions at the
Regent,tion.these
havingMr. attracted
atten-of
Incidentally,
Kells Is amuch
nephew
George Melford, the well-known director.
Harry Brouse, owner of the Imperial Theatre, Ottawa, has made the first break in the
actual operating policy of Ins theatre in
many years In the decision to change programs at the Imperial twice weekly for the
remainder of the summer. For something
like seven years Mr. Brouse has stuck closely to the picture-a-week plan except when
a feature was good enough to hold over for
a second week. Mr. Brouse Is one of the
original
franchise-holders of the Associated
First National.
New

Jersey

As soon as daylight saving went into effect this summer, Leon O. Mumford, manager of the Tivoli Theatre, Newark, N. J.,
put into effect an early de luxe presentation of the Tivoli's complete screen and
musical program. David Kirkpatrick, associate organist, furnished the overture unit
by rendering a selected number as an organ
recital on the Tivoli's mammoth organ, accompanied by the customary chromatic illumination display dome
of theandTivoli's
crystal chandelier,
ceilingbeautiful
that is
always a prominent feature of the midevening de luxe presentation.
However, in newspaper display advertising and reading notices no mention was
made of daylight saving time ; instead, emrising. phasis was given that this departure was
for those that dined early and whose business appointments called for early morning
The benefits derived were far in excess of
expectations. It not only brightened but
awakened
an added
interest
the evening's
first program
showing.
The inattendance
for
that period of the early evening shows a
gain of from 1,000 to 1200 admissions a
week, according to weather conditions.
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Georgia

Lawmakers

10 Per
Cent.
Georgia exhibitors are breathing easy again
since Representative Holden, with consent of
his colleagues who had fostered the 10 per
cent, admission bill on theatres, scenting a
strong fight and opposition on the part of
the motion picture industry, has voluntarily
withdrawn his bill from the floors of the
Georgia Legislature. The soft drink manufacturers were lined up to fight the measure
because it also taxed their commodity, the
proposed revenue to go to the school funds
of the State of Georgia. With the unanimous
consent of the Legislature the bill was withdrawn from consideration by the present
session, but there is still another bill pending, sponsored by the State Medical Society,
carrying a 10 per cent, admission tax clause.
It is will
hinted'
upon ingood
efforts
be made
quiteauthority
a number thatof
Southern States to put over admission taxes
during the winter sessions of the Legislatures,
North Carolina being one of the States which
is so threatened at this time. South Carolina
already is paying a 10 per cent, tax on adroad fund. missions, the proceeds going to the State
John Crovo, for a long time manager of
the Lyric Theatre, Atlanta, has resigned.
Mr. Crovo has long been identified with the
theatrical interests of the South.
A new picture theatre seating 1,800 will
be made of the building recently occupied by
a large store in Nashville, Tenn. It will be
an addition to the chain operated by the
Crescent Amusement Company, of which the
well-known
and famous Tony Sudekum is
general
manager.
Capt. H. P. Stewart, of Deland, Pla.,
stopped over in Atlanta recently en route
from Camp McClelland, where he took an
officer's training course.
B. H. Mooney, manager of the Mudd and
Colly interests in Birmingham, Ala., stopped
in Atlanta recently.
Manning and Wink are about ready to
launch the eighth house in their chain, the
Palace at Cartersville, Ga.
The first of a group of community center
theatres being promoted in Atlanta by a
group of business men, the Palace Theatre
at Little Five Points, in the most exclusive
residence section of Atlanta, has opened. All
Inmon Park section turned out for the opening. It is being operated by the Community
Theatres Corporation, of which Arthur Lucas, of Educational, and William K. Jenkins,
of Enterprise Distributing Corporation, are
the controlling stockholders. It seats 600, is
beautifully appointed and will have a sevenpiece orchestra. H. M. King, Jr., formerly
of Brunswick, Ga., is manager. Ground has
been broken for the second house In the
projected string.
Pat Patterson's
Metropolitan
Theatre
Atlanta,
the First National
franchise
holderin
there, will get the First National special,
"The Sea according
Hawk," instead
of the Atlanta
Theatre,
to announcement
from
the First National offices.
M. J. Mullin, purchasing agent for Southern Enterprises, announces the expenditure
of considerable money to renovate the Strand
Theatre, Memphis, Tenn., inside and out. A
new $17,000 organ is going into the Strand.
One of the most effective campaigns ever
put over in Memphis was put behind "Miami"
by Howard Waugh. A thousand special onesheets viewadvertising
Dawe's
as a prologueJulia
picture
werebathing
used re-A
miniature bathing beach In the lobby
stopped traffic. A tie-up on bathing suite
with phis
thewas biggest
department store in Memalso effected.
R. E. Golden, who operates the Golden No.
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Byron Cooper, formerly of Moultrie, Ga.,
has taken over the lease of the Palace, Dawson, Ga.

Withdraw

Admission
Tax
1 and the Golden No. 2 In LaGraage, Ga.,
has bought out the interest of his partner,
Mr. Smith,
two
theatres.and now is sole owner of these
D. V. Brock is operating the Belle Theatre,
Fort Payne, Ala., a house seating 365.
Mrs. H. L. Forsyth is operating what was
formerly known as the Strand Theatre,
Union Springs, Ala. The name has been
changed to the Grand.
E. S. Haynes has opened a new house in
Pratt City, Ala., the Liberty.
O. M. Sumner has taken over the Dixie
Theatre, Wrightsvllle, Ga., formerly operated
by F. M. Layton.
The Rome Enterprises, of which J[. H.
O'Neil is president and O. C. Lam is vicepresident and manager, has been organized
for the purpose of opcraating a new theatre
in Rome,financiers
Ga. Mr.in O'Neil
the best
known
Rome isandoneMr.of Lam
has
a record throughout the State as a successful
theatre manager. The structure will cost
$30,000 and plans are being drawn by C. K.
Howell. The new house will be erected on
the site occupied by the EUte Theatre.
Jack Cunningham, well known theatre man
of the South, now is connected with the
National, Richmond, Va.
The Imperial, Greensboro, N. C, has closed
for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Somerville, of the
Orpheum Theatre, Greensboro, N. C, are on
an extended auto tour to Canada.
The Dixie Theatre, Lewisburg, Tenn., was
destroyed by fire early in July. M. P. Boyd,
owner
diately. and manager will rebuild immeMrs. L. C. Liggett has taken over the
Community Theatre at Hawkinsville, Ga.
She also has theatres in McRae and Eastman, Ga.
Mr. Wright has bought the Orpheum
Theatre, Madison, N. C, from H. Somerville,
of theboro,Leitch
and Pryor houses in GreensN. C.
L T. Lester of the Ideal Theatre, Columbia, S. C, has been quite ill following a
serious operation.
Nat S. Ferber and H. Somerville will direct
the destinies of the Orpheum and Greensboro
theatres when they reopen in September in
Greensboro, N. C.
Clyde W. Check will again take over the
operation
of the Strand Theatre, LaGrange,
Ga.
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Buffalo, N. Y.
The lease of the Olympic Theatre on Lafayette Square, now operated by Universal,
has been extended for a two-year period, according to reports. It is understood that the
house will be redecorated inside and out and
the policy changed in the fall to the presentation of Universal's
week runs.
The Olympic super-attractions
now is managed for
by
Edwin O. Weinberg, who returned from
London several months ago where he managed a"U" theatre. Mr. Weinberg was formerly manager of the local Mark-Strand.
The Niagara Falls Gazette started a campaign last week against the theatres of the
Cataract City by charging that the various
houses were not giving their patrons the
benefit of the admission tax repeal and that,
according to the paper, children under 18
were being admitted without parents or
guardians, in defiance to a state law. Several of the managers replied to the allegations by showing how their expenses had
increased much more than the few cents
saved by the tax elimination and also drew
attention to the fact that shows were being
improved and houses made more modem.
The Gazette recently boosted its advertising
rates. The theatres refused to keep up their
big ads under the new rates, gave the paper
only a few inches daily and are now getting
out their own publication.
Ben Wallerstein, manager of the Broadway
Theatre, was pinched one evening last week
for admitting children under 16 without
guardians. But Ben is a lucky guy and he
drew a suspended sentence.
Eddie Weinberg, manager of the Olympic,
put over a fine tie-up with the Courier, ae a
result of which the Jolly Juniors of that
newspaper, in return for free admission to
the theatre, contributed thousands of bundles
of old clothing for the poor children across
the sea. The Courier gave the picture,
"Fighting American," columns upon columns
of gratis publicity in co-operating with the
Olympic. The lobby was heaped high with
bundles.
Jim Wallingford is running the Allendale
Theatre again every night. He will continue
this policy until fall, when the Buffalo Players again take over the house for the presentation of legitimate productions.
Gene Pfeil, manager of the Circle Theatre,
is interested in the business of printing as
a "side line." Good way to get your own
programs out cheap, says Gene.
Arthur L. Skinner, manager of the Vicotria, is taking his vacation a couple of days
each week, on which occasions he dashes
about the country in his gas buggy. Went
up into the Canadian wilds this week and
hooked a lot of mammoth fish. At least he
said he did.
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Pittsburgh

Monroe

Theatre,

St.

Louis,

Is Badly
Damaged
by Bomb
S. E. Pertle of Jerseyvllle, 111., has sold
St. Louis police authorities, aided by fire
department officials, are conducting a rigid the Lyric Theatre, Mounds, 111., to S. H.
investigation to ascertain the cause of an Ellas, Cairo, 111.
explosion in the Monroe Theatre, 2814 Chippewa street, at 2 a. m. on August 1. The
The Missouri Theatre baseball team won
blast, which routed out the entire neighborthe llilrd and deciding Kame of their flvehood, is believed to have been caused by a Itmu series with the Lyric Skydome squad
bomb planted in the building. The theatre at Forest Park, July 31; score, 7 to 6. The
was badly damaged. It had not been used battle was closer than either of the two previous contests, but the superiority of the
for several weeks. No fire followed the
(■rand and Lucas tossers was not to be fleblast.
nled,
V two-run rally In the ninth won for
A cursory examination of the premises in- the Missouri
team.
dicated that a bomb had been placed inside
the building
ten feet
northeast corner. about
The blast
blewfrom
out the
a section
Out-of-town exhibitors seen along Film
of the east wall, shattered the windows and Row
during the week were: O. W. Mcblew down a large part of the sheet metal Cutcheon, Sikeston, Mo.; Mrs. Frances Pert,
Gillespie, 111.; Lew Maronl, Gillespie, 111.;
ceiling.
and Dominic Fresano, Taylorville, 111.;
The building was erected by Thomas Stod- Clark
Cluster of Johnston City and Belleville,
dard and last October was leased to George Bob
Spaulding. Litchfield, 111.; James Boyd,
M. Mosbacher of Dupo, 111. Mosbachcr later 111.; J.Theatre,
Blytheville, Ark.; Mr. and Mrs.
sublet the premises to Louis Land and Gem
Musser
of Casey, 111., and H. C. Tuttle, DesChrist Zotas, who conduct the Melvin The- loge, Mo.
atre, 29.30 Chippewa street.
Increased prices have been nnnoiinced by
the Missouri Theatre, eontrolleil by the KnSouth Dakota
moui IMnyer* Interests, an (ollowm Night
prices — Adults, rear measanlne, 50 cents;
loner niesznnlne nnd lower floor, 05 cental
Incorporation of the Walker Theatre Company, Aberdeen, S. D., is announced, with a
Iokcn, 8(6 cental children, 25 cents. Matinee
prices, Monday to Friday, Inclusive — Adults, capital stock of $100,000, to assume owner35 cents; children, 15 cents. Saturday —
ship of legitimate and picture theatres owned
Adults, 50 cents. Sunday — Same as nlicht by McCarthy Brothers. The new company
prices. The prices Include the war tax consists of H. L. Walker, formerly head of
chanced on admissions In excess of 50 cents. the Walker circuit in the Northwest and also
showman at the Orpheum before he sold to
The Grand Central, Capitol, West End Ly- the
McCarthys, his wife and his son.
ric and Lyric Skydome have set in a special
Change took place on August 1 and at
schedule of higher prices for the showing of
that time the Rialto will open with the full
"The
Covered
as follows:
85 cents,
exceptWagon,"
week day
matinees, Adults,
when
program of Warner Brothers exclusively.
60 cents is charged; children, 25 cents at all Four new acts of vaudeville will be offered
times. These houses will maintain the same
Saturday and Sunday. Picschedule when "The Sea Hawk" shows In at the turesOrpheum
and road shows in greater number will
September.
be booked. The opening at the Rialto will
William Goldman, owner of the Kings The- be Mr.
"Triumph."
Walker is a veteran showman of the
atre and Garden on Kingshighway boulevard,
Xorthwest, having owned his own booking
playing
"Dorothy
Vernon
of
Haddon
Hall,"
announced that no advance in admission
circuit in an earlier day, and was manager
prices will be made during the run of this here for many years until he sold the Orpicture despite the high film rental paid
pheum to the McCarthys. He turned his
tor tt.
attention to agriculture and now re-enters
The Delmonte Theatre, owned by Fred L. the theatrical business with splendid houses.
Cornwell,vance itshas
announcedschedule
that it of
will50notcents
ad- His two sons join him in the new enterprise.
admission
The McCarthys still own theatres at Farnights, 30 cents matinees and 15 cents for
go, N. D., and Fergus Falls, Minn. Four
children at all times.
of the brothers in the firm that has been
in the Northwest have gone to CaliE. S. Perkins, former owner-manager of famous fornia
where they have become interested in
the Lyric Theatre at Casey, III., has taken
oil
lands
and leases.
over the management of the new Temple
Vincent McCarthy, who has been manager
Theatre, Mount Pleasant, Iowa. The Temple
of the Orpheum and Rialto, will remain and
seats 600.
is opening a new film exchange to operate
The Opera House. Martinsville, 111., has
in connection with the Tri-State Exchange
been purchased by J. Snyder.
at Fargo, X. D., also a McCarthy enterprise.
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The Rowland and Clark Theatres of Pittsburgh are to give a picnic at a local amusement park for the kiddies on August 13.
Free tickets are distributed to children attending the R. & C. theatres, accompanied
by their parents, which will admit them to
the various amusement devices at the park.
The beautiful new Metropolitan Theatre at
Morirantown, W. Va., was formally opened
on July 24. Although pictures will be the
main attraction at the new house, six acta
of vaudeville and short subject Mm, were
the bill on openlnK nlicht. Shows are to be
changed every three days. The hooae la
owned by Communtzi* llrothers, Georgje and
HarryHoskins,
former Ismanaajer
the
Cameot'harles
Theatre,
Pittsburgh.
nuuumrtnirof
director, his assistant being a local man, II.
A. Shn».
The Oakland Theatre. Pittsburgh, and the
property it stands on have been leased for
15 years to Samuel Gould, president of the
Gould Amusement Company. The building
will be remodeled Into an elaborate picture
house seating 1,200. The lease will take
effect in 1926 but it is expected that work
will be begun on the property next spring.
The
Gould Amusement Company operates the
side.
Gould and Arcadia theatres on the NorthWm. F. Mason, manager of the William
Penn Theatre on the Northslde, has returned
from a vacation trip to FloridaGuy Ogletti, formerly of the Liberty Theatre, Reynoldsville, has taken over A. J.
Beuler's
Theatrecharge
In Turtle
Creek,
the new Keystone
owner taking
on July
28.
The Keystone seats 450. Beuler is undecided
as to his future plans.
H. veltH. Theatre,
Stoll,wasmanager
Chicago's visitor.
Roosea recentof Pittsburgh
T. J. Vincent of the Dreamland Theatre,
McDonald, is back on the Job after a trip
to Philadelphia, Atlantic City and New York.
Vincent
daughter. was accompanied by his wife and

Los Angeles
A gorgeous parade of floats and decorated
automobiles ushered in "The Greater Movie
Season" during the month of August. The
parade was
held on president
August I ofat the
11 o'clock.
Joseph
M. Schenck,
Motion
Picture Producer's
marshal.
His aides Association,
were chosen was
fromgrand
the
biggest
producers
and
distributors
in
this
section of the country.
Every studio, big theatre and independent
production unit was represented in the parade and many of the stars also participated
in their own decorated cars.
"The Greater Movie Season" is being
sponsored by all the big producers and distributors inthe industry as a movement for
cleaner and better pictures and also to acquaint the public
attempting
to do. with what the industry is
r .hi. Southwest Theatres, Inc., of which
A. II. Emenhlser is president, announce the
purchase of a half Interest In the Maybell
TheatreurbanathouseBell,
t'al.,730.
a representative
seating
The price paidsub-by
the Los Angeles Corporation Is said to be
a ii id Jtno.ooo.
Another major improvement In San Berbusinessbuilding
district,to acost
three-story
theatre andnardino's
office
1500,000,
has been announced. The structure will be
erected at Fifth and E. streets and will be
commenced early In August. The playhouse
has been leased for a period of years by
West Coast Theatres. Inc., marking the entry
of this amusement corporation Into the San
Bernardino valley. The theatre will seat
1,500. Elaborate decorative features will be
installed, including a pipe organ, tapestry
covered walls and an ornamental lighting
system.

STRAlGHTfrom
iHeSHOULDER
REPORTS
A Depajfoment for. The Informxtion of exhibitors
EDITED BY A. VAN BUREN POWELL
F. B. O.
AFTER THE BALI,. (6,500 feet). Star cast.
Bought very reasonable considering its box
office value. A real picture. Most business
the second day. Put out by United Theatre
Owners. Barely suitable for Sunday. W. E.
Field. Strand Theatre, Kings Mountain,
North Carolina.
AFTER THE BALI/. (6,500 feet). Star, Gaston Glass. A real classic. Pleased everyone.
All said best they had seen for a long time.
Child part fine. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
One hundred percent audience appeal. Business and farming class town of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
DANGER LINE. (5,800 feet). Star, Sessue
Hayakawa. Good picture but no drawing
power. The comeback of has been stars Is
out
of the question.
and flopped.
Tone, fair.We've
Sunday,tried
yes.several
Good
audience appeal. Mixed class city of 35,000.
Admission 25-35. C. D. Buss, Strand Theatre
(700 seats), Easton, Pennsylvania.
FIGHTING COWARD. (6,501 feet). Star,
Fred Thomson. Boys, this is your sure bet
for all classes. I know this will pull them
in. None better than Thomson and that
wonder horse of his. This is the best he has
made yet. Give us more like this and the
hot weather does not matter. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Fine attendance. Mill class
town of 2,100. Admission 10-20. J. B. Stanley,
Everybody's
South
Carolina.Theatre ,'(210 seats), McColl,
GALLOPING GALLAGHER. (4,700 feet).
Star, Fred Thomson. Fred Thomson with his
educated horse Is one of the best western
bets on the screen. "Galloping Gallagher,"
"North of Nevada," and "Silent Stranger"
real good. "North of Nevada" probably best.
If haven't played any of them, play his horse
up strong before using any of them. This
horse is better trained than Tony but not
so high strung and rangy. Tony looks better as western cow-horse. W. E. Field,
Strand
lina. Theatre, Kings Mountain, North CaroGIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST. (6,500 feet).
Star oast. This could easily have been a
world beater. It brought people in the show
who had never come before. For who under
the sun has not read the story, but this
would-be director, producer, or someone no
matter who, tried to modernize the story and
did it so well that the screen version no
more resembles the original story than the
Bible resembles Hosstetter*s almanac. Such
pure downright bone headedness is hard to
curb. Why should a really good story have
been butchered up and why should the story
be changed and so mixed and jumbled up
that the audience would start coming out before the show was half over? Making plans
to hang the manager. Darn shame. Ned
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.
SPIRIT OF THE U. S. A. (8,312 feet).
Johnny Walker. This is a hokum picStar, ture
that may get by with a cheap crowd
but the name is the best part of it and I
know it wouldn't pull one half the business
the second night that it got the first in my
town. I saw this in Hot Springs. Tone, fair.
Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, hokum. Town
of 3,200. Admission 10-20-30. Charles Lee
Grand Theatre (500 seats), Pierre,
Hyde, Dakota.
South
First National
AGE OF DESIRE. (5,174 feet). Star, Mary
Philbin. There is very little that any audience would care for in this. Ran a good
"Our Gang" comedy and it put the program
over.
okay.
Sunday,
any
audienceTone,
appeal.
Country
and yes.
town Hasn't
class town
of 1,200. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New
Radio Theatre (249 seats), Correctionvllle,
Iowa.

These dependable tip* come from exhibitors who tell the truth about pictures to help you book your program
intelligently. "It is my utmost desire to
serve my fellow man," is their motto.
Use the tips; follow the advice of exhibitors who agree with your experience
on pictures you both hare run.
Send tips to help others. This is your
department, run for you and maintained
by your good-will.
BAD MAN. (6,404 feet). Star, Holbrook
Blinn. I personally enjoyed this very much
and I think the audience did. Contains some
of the best real comedy I ever saw and should
please everywhere. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal, large. Mixed class town of
3.500. Admission
20-25.
T. L.City,
Barnett,
Finn's
Theatre
(600 seats),
Jewett
Connecticut.
BRAWN OF THE NORTH. Star, Strongheart (dog). At advanced prices, played to
good business and gave general satisfaction.
Not
goodtoo aslong,
"ThebutSilent
and
aboutquite
two asreels
worthCall,"
playing
if you can buy it right. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Audience appeal, general. Town of 300.
Admission 10-30, special 15-40. Charles W.
Lewis. I. O. O. F. Theatre (225 seats). Grand
Gorge, New York.
ENCHANTED COTTAGE. (7,120 feet). Star,
Richard Barthelmess. The biggest piece of
cheese I have run in some time. Lay off
this whatever you do. This picture is one
of the kind that hurts business. Richard
Barthelmess is very good in pictures that
have a plot and a little action but this has
neither. Unsuitable for Sunday or any other
day. Poor moral tone. Audience appeal,
none. Oil field and business class town of
950. Admission 10-25. H. E. Schlichter,
Liggett Theatre (600 seats), Madison, Kansas.
FLAMING YOUTH. (8,434 feet). Star,
Betty Compson. Held up well the second
day. Fast moving and on the flapper type.
Milton Sills and Coleen Moore do good work.
Paid good price but it has a real box office
pull. W. E. Field, Strand Theatre, Kings
Mountain, North Carolina.
HER REPUTATION. (7 reels). Star, May
McAvoy.
Good program picture, but two
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reels too long. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal, seventy-five percent. Small
town class town of 1.367. Admission 10-1525. S. G. Harsh, Princess Theatre, Mapleton,
Iowa.
HER TEMPORARY HUSBAND. (6,723
feet). Star cast. In viewing of the many
favorable reports, felt justified in putting
this on at special prices, and there was no
come-back, for this kind of picture has the
elements that entertain. Broad farce, true,
but it was the "cat's whiskers" here. Sid
Chaplin especially good. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Unusual audience appeal. Rural
class town of 300. Admission 20-30. special
22-39. Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Theatre
(225 seats), Grand Gorge, New York.
HURRICANE'S GAL. (7,944 feet). Star
cast. More good comments on this picture.
They should
raved over
it. It's
in it
that
please
the got
besteverything
critics. Book
it. It's great. Country and town class town
of 1,200. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New
Radio Theatre (249 seats), Correctionville.
Iowa.
LOVE MASTER. (6,779 feet). Star, Strongheart (dog). The gorgeous snow scenes amid
mountain tops, coupled with the great popularity of Strongheart put this picture over
for us. Not as good as former Strongheart
offerings, and far below the last Rin Tin
Tin picture,
did a inbig-tobusiness
theless.but
People came
see thisneverwho
hadn't
been
in
all
summer.
The
first picture
we played this summer that brought
them
in. Al Anders, Coleman Theatre (750 seats),
Southington, Connecticut.
HUNTRESS. (6,236 feet). Star, Colleen
Moore. For our use, this beats these
"flapper" pictures forty ways. A nice,
smooth-running, wonderfully photographed
comedy-drama,
and Miss The
Moore's
performance
just
set them talking.
comment
of one
sixty-eight
year(andold probably
miss whonever
hasn't
ceeded as yet
will)suc-in
snaring a husband, expresses our thoughts,
"That's wonderful
the kind ofcharacters,
a picture too,
I likeespecially
to see."
Some
the old Indian. We can stand more pictures
like this in our business. Although there are
a couple of innocuous "cuss" words in this,
the moral tone is okay and it can, with propriety, be shown on Sunday. Unusual audience appeal. Rural class town of 300. Admission 10-30, special, 15-40. Charles W.
Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, (225 seats). Grand
Gorge, New York.
WANDERING DAUGHTERS. Star oast.
Although this picture did not have much
pulling power here it seemed to please
very well. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. General class town of 800. Admis-
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sion 10-30. Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, California.
WHAT A WIFE LEARNED. (6,228 feet).
Star cast. Another picture I paid for two
days and ran one. I find one day enough
for all pictures except DeLuxe real features.
Does not pay to use picture one day and
have to pay for two day rental. No more
of this for us. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Pair attendance. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite
Theatre, Placerville, California.
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN. (6,910 feet).
Star cast. Without special advertising this
picture broke all attendance records for the
year. And it pleased all who saw it. Many
said that it was a better picture than the
"Covered
Wagon."All Tone,
Sunday,
yes.
Big
attendance.
classesokay.
in town
of 3,000.
Admission 10-30. M. W. Larmour, National
Theatre (450 seats), Graham, Texas.
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN. (6,910 feet).
Star cast. Fine picture well acted. Like
most of First National pictures. They have
the pep somewhere in the picture that
pleases. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Tourists town of 2,240. Admission
15-25. S. L Taylor, Kozy Theatre (250 seats),
Pass Christian, Mississippi.
Fox
BUSTER. (4,587 feet). Star cast. A good
western with enough action in it to please
the outdoor fans and enough comedy in it to
please everyone. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Town of 3,200. Admission 10-20-30. Charles
Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre (500 seats), Pierre,
South Dakota.
BUSTER. (4,587 feet). Star, Dustin Farnum.
Here's a peach of a western with one long
delicious scrap between a man-eating female
and a he-man hero who won't stand any nonsense. (He's a bachelor as yet). It's laughs,
laughs, nearly ail the way with a few sinister touches by the villain and a kidnapping
and chase plus some cliff stunts at the close.
It goes with a bang, good all the way.
Should go in any house. Tone, good. Attendance fairly good. Working class city of
163,000. Admission 4d to 8d. W. F. Pirie, Star
Palace Theatre, Aberdeen, Scotland.
CIRCUS COWBOY. (6,400 feet). Star,
Charles
Jones. goes
An average
picture. "Buck"
Jones usually
well withJones
us.
Tone, good. Sunday, no. Good audience appeal. All classes town of 2,000. Admission
seventeen cents. J. H. Fetty, Red Wing
Theatre (300 seats), Laurel, Maryland.
GRAIJL. (4,617 feet). Star, Dustin Farnum.
Not a hard riding western but a good one.
Farnum is a good actor. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Admission 10-25. E. C. Bayes,
Globe Theatre, Buena Vista, Virginia.
IP WINTER COMES. (10 reels). Star,
Percy Marmont. This may be a good picture
for a high-class audience but will not go in
a mining camp or in any small town where
they want action pictures. All reports on
this picture give the length as ten reels. I
got twelve at full; at least four too many.
Three hours and forty-five minutes to show
with single machine. My advice is if you
manage a small town theatre stay off this
one. It lost me money. Prints in good con-
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Ourselves

A get-together place where
we can talk things over
The bad print question has come
up from another angle this week.
Hal Hodes, branch manager,
Educational's New York Exhange,
writes in to give the exchange side
of the bad print controversy.
It's mighty well worthwhile
reading because Mr. Hodes is fair
and talks straight out from his
angles.
It's certainly a shame for an exhibitor tobe stuck with a bad print,
and especially when he keeps his
own projectors in apple-pie shape;
but it's just as bad stuff for an exchange in a territory where a man
is trying to give good service to
see his reels coming in like junk.
Mr. Hodes is helping the goood
cause along. If all branch managers were equally interested it
wouldn't be long before we'd see
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
VAN.
dition. Poor attendance. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Admission 15-25. C. M. Lane, Big
Sandy Theatre (200 seats), Big Sandy, West
Virginia.
MOWS A VANNA. (9 reels). Star cast. Anone ofone.
Fox'sIf so-called
ing tootherthis
you are inspecials.
a small Nothtown
stay off. People walked out on this one.
One more like "If Winter Comes," "Monna
Vanna" and "Shepherd King" (no kick on the
latter,
only itandwon't
where tothey
rough stuff)
I willtake
be ready
closewant
up.
Tone bunk. Not suitable for any day. Admission 15-25. C. M. Lane, Big Sandy Theatre (200 seats), Big Sandy, West Virginia.
SILENT COMMAND. Star cast. A good
picture spoiled for our patrons by a rotten
print. Half of one reel entirely gone. Small
attendance both nights, and a legion of
knocks. Tone excellent. Sunday, yes. Spoiled
by print. Neighborhood class, city of 80,000.
Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre
(450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
SILENT COMMAND. Star cast. Very good
spy meller. A great one for the Fourth of
July. Plots, spies, the Panama canal, villians, noble hero, vamp, U. S. Navy, the
Marines, lots of patriotic appeal. Well-liked.
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Tone good. Sunday, yes. Average attendance. College class, town of 6,000. Admission 10-35. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre (385
seats), Carbondale, Illnois.
STEPPING FAST. (4,608 feet). «tar, Tom
Mix. "Stepping
Fast" isfillsright
to get
chair
before the theatre
up. — This
is thea
kind that suits our fans. Tone good. Sunday, no. Attendance, S. R. O. Town and
rural class, town of 1,100. Admission 10-25.
W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats),
Vermont, Iillinois.
TOWN THAT FORGOT GOD. (10,461 feet).
Star cast. A good sermon in picture form,
but nine reels make it so long It loses Its
entertainment value. Will go over very well
in small towns at that. Tone good. Sunday,
yes. Attendance, good. Town and rural
class town of 1,1000. Admission 10-25. W.
C, Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
TROUBLE SHOOTER. (5,702 feet). Star,
Tom Mix. Most enjoyable Mix 1 have ever
seen. Tone all right. Sunday, yes. Excellent audience appeal. Residential class, town
of 1,200. Admission 10-20. J. A. McGill, Liberty Theatre (250 seats), Port Orchard,
Washington.
WESTERN LICK. (5,000 feet). Star,
Charles "Buck" Jones. The boys are glad to
see "Buck" back in westerns and they
showed it by turning out nicely for this one.
Everybody liked it. Ranch stuff, a little Manhattan visit. Some comedy. Tone all right.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. College class
town of C.000. Admission 10-25. Jean Dagle.
Barth
Illinois. Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale,
WESTERN LUCK. (5,000 feet). Star.
Charles "Buck" Jones. Jones was all right in
this, but the picture is the bunk. Most of
my patrons sympathized with me for having
to pay for it and I feel like giving them a
free show to make up for it. Tone, vicious.
Sunday, no. Very poor audience appeal. Residential class, town of 1,200. Admission 10-20.
J. A. McGill. Liberty Theatre (260 seats).
Port Orchard, Washington.
WESTERN LUCK. (5,020 feet). Star,
Charles "Buck" Jones. A continual round of
rescue stuff that seemed to please the western
fans. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Poor attendance. Rural class town of 860. Admission 10-25-33. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre
(400 seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
MONNA VANNA. (9 reels). Star cast. One
of the Fox specials. Not good at all. Cost
about twice more than took In on it. Not
good for any day. Poor audience appeal.
Mixed class town of 2,000. Admission 10-25.
J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (600 seats),
I^aurinburg, North Carolina.
NET. (7 reals). Star cast. Not a special
by any means. Fairly Interesting mystery
story. Look out for "1923" date on all paper
and
photos.from
Castthis,
just socompetent.
all.
No kicks
must haveThat's
satisfied.
Tone, all right. Sunday, yes. Fair tttendance. College class town of 6,000. Admission
10-35, usually. Jsan Dagle, Barth Theatre
(835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
NET. (7 reels). Star cast. About one year
old. A fair picture but not a special by any
means. Played three days to ordinary business. Tone, not good. Sunday, no. Audience
appeal, fair. Mixed class city of 36,000. Admission 25-35. C. D. Buss, Strand Theatre,
(700 seats), Easton, Pennsylvania.
SHEPHERD KING. (8,500 feet). Star
cast. This was made in Palestine, they say,
and there is but one American player, and
she is practically unknown. It is straight
Bible story, and good of its kind, but very
much likeWould
"Queencallof Sheba,"
"Nero," and
and say
the
others.
this mediocre,
that our crowd was bored with It. Tone, very
good. age.Sunday,
very town
good. ofAttendance,
averCollege class
6,000. Admission
10-35, usually. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre
(835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
Metro- Goldwyn
AN OLD SWEETHEART OF* MINE. (6,400
feet). Star, Elliott Dexter. Fairly good program picture which will not cause many
comments one way or the other. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Mixed class town of 3,500. Admission 20-26.
T. L City,
Barnett,
Finn's Theatre
(600 seats),
Jewett
Connecticut.
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thatbutyouwhat
say would
regarding
in the "Straight
Front the Shoulder Reports"
areAllfine,
you bad
do inprints
a situation
such as this?
An exchange wherein no inspeetor is allowed to examine more than thirty reels per
day, in order that each print be properly examined; wherein all prints are processed
by what is generally regarded as the best of processes; wherein prints are renovated
approximately each sixth time they have been booked. Yet it is impossible for this exchange to average more than eighteen to twenty-five bookings on each subject.
This is exactly the situation this exchange is up against. We invariably can spot
the damage, and ascertain the theatre which did it. yet, invariably, the owner of the
house will inform us that his operator is the best in the territory, that he has never
before have
damaged
film, thatby his
machines
must
been adamaged
someone
else. are in perfect condition and that, in short, it
The New York Exchange for Educational Filniw is making every effort to give
its exhibito rs prints that are in the best possible shape. I personally feel that the
exhibitor paying good lawful U. S. currency for service,
is entitled to prints in good
condition and because
I want to make sure that they receive
them in good condition,
I hold responsible every exhibitor returning
films
that
have
been badly scratched, or
films, the sprocket holes of which are nicked and torn.
Some exhibitors take the short-sighted
that it is better to deny everything
point blank and to endeavor to fasten theattitude
guilt on someone else. The majority,
to our prints. howglad ofto say, have promptly paid for the damage done
ever, Iamresult
As the
the vigilance exercised in this exchange, we have, so far as our own
shows are concerned, eliminated ruined film to a remarkable degree. The word has
gone
out: result
"Lookout
they responded
make younobly
pay for
do,"
with the
that for Educational
operators —have
and any1
my damage
films areyou
coming
back in good condition.theThere
was
a
time
when
this
exchange
averaged
twelve
ruined
films per week and if you think this is an exaggeration, just ask of the other managers
in this territory. Greater care on the part of the exhibitors and operators who now
know that damaged prints must be paid for, has enabled us to cut this down to a
point where we have but one film ruined in the last two weeks.
Our experience in investigating the causes of damage would indicate that many
films are ruined as the result of the film gates of the projectors
not being put back
properly and accurately. It has often occurred that operators would
not snap the
gates back all the way and the result would be rained sprocket holes. Another
has been too tight tension springs. The third cause has been neglect on the cause
part
°* °™"ators *° See tnat dirt '"'h'cn gathers around the aperture is not properly cleaned
rein
reel-boys
of
tendencv
The
cause.
another
still
are
stick
tnat
• -u windingfol,ers
film, wind as fast as they can and then suddenly stop the reel this is being
rewound, is a tofrequent
cause of scratches and other bad abrasions. I could enumerate
several other causes,
but the foregoing are sufficient.
It must be borne in mind that an exchange does not ruin its prints as the result
or projection. In this territory at any rate, such
damages invariably occur at the
experience of this exchange, much of
by theprecautions
Deen demonstrated
as has
" can
I£tdamage
this
be eliminated
when proper
taken by the operators,
f want to conclude this letter by expressing my profoundaregratitude
to the Members
given me in my
they
cooperation
the
for
Union
Operators
the
,
_?°a
«
eirort to solve the damaged film questin. I doubt whether have
this
exchange
nave made the progress it has in eliminating damage done to films, without the could
help
or
the Local Operators Union Hal Hodes, Branch Manager, Educational (New York)
Exchange.

BOY OF FLANDERS.
feet). Star,
Jackie Coogan. A sure fire(7,018
picture with a
wonderful star. I believe that
this one is
the best Jackie has ever made. Business onlyfair due to depression in coal mining industry. General class city of 10,000. Admission
10-25.
Paul L. Indiana.
Shaw, Rivoli Theatre (375
seats), Clinton,
DESIRE. (6,500 feet). Star cast. Another
good Metro show that only drew a fair summer business. Started out good but flopped.
Plenty of advertising. Tone, fair. Sunday,
yes. Good audience appeal. Mixed classes
city of 35,000. Admission 25-35. C. D. Buss
Strand
vania. Theatre (700 seats), Easton, PennsylFOOL'S AWAKENING. (5,763 feet). Star,
Enid Bennett. Just an average
program attraction. Pleased sixty percent. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Small audience appeal. All
classes town of 2,000. Admission seventeen
cents. Laurel,
J. H. Fetty,
Red Wing Theatre (300
seats),
Maryland.
IN SEARCH OF A THRILL. (5 500 feet).
Star, Viola Dana. One of the very poorest
of the Dana subjects in a good many moons.
Dana pictures not up to the standard of the
other Metro output. Poor vehicles account
for this. If Metro would spend a little more
on Dana, this star would soon have them
fighting at the box office. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Pair audience appeal. Admission
10-20-30.Southington,
Al. Anders, Connecticut.
Coleman Theatre (750
seats),
MADEMOISELLE MIDNIGHT. (6,778 feet).
Star, Mae Murray. A very fine Murray picture. Our patrons
don't like
her type
well. Tone,
okay. Average
audience
appeal.so
All classes town of 2,000. Admission seventeen cents. J. H. Fetty, Red Wing Theatre
(300 seats), Laurel, Maryland.
NAME THE MAN. (8 reels). Star, Conrad
Nagel. Very good, follows book closely.
Unusual plot but most of them liked it.
Tone, fair. Sunday, no. One hundred percent audience appeal. Business and farming

class town of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F.
Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City,
Nebraska..
OUR HOSPITALITY. Star, Buster Keaton.
Very good, and different. Went over great.
Some said they liked it better than the Lloyd
features. Business not up to the standard.
Advise exhibitors to book it. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. One hundred percent audience
appeal. Country and town class, town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio
Theatre (249 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
NELLIE THE BEAUTIFUL CLOAK
MODEL. (7 reels). Star cast. Picture version,
of the famous
stage play
that's toa
thriller
all the novel
way. andSufficient
suspense
keep the interest at high pitch throughout.
Claire Windsor just as beautiful as ever.
Despite its tendency to be a bit too melodramatic, everybody liked it and said so.
Failed to do big business owing to daylight
saving.
Admission
10-20-30. Al Anders,

For
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Coleman Theatre, Southington, Connecticut.
RENO. (7 reels). Star cast. Give credit
where credit is due, and you will give this
picture a good report. It has many complications and contains some very good moral
points, worth a first run in any theatre, has
a little bit of everything, some good scenery
for backgrounds. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Good audience appeal. Mixed classes town
of 1,200. Admission 10-25. J. E. Lewis,
Everett Theatre (700 seats), Middletown,
Delaware.
SOCIAL CODE. (5 reels). Star, Viola
Dana. Program picture in five reels. Pleased
the small crowd that comes out this weather.
Tone, fine. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal,
fair. Small town class town of 1,367. Admission 10-15-25. S. G. Harsh, Princess Theatre,
Mapleton, Iowa.
STRANGERS OF THE NIGHT. (8,000 feet).
Star cast. Great show. If only the public
would take to shows of this kind. Everyone
pleased but unable to do a fair business.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Great audience appeal. Mixed classes city of 35,000. Admission
25-35. C. D. Buss, Strand Theatre (700
seats), Easton, Pennsylvania.
THROUGH THE DARK. (7,999 feet). Star
cast. This is a fair picture and pleased my
patrons nothing big about it but satisfies
the classes, and I would say that is a good
report on any picture. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Mixed class town of 1,200. Admission
10-25. J. E. Lewis, Everett Theatre (700
seats), Middletown, Delaware.
WHITE SISTER. (10,400 feet). Star, Lillian
Gish. This got by for a Tun at advanced
prices. Many objected to what they considered too much Catholic propaganda, but in
spite of that everyone agreed that it is a
beautiful thing, gloriously acted and very
well put on in every way. Remarkable
Dhotography and exteriors. Tragic ending,
but this helps rather than hinders the success of the picture. You will have to judge
for yourself the value of this to your theatre, taking in consideration the religious
theme, the tragic ending, and general beauty
of production. Excellent moral tone. Very
suitable for Sunday. Good attendance. College class town of 6,000. Admission 10-35.
Jean
Dagle,
Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale,
Illinois.
WOMEN WHO GIVE. (7,500 feet). Star,
Renee Adoree. A very fine production.
Pleased ninety percent. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Average audience appeal. All classes
town of 2,000. Admission seventeen cents.
J. H. Fetty, Red Wing Theatre (300 seats).
Laurel, Maryland.
Paramount
BACK HOME AND BROKE. (7,814 feet).
Star, Thomas Meighan. One of the best
Meighan pictures ever shown here and that
is saying a lot for my audience likes all of
his pictures. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fine
audience appeal. Town and country class
town of 900. Admission 10-30. Charles L.
Nott,
Iowa. Opera House (400 seats), Sutherland,
BACK HOME AND BROKE. (7,814 feet).
Star, Thomas Meighan. They may try but
I do not look for any to excell this one.
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We have played later releases of this star,
but none as good as this. Little old but the
price is right. Try it. Tone, fine. Sunday,
yes. Attendance, fine. Mill class town of 2,100. Admission 10-20. J. B. Stanley, EveryCarolina.body's Theatre (210 seats), McColl, South
BEDROOM WINDOW. (6,550 feet). Star
cast. Very good picture, and pleased very
well on Saturday. Not a special, however.
Tone. good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal,
good. Oil field and business class town of
950. Admission 10-25. H. E. Schlichter, Liggett
Theatre (600 seats), Madison, Kansas.
BLOOD .VXD SAND. (7,235 feet). Star
Rudolph Valentino. Good picture but there
is too much of the foreign stuff in it to
suit all. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fair audience appeal. Town and country class town
of 900. Admission 10-30. Charles L. Nott,
Opera House (400 seats), Sutherland, Iowa.
BLIFF. (6 reels). Star cast. A real good
program picture. Will please. First Paramount have had. Did not pay too much for
it. Tone, fair. Sunday, no. Good audience
appeal. Mixed class town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre
(500 seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
BREAKING POINT. (6,664 feet). Star, Nlta
Naldi. Fairly good story if your audience
can bring themselves to believe such hokum.
Lost your memory today, lost the new one
tomorrow, find the other, etc. as you like.
Good snow storm in it. Tone, fair. Sunday,
yes. Good audience appeal. Elite class. Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood
Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
CHILDREN OF JAZZ. (6,080 feet). Star
cast. A good story and a good lesson. I
would consider this a good picture to show
the average theatre crowd on Sunday as it
carries a real lesson with it. The average
church crowd would not like the fast parties
that are pulled to show the moral standards
from which the young people develop but I
will classify it as a good program. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Town of 3,200. Admission 10-20-30. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
Theatre (500 seats). Pierre, South Dakota.
CODE OF THE SEA. Star, Jacqueline
Logan. A picture full of action. Undoubtedly
one of the best sea stories ever filmed. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, seventyfive percent. I. M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre,
Toms River, New Jersey.
CONFIDENCE MAN. (6,500 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. This seemed to please more
than are
"Piedup Piper
neither ofTone,
the
two
to theMalone"
Meighanbut standard.
okay. Sunday, yes. Attendance, good. General class town of 800. Admission 10-30. Leal
Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, California.
CONFIDENCE MAN. (6,500 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Good picture, but Meighan
seems lost without children around him.
Tone, fair. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal,
fair. Elite class. Admission 20-30-40. Louis
Isenberg, Elwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
CONFIDENCE MAN. (6,500 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. A typical Meighan picture,
■we
played Satisfied
this for about
two days
we percent
did a niceof
business.
ninety
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DOROTHY MACKAILL
Appearing in Fox Photoplays.
our patrons. L M. Hirshblond, Traco Theatre, Toms River, New Jersey.
COVERED WAGON. Star, Lois Wilson.
Very good drawing card. Pleased one hundred percent. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Farmers and merchants town of 1,650. Mrs. J. B.
nia.
Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, CaliforCOVERED WAGON. Star cast. Did a big
business but Paramount got all of the
money. People who seldom or never attend a picture theatre came out to see this
one. A few criticised it, saying that from
Paramount's
advertising
expected yes.to
see
a better picture.
Tone. they
okay. Sunday,
Big attendance. All classes in town of 3,000.
Admission 10-30. M. W. Larmour, National
Theatre (450 seats), Graham, Texas.
COVERED WAGON. Star cast. Probably a
lot of your small town exhibitors will wonder how we could afford to run this picture
at this date, and until after the showing I
was somewhat perplexed myself, for we had
to use about all of our collateral and trust
to luck. Yet, the first night grossed more
than any other two-night picture we ever
ran. They came for miles around, and
packed the house to the doors. Even when
a theatre seven miles away was playing the
same picture on the same night and another
theatre eight miles away had played it about
three weeks ago at twenty-five cents less.
Spent about thirty-five dollars on advertising, when normally we spend about two.
Mailed out one thousand cards and plastered
up window cards for miles around, especially
on the back roads. Got the complete music
score and used a three piece orchestra, which
added ture.
fiftySmallpercent
to the value
the pictowns however,
shouldof consider
the ability of their available musicians, for
the ordinary special picture, and, in addi-
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tion, a percentage,
leave us a
big profit.
However,which
when didn't
all the damages
have been settled,
we find ourselves
on the
right side of the ledger by a sufficient margin to have made It worth while, all this
despite the fact that a one and one half hour
interruption to electric service cut our attendance in two on the second night and we
had to add to our expense by holding the
picture for the third night. It's needless for
me to say anything about the quality of the
picture.
a real one. No. I'm not on the
ParamountIt'spayroll,
but the guy that rated
"Pioneer Trails" as equal to "The Covered
Wagon"
get a slice of Vltagraph
dividends ought
for histo imagination.
Admission 2675. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Exceptional
audience appeal. Rural class town of 300.
Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Theatre (226
seats), Grand Gorge, New York.
DAWN OF A TOMORROW. (6,084 feet).
Star, Jacqueline Logan. This one near to
pleasing one hundred percent. Beautiful, wonderfully acted by Miss Logan and Raymond
Griffith. A picture to create
talk that will
help your
house. Sunday,
"Pollyanna
story.
" sort
Tone,
excellent.
yes.
Good ofattendance. College class town of 6,000. Admission
10-35. Jean Dagle,
Carbondale
, Illinois.Barth Theatre (835 seats),
DON'T CALL, IT LOVE. (6.457 feet). Star
cast. Another one that pleased
my
The stars are well liked and it haspatrons.
plenty
of them, and they all do good work In this
picture. Better than some of the specials,
I have run. Comment was good. Give me
more of pictures like this. Tone, fair. Sunday, yes. Good audience appeal. Mixed class
town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. J. E. Lewis,
Everett Theatre (700 seats), Middletown,
Delaware.
EBB TIDE. Star, James Kirk wood. A fine
sea story that our patrons enjoyed. Pleased
ninety percent. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Fair attendance. Town and rural class town
of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
FAIR WEEK. (5 reels). Star, Walter
Hiers. While it can only be called a program
picture still it pleased here. Has a small
amount
humor and
but I wouldn't
call it a ofcomedy.
Hierssuspense
is not suited
for the
part. Tone. okay. Attendance, fair. AH classes
in small town. Admission 10-30. M. W. LarTexas. mour, National Theatre (450 seats), Graham,
FAIR WEEK. (5 reels). Star, Walter Hiers.
Just an ordinary program picture. Not good
and not bad. Better put a strong surrounding when you play this one. Tone. good.
Sunday, no. Audience appeal, thirty per. M. Hirshblond,
Traco Theatre, Tom's
River, cent. INew
Jersey.
FIGHTING COWARD, (6,501 feet). Star,
Cullen Landis. Fine picture and pleased all.
Ran this on my worst night and got a good
crowd. Tone, fine. Sunday, yes. Audience
appeal, fine. Oil field and business class
town of 950. Admission 10-25. H. E. Schlltchter, Liggett Theatre (600 seats), Madison,
Kansas.
FLAMING BARRIERS. (5.821 feet). Star.
Jacqueline Logan. Good cast, good program
picture. Makes a good Friday and Saturday
picture. Good comedy where it is wanted.
Hiers also good. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal, ninety percent. Country and
town class town of 1,200. Admission 10-25.
C. R. Self, New Radio Theatre (249 seats).
Correction ville, Iowa.
FLAMING BARRIERS. (5,821 feet). Star,
Antonio Moreno. Was disappointed with this
one. The forest fire is very realistic but the
picture seems to drag terribly and will not
hold the interest. The cast is excellent. Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, large
because of big fire scene. Mixed class town
of 3,500. Admission 20-25. T. L. Barnett,
Finn's
Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City,
Connecticut.
FOG BOUND. (5,692 feet). Star, David
Powell. A real good picture. Powell and Daiton are good. Tone, yes. Sunday, yes. Xdmisslon 10-25. E. C. Bayes, Globe Theatre,
Buena Vista, Virginia.
GUILTY ONE. (5,635 feet). Star, Agnes
Ayres. him?"
Good theme.
mystery Star's
story, great.
on theDisplay
"who
killed
of brain work at end may astonish audience,
supporting cast good. No kicks on this one.
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If your crowd likes murder mysteries, give
•em
this.attendance.
Tone, satisfactory.
Sunday,
Average
College class
town yes.of
6,000. Admission 10-35. Jean Dagle, Barth
Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
GENTLEMAN OP LEISURE. (5,695 feet).
Star, Jack Holt. A very Interesting entertaining comedy drama dealing with the
gentleman crook who is actually not crooked.
All classes town of 3,200. Admission 10-2030. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre (500
seats). Pierce, South Dakota.
GENTLEMAN OF LEISURE. (5,695 feet).
Star, Jack Holt. Fair picture, but has no
title or lobby to draw them In. Those that
came were pleased but we had poor attendance. Tone, good. Poor attendance. Town
and rural class town of 2,800. Admission 1026. S. H. Rich, (450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
GRUMPY. (5,621 feet). Star, Theodore
Roberts. Roberts greatest character role. A
fine picture with plenty of humor and a good
star. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Town and rural class town of 1,100.
Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
HOLLYWOOD. (8,100 feet). Star cast. Different from regular run. At least three
reels too long. Did not please more than
fifty percent. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, fifty percent. Small town class
town of 1,367. Admission 10-15-25. S. G.
Harsh, Princess Theatre, Mapleton, Iowa.
HOMEWARD BOUND. (7,000 feet). Star.
Thomas Melghan. A very good sea story.
Storm scenes were very good. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Good attendance. J. Douglas,
Strand Theatre, Pierce, Nebraska.
HUMMING BIRD. (7,577 feet). Star, Gloria
Swanson. Gloria redeemed herself for the
mess
in "Zaza."
This made
pictureandIn will
our
opinionsheis made
the best
Gloria ever
please one hundred percent. Tone, good. Attendance, good. Town and rural class town
of 2,800. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
HUMMING BIRD. (7,577 feet). Star, Gloria
Swanson. A very fine picture. Good cast well
directed and the story Is of general Interest. Dealing with the purifying effect of the
war. No objectionable scenes in this and a
very
Tone, Interesting
good. Sunday,evening's
yes. All entertainment.
classes town
of 3,200. Admission 10-20-30. Charles Lee
Hyde, Grand Theatre (500 seats), Pierce,
South Dakota.
ICEBOUND. (6,471 feet). Star, Richard Dix.
A very good picture. Pleased nearly all. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Average audience appeal.
All classes town of 2,000. Admission seventeen cents. J. H. Fetty, Red Wing Theatre
(300 seats), Laurel, Maryland.
KICK IN. (7.074 feet). Star cast. A good
crook story that pleased all who came out
In a storm to the theatre. Tone, fair. Sunday, yes. Attendance, very poor. Town and
rural class town of 1,000. Admission 10-25.
W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats),
Vermont, Illinois.
KING, OyUEEN, JOKER. (6 reels). Star,
Sidney Chaplin. For the benefit of E. D.
Gruppe, Isle of Pines, West Indies, this picture Is a very funny farce comedy portrayan eccentric
barber a who's
and ingdesire
to become
king aspirations
leads him
through many ridiculous and amusing escapades. Showed this in September, 1921, on
Saturday
packedor house.
two-reelmake
west-ft
ern withtonews
review A would
pleasing program; comedy not necessary.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Mixed class, city
of 500,000. Admission 10-20. William T.
Meeks,
Sllliman's
Murray Theatre (740 seats),
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
LAW AND THE WOMAN. (6,461 feet). Star,
Betty Compson. A well cast and acted show
of its type. It made a good program for us.
The print we had ran good only some of
the titles were cut short to make the print
run right. Tone, fair. Fair attendance. Better class town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C.
A. Anglemlre,
"Y" Theatre (403 seats),
Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.
LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6,387 feet).
Paramount's
Charles DeRoche.
Star,
best pictures.
Kosloft isOnealsoof cast.
Not a
dull moment in It. Just a real good picture. Admission 10-25. E. C. Bayes, Globe
Theatre, Buena Vista, Virginia.
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sion 10-35, usually. Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.
MORAL
SINNER.
(5,499 feet).
Dorothy Dalton.
Poor picture.
Poor"Star.
business.
All classes, town of 2,600. Admission 10-30.
A.
C. Gordon,
Weiser,
Idaho. Star Theatre (450 seats),
MORAL SINNER. (5,499 feet). Star,
Dorothy Dalton. Average program picture.
Dalton does not pull with us. Tone, okay.
Sunday, yes. Average attendance. All classes
town of 2,000. Admission seventeen cents. J.
H. Fetty,
Red Wing Theatre (300 seats).
Laurel,
Maryland.
MORAL SINNER. (5,499 feet). Star, Dorothy Dalton. Good version of "Leah
Kleschna." Star does well. Picture is interesting and acting is straightforward. Little
or no comedy relief, but this should satisfy
as program picture. Tone satisfactory. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. College class,
town of 6,000. Admission 10-35. Jean Dagle,
Barth
nois. Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illi-

BUCK JONES
To make seven for the 1924-25 schedule; the
first will be "The Desert Outlaw."

LIGHT THAT FAILED. (7,013 feet). Star
cast. Only fair picture that did not draw.
I did everything in an advertising way, but
the picture only did an average business.
Tone good. Average attendance. Town and
rural class, town of 2,800. Admission 10-25.
S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
MAN WHO SAW TOMORROW. (6,993 feet).
Star, Thomas Meighan. Well liked. An excellent program picture. Good fighting.
Seven reels. Tone, excellent. Poor attendance.
& Clark, Opera House, Edwards,Meldrim
New York.
MEN. (6,564 feet). Star, Pola Negri. This is
a well produced beautifuly set production
but not one that drew for me. This star is
being given everything and does not have
a following here at all. Some of the scenes of
Paris high life are a little wild but not offensive and I had no complaint on the moral
tone
isn't Sunday,
a child's no.picture
means.though
Tone, itpoor.
Town byof any
3,200. Admission 10-20-30. Charles Lee Hyde,
Grand
Theatre
(500
seats),
Pierre,
South
Dakota.
MONTMARTRE. (7 reels). Star, Pola Negri.
Hands off! Foreign made. Fortunately there
was a carnival in town when we had to run
this, and we missed a lot of kicks. This is
our prize quince so far. Consensus of patrons' opinions unprintable. Our crowd cannot see this at all, although, judging from
the rentals, Paramount thinks a let of her.
This is her worst; you know what that
means!
Tone,norcouldn't
find any.
suitable
for Sunday
any other
day. Not
Attendance
poor. College class, town of 6,000. Admis-

For

OLD HOMESTEAD. (7.606 feet). Star, Theodore Roberts. This is an excellent production, though a little old. Every exhibitor
who has not played it should. Paramount
sells pictures like this right. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Very good attendance. All
classes, town of 500. Admission 10-25. A. F.
Schriever, Onida Theatre (250 seats), Onlda,
South Dakota.
PIED PIPER MALONE. (7,264 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. I have read a number of
exhibitors'
aboutwhothissaypicture
cannot
agreereports
with those
this Is but
no
good. I wish I could buy more like It. It
went over well and the comment was one
hundred percent favorable. Could bring It
back again. It's a good picture. Mothers
brought the children in to see it. Good audience appeal. J. E. Lewis, Everett Theatre,
Middletown, Delaware.
PIED PIPER MALONE. (7,264 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Good picture. Rental too
high on this one. It seems impossible for
us to do any business. Tone fine. Sunday,
yes. Audience appeal good. All classes, town
of 2,600. Admission 10-30. A. C. Gordon,
Star Theatre (450 seats), Weiser, Idaho.
PINK GODS. (7,062 feet). Star, Bebe Daniels. Very good entertainment. The few that
saw it said It was good. The dry weather
is hitting me hard. Advertised with ones,
threes, newspaper, slide. Tone fair. Sunday, no. Audience appeal fair. Small town
and farmer class, town of 600. Admission
10-20, 10-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait Theatre (175 seats), Gait, California.
PRIDE OF PALOMAR. (7,494 feet). Star,
Forest Stanley. Good program picture. Drew
well. Pleased one hundred percent. Eight
reels of interest. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Good attendance. Meldrim & Clark, Opera
House, Edwards, New York.
PURPLE HIGHWAY. (6,574 feet). Star,
Monte Blue. Poor program. Might be worth
what too
I paid
for Tone,
it but fine.
"I ha'Sunday,
ma doots."
Two
reels
long.
yes. Audience appeal fifty percent. Small town class
town of 1,367. Admission 10-15-25. S. G.
Harsh, Princess Theatre, Mapleton, Iowa.
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PIBPLE
HIGHWAY.
(6,574 feet). Star,
Madge Kennedy. As a picture okay but with
another star It would have been a better
picture. Madge Kennedy is dead here. They
don't likedienceher.
appeal Tone
fair. okay.
MixedSunday,
class, yes.
town Au-of
3.000. Admission 10-20. Charles Martin,
Family Theatre (300 seats), Mt. Morris, New
York.
RACING HEARTS. (5,600 feet). Star, Agnes Ayres. Good, peppy racing story Thrills
and speed. Any small town audience will
be pleased with it. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Good attendance. Town and rural class, town
of 1,000. Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
HIGGLES OF RED GAP. (7, 500 feet).
Star cast. Very good program with an excellent cast and everything, but why oh why
(the exhibitors eternal question) use eight
reels to tell a good five or six reel story.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Seventy-five percent, audience appeal. Small town class
town of 1.367. Admission 10-15-25. S. G.
Harsh, Princess Theatre, Mapleton, Iowa.
RUSTLE OF SILK. (6,947 feet). Star, Betty
Compson. A fair picture but not big enough
for a special. Story good and direction good.
Tone, fair. Perhaps it may be suitable for
Sunday. Town of 3,200. Admission 10-20-30.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre (500 seats),
Pierre, South Dakota.
SALOMY JANE. (6,270 feet). Star, Jacqueline Logan. I ran this on the Fourth of
July and,
business, they judging
liked it. from
The both
picturenights'
will please
but it is not a big picture. If it pleases,
that's the main thing. Good attendance.
Town and rural class, town of 2,800. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (450
seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
SALOMY JANE. (6,270 feet). Star, Lois
"Wilson. A very poor offering for a special.
Tone, poor. Sunday, yes. Fair audience appeal. Mixed class town of 2,000. Admission
10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500
seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
SHADOWS OF PARIS. (6,549 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. A romance of a Parisian Apache
and the underworld in which the star enacts
a role that fits her emotional temperament
This is a similar story to "The Humming
Bird" but inferior in every way and our
Gloria surpasses Negri in her own field. However, better than anything Pola Negri has
done since "Passion" but not as good as
"Men." Will not please every audience. George
W. Walther, Dixie Theatre, Kerrville, Texas.
SHADOWS OF PARIS. (6,549 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. In my estimation one of the
best Pola Negri has ever done. This star Is
sure a comer and gets more popular all the
time. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Good audience appeal. Oil field and business class,
town of 950. Admission 10-25. H. E. Schlichter,
Liggett Theatre (600 seats), Madison, Kansas.
SHADOWS OF PARIS. (6,549 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. Shadows of a good story. Should
go big in eertain sections. Not suitable for
Sunday. Audience appeal, none. Elite class.
Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New
York.
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PICTURE

Print good — or print bad — put it
in the report. The good exchanges
are entitled to credit. The others
— well, "the boss" is watching
them, and they'll eventually fall in
with the procession and give
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
SILENT PARTNER. (5,866 feet). Star, Leatrice Joy. A good picture. Nothing big
but an interesting Saturday Evening Post
serial story. A good cast. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Town of 3,200. Admission 10-2030. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre (500
seats), Pierre, South Dakota.
SNOW bride. (6,000 feet). Star. Alice
Brady. Brady no drawing card here. A
northwestern picture with good scenery and
a fair amount of entertainment value. Tone
fair. Sunday, no. Poor attendance. Town
and rural class, town of 1,100. Admission 1025. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats),
Vermont, Illinois.
SNOW BRIDE. (6,000 feet). Star, Alice
Brady. Fair program picture; not so near
bad as I thought it would be, judging from
some of the reports on It. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Poor attendance. Farmers and
miners, town of 650. Admission 10-25. John
Russell, Russell Theatre (250 seats), Matherville, Illinois.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,434 feet). Star, Pola
Negri. Wonderful picture. Far better than
Mary neither
P'ckford's
"Rosita."
ran office.
them Film
both
and
registered
at theWe box
rental too high. The picture's there but It
did not draw for me. Tone good. Poor attendance. Town and rural class, town of
2,800. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
STRANGER. (6,660 feet). Star, Betty Compson. Good melodrama. Tone good. Sunday, no. Good audience appeal. Elite class.
Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New
York.
STRANGER. (6,660 feet). Star, Betty Compson. You can bank on this one with your
eyes shut, first reading the cast. Betty
Compson is always good, and with a support
including Lewis Stone, Richard Dlx and
Tully Marshall, enuf sed. Everybody will
like this one. All classes, town of 3.000.
Admission 10-30. George W. Walther, Dixie
Theatre, Kerrville, Texas.
TIGER LOVE. (5,325 feet). Star cast. A
very good program picture. Will please all.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Average audience
appeal.
All classes,
2,000.
sion seventeen
cents. town
J. H. ofFetty,
Red AdmisWing
Theatre (300 seats), Laurel, Maryland.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD. Star, Bert Lytell.
educational
picture. ADon't
fail
to bookA good
this one.
Good acting.
colonial
picture, showing England and her colony,
Virginia, under the rule of James I. Eight
reels. Tone good. Good attendance. Opera
House, Edwards, New York.
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TO HAVE AND TO HOLD. Star, Bert Lytell. A great picture that drew well. Old
but better than lots of new ones and gets
better box office returns. Bought It right,
too. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Attendance.
S. R. O. Town and rural class, town of 1,100.
Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
TO THE LAST MAN.
Star, Richard Dir.
Good western story that pleased the majority. Will go over good If your audience
isn't too critical. Toae okay. Sunday, yea.
Fair attendance. Farmers and miners, town
of 650. Admission 10-26. John Russell, Russell Theatre (250 seats). Mathervllle, Illinois.
UNGUARDED WOMEN. Star, Bebe Daniels. Settings and photography good, but It
takes more than that to make a picture and,
frankly, we are disappointed at the first of
the Famous Forty. Theme of picture Is one
so Improbable that the players are handicapped in putting
over any really
ing work.
Fair attendance
from convinctown of
medium and better class people. H. A. Krldel, Atlantic
New
Jersey. Theatre, Atlantic Highlands,

VALLEY OF SILENT MEN.
(6,491 feet).
Star cast. If you want to crowd them In
you had better get this picture. Stuck out a
couple of ones with a small ad in paper and
packed
'em in. attendance.
Get it. ToneAllgood.
yes. Excellent
classes,Sunday,
town
of 500. Admission 10-25. A. F. Schriever,
Onida
kota. Theatre (250 seats), Onlda, South Da\\ BST of Tin: \\ \ti:r tower. (7 reels).
Star, Glenn Hunter. A very satisfactory picture but not the big special that they try
to make you think it is. Fine cast. Tone
okay. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, better
class. Mixed class, town of 3,500. Admission
20-25. Jewett
T. L. Barnett,
Finn's Theatre (600
seats),
City, Connecticut.
WEST OF THE WATER TOWER. (7 reels).
Star, Glenn Hunter. A good picture but cannot make anything on Paramount pictures.
Paid too much for It. Mixed class, town of
2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg, North
Carolina.
WEST OF THE WATER TOWER. (7 reels).
Star cast. Very good story. A bit spicy In
spots, but should please all. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal very good. Elite
class. Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg,
Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New
York.
WEST OF THE WATER TOWER. (7 reels).
Star, Glenn Hunter. Only a fair picture.
Nothing to pay so much money for. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Fair audience appeal.
Mixed class, town of 2,000. Admtsslon 1025: J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500
seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
WILD BILL HICKOK. (6,893 feet). Star,
William S. Hart. Excellent picture. Film
good. Good acting. Pleased all who saw it;
but too much outside competition. Seven
reels. Tone good. Fair attendance. Meldrim & Clark, Opera House, Edwards, New
York.
WILD BILL HICKOK. (6,893 feet). Star,
William S. Hart. Wild, yes. beyond Imagination. Boys, if your audience consists of
dummies, give it to them; otherwise see It
first. After seeing it, I feel sorry for William S. Hart. Don't fail to notice Lincoln In
the picture.
Elite Class.
40.
Louis Isenberg,
ElmwoodAdmission
Theatre 20-30(1.600
seats), Buffalo, New York.
WILD BILL HICKOK. (6,893 feet). Star.
William S. Hart. Played this picture on a
Saturday and bucked a carnival with It. If
your patrons like Bill Hart they will like
this picture. However, cannot say that it la
Hart's
long shot.
Too for
longHart.
and
drawn best
out. byTooa much
sob stuff
Tone, none. Sunday, no. Fair audience apof 1.200.
sionpeal.
10-25.MixedJ. classes,
E. Lewis,town
Everett
TheatreAdmis(700
seats), Middletown, Delaware.
ZAZA. (7,076 feet). Star, Gloria Swanson.
Did
please
as good
"Bluebeard's
EighthnotWife"
but as
it Iswell
a very
picture,
but Gloria Swanson does not draw any extra
business here. This picture pleased about
seventy per cent. Tone okay. Suitable for
Sunday in some places. Poor attendance.
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Farmers and miners, town of 650. Admission
10-25. John Russell, Russell Theatre (260
seats), Mathervllle, Illinois.
Producers ' Dist. Corp.
DRIVIN' FOOL. (5,800 feet). Star oast.
Good comedy; not one slow minute. Print In
bad shape. Paul Bancroft, Pastime Theatre,
Coshocton, Ohio.
GRIT. (5,800 feet). Star, Glenn Hunter.
Picture good. Acting fair. Rotten attendance. General class, town of 3.500. Kreighbaum Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800
seats), Rochester, Indiana.
HIS DARKER SELF. (5 reels). Star, Lloyd
Hamilton. Here is a picture that is out of
the ordinary; a good novelty comedy drama.
Frank Atkins, Jr., Lyric Theatre, Marysville,
California.
HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER. (5,556 feet).
Star cast. A very good feature, with one of
the screen's
fights. Frank
Atkins, Jr.,
Lyric
Theatre,bestMarysville,
California.
LIGHTNING RIDER. (6 reels). Star, Harry
Carey. Good outdoor picture, full of action.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Average attendance. Farmers and merchants, town of 1,650.
Mrs. J .B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville,
California.
LIGHTNING RIDER. (6 reels). Star .Harry
Carey. A pretty good western drama that
drew better than a special, society or costume picture. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal good. Mixed class, town of
3,000. Admission 10-20. Charles Martin, Family Theatre (300 seats), Mt. Morris, New
York.
NIGHT HAWK. (5,115 feet). Star, Harry
Carey. One of the best pictures Carey ever
appeared in. You can boost this one to the
limit and not go wrong. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Average attendance. Rural class,
town of 850. Admission 10-25-35. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (400 seats), Battle Creek,
Iowa.
OLD FOOL. (6,147 feet). Star cast. Very
pleasing picture. The average small town
will do well on this production. Tone good.
Good attendance. Town and rural class, town
of 2,800. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
Selznick
MODERN MATRIMONY. (5 reels). Star,
Owen Moore. Fairly good comedy-drama.
Tone fair. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal
fair. Elite class. Admission 20-30-40. Louis
Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats),
Buffalo, New York.
QUICKSANDS. Star, Richard Dix. Fairly
good melodrama; should appeal to small
house audiences. Soldier hero, villains, soldiers, etc. The old hokum. Tone, none. Sunday, yes. Fair audience appeal. Elite class.
Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New
York.
United Artists
HILL BILLY. (5,734 feet). Star, Jack Pickford. This is a very good picture but not
as
as price
"Garrison's
Finish."
it atgood
a good
and made
good. We
Tone bought
okay.
Sunday, yes. Country class, town of 3,300.
Admission 15-30. P. L. Vann, Opera House
Theatre (650 seats), Greenville, Alabama.
ORPHANS OF THE STORM. (13,400 feet).
Star
A great
and classes,
that's
all. Nocast.
business,
not inbigthe picture
cards. All
town of 2,600. Admission 10-30. A. C. Gordon, Star Theatre (450 seats), Weiser, Idaho.
PADDY
THE NEXT BEST THING. (6
reels). Star, Mae Marsh. This one was simply no good at all. The subtitles looked like
they were written by amateurs and the acting was just
any plot
or story
to as
it. bad.
Tone There
okay.wasn't
Sunday,
yes.
Poor attendance. Farmers and miners, town
of 650. Admission 10-25. John Russell, Russell Theatre (250 seats), Mathervllle, Illinois.
TES9 OF THE STORM COUNTRY. Star,
Mary Pickford. A very entertaining picture.
A repeater and not much business. Mary
does not draw as she used to. Tone good.
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"Well, having passed the Glorious Fourth with no casualties I
am back to earth and business
once more.
"The hot weather and the humidity may hurst some of the city
fellows but it helps us little ones
in the country. Every heat wave
washes a few more summer people
to town so I swelter without a
murmur." — Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall, Chester, Vermont.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Tourists,
town of 2,240. Admission 15-25. S. L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre (250 seats), Pass Christian,
Mississippi.
THREE MUSKETEERS. Star, Douglas
Fairbanks. Old but sure a real business
getter. Turned them away the first time
since 1918-1919. A real picture that pleases
all. Tone good. Attendance very good. All
classes in town of 500. Admission 10-25. A.
F. Schriever, Onida Theatre (250 seats), Onlda, South Dakota.
Universal
DON QUICKSHOT OF THE RIO GRANDE.
Star, Jack Hoxie. Just the kind of western
that we like to get, for it is not so full of
the unreasonable situations that most westerns contain. Plenty of action and not offensive to the person of Intelligence. Heard
many favorable comments on this one. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal general.
Rural class, town of 300. Admission 20-30,
special 22-39. Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F.
Theatre (225 seats), Grand Gorge, New York.
DON QUICKSHOT OF THE RIO GRANDE.
Star, Jack Hoxie. Very good action western,
with a slight superfluity of riding and chasing. Would have been better if more faithful to the tale. Was well liked. Tone good.
Good attendance three days. Working class,
city of 163,000. Admission 4d to 8d. W. F.
Pirie,
land. Star Palace Theatre, Aberdeen, ScotDRIFTING. (7,394 feet). Star, Priscilla
Dean. Well acted picture of doubtful moral
tone. Priscilla Dean is slipping here. Small
attendance. Poor tone. Not suitable for
Sunday. Audience appeal fifty per cent. Savoy Theatre, St. Joseph, Missouri.
EXCITEMENT. (4,913 feet). Star, Laura La
Plante. As good as could be expected. Pleased
the young folks. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Average audience appeal. All classes, town
of 2,000. Admission seventeen cents. J. H.
Fetty, Red Wing Theatre (300 seats), Laurel,
Maryland.
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FORTY HORSE HAWKINS. (5,149 feet).
Star, Hoot Gibson. This Is a very good
comedy drama picture but very disappointing in what you would expect to see Hoot In.
Although well played, the story does not suit
him at all. Tone fair. Sunday, yes. Fair
attendance. J. B. Stanley, Everybody's Theatre (210 seats), McColl, South Carolina.
FORTY HORSE HAWKINS. (5,149 feet).
Star, Hoot Gibson. Another like this and
Gibson will be done. Very poor hokum.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. No audience appeal. Mixed classes, city of 35,04o. Admission 25-35. C. D. Buss, Strand Theatre (700
seats), Easton, Pennsylvania.
GALLOPING ACE. (4,561 feet). Star, Jack
Hoxie. Good action western, with a. stone
quarry in place of oil or gold, for a change
Some old stuff, also some fine riding. Ton©
good. May be suitable for Sunday. Audience appeal sixty per cent. Savoy Theatre
St. Joseph, Missouri.
LAPLANTE-UNIVERSALS. Used all the
LaPlante's. Laura LaPlante is a coming star.
Don't be afraid of these. Draw high class,
town of 4,000. R. L. Cochran, Judia Theatre (365 seats), Cisco, Texas.
MAN FROM WYOMING. (4,717 feet). Star,
Jack Hoxie. This was the first Hoxie picture I ever ran here. The plot was rather
weak but the story was strong on action
and I heard many good comments on it.
Hoxie took big here. Tone good. Sunday,
yes. Audience appeal large. Mixed class,
town of 3,500. Admission 20-25. T. L. Barnett, Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City,
Connecticut.
McGUIRE OF THE MOUNTED. Star, William Desmond. A fairly good picture for
program use. Nothing wonderful, but will
please western fans. Tone okay. Sunday,
no. Audience appeal average. Rural class,
town of 300. Admission 20-30, special 22-39.
Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Theatre (225
seats), Grand Gorge, New York.
OUT OF LUCK. (5,618 feet). Star, Hoot
Gibson. This boy is going to be one of the
great big stars. Here we have a revelation
of his ability as a comedian. Most of the
film is In the farcical vein, with some uproarious fun and
when tries
he "walks
plank,"
gets seasick
to ride the
a bucking
hammock.
won'tis herein
accept
feature farce,Some
but audiences
enough drama
provided to make the offering acceptable
anywhere. Our crowds voted it "immense."
We'll say
too. Attendance
splendid,
three
days.
Drawso, working
class in city
of 163,000.
Admission 4d to 8d. W. F. Pirie, Star Palace
Theatre, Aberdeen, Scotland.
RAILROADED. Star, Herbert Rawlinson.
This title means nothing to a British audience. The British angle is intentionally very
strong in this. We had to explain it in all
advertising. The Film provides a very
American picture of English life, with some
bad "howlers," but, thank Heaven, in a kindly spirit and without any monocles! It Is
slow and the climax is much ado about nothing, so that the crowd chuckled instead of
being thrilled. It just got by and is suitable only for the unsophisticated. Moral
tone very shaky — too much vengeance. Had
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pretty pood attendance. Draw working class
in city of 163,000. Admission 4d to 8d. W.
F. Pirie, Star Palace Theatre, Aberdeen, Scotland.
RIDE FOR YOUR LISTS. (5,310 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. If Universal would give Hoot
western pictures as good as this one and cut
out the book stuff he would be a whizz bang.
Come
on, Carl,
have Rivoli
more westerns
for
this boy.
Paul let's
L Shaw,
Theatre (375
seats), Clinton, Indiana.
STORM DAUGHTER. (5,303 feet). Star,
Priseilla Dean. Have seen Priscilla Dean In
much better, but of course that was when
they were program pictures. This one Is a
Jewel. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre
(1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
Warner Bros.
BROADWAY AFTER DARK. (6,300 feet).
Star, Adolph Menjou. Very entertaining program picture and above the average. Menjou
portrays a very likable character, all the
more noticeable after his varied career as a
society reprobate. It's just a really good
picture. Tone fair. Hardly suitable for Sunday. Poor attendance. Mixed class, city of
500,000. Admission 10-20. William T. Meeks,
Silliman'swaukee,
Murray
Wisconsin. Theatre (740 seats), MilBROADWAY AFTER DARK. (6,300 feet).
Star cast. Unusually good. Mighty fine entertainment in any house except where clientele is absolutely low-brow. Everybody
here had a good word for it. Except for the
season of the year, with daylight saving
and numerous automobiles, would have done
smashing business. Tone good. Sunday,
questionable. Good audience appeal. All
classes,
city Coleman
of 10,000.Theatre
Admission
Al
Anders,
(75010-20-30.
seats),
Southington, Connecticut.
Comedies
DELIVERING
THE
GOODS. (Century).
Some for
verytheclever
by "Pal"
the dog.
Great
kids. work
Tone good.
Sunday,
yes.
Audience appeal ninety per cent. Neighborhood class, city of 80,000. Admission 10-15.
M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats, St.
Joseph, Missouri.
EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES. "Babies Welcome," "A Hula Honeymoon," "Hold Tight,"
"Hot Water." We claim these comedies the
worst on the market. Not a laugh to be
heard, except at rare intervals. Signed up
for one a week and have almost completed
contract. No more then, boys. Look at
other comedies before you buy these Educational, which are better two-reel dramas
than comedies. All classes, city of 10,000.
Admission 10-20-30. Al. Anders, Coleman
Theatre
(750 seats), Southington, Connecticut.
ETIQUET. (Fox). Fairly good comedy. Not
up to standard, however. Seems that I have
hit a streak of fair to rotten comedies for
the last two weeks. Tone good. Sunday,
yes. Fair audience appeal. Small town
class, town of 2,500. Admission 10-25. A. L
Mlddleton, Grand Theatre (500 seats), De
Queen, Arkansas.

For
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EXHIBITORS
Keep your projectors in good shape.
Send back the print in a* good shape
as you get it.
EXCHANGES
Wake up your inspectors and treat
the exhibitor to the decent print he
deserves.
LETS HAVE
A SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS!
FOOL PROOF. (Christie Comedy). Star,
Neal Burns. Some good gags here and an
up-to-date idea. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal eighty per cent. Neighborhood class, city of 80,000. Admission 10-16.
M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats), St.
Joseph, Missouri.
HIS FIRST CAR, (Educational). Star, Al
St. John. Pretty fair for a star comedy. A
few new gags and tricks with a Ford. Scenes
of the camp in the storm are thrlllingly
funny. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Audience
appeal fair. Small town class, town of 2,500.
Admission 10-25. A. L>. Mlddleton, Grand
Theatre (500 seats), DeQueen, Arkansas.
LODGE NIGHT. (Pathe). Stars, Our Gang.
Good.
"Our theGang"
comedies
are good
will please
kiddies,
and when
they and
get
to laughing they pass it on to the grownups. Town and rural class, town of 2,800.
Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre
(450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
PLEASE, TEACHER.
(Universal). Star,
Buddy Messinger. Another good one, with
one of deed.Buddy's
inventions.
Very good
inA. F. Jenkins,
Community
Theatre,
David City, Nebraska.
SCHOOL PALS. (Fox). Clean comedy. The
monkeys (or whatever they are) are very
good. I have liked this brand of comedies.
Brand, Imperial. Town and rural class, town
of 2,800. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
SHANGHAIED LOVERS. (Pathe). Star,
Harry Langdon. A good comedy; plenty of
fun and action. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
Serials
HAUNTED VALLEY. (Pathe). Star, Ruth
Roland. This is all right as a serial and I
find that serials are all right as entertainment. The kids eat them up and therefore
they are good advertisements. All classes,
town of 3,200. Admission 10-20-30. Charles
Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre (500 seats), Pierce,
South Dakota.
LEATHERSTOCKING. (Pathe). Star, Edna Murphy. A fair serial, but it's been a
long time since I've made money on a serial,
and "Leatherstocking" was no exception.
Town and country class, town of 700. Admission 10-25. J. B. Carter, Electric Theatre
(250 seats), Browning, Missouri.

Release in December —Now
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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LEATHERSTOCKING. (Pathe). Star, Harold Miller. A corking good serial. Big sets.
Hundreds of Indians and soldiers. Wonderful outdoor scenery. It certainly looks like
a winner so far. Played chapters two and
three. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Rural class, town of 850. Admission 10-25-33. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre
(400 seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
Short Subjects
SOCIETY KNOCKOUT.
(Universal). Star,
Jack Dempsey. The second of the "Fight and
Win" series. Each one a complete story. A
favorite with any audience. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, any type. Family
class city of 300,000. Admission 13-30-45. Lee
l>. Balsly,
Kansas
City,Liberty
Missouri.Theatre (1,000 seats),
Mis cellaneous
BRIGHT LIGHTS OF BROADWAY. (Principal). Star cast. (6,700 feet). This turned
out to be the greatest flop at the box office
we ever had. A good picture of its type but
would draw nothing. Tone fair. Sunday, no.
Attendance almost nothing. Town and rural
class, town of 1.100. Admission 10-25. W.
C. Geer, Princess Theatre (176 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
BROADWAY GOLD. (State Right). Star,
Elaine Hammerstein. (6,800 feet). Just a fair
picture. Not much to recommend it but we
can't have big ones every day. Tone only
fair. P. A. Preddy, Elaine Theatre, Sinton,
Texas.
DANGER AHEAD. (Renown). Star, Richard Talmadge. (4,353 feet). "Bright Lights)
of Broadway"
the record
attendance untilheld
we played
this for
one least
on July
3. Maybe our patrons were afraid of firecrackers. We hate to pan the Talmadge pictures when they apparently go over well In
some localities, but our patrons will not come
out to see his pictures, so we merely state
facts. Tone fair. Sunday, no. Attendance
worst on record. Town and rural class, town
of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
DESERTED AT THE ALTAR. (Renown).
Star cast. Another one with almost no drawing power. A fair picture at that. Tone
fair. Sunday, yes. Attendance awful. Town
and rural class, town of 1,100. Admission 1025. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats),
Vermont, Illinois.
EMPTY CRADLE. (Renown). Star cast. (7
reels). No drawing power. Paid the price ot
a special and lost money. Tone fair. Sunday, yes. Attendance very poor. Town and
rural class, town of 1,100. Admission 10-26.
W.
C.
Princess Theatre (176 seats),
Vermont,Geer,
Illinois.
FLESH AND BLOOD. (Western Pictures).
Star, Lon Chaney. (6 reels). An average program picture but does not warrant boosting.
Has thea bad
didn't manner
the author
let
fatherending.
crook inWhya decent
and
allow the persecuted hero clear his name and
become a useful citizen. Tone okay. Sunday, no. Good attendance. Mixed class, city
of 600,000. Admission 10-20. William T.
Meeks,
Silliman's
Murray Theatre (740 seats),
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
HIS LAST RACE. (Renown). Star, Boomdid not erang
draw(horse).
for Aus.fairly
Tone good
fair. picture,
Sunday, but
no.
Poor attendance. Town and rural class, town
of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (176 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
JUST A SONG AT TWILIGHT. (Renown).
Star, Richard Talmadge. A good title to exploit and the music to the song will help to
put the picture over. A fair picture. Tone,
attendance. Town
Sunday,
good.rural
and
class,yes.
townPoorof 1,100. Admission
10-26. W. C Geer, Princess Theatre (17*
seats), Vermont, Illinois.
MAN THERE WAS. (Renown). Star, Victor Seastrom. Some people might call this a
classic, but ours did not like it. A sea story
founded on a poem. Tone good. Sunday, yea.
Very poor attendance. Town and rural class,
town of 1,100. Admission 10-26. W. C. Gear,
nois.
Princess Theatre (176 seats), Vermont. Illi-
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"Never
in

EDMUND LOWE
Appearing in William Fox photoplays.
Fox

Names

the First

Edmund Lowe's Initial Starring Vehicle la "The King's Jackal"
Having been elevated to stardom by Fox
Film Corporation following his excellent
work in "The Fool," which will be one of
the five Giant Specials to be issued by
that organization this season, Edmund Lowe
is about to start work on his first starring
vehicle, "The Love Throne," adapted from
"The
Jackal,"
by Richard
Davis.King's
September
14 has
been set Harding
for the
release date. Lowe will make seven starring
pictures for Fox during the season.
Shirley Mason also will make seven star
pictures for Fox. The first to be released
is "That French Lady," from W. J. Hurlburt's
stage haspiece,
StrangeandWoman,"
Production
been"The
completed
the release date set as August 24. Miss Mason's
second picture of the year will be "The
Great Diamond Mystery." It is an original
story by Shannon Fife and was directed by
Denison Clift, who made "This Freedom."
Miss Mason is now at work on "My Husband's Wives," a story
by Barbara
which represents
the first
directorialLaMarr,
effort
for Fox of Maurice Elvey, the noted English
director. Bryant Washburn supports Miss
Mason in this picture and the cast also includes Evelyn Brent.
Buck Jones has completed his first starring
vehicle for the new year, "The Desert Outlaw," which will be released August 17. He
is now working on "Winner Take All," the
second of his series of seven productions,
which will be released September 28.
La Rocque Cast
Rod La Rocque has been chosen to play
the leading role opposite Pola Negri in the
Ernst Lubitsch production, "Forbidden Paradise." which Lubitsch, loaned by Warner
Bros, for this picture, is starting at the
Paramount West Coast studio.
This screen play by Agnes Christine
Johnston was adapted from the comedydrama, "The Czarina," which Gilbert Miller
produced at the Empire Theatre, New York,
two seasons ago and in which Doris Keane
was starred. The original version was written by Melchior Lengyel and Lajos Biro,
the story dealing with intimate incidents at
the court of the famous Empress Catherine
of Russia.

Say
Los

Die"
Premiere
Angeles
Great

THE first thing Charles H. Wuerz did
as the new manager of the MetroGoldwyn California Theatre in Los
Angeles, was to put over in real style the
world's premiere of Douglas MacLean's
latest
comedy,
"Never
Die."
Manager
Wuerz
did Say
not overlook
a bet in
starting the rush of the patrons to the California Theatre and in keeping up that rush
during the entire first week of the run of
the picture, which began its engagement
on August 2nd.
Approximately 75,000 pieces of printed
matter, accessories and literature were used
in exploiting "Never Say Die" by the opening day. This number included 250 twentyfour sheets, 2,500 assorted three-sheets, 2,000
assorted one-sheets, 3,000 window cards, 2,000
one-sheet tack cards, 20,000 haralds, 20.000
"Never Say Die" illustrated roto supplements
and 20,000 special Douglas MacLean lapel
buttons.

Pathe
Afford

Releases
Well
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In addition
to this
"Don't Be Foolish"
cards
were made
up 300
for hotels, drug stores,
barber shops and haberdasheries, each of
which contained a dozen Douglas MacLean
buttons. Just 10,000 buttons pinned on
pedestrians.
Manager Wuerz, through the co-operation
of the Douglas MacLean studios, obtained 50
of the studio girls, dressed them in fancy
bathing suits with natty French bathing
cloaks, with stockings rolled down to the
ankles, and during the lunch and tea hours
sent them out on the streets of the city
pinning buttons on everyone from the mayor
and chief of police down to the traffic men
and all male pedestrians. This was an opening day stunt and created widespread notice.
At the theatre a special prologue was put
on, depicting a cabaret scene in the Latin
Quarter of Paris with the California ballet
dancing to Delibes' famous ballet from
"Lakma."

for

August

Balanced

for
prograam Will
release
heads
PATH
theEweek
of its
August
17 with
Rogers two-reel comedy, a Sennett
Langdon two-reel comedy in addition to the
third episode of "Into The Net," the Pathe
serial, written by Richard E. Enright, Police
Commissioner for the City of New York.
The Sennet-Langdon comedy featuring
Harry Langdon is entitled "The First Hundred Years" and is the story of a newlywed
and the laborious job he has in keeping a
cook. The production was made under the
supervision of F. Richard Jones. In the cast
also are Alice Day, Frank Coleman, Louise
Carver and Madeline Hurlock.
Hal Roach presents Will Rogers in a Pathe
comedy, "A Truthful Liar," the third of
Rogers' political satires. The production was
directed by Hampton Del Ruth and in addition to Will Rogers has Richard Pennell,
Beth Darlington, Madge Hunt, Jack Cooper
and Jack Ackroyd in the cast.
In "Kidnapped," the third episode of the
Pathe serial "Into the Net," the bigger moments of the picture are the chase of the
kidnappers down Fifth avenue at breakneck
speed with guns popping and speedometers
registering fifty miles an hour. The final
climax comes in the fight on the Brooklyn
Bridge between the police and the bandits
with one of the detectives hurdling the rail
to almost certain death in the waters, one
hundred feet below. Edna Murphy is the
featured player and is supported by Jack
Mulhall,
Bennett. Frank Lackteen and Constance
Pathe Review No. 33 carries four interesting subjects. The first, Ohshjma Shores, is
a narrative of the Japanese coast. Next
comes "The Gay Deceivers," a story of a
dog who looks ferocious but in reality is as
lamb. "The Photo-Sculptor" is
as aconcerns
meek and
third
machine-made art. The

Hit

17

Program

last is "The Tourists Paradise," a trip along
the River Ain, France, in Pathe color.
"House Cleaning" is the title of Aesop's
Film Fables release for the week starring
Paul Terry's funny little black cat.
"Topics of the Day," No. 33 and Pathe
News numbers 68 and 69 complete the program for the week.
Big Booking

Deal

Producers Dist. Corp. Closes With
Modern-Beacon Theatres, Boston
L. J. Hacking, manager of Boston branch
of Producers Distributing Corporation, has
closed a booking deal for Producers product
for the coming season. The contract was
made with Jake Lourie of the ModernBeacon Theatres in Boston and covered the
entire new output of Producers Distributing
Corporation, with the agreement that four
of the group will go into the Park Theatre,
Boston, for indefinite runs.
The first picture to be played under this
contract
will be Broadway
"Welcome Stranger,"
the
Aaron Hoffman
stage success,
starring Florence Vidor, made by Belasco
Productions under the direction of James
Young, with screen adaptation by Willard
Mack and James Young.
A contract for subsequent showings of the
same group of pictures at the Bijou Theatre,
Boston, was also closed by Mr. Hacking.

Blood"
I^CApt.
COMING
WW^S
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Hammons

Sees

for

Banner

Educational

history eof Educathe attractiv
NEVER before
tional has suchin an
array of
talent been gathered under the banner of one releasing company," said E. W.
Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., in discussing his company's
product for the 1924-25 season.
"Lige Conley will continue in EducationalMermaid Comedies, in leading roles, sui>~
ported by a cast composed largely of players
who were with him last year. Ruth Hiatt,
Important
By Arrangement

PICTURE

WORLD

Year
Shorts

who appeared with both Conley and Lloyd
Hamilton, will have the main supporting rjle
with Conley in Mermaid Comedies, and Otto
Fries, Jack Lloyd, Peg O'Neill and 'Moonlight' will form the balance of the casts.
"Lloyd Hamilton, in Educational-Hamilton
Comedies, is one of the most dependable
stars in short subjects. This year he will
have a new leading lady, Dorothy Seastrom,
a newcomer to his company. He will produce a series of six two reel comedies.

Announcement

August 16, 1924
"Larry Semon, who will make a series of
four special comedies, I consider one of the
best drawing cards on the comedy screen.
"Bobby Vernon, heading his own company
producing Bobby Vernon Comedies, will provide six two reel comedies. Two new beauties are supporting him in his first picture,
Evelyin Francisco and Ann Cornwall. Vernon
has built up a reputation as a dependable
comedian, and in his own company will make
comedies superior to any he has yet produced.
"Walter Hiers is so well known through
his long association with Paramount that he
needs no introduction to exhibitors or fans.
Both Mr. Hiers and myself feel that his wor<
in. two reel comedies will surpass anything he
has done in the longer pictures. Duane
Thompson, recruited from the Christie forces,
will be his leading lady.
"Altogether, I feel that Educational is oifering to exhibitors this year the greatest
array of short subject talent ever listed on
the releasing schedule »f one distributing

with Spectrum Films, Ltd., London
concern."
Director

Neilan

Praised

By N. Y. Critics for Excellent Work in
"Tess of D'Urbervilles"
"In giving to the screen Thomas Hardy";.
'Tess of the D'Urbervilles,' Micky Neilan has
proven that he is one of the best directors
of the upper ten," wrote the Evening World's
reviewer. "He has retained all the power,
the appeal and beauty of the original and has
invested the dramatic progress of the story
with pictorial beauty that adds greatly to
its interest. Another outstanding feature is
that the exterior scenes were filmed on the
exact locations in Wessex County, England,
in Stonehenge and other places described by
The criticisms
picture's
premiere
at the follow
Capitol,theNew
York,world
last
week.
Hardy."
"There is bound to be a great deal of discussion over 'Tess,' " said the American.
"Neilan has directed many pictures, but
taken in its entirety this last effort tak>;s
the palm. Miss Sweet gives an exhibition
rarelyTimes.
seen on the screen of real art," said
the
Jackie

AMERICAN

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHAS.
W.
PHELLIS
&
CO.,
Inc.
PRESENT ADDRESS— 130 WEST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK CITY
WATCH

FOR

LATER

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Coogan

Appeals

Touring to Swell Near East Relief
Fund in Children's Crusade
In Cincinnati August 9, Jackie Coogan will
visit Detroit, Cleveland and Pittsburgh and
will arrive in New York August 14, leading
the Children's Crusade that has so far raised
fund.
thousands
of dollars for the Near East Reli'f
The crusade that started August 2 from
Los Angeles has taken Jackie into eleven cities to appeal for funds for the 60,000 destitute orphan children of the Holy Lands.
Pasadena, Albuquerque, Hutchinson, Newton, Emporia, Topeka, Lawrence, Kansas
City, Chicago, Indianapolis and Louisville are
the cities thus far visited. In Albuquerque
elaborate
attendedtribe.
Jackie's
initiation native
into theceremonies
Navajo Indian
On September 6 Jackie, with his fath;r
and mother, and entourage, will sail from
New York to Athens to be there in time to
meet the arrival of the slower steamship
that
bring the necessities from the N?ar
East will
Relief.
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GEORGE O'BRIEN
Featured in Fox Photoplays.
Pennsylvania

Protests

President

O'Toole to Combat Emergency Lighting System
An effort is now being made on the part
of the Department of Labor and Industry
in Pennsylvania to have installed in the
theatres of that state a so-called emergency
lighting system which is intended to take
care of the illumination in the theatres in
the event that the entire lighting current of
the city or town is turned off. This has
caused a storm of protest on the part of
theatre owners generally and the attention
of National President M. J. O'Toole has
been brought to the matter through letters
from Pennsylvania exhibitors. It is contended that present systems are ample to care
for every possible safety requirement.
Mr. O'Toole is a Pennsylvania exhibitor,
for years has been identified with the affairs
of the industry in that state and during that
period has been chairman of the state legislative committee. He will attempt to have
this rule so changed that theatre owners
will be able to install any satisfactory form
of system that will be of a kind to meet
every possible emergency and at the same
time be put in place at a minimum of cost.
"Never
Bookings
The latest Say
DouglasDie"
MacLean
comedy is
"Never Say Die," which is the initial release of Associated Exhibitors product for
the season of 1924-5. In addition to the prerelease booking at the California Theatre,
Los Angeles, where a tremendous exploitation campaign is being put behind the picture, it has also been booked for other prerelease showings at the Neuman Theatre,
Kansas City, and the Harry Davis Grand,
Pittsburgh.
L'Estrange Is Manager
Dick L'Estrange has been engaged as general manager of the Priscilla Dean unit in
Hunt Stromberg's production activities.
L'Estrange will officially assume his new
position with the starting of "A Cafe in
Cairo," Priscilla Dean's second picture to be
released
by Producers Distributing Corporation.

Locked

Doors

Emory Johnson Surrounds New Film
With Veil of Secrecy
With a large cast of principals and several
hundred extras, Emory Johnson, the producer began his sixth production for Film
Booking Offices behind locked doors on
the F. B. O. lot last week. Not only did Mr.
Johnson insist on having the entrance to the
stage padlocked but he also had the set
on which he and his company were to work
"boxed" higher than is usual, even in the
case of the most temperamental stars.
Employing a theme, which is at once
novel and of exceptionally strong possibilities for exploitation and showmanship, Producer Johnson is guarding his story jealously
in order to prevent any poaching by other
producers. The name and theme of the story
by Mr. Johnson's mother, Emilie Johnson,
will be withheld until at least a month before release date, which will be early in the
autumn. The cast includes Tom Santschi,
Johnnie Walker, Jane Thomas and David
("Red") Kirby.
Ahead

First

1924-25

THE order of release on the first nine
of the twenty productions which Warner Brothers will make during the season 1924-25 has just been announced:
"Three Women," "Find Your Man," "Deburau, Lover of Camille," "This Woman,"
"The Dark Swan," "The Narrow Street, "A
Lost Lady," "The Age of Innocence," "The
Lighthouse
by the Sea."
"Three Women"
is the first of the Ernst
Lubitsch Individual Productions of the season. "Find Your Man" has Rin-Tin-Tin, the
wonder dog, for a star.
Behind
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Schedule

"Deburau, Lover of Camille," the motion
picture version of the celebrated Belasco
stagethe success
is next.
on
list, is from
the "This
HowardWoman,"
Rockey fourth
novel
by
"The name.
Dark Swan" is
fromthethesame
book name.
of the same
New

Jack Pickford

Film

"Tlhe End of the World" Print Coming
to New York by Air Mail
"The End of the World" is on its way.
Which merely means that Jack Pickford ha:;
shipped his new picture to New York. It is
going by aeroplane mail. The reason the
film is going by air mail is that Jack h;
anxious for his sister Mary to see the picture
before she leaves New York for the Coast.
She arrived in New York from Europe recently, to remain a few weeks before continuing on to Hollywood.
"The End of the World" is the first picture
Jack has clone since releasing "The HillBilly" which critics rated as the best picture
of its kind yet produced. It is the opinion at
the studio that "The End of the World" will!
prove equally sensational in its success.
Fredericks
U" Film
Pauline Fredericksin is"Big
to be featured
in one
of Universals big Jewel productions for the
second half of the 1924-1925 season. The film
will be "Smouldering Fires." It supplies Miss
Fredericks with an unusual role of wide scope
and one which will call upon her for the full
vent of her screen ability.

of Schedule

Blackton Produces "Clean Heart" in
Record Time for Vitagraph
When the A. S. M. Hutchinson novel, "The
Clean Heart," was placed in production on
May 22, J. Stuart Blackton notified the Vitagraph executive office that he would consume forty-two actual working days.
The last scenes and sequences were shot
on July 12. The elapsed time was fifty-two
days ; deducting seven Sundays and four
not suitable for working makes the record
stand at forty-one days, one less than
scheduled.
This speed was maintained in spite of a
brand new technique which Mr. Blackton
employs for the first time in this picture.
This portrays the effect of the drama on
the individual rather than his action on the
drama and thus produces an effect which
might almost be called "visual conversation."
Corinne Busy
Corrine Griffith Productions, Inc., has begun work on Miss Griffith's first starring vehicle for First National, "Wilderness," from
the story by Evelyn Campbell. Robert Z.
Leonard is directing. James Kirkwood, Ian
Emily Fitzroy and Anna Schaeffer
Keith,
have roles.

Claire de Lorez appears in Priscilla Dean' t
"Siren of Seville,"
a Producers
Corporation
picture. Distributing
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Scene* from Warner Brothers' "Babbitt."

Burr

Arranges

Big

National

Herbert
Brenon and
Willis Goldbeck
Starting
"Peter
Pan" ar
rived in New York from the Coast this week.
They will start immediately upon the preliminary preparations for the production of
"Peter Pan," for which Goldbeck has written the scenario and which will be made
under the direction of Brenon at the Para
mount eastern studio.

for
Campaign
Johnny
over
Burr
C.
C.
is
d
enthuse
SO
Hines' latest feature, "The Speed
Spook," which has just been completed,
that he is making preparations for the most
extensive advertising and publicity campaign
in his long career as a producer. This campaign will be along similar lines to that of
his nationally advertised "I Am the Law" two
years ago.
It is Burr's plan to use full page space in
all the prominent fan magazines and the
Saturday Evening Post. Accompanying
these advertisements will be a host of feature publicity stories, the forerunner of
which has already appeared in the August
issue of the Aero Digest in a story titled
"Speed Spooks Speak."

Spook"
"Speed
This particular story dealt with the close
relationship between the camera and the airplane; the analogy between the movie thrill
star and the pilot, and the thoughts of Johnny Hines and Lieut. Eric Nelson, who is one
of the three American round-the-world avia
tors.
The trade paper campaign was set in motion eight weeks ago and will continue until
all territorial rights are sold. Beginning
September first, New York State will be
covered with a twenty-four sheet campaign,
particular emphasis being laid on the Greater
New York territory. Aside from this campaign, C. C. Burr has already contracted for
four huge illuminated sign spaces in the
Times Square district.

China Unsettled
American-made motion pictures are received with high favor in China, according to
H. W. Ray, president of Hong Kong Amusements, Ltd., who is in New York to look
over product for his nine theatres in south
ern China. He visited the Paramount Long
Island studio to see how pictures are made.
Mr. Ray said that present conditions in
China are very unsettled and this is having
an effect on theatre patronage. There is
scarcely a town, he says, that does not have
a little war of its own at least once a month.
It is unsafe to travel from one district to
another.

Being Edited
Camera work on Samuel Goldwyn's production, "In Hollywood with Potash and
Perlmutter," adapted from the Broadway
stage
success,
Pleasure,"
is
finished.
The"Business
picture isBefore
being edited
and
titled by Montagu Glass, author, Francis
Marion, scenario writer, and Al Green, director, preparatory to being shipped east
for First National fall release.
Efforts are being made to cut the picture
to feature length, but according to advices
from the West Coast, if most of the funny
business is retained after pre-viewing, the
picture will reach the public as a superspecial production.

Ochs Buys Sign
Lee Ochs has closed the electric sign contract for his Piccadilly Theatre with Sam
Roth of Murphy & Brode, Inc. This will be
the largest theatrical sign display on Broadway, it is said. The chief innovation of the
sign will be the patented direct and indirect
lighting system. The name of Vincent Lopez,
who will conduct the Piccadilly Orchestra,
will be featured in large electric letters on a
sign covering the entire face of the building.

"Scandal" Finished
B. P. Schulberg has completed a screen
version of Edwin Balmer's novel, "The
Breath of Picture
Scandal,"forwhich
will through
be his first
Preferred
release
the
recently organized company of B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc. Gasnier directed and
Eve Unsell wrote the scenario. The cast
includes Betty Blythe, Lou Tellegen, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Forrest Stanley. Jack Mulhall.
Phyllis Haver and Myrtle Stedman. The
release date is September 1.

Sennett Lot Active
Three comedy companies are working
simultaneously at the Mack Sennett studios
in the production of pictures for Pathe.
Harry Langdon started work on a new
"laugh-getter" under the direction of Harry
Edwards. Natalie Kingston is his leading
lady. Under the direction of Ralph Ceder,
Graves has started on another twoRalphfarce
reel
with Alice Day. Del Lord is
shooting a celluloid comic operetta, trifeaturing Billy Bevan, Sid Smith and Madeline Hurlock. Ben Turpin is on a briei
vacation.

Scenes from "The Man Who Came Back," which will be a William Fox release.
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Dempsey Completes
Another

George O'Brien Starring
George O'Brien, the young actor whom
Fox Film Corporation is featuring in several big productions next season, will have
Billie Dove to support him in "Thorns of
Passion," the screen version of Robert W.
Service's "The Roughneck."
Universale Big Cast
Supporting Reginald Denny in Universal's
"Oh, Doctor I" directed by Harry A. Pollard
with Mary Astor in the feminine lead, are :
Otis Harlan, William V. Mong, Tom Ricketts,
Lucille Ward, Clarence Geldert, Mike Donlin, Blanch Payson, C. L. Sherwood, George
Kuwa and Martha Mattox.

Seeling

Offers

Coolidge

in Five-Reel
Westerns
NEW western star is to blossom forth of the exchange men, Seeling is avoiding
on the state rights horizon with the excess charges of cinema finance companies, and the profits that would have to be
Charles R. Seeling, well known independent producer as his sponsor. Cuba
paid to capitalists outside the industry who
Coolidge is his name and he has been signed might be called upon to invest in the venture.
to a long-term contract by Seeling to make
Seeling has risen from the ranks of cameramen and is credited with knowing production
four series of five-reel westerns. Coolidge,
under his cowboy name of Crutchfield, has from all angles. This, his first attempt at
medals and cups galore won in the rodeos direct distribution from Hollywood, is being
and round-ups of the wild west for rope watched by other producers to see how the
twirling, rough riding and other daring feats experiment will turn out.
ui horsemanship.
Coolidge is an actor as well, having played
Century Releases
dramatic stock and toured the country with
Century Film Corporation, producers of
the better type melodrama companies. ProCentury Comedies, released through Uniduction on the first picture will start immeversal, announces that it has releases for the
diately, as Seeling has promised delivery to
the independent exchanges by September IS. next four months already in Universal exchanges. Among the twenty two-reelers
Seeling will handle his distribution direct
scheduled are six starring Wanda Wiley,
from Hollywood, having established headseven
in
which
Buddy Messinger stars, four
quarters at 5528 Santa Monica boulevard.
with
Al
Alt
and
the balance featuring the
Upon the completion of the first series SeelNew Edition Century Follies Girls, the Cening will take Coolidge on a personal appeartury Kids and Pal the dog.
ance tour of the country, he states.
Productions are being outlined for the beIndependent exchange owners are helping
to finance the Seeling productions by small gining of next year.
advance payments for the first picture, the
the selling arrangement calling for an immeGrauman Going Abroad
diate refund of money deposited in case the
Sid Grauman, owner-manager of the famed
first production is not entirely satisfactory. Grauman
Egyptian Theatre at Hollywood
By using his own money, together with that where "The Thief of Bagdad" is playing,
passed through New York this week on his
way to Europe in search of a rest. Sid expects Doug's picture to run in his house for
two years.

'

Again on Broadway
Fox Film Corporation has arranged for
a Broadway premiere of "The Man Who
Came Back" at the Central Theatre, Broadway and Forty-seventh street, opening Sunday, August 31. The event should create unusual interest for this photoplay is based
upon one of the greatest of legitimate stage
successes. Season after season it was presented by various companies until every city
and town in the United States and Canada
was played. As a play it was a vehii :le
for Henry Hull and Mary Nash. Many other
actors and actress, now established film
favorites gained fame in this play.

A STRIKING NOVELTY
"The Last Man on Earth" is a William Fox production along original lines.

A

The Eighth Picture of the "Fight and
Win" Series is Finished
Jack Dempsey has just finished work in
"The Town Hall Tonight," the eighth picture
of the "Fight and Win" series in which he is
heing starred by Universal. His present
contract calls for two more pictures, one of
which will he started within the next ten
days.
The titles of the Dempsey films, in the
order of their release are "Winning His
Way," "A Society Knockout," "West of the
Water Bucket," "So This is Paris," "All
Swell on the Ocean," "Officer 999,
Hie
Title Holder," "The Town Hall Tonight,"
and the two not yet made, "The Health
Farm" and "A K. O. by Cupid."
Chuck Reisner, Hayden Stevenson and
George Ovey, skilled comedy trio, appear
with Dempsey in all of the productions directed by Erie Kenton.

Ball"
"TheBuys
Charity"Charity
Ball," a famous
American
play, has been bought by Metro-Goldwyn Mayer. Maud Fulton, playwright and star,
who was signed two weeks ago to write
original stories and adaptations for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer will begin at once on the
script of for
"Thethe Charity
directly
screen. Ball," her first work

Scenes from Metro-Goldwyn's Rex Ramon
Ingram Novarro.
picture, "The Arab," with Alice Terry and

"Great Divide" Cast
Wallace Beery, Mae Busch and George
Cooper have been assigned by Irving G.
Thalberg to join the cast of William Vaughn
Moody's "The Great Divide," which Reginald Barker is directing for Metro-Goldu yn
Mayer.
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Leaves Ottawa Field
On September 1, Marcus Loew is stepping
out of the Ottawa, Ontario, theatre field and
will remain outside for an extensive period,
said' to be ten years, according to an announcement made at Ottawa on August 2
relative to an important change in connection with the direction of Loew's Ottawa
Theatre, one of the most handsome houses
in Canada.
The new arrangement means, it is said,
that the new B. F. Keith Company of Canada, Ltd., recently organized with a $5,U0U.0UO capitalization, is taking over the Loew
Theatre at Ottawa and the new manager of
the house will be J. M. Franklin, who has
been the proprietor of the Franklin Keith
Theatre, Ottawa, for the past year.
Tom Mix Working
"The Deadwood Coach," one of the seven
Tom Mix Specials on the schedule of Fox
Film Corporation for the coming season,
was started at the West Coast studios of that
company this week. It is an adaptation of
Clarence Mulford's novel, "The Orphan." The
scenario was made by Lynn Reynolds, who
is directing the picture. The cast, which
has not been completed, includes George
Bancroft, Dewitt Jennings, Buster Gardner
and Lucien Littlefield.

SCENES FROM METRO-GOLD WYN'S "REVELATION"
A George D. Baker production with all-star cast.

Great

Joppa

Gate

Built

Fox Signs Leonard
T. C. Leonard, who last season handled
the publicity for the Chicago company of
"The Fool" for the Selwyns and who also
was ahead of Jane Cowl in "Romeo and
Juliet" has been engaged by Fox Film
Corporation to direct the publicity and exploitation campaign for the Central Theatre,
Broadway and Forty-seventh street, New
York, which has been leased by that company.

motion
built d forfora the
set ever
largest
THE
picture
has been
complete
big
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production of
"Ben Hur," it is claimed. The set represents
the famous Joppa Gate of Biblical times,
through which streamed a continuous horde
of people with their goats, cows and camels.
On a plateau outside of Rome the hulk
towers 150 feet in the air, in sight of the
Roman aqueduct and city walls. Many
months of labor have gone into the construction of the great Joppa Gate. It was
built under the supervision of Horace Jackson, art director of "Ben Hur," who has been
abroad with the company several months.

Is Leading Lady
Claire Adams will be Edmund Lowe's leading lady in his first starring picture for Fox
Film Corporation, "The Love Throne,"
adapted from "The King's Jackal," by Richard Harding Davis. Sheldon Lewis and
Diana Miller also have leading parts.

Metro

Gibson Title Changed
The title of Hoot Gibson's newest completed Universal special feature, "The Cactus
Kid," has been changed to "The Hurricane
Kid."

Goldwyn

for

Set

"Ben

Hur"

Jackson will have Harold Grieve for his associate in the work. Grieve left New York
to join "Ben Hur" two weeks ago.
Another big set will be the immortal Circus
Maximus. It is here that the great chariot
race in "Ben Hur" occurs. Construction
plans for the Circus Maximus call for a
length of a quarter mile on both sides, and
it is possible that this size will be increased
to half a mile. The Circus Maximus has
already been constructed in miniature, and
from the dimensions of the model it will be
necessary to have 60,000 people to fill the
seats.

Announces

5

in September
Releases
an impression when pre-viewed by Metrobe lstheto first
SILK"
wyn will
S IN
-Gold
NERMetro
specia
SINfive
reachof Goldwyn-Mayer executives that it was chosen
to head the list of September releases.
exhibitors in September. This Hobart
Henley production, made under the working
"The Red Lily," Fred Niblo's production,
title of "Free Love," was recently comple'el
featuring Ramon Novarro ; "Yolanda," the
at the Culver City studios, and made such Cosmopolitan special starring Marion Davies ;
"Wine of Youth," King Vidor's picture; and
"One Night in Rome," starring Laurette
Taylor, are the other September releases.
of "Threlease
see the will
RedSeptember
Lily," and8 will
"Yolanda"
be given to
exhibitors on September 15, "Wine of Youth"
22, and "One Night in Rome '
on September
on
September 29.
Scheduled for August release are "Bread,"
Marshall Neilan's "Tess of the D'Urbervilles,"
Reginald Barker's "Broken Barriers." and
Crusoe."
Robinson showings
in "Little
JackiefirstCoogan
The
two have
had pre-release
at the Capitol, New York.
Big

Scenes from "Cornered," the Warner Brothers' Classic with all-star cast.

"Tinsel Woman"
Titled
Made
under the
title of "Circe,"
Mae
Murray's
next working
Metro-Goldwyn
picture
will be called "The Tinsel Woman" when it
is released on the fall Metro-Goldwy i
schedule. This is a Blasco Ibanez stor\ .
first to be written directly for the screen.
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t series
THE third of the Buddy Roosevel
of westerns has been completed and has
arrived in New York. It has been titled
"Biff, Bang Buddy." The Buddy Roosevelt
series is being made in Hollywood by Approved Pictures Corporation, v/ith Lester F.
Scott sponsoring the productions. The fourth
of the series will start in a week cr so. The
first two of the series are titled respectively
"Rough Ridin' " and "Battling Buddy."
Among the territorial rights put chasers of
the Buddy Roosevelt series are the following :
Progress Pictures Co., Frank Zainbreno, 808
So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ilbnois — Indiana, Wisconsin and Northern Illinois.
R. G. Hill Enterprises, Inc., 1010 Forbes
Street, Pittsburgh, Pa— Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia.

Strong

Array

Independents

Present

in

Planning

Open

Market

National

Offerings

Tour,

Developments

difficulties to a great extent. This embraces
a comprehensive plan that enters the realms
of distribution, with money, brains and effort
behind it, and I expect we will be able to
make known our plan of procedure within
a couple of weeks.
"Just to prove that my faith in the state
right method of distribution is based on the
right sort of confidence, I intend to make
arrangements when I reach Hollywood for
the production of several new series for the
independent market. One series will be of
two-reelers, some 20 approximately, and will
be of a comedy nature. Another series wili
enlist 20 two-reelers, more or less of a
novelty nature. And still another series will
consist of 10 two-reelers. I also will make
arrangements more than likely for the production of two series of five-reelers, the type
of which I am not at liberty to disclose at
present.
"With Weiss Brothers' Artcla=s Pictures
Corporation list including such productions
as 'After Six Days,' the spectacular Biblical
picture, the Buddy Roosevelt and Buffalo Bill,
Jr., series of westerns, 'The Woman Who
Believed,'
we will
be very
represented etc.,
next season
in the
way well
of product,
especially so with the acquisition of the new

two-reelers and longer productions I will arrange for while on the coast.
"The two-reelers alone will give Weiss
Brothers' Artclass a complete program of a
year's releases. Needless to say, we will get
behind this product with an exploitation campaign that will make it known internationally."

To Be Featured

Enterprise Distributing Corp., 87 Walton
Street, Atlanta, Ga. — Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, North and South Carolina.
Skirboll Gold Sea! Productions, Inc., 507
Film Building, Cleveland, Ohio — Ohio and
Kentucky.

Violet La Plante Won Place by Fine
Work in Buddy Roosevelt Series
After looking over the second Buddy Roosevelt production, "Battling Buddy," Weiss
Brothers' Artclass Pictures decided the work
of Violet La Plante merited recognition, and
instructions were issued to feature Miss La
Plante's name on the lithographic paper advertising the picture. This move was taken
only after serious consideration of Miss
La Plante's excellent performance in
"Battling Buddy."
Buddy Roosevelt is starred in the Buddy
Roosevelt series and his name narmally will
appear in the largest type and boldest letters
on all posters and other exploitation matter.
Miss La Plante's name not appearing in the
large sized letters of that of Mr. Roosevelt,
but being accorded recognition second to that
of the star, Buddy Roosevelt.
It is the first time in many years that a
member of a picture cast has jumped to feature position in billing, but Miss La Plante,
who is making her feature debut in "Battling
Buddy," is entitled to the honor, as a glance
at the picture will prove to the most captious
critic. Violet La Plante is a sister of Laura
La Plante, the Universal star, and, it is expected, will shortly be giving her famous sister a hard battle to determine who shall be
family.
the
most famous picture star in the La Plantc

Enterprise Distributing Corp., 1000 Perdido
Street, New Orleans, Louisiana — Mississippi
and Louisiana.
Beacon Films, Inc., 454 Stuart Street, Boston, Mass. — New England States.
Specialty Film Corporation, 1914 Main
Street, Dallas, Texas — Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas.
Twentieth Century Film Co., 256 North
13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. — Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey

Territory Sold
"The Woman Who Believed," one of the
Weiss Brothers' Artclass productions, a six
reel society drama, with some unusual wild
animal stuff interpolated in the plot, has been
sold for the following countries : Argentine,
Uruguay, Paraguay, Chili, Peru, Bolivia and
Ecuador. Max Glucksman, of 145 West 45th
Street, New York, was the purchaser.

Roosevelt
Be
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Offer

Independent

LOUIS WEISS, executive of Weiss
Brothers' Artclass Pictures, has postponed his country-wide selling trip for
a few days, it being his original intention of
starting on August 1, a later decision setting
the start at August 10. Mr. Weiss has
definitely scheduled his stopping-off places as
follows : Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Kansas City,
Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Seattle, Minneapolis, Chicago, Cleveland and New York. He will
cover some 10,000 miles in all, with quite a
stop-over at Los Angeles, to confer with
Lester F. Scott, Jr., "who is making the Buddy
Roosevelt and Buffalo Bill, Jr., series for
Weiss Brothers' Artclass distribution.
In discussing his trip to the key cities, Mr.
Weiss said he maintained the greatest of confidence in the state right market, notwithstanding the pessimistic attitude of many of
the independent producers and distributors
regarding it.
"There are still a number of tough spots
for the independent distributor to negotiate,"
Mr. Weiss said, "but that is a subject that
several members of the Independent Motion
Picture ciation
Producers'
and consideration
Distributors' for
Asso-a
has had under
long time, and I believe we have solved the

Third

M.

the
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way of thinking,

"After Six Days" has "The
Ten Commandments" licked
The latter is ornate and effortful. The
former is convincing and effortless in that
nobody seems striving for effect. It is great
and it is simple. The Bible stories we have
been taught to believe unfold before our eyes
so naturally that while the miracles thrill —
they still appear logical.
The Golden Calf episode is better
done than it is in "The Ten Commandments."
Also, it seems to me the parting of
the waters has been more satisfactorily accomplished.
Every Inch the Prophet
And though Theodore Roberts makes
a splendid Moses, the Moses of "After
Six Days" is far more the prophet
conjured up by your imagination, than
that of America's beloved veteran
actor.
The mob scenes are most impressive. You
never for a moment have the sensation of
watching the carefully directed efforts of
crowds of "extras."

AFTER.

SIX

featuring MOSES
TEN

DAYS

and

the

COMMANDMENTS

BUYERS
WHO
KNOW
AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CO., HARRY ASHER, PRES., 37 PIEDMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS. New England Territory
KERMAN FILM EXCHANGE, 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y. Greater New York end Northern New Jersey
STANDARD FILM ATTRACTIONS, 1322 VINE ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jerwsy.
EPIC FILM ATTRACTIONS, 808 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, IU. Northern Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
SUPREME PHOTOPLAY CO., 1014 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa. Western PennnsylvanUi and West Virginia.
B. & W. BOOKING OFFICE, Princess Theatre Bldg., Shelby, N. C. North and South Carolina.
TRIO PRODUCTIONS,
Ben Amsterdam, Pres., 920 New Jersey Ave. and K St., Washington, D. C. Maryland. Washington, Delaware INC.,
and Virginia.
CHARLES LALUMIERE, 12 Mayor Street, Montreal, Canada. Dominion of Canada.
GLOBE THEATRES, LIMITED, Rangoon, India. Burmah, Ceylon and India.
FOR REMAINING TERRITORY

WEISS

BROTHERS'
ART
CLASS
PICTURES
1540 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Phone Bryant 3271

CORP.

Lester

F.Scott, Jr.

presents
FALO

BILL

JR

The initial production

of eightofanewseries
Thunderbolt Thrilkrs of
theGoldenWest.

Directed b/ RICHARD THORPE
RALPH CUMMINS
Storf by
Adapted from [\\e Ace High Magazine ^torV'
J
Produced by 'T^ATTLERJ^OCK."
Action Pictures Corporation

Distributed byWeissBrothers
Artclass Pictures Corporation
1540 Broadway,
Enterprise Distributing: Corporation, 1000 Perdido Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
(Mississippi and Louisiana)
Specialty Film Corporation, 1914 Main Street, Dallas, Texas (Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas)
20th Century Film Co., 256 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey)

New York

Progress Pictures Corporation, Frank Zambreno, SOS So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois (Indiana, Wisconsin and Southern Illinois)
R. G. HU1 vaniaEnterprises,
Inc., 1010 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. (Western Pennsyland West Virginia)
Enterprise Distributing Corporation, 87 Walton Street, Atlanta, Ga. (Georgia,
Florida, Tennessee, North and South Carolina)
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HWHli
A Story Adapted from the Novel, "The Unfair Sex" by Lucy Lane, That Unfold* an Intensely Interesting
Tale of Conflict, Mystery and Sentiment, laid against swiftly changing backgrounds extending from the
hectic marts of finance to the brooding jungles of Africa.
A Cast of Artists that includes Anne Luther, Walter Miller and Dorothy Bernard.
And cleverly interwoven in the plot

COUNTLESS

SCENES OF THE GREATEST AND MOST SPECTACULAR
WILD ANIMAL STUFF EVER CAUGHT BY A
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
Greater New York:
New England States:
Kerman Films, Inc.
Beacon Films, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
454 Stuart Street, Boston, Mast.
Write or Wire
For other territories

WEISS

BROTHERS' ARTCLASS PICTURES
1540 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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StuntWesterns
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ome

Western

hero
The First Three Buddy
Roosevelts and Three Great
Box Office Titles
1. "Battling
"Rough Ridin'
"
2.
Buddy"
3. "Biff Bang Buddy"
Territorial Purchasers to Date Include
Progress Pictures
Frank and
Zambrcno.
So. Wabash Avenue. Chicago, Illinois.
Indiana, Co.,
Wisconsin
Northern808 Illinois.
R. G. HillWestern
Enterprises,
Inc.,
•1010
Forbes
Street,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Enterprise Georgia,
Distributing
Corp.,Alabama,
87 Walton
Street, North
Atlanta,and Ga.South Carolina.
Florida,
Tennessee,
Skirtoll Gold
Seal
Productions,
Inc.,
507
Film
Building,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Ohio and Kentucky.
Enterprise Mississippi
DistributingandCorp.,
1000
Perdido
Street,
New
Orleans,
Louisiana.
Louisiana.
Beacon Films, Inc., 454 Stuart Street, Boston, Mass.
New England States.
Specialty Frlm Corporation, 1914 Main Street. Dallas, Texas.
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
20th Century
FilmPennsylvania
Co., 256 North
13th Street,
Pa.
Eastern
and Southern
New Philadelphia,
Jersey.
GET WISE AND WIRE FOR A WEISS BROTHERS ARTCLASS
FRANCHISE FOR THESE NIFTY WESTERNS
WEISS

BROTHERS' ARTCLASS
PJCTURES CORP.
NEW YORK.
1540 BROADWAY
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EACH IN A SERIES OF EXCITING WESTERN DRAMAS
HUMAN CONFLICT,— AND DEPICTING EVERY PHASE
LIFE ON THE RANCH AND PLAIN.
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PRODUCTIONS,
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The first of a series of six rapid fire stunt society melodramas, entitled

"THE

LAW
Directed

AND
THE
is rapidly
nearing completion.

by

JOHN

L.

LADY"

McCUTCHEON

under supervision of
SCHUYLER

E.

GREY

The all star cast includes
ALICE

LAKE,

MARY

THURMAN,

MAURICE
HENRY

SEDLEY,
LEN

TOM

TYRONNE

POWER,

COSTELLO

BLAKE,

LEO— the King

CORNELIUS
of stunt

KEEFE

men.

Sold on the franchise plan
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Benefit

ONE of the most important duties of a
distributing organization in the Independent field, according to Chadwick Pictures Corporation, is that of keeping
rs
the exhibito throughout the United States
acquainted with who is distributing their
product in the various sections of the country. It is a feature that is unfortunately
all too often neglected and left entirely up
to the local distributor.
A national distributor who releases product
in the Independent market generally gives
this product a comprehensive and thorough
advertising campaign through the medium of
the trade papers. This advertising serves a
two-fold purpose, designed to sell the product
■direct to the Independent exchanges and
also to acquaint the exhibitors with the fact
that such a picture, or series of pictures, is
being made, telling them something about
the story, cast, direction, etc.
For many reasons it is not always practical
for the Independent exchangemen to advertise their product in the national magazines,
the principle reason of this being that the
expense is too great. For example, an exchangeman operating in, let us say, a 10 per
cent territory and advertising in a magazine
with a 100 per cent circulation, would be paying for 90 per cent waste circulation — a condition obviously unfair to the exchangeman.
He can and frequently does advertiee in the
regional magazines to cover his territory, but
all territories do not have regional magazines
and consequently all territories cannot be
covered.
Therefore, after a careful analysis of this
situation, I. E. Chadwick, president of the
Chadwick Pictures Corporation, has determined to carry on an advertising campaign not only to the Independent exchangernan but for him — to carry this campaign directly to the exhibitor. The result of this already has been felt, according to Mr. Chadwick, for his organization has received many
compliments on the fact that all of his trade
paper advertisements list the various territories together with the name and address
of the exchanges in those territories who are
handling his product.
Commenting on this, Mr. Chadwick stated:
""After a careful study of the advertising
requirements in the Independent field I have
come to the conclusion that one of the prime
essentials is to have our advertising acquaint
the exhibitor not only with all facts concerning our nine productions, but also where and
from whom they may be obtained. To this
end I have issued instructions to our advertising department to carry in all trade paper
advertising a complete list of the exchanges
throughout the country who are handling the
Chadwick Nine.
"My thought in this matter is that it is
one of the most important duties of a distributor inthe Independent field, and I hope
that the campaign which we are now carrying
on through the medium of the trade papers
will prove of real benefit to the Independent
exchangeman handling our product. We
have carried and will continue to carry the
names and addresses of our franchise holders, so that any exhibitor, no matter where
he is located, if he is interested in any of the
Chadwick Nine, can find in that same ad-
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Campaign

Showmen

vertisement where and from whom he may
book it.
"The Chadwick Nine has been contracted
for in the majority of the territories in the
United States. These pictures are at present being distributed by:
"Samuel Zierler, Commonwealth Film Corporation, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City,
for Greater New York and Northern New
Jersey; Ben Amsterdam, Masterpiece Film
Attractions, 1329 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.,
for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey; J. A. McConville, Independent Films,
Inc., 10 Piedmont St. .Boston, Mass., for New
England States; Max Milder, Trio Productions, 926 New Jersey Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C, for District of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware & Virginia ; L. W. Greenstein,
Standard Film Service Co., §17 Film Bldg.,
Cleveland, Ohio, for Kentucky and Ohio; Nat
Lefkowitz, Standard Film Service Co., Broadway Film Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio, for Kentucky and Ohio ; R. J. Rowan, Standard Film
Service Co., Film Bldg., Detroit, Michigan,
for Michigan.

I. E. CHADWICK
"Mr. Goodman, Federated Film Exchange
Co., 1018 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa., for
Western Pennsylvania and W. Virginia ; J. L.
Friedman, Celebrated Players Film Corp., 810
So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111., for Northern Illinois & Indiana; L. B. Goulden, Celebrated Players Film Corp., 144 W. Vermont
St., Indianapolis, Ind., for Indiana; J. S.
Grauman, Celebrated Players Film Corp., 713
Wells St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for Wisconsin; Louis Hyman, All-Star Feature Distributors, Inc., 209 Golden Gate Ave., San
Francisco, Calif., for Northern California and
Nevada; E. A. Benjamin, All-Star Feature
Distributors, Inc., 915 S. Olive St., Los
Angeles, Califorinia, for Southern California
and, Arizona; E. J. Drucker, Mountain States
Film Attractions, Inc., 2104 Broadway, Denver, Colorado, for Colorado, Wyoming, New
Mexico, Utah and Southern Idaho; Mr.
Bcrkowitz, First Graphic Exchanges, Inc., 257
Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y., and B. H. Mills,
First Graphic Exchanges, Inc., 676 Broad-

to

Everywhere
way. Albany, N. Y., for upper New York
State.
"My suggestion to the exhibitor is that
he clip out any one of our advertisements
and keep it for ready reference, for you will
note that each of the advertisements carry
the name of each of the Chadwick Nine pictures as well as the list of exchangemen
handling them.
"It is our policy to devote a certain number
of advertisements to each production progres ively, but at the same time carrying the
remaining eight pictures. Thus, for some
time past, we have been concentrating on
'The Fire Patrol,' which is our first release
and which, I am happy to say, is meeting
with the hearty support of exhibitors. It recently played to most successful business at
B. S. Moss' Broadway Theatre, New York,
is at present running in the Randolph Theatre, Chicago, where I understand it is duplicating its New York success. It opens on
August 17 at the Mark Strand Theatre in
Brooklyn, and also will have a first run in
Milwaukee, starting that same date.
"Our second release will be 'Meddling
Women,' written and directed by Ivan
Abramson, starring Lionel Barrymore, supGodowsky.ported by Sigrid Holmquist and Dagmar
"Our third release, which also is completed,
is a John Gorman Production, 'The Painted
Flapper,' with James Kirkwood, Pauline
Garon, Craufurd Kent, Claire Adams, Kathlyn
Williams and Johnny Harron.
"Our fourth release will be 'I Am the Man,'
which likewise is completed. This picture
was written and directed by Ivan Abramson
and in addition to the star, Lionel Barrymore, has Seena Owen, Flora Le Breton,
Gaston Glass and Joe Striker in the cast.
"Our fifth and sixth productions, respectively, wil be 'The Tom Boy' and 'Sunshine of Paradise Alley,' both of which are
in production on the West Coast. The cast
and directors of these two will be announced
shortly.
"Our seventh release will be the third of
the series of Lionel Barrymore Productions,
the title of which will shortly be announced.
"Our eighth production will be 'The Street
Singer' and the ninth and last of the Chadwick Nine will be 'Romance of an Actress,'
by Langdon McCormack.
"Exhibitors may take this as a definite
guide of the Chadwick Nine. Four of these
have already been produced and I am proud
of them. Each one represents the best in
story material, box office names and directorial talent. The remaining five will be
as strong. I feel that each and every one
of the Chadwick Nine will be box-office
pictures in every sense of the word. I am
bending every effort and will not spare either
time or money to make this desire an acfeat." Corporation has planned
Chadwick complished
Pictures
an extensive advertising campaign on the nine
pictures being released under the brand
name of the Chadwick Nine. This campaign
calls for advertising each week and will run
well into next spring, thus offering a real
help to the exchangemen who are distributing these pictures and making a distinct step
forward in the Independent advertising field.
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Independent Pictures Corporus
THE "Dangero
is seething with activity. Jesse J.
Goldburg, president of that company,
who is in Hollywood supervising the various
producing units of his productions, has wired
his New York office that the six-reel society
rous Pleasure," has
entitle
specialcomple
tedd "Dange
a preview
and was given
been
at the Ambassador Hotel last week for the
industry and invited guests, and that the
production was acclaimed as one of the most
unique and beautiful society dramas screened
in a long time.
The cast is an all-star one, including
Dorothy Revier, Niles Welch, Gladys
Valerga, Sheldon Lewis, Neely Edwards and
Alice Howell. "Dangerous Pleasure" is the
first of four super-specials to be produced
and released by the Independent Pictures
Corporation on the Independent market.
Active preparations are being made for
the second society special, "Does Marriage
Pay?" The cast in this production will number some of the most popular players of the
screen.
The first society stunt melodrama produced
under the direction of J. P. McGowan and
starring Helen Holmes and William Desmond
also has been completed. This is the first of
a series of eight productions with these stars.
The cast in this picture, which is entitled
"Outwitted," includes Robert Edeson, Alec
Erancis, Emily Fitzroy and Grace Cunard.
The second Desmond-Holmes production is
in active work and this too, following the
established plan of Mr. Goldburg, will have
as its supports favorites of the screen, including Robert Edeson, Sylvia Breamer and
Paul Walters. Each of the Desmond-Holmes
productions will be in six reels and are
avowedly sensational melodramas replete
with hair-raising stunts, at the same time laying accent on an intense dramatic story.
The first of a series of eight Westerns
that are "different," starring Franklin Farnuni, also has been completed, and that unit
is actively engaged in the making of the second subject. This series of Farnum Westerns is the second series to be released by
the Independent Pictures Corporation to follow the release of the last of the first series
of eight productions.
The unit starring Bill Cody, also producing
Westerns, has completed the first three sub-
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Society

Special,

Pleasure,
"
onPictures
West
Corporation working
at the HollyCoast
jects. The first, "Riders of Mystery,"
was
wood Studios, the production plans of Mr.
followed by "Moccasins," which in turn was
followed by "Western Justice." Peggy Goldburg have been brought into full swing.
O'Dare, formerly of the Universal forces, Mr. Goldburg is on his way east to remain
supports Bill Cody in the first two and Nola at his executive offices in New York for two
Luxford appears as the ingenue lead in the weeks, so as to lay out his trade paper adthird.
vertising and an exhaustive campaign for this
In addition to these four units, Mr. Gold- year and next year, at the conclusion of which1
burg also is producing a series of fifty-two he will return to Hollywood to continue
single reel novelty subjects entitled "The supervising his various producing units. The
Screen Book of Knowledge," the first four Independent Pictures Corporation, it is exsubjects of which have been completed under
pected, will shortly announce a radical dethe direction of Donald I. Buchanan.
leases. parture in its method of distributing its reWith these various units of the Independent

Lee-Bradford
Sounds

President
Progressive

BELIEVE the state rights market can
absorb the biggest pictures that can be
produced," says Arthur Lee, president
of the Lee-Bradford Corporation. "In selecting
the material for the Lee-Bradford offerings
for the 1924-25 season I have had this thought
foremost in my mind. I spent several months
in reviewing pictures, selecting casts and passing upon the all-important question of suitable and attractive titles. In the long list of
well-known stars appearing in the new releases will be found the names of Estelle
Taylor, Elliott Dexter, Wilton Lackaye, Eva
Novak, Maurice Costello, Irma Harrison,
Wanda Hawley, Nigel Barrie, Paul McAllister, Marian Swayne, Arthur Donaldson,
Tully Marshall, Betty Balfour, Gladys Leslie,
Zena Keefe, Seena Owen and Henry Hull.
"Outstanding among the eighteen pictures
to be released by the Lee-Bradford Corporation will be 'Passion's Pathway,' starring
Estelle Taylor and a notable cast. In this
elaborate production Miss Taylor is suitably
cast in a role which gives her great emotional
scope.
Also 'For
Favor,'
with
Elliott Dexter,
Se.ena Woman's
Owen, Wilton
Lackaye,
and a host of other big names, is a big,
powerful, dramatic subject based on the immortal story, 'The Falcon,' by Bocaccio.

Note

George R. Sims' famous melodrama, 'The'
Lights of London,' starring Wanda Hawley
and Nigel Barrie, will be a thriller. What
will prove in all probability a season's hit will
be 'Live, Life and Laughter,' introducing
Betty Balfour. Rare indeed is the equal
of this most unusual and delightful picture.
I predict it will prove a sensation. A Harriet
Beecher Stowe story will present Gladys
Leslie with a strong cast. An unusual feature will be
'The Heart
of Alaska,'
with
Maurice
Costello
and Marian
Swayne.
Never before has an Alsakan picture been
made that contained such rare material. Nobody could fully describe the rare thrills and
the exquisite backgrounds of virgin Alaska
which set off this elaborate production.
"The state rights market is in my opinion
deserving of only the best pictures, and my
preparations for the output of my company
for the coming year have been with this
end in view. Much of my time I spent in
laying plans for a line of high-class advertising accessories.
"The Lee-Bradford Corporation, in presenting its 1924-1925 programs, is offering the
most dependable program it has ever issued,
as the pictures constitute the cream of the
state rights market."

Two scenes from Independent Pictures Corporation's "Outwitted"
a view on location while Director J. P. McGowan was putting on
the and
picture.
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Steiner

Excellent
Omen
for
S to the progress of the independents,
Big Bill Steiner, from the personal
angle, does not have to say a word.
'Big Bill" Steiner
His finished product is all over the country raking in the coin. Looking from the
same perspective at the next horizon, Bill
on Right Track
■does not make glamorous predictions. He
does not say a syllable. He is too busy
Commenting editorially on an interview
pushing through what he promises will exwith "Big Bill" Steiner, producer, apcel in brilliance of casts and type of screen
entertainment a bill of fare for Mr. Exhibitor
pearing in a recent issue of Moving Picture World, the Christian Science
for the coming months which, in no lazy
Monitor, Boston, in its July 29 edition,
words, will top anything he has ever done.
had this to say:
"Words mean little or nothing to me," as" 'Big Bill' Steiner is showing his good
serts Big Bill. "It's the name on the dotted
sense and his respect for the laws of his
line and accomplishment which best speak
country in deciding to eliminate from his
for themselves."
wild west picture* all saloon* and drinkBig Bill returned a few weeks ago from
giving things on the coast the once over. A
appears
that to
'westerns'
may ing
be parlors.
gradedIt quite
similarly
society
few weeks from now he will repeat that tour
dramas
and
comedies.
That
is
to say,
of inspection, dropping in, on the way out
there are the cheap, the mediocre, and
and back, to shake hands with his countless
the best. They all show shooting,
friends at the exchanges.
banditry and cattle rustling. But, or at
Personal contact is one of the big things
least so Big Bill says in the Moving
to which friends of Bill, as well as business
Picture World, it is all in the way the
associates, attribute his success. He makes
bandit rides, or in the tricks to which the
these trips to the Coast not so much to tell
cattle rustlers resort, and so on. One
the fellows out there what to do, because,
thing is certain, anyhow, that wild west
as he says, "they are as competent a crew
dramas produced without the saloon
as you could find," but more to extend a
won't
lose anything thereby and are much
phrase of praise or a word of encouragemore likely to be tolerable to the ordiment.
nary frequenter of the 'movies.' "
Such trips mean more to his employes
than the outsider realizes. They know that
behind that smile and handshake Bill is
Miss Thornton is now in the midst of the
giving each and every one of them the once first
of these productions. This, her first
over. They know that the big fellow takes
starring
number, is titled "Virtue's Revolt."
no greater pleasure than in elevating an emScheduled to follow it are "On Probation"
ploye who really merits the elevation.
Thus it was that for a time Charlie and "A Glimpse of the Heights." Her fourth
feature in this series is as yet undecided.
Hutchison, one of Steiner's main drawing
cards and universally noted for his stunt According
to his associates it is Big Bill's
deviltry, was without a leading lady. Big intention to make this pretty little actress
permanent member of the movie constelBill recognized in Edith Thornton a starring alation.
ability which warranted her having her own
With three of his series of six already, in
vehicles. She was scheduled to have played
opposite Hutch in a series of six special the New York office, Hutchison is now finsociety and stunt dramas and had completed
ishing the fourth, "Turned Up." Following
will be "Silent Wires" and "After Dark."
but three of these, "Surging Seas," "Hutch that
From
the
of real thrills it is said
of the U. S. A." and "Poison," when Steiner that these standpoint
last three will be equally as good
quite suddenly took her out of the Hutchison cast and arranged for her a series of if not a little surpassing in daring over the
four brand new features in which she will earlier productions, whose success is already
assured.
predominate.
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In the westerns for the next season Leo
Maloney is completing "Not Built for Running," his first of a series of eight specials
for Steiner. "Across the Deadline" will be
the feature which he will start expectantly
during the next week. After that comes
"The Loser's End" and "The Trouble Buster." Maloney's first series of six specials
for Steiner was completed about five weeks
ago.
In thatThrough,"
line-up are :"Huntin'
"King's Creek
Law,"
"Headin'
Trouble,"
'Ridin' Double" and
"Payable on Demand,"
"The Perfect Alibi."
Neal Hart is on his third series of Steiner
westerns. He is now on his fifth, "The Verdict of the Desert," having completed "Lawless Men," "Tucker's Top Hand," "The Left
Hand Brand" and "Branded a Thief." His>
sixth vehicle will be chosen shortly.
is Pete
Morrison's
under
theThis
Steiner
banner.
So farfirst
he year
has turned
out "Black Gold," "Rainbow Rangers" and
"Pot Luck Pards." His fourth under the
series, "False Trails," has just been finished
and is in the cutting room. He is now
looking about for material for his fifth and
sixth vehicles.
"Fire Patrol" Scores
Chadwick Feature Makes Big Hit in
New York City
"The Fire Patrol," which was given its
premiere
B. S.face
Moss'of
Broadway metropolitan
Theatre lastshowing
week, inat the
one of the hottest spells New York has felt
this season, scored a distinct hit and was
announced by Manager C. B. McDonald as
being a real box office attraction.
Samuel Zierler, president of the Commonwealth Film Corporation, who are distributing the Chadwick Nine, is most enthusiastic
and reports very heavy advance bookings on
this production.
"The Fire Patrol" also opened on Sunday
at the Randolph Theatre in Chicago, where,
according to advices received by the New
York office, it duplicated its New York success, and J. L. Friedman of Celebrated Players Film Corporation, who is releasing Chadwick product in northern Illinois and Indiana, reports keen interest on the part of
the
not only inNine.
"The Fire Patrol"
but exhibitors,
the whole Chadwick

Scenes from the Pete Morrison Productions Released by William Steiner
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Bill Cody in "Western Justice," an Independent Corp. picture.

Marlborough
Its

Plans

Second

and John L. McER E. GREY
UYLeon,
SCHCutch
respectively, production manager and director of Marlborough Productions, Inc., which was recently organized to
produce features of quality for the independent
market, already are planning to begin work
■on their second production, following the completion of "The Law and The Lady," the final
scenes of which are being "shot" under Mr.
's
r
ion
A. H.
McCutscheon
release
for Fische
thistheweek
Rochelle at
in New direct
studio
by Aywon Pictures Corporation
"The Law and the Lady," which is the first
•of a series of six sumptuous society melodramas, specializing in "stunts" and thrills
of box office dimensions for state-right field,
is from an original story by Lewis Allen
Browne, author of many screen successes. It
was selected by Mr. McCutcheon out of a
long list of stories submitted as Marlborough
Productions' initial offering, by reason of its
unusual box office and exploitation possibilities.
As a further guarantee of attraction value,
Messrs. Grey and McCutcheon have included
in the cast of "The Law and The Lady" such
well known screen favorites as Alice Lake,
Mary Thurman, Maurice Costello, Tyrone
Power, Tom Blake, Joe Burke, Henry Sedley
and Joe Depew.

for

Aywon

Film

Besides all these, a new juvenile lead and
daring "stunt" man will also be seen in the
person of Leonard St. Leo, former Broadway
musical comedy headliner, who is making his
Weiss

Bros.
the

debut in motion pictures in this production. It
is said that he already has demonstrated that
new laurels await him before the camera and
that a long term contract has been made with
him by Marlborough Productions, Inc., insuring him a featured, if not a stellar role in
future productions in the series of Marlborough pictures.
By special arrangement with Messrs. Grey
and McCutcheon, Aywon Pictures has contracted for the world distribution rights on
the entire series, all of which will be made
under the Marlborough banner.

Sales

Buffalo

of thrillothe series
second sof starrin
THEtion western
g Buffalo
Bill, acJr.,
is nearing completion in Hollywood,
where Lester F .Scott's organization is putting finishing touches on the production. The
Action Pictures Cor., of which Lester F.
Scott, Jr., is the chief executive, is making
the Buffalo Bill, Jr., series for distribution by
Weiss Brothers' Artclass. There will be eight
features in the Buffalo Bill, Jr., series.
The first of the Buffalo Bill, Jr., series,
"Rarin' to Go," was shown to the trade recently and made a great impression, receiving
unusually good trade paper notices.
The state-right purchasers listed as having
secured the Buffalo Bill, Jr., series to date include :
Progress Pictures Corporation, Frank Zam-

Brisk
Bill,

on

Jr., Series

breno, 808 So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.linois— Indiana, Wisconsin and Southern IlR. G. Hill Enterprises, Inc., 1010 Forbes
Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. — Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Enterprise Distributing Corporation 876
Walton Street, Atlanta, Ga. — Georgia, Florida
Tennessee, North and South Carolina.
Enterprise Distributing Corporation, 1000
Perdido Street, New Orleans, Louisiana — Mississippi and Louisiana.
Specialty Film Corporation, 1914 Main
Street, Dallas, Texas — Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas.
Twentieth Century Film Co., 256 North
13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. — Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.

Scenes from the Edith Thornton Productions released by William Steiner
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Banner Policy Is They Afford Best
Screen Material
After a thorough study of the successful
pictures of the past few seasons the Banner
Productions chiefs and the exchange execuindependent
producttives
have handling
come that
to thefirm's
unanimous
conclusion
that screen entertainment which has first
been offered to the public in the form of the
printed book is almost assured of success
when the story is translated to the screen.
"Of course," said George H. Davis, "the
most careful discrimination must be exercised in the examination and purchase of
screen rights of novels. Many novels which
have enjoyed the most phenomenal success
from the publishers' viewpoint lack the action and dramatic quality so essential in pictures."
Samuel J. Briskin, who is associated with
Davis in the direction of the Banner activities, has but recently returned from a tour
of the country, during which he met and
talked with the leading independent exchange and theatre operators.
His tours have convinced him of the
wisdom of Mr. Davis' views.
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Managers in New York
Three
of First
managers
have arrived
for National's
a week at branch
the home
office.
They are Charles Hoarner, manager of the
Portland, Ore., branch, W. N. Hughart of
the Butte branch and Harry Weise of the
St. Louis branch. They are coming in accordance with First National's custom of
bringing its branch managers to New York
at stated intervals that they may be in closed
touch with the home office, because more
familiar with distribution and sales policies
and study the new productions.
Open New Branch
More evidence of the expansion of activities of Producers Distributing Corporation
is indicated by the announcement that they
have opened a new branch office at New
Haven, Conn. H. R. Olshan, who has been
appointed branch manager of the new exchange, returns to the company with which
he was affiliated before going to Goldwyn.
Title Changed
The title of Jacqueline Logan's second
picture for Producers Distributing Corporation, previously announced as "Limehouse
Polly," changed to "Off the Highway."

August 16, 1924
Will Hays

Returns

Back Enthusiastic After Inspection of
West Coast
Will Hays returned to New York City on
August 6 from the West Coast where he
had been since early in July looking over
conditions in Hollywood and Los Angeles.
The head of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc., told members of his staff, upon his arrival, that he
was most enthusiastic over the manner in
which he found things on the Pacific Coast.
Jans to Produce
After Lapse of Year Indicates He Will
Make Independent Films
Herman F. Jans, who made a number of
independent productions slightly over a year
ago, announces his expectations of resuming
his operations as a motion picture producer
in the fall. Jans' office is 729 Seventh avenue, New York City.
It is said that Jans has signed a director
and several stars and that he is now looking
over future material. He is now on a vacation in Maine where he has with him five
plays and seven popular books.

San Francisco Uses 24-Sheet Stands on Short Subjects
of supreme importance
Short subjects and the proper publicizing of .them has become a matter
the past it had been the custom to just
to the average successful exhibitor in the field today. In
let them ride, a filler for a strong program or a possible laugh
for a weak one. In recent years the average exhibitor has
learned that short subjects, whether they are comedies or
otherwise, play a very important part in his program, and today
a comedy or short length subject is bought on its merit and
angle.
popularity and advertised from its box-office the
program nas
In many instances where the feature of
been weak exhibitors have advertised the short subjects ov.-r
subject was an unusually sucthe feature, and if the comedy
cessful one it offset the weakness of the feature in the gross
receipts.
Noticable among the exhibitors who go after the advertising
of short subjects strongly are the theatres
GOING UP
of San Francisco and Los Angeles. The
Wigwam, California, Granada and Mission
DOUGLAS [MEAN
stands,
theatres use twenty-four sheet
s™E
GOING UP |
eight and six sheets in plugging business
m
on the subjects that have proven their
popularity.
| GOING UP |
iLEAVEMWORTHl
-CBEIn fact, theatres of the West Coast have
FIRST TIME IN OAKLAND WILLROGERS
realized for some time the value not only
TjpI
of an occasional all short subject program, but of co-featuring a striking short
IS THE
subject with the feature on the program.
DOUGLAS M l FAN GOING UP
This example of western enterprise has
STAR
been generally followed by the larger
IIIHDECJS
1 . TUCSDAf
theatres of the East, and now is attracting the attention of many small theatres.
FIRST TIME IN OAKLAND
GOING UP' |
hiVflX ROGERS
OFTW '

MACK

SENNET

T S

fl Record

I1
HARRY
LAN
AND THE NEW 1324 BATON
PICKING

PEACHES

. \» A/!£lv
On The Modern MOTHERS
feu Life

Rrpakiffi! SfiOWjl1
Mack Sennetfs
Newest Comedy PAUL
ASH f
30 MIWTES
ONE
CYLINDER
-IN A—
SONG SHOP

LOVE"

"

J

Newest

Reviews
and
Comments
EDITED BY CHARLES S. SEWELL

The Red Lily"
Human Story, Excellent Acting and Remarkable Sets in Metro-Gold wyn
Picture
Reviewed by Sumner Smith
"The Red Lily," written and directed by
Fred Niblo and released by Metro-Goldwyn,
is the story of a youth and girl separated
in Paris by circumstance, each of whom
drinks the dregs of life before finding each
other and happiness. The theme evidently
is that our lives depend upon the whims of
fate. This is illuminated by a series of incidents that show how fate intervened each
time the lovers might have met, but, nevertheless, the picture is more a cross-section
of criminal life than a well-knit story.
Ramon Navarro and Enid Bennett play
the leads. Almost of equal importance is

9he pscar C. ^
^
Buchheister Co. fsfnc >^
ART
TITLES]
9rinted\pitks 6^ Special Gffects
245 W. 55 th St.
'New York. City >
^Circle 6240 - 1 /

RECENT PRODUCTIONS TITLED BY US

"WANDERER

OF

THE WASTELAND"
A ZANE GREY STORY IN TECHNICOLOR
"JANICE

MEREDITH"

'YOLANDA"

Use
Powers
Prints

"Janice

Meredith"

'ANICE MEREDITH," opening at
the Cosmopolitan Theatre, Tuesday, August 5, lives up to all the color
of the glowing advance promises. Comparison with "America" is obvious, and
it may the
be said
meets
test that
more"Janice
than Meredith"
favorably.
There is greater unity to the story, it is
more comprehensive in its treatment of
the Revolution. Marion Davies is charming and effective, set in a cast that finds
such stars as W. C. Fields playing a
"bit." For the rugged truth of "America" it substitutes an artificial magnificence that in many ways makes better
screen entertainment. If faint fault must
be found it can only be on the score
that Director Hopper has sought to embrace "too much territory" in the introduction of incident. Judicious cutting
will help here, and it is easily possible
as the picture ran two hours and fifteen
minutes at the premiere. An extended
review will appear in next week's Moving Picture World.— R. E. W.
the part assigned to Wallace Beery. The
picture is exquisitely done, with truly remarkable scenes of underworld dens and
characters, and the story, though possessing
structural weaknesses, is very human. Even
its touches of sentimentality and despondency
will not be generally resented because the
picture is, above all else, human.
There is that difficulty of a smooth, quick
opening. "The Red Lily" runs for two reels
before gaining real impetus. A subtitle foreshadows unhappiness for the lovers in the
French village, but this knowledge quite fails
to compensate for many trivial domestic details, such as the building of a log fire. The
picture really begins to move when misfortunes come thick and fast in Paris, especially after Waflace Beery put in a grinning, villainous appearance. Then a succession of escapes from the gendarmes and
wonderful scenes of Parisian dives — designed, incidentally, by Ben Carre — send the
imagination soaring. Not only are these un-
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derworld backgrounds perfect, but the characters appearing in them are remarkably
striking.
Some mighty good casting was
done.
Navarro is excellent in his part of the
French villager who turned Apache, and it
is safe to say that seldom has Enid Bennett
approached
workhimself
in "The
Red Lily."
Beery again her
proves
inimitable.
A sugary
"The The
Red boy
Lily"andof
some
of its ending
previousrobs
illusion.
girl who, as adults, have become of dissolute appearance, after their reformation, are
shown as young and fresh and unwrinkled
as the inated
daythem that
vicious fate first nomas itsa victims.
All of which tells something about Fred
Niblo's picture but doesn't express a definite
opinion as to its box office value. That the
individual exhibitor can best determine for
himself. But it strikes us that "The Red
YOUR MONEY, TIME
AND EFFORTS
are registered on a narrow strip
of negative. Unless it is expertly
developed and printed you suffer
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Lily" ought to fascinate all but highly sophisticated audiences, for the story is human, the acting excellent and the settings
magnificently picturesque.
Cast
Marise La None
Enid Bennett
Jcnn Leonec
Ramon Navarro
Riiko Leonncc
Frank Currier
Bobo
Wallace Beery
D'Agut
Mitchell Lewis
Mama Bouchard
Emily Fitzroy
Pupa Bouchard
George Periolat
Mme. Poussot
Milly Davenport
Written and directed by Fred Ntblo.
Adapted by Bess Meredyth.
Photographed by Victor Milner.
Length,Story
6,875 feet.
The disapproval of parents sends Jean
Leonnec and Marise La Noue to Paris with
the Intention of marrying. Fate separates
them and keeps them apart. The girl goes
from a waitress to a scrubwoman to a fast
woman; the boy becomes a thief. Pursued
by gendarmes, the boy chances to find refuge
with Marise. Her dissolute appearance robs
him of his last illusion and he knocks her
down. She nurses him through a period of
delirium. Eventually the police capture him.
At the end of his term in prison he returns
to find Marise a changed woman, and he
himself is a changed man.
"Being Respectable"
Excellent Acting Is Outstanding Point in
Warner Brothers'
Society-Triangle
Production
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Under the appropriate title, "Being Respectable," Warner Brothers are offering a
production based on the popular novel of the
same name which has as its theme the manner in which all through our lives we are
bound by conventions and the established
ideas of what constitutes respectability. It
is a story that involves the eternal triangle
in a basic situation which is familiar but
takes on additional interest because of the
angle from which it is handled.
The idea of the picture is strongly brought
out right in the opening scene where we
see how the father allows his ideas of respectability todominate over every consideration, and there is well developed interest
in the situation where his none too forceful
son allows him to force him into a marriage
with a woman he does not love. The succeeding developments, in which the hero
again meets the woman he loves and prepares to elope with her but is saved by the
appeal of his baby boy and his recognition
of his obligations, follows along oft-used
lines and does not develop as strong interest.
There are not many situations that are
strongly dramatic and there is a scarcity of
incidents showing the development of the
story, with others which have no direct
bearing on the main theme being used, such
as the unfulfilled romance of the hero's sister. The result is that minor events have
been held to such a length that the development is retarded and the tempo slows
down considerably. It would appear that
the picture could be shortened to advantage.
The chief appeal lies in the fine acting of
the principals and the fact that the situation
will strike home to quite a number of patrons, and because of its easy-going tempo
and society angle it will probably prove more
PERFECT
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attractive to high-class patrons.
None too much sympathy is developed for
any of the characters, nor are they shown
in an enviable light, and the wrecked romance of the three principals, with the attempted suicide of the heroine, leans toward
the drab and tragic side of romance, which
is not dissipated by the final development,
bringing about a happy ending and one in
line with the theme.
Monte Blue gives a satisfactory performance as the hero who has a rather thankless role. Irene Rich is capable as the woman who married him knowing he did not
love her, and Marie Prevost was an ideal
selection for the type portrayed by the other
woman. Louise Fazenda has few opportunities for giving vent to her comedy ability
in the role of the hero's
Cast sister.
Valerie Winship
Marie Prevost
Charles Carpenter
Monte Bine
Deborah Carpenter
Louise Fazenda
Suzanne Schuyler
Irene Rich
Stephen Carpenter
O'Connell Theodore
Eltz
Darius
Frank VonCurrier
Louise Carpenter
Eulalie Jensen
Mrs. Winship
Llla Leslie
Philip Denby
Sidney Bracey
Based on novel by Grace H. Flandrau.
Scenario by Dorothy Fnrnum.
StoryPhil Rosen.
Directed by
Length, 7,500 feet.
Through the scheming of his father,
Charles Carpenter finds himself married to
Suzanne Schuyler, although he really loves
Valeria Winship. Valerie goes away to forget and a child is born to Charles and Suzanne and they are seemingly happy until
Valerie returns. The old love flares up again
and Charles neglects his wife, who decides
to take her life Just as Charles is getting
ready to go away with Valerie. Charles
awakens to the fact that he cannot leave his
little boy and to his duty to Suzanne and
they become reconciled.
"That

French

Lady"

Shirley
Mason's
NewestLittle
for Fox
Is Pleasing
Romance
Between
French
Girl
and American
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Shirley Mason's newest production for
Fox, "That French Lady," is a pleasing little
romance of a rather straight-laced American
chap studying architecture in Paris and a
young French widow who, because of an
unhappy experience, believes in matrimony
independent of the church or state ceremony.
Shirley is delightful as the French woman,
both in acting and appearance; she wears a
number of charming gowns and everything
has been done to show up her attractive
personality. Some of her admirers may be
surprised to see her in such a role, but
somehow you never really feel that she is
the type of woman that would follow the
lines advocated in her novel and you are
sure that she will see the fallacy of her ideas
when the time comes, and so she does.
The picture has been capably directed by
Edmund Mortimer and there are some pleasing French scenes. There is also good audience material in the situation where the
heroine
faces and
the comes
society offcrowd
the hero's
home village
with inflying
colors
by showing up the hypocrisy of those who
are seeking to persecute her. This is typical
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screen small-town stuff and it is well handled.
Theodore Von Eltz gives a good performance as the hero and Harold Goodwin is
well cast as his friend. Charles Coleman
is fine as Uncle Walter, one of the worst
of the hypocrites, whose moral life is anything but what it should be. He makes you
detest him thoroughly. The remainder of
the cast is entirely satisfactory.
Altogether, "That French Lady," while it
will probably not be classed as among her
very best pictures, is one that should please
this star's admirers and prove a good program attraction in the
Cast average theatre.
Inez De Pterrefond Shirley Mason
John Hemmlng-way Theodore Von Bits
Charles Abbey
Harold Goodwin
Uncle Walter
Charles Coleman
Mrs. Abbey
Kate Lester
Story byby W.
J. Hurlburt.
Story
Scenario
Charles
Kenyon.
Directed by Edmund Mortimer.
Length, 5.470 feet.
John Hemmingway goes to Paris to study
architecture and meets and falls In love with
Madame Inez De Pierrefond. When he wins
a prize that necessitates his returning to
America he proposes to Inez, but she reveals
the fact that she does not believe In marriage and is really the author of a sensational novel along this line, prompted by her
unhappy marriage. She finally persuades
John that her view is all right and comes
with him to America to explain the situation to his loving, old-fashioned mother. The
small town in which John lives learns of
Inez's
bookthreatens
and starts
turn their
her down,
but she
to toreveal
own
hypocrisy.
She
confesses
her
views
to
John's
mother, who makes her see the light and
realize the truth, and she gladly consents to
marry John.
"Love and Glory"
Universal Offers Story of Undying Love and
the Glory of War, With Charming
French Settings
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
At the Lyric Theatre, New York, a house
usually devoted to stage attractions, Universalvanced
is offering
Glory" at
adprices. The"Love
pictureandtherefore
invites
comparison with the best that the screen has
produced, but it does no tmeasure up under
such a test. It is true that from a technical
standpoint there are many striking scenes;
the reproduction of the quaint French village in which much of the action takes place
is effective; there is a charming atmosphere
and the settings are colorful. The battle
scenes in the Algerian campaign are well
handled and a few of the scenes register
strong dramatically, but with these exceptions the story never seems to get right down
under the skin and take hold.
The theme of the picture is undying love
and
thedoes
storynotis reminiscent
of "Evangeline,"
but it
strike the depths
of feeling
of Longfellow's immortal romance. Considerable time is taken in creating the atmosphere and getting the story under way; in
fact, it is late in the film before you are
sure of the real trend, and much of this
section could be trimmed to advantage in
tightening up the action. In contrast to
this there is an unusual lapse of time bridged
by a single subtitle, fifty years, with no reference to the intervening events.
The story concerns a girl, her sweetheart
and brother who go away to war and are
reported by the villain as having been killed.
He kidnaps the girl and takes her to Paris.
What happened is left to the imagination;
apparently she made no attempt to ascertain
the truth. The brother and sweetheart, un-
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able to find her, return home. Fifty years
There is an ever-increasing suspense
later, as the brother is to be decorated for which starts in the early footage and terheroism, he dies and his companion takes his
minates in a blaze of action with the hero
thwarting scheming managers of rival teams
place. Someone has heard the woman's
story and the two are brought together.
and getting back on the diamond just in
The most effective scenes are where the time to bat his own nine into championship.
brother, captured by the enemy and ordered
Several locales used provide a wide variety
to blow the retreat, sounds the charge, which of backgrounds and circumstances. Hoot as
results in victory for the French, and in the "Swat" Anderson is "unearthed" while playscenes where the sweetheart, taking his
ing with a scrub team of cowboys in the
friend's
receives
honors
that cactus land by the scout for a big league
were to identity,
be bestowed
on histhedead
comrade.
outfit whose argument with his manager
In this role Charles DeRoche does excellent has resulted in his stopping off at this jerkwork ; in fact, it is about his best screen
water station. Here at the very start roperformance. Madge Bellamy as the girl is
mance is injected, since with the scout is his
beautiful to look at but seems to lack in attractive sister, who is partially instrumenemotion and is inclined to overact, and as
in inducing "Swat" to abandon the ranch
the old lady her performance does not ring and taljoin
the professionals.
true. Wallace MacDonald is capable as the
The
picture
is well supplied with humoryoung soldier brother, but he, too, fails to
ous tid-bits. Although a prodigy at the bat,
make his portrayal of the aged soldier reg- "Swat" knows little about catching the ball.
ister strongly.
In one of the big games this ignorance proFord Sterling as the town mayor makes
vides much comedy. This, however, is never
his role a regular pompous buffoon and suc- allowed to overshadow the real qualities of
ceeds in getting several laughs, but some of the great ball player, who when at bat genhis comedy seems out of place in the strongerally makes up for missing a fly by hitting
ly dramatic scenes.
the ball over the fence and sending three
The story just misses being a tragedy, be- men on bases and himself over the home
ing rescued by the union of the lovers at
the end, for it is one of disappointed love, plate.
An excellent scene is where "Swat" is
and pathos and sorrow dominate throughout.
Such a theme, to register strongly with the lured to a cabaret by the team's treasurer,
who, through jealousy for the scout's sispublic, which primarily desires amusement
ter's attachment for the batter, doubleor light entertainment, must be overwhelmcrosses him to a rival unit. A realistic brawl
ing in its drama and heart appeal, and Di- prevails when "Swat" downs the thug hired
rcetor Rupert Julian does not seem to have
to break his arm and cleans up the place.
succeeded in producing this result.
How
he and the girl are bound and escape
Cast
from a fast freight, into which they have
Pierre Dupont
Charles DeRoche
been cast by the schemers, to return just in
Anatole PIcard
Wallace MacDonald
Gabrlelle
Madge Bellamy time to secure for their team the pennant is
Emlle Pompnnean
Ford Sterling the thrilling climax of this nicely worked up
Jules Mnllcorne
Gibson Gowland
Little Marie
Priscllla Moran
Cast
The Imp
Charles D. Ravenne "Swat" Anderson
Hoot Gibson
Dlssnrd
Andre Lnncy plot.
McCarthy
Marlon Harlan
Based on story, "We Are French," by Perley Jonn
George Collins
Cyril Ring
Poole Sheehnn and Robert H. Davis.
"Red" McCarthy
Mike Donlin
Scenario by Elliott Clnwson and Rupert
The Gopher.
William A. Steele
Julian.
Directed by Rupert Julian.
Story and scenario by Edward Sedgewick
Photographed by Gilbert Warrenton.
and Raymond L. Schrock.
Length,Story
7,004 feet.
Directed by Edward
Sedgewick.
Length,Story
5,508 feet.
Among those who answer the call to the
colors tor the Algerian war of 1869 in the
little French town are Pierre and Anatole
When "Red" McCarthy, "scout," disagrees
with the manager of a big league team he
and a sinister chap, Jules. In the campaign
Jules deliberately shoots himself in the foot takes his sister, pulls the bell rope of the
and is sent home and reports that Pierre train and gets off at a little desert town in
time to see "Swat" Anderson at bat with a
and Anatole are dead. With the appearance
of the enemy during the war of 1870 Jules village team. "Swat" in action makes him
kidnaps Gabrielle, the sister of Anatole and forget about the argument and he signs the
sweetheart of Pierre, and takes her to Paris. boy as a professional. The treasurer of the
Anatole proves a hero when captured by company dislikes "Swat" because of the atthe enemy as, ordered to blow the retreat,
tachment he realizes is being formed beHe
sister.
and McCarthy's
he blows the charge on his bugle. Returncowboya rival
tween
the
schemes with
manager to
cripple
ing home,
Pierre
and
Anatole
search
for
Ga"Swat"
for
the
last
game
of
the
series.
brielle but do not find her. They find Jules
has been killed in the second commune.
the
and The
"Swat" car.
thugsintobinda freight
this,them
Failing
and inthrow
Fifty years pass. Chance brings to Anatole
girl
recognition for his valor. He and Pierre two escape from the car and get back to the
start to walk to Paris, but Anatole dies. field just in time for the last inning, when
"Swat" bats home a score which wins the
Pierre takes his place and receives the medal
of the Legion of Honor. The story of his pennant for his team.
heroism naturally involves Gabrielle, who is
still alive, and she comes to him, revealing
that she has waited for him all the years.
"Broken Barriers
"Hit and Run"
Hoot Gibson at His Best in Fast-Moving
Baseball Feature for Universal
Reviewed by Tom Waller
"Hit and Run" is in the class of sport
pictures which are general favorites and
sure money getters. It is essentially a baseball feature and a well rounded plot
develops a romance, and thrills which will
place it on the list of Hoot Gibson starring
vehicles as one of that actor's most pleasing achievements.

Unusually Fine Acting in Metro-Goldwyn
Feature Based
on Meredith
Sensational
Novel Nicholson's
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
With some of its most daring points toned
down and with minor characters and incidents dropped or altered to tighten the
dramatic effect, Meredith Nicholson's sensational novel, "Broken Barriers," dealing
with the romance of a girl whose ideas toward life and matrimony were unconventional
has reached the screen as a Metro-Goldwyn
production directed by Reginald Barker.
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The story interest is built up along decidedly modern lines showing the tendency
of a certain type of young women to get
away from old-fashioned restraint and ideas,
the heroine realizes whither her path is leading before it is too late, but the moral is
pointed in the cases of two other girls.
Naturally with a theme of this type there
are some rather peppy scenes, especially the
one of a dinner at the mountain lodge of
one of the principals, and the theme itself
is not a Sunday school one.
New and old ideas of life are contrasted
with the girl's family and the hero representing the latter views. This conflict adds
to the dramatic value of the production.
Due to this fact and to the unusually fine
cast rather than to any striking originality
of story, the picture holds the interest
throughout and we believe will prove a good
box-office attraction in the majority of theatres.
Seldom have we seen pictures where the
players gave such uniformly well-rounded
performances or with a greater variety of
box-office names. Norma Shearer is an ideal
type for the leading role and even when
she allows her unconventional ideas to almost carry her to disaster, she retains your
sympathy and you feel she is a victim of
her environment. James Kirkwood gives a
fine performance as the hero, a married man
separated from his wife. Winifred Bryson is
well cast as the wife. Adolphe Menjou, in a
somewhat minor role of the type he frequently portrays, a convivial man of the
world who regards women lightly, makes his
few scenes count, and never has Mae Busch
done better work that as the girl who was too
free with her love and reaped the consequence; some of her scenes are magnificently
acted. Robert Agnew, Vera Reynolds, Ruth
Stonehouse and George Fawcett all give
capable performances. In fact the outstanding feature
"Broken
Barriers"
the story
work
of the
cast. ofTheir
portrayals
makeis the
seem very real. Reginald Barker deserves
credit for the excellent manner in which
he has directed this production and in addition to smooth continuity and logical development he has introduced a climax involving an auto accident that imparts a good
punch and brings about a satisfactory ending by getting
unexpected
way. rid of the wife in a rather
Cast
Ward Trenton
James Kirkwood
Grace Durland
Norma Shearer
Tommie Kemp
Adolphe Menjou
Irene Kirby
Mae Busch
Mr. Dnrlnnd
George Fawcett
Mrs. Durland
Margaret McWade
Bobbie Durland
....Robert Agnew
Ethel Durland
Ruth Stonehouse
John Moore
Robert Frazer
Mrs. Trenton
Winifred Bryson
Beulnh Reynolds
Edythe Chapman
Sadie Denton
Vera Reynolds
Based on novel by Meredith Nicholson.
Scenario by Snda Cowen and Howard Higgln.
Directed by Story
Reginald Barker.
Length 5,717 feet.
Loss of his position by her father causes
Grace Durland to go to work in a swell
garment store. Her superior, Irene Kirby
who is having an affair with Tommie Kemp
takes her to a party where she meets Ward
(Continued on page 584)
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of the North"

Universal Serial Starring William Duncan
Is Exciting Northwestern Story
of Adventure
Reviewed by C. 8. Sewell
Particularly appropriate for the hot summer days is the new Universal serial, "Wolves
of the North," starring William Duncan, for
the locale of the picture is the wide snowcovered expanses of the Canadian Northwest during the winter season.
This serial is a vigorous melodrama of the
great outdoors, involving a fight between a
great fur syndicate which seeks to drive out
smaller concerns and independent traders,
and the star is cast as one of these free
traders who becomes the manager of a rival
concern. It is further complicated by the
villainous activities of a band of fur pirates
who prey on both sides. The romantic angle
is supplied by the love affair between Duncan and Edith Johnson, the daughter of the
manager
of the syndicate's
tradingas post,
and
in the beginning
she is shown
resisting
all of Duncan's efforts to aid her, though
fate continues to place her in the position
where she has to accept assistance from him
in escaping perils.
The three episodes shown for review promise a picture that should appeal to serial
fans and patrons who like the virile action
associated with the Northwestern type of
stories. There is the usual thrill at the end
of each episode, the first concluding with
the star being saved from being washed
over a waterfall over which the fur pirates
have been swept. Their appearance in the
next episode, unharmed and still carrying
the stolen furs, is even more improbable
lhan is usual in serials. The next episode
shows the heroine trapped by hungry wolves
and the third has a good punch climax where
a hut is buried under an avalanche of thousands of tons of snow.
Duncan has a thoroughly congenial role
and many opportunities for stunts and heroism in addition to a suggested element of
mystery in his secret trips to the hills. Edith
Johnson is capably cast as the heroine, Esther Ralston gives a fine performance in a
semi-villainous role, then there is the sinister villainy of Edward Cecil and the out-andout villainy of Joe Bonomo, Harry Woods
and Frank Rice, all capably acted. The serial
is based on a popular magazine story, "The
Free
Trader," by Kathleen and Robert
Pinkerton.
"The

First Hundred Years"
(Pathe— Comedy— Two Reels)
Mack Sennett's "The First Hundred
Years" presents Harry Langdon and a cast
including Alice Day, Frank Coleman, Louise
Carver and Madeline Hurlock in a two-reel
sketch into which seems to have been conglomerated al of the various phases of human encounter as interpreted in stageland.
It starts off as one of those types of comedies which have no particular point in view.
Then it seems to develop a plot and finally
does in time to secure a highly dramatic
ending. The ending eliminates the bewilder-
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ing middle portion. It shows that after all
the beautiful cook is not trying to elope with
the husband, as the wife was persuaded by
a friend to believe that she was. It shows
that the cook was a detective, as was the
ghost-like man with the black beard, who
seemed to haunt the house, and that they
were on the trail of the friend, who turns
out to be a much wanted criminal. The
whole thing is rather a peculiar treatise of
a— T.hodge-podge
of about everything. From
W.
this standpoint
it is certainly an innovation.
"A Truthful Liar"
(Pathe— Comedy— Two Reels)
Because of its extreme burlesque qualities
this Will Rogers number should be classed
as one of his greatest mirth provokers. As
the ambassador to a well-known country,
Will rehearses how he, a western farmer by
occupation, will meet the king. Instead of
the customary
silkatpantaloons,
cloak,
which
he discards
the foot ofWill's
the throne,
reveals him to be attired in cowboy garb.
Will slaps His Majesty on the back, induces
him to lay aside his sceptre and teaches him
to lose his money by dealing with the cards
and chips. The comedy is such a venturesome and bold burlesque on the dignity of
the court that it should set the average audience into an uproar. Some of this boldness is gracefully smoothed over when the
chimney, which Will tells his cronies on the
bench near the country store will topple
upon him :f he has been fibbing to them,
does
T. W. crash by his tobacco wagging jaw. —
"Broken Barriers"
(Continued from page 583)
Trenton who Is separated from his wife.
Grace falls In love with him and Is willing
to defy convention when his wife will not
grant him a divorce, but as she Is about
to go to him she learns the pitiful result of
such an action in the case of her own
brother's sweetheart and persuades him to
right the wrong, also that her friend Irene
is beginning to regret following such a
course. Grace tells Ward that they cannot
defy the world. Coming home, Tommie Is
driving, the car is wrecked, Tommie is killed
and Ward badly Injured. His wife agrees to
release him when she learns he may never
walk again. Grace goes to him and the
doctor
was In tells
error. her that maybe his diagnosis
"Little Robinson Crusoe"
Metro-Goldwyn Story Involving Cannibals,
Police and the Navy Is One of
Jackie Coogan's Best
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Jackie Coogan's new Metro-Goldwyn picture, "Little Robinson Crusoe," looks like a
big box-office winner and one that will furnish decided satisfaction for the majority of
screen patrons of all ages. Willard Mack,
who is responsible for the story, is an actorauthor who has many successes to his credit,
and in writing this story he has given Jackie
a role that will be envied by every child,
for what youngster has not pictured himself
shipwrecked on a desert island, where he en-

Serials
counters cannibals and becomes their hero,
or would not be thrilled at having the U. S.
Navy come to his aid or does not want to
perform acts of great heroism for which he
receives the plaudits of hundreds of police?
And all of this and more, too, happens to
Jackie in this picture, and any child will
picture himself in Jackie's place.
As indicated by the title, "Little Robinson
Crusoe" is a romantic story of adventure,
frankly of a story-book type that, while not
impossible, is not intended to be taken seriously but simply to provide good entertainment, and it succeeds. There is plenty of
good comedy, many amusing subtitles, a lot
of human interest and excellent real human
kid stuff, as when Jackie stops at a stirring
dramatic climax to eat a piece of cake there
is exciting melodrama with a punch; in fact,
it is full of good audience material.
Jackie,
always,
is wonderful
and magnetic, hisasacting
is fine,
he has grown
up a

little hebutis this
been used
"advantage,
and
still has
a lovable
littletokiddie.
His
work seems less precocious and more real
than in some of his other pictures, and with
the exception of a scene in which he sends
out a wireless call for help he does nothing
that the average boy of his age would
not do.
Jackie has the advantage of a fine cast,
including such players as Will Walling, Tom
Santschi, Eddie Boland, Noble Johnson, Tote
Ducros, Bert Sprotte and Gloria Grey. All
do excellent work but never detract from
"Little Robinson Crusoe" is one of Jackie
Jackie.
Coogan's best pictures. It is excellent entertainment that will delight the children and
should be a source of enjoyment for grownups, too, for, after all, most of us are still
responsive to the adventure stories of our
childhood.
Cast
Police Capt. McDavltt Will Walling
Captain of Ship
Tom Santarhl
Wlrelena Operator
Eddie Roland
Cannibal Chief
Noble Jobnuon
Medicine Man
Tote Daerow
Schmidt
Bert Sprotte
His Daughter
Gloria Gray
Mickey Hogan
Jackie Coogan
Story by Willard Mack.
Produced under iiuperviMion of
Jack Coogan, Sr.
PhotographedStory
by Prank Good.
Length, 0,210 feet.
Mickey
Hogan's
a policeIs officer,
killed
on duty
and father,
little Mickey
placed InIs
charge of his rascally uncle, a ship captain,
to be sent to relatives in Australia. The ship
is destroyed in a typhoon and Mickey and
the ship's man
cat land
a cannibal
The
medicine
tellsonthem
Mickey Island.
is a white
god
and
they
worship
him.
On
another
island Is a cruel copra buyer, Schmidt, who
whips the natives. The cannibal chief sends
his men to capture the white men and prepares to make a feast of them. Mickey
goes
to
men getwarn
awaySchmidt's
and thedaughter.
cannibals The
comewhite
for
the girl. Mickey sends a wireless that is
picked rivesupJust by
a
U.
S.
destroyer
and
help
aras they are about to make way
with Mickey. Mickey returns to San Francisco with the destroyer and his friend. Captain McDavitt, has the whole police force to
meet him
when he lands clad In a policeman's uniform.
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CURRENTand
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PRODUCERS

ADYANCEfJLM

AND

Loving Lie*
No
Women
Tb« More
Hill Billy

DISTRIBUTORS
Review Footage
Monte Blue
Feb. 2
6,526
Matt Pickford
Moore- Bellamy Mar.
Feb. 22
2
6.186
Jack
5,734

Days ef '49
Western
Yesterday*
Wei tern Fate
Whirlwind
Ranger
Notch Number
One
Models and Artists
Oh, Billy
Come On Cowboys
Mysteries
Mah Jong
Two
After ofOne
Western Feuds

ARROW
Neva
serial
April S
EdmundGerber
Cobb
Hatton- Gerber
Hatton-Gerber
Ben Wilson
Bobby Dunn
Billy West
Dick Hatton
May 24
Novelty
May 24
24
Billy West
May
Edmund Cobb
July 26

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
When A Girls Loves
Star cast
The Lone
Wolf
Holt-Dalton
The
Chechahcos
Star
cast
The Spitfire
Star cast
Racing Luck
...Monty Banks

May
May
.May
July
July

3
10
17
5
26

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Heart
Throbs
"Sing
Again"
April
19..
Realm
of Sport
Hodge- Them
Podge
April 19..
19..
Fold Up
Cameo
comedy
April
Going East
Lloyd Hamilton
April 26..
The Fun Shop
Humor reel
.April 26..
The Trader Keeps Moving ....* Bruce scenic
April 26..
The
Lady-Bird
Instructive
April
Cornfed
Bobby Vernon
May 26..
3..
Out Bound
Cliff Bowes
May 3..
The Fun Shop
Humor Reel
May 3.,
Powder Marks
Cliff Bowes
May 3.,
Lost
Chords
"Sing
Again"
May 10..
3.
The Junior
Partner
JuvenileThem
comedy
May
The
Bonehe'ad
Tuxedo
comedy
May
10.,
Flowers of Hate
Wilderness Tale
May 17..
Nerve Tonic
Christie comedy
May 17..
Tiny
Tour
of
U.
S.
A.
Hodge-Podge
.May
17..
Air Pockets
Mermaid comedy
May 17..
Lunch Brigade
Lige Conley
May 24..
Dizzy Daisy
Mermaid comedy
May 24..
Good Morning
Lloyd Hamilton May 24..
Tootsie-Wootsie
Christie comedy
May 31.,
Just Waiting
Robert Bruce series
May 31.,
Echoes
of
Youth
"Sing
Them
Again"
May
Hot Air
Lee Moran
June 31.
21,7.
In A Drop o Water
"Secrets of Life"
June 14
Grandpa's
Girl
Kathleen
Clifford
Tune 21.
The
Chase
Alps
Novelty
June
Snapshots
of the Universe
Hodge-Podge
June
The Farewell
Bruce Scenic
June
21.
28.
Wedding
Showers
Iac'c
prod
Tune
21.
The Ex-Bartender
Retires
Bruce White
Scenic
Tune 28.
Family
Cameo comedy
comedy
Tune 28
His
FirstFits
Car
Tuxedo
fuly
Pardon Us
Cameo comedy
fuly 5
5
5
Melodious
Moments
"Sing
Themcomedy
Again" July
fuly 12
Pigskin
Mermaid
Heads On
Cliff Bowes
July 12
12
Jumble
in the Jungle
Hodge-Podge
July
Never About
Again
Tuxedo
comedy
Aug. 2
2
Turn
Cameo comedy
Aug.
FILM BOOKING
Galloping Gallagher
Money to Burns
SherlocksMadness
Home
Yankee
His
Wife
The Forgotten
Silent Stranger
The Beloved Vagabond
William
Girl of theTells
Limberfast
Untamed Youth
For
the
Love
of Mike
The Danger Line
The Spirit of the U. S. A.
The Dangerous Coward
Napolean and Josephine
The Fighting Sap
There's Millions In It
Bee's
SwordsKnees
and the Woman
Fools in the Dark

OFFICE OF AMERICA
Fred Thompson
Mar. 29
"Telephone Girl"
.Mar. 29
29
"Telephone Girl"
Mar.
S
Larkin-Dove
April 12
Bellamy-Baxter
April
Fred Thomson
April 19
Carlyle Blackwell
-April 26
"Telephone
Girl"
May
Glorio Grey
May
Ralph Lewis
May
"Telephone
Girl"
May
Sessue Hayakawa
May
Emory Johnson prod
May
Fred Thomson
May
Star cast
June
Fred Thomson
June
Star cast
June
"Telephone
Girl"
June
Pedro
DeCordoba
July
Patsy Ruth Miller
July

FIRST NATIONAL
Abraham Lincoln
George A. Billings
The Enchanted Cottage
Richard Barthelmess
Cytherea
Rich-Stone
The Goldfish
Constance Talmadge
Why Men Leave Home
T. M. Stahl prod
The Woman on the Jury
Feature cast
A Son of the Sahara ■
Feature cast
The Sea Hawk
Feature cast
The Marriage Cheat
Joy-Marmont-Menjou

Feb.
May
May
April
.May
May
Mav
June
June

2
31
31
19
3
1/
24
14
14

,

4,700
2,000
2.000
4,908
5,876
6,000
7,000
6,109
6,000

Those Who Dance
The
White Moth
The Perfect
Flapper
A Self-Made Failure
For
Sale
Girl in the Limousine
Single
Wives
Born Rich

RELEASES
Review Footage
Thos. H. Ince prod
June 21
7,312
LaMarr-Tearle
June 21
6,571
Colleen
Moore
June
28
7,000
Ben Alexander
June 28
7,345
Windsor-Menjou
July
5
7,840
Larry Semon
5,630
Corinne
Griffith
Claire Windsor

FOX FILM CORP.
....
Feb. 9...
Highly Recommended
Al St. John
....Feb.
16...
Shadow of the East
Featured cast
....Feb.
School Pals
Imperial comedy .
16...
....Feb. 23...
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix
The Blizzard ......
Featured cast .....
....Mar. 1...
Frogland
Special
.... Mar. 8...
1...
Love Letters
Shirley Mason
8...
The Weakling
Sunshine comedy
Mar. 8...
....Mar.
ATheSculptor's
Paradise
Instructive
15...
Wolf Man
John Gilbert
.... Mar.
Mar. 15...
Be Yourself
Al St. John
Mar.
22...
Rivers of Song
Instructive .... Mar.
The Vagabond Trail
Charles Jones
Mar. 22...
The
Cowboys
comedy
Mar.
Feathered
Fishermen :. ... Imperial
Instructive
Mar. 22...
The Arizona Express
Charles Jones
Mar. 29..S.
The Plunderer
Frank Mayo ,
April 12..
3..
On the Job
Chimpanzees
April 12..
Mate
John
Gilbert
April
AA Man's
New England
Farm
Instructive
April S.
The Circus Cowboy
Charles Jones
May
3..
Slippery Decks
Card sharps exposed May 17..
The Trouble Shooter
Tom Mix
May
He's
My Pal
Chimpanzees
May
17..
28..
The Lone
Chance
John
Gilbert
May 24..
When Wise Ducks Meet
Sunshine Comedy
May 24.
Western Luck
Charles Jones
June
The
MagicRanch
Needle
"Etching"
Novelty
June
Romance
John Gilbert
July
The Heart Buster
Tom Mix
July
Beaten Gold
Instructive
July

2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
,. 2,000
1,000
1,000
. 1,000
METRO-GOLD WYN
Meredith
.Marion
Davies
2,000 Janice
Star cast
2,000 Second Youth
The
Rejected
Woman
Rubens-Nagel
May 19.3.
The Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Jan.
1,000
2,000
1,000
The
Fool's
Awakening
Harrison
Ford
Feb.
2,000 The Man Life Passed By
Novak-Mannont
Mar. 16..
1..
1,000
Thy
Name
Is
Woman
Mong-La
Marr
N'lar.
1..
The
Uninvited
Guest
Jean
Tolley
Mar.
8..
. 2,000
Laurette Taylor
Mar. 8..
2,000 Happiness
Reginald Barker prod Mar. 22. .
. 1,000 Women Who Give
A Boy of Flanders
Jackie Coogan
April 5.
The Shooting of Dan McGrew Star cast
April 12..
1,000
Mademoiselle Midnight
Mae Murray
May 17. ,
1,000 Sherlock.
2,000
Jr
Buster Keaton
May 17.,
Arab
Novarro-Tery
July
2,000 The
V. Schertzinger prod
Aug. 12.2.
2,000 Bread
Tess
of
the
D'Urbervilles
Blanche
Sweet
1,000
Robinson Crusoe
Jackie Coogan
1,000 Little
Broken Barriers
Reginald Barker prod
2,000
True
As
Steel
Rupert
Hughes prod
June 28.,
1,000 Revelation
,Viola Dana
July 5.
2,000 The Recoil
Blythe-Hamilton
July
1,000 Wine of Youth
Star cast
July 12.
26.
1,000 Along Came Ruth
Viola Dana
Aug. 2.,
2,000
1,000
1,000
PARAMOUNT
2,000
1,000
The Breaking Point
Star cast
April 19
The Confidence Man
Thomas Meighan
April 26
The Mora! Sinner
Dorothy Dalton
April 26
Triumph
C. B. DeMille prod
May 3
Bluff
Ayres-Moreno
May
4,700 Men
,
Pola Negri
May 10
17
2,000
May 31
2.000 Wanderer of the Wasteland Jack Holt
4,680
Code Bedroom
of the Sea
La C.
Roque-Logan
.June
7
6,500 The
Window
W.
DeMille prod
June 21
5.000 The Guilty One
Agnes Ayres
June 28
Geo. Melford prod
June 28
6,217 Tiger Love
Husbands
Leatrice Joy
(nly 5
2.000 Changing
Unguarded
Women
Deniels-Dix
fuly 12
5
The
Eenemy
Sex
Betty
Compson
July
6,000
Ernest Torrence
Aug. 2
5,000 The Side Show of Life
2.000
5,800
PATHE
.. 8,312
6.000
6,591
Hit theAt High
Spots
''Spat Mohan
Family"
April
19.
. 5.138 One
a Time
Ea/1
April 19.
. 6,000 If Noah
Lived
Today
Terry
cartoon
April
19.
. 2.000
6.000 A Trip to the Pole
Terry cartoon
April 26.
. 7,002 Sun
Snow
"Sportlight"
April
Get and
Busy
Snub
Pollard
April 26.
26.
Highbrow Stuff
Will Rogers
April 26.
Flickering Youth
Sennett comedy
April 26.
Commencement
Day
"Our Gang"
May
Ideal Farm
Terry
cartoon
May 3
3.
12,000 An
.Terry cartoon
May 3.
7.331 Homeless Pups
7,603
"Sportlight"
May 3.3.
Publicity Speed
Pays
Charles
Chase
May
7,120 Sporting
Winter Comes
Terry cartoon
May 10.
7 400 When
Stan Laurel
May 10.
7,145 Near Dublin
7,990 North of 50-50
Dippy-Doo-Dads
.May 10.
12,045 The Fortieth Door
Allene
Ray-Serial
May
17.
Charles Chase
May 17..
6,622 April Fool

. 2.000
.. 2,000
5,874
. 6,112
5,800
1,000
.. 4749
.. 2,000
1.000
. .5,145
.1,000
.2,000
4,562
...2,600
6,316
2,000
1,000
. .5,812
1,000
5,041
.. 6,400
1,000
. 5,702
. 2,000
..2,000
. 4,385
.. 5,020
1,000
.. 6,471
4,500
1,000

4,901
7,761
5,763
6,200
4.065
9,087
.7,018
7,500
7,700
6,145
6,318
. 6,778
6,500
6,710
. 8,752
6,000
6,454
5,000
7,089
6,064
6,500
5,439
8.292
5,442
6,504
6,700
6,038
6,550
5,365
5,325
6,799
6,051
7,861
7,511

1,000
2.000
1.000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1.000
1,000
2,000
2.000
1.000
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Footage
Review
The Pilgrims
Chronicles-seriesi May 17
3,000
Fishin'
Fever
Sportlight
May 17
17
2,000
Black Oxford!
Sennett comedy
May
2,000
Bottle Babies
Spat Family
May 17
2,000
Going
Congress
Will Rogers
May 24
24
2,000
Positionto Wanted
Charles
Chase
May
1,000
The Cat's Meow
Sennett comedy
May 24
2,000
Cradle
Robbers
"Our
Gang"
comedy
May
31
2,000
One Good Turn Deserves Another. .Terry cartoon
May 31
1,000
BuildingTaking
Winners
"Sportlight"
May
1,000
Before
Earl Mohan
May 31
31
1.000
Rupert of Hee-Haw
Stan Laurel
June 7
2.00C
Yukon Jake
Ben Turpin
June 7
2.001
Up
and
At
'Em
Dippy
-DooDads
June
7
1.00J
The Flying Carpet
Terry cartoon
June 7
LOW
Declaration
of Independence "Chronicles"
June
14
3,001
Fast
Black
MohanEngle
June
14
1,001
Lion and the Souse
Mack Sennett comedy June 14
2,000
On Guard
"Sportlight"
June 14
1,000
Suffering
Shakespeare
"Spat
Family"
June
14
2.0M
That Old Can of Mine
Terry cartoon
June 14
1.000
Young
Oldfield
Charles
Chase
June
21
1,000
His New Mama
Mack Sennett comedy Tune 21
2,000
Don't
Park There
Will Nigh
Rogers
June 21
2.000
Her Memory
Will
Miniature June
21
1.000
Solitude
and
Fame
"Sportlight"
June
28
1.000
Stolen Goods
Charles Chase
June 28
1.000
Jubilo,
Jr
"Our
Gang"
June
28
2,000
Jeffries, Jr
Charles Chase
July S
1,000
The Wide Open Spaces Stan Laurel
July 5
2.000
The Body in the Bag
Terry cartoon
July 5
1,000
Yorktown
Chronicles cf America July 12
3.000
Why
Husbands
Go
Mad
Charles
Chase
July
12
1.000
Desert Sheiks
Terry cartoon
July 12
1.000
Radio Mad
Spat Family
July 12
2,000
Maud Muller
Special
July 19
2,000
Our Congressman
Will Rogers
luly 19
2,000
AA Ten-Minute
Woman's Hour
Terry
July
1,000
Egg
Charles cartoon
Chase
July 19
19
1,000
It's a Bear
.Our Gang
July 26
2,000
The
Sport
of
Kings
Terry
cartoon
July
26
1.000
Our Defenders
Sportlight
July 26
1,000
Seeing Nellie Home
Charles Chase
July 26
1,000
Into The Net
Mulhall-Murphy serial Aug. 2
Romeo and Juliet
Sennett comedy
Aug. 2
2,000
Flying Kilts
Fever
TerryRoach
cartoon
Aug.
1.000
Short
Hal
comedy
Aug. 2
2
2,000
PLAYGOERS PICTURES
Tipped Off
Featured cast
Nov. 3..
4.284
PRINCIPAL PICTURES
Daring Youth
Daniels-Ken-y
May 24
17
5.97S
Daughters
Pleasure
Prevost- Chadwick
Blue- Bow
May
6.000
The
Maskedof Dancer
Helene
May 31
4,987
Good Bad Boy
Joe Butterworth
June 7
5.198
Captain January
Baby Peggy
July 12
6,194
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
The Hoosier Schoolmaster v.. Henry Hull
Mar. 29
5,556
Hit Darker Self
Lloyd Hamilton
April S
5,000
Try
and
Get
It
Bryant
Washburn
April
12
5,607
Which Shall It Be?
Star cast
April 19
5.000
Wandering
Husband*
Kirkwood-Lee
May
10.
. 6..VM
5,99t
Hold Your Breath
Dorothy Devore
June 7..
Miami
Betty Com p son
June 14..
. 6.317
The Night Hawk
Harry Carey
June 14..
. 6.000
5.19!
The Lightning Rider
Harry Carey
June 21..
What Shall I Do?
D-rothy Mackaill
June 28..
The Legend of Hollywood
Percy Marmont
6.000
The Wise Virgin
Patsy Ruth Miller
B. P. SCHULBERG PROD.
Breath of Scandal
Betty Blythe
SELZNICK
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson
Twenty Dollars a Week
George Arliss
TRUART FILM CORP.
On Time
Richard Talmadge
In Fast Company
Richard Talmadge
Daring Love
Elaine Hammerstein
UNITED ARTISTS
A Woman of Paris
Chaa. Chaplin prod
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall... Mary Pickford
UNIVERSAL
Spring
of
1964
Neely
Excitement
Laura Edwards
LaPlante
The Storm Daughter
Priscilla Dean
The Racing Kid
Buddy Messinger
Forty Horse Hawkins
Hoot Gibson
One Wet Night
Neely Edwards
Pretty Plungera
Follies Girls
Riders
Up
Creighton
Hale
Politics
Slim and Bobby
Green Grocers
Slim and Bobby
A Lofty Marriage
Jack Earle
Taxi, Taxi I
Jack Hoxie
The Pigskin Hero
Harry McCoy
The Bulltoaser
Lyons-Moran reissue
The Dangerous Blonde
Pete Morrison
Fast Steppers
Laura LaPlante
Trailing Trouble
New Series
Ridgeway of Montana
Buddy Messinger
My Little Brother
Slim Summerville
The Lone Round-Up
Jack Dougherty
The Signal Tower
Super- Jewel

April 26
June 21

6.804
5,900

Mar. 15..
May 24.
July 5.

.6.630
, 6,000
. 5,606

Oct. 13
May 17

8.000
10,000

April
April
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

12
19
1,000
4,913
19
19
5.303
26
2,000
26
1,000
26
5,149
3
2,000
3
4,994
1.008
3
1.000
3
2,000
10
4,843
10
2,000
10
1.000
10
2,000
17
4,919
17 2 r each
17
17
2,000
1,000
17
2,000
24
6,714

WORLD

Tired
Business
Why Pay
Your Man
Rent?
The Honor of Men
The Reckless Age
The Fighting American
Case Dismissed
Boss of the Bar-20
Delivering
Goods
The GaietytheGirl
High
Speed
The Turmoil
Fearless
Fools
Rest In Pieacea
The Powerful Eye
Sailor Maids
Winning A Bride
The
FamilyTrail
Secret
The Back
Fight
and
Win
(series)
Please Teacher
Miners Over Twenty -one
Blue Dark
Wing'sStairway
Revenge
The
The
(serial)
BehindIrontheMan
Curtain
A Royal Pair
Why Be Jealous?
Young Ideas
Her Fortunate Face
The
The Little
SawdustSavage
Trail
The
Cry
Starving Baby
Beauties
Flying
PatchingEagle
Thing* Up
Fighting Fury
Kid Days
Her City Sport
The Gun Packer
Modem Banking
Newsprint Paper
Horseshoes
The Last Stand of Red Man
Let Not Man Put Asunder
My Man
Virtuous Liars
Between Friends
Code
the Wilderness
Beholdof This
Woman

Footage
August 16, 1924

Al Alt-Follies
girls
Bert
Roach
Neal Hart reissue
Reginald Denny
Star cast
Summerville- Dunn
W. E. Lawrence
"Pal"
dog
Mary the
Philbin
Herbert
Rawlinson
Tarkington novel
Century-McCoy
Bert Roach
Pete Morrison
Century -Folliea girls
Fritii Ridgeway
Baby Hoxie
Peggy
Jack
Jack
Dempsey
>
Buddy Messinger
Slim Summerville
Wm. E. Rawlinson
Lawrence
Herbert
Albert mi
Winifred
Bryson
Century Comedy
Bert Roach
Laura LaPlante
Century comedy
WesternGibson
drama
Hoot
Slim
Summerville
Wanda Wiley
Wm.
E. Lawrence ...
Bert Roach
Jack Hoxie
Snooky (monkey)
Waunda Wiley
Pete Morrison
VITAGRAPH
Urban Classic
Urban Classic
Larry Semon
Urban classic
Feature cast
Patsy Ruth Miller
David Powell
Blackton prod. •
Bowers-Calhoun
Blackton prod

WARNER BROTHERS
The Marriage Circle
Ernest Lubitsch prod
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines
Daddies
Belasco play
George Washington, Jr
Wesley Barry
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore
Broadway After Dark
Adolphe Menjou
Babbitt
Star cast

.... 2,000
.....
... 2.000
1,000
.... 63*4
.... 5,251
....
1.000
.... 2,000
.... 2.000
....
7,000
.... 7,411
4.92J
.... 2,001
....
.... 1.001
2.001
.... 2,001
.... 2.001
.... 5.076
0.615
.... 2.000
.... 2.000
.... 1,000
.... 2.000
.... 5,030
2,000
4.r7s
1.000
4.005
2.000
2.000

Review
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
Jane
June
July
july
|uly
July
July
july
July
July
• July

1.000
5.509
2.000
4.491
2.000
1.000
2.000
2.000

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Dec. 22. .
Dec. 22..
Dec. 22..
Dec. 29..
Tan. 26. .
Feb. 23..
April 19.
April 26.
July 12.2..
Aug.

1.000
1.000
2.000
8,000
1,000
. 6.800
5.650
. 6.480
6.900

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
Aug.

8.500
6,425
6.500
6,800
6,700
10.000
6.300
6,500

16
23
23
22
12
31
2

MISCELLANEOUS
Footag*
Rants*
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
Rough
Rldin*
Buddy
Rooeevelt
April
4,670
Leave It To Gerry
Rillie Rhodes
July 26
19
6.400
Rarin' To Go
Buddy Roosevelt
Aug. 2
5,000
BANNER PRODUCTIONS
The Truth About Wives
Sherman -Hampton
Aug. 2
5,600
The
A Heart
Novak
-Harlan
Aug. 2
6,000
ThoseManWhoWithout
Judge
All star
Aug.
2
5,700
CHARLES C BURR
Restless Wive*
Doris Kenyon
Feb. 16
6,008
Three 0'Qock in the Morning Constance Binney
Feb. 23
6-29J
CB.C
The Barefoot Boy
Star cast
Not. 24
5,800
Forgive and Forget
Estelle Taylor
Nov. 10
5300
The
Marriage
Market
Pauline
Garoa
Dec
29
6.29*
Innocence
Anna Q. Nflason
Jan. 26
5.923
Traffic in Hearts
Mildred Harris
July 12
5,549
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
The Thief of Bagdad
Douglas Fairbanks Mar. 29 12.000
PHIL GOLDSTONE
His
Last Ahead
Race
"Snowy"
Baker
Sept. 29
1
5.000
Danger
Richard Talmadge
.Dec.
1000
The White Panther
Rex (Snowy) Baker Feb. 9
4,000
Marry in Haste
William Fairbanks
Mar. t
5,000
GRAND-ASHER
Between Worlds
July 19
6,009
Star cast
D. W. GRIFFITH, INC
America
Feature cast
Mar. S
14,000
INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
In the Spider's Web
Alice Dean
Sept. 29
WM. STEINER PROD.
Surging
Charles
April
M
4,700
Hutch of Seat
the U. S. A.
Charles Hutchison
Hutchison
May 21
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Maintenance

1
From

the

Other

Angle

EVERY now and then somebody writes me and says, "Why don't you
get out your Equipment Department something like the magazine
'Popular Mechanics' — full of illustrations of the new, novel, and surprising? Full of snap — pictures of this device to save time, that invention
to do away entirely with labor, and something else that will do a hundred
dollar job for fifty cents. That sort of material would make a lively department that would certainly be interesting reading."
And for a few moments we always feel tempted. Yessir, that's the stuff
that would make a zippy department — interesting reading, you bet.
There wouldn't be any trouble getting that material, either. Every week
sees the office mail filled with descriptions of this and that pet invention
of some earnest tinker.
But there is a joker.
As the Goldberg cartoon puts it — this material would make interestingreading BUT IT WOULDN'T MEAN ANYTHING!
You'd be surprised at the mortality list among the inventions that were
going to revolutionize and startle the industry. You'd be surprised how few —
if any — ever see the market.
So that, when you come right down to it, if we ran that sort of department
we would be doing no more nor less than kidding our readers.
Week after week we would be telling them about clever contrivances and
ingenuities that were going to lighten their toil and improve their work —
but what good would a single one of the new ideas be until the article was
ON THE MARKET — where it can be bought by the man who needs it?
No sir !— we like
you want reading
ninety per cent of
give you only the

to give you "interesting reading," but we also believe that
that MEANS SOMETHING. And we feel that a good
our job is to sift out the dreams and impracticalities and
real, all wool article.

You can't imagine the amount of his own time that Richardson devotes to
investigating and testing new propositions before he will let them get the
benefit of type. It is labor that does not show up in columns of printed space
— but it is labor that conscientious "Rich" puts forth with a will rather than
waste your time passing on untested information.
We don't feel that The World's Equipment Department is just a few pages
of interesting reading sandwiched around the ads — we feel that you are
looking for AUTHORITY and RELIABILITY.
And we try to give it to you.

1
K-.:V;:'";.

PPJDJ

ECT1

EDITED
Wants Help
From Arizona comes this appeal for help :
I would like to hear from some of the
gang who are using Wagner Rotary Converters— 35-ampere, 2-arc machine with duplex arc regulator. Have not handled such
a machine before and am having a little
trouble on the change-over. The arcs show
ato tendency
surely
be. Do toany"steal,"
of the which
Chicago
menought
knownota
man (presumably a projectionist — Ed.)
named
William
Piatt,Platte.
or "Bill" Plat? The
name may
be spelled
Think the trouble is in the resistance.
However, if any of those using Wagners of
the same type will communicate with R. A.
Hooker, Projectionist Martin Theatre, Globe,
Arizona, telling him just what you think is
wrong,
know. all will be well. Frankly, I don't
Commutator
Trouble
John Sconsby, presumably a small-town
exhibitor, writes :
Have been showing pictures, with fair success, for eleven years. Through all that
time I have kept pretty close tabs on the
projection department, because I have found
that there is not enough revenue available
to the small-town theatre to enable the employment of a projectionist of greater ability
than that necessary to thread, set carbons
somewhere in the neighborhood of right
after one has shown him how and MADE
him follow Instructions and to make a splice
which is near enough right to perhaps get
through the projector. Time and again I
have taken Projection Department articles
up to the projectionist (?) and literally
rubbed them under his nose— Oh, well, I
should
be tooand severe,
because
just open,
can't
pay for not
ability
keep the
show I shop
therefore I have to be able, with the help of
the Bluebook and the department, to get a
good
and I'll
tell thepicture
world onI dotheit,screen
too. If myself
I may —Judge
by
what
I
see
here
In
my
home
city,
New
Orleans.
His Trouble
I
have
a
trouble
which moI'm
not certain about. Inow,
have though,
a Ft. Wayne
tor generator which has given good service
for several years. There has been little
sparking, but of late, without any change in
amperage and with the commutator in apparently excellent condition, the brushes
spark pretty badly, and the commutator gets
so warm that after a two-hour run I can
hardly bear my fingers on it. Evidently
something
I amS. unable
cate it. Canis wrong,
you helpbutme?
O. S.! toP. lo-S.
Have had the commutator turned down twice.
It is smooth now and glossy, too.
The Probable Answer
The last sentence probably is your answer. The commutator bars are now too
thin. See paragraph (e), page 456 of your
Bluebook. You might have my decision
checked by a competent repair man, but I
think there is small question but that after
two times turning down and additional wear,
the cause of your trouble is too-thin commutator bars. You need a whole new commutator.
As to the small-town projectionist, why,
I think you must have had a rather unfortunate experience. My own observation has
been that, as a general rule— there are plenty

BY F. H. RICHARDSON
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School,

Question No. 104 — Explain why spacing condenser lenses wastes light.
Question No. 104A — Explain why,
when using a piano convex condenser
combination the collector lens should,
under all ordinary conditions, be (Jj
focal length, the longer focal length lens
being the converging lens.
Question No. 105— To what is condenser breakage usually due? (In answering
this question you are at liberty to go as
far as you like in explaining different
causes of condenser breakage which have
come under your own observation.)
Question No. 106 — Is the floor of arc
crater of even brilliancy? If you say it
is not, then tell us what causes the unevenness you claim is present.
Question No. 107— Why should the
crater not be focused sharply at the
film plane?
of exceptions, of course — the small-town projectionist wants to learn all he can perhaps,
because he has visions of busting into city
work later. On the other hand, though, his
opportunities are very limited. The city man
meets with his fellows, and in the very nature of things various points are discussed —
and some of them cussed, too. The city
man has the help of the department and the
Bluebook available, too, just as your man
has, if he cares to avail himself of it. However, this is true : there is a tendency of the
city man to feel rather self-sufficient. Very
many of them spread a decidely restricted
amount of knowledge over such a wide space
that it is only an exceedingly thin veneer.
I have every sympathy with the smalltown exhibitor and projectionist, and I know
of a goodly number of village projectionists
who have a better grounding in their profession than many a city man.
P. S. — You'd better have that commutator
attended to at once, or some nice night it'll
probably quit you cold right square in the
middle of a show.
A

ON_

Nice

Collection

C. H. Watkins, Projectionist Empress Theatre, Indianola, Iowa, sends in samples of
film faults he had amputated from various
"shows" he has received. He says :
Friend Richardson: Am sending you pieces
of film taken from three features. Have
labeled each feature and each reel separately. This is what I have to do each week, If
I hope to project a picture fit to be seen by
an audience. It seems as though exchanges
could stop this If they really wanted to. Tou
will note that the Metro is well filled with
company punch marks. I suppose the ham
"operator" thinks It Is quite O. K. to punch
holes In the films IF THE COMPANY ITSELF
SETS THE EXAMPLE. I attach a piece
from a Fox feature. If exchanges or pro-

ducers must mark their films, why not do It
as per the Fox sample? At least It Is not
noticeable on the screen.
"Antl-Puneh Hole" League
Seems to me we might have an "AntiPunch-Hole" League. There Is or was such
a thing as an "Antl Mis-Frame" League.
Don't know Just what It was or who was
behind It, but I've talked with a few men
who said they were members and therefore
were taking out the mis-frames from films
they project.
The "Anti Mis-frame League" was merely
a scheme of a trade paper to try to stimulate interest of projectionists in their paper.
Doubtless it did induce some men to be a
little more careful in the matter of cutting
out mis-frames, BUT what do you think of
the man who must be thus induced to take
enough interest in his work to do what he
must do if he is to prevent a mis-frame on
his own screen? Also, I DON'T approve of
the projectionist being compelled to cut out
mis-frames. Of course it is necessary to do
it, BUT the act should be promptly followed
up by a VIGOROUS kick to BOTH the theatre manager and the exchange manager.
My belief is that film service is sold on a
basis of FILM ENTIRELY FREE FROM
SUCH THINGS AS MIS-FRAMES,
PUNCH MARKS AND SIMILAR OBVIOUSLY IMPOSSIBLE THINGS I
"Film Service"
In my opinion film service is sold and
COLLECTED FOR on the basis of FILM
IN PROJECTABLE CONDITION. The exchange sells a show, presumably in showable
condition, and when an exchange, except in
case of emergency, sends out films with misframes, ripped sprocket holes, punch marks
of any sort, or other faults which make them
unfit for projection, then it is selling something it IS NOT DELIVERING. You can
put that together any way you wish to, but
in ordinary business affairs it would be called
by a rather harsh name.
I have repeatedly called attention to the
DISHONESTY of forcing the projectionist
to repair films sent from the exchange in
bad shape, free of charge. That a projectionist injured the film is no manner of excuse. The exchange CAN stop projectionists from putting punch marks in film IF IT
REALLY WANTS TO. I have repeatedly
told them how, and up to this time not a
has disputed the correctness
single
of whatexchange
I have said.
The Fox mark consists of the words
"FOX FILM" in letters about three-sixteenths of an inch high, embossed in the
film, with the words run lengthwise of the film.
I see no good reason why exchanges or
producers might not each adopt a suitable
monogram which could, without appreciable
injury either to the film or the results upon
the screen, be embossed into the film.
The samples sent show the usual more or
string of punch holes, scratch
less long
marks and— one sample— what seems to be
a streak of black ink running through ten
frames.
(Continued on following page)
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Hard Problem
H. J. McMahan writes from a small Pennsylvania town (the name of which I think it
best to suppress) as follows :
I want one of your Bluebooks of Projection. Advise me of its price and I will remit
at once. Am considering a problem which
is too much for me. Do you think it would
be possible for me to have some good business expert give me an opinion as to the
wisdom of putting in a picture business at
the stand where I am located, provided, of
course, I supplied a full report as to the
exact conditions? The town has about 2,500
population, and there is a rural population
of about 1,000, or a total of 3,500. There is
a big job of construction work right beside
the town, which will employ about 600 to
600 men, many of whom will have their
families with them. This work will last two
years.

WORLD

The location I have is the center of the
town, but the building sets back from the
main street about 60 feet. However, there
is a side street on one side of it and it
would be possible to make an attractive arstreet. cade entrance to the theatre from the main
There Is a unit of a chain of theatres here,
but it is very old style — like the old nicolodeon houses of years ago. The company
is, however, talking of erecting a new theatre. It is said to be a very strong company. They have good films, charge about
twenty-five cents admission and have a fair
business now, before construction work has
begun. My location has some garden space
around it, which could be fixed very attractively with park benches, flower beds and
maybe refreshment tables and a soda fountain.
The building I am thinking of remodeling
into a theatre is about 40x80, with no columns in center. With little expense it could
be made to have a ceiling 16 feet in the clear.
Floor is now level, and of concrete. I own
the property and would not have a very

Bluebook
Question No. 6!) — What may happen if the
black paint on interior of projection lens
barrel is allowed to wear off so that the
metal is bare?
This question was correctly replied to by
Daniel Constantino, Easton, Pa. ; W. E.
Lewis, Endicott, N. Y. ; G. W. Bennewitz,
Sioux Falls, S. Dak.; H. C. Spence, Charlottetown, P. E. I.; Charles Oldham, Norwich, Conn.; Karl H. Sommermeyer, Marietta, Minn.; Harry Dobson (?); Wm. A.
Burnett, Newton, Iowa, and A. L. Fell, Collingswood, N. J.
There was considerable variation in wording of the various replies, and a few tacked
on things which did not belong, but every
one agreed that the absence of black paint
would cause light to be projected outside the
screen.
I placed a question mark after the reply
of Brother Dobson, which reads :
When from any cause the black coating no
longer covers the entire interior surface of
the projection lens, the bare spot or spots
will reflect light which will be visible on
the screen in the form of a poorly illuminated section of the picture, or it may even
be reflected outside the screen, and In extreme cases form a circle or halo of light
around the screen. The paint may have
been rubbed off while cleaning the interior
of the lens, or it may flake off. Any bare
spot should be immediately recoated.
Now, I wonder. Is Dobson right? May
such a reflection appear on the screen in the
form he says it will? Personally I've never
experienced anything of that sort, nor do I
know of any one who has. If he is correct,
I will stand corrected. So far as I know,
such light falls entirely outside the screen
image. Can any one shed light on this point?
Question No. 70 — Why is the diameter of
the projection lens of great importance?
This was correctly answered by Lewis*,
Bennewitz, Oldham, P. E. Thomas, Creston,
Iowa; Sommermeyer*, Constantino*, Dobson,
Spence*, Burnett* and Fell*. Some of the
replies were quite comprehensive — especially
those of Fell and Burnett, but none of them
seems quite suitable for publication, so, with
your permission, I will answer the question
myself — a thing I don't like to do, and have
up to now succeeded in side-stepping. My
answer to that question is :
The diameter of the projection lens is of
importance, since from every viewpoint it is
best to have it no larger than is necessary
to avoid excessive waste of light, loss of
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589
heavy outlay for alterations. With expert
advice I might get a first-class, second-hand
projection apparatus. Would the chain
house be able to block me on films? Location Is rbout 100
Hardmilesto from
Say New York.
First of all, I could not possibly say how
your people would react to a second show.
The present house is, you say, "doing a fair
business" — in other words, probably about
the same business you would have to do to
make your proposed house pay. Query:
Would enough of the town people go more
frequently when there were two theatres,
with the business of the men engaged in
construction added, to give to each of two
houses the same amount of business one
now gets ?
In my opinion you can make as intelligent ajudgment as to that as any man unac(Continued on page 592)

to 73
magnified
on the screen and may be tested
depth in the picture and unevenness of il- for straightness
by means of a stretched line
lumination ofthe screen field, both of which
for the horizontal lines and a line and plum
bob for the perpendicular ones. If the lines
latter occur when the lens does not "pick are
straight there is no distortion. If the
up"
ture. the entire beam from the projector aper- lines are crooked, then the lens should be
replaced.
Be sure the lines on your mica
The small diameter projection lens gives are STRAIGHT.
better definition and has a much greater
One important point, overlooked by all but
depth of focus, which latter is particularly
desirable when the projection angle is heavy. Brother Thomas, is that the mica must be
perfectly FLAT, and must remain so over
Summed up, lens diameter is of importance
since it has intimate connection with two the aperture, therefore do not make such a
exceedingly important items, viz : efficiency test with worn aperture plate tracks, since
in projection and excellence of the projected under that condition the mica might and
picture. Still another item is that with in- probably would be slightly bent or buckled.
crease of lens diameter there must also be
Question No. 73 — What is it you really do
increase in rotating shutter master blade,
when
you "focus the picture"?
which operates to increase flicker tendency,
besides reducing the screen illumination. Of
I think I must apologize. Most of those
course a large lens may be "stopped down," who answered this question were right as
but the question meant only the importance
far as they went, but only one caught the
of the diameter actually used.
idea I had in mind. My apology is for not
Question No. 71 — Is it desirable to have having realized that the question was not
projection lens diameter greater than is as clear as it should have been. And yet I
necessary to receive the entire beam of light dunno. Seems as though you should have
considered the image itself. Of course we
from the aperture?
all
know that the "lens is moved" and the
Fell, Burnett*, Spence*, Dobson*, Con"distance from lens to film is altered," etc.
stantino*, Thomas, Oldham and Bennewitz
Brother Burnett says:
"got by." The reply of Brother Bennewitz
A projection lens must focus all light rays
is short but covers the subject. He says :
It Is not desirable to have projection lens from every point in the object to a corrediameter larger than is necessary to pick up
sponding, though magnified, point in the
the entire beam, since anything over that image. The distance at which this focusing
will necessitate increase in shutter master
will be accomplished depends, within limits,
blade width in order to prevent reflected upon the distance of the object (film) from
light from causing a slight travel ghost; the lens. This is diagrammatlcally illustrated
also, unnecessary lens diameter operates to in figure 36D, page 146 of the Bluebook, in
detract from the definition of the picture. which arrow A is being projected and foOf course if a lens be unnecessarily large
cused at point I — that Is to say: with the
arrow at distance from lens shown, the rays
it may be stopped down.
will meet and cross at plane I, beyond
Question No. 72 — How can you test your which they begin to diverge. Beyond plane
A each point in the object (arrow) will approjection lens for distortion?
pear as a blurred ring. If the distance from
Lewis, Benewitz, Oldham, Thomas, Somlens to object be altered, then the distance
mermeyer, Constantino, Dobson, Spence and from lens at which the rays will focus (meet
Fell all replied essentially the same. Dob- and cross) will also be altered, and this is
what alter
we do
we from
"focus"object
the picture.
son's answer is selected for publication be- We
the when
distance
to lens
cause he emphasizes the importance of until the rays meet (focus) at the surface
STRAIGHT lines on the mica. He says :
of the screen.
To test a projection lens for distortion,
secure from a hardware .store a piece of
All right, boys, I'll accept your darned old
clean four
mica,inches
commonly
about
long. Cutcalled
this to"isinglass,"
the width apology! But next time when a thing like
of a strip of film. Scratch upon its surface this is sprung, begin AT THE THING AFSTRAIGHT lines in both directions and a
FECTED and reason things out for yourselves. You might a known that moving
suitable distance apart, using a sharp
pointed instrument and a ruler for the pur- the lens or altering the distance from it to
pose. Place the mica over the aperture,
close the film gate and project the white the film was not ALL there was to it.
Bing! Consider yourselves slapped on the
light on the screen.
The lines on the mica will appear greatly wrist.
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projects in DeTHkEEtheat
troit tookre
actualbuildin
formg daring the pa»t
•reek with the announcement of detailed plant for bouse* to be erected by John
H. Kunsky and C. W. Monz and the rebuilding of the Gladwin Park Theatre, one
of the largest of the suburban theatres in
the city.
Everything is in readiness to commence
razing the old structures that stand in the
half block on Woodward avenue and Elizabeth street, where the new Kunsky first-run
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house will be erected, and by the noddle of
August the landscape in this imsrrliite vicinity will begin to take new form. The new
Kunsky house will be known as the State
and will vie with the CapitoL Madison assd
Adams in size and beauty.
C. W. Manz announces that plans are
completed and contracts let for his new
house at Grand Rirer arena? and Joy Road
which will be one of the most important
structures in Detroit theatre circles. The
name decided upon is the Grand Riviera and
it will seat more than 3,000. The policy will
be pictures and vaudeville. Mr. Monz is
president of the new organization, Bert Williams is vice-president and general manager
and Miss E. Applegate is secretary and
treasurer. This >s the same organization that
operates the La Salle Garden, the Tuxedo
and the Palace, leaders among the neighborhood theatres.
To Rebuild Glatfwia
After a tempestuous career in which more
than a dozen different hands have had control, the old Gladwin Park Theatre on Jefferson avenue is to be entirely rebuilt by its
new lesees, William A. and Julius D. London
They will expend a large sum of money and
everything will be brand new from the rear
to the front of the house. When completed
'he house will \eat 1,000 and be devoted exclusively to pictures.
Northwest

Ace Berry Cooled
His Theatre
Several month- ago Ace Berry, m liiiujf.
.
* ".: Theatre. Ir.iiasapohi,
got a tip from the weather man that the
latter part of the summer wis going to be a
scorcher. So, to enable Indianapolis photoplay fans to comfortably see their favorites
on the screen, Mr. Berry and his co- workers
began looking around in other cities for a
good cooling system.
They found none exactly perfect, but they
did find many good features. For '"ftasjrf.
up in Minneapolis a theatre was forcing its
air supply through cold water pumped frasss
a deep well. It was found easy to keep a
fairly uniform temperature with this method.
If the thermometer fell below a certain point,
automatic valves shut off the water supply
Then when the temperature rose the ralves
opened and the cooling off process began
all over again.
Deep Well Drilled
With a large expenditure the Circle has
just completed the installation of a similar
system. A weU 150 feet deep has been drilled
and pumps installed to force the water
through sprayers. Air is drawn in from the
outside, forced through the spray, cleaned
and cooled to 70 degrees, then circulated
through the theatre.
The new system has been closely observed
during the few days it has been in operation
and shows that the temperature of the
theatre can be kept at ten or twelve degrees
lower than the street temperature. Patrons
are well pleased with the innovation, judging from the number of favorable comments
Mr Berry and his co-workers got.

Continues

Its Building Program
In spite of the fact that over 200 theatres
in the four Pacific Northwest states have
closed for the summer, some permanently,
the program of building continues with unabated enthusiasm in this territory. Among
the important projects which are in fair way
to be finished for early fall openings are
the palatial new Everett. Installations on
booth equipment and interior furnishings
have already been begun, opera chairs have
been delivered and the work is being rushed
for a September 1 opening.
Alfred Graeper's Egyptian, Portland, has
reached the decoration stage and a full crew
of workmen arc busy imparting the correct
Egyptian atmosphere.
The Mutnomah Theatres Company will
have the new Granada in Portland ready for
the public by August 15. Decorations have
been finished and the final touches arc being
applied. The house will of course be Spanish
in its atmosphere.
Equipment is being installed and interior
furnishings
placed
in D. Wash.
Constanti's new
Liberty Theatre
Puyallup,
■ The above are all equipped and furnished
by B. E. Shearer, Inc., of Seattle, and will
constitute a valuable addition to the theatrical upbuilding of the Pacific Northwest. A
number of other houses are under construction and in prospect, which should assure a
steady growth in this line.
Manager E. C. Bostick of Seattle Pantages, has purchased two new Simplex machines with new double bearing intermittent
arc controls. Installation was made by
Shearer.

High Standards Set by
Rosenzweig & Katz Circuit
The progressive exhibitor today is, beyond
a doubt, in a position to branch out without
detriment to the other fellow or his own
particular organization. As an illustration,
take the Rosenzweig & Katz Circuit, at present controlling the City Line, Ozone Park,
Sheridan and Beverly theatres in Brooklyn,
and having in construction two new theatres,
one at 18th and Gravesend avenue, Brooklyn,
of 1,800 seats, and another at Liberty and
122nd streets, Brooklyn, of 2,000 seats. They
are also starting to build at Pitkin avenue
and Barrymorc street, Brooklyn, a 2,000-seat
house which will, no doubt, surpass anything
that
been done in that particular size
house has
to date.
These people also have controlling interests in the Allwon Circuit, on the East Side,
which
tres. comprises approximately eight theaAlways Progressive
The success of these two prominent exhibitors is due to their progressiveness in endeavoring to maintain at all times the highest standard of theatre. Their projection
room equipment is always up-to-the-minute.
Their theatres are properly and cleanly kept
at all times. Their fronts are really ideal
and attractive propositions to the passers-by
and patrons.
They have already made arrangements
with Joe Hornstein of the Howells Cine
Equipment Company to furnish the entire
equipment necessary for their three new
theatres.
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Loge of BivoU
Theatre
Broadway
and 49th
New York
City Street
Recently Seating
reseatedCompany
with
American
Ball-Bearing Upholstered
Interlocking Loge Theatre
Chairs.

The

LOGE
A

Neglected

Source

of

Profit

TRADITION has no doubt much to do with the failures of theatre managers to consider the seating of their loge sections from
the same business point of view as the rest of the house. It is regarded as a thing apart.
Thus

loges are generally furnished in either of two extremes
— either with great overstuffed
easy chairs that are delightfully
welcome in front of a fireplace in
the home or in the lobby of a
hotel, but were certainly never intended for theatre chairs. Or
they are equipped with as many
chairs of restaurant or dining
room variety as can possibly be
crowded into the loge space.
Neither provide comfort, convenience or pleasure to your patrons or profit to you.

Our ball-bearing, upholstered
theatre chairs, with interlocking
standards, are perfectly adapted
for loge seatings. They embody
all the requirements of comfort,
sturdiness and beauty to make
your loge a dependable source of
pleasure to your patrons and of
real profit to you.
The reseating of your
your entire house can
plished by us without
your regular business
Write to us about it.

loge as of
be accomdisturbing
one hour.

American
Seating
Company
BOSTON
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
NEW YORK
1211-L Chestnut St.
77-A Canal St.
4 East Jackson Blvd.
640—119 W. 40th St.
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Prise
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5,000
for
Prompt the shipments.
with
order. Get Cash
the
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Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.
All ticketsregulation
must andconform
to Governof admission andmenttax
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SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
$3.50
Ten Thousand
6.00
Fifteen Thousand
7.00
Twenty-five Thousand 9.00
FiftyHundred
Thousand
One
Thousand 1Z.S0
18.00
National Ticket Co.
Shamokln, Pa,
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80-82 Wardour St.
W. I. London, England
Has the largest certified circulation of the
trade hi Great Britain and the Dominions. All
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Help and Situations Wanted Only
3c per word per insertion
Minimum charge 60c
Terms, Strictly Cash with Order
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publication In that week's Issue.
SITUATIONS WANTED
ALERT BUSINESS GETTER wants position as
manager picture house. Assistant manager offer
considered. Box 348, Moving Picture World, New
York City.
MANAGER
— Employed ;houses;
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picture
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executive,
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Projection
(Continued from page 589)
quainted with your people and your conditions possibly could, no matter how expert
he might be in business matters.
A Big Point
Here is one BIG point to which you apparently have given little attention : The
chain theatre undoubtedly is in the hands
of men who KNOW THE SHOW BUSINESS at least fairly well, whereas you, if
I may judge from your letter, know very
little about it. Don't make the basic mistake of under-estimating the importance of
KNOWING THE SHOW BUSINESS. If
you do, I venture the assertion that you
will discover your mistake later on and it
may prove to be a very expensive one, too.
As to films, no, I don't think the chain theatre could "block" you on films, BUT if it is
a considerable chain — a company owning a
considerable number of theatres — then it
may, and very likely will be able to get a
very much better general run of attractions
than you can; also it may have the control,
in that section, of the entire bookings of one
or more of the best producing companies,
which would of course, place you at a decided disadvantage.
One Mistake
To my mind, you show poor judgment
right on the start — or perhaps it were better to say you show lack of knowledge of
the motion picture business when you propose to start off bucking a proposition of
that kind with second-hand projection apparatus. In the very nature of things you
would want the projection apparatus to be
of the very best, and in the very best possible condition — which is hardly likely to be
the case with second hand apparatus.
On the whole, my dear Mr. McMahan, I
don't tion
think
one couldin answer
yourI quesexceptany
somewhat
the way
nave
done, but after having duly considered what
I have said, if you think the thing looks
worth while, I believe the only thing to do
would be to go ahead and give it a try-out,
first, however, having ascertained from what
source your competitor gets his productions,
and so far as possible, just to what extent
he
has be
things
up."a Itcontract
is possible
might
able "sewed
to make
withyoua
very satisfactory source. If you are going
into the show business and expect to succeed you will have to learn to dope out such
little trifles as that, and the sooner you begin the quicker you will know how. Let me
warn you, however, that if the owners of
the "chain" house are now talking of building a new theatre in your town, it is more
than likely that it will be begun immediately
they learn that you are going to build.
As to Price
From Ossining, Xew York, comes this
roar :
I think theatre managers are a lot more
than stingy. Why is It they want to hog
everything for themselves and are not willing to pay a man what he Is worth?
There was quite a lot more along the
same lines in the letter, but not a word of
it was "wasted" setting forth the reasons
why the man thinks he is worth more than
lie is receiving. What I am about to say
will be immediately and strenuously disputed
by some, and honestly questioned by others.
However, in my opinion it is largely true,
but is qualified by the fact that standards
of pay are more or less automatically set
up in the various walks of life, and the
standards of pay for certain things is based
largely upon the amount of skill required,
and what additional beneficial results are
brought into evidence when superior skill
or
is applied to the production of
thatknowledge
thing.
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Valuation
What I have in mind is this : A man stamps
his own price upon himself by his actions,
and the price is given him, BUT only after
he has, by his actions, demonstrated the correctnes of the price tag he has attached.
But, say you, I find it impossible to demonstrate to the theatre manager that I am
worth more than the ordinary sum paid.
What then am I to do.
You are to some extent the victim of the
thing projectionists have, as a whole, done in
the past. As a body they have, in the past,
done about everything they possibly could
to foster the idea that they really are not
worth more than just an ordinary mechanic's
wage. What I have for years been trying
to do is to get the men, as a whole, to reverse their SILLY actions, cease being mere
operators of a semi-automatic machine and
view their work as the PROJECTION OF
PICTURES, in all that that implies. Instead
of harping to the manager about "operating
aPICTURES.
machine" talk to him about PROJECTING
Operating vs. Projecting
It's the same thing, you say? Oh no, it
is NOT — not by a long shot. Operating a
machine means just that, and nothing more;
projecting pictures means any and all things
which affect the finished result upon the
screen, and if you will stop and really study
that over you will realize that it means a
very considerable number of things entirely
outside
"operatingmeans
the machine."
It, forof instance,
screen surfaces
and immediate screen surroundings. It means
orchestra pit lighting and theatre auditorium
lighting, all of which comes properly within
the purview of the motion picture projectionist. Itmeans many other things.
"But," you say, "the manager attends to
all that. He don't consult me about those
Certainly
not, because you have never
things
at all."
impressed
him with the idea that the projectionist has anything to do with them, or
that the projectionist has expert knowledge
of them.
Why, not so long ago, I was talking with
the Chief Projectionist of pretty good-sized
chain of theatres. He proudly' showed me
how hedohadyou"made
brighter."
And
what
thinkhishisscreen
brilliant
idea was?
He took me back of the screen and showed
me that he had painted the back of the
canvas of the screen with a sort of lead
color paint. Said he: "There used to be a
lot of light go through the screen, which
was, of course, wasted. I painted the back
with this paint, which I mixed myself, and
SAVED ALL THAT WASTED LIGHT!
You can see for yourself there don't, a bit
of it, get through
now!"Beat It?
Can You
Can you beat that? I had hard work to
refrain from laughing in his face. I said
nothing. What's the use? He would not
have believed what I told him anyhow. And
that chap is Chief Projectionist in charge of
I don't know how many theatres. You may
search
to how
got theprojection
job. I don't
know ! meHe asdoes
NOThe read
departments. He does NOT own a Bluebook,
though he has a set of Hawkins. Has had
'em for two years and they don't look as
though
times. they had been opened half a dozen
How do you think men such as that can
impress theatre managers with the idea that
high grade expert knowledge is necessary
to projection? Of course he is a bit the exception, but nevertheless it is a fact that
comparatively very few of the men, taking
them as a whole, make any sustained, concerted effort to impress the theatre manager
that theselvesprice
tag theyone,haveandaffixed
to themis a correct
a very
large
number are well content to allow the union
to fix the MAXIMUM price tag to one
and all
alike,it. making absolutely no effort to
rise
above
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Slide Pencils
(No. 168 Blue
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Made in
6 other colors.
An inexpensive
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slides,
neat pencil layouts
and
decorative effects,
in colors.
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PENCIL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA
U.S.A.

Invite

PRICE
Roll

and

CHANGES
Machine

Tickets

10,000
$7.00 100,000
.$20.00
20,000
8.75 200,000
36.00
.. 44.00
30,000
10.50 250,000
40,000
12.25 300,000
.. 52.00
.. 84.00
50,000
14.00 500,000
1,000,000
$160.00
Net F. O. B. Philadelphia
Put up in rolls or packages of 2,000.
For rolls of 1,000, add 2c per thousand.
Changes in form or color, each $3.00
Changes in color of stock, each 50c.
Tickets with double numbers (Inventory and
style "Z" tickets) lc extra per thousand, minimum charge $1.00.
Qlobe ^cket Compamj
Specialists in Eckels and Checks Since 1873
116 N. 12& St. Philadelphia, Pa.
tosh*
=g^5gy?

Comparison

Before

You

MODEL
AMERICAN

NOTE:

.

J

and

>f

&

Bay
D

REFLECTING

ARC

AND
Complying with the law
at a profit
Patrons
of yourMachines
theatre provide
know that
COin Vending
tbemDIXIB
with
clean,ing fresh,
Individual
cups, for glass
whichshaped.
they gladly
pay. drinkThe
Coinrooms.
VendorsIs
in theactual
foyer,profitlobbyfromandDIXIE
retiring
due
law. the theatre owner for this courtesy of
supplying
even thoughby
the
commona needed
drinkingconvenience,
glass is prohibited
The column of snowy -white DIXIE Cups
easily tionseen,
attractspatron
the attenof theimmediately
discriminating
whole
appreciation
of this Inhealth
guarding ofcon-al!
venience Is reflected
that greatest
assets — good will.
Complete Information upon request.
A fresh cup with every drink.
Individual Drinking Cup Co.
Inc.
Original Makers of Paper Cups
Easton, Pa. New York, N. Y.
With branches at Philadelphia, Chicago,
Cleveland. Baltimore, Los Angeles.

Stereopticon With Automatic Slide Changer
is the Last Word in Projection Equipment
TRY
IN

YOUR

OWN

ONE
THEATRE

Upon the request of any responsible
exhibitor in the United States we will
arrange to have our equipment installed
in his theatre on trial for thirty days
free of charge.
American

Reflecting Arc Corporation
24 MILK STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
MADE IN U. S. A.
PATENTS APPLIED FOR

NowadaysIhey drwhJrom.
■ -m r

DIXIE

-W-y INDIVIDUAL,

cups
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POSITIVE

Even
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man" "Kodak"
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recent

Robert-Morton
Organ

Unit

Installations:

Imperial Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Harvard Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Randolph Theatre, Chicago, III.
Linden Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Saenger Amuse. Co., Alexandria, La.
Saenger Amuse. Co., Gulfport, Miss.
Saenger Amuse. Co., Helena, Ark.
Wealthy Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Balboa Theatre, San Diego, Calif.
Senator Theatre, Sacramento, Calif.
New Crescent Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.
Compton Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.
Court Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Harlem Opera House, New York City, N. Y.
Mercer Square Theatre, Greenville, Pa.
Luna Theatre, Sharon, Pa.
Strand Theatre, Massillon, Ohio.
Regent Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Tuexedo Theatre, Highland Park, Mich.
Granada Theatre, Portland, Oregon.
Heilig Theatre, Eugene, Oregon.
Strand Theatre, Taunton, Mass.
Curran Opera House, Boulder, Colo.
J. A. Emery Theatre, Bar Harbor, Me.

The

National

The

ROBERT-MORTON

UNIT

Renown
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attained

by
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in the history
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terms
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New

The American
Photo Player Co.
CHICAGO
BERKELEY
NEW YORK
■ West 46th Street
845 So. Wabash Avenue
CALIFORNIA
WMMM

and

prices
easy

Waxj

Sellmcr

PI

arc-

THE PHOTO PLAYER CO.,
148 West 46th St., New York City.
GENTLEMEN: Please send catalog and
full details of ycur new selling plan on Robbert-Morton Unit Organs.
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Jr., presents

nseen

Hands
with

WALLACE

Beery
has

in the kind

made

him

of role

BEERY

that

famous

They'll love (and hate) Beery in the role of "Jean Scholast."
You know Beery, the arch villain of the screen.
In this picture he has the kind of role that made him famous.
Imagine a man with whom women were a hobby; a man who
would plot and plot to gain his ends; who would outwit and
outthink the woman he was after. Yet while he could dominate woman he could not dominate his own conscience.
It's melodrama with a kick; acting that you'll remember.
Ask to see it at the nearest Associated Exhibitors Office.
Directed

by Jacques

SSOCIATED

Jaccard

EXHIBITORS

Arthur S. Kane, President
Physical Distributor
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Foreign Representative
Sidney Garrett

I

I
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Listen
BALABAN

&

something!)

are now

CHICAGO

PRICE
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fjol. 69, No. 8

KATZ

THEATRE

in
(and

boy!

playing

they mean

at their great

Reginald

duction "BROKEN BARRIERS,"
booked FRED NIBLO'S "THE

/

Barker's pro-

-and

from

take

25 CENTS

a

tip

showmen

who

know!

and they have
RED LILY"

with Ramon Novarro, KING VIDOR'S "WINE
OF YOUTH"
and MARSHALL
NEILAN'S
"TESS of the D'URBERVILLES"
for early
playing at the CHICAGO,
TIVOLI
and
RIVIERA theatres.

ROOSEVELT
Theatre, Chicago
starts its long
run engagement
MARION
DAVIES
in
YOLANDA
A Cosmopolitan Production

Published
Entered as by
second CHALMERS
class matter June 17, 1906, at the PostPUBLISHING
Office at New York, N. Y., under theCOMPANY
act of March 3, 1879. Printed weekly. SU'Sk^v
$3.00 a year.
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Thrills

in

the

Superlative!
declares

"It isn't, you see, the sort of
fare movie fans usually get;
but it is to the fans that 'Love
and Glory' will make its greatest appeal. A good story told
simply, logically, and often
beautifully."
— Netv York Evening World.

"By all means a picture
that should be seen. A
good one!"
cracking
— The Neiv York Sun.
"Stirring melodramatic
situations ; a great deal of
picturesque local color."
— Netv York
Evening Journal.

"The

N.

Y. Morning

Telegraph

"No wonder Carl Laemmle
proud of 'Love and Glory.' H
has every
to be."News.
— New reason
York Dail\
"There are interesting scene
beautifully
photographed."
— The New
York Times,
"A close approach to perfec
— Bronx Home News.

tion."

Now scoring a
tremendous hit
at the
LYRIC
theatre:
42nd St., W. of Bwa
Twice Daily
2:30

8:30
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Return

«
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ICAGO
CHm

ILLS
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NV

chicaco, Aug. s\
Rudolph Valentino ia n ri»t at the
Roosevelt, which he occupied ns the shining central figure in '"Monsieur Iteaucaire." There hasn't been such a line
In front of a Chicago film palace in
months, And it seemed never to break.
Standing in six or eight file, the fans
were
to actan ashonr"hold-outs,"
of themhappy
-waiting
or more tosome
cd !
in. It nas been- a jam from before Bpon
until nenrty midnight. If anyone ever
j"came
back"
with,anda hurrah,
1t in his
satins
laces. Rudy did

RECEIVED 4T

CH'CAte

S3.

A AUG 7 ,c24

ST0P C0^RATULAT
I0NS
w HOLLANDER

I 150AM

One
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Beaucaire

k

Return to\
at Strand \
,., .-Tr-Tll-.
f— Z^^HEnT
r rnedisi.^te cosIn
Valeantprmooduc^atisonretu
of the
j,
l
exq
me
fu
be
s and wowondtrtui FraJ,cc,
meti
tuau
p«iod of I?™* 5\0 his P,ubl'c
the sheik returned , ab.
Yesterday .f^j&J icnce
aWl«£
that
fence, . amul tumm

'"Sue.

"

n

'^*'»

^Pf£^aS"f fefo Louis'
S»

er,
Valentino the alllovthis, and
gS." *»vorl*°;,sman;
court
champion swordb.man^ es
more there is of h«« swaggermg
With
humor P"n«1Vcap^atinK
and c»p<-w
. sangfroid
costume
^drama,
the~ wh.ch
^vTwas
?y Forwas ^apled
a n Twrkmg
rest Halsey ft °m,^tin0 excels «
role of Ms
tof ^veStile
ucrccn career..
M/Vor
— Ate*, VoM

Oil the

Scredl — By Harriette Underhill

Valentino's "Monsieur Beaucaire," at Strand, Can Be
Pointed Out as Perfect Film
one heflawnever
in hTi
work"
Just; as surely*to
as
misses
an opportunity
put a bit of pantomime across, so.j
he
never overplays.
And in his sure.'
graceful,
magnetic interpretation
he,
Is buoyed along by such support on
the part of the other players &.S a star
rarely receives. You're- good if you
can find one place in the entire production where anybody falls down.
New york-HeraJd- Tribune

g-

nin
a Retur

I

\

It is over. Two yeSrs ot lamentations over the pictorial absence of
JRudoiph Valentino, two years of
an
"
f"
ca
sorting and discarding of his "suc■ , Bcou
\
cessors," two years of ■ anticipation
of his return to the screen — all that
Is over,
carriedat the
underfirstat showing
the Roose-of
" ,he wc?t side
velt Theater
loM
shi„s
u,;,l
on
crowds
,he
.
"Monsieur Beaucaire."
I notice the °_ cen V.» yonder
. Love for this extraordinary f ilrn
figure,
the
screen's admiration
most successful'
Piincs
Charming,
for
\whcre ana at all, <n>t
™ Wwelcomeab.\I
him and no doubt curiosity, at least
U'o acode"t
ih the cases of new film fans, drew
crowds which. ■ despite unfavorable
^baCre
weather,
filled the apd.
theaterformed
'at -' the
gence piof two
Ruo\oiph Valentino.
VJ
lc. \
first
• a.
lengthyperformance
line, four wide,
fn. State st.
Happily, anticipation surely- could
ture.
* waaucaire.
.not
have been greater than the real"
?.ptinn.
-Monsieur
Uiin6 _____ ZP.tipn.
jnsieur B*au^-- tl.« _

Chicago Tribune

IcUl-Wirikr

—

Critic Cai,

e*uc*ire» Z "S

Chicago American
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9 Times
IT'S

A

out

of 10 when

GROSSET

a big picture

is made

8c DUNLAP

from
75c

a book—

BOOK!

Whenever you book a picture which has been made by one of the big producers from a famous novel, nine chances out
of ten it is a Grosset & Dunlap book, which will be displayed and sold by dealers in every city, town and
hamlet in the country.
Just as an instance of how highly Grosset & Dunlap stories arc considered by the Producers, 12 out of the Paramount
"Famous 40" recently announced are Grosset & Dunlap books!
Here is an opportunity for every Exhibitor and every Bookseller to cash in on the stories which have the public 0. K.
and which in story form and film version will be enjoyed by millions of people.
These are all Grosset & Dunlap Books

THE SEA HAWK
Rafael Sabatini
It's a First National Picture
A Grosset Crfrom
Dunlap Book.

JANICE MEREDITH
Paul L. Ford
It's a Cosmopolitan Picture
A Grosset <tfrom
Dunlap Book

DOROTHY VERNON OF
HADDON HALL Charles Major
It's a United Artists' Picture
A Grosset from
<S- Dunlap Boof(

IF WINTER COMES
A. S. M. Hutchinson
It's a Fox Picture
A Grosset Cr Dunlap Book
from

THE COVERED WAGON F.merson Hough
THE SEA HAWK
Rafael Sabatini
SCARAMOUCHE
Rafael Sabatini
WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND
Zane Grey
MANHANDLED
Stringer Holman
MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE Tarkington
JANICE MEREDITH
Paul I Ford
AMERICA
Robert W . Chambers
SUNDOWN
Hudson-Eberhardl
A DOG OF FLANDERS
Ouida
DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON
HALL
Charles Major
THE WHITE SISTER F. Marion Crawford
SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW 'Tynan
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS MacMahon
ANOTHER SCANDAL Cosmo Hamilton
THE SALAMANDER
(Photoplay title
The hnemy Sex ' ') —Owen Johnston
YOLANDA
Charles Major
WILD ORANGES Joseph Hergesheimer
DAWN OF A TOMORROW F. II Burnett
A GIRL OF THE L1MBERLOST
Gene Stratton-Porter
THE BREATH OF SCANDAL Balmer
LOVE INSURANCE (Photoplay title
" The Reckless Age") Earl Derr Bigger s
BEING RESPECTABLE
Grace Flandrau
THE TURMOIL
Booth Tarkington
SECRETS
James Batchelder
McTEAGUE
"Greed") Ntitle
orris
(Photoplay
Emerson
Hough
THE WAY OF A MAN
HELEN'S BABIES
John Habbcrton
Clive Arden
SINNERS IN HEAVEN
THE MOUNTEBANK
(Photoplay
title
" The Sideshow of Life") William J. Locke
FEET OF CLAY
Margaretta Tultle
IF WINTER COMES A. . S. M. Hutchinson
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK R. J. Young
THE CHEAT
Turnbull ' Holman
THE ETERNAL CITY
HallCaine
THE SPANISH DANCER Victor Hugo
HERITAGE OF THE DESERT Zane Grey
WEST OF THE WATER TOWER Cray
UNDER THE RED ROBE
Weyman

THE COVERED WAGON
Emerson Hough
It's a Paramount Picture
A Grosset <V Dunl'jp Book

from

AMERICA

.
Robert W . Chambers
It's a Griffith Picture
A Grosset Ct Dunlap Book
from

Ouida
A DOG OF FLANDERS
It's a Metro Picture
A Grosset Cr Dunlap Book
from

THE TURMOIL
Booth Tarkington
It's a Universal Picture
A Grosset cr Dunlap Book

from in "getting every
Write to Grosset & Dunlap for names of booksellers in your town who will cooperate with you
lover of a good story into your theatre."
GROSSET & DUNLAP, Publishers, 1140 Broadway, NEW YORK
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30

is Mac Lean's greatest
audience picture from
William Collier's greatest
stage success.

pictur^

Associated
Exhibitors
ARTHUR
S. KAN E • president
PHYSICAL DISTRI BUTOR

with

Florence

Vidor

AND

Directed by
Lambert

Clyde Fitch
Adapted from the
e,
ndjbw
(tymu
Play by Lambert Hillyer

Hillyer

Agnes
Christine
Johnson.
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Reason
flo. 16

Previously

"THE

BROADWAY

1— (Inncuncea
Rin-Tin-Tin in "Find
2— "The Your
LoverMan"
of Camille"
("Deburau")
3 — "The Age of Innocence"
4 — "Recompense" (Sequel
to "Simon Called Peter")
5— "The Dark Swan"
6— "The Eleventh Virgin"
7 — "A Lost Lady"
8 — "Eve's Lover"
9— "This Woman"
10— "The Narrow Street"
11— "The Dear Pretender"
12— Rin-Tin-TUi in "The
Lighthouse by the Sea"
13 — Ernst Lubitsch's
"Three Women"
14— "How Baxter Butted In"
15— "My Wife and I"
16
178
1
19
20
rr==_

By Pearl Keating
Thrills and heart throbs!
BU
TTwas
ER
FL
That, obviously,
the prime
objectY'
of Pearl *
Keating
when this brilliant author began the plot construction of this
marvelous story. In the photoplay version nothing has been
spared to further this aim. "THE BROADWAY BUTTERFLY" truly is a photoplay of thrills and heart throbs.
"She danced to the night life's tune — and then was forced
to pay the piper." Such is the theme of this fine story— the
story of Dot King's experiences which constitute the tale of a
small town girl lured to the brink of disaster by the false
values
of theinmodem
city. BUT
— there'shas brand
new drama
the novelmetropolitan
treatment which
the author
used.
A masterly directed cast of famous stars, plus its highpowered box-office title and the usual high quality of Warner
production,
"THE BROADWAY
is one of the and
outstanding
money-makers BUTTERFLY'
of the year. easily
Save TWENTY dates for the new Warner TWENTY.
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The

Editor's

THERE was a time when one of America's most
popular pastimes revolved around the phrase,
"When big business gets into politics." From
current happenings it begins to look as though an
approaching problem of ours is going to hinge on
the words, "When the stock exchange gets into
the picture business."
All of which is perhaps inevitable as industry
switches from swaddling clothes to knickerbockers,
but inevitable or not, it is regrettable.
If the mysterious unnamed informant, the
whispered "big deal," all aiming at subterranean
contact with the stock exchange floor, are to find
permanent position with us, a bit of readjustment is
necessary.
Exhibitors and newspaper men will both have
to acquire the virtue of reading between the lines.
Both must learn when to use a grain of salt and
when to pour a tumblerful. If this can be done then
the inevitable injury that stock manipulating can
do to an art-industry will, to an extent, be minimized.
Daddy

of Them All

journeyed to Brooklyn the other day for
a chat with John Rock, son of a pioneer, who
is now giving every evidence of carrying
through as a pioneer's son should.
Once upon a time, hardly a week passed that a
trade paper man did not journey into the wilds of
Brooklyn to visit the studio upholding the traditions
of the eagle trade mark.
Time passed, conditions changed. Incidentally,
we also noticed the absence of the triumphant eagle
from the Vitagraph standard. Today — something
has happened that is significant in more ways than
one.
The proud eagle is back on the trade mark. And
his return is an evidence of the confidence and enthusiasm that radiates from A. E. Smith, John B.
Rock, and Victor Smith.
Make no mistake about it. If you have heard
the advance rumblings from Los Angeles that al-

WE

Views

ways precede a big one, you know that with
"Captain Blood" to lead off Vitagraph is going to
be right in the middle of the fight this year.
Exhibitors like and respect Vitagraph, for
through the years it has kept its name clean and its
methods above criticism. They will welcome the
production policy heralded by the staging on a massive scale of the novel that many consider Sabatini's
greatest.
Make

Yourself at Home,

John

FOX has made his annual contribution ofreal magnitude to the screen in
luring within our ranks John Golden, successful stage producer and consistent exponent of
the clean and wholesome.
Picture men can welcome John Golden without
any of the feeling that they are toadying to the
so-called prestige of the legitimate stage.
At heart, John Golden must be a picture man.
For his success has been built on the principles that
underly the real prosperity of the screen. He thinks
for the masses, produces for the masses, and is rewarded by the masses. And not the least of the
reasons for his rewards are found in his conviction
that the masses are in search of the wholesome and
decent in entertainment.
WILLIAM

NG, in a recent issue, interrupts
GUNNI
WID a constru
ctive
program to explain the origin
of the "Sour Face."
Don't start explaining now, Wid.
The chaps
who need the explanation won't understand anyhow; and the others are the only ones who count.
"Old Sour Face" has made a lot of money and
gained considerable recognition for the professions
of directing, writing, and acting.
That's all that counts. Hold fast, Wid.
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There's a Lot of Bunk About Production Efficiency That Saves a Dollar
at the Expense

of Thousands — and a

Lot of Waste

in Pandering to "Temperament." Here the Middle Course
is Well Defined.

By WILLIAM

("KALEM")

WRIGHT

Editor's Note: Mr. Wright is one of the oldest production
Managers in the industry. He joined Kalem when that company was organized and if was his policy of economy in profaction which made thai firm one of the largest money makers
the business ever has known. After Kalem disbanded Mr.
Wright joined I 'itagraph and remained with it until Yale Univetsity I'ress called upon him to guide their activities.
ECONOMY in motion pictures is forethought. Hindsight lias no place in this business. The treasurer's
door must he guarded while the money is in the safe;
not after the money has been spent.
There are two kinds of picture production. One, the
company which maintains a schedule of pictures for release at specified dates; the other, the independent producer. The former faces the bugaboo of "overhead"; the
latter may have his office in his hat until he is ready to
shoot.
Economical management begins with the purchase of
the story. It may be cheap at $20,000 and it may be dear
at $1,000. A picture must have box office appeal; it must
have exploitation and advertising values; a story without
these salient requirements simply cannot get the money
when it is offered to the exhibitors. With the story
selected the cost of the picture must be fixed, whether it
be twenty thousand dollars or half a million. With the
investment fixed then comes the continuity, the writer of
which must understand production cost and write his script
to fit the capital.
Certainly, I do not advocate that the writer shall be
stripped from all efforts at originality and sympathetic
adaptation of the story to the screen, but he must have
sufficient knowledge of production costs to know how much
the sets he describes will cost and lay out his sequences
accordingly. The script finished, the production manager
turns it over to his technical director who draws the plan
of every set needed and estimates accurately the cost of
each. Again the continuity writer and production manager must confer as to the need of each set. Frequently
with a view only of elaborate photographic effects an epi-
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sode is laid in a brilliant cafe; but when analyzed that
episode docs not advance the drama one foot, nor does
it build sympathy for characters. Discard the episode
and a set costing $1,000 to erect, with a hundred extras at
ten to twenty-five dollars a day each is saved on production. That money can be better spent elsewhere where
the episode does move the drama along.
A competent director who is in sympathy with the charactcr of a story to be produced must be engaged. Some
directors have a flair for society dramas, some like to do
Westerns, some like character stories. This does not mean
necessarily a man at a salary of $2,000 to $3,000 a week.
The market is full of men who can make excellent pictures
under proper management at fair salaries. The director
engaged, casting begins.
Here enters the exhibitor. The exhibitor wants actors
who are known to his patrons. The first thing the exhibitor asks a salesman is, "Who's in it?" This is the exhibitor's right and he must be considered. Picayunish
thrift in casting is likely to be expensive economy. One
must arrive at reason. Salaries need not be out of reason.
Every season more and more actors are becoming favorably known to screen fans. They can be engaged with
reason and one of the roads to reason is the proper featuring of players and the proper care for them while at
work. The actor is as anxious to be fair as the production
manager, if he be approached in the right way.
With the cast selected the date is set to begin shooting.
The technical man has his schedule for sets before him
and he must see that they are ready when needed by the
director. The location man has already selected exterior
sites. These must not be interwoven so that bad weather,
a costly act of Providence, cannot waste time and salaries
and run up overhead. Jn selecting locations, especially
for crowd stuff, it is absolutely essential that proximity
to the studio be the guiding influence. Transportation is
one of the most costly items in production costs. Location
episodes that run into one or more days mean that the
actors and staff must be cared for properly in hotels.
"Props" must be transported from train to location; these
must be always arranged for in advance. If a company
drops into a town unexpectedly the townsfolk have a habit
of jacking up prices ju^t because "they arc pitchure folks, by
heck !" They have read about the fictitious "millions"
that are spent in pictures and they want their bit. The
location
man's visit
for reasonable
costs.in advance gives him a chance to bargain
I think the independent producer making two or three
pictures a year has the break on getting his dollar's worth,
as against the company which must keep to a schedule of
so many a year ; unless the latter can make mass production. Mass production can be made economically and there
the careful eye on the overhead is the one that saves dollars and puts them on the screen. No good production
manager cares about the dollar so long as what that dollar
bought shows on the screen when the picture is released.
In mass production the greatest difficulty faced by the
production manager is to have stories purchased and decided upon far enough in advance so that the salaries of
those people who are on longtime contracts are not wasted
during the idle weeks when there is no story ready.
Economy, as I have said, is forethought. Waste is hindsight. The producer who prepares slowly and shoots fast
is the man who gets his dollar's worth where it belongs,
right there on the screen where the public can enjoy it.
They used to say in Broadway that fast women and slow
horses broke many a man. Slow shooting and fast preparation has broken many a producer, take it from me!
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^
Accident
There is no accident
about the phenomenal
circulation growth of
Moving Picture
World.
There is no occasion
for surprise over the
fact that the trade
paper situation has
changed.
Just recall:

Some papers eliminate "this" department that the exhibitor wants; some papers eliminate "that";
adopt "the
e
som
other" — and there are
departments that
papers

don't

But—
ALL of the service
and news departments
that ANY exhibitor
could want can be
found in Moving Picture World ALONE.

One paper to do the
work of many.
There is no miracle.

Just sound publishing sense.

Swapping Broadway's back-slapping
and honeyed words
for the exhibitor's apr
proval — and subscriptions.
It is the latter that
counts.
For us— AND FOR
YOU!
The A. B. C. Audit
Says It:
"First in the Field"

ROBERT

E. WELSH

There are more reasons than one for the
wise business man to
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"Ben

Hur;"

for
Premieres
It
would
relieve
the pressure of work at our
pearing as Mcssala and May McAvoy will
shortly leave this country for Rome to play own studios which is necessary to meet the
the feminine lead. Mr. Loew denied a re- demand for pictures of the Metro-Goldwyn
port that Mr. Bushman would not appear in
the production. The next member of the
Sir William Jury, distributor of Metrostandard."
Goldwyn pictures in Great Britain, was recast to leave this country to join the comported by Mr. Loew to be so enthusiastic
pany abroad will be Claire McDowell, who
sails from New York on August 16. She over Metro-Goldwyn pictures scheduled for
1924-1925 that he has broken his long-estabwill play the "mother" role.
lished selling policy. For the first time Sir
"The Italians are as interested as MetroGoldwyn and as the American public are in William is this season selling Metro-Goldwyn
pictures to the Great Britain market in ad'Ben Hur,' and they are doing everything
vance of their completion. It has been his
to co-operate in the production," "Mr. Loew
said. "The Italian workmen are ideally practice personally to review every picture
before offering it to his market, but his faith
suited
the are
workfamiliar
required
'Ben period
Hur,' in Metro-Goldwyn due to the quality of past
because tothey
with inevery
productions, and his enthusiasm over the
of Roman and Italian history. This knowlproductions announced for this season, have
edge is enabling the work to go forward
caused
custom. the English distributor to change his
rapidly,
with his
exactness
every
Regarding
purchasein of
the detail."
theatre in
London, Mr. Loew said he would announce
"In France," Mr. Loew stated, "our picdefinite details of the new acquisition when
tures are being shown by Gaumont with the
negotiations are consummated. The thea- same success as in England, Germany, Dentre, one of the finest in the English metropomark and every other European country."
lis, will be devoted exclusively to the preMr.
Loew added that Marshall Neilan's
mieres in London of Metro-Goldwyn pic- production
of "The Sporting Venus," the
tures.
other Metro-Goldwyn picture being filmed
Mr. Loew, while finding that American
abroad, has every appearance of being Mr.
pictures completely dominate the foreign Neilan's greatest effort. Blanche Sweet and
field, reassured European producers that the Lew Cody are appearing in this production.
American market would welcome high-class According to Mr. Loew, Director Neilan exproductions from abroad.
pects to have "The Sporting Venus" near
"As a matter of fact," said Mr. Loew, completion
within a few weeks.
"Metro-Goldwyn would gladly sign contracts
Mr.
Loew will leave New York early next
with foreign producers to distribute several
high-class productions provided they pos- week to attend the opening of his new State
sessed box-office as well as artistic values. Theatre in St. Louis.

London

, president of Loew's
USand LOEW
MARCInc.,
of Metro-Goldvvyn, returned
to New York this week with glowing
statements that "Ben Hur," when completed
by Fred Niblo, probably about the first of
next year, will be the greatest motion picture
achievement of history.
Mr. Loew stated that he had purchased
one of the finest theatres in London, to be
the home of Metro-Goldwyn pictures. The
American film magnate, in addition to seeing work rushed ahead on Metro-GoldwynMayer's mammoth spectacle at Rome, closely investigated the foreign film situation and
learned that American pictures dominate 95
per cent, of the European market.
Returning with Mr. Loew on the Leviathan were J. Robert Rubin, secretary of
Metro-Goldwyn, accompanied by Mrs. Rubin ;
Carey Wilson and Bess Meredyth, of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer scenario staff, with
the manuscript of "Ben Hur," and Joseph
Dannenburg, editor of the Film Daily. Mr.
Loew, who occupied the Imperial suite of
the Leviathan, was greeted on his return by
Mrs. Loew, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Loew, Mr.
and Mrs. David Loew and a host of friends.
return four
Mr. Loew's
The day offollowing
members
the Technicolor
staff, who will
of "Ben Hur" in
sequences
film
color,important
sailed from
New York for Rome on
the SS. Berengaria. They included J. A.
Ball, of the West Coast Technicolor staff,
accompanied by Mrs. Ball; Rene Guissart,
d "Chu Chin Chow" in Berphotographe
wholin;Ervin
Roy Musgrave, formerly of Rex
Ingram's staff, and William Howard Green.
Filming many episodes in "Ben Hur" by the
Technicolor process is one of numerous features planned for the giant special.
"When I left Rome, Fred Niblo was working at top speed on 'Ben Hur,' " Mr. Loew
said. "Immediately on our arrival there Mr.
Niblo had his whole organization running
like clockwork, and holding to the present
schedule the production should be completed
near the first of 1925, and will be released
simultaneously in America and Europe.
" 'Ben Hur* will absolutely surpass any
motion picture ever made in its gigantic
size, its cost, its wealth of sets, its magnificent spectacle and the vast number of people who will appear in it. The Circus Maximus, as it is being built, will seat over 170,000 people, a staggering number that would
be impossible in America. The Joppa Gate,
built 300 feet in air, is equivalent in height
to a sixteen or twenty story skyscraper.
The Technicolor scenes in 'Ben Hur' will be
the most elaborate and, we think, the most
beautiful ever screened. Nothing is being
spared to make this production a monument
to the greatness of the motion picture. It
is impossible to grasp the bigness of the production, the immensity of the sets, unless
you have been actually on the ground and
seen 'Ben Hur' grow into the biggest film
achievement any company ever attempted.
"I consider Fred Niblo the ideal man to
make 'Ben Hur.' He is not only a great director, but he is a great organizer and
leader."
Ramon Novarro is playing the title role
in "Ben Hur," Francis X. Bushman is ap-
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Edward Jose, who recently returned from Europe, where he directed "Terror" and "The
Life Hereafter," went abroad to enjoy his first vacation in ten years, but Pearl White
persuadedground him
to direct
"Terror."
scenesofficials
were made
in thea picture
understreets of
Paris. her
Thisin was
the firstMany
time ofthetheParis
permitted
company to work there, and Mr. Jose was made an Officer of Public Instruction in honor
of his achievement.
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Fox

Acquires

Merger

with

the completion August 13 of one of
the largest single deals in theatrical
history, John Golden, for twenty years
one of America's most successful producers
of plays, enters the motion picture field.
Papers forming a $5,000,000 corporation
headed by William Fox and Golden and to
be known as The John Golden Unit of Clean
American Pictures, Inc., were signed on the
above date by Fox and Golden at Fox Film
Corporation, 850 Tenth avenue, New York
City, in the presence of Will H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America.
By the terms of this agreement, Fox Film
Corporation becomes a partner in the picturization of all of Golden's plays and The
John Golden Unit of Clean American Pictures, Inc., becomes a subsidiary corporation
of Fox Film Corporation. Seven of Broadway's most famous stage successes are included in the agreement for adaptation to
the screen, with announcement of others to
be made later. Aside from other considerations, $1,000,000 in cash was paid to Mr.
Golden by Fox with the signing of the contract.
Under his agreement with Fox, Golden will
personally supervise the screen production of
all his stage plays. He will pass on all
scenarios and select the directors, casts and
locations of every picture. The Golden unit
will make its pictures both in the East and
in the West, utilizing the mammoth Fox
Studios and laboratories in New York and a
special
wood. section of the Fox Studios in HollyBY

The Fox-Golden deal has been in negotiation more than six months because of the
large number of authors, publishers and
plays involved, such interests including Harper Brothers and the Frank Bacon estate.
It was finally brought to a conclusion
through the good offices of Hays, who acted
as an umpire in settling upon the many
points in the contract.
The seven Broadway successes which are
now brought to the screen under the FoxGolden agreement, many of them with the
original casts for the screen versions, are as
follows :
"Lightnin'," by the late Frank Bacon and
Winchell Smith, which ran for four years
on Broadway and is now entering its seventh
consecutive year.
"Howdy Folks," by Pearl Franklin, which
has had two seasons in New York, Boston
and Chicago.
"Thank-U," by Winchell Smith and Tom
Cushing, which has played for four years in
New York and on tour. As a voluntary proposal from Golden and Smith, accepted by
Fox and agreed upon as a tribute to Hays'
part in the transaction, a share of the receipts from the picture version of "ThankU," which is a play about underpaid clergymen, is to be donated to the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the
United States for its Service Pension Fund
for aged and infirm ministers. Golden and
Smith have assigned for the nominal consideration of$1 each their rights to "ThankU" as their share of this contribution, and
after the picture has been made and its re-
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ceipts totaled, a sum satisfactory to Hays,
who is chairman of the Service Pension
Fund, will be donated to the fund by Fox.
"Chicken Feed," by Guy Bolton, presented
last season in New York and now running
in Chicago under its new title, "Wages for
"The Wheel," by Winchell Smith, which
had
a successful run at the Gaiety Theatre,
Wives."
New York, last season.
"The First Year," by Frank Craven, played
for four years by Frank Craven and now
beginning its fifth year.
"Seventh Heaven," by Austin Strong,
which has just finished a run of two years
at the Booth Theatre, New York, and which
will be played in all principal cities next
year, with plans already made for ten companies to take it on tour the year following.
Part of this picture is to be made in France,
with the entire cast included. Negotiations
are now under way with the French Government for the filming of this picture. In his
role as supervisor, Golden also will go to
France to direct this production.
Other plays of Golden's which will be
adapted to the screen will be announced in
the near future.
By his signing with Fox Film Corporation,
Golden achieves the maximum distribution
for the picture versions of his plays, because Fox Film Corporation in its worldwide organization reaches more than 40,000
theatres. This corporation operates in 38
cities in the United States and Canada and
in 37 foreign countries, with 104 foreign
branch offices.
Under a new plan of expansion, Fox is
adding to his circuit of theatres by the erection of four theatres a year in the principal
American cities, this to continue for an indefinite period. In this connection, it was
announced by Fox that he had acquired a
site on Broadway, Los Angeles, for the erection of an 18-story theatre and office, building, to cost $4,000,000 and seating 4,500 persons. He also has acquired a site on Wash-

Scene Distributing
from "The Wise
Virgin," feature.
a Producers
Corporation

Through
Producer

ington street, near State street, Chicago, for
the erection of a theatre to seat 3,800 persons, according to this announcement.
The following statement was made by
Golden in connection with the deal:
"When I began to present stage plays I
determined I would offer only clean, humorous American plays. When these plays, by
their success, became valuable motion picture property I was confronted with the
problem of disposing of the screen rights
under conditions which would insure their
presentation in the spirit in which they were
placed on the stage. I felt that to guarantee
that spirit beyond doubt I should perhaps
present them myself. This seemed impossible until Hays pointed out I might be of
assistance to him in carrying my stage policy
to the screen. He has been an important
factor in carrying the present matter to a
conclusion.
"I never have felt that the screen and
the stage were meant to be competitors.
Each depends more or less upon the other.
Good drama and good acting are the basis
of each. Exactly as the phonograph and
now the radio have increased the appreciation of the American people for good music,
the screen has created a great appreciation
for the drama, whether it be filmed or
Will Hays had this to say:
"For John Golden to produce pictures is
ofspoken."
very definite interest and benefit to the
industry and to the public. As a producer
of clean American plays he has made a most
distinguished contribution. For these plays
now to be made into pictures, in this association with William Fox, thereby giving the
people everywhere the opportunity to see
them, means that the value of his service —
for his work is service — will be increased to
its fullest extent."
A Massachusetts Studio
Criterion Pictures, Inc., formed by residents of New Bedford, Mass., and which
was granted a charter of incorporation last
January, plans to erect a studio in New
Bedford at an estimated cost of $50,000.
James E. Brewer, who was the keeper of the
"Spouters Inn" in "Down to the Sea in
Ships," which was filmed in New Bedford, is
part owner of Criterion Pictures. Under
the charter of incorporation $100,000 in stock
may be issued. The officers at the time of
the incorporation were: Chester E. Syska,
formerly associated with Mae Murray productions; Thomas J. Charrette, treasurer;
Mrs. Helen L. Brewer, clerk; John B. Lowney, James E. Brewer and Mrs. Alecta Y.
Charrette, board of directors. Stanley Rollo
of New York City is president.
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Chicago Trade Board Names E. Silverman President
The Chicago Film Board of Trade at its
annual meeting held August 5 elected the
following officers and members of board of
directors for the ensuing year:
President, E. Silverman, manager of Warner Bros.; vice-president, J. J. Sampson,
manager of Film Booking Offices ; secretary,
C. E. Bond, manager, Associated First National of Illinois ; treasurer, I. M. Schwartz,
manager of Educational Film Exchange.
Board of Directors — F. C. Aiken, branch
manager, Pathe Exchange, Inc.; C. E. Bond,
manager, Associated First National of Illinois; J. L. Friedman, president, Celebrated
Players ; L. A. Rozell, resident manager,
Metro-Goldwyn ; J. J. Sampson, manager,
Film Booking Offices ; E. Silverman, manager, Warner Bros. ; J. A. Steinson, manager, Vitagraph, Inc.
J. D. Abramson was appointed executive
secretary for the ensuing year, to succeed
himself.
Humm
Goes Abroad
John Humm, treasurer for the Pathe Exchanges, Inc., sailed on August 6 on the
Aquitania for an extended business and
pleasure tour of Europe. He will be abroad
seven or eight weeks and during that time
will visit France, Italy, Jugo-Slavia, Roumania and England. On his return he will
be accompanied by his family, who have
been in Europe for eight weeks.

Charges
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Bennett Will Build
In order to put an end to the various
rumors which have been set afloat, through
the reported sale of the Whitman Bennett
Studios in Yonkers, Mr. Bennett makes the
following statement : "It is true that we have
sold the Yonkers studio property to the
Mount Saint Vincent Academy but the sale
was made under special conditions and I
have leased the property back from the
Acamedy for a year. At the end of that
period I shall have to move. I have not yet
reached an absolute decision in the matter,
but in all human probability I shall soon
close for another piece of land in Westchester and build a new dark studio there."
Warner

Contradicts

Erroneous Statement Credited to Him
at Seattle Meeting
An incident which is causing annoyance to
Warner Brothers has come to light in connection with the present transcontinental
tour of S. L. Warner, S. E. Morris and Pearl
Keating. It occurred in Seattle, where local
exhibitors and L. K. Brin of Quality Pictures, Inc., the local Warner distributor, tendered a banquet to the visitors from New
York.
During the evening Mr. Warner said that
the recent tax reduction on 50-cent admissions would materially increase theatre business because it would automatically reduce
admission prices and the public would receive directly the benefit of the tax reduction. These remarks were misquoted by a
reporter, who made it appear that Mr. Warner said the prices of all theatre admissions
must be reduced. This Mr. Warner denies,
saying that it never has been his intention to
try to dictate to exhibitors.

Paramount

with

Inspiring
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Additional

Contracts

Closed by C. B. C. for Distribution of
. Its 1924-25 Output
Joe Brandt, president of C. B. C, Film
Sales Corporation, announces the closing of
additional contracts for the distribution of
that
company's products in various parts of
the country.
"Racing For Life," third in the series of
eight Perfection Pictures, featuring Eva
Novak and William Fairbanks, has been
signed for the entire Loew National circuit.
This followed immediately after the popular
impression
"The Battling Fool,"
first
release made
in theby series.
The De Luxe Film Co. was the first excontract entirely
for "Hot acted
Dog," by
the small
tworeel filmchange tonovelty
animals who were trained for two years before production. The territory is in eastern
Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey.
Other recent contracts were as follows:
With Creole Enterprise, Inc., of New Orleans, for the eight Columbia Productions
and the Perfection series. The territory involved in the deal comprises Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Florida, Alabama,
North and South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
Oklahoma, Arkansas and the Republic of
Panama.
Plan Sales Drive
September has been selected as the month
for the opening of Pathe's general sales drive
on "Chronicles of America," and it is expected that the net results will equal the
recent Pathe Storey Pennant Race. By fall
there will be thirteen two-reel "Chronicles"
subjects on the market of the thirty-three
that are to be produced.

Unfair

Rumors

RIOR to his sailing for Europe on Saturday, August 9 , on the S.S. Homeric, Hiram A b rams, president of
the United Artists' Corporation, made public th e accompanying letter he had sent on August 7 to the Governing Committee of the New York Stock Exchange:
May I submit the following facts as matters of which you may see fit to take cognizance:
The United Artists' Corporation distributes the motion pictures of Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Charles
Chaplin and D. W. Griffith. All the stock of the corporation is owned by the persons named.
There have recently appeared a number of reports in the newspapers to the effect that the persons named and
other outstanding and extremely popular motion picture artists and producers will abandon their present organization and make contracts for the production and distribution of pictures with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Itis stated and reiterated specifically that Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks will become identified with
the Famous Players-Lasky organization.
I assert on information and belief that these reports originate in and are inspired by representatives of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
The apparent purpose and effect of these reports is indicated by the following statement in the Wall Street
Journal of July 26, 1924:
"Famous Players was a feature of the industrial specialties, reaching a record 1924 high at 84 in response to
the expectation of important developments affecting the personnel of its film stars."
Since the most specific denials have been made by Miss Pickford, Mr. Fairbanks, Mr. Chaplin and others that
they have any intentions of identifying themselves with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, which denials I
am authorized to repeat on their behalf, it would seem to be a fair inference that the repetition of these reports
is not made in good faith, and that these statements are made in the full knowledge of those originating them
that there is no foundation whatever for the assertions that these and other film stars will become identified with
the Famous Players-Lasky organization.
Since investors and others may be seriously misled by the reports in question, it may be that your committee
is in a position to prevent their repetition.
Suitable action will be taken through the proper channels to secure redress for the form of unfair business
competition which the dissemination of the reports above referred to are an example. In the meanwhile, this
matter is brought to your attention in the hope that investors or dealers in a listed security of the New York Stock
Exchange may not be misled by fabrications.
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1. BEN

Reel

Comedies

TURPIN; "Romeo and Juliet"; August 3 ; if Shakespeare
could have seen Turpin in this one he would never have
written "Wherefore art thou Romeo?"

2. MACK SENNETT COMEDY; "Wall Street Blues"; Aug. 10;
the only blues are in the title
Wg6

3. HARRY LANGDON; "The First 100 Years"; Aug. 17; Harry
hires a cook and finds it easier to hire than fire. A million
laughs

4. RALPH GRAVES; .(Mack Sennett Star Comedy); "East of
the Water Plug"; Aug. 24; a new and good comedian in a
travesty on amateur theatricals; showing how tragedy can
become a scream

5. MACK SENNETT COMEDY ; "Lizzies of the Field" ; Sept. 7 ;
as many laughs as there are bolts in a Ford; an automobile
race with a great big thrill

6. HARRY LANGDON
"The Luck O' the Foolish"; Sept. 14;
Harry in a honeymoon that is a howl

7. BEN

Sennetts

TURPIN;

for laughter

"Three Foolish Weeks"; Sept. 14

and
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at one time
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the
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campaign on " Into the Net."
14 big farm papers and 17 big Sunday
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Their net paid circulation is 6,793,060.
And there are several readers to every
subscriber.

Jl gasp in the dark!
Suddenly she is flooded with light
She cowers, helplessly defiant in the
bizarre
given her. And
lurking in thecostume
menacing
her
mysterious
captors.shadows
There stand
is a gasp
of astonishment
Spanish adventurer whose from
taintedthe millions
are
offered to make her his unwilling wife
A doom!
gasp in the dark — his delight.—
herSee
the police battle waged against
these mysterious forces. Follow the
written
Richard ofE."Into
Enright,
thrillingbyepisodes
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Net"
Commissioner of New Ycrk. Sec the
great
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police
force
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down
the wolves who prey upon society.
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"Into the Net" is the best serial that has
ever been made. Pathe shows its appreciation of that fact by helping the
exhibitor fill his house.
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THE

Reel

Comedies

SPATS; "A Hard Boiled Tenderfoot"; Aug. 10; J.Tewksbury Spat, who is as soft as butter in hot weather, cleans
up a tough town

2. WILL ROGERS; "A Truthfur Liar" ; Aug. 17; Will becomes
Ambassador to Great Britain and shows them a new kind
of diplomacy

3. OUR

GANG;

"High Society"; Aug. 24; A scream

4. THE SPATS; "South of the North Pole"; Sept. 7; a travesty
on Northwestern pictures

5. GLENN
TRYON;
Sept. 14;
COMEDY) ; announcement

(A HAL
later

ROACH

STAR

6. OUR GANG; "The Sun Down Limited"; Hal Roach's Rascals
try railroading and find it's a panic; Sept. 21.

7. WILL ROGERS ; "Gee Whiz Genevieve"; Sept. 28; Will shows
how a bum can become a business man and eat regularly
8. ARTHUR STONE; Sept. 28; the vaudeville headliner in his
first motion picture comedy

Play

Hal

Roach

two

reel comedies

Pafh^comedy
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St. Louis
The City Council of Pana, 111., on August
5 repealed a city ordinance legalizing Sunday movies. There has been a fight for Sunday movies in Pana during fifteen years. A
week before the councilmen passed an ordinance legalizing the Sunday shows and the
proponents of Sunday movies thought that
they had finally won the fight against the
blue-nosed reformers. But during the week
two aldermen who voted for the ordinance
turned against it and voted for its repeal.

of Apoplexy
at Ottawa
Home
The Lyceum Theatre, one of the best known
A prominent figure in the picture business
houses of Winnipeg, has been leased
of Canada has passed beyond in the sudden picture
Charles A. Meade from A. R. McNlchol of
death on August 8 of Harry Brouse at his by
Winnipeg,
who also owns the College and
residence in Ottawa, 370 Cooper street, from Starland theatres,
Winnipeg. Mr. Meade is
apoplexy, after an illness of only four hours. succeeding Walter P. Wilson as manager of
Mr. Brouse, who was the owner of the Im- the Lyceum. Mr. Meade has been identified
perial and FranVlin theatres, Ottawa, and with the picture business In the United States
former owner of the York Theatre, Toronto, and Canada for thirteen years. For some
the Western Canadian repreas well as one of the original franchise- time he was
Mrs. C. Jj. Howard, owner-manager of the
sentative for United Artists and previously
holders of Associated First National, was
Alamo Theatre, Lebanon, III., was seriously
he
was
manager
of the Regent Theatre, De- injured
rated as a millionaire, his many downtown
when her Ford coupe turned over.
troit, Mich., for several years. He recently
business properties in the Canadian capital returned
One finger was smashed so badly it had to
from New York City. Mr. Wilson,
and other real estate holdings being valued former manager of the Lyceum, has received
be amputated. She also suffered numerous
cuts and bruises and internal injuries.
at $1,500,000.
offers from several other theatres.
After returning to his home from the ImBoth Capt. Frank W. Goodale, manager of
perial Theatre, where he had attended to
Visitors of the week included: John Rees,
Loew's Ottawa Theatre and Mrs. Goodale
various business details during the evening, were
injured in an automobile wreck on the WUlsville, Mo.; Elvin Weeks, Staunton, 111.;
Mr. Brouse intimated that he would read
111.; J.St. W.Charles,
Schuckert,
Prescott Highway within twenty miles of Sam Taylor,
the newspapers, as was his custom every
111.; O'Fallon,
Bob Stempfle,
Mo.;
Ottawa on August 8, after they had driven Chester,
William
Telley,
Apple
Blossom
Theatre,
Harnight before retiring. Shortly after mid- from
New
York
City.
The
ear
flopped
into
MO.
din, 111., and C. E. Brady, Cape Girardeau,
night he called to his wife that he was ill the ditch with resultant injuries to Captain
and a doctor was hastily summoned. He Goodale's arm and shoulder and bruise to the
lapsed into unconsciousness and died about head and body of Mrs. Goodale.
Edward L. Butler, 6315 Washington boule4 a. m. The deceased was 54 years old and
vard, St. Louis, manager of the Empress The"The Ten Commandments" had its Canhad lived in Ottawa for thirty-five years.
atre, reported to the police that thieves broke
adian premiere at the Orpheum Theatre, VanHe was born in Prescott, Ontario, and was
into
his
home on August 3 and carried off
C, starting August 4 where it was
a Methodist. He is survived by a son. Bert, presentedcouver, B. as
a safe containing jewelry valued at $2,360.
a road show with an orchestra
and a daughter who is the wife of Findlay of 25 musicians.
Price ranged up to $1.50.
McRae, manager of the Alexandra Hotel, This production will
open in Eastern Canada
The New Arcade Airdome, Sarah street and
Ottawa, and a former director in the pro- at Massey Music Hall, Toronto, on August
West Pine boulevard, which formally opened
ducing end of the picture business.
25 where it will be a local attraction to be August
2, has five acres of free parking space
In addition to his picture interests, Mr. run in conjunction with the Canadian Nafor thetect theuseautomobiles.
of its patrons.
sheds seata
protional Exposition, Aug. 25 to Sept. 6.
Brouse was the proprietor of jewelry and
The Steel
airdome
dry goods stores in Ottawa and the owner
1,700
and
is
owned
and
operated
by
the
New
The Garrick Theatre, Winnipeg, continues
of the Alexandra Hotel, one of the large
Theatre Company, of which A. C. Mcoperate without interruption in spite of Market
hotels of the city. He also operated a fac- to
the
fact that a meeting of creditors of the Kibbon is president.
tory and other industrial enterprises. With Garrick
Theatre Company was recently
Ben Stapleton of Ottawa he held the orig- called. The Garrick is owned and controlled
William Goldman's Kings Theatre baseball
inal Eastern Canadian franchise in Asso- by Winnipeg people under the management
team beat the Missouri Theatre nine, score
ciated First National.
of E. L. Fisiher.
9 to est7, Park.
afterThe
a hotly
contested
at Forwinners
got offbattle
in front
by
The funeral was held at the family residence on Monday afternoon, August 11, and
scoring five runs in the second inning and
were
never
headed.
attended by a large number of representaVermont
tives from theatres, film exchanges and
""
Excavations are being made for eight
booking offices from numerous cities.
Th
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Lilly
ofeHannibal, Mo.,
stores and a theatre lobby by Irving H. Bur- motored to St. Louis to purchase
film for the
rows
in
Newport.
The
building
will
be
of
forthcoming season. They then hit the conThe musicians of the Centre, Regent and
crete
for
Chicago
to
look
after
the vaudebrick, one story. The estimated cost is $40,Imperial theatres, Ottawa, have gone out on 000.
ville end of their 1924-25 programs.
strike because of the refusal of the theatre
managers to grant a $2 raise in the wage
scale, with a increase for orchestra leaders. One or two of the local exhibitors
secured non-union organists from Montreal
to provide music and this move was followed
by notification from projectionists that they
would walk out unless the non-union musicians were dismissed.
For Release in August —Now
Booking
PRODUCERS
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Manager T. P. Gorman of the Auditorium,
Eg
_.
CHARLES R ROGERS
the great new music hall and sport palace of
Ottawa, Ontario, has announced that four
super-productions have been booked for
presentation in the Auditorium starting in
September. They are "The Ten CommandLEGEND,
ments," "The Thief of Bagdad," "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall" and "Covered
Wagon."
pnsents
The Centre Theatre, Ottawa, directed by
Don Stapleton,
of Ben Stapleton,
franchise holder forsonAssociated
First National,
W
lMARMONTo/h/ZASU
LWOOti
PERCY
PITTS
has adopted a two-a-week policy with reA RENAUD
gard to change in programs. A peculiar
t
angle to the situation Is that the shows are
HOFFMAN PICTURIZATION
changed on Saturdays and Wednesdays, with
no Sunday performances. For some months
the Centre had been opening its weekly
shows on Saturdays.
Season 1924- 1925— Thirty First Run Pictures
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MOVING

Three

Terre

Haute

Consolidated
A consolidation of three of Terre Haute's
largest theatres, the Indiana, Hippodrome
and Liberty, has been effected by the Wabash Theatres Corporation, an organization
of Terre Haute business men. The capital
stock of the company has been increased
from $50,000 to $150,000 as a result of the
transaction.
Some time ago the company obtained a
fifty-year lease on the Liberty, which was
purchased by the owner of the property from
the Consolidated Realty and Theatres Corporation, now in receivership. About a
month ago the corporation leased the Indiana from the Indiana Theatre Company and
just a few days ago purchased the Hippodrome from the Orpheum Company.
Ross Garver, who resigned as manager of
the Hippodrome some time ago and joined In
the formation of the Wabash Theatres Corporation, and who has been managing the
Liberty and Indiana, also will act as manager of the Hippodrome. He will maintain
general offices in the Liberty and direct the
activities of all three theatres from that
location.
The Liberty will be devoted exclusively to
pictures, the Indiana will feature vaudeville
and photoplays and the Hippodrome will play
to road shows and larger photoplay attracSea Hawk"
the first
picture totions.
be "The
booked
at the is
latter.
The big
Liberty
Carr

&

Schad

PICTURE

W ORLl

Theatres

by
Wabash
Co.
and Indiana are In operation and the Hippodrome will be opened October 5,
C. M. Walker, proprietor of the Irving Theatre, Irvington, was arrested this week on a
charge of violating the Sunday closing law.
An Irvington citizen, backed by churchmen
and reformers, filed an affidavit against him.
Walker alleges it Is class discrimination to
arrest him when downtown theatres are open
on Sundays. He Intends to carry the case
to the Supreme Court if necessary.
One of the largest picture ileal* in the history of Kvansville «:is negotiated » few days
ago Mhen ChnrlcN Snceton, manager of the
North side A ni ust-ment Company, operating;
the Criterion, Majestic, Strand, American and
Royal thentre*. signed a contract with
■•'anions Players for the exclusive nhoirlng
of Paramount pictures in the city. The Criterion is undergoing a thorough remodeling
and will lie opened the latter part of August.
The American Theatre, Terre Haute, which
has been closed for six days on account of
repairs, was reopened this week with "The
Enemy
Sex."the The
ornamental
inside
and
outside
theatre
has been work
redecorated,
new flower boxes have been placed In the
lobby, new seats installed in the balcony and
the box office has been equipped with the
latest in ticket-selling devices.

Throng

Frolics

on
Philadelphia
Playground
Tony Luchese, Gene Marcus, S. Korson,
Carr & Schad's fifth annual mid-summer
Amsterdam, Oscar Newfeldt, P. A. Block,
frolic, held at Black Bear recently, was vir- Ben
Edgar Moss, Harry Tyson, Paul J. Greentually a circus with three rings and five baugh,
Amsterdam J. Greenarenas going from mid-morning until a late berg, A. AlC. Abrahms,
Kohtz. Lew Goldstein, James A.
hourByrne,
O.
M.
Horowitz,
D. Hirsch, James and
A fleet of automobiles and two special
James Keating, Felix Mentrolley cars carried the theatrical family to Thomas Clark,
delssohn,
George
Shields,
George Lukens.
the grove, starting from the Colonial Thea- Samuel Blatt, George Kline, Earl
Scbweikert,
tre
at
10
o'clock,
and
the
Interest
in
the
John Gill, Al Fisher, Dan Heenan. Bill
program was so well held that practically
half the crowd was still there at 10:30 Sun- Heenan, C. C. Hite, John Eckhardt, W. G.
Humphreys. Harry Marcus, John C. Horday evening. A genuine all-day picnic meal
was served by Caterer Fleishman, and the lacher, Joe Morelll. Shorty Morris, Jim
Scollin, Sam Young, Max Frelln, Harry
day was spent In games and frolics.
If. J. Schad distributed handsome prizes to Brodsky, Dave Brodsky, William Donahue,
each winner. The committee In charge of John
Bagley, Fred Kramer, all of Philathe day's onting Included H. J. Schad, chair- delphia.
man; John H. Cook, Thomas Harford, Paul
M. B. Commerford. George P. Morris, A.
E. Luce. Scranton; R. F. Woodhull, R. B.
I'..
Glase, Heinly,.
Theodore Clarence.
Nyquist, Latshaw,
James P. Clay;
William.
Dick Woodhull, Dover, N. J.; A. J. McAllister,
Nyquist, Ted Lorah and Pete Ryan. The Paul C. Reilly, New York; F. Sim urn line.
committee was ably assisted by Shorty Mor- Wayne; Luke Gring, W. S. Binder, Pottstown;
J. Roberts, Scranton; Frank Loftus, J. F.
ris and Gabriel Michaels, of Philadelphia.
Morrow, Wilkes-Barre ; J. C. Browne. Charles
Among those present, well known In mo- M.
Bauscher, Washington, D. C.
tion picture circles, were:
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August 23, 1924
Iowa
J. (J. Brownell of the Grand Theatre, Oelwein, la., built his own theatre and without
a set of architect's plans at that. Those who
see theatres all the time and are in a position to judge say that Mr. Brownell has one
of the finest theatres in northeastern Iowa.
A lot of theatre* In thin territory closed
for Anguxt are taking advantage of thla
chautnuqua season to redecorate houses to
get them ready for what looks like a splendid fall and winter business. Among the
houses closed are the Rex, Western, Neb.|
Scenic, Red Oak, la.; Princess. Montezuma,
la.; Star, Sioux City, la.) Opera House,
Sklckley, Neb.; Lyric, Dallas Center, Ia.i Mb- j
erty, Beaver City, Neb.
The Commercial Club of Winnebago, la.,
has opened a new community picture house.
This takes the place of the Crystal Theatre
formerly operated at that place.
A community theatre Is planned for Plymouth, la. The Auditorium Association la
seeking to work out the plans to an early
completion. I. V. Wisner. Noah Unger and
John Ruppel of the association were In
Omaha the other day looking up details.
Among exhibitors seen around the exchanges recently were Mr. Beams of the
Grand Theatre, Geneva, Neb.; Ned Preston,
Auditorium. Red Cloud, Neb.; Mr. and Mrs.
White, Royal, Fullerton, Neb.; J. F. Dethlefs, Crystal, Manning, la.
J. C. Wallace has bought the Opera Houee,
Burton, Neb., from E. G. Burrington.
H. M. Weinberg, general manager of the
A. H. Blank Theatrical Enterprises, Des
Moines. Ia., arranged an extraordinary meeting of exhibitors and newspaper people at
l>es Moines recently to meet the executives
of Warner Brothers, who are making a transcontinental tour in the interest of their
product for the seasons ahead.
Cincinnati
Walter F. Henne, vice-president of the
Piqua Amusement Company, Piqua, Ohio,
has been made general manager to succeed
Harry W. Kress, who has been unable to
give personal attention to the houses on account of extensive business connections outside of Piqua. Kress, however, will continue
as president of the organization.
Manager J. H. Beattie, who presides over
the Palace Theatre, Cincinnati, has gone to
Buckeye Lake, near Columbus, Ohio, where
the bass and trout are expected to suffer In
consequence.
H. E. Mickey, who owned and managed the
Majestic Theatre, Fostorla, Ohio, (or eight
years, died suddenly of apoplexy.
Manager Damm of the Wadsworth Theatre,
Wadsworth, Ohio, recently donated his entire
receipts for one day towards the fund being*
collected
in behalf of the Lorain, Ohio, tornado victims.
Lyric Theatre,
first-run
In The
Portsmouth,
Ohio, the
whichonlyadjoins
the house
First
National Bank building, is being razed to
make room for an addition which the bank
will erect. The house has been under the
management of Fred Tynes and was one of
the oldest theatres in Portsmouth.
Rumor has it that an elaborate new
atre Is being contemplated at Troy,
according to a statement given out by
Phister,atres inmanager
that city.of the Gem and Jewel

theOhio,
C. R.
the-

J. S. Solomon, managerial head of the
Temple Theatre, Lorain, Ohio, was given a
permit from the city to reopen his house.
Then the building Inspector decided that ad
ditlonal repairs were necessary and refused
to permit the opening. The building was
considerably damaged by the tornado.
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Michigan
Charles H. Miles, veteran theatre magnate
of Detroit, added to his list of holdings last
week by taking over the lease on the Ferry
Field from Phil Gleichman. The Ferry
Field is one of the largest houses in the
rapidly growing Grand River section of the
city, but it has undergone many changes in
policy and management during the past year.
Mr. Miles plans to operate it along lines
similar to his Regent, Miles and Orpheum.
The relinquishing of the Ferry Field lease
by Mr. Gleichman gives him an opportunity
to devote his undivided time to his new
downtown theatre project, which he announces isclose to the stage of action. A
few weeks ago Mr. Gleichman sold his lease
versal.
on the Broadway Strand Theatre to Uni-

Chicago
Theatre
Fur
Exhibit
With special pictures and an entertain- City,
ness. is back on the job after a severe 111
ment including songs and dances, the third
$1,000,000 Fur Fashion Exhibit of the AsW. W. Kemp, A. S. Hatch, H. M. Brown,
sociated Fur Industries of Chicago opened
and A. J. McKinney have orlast week at the Chicago Theatre. Four per- P. E. Wick
ganized the Kempton Royal Theatre Comformances during the afternoon and evening
pany at Kempton, 111.
were viewed by 12,000 to 15,000 people, and
The Knickerbocker Theatre Company has
officials predicted that fully 250,000 Chicagoans and visitors have attended the exhibit been organized by Joseph H. Pleck, John
Stone and John Martineau, with offices at
at the Chicago Theatre and during the fol- 84
West Randolph street.
lowing two weeks at the two other Balaban
& Katz film houses.
-\nother new theatre for Lubliner & Trinz
is projected for the north side of West Madison street between Mayfield and Menard
Albert
O'Rourke, street
who recently
bought111.,a
site
on Sherman
In Evanston,
streets. Work will start early next year.
plans to erect a large picture house there The architect has planned a one-floor theHarvey Lipp, for twelve years associated
when the present leases on the property exatre to seat 2,500. The entire cost is placed with
Glen Cross in the operation of half a
pire next year. The house will seat 3,000, at more than $500,000.
dozen
Battle Creek theatres, died last week
but work will not start until the city counfollowing
an operation for appendicitis. After
:I1 amends the ordinance that prohibits SunCharley
Schaefer
of
the
Garfield
Theatre
is
he
was
on the road to recovery, complicalay shows in that city.
tions set in and death followed a few days
receivingfather forcongratulations
as he
a grand-of
the second time.
Mikeis Marks
later. With Mr. Cross, Mr. Lipp was actively
George Moore, onr of the veteran manthe
Broadway
Strand
Theatre
on
West
engaged
in operating the Port. Regent,
agers In the Loop and manager of the Or- Roosevelt road announces a baby girl this Strand, Garden
and Rex theatres. He was
pheum Theatre for Jones, I.inick & Schaefer, time.
So
it
goes
—
more
movie
folks
aU
the
time.
lr» yearsbefore
old and
wasintounmarried.
many
has gone to the West Const for a month's
years
going
the picture F*or
business
vacation. II. E. Anderson is looking after the
Mr. I.ipp traveled Europe and America with
house during his absence. The house has
The Midway Theatre Company has been the Barnuni and Bailey circus as a" singer.
done a good business during the summer
organized by Nick Vuljonick, M. Matievick
months. "Hold Vour Breath" will come In and
Walter Miscevich. The offices are 1523
this week for an extended run.
Detroit union projectionists are out after
East 55th street.
another raise and threaten trouble unless it
The Elite Theatre at Waukejan, 111., has
is forthcoming on the eve of the opening of
Jimmy Piwaronas opened his new Garden
been taken over by A. J. Kaufman and Julius
their new season, which starts September 1.
Theatre at Indiana Harbor last week. Quite Theatre
Goodman at a cost of $95,000.
managers are to meet soon to deafestivities.
delegation from Film Row attended the
termine just how the situation will be handled.
Increases from $10 to $11 a man in the
The Mohawk Theatre Building at 541 to
downtown houses are asked.
545 West North avenue has been sold to MorThe many friends of O. J. Traullch of the
ris Flnkel of the Illinois Company, who will
Bonite Theatre will be glad to hear he is
remodel the building and make it into storeGeorge Wilbur, manager of the Kleist therecovering from his recent operation.
rooms for commercial purposes. The house
atres in Pontiac, reports that safe crackers
seats 600 and has done a nice neighborhood
entered
Theatre last Monday
business the past few months.
The many friends of Jean Dagle, veteran night andthestoleOakland
He attributes the small
exhibitor of Carbondale, 111., will be shocked loss to the fact$95.
that
the
robbers were not
The new Geneseo Theatre was formally
to hear of his death after a short Illness. students of the show business
He was the owner of the Barth Theatre at a bad day for their activities. and picked
opened last month at Geneseo, 111.
( nrhondale and was 70 years old.
Ruben Levlne expects to open the new
Detroit film exchanges are celebrating the
Norman E. Field, general manager of
Pantheon Theatre at Berwyn, 111., the latter
that the two owners of lead*
part of this month.
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, is back from an announcement
ing
houses, comprising half a
extended trip to Europe. He spent two dozenneighborhood
big theatres, have split on their bookJimmy Coston is back on the job and has months in looking over the theatrical siting arrangements and hereafter will bay
uation of Continental Europe and returned
taken a ten-year lease, with an option of ten
their films independently. ".
home improved in health.
years'
renewal,
on
the
Shakespeare
Theatre
at 942 East 43rd street from H. Schoenstadt
Edward Reeves has broken ground for a
& Son, who own the property. The house
W. S. Butterfleld has bought three movie new picture theatre at Paw Paw, Mich. It
was formerly operated by the Brunhild cir- houses
will
seat about 500 and be ready for opening
at
Port
Huron,
Mich.,
and
also
has
cuit, who have added the Temple Theatre on leased the Wolverine Theatre at Saginaw.
on October 15.
the North Side to their chain.
He has sold his interest in the Orpheum at
Fate plays strange pranks, as witness the
The Knox Theatre at Carrier Mills, 111., Fort Wayne to W. C. Quimby of that city.
case of Elyn Seymour, recently deposed as
has closed for repairs. It will reopen In
Will
J.
Scown,
George
Gauger
and
D.
J.
manager
of the Broadway Strand Theatre.
September.
Seymour has been appointed manager of
O'Donovan have organized the Scown Film Mr.
with offices at 36 West Ran- the Republic, a new house only two dooro
Alex Cohen, Maurice Levin and John R. Corporation,
dolph street, to own and erect a building from the Broadway Strand, and he undoubtJames have organized the Paradise Amuseedly is out to make the competition hot.
for
picture
purposes.
ment Company, with offices at 235 East 35th
street, to operate a place of amusement.
The new company has a capital of $10,000.
Joe Calllson has been made manager of the
Irving Theatre at 4003 Irving Park boulevard,
succeeding S. R. Claggett. The house is
owned by H. J. Merle.
For Release in August —Now
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PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Roy McMnllen, who has been manager of
HUNT STROMBERQ Sr CHARLES R ROGERS prcstnts
the Ascher>s Merrill Theatre in Milwaukee,
has been transferred to the Oakland Square
Theatre In this city. He wUl be succeeded
Priscilla Dean.
at
by "Happy"
who
has Milwaukee
been transferred
from, theMelninger,
Calo Theatre.
Vic H. Gelssler went with Melninger as assistant manager of the Merrill. S. R. Claggett succeeds to the management of the Calo,
coming from the Merle circuit.
SEVILLE
J. R.atre ofMoss,
manager
of
the
Orchestra
TheStoiy tXj n M VAN LOAN
Lubliner & Trinz, has returned from
Oncta/ty JECOME STORM
a vacation across the lake. Business at the
house is holding up in good shape, he reports.
Ross Graver has formed a new company
to take over the Indiana Theatre at Terre
Haute.
Nate Chapman of the Rialto Theatre, Iowa
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Omaha

Leans

Toward
Sunday
Film
Shows
The Boston theatre managers, through R.
A petition for Sunday pictures will be
Larsen, president of their organization,
started in Southbridge and many of the G.
extended the courtesy of all the theatres to
business men are advocating the project. the
delegates to the convention of the G. A.
Petitions for Sunday shows have been R. and
auxiliaries the week of Aug. 10.
started in the past but the board of selectmen never has been asked for a license.
Fall River exhibitors have been among the
Arthur Blanchard of the Blanchard hardest hit In the New England states by
Brothers, who operate the three theatres in the industrial depression of the past year or
so. But their hearts were gladdened when
Southbridge, in commenting upon the pro- one
of the mills took back 4,000 workers
posal to start a petition, said: "It is true on August
11. Manufacturers in other cities
that we are considering getting out a peti- in Massachusetts
are beginning to increase
tion for Sunday movies. For many months their production activities
with the subseour patrons have been asking us for some
quent employment of large numbers who
sort of entertainment on Sundays. As for have been out of work.
the matter
the Lord's
I do on
not that
see
why
a personof that
can readday,a book
The Goldstein Brothers' State Theatre,
day can not go to a quiet theatre and see formerly Plaza, In Springfield, which was
only for a short time after it had been
the same thing in pictures. All movies or open
remodeled, will play the Columbia burlesque
shows
presented
on
the
Lord's
day
must
have
shows
this season the last four days of the
a special approval by the state. Movies are week. Pictures
being shown on Sundays in virtually all of In the week. probably will be used to fill
the towns about us and I see no reason for
John W. Hawkins, general manager of the
Southbridge staying in the background. Furthermore, the town is losing an enormous Allen theatres in New Bedford, gives away
free
tickets as an inducement for the purpose
amount of business every Sunday in the
Payear due to the fact that the people have to of adding
trons who tofill his
out program
the blankmailing
in the list.
program,
go some place else for entertainment.
giving their names and address, get free
tickets for one performance and their names
The new Philbin Theatre in Clinton now is are
put on the program mailing list. There
scheduled to open on Labor Day. Finishing are
four or five new ones every week.
touches are being put on the house, which
will cost approximately $2,000. The capacity
is 1,120. The first week will be devoted to a
stock company and thereafter the week will
Connecticut
be divided with a picture, vaudeville and
concert policy.
The Community Theatre building in Fairfield, recently sold by Town Clerk Flint to
Thomas R. Henry, manager of the Gayety
Theatre, has returned to his duties after a the Fishman Brothers of New Haven, has
visit to New York City.
been dent
reopened.
manager. A. Fishman is acting as resiManager Reginald V, Tribe under date of
August 3 received from the printers Vol. 1,
The Majestic Theatre in Hartford has been
for five weeks to be renovated. The
No. 1 of the "Empire Close-Up," which is to closed
be a weekly herald for the Empire Theatre new interior color scheme will be black and
in New Bedford. It is a bright and newsy gold. There will be new stage settings,
little sheet of four pages, with paragraphs
electrical effects, draperies and carpets and
about players, coming attractions, informathe floor of the lobby will be relaid. A
tion about the theatre and on the back page new oil heating system is to be installed.
the programs for the current week. The Manager Allan Morrison has announced that
staff, in addition to Mr. Tribe is as follows! a fine series of features has been booked for
House manager, Bert Chamberlin; organist, the coming season and that the theatre is to
Roy L.. Fraaee; assistant organist, Braley; be made over to provide a proper setting for
projectionists, Fred t'. Burns and John M. these films. If the work is concluded as has
been planned the Majestic will be reopened
Cunnifl';
electrical
effects,cashier,
M. Correia;
man, George
Wilkinson;
YvonnedoorSi- on September 5.
vigny; posters, C. G* tiriflin.
The new theatre building in the course of
A bathing beauty review was a prologue construction on Main street near Zion aveSouthington, is well underway. The
in connection with the showing of "Merton brick nue,
and cement work has reached the
of
the Movies"
Fenway
Theatregirlsin
Boston
the week atof the
August
9. Boston
second
story.
It is planned to have the buildwere the models. Another special feature
ing completed by September 15. Stores will
occupy
the
front
of the block. The total
of
ManagerPhonofilm.
Laurence Stuart's show was the estimated cost is $50,000.
DeForest
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Wages

Up

The $2.50 a week taken off the wages
of the players in orchestras in the firstclass picture houses in Omaha will be
again given to them September 1, according to an agreement reached recently by the
unionbackandonthea basic
theatres. Thismusicians'
will put them
scale of $50 a week instead of $47.50.
The musicians issued a statement saying
this would not amount to more than $25
a week to any one house, and that it was
not an increase but was merely returning them to a wage basis enjoyed until
a year ago, when they voluntarily endured a cut because the theatre owners
talked hard times.
Rochester, N. Y.
E. T. Clarke, manager of the Eastman, has
left for a three weeks' vacation in the West.
The Eastman orchestra members are on vacation and in their place the house is offering big time vaudeville acts.
W. C. Callhan, manager of the Regent, has
returned from a vacation in the Adirondack
Mountains.
Bill didn't get one bit thinner,
however.
A. N. Wolff has been appointed manager
of the Grand Theatre, which has been leased
for a ten-year period from T. G. Thompson
by the Schine Theatrical Corporation of
Gloversville.
Nearly 100 children from the Jewish Children's Home one afternoon last week were
the guests of Manager Arch MacCallum.
Kentucky
Michael Switow of Louisville, president of
the Modern Amusement Company and head
of a large
of picture
theatresis inreported
Louisville and chain
in southern
Indiana,
confined to his bed at Crystal Lake, Wis.,
where he is spending a vacation- His
troubles are due to a recent auto accident
in which he suffered a broken rib and numerous bruises. He will be laid up about
three weeks. A large truck struck a car in
which Mr- Switow was driving with his family.
was demolished.
bers ofThetheautofamily
were not hurt.Other memMississippi
Mrs. J. B. Devoto has bought Main street
property in Yazoo City, Miss., on which to
erect a new picture theatre with provision for
an occasional traveling show. This was decided after the Yazoo City Theatre, owned
by the Saenger Amusement Company,
burned. Miss Clara Schmidt will manage the
new house. There will be no opposition
theatreGovernment Co-operation
A matter of nation-wide concern involving the direct co-operation of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America with the
War Department in the development of it*
programs, has been set in motion by National President, M. J. O'Toole- This contemplates the utility of the theatre screen
publicity power in bringing to the favorable
attention of the people of the nation the Defense Test moves to be commented on September 12 and also the wider development of
the Citizens' Military Training Camp proposition, so that Congress can provide for itt
extension.
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. Newark
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Live

Wires

CAPITAL FILM EXCHANGE
729 Seventh Ave.
New York
Phone Bryant 9074
A and DOROTHY
REVIER
^
WILLIAM FAIRBANKS
THE WONDER
4 BOOMERANG,
REX (SNOWY)
BAKER andHORSE

KERMAN FILMS, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.
New York
Distributing lurt-ftrt Mti.

Tom Mix in "Last of the Duanes," a Fox picture.
Strong

Attendance

Assured

Buffalo
Exhibitor
Meeting
Erie, Pa., theatres which have been withFrom the replies already received by Arout orchestras for the past year will resume
thur L. Skinner, secretary of the Buffalo
Zone, M. P. T. 0. of N. Y., it looks as this type of music on September 1, the manand the musicians'
unionsummer,
having when
come
though the organization meeting on Sep- to an agers
agreement.
Since last
tember 9will be a well attended affair. The
the theatre and musicians failed to reach an
meeting has been called to elect officers for understanding, only the Columbia has had an
the ensuing year, including two new di- orchestra.
rectors to add to the five named at the reThe Musicians' Association of Buffalo has
cent Buffalo convention, and to take up im- presented
demands for increased wages. For
portant business relating to the welfare of
at Shea's Hippodrome the men want
exhibitors in the conduct of their respective :iexample,
boost from $59 for two shows daily, seven
theatre troubles. The following organiza- days a week, to $<i8.58, while the leader's
tion committee has been appointed for the salary would be increased from $75 to $88.
Buffalo Zone :
Prices for extra performances are to remain
Walter Hays, Michael Shea, Morris Slot- as at present. Demands have also been made
for
increases in the neighborhood theatres.
kin, Howard Smith, J. H. Michael and
George Keating, Buffalo; Charlie Hayman, The demands will be considered at a meeting
Niagara Falls ; Dave Cohen, Binghamton ; to be held in a few days by the Buffalo Theatre Managers' Association.
Fred Peters, Hornell; H. P. Lally, Dunkirk;
Sid Allen, Medina; Peterson & Woods,
War is threatened in Syracuse between
Jamestown ; James Roe and Leo Bladin, exhibitors and employes over wage demands.
Syracuse. The meeting will undoubtedly be Stagehands want a boost from $50 to $61 a
held in the new Hotel Statler and it is hoped
to have every exhibitor in western New York
in attendance.
The Park Theatre, Medina, N. Y., has
been taken over by the Schine Theatrical
Corporation of Gloversville. This house was
formerly operated by Rowley & Reynolds.
Sid Allen has the other two theatres in the
town, the Allen and the Scenic.
Six Short Features
Madeline Brandeis has secured film rights
to "Son and Other Stories," by the late
Ethel Train and acting upon requests of national organizations and following their suggestions, she will make a first series of six
short length features called the "Sonny
Series," ferred
withPictures.
release
probablyof through
Treatment
the storiesPre-is
being worked out now by Mrs. Brandeis at
the F. B. O. studio with the idea of making
subjects to suit the exhibitor's trend toward diversified programs.
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DtJUIVIlNLlTora "AFTE
Mbt {,-^.
In "Pal.
In Bloa*
I>AYS
NOW
tm"u
c"m"
T"
Th*
Nr MM"are"* seeking a raise from
Rnntheiri
week,
musicians
$52 to $60, while carpenters and other workers want even higher salaries. Meetings between managers and employes will begin in
a few days in an attempt to settle the question amicably before September 1. A majority of the managers feel the only answer to
the requests is absolute refusal, however.
The Hi-Art Theatre in Lockport, N. Y., reopened on August 10 with a benefit picture
presentation for the Lockport Hospital Aid
Association.
George Mason,
manager
at Shea's
Hippodrome,
has assistant
returned from
a motor
tour
through turning
thevia Thousand
Islands
country,
reSyracuse.
Fred Schweppe, Jr., of Elmira drove into
town last week-end in his Willys-Knight
and visited the local exchanges, where he
signed up entatsome
the big Tier
ones town.
for fall presion in the ofSouthern
Maine
A bill in equity to restrain George H.
Bayes, exhibitor of Kennebunkport, from allowing professional singing of the song,
"Carolina Mammy," at his theatre and hotel, has been filed in United States District
Court at Portland by Leo Feist, Inc., music
publishers of New York City. It is charged
that the composer of the song, Billy James,
made over all rights to the number to Feist,
Inc., in 1922, but that Bayes continues to
use the song in defiance of copyrights.
Damages also are sought by Feist.
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West

Virginia

House

"Movie
News"
The Virginia Theatre. Fairmont, W. Va.,
is
publishing
"Moviepaper,
News"four
oncepages,
a month.
Printed
on good
size
twelve by seventeen inches, it is a very interesting house program. It lists the Fairmont attractions for a month, contains notes
of
movie are
stars'announced,
doings, etc.
prizethecontests
the Various
winners
receiving tickets to the theatre. "Movie
News"
also contains
local merchants.
The advertisements
circulation of from
the
magazine is 7,500 and there is no doubt but
what the movie fans of Fairmont look for
it at the beginning of every month.
Reports that a part interest in the Victoria Theatre block. Eleventh avenue, Altoonn. has been sold to George Karides and
Walter J. Lee, both of this city, have been
confirmed. Mr, Karides and Mr. Lee each
acquired a quarter interest in the property.
Under the new management, Mr. Lee will be
president and Mr. Karides secretary and
treasurer. Athens George, former owner,
will continue as a stockholder. George «L
Reister, formerly manager of the Cameo Theatre, Pittsburgh, will assume the managerial
post. A ten-piece orchestra will augment
the musical program furnished by the $35,000 pipe organ installed in the theatre at
the time it was built about a year ago.
Ben Burke, who recently took over the old
Opera House at New Castle and began a
naming contest, has decided on the "Capitol."
Baltimore & Son, who are erecting a new
picture theatre at 202 East Long avenue,
New Castle, at a cost of $100,000, expect to
have thetember 15. opening performance about SepJohn Davis, owner of the Carrick Theatre,
Carrick, is the proud owner of a new Jewett
car. Of course the first day he brought It
to Film Row he got caught in the rain, but
says he don't care — the rain helped business.
William ( lark, manager of the Rivoli The.
at r<-. East Pittsburgh, has gone for a month's
vacation trip and will divide his time between the Capon Kiver in West Virginia and
the mountains at Cumberland. Somebody
told Clark that he can catch fish in the
Capon as big as lie is.
Bart Dattola, owner of the Alhambra Theatre, New Kensington, is spending his vacation on a motor trip, the itinerary of which
includes visits to Philadelphia, New York,
Boston and Atlantic City.
Bennett Amdur, manager of Nate Friedberg's
Gardenthe Theatre
North the
Side,house
has
purchased
propertyon onthe which
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Once
a Month
stands. The lot Is 63 feet wide by 180 feet
deep. The Garden is a two-story brick
structure, there being storerooms on the first
floor and a dance hall on the second.
Max Latterman, assistant manager at the
Rex Theatre In East Liberty, is vacationing
in New York and Buffalo.
Louis Lieb, proprietor of the Diamond Theand partner
withstore
a brother-inlaw inatre,anCresson,
electrical
appliance
next door
to the theatre, is general chairman of the
Cambria County Firemen's convention.
A. Notopolous has returned to his home
and theatres in Altoona after a month spent
at his cottage in Ocean City, where his family are spending the summer.
L Hagedorn, owner of the Metropolitan
Theatre in the Bloomfield district. Pittsburgh,
is stepping
out these
days, sedan.
having just purchased a brand
new Flint
Tom Kinney, well-known exhibitor of
Franklin, accompanied by Mrs. Kinney, Is
back
home again after a motor tour through
the East.
Tom Melvin of Melvin Brothers, owners
of the Lyceum and Grand theatres, Bradford,
is back on the job feeling fit as a fiddle,
after having recovered from an operation
which he recently underwent in a Chicago
hospital.
Washington,
D. C.
The Cosmos Theatre, operated for many
years by the Brylawskis as a picture and
vaudeville theatre, has become a burlesque
house and renamed the Mutual. It is in
the string of the Mutual Burlesque Association. A. Brylawski and his son, Julian, who
formerly operated the Cosmos, soon will
open their new Cosmopolitan Theatre, the
construction of which is rapidly approaching
completion.
Activity again is noticeable on F street,
particularly at the corner of Tenth street.
The various executives of the Crandall organization have returned to Washington
following
If opatcong,a V.month's
.1.. all vacation
pepped upspent
for atthe Lake
fall
season. The party included Harry M. Crandall und family, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Morgan, John J. Payette and Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Sherwood. Mr. Morgan is general
manager and Mr. Payette assistant general
manager of the Crandall string of theatres,
while Mr. Sherwood is head of the Crandall
Kvhiltitors Film Exchange.
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Seattle
Washington exhibitors gathered over 100
strongnorth
at YVillard's
the Bothell
Highway,
just
of the cityon limits,
Saturday
night,
August 2, as guests of L. K. Brin of Warner
Brothers here and the Warner representatives, who were in Seattle on one leg of their
national tour. A wonderful banquet, interesting speeches, a program of special numbers and dancing were the highlights of the
evening- Unquestionably the affair was a
success. It was the largest gathering of the
kind held here this year. Doc. Clemmer of
Spokane
his
usual presided
form. as toastmaster and was in
Taking advantage of the fact that Saturday would see all the members In town to
attend the big banquet, Secretary Hone of
the M. P. T. O. of Washington set the date
ahead
on the regular
trustees'Many
meeting.
full membership
was present.
applica-A
tions were voted Into membership. A committee was appointed to extend invitations
to Senator Dill, Senator Jones and such other
public men as might be of benefit to the association to be present at the annual meeting. The convention date has been set fo
November 11 and 12. A committee will b
appointed to make arrangements for th
occasion.
Mannger Kiinherle> of the Rialto Then
Tacoma, who reeentlv returned from a four
years' sojourn In Los Angeles, Is an nnnsnally Interesting young man. Four years ago
Mr. Kimherley decided that he wanted to
study the inside of the film business firsthand, so he gave up the management of the
house and went to Los Angeles, where he
has since worked In various capacities In
practically every studio in Hollywood. He
has found the experience of great value and
has returned to Tacoma as Mr. Moore's manager at the Rialto. Mr. Kimherley plans to
specialize in state effects until he has put
the Kinlto right on the map for its special
stage settings.
Mi s. Quecnie Batchelder now is house manWash.
ager at the American Theatre, Arlington,
Roy Czerney. owner of the Kent Theatre,
Kent, Wash., pulled a very successful stunt
in connection with the Jack Dempsey
specials. Roy tied up with an electric store
for a window trim, which was a pile of
near-gold coins used to exploit Dempsey,
with various electric lights of many kinds
and colors centered upon the pile, giving It
all the sparkle of real gold. In the window
was a card bearing the announcement that
the first 100 boys to buy tickets to the opening show would receive a coin as a souvenir.
About 270 boys stormed the portals and »
knockout
business resulted during the entire showing.
Jack Howard, formerly publicity manager
for Mary Pickford and later manager of the
Casino and Class A theatres, Spokane, for
Neil & Allender, has become exploitation
manager for Jensen & Von Heiberg in Seattle.
Following
the Theatre,
run of Seattle,
"Monsieur
caire,"
the Strand
will Beauhave
a"Adventures
special showing
of
Captain
Kleinschmidt't
in the Far North" at the regular advanced prices which have prevailed
during
weeks' Beaucalre."
run of the "Covered
Wagon" theand four
"Monsieur
Manager James Clemmer of the Columb
Theatre is out with a special announcemen
of
the ahead
openingof the
of the
newdate
fallforseason,
weeks
actual
openings"
of this kind. The "opening gun" In the an
nouncement
was "The
Signallobby
Tower,"
which
an extremely
effective
has beefo
arranged.
The Jensen & Von Herberg circuit h
contracted for the new series of "Felix th
Cat" cartoons for their entire circuit. DU
trlbutlon is through Greater Features, Inc.

STRAlGHTfrom
A department

F. B. O.
AFTER THE BALL. (6,500 feet). Star cast.
This
picture a isfairtaken
the songand pleased
sized from
audience.
Towntheme
and
country class, town of 900. Admission 1030. Charles L. Nott, Opera House Theatre
(400 seats), Sutherland, Iowa.
BELOVED VAGABOND. (6,217 feet). Star,
Carlyle Blackwell. Our audience liked It.
Tone fair. Sunday, yes. Fair audience appeal. Elite class. Admission 20-30-40.
Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre (1,600
seats), Buffalo, New York.
FAIR CHEAT. (5,800 feet). Star, Dorothy
Mackaill. Fair la right, at a fair price and
you won'tappeal.
be cheated.
Sunday,
Fair
audience
Mill class,
city yes.
of 10,000.
Admission 10-20. Jos. E. Rapaleis, Majestic
Theatre
(800 seats), Easthampton, Massachusetts.
HIS FORGOTTEN WIFE. (6,500 feet). Star,
Madge Bellamy. Here is a real good feature,
one that will please ninety-five per cent.
Tone, yes. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal,
yes. Small town class, town of 350. Admission 10-20. Roy E. Cline, Osage Theatre (200
seats), Osage, Oklahoma,
HUMAN WRECKAGE. (7,125 feet). Star,
Mrs. Wallace Reid. Buy and boost it big
and cash in on this if you have not run it
yet. Print was good but could get but very
little advertising from exchange. Tone fine.
Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, yes. Small
town class, town of 350. Admission 10-20.
Roy E. Cline, Osage Theatre (200 seats),
Osage, Oklahoma.
HUMAN WRECKAGE. (7,125 feet). Star,
Mrs. Wallace Reid. This is what I call a
well acted picture. There was a fine lesson
in this and you could understand the story.
this big
to the
skies. You
It's
aMy lotaudience
better boosted
than many
specials.
don't have to pay a fortune for it, either.
Cash in on this, boys. Tone okay. Sunday,
yes. Fine audience appeal. Town of 2,200.
Admission 15-25. W. E. Norris, Pleasant
Hour Theatre (240 seats), Woodfleld, Ohio.
LULLABY. <7,179 feet). Star, Jane Novak.
Have no complaint to make about the picture. It pleased those that came but did
not draw owing to extreme heat. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Very good audience appeal.
Better class, town of 3,000. Admission 1020-30. A. E. Andrews, Opera House (500
seats). Emporium, Pennsylvania.
MAN'S MAN. Star, J. Warren Kerrigan.
Just
fair,South
that'sAmerican
all. Havestuff,
hadsoquite
a lotI
of that
perhaps
am fed up on it, but, anyway, the second
night flopped. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Poor audience appeal. Farmers and small
town of 600. Admission 10-20,
town
10-30. class,
H. W. Batchelder, Gait Theatre (175
seats), Gait, California.
MASK OF LOPEZ. (4,900 feet). Star, Fred
Not as good as "Silent Stranger."
Thompson.
Sunday, yes. Audience appeal fair. Mill
10-20. Jos.
10,000. Admission (800
class, city of Majestic
seats).
Theatre
E. Rapaleis,
Easthampton, Massachusetts.
SILENT STRANGER. (5 reels). Star, Fred
will please one
Thompson. A western that fairly
rave over
hundred per cent. Patrons
Thompson's
and
King,"
"Silver
horse,
the
stunts can hardly be improved upon. Tone
Good attendance. Rugood. Sunday, okay.
ral class, town of 850. Admission 10-30. J.
Luna Theatre (350 seats), BatD. Warnock,
tle Creek, Iowa.
SPIRIT OF THE U. S. A. (8,312 feet). Star
cast. Might have changed the name of
"Over the Hill." Too much the same picture.
R. L Cochran, Judia Theatre, Cisco, Texas.
WOMEN MEN MARRY. (5,600 feet). Star
cast. Simply rotten here. Call It celluloid
and that la all. Tone okay. Sunday, yes, but
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Sunday, yes. Fine audience appeal. Town
and country class, town of 1,780. Admission
10-15,
15-25. Herbert Tapp, Hippodiana. 10-20,
drome Theatre (460 seats), Sheridan, In-

These dependable tips come from exhibitor* who tell the truth about picture! to help you book your program
intelligently. "It is my utmott desire to
lerve my fellow man," it their motto.
Use the tips; follow the advice of exhibitors who agree with your experience
on pictures you both have run.
Send tips to help others. This is your
department, run for you and maintained
by your good-will.
audience appeal minus. Draw all classes,
city of 10,000. Admission 10-25. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre (360 seats), Grand Island,
Nebraska.
First National
AGE OF DESIRE. (5,174 feet). Star cast.
Get the shovel and let's bury it. Awful.
Tone okay. Sunday, okay. No audience appeal. All classes, city of 10,000. Admission
10-25. Nebraska.
S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre, Grand
Island,
ANNA CHRISTIE. (7,631 feet). Star, Blanche
Sweet. Did not like this picture personally.
Star acted part well. No comments from audience. Bad attendance. General class, town
of 3,300. Admission 10-30. Kreighbaum
Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats),
Rochester, Indiana.
BAD MAN. (6,404 feet). Star. Enid Bennett.
Good. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Audience
appeal good. All classes, city of 10,000. Admission 10-25. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre
(360 seats), Grand Island, Nebraska.
BELL BOY 13. (3,940 feet). Star, Douglas
.MacLean.
good as "The Drew
Hottentot"
but
offers Not
fair asentertainment.
good
business but no comments. Good attendance.
Small town class, town of 1,474. Admission
10-20-25. T. W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre
( 249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
DADDY, (5,783 feet). Star, Jackie Coogan.
A splendid Coogan picture but rental too
high. Had many good comments on this picture but attendance only fair. Tone good.

For

ENCHANTED COTTAGE. (7,120 feet). Star,
Richard Barthelmess. Unusual picture, exceptional character acting by Barthelmesa
and MacAvoy. Will please only part of audience regardless of being a good picture.
Drawing power only medium. Tone okay.
Sunday, okay. Fair attendance. General
class, town of 3,300. Admission 10-30.
Kreighbaum Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre
(800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
FLOWING GOLD. (8,005 feet). Star, Milton
Sills. Good western picture. Story with lots
of action, one that will hold the audience
throughout. Pleased all, as do all features In
which Milton Sills is the star. Tone good.
Good audience appeal. Mixed class, town of
1,800. Admission twenty-five cents. Fred S.
Widenor,
House Theatre (492 seats),
Belvidere, Opera
New Jersey.
GALLOPING FISH. (6 reels). Star cast.
This is a spectacular farce comedy. Done
in Mack Sennet style with a notable cast.
Has very flashy paper and drew good crowd.
They all seemed to enjoy it and had quite
a few favorable comments, though the drama
and mush loving crowd called it silly. Genclass, city Temple
of 15,000.
Admissiontheatres,
20-30.
Ben L.eral Morris,
and Olympic
Bellaire, Ohio.
GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,600
feet). Star, J. Warren Kerrigan. Very good
picture. I had read so many adverse reports
that I was surprised at the picture. I
thought It was well acted and followed the
book. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Good audience appeal. Farmers and small town class,
town of 600. Admission 10-20, 10-30. H. W.
Batchelder,
California. Gait Theatre (175 seats), Gait,
GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,600
feet). Star J. Warren Kerrigan. This followed "The Covered Wagon" and business
was away off. Suffered somewhat by comparison, yet it is a very good picture. The
scenery tained
Is wonderful
and fair.
interest
is susthroughout. Tone
Sunday,
no.
General audience appeal. Rural class, town
of 300. Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Theatre
(225 seats), Grand Gorgo, New York.
GOLDFISH. (7,145 feet). Star, Constance
Talmadge. I advertised this picture heavily
as Connie's comeback. Did a fair business
the first night but she failed to come back
in Graham.
Consensus of opinion was no
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good. Too many closeups of Connie. Picture not funny but disgustingly silly. Tone
fair. Not suitable here for Sunday. Pair
attendance. All classes in town of 3,000. Admission 10-30. M. W. Larmour, National
Theatre (450 seats), Graham, Texas.
HER REPUTATION. (7 reels). A wonderful picture: should please any audience.
Thomas Ince — flood fine — better than ever.
Boost it to the sky. Ran but lost money;
no fault of picture. Tone okay. Sunday,
yes. Appeal a hundred per cent. Draw town
and city folks, town of 1,000. Admission 1025. C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre (250
seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
HER
TEMPORARY
HUSBAND. (6,723
feet). Star cast. A very good comedy which
everyone enjoyed, and we had several comments from our patrons as to how good this
feature was. Tone good. Fair audience appeal. Mixed class, town of 1,800. Admission
twenty-five cents. Fred S. Widenor, Opera
House Theatre (492 seats), Belvidere, New
Jersey.
HER TEMPORARY HUSBAND. (6,723
feet). Star cast. One of the funniset pictures Iever ran. House in uproar of laughter
through the entire picture. Will please any
audience. Good attendance. Tone good.
Sunday, questionable. Fine audience appeal.
Town and country class, town of 1,780. Admission 10-15, 10-20, 15-25. Herbert Tapp,
Hippodrome Theatre (460 seats), Sheridan,
Indiana.
HOTTENTOT. (5,953 feet). Star, Douglas
MacLean. For clean fun, thrills, excitement,
"The
cannot
be beaten.
Played
this atHottentot"
special prices
to very
good business,
and worth the extra price, too. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. General audience appeal. Rural
class, town of 300. Charles W. Lewis, I. O.
O. F. Theatre (225 seats), Grand Gorge, New
York.
JEALOUS HUSBANDS. (6,500 feet). Very
poor. Audience appeal ditto. Draw all
classes, city of 10,000. Admission 10-25. S.
A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre (360 seats), Grand
Island, Nebraska.
LILIES OF THE FIELD. (8,510 feet).
Star, Corinne Griffith. Very fine picture. No
business, but not the fault of the picture.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Fine audience appeal. Tourists, town of 2,400. Admission 1525. S. L Taylor, Kozy Theatre (250 seats),
Pass Christian, Mississippi.
LONELY ROAD. Star, Katherine McDonald. A program picture that went over as
well as could be expected at this time of
the year. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre,
Reading, Pennsylvania.
LOVE MASTER. (6,779 feet). Star cast. A
very good picture and bought at right price.
Tone good. Sunday, yes. Very good audience appeal. Tourists, town of 2,400. Admission 15-25. S. L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre
(250 seats), Pass Christian, Mississippi.
MARRIAGE CHEAT. (7 reels). Star, Percy
Marmont. Picture pleased audience. Cast
exceptionally good. Percy Marmont ably
supported by Adolphe Menjou and Leatrice
Joy. Not suitable for Sunday. General

For
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WORLD

Ourselves

A get-together place where
we can talk things over
By air mail!
That's how good scout Rible, of
Mayfield Theatre, Mayfield, California, sent in the letter published
on another page in this dependable
tip department.
Brother Rible saw Mr. Morris'
request for news reel dope and Mr.
Hodes' invitation for discussion of
news reel values a little late, so in
a spirit of eagerness to be of use
while the time was ripe, he took
the fast way and spent extra
money on stamps to do it.
The spirit of helpfulness among
exhibitors is the finest thing I have
seen in a lot of years in this game.
It's that same kind attitude that
keeps
coming
in whenburns
it's
so hot reports
that the
typewriter
your fingers and a pen is like a hot
poker.
I'm proud of our "Our Gang"
and proud to know it as the finest
crowd that ever helped along a
good cause.
Keep it up, "Gang" — you're doing fine!— VAN.
class, town of 4,000. Krelghbaum Brothers,
Char-Bell
Theatre (800 seats), Rochester,
Indiana.
MEANEST MAN IN THE WORLD. (6,500
feet). Star, Bert Lytell. A very good comedydrama. One that you should not pay too much
for, as
It has
no "pull."
okay. Rural
Sunday, yes.
General
audienceTone,
appeal.
class town of 300. Admission 20-30, special
22-39. Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Theatre
(225 seats), Grand Gorge, New York.
PERFECT FLAPPER. (7,000 feet). Star,
Colleen Moore. Played this picture three
days to fair business. Colleen and Sidney
Chaplin got a lot of good laughs, so I know
that this one pleased. General class city of
10,000. Admission 10-25. Paul L. Shaw,
Rivoll Theatre (375 seats), Clinton, Iowa.
POTASH AND PERLMUTTER. (7,700 feet).
Star cast. A good deal of the comedy in this
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great picture is contained In the titles and,
for that reason, your audience must be educated sufficiently to appreciate it. We have
some here that evidently cannot read, I must
confess, but the majority rated It as very
good entertainment, so by applying the unit
rule, we estimate this as a one hundred percent picture. The acting is especially good,
and the light moments In the picture are
well balanced by the pathos that is Interspersed. We paid a little too much, but
that's our bad Judgment. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, general. Rural
class town of 300. Admission 10-30, special
15-40. Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall,
(225 seats), Grand Gorge, New York.
SCARS OF JEALOUSY. (6,246 feet). Star,
Frank
Keenan.means
Franksomething
Keenan's atnameour Inboxthe
cast usually
office, but in this case it didn't seem to carry
any argument in favor of the picture. The
picture was especially good, and has some
thrilling
scenes, However,
but the people
didn't seemIs
to be interested.
our attendance
no criterion of picture value. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, general.
Rural class town of 300. Admission 10-30,
special 15-40. Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F.
Hall (225 seats), Grand Gorge, New York.
SUNSHINE TRAIL. (4,500 feet). Star,
Douglas McLean. In my advertising Just indicated this to be of average quality, and,
with
a
good
with
Lige Conley), comedy
it went ("Three
over allStrikes,"'
right. Tone
Kood. Sunday, yes. Average audience appeal. Rural class town of 300. Admission 2030, special 22-39. Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O.
F.
Theatre
(225 seats), Grand Gorge, New
York.
TRILBY. (7,321 feet). Star cast. No
frood. Walked out on this one. Tone, poor.
Not suitable for Sunday. Poor audience appeal. Mixed class town of 2,000. Admission
10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (500
seats), Laurinburg, North Carolina.
WANTERS. (6,871 feet). Star, Marie Prevost. A fine comedy-drama that pleased
everybody.
I'revost
littleherknown
here, but thisMarie
picture
surely isputs
over.
Give us more as good as this one. Tone, all
right. Sunday, yes. Average attendance.
College class town of 6.000. Admission 10-26.
Jean
Dagle,
Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale.
Illinois.
WHY MEN LEAVE HOME. (8 reels). Star,
Lewis Stone. A real good picture and ena good Helen
businessChadwick
to Sunday
and Mondayjoyedcrowds.
as Irene
sure
makes a hit and the young girls like Stone.
General
of 10,000.
1025.
Paul Lclass
ShawcityRivoli
TheatreAdmission
(375 seats),
Clinton. Indiana.
WITHIN THE LAW. (9,034 feet). Star.
Norma Talmadge. A fair picture that will
please average audience. Had bad print.
Tone. peal.
good.
yes. ofGood
apMixed Sunday,
class town
2,000.audience
Admission
10-25. J. W. Griffin, Scotland Theatre (600
seats), Laurinburg, Fox
North Carolina.
ARIZONA EXPRESS. (6,515 feet). Star,
Pauline Stark. Best action picture since
"Eleventh Hour." An all-star cast. Fine
acting. Not suitable for Sunday. General
class, town of 4.000. Kreighbaum Brothers,
Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
BIG DAN. .(5,934 feet). Star, Charles
"Buck" Jones. Buck sure did put up a
good fight. Not a western but a good one.
Admission
E. C. Bays, Globe Theatre,
Buena
Vista,15-25.
Virginia.
CAMEO KIRBY. (6,921 feet). Star, John
Gilbert.
This Fox
opus because
was a they
"lemon"
us; lost many
patrons
Said forIt
was "old style." Small attendance. Fair
tone. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal sixty
per cent. Draw neighborhood class, city of
80,000. Admission 10-16. M. F. Meade, Olive
Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
CIRCUS
COWBOY.
(6,400 feet). Star,
Charles "Buck" Jones. Fair; nothing to rave
about. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Audience
appeal fair. Draw all classes, city of 10,000.
Admission 10-25. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre (360 seats), Grand Island. Nebraska.
CUSTARD CUP. (6,166 feet). Star cast.
Very good but can't see where Fox got that
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Rible

"I suppose you think I'm dead or out of business, but I am neither: just haven't had
many pictures on which there were reports needed.
"Brother Martin has asked about News Reels and I thought I'd reinstate myself in
the department. I have run three kinds of News — Pathe, International and Kinograms.
I have found Kinograms to be the most satisfactory of the three here. I am at present
on Kinograms 2372.
"I find that to run the News on specific days, such as Wednesday and Saturday, using a one sheet on each issue, is the most satisfactory plan, for there are certain patrons who attend a performance just to see the News.
•
"An old News Reel becomes history and is worthless here.
"One of the greatest attractions in a News Reel is the photographing of a bright, or
spectacular fire, mounted on red films; this, of course, proves to be very realistic.
"Such events as Conventions, like the Democratic Convention, become boresome if
inserted in each issue.
"The departure of some popular movie star for some foreign country always proves
to be of interest.
"A 'human fly' or a steeplejack is also an item of interest.
"Winter sports, or a hike, taken in some cool place as the Alps, if printed on tinted
film, always proves a winner in the eyes of a fan.
"Well, Van, I am going to be a regular contributor from now on. I have just bought
the 'Famous Forty' and the Warner Boys' '20,' twenty-five of First National's and all
of Metro-Goldwyn's, so I ought to have something to write about.
"It's dryer than a camel's tonsils out here in Cal. They no sooner extinguish a fire in
one forest than it hops up in another- If it gets much dryer we'll dry up and blow
away." — H. W. Rible, Mayfield Theatre, Mayfield, California.
speciiil stuff at. Tone okay. Sunday, yes.
Fair audience appeal. Country and town
class, town of 450. A. F. Thomas, Pastime
Theatre, Almyra, Arkansas.
ELEVENTH HOUR. (6,819 feet). Star cast.
A very thrilling picture that attracted only
a fair patronage. If your people like melodrama of the serial type, this one will undoubtedly give entire satisfaction. Draw
small town patronage, town of 2,245. Admission on features 10-20. W. J. Powell,
Lonet Theatre (299 seats), Wellington, Ohio.
EYES OF THE FOREST. (5 reels). Star,
Tom Mix. This pleased one hundred per
cent. All like Mix in pictures like this. Tone
okay. Sunday, yes. Good audience appeal.
Country and town class, town of 450. A. F.
Thomas,myra, Pastime
Arkansas. Theatre (250 seats), AlEVES OF THE FOREST. (5 reels). Star,
Tom Mix. A typical Mix picture. About
the most exciting yet shown. Not suitable
for Sunday. General class, town of 4,000.
Krelghbaum Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre
<800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
DOES IT PAY; (6,652 feet). Star cast.
Good. Pleased about seventy-five per cent.
yes. Fair audience apSunday,
Tone okay.
peal. Country
and town class, town of 450.
A. F. Thomas, Pastime Theatre (250 seats),
Almyra, Arkansas.
GOOD-BYE, GIRLS. (4,736 feet). Star,
William Russell. A crackerjack. Thrilling
from start to finish. Tone good.
and funny
•Good
attendance. Small town class, town of
1,474. Admission 10-20-25. T. W. Can-.on,
Majestic Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield,
Tennessee.
IF WINTER COMES. (10 reels). Star,
made from
Percy Marmont. A great pictureI drew
way
that
a. great book. The few picnics
lavish
were
from the carnivals and
depicture
praise. Surely the
with their
served it. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre,
Reading, Pennsylvania.
IF WINTER COMES. (10 reels). Star,
picture that was
Percy Marmont. A splendid
class
thoroughly appreciated by my higher
y over the
completel
of patrons but went
first
.heads of others. Drew fairly well the light.
night was very more
.night but the second
was
n
productio
this
on
What I lost
so I have no
made up on "St. Elmo,"
than
were both on the
reason to complain as they
Sunday,
tone.
moral
Fine
contract.
jsame
town of 2,245.
town class, W.
yes. Draw small
Powell,
J.
Admission 10-30 specials.
Lonet Theatre (299 seats), Wellington, Ohio.
Wil(5 reels). Star,
KY DAYS. good
KENTUCFarnum.
program picture.
Fairly
liam
Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Fair audience ap-

peal. Country and town class, town of 450.
A. F. Thomas, Pastime Theatre (250 seats),
Almyra, Arkansas.
I. ONE CHANCE. (4,385 feet). Star, John
Gilbert.
A fairly Isgood
picture.
It's
a shame Gilbert
not program
given better
material
to work on. Tone good. Sunday, no. Audience appeal thirty per cent. I. M. Hlrshblond, Traco Theatre, Toms River, New Jersey.
LONE CHANCE. (4,385 feet). Star, John
Gilbert. Gilbert has been liked in my theatres, and pictures like this one has made him
so, nothing big about it, but a good program picture with just enough punch about
it to put it over, with a rather good story
back of it. Pleased my patrons. Mixed
classes town of 1,200. Admission 10-25. J.
E. Lewis, Delaware.
Everett Theatre (700 seats), Middletown,
LONE STAR RANGER. (5,259 feet). Star,
Tom
All of per
Mix's
pictures
good.
PleasedMix.
a hundred
cent.
Tone okay.
Draw
appeal.
audience
Good
yes.
Sunday,
town and country class, town of 450. A. F.
Thomas, Pastime Theatre (250 seats), Almyra, Arkansas.
LOVE LETTERS. (4,749 feet). Star, Shirley
Mason. Very good little program picture;
per cent. Tone
pleased about seventy-five
Fair audience appeal.
okay. Sunday, yes.
Draw town and country class, town of 450
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A. F. Thomas, Pastime Theatre (250 seats),
Almpra, Arkansas.
LOVE LETTERS. (4,749 feet). Star, Shirley
Mason. A very poor picture. No good. Bad
print and no story. Tone, poor. Sunday,
no. Poor audience appeal. Mixed class town
of 2,000. Admission 10-25. J. W. Griffin,
Scotland
Theatre (500 seats), Laurinburg.
North Carolina.
MONTE CRISTO. (8 reels). Star cast. Very
good, but should not be bought for special.
Tone okay Sunday, yes. Audience appeal
good. Draw town and country class, town
of 450. A. F. Thomas, Pastime Theatre (250
seats), Almyra, Arkansas.
MY FRIEND THE DEVIL. (9,555 feet).
Star cast Whether it was the title or the
show
that frightened
don't know, was
but
this much
I do know,themtheI attendance
mighty poor. Some were of the opinion that
it was just a cheap melodrama. City of
110,000. Admission 10-20. Al. C. Werner,
Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
NET. Star cast. An alluring title. Not
much to the story. Fair moral tone. Sunday, yes. Fair audience appeal. Country
and town class, town of 450. A. F. Thomas,
Pastime
kansas. Theatre (250 seats), Almyra, ArNOT A DRUM WAS HEARD. (4,823 feet).
Star
Not a bad
find
cause cast.
for title.
Tone picture.
okay. Couldn't
Sunday, yes.
Good audience appeal Country and town
class, town of 450. A. F. Thomas, Pastime
Theatre (250 seats), Almyra, Arkansas.
ST. ELMO. (6 reels). Star, John Gilbert.
Fairly good version of famous story, with an
extra reel or so of footage that didn't mean
anything.
Far from
"special."attendance.
Tone, all
right. Sunday,
yes. a Average
College class town of 6,000. Admission 10-35.
JTean Dagle,
Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale,
Illinois.
TEMPLE OF VENUS. (8,000 feet). Star,
Mary Philbin. Short on plot, but long on
bathing beauties. Step on this one as it will
draw them in and please too. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, ninety-five
percent. Savoy Theatre, St. Joseph, Missouri.
M. t c -G . Iducyrt
BROTHERS UNDER THE SKIN. (4,988
feet). Star cast. A little old and out of date
but story of Peter B. Kyne was good. Failed
to draw ordinary business therefore cannot
give it much. Tone, fair. Sunday, yes. Good
audience appeal. Better class town of 3,000.
Admission 10-20-30. A. E. Andrews, Opera
House (500 seats), Emporium, Pennsylvania.
DON'T DOUBT YOUR HUSBAND. (5,510
feet). Star, Viola Dana. Fair program picture. Tone O. K. Sunday yes. Audience appeal fair.
10,000.
AdmissionDraw
10-25. S. all
A. classes,
Hayman,cityLyda
Theatre
(360 seats), Grand Island, Nebraska.
EAGLE'S FEATHER. (6,500 feet). Star
cast.
say much
lacks Can't
plot and
interest.for this
The western
print a aspoorIt
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one from Metro. Fair tone; Sunday no.
Audience appeal 60 per cent. Draw neighborhood class, city 80,000. Admission 10-15. M.
P. Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats). St.
Joseph, Missouri.
ETERNAL. STRUGGLE. (7,374 feet). Star,
Pat O'Malley. Best northern picture ever
presented here. Cast and acting; very good.
Splendid scenery. Plot good. Audience
pleased. Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. General class town of 3,300. Admission 10-30.
Kreighbaum Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre
(800 seats), Bochester, Indiana.
FOOL'S AWAKENING. (6,763 feet). Star,
Harrison Ford. Story cannot be beat. Cast
was of the best. Bring on more pictures of
this kind. Botten attendance. General class
town of 3,300. Admission 10-30. Kreighbaum
Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats),
Bochester, Indiana.
FOOL'S AWAKENING. (5,763 feet). Star
cast. An exhibitor is a fool for running it.
Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Hasn't any audience appeal. All classes city of 10.000. Admission 10-25. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre,
Grand Island, Nebraska.
HALP-A-DOLLAR BILL. (5,700 feet). Star,
Bert Lytell. Good. Tone, okay. Sunday, okay.
Audience appeal, good. All classes city of 10,000. Admission 10-25. S. A. Hayman, Lyda
Theatre (360 seats), Grand Island, Nebraska.
(7,700 feet).
Star cast.It. You'll
notHAPPINESS.
have any happiness
by running
Tone,
okay. Sunday, okay. Audience appeal, none.
All classes city of 10,000. Admission 10-25.
S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre, Grand Island,
Nebraska.
HEAD OVER HEELS. (4,500 feet). Star,
Mabel Normand. Just fair program picture.
Won't get much comment either way. Much
better ones can be bought. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, below par. General class town of 2,200. Admission 15-25. B.
N. Prescott, Prescott Circuit (250-700 seats),
Union, Maine.
IN SEARCH OF A THRILL. (5,500 feet).
Star, Viola Dana. Did not personally watch
this
of Viola's,
but the
seemedoffering
to enjoy
it immensely.
Goodpatrons
tone,
Sunday yes. Audience appeal 80 per cent.
Draw neighborhood class, city 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450
seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
LAST MOMENT. (6 reels). Star cast. Sea
story with an ape man. Well done, fine
business for two days. Little old but does
not hurt and can be bought right. Not much
moral tone. Not suitable for Sunday. Audience appeal, good. Better class town of 3,000.
Admission 10-20-30. A. E. Andrews, Opera
House (500 seats), Emporium, Pennsylvania.
MADEMOISELLE MIDNIGHT. (6,778 feet).
Star. Mae Murray. A good peppy picture
of Mexican Bevolutionists with a prologue
laid in France. Although Mae Murray does
quite a bit of her D. T. dancing the picture
as a whole will interest any audience. Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, ninety
percent. Mixed class city of 500,000. Admission 10-20. William T. Meeks, Silliman's
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Tone
But

Still Bothers
McGill

Defends

Haubrook
It

"On returning to Seattle after a month'* vacation, several friend exhibitor* complimented me on the fight I am making on the MORAL TONE. No doubt Mr. Collin*
i* backed up by his friend*, but pick hi* argument* to piece* and you will find he
agree* with my views, but expresses himself differently.
"We all want clean pictures, but I again state that a picture that is not suitable for
Sunday i* not suitable for any other day. Therefore it is not necessary for the exhibitor to mention MORAL TONE, NOT SUITABLE FOR SUNDAY. If we keep up thi.
kind of a slogan it will not be long before we will be obliged to send committees to our
State Legislature to fight some kind of Sunday Law, so let's forget that MORAL
TONE, NOT SUITABLE FOR SUNDAY. A picture that may go over big in one community may fall flat in another. But, we exhibitors can help one another by stating just
what the picture did for u*. There i* one thing we all agree on and that i* bad print*,
— if the print it in bad condition, tell about it, as all exhibitors will agree that a print
in bad condition is worse than no print at all and if we keep one another posted on
the condition of print* we will soon eliminate the Junk Film Exchange. Exhibitor* alio
like to hear of new stunts in putting over a picture, — such information will help our
business, while MORAL TONE, NOT SUITABLE FOR SUNDAY, will only get u.
into trouble.
"In concluding I with to state that I will be out of the show business for several
months until I open my new theatre about October first. During my vacation I hope
my fellow exhibitor* will forget about MORAL TONE, NOT SUITABLE FOR SUNDAY-"— E. W. Haubrook, formerly of Ballard Theatre, Seattle, Washington.
(Continued on next page)
-Murray Theatre (472 seats), Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
MR. BARNES OF NEW YORK. (4,804 feet).
Star, Tom Moore. Fair program offering that
won't my
causeviewanypoint.
stampede
any audience
from
Tone,in good.
Sunday,
yes. Poor audience appeal. General class
town of 2,200. Admission 15-25. E. N. PresMaine.cott, Prescott Theatre (250-700 seats). Union,
REJECTED WOMAN. (7,761 feet). Star.
Alma Bubens. Rather a mixture of everything. The length was too much for material used. Tone, okay. I used it for Sunday. Fair audience appeal. Family and student class town of 4,000. Admission 10-26.
R.
J. Relf, Star Theatre (600 seats), Decorah,
Iowa.
SCARAMOUCH E. (9,600 feet). Star cast.
Despitepaignaand the
verypublicity
thoroughthe advertising
campicture received
through its extended run in nearby cities,
this picture here failed to attract more than
an average patronage. This cannot be attributed to high admission prices or the
summer season as the admission was fifteen
and thirty cents and this month has been
my biggest month of the year. Excellent
tone. Sunday yes. Small town draw, town
2,245. W. J. Powell, Lonet Theatre, (299
seats), Wellington, Ohio.
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SIX DAYS. (8,010 ft-nt). Star, Corinne
Hrlffith. One of the greatest pictures I ever
have shown all comments were great. An
unusually
production.
from here;
any.
Hook It andbigboost
it. Good Different
enough tone
suitable for Sunday. Audience appeal a hundred per cent. Draw town and city folks,
town
1,000. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New
Iowa.
Kadio Theatre (250 seats), Correctlonvllle,
SLAVE OF DESIRE. (7 reels). Star cast.
This one wasn't liked by my people and attendanceAl.
was poor.
City of Royal
110,000. Theatre,
Admission 10-20.
C. Werner,
Reading, Pennsylvania.
THREE AGES. (5,500 feet). Star, Buster
Keaton. Personally, I enjoyed this immensely,
hut I cannot say that It pleased .more than
lifty per cent of my patrons. It was funny
to me, even on the third and fourth showing, but failed absolutely to get the laughs
that I thought it deserved. The patronage
it drew, however, was eminently satisfactory.
Pulling small
class, town
2,245.
Admission 10-20 town
on features.
W. J.
Powell,
i.onet Theatre (299 seats), Wellllngton, Ohio.
THREE WISE FOOLS. (6,946 feet). Star
cast. A very clever comedy drama with
three old men who put over a wonderful
part. Eleanor Boardman 18 particularly
- ""I. Will appeal to any class. Good for any
of 15.city Temple
General
at any time.
day
o00. Admission
20-30.
Ben Lclass
Morris,
and Olympic Theatres, Bellaire, Ohio.
THY NAME IS WOMAN. (9,087 feet). Star
cast. Drew very good and pleased. Nothing
big but fair business on a two day run. They
are waiting to see this pair, Alice Terry,
in "Scaramouche" which
Novarro.
Ramon next
Friday and Saturday. Better class
comes
town of 3,000. Admission 10-20-30. A. E.
Andrews, Opera House (500 seats). Emporium, Pennsylvania.
VANITY" FAIR. (7,668 feet). Star, Mabel
Ballin. While this picture might possess
didn't turn out to
some merit people here came
were not enfew that
see andthusedthe
about It. Some patrons who had read
the book didn't think Mabel Ballin roguish
enough for the role of Becky Sharp. Al. C.
vania.
Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading. Pennsyl-

WOMEN WHO GIVE. (7,500 feet). Star cast.
Cod Folks."
peach. Ran this as "Cape
It's
appeal,
Audience
Tone,a good. Sunday, yes. 10.000.
Admission
of
city
class
Mill
yes.
(800
Theatre
10-20. Jos. E. Rapalus, Majestic
seats), Easthampton, Massachusetts.
WOMEN WHO GIVE. (7,500 feet). Star cast.
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Tone Discussion

"Read Friend Haubrook's views on 'Moral Tone' angle in your last issue, and beg
to disagree with him. My experience is that if I run a hell raising Western or comedydrama which would make the W. C. T. U. shudder, on any week nights, it goes over
with a great kick. But if I ran one of those came pictures on Sunday, it would be
received with much less enthusiasm.
"My town is not by any means a church town, for which I am truly, etc. But people
are keyed up both physically and mentally all week. On Sundays they let themselves
down or relax. If you feed them an excitable program while in a relaxed condition, it
is too much of an exertion for them to pull themselves up to it. They want something
restful and easy to follow. This goes for any picture on Sunday, whether moral or immoral. Not that I find any immoral pictures reaching my town, and I don't know
whether they are being made now. But I would include this viewpoint with the 'Moral
Tone' angle, as after all, what we exhibitors are trying to do is to please our patrons at
every show so that they will come again. — J. A. McGill, Liberty Theatre, Port Orchard,
Washington.
Now, here's how let's fix it. Mr. E. W. Collins is dead right — there is need for a
clean understanding between exhibitors when a picture is not suitable for the many
church towns. Mr. Haubrook is right too, but I think he is arguing on the WORDS
WE USE rather than the spirit of "Moral Tone and Suitable for Sunday." Mr.
McGill puts it very clearly and he's giving a tip in his letter on how to use the print
of the idea and so — let's vote that the idea Mr. Collins had of getting the low-down of
the picture tone is ace-high, and if anybody will suggest some way of including it that
won't get us into legislative halls to fight Sunday closing bills, well grab that idea and
everybody will be satisfied. — VAN.
Good. Tone, okay. Sunday, okay. Good ataudience appeal. All classes city of 10,000.
Admission 10-25. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre,
Grand Island, Nebraska.
WOMEN WHO GIVE. (7,500 feet). Star,
Frank Keenan. A splendid marine picture
that proved one hundred per cent, entertainment to my patrons. Hot weather and band
concert in park kept attendance down two
days showing. Tone, good. Sunday, yea.
Audience appeal, one hundred percent. Mixed
class city of 500,000. Admission 10-20. William T. Meeks,
Silliman's
Murray Theatre
(742 seats),
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Paramount
CHANGING HUSBANDS. (6,799 feet). Star,
Beatrice Joy. A most delightful comedy
drama. A picture that is classy entertainment for an intelligent audience from the
start to finish. Story is pleasing and the
dual role a great one. Raymond Griffith
shares honors with the star in this. Draw
general class, city of 15,000. Admission 2030. Ben L Morris, Temple and Olympic theatres, Bellaire, Ohio.
CODE OF THE SEA. (6,038 feet). Star,
Rod LaRoque. Good sea story. A litlte
drawn out. Tone fair. Sunday, yes. Good
Elite class. Admission 20appeal.Isenberg,
audience
30-40. Louis
Elmwood Theatre
(1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
CODE OF THE SEA. (6,038 feet), Star cast.
One of the most stirring sea pictures I have
ever seen. Was well liked by all. The storm
and rescue scenes are especially good. Tone
attendance. All
okay. Sunday, yes. Good Admission
10-30.
classes in town of 3,000.Theatre
(450 seats),
National
Larmour,
W.
M.
Graham, Texas.
The greatCOVERED WAGON. StarForcast.
the first time
est picture ever made.
played
in the history of my theatre a picturefirst
two
three days. Turned them away the matinee.
give a special Mlnocqua.
nights and hadn, toVictor
Theatre,
G. H. Jenkinso
n.
Wisconsi
DAWN OF A TOMORROW. (6,084 feet).
Star, Jacqueline Logan. Pleasing picture
auSunday, yes. Good
story. Tone good.
on 20Admissi
Elite class.
appeal.Isenberg
dience
Theatre
d
, Elmwoo
30-40. Louis
(1,600 seats). Buffalo, New York.
DAWN OF A TOMORROW. (6,084 feet).
"glad isSlrl"
crooks,
cast. Story
Star
not
orlda stuff
fogs. ofUnderw
and London
liked here, so the picture did not draw at
Bad attendgood. Sunday, yes.3,000.
all. Tone
Admisance. All classes in town of
l TheNationa
,
Larmour
W.
M.
10-30.
sion (450
Texas.
atre seats), Graham,

DAWN OF A TOMORROW. (6,084 feet).
Star, Jacqueline Logan. Picture different
from ordinary type. Cast and acting very
good. Audience pleased. Sunday, yes. Rotten attendance. General class, town of
3,300. Admission 10-30. Kreighbaum
Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats),
Rochester, Indiana.
DON'T CAUL IT LOVE. (6,457 feet). Star
Cast. In my opinion a fairly good picture
but one of those that small town audiences
pan unmercifully. I knew what was going
to happen before I ran it but I simply gritted my teeth and took my medicine. Al. C.
Werner,
Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
GHOST BREAKER. (5,130 feet). Star, Wallace Reid. Somehow I did not care for this
one and as I had poor attendance second
night it must have struck my people the
same way. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Poor
audience appeal. Farmers and small town
Admission 10-20, 10-30.
of 600.Gait
class,
H, W. town
Batchelder,
Theatre (175 seats).
Gait, California.
GUILTY ONE. (5,635 feet). Star, Agnes
Ayres. Another picture sold as a special.
it lacks punch. Lost money
Storythisweak
on
one. andTraco Theatre Company, Toms
River, New Jersey.
GUILTY ONE. (5,635 feet). Star, Agnes
Tone and for
Ayres. A program picture. appeal.
Draw
Sunday okay. Fair audience
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all classes, city of 10.000. Admission 10-26.
S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre (360 seats).
Grand Island, Nebraska.
HELD BY THE ENEMY. Star cast. The
best I've run of the Civil War. Costume
class. It's old but pleasing, with print In
good condition.
Tone class,
good. town
Average
attendance. Small town
of 1,474.
Admission 10-20-25. T. W. Cannon, Majestic
Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
IDOL OF THE NORTH. Star, Dorothy Dalton. Only fair offering. Print in good shape.
Tone fair. Not suitable for Sunday. Fair
audience appeal. Small town class, town of
1,474. Admission 10-20-25. T. W. Cannon,
Majestic Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield.
Tennessee.
MEN. (6,564 feet). Star, Pola Negri. We
bought this for a special and lost money.
Not as good as previous Negri pictures.
Watch out for this one. Tone good. Sunday, no. Andience appeal twenty-five per
cent. Traco Theatre Company, Toms River,
New Jersey.
OLD HOMESTEAD. (7,606 feet). Star cast.
This was the best picture I ever saw. Went
right after it big and I sure got results.
Climbed to the attic and pulled out the old
S. R. O. sign with a foot of dust over it and
hung her up a half hour before starting time
(all dusted off). Had to get extra seats, and
then I couldn't seat them all. Used ones,
threes, slides, heralds, cards. Biggest business in my history. Pleased one hundred
percent. Not a disappointed one. Tone, excellent. Sunday, yes. Unusual attendance.
All classes town of 900. Admission 10-20. C.
E. Robinson, Town Hall Theatre (250 seats),
Carmel, Maine.
OUR LEADING CITIZEN. (6,634 feet).
Star, Thomas Meighan. Missed this picture
when it was new so just played it. I called
it a right amusing little picture but if failed
to draw. The men liked It fine. Ladies, not
at all. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Attendance, fair. All classes in town of 3,000. Admission 10-30. M. W. Larmour, National Theatre (450 seats), Graham, Texas.
PETER THE GREAT. Star, Emil Jannings.
work good
poorerbuyrecently.
None
but don't
this one.Jannings'
Tone, none. Sunclass.
Elite
appeal.
audience
Punk
day, no.
Louis Isenberg, ElmAdmission 20-30-40.
New
Buffalo,
wood Theatre (1,600 seats),
York.
PIED PIPER MALONE. (7,264 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. This went over very well
call
and while it wasn't a knockout I should once
it good entertainment. My patrons for
TheaRoyal
me. Al. C. Werner,
agreed
tre, with
Reading, Pennsylvania.
PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS. (6,216 feet).
enis real
picturewho
Star, Gloria Swanson.
admire
to those
tertainment especiallyThis
Gloria. The picture is made stronger by the
presence of Theodore Roberts in the cast.
Sunday, no. Good audience apTone, fair.
peal. Town and country class town of 1,780.
Admission 10-15,10-20, 15-25. Herbert Tapp,
Hippodrome Theatre (460 seats), Sheridan,
Indiana.
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Out and Back
Some weeks ago our mighty dependable
friend, Henry W. Nauman, quit being in
the film industry as an exhibitor, due to
the closing of the Majestic Theatre,
Elizabethtown. Pennsylvania.
But now you'll be glad to hear that
he's in with us again.
"I'm back!" he says, "After the Majestic succumbed to the new and up-todate theatre owned and managed by the
Moose Lodge of this town, I was among
those missing: however I have accepted
a position with the management of the
Moose Theatre, a seven hundred seat
house, and am going to shoot through
the dope on the line." Henry W. Nauman, Moose Theatre, Elizabethtown,
Pennsylvania.
Next week there will be a fine list
which friend Nauman sent in — a lot of
pictures he's seen flicker (no, they have
good projection — we mean to substitute
for "flicker" the word "projected") in his
new connection.
SINGER JIM McKEE. (7 reels). Star. William S. Hart. My patrons told me this one
was rotten and I believe they were right.
Bill Hart should never have allowed this one
to be released. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
SHEIK OF THE DESERT. Star cast. Ordinary desert picture. No business, but just
what I expected by booking anything like
this. Has no audience appeal. Draw mill
class, city of 20,000. Admission 10-25. J. J.
Spandan,"
Family Theatre (500 seats), Braddock, Pennsylvania.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,431 feet). Star, Pola
Negri. Personally I thought this a fair show
but very few of my patrons agreed with me.
For some reason or other the women here
dislike Pola Negri and that means playing
her pictures at a loss. Al. C. Werner, Royal
Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
SPANISH DANCER. (8,434 feet). Star, Pola
Negri. A production that has class written
all over it and a story that gives Negri a
great opportunity. Tony Moreno stands out
in this story as a worth while star. EveryIt "is good
and the
though
costumething In drama
pleased
big story
crowds.
Gen-a
eral class city of 15,000. Admission 20-30. Ben
L. Morris, Temple and Olympic Theatres,
Bellaire, Ohio.
STRANGER. (6,660 feet). Star cast. Pretty
good after first two reels. Audience criticized
vulgar titles at start that really spoiled the
show. Why will they do it? Tone, slightly
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off. Questionable for Sunday. Fair audience
appeal. Family and student class town of
4.000. Admission 10-25. R. J. Relf, Star
Theatre (600 seats), Decorah, Iowa.
TIGER LOVE. (5.325 feet). Star, Antonio
Moreno. Pretty good. Tone and for Sunday
<). K. Audience appeal good. Draw all classes,
city 10,000. Admission 10-25. S. A. Hayman,
Lyda Theatre (360 seats), Grand Island,
Nebraska.
TIGER LOVE. (5,325 feet). Star, Antonio
Moreno. Picture as good as "Spanish
Dancer." Cast, acting and story all very good.
Very good attendance. Not suitable for Sunday. General class town of 4.000. Kreighbaum
Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats),
Rochester, Indiana.
TO THE LADIES. (6,268 feet). Star cast.
This Is one of those sparkling comedies full
of humor and satire and will satisfy everyone. The cast Includes Edward Horton,
Theodore Roberts, Helen Jerome Eddy and
Louise Dresser a quartet that would make
a success of a play of much less merit. City
and country class town of 3,000. Admission
10-30. George W. Walther, Dixie Theatre
(500 seats), Kerrville, Texas.
VALLEY OF SILENT MEN. (6,490 feet).
Star cast. A very good production. Tone,
good. Sunday, yes. Fine audience appeal.
Town and country class town of 900. Admission 10-30. Charles L. Nott, Opera House
Theatre (400 seats), Sutherland, Iowa.
WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER.
(11,618 feet). Star, Marion Davles. Played
this rather late but nevertheless it was appreciated by the better
class favorable
patrons. and
Com-it
ments in general
were very
was deserved. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre,
Reading, Pennsylvania.
WHITE AND UNMARRIED. (5 reels). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Good for small towns yet.
It's old buttendance.
satisfying.
Fair1.474.
atSmall town Print
class good.
town of
Admission 10-20-25. T. W. Cannon, Majestic
Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
WILD MILL HICKOK. (6,892 feet). Star,
William S. Hart. Just a program picture that
cost me twice as much as my regular western shows and didn't bring in a nickel more.
Has Hart lost his following? Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
WITCHING hoik. (5 reels). Star cast. An
old Paramount picture which seemed to
satisfy and print in good shape. Tone, good.
Sunday, yes. Average attendance. Small
town class town of 1,474. Admission 10-2025. T. W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre (249
seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
YOUNG DIANA. (6.744 feet). Star. Marion
Davies. The scenery is good, but the story
punk. Marion Davies charms though in her
part. Average program picture. Tone, fair.
Fair attendance. All classes town of 900. Admission 10-20. C. E. Robinson, Town Hall
Theatre (250 seats), Carmel, Maine.
Pathe
UIRDS OF PASSAGE. (Pathe). A three
reel novelty that is a great addition to a
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Old but Good
"Van, I am sending some reports. Some
old, but still on the market, so doubtless
there are fellows in the wee, small towns,
who may not have used the pictures as
"I find that it is oftentimes better to
use older subjects that have proven winners for others than to attempt to buy the
newer releases and trust to luck that
yet. will go over well. (That's where
they
Straight
From the Shoulder is one of
the best friends a feller can have.)" Guy
C. Saywer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.
program where your big feature Is a comedy.
Had many favorable comments. Shows where
the birds winter on the Nile. More birds
than you would believe existed In all the
world. General class city of 15,000. Admission 20-30. Ben L. Morris, Temple and Olympic Theatres, Bellaire, Ohio.
GIRL SHY. (7.457 feet). Star, Harold Lloyd.
Perhaps the very greatest comedy being
offered. Drew business and pleased the audience. However, it leaves an awful bad taste
in the mouth of the exhibitor to have to
hand all the extra business over to Harold
LJoyd to pay the exorbitant pries asked for
it here. Outside of treating your audience
you are better off without it. Draw general
class, city 15,000. Ben L. Morris, Temple
and Olympic Theatres. Bellaire, Ohio.
KING OF WILD HORSES. (5 reels). Star
cast. This picture is everything the company claims for it. The best western drama
of the year. The horse in this is a thing
of beauty and a joy forever. It is worth
the price just to watch it roaming wild. Very
much worth while. General class city of
15,000. Admission 20-30. Ben L. Morris,
Temple and Olympic Theatres, Bellaire, Ohio.
WHY WORRY! (6 reels). Star, Harold
Lloyd. Fine comedy although my patrons
thought "Colosso." the giant, stole the show.
Did fair business. Is not the drawing card
with "Grandma's Boy" or "Safety Last." Tone,
-;••<>•!. Hardly suitable for Sunday. Good audience appeal. Town and country class town
of 1,780.
Admission
10-20, (460
15-25.seats),
Herbert
Hippodrome10-15,
Theatre
.Sheridan,Tapp,Indiana.
Producers' Dist. Corp.
ANOTHER SCANDAL. (8 reels). Star, Lois
Wilson. Eight reels was much too long for
Kood of the production. Excellent cast.
Modern story now popular. Critics liked it.
Tone spicy. Not suitable for Sunday. Audience appeal, family. Better class, city of
300,000. Admission 15-30-45. Lee D. Balsly,
Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, Missouri.
LIGHTNING RIDER. (6 reels). Star cast.
Just the kind of a picture to bring a losing
star back as a box office bet. Very good
entertainment. F. W. McManus, Barnes Theatre, Fillmore, California.
LOVE'S WHIRLPOOL. Star, James Kirkwood. Kirkwood and Llla Lee at their best.
Pleased one hundred per cent. Draw all
classes, town of 4,000. R. L. Cochran, Judla
Theatre (365 seats), Cisco, Texas.
United Artists
PADDY
THE
NEXT
BEST
THING. (6
reels). Star, Mae Marsh. Lots of nice scenery.
Boys for
don'tany get
caught
in your
house
price.
Tone, with
none. this
Sunday,
yes.
No audience appeal. Elite class. Admission
20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre
(1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
RICHARD
THE LION HEARTED. (7,298
feet). Star, Wallace Beery. Good costume
picture with splendid cast. Wallace Beery
sure does credit to his part and Just as apas King boiled
Richardeggas he
acting thepealinghard
in isa when
cutthroat
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Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Very good audience
appeal. Town and country class town of 1,780. Admission 10-15, 10-20, 15-25. Herbert
Tapp, Hippodrome Theatre (460 seats),
Sheridan, Indiana.
NO DEFENSE. (5,700 feet). Star, William
Duncan. Fairly good I suppose if print had
been In good
condition.
Belowtown
average
attendance. Small
town class
of 1,474.
Admission 10-20-25. T. W. Cannon, Majestic
Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
PLAYING IT WILD. (5,400 feet). Star, William Duncan. A western that contains lots
of comedy. Failed to draw for us, as Duncan has no following here. Good tone; Sunday weak. Audience appeal 75 per cent.
Draw neighborhood class, city 80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre
(450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.

News

"Regarding the News Reels, the humble opinion of yours truly is as follows:
"Due to our getting the pictorial events from 12 to 18 weeks behind date of actual
happening, the patrons look on the News as gleanings from Ancient History, therefore,
I am unable to say exactly how much an up to date reel would 'take.' As it is, about
80 per cent, enjoy those we have shown.
"The most interesting portions of any Weekly are those picturing Athletics, Auto and
Motor Boat Races, Daredevil Stunts, Naval Maneuvers, New Inventions, Freaks, Exploration, Catastrophes. The parts that could be eliminated due to poor interest (as
far as a small town like this is concerned) are: Bolshevik Leaders Addressing Followers, President So-and-So Playing a Game of Golf, Demonstration in Berlin Following Drop of Mark, Famous Actress Departs for Europe, Political Conventions,
Bread Line in New York, etc.
"The News really should be shown in every theatre as there is no doubt as to its
value but we have laid off same for awhile owing to our being so far behind in release
schedule.
"Find that International pleases more than the others, here." — H. H. Hedberg, AMuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
drama. If you can get them inside they will
like it. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Audience
appeal, ninety percent. Mixed class city of
500,000. Admission 10-20. William T. Meeks,
Silllman's Murray Theatre (742 seats), Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
ROSITA. (8,800 feet). Star, Mary Pickford.
There are so few Mary Pickford's that the
younger generation are forgetting who she
1b. Name has no appeal to the children any
more and price was too high for it. Holbrook Blinn and Irene Rich carry off the
honors, with George Walsh next and Mary
a poorAdmission
fourth. 20-30.
Draw Ben
general
class, city
15,000.
L. Morris,
Temple
and Olympic Theatres, Bellaire, Ohio.

TRIFLING WITH HONOR. (8,785 feet).
Star cast. A pretty good picture that failed
to pull. Too long. Family and student class
town of 4,000. Admission 10-25. R. J. Relf,
Star Theatre (600 seats), Decorah, Iowa.
WHAT WIVES WANT. (4,745 feet). Star
cast.
This tois this
the big
question.
nothing
picture.
My There's
audiencesimply
got
up
and
went
out.
I
sure
got
a
razzing.
see why any company would want toCan't
sell
an exhibitor such junk. I advise you to
play shy of this one. Lost money and patronage. Tone, poor. Not suitable for Sunday. No
audience appeal. Town of 2,200. Admission
15-25. W. E. Norris, Pleasant Hour Theatre (240 seats), Woodsfield, Ohio.

Universal
BEHIND THE CURTAIN. (4,875 feet). Star
cast. Good mystery murder story, strong
love interest. Very good. Tone fair. Sunday, no. Fair audience appeal. Business
and farming class, town of 2.200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
BROADWAY OR BUST. (5,272 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. A comedy western in Hoofs
■ best and most approved style. The Rube
on Broadway gets no end of laughs and has
enough story to carry it through. Drew extra
good business. General patronage, city of
15,000. Admission 20-30. Ben L, Morris,
Temple and Olympic Theatres, Bellaire, Ohio.
CHAPTER IN HER LIFE. (6,330 feet).
Star cast. Fair story and fair cast. Picture
Rotten attendwell acted and well directed. class
town of
ance. Sunday, yes. General
TheaChar-Bell
Brothers,
4,000 treKreighbaum
(800 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
DARLING OF NEW YORK. (6,260 feet).
Star, Baby Peggy. Pretty fair kid picture
and I died
but Baby Peggy doesn't go here
Fair audiokay. Sunday, yes. class
hard. Tone, Family
town
and student
ence appeal.
Admission 10-25. R. J. Relf, Star
of 4,000.(600
Theatre
seats), Decorah, Iowa.
Mary
FOOL'S HIGHWAY. (6,800 feet). Star,Bowery
Philbin. Story of pre-Volstead andNothing
houses.
in
well
days. Should please none. Not suitable forto
rave about. Tone,
Sunday. Fair audience appeal. Elite class.
Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood
Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
Star, Jack
RED WARNING. (4,795 feet). the
average
Hoxie. Just a western that did fair
show of
business on "western" days. A
Royal Theatre, ReadAl. C. Werner,
Its kind.
a.
ing, Pennsylvani
RIDE FOR YOUR LIFE. (5,310 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. Just a program picture. ?->*ur*
Sunday, no. Adthe C.honor.
La Plantemissiongets
Bays. Globe Theatre,
E.
Buena Vista, 15-25.Virginia.
Star, Hoot
THRILL CHASER. (5,196 feet).
a great many
Gibson. This one disappointed
fans. The
who might be classed astoGibson
be that it was
general opinion seemed
hokum. City of 110,000 Admisrathersioncheap
Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre,
Reading,10-20.Pennsylvania.

Vitagraph

Warner Bros.
BEAU BRUMMEL. (10 reels). Star, John
Barrymore. If we were to name the bestit
picture made this season we would give
to "Beau Brummel." There is only one John
Barrymore and he actually lives the partpro-of
A one hundred per cent
Beau Brummel. good.
Sunday, yes. Audience
duction. Tone
M. Hirshcent. I.River,
per
hundred
Jersey.
one
appeal
New
Toms
Theatre,
blond, Traco

BROADWAY AFTER DARK. (6,300 feet).
Among the best this
Star, Anna Q. Nilsson.
year. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Very good
appeal. Elite class. Admission 20audience
30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood Theatre
Buffalo, New York.
seats),
(1,600

MAN NEXT DOOR. (7 reels). Star cast.
Good average program picture. Pleased as
such. Tone,tendance.good.
yes. Good
atSmall townSunday,
class town
of 1,474.
Admission 10-20-25. T. W. Cannon, Majestic
Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
MAN OF MIGHT. Star, William Duncan.
Bucked a tent show with this one and broke
even which I consider pretty good. A thriller
attendgood. Fair1,474.
back. Tone,
from way
Adtown of
town T.class
ance.mission
Small 10-20-25.
W. Cannon, Majestic
Theatre (240 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
MIDNIGHT ALARM. (6,000 feet). Star cast.
than program in
A dandy thriller better
quality. Interest is sustained throughout.
Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Good attendance,
town of 1,474. Admission 10-20-25.
townW. class
Cannon, Majestic Theatre (249 seats),
T.
Greenfield, Tennessee.
NINETY AND NINE. (6,800 feet). Star cast.
all the
pictureent.containing
A very mentsgood
me.
for eleDrew well
of entertainm

For

Comedies
BARGAIN DAY. (Educational). Star, Sid
Smith. Only a one-reel comedy but sure got
seethe laughs. Give them comedies. worth
okay.
for themselves Toneappeal.
ing and they payHas
audience
great
yes.
Sunday,
of 1,200. Adtown class, town
Country and 10-25.
C. R. Seff, New Radio Themission
atre (249 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
FLICKERING YOUTH, BLACK OXFORDS,
the aver(Pathe). All above
ROYAL PAIR. entertai
are
nment. Comedies
age and fine
all improving and we have many calls to
ask what comedy is on. Business andn farm10-25.
of 2,200.
town Communi
Theatre, David
ty Admissio
Jenkins,
A. F.ing class,
City, Nebraska.
FLYING FINANCES. (Educational). Star,
helped save our
Neely Edwards. This aoneweak
sister form
show when we had
stuff ashadyousomearefunnyThe cyclone
feature.
born.
bone ticklers in it, sure
AdTone fair. Better class, town of 4,500.
e, "Y" Theatre
C. A., Anglemir
mission 10-15.
ania.
Pennsylv
Nazareth
seats),
(403
GOING TO CONGRESS. (Pathe). Star, Will
Rogers Hot stuff for intelligent audiences15-.
of 300.000. Admission
class,D.city
Better
Balsly, Liberty Theatre, KanLee
30-45.
sas City, Missouri.

Release in November— Now
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HERE: AND THERE. (Educational). The
best Cameo comedy to date. Everybody
joined In with good, hearty laughs at this
one. There are a couple great funny stunts
In this one. Better class, town of 4,500. Ad10-15. C.Nazareth,
A. Anglemlre,
"Y" Theatre (403mission
seats),
Pennsylvania.
JUBILO JR. (Pathe). "Our Gasg." These
kids
are gives
great. itWill
this one
a newRogers'
angle.appearance
Well liked,In
as usual. Business and farming class, town
of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins.
Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.
LOVE NEST. (First National). Star, Buster Keaton. Only a two-reel comedy, but a
humdinger. Made a wonderful comedy and
got the laughs. I am building Keaton in my
house as I did Lloyd. Tone okay. Sunday,
yes. Audience appeal very good. Country
and town class, town of 1,200. Admission 1025. C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre (249
seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
OH! CAPTAIN. (Educational). Some funny
stunts pulled in this aboard a ship. A good
Cameo comedy that brought some hearty
laughs. Better class, town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. Nazareth,
C. A. Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre
(403 seats),
Pennsylvania.
O.VE NIGHT IT RAINED. (Educational).
Aoldfairly
It had were
the
dreamgood
stufftwo-reel
worked comedy.
in it. There
some new ideas that made our audience
laugh. Better class, town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. Nazareth,
C. A. Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre
(403 seats),
Pennsylvania.
UNCENSORED MOVIES. (Pathe). Star,
Will Rogers. Not a comedy, though this had
more laughs than most of the ones I got
lately. Too deep for the tired movie fan
this weather. Tone fair. May be suitable
for Sunday. Fair audience appeal. Small
town class, town of 1,367. Admission 10-1526. S. G. Harsh, Princess Theatre. Maple-ton, Iowa.
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Buster's

"With

WORLD

Us"
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the followers of "Fighting Blood" expected
it to be a boxing series. W. E. Field. Strand
Theatre.
Kings Mountain. North Carolina.

Miscellaneous
COVERED TRAIL. (Snnset). Star, J. B.
Warner. Picture very weak but if Warner
lead even fair support would have pleased
about fifty per cent. People here don't care
for The Cobbs, Warner and few of Progress
would
be westerns, lay off them. General class
of 10,000. Admission 10-25. Paul L
city
Iowa.
Shaw, Rivoli Theatre (375 seats), Clinton,
DANGEROUS TRAILS. ( Ambassador). Star
cast. (6,000 feet). A worn out mountain story
rather well acted by a capable cast. No
kicks, however and it fell flat. Tone, fair.
One
dealt with clean pictures,
Not suitable for Sunday. Audience
appeal
BUT question
—
forty
per cent. Savoy Theatre, St. Joseph,
and here is Buster's answer:
Missouri.
"Yes, scratched and dirty prints annoy
FORGIVE AND FORGET. (C. B. c.) Star,
projectionists, exhibitors and the pubfeatured cast. Title proved a poor drawing card. Picture pleased about fifty perBully for Buster!
cent. We received five good prints from DeA SQUARE DEAL ON PRINTS !
luxe Film Exchange of Philadelphia on C
B. C. features, besides good service. Tone,
fair. Fair attendance. Better class
town of
"Y"
C. A. Anglemire,
10-15.Nazareth,
♦.500. Admission
LEATHERSTOCKIXG.
(Pathe). One of Theatre
(403 seats),
Pennsylvania
.
lic."
Pathe's best. Held up well all the way
HARBOR
LIGHTS,
(independent
Pictures).
through. On fourth episode of "Fortieth Star cast. An awfully poor picture any way
Door." Very good. Creating lots of talk
it. Really not worth running. Genamong serial fans. W. E. Field, Strand The- you take
eral class city of 15,000. Admission 20-30.
atre, Kings Mountain, North Carolina.
Ben
L
Morris,
Temple and Olympic Theatres, Bellalre, Ohio.
LEATHERSTOCKING
SERIAL. (Pathe).
Hav) shown the sixth episode and It is still
HINTING TROUBLE. (State Right). Star.
holding up fine and dandy. Tone good. SunBoys if your people like westday, yes. Audience appeal good. Town and Leo Maloney.
erns, Maloney will deliver the goods for you.
country class, town of 900. Admission 10- Xuf sed.
Maloney
at his best in this one.
30. Charles L. Nott, Opera House (400 seats), Plenty action andis pep.
Attendance, good.
Sutherland, Iowa.
Mill class town of 2,100. Admission 10-20. J.
B. Stanley,
McColl.
SouthEverybody's
Carolina. Theatre (210 seats).
Short Subjects
Serials
LURE OF THE! HK(l\.
(Lrtn BosllsH).
FIGHT AND WIN PICTURES. (Universal). Star, Jane Novak. (5.700 feet). A good picBEASTS OF PARADISE. (Universal). Star, Star,
ture to play this time of the year. Some very
Jack Dempsey. Boy! here Is a knockWilliam Desmond. Desmond a real, honest
good snow scenes but story poor. Tone, fair.
out. Better than "Leather Pushers" and Not
to goodness star. Best serial ever ran. Run
suitable for Sunday. Audience appeal,
It; it will do your house good. Tone good. "Fighting Blood." Jack can retire from the thirty-five
cent. Traco Theatre Co., Toms
Hiver,
New perJersey.
'a
good
living
making
picSunday, no. Admission 10-25. E. C. Bayes, ring andtures.make
General class, city of 10,000. AdmisGlobe Theatre, Buena Vista, Virginia.
sion 10-25. Paul L. Shaw. Rlvoll Theatre
■AN FROM
iohk. (Western PicFORTIETH DOOR. (Pathe). Star, Allene
(375 seats), Clinton, Indiana.
tures). Star cast. Just a fair western. Not a
Ray. Another corking serial story from the
FIGHTING
BLOOD
SERIES
(First).
(F.
B.
card, however. I did a big busihouse of the red rooster trade mark. Differ- O.). Boys! these have the pep. They are fine big drawing
ness by featuring a local dancing act which
ent from "The Way of a Man" and "Leatherentertainment. I am now on the first series drew the business. Tone, not so good. Not
stocking"
the interest
to play them all If they are as suitable for Sunday. Hasn't any audience apthem
back. but
Now holds
on fourth
chapter and
and brings
going and expect
peal. Better class town of 3,000. Admission
as the first. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
strong. We play Pathe shorts one hundred good
Good
attendance.
Mill class, town of 2,100. 10-20-30. A. E. Andrews, Opera House (600
per cent. New Haven office of Pathe greatseats),
Emporium, Pennsylvania.
est place in the world to do business with. Admission 10-20. J. B. Stanley, Everybody's
NEW school TEACHER.
(C. C. Burr).
Excellent bunch of fellows whose hobby is Theatre (210 seats), McColl, South Carolina.
service to the exhibitors. Exhibitors in this
INTERNATIONAL NEWS. (Universal). Star .Star cast. Rather weak. If you run It on a
territory should investigate. Admission 10- cast. This is a very good news reel, al- double feature program as I did, it will pass,
otherwise it will hardly get by. Tone, okay.
20-30. Al. Anders, Coleman Theatre (760
though my audience
News."
seats). Southington, Connecticut.
Mixed class,
town of prefer
3,500. "Pathe
Admission
20- Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, none. Mixed
class
town of 3,500. Admission 20-26. T. L
1'5. T. LCity,
Barnett,
Finn's Theatre (600 seats),
GHOST CITY. (Universal). Star, Pete Mor- .lewett
Connecticut.
Barnett. Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett
rison. A good serial. Pete sure is a hard
rider. Rest of the cast is good. Tone good.
TELEPHONE GIRL SERIES. (F. B. O.). On City, Connecticut.
Sunday, yes. E. C. Bayes, Globe Theatre, the fourth series. Nothing only a highTHREE
O'CLOCK
IN THE MORNING.
Buena Vista, Virginia.
class comedy.
Disappointing inasmuch as
(6,293 feet). Star, Constance Blnney. Drew
fairly well for us due to title. It is only
a fair program picture. The print we received was very dark and did not appear well
on the screen. Try to get a good print. Tone,
fair. Fair attendance. Better class town of
Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.
For Release in November— Now Booking
4,500. Admission 10-16. C. A. Anglemire, "Y"
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
I I CHER'S TOP HAND. (William Steiner).
Star, Neal Hart. Just another of "those
westerns."
Big attendance
first night.
Extra small attendance
the second.
Nothing
outstanding about it. Not suitable for SunUlie FOLLIES
day. Audience appeal sixty per cent. Neighborhood class, city of 80,000. Admission 1015. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (460 seats),
St. Joseph, Missouri.
GIUE
VENUS OF THE SOUTH SEAS. (Independent Pictures). Star cast. Just an ordiStarring MARGARET
nary program picture. Not much to it. Good
LIVINGSTON
for a double bill. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal, twenty per cent. Traco
Otrtcttdby WILLIAM BIMJDIHt
Theatre Co., Toms River, New Jersey.
WESTERN MUSKETEER. (Renown). Star,
MAR08ET UVINC3TON
Leo Maloney. Just a western film with no
drawing power. Did not get gross film rental.
Tone fair. Sunday, no. Attendance poor.
Town and rural class, town of 1,100. Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre
Season 1924- 1925— Thirty First Run Pictures
(175 seats), Vermont, Illinois.
Buster Keaton's on our side on the bad
print proposition and also what follows
proves
in
vain. that you're not tooting your horn
Learn from J. E. D. Meador, director
of publicity and advertising for MetroGoldwyn, that in a recent questionnaire,
Buster answered the multitude of queries
in a manner as inimitably humorous as
is his screen habit.
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John

Flinn

Returns

at Produce
rs'
FLINN, vice-president of ProJOHN C.ducers
Distributing Corporation, arrived
last week from the West Coast where
he has been looking over the productions,
completed and in the process of making,
which are scheduled for release by Producers Distributing Corporation.
Mr. Flinn went direct to Los Angeles from
the annual
sales convention'
company,
held
in Chicago
on July 4. ofHehisvisited
the
Thomas H. Ince Studios at Culver City
where "Barbara Frietchie," the big American historical drama starring Florence Vidor,
and "The Siren of Seville," the spectacular
drama of Spain starring Priscilla Dean, are
being completed; the Peninsula Studios at
San Mateo, the home of Elmer Harris and
Frank Woods productions, where "The Wise
Virgin," starring Patsy Ruth Miller and Matt
Moore, "Chalk Marks," "The Girl on the
Stairs" and "On the Shelf" are being made;
and the Christie Studios, where "Reckless
Romance"
course enthusiasm
of production.over the
Mr. Flinnis inradiates
forthcoming product on Producers Distributing Corporation's schedule.

Captain

Blood

Vitagraph

la is sunk, the Elizabeth
THE Arabel
permanently out of commission, the
last broadside of guns fired, the
French ships taken captive and Jamaica is
saved to King William III. Which, translated, means that "Captain Blood" is completed. The last foot of negative ceased
grinding through the cameras on August 1
with the filming of the battle between
Blood's two ships and the French fleet.
Stills of the battle and the sinking of the
Arabella, the thrilling climax (exclusive of
the love story), were developed and sent forward on August 4 via the transcontinental
airplane mail. On their receipt in New York
one set was captioned and transhipped — also
by plane — to Chicago for the use of the Chicago Daily News, which is to start publication of the novel in serial form on August 20.
The film negatives also were immediately
developed and positives made. These were
added to the print which had been previously
edited up to the battle sequence. This completed the working print.
Albert E. Smith, who has been supervising
the production at the Vitagraph studios, and
David Smith, who directed the picture, left
Sunday for the home office with this print.
After the showing to the executives and the
publicity department, "Uncle Dave," as he is
called on the lot, will complete the editing.
The title role of Captain Blood is J. Warren Kerrigan ; Jean Paige is the feminine star
— Arabella Bishop. James Morrison as
Jeremy Pitt and Charlotte Merriam as Mary
Traill, Arabella's friend, make the big four
that head the list. Other principals are
Alan Forrest, Bertram Grassby, Otis Harlan, Jack Curtis, Wilfrid North, Henry Hebert, Tom McGuire, Otto Matiesen, Robert

PICTURE

WORLD

Gratified

Studio
Progress
"'Barbara' Frietchie,'
" he said, "is a production that I firmly and sincerely believe
will create a new era in historical photodrama. The beauty of its romance and the
compelling charm of Vidor will rank this
production among the really great photoplays in the history of the industry.
" 'The Siren of Seville' looks like a million
dollars to me. There is a tremendous production value and Miss Dean herself never
had a better part. 'Roaring Rails,' starring
Harry Carey, is in the making, and from
what I saw of it looks like the best story
he lias ever had. 'Reckless Romance' promises to equal, if not surpass 'Hold Your
Breath,' the first Christie, already released,
in showmanship value.
" 'The Girl on the Stairs' is an unusual
story about a girl who walked in her sleep,
was found in a house where a murder occurred, was accused of the crime and later
able to clear herself by relating what actually took place as she saw the events in
her sleep. It is unusual in theme and treatment and will prove a sensation."
"

Finished;

Begins

Editing

Bolder, Miles McCarthy, Templar Saxe,
Boyd Irwin, Joseph Rickson, Henry Barrows, Frank Whitson, Helen Howard, Robert Milash, William Eugene, George Williams, Omar Whitehead, Muriel Paull and
George Lewis.
"Fight for Honor" Ready
of "A
Fight
for Honor,"
third
in The
the negative
series of
eight
Perfection
Pictures
featuring Eva Novak and William Fairbanks;
having been received from the West Coast
Studios, has been placed in the cutting room
for a number of minor changes and will
shortly be ready for release-

For

Release

Scene from Independent Pictures' release, "The Gambling
Fool," with
Franklyn Farnum.
Start On

First Production

Initial Marlborough
Picture Under
Way at Fischer Studios
According to an announcement by Schuyler
E. Grey, production manager for Marlborough Productions, Inc., work on that company's initial feature, a stunt society drama,
entitled "The Law and The Lady," has been
begun at the A. H. Fischer studios in New
Rochelle early this week.
Included in the list of principals are Alice
Lake, Mary Thurman, Tyrone Power,
Maurice Costello, Joe Burke, Joe Depew,
Tom Blake and Henry Sedley. Leonard St.
Leo, who plays the juvenile lead and carries out some of the hair raising stunts
called for by the story, has been a Broadway headliner, but this is his first important
venture into picture work.
Marlborough Pictures, Inc., is the company
recently organized by Nathan Hirsh, president of Aywon Pictures, to produce for the
independent market.
"The Law and the Lady" will be the first
of a series of "stunt" and melodramatic pictures, which will be made under the supervision of Schuyler E. Grey and directed by
John L. McCutcheon. Distribution will be by
Aywon Film Corporation.

in December —Now
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPOR

CAFE
Starring

Booking
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IN,

PRISCILLA
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DEAN Production
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Associated

Exhibitors'

Reduces

Pathe

WORLD

Costs

As an example of the elimination of the
waste attending the physical efforts of the
Associated employes, much information on
contracts turned over to Associated by
Pathe has in the past been duplicated by
Associated. In the future Pathe reports will
go direct to producers releasing through Associated. The Associated home office working force has been slashed heavily but only
in the places where the eliminations remove
duplication in effort.
As noted, the publicity and exploitation
staff of Pathe and Associated have been
combined and a closer co-ordination may be
looked for wherever possible- Many new
salesmen have been hired for the field by
Associated, and though consolidations may
be effected here and there the major portion of the sales staff will remain intact, it
is announced.

Announces

August 23, 1924

Plan

Distribution

years the hue and cry of the film
industry in general has been, "cut
the cost of distribution to a reasonable percentage of the investment." From
Associated Exhibitors comes the announcement that they have solved the problem and
will as a result save many thousands of dollars to both the independent producer and
the exhibitor. The plan, which was put in
force this week, is a co-operative one with
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Elimination of wasted physical efforts was
the first half of the plan put in operation,
when Pathe arranged to handle more of the
detail attendant upon the handling of the
physical distribution of the Associated product. In furtherance of the plan, Pathe has
moved its contract department to the seventh floor of the Pathe building to more
adequately handle its enlarged activities.
FOR

PICTURE

Winners

"SINGLE WIVES"
A First National release, with Corinne
Griffith and Milton Sills.
Change in Program
Century Comedies announce that "Sahara
Blues," a two-reel Century comedy scheduled
for release on September 24, has been reby "The Trouble
the Wanda
second
of the placedCentury
comediesFixer,"
starring
Wiley. The change was made because of
the popularity attained by Wanda Wiley in
her first starring vehicle for Century, "Her
Fortunate Face," released early this month.

of Storey
Pennant
Race
winCapitol
League
—
Portland,
Minneapolis,
the
week
this
nces
PATHE nersannou
of the $10,000 Storey Pennant Seattle, New Orleans, Charlotte, Newark and
Denver.
Race. The offices that won in each
of their various leagues were Chicago, Des
Minor League — Butte, Albany, Kansas
Moines, Boston, Portland and Butte.
City, Cincinnati, New York, Washington
For the past four months the contest has and Memphiswaged hotly in each of the thirty-five branch
offices, and until this week none of the contestants knew who had won, due to the
closeness of the race. The exchanges were Dorothy
Devore
and
St. Clair
divided into five leagues of seven offices to
each league. The divisions were named after
the regular baseball leagues, the Champion,
Sign Warner
Bros. Contracts
National, American, Capitol and Minor.
and
she was signed by Christie Comedies.
The standings of the offices in each league
former
at the close of the contest were :
d aChris
star,RE,
has signe
tieYComedyDEVO
five-- Later she was cast to play the leading femiDOROTH
year contract with Warner Brothers
nine role with Charles Ray in "Forty-fiv.
Champion League — Des Moines, Los AnMinutes
Detroit, Milwau- to appear in their Classics of the Screen.
Cleveland,
geles,
Spokane,
Eric
St.From
Clair Broadway."
has been placed under a long
kee and St. Louis.
Her first appearance will be in "The Narrow
term
contract
with
the Warner Brothers. His
s
man
t,"
n
the Edwi Bate
Morri novel.
National League — Chicago, Double "I," Stree
Miss
Devore
was
first
on
the
stage
in
splendid
acting
in "Find
the
Salt Lake City, Oklahoma City, San FranRin-Tin-Tin
picture
which Your
he hasMan,"
finished,
musical comedy, but later entered the movies,
cisco, Pittsburgh and New Haven.
had
a
great
deal
to
do
with
the
producing
American League — Boston, Omaha, At- playing with Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran
company'sfordecision
secure
lanta, Indianapolis, Philadelphia, Dallas and in one and two reel comedies for Universal. services
the nextto few
years.his exclusive
Buffalo.
Her work immediately attracted attention
Warner Brothers' contract players are
steadily growing in number, Mr. St. Clair
being the ninth to be placed on the list.
The others are Monte Blue, Marie Prevost,
Louise Fazenda, Irene Rich, Willard Louis,
June Marlowe, John Roche and Dorothy DeFor Release in December— Now Booking
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
MacLean Publicity
Because of the outstanding results obtained in the selling of Douglas MacLean
comedies, "Going Up," "The Yankee Consul" and "Never Say Die," Associated Exhibitors, which releases these features, has
S
A
X
E
Starring
HAfMty
T
m
o
f
^f
arranged to handle the publicity and exploitation in a special department under the direc1
cAney
(Wta* bu TOM FORM AN tion of Frank
C. Payne, Douglas MacLean's
eastern
representative.
r3t- HUNT STROMBERQ broiuclion .
This department will specialize on the
Douglas MacLean features exclusively, and
has engaged Arthur Hoerl, formerly director
of publicity with F. B. O., to look after all
exploritation for "Never Say Die."
Season 1924- 1925— Thirty First Run Pictures

ore

as
DOROTHY DALTON
as the Agent of
"The Pack"

JACK HOLT
"The Lone Wolf"

John

DOROTHY

J. McKeon

DALTON

presents

and

JACK

HOLT

in

By Louis Joseph
Lone

"The

An

amazing

cast

in an

amazing

Vance

Wolf"

story

"The Lone Wolf" stories ran in several of the
biggest popular magazines in the country.
Millions read them; liked them. In book
form they have had a very large sale.

In it you see a cast that man for man, woman
for woman, is unbeatable; Dorothy Dalton,
Jack Holt, Wilton Lackaye, Tyrone Power,
Charlotte Walker, Lucy Fox, Edouard Dur-

Now the intensely dramatic, powerfully
thrilling story of this remarkable reformed
master crifninal has been put into a picture no
less dramatic, no less powerful.

ant, Robert T. Haines, Gustave Van Seyffertitz, Alphonse Ethier, William Tooker and
Paul McAllister. When have you seen its

Packed

with

punch,

Directed

equal?
alive

with

interest

by S. E. V. Taylor

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS
Arthur S. Kane, President
Physical Distributor
Foreign Representative
Sidney Garrett
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

The

most

drama

thrilling

you

ever

comedy,

the funniest

saw —
Grand-Asher

presents

RAGING

LUCK
with

MONTY
What

would

BANKS

you do if you had to drive a big racer in

an automobile

race and you didn't know

how

to drive?

If you had a thousand guesses you wouldn't guess right.
Monty Banks in this fastest and funniest of pictures has to do just that.
Laughter? Sweet Daddy, but it's funny! Thrills? Oh baby, but it's
fast and furious. If your crowd doesn't start to pull up the seats
and yell why then they're dumb and blind.
Don't take our word for it. Just make a date with the nearest
Associated office for a screening. The picture will sell itself to
you !

Directed

by Herman

RaymaKer

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS
Arthur S. Kane, President
Physical Distributor
Foreign Representative
Pathe Exchange. Inc.
Sidney Garrett

Ince

Studios

in

Full

Swing

Fox

Kills

White

Way

$2 Top at Central
with
Year's
Films
Under
Way
the
directed
by
Ralp
Ince,
and
is
ready
to
start
marks
ty
Departing from the usual custom of
UNPRECEDENTED activi
summer days — and nights — at the the second of the series.
establishing a scale of prices up to $2 for
Thomas H. Ince Studios* in Culver
the Broadway showing of feature picActivity among the outside or "rent" comCity, where it is announced that this seatures, William Fox has decided upon a
panies is no less than among Mr. Ince's own
son's productions will exceed by far those enterprises. Mrs. Wallace Reid has compopular
price policy for the Central Thepleted preliminaries and is about to begin
career,
in Mr.
of
atre at Broadway and Forty -seventh
r of work on her new picture, "Broken Law?."
numbe
largelnce's
for the
careperiod
to us
orderprevio
hi any
street, which opens on Sunday, August
Companies at work a new stage, 72 feet by written for her by Adela Rogers St. Johns,
31, with "The Man Who Came Back,"
for release by F. B. O. Her director is R.
180 and giving 52.000 square feet of addi- William
in
which are
George
O'Brien and Dorothy
Neill.
tional space, has just been completed at a
Mackaill
featured.
Regal Productions, Inc., start production
total cost of $115,000. Ten bungalow dressThis
decision
will
put the Central Theing rooms have been added to those already next week on "The 'Follies' Girl," in which
atre in active competition with the
in use. The new rooms are handsomely
Margaret Livingston will make her debut .is
Strand, Capitol, Rivoli and other Broadequipped with built-in make-up tables, baths a star. Cullen Tate will direct. The comedyWay picture houses. The policy of the
and all the luxuries of a star's abode on the drama is from a scenario by Bradley King
Central will be continuous from noon unand Producers Distributing Corporation will
"lot."
til eleven P. M., as opposed to the usual
Two Thomas H. Ince companies are now
two
a day showings for special producit, together with "Barbara Fritchie, "
tions.
at work upon First National Pictures. release
with Florence Vidor, and "The House of
Plans are being worked out so as to
outh," with Jacqueline Logan. These last
"Christine
of the Hungry
Heart,"
from the Kathleen
Norris novel
by adapted
Bradley "Snamed
productions, directed by Lambert
surround the feature with a complete
Hillyer and Ralph Ince, respectively, are now
King, is being directed by George Archainprogram of short subjects from the Fox
baud.
in process of editing.
studios, while a specially selected orchesA distinguished cast, head< d by Florence
tra also will be a feature of the program.
A Hunt Stromberg production, "A Cafe in
Vidor in the title role, is interpreting this Cairo,"
starring Priscilla Dean, is under way.
drama of the woman of today. Clive Brook, with Chet Withey directing, while two other
brought by Mr. Ince from London expressly Stromberg pictures, "A Siren of Seville," with
Sues on Loan
for this production, is but one of three lead- Miss Dean as the star, and "Roaring Rails,"
ing men in the picture. The others are Ian starring Harry Carey, are being edited by
Suit to recover $16,500 has been filed in
Keith, late of Lionel Barrymore's "Laugh. the producer. Strongheart, the wonder dog, the New York Supreme Court by Fanny G.
under the direction of Larry Trimble, has Selden against the Luxor Pictures CorporaClown, Laugh," and Warner Baxter, under
contract to Mr. Ince by reason of his capi- joined the notables on the Ince lot.
tion. She alleges the corporation delivered
its promissory notes for the amount sued for
tal work in "Those Who Dance." Walter
Hiers, Lillian Lawrence and Dorothy Brock Frame National Campaign
in October, 1923, payable in December of
complete the roster of principals, with Henry
A nation-wide advertising campaign in the same year at the National City Bank.
Sharp at the camera.
with a combined cir- She alleges when the notes fell due the deLambert Hillyer is directing Thos H. over sixtyculationpublications
fendant allowed them to go to protest- They
of over 6,000,000 readers will be
luce's production of "Doctor Nye" for First started this week by Pathe on their latest were assigned for a consideration to the
National. The director and C. Gardner Sulplaintiff.
livan are responsible for the adaptation ol serial film production, "Into the Net."
Joseph C. Lincoln's popular novel.
Percy Marmont assumes the leading role,
Three Well Located and Well Established
while Doris Kcnyon, by courtesy of First
National Pictures, plays opposite. Claude
Gillingwater, Malcolm MacGregor. Lucille
THEATRES
FOR
SALE
Rickson, David Torrence, Vivian Ogden,
Ruby Lafayette and Dan Mason are other
PRESIDENT THEATRE, WASHINGTON
principals. Karl Struss is the cinematogThe Newest and Best Equipped Theatre in Washington
rapher.
Meanwhile, Mr. Ince is pushing work on
ACADEMY OF MUSIC, BUFFALO
Situated on the Main Street and Centre of Traffic
his epic of empire building. "The La-it
Frontier," based on Courtney Ryley Coopand the
er's book. The mass scenes, involving thousGAYETY
THEATRE,
TORONTO
ands of cowboys, Indians and buffalo, have
been edited by Mr. Ince and now the proFor Price, Terms, Etc., Address
ducer is casting players for the main seCOLUMBIA AMUSEMENT COMPANY
quences, with the choice of a director soon
Columbia Theatre BIdg.
lo be decided upon.
New York City
Charles Ray has completed his first Thomas
Times Square
H. Ince-Pathe picture. "Dynamite Smith."
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Ultimatum

Denies
All
Salary
Increases
which,
with
union
conditions asked, would
UNION projectionists, musicians and
stage employes received the ultima- wipe out yearly profits and in a majority of
tum of Boston managers in regard the theatres cause a serious deficit.
to their demands for increases in salary in
"Every opportunity has been given to the
various unions to reconsider and the busitheir pay envelopes on August 9. The manness situation confronting the theatres has
agers have given their employes until August
18 to sign contracts, under alternatives of been fully and comprehensively explained.
"No effort of argument or patience has
dispensing with their services and doing
been spared by the managers and several
business with new organizations.
conferences with the three wage scale comNo attention will be paid to the ultimatum
mittees have taken place. The attitude of
of the managers by the unions, it is underthe
unions is that, irrespective of business
stood, unless attempts are made to infringe
or abrogate present contracts, which do not conditions, their members are entitled to a
substantial increase, together with lessened
expire until August 31.
of service and the employment of more
The ultimatum of the managers is con- hours
tained in letters sent to all members of the men.
"Great care has been taken to obtain in
three unions. They were served on them in
their pay envelopes and are signed by the each instance an ultimatum understood by
local manager of each theatre, including all parties to be final. This is reflected in
legitimate, motion picture, vaudeville and correspondence, which leaves no basis for
after-argument.
burlesque.
Advertisements for non-union musicians,
"The situation is such that no alternative
including organists, stage employes and pro- is left to the managers except to grant impossible demands or dispense with the serjectionists, have been appearing in the Bosvices of the members of these unions. We
ton newspapers for several weeks, thus indicating the move the managers will make in make this statement particularly in the interest of those employes who have been with
an effort to avoid the salary increase demands.
us a great many years and whom we will be
The letter given their employes by the very sorry to replace, but as a matter of
fairness and justice we will be obliged to
managers is as follows :
"The three unions, comprising the musi- ma .e long-term contracts with those whom
cians, stage employes and motion picture op- we engage for the coming season.
erators, have definitely stated their inten"We will be in duty bound to keep such
tions to adhere to their contentions as pre- contracts to the letter as we have done in
the past with the unions, of which you are
sented by their several wage scale committees prior to May 30.
a member. We are sending this notification
"By their several actions further negotia- rotice,
early instead
of thedecided
usual one
or two up
weeks'
as we have
on signing
our
tions have been made impossible, as the managers have felt that under present contracts new organizations on August 18, 1924.
they are already overburdened and entitled
"Of course under these circumstances it
to a reduction and change of conditions in will be entirely impossible to re-engage any
some instances.
of our present employes after we have be"The joint demands represent an increase
gun work with the new organizations."

In Referee's Hands
Testimony
Ended
on ParamountWeiss Brothers' Court Case
The taking of testimony before Referee
Robert L. Luce in the ca^e of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation versus Weiss
Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation litigation, over the question of whether the use
of "featuring Moses and the Ten Commandments," in conjunction with "After Six
Days," by Weiss Brothers' Artclass, constitutes an infringement on the Famous PlayCommandments"
billing, was
concluded ers-Lasky
on "TenAugust
1.
The hearings before Referee Luce en*
braced many long sessions, covering a peril
of approximately five weeks, and were h
in the law offices of the referee in Nass
street, New York. Representing the le;
interests of Weiss Brothers' Artclass we:
Schreiber, Collins & Buchter. Nathan Burkan and associate counsel appeared in
similar capacity for Famous Players-Lasky.
Close Many

Contracts

Producers Distributing Reports Sale
of New Product
Several big contracts have been closed dur
ing the past week by the sales force of Pro
duccrs Distributing Corporation for the
new product. C. D. Hill, branch manager
St. Louis, sold the entire new series to King's
Theatre, the first-run house of the Missou
metropolis. He also closed with the Aube
Theatre, St. Louis.
Manager L. J. Hacking of Boston sold the
entire new product of Producers, thirty-foil
pictures in all, to the Gray's Circuit of Ne
England. Hacking had previously sold thi
entire atresoutput
in Boston.to the Modern-Beacon TheFollowing the big deal closed with
New Schenley Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa., re
ported last week, Manager G. R. Ainswor
closed with the Rowland & Clark city
housessoldto Erie,
follow Pa.,
the for
Schenley
showings,
also
the entire
seriesand'
of
seventeen pictures of the new product.
Another big contract was that secured by
Manager W. G. Humphries of Philadelph
with the Comerford Amusement Company
for a seventeen-picture contract with fourteen theatres. The contract includes first
runs in Scranton and Wilkes-Barre.
Joins Weiss Brothers
Jules Bernstein, one of the best knov
exchange executives in the picture field, be
came
with this
the Weiss
Artclassassociated
organization
week. Brothers'
He will
have charge of the upper New York State
territorial bookings of the biblical spectacle,
"After Six Days," with Buffalo headquarters
at the Statler Hotel. Bernstein will organize
two road shows of "After Six Days," in adtion. dition to handling bookings for the produc-|

Harry Langdon in "The First 100 Years," a Pathe-Sennett comedy.

Levee Promotes Beal
M. C. Levee, president of the United Studios and producer of the X.. C. Levee productions for First National release, has advanced Scott R. Beal to the post of prt
duction manager. Beal was assistant dirccto
with Maurice Tourneur on the several pic
Hires he made for First National.
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"Lost
World"
Debut
in

money into "The Lost World" over seven
Willis H. O'Brien,
time came
ago. At that
years
a prize-fighting
sculptor,
to him with a
secret by which gigantic prehistoric dinosaurs of 12,000,000 years ago could be brought
to life on the picture screen.
Rothacker had the vision to see the box
office possibilities when prehistoric monsters
Engaged

As Producing Director of Big New
York Theatre Owned by Lee Ochs
Lee A. Ochs, managing director of the
New Piccadilly Theatre, rapidly nearing completion at Broadway and 51st Street, New
York City, announces that he has engaged
B. A- Rolfe as producing director of the
house.
Rolfe handled the negotiations between
Ochs and Vincent Lopez whereby the latter will personally conduct this new motion
picture theatre's orchestra.
Rolfe is a very well-known figure in the
theatrical world- It will be remembered that
Lasky Rolfe & Co. produced a large number
of vaudeville's greatest musical productions.
In 1914 he was managing director of the
Mark Strand Theatre and filled this position for a long time. He left howeyer to
enter into a producing contract with Metro
Pictures and released thirty-six pictures
yearly through that organization under the
"B. A. Rolfe Photoplays" trade-mark.
New

Fox

WORLD
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Marks
Rothacker
Amusement
Field

TIE coming First National super feature, "The Lost World," marks Watterson R. Rothacker's entrance into
the amusement film field. Fourteen years
ago he became a specialist in motion picture
advertising and later branched out into the
laboratory end of the industry. Until launch"
Lost ngWorld
"The steeri
of ties,
produc
ing into the
clear
special
twotion
to his
he stuck
of amusement photoplays.
While this is Rothacker's first venture into
he really has been "in"
pictures,having
amusement
for quite a period,
started putting his

B. A. Rolfe

PICTURE

Releases

"Man Who Came Back" and "French
Lady" Released August 17
With the release of "The Man Who Came
Back" on August 17 Fox Film Corporation
opened its 1924-25 season. This production,
featuring George O'Brien and Dorothy Mackaill, is the screen version of Jules Eckert
Goodman's stage play. Its New York premier is scheduled for the Central Theatre
August 31.
In the supporting cast are : Cyril Chadwick, Ralph Lewis, Emily Fitzroy, Harvey
Clark, Edward Piel, David Kirby, Kathleen
Clifford and James Gordon. The photoplay
was directed by Emmett Flynn from a
scenario prepared by Edmund Goulding.
"That French Lady," starring Shirley Mason, also was released August 17. It is
adapted from W. J. Hurlburt's stage play,
"The Strange Woman," and the cast includes
Theodore Von Eltz, Harold Goodwin, Charles
Coleman, Kate Lester and Lucy Beaumont.
Edmund Mortimer is the director.

as long as a battleship should break loose on
the silversheet. He rebought the film rights
to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's "The Lost
World" and undertook the job to make a
monster of 12,000,000 B. C. come to life on
a 1924 A. D. picture screen. Year after year
passed. Finally the time came when Rothacker was ready to proceed with the "human •
actor" part of the story. He made a deal
with Richard Rowland whereby it should be
an Earl Hudson-First National Production.
Hudson chose Harry Hoyt to direct. The
cast incudes Bessie Love, Wallace Beery,
Lewis Stone, Lloyd Hughes, Bull Montana,
Virginia Brown Faire, Alma Bennett. Arthur Edeson and Harry Jackman head the
two camera crews — eighteen cameras altogether. The scenario is by Marion Fairfax.
In the film story a party of adventurers find
prehistoric monsters alive in the wilds of
South America.
Two

F. B. 0. Features

"Fools in the Dark" and "Messalina"
Will Have N. Y. C. Premieres
The Film Booking Offices have completed
arrangements for Broadway showings on two
of their big releases of the year. The world
premiere of "Fools in the Dark" will take
place at the Cameo Theatre on August 17.
"Messalina," made in Europe, will mak. its
American debut in the same house August
24.
"Fools in the Dark" is an original by
Bertram Millhauser and Matt Moore and
Patsy Ruth Miller have the featured roles.
It was directed by Al Santell.
The setting of "Messalina" are exact reproductions offamous Roman buildings.
How

WATTERSON

R. ROTHACKER

Giants See Film
The Giants Clubhouse at the Polo Groundswas converted into a motion-picture theatre
Monday morning, August 11th, while the
former World's Champions, headed by John
McGraw and Hughie Jennings, previewed a
motion-picture story of the national pastime
as it was played back in the days of 1874.
The film that moved the baseball stars as
well as a large gathering of sport writers
and critics to frequent merriment and won
from them at the close an outburst of applause was "The Battling Orioles," a feature
comedy produced by Hal Roach for Pathe.

iS COMING
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to Be Movie Magnets in Hollywood
By POTASH AND PERLMUTTER
From Cloaks and Suits in Stylish Mixtures to Filming "Beauts" in Moving Pictures
FIRST — Retire from your own business or the Cloak and Suit business. Come to
Hollywood. Buy a Camera. Lease a Studio. Advertise for a first-class, Grade
A, No. 1, high-toned, low-cut vampire.
Make the acquaintance of a big-hearted banker. If you can't find one, ask the
vampire.
Have
cousin relations
write a asnice,
stylish
Use alla other
extras
and scenario
lions. like "Hen Hur," only more original.
Before hiring the vampire, read carefully her letters of recommendation. See
samples of vampiring but keep strictly confidential.
Invite Norma and Constance Talmadge, Rudy Valentino and Charley Chaplin to play
in your picture in order to get them publicity.
they say "No,"
they say
"Yes,"
a director!
AIf cameraman
can it's
wait.no; A ifpants
presser
will hire
do for
the time being.
Hang up a sign in the studio — "No vamping the vampire. Don't park here. This
means
YOU, a ifdivorce
you're suit
a banker
not." permit your wife or her relations on the set
To avoid
do notor even
while the vampire is vampiring.
i
In designing your picture have one reel of villains, murders, fires and cabarets for
four reels of vampiring.
Next pick a strong title, full of box office magnetism, something like "The Guilty
Dollar or the Vampire's Victory," a supper feature.
After the film is developed, cut and hemstitched, project the picture to the banker
and buyers in your own show room.
To keep their minds off your supper production while it is running, you should
explain the plot and have your wife read the titles out loud.
If the buyers buy your picture you can label yourself a magnate film producer.
Then you can afford a regular cameraman and an extra n'eck-tie. If the buyers make
"thumbs
can retire from being a movie film magnate just like you retired
from
yourdown,"
other you
business.
If you need car-fare, sell the camera.
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"Monsieur
as

Beaucaire"

Triumph

CRITICS in New York City, Chicago
and Atlanta where Famous PlayersLasky's "Monsieur Beaucaire," starring
Rudolph Valentino, opened at the Mark
Strand, Roosevelt and Howard theatres, respectively, were unanimous in their praise
of the picture, the Paramount offices report.
Crowds thronged to these theatres to welcome the return of the hero of "The Shiek"
after an absence of two years from the
screen. Following are excerpts from the
newspaper reviews, as published in the three
cities :
The New York Times : "This is the finest
production of the type we have seen, and it
is a picture which should not be missed by
anybody." The New York American :
" 'Monsieur Beaucaire' is an artistic and
technical triumph for Famous Players and
for Valentino. Mr. Valentino has never in
his life given such a performance." The New
York Herald-Tribune: "'Monsieur Beau
caire's may be pointed out as the perfect
picture. The settings and costumes arc magnificent beyond words."
The New York Morning World : "The climactic reels of 'Beaucaire' can easily qualify
with the fastest of the current field in feature pictures. The film is constantly absorbThe New
Mirror:
tinoing."excels
in theYork
mostDaily
versatile
role"Valenof his
career, and Director Sidney Olcott has handled the massive costume drama with rare
skill."
The New York Telegram & Mail: "'Monsieur Beaucaire' is exquisitely and imaginatively set." The New York Morning Telegraph :"Sidney Olcott has made his finest
directorial achievement in 'Monsieur Beaucaire.' Each scene has all the delicacy of a
Corot." The New York Evening World:
"Booth Tarkington's story has been superbly
and beautifully staged, generously cast and
intelligently directed."
The New York Evening Sun : "The picture
is as finely tempered and keen as a rapier,
and its motion is like the motion of a wellhandled sword. It neither lags nor advances
pell-mell." The New York Evening Post :

in

Hailed

Three

Cities

"The film might be said to have all the grace,
beauty and charm of an old minuet."
The Chicago Tribune : "The perfect lover
in a perfect picture ! That is Rudolph Valentino in 'Monsieur Beaucaire.'" The Chicago American : "In stage settings, photography, story value, direction, acting — in
every respect it is a highly worthy photoThe Atlanta Journal: "There is action
drama." in 'Monsieur Beaucaire' and deliaplenty
cate bits of direction lend flavor to the
presentation, while the supporting cast supplies everything that could have been asked."
The Atlanta Georgian : 'Back to the screen
after an absence of a year, with Booth Tarkington's Monsieur Beaucaire,' as his vehicle.
Rudolph Valentino began to receive the
homage of fair Atlanta at the Howard Monday, packing the monster playhouse at
each performance." The Constitution, Atlanta, Ga. : "Costumes, settings and locations
are the acme of lavishness. Given an opportunity tc display his real dramatic ability,
Valentino presents a most vivid and impressive performance."
Weiss Brothers' Sales
The "Buffalo Bill Jr." series of eight westerns has been purchased for the territory
embracing the District of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware and Virginia by the Federal
Film Service of Washington, D. C. The
deal was effected this week by Louis Weiss,
executive of the Artclass enterprises, who
also sold the "Buffalo Bill Jr." series to Max
Gluckmann for the territory covered by Argentine, Uruguay and Paraguay, Chile, Peru
and Ecuador.
Dent Signs With Sennett
Vernon Dent this week signed a thteeyear contract with Mack Sennett to appear
exclusively in Sennett comedies on the Pathe
program.

Exports

Increase

Excess Is 28,000,000 Feet Over Shipments of Last Year
Exports of both raw stock and exposed
moving picture films during the fiscal year
1924, ended June 30 last, were well above
those for the fiscal year 1923. according to
figures compiled
by the Department
of Commerce. Two hundred
fifteen million
feet
of film — more than 40,000 miles — with a value
of approximately $8,000,000 were shipped to
foreign countries during the year, as compared with 187,000,000 feet with a value of
approximately $7,350,000 in 1923.
Exports by classes included 64.744.635 feet
of raw stock, valued at $1,317,270, in 1924,
against 44,798,094 feet, valued at $1,148,105,
in 1923 ; 7,319,635 feet of negatives, valued at
$1,187,093, against 8,477,342 feet, with a value
of $741358, and 143,096,581 feet of positives,
worth $5,483,633, against 134227.697 feet, with
a value of $5,497,237.
During the fiscal year 1923 no country imported more than $875,000 worth of American films, but during the fiscal year ended
June 30, last, the United Kingdom has imports of films from the United States to the
value of $1,309,620.

Six in September
Metro-Goldwyn Has Big Features for
Fall Release
"His Hour," the Elinor Glyn production
which
famous King
novelVigor
of has
the made
same from
name,Mrs.
hasGlyn's
been
added to Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer's imposing
list
of September
releases.29."His
Hour"
will
be released
on September
Ailcen
Pringle
and John Gilbert have the leading roles in
this picture.
"Sinners in Silk" will have pre-view showings in several key centers shortly, and will
be generally released on September 1. September 8will see the release of Fred NibloV
"The Red Lily." "Yolanda," Cosmopolitan's
special, starring Marion Davies, will follow
on September IS.
A week later. September 22, "Wine of
Youth" will be released. "One Night in
Home" will be released on September 29.

MARION DAVIES IN "JANICE MEREDITH," A COSMOPOLITAN PICTURE
Left to right: The IJoston Tea Party, Harrison Ford and Marion Davies, the Philadelphia ball given in honor of Lord Howe.
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"Three Women," Ernst Lubitsch's latest for Warner Bros.
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This stars May McAvoy, Marie Prevost, Lew Cody and Pauline Frederick.
Bate

Metro-Goldwyn
Features,

OF more than fifty productions to come
from Metro-Goldwyn this season,
twenty-one are now completed, eight
more are in production ana two others now
in preparation will soon be started.
Of the twenty-one productions recently or
just completed Rex Ingram's "The Arab"
and "Revelation" have already been released,
and "Bread," Marshall Neilan's "Tess of the
D'Urbervilles,'' Reginald Barker's "Broken
Barriers" and Jackie Coogan in "Little Robinson Crusoe" have been pre-shown in leading key-centers. "Little Robinson Crusoe"
had its world premiere at the California
Theatre, San Francisco, two weeks ago.
"Broken Barriers" was first seen at the Capitol, New York, last week.
The other pictures ready for release are
the following: Hobart Henley's "Sinners in
Silk," Fred Niblo's "The Red Lily," King
Vidor's "Wine of Youth" (pre-shown at the
Capitol, New York, this week), Cosmopolitan's "Yolanda," starring Marion Davies,
"One Night in Rome," starring Laurette
Taylor, "Circe the Enchantress," starring
Mae Murray, "The Navigator," starring Buster Keaton, "Along Came Ruth" and "The
Beauty Prize," starring Viola Dana, von

Completes
Starts

8

21

Others

Stroheim's "Greed, Tom Terriss," "The
Bandolero," Hugo Ballin's "The Prairie
Wife," Robert Vignola's "Mrs. Paramor" and
Cosmopolitan's "Janice Meredith," starring
Marion Davies (just opened for Broadway
run at advanced prices at Cosmopolitan Theatre, New York).
Of the eight pictures currently in production "The Silent Accuser" and Victor Seastrom's "He Who Gets Slapped" are nearly
ready for the cutting room. Reginald
Barker's "The Great Divide," Hobart Henley's "So This Is Marriage," Monta Bell's
"The Snob," Jackie Coogan's "The Rag
Man," "Ben Hur" (in production in Rome)
and Marshall Neilan's "The Sporting Venus"
(being filmed in England) are the other pictures in the megaphone stage.
In addition to these Erich von Stroheim is
engaged on the adaptation of "The Merry
Widow," the Lehar operetta, produced by
Henry Savage, which will star Mae Murray.
King Vidor also is in the midst of preparations for "Wife of the Centaur," based on
the Cyril Hume novel. Without definite production announcement regarding it as yet,
"The Charity Ball" is being adapted for
Metro-Gokhvyn-Mayer by Maud Fulton.

Mary's
Curls
Were
Missing
So
Chinese
Smashed
Windows

RY to the general western
CONTRA
belief, the Chinese people possess
higher tastes and are keener critics
of moving pictures than the average American and European citizens, asserts Herbert
W. Ray, head of the Hongkong Amusements, Ltd., of Hongkong. Ray comes to
the United States partly to recover his
health, but chiefly to study the picture theatres of America with the idea of incorporating the latest and best ideas of the business
in his Far Eastern work. He operates five
theatres in Hongkong and four in Canton.
The Canton theatres are chiefly for native
patrons and in Hongkong he conducts a
modern theatre for white patrons.
In China, Douglas Fairbanks is king and
Charlie Chaplin is regarded as far and away
the cleverest actor in the world.

Ray says that Chinese tastes in pictures
are higher than those of Caucasians. Imitators of well known actors are loudly hissed.
When
he showed
Mary and
Pickford
in "Suds"
the people
left the show
manifested
their
displeasure by smashing all the windows of
his theatre in Canton. This did not indicate
any dislike
Miss Pickford,
most
popularforactress
in China, as
andshetheyis the'
regard her curls with tremendous admiration.
But in "Suds" she did not wear curls, and
consequently she was not Mary, but an imitator, and the house simply would not stand
for anything of the kind.
Frank Chamberlin is the manager of the
new, enormous business of the Peacock Motion Picture Corporation of Shanghai, and
this corporation soon will be producing pictures especially for Chinese theatregoers.

a Benedict

Universal Publicist Weds Geneve Cole,
Writer and Actress
Carl Laemmle presents Henry Clay Bate
and Geneve Cole
"Thepouring
Newlyweds."
Congratulations haveinbeen
in on Henry
Clay Bate, assistant publicity director of
Universal Pictures Corporation, on his recent marriage to Geneve Cole, actress and
writer.
Mrs. Bate is the daughter of Mrs. C. Rene
Cole of Lincoln, Neb., and a sister of Prof.
Dana F. Cole of the University of Nebras a.
She attended that University and then entered picture work. She later turned to the
stage, winning considerable prominence as a
comedienne and specialty dancer. Two years
ago she left the stage to write. Her literary
work includes several playlets, a number of
short stories and many magazine and newspaper syndicate articles.
Bate is the son of the late Major H. C.
Bate, head of the U. S. Weather Bureau in
Tennessee, and a close kinsman of the late
Senator William B. Bate of that state. He
attended Cornell University, then entered the
newspaper game in New York, reporting on
the Evening World and the Press, and later
being stationed for all the morning newsBay.
papers at Col. Roosevelt's home at Oyster
He served as a captain in the 60th U. S.
Infantry, 5th Division, throughout the war,
participating in several major engagements.
He now is operations officer of the 153rd
Brigade, 77th Division Reserves.

One of Chadwick Nine
Chadwick Pictures Corporation has acquired "Flattery" for release in the unit
which is being distributed through Independent exchanges under the name of the Chadwick Nine. This production is to take the
place of "The Street Singer," which was
scheduled to appear in this unite. I. E.
Chadwick closed the contract with Leon Rice
of Mission Films.
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Scenes from Louis B. Mayer's presentation, "The A Red
Lily," with Ramon
Metro-Goldwyn
release. Novarro, Enid Bennett and distinguished support.
Sold for Canada
Chadwick Pictures Corporation announces
closing of contract with Harry Kaufman of
Premier Films. Ltd.. Toronto, Canada,
whereby that organization secures the distribution rights to the Chadwick product for
the entire Canadian territory. It calls for the
immediate release of the first four productions on the Chadwick program : "The Fire
Patrol," a Hunt Stromberg production ;
"Meddling Women," starring Lionel Barrymore, written and directed by Ivan Abramson ; "The Painted Flapper," a John Gorman
production with James Kirkwood and Pauline Garon, and "I Am the Man," second of
the Barrymore series, also written and directed by Ivan Abramson.
Investigating Boycott
Horace T. Clarke, representative of First
National in the Far East, has arrived in
Kobe, Japan, where he is investigating the
Japanese boycott against American films. The
situation is reported by the authorities to
have abated considerably, but the Japanese
buyers steadfastly deny that there has been
any appreciable change in the situation- First
National is expecting cabled advices from
Mr. Clarke regarding the seriousness and extent of the boycott.

Perret

to Direct

"Mme. Sans-Gene" for Paramount —
No Production Shift
Jesse L. Lasky on his arrival in Hollywood
this week announced that Gloria Swanson,
when she goes to Paris to produce "Madame
Sans-Gene," will be directed by the famous
French director, "Leonce Perret, who has
just completed the most successful picture
ever made in France, "Koenigsmark," a production which is attracting the attention of
all Europe.
Mr. Lasky denied that there will be any
shift in the main burden of production from
Hollywood to the Long Island studio.
"We will produce at least eighty pictures
for release during the coming year," he
stated. "Karnes of forty of these have already been announced. This program will
call for capacity employment in Paramount
studios in both Hollywood and Long Island.
Nelson Returns
A. J- Nelson, assistant general manager of
Vitagraph, Inc., has returned to the execuafter branch
a two offices.
weeks'
trip tive
to offices
all inof Brooklyn
the eastern
This is the first time in over two years that
his duties have permitted him to tour.

The "So Big" Cast
First National has selected an unusually
brilliant and capable cast to support Colleen
Moore in her first starring production, 'So
Big," from Edna Ferber's best-seller novel,
that includes Ben Lyon, Alan Hale,, Cissy
Fitzgerald, Jean Hersholt and Gladys Brockwell. Other important names will be added
later.
The action of "So Big" is laid in Chicago
and the Illinois Dutch farm settlement which
the author calls High Prairie. Charles Brabin, who is to direct the production, has been
on the ground two weeks. Work started on
August 12.
Large Western Contracts
E. M. Saunders of Metro-Goldwyn returned to New York Monday from a successful trip to Kansas City, Des Moines and
Omaha, and leaves again this week to arrange further important bookings for 1924-25
Metro-Goldwyn products. In Kansas City
Saunders closed with Frank Newman for
Metro-Goldwyn pictures, with A. H. Blank in
Des Moines and in Omaha with the World
Realty Company. These exhibitors arc
among the leading film men of the middle
western
territory and represent large theatre holdings.

Scenes from the Leo Maloney series, released by William Steiner.
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Paramor"

Vignola Now Is Hard at Work Cutting
and Editing
Robert G. Vignola has finished the final
scenes of "Mrs. Paramor" and is working
night and day to complete the cutting and
editing of his first production for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. The picture is based on the
Louis Joseph Vance novel, just published.
Julia Crawford Ivors has made the adaptation.
glimpsed
"rushes"
the
filmThose
claimwho
thathave
Pauline
Frederick
in theof title
role has done the most powerful work of her
career. Others are Conrad Nagel, Mae
Busch, Huntly Gordon, Patterson Dial and
Paul Nicholson. Special interest has been
given to this film by the appearance of Mae
Murray, Aileen Pringle, Norma Shearer,
Jack Gilbert, William Haines, May McAvoy
and Directors Robert Z. Leonard and Hobart
Henley as extras. These stars and producers
were all inveigled by Mr. Vignola to take
time out of the productions upon which
they were at work to don greasepaint and
appear as guests in a banquet scene.

Rudolph

Valentino

"Sainted

Devil"

comINO
mounthaspictu
re,
VALdENT
Para
RUDOLPHpleted his secon
ed
,"
any'
"A Saint Devil at the comp s
Long Island studio. The final scenes for this
picture of South American life were filmed
week
this
. under the direction of Joseph
Henabery
With an excellent supporting cast, the
story is one of dash and color, and rich settings which depict the Argentine and life
in Buenos Aires.
In this picture, which Forrest Halsey
adapted from Rex Beach's story, "Rope's
End," Valentino portrays the role of Don
Alonzo Castro, a spirited young South
American.
Helen D'Algy has the role of Juliette, who
captures
all the
spaceofin Carlotta,
Don Alonzo's
despite the
efforts
playedheart
by

Finishes
for

F.

P.

L.

Nita Naldi, Dona Florencia (Dagmar Godowsky) and Carmelita (Louise Lagrange), who
try to win him away. George Seigman has
the colorful role of El Tigre, the wild bandit
of the pampas, and other members of the
cast are Antonio D'Algy, Joan Del Val,
Roger Lytton, Isabel West, Raphael Bongini,
Frank Montgomery, William Betts, Edward
Elkus, A. De Rosa, Ann Brody, Evelyn Axzell and Marie Diller.
In the picture Valentino is given opportunity to do the Argentino Tango, for which
he has gained considerable reputation, and
he has fights galore with bandits and bad
men of the Argentine.
The hacienda life of the Argentine is
shown in this production as well as the
smart life of Buenos Aires.
Fulfils Predictions

Irving

Lesser

Predicts

ppresident
Sex
of "Chea
of
ER, viceINGipalM. LESS
IRVPrinc
Pictures Corporation, sailed
for the Pacific Coast from New York
Aug. 14. He took the all-water route
through the Panama Canal because he said
he wanted to combine a vacation with a
business trip. He is going to Los Angeles
to attend the semi-annual meeting of the
board of directors of Principal Pictures Corporation. He will also confer with his
brother, Sol Lesser, president of Principal
Pictures, and M. J. Rosenberg, secretary,
Principal's new production
and
plans. map out
Irving Lesser, who is general manager of
distribution for Principal, will watch the
Wright's "The
final cuttings of Harold Bell
Mine with the Iron Door," the second Wright
picture to be produced by Principal. When
"The Mine with the Iron Door" is finished
Lesser will give distribution approval of the
cast of the next Harold Bell Wright picture.
n of Brian Kent." Lesser
"The Re-Creatio
leaving New York said :
before
"In the early part of the present year 1
stated that there had been too much 'chocolate candy' in motion pictures— in other
words, that the public was growing tired of
elaborate costume productions. This has
been borne out by recent developments.
Among the 600 releases in the last motion
picture year, that is, from September, 1923.
to August, 1924, the costume production has
failed. This, however, does not apply to
costume productions dealing with American
history. American historical subjects, when
properly presented, are always of interest
public. 'Janice Meredith'
Americanexample.
the shining
to one
is

in "The Snob'
Leads
Bell, youthful directorial discovery
Monta
of Harry Rapf, will begin filming his first
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture next week
when John Gilbert, Norman Shearer, Conrad
Nagel and Mill du Pont appear in the opening scenes of "The Snob."

Doom

in to Films
Stuff"
"Our
company is going
produce all of
the Wright stories but one because my
brother, who has charge of production, holds
the same theories that I do. In stating that
the cheap sex plays are doomed, I am not
basing my belief on theory. Handling distribution for our company, I am in constant
touch with between 2,000 and 3,000 theatres
each week and the reports from owners of
these houses are that the American public
wants plays that inspire as well as enter-

"Abraham

Lincoln" Playing to Increasing Receipts in Boston
"Abraham Lincoln" is fulfilling all First
National's expectations when the officials of
that company placed it in the group of specials along with
"The Lost
Sea Hawk,"
"Sundown"
and "The
World." "Secrets,"
The reports received from the Boston engagement
at the Tremont Temple widen "the smile
that
somehadoff."an excellent opening in
Thewon't
picture
Boston and receipts have been climbing daily
thereafter, so that at the end of the second
week the financial success of the showing
was a certainty. It now is in its sixth week
at the Stanton Theatre, Philadelphia.

tain."

"The Fight," one of W m. IFox's Van Bibber series.
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Youth the Keynote
Youth, with its spirit and romance, forms
the keynote of F. B. O.'s new "Go-Getters"
series, in which George O'Hara, star of the
"Fighting Blood" stories, and Alberta Vaughn
the "Telephone Girl," are united as co-stars.
Each of the twelve episodes written by
George Marion. Jr., and directed by Del Andrews contains incident and events of direct
interest to young theatre-goers, such as
garden fetes, athletic competitions, dance*
and similar activities. A big garden fete is
an outstanding feature of episode number
two, which is called "In the Knicxer Time.'"

to Open

24 the Date, "Welcome
Stranger" the Feature
That the opening of the New Schenley
Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa., with "Welcome
Stranger," the Belasco screen version of
Aaron Hoffman's Broadway stage success,
released by Producers Distributing Corporation, will reveal to the public a picture palace
unexcelled in beauty and lavishly equipped
for the presentation of photoplays, is indicated by the extensive preparations made by
President Hunt Miller of the New Schenley
Theatre Corporation for the initial showing
of "Welcome Stranger."
The date has been set forward to August
29. It will be strictly an invitation affair,
with admission price at $5.
The New Schenley Theatre Corporation
has spent an enormous amount in order to
make this theatre a "show palace" in every
respect. More than $50,000 has been expended alone for remodeling and redecorating. Beautiful stage settings, a practical
fountain of gold, silver and marble, and
every modern improvement make this an
ideal picture house.

August

Production Started
Work on the second Richard Talmadge
production,
"Stepping for
Lively,"
been
startedtitled
at Hollywood
F. B. has
O.
release. Supporting Mr. Talmadge are Mildred Harris, Norval MacGregor, Brinsley
Shaw, Fred Kelsey, Marie Carillo, William
Clifford, John W. Dillon and Victor Mazetti. The Richard Talmadge productions
are made under the supervision of Abe Carlos. James W. Home is directing.
Closes Territories
General Sales Manager E. M. Hopcraft
has closed the forthcoming ten Hepworth
productions for Cranfield and Clarke, Inc.,
on the following territories: Philadelphia,
De Luxe Film Corp. ; Washington, Trio Film
Corp.; Pittsburgh, R. G. Hill Enterprises;
Detroit, Rex Film Corp.; Boston, Cosmpolitan Film Corp.; Chicago, Epic Film Attractions; Milwaukee, Epic Film Attractions;
New York-New Jersey, Ay won Film Corp.
Visit First National
L- L. Hall, branch manager in Salt Lake
City for First National Pictures, and J. H.
Ashby, in charge of the Denver branch, arrived in New York on Monday for a week
at the home office on company business.

ROY STEWART
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"Sweet Daddy,"
Charles
Chase in Pathe's
one-reel
comedy.
Direct Bookings
Irving M. Lesser, vice-president of Principal Pictures Corporation, announces direct
bookings for Baby Peggy in "Captain January" to the John H. Kunsky Enterprises,
"Captain January" opening at the Madison.
Detroit, the week of Aug. 3. The next was
direct booking to the Buttcrfield Circuit for
showings at Ann Arbor, Bay City. Flint.
Lansing, Battle Creek, Saginaw, Port Huron.
Ionia and Kalamazoo, Mich.
Finishing

Last

No Jurisdiction
Judgment has been entered in the New
York Supreme Court dismissing the suit
brought by Owen Davis and others against
Harold Lloyd, Hal Roach, Harold Lloyd Corporation and the Pathe Exchange on the
ground of lack of jurisdiction, the court finding the suit should be brought in the Federal
Court. The action was brought to recover
$215,(MX) damages. It is alleged plaintiffs had
the exclusive right to "The Nervous Wreck,"
which, it is claimed, was used in motion picture form by the defendants.
Released September 1
September 1 has been announced as the
release date for Edwin Balmer's story, "The
Breath of Scandal," which will constitute
the first Preferred Picture to be distributed
by B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc. Gasnier directed this production with Mr.
Schulberg's supervision. The cast consists
of Betty Blythe, Lou Tellegen, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Forrest Stanley, Jack Mulhall, Phyllis Haver,Clary.
Myrtle Stedman, Frank Leigh and
Charles

With the completion of "The Tenth Woman," the popular novel by Harriet T. Cornstock, now in production at the Warner
Brothers studio, the 1923-24 list of eighteen
Warner Brothers Classics of the Screen, will
be finished. The players are Beverly Bayne,
June Marlowe, Ricardo Cortez, Raymond
McKee, Charles "Buddy" Post and Gilbert
Holmes. James Flood is directing thjS picture, his first Warner Brothers Classic of the
Screen.
Julien Josephson prepared the
script.

Darro With Carey
Hunt Stromberg announces that he has
signed Frankie Darro for an important role
in "Roaring Rails," Harry Carey's fourth
Stromberg production for Producers Distributing Corporation. Frank Hagney, one of
the screen's fighting "heavies," will also be
seen in an important role in "Roaring Rails."

Bosworth and Hughes
First National Pictures has engaged Hobart Bosworth and Lloyd Hughes to appear with Doris Kenyon in her first production for that company, "If I Marry
Again-"
main to beSeveral
filled. other importanc roles re-

Edit "Black Lightning"
Word has been received by Samuel Sax,
president and general manager of the Lumas
Film Corporation, which is distributing six
Productions, that "Black
special Gotham
Lightning,"
the second of the series, has
been completed and will be edited and cut
within the next ten days.

AND BESSIE LOVE IN FIRST NATIONAL'S "SUNDOWN.
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Excellent
on

Mail
Burr's

WHAT probably will lprove to be onee
of the most unusua and complet
direct-by-mail campaigns on a motion picture production was begun about
eight weeks ago and is still continuing on
C. C. Burr's "Speed Spook," featuring
Johnny Hines. This campaign is all-inclusive, since the mailing matter on the "Speed
Spook" is being sent to all persons of prominence in the country, to all exchanges, to
the first-run theatres throughout the country and all the periodicals catering to picture news.
The campaign started with a series of six
two-colored postcards which laid special emphasis on the exhibitor reports published in
the trade papers on all Johnny Hines productions. The idea that prevailed in this set
of cards carried the slogan, "Big Stars from
Little Comments Grow," supplemented by
actual comments from exhibitors who played
the Johnny Hines pictures. Attention was
then called to "The Speed Spook," which the
Burr organization firmly believes is the best
feature Johnny Hines has ever made.
Following these cards, a novelty broadside
mailing-piece was forwarded to the same allinclusive list. This folder is unique in that
each fold brought forth a different selling
angle on the production. Three days later
another attractive and compelling mailingpiece went out, which was titled "Burr's Confidential Racing and Dope Sheet," in imitation of the regular racing charts issued at
the race track. Next in order was another
broadside mailing-piece which when open
capitalized the idea that "where there is
smoke there is fire." This was done in two
CUSS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
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his state with perfect accuracy. The actual
tie-up between the novelty and the picture
read, "Drive carefully; don't be a Speed
Spook.
Detour toalltheof Blank
Theatre."pieces,,
Supplementing
these mailing

Campaign
"Speed

Spook"

colors, special emphasis being laid again on
exhibitor reports dealing with the laudatory
comments on "Burn 'Em Up Barnes," "Sure
Fire Flint," "Luck," "Little Johnny Jones"
and "Conductor 1492"
Then followed what has just been termed
one of the cleverest novelties ever designed
for a feature production. This novelty is an
attractive road map of each state in the
Union, and so divided as to enable the recipient to take the best automobile roads in

Independents
Film

Booking

"The Go-Getters," F. B. O's two reel series
castof "featurettes" also are well under way. Del
Andrews is directing the third episode of a
twelve episode series, which has been written
by George Marion Jr. GeorgeFormO'Hara
and
1204
UNION

CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL

NL
NL
Night tPHer
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II nolo of theucheekthree(number
rymbobof
If nam of Umm three symbols
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■ppean
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(number
worth)It. thlacharacter
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Otherwoatsl
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TELwin Lb dnncter
u Mktfad Other,
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by the NEWCOMB CARLTON,
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LOS ANGELES CALIF

Very

big
thethan
on onpace
producti
INDEP
F. B. ENDEN
O. lot isThitting
a livelier
ever, according to last minute advice
from Major H. C. Thomson, president of the
Film Booking Office, who just returned from
Hollywood.
Under the general supervision of B. P.
Fineman, F. B. O.'s own production activities embraces the big autumn special
"Vanity's Price," which has just been completed by R. William Neill. Paul Bern wrote
the story and Anna Q. Nilsson heads strong

WESTERN

the August issue of the Aero Digest wasmailed to the leading independent exchangesThis issue featured a story titled "Speed
Spooks of
Speak,"
by D. E.exploits
Weshner,
which
treated
the daredevil
of Johnny
Hines on the screen and Lieutenant Erik
Nelson, one of the round-the-world aviatorsSuitable photographs picturing Johnny Hines
and Lieutenant Nelson together accompanied the story.
Within the next week attractive artcovered booklets containing all of these mailing pieces will be sent to the complete list
of people outlined above.
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JOHN B ROCK

GENL MGR VITAGRAPH INC 1400 LOCUST AVE BROOKLYN NY
PUCE VITAGRAPH ON RECORD SUPPORTING EVERY EFFORT OF WILL H HAYES FOR
CLEAN FILMS STOP VITAGRAPH HAS NEVER MADE A SMUTTY SEX PICTURE IN ITS
TWENTY SEVEN YEARS OF PRODUCTION AND NEVER WILL STOP AMERICAN PICTURE
WILLIAM
GOERS WANT WHOLESOME DRAMA WITH ACTION AND PUNCH STOP YOUR FATHER
CENTURY
T ROCK AND I ESTABLISHED POLICY OF CLEAN ENTERTAINMENT QUARTER OF
AGO STOP I HAVE MAINTAINED IT AND I INTEND TO OFFER TO THE PUBLIC ONLY
THOSE STORIES WHICH ARE WRITTEN BY MEN HIGH IN PUBLIC ESTEEM
ALBERT E SMITH
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, goes on record in this telegram as standing
firmly behind those in the industry who are giving support to the movement for clean,
wholesome film stories.

Active
Office's

on
Lot

Alberta Vaughn, are co-stars in the new
series, much of the action of which takes
place on a railroad. Al Cooke and Kit
Guard have been retained for this series.
Another F. B. O. unit at work under Fineman's supervision is the Fred Thomson outfit, filming "Pal O'Mine" up in the mountains at Las Turas Lake. Silver King, Thomson's snow white horse, will be a big feature
of the new production, which is the first
under the terms of Thomson's new eightpicture contract. The story is by Marion
Jackson and Al Rogell is directing. Ross
Fisher is handling the camera.
New

Sennett

Series

Starts This Week on Pathe Program —
Other Releases
The new Mack Sennett Star Comedy
series starts this week on the Pathe program with the two-reeler, "East of the
Water Plug," featuring Ralph Graves. The
direction was handled by Frank Martin, under the supervision of F. Richard Jones.
Alice Day, Vernon Dent, Andy Clyde, and
Billy Bevan are in the cast.
"High Society," a Hal Roach "Our Gang"
comedy in its sixth series, is one of the important Pathe releases for the week commencing August 24"Hidden Talons," the fourth chapter of the
Patheserial, "Into the Net," by Richard E.
Enright, commissioner of police of New
York City and featuring Edna Murphy, is
the current chapter.
"The Prodigal Pup" is the animated carof the Aesop's
Film Fables
series toon
fromcomedyCartoonist
Paul Gerry.
Pathe Review No. 34 consists of a camera
interview with William Ritschell, the marine
painter; "South of Zero," a few parlor tricks
with ture
liquid
steam air;
launch"ThethatLittle
reallyGiant,"
works,a miniaand a
Pathecolor, "The Unchanging China : The
Ancient
City and
of Hang-Chou-Fu."
The care
training of the thoroughbred race horse is the subject taken by
Grantland Rice in his Sportlight, "Hoof-

Ml
Selling

Hooking

the Picture
to the
EDITED BY EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

to Fraternal

Beauty

Contest

Public

Window
Lithos
Gets Unlimited Space in Newspapers
to help the organization. The newsSomething new was worked for
I AST year we reported how a tie into its way paper
appreciated the loan of the theatre,
a bathing girls contest won a lot of
Grauman's
Rialto Theatre, Los
space for a theatre. Cliff Lewis, pub- since that made the contest more important
Angeles,
for
the run of The Galin
the
eyes
of
the
public.
And
the
theatre
,
licity man for the Strand Theatre, Syracuse
loping Fish. There was a vacant
N. Y., reports that it is working just as well got one big — really big — night, a boost on
the following week and a good will that will
store directly adjacent to the theaas ever, though it would seem from his let- express
itself in repeated visits all through
tre, and a part of the theatre
ter that he does not remember the previous
the ensuing season.
affair.
property.
Tie into any local movement that comes
Lettering for the picture was
This time it was the Loyal Order of Moose
sketched in and the remainder of
that supplied the excuse. There was to be along. Always you can get good will and
a national convention in New York the last often you can get a distinct cash reward.
the window was painted an opaque
week in July, and one of the features was
black. The lettering was then
the selection of the "Queen" from among the
filled in with transparent colors
"Princesses" put forward by the local lodges. Used Special Drive
which showed well in the dayThe idea was that any lodge could enter
time and even better at night,
a princess, and the queen was to be selected
when a moderate illumination
for Change of House
from these.
When Cliff Denham was moved from the
caused them to stand out in lines
Got Busy Early
Royal to the Capitol Theatre, Victoria, B.
of col. red light. This is a little
Syracuse decided to enter a candidate, and G, the former being closed as a picture
more trouble than pasting lithos
one of the local papers sponsored the house, he picked out the picture he felt he
up or lettering the window in the
scheme. As soon as the first mention was could make the best drive on. As this is a
usual manner, but the results are
First National franchise house, he selected
made, Lewis scooted over to the newspaper
well worth the little extra trouble.
office to offer the co-operation of the The White Moth as offering the strongest
It should be possible to combine
Strand, and the suggestion that the final advertising possibilities, and he enlisted the
newspapers in a campaign to put the picture
this with the peep-show idea and
of the the- over
stage
the
from
made
be
judging
to
the
limit.
atre.
get double value.
The papers stood right in with him and
The newspaper liked that idea, and the
gave
him
an
extra
allowance
of
space
out
following day worked the announcement into
proportion to his increased advertising,
the daily story of the race, and each day of
Playing The Love Master at the Casino
thereafter the fact that the final test would and he ran from a small announcement two Theatre, Rosendale, X. Y., Manager John
weeks
in
advance
to
a
48-inch
for
both
the
be made at the Strand was run in every ing.
MacLean widely distributed cards bearing
story, giving fourteen days of the sort of Sunday and Monday displays on the open- the picture of Strongheart. The card was
not all smeared up with advertising, merely
newspaper mention that is advertising, plus.
The result was that he brought in prac- the legend "Strongheart in The Love MasThen Lewis sold the Moose on the idea
tically all of his old Royal patrons, let them
of having a motion picture made of the
ter," but everyone could #supply "at the
near-winners, to be run at the Strand the realize that it was merely a change of house Casino" from the other advertising, and they
and
not
of
policy,
and
now
he
is
jogging
could
keep the cards because they were
Moose
The
week following the election.
as evenly as though he had never artistic. They were better advertising bewere to pay for the film and the theatre along
made a shift.
cause they carried no advertising.
was to boost it in its advertising.
Gets New Members
Like all fraternal orders, the Moose
thrive upon publicity. The success of any
such organization is based on membership,
and membership comes because the order is
made to appear desirable through its appeal,
which is turn is the result of advertising.
The Moose figured that some of those who
watched the film run through would probably take more interest in the order and
possibly seek membership. The cost was
comparatively small, and the officers were
glad to tie up.
Entry in the contest was made through
submitted photographs, and from these a
selection of fifteen girls was made. These
appeared at the Strand on the announced
night, and after the selection of the Princess
and the dismissal of the audience, the mosettion pictures were made in the specialstunt.
ting provided by the theatre for the
The showing of the film the following week
HHHSSBH
was a distinct aid to hot weather business.
.1 Metro-GoUhryn Release
Good All Around
LOOKS AS THOUGH THE INNOCENT BYSTANDER TOOK A CHANCE
And after it was all over there was no
this odd use of cutouts on The Shooting of Dan McGrew did not seem to scare the
But
patrons of the Queen Theatre, Houston, Texas, and Charles McFarland did a nice
back kick. The Moose are strong for the
business for some superheated days and apparently did not use the phonograph.
Strand, feeling that the house went out of
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Service

to Chicago Stores
The Swanson Bob picture was so well received by Chicago barber shops that Ed.
Olmstead, of McVicker's Theatre, Chicago,
has inaugurated a pictorial service to 2,800
drug stores, selecting each week some still
which will work in with the stock carried.
His first was on Pola Negri in Lily of the
Dust, and shows the star making up for the
picture.
Mr. Drttggui:UU New* Bulletin ■rill attract Irenwndouii titration on your windV
MOVIE
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WE CARRY
UNUSUALLY COMPLETEttg-"-^.
LINE
OF TOILET PREPARATIONS and COSMETICS
A ,1'aramonnt Release
THE CHICAGO CARDS
At the bottom is the line, "We carry an
unusually complete line of toilet preparations
and cosmetics." The card will be varied
from week to week as suggested by the
available stills.
These window displays invariably attract

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

ven minutes
ONEthe hour
had
which was
the show
lengthandof fifty-se
"Single Wives," the First National attraction, as the feature picture. This film
itself was one hour and twenty-five minutes
long, thus leaving thirty-two minutes for the
Topical
tions. Review and three musical presentaLast week's Divertissements having made
such a favorable impression, the dose was
repeated this week, with elaborations. This
was the biggest of the musical numbers, running twelve minutes and being split into
three parts. The first was Lincke's "The
Glow Worm," by soprano and members of
the ballet. As was the case last week, the
singer v/as off stage, the dancers appearing
in ballet costume. The cut wood drop was
backed up by the blue neutral and firefly
effect was gained by entwining lights in the
forest. Light blue overhead spots created
the night effect. The front lights were blue
borders, two entrance spots of pink and
green crossing on the ceiling drapes and
slides.
Second was Melnikoff's
"Serenade"
by the
International
Male Quartette,
in Russian
peasant costume. The set was Russian set
row with blue plush cyclorama. Lights for
the small stage were amber and light blue
spots from the sides. The front lights were
blue stage and light blue flood on the musicians from the dome.
Third was Finden's "Kashmiri Song" by
basso and the ballet. The singer was in
East Indian dress and the dancers were East
Indian maidens of the dance. The set was
attention, and there are several paid services.
Olmstead figures that the interest in motion
pictures can be capitalized through this
scheme, and he is assured a wid*1 circulation
for his displays.

Universal Release
AN AMBITIOUS FRONT FROM A SMALL TOWN THEATRE
This was planned for the Majestic Theatre, Et Dorado, Ark., and the structure was
carried up to the second story instead of ending at the first. Done in imitation of light
stone, the castle could be seen well up and down the street.

an ' exterior, showing Oriental garden wall
and buildings. Lights for the small stage
were magenta and green spots from the
sides and overhead. Front lights included
blue foots, two dome Mestrum floods of
deep blue and violet on the orchestra. Each
of the three numbers was four minutes long.
The overture was M. L. Lake's "Evolution
of Dixie," with descriptive trailer thrown on
the screen to accompany it. The music ran
through "The Creation," "Dance Aboriginal,"
"The Minuet," then Dixie of 1865, a waltz,
ragtime and then grand opera. Eight minutes was required for this number. The
lights were as follows : One dome flood of
moonlight blue and one of violet on the musicians. When the draw curtains closed at
the finish of the trailer the moonlight blue,
which had been running over to cover the
screen, was changed to lemon. Large stage
was in blue, with red coves. Two entrance
spots, pink and green, crossing on the ceiling
and sides. Transparent windows at either
side, lighted from behind by open box lamps
of moonlight blue.
The International Male Sextette which,
by taking out two singers made the quartette spoken of earlier here, sang Burleigh's
Negro Lullaby. The scenery was a levee
drop showing bales of cotton on the wharf
and steamboats plying the river. A set hut
was to the right. Blue borders were used
against this set, making the singers appear
as colored. The front lights : Two bridge
lamps reflecting light blue on the musicians.
Violet flood from the dome on the musicians;
red coves, moonlight transparent windows.
Rolls

of Nickels

Is a Hart Novelty
A two-dollar roll of nickels is the latest
from J. M. Edgar Hart, of the Superba Theatre, San Deigo, Calif. He got some 34-inch
dowel and cut it into three-inch sticks. A
circular three inches wide and twelve inches
long was rolled around each and this was
then wrapped in a coin wrapper such as
banks use,
printedit up
withso "$2.00
When
completed
looked
much Nickels."
like the
real thing that we sold one to our cashier —
but had to give the bills back.
The connection was a copy, which read:
"You cannot figure in nickels the pleasure
in store for you and your family or friends
when
you see
Girl of followed
the Limberlost."
The date
and The
argument
and it
wound up with the suggestion that you wrap
it up again and hand it to some friend.
The bill, exclusive of the blank end pasted
to the dowel, was long enough to go almost
four times around the cylinder, and had to
be fully unrolled before the message was
read. We think it would have been even
better had the message side bzen rolled to
face toward the dowel, with the ;tart of the
copy at the free end, so that it might have
been read as it was gradually unrolled.
Instead of being handed out, these were
dropped on the streets and in stores, to suggest alost roll of coin. Each roil was handed along to reach several person; instead of
going dead after the first reading
It is a capital idea, and if you work it
right the bank will probably donate the coin
wrappers. That's how Mr. Hart got his.
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Ran

to Lobby Floor
Something a little different is shown in
the display planned for The Marriage Cheat
by Russell F. Brown, of the Rex Castle
Theatre, Eugene, Ore.
The tree trunks are built down from the
banner to the floor of the lobby, not only
giving an unusual effect, but getting attention to the group of hula maidens standing
in front of the box office, rail. This banner
is a three-piece design, the front mask, the
foliage drop and the background which will
permit the parts to be used in various combinations. The idea is unusual and so got
more than ordinary attention.
Mr. Brown practically duplicated the
painting in the window of a music store.
There was no especial tie into the music;
not even to the Hawaiian records. It was
just figured that it would make a display
that would get sufficient attention to make
it worth while to the store.
There was a more direct hook-up to a
■new automobile with the statement that
Tom Ince rides in one though the addition
of "in The Marriage Cheat" is more or less
poetic license, for Ince is not acting. Anyhow, it got the free use of a bannered car,
so why worry ?
Covered

Wagon

Is

Circus Ballyhooed
Prank H. Burns, advertising manager of
the Beacham Theatre, Orlando, Florida,
writes that he actually jammed them in to
the limit of the fire laws when he played
The Covered Wagon in July for three days.
This was made possible through the most
•elaborate ballyhoo campaign that was ever
worked by the Beacham. He did everything
he could think of or had ever read about,
and he plastered the outlying towns as well
as Orlando with everything from the ones
to the 24-sheets. His marquise sign, made
from a 24-sheet, could be seen three blocks
away and heard for half that distance, but
he kept the lobby itself free for the crowds,
using only a large frame in front of the
box office and two smaller side frames.
Most of the work was done with the idea
of getting them to the theatre, rather than
to get them in if they happened to be around.
Even the posting of the residential district

A First National Release
A NOVEL LOBBY AND A HARMONIZING WINDOW DISPLAY
Designed by Russell F. Brown for the Rex-Castle Theatre, Eugene, Ore. Note how the
palm tree trunks are run down to the lobby floor. The window display was shown in a
phonograph store without any special tie up to motivate it.
with thirty one sheets was achieved, an innovation that was not resented as the boards
were up for only four or five days.
A banner was strung across the street,
there was a covered wagon automobile, "the
Covered Wagon of 1924," and a lot of small
stunts.
The newspaper advertising was started
early, gradually growing in size as the playing date approached, but the posters were

the chief appeal, with the street stunts to
back them up. And if you have ever been
in Florida in July, you'll realize that H. B.
Vincent, the manager, and Mr. Burns were
standout.
, they got a three-day
doing
something when
Just to give you an idea, Burns sent in
some photos, but the light was so strong
the pictures were over-exposed.
Sandy Souvenirs
Small envelopes of sand from the desert
islands of the South Seas which are inhabited, not to say populated, by castaway couples
from novels and pictures stories, were the
souvenirs used by the Kentucky Theatre.
Lexington, to put over The Marriage Cheat.

.4 Paramount Release
READ ROLLS HIS OWN WHEN SUMMER COMES TO CUT COSTS
J. P. Reed, of the Joie Theatre, Fort Smith, Ark., paints his own banners for the lobby
•when the hot weather cuts down the receipts. Here is the display he worked out for
The Guilty One. It does not suggest the work of a rank a^'eur, does it?

Two-piece Ballyhoo
For The Fool's Highway at the Olympic
Theatre, Buffalo, the Oldsmobile dug out
an 1899 model and sent it out with a new
design, one lettered that in this style car
people
bumped
fool's car
highway
twentyfive years
ago. over
The aother
suggested
the
see The Fool's
ridecarto might
modern
Highway.luxurious
The single
have done
the house almost as much good, but the
second car helped the house and did a lot
for the sales force of the agency.
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Had

to Call

Off

a Goldfish

Club

Irwin R. Franklyn, advertising manager
for Loew's Ohio Theatre, Cleveland, was in
town the other day and dropped in for a
chat and to exult over the fact that Cleveland had had splendid theatre weather all
through July. He was wearing no overcoat
in New York — quite the reverse.
He reports that he got a lot of talk for
The Arab by using a mystery Arab, who
registered at one of the good hotels and refused to tell who, what or why. Then prizes
were offered for those who guessed his business and nearly 200 guessed correctly, that
he was an advertisement for The Arab. It
was thedone.
old "Virgin of Stamboul" idea, but
nicely
But Mr. Franklyn reports an odd termination of the old club idea when worked on
The Goldfish. They started along the usual
lines to form a Goldfish Society, the object
of which was divorce made easy. The idea
was
to work out
gradually
up to Connie's
of handing
the goldfish
bowl. scheme
A universal Release
A PERAMBULATOR BUILT FROM HUNCHBACK PAPER
This was planned by the Garrick Theatre, Milwaukee, and shows a clever handling of
cutouts without other building. You can see the details of the bracing by noting the
batten on the design on the right hand side of the truck.
Miniature Maps
To be decidedly different, East Coast Films
have prepared a real novelty for Johnny
Hines in The Speed Spook. Hitching to the
title, miniature automobile road maps have
been prepared of the various states, the cover
being imprinted for the play, with the admonition, "Don't be a speed spook," which
suggests a slogan for local automobile
drivers.
The maps are rather small for practical
use, but they are a novelty which automobilists will prize.
Enchanted

Used a Club
Staging a prologue for The Shooting of
Dan McGrew, Robert Slote, of Crandall's
Theatre, Cumberland, Md., used a saloon
setting and had the story enacted in pantomime while the poem was recited.
To get all he could out of the idea, the
pantomime was done by members of the
dramatic club of the high school, while one
of the club did the recitation. Local talent
not only brought the business, but it excused any slight slips. The club is always
the best bet if you have one.

More than 300 bona fide applications for
membership were received, and many of
these were so pathetic that it was decided
not to push the stunt through. It did not
seem decent to yell "April Fool!" at these
applicants, and so an easy and effective way
out was planned.
It was announced that it had been discovered that Constance Talmadge was appearing in a farce of similar title, shortly to appear at the Ohio, and it was felt that this
farcical treatment of the divorce question
might subject the society to ridicule, so its
formation was to be postponed.
A telegram was published over Miss Talmadge's signature expressing her regret that
she had unwittingly used the same title, and
hoping that all would see her play and that
worked as well — perhaps better — than the
original scheme.

Cottage

Sold Garden Tools
Roy L. Smart, of the Noble Theatre, Anniston, Ala., used a miniature cottage for
The Enchanted Cottage, as did many others,
but he worked it in a different way.
A building company loaned him the cottage, which was set in the window of a
hardware store and fixed up with a lawn,
pergola and all the trimmings. On either
side were lawn mowers, garden tools, hose
reels and even a sprinkler.
This was tricked with strings leading from
the nozzle to a hoop in the top of the window, giving the effect of a spray.
The card told that the enchanted cottage
needed the aid of the tools to preserve a
well kept lawn, which made the cottage enchanting.
He also used a co-operative one page, with
a prize" to those who picked out the sentence, "In the eyes of love all things are
beautiful," from the extra words in the
spaces. This was not as easy as it looked,
and put a punch into the idea. He got
more than a third of the space for the
house because he got the other advertising
in at a time when advertising was not exactly plentiful.

WITHOUT
CO-OPERAT
ION
This is one of these instances when it is either cooperation or no-operation.
Vivaudou cooperating with Metro Pictures has planned a complete national advertising: and window
display
famousfamous
Mai d'Or
Think ofcampaign
a tie-up onwithhis these
starslproducts.
Barbara La Marr, Mae Murray, Viola Dana, Laurette
Taylor, Renee Adoree, and Jean Tolley.
Don't delay I Act now, and enjoy the full benefit of this unusual cooperation.
Book Metro pictures with the above stars and write Vivaudou now.
MR. R. F. LINDQUEST, 469 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
c/o V. Vivaudou, Inc.
Mai d'Or : more than merely a Jragrance.
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A Metro-Oolduyn Release
WE HATE TO DO IT— BUT THIS SURELY IS A PRIZE BUNCH
Yes,
old Jackie
Thispaper,
was
workedit's intheAugusta,
Ga., Coogan
for the parade,
Modjeskatime-tried
Theatre, and
and apparently
by hooking ever
it tofresh.
the local
the stunt was put over in a big way in only three days.
Old

Paper

Helped

to

Sell Betty Compson
L. R. Town, of the Strand Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., figured that Betty Compson in
a bathing suit would sell Miami to a lot
more money, but the paper on the play
carried no suitable figure. Remembering
some old threes on The White Flower, he
got some from the exchange, cut out these
figures, painted in a new background, lettered the title and got a fine panel and a
pair of threes.
Just back of the central painting he placed
his largest fan, and when you stopped to
look at the picture you got the breeze that
the pose so admirably suggested. That
gave you a 100 per cent, idea of a cool picture and at a cost of $20 Mr. Town pulled
in something better than $500 more than he
expected.
Using his brains brought in just about half
a thousand dollars to the house and not
only gave an exceptional week, but probably brought in a lot who liked the picture
and came again, reviving the theatre-going
habit they had dropped for the summer.
All

Sorts

Old, But Husky
Blushing with shame, Irwin Zeltner advertised u the Rochester (N. Y.) papers offering a reward — and no questions asked —
for the return of Priscilla Dean's White
Tiger
skin ofto bawling
Fay's Theatre.
Instead
him out for trying to
sell chestnuts before the frost opened the
burrs, the newspapers actually used news
stories about the "lost" skin, and the play
in which it was used, "shortly to be seen at
Fay's Theatre." Rochester must be next door
:o the press agent's heaven.

Tried

Parade

Still Good as Ever
C. D. Haug, of the Metro-Goldwyn exploitation staff, covers so much ground in the
Southeast that he has to hustle. When he
got into Augusta, Ga., to help Frank J. Miller put over A Boy of Flanders he was
inspired to suggest a parade of Coogan impersonators.
It is only the 19,274th time that the idea
has been worked since the first Chaplin
impersonation, and we don't believe that
Frank Miller really needed any help in thinking that
exploitation
himself. Butup.the He's
idea good
went onover
and it helped
the picture, for with only three days to work
in they drew an exceptionally good crowd of
kids, using the local paper as the prize giver
and space donor.
Ten dollars were awarded the best impersonators and all of the entrants were
marched down to the theatre for a specal
showing, just as was done back in 1912. The
old stunt seems never to die, but if it can
work as hard as ever, there is no reason
whyis old.
it should be abandoned just because
it
By the way, what has become of all the
Baby Peggy contests? They were top hole
for a time.
///. Songs Revive
Cliff Denham, of the Royal Theatre, Victoria, B. C, has revived the illustrated song
idea and declares that it helps business. He
worked a set of slides with a soloist on the
program with A Son of the Sahara, and
asked the audiences to join in the chorus.
Remember the old days when you booked
three one-reelers and a set of slides? And
both the slides
cracked?
Boy! and the singer's voice were

of Lilies

forE. Drumbar's
Lobby
W.
Drumbar, of the Riviera
Theatre,
Knoxville, Tenn., had three kinds of lilies in
his lobby on Lilies of the Field. He used
real and artificial flowers and cutout posters.
The real flowers were in a pair of basket
vases either side of the box office, while the
cloth flowers were disposed around a threepanel design above, each of the three panel>
showing a cutout from the First National
paper — the same cutout. At the base of those
on the sides were baskets of artificial flower*, and the title was repeated just below.
The central panel had no potted flowers and
named the leading players. It made an unusually pretty display, but the photograph
will not reproduce to advantage.

I Producers Distributing Release
MADE A WHITE FLOWER CUTOUT SELL STAR IN MIAMI
Because there was no single bathing figure in the paper for Miami, L. R. Towns, of the
Strand Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., used the old White Flower paper. Then he put a
big fan in back of the cutout and gave you even the ocean breezes.
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Gets

a Snow

Banners

For Single Pass
Carroll, who writes to announce his
to the Majestic Theatre, Burlington,
used to be at the Princess, Berlin,
says he thinks that he has Jacksonville and the other trolley hook-ups
beaten for cheap publicity on the trolley
cars. He tags both ends of all cars in town
and all it costs is a pass to the night stableman who puts them on. The company gives
the advertising free on the theory that it
helps to make business for them.
Mr. Carroll also sends in a kodak picture
of a small cloth banner, 150 of which he has
posted well into the country on all auto
highways, telling of the good shows at the
Majestic and telling it in type the autoists
L. W.
transfer
Vt., (he
N. H.),
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Lobby

Without Whitewash
Generally a manager seems to feel that a
cold lobby calls for fir trees and cotton batting or whitewash snow. R. M. Kennedy
gets pretty much the same effect with painting by adding a fringe of icicles at the entrance. Using regular lobby masks for the
Royal Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., for Tom
Mix in North of the Hudson Bay.
The sections of the frame are not as
closely joined as they might be, though it is
a simple matter to lash them together, the
same as with stage scenery. Where stage
hardware is not available small hinges of
the sort known as "strap" will do just as
well. Knock out the centre pin to get two
halves, and fasten to the frame with screws
so that the pointed end extends a little beyond the batten. Fasten a cord to the top
of the frame on one side and lash the two
together. In this way they will hold tight
and yet come apart very easily without the
tearing of the wood that comes from nailing
and pulling out the nails.
In case you do not know how to lace, the
points are staggered, so that the lacing resembles one half of the criss cross design
formed by shoe laces. With this device you
can hold the frames together without the
slightest trouble.
Trolley

I'ICT V HE

A Fox Release
A SNOW LOBBY MADE FROM STANDARD FLATS FOR MIX
R. M. Kennedy, of the Royal Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., makes an effective display by
merely adding icicles to a regular mask for his lobby. The laying might be a little more
accurate, but the general result is cooling and very effective.
can read as they scoot past. He figures that
he gets a fair percentage of those who stop
in town overnight on their trip, and thinks
he may get a little matinee business, as well.
He also sends a photograph of his closed
truck, which is specially bannered for the
big shows and sent into the surrounding
towns to post paper and advertise as it
passes.
A Good Stunt
One of his best stunts was posting Main
Street with window cards for his show. They
were putting down a cement bed between
the railroad tracks and the cards were plastered all over the barricades, with the consent
of the trolley company, which was doing
the work.
The Majestic is a block from the traveled
street, so he has a showcase at the corner,
lighted in the evening, in which he makes a
display of insert cards and stills; somewhat
on the
Collins'Texas
idea towns.
when he
was
stilllines
in oneof ofEddie
the small
Mr. Carroll's auto poster stunt is particularly good since Burlington is a halt in the
trip of those who are waiting to ferry over
to Plattsburgh to get into the Adirondacks.

An F. B. O. Release
SWITCHING THE NEWSBOY PARADE TO A NEW TITLE AND IDEA
In Canton, Ohio, the boys did not have to impersonate Jackie Coogan. They paraded
as examples of the spirit of patriotism, and gave more point to the idea. It would be
better to swing over to the Boy Scouts if you work it to this title.

Ties

Jack

Dempsey

to Ball Team
Vote
Jack Hays, Universalist, hooked Barney
Dreyfuss to a scheme for giving Jack Dempsey a few more columns of pure reading
matter. Dreyfuss, in case you live away out
west, manages the Pittsburgh ball team.
It was very simple. Jack Dempsey was
to present a golden ball and bat, size not
specified, to the player on the Pirates determined by popular vote to be the most
valuable player to the team.' Just to make
it more interesting to Dreyfuss, the votes
were to be cast on the back of the rain
checks and deposited in boxes handily placed
at various points in the grandstands. It
was called the Jack Dempsey Cameo-Universal Picture Trophy. The Cameo, of course,
is the Universal house in Pittsburgh.
Half sheet cards announcing the contest
were plastered all over the grandstands, and
in the downtown section window cards were
used. The trophy was obtained and placed
in the window of Spauldings, with a whole
flock
of stills,
that anyone
willandgo while
all thewewaydon't
out believe
to the
game for the sole privilege of casting one
ballot for his favorite player, it helps advertise the team and the game.
Of course the "Jack Dempsey presents" is
purely a figure of speech, but it makes it
sound better than if the Cameo presented,
and if you want to buy a trophy for the
local team it does not have to be real gold.
Scale it according to the importance of the
club and the size of your house and the
exchange will arrange to have Dempsey
sponsor the stunt. Since the series is not
a serial, you can start this any time with
good results.
Cheap and Paying
It cost C. B. Stiff, of the Tivoli Theatre,
Chattanooga, only the price of a special drop
to get a bathing suit fashion show with 16
girls, a local store supplying the girls and
the suits in return for the advertising, since
the store sells about all the suits in town.
It made a wow of a number and as they
were all local girls, and good looking, they
brought in a lot of extra business.
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Australian

Spaces

Show Fine Display
Hal H. Carleton, of the Union Theatres,
Ltd., Sydney, Australia, sends in a bunch of
displays so good that it is difficult to select
the best for reproduction and impossible to
use them all. The most ambitious is a full
page on The Covered Wagon, which ran for
the opening last October. The premier was
at the Crystal Palace, the only extended run
house, and the illustration; which takes up
more than half the space and does more than
half the selling, is made from a wash drawing, a medium seldom used in theatrical advertising here in the States. To ensure the
reading of the copy one word is dropped
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ranging from 18 to 30 cents, the regular
matinees at 30 to 54 cents, with an additional
charge of 12 cents for advance reservation,
and night prices up to 75 cents, with a 24
cent booking fee for advance reservation.
Another space in a four tens, was used. This
precedes the full page, and it carries only
the general announcement and a terse reference to the scene shown; the fording of
the river. This is also made from a wash
drawing, which gives a better cut surface
than the average photograph. In all of Mr.
Charleton's work there is a pleasant absence
of hand lettering. It is all type composition
and much more legible than the best of
hand lettering. He may possibly use hand
work for small spaces, but from the samples
shown, he does not seem to use many small
spaces. The space for A Woman of Paris
does employ a lettered star and title and
an interline reading "a drama of fate in
which he does not himself appear." The
rest is in type, but fancy letters that could
not be found in a majority of newspaper
offices here. The design is done in line,
and suggests the snappy story without stressing it too much. It is a nicely planned
space with plenty of white to give display.
An even better use of white space is shown

in a four elevens for Rosita. This is a
splendid example of what can be done with
straight type work. There is not a straight
Roman letter in the entire display, though
a dozen different faces are used. Only the'
star and title and house signature are lettered, yet every line is attractive in cut, and
the faces have been selected with unusual
care. Several of the designs shown when the
picture was current here used the same figure
with much the same effect, but none of them
were backed by so good a composition, and
we think that this is the star design for a
play which shows Miss Pickford in the
height of her artistry, even though she does
not play the usual little girl role. Recognition of this fact is made in the copy which
tells that "Mary Pickford 'grows up' in a
wonderful production." In some sections
patrons refused to accept Miss Pickford in
an unusual part, which is regrettable, since
Rosita is one of the finest things she has
ever done. For The White Rose he uses
three eights, with some good cut design,
nice type work and plenty of white and one
of the best pictorial spaces is a four elevens
for Nero with design top and bottom. At
the top he shows Rome in flames, with
Gretillat as Nero, and below Nero and

NCE A YEAR THERE COMES A TRULY
GREAT MOTION PICTURE Last year it was
•ROBIN HOOD"— this year It is " ROSITA."
the mighty Photoplay Mary Pickford risked
her fortune to produce I
Morg Pickford
grows you
up" With
in a it$Wonderful
production thatwill" dazzle
magnificence
— itt {iiantic splendour, its sheer artistry and its
swift-moving story of a street singer who becomes
mistress
of a inking's
palace, against
to finally hisuse power
her beauty
and brains
a battle
and
ruthlessness to save her lover from the scaffold !
unionIh* theatres
ltd
h«v«
honour to preum
A Paramount Release
A FULL PAGE OPENER
from the copy and a reward of £5 is offered
for the first copy presented at the box office.
The announcement includes the promise of a

MARY

PICKFORD

A Bi$ "ROSITA"
four Attraction, With a cost including George WoUh,
Holbrooh Blinn, Irene Rich and five thousand others.
Season Starts TO-MORROW
&***tOf>* at |1 ML !•■»-. 5 • ■» ai>d • • •>
FLANS
at MfckjlM and
C»»ala!l/» MmAtwrnoori
(Citr 6M0>.1/8 andK.e.«3/6
>» 3wa»4 (Cii, 61011
PRICES
~Mo"in|t
3" Iplua boealf.1). •»•••••
rf*ad ifca Pftou I/*.»U»»rI*.

TJtSTzB.
mWi>V mpticn psttut I

win «et;r^r-V5

COVERED
WAGON
Sn— t FRIDAY NIGHT « « * dori
CRYSTAL PALACE

Theatre Georpe St. . near Balhurtt Si. Direction ; Union THcatre* Lid.
' '■ «^ . Director* : EoVtn G«scK W "PALACE
A. Gibson, Stuart F Doyle
CRYSTAL
DE-LUXE PRESENTATION
for this Extraordinary Attraction
at the 2 p. m.
m. sessions'
vjivv.nr;o
i anand ^ 8cp. harry
stone
prologue- A
.TTj r*"
FLOSSIE
LUSK
RENE ALBERT
soprano, with the Crystal V
specialty dancer, ir.
Palace ballet. *,**■*
t
artistic numbers. * * *

A ruruiHuuttt t<.e lease
A FOUR TENS
three-part atmospheric prologue, with a
prairie fire effect; all of which is strange to
the patrons, and helps along the launching
of a new type of play. Three shows were
given daily, a morning matinee with prices

A United Artists Release
A GOOD ROSITA AD FOR AUSTRALIA
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Poppea. He sends several spaces for Rosita
in the smaller measure, apparently making
three eights and four elevens the standard
sizes. We have never received a better set
of examples, and if we had the space, we
should like to show them all. Mr. Carleton is
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average very nicely. Both of these stunts
are good.
Hunchback

Returns

for a Summer
Run
Balaban and Katz brought in The Hunchback of Notre Dame for a Summer return
at the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, and
mortise a standard cut to get in the magic
"Popular prices." That sells better than anything else in the way of argument. Very
little else need be said, for the picture was
sold on its original Chicago run, when it
made enough of an impression to last. The
UNION THEATRES LTD

IT IS SO GREA TMANY PEOPLE
GO BACK TO SEE IT AGAIN

CHARLES
drama of falcCHAPLINS
in uhicK K<?

The Greatesf 'Screen Attraction of The A£e!
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tainly the Hunchback is to be placed in that
class. In a 75x2 this picture is fully sold with
about half the space required to launch a
new title. Many managers are overlooking one of the best bets through ignoring
the return booking. This holds double true
if the original run was at another house.
Boston

Can

All

Type

Use

An

Display

Boston can, but Boston seldom does use
all type or even a maximum of type, but
this 50x2 gives mostly type for sales value
and lets in the title and stars in hand lettering. We think that the players get the worst
of it in this panel. Cutting that away and
setting the names in type would have given

AWOM^PARIS
STARTING TO-MORROW
"THE SOCIAL CODE"
L.rfcl>
h.,» ou*.,
Thai* Sht U«^
°ana S"w"Sf."?"
IT S v& a vJ9!r.A
1% cwJionrf ~Majn>u

CRYSTAL PALACE
mnnimiMm^ * www n
A U until jLriiSis Kcl€use
FOR CHAPLIN'S DRAMA
aided by the printing office, but they could
not get the same results without layouts
planned to permit nice disposition of the
types, and not one of about twenty examples
shows a crowded space. Mr. Carleton does
the work for all of the houses, but gives
most of his endeavor to the key house. It
certainly is efficient work.
Patent

Leather

Cut

Does Good Printing
Here is a unique and decidedly clever
adaptation of the "No Bull" idea from A. A.
Fielding, of the Strand Theatre, Truro, N.
S. It was nothing to Mr. Fielding that cuts
this size were not available. He cut the
designs out of patent leather, mounted them
on wood blocks and got as pretty a solid
black as you could ask for. Not many
metal cuts would give as good an impression, but good presswork is to be given some
credit, for the type is just as solidly black.
The cards are 13x23 inches, heavy paper
rather than card and in connection with the
title are more effective than color work would
be. Generally a good quality linoleum is used
for emergency cuts, but patent leather gives
a better impression, since there is no grain,
and we believe that the material can be
worked more easily. We gather that Mr.
Fielding made a paper pattern and reversed
it to get the duplicate, since the two cuts
are alike, barring a slight slip of the knife
on the right hand cut. Mr. Fielding had a
better advertisement than most of those prepared for this title. Mr. Fielding also had a
circus to buck not long ago, so he went
over the parade route just ahead of the
circus with a bannered car, the banner reading: "The parade will be along in five
minutes. Name the Man will be here Monday at the Strand." They had nothing to
see Monday, so they went to the Strand. Mr.
Fielding seems to be holding up his batting
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THE HUNCHBACK'S BACK
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sale of any big picture is by no means exhausted on a first run. People who may
care to see it again exist in sufficiently
large numbers to provide the backbone of
the support, and in addition there are hunreds who for one reason or another may
not have been able to take in the original
showing. All of these will respond to a return engagement if the play is sufficiently
important to last in the memory, and cer-

GET MARRIED'

A nJt!tro~Gol&wyn Release
MOSTLY TYPE FACE
better display to two names of real value
to the box office. There is some sales value
to the title, since Sheik plays are the fashion, but there is more box office pull to
Novarro and Miss Terry, and they would
have helped more had the names been better
displayed. Even that light line which serves
to form the panel is a detriment. It's a
good space for Boston — better than average, but a little more confidence in type
would have been better still. The booking
shows the odd situation of Novarro and Valentino on the same bill, the latter with his
88 prize mineralavaed beauties. This is not
a particularly good advertisement. It is too
black, but it probably is about as good as
Boston can give.
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"Monsieur Beaucaire'
Valentino Returns to Screen in Paramount
Product'on That Should Smash
Box-Office Records
Reviewed by C. s. Sewell
Exquisite is the word which comes most
prominently to mind in attempting to describe "Monsieur Beaucaire," the Paramount
production in which Rudolph Valentino returns to the screen, for certainly no picture
of greater beauty, artistry, magnificence or
pictorial appeal has ever reached the silver
sheet. But, to forestall any idea that this
represents the sum total of the appeal of this
production,
fromtheValentino's
presence,
we hasten to aside
say that
story is fascinating,
finely directed, acted by an unusually fine
cast and holds the interest throughout, and
coupled with Valentino's tremendous popularity and the fact that he has a role that
suits him well and will appeal strongly to his
admirers, it looks as if "Monsieur Beaucaire"
is going to establish a lot of new box-office
records.
You know you can count on Valentino's
name to pull big patronage, and, in addition,
the popularity of the charming little story
by Booth Tarkington on which this picture
is based, plus the unusual beauty of the production, gives you an opportunity to attract
the highest class of patronage in your community.
With a story set in the court of Louis
XIV of France and at Bath, England's most
fashionable resort, at a period which was
marked by the unsurpassed magnificence of
the costumes of the nobility, when the men
vied with the ladies in the gorgeousness of
their laces and silks, exceptional opportunities were afforded for making a production
of unusual beauty and charm, and in this
Sidney Olcott has succeeded, we believe, even
beyond his own expectations. Coupled with
the superb lighting and the magnificent photographic work of Harry Fischbeck, the result is a succession of scenes of remarkable
beauty suggestive of some great painter like
Fragonard, who, incidentally, is introduced in
this picture. Many of the shots you will
wish you could clip out and have them
framed.
Director Olcott has magnificently directed
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this picture, preserving a fine balance between the story and its surroundings.
Though dealing with the picturesque romance of a French nobleman who incurred
the displeasure of the king and his favorite
and who masqueraded as a barber and then
as an imaginary duke, which necessarily led
him into exciting adventures, never once has
Mr. Olcott allowed his situations to get boisterous or melodramatic ; there is none of
the bombastic swashbuckling so common in
costume pictures when a gentleman was wont
to draw his sword on small provocation. In
keeping with the production details and the
charm of the author's narrative, the tempo
has been kept to that of colorful adventurous romance, which has been interspersed
with delightful comedy, some of the thrusts
being subtly satirical. There are only two
instances of sword play and in one, handled
with exceptional cleverness, you only see the
swords, not the fighters. For those patrons
who demand vigorous physical action, "Monsieur Beaucaire" may seem of too mild a
tempo as a whole, but we are inclined to
believe that this handling will appeal to the
majority. Certainly it is a picture that should
prove a delight to the feminine contingent,
and we believe that most men, too, will respond to its unusual charm.
Valentino certainly shows to advantage in
the title role and gives a fine performance,
one\hat will appeal even outside of his regular circle of admirers, but for our own
part, we would prefer to see him given
greater opportunities for physical action.
He has been surrounded by an excellent
cast, with Bebe Daniels giving an effective
portrayal of the leading supporting role.
Lowell Sherman is especially fine as the
effeminate King of France, and Doris Kenyon, Louis Wilson, Ian MacLaren and a
host of others show-to advantage.
"Monsieur Beaucaire" is a credit to the
screen and to all associated in its production.
Caul
Monsieur Heanenire Kudolph Valentino
Prince** Henrietta
Hone Daniels
Queen Marie
Loi* VVilHon
I. inly Mnry
Dorl* Kenyon
King? of Krnnee
Lowell Sherman
Madame Pompadour
Pnulette
DuVal
Richelieu
John Davtdnon
Duke of Winlerset
Inn HaeLaTCBI
HnilKer
Prank Shannon
Mol) seam
Templer Powell
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Based

on novel by llooth TnrkinKton and
play by Tnrklnsrlnn
Sntherlaadand Evelyn G.
Scennrlo by Knrrent Halaey.
Directed bj *idne> Olcott.
Photographed h»StoryHarry Pischbeek.
Length, 0,932 feet.
The Duke of Chartres, stung by the taunts
of the rebellious Princess Henriette refuses
the king's command to marry her and escapes
to England posing as the French Ambassador's barber. At Bath he is fascinated by
the celebrated beauty Lady Mary, and posing as Monsieur Beaucaire he meets her.
Catching Lord Winterset cheating at cards,
he forces him to Introduce him as a mythical
duke. Winterset has his thugs attack him and
exposes him as the barber. Lady Mary turns
him down. The arrival of the French ambassador with a pardon reveals Beaucaire as
the real Duke of Chartres. He coldly shuns
Lady
MaryHenriette
and realizing
his real
love and
for
Princess
he returns
to her
takes her In his arms.
"Janice

Meredith'

Cosmopolitan's Historical Romance Starring
Marion Davies Is One of Screen's
Finest Achievements
Reviewed by (. s. S err ell
Exceeding in its sc ope and in the multiplicity of gigantic spectac.ilar scenes anything yet presented on the screen, and combining with the lure of romance the thrill of
aroused patriotism, "Janice Meredith," the
Cosmopolitan production starring Marion
Davies, stands as one of the fines: achievements of the motion picture and one which
should register tremendously with any audience of real Americans.
Based on Paul Leicester Ford's novel, this
picture is a historical rorrance embracing the
entire period of the Revolutionary War and
intertwined with the fascinating li<ve story
of the rebel daughter cf a torj and a bondservant of noble ancestry are the highlights
of this country's momentous struggle for independence; the Boston tea party, Patrick
Henry delivering his famous speech, the ride
of Paul Revere, the battle of Lexington,
Washington crossing the Delaware and his
defeat of the Hessians rt Trtntcn; Benjamin Franklin's successful appeal to the
French king for aid, and the surrender cf
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the British at Yorktown. So expertly has
this been done that we have here a result
seldom achieved, finely balanced spectacle
and drama, each of compelling power.
American to the core, 't mak,?s you proud
to claim allegiance to the stars and stripes.
The earlier events in this story, paralleling
those in the first part of D. VV. Griffith's
"America,"
invite comparison,
Director E. naturally
Mason Hopper
has no cause andto
fear the result. From the standpoint of reproduction of historical detail and thrilling
incident there is necessarily great similarity,
but in "Janice Meredith" greater romantic
liberty has been taken with the events leading up to them, with the result that there is
greater cohesion and added interest from ?n
entertainment standpoint. In fact, the
smoothness of the story that binds together
the historical sequences is one of the many
striking points of this production.
With all praise and credit for the fascinating romance running through this picture, it
is the masterful manner in which stirring
historical events have been reproduced that
commands the greatest admiration and will
exert the foremost appeal, and in these
"Janice Meredith" is unusually lavish. Battle scenes in which hundreds of persons appear, each of such magnitude as to mark
this picture a special, occur again and again,
and there are gorgeous and lavish interiors
such as the farewell ball to General Howe
the scene of Franklin's presin Philadelphia,
entation at the French court, that are little
more than flashes. Certainly there has been
no stint of money or effort to make this a
stupendous and historically acmagnificent,
curate production.
Space limitation will not permit of a more
detailed analysis of the many virtues of this
production, and as to its faults they are
minor ones; even the greatest is one on the
credit side, that is, that the picture is too
all-embracing, so much so that the spectator
is apt to feel that his capacity for enjoyment
has been reached before all of the stirring
scenes have been unfolded. Here is a production where we believe the audience effect
would be heightened even more by the cutting down or elimination of scenes which in
themselves are individually effective.
The cast is composed of sterling actors.
Marion Davies is charming and gives an excellent performance, while Harrison Ford
capably portrays the hero, although his performance is inclined to run at too even a
tempo. While his work is entirely satisfactory, many will feel that, physically, Joseph
Kilgour is of too heavy a build for their conception of George Washington. Holbrook
Blinn as the gentlemanly villain. Colonel
Clowes, gives a superb performance, and as
an example of the calibre of the minor roles
we see stage stars like May Vokes as a
maid and W. C. Fields in a particularly effective comedy bit as a British sergeant.
If there is any one thing that should be
singled out for especial praise it is the sequences showing Washington and hi-; troops
crossing the Delaware, forcing their boats
through the floating ice, accomplishing the
.seemingly impossible. This is magnificently
handled ; it will get applause from any audiPERFECT
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ence, and this scene alone is sufficient to
place
E.
Mason Hopper among the screen's
leading directors.
"Janice Meredith" should prove a recordbreaking box-office attraction in any type of
house.
Ca»t
Janice Meredith
Marion Davies
C harles Founts
Harrison Ford
Squire Meredith
Maclyn Arbnckle
Mrs. Meredith
Hatty Delero
Susie
May Vokes
Philemon Hennion
Olin How land
Squire Hennion
Speneer Charters
Lord Howe
George Nash
George Washington Joseph Kilgour
British Sergeant
W. C. Fields
C olonel Rah I
George Seigman
>lrs. I, firing
Helen Lee Worthing
Paul Revere
Kenneth Maynard
Rased on novel by Paul Leicester Ford.
Scenario by I.illie Hayivard.
Photographed by I.Rarnes.
H. Morgan and George
Story
Directed by K. Mason Hopper.
Length. 12,000 feet.
Following a disappointment in love John
Miereton a titled Englishman sells himself
as a bond-servant and is sent to America
where he is bought by Squire Meredith. He
soon learns
to admire
the Spuire's
daughter
Janice
but the
squire resents
his attentions
as he is a servant. The revolutionary war is
just beginning and Janice is instrumental in
obtaining
that results
in Paul Revere's
ride and news
the battles
of Lexington.
John
reveals his true station and becomes an aide
to Washington. Janice is again of assistance
to the Americans, though her father is a
Tory, when Washington crosses the Delaware
and attacks the Hessians at Trenton, and
also saves John from being executed as a
spy. A disagreement causes Janice to agree
to her plan to marry an unwelcome suitor,
Philemon, but John kidnaps him. John goes
to Virginia with Washington and later Janice is visiting there. Securing a pass through
the lines, the villainous Lord Clowes attempts
to kidnap Janice. This is frustrated just
us Washington receives Cornwallis' offer to
surrender,
is happy to surrender her and
love Janice
to Lord also
Brereton.
"The Battling Orioles"
Hal Roach Produces Another Winner in a
Unique Thrill-Comedy for Pathe
Reviewed by Tom Waller
A gang of thugs in the pink of condition
pitted in fistic, chair and bottle throwing
combat against a group of asthmatic and
rheumatic, formally attired old men would
be considered preposterous even in the
movies. But Hal Roach makes the impossible so possible that "The Battling Orioles,"
his latest feature-length comedy for Pathe,
will go down in production history as a piece
of work superlatively unique.
The "come-back" of "The Battling Orioles," as the gray-beards were known collectively on the diamond in the cradle days
of baseball, occupies a good fifty per cent
of the production. The action is so solidly
massed from then on to the end that the
audience finding in it any breathing spaces
will be as unique as the brawl itself.
The reviewer witnessed the picture with
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members of the New York Giants in their
clubhouse on the Polo Grounds. These husky
big leaguers laughed themselves into a state
of exhaustion and prolonged their applause
several minutes after the finis.
In the melee to help Glenn Tryon, son
of one of their order, recover his girl from
the dive keepers, the old timers resort to
all kinds of novel and laugh-provoking
stunts. A particularly hilarious instance is
where a little fellow using a large.- member
as a steed, upon his back, crashes through
the crowd, flaying their heads with a broom
handle. Another improvises a bottle-propelling slingshot with his suspenders and a
high-back chair. A third secretes himself
beneath a couch and trips up the enemy
with a crooked cane.
(Continued on page 653)
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"Hysterical History"
Universal Offers Novel and Highly Amusing
Series Burlesquing Big Events of History
Reviewed by C. S. Sevrell.
Under the general title of "Hysterical History Comedies" Universal is offering a new
series of single reelers which should prove
a welcome box-office attraction. In the first
place, the idea of the series, burlesquing
prominent historical events and personages,
not only has the advantage of novelty, but is
a ripe field for effective comedy. Stories
well known to every one have been chosen
and the manner in which the familiar situations have been twisted around lor comedy
effect is highly amusing and should get a lot
of laughs. Judging from the three shown
for review, this series should go over big.
There is plenty of action, rough and tumble
and slapstick and each reel moves at a fast
clip with laughs following one another closely. Each story is shown with an appropriate
introduction, such as a dream or someone
reciting the anecdote.
"Columbus and Isabella"
The difficulty Columbus has in persuading
Isabella to help him, having to combat the
jealousy of Ferdinand, the revolt of his crew
who chase him all over the ship, the false
discovery of land that turned out to be a
bald-headed man in front of the telescope
the arrival in America to be stopped and
rid of hooch by an Indian cop at the threemile limit and the manner in which Christopher sneaked his bottle ashore provide unusually hearty laughs and make this probably the best of the three.
"William Tell"
The familiar story of William Tell furnishes the basis for this one. William is
shown "sassing" the governor and being
made to shoot an apple off his son's head to
secure his freedom. He attempts to substitute a pumpkin, the son eats one apple and
an apple-hawk gets the other. He finally
succeeds and the governor tries his hand,
but the arrow is bent and boomerangs, striking him in the trousers.
"Benjamin Franklin"
There is really less historical material used
in this one than the others, as the only events
in Franklin's life that is burlesqued is his
drawing the lightning from the sky by means
of a kite and a key. Most of the footage is
taken up with good slapstick stuff, involving
trick photography where the lightning after
being captured chases Benjamin and his
negro servant all over the house until he
finally captures it and puts it in a box and
the servant uses it to propel an old-fashioned bicycle and to chase a doubting rival.
"East
the Water
Plug"
(Patheof— Comedy
— Two Reels)
While the title of this Mack Sennett Comedy distributed by Pathe would suggest that
it is a burlesque of a well-known feature,
the producer has made no attempt to make
a travesty of that production. The action
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deals almost entirely with the attempts of a
small town group of amateur actors to produce aplay in the opera house. Of outstanding interest is the fact that this film marks
the debut in comedy of Ralph Graves who
has appeared in leading feature roles with
Griffith and others. Graves shows to advantage and several times in this picture he
uses a set facial expression and poses that
are decidedly amusing. As is to be expected
with a "plot" of this kind in a comedy, everything goes wrong, the scenery is knocked
over, the props fail to work and there is a
general mix-up. It finally ends with the
stage villain proving to be a real one by
stealing the box-office receipts and making
a getaway followed by the hero who after a
chase captures him. Considerable ingenuity
has been exercised in devising the gags r:nd
there are quite a number of laughs. The
average audience will probably like this comedy for it is up to the usual Mack Sennett
standard. — C. S. S.
"High Society"
(Pathe — Comedy— Two Reels)
In the latest
of the Hal
Gang"
comedies
distributed
by Roach
Pathe "Our
one of
the
little chaps is seen as a rich child, and
freckle-faced Mickie is adopted by a wealthy
relative. Naturally all of the rest of the
gang get mixed up in the situations which
follow and create havoc as usual, causing a
lot of amusement for the spectators. A
clever situation in the opening reel shows
the fat kid as having invented a device for
securing apples from a fruit stand. The cop
catches the gang and chases them to give
them a scare. There is also a humorous
situation involving our good old friends corn
beef and cabbage. This comedy while it will
probably not be considered as the best of
this successful series, nevertheless has sufficient laugh-provoking material to make it a
highly amusing offering. — C. S. S.

Serials

"Oh, — Teacher!"
(Educational
Comedy — Two Reels)
Educational inaugurates its 1924-25 series
of Juvenile comedies with this fun-maker
directed by Fred Hibbard, and it is one of
the very best of the series. The action starts
off with pa and the hired girl having a lot
of trouble getting the little son of the family
to get up. A donkey and a very little colt
figure in this part and the clever antics of
the well-trained donkey add to the amusement. Most of the footage is taken up with
scenes in a schoolroom. The local board
fires the pretty teacher for being a vamp and
one of their members, a fat man, takes her
place. The children resent it and with the
aid of the teacher's beau who supplies the
material they make life miserable for the
new teacher, and he is glad to get the pretty
girl back. A bunch of roman candles completes the deed, but the funniest sequence is
where one kid puts ants down the fat teacher's back while he is having the children go
through calisthenic exercises. He has told
them to do just what he does. The ants get
busy, he stands on his head, bumps along
the floor and twists himself in all sorts of
shapes, and the children follow suit. This
is genuinely funny and should keep the majority of patrons in an uproar. The kiddies
will just go wild over it.— C. S. S.
"The
Boneyard
Blues"
(Educational
— Cartoon — One
Reel)
With this number Educational introduces a
new series of Eard Hurd cartoon creations
under the general title of "Pen and Ink
Vaudeville." In this number the manager of
the house tries out a show. First there is
a mother and four children in interpretative
dances, followed by a trained elephant act
and a musical act called "Boneyard Blues,"
but each of the acts is "given the air" by
the property man. This new series has the
advantage of novelty, as it is quite different
from any other animated cartoon series
now on the screen. Artist Hurd has injected a lot of humor and much cleverness
and originality, especially in the boneyard
blues section, showing an orchestra where a
farmer uses a bony horse for a xylophone
and
gets otherroosters,
appropriate
"music"pigs
by and
meansa
of fighting
squealing
Koat that butts the drum. It should afford
considerable amusement for the average audience, particularly when presented with appropriate musical effects. — C. S. S.
"The Prodigal Pud"
(Pathe — Cartoon — One Reel)
After getting in bad with the old farmer,
Paul Terry's clever little cartoon pup wins
forgiveness and praise by rescuing the farmer's son when
he floats
awaytoo onmuch.
a balloon
tire that
has been
inflated
The
cartoonist's ingenuity shows to advantage
especially in the airplane used by the pup,
which is pulled by a bird with the pup
dangling a piece of meat in front of his
beak. It is an amusing offering, well up to
this cartoonist's high standard as a laughgetter.— C. S. S.
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"Baffled by Banjos"
(Winkler— Cartoon — One Reel)
This is one of the very best of the Felix
the Cat cartoons distributed by M. J. Winkler. The idea of the picture is a thoroughly
humorous one and one that will strike home
to a large number of persons. Felix, annoyed by the continual strumming of a ukelele in the apartment overhead, tries to get
away from it. He goes to the South Sea
Island and finds the natives have the habit;
diving to the bottom of the ocean he discovers the fish engaged in this pastime. Discouraged, he seeks peace by inhaling gas,
but on reaching Paradise his spirit soon discovers that even the angels have substituted
ukes for harps. There are a lot of laughs
in this little comedy and it should be universally popular. — C. S. S.
"A (Universal
Sagebrush
— Western Vagabond"
— Two Reels)
Bill Stewart, who seems to be a newcomer,
has the leading role in this Universal western and he produces an agreeable impression
as he has a likeable personality, is a good
rider and fully measures up to the requirements of the role. The plot involves a wandering cowboy who saves the heroine from
a runaway and wins her love after being
suspected of robbery and finally capturing
the rascally foreman who is the culprit.
There is plenty of action and the situations
are of the kind that are familiar to this type
of productions. The picture should prove an
average attraction in theatres where westerns are popular. — C. S. S.
"Drenched"
(Educational — Comedy — One Reel)
How a pouring rain, coupled with the unkindness of his fellow citizens and several
unfortunate circumstances, almost succeeded
in keeping a chap from meeting his fiance
on their wedding day, furnishes the idea
back of this Cameo comedy, featuring Cliff
Bowes and Virginia Vance. Cliff starts out
several times, but each time gets drenched
and has to change his clothes. Then he
tries in many ways to enter a bus and always gets the worst of it. Finally he succeeds in reaching the girl by being dumped
in the mud at her feet. The humor is of the
rough and tumble type and is considerably
forced, however there are several amusing
moments and it is up to the Cameo average
of laughs. — C. S. S.
"Pathe Review No. 33"
(Pathe — Magazine — One Reel)
In this group particularly interesting is
"The Photo-Sculptor," a photographic and
mechanical device which reproduces an object in clay with mathematical precision.
"The Gay Deceivers" show the lamb-like
qualities of some breeds of police dogs.
"The Tourists' Paradise" is the depiction in
color of a trip along the River Ain, France.
"Oshima Shores" present the waves beating
on a part of the rock-bound Japanese coast.
-T. W.
"Hoofbeats"
(Pathe — Sportlight— One Reel)
Items contained in this interesting Pathe
Review are a section dealing with the marine painter, William Ritschel, including
samples of his striking vigorous paintings,
instructive effects produced with liquid air
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in making eggs, meat and other articles so
brittle that they crumble under the hammer; the making of a toy launch that runs
under its own power, and scenes of a city
in the interior of China that is as yet untouched by western civilization. — C. S. S.

pictured as entering into a lucrative partnership with a bootlegger to save himself from
financial disaster and finally landing behind'
the bars after having to sacrifice his dignity
and self-respect in following his new occupation. The mother is pictured as the victim of the jazz craze although bootleg
blind. With the daughter the effect is more
indirect, for she appears to be more the victim of the jazz craze. Altogether, bootleg
liquor figures prominently in the revels.
The picture is portrayed by a capable cast,
with Huntley Gordon as the father and Myrtle Steadman as the mother, and both give
thoroughly satisfactory performances. Clara
Bow as the daughter has the leading role
and her portrayal of the demure little girl
who becomes a very jazzy flapper is excellent. Forrest Stanley seems rather camera
conscious as the hero, the only one who does
not get mixed up with the bootleg traffic
and finally wins the girl.
With its jazz scenes and a strip poker
game which is stopped by a raid on the
roadhouse just as it is about to reach the
daring stage, and with other exciting situations, this picture should afford entertainment for the majority sufficiently above the
average program attraction to justify its producers in classing it as a Jewel. However, in
our opinion it does not measure up to the
standard of the best of the pictures which
have been released under this brand name.
Some of the scenes, such as a floating cafe
on a ship at the twelve-mile limit, with small
boats going to and fro from a landing with
a sign, "Boats to the twelve-mile limit cafe,"
stretch the credulity, and somewhat extenuating circumstances have been introduced
showing why the father became a bootlegger.
The happy ending to the picture shows the
mother recovering from her blindness, the
father about to be freed from his jail sentence and the girl as the fiancee of the hero,
rather minimizing the effects souglu to be
shown as resulting from this illegal iraffic.
Cast
Angela Warriner
Clara Bow
Carl Graham
Forrest Stanley
John Warriner
Hnntley Gordon
Mrs. Warriner
Myrtle Steadman
Harry Van Alstyne
Robert Agnew
Benedict
Walter Long
Mrs. Cor win
Grace Carlyle
Based on magazine story by W. MacHarg.
Scenario by Phil Lonergan and Eve Unsell.
Directed byStory
Louis Gasnier.
Length, 6,220 feet.

"House Cleaning"
(Pathe— Cartoon— One Reel)
Cartoonist Paul Terry has his black cat
capture all the mice in the farmer's house
by means of a vacuum. Everything goes
well until the tank becomes overtaxed and
the mice are exploded all over the farmland. This is up to the standard of amusement set in previous Aesop's Fables. — T. W.
"Felix Puts It Over"
(Winkler— Cartoon— One Reel)
Pat Sullivan's familiar creation, Felix the
Cat, is the hero of this cartoon comedy distributed by M. J. Winkler, appearing as the
leader of a gang of roughnecks who starts a
flirtation with a lady cat and is temporarily
beaten at the game by the leader of the
rival gang. Felix, however, comes back
strong and after some exciting adventures
finally wins out. There are a number of
humorous moments in this comedy and, as
usual, the stunts are highly imaginative, as
when his gaze reaches the top of a cliff and
he climbs up on the dotted line indicating
the direction of his vision. It should prove
aC. good
S. S. attraction in any type of theatre. —
"The(Continued
Battling
Orioles"
from page
651)
The "Our Gang" youngsters get a peep in
early in the picture when Tryon, before his
identity becomes known to the "Orioles," is
a small-town barber and sleight-of-hand exCast
pert.
Tommy
Roosevelt Tucker Glenn Tryon
Hope Stanton
Blanche Mahaffey
"Cappy" Wolfe
John T. Prince
Sid Stanton
Noah Young
"Jimmy the Mouse"
Sam Lufkin
Story by Hal Roach.
Directed by Ted Wilde and Fred Guiol.
Photographed by Floyd Jackman and George
Stevens.
Length,Story
5,600 feet.
"The Battling
are old started
and wealthy
clubmen
whose Orioles"
early history
as a
team in the pioneer days of baseball. Tommy Roosevelt Tucker, small-town barber, is
unearthed
who players.
identifies him asby athesonclubof president,
one of the
Tommy stirs up things so at the club that he
is ousted. Then the members repent and
find him just in time to help him rescue his
sweetheart from a gang of thugs.
"Wine"
Bootlegging Furnishes the Theme for Entertaining Universal-Jewel
Production
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Bootlegging furnishes the theme of the
Universal-Jewel production, "Wine," which
is offered by President Carl Laemmle with
a foreword in which he tells how he despises
the bootlegger and that the picture was made
to show him up for what he is and in a
way to drive home the truth while giving
entertainment.
The story deals with a single family and
shows the havoc wrought upon its three
members. In the case of the father he is

On the night of his daughter's debut, John
Warriner's wife learns he is a bankrupt.
For
their daughter's
sake ofsheBenedict
persuadesa boss
him
to accept
a proposition
bootlegger posing as a count who is willing
to enter into partnership in return for Warriner's influence and prestige. Carl Graham
a steady-going chap is in love with Angela
but a wild
Alstyne
duces her toyoung
jazz fellow,
and sheVan
prefers
that introkind
of entertainment. One evening while at a
notorious
is raided.
riner whoroadhouse
is there the
withplace
Benedict
findsWarher
and he and Graham who has come of the
scene take her home. Mrs. Warriner discovers she has lost her sight from drinking
the bootleg booze. Warriner is sent to
prison, but finally regains his freedom and
Mrs. Warriner gets back her sight, while
Angela is happy to become Carl's wife.
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PRODUCERS

ADVANCERiM

AND

DISTRIBUTORS
Footage
Review
Loving Lies
Monte Blue
Feb. 2
6,526
No
Women
Matt Pickford
Moore-Bellamy Mar.
Feb. 22
2
6.186
The More
Hffl Billy
Jack
5,734
ARROW
Days
Neva
April 5.
Weaternof '49
Yesterday •
EdmundGerber
Cobbaerial.
Western Fate
Hatton- Gerber
Whirlwind
Ranger
Hatton-Gerber
Notch
Number
One
Ben
Wilson .... ,
Models and Artiata
Bobby Dunn
Oh. Billy
Billy Weat
Come On Cowboy a
Dick Hatton
May 24
24
4,700
..May
2.000
Mysteriea of Mah Jong
Novelty
Two After One
Billy West
May 24
2.000
Weatern Feuds
Edmund Cobb
July 26
4,908
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
When A Girls Loves
Star cast
May 3
3.876
The Lone
Wolf
Holt-Dalton
May 17
10
6,000
The
Chechahcos
Star
cast
May
7.000
The Spitfire
Star cast
fuly 5
6,109
Racing Luck
Monty Banks
July 26
6,000
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Going East
Llnyd Hamilton
April 26
2.000
The Fun Shop
Humor reel
.April 26
1,000
The Trader Keeps Moving
Bruce scenic
April 26
1.000
The
Lady-Bird
Instructive
April
26
1.000
Cornfed
Bobby Vernon
May 3
2,000
Out Bound
Cliff Bowes
May 3
1.000
The Fun Shop
Humor Reel
May 3
1,000
Powder Mark*
Cliff Bowes
May 3
1,000
Lost Junior
Chorda
"Sing
Again"
May 10
3
1.000
The
Partner
JuvenileThem
comedy
May
2.000
The Bonehead
Tuxedo comedy
May 10
2.000
Flowers of Hate
Wilderness Tale
May 17
1,000
Nerve Tonic
Christie comedy
May 17
2.000
Tiny
Tour
of
U.
S.
A.
Hodge-Podge
May
17
1,000
Air Pockets
Mermaid comedy
May 17
2.000
Lunch Brigade
Lige Conley
May 24
1,000
Dizzy Daisy
Mermaid comedy
May 24
2,000
Good Morning
Lloyd Hamilton
May 24.
2.000
TootsieWootsie
Christie
comedy
Just Waiting
Robert Bruce
series May
May 31.
31.
2,000
1.000
EchoesAir
of Youth
"Sing
Them Again"
May
Hot
Lee Moran
June 31.7.
2.000
In A Drop o Water
"Secrets of Life"
June 14.
, 1,000
1.000
Grandpa's
Girl
Kathleen
Clifford
June 21
21.
2,000
2.000
The
Chase
Alps
Novelty
June
Snapshots
cf the Universe Hodge-Podge
June
1.000
The
Farewell
Bruce Scenic
June
1.000
Wedding Showers
J_ac^ White prod
Tune
2.000
The Ex-Bartender Retires
Bruce Scenic
tune
Family Fita
Cameo comedy
Tune
1,000
His First Car
Tuxedo comedy
Tuly
, 1.000
2.000
1,000
Pardon Us
Cameo comedy
fuly
. 1,000
Melodious
Moments
"Sing
Them
Again"
July
Pigskin
Mermaid comedy
July 12
2.000
Heads On
Cliff Bowes
July 12.
1,000
Tumble
in
the
Jungle
Hodge-Podge
July
12.
Never Again
Tuxedo comedy
Aug. 2.
1.000
Turn About
Cameo comedy
Aug. 2.
2.000
I.IH0
Frozen Water
Novelty
Aug. 9 .
.. 1,000
2,000
Savage Love
Jimmie Adams
Aug. 9 .
Good N'ews
Cliff Bowes
Aug. 9 .
. 1,00(1
FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA
Money to Burns
"Telephone Girl"
Mar. 29
2.000
SherlocksMadness
Home
"Telephone Girl"
Mar.
2.000
Yankee
Larkin-Dove
April 29
S
4,680
His Forgotten
Wife
Bellamy
- Baxter
April
6.500
The
Silent Stranger
Fred Thomson
April 12
19
5.000
The Beloved Vagabond
Carlvle Blackwell
April 26
6.217
Williamof theTells
'Telephone
Girl"
May 10
3
2.000
Girl
Limberlost
Glorio Grey
May
6.000
Untamed Youth
Ralph Lewis
May 10
5.000
For the
Love Line
of Mike
"Telephone
Girl"
May
2.000
The
Danger
Sessue
Hayakawa
May 17
24
5.800
The Spirit of the U. S. A.
Emory Johnson prod
May 31
8.312
The Dangerous Coward
Fred Thomson
May 31
6.000
Napolean »nd Josephine
Star cast
June 7
6.591
The Fighting Sap
Fred Thomson
June 14
5.138
There's Millions In It
Star cast
June 28
6.000
Bee's Knees
"Telephone
Girl"
June
2 nm
Swords
and the Woman
Pedro
DeCordoba
July 28
12
6.000
Fools in theWomen
Dark
T-atsv
Miller
July
7.00?
Xeglected
Seena Puth
Owen
Aug. 26
9
6,265
FIRST NATIONAL
Abraham Lincoln
George A. Billings
Feb.
Cytherea
Rich-Stone
May
The Goldfish
Constance Talmadge April
Why Men Leave Home
I. M. Stahl prod
May
The Woman on the Jury
Feature cast
May
A Son of the Sahara
Feature cast
May
The Sea Hawk
Feature cast
Tune
The Marriaee Cheat
Jnv-Marmont-Meniou Tune
Those Who Dance
Thos. H. Ince prod I. ...June
The White Moth
LaMarr-Tearle
Tune
The Perfect Flapper
Colleen Moore
June

2
31
19
3
1/
24
14
14
21
21
28

12,000
7,603
7.120
7 400
7.145
7.990
12.045
6.622
7.312
6.571
7,000

A Self-Made Failure
For Sale
Girl
in the Limousine
Born
Single Rich
Wives
FOX
Ladies to Board
The Blizzard
Frogland
Love Weakling
Letters
The
ATheSculptor's
Paradise
Wolf Man
Be
RiveraYourself
of Song
The
Vagabond Trail..
The Cowboys
Feathered Fishermen.
The Arizona Express
The Plunderer
On the Job
AA New
Man's England
Mate
Farm
The Circus Cowboy
Slippery Decks
The Trouble Shooter
He's Lone
My Pal
The
Chance
When Wise Ducks Meet
Western Luck
The
Needle
RomanceMagicRanch
The Heart Buster
Beaten Gold
Against
All Odds
Pain As You
Enter
That French I^ady

Footage
RELEASES
Review
... 7.34S
Ben Alexander
June 28 ....
7.K40:
...
5,630 1
7.526
Windsor-Menjou
Larry
Semon July 5.
Claire
Windsor Aug. 9..'..
Griffith-Sills
FILM CORP.
Tom ML. .
Featured cast
Special
Shirley Mason
Sunshine comedy
Instructive
John Gilbert
AlInstructive
St. John
Charles Jones
Imperial
comedy
Instructive
Charles Jones
Prank Mayo
Chimpanzeea
John
Gilbert
Instructive
Charles Jones
Card sharps exposed
Tom Mix
Chimpanzees
John Gilbert
Sunshine Comedy
Charles Jones
'John
Etching"
Novelty
Gilbert
Tom Mix
(■••triirtivr
CLeeharles
"Buck" Jones
Moran
Shirley Mason

METRO-GOLDWYN
Janice Meredith
Marion Da vies
Second Youth
Star cast
The
Rejected
Woman
Rubens-Nagel
The Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
The
Awakening
Harrison
Ford
The Fool's
Man Lite
Passed By
Novak-Marmont
Thy
Name
Is
Woman
Mong-La
Marr
The Uninvited Gueat
Jean Toller
Happiness
Laurette Taylor
Give
Reginald
Barker prod
AWomen
Boy ofWhoFlandera
Jackie
Coogan
The Shouting of Dan McGrew Star cast
Mademoiselle Midnight
Mae Murray
Sherlock. Jr
Buster Keaton
The Arab
Novarro-Tery
Bread
V. Schertzinger prod
Tess
the D'Urhervilles
Blanche Coogan
Sweet
Little ofRobinson
Crusoe
Jackie
Broken Barriers
Reginald Barker prod
True As Steel
Rupert Hughes prod
Revelation
,Viola Dana
The
Recoil
Blythe-cast
Hamilton
Wine of Youth
Star
A'onp Came Ruth
Viola Dana
The Red Lily
Bennett- Novarro
PARAMOUNT
The Mora! Sinner
Dorrthy Dalton
Triumph
C. B. DeMille prod
Bluff
Ayrea-Moreno
Men
Pnla Negri
Wanderer of the Wastes-id Jack Holt
Code
of
the
Sea
La
Roque-Logan
The Bedroom Window
W. C.
DeMille prod
The
Guilty
One
'Vgnes
Ayres
Tiger Love
Geo. Melford
prod .
Changing Husbands
Leatrice Joy
Unguarded
Women
Deniels-Dix
The Eenemy Sex
Betty Compson
The
Side Show of Life
F'nest
Manhandled
Gloria Tcrrence
Swanson
The Man Who Fights Alone William Farnum
PATHE
Oet Busy
Highbrow Stuff
Flickering Youth
Commencement
Day
\n Ideal Farm
Homeless Pups
Sporting
Speed
PublicityWinter
Pays
When
Comes
Near Dublin
North of 50-50
The Fortieth Door
April Fool
The Pilgrims
Fishin' Oxfords
Fever
Black
Bottle Babiei
Going to Congress

Snub Pollard
Will Rogers
Sennett comedy
"Our
Terry Gang"
cartoon
Terry cartoon
"Sportlight"
Charles
Chase
Terry cartoon
Stan Laurel
Dippy-Doo-Dada
Allene Ray-Serial
Charles Chase
Chronides-aerieai
Sportlight
Sennett comedy
Spat Family
Will Rogers

. Feb.
.Mar. 23
1
1
Mar. 8
Mar.
Mar. 8
8
Mar. 15
Mar. 15
IS
Mar.
Mar.
22
Mar. 22
Mar.
Mar. 22
29
Mar. 5
April 12
April 12
5
April
April 3
May 17
3
May
May 17
May
24
May 24
May
June 28
June 28
July
luly 12
Julv 919
19
Aug.
Aug 9
Auk. 16

6,112
5,800
1.000
4,749
2,000
1.000
5,145
2.000
1,000
4,562
2,000
1,000
6.316
2.006
5,041
1,009
5,813
6,400
STM
1.000
2.000
4.385
2.000
5.020?
l.OOOj
6.471
4.500
2.000]
l.nrrtl
4.8981
5,470 1

May
Jan.
reb.
M*r.
Ik'lar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April 12
May
May
July
Aug.
\uk
Auk.
\ue.
lune
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
.May
26
3
17
31
7
21
28
28
5
5
12
92
9

7.761
4.906
5763
4065
6,200
9,087
7.700
7,500
.7,018
6,145
6.318
6.778
. 6710
. 6.500
• 7,500
. 5.717
. 6716
. 8.752
7,089
. 6,454
6 000
. 6.975
5 nm
5.439
8.292
6.S04
6,700
6.038
5.442
6.550
5.365
5.325
6.799
6.051
7.861
7.S11
6.908
6737

26
26
26
3
3
3
3
-i
10
10
10
17

1.000
2.000
2,000
2000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1.000
2.000
1.000

17
17
17
17
17
24

2 nm
3.000
2.000
2.000
2,000
2,000

April
May
May
.Tune
May
May
June
Tune
fuly
fuly
June
July
Aug.
June
Aug.
Aug.
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
.May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
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Footage
Review
Position Wanted
Charles Chase
May 24
1,000
The Cat's Meow
Sennett comedy
May 24
2,000
Cradle
comedy
May
2,000
One GoodRobbera
Turn Deserves Another.. "Our
Terry Gang"
cartoon
May 31
31
1,000
BuildingTaking
Winners
"SportMohan
light"
May
Before
Earl
May 31.,
31.,
1,000
Rupert of Hee-Haw
Stan Laurel
June 7.
1,000
Yukon Jake
Ben Turpin
Tune 7.
1,00c
2.00C
Up
and
At
'Em
Dippy-Doo-Dads
June
7.
2,001
The Flying Carpet
Terry cartoon
June 7.
1,001
Declaration
of
Independence
"Chronicles"
June
14.
Fast
Black
Mohan-Engle
June
14.
l.OOC
3,ooe
Lion and the Souse
Mack Sennett comedy June 14.
2,000
1,000
On Guard
"Sportlight"
June 14.
Suffering
Shakespeare
"Spat Family"
June
2,001
That
Old Can
of Mine
Terry
cartoon
June 14.
14.
1,00(1
Young Oldficld
Charles Chase
June 21.,
1,000
His New Mama
Mack Sennett comedy Tune 21
2,000
Don't
Park
There
.
Will
Rogers
Tune
2,000
Her Memory
Will Nign Miniature Tune
1,000
Solitude
and Fame
"'Sportlight"
June
Stolen Goods
Charles
Chase
Tune
1,000
1,000
i.ooq
Jubilo,
"Our
June
2,000
Jeffries, Jr
Jr
CharlesGang"
Chase
July
The Wide Open Spaces Stan Laurel
July
2.000
The Body in the Bag
Terry cartoon
July
1,000
Yorktown
Chronicles of America July
3.000
Jul.
Why Husbands Go Mad
Charles Chase
1.000
July
Desert Sheiks
Terry cartoon ,
.July
1 000
July
Radio Mad
Spat Family
Maud Muller
Special
July 19
2,000
2,000
Our Congressman
Will Rogers
Inly 19.
July
AA TenWoman's
Terry
July
MinuteHour
Egg
Charles cartoon
Chase
July 19.,
19.,
1,000
1,000
It's
Bear
.Our
July
2.000
The aSport
of Kings
TerryGang
cartoon
July 26.
26.
1,000
Our Defenders
Sportlight
July 26.
1,000
Seeing Nellie Home
Charles Chase
July 26.
Into
The
Net
MulhallMurphy
serial
Aug.
2..
1,000
Romeo and Juliet
Sennett comedy
Aug. 2.
2.000
Flying Fever
Terry cartoon
Aug. 2.
1,000
Short Kilts
Hal Roich romedy
Aug. 2
2.000
A Hard Boiled Tenderfoot "Spat Family"
Aug. 9
2 000
The
Puritans
"Chronicles"
series
Aug.
9
31,000
000
Amelia Comes Back
Terry cartoon
Aug. 9
The First Hundred Years Sennett comedy
Aug. 16
2,000
A Truthful Liar
Will Rogers
Aug. 16
2,000
PLAYGOERS PICTURES
Tipped Off
Featured cast
Nov. 3.
4,284
PRINCIPAL PICTURES
Daring Youth
Daniels- Kerry
May 17.
Daughters
Pleasure
Prevosl -Chadwitk
Blue- Bow
May
5,975
6.000
The
Maskedof Dancer
Helene
May 34.
31.
4,987
Good Bad Boy
Joe Butterworth
June 7
5.
Captain January
Baby Peggy
July 12
6,5.198
194
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
The Hoosier Schoolmaster ..Henry Hull
Mar. »
5.556
Hla Darker Sell
Lloyd Hamilton
April 5
5,000
Try and Get It
Bryant Washburn
April 12
5.607
Which Shall It Be*
Star cast
April 19
5.000
Wandering
Huabapdt
Kirkwood-Le*
May
6.VW>
Hold Your Breath
Dorothy
Devore
June 10
7
5,9*
Miami
Betty Compaon
June 14
6,315
The
Night
Hawk
Harry
Carey
June
14
5.19"
The
Lightning
Rider
Harry
Carey
June
21
6.000
What Shall I Do?
D«rnthy Markaill
June 28
6,000
The Legend of Hollywood Percy Marmont
The Wise Virgin
Patsy Ruth Miller
B. P. SCHULBERG PROD.
Breath of Scandal
Betty Blythe

WORLD

(Continued from preceding page)

SELZNICK
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson
Twenty Dollars a Week
George Arliss
TRUART FILM CORP.
Ob Time
Richard Talmadge
In Fast Company
Richard Talmadge
Daring Love
Elaine Hammerstein
UNITED ARTISTS
A Woman of Paris
Chas. Chaplin prod.
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall... Mary Pickford
UNIVERSAL
Pretty Plungera
Follies Girls
Riders
Up .>
Creighton
Hale
Politics
Slim
and Bobby
Green Grocers
Slim and Bobby
A Lofty Marriage
Jack Earle
Taxi. Taxi I
Jack Hoxie
The Pigskin Hero
Harry McCoy
The Bulltosser
Lyons- Moran reissue
The Dangerous Blonde
Pete Morrison
Fast Steppers
Laura LaPlante
Trailing Trouble
New Series
Ridgeway of Montana
Buddy Mcssinger
My Little Brother
Slim Summerville
The Lone Round-Up
Jack Dougherty
The Signal Tower
Super-Jewel
Tired Business Man
Al Alt-Follies girls
Why
Pay Your
Rent?
Bert Roach
The Honor
of Men
Neal
Hart reissue
The Reckless Age
Reginald Denny
The Fighting American
Star cast
Case Dismissed
Summerville- Dunn

April 26
June 21

6.804
5,900

Mar. 15
May 24
July 5

6.630
6.000
5,606

..Oct. 13.
,. May 17.
April 26
May
3
May 3
May 3
May 3
May 10
May 10
May 10
May 10
May 17
May 17. ...2
May 17
May 17
May 17
May 24
May 24
May 24
24
May
May 31
May 31
May 31

. 8.000
.10,000
. 2,000
. 4,984
.. 1.000
1,000
. 2.000
, 4,843
,. 2,000
1.000
. 4,919
2,000
, each
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
6.714
1.000
2.000
6,954
5,251
1,000

Boss of the Bar- 20
Delivering
Goods
The Gaiety theGirl
High Speed
The Turmoil
Fearless Fools
Rest In Pieaces
The Powerful Eye
Sailor Maids
Winning
A Bride
The
Family
Secret
The Back Trail
Fight and Win (series)
Please Teacher
Miners Over Twenty -one
Blue
Wing'sStairway
Revenge
The Dark
The Iron Man (serial)
Behind the Curtain
i\ Royal Pair
Why Be Jealous?
Young Ideas
Her Fortunate Face
The
The Little
SawdustSavage
Trail
The Cry Baby
Starving Beauties
Flying Eagle
Patching Things Up
Fighting Fury
Kid Days
Her City Sport
The Gun Packer
Big Timber
Paging Money
The
Command
Love King's
and Glory
Hit and Run
Wolves of the North

Review31.. Footage
7.,
W. E. Lawrence
May 31..
"Pal"
the
dog
May
Mary Philbin
June 7..
Herbert Rawlinson
June
2,000
Tarkington novel
June
7.,
Century -McCoy
June 7.,
4.927
Bert Roach
June 7.
Pete Morrison
June 21..
7,4M
. 7,008
2.001
2,004
Century-Follies girls June 14.
14.
Fritzi
Ridgeway
Jmme
l,00f
Baby Peggy
Tune 21..
Jack Hoxie
Tune
2,000
2.001
Jack Dempsey
tune 7..
5,076
4,615
Buddy Messinger June 21.,
Slim Summerville
Tune
2,000
Wm.
E.
Lawrence
June
21..
Herbert Rawlinson
June 28..
2.000
1,000
Albertini
June
Winifred Bryson
July
2,000
.
4.175
Century Comedy
luly
2,000
. 5,030
1,000
Bert Roach
July 28..
Laura LaPlante
July 12.
Century comedy
July
, 4.005
2,000
. 2.000
Western
drama
July 12..
5.
Hoot Gibson
July
, 5,509
Slim Summerville
July
Wanda Wiley
July 12.
, 1,000
26.
5.
Wm. E. Lawrence
July 19.
. 2,000
26.
Bert Roach
July 19.
. 2.000
Jack Hoxie
Aug. 2.
.. 4,491
Snooky (monkey)
Aug.
1.000
. 2,000
Waunda Wiley
Aug. 26.2.2.
Pete Morrison
Aug. 5.
. 4,650
William Desmond
Aug.
Century Comedy
Aug. 99 ....
2,000
W. E.Cast
Lawrence Aug.
Aug. 92.
Star
16
5,508
16 . 2mn
7 094
Hot Gibson
Aug. 16
2,000
Wm. Duncan serial Aug.
VITAGRAPH
Urban Classic
Urban Classic
Larry
Urban Semon
classic
Feature cast
Patsy
Ruth
Miller
David Powell
Rlarktrm prod.
Bowers-Calhoun
Blackton prod

Dee.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
JanFeb
April
April
July
Aug.

22
22
22
29
26. .
23..
19.
26
12
2

•.**)
6,480
6.425

WARNER BROTHERS
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines
Daddies
Belaaco play
George Washiagtaa. Jr
Wesley Barry
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore
Broadway After Dark
Adolphe Menjou
Babbitt
Star cast
Being Respectable
Feature Cast

Pes,
Pok
Mar.
April
May
Aug.
Aug.

8
U
21
12
31
2
16

CM
6J00
1700
lO.om
6. WO,
7,500

Modern Banking
Newsprint Paper
Horseshoes
The Ijtst Stand of Bed Man
Let Not Man Put Asunder
My
Man
Virtuous
Liar*
Ret ween Friends
Code
of
the
Behold This Wilderness
Woman

1.000
1,000
2.000
1.000

MISCELLANEOUS
Footage
m\
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
Rough
Ridin'
Ruddy
Roosevelt
April
Leave It To Gerry
Billie Rhodes
July 2t
19
Rarin' To Go
Buddy Roosevelt
Aug. 2
BANNER PRODUCTIONS
The Truth About Wives
Sherman-Hampton
Aug. 2
The Man Without A Heart Novak-Harlan
.Aug. 2
Those Who Judge
All star
Aug. 2
CHARLES C BURR
Restless Wives
Doris Kenyan
Feb. 16.
Three O'clock in the Morning Constance Binney
Feb. 23.
C B. C
Innocence
Anna Q. Harris
Nilsson
.-Jan.
Traffic
in Hearts
Mildred
July 26
12
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
The Thief of Bagdad
Douglas Fairbanka
Mar. 29
PHIL GOLDSTONE
The White Panther
Rex (Snowy) Baker Feb. 9
Marry in Haste
William Fairbanks Mar. 1
GRAND-ASHER
Between Worlds
Star cast
July 19
D. W. GRIFFITH, INC.
America
Feature cast
Mar. t
INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
In the Spider'a Web
Alice Dean
Sept. 29
WM. STEINER PROD.
Surging
Charles
April 31
36
Hutch of Seas
the U. S. A
Charles Hutchison
Hutchison
jMay
Payable on Demand
Leo Maloney
Lawless Men
Neal Hart
Black Gold
I'cte Morrison

4.s?»
6.400
5,000
5,600
6.000
5,700

C2M
5.90
5,549
12,00s
4,000
5,000
6,000
14,000

4.700
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CONTROL
{a Ward

A

Leonard

Complete

Theatres,

AN

Development)

Light

Lodges,

Controller

Schools,

for
interlocking bank of light-control-

V switches operated exactly as an interlocking bank of dimmers is operated and by
the same individual control levers, master levers,
grand master or slow motion wheel that oper'
ates the dimmers.
By the operation of only one handle the circuit
is closed or opened and illumination is increased
or decreased in any or all circuits as desired.
This makes it easy to operate without flashing
the lights on or off. The lights, however, can be
flashed when desired.
The control apparatus is simplified .— ■ the operation of controlling light is made simple.
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Bulletin 62. Ask for a copy
Ask for our bulletin
"Theatre Lighting,
Past and Present."
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Who's
Your
Neighbor?
is your neighbor?
How is your neighbor?

If I were the average small town exhibitor I would spend a lot
of time — and considerable thought — on my neighbor.
Because my neighbor can do a lot of things to help me — and I
can do a lot to help him.
Principally in the matter of lighting. If my neighbor runs a drugstore or a confectionery shop and at night his front looks like the
entrance to a morgue — then it is costing me money. If his front is
a blaze of light — then it is making me money.
But the same thing works both ways. If my front is so dingy
that the average patron slinks in apologetically — hoping that none
of the real folks in town will see him — then I am taking money
away from my neighbor. If my front is a cheerful glow of yellow
incandescence — I am luring people to my theatre, and they have to
pass my neighbor's shop.

No organization in the world has so carefully checked and calculated the problems of store location as the United Cigar Stores
Company". And there is one rule in the United creed that is never
broken — don't rent a store alongside a bank, no matter how imposing the building or dignified the institution.

Because a bank closes early — and uses no lights.
Why?
There is a lesson for the exhibitor here.
The average small town theatre man cannot pick his neighbors.
But at least he can get ch.ummy and friendly with them. Not by
argument, but by gradual persuasion, by frequent talks about business and how to make it better, he can bring them around to common discussion and united action on this subject of exterior lighting.
The folks on Main Street will turn in the direction that has the
most light. Don't ever forget it.

And you must hang or live by your neighbor — and he with you.

PPJDJ
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EDITED
As to Mazda
F. S. Goolsby, Rex Theatre, Brinkley,
Ark., asks for information concerning Mazda, as follows :
I am an exhibitor in a small town and
have, as you know, many problems to solve
under present conditions. Just now it is
the light source. Can I get satisfactory
results from Mazda equipment, using 110
volt A. C? Projection distance, 76 feet;
picture, 9 x 12. Would you advise me to try
it out? I am not able at present to lnstal
regular G. E. equipment. What condenser
would you advise me to use for Mazda?
Would it be advisable to instal Delco instead
of using city current at 15, 12 and 10 cents
per K.W.H. Have third edition of your
handbook.
Advise Bluebook
Would strongly advise you to discard the
Third edition and get a Bluebook. The
third edition is too far out of date. I'm
sure you would be well satisfied with the
investment of six dollars in the Bluebook,
especially as it has S3 pages of Mazda information and operating instructions.
As
to
advising
to "try it out,"
that is something you
I respectfully
declinewhyto
do, because if by any chance you were dissatisfied, you would just naturally blame me.
I will say this, though: I have seen what
I consider very excellent pictures projected
seventy five feet with Mazda — a picture
which ought to satisfy any audience except
those accustomed to the high intensity
screen brilliancy now the rule in large city
theatres. Also it might even please many
of them.
How You Use It
Very much depends upon how you use the
Mazda. If you just chuck it in anyhow and
turn on the juice you WON'T get much of
a result. Mazda projection lamps are a
somewhat temperamental thing. They must
be adjusted EXACTLY right, and must be
handled very carefully in the matter of
amperage, because if you allow them to
have just a bit too much amperage, the
lamp life is shortened very greatly. However, the Bluebook and the Mazda manufacturers supply you with all necessary instruction, carefully illustrated, and if you
study the instructions and follow them —
not at all a hard thing to do, once you gut
the knack of it— you can and will get excellent results, and if your screen is good
and your theatre intelligently lighted— no
stray light on the screen and no heavy glare
spots — I am sure you will be satisfied. The
Mazda light is soft and pleasing to the eye,
but not brilliant as compared to the arc
light.
No Argument
You say you are not able to instal regular G. E. equipment. Now just what do you
mean by that? If you cannot instal reguthen todon't
dalarat Mazda
all. equipment,
I must decline
be instal
drawn Mazinto
the Mazda condenser argument. If you get
G E Mazda equipment (Powers) you will
receive the "corrugated" condenser. If you
use Simplex they will send you piano con-

BY F. H. RICHARDSON

Bluebook

School

Question No. 108 — What beneficial effect has spherical aberration?
Question No. 109 — What importance
attaches to shape of spot when using
ordinary arc ?
Question No. 110 — Give your views as
to proper size of spot. Tell us the advantages and disadvantages of the large
and small spot.
Question No- HI — In what ratio will
light source be magnified at spot?
Question No. 112 — What percentage of
total condenser area does a slide carrier cover ?
vex.theThere
something
else,it though.
get
latestisdope
and send
to you inI'lla
few days. I'm a bit rusty on Mazda condensers just now. Things change so fast.
Get Figures
As to Delco, I would advise you to write
the Delco Company, Dayton, Ohio, telling
them exactly how many KWH you use per
day, on an average, and get their estimate
on cost of installation and possible saving.
Just use your own common sense when it
comes to considering the figures they send.
I can't very well advise, because so very
much depends on the individual. One man
will take a given equipment and get perfectly wonderful results. Another will take
an exactly similar equipment and get results
that are anything but wonderful.
To sum up : You can get results which I
think would be satisfactory to you with a
standard Mazda equipment. The cost of
operation will be a bit less than one KWH
per hour, plus cost of lamp replacement,
which latter will depend largely upon how
careful your projectionist is about overloading them. I don't know what the average life of the lamps is, under right conditions. Iwould suppose six cents per hour
ought to cover it, or at most .ten cents.
The Handicap
What I have said may not seem very satisfactory to you, but you must remember
that giving this sort of dope is VERY hard
for me, as I don't
what you would
call
satisfactory
screenknow
illumination.
Individual
ideas differ widely in that respect. I will
send you condenser dope in a few days.
Back Up, George
It is not the purpose of this department
to enter into controversy with other publications or their editors or writers. However, every good rule is sometimes broken
— ought to be broken, and I don't mind calling my good friend George Edwards, Editor American Projectionist, down when he
needs it, because George is not only a capable man, but an earnest and honest one,

who
adverse
when ishe not
is inattheall wrong
— as toany"crawfishing"
really capable
man
will
do.
If
he won't, then he
lacks capability.
In the northeast corner of page 14 of th,*
May issue of the Projectionist will be found
this statement :
Quite a few of our correspondents advise
the punching of pin holes (sometimes nail
holes) in lamphouses so that they may see
the condition of the arc. Possibly sometimes they are desirable, but generally a
good man can tell by looking at his spot
(through the eyeshield) Just how the are
stands.
Prunes I
And right here friend George is full of
unripe prunes, as it were. He then goes
on to say that if a hole is made it ought
to be made very carefully and right. He
describes one method of making it, which
might give excellent results if very carefully done, though I think a 32nd inch drill
will serve better. It will not be large enough
to blur the image and will give a much
brighter image. Am inclined to think a
hole made by Edwards' methods would be
too small to pass light enough to form an
acceptable image, though of course it would
give a very sharp one. His method is to
take a dull center punch, and tapping gently from the inside of the lamphouse, holding a block of hard wood on opposite side,
raise a small knob where you wish to place
the hole. Then file this knob down, using
a fine file, until you can just see a faint
glimmer of light, then take a hat pin and
enlarge the opening until it is round, without attempting to force the pin clear in.
The Drill Best
Personally I regard the drill as best,
though this might be made to serve acceptably for those unable to obtain such a drill.
However this is not the point I started out
to deal with. What I object to is Edwards'
statement that a "good man can generally
tell by looking
at theGrasp
spot,"Idea
etc.
Doesn't
Edwards evidently does not grasp the
whole idea, else he would not have made
that remark. The whole idea in this is to
give the projectionist a full, complete view
of the surface of the actual light source
(floor of crater if an arc) at all times. It
often occurs that, due to wrong adjustment, the crater floor is not evenly illuminated. The rectifying adjustment is or
may not be a coarse one, but merely a very
slight movement of the lower carbon tip;
also with this image on view the projectionist sees EXACTLY AND PRECISELY
what the collector lens "sees," and surely
no one will question the advantage in that.
REMEMBER THIS, though; it is of the
utmost importance that the hole be so located that the best possible image of the
reflection from the face of the collector
lens be picked up by the same; also the
hole MUST be very small, (maximum
1/32"), (Continued
and MUST onbefollowing
round and
page)smooth —

August 23, L924
Projection
(Continued from previous page)
not jagged or cracked. If it is the latter
you will get either a blurred image or several fuzzy images. PUNCHING A HOLE
WON'T DOi It will be too big, not round,
jagged or cracked. The hole MUST be
round and small and have perfect edges.
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Helps

A. L. Fell, Collingswoqd Theatre, Collingswood, N J., has the following to say with
regard to the Bluebook school.
Dear Friend Richardson: With regard to
continuing the Bluebook School, I sincerely
hope you will keep it up. There are many
times when a fellow does not get just the

659
righttherefore
meaning misled.
from somethinghe reads,
and
is
But when
questions
are asked, as in the school, and the right
answer finally appears, one sees where he
was wrong, if he was, and is thus put back
on the right path. Moreover, it certainly
is a most excellent way to get the boys interested in study. Personally I want to
thank you for the good the Bluebook School
has already done me.
(Continued on page 662)

Bluebook School— Answers to Questions 74 to 78
. One otherwise excellent reply was rejected Sommermeyer, Spence* and Bennewitz*, gave
Note: When I published the answer to
because of the fact that the good brother
excellent answers but the question was
■question No. 67 I expressed some doubt
did not let well enough alone, but went on to meant to apply to simple lenses only. I shall
as to the injury to lens correction being
say that as the picture size was reduced the publish two of the replies for reasons you
the whole reason for injury to the screen
screen illumination would be more intense will readily understand.
image. As I told you, I wrote Dr.
and vice versa. Now this might or might
Bennewitz says, applying his answer to
Kellner, of the Bausch & Lomb Optical
not be true. It would be, or might be af- both questions 77 and 78:
To measure the focal length of a simple
Company, who was, I think, tickled pink,
fected by several things. Probably it would
lens, or the E. P. of a compound lens, probe literally true, but in the answer the man
darn 'im, at the chance to "set down" on
ceed as follows: Make a stereo slide from
gave no evidence that he gave consideration
me. He says :
its center cut a horizontal slit EXDear Richardson: If I had to answer
to or knew of but one thing. Suppose you tin. In ACTLY
half an inch long. Next measure the
have a piano convex combination condenser exact distance
your question No. 67 I would say that
from center of screen to inthe result on the screen would be a poor
and a lens which just picks up the beam
side wall of projection room, along the opimage. The image would be poor betical
axis
of
the
stereo lens. Using the lens
at
3
inch
working
distance.
You
now
bring
cause there would not be good definition.
to be measured, project the aforesaid slit to
the screen closer until the picture, which
The definition would not be good bethe screen and measure its length exactly, In
was 18 feet wide, is only ten feet wide. How
cause the correction of the lens would
inches. Next divide that measurement by .5,
much of the light would that lens pick up? which
be spoiled. This really is all one can
is precisely the same thing as multiMaybe
I
did
wrong
to
reject
the
answer.
say about the subject. This is one ocplyingfrom
it bycenter
two. ofNext
exact discasion, at least, where I can get rid of
What do you think?
tance
lens add
you the
are measuring
my optical feelings in a simple manner.
to inside of projection room wall to the
Question No. 76 — How would you calculate known
distance from inside of front wall to
Well, that settles it. Friend Kellner and size of picture a lens would project at a given
Now reduce the total lens-to-screen
distance, if you knew size it would project screen.
I have many friendly battles, but in a matmeasurement to inches and divide it by the
at another distance?
result obtained when you divided the length
ter of this kind when he says that's that,
of the projected slit by .5 (multiplied it by
Lewis*, Burnett*, Spence*, Sommermeyer*,
why so far as I am concerned, that's that !
Bennewitz*, were all who came through. 2). The final result will be the focal length
Question No. 74 — Can you alter the E. F. and
simple lens, or the E. F. of a projecIt is a bit surprising how some men got of thetion lens.
of a projection lens by altering the length
up on this rather simple problemof the lens barrel, and thus the distance be- balled
Dobson, for instance, I know to be about as
Spence replied thus :
tween the front and' back combinations?
In measuring the focal length of a lens it
good as they make them when it comes to
is
best to have a frame, or optical bench with
W. E. Lewis, Endicott; H. C. Spence,
putting high grade results on the screen, and
to hold the lens in true position. It
putting them there efficiently, yet his an- which
Charlottetown, P- E. I.; Win Bennett, Newis best to have it so the lens may be moved
ton, Iowa ; Karl H. Sommermeyer, Marietta,
swer to this question — well, Dobson, I think back
or
ahead on a measurement scale. Atwhen you wrote that you must have just
Minn.*; Harry Dobson, Toronto, Ontario*;
tach a sheet of paper to the end of the
got
up
and
had
only
one
eye
partly
open,
or
G. W. Bennewitz, Sioux Falls, S. Dak .* and
frame, or to a wall if no frame is used, opposite a window or other opening in a dark
you'd
just returned too,
fromfella joy
ride into
Charles Oldham, Norwich, Connecticut, an- else
Quebec
!
Constantino,
in
over
his
or
semi-dark room, outside of which is a
swered correctly. I note that this is the first head, kersplash ! But here is the classic of
tree or"with
othertheobject
not of
lessa than
feet
I remember) our friend Constan(so far
all. It comes from California:
away,
flat side
piano 100convex
tino hasasmissed answering at all since the them
lens (if that is what is being measured) next
To
find
the
size
picture
a
lens
will
proschool began. He apparently, doubtless by
the paper screen, bring the object to as sharp
ject at a different distance when you know
some error, seems to have skipped question what size it will project at one distance, a focus as possible. Take the measurement
74.
proceed as follows: Project the picture at the flat side of lens to screen and then reverse
the lens — flat side away from screen — and
ninety from
feet. the
Thenknown
sub- again
Brother Sommermeyer's answer seems best known tractdistance,
focus the object and measure from flat
the other say
distance
suited for publication. Here it is :
side
of lens to screen. Add the two measuredistance.
Suppose
the
new
distance
is
70
A highly corrected lens, such as is used for feet. Then you subtract 70 from 90, which
ments together and divide the result by 2.
projection, is a. very delicately constructed
20. Then you measure twenty feet This will be the focal length of the lens.
and adjusted instrument, and to alter any of leaves
from
the
screen
and
hold
your
tape
line
up
The
method
is not accurate, but is close
the adjustments made by the manufacturer
for the measurement of condenser
(of which the distance between front and in the light and you can see what size the enough
lenses.
The
bi-convex
is measured with a
new picture will be.
back factor is one) will result in disturbing
single focusing of the object, measuring
some of the corrections, as well as changing
There, by gum ! You know all about it from
central plane of lens to screen. A
the focal length of the lens. It therefore
now. Only if the new distance were a long- meniscus lens cannot be measured the same
would be a foolish procedure.
er one than the old — oh well, why worry as a piano convex, as its optical center is
To this Brother Dobson adds this per- over trifles! Anyhow he had sufficient ambioutside the lens. The meniscus may be best
tinent comment : "But in an emergency it
tion to try, which is a bit more than any measured by the method described on page
would be possible to thus alter a lens and other
California
man
has
had
up
to
this
date.
153 ofswer.— the
Ed.). Bluebook (same as Dobson's anresults,"
'fair'while
be termed
what I might
get
this
Question No- 78 — This question is pretty
add that
would myself
The reply of Bennewitz and Spence have
to which
is correct, still the emergency should be a equal value as to correctness and brevity, but thoroughly covered by the replies to question 77. However, I will quote the reply of
very genuine one, because the lens could I think that of Spence is a bit the best, in
Brother Spence, which is:
the average man will perhaps understand
to its original excel- that
only be brought back
If
convenient
use an optical bench. If you
it
a
bit
better.
Spence
says:
original
lence and efficiency by restoring the
have none, then remove the projector
distance between the combinations.
To find size of picture at a given distance,
when size at another distance is known, as a mechanism (Correct nomenclature! — Ed.),
Question No- 75 — Can the same projection 16 ft. picture at 70 ft.: 16 ft x 12 = 192 ins., and in its place mount a sheet of metal havsized pic- therefore our picture is 192 inches wide and
different
project
to
ing an aperture .75 of an inch square. The
used
lens be
tures ?
aperture must be on the opthe light beam spreads as much per foot as center ticalofaxisthis
of the condenser. Next, on the
o,
the width of the picture in inches divided by
Oldham*, Burnett*, Daniel Constantin
screen
side
of
this
aperture, support the lens
the
projection
distance
in
feet
amounts
to,
or
Easton, Pa.; Sommermeyer, Dobson*, Lewis,
be measured at about twice its supposed
this case, 192 70 = 2.742857. Now if the to
Spence* and Bennewitz made correct replies. In
equivalent
focus,
and
in such way that it
beam spreads 2.742857 per foot, it is only
of brother Spence has been se- necessary to multiply that number by the may be moved ahead or back along the opThe reply
lected for publication- He says :
tical
axis.
Next,
with
light projected,
feet in any desired projection dis- support a screen of darkthecolored
to pro-of number tance ofto ascertain
may, bebut used
lens
cardboard
ion
the
width
of
the
picture
Anyjectproject
size
the
different size pictures
in front of the lens and move the lens and
at
that
distance,
as
at
say
35
ft.
the
picture
dision
project
the
as
will vary
the picture
would be 2.742857 X 35 = 95.999995 inches, or cardboard until the image of the aperture is
on
tance is changed. The longer the projecti
exactly the same dimensions as the aperture
and vice practically eight feet.
distanc- the larger the picture,
itself, whereupon measure the distance from
you
versa. In altering the projectione distance
Question
No.
77
—
How
would
you
measure
cardboard to aperture and divide by 4. The
lens. the focal length of a lens?
final result will be the exact E. F. of the
also alter the working distanc lensof tothescreen
from
The shorter the distance from
lens to film.
Dobson*,
Lewis*, Oldham*, Burnett*, lens under consideration.
the longer the distance
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Projection
(Continued from page S59)
Glad of that, Brother Fell. The school
will go on. I am convinced it is doing a lot
of good. Some seem to suspect I am doing
this merely to "sell books." Piffle ! I have
no regret whatsoever if it does sell them,
though not so much for the reason they
think, as because every book that goes out
is going to do some man some good, and
do a lot of men, women and children some
good IF the buyer uses it to good purpose,
because it will improve their work and
therefore improve the thing the public buys.
My idea in starting the Bluebook School
was to get those having the books to really
STUDY them, and thus get the greatest
amount of good out of them. My interest
does NOT end when a book is sold. The
sale is a mere incident. My real interest
lies in having each book accomplish the
greatest possible amount of real good. You
may believe that or not, as you please, but
it is simon pure TRUTH just the same.

Six

Incorporate

in New

York

State

An even half dozen motion picture companies were incorporated in New York State
during the past week. This shows a little
gain over some of the weeks this summer,
although the total for the week is nowhere
near the number of companies which incorporate inNew York State, week by week,
during the fall and winter months. The following gives the names of the companies,
capitalization and incorporators formed during the past week: Astor Productions, Inc.,
$10,000, with Henry G. Segal, Brooklyn;
Samuel Carver, Alphonse J. Mertz, NewYork City; Athletic Films, Inc., $1,000, Philip
Zierler, Isaac Sickle, New York City ; Lillian
Silver, Brooklyn; Rene-Bill Amusement
Corporation, $10,000, Murray Felder Yale
Greenhouse, Lillian Cunningham, New York ;
Prominent Pictures, Inc., $100,000, Walter L.
and Emily R. Brind, Joseph Grasso, New
York City; Brock Pemberton, Inc., with
Brock Pemberton, Winifred G. Golden, NewYork ; Charles H. Berg, Woodhaven ; HobarlHurst Productions, Inc., William M. Hobart.
William O. Hurst, Myron L. Lesser, New
York City, the capitalization of these last
twofiled.
companies not being stated in the paper*
as

Zaring

Building

in Indianapolis
Construction work on a new Community
theatre building, to be one of the largest of
the kind in the city, will be started soon in
one of the north side residence districts of
Indianapolis by A. C. Zaring, proprietor of
the North Star and Garrick theatres in the
Hoosier capital. The new theatre will be a
two-story building of hollow tile construction
of Grecian architecture and will seat 1,400.
The stage will be larger than that of an
ordinary picture theatre so as to accommodate the needs of the community. The building will front 100 feet on Central avenue and
have a depth of 137 feet.
Mr. Zaring also plans to remodel and redecorate the Garrick at an early date.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT! 1
Help and Situations Wanted Only
3c per word per insertion
Minimum charge 60c
Terms, Strictly Cash with Order
Copy muat reach us by Tuesday noon to lasure
publication In that week's Issue.
SITUATIONS WANTED
FEATURE ORGANIST desires connection wit
first-class theatre. Accomplished musician. Pictur
player and soloist of exceptional ahility. Experience
Reputation. Union. Magnificent lihary. Good instru
ment and salary essential. Address, "Expert Or
ganist," Moving Picture World, New York City.
EXPERIENCED
ORGANISTMorton,
— Wurlitier
Marr-Colton.
HillgrenMALK
Lane,
wishein
connection
September
first. Kimball,
House having; good
strument.
Fair
salary.
Box
.149,
Moving
Pictur
World, New York City.
EXPERIENCED ORGANIST desires position September. Complete library standard and popular rrasie.
Union. Address. 11. B. Brown. Empire Theatre
Montgomery. Ala.
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Oh what a Romeo!
And oh baby, what a

Juliet!

Sennett

Mack

presents

Turpin

Ben

in
99
"ROMEO
A

Two

AND
Reel

JULIET

Comedy

1st Release, 3rd Series, Ben

Turpin

A cross-eyed hero in love; a heart-sick swain singing
his swan song to his lady love, while the chandeliers
shake ; a dizzy vamp catching his heart on the re-bound
and making him lie down and roll over.
The gent with the inverted eyes sure knocks 'em cold
in this one. Turpin is Turpin, and there are no comedies like the Turpin comedies.
If you look you'll book.

Pafh6comedy

Moving"

Picture
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PRICE

25 CENTS

Sidney
OLCOTT

(Paramount

(Production

Tamous
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-

with.'Monsieur
Beaucair
BEBE DANIELS
Booth Tarkington
play by Booth Tarkington
the
and
ON
LS
Wl
LOI S
anil Evetyn Greenleaf Sutherland
KEN YON
DORIS
Screen play by Forrest Halsey
Lowell Sherman

516 FIFTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY
Published by CHALMERS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
En'ered as second cla«s matter June 17, 1906, at the Post Office at New Y">rk, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Printed weekly. $3.00 a year.
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a^P Wallace
Mac Don aid
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- . i--

OF 'LOVE AND GLORY'
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Harrison's Reports.
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THE

FAMOUS

FORTY

Exactly

PARAMOUNT

As

PICTURES

Promised

FOUR months ago Famous Players promised exhibitors a group of pictures
known as the Famous Forty, an avalanche of super-hits, which would send
box-office figures sky-high and bury former records in the dust. Inasmuch as
13 of these productions have been shown in pre-releases, it is possible at this
time to analyze some of the results obtained.

1.

Gloria Swanson in "Manhandled**
An Allan Dwan Production

A compendium of reviews from all over the country set this down as the greatest picture
of Gloria Swanson's career, and another knock-out for Allan Dwan. Out of 75 reviews read
by this department only one was adverse, and that one was Pete Harrison. Telegrams have
flooded in from everywhere, recounting broken box-office records with "Manhandled." It is
generally admitted by the entire trade to be one of the biggest money-makers ever offered. It
is one of the Famous 40.

2.

Zane

Grey's

"Wanderer

of the Wasteland"

All reviews mark it as a marvelous picture, even without the sensational color feature. It
has run to extra time in practically every c ity where it has been shown, and has been one of
the early sensational box-office successes of the season. It it one of the Famous 40.

3.

"Changing

Husbands"

"Your patrons will howl with joy," says the Majestic Theatre, Las Verges, Nev. "Delightful from start to finish," says the Temple Theatre, Bellaire, O. "A hundred laughs and 19
gasps," Los Angeles Times. "I laughed my fool head off," Kansas City Post. "Laughter praccontinuous,"
of the tically
Famous
40. N. Y. Evening Bulletin. "This is splendid value," Wid's Weekly. It is one
4.

Rudolph

Valentino

in "Monsieur

Beaucaire"

It is impossible to recount in this short space the marvelous reviews accorded this picture,
or to attempt to give an account of the tremendous business it has done in the few places
it has played. Interested exhibitors should write Joe Plunkett of the New York Strand, or
Sam Katz of the Roosevelt Theatre, for an unprejudiced opinion of the box-office value of this
knockout.
It is one of the Famous 40.
(Continued on Next Page)
Produced by
FAMOUS PLAYERS
-LASKYCITV
CORPORATION
•NEW YORK.
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(Continued from Previous Page)

5.

Unguarded

Women"

"A picture of unusual power and appeal," Washington Star. "Certain to entertain. There
is every reason to believe a picture like this will make them talk about it," Variety. "One of
the most entertaining of the present season," Detr oit Free Press. "Far from the usual run
and hands the patrons something new," Trade Review. It is one of the Famous 40.
6.

"The Enemy

Sex"

"One of the best Cruze pictures," San Francisco Chronicle. "Likely adventure. I enjoyed
it immensely," Ashton Stevens, Chicago He raid Examiner. "Paramount sure starts out on the
rights foot when it brings forth a production of this calibre for the new season," Motion Picture News. "Far above the average, one of the best pictures we have seen in weeks," New
York Times. Scores of other reviews are of the same tenor, and the business done on "The
Enemy
Sex" so 40.
far proves that another gr eat box-office success is in this picture. It is one
of
the Famous
7.

Pola Negri in "Lily of the Dust"

Rated as the best picture Miss Negri has made in America by critics and public alike. Did
tremendous business at the California Theatre, San Francisco, and the Metropolitan Theatre,
Los Angeles. "This is what I call acting. This is far and away the best work Miss Negri has
done in America," Chicago Post. "Negri n ever so fine," Chicago Journal. "By far the best
thing she has done," Los Angeles News. "Lily of the Dust" has had few pre-releases but
indications point to another remarkable success. It is one of the Famous 40.
8.

"The Side Show

of Life"

"A picture that is both adult and romantic, thrilling and intelligent," Ashton Stevens,
Chicago Herald Examiner. "Very sincere, very interesting and very enjoyable," Los Angeles
News. "We can recommend it heartily as one of the best features we have seen for some
time," N. Y. Tribune. "It must be a keen source of satisfaction for every one who had a hand
in the production," N. Y. Post. "Can recommend it even to our best friends," N. Y. World.
"The Side Show of Life" is a production th at will lend dignity and prestige to any theatre that
plays it. It is one of the very highest class pictures ever made and has exceptional drawing
power besides. It is one of the Famous 40.
9.

"The

Covered

Wagon"

The space is entirely inadequate to give any indication of the stupendous results of "The
Covered Wagon" in motion picture theatre s. Certainly these results have disproved completely the theory of the value of road show, provided that in the first place you have a picture that is really a road show picture. Without any question, "The Covered Wagon" has
proven the most prosperous picture exhibitors have ever had in their history and that fact
is readily admitted by everyone who has played it. It is one of the Famous 40.
(Continued on Next Page)
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10.
"The Man Who Fights Alone*'
The return of William Farnum in one picture brought forth the best type of reviews.
"We for one are doggone glad to see him back," N. Y. Evening World. "Unusually well
directed, and acted, good casting," N. Y. Herald Tribune. "A new Lois Wilson, a beautiful
Lois. She'll be mentioned with the beauties from now on," N. Y. News. "The Man Who
Fights Alone" is more typically a small town picture than the others in this group, but is
one which will undoubtedly make satisfactory
profits for every exhibitor who plays it. It is
one of the Famous 40.
11.
Cecil B. DeMille's
This production has not had a public showing as
be gathered from the telegram of one who saw it in
plete telegram appears in Film Daily, Friday, August

"Feet of Clay"
yet, but some indication of its value may
rough form in Los Angeles. This com22. It is one of the Famous 40.

12.
"Empty Hands"
The sensational newspaper story about this picture which got space in practically every
daily in the country is reaping cash for " Empty Hands" in its pre-release runs. A corking
good love-adventure tale perfectly acted by Jack Holt and Norma Shearer and perfectly produced by Victor Fleming, who made "The Call of the Canyon." "Thrills, comedy and a good
love story," says the New York Evening Post. "Anyway you look at it, 'Empty Hands' has
something40.of interest to offer. Deft touches of comedy," Los Angeles Times. It is one of the
Famous
13.
"Open All Night"
Pre-release at the Metropolitan Theatre, Los Angeles, topped all other shows in town in
receipts, and got these reviews : "Far and away different from the ordinary line of entertainment. Verges on the brilliant," Los Angeles Times. "For an entertaining exposition of
the old theory that women like 'cave man stuff', see 'Open All Night.' A bright, attractive
and interesting picture, extremely novel at times and well done throughout," Los Angeles
Express. It is one of the Famous 40.
14.
"Merton of the Movies"
This famous book and strikingly successful stage play has already established itself as
one of the greatest screen comedy-romances ever produced. "James Cruze has triumphed
again. Put it on and see how many people your theatre will really hold. Exceeds in enterFamous taining
40. qualities either the book or the play," Motion Picture News. It is one of the
In conclusion, it may honestly be said that there will be no let-down in this amazing
record of box-office successes. Private pre-views of Gloria Swanson in Allan Dwan's "Her
Love Story," of William de Mille's "The Fast Set," of James Cruze's "The City That Never
Sleeps," of Thomas Meighan in James Oliver Curwood's "The Alaskan," of Bebe Daniels and
Richard Dix in "Sinners in Heaven" have been held and it may safely be predicted that they
are all of them great or greater than those already shown to the public.
It seems entirely in accord with truth to state again that The Famous Forty will constitute a group of pictures that individually and collectively cannot even be approached in merit
and money-making possibilities by any other pictures in the field today.
Fortunate the exhibitor who has booked

(paramount

(pictures
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"THE NIGHTHAWK: One of the best pictures
Carey ever appeared in. You can boost this
one to the limit
and notLunago Theatre,
wrong."
J. D. IVarnock,
Battle Creek, Iowa.
tit. p. w.)

ii

"THE NIGHTHAWK:
A dandy good Carey
special. The best one we ever saw him in.
Plenty of thrills and will please men, women
and children." W, H. Odotn, Pastime Theatre, Sanderville, Ga.
(Ex. Herald)
"THE LIGHTNING RIDER: Picture proved
stronger than the vaudeville show as box-office
attraction. Harry Carey, showing a new
assortment of stunts that pleased the patrons.
Good reviews."
Herman
Wahn.Phila.)
Manager, State Street Theatre. Trenton,
N.
/. (Ex.
"THE LIGHTNING RIDER: Carey at his best.
This gave 1Sprague
00 perGreen.
centOrpheum
satisfaction."
Theatre, Fort Wayne, Ind.
(Ex. Herald)

"TIGER THOMPSON: This is a very, very good
so far."
had (Amusements)
have Minn.
we F.rskine,
CareyStar,
besttc Ophus,
Western, the Ness
"TIGER THOMPSON: For our patrons, Carey is
one of the best pullers in his line. Picture
pleased 100%."

L. I. Kulas~ewicc, Rex, Bessemer, Mich.

"TIGER
that
that
this

THOMPSON: This is the best Western
Harry Carey has made to date. It is one
will bring plaudits from the followers of
type of film entertainment. We even venture to predict that it will win new friends for
photoplays laid in the open places of the western
wonderland."

M._/>. News
EXHIBITORS AND CRITICS ARE UNANIMOUS
IN DECLARING THIS NEW SERIES— SUREFIRE AT ANY BOX-OFFICE
Released by

Producers Distributing
Corporation
FOREIGN DISTRIBUTOR
W"VOGEL DISTRIBUTING CORP

"This is one of Carey's best pictures.
It did an excellent business in spite of
one R.of Gregory,
the worstMajestic,
blizzards
the
Stevensof(Amusements)
Point,year."
Wis.

Presented by
Hunt

Stromberg
Produced by

Stellar Productions, Inc.
Charles R. Rogers
Vice President
Personally Supervised by
Hunt

Stromberg
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"If you
know the
the
kind
of producers
a Western want
that topleases
people (here) just cast your optics
upon this one and then go do likewise."
Eugene Saunders, Saunders Theatre, Howard,
///.
(EX. HERALD)
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Mystery Play Success by
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MITCHELL
&
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ROCKCLIFFE
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Developing

Machine

Machine

Works automatically — from raw film to theatre ready to project, without
the necessity of pasting joints and with all titles, lettering and coloring.
The most perfect copying installation on the world market.
Instead of twenty workmen

you need only two!

3,000 yards of film in eight hours!
Requires only fifteen square meters space. It means an enormous saving
in raw materials and chemicals. Wrong exposures and losses owing to incorrect handling of films are impossible.

The

installation consists

of the Copying

* Machine, the Fixing Machine,
and the Dyeing Cabinet.

the Washing

Automaton,
Machine,

the Developing

the Coloring

Machine

The film leaves the dyeing cabinet completely finished and ready for projection. This Copying Set is producing faultless, first-class copies and conserves the negative in every possible way. The negative touches the various
rollers only with the celluloid side, so that a much larger quantity of copies
may be developed than hitherto.
Please ask for special prospectus form

LANDLICHT

A.G.

BERLIN

ZIMMERSTRASSE
GERMANY

72-74.

SW.,
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JOHNNY
co--«CS*?

INES

Pr£Sident V°rk

.
ue
729 7th Aven

The

Fastest

Six

Reels

Johnny

Hines

Ever

Made!

Remember "BURN 'EM UP BARNES" with its Auto Race? It was fast . . . "LUCK" with its Thrilling
Mine Scene was very fast . . . "SURE FIRE FLINT" with its Runaway Engine was faster . . . "LITTLE
JOHNNY JONES" with its Spectacular Horse Race was still faster ... and "CONDUCTOR 1492" with
its Hair-Raising Fire Rescue was faster yet . . . but wait till you see
JOHNNY
Talk about tensity and suspense
drama?
You'll wiz with Hines
ake you concentrate ! Your
e screen ! ! You'll be thrilled
Story by
WILLIAM WALLACE COOK
Scenario by
RAYMOND S. HARRIS
Photosraphy by
CHAS. GILSON
JOHN GEISEL

HINES
IN "THE
SPEED
SPOOK"
. . . Ever follow a speedy Btory as if you were actually a living part of the
60 miles of thrills to the minute in this one! "The Speed Spook" will
spirit will walk right out of your seat and join, in the sizzling action on
Titles! by
at the end as if you had been traveling alongside of Johnny himself
!!
PRODUCED AND DISTRIBUTED BY
RALPH SPENCE
EAST COAST FILMS
Incorporated
Directed by
C. C. BURR, Managing Director
CHARLES HINES
133 West 44th Street, Now York, N. Y.
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You
can
have
no
better
builder
of regular patronage than
tic
e
are hards. to
a hearty laugh — a good comedy — on every program.
Harder, it wouf
to me, than dr^
CONLEr
Educational's reputation for keeping faith with
exhibitors
gives
real
meaning
to
its
promise
that
features."
Educational Pictures in 1924-1925 will provide
Right.
There are Absolut1
few pictul
the finest assortment ' of comedy subjects in
harder to make thar
its history.
Jl Great Line-up
good comedy, even
And, as in the past, Educational will back
pf Comedy
Stars
it
does taketobuthalf
fifteer1
For four years Educational Pictures
up these comedies with national adverminutes
an
have provided picture-goers, through
tising and national publicity.
hour to see it. But few
the leadingtheatres of the country, with
the highest quality comedy and other
pictures are half so
Short Subject entertainment.
good a treat as a good
FOR
LAUGHS
With this great experience back of
comedy.
it, Educational has acquired the
Book
greatest line-up of comedy stars
Educational is beginever grouped under one banner to
ning its fifth year as a
Educational
national distributor of
make you laugh this season.
Larry Semon, Lloyd Hamilton, Walter
comedies and other
Hiers and Bobby Vernon will be starred
Pictures
in their own pictures. Lige Conley and
Short Subjects excluin
other well-known comedians will be
sively. Experience
featured in Mermaid Comedies. Jimmie
counts for as much in
Adams and Neal Burns will be seen in
motion pictures as in
Christie Comedies, Al St. John in
Tuxedo Comedies, Cliff Bowes and
any other field of endeavor. You can count
Virginia
Vance in Cameo Comedies,
1925
and those funny but lovable youngsters
on the Educational
1924in Juvenile Comedies.
Pictures trade- mark
When you go to the theatre, you
more than ever during
want
to see a Whole Show, with
the next season as your
comedy and novelty as well as a
best guarantee of digood feature. The best place to
versified amusement—
find such Diversified Entertainof Real Entertainment.
ment isthe theatre that shows the
Educational Pictures trade-mark
in its lobby displays.
lUOCLLtClX

NEAL BURNS
"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
As for the fun pictures, you can
again laugh at the Lloyd Hamilton
Comedies, at Christie, Mermaid,
Tuxedo, Juvenile and Cameo
Comedies. And there will be a new
group of Walter Hiers Comedies
and a series of Bobby Vernon
Comedies, as well as Lyman H.
Howe's Hodge-Podge and Earl
Hurd Cartoon Comedies. Kinograms will bring you the news of
the world in pictures twice a week.
Look for the Educational
Pictures trade-mark in
the theatre lobby.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
The advertisement on the left appeared in a recent issue
of The Saturday Evening Post. The one on the right
will appear in an early issue.

N

President "

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
LLOYD HAMILTON
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New
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Triumphs

for

1924-1925

JULES ECKERT GOODMAN'S
great play which scored for two
seasons on Broadway.

Th* MAN

CAME

WHO

BACK

For ] seven years producers have
been bidding against each other
for the screen rights.
At last it's yours, and it's an
EMMETT FLYNN production.
Available

for Immediate

BOOKINGS

Special
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A spectacle of drama and beauty
based on the classic of literature.
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A magnificent, modern
of a masterpiece.
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for
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laugh specials created from Richard Harding Davis' series of Van Bibber
stories, the Fox short subject releases stand head and shoulders above anything
else of its kind

ever offered

to you.

Ready
and

Now

for Screening

Immediate

The

Play

Dates

Hunt — The Fight
the first two of the

RICHARD
HARDING

DAVIS

series of
VAN

BIRRER
funny stories

OTHER
NOW

JOY

FILMS

AVAILABLE

MONKEY

COMEDIES

Not

slapstick

comedies,

but

novelty two-reel dramas that are
replete with laughs and thrills.

The Monkey Romeo
In-Bad the Sailor
IMPERIAL
COMEDIES
Sweet Papa
The Pinhead
SUNSHINE

COMEDIES

Stretching the Truth
The Poor Sap
Apollo's Pretty Sister
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CORPORATION
HOI ■ . BROOK 0 , INC.. N. T.
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The
Editor's
Views
industry does is to once a year attend a revival and
seems to be a tendency on the part
THERE
of many to "pass the buck" to the exhibitor
"get religion."
This view would put Will Hays in the character
for everything in the way of off-colored advertising that blackens the eye of this industry.
of an itinerant Billy Sunday, and the industry in
We can readily grant that many of the glaring
the role of the perennial backslider.'
And this is not correct. Will Hays is doing a
exceptions to the industry's normal good conduct
good
job, in a capable manner; and his job is a
are the product of theatre minds — of men burdened
twelve
months in the year one, not an annual burst
with the thought of many vacant seats and desperately willing to go the limit in efforts to fill of eloquence. The industry, also, is doing its
them.
share, for our leaders are in the main travelling
in harness with Mr. Hays, with few lapses, conBut let no man place all the onus of short-sightscious or accidental.
edness on the heads of theatre men without giving
There are many outside, and not a few within
due consideration to the press books and other
the
industry, who do not know of the constructive,
producer-inspired advertising that occasionally afsincere efforts being put forth. These things, unflicts our eyes. Happily, the censurable is the
fortunately, are not all for the open records.
exception — fortunately, an infrequent and steadily
But it is well for motion picture folks to realize
passing exception.
the truth. This being that Will Hays is no longer
Let no executive of production or distribution
either
revivalist or policeman — but, rather, Big
assure himself that he is giving whole-hearted and
Brother.
effective support to Will Hays the while he proWe seize upon the completion of his Los Anfesses ignorance of the workings of his advertising
geles visit as an excuse to give him praise as such
department.
— Big Brother.
The capable advertising brains of this industry
* * *
will "give the boss what he wants." If the boss
wants to play fair with Will Hays, he can very
easily make his desires known.
It is an open-and-shut proposition. There's no
mystery or hocus-pocus about it. The man at the
top can't cross his fingers, close his eyes to the
press book, and then dodge responsibility for its
contents and their effect.
Nor can he expect sympathy for his crocodile
tears when an exhibitor in Tulsa sponsors an advertisement that was either inspired in thought or
created in its entirety in New York.
* * *

HAYS' return to New York after an
WILL
exceedingly busy stay in Los Angeles
cannot well pass without a word of praise
for the good work recorded while there.
This page has decried the "revival habit" that
seems to be taking hold on the industry. But our
thought is not prompted by any desire to minimize the efforts of those striving for the day of perfection. Rather, we are goaded by a fear that the
general public will come to the opinion that all the

GETTING
right down to it, there are lots of
things about the industry these days to be
proud of.
Some day the story of the picture industry's development ofthe arbitration principle will make a
feature fit to grace the pages of any record of commercial history.
Few commercial lines, by their natural ramifications, provoke the opportunities for disputes and
differences that are possible in connection with the
selling and delivery of motion pictures. That it
has been possible to develop arbitration in this
youthful and entangled industry to the point that
it has already reached is an achievement of Herculean proportions.
Every step away from courts and legal mazes is
a step towards industrial peace and individual
prosperity.
We are travelling far.
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Attractors

Manager

The "courtesy of the management" was mentioned either in
these words, or by specifying the "kind ticket lady" or ushers,
in 37 of the letters. One girl observed: "The ushers are not
cranky." One boy wrote: "The ever-present courteous attention of the ushers and other attendants make a pleasant atmosLinn stages

contest for his Virginia Theatre
brings out valuable

the things that people like about

he found

that

facts concerning

theatre — how he found

August 30, 1924

The offering of special features, such as Jack Denny's orchestra,
and vaudeville acts, which has been common at the Virginia
during the last season, was not mentioned in any of the letters
unless the "good shows" could be made to include presentation
features.
The third most popular feature with these letter writers was
the special Saturday morning 10 cent matinees, which might
have been expected since the bulk of the contributors were children. The fourth most mentioned feature is the "comfortable
seats." It would not seem that children would note this feature
but the answers mention this in 43 out of 100 letters.

Discovers

Up-and-doing

WORLD

his

out and what

out will interest you.

Down in Fairmont, West Virginia, is an exhibitor who wants
to be in the game for a long time. He started in this ambition
with his Virginia Theatre, a determination to make his patrons
like his theatre, and a fixed purpose of giving them the best in
entertainment, in comfortable surroundings and under conditions that would appeal to their artistic sense.
Came a time when he decided to find out how well he had
succeeded — and he found out! Also, in doing this, he built
up the interest that always comes from an appeal to the competitive instinct, secured valuable information and at the same
time gained a mighty desirable amount of publicity for his
Virginia Theatre.
How this was accomplished is best told by R. Linn himself.
He conceived and carried out the idea. Not only can you
derive much of value from his clear-cut statement, but you can,
as well, put the idea to good use for the benefit of your own
patronage propaganda.
This is what Mr. Linn has to tell you:
The Virginia Theatre obtained the co-operation of the Fairmont Times in a contest carried on to determine just why people
liked to attend "The Virginia," which has been very successful
since it opened Christmas a year ago, and the plan outlined was
to have boys and girls (with no age limit) write on the subject,
"Why I Like to Go to the Virginia Theatre." The answers
received have brought out some interesting aspects of the appeal
a motion picture house has for the public generally, although
this contest was primarily for the children.
The juniors agreed with older folks that the most popular
features are "Fine Pictures" and "Good Music." One hundred
replies were analyzed and all but six of them specified these
features as important in establishing the theatre's popularity.

not at some
all repulsive."
Therephere, are
unusual features developed by this contest.
For instance, the Virginia has a large lobby and one side of it
is occupied by a candy store, soda fountain and popcorn stand.
Showmen have differed regarding this feature. But 21 of these
letters refer to the "lobby store" in a highly complimentary way.
One girl writes: "You don't have to go to the other end of
town to get candy or soda."
The Virginia management attempts to play all the best pictures of all makes and, with this under consideration, it is surprising that only one of 100 letters mentions a make of pictures. That boost goes to Paramount. There are few stars
mentioned in the letters. Harold Lloyd, Charlie Chaplin, Milton Sills, Colleen Moore and Mary Pickford are mentioned the
most frequently — in the order named here.
Three of the letters speak of the advertising, which is gratifying to Robert Fisher, local manager, who gets up the ads.
Four of the letters speak of the canaries which sing in the lobby.
One girl writes : "I like to hear the canaries sing." Another
puts
it : "Theof loveliest
canaries
Eighteen
the letters
speak I ofeverthesaw."
comedies, eight of the
contributors figure the serials important, and four refer to
"Fables." Several mention the Pathe travel series.
Twelve of the letters speak of the prices (which are forty
cents)
either "low"
or "reasonable."
E. E.as Meredith,
a well-known
press agent, who had charge
of the contest, probably sprung something new here in suggesting using "excerpts from these letters in the ads of the
theatre for the next few weeks." This being announced in letters
sent to all who sent in contributions is expected to increase interest in the ads in the two newspapers.
The details of the contest may be of interest. The announcement was made in the newspaper that 100 tickets good for any
afternoon during August would be awarded the first 100 letters
opened. It was emphasized that the best letters would not
enter into the decision; that all letters addressed to contest
editor would be laid aside and 100 selected for "invitations."
It was stated that in the event that any one failed to give name
and address that letter would not be considered. There were
something over 150 letters received and a ticket was sent to all
of them since there were no omissions in address.
One girl wrote: "I will close hoping to win a free ticket to
your grand theater." This made a feature for a story for the
paper. A boy wrote that his ambition was to play in the Virginia orchestra when he grew up. A cut is being obtained of
him and a story will be used later. Newspaper cuts of some
of the letters reproducing handwriting and all are being prepared and will be run in the newspaper later.
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Business

THAT business conditions in general,
and the m^cion picture industry in
particular, are looking up in the
Mountain states is the report brought to
First National headquarters by two of its
branch managers, J. H. Ashby of Denver
and L. L. Hall of Salt Lake City, who spent
last week at the home office"There is a general feeling of prosperity
in Colorado and the states around it," said
Mr. Ashby, "due to the increased price being
received for silver, lead and copper and the
prospects for unusually good crops. This
prosperity will naturally be reflected in the
motion picture business. Money is easier
as the banks are able to get much of the
money which they have loaned to the farmers and business interests. Oil is being obtained in increased quantities and it brings
a good price.
"The feeling that prosperity will continue
and increase is due, in part, perhaps, to the
progress being made on the Moffatt tunnel
which will put Denver on a transcontinerrtal
railway system and shorten the haul to Salt
Lake and other cities to which it ships its
products. With the completion of the tunnel, the work tunnel will be transformed
into an irrigation system by means of which
water can be run into the arid regions of
the state. This in turn will make for still
more prosperous conditions.
"That the film industry is already feeling
this increasing prosperity is evidenced by
the fact that exhibitors are quite ready to
pay the increased rentals which First National is asking for its specials. Bookings
on them have been easy to obtain and the
exhibitors feel that the public will pay without grumbling the increased admission price
which they will ask for 'The Sea Hawk,'
'Abraham Lincoln,' 'Sundown' and 'The Lost
World.'"
Branch Manager Hall, of the Salt Lake
City office, agreed with Mr. Ashby on the
general improved conditions and the prospects for increasing prosperity.
There is but little building of new motion
picture theatres in Colorado, Utah or any of

MADGE BELLAMY
Who has signed with Associated Arts Corporation for their first picture for release
through F. B. O.

WORLD

"Wine"

Heads

Boom

Soon

the surrounding states, the two men reported. In Ogden, Utah, the new Egyptian Theatre has been completed and is one of the
finest theatres in the mountain states. In
Salt Lake City the new Victor Theatre,
made over from the old State, is ready for
occupancy. Pueblo, Colo., will have a fine
new picture house in connection with the
office building which the Masonic Lodge will
erect.
Mr. Hall and Mr. Ashby stated that the
exhibitors in their territories want shorter
feature pictures. Six reels is the length that
the public, and hence the exhibitor, wants,
except in the case of the big special which is
shown at advanced admission prices. Even
then, however, ten reels is the limit. They
report
in "The Sea
Hawk,"
which unusual
is soon interest
to be screened
in Denver,
Colorado Springs and Salt Lake City.

F. P.-L.

Making
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Opens

New

House

Big Universal-Jewel Production First
Film Shown in Bridgeport House
Bridgeport's newest theatre, the Cameo,
was opened recently with a pre-release
showing of "Wine," Universale Jewel production of the celebrated William McHarg
story, and with appropriate ceremonies and
specialties.
The Cameo formerly was the Dawe
Theatre. Universal recently took it over and
renovated it completely. J. W. Greely, of
Universal, who planned the new decorations
and fittings, received great praise from
Bridgeport theatre goers and from the press
of that city for his work. The Cameo is a
modern theatre in every sense of the word.
It has a capacity of 1,600, and is happily situated just between the business section and
one of the principal residential sections of
Bridgeport, consequently drawing both
general and family audiences.

Big

Arrangements

Week
Paramount
the country with a total reader circulation
all set
nearly n4,000
ement
WITH
to of around fifty millions.
announcrs
the newspape
to emblazo
Supplementing this newspaper advertisAmerica's motion picture audience,
ing will be the regular Paramount national
and with practically every available print
advertising
of the Famous Forty, led by a
s
nt
exchange already
in the forty Paramou
contracted for, the seventh annual National full page in the Ladies Home Journal, with
Paramount Week, August 31 to September its circulation of two and a quarter millions,
6 inclusive, looks as the most successful na- and including a four-color double-page
tional exhibition event since the inauguration
spread in the Saturday Evening Post of
of the first Paramount Week in the New August 20, a two-color page two weeks later
in the same periodical, a double page center
York City territory back in 1918.
Both the Eastern and West Coast Para- spread in Liberty and full pages in all the
mount laboratories have been working to current fan magazines.
full capacity for weeks in turning out the
In many communities this year Paramount
full quota of prints on the completed sub- Week will be the culminating event of the
jects of the Famous Forty and replacing the Greater Movie Season which, inaugurated
various exchange quotas of the 1923-24 pro- two years ago by the San Francisco forces
duct so that every distributing office may of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
give the best service possible during the is now widely celebrated, especially in the
period when thousands of theatres will be larger cities.
playing Paramount pictures exclusively.
This year's campaign of Paramount Week
Second New Jewel
newspaper advertising, placed through the
advertising agency of Hanff-Metzger, Inc.,
will eclipse any of its predecessors, both in Big Universal of New Season Stars
size of copy and the number of newspapers
Reginald Denny
used, according to A. O. Dillenbeck, who
Another big Universal Jewel production,
handles the Paramount advertising for the
Hanff-Metzger people. Every exhibitor who the second of the new season's pictures, was
plays Paramount pictures for a minimum of released to the trade during the past week.
five days during the week will have the It is "The Reckless Age," starring Reginald
tremendous assistance of the big advertising Denny, in a fast-moving comedy drama
copy placed in his local newspaper by the adapted from "Love Insurance," a Saturday
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Evening Post story by Earl Derr Biggers.
The space to be used will range from full The picture is a Harry Pollard production.
pages in the key cities down through five
"The Reckless Age" recently had its
sizes of copy, according to the space re- world's premiere in the Rialto Theatre, New
quired by the listing of the theatres par- York City, where it drew great crowds and
ticipating. The minimum space of the en- won great praise from the press and public
tire campaign, used in single theatre towns as an entertaining picture filled with punch
where the exhibitor has booked the required and action and spiced with clean comedy.
minimum of five days, is 840 lines, six
The first of Reginald Denny's starring vedeep.
columns
wide by 140 lines, or ten inches,
hicles for the new season is a worthy sucto his former hits, such as "Sporting
A total of between 3,500 and 4,000 news- Youth" cessorand
his popular "Leather Pushers"
papers will carry the Paramount Week mes- comedies.
sage. This means a broadside for the beneHarry Pollard, who directed the picture,
fit of exhibitors of approximately 3,600,000
lines, or nearly 260,000 inches, blanketing is the man who made the first "Leather
for

7th

Annual

Pushers."
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697
and

N.
J. Directors
Meet
in Atlantic
City
THE St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City, was
Newton, N. J., as their chairman. D. J. HenBy TOM WALLER
this week the stage for considerable
nessey resigned as a member of the board,
stating that his duties as an officer in the
exhibitor activity. Through a coincidence the Board of Directors of the M. P. every precaution is now taken to light the national organization occupies the greater
T. O. of New Jersey met there during the exits and provide for the safety of patrons. part of his time. The vacancy thus created
time the three-day convention of the M. PPresident O'Toole through the greater part in the board will be filled at the next session
T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New of his speech reiterated the achievements of which will be held at Toms River on Septhe national organization. He said in part :
Jersey and Delaware, was in session.
1Fully 157 exhibitors were in attendance,
"In Pennsylvania, we have a censorship
Other tember changes
in the directors unit inthe greatest aggregation being composed of situation where there is a definite disposition
cluded the advancement from a two to threeon the part of all concerned to resolve such year term and from a one to two-year term
Pennsylvanians.
differences of opinion as may exist, reduce of Benjamin Schindler of Camden, and I. M.
the queston to one of real service to the Hirshblond, Toms River, respectively.
Adopt Resolutions
people of the state, denude it of its finicky
The only absentees at the Atlantic City
Resolutions unanimously adopted included and uncertain elements and have the people session were Directors Fabian of Paterson
those opposed to non-theatrical units and actually secure what they want' in motion and Leo Jeskowitz of New Brunswick. Much
block buying. Making licenses prohibitive pictures and bring all other phases into co- business of vital importance to the New
for traveling carnivals, which is a local menoperation insupplying that want. This is in Jersey association was transacted by the
ace in Pennsylvania, was another resolution
reality what the law contemplates and while board whose roll call was answered by:
approved. The convention voted its approval it is there let it be made a service rather than President Joseph Seider, Vice-Presidents
of Motion Picture Day and its hearty sup- an embargo on service.
Charles Hildinger and Peter Adams, Secreport of the national organization.
tary Henry P. Nelson, Treasurer William
"Theatre Owners, always move intelligentH. J. Schad, president of the Pennsylvania
ly and with determination in your organiza- Keegan, Directors Peter F. Woodhull, Sidtion matters. Think for yourselves. You
exhibitors, occupied the chair during the conney Samuelson, Louis Rosenthal, Benjamin
vention, which was more in the nature of a can easily calculate the real money the MoSchindler, Arthur B. Smith and I. N.
social affair. He delivered an address as did
Hirshblond.
tion Picture Theatre Owners of America
George Aarons, secretary of the organization, saved you in the Nation- You know that
Seider Names Committee
National President M- J. O'Toole and Charles bills have been introduced in the PennsylM. Ropapport of Philadelphia, officer under
vania Legislature imposing in one session
President Seider named Woodhull, RosenO'Toole.
alone over one million dollars a year taxes
thal and Adams as a committee to arrange a
on your theatres. These bills were defeated system
of arbitration for the New Jersey
Postpone Action on Lighting
by your National and State Organizations. owners.
You
would
now
be
paying
annually
your
part
The proposition of emergency lighting did of that one million or more dollars if the
Under the regular order of business, a contract with the Moeller Theatre Service for
not come up at the convention as was scheduled. Discussion of that subject was re- bills were not defeated."
the distribution of industrial reels was apserved for the October meeting. This matBoard of Directors Session
proved. A representative of the Inter-Insurance Exchange appeared and explained
ter was one encouraged by Pennsylvania's
Department of Labor and Industry. It is an
The board of directors of the Motion Pic- the plan of reciprocal insurance. This matadditional lighting system which theatre
ture Theatre Owners of New Jersey at a sixter of reducing basic insurance rates was disowners are said to believe is unnecessary as hour session elected Sidney Samuelson of
cussed and was adjourned until the next
session of the directors when it will be the
first order of business.
It was decided that the dinner in honor of
former President Woodhull will take place
at the Hotel Robert Treat, Newark, early
next year.
In October and November meetings of the
directors, in compliance with President
Seider's policy of holding twelve meetings in
various parts of the State, it was decided the
board will assemble at Salem and Newark,
respectively.
The board expressed its great displeasure
at "He unfairness of alleged attacks aganist
Mis.. May M. Carty, assemblywoman from
Jerse3 City. Miss Carty, who last year introduced the Sunday opening bill in the New
Jersey house, defies her verbal assailants
with an accredited statement that she will
use the Sunday proposition as a basis for her
campaign for another term in the legislative
body next year.
Will Protect Exhibitors

A scene from Producers
"The Wise Virgin," featuring
PatsyDistributing
Ruth MillerCorporation's
and Matt Moore.

The state organization will make every effort to protect exhibitors in Essex County
from unfair methods in which county projectionists are now working on the double
shift, it is reported.
As soon as the directors' meeting was completed, President Seider returned hurriedly
to Newark so as to preside over a state session held especially to consider the Essex
County projectionist situation.
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Projectionist

Exorbitant,
Says
By TOM WALLER

in White Plains the barbers strike
every year for an increase no matter
how favorable existent conditions may
be. Projectionists in New York seem to have
been caught in this epidemic. They struck last
year and were partially successful and now
another walkout seems imminent.
The White Plains barbers work a good part
of the day and are glad, after each annual
exodus, to return and get their percentage out
of the chair, which is sometimes a little more,
but more often a little less. The projectionists
in New York so far have been far more successful. They walked out last year and resumed
their jobs with better hours and a twenty-two
and a half per cent increase in circuit booths
and a seven and one-half per cent raise in projection cabinets of members of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce.
This year the projectionists belonging to
Local 306 tender their demands for a thirty per
cent inflation of the weekly envelope, with work
to be conducted on a two-shift basis and a
maximum labor period of thirty-six hours per
week.
They appointed a committee which early this
month conferred with the T. O. C. C.'s labor
committee. The latter reported to the exhibitor organization, which closed the negotiations,
stating emphatically that the demands were unreasonably excessive. Little concern was apparent as to the projectionists' threat to strike
on midnight of August 31.
Shortly before going to press it was learned
from Charles O'Reilly, president of the chamber, that upon the request of the projectionists,
negotiations had been re-opened. These are
now under way once more with certain augmentations toboth committees so as to offset
as far as possible the chances of a deadlock.
O'Reilly declared
are too
many
projectionists
in New that
York there
who have
too much
time on their hands already. As far as the
men, themselves, are concerned, the chamber
president remarked, everything could be arranged to run smoothly. Certain political
moves in their association, however, are responsible for this unnecessary condition of unrest in their ranks, he said.
The thirty per cent increase proposition is
not regarded seriously by the T. O. C. C,
according to O'Reilly, who maintains that
amount is specified merely as a "feeler" to let
UP
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T. O. C. C. Head
the chamber members know that some kind of
an increase would be an accommodation.
The double shift is introduced, he said, so
as to get some of the unemployed jobs. Under
such conditions, O'Reilly points out, these projectionists would work five hours a day and
be paid for seven hours. Those who work
for six on roof gardens have to be paid under
the present arrangement whether it rains or
not, and when it rains they do not work, according to the chamber president's explanation
of the organization's attitude.
Another point in the demand which does not
apparently meet with the approval of the employers is that all projectionists employed be
members of the union. It is understood that
some jobs here are filled by non-union men.
Ten years ago the opportunities for projectionists in New York City were far greater
than they are today. Then there were in the
neighborhood of 1,100 theatres and fewer projectionists. Now there are about 500 houses,
all larger and better equipped to accommodate
the motion picture public. The number of projectionists in the city today, as the records
show, cites O'Reilly, exceed 4,000.
"Many operators in New York City are operating taxicabs today because there are no
jobs for them. There are too many men in
Eugene
Boom

Zukor

August 30, 1924
Arrows Sold
W. E. Shallenberger has just closed a
contract with Columbia Film Service, Inc.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., for the western Pennsylvania territory on the Arrow-"Great Western" series of eight starring Ben Wilson,
supported by Marjory Daw, Mildred Harris
and Violet LaPlante; six starring Yakima
Canutt,
world'sDick
champion
twelve starring
Hatton, cowboy,
supported and
by
Marilyn Mills and the wonder horses, "Star"
and "Beverly." Also the four new stunt pictures, "Pinto Pete," starring Ashton Dearholt.
the union and we cannot take care of their
surplus. If we were to give them such an increase we would have to pass it on to the
public and the public will not stand for it.
Last year we in this organization granted them
a seven and one-half per cent increase in addition to the good scale which they got during
The number of efficient projectionists in New
Yorkwar."
and not following their trade because of
the
the scarcity of jobs eliminates any fear of a
strike, said O'Reilly.
"We believe in trying to adjust disputes with
the men because many of them have been in
our employ for years. But they give no logical reason for their demands except that an
employee
At the should
time of bethisgranted
writinga yearly
no one raise."
could be
found at Local 306 headquarters.

Adduces

from

Picture

Things
Seen
on Tour
crop
will
not
only
be
a big one, but will be
the great
prosper
NG territo
EASI
INCR
tural
riesity ofin the
Middle sold at high levels. As soon as these haragricul
vests are gathered and the farmers get their
West and South have filled exhibitors
with the expectation that this season is go- money, business men in the towns of these
ing to be the most prosperous in motion pic- territories are looking for a decided boom.
tures, itwas declared this week by Eugene J.
"Another factor — in fact the most important factor — contributing to the general
Zukor, assistant treasurer of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, who returned situation, is the wealth of really excellent
to New York after a trip of several weeks
pictures on the market this Fall. Everywhere I found exhibitors expressing uny's exchange throughout the
Compan
to
South.
Westthe and
bounded enthusiasm for the box-office qual"In the agricultural states of the Middle
ities of Paramount's Famous Forty. The
West," said Mr. Zukor, "the rise in the leading first run exhibitors who have played
price of wheat and corn, together with the the earlier releases of the Famous Forty declare that each one of them has more than
prospects of a very good harvest, is having
its effect on general business conditions, and surpassed the promises that have been made
these conditions are being reflected at the for its success at the box office, and look
box office. In the cotton belt of the South, for the bigger pictures of the Famous Forty
business men expect that this year's cotton
yet to come."

SCENES FROM THE C. B. C. FEATURE, "A FIGHT FOR HONOR"
A Perfection Pictures' production, featuring William Fairbanks and Jane Novak.
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C

Washington
Present

Jimmy

Adams

in "Savagetional-Christie
Love,"
comedy. Educa-

Run Extended
The run of First National's Frank Lloyd
production, "The Sea Hawk," has been extended aweek at the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago. It was booked originally for four
weeks. It is in its fifth week also at the
Criterion Theatre, Los Angeles, and is in
its tenth week at the Astor Theatre, New
York, despite the closing of many theatres
in the latter city on account of the heat.

Shipping Warner Films
Advices from the Warner Bros. West Coast
plant are to the effect that prints on new
Warner Bros, pictures, in commercial quanties are being shipped as follows: "Cornered,"
July 24; "Three Women," July 26; "Lovers'
Lane," August 2 ; "The Tenth Woman," September 1. Of the four pictures mentioned all
exceptiong "Three Women" are of the 192-24
product.
Wherle Promoted
First National Pictures has promoted R. S.
Wehrle, assistant branch manager of the
Pittsburgh exchange, to be branch manager.
He succeeds, effective on August 4, A. S.
Davis, who has resigned to become general
manager of the Rowland & Clark chain of
theatres. Mr. Wehrle has been with First
National for five years as salesman in West
Virginia and for the past fifteen months as
assistant to Mr. Davis in Pittsburgh.
Roland on Coast
R. A. Rowland, production manager for
First National Pictures, Inc., has left for
the United Studios in Hollywood on his regular quarterly trip. He will remain on the
West Coast for three or four weeks and will
confer with Earl Hudson, coast production
manager, and John McCormick, wester:1,
producrepresentative, about forthcoming and
with
tions to be made by First National,
distribe
will
pictures
whose
allied producers
buted by that Company.
While at the studios, he will inspect prints
and "rushes" of productions now under way
in order that the executives in the East may
have the benefit of his judgment of their box
office and exploitation values.

Projectionists
Itemized

are
tors new
C, exhibi
N,d toD.submit
notGTO
incline
to the
WASHIN
ds
deman
made upon them by the
ts' union which represent maprojectionis
terial increases in operating costs over the
present scale. A meeting is to be held with
representatives of the union, but the feeling
among exhibitors is that this is not the time
for such increases as are being asked.
The present and proposed wage for Class
Al houses, those seating 1,000 or more and
running nine hours a day, is $63 a week, with
a six-hour day. The present scale provides
for one screening a week in the theatre without charge. This is eliminated in the new
contract and screenings made chargeable at
the overtime rate of $2 an hour, minimum
screenings to be one-half hour, and all time
computed from the time when the projectionist reports for a screening. The present
scale calls for the employment of three journeymen projectionists, permitting the employment of one apprentice ; the proposed
scale would require the employment of four
journeymen operators.
The next class of houses is those which
under the present contract run not less than
ten nor more than fourteen hours a day, and
seat 500 to 999. They are required to employ two journeymen projectionists at $63
a week. The new contract provides for the
inclusion of houses running nine hours or
more a day. Six hours is to constitute a
day's work thereunder and an apprentice is
to be in attendance at all times. Apprentices must be members of the union and paid
at the rate of 45 cents an hour in all except
"night houses," where the wage is to be $12
a week, including Sunday matinee, if run,
with $1.50 additional for all other matinees.
In the present schedule the next class of
houses, those running eight hours or more a
dav. seating 499 or less, the employment of

For
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one regular and one relief man is required.
The former working eight hours a day has
a wage of $58.50 a week; the latter is paid at
the rate of $1.05 an hour, or if the time is
divided between them, each gets $45 a week.
Under the new scale six hours is to constitute a day's work, with a weekly wage of
$54 and the requirement that an apprentice
be in attendance at all times.
Projectionists in houses running five hours
or less at night, seating 1,100 or more, get
$41.40 a week, Sunday matinees included if
run, and $1.18 an hour for other matinees.
The new proposal is for $43.75 a week, with
$1.25 an hour for additional matinees. Such
theatres seating between 500 and 1,099 now
pay their projectionist $36.40 and $1.05 an
hour for additional matinees ; they are called
upon to pay $45 a week and $1.25 an hour
extra, and have an apprentice on the job all
the time. Theatres seating less than 500,
now paying $32.75 a week and $0.94 an hour
for extra matinees, will have to pay $40 a
week, $1.10 an hour for extra matinees and
have an apprentice on the job all the time.
Vaudeville and burlesque houses are
jumped from $57.25 a week, with $5.20 for
each extra performance, to $70 a week and
$5 an extra show, where pictures are an
added attraction, and where such houses run
continuously and two men are required, the
rate is jumped from $54.20 to $64.80 and an
apprentice is to be in attendance at all times.
Open air parks are jumped from $37.50 to
$40, plus the apprentice. Single performances
outside of regular picture houses are dropped
from $10 to $8 a performance, with two for
$15. Another interesting provision is one
making overtime operative at rate and onehalf and beginning at 11 p. m. The scale of
wages is to be considered as a minimum and
not a maximum.
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Scenes from "Single Wive*," in which First National features Corinne Griffith and Milton Sills.
Thirteen

First

Nationals

Now

in Work;

Eighteen
More
to Come
distrial
Nation
First
C.
Gardner
Sullivern,
"Sacrifice," in which
for
TEN picture
bution ares in production on the west she is being directed by Sidney Olcott. Concoast. Three are being filmed in New
stance Talmadge is middle-distance with
York. Five have just been completed. "Heart Trouble," a comedy drama by Hans
Eighteen are definitely scheduled for produc- Kraeli which Sidney Franklin guides. Frank
tion.
Lloyd is making excellent progress with "The
Recently completed pictures include two Silent Watcher," an adaptation of Mary
Roberts Rinehart's "The Altar on the Hill."
super-features. They are "Abraham Lin- The
story appeared recently in the Saturday
coln," the historical romance offered by Al Evening
Post. Glenn Hunter and Bessie
and Ray Rockett and now having its pre- ing.
release, and "Sundown," a First National Love are featured. The producer is directProduction. Others in the cutting room are
Nazimova and Milton .Sills are sharing
Samuel Goldwyn's production of "In Hollyhonors
in Edwin Carewe's "Madonna of the
wood With Potash and Perlmutter;" George
Fitzmaurice's "Tarnish" and John M. Stahl's Streets," taken from W. B. Maxwell's sen"Husbands and Lovers."
sational British novel, "The Ragged Messenger." Mr. Carewe directs.
"Lost World" Nearing Completion
M. C. Leveo's forthcoming story for First
Of the ten features in work, two are First National
is "In Every Woman's Life," a
National Productions. "The Lost World" is featured vehicle for Virginia Valli, Lloyd
nearing completion with Bessie Love, Lewis Hughes and other players of star calibre
Stone. Wallace Beery and Lloyd Hughes. It Irving Cummings is directing.
is being directed from Conan Doyle's fanInce Supervising Two Units
tasy by Harry O. Hoyt.
At
Culver
City. Thomas H. Ince is personJust started is "So Big," Colleen Moore's
ally supervising two units which are busy
starring
vehicle
from
Edna
Ferber's
novel.
Charles Brabin directs.
with forthcoming First National Pictures.
Simultaneously in production is "Wilder- Florence Yidor and a starring cast are engaged with the screen interpretation of
nes ," astarring vehicle for Corinne Griffith
in
which
she
is
directed
by
Robert
Z.
Leon"Christine
of the Hungry Heart," directed by
ard.
George Archainbaud, while Doris Kenyon
Joseph M.is Schenck's
are busy.story
Norma
Percy Marmont are featured in "Idle
Talmadge
starring inunits
an original
*4 by and
Tongues," from Joseph Lincoln's novel called

For

WISE

Patsy Ruth
Miller
ANO

Man

The cast of "The Lady," Norma Talinadge's next photoplay, has been selected
by Joseph M. Schenck. Besides Miss Talmade, the company will consist of Wallace
MacDonald, who will play the leading male
role
Alt* Goulding,
Lloyd: Brandon
and John Hurst,
Fox, Junior,
according Dorns
to an
announcement made by John W. Considine.
general manager of Talmadge Productions.
Branch Heads Here
E. J. Tilton, branch manager for First
National at Des Moines, Iowa, and A. Gorman, branch manager in Montreal, are spending the week in New York at the home
office of that organization, absorbing selling
arguments on the new product, studying
distribution problems and getting better acquainted with the headquarters staff.

VIRGIN
ELMER HARRIS
SPECIAL
I PRODUCTION
DiMCTCO 8v
y*s uoyo

Frank
Lloyd seeks a new title for "East
ing to Love."
of Suez," to which Lloyd will turn his masterhand when he has completed "The Silent

Booking

Matt
Moore

Season

Leading

"Doctor
Nye." It is being directed by Lambert Hillyer.
"Born Rich," "Sandra" and "Classmates"
are titles of forthcoming productions under
way in Eastern studios for First National.
Will Nigh directs Claire Windsor, Bert
Lytell and Cullen Landis in "Born Rich."
Uarbara La Marr is starred in "Sandra," supported by Bert Lytell and a fine cast. Richard Barthelmess has the starring role in
"Classmates," which John Robertson directs.
The eighteen productions scheduled for
early filming as First National Pictures will
be "Inez from Hollywood," a Sam E. Rork
production with Anna Q. Nilsson, Lewis
Stone and Lloyd Hughes; "If I Marry
Again," with Doris Kenyon; "The Life of
Christ ;" "Sailors' Wives ;" and such tentative designations as "Pandora La Croix,"
"The One Way Street," "The Interpreter's
House,"
and "The Bosshaveof Little
Four productions
been Arcady."
tentatively
decided upon by Joseph M. Schenck for
future production. "The Lady" and "Madame Pompadour" will be starring vehicles for
Norma Talmadge, while Constance Talmadge
will do "The Man She Bought" and "Learn-
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Edwin Carewe contemplates "One Year to
Live,"
to be made shortly after the comWatcher."
etion of "Madonna
Streets." scheduled
John plM.
Stahl has oftwothepictures
to follow "Husbands and Lovers," "Fashions
for Men" and "The Waning Sex."
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Lew Cody and May McAvoy in a scene from
"Three Women." It is an Ernst Lubitsch
production for release by Warner Brothers.
Cincinnati
The policy of Loew's Theatre, Dayton, Ohio,
concerning which there has been numerous
rumors, has been decided, and the house will,
for the present at least, be devoted to high
class pictures. Ernest M. Emerling, who was
assistant manager last season, has been made
manager. He has had the theatre redecorated
throughout. A reduction has been made in admission prices, the revised scale for the new
season being 10, 15 and 25 cents for evening
performances, while the matinee rate will be
10 and 15 cents.
An echo of the Sunday blue law agitation
comes from Piqua, Ohio, in which city all movie
houses were ordered closed on Sunday. Police
have now isued an order that all jazz music
in downtown restaurants and cafes must be
discontinued on the Sabbath.
Tom Carroll, who managed the State Theatre, Lorain, Ohio, until that house was demolished recently by the tornado, has gone to
Europe for an extended rest.
Bell's Opera House, Hillsboro, Ohio, has
passed into control of George Ray, who likewise operates the Colonial at Washington, C.
H., Ohio, while Frank McConnel, previously in
charge of the Lincoln Theatre, at Portsmouth,
Ohio, has taken the Grand at Huntington, W.
Va.
Connecticut
S. Z. Poli, who recently acquired the Community Playhouse in Meriden, where he already
has a theatre, has renamed it Poli's Palace Theatre. Alterations and improvements have been
made. The theatre was built about two years
ago. The formal opening took place the night
of August 11.
Henry L Needles, general manager of the
Strand and Princess theatres in Hartford,
disabled
arranged an entertainment for therecently.
soldiers at Camp Hlnes, Niantlc,
Manager J. Desmond Walsh keeps things
Plaza Theatre in Bast Harthumming at the
his house continues to be the magnetfordforanda long list of steady patrons.
The Wilkinson Theatre In Wallingford will
observe its first anniversary on September 1.
the Lyric Theatre in Hartford on the
So
samewilldate.

BLOOD

\S COMING

Legal

Decision

Laid

Down
for Canadian
Theatre
Men
An important legal decision has been laid year. He has booked a long series, of fea
down at Osgoode Hall, Toronto, in the issu- tures from Famous-Lasky Film Service.
ing of a judgment by Justice Wright reSimcoe, Ontario, is to have a modern picstraining the members of the Hamilton,
ture theatre, the structure to be built shortly
by Fred Pursel, proprietor of the Lyric
Ontario, Projection Machine Operators from
Theatre,
Simcoe. Mr. Pursel has purchased
picketing or interfering with the Hamilcentral Forty."
site. He has booked Paramount's
ton Playhouse and the Kenilworth Theatre a"Famous
of Hamilton. The defendant members are
H. N. Jernberg, manager of the Province
ordered not to picket the theatre in ques- Theatre, a downtown theatre of Winnipeg,
tion and they also are restrained from dis- conducted a "revival week" from August
he presented six different protributing handbills, displaying banners or 11 to 16 when
ductions, changing the show daily for the
otherwise issuing statements which were
purpose with good effect as a hot weather
complained of by the theatre owners. They stunt. The big six were "The Three Musketeers," "Way Down East," "Orphans of
also are restrained from watching the theaStorm," "The White Rose," "Little Lord
tre premises for the purpose of preventing the
Fauntleroy" and "Tess oftry." , the Storm Counany one from entering or persuading employes from working.
The Allen Theatre at London, Ontario,
No ward of damages was made in the ceased to exist under that name on August
judgment, as it was pointed out that there 16 when the house was closed for a reorganization, arrangements being made for the
were no circumstances which entitled the
large downtown house to re-open August 30
theatre owners from resorting to any trust as
the Capitol Theatre under the direct confund of the union in satisfaction of claims.
trol of the Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
with
Thomas W. Logan continuing as manIn pressing action the theatre owners
ager.
swore that they were paying their operators
The Metropolitan Theatre, Winnipeg, no
$2 more than the union scale and that the longer
is under lease by the Famous Playwhole question was whether they were to
ers Canadian Corporation and the large
be allowed to operate an open shop or not. downtown house now is under the direction
the Metropolitan Theatre, Ltd., with
Under the court order, the union is re- of
Walter F. Davis as manager. Bert Crowe,
strained from interfering with the operation
former
manager of the "Met," has gone to
of the two theatres in any way.
Calgary
Allen. to manage the Strand, formerly the
The musicians of the Regent Theatre,
Ottawa, returned to work on August 16 after
a two week's strike during which they did
not gain nounced.
anyThe musicians,
point in at
dispute,
it is held
ana meeting
August 14, decided to accept the previous
year's
wage ofscale
of $42dropped.
and the demand for
an
increase
$2 was
Maynard Joiner, manager of the Grand,
Calgary, the only local legitimate house, has
established a new policy for the- theatre
whereby picture attractions will be played
the last four days of the week during the
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Kentucky

Announcement has been made by the management of the Strand Theater, Louisville, that
it will resume moving picture and vaudeville
combination bills on Sunday, August 31, after
being closed over the summer. The theatre
will show the Pantages circuit vaudeville.
Fred J. Dolle, of the Broadway and Fourth
Avenue Amusement Companies, is manager.
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The Tivoli Opera House, for many years
operated as a highclass moving picture theatre by the Turner & Dahnken Circuit, but
which has been dark most of the past year,
has been re-opened as a home of super-feature pictures under the direction of W. H.
Leahy.
Plans are being completed for a 1,000 seat
moving picture theatre to be erected on
Mission street, between 26th and 27th streets,
San Francisco, by the F. J. Young Improve-

Are
Remodeled
merit Company. The house will be known
as the Axtec Theatre and will cost about
$90,000.
The Royal Theatre, 1529 Polk street. San
Francisco, is becoming a mark for cracksmen. A couple of months ago the safe was
drilled open and about $1,400 taken. Recently
the feat was duplicated and a lesser amount
stolen.
Joel dated
C. Cohen,
the Honolulu,
ConsoliAmusement president
Company, ofLtd.,
T. H., sailed recently for his Island home
after
having spent several months at San
Francisco.
Walter Barusch, for some time director of
publicity for the California Theatre, San
Francisco, has resigned to become managing
editor of a new daily paper at Oakland. He
has been succeeded at the California Theatre by Charles Kurtzman, for some time director of publicity for the four houses of
the Herbert L Rothchlld Entertainment, but
who ice has
putting
out a bulletin servof latebeen
at Los
Angeles.
The first anniversary of the opening of the
Fox Oakland Theatre, Oakland, Cal., was
observed in August with a special program
arranged
by managing director S. J. Stebbins.
Extensive alterations and additions to the
California Theatre, conducted at Stockton,
Cal. by West Coast Theatres, Inc. under
the direction of N. O. Turner, have been
planned. The first work will be the Installation of a new heating and ventilating system at a cost of about $25,000. The State
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Scenes from "Hit and Run," a forthcoming Universal with Hoot Gibson.
Theatre of that city is also to be remodeled.
The Valley Investment Company has
Big
San
Francisco
awarded contracts for the construction of a
theatre at Taft. Cal.

House;
Others
T. & D. Jr. and affiliated companies, with
offices at 150 Leavenworth street, have a
building program under way which illustrates the confidence the management has
in the amusement industry in Northern California. Plans have been drawn for a large
theatre in the Sunset District of San Francisco and work will be started on this project as soon as contracts can be let. Contracts have been awarded for the construction of a fine theatre at Oak Park and work
on this will commence at once. The Strand
Theatre at Alameda is being remodeled and
will be refurnished throughout for the opening of the fall season. Extensive work is to
be done on the States Theatre at Oakland,
for which $30,000 has been set aside, and
numerous other houses of the chain will be
improved within the next few months. A
location has been secured for a new house
at Fruitvale and plans are being drawn for
a theatre with a seating capacity of 1,200.
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Sam Levin, formerly with the Western
Poster Company, San Francisco, has been
made house manager of the Victory Theatre
at Oak Park, Cal.
The Dante Theatre, on Green street, near
Stockton, San Francisco, has been opened
under the management of H. Gobish and
Charles Michaels.
W. Stuart Webster, for years the owner
of a moving picture house at Woodland. Cal.,
has
world.returned from an extended tour of the
E. Wiley inMather,
associate
of Louis
Greenfield
the New
Princess
Theatre,R.
Honolulu, T. H, is in San Francisco on one
of his periodical visits to the mainland.
Robert Abraham, for years manager of the
-Mission Theatre for Kahn & Greenfield, but
of late connected with other amusement concerns, has been made manager of the Broadway Theatre, Oakland.
Wisconsin
Roy C. MacMullen, for more than a year
manager of Aschcr's Merrill Theatre in Milwaukee's downtown section, leaves shortly to
take over the management of Ascher's Oakland
Square theatre in Chicago, it has been announced.
Succeeding Mr. MacMullen is A. J. Meininger,
erstwhile manager of the Calo theatre
in
Chicago.
Mr. MacMullen, before his arrival in Milwaukee, managed houses in Peoria, 111.
Louis Shimon, assistant manager of the
Milwaukee Theatre, north side Milwaukee
house, can't even forget the show business
on his vacation. That's why when he went
to Cedar
for resort
a two aweeks'
"rest"
he
hadn'tLake,
been Wis.,
at the
day before
he began organizing resorters into a revue
company
for the benefit of vacationists
there.
Kentucky
A new theatre, said to have cost around
$60,000, and constructed on school property by
citizens of the fashionable suburban town of
Anchorage, Ky., twelve miles from Louisville,
was placed in operation on Saturday evening,
August 9. The shows will be under the supervision of Fred J. Dolle, of the Broadway and
Fourth Avenue Amusement Companies of
Louisville; and C. N. Koch, manager of the
Rex Theater, which is allied with the Dolle
interests. It is understood that all profits from
the shows will go to the school fund.
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spending quite a lot of money these days In
a new marquis and fitting up his house generally. He will buck the Strand and the
Leland theatres.

May

Make

Syracuse
Use
Organs
Solely
Indiana
Demands on the part of musicians for company operating the three houses in the
A
jury
in
the
court of O. P. Bebinger, a
Electric
City,
will
look
after
all
three,
Inmore money in Syracuse, N. Y., is proving a
stead of just the State Theatre.
justice of the peace, held this week that
source of worry to the theatre owners and
Tony Vellier, recent manager of the Strand the operation of the Irving Theatre in Irvmanagers of that city and will probably rein Schenectady, and now looking after pub- ington, a suburb of Indianapolis, was a nesult in the Empire, Strand and Robbinslicity for the Shine boys in Gloversville,
cessity and a benefit to the residents of
Eckel theatres doing away with their • or- has packed up bag and baggage and with the community. In doing so it ordered C.
Mrs. Tony left Albany to make himself a
chestras and using organ music only. There
M. Walker, manager of the theatre, who
home in the Glove City.
has also been trouble of late in Gloverscharged with violating the Sunday closville, where the musicians went on a strike,
A. J. Cyr, owner of the Avon in Booville was ing
law, discharged.
not „o much over the question of wages as and one of the live wires of the Northern
The Sunday law, Justice Bebinger ruled,
to the length of the so called rest period. part
of
the
state,
has
installed
a
violina-virprovides that performances may be held in
In Gloversville, however, the matter has tuoso in his theatre.
cases of necessity. Walker pointed out that
The new theatre in Potsdam, which will inasmuch as there is no other theatre in
been ironed out and a satisfactory adjustbe
known
as
the
Rialto
and
which
will
be
ment made. In Syracuse the controversy be- run by Harry Papanaykos, Is slated to open Irvington it is necessary, unless the Irvtween the unionized employes of the theaing is in operation, for the residents of the
to the public the last week in Septres, including the musicians, moved to a its doors tember.
Harry will be brought over from community to visit down town theatres at
Gouveneur
to
manage
the
house,
while
his
breaking point on Wednesday with the ulti- brother James will look after the theatre additional cost of carfare and inconvenience.
matum that Keith's million dollar playhouse
Gouveneur. Another brother, Alex, who The jury in the case upheld his argument
would either remain closed or be turned into in
has been ill, is once more back on the job and held it was a necessity.
a moving picture theatre with an organ alone at the American in Canton.
Members of the Motion Picture Machine
furnishing the music.
With altogether too much in the way of Operators' Union of Terre Haute, whose contract with the exhibitors of that city expires
weather, J. C. Ellis of AlexMusicians in Syracuse are said to be get- rain andandria cool
Bay, has been obliged to discontinue
September 1, are seeking an increase in the
ting $50 a week but now demand $65. As a the open air
theatre
which
charged
no
adwages. They also are seeking a reresult of the trouble with the musicians the
mission but depended upon the money ?pent scale of duction
in the number of working hours in
Temple Theatre in Syracuse has gone from by its patrons
for
sodas
and
ice
cream
to
the
smaller
houses, most of which open for
vaudeville to pictures. In Troy and Schk- net a profit. Mr. Ellis is devoting his at- business at 10
a. m. The new contracts call
nectady, where orchestras were dismissed in
tention
to
ice
cream
and
hot
dogs
these
for
an
increase
of approximately $5 a week
certain houses early in the summer, it is days.
in the combined salaries of the two projecregarded
as
highly
probable
that
the
musitionists in the larger houses and an increase
cians will not be asked to return and that
of Albany, who plans to go of 5 per cent, in the salary of those in the
the organs, which have been supplying the intoSamfirstSuckno
smaller
theatres.
runs
the
fore
part
of
September,
Is
music this summer, will continue the year
around.
Walter Wakefield of Syracuse and Ilion,
has bought the Strand in Watertown from
Fred Perry who has operated the house for
the past three years. Mr. Wakefield took
possession of the house last week and imFor Release in September —Now Booking
mediately announced
change
in policy.only,
Instead of running
the ahouse
to pictures
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
he will combine vaudeville and pictures with
psaasggjffBsgsga
amateur nights three times a week.
The Leland in Albany is at last to be reU
seated. Although the seats were ordered
weeks ago, the first shipment arrived in the
Capital City last Saturday morning. Between
now and Labor Day, Manager Perrin will do
to have the entire house rehis utmost
seated and in shipshape for the fall opening.
Mr. Perrin
hascombination
repainted his
an attractive color
and lobby
will start
off
with a week's run of "America" as his opening program.
for the
early "The
fall. Sea Hawk" is scheduled
A FRANK E.WOODS
Although the Albany theatre located in
Schenectady, is running, no one has yet been
Friednamed as managed to succeed Mike
resigned and who is now
recentlyThere
on theman, who
Coast.
is a possibility that
William Shirley, managing director of the

I The most striking and original
story in motion picture history
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Theatre
Pa., Palace
Johnstown,
Lawrencevllle district, Pittsburgh, was
The legal battle between A. Notopoulos, the
re-opened August 9 after having been closed
Altoona theatre owner, and George Panafor several weeks during which time extensive
alterations were
new equipgotacos of Johnstown over the Palace Theawas Installed
and made,
the entire
house
tre, Johnstown, has flared up again in the newly ment
decorated.
Cambria County courts. Notopoulos, in a
suit just entered at Ebensburg, seeks the
About 8,000 kiddles turned out nt the first
recovery of $25,000 as damages and an ad- annual picnic given by the Ron-land and
Clark.For
Theatres
Kennywood
Aug.
ditional $10,000 as punitive damages as com13.
severaljit weeks
prior I'nrk
to theon picnic
pensation for the "time and money spent date, children upon purchasing admittance
tu R. nnd C theatres were presented
in defending his rights" in the county and ticketstickets
thai would admit them free to
higher courts, including the Supreme Court. with
the various amusements at the park. The
The suit is a sequel to the legal proceed- picnic was a grand success and proved a
ings in which both men have been engaged good publicity and business-ECettlng stunt
for years and in which the Palace has been for the theatre chain.
the bone of contention. In the statement
The Lincoln Theatre, Mt. Washington,
filed by Notopoulos it is stated he had Pittsburgh,
has been closed for three weeks
leased the Main street building housing the for renovating and was re-opened on August
Palace and that later the building had been 18. Henry W. Gauding, proprietor, usually
of the summer slump to Impurchased by Panagotacos, but that the takes advantage
prove the appearance of his house and also
lease had not been assigned to Panagotacos.
takes advantage of the occasion to take a
Notopoulos alleges he sought permission vacation. This year he took an extended
trip in company with Mrs. Gauding,
from the defendant to make certain alter- motor
their son Shirley and daughter Marilyn.
ations in the building that would have bet- Their
itinerary included Gettysburg, the
tered his business opportunities and that the Shenandoah
Valley caverns, thence through
defendant refused the request, at the same Maryland, Pennsylvania. West Virginia, Ohio
and
Indiana.
time depriving Notopoulos full use of the
building.
"Nick" Schuler and his father have taken
The statement also sets forth that the over
Frank
Biordl's
Theatreis ata well
Ellplaintiff was deprived of the full use of the wood
City, Pa.
The Majestic
elder Schuler
known
business
man
In
the
town,
and
"Nick"
building from September 29, 1913, to De- last June graduated from the University of
cember 4,1923, and that the defendant de- Pittsburgh School of Business Administramanded and received payment of rent for
tion. He is In active charge of the house.
He made quite a name for himself at the
this period.
school as a result of his prowess on the
Rowland and Clark's Arsenal Theatre In gridiron.
Chicago

Theatres

Interested

in New
Excessive
Tax
Ruling
Exhibitors and distributors are interested have overpaid about $1,000,000 and talk suit
against the city for the excess revenue.
in the new ruling made by Corporation
Counsel Busch of Chicago that they have
Lee Kraus, Olive A. Kraus, Harry Abbott
been charged too much tax on their films
any Martin Levy have organized Lee Kraus,
by the municipal censorship board. HeretoInc.,
at 177 North State street, to
fore the rate has been $3 a reel for the handlewithalloffices
kinds of theatrical enterprises.
original showing of a picture and $1 a reel
Sidney C. Nierman, Edward Silverman and
E. Coston have Incorporated the
for subsequent showings of the same pic- James
ture. The counsel ruled that the correct rate Shakespeare Theatre Co., with offices In the
Conway
to operate
the Shakespeare
was $3 a reel and $1 for the entire picture Theatre building,
at 942 East
43rd street.
It has a
on reshowing. The film men claim they capital of $10,000.
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O'Hare,
with
theWilliam
Blank C.
circuit,
has for
beenthree
madeyears
manager
of the Garden Theatre at Davenport, Iowa.
Louis Pinsker will open the Star Theatre
at Port Dodge and will run popular priced
picture programs.
Balaban & Katz have added a new department to their organization known as the
Patron's
Service Department.
It willamong
look
after
the Interests
of the stockholders
the movie patrons of the circuit.
The Fowler Brothers will open a picture
theatre at their park near Watseka, 111.
Joseph Handleman, L Consago and E.
Handleman have organized the Campus
Theatre Company of Evanston, 111., with a
capitalpus inofthat
$10,000,
operate
the Davis
Camcity and
with will
offices
at 806
street.
Jack Miller is putting In a fine new organ
at his Plaisance Theatre on North Parkside
avenue, and will have a grand opening when
it is ready for business next month.
Mike Seigel of the new Home Theatre has
returned from an extended motor trip.
The Orpheum at Cuba, 111., has been sold
to Roy Bare and W. C. Miller.
The Family at Quincy, 111., has been sold
by Plnkleman and Cory to George Herzog.
Hyman Werbner has taken over the
Princess on the west side of the square
at
Quincy, 111., and will feature pictures exclusively.

William team
Goldman's
Kings with
Theatre
baseball
evened speedy
the series
the
crack West End Lyric aggregation, winning
an extra inning battle, score 5 to 3. The
pitching and batting of Ray Heist featured
the encounter.

-FROM THE NOVEL BY MAUDE RADFORD WARREN
yieHouse^oum"
adapted By C GARDNER SULLIVAN
0IP.ECTED »v RALPH INCE
JACQUELINE LOGAN
1924-1925-

More negotiations with the musicians are
in progress and this time September 1 la
set as the date for action by the men If
their demands are not met by the vaudeville
nnd mixed bill houses. The demand Is for
a 10 per cent. Increase In wages* which range
now from 957.50 to $87.75, according to the
work of the men. Owners and representatives of 35 bouses are concerned.
I nil Hartman, manager of Ascher
Brothers' theatre on the West Side keeps
the business men of that part of town interested In the Ascber houses by attending
meetings and telling people about the difficulties of catering to the public taste In motion pictures. Fred has been at It for forty
rears, so he ought to know what the people want by this time.
The new Harding Theatre of Lubllner &
Trinz at Sawyer and Milwaukee avenue Is
under way and completion of the house has
been set for June of next year at the latest.

St. Louis

LOGAN

Season

August 30, 1924
H.
R.
Ragan
has
taken
Theatre at Villa Grove, 111. over the Star
Abe Kauffman, manager of the Covent Garden Theatre
Lubllner &In Trlnz,
has re-of
turned from ofa vacation
the wilds
Michigan.
The big event on the West Side last week
was the formal opening of the new stage of
the Lubliner & Trinz Senate Theatre on
West Madison street. This stage will be
used for presentations under the direction
of C. Niggemeyer, formerly with the Wisand with
Art with
Kahn'splenty
big or-of
variety. consin
chestraTheatre,
will provide
patrons

Pictures

John R. Pratt of Fulton, Mo., was
along Picture Row. Other visitors were
Rellly of Alton and Mrs. Pert of the
Theatre, Gillespie, 111.
C. E. Lilly and wife of Hannibal,
were visitors of the past week.

seen
Jim
Pert
Mo.,
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Action views from Priscilla Dean's "Siren of Seville," which is released through Producers Distributing Corp.
tre will give Mr. Varner six houses in North
Seattle
Buffalo, N. Y.
Carolina. In Lexington, where he will continue to maintain executive offices, he has
Manager LeRoy Johnson of the Liberty
September 9 has been finally selected
Theatre had a wonderful foyer during the as the date for the organization meeting of two houses, the Lexington and Young's, in
the Strand, in Thomasville the
run of "The Chechahcos" last week. The the Buffalo Zone of the Motion Picture Salisbury
Palace and in Badin the Badin theatre. The
lobby itself was lavishly decorated and Theatre Owners of New York, Inc. There
sparkled with many electric lights, a flash will be a luncheon at 12:30 in the Hotel Concord house will be of brick, and will seat
sign, etc., but it was inside that one stepped Statler followed by a business meeting at 600 or more with balcony. The stage will
be large and thoroughly equipped.
into the heart of the snows. The entire 2 o'clock. Two new directors will be named
foyer, which divides into a wide ramp just and officers elected for the ensuing year.
inside the door, and a main foyer which A big gathering of exhibitors from all parts
With a shower of congratulatory messages
circles the back of the auditorium, was of western New York is expected.
from ail over the country, numerous floral
banked with natural fir trees, which had
offerings and an attendance of many of the
celebrities of the picture business of the
been whitewashed lavishly, giving them the
Foundation for the new Babcock TheaSouth, Jake Wells opened his new theatre in
tre in Bath, N. Y., have been completed and Hendersonville,
look of snow-laden boughs. From these
V C, the Hex, on August 4,
work has begun on the steel construction.
hung innumerable cotton icicles, a-sparkle Harold
Ray
Beall,
formerly
connected with SouthP.
Dygert,
head
of
Associated
Theawith the twinkle of snow lights. The gorern Enterprises houses in Charlotte and
tres, Inc., announces that the house will be
geous prism foyer lanterns all bore blue ready for the public by Thanksgiving Day.
Asheville, is manager of the new Rex, which
lights, completing the illusion. The whole
is described as one of the most modern and
job was inexpensive and highly effective.
Many improvements have been made in the beautiful appointed houses in IVorth Caro>The picture brought in excellent business. Hi-Art Theatre, Lockport, N. Y„ which was
re-opened this week under the management
of Robert Kane. The Hi-Art is owned by
George Herpick of the Winter Garden James Lanlghnn. Several hundred seats have
Mr. and Mrs. Sig Samuels of the MetroTheatre, with Mrs. Herpick left last week been added on the ground floor. The interior
politan Theatre, Atlanta, sailed from New
been
beautifully
redecorated
and
refurfor a two months' vacation in the East, has
York on September 14 for a three months'
nished.
stay intries.Germany
European
counvisiting:
Mr. Herpick's people. New Jersey is
Mr. Samuels andandother
his wife
will arrive
their objective.
in Germany in time to celebrate the
eightieth birthday anniversary of his mother
The Dream, Port Angeles, Wash., Charles
The Southeast
in Breslau, and has cabled the glad tidings
George, manager, which has formerly
to his family over there that he will be with
charged a 10-cent admission, is reported to
Henry B. Varner will build a new theatre them for the first time in thirteen years on
have put into effect charges of 10 cents dur- in Concord, N. C, to add to his rapidly this birthday of their mother. Mr. Samuels
ing the week, with special feature pictures
taking with him several thousand feet of
Saturday, Sunday and Monday for which developing chain of Carolina houses. Plans is
film showing his new home on East Lake
an admission of 25 cents will be charged.
for the building, which will be located on Drive, Atlanta, and all Atlanta members of
Practically all of the F. B. O. and United
Union street, are being submitted to the in- his family. During his absence the entire
Artists product have been contracted for.
surance department at Raleigh and actual responsibility for the conduct of the Metropolitan Theatre will fall upon the shoulders
Exchange managers recently returned work will start as soon as they are ap- of Willard Patterson, who has been his chief
proved,
so
that
the
house
will
be
ready
for
aide during his entire career in Atlanta. The
from Eastern Washington report that conw
Samuelses will return in November.
ditions which looked hopeless five or six
weeks ago now look much more promising, opening by January 1, 1925. The new theadue to the price of wheat. Conditions around
Wenatdhee have not improved greatly as
yet, and it has been one of the quietest summers in years in this district, necessitating
the closing of many houses. However, with
the harvesting of the apple crop, which is
said to be lighter than usual, things are
bound to improve. The majority of the
For Release in October— Now Booking
closed houses are planning for early fall
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
openings.
"Doc" Clemmer held a special preview for
all local railroad men and telegraph employes in advance of the showing of "The
Signal Tower" at his Clemmer Theatre, Spokane. The picture got across well.

U4RRY

For the first time in its history Tacoma
has held a picture over two weeks, with the
extended
run Manager
of "The H.
Covered
Wagon"
the
Colonial.
T. Moore
reportsat
record business.

(WARING
RAILS
TOM FORMflN
A HUNTPIWPUCTlO.t*
STROMBtRG

Ray Grombacher, owner of the Liberty
Theatre, Spokane, and trustee of the M. P.
T. O. of Washington, was the guest of Fred
G. Sliter, local First National manager, during hla recent four days' visit to Seattle.
Season
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STRAlGHTfrom
M
SHOULDER
REPORTS
A Department for. The Information of exhibitors
EDITED BY A. VAN BUREN POWELL
Associated Exhibitors
ALICE ADAMS. (6 reels). Star, Florence
Vldor. Was generally liked and went fairly
well. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading,
Pennsylvania.
LONE WOLF. (6 reels). Star, Jack Holt.
All reports on this were good. Has what
they're looking for, action. Tone okay. Sunday, yes.class,
Good town
audience
appeal.'Admission
Family and
student
of 4,000.
1025. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre (600 seats),
Decorah, Iowa.
MAN BETWEEN. (5,176 feet). Star cast.
A slow, tedious show that never ought to
have been released. City of 110,000. Admission 10-20. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre,
Reading, Pennsylvania.
MIRACLE MAKERS. (5,834 feet). Star cast.
Surely the ones who are responsible for this
picture were not miracle makers in the picture line. Still, while I personally rate this
a poor attraction, I had some people tell me
it was a good picture. So you see they are
not all dead here yet. Brought fair attendance. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
TILL WE MEET AGAIN. (5,822 feet). Star
cast.weather
While being
it didn't
a bigwhocrowd,
the
verybring
hot, inthose
saw
it spoke very well of it. Al. C. Werner, Royal
Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

These dependable tips come from exhibitors who tell the truth about pictures to help you book your program
intelligently. "It is my utmost desire to
serve my fellow man," is their motto.
Use the tips; follow the advice of exhibitors who agree with your experience
on pictures you both have run.
Send tips to help others. This is your
department, run for you and maintained
by your good-will.

First1 National
BOY OF MINE. (7 reels). Star, Ben Alexander. Wonderful picture. One of the best
we ever had. Good crowds. Good cast ai.d
good acting. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Fine
audience appeal. General class, town of
3,200. Admission 10-30. Kreighbaum Brothers,
Char-Bell Theatre (797 seats), Rochester, Indiana.

F. B. O.
UNKNOWN PURPLE. (6,950 feet). Star
cast. Fair program picture. No drawing
power in small town. Prints good. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. No audience appeal.
Small town class, town of 350. Admission
10-20. Roy E. Cline, Osage Theatre (200
seats), Osage, Oklahoma.
UNKNOWN PURPLE. (6,950 feet). Star,
Henry B. Walthall. Fairly good for one of
the impossible things. Elite class. Admission 20-30-40. Louis Isenberg, Elmwood
Theatre (1,600 seats), Buffalo, New York.
WANDERING HUSBANDS. (6 reels). Star
cast. Good picture for big town. Did not
go as good
"Miami."
C. M. Cassil, Star
Theatre,
Gooseas Creek,
Texas.
WHITE SIN. Star, Madge Bellamy. Fine
feature. It will pay to boost it. Print good.
Tone fine. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal,
yes. Small
townRoy class,
town Osage
of 350.
Admission 10-20.
E. Cline,
Theatre
(200 seats), Osage, Oklahoma.

For

Release

Clever
POOR PRINTS (usually short
footage). Producer, all exchanges.
Star, exhibitor. It seems that it
takes the exchanges a long time in
overcoming the poor print. I have
run some here of late that should
have been junked long ago. Moral
tone, none. Suitable for Sunday,
No!!!! Audience appeal, rotten.
Draw farmers, town of 150. Jack
Schneider, Cameo Theatre, Richmond. Iowa.
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CIRCUS DAYS. (6.000 feet). Star, Jackie
Coogan. Pleased everybody here. One of
his best from First National. Little old, but
a new print. Would advise all exhibitors to
run this one and step on It. Tone good.
Sunday, yes. Fair audience appeal. All
classes, small town. Admission 10-25. W.
H.
Odom, Georgia.
Pastime Theatre (250 seats), Sandersville,
DANGEROUS AGE. (7,209 feet). Star cast.
One of the best domestic dramas ever made,
was the verdict given after seeing this picture. In the past two years several features
have copied the theme of "The Dangerous
Age" but
they did not equal
from excellent
a standpoint of entertainment.
Castit does
work. Print only fair. Sunday, yes. Tone
good. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre,
Chester, Vermont.
ENCHANTED COTTAGE. (7,120 feet). Star,
Richard Barthelmess. Delightful picture.
Will not please over fifty per cent, and to do
that must have very high-class house. It Is
one of the kind which puts a house in right
with the better element. Good moral tone.
Suitable for any day. Fair audience appeal.
Family class, city of 17,000. J. M. Blanchard,
Strand Theatre (800 seats), Sunbury, Pennsylvania.
PAINTED PEOPLE. (5,700 feet). Star, ColMoore. It'sappeal,
good. yes.
Tone Mill
good.class,
Sunday,
yes. leen
Audience
city
of 10,000. Admission 10-20. Jos. E. Rapalus,
Majestic Theatre (800 seats). Easthampton,
Massachusetts.
PONJOLA. (7 reels). Star, Anna Q. Nilsson.
Despite strong local counter-attractions this
show brought them and the general verdict
pronounced this a very good show. City of
110,000. Admission 10-20. Al. C. Werner,
Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
SEA LION.
(4,367andfeet).
Star, Herbert
worth.
No kicks
no boosts
but did Bosnot
draw very well. Small town class, town of
I, 474. Admission 10-20-25. T. W. Cannon,
Majestic
Tennessee. Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield,
SEVENTH DAY. (5,335 feet). Star. Richard
Barthelmess. Only a fair offering for Barthelmess. Don'tgood.
promiseSunday,
too much
you'll
be okay. Tone
yes.andAverage
attendance. Small town class, town of 1,474.
Admission 10-20-25. T. W. Cannon, Majestic
Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
SLANDER THE WOMAN. (6,400 feet). Star,
Dorothy Phillips. A fair program picture
that with Its scenes being laid in the far
north should make a good summer attraction. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
SLANDER THE WOMAN. (6,400 feet). Star,
Dorothy Phillips. All said they enjoyed this.
A nice northern picture; all alike. Dorothy
Phillips is good. Ran a Keaton comedy and
it made a fine program. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Fine audience appeal. Draw city
and town folks, town of 1,000. Admission
10-25. C. R Seff, New Radio Theatre (250
seats), Correctionvllle, Iowa.
SONG OF LOVE. (8,000 feet). Star, -Norma
Talmadge. As usual, all Talmadge pictures
good and usually draw the crowds. Tone
good. Sunday, yes. Fine audience appeal.
Tourists, town of 2,400. Admission 16-25. S.
Lv
Taylor, Mississippi.
Kozy Theatre (250 seats), Pass
Christian,
SON OF THE SAHARA. (7,990 feet). Star,
Bert Lytell. A very good sheik picture,
well acted and produced. Those who like
this sort will surely enjoy it. But why cast
Lytell as a sheik? He does not possess the
proper physical appearance for such a part,
so keep him in melodramas where he belongs. Fair tone. Sunday, yes. Audience
appeal eighty per cent. Mixed class, city of
500,000. Admission 10-20. William T. Meeks.
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Silllman'swaukee,
Murray
Wisconsin. Theatre (742 seat3), MilSON OF THE SAHARA. (8 reels). Star,
Bert Lytell. Went over nicely. People liked
it. Better still, they wanted to see it. Made
in Algeria, and the scenes look real. I
would like to recommend It highly for towns
where sheik pictures are liked. There seems
to be thousands of camels, Arabs and French
colonialTone
soldiers.
is a battle
that's
good.
okay. There
Not suitable
for Sunday
here. Good attendance. All classes in town
of 3,000. Admission 10-30. M. W. Larmour,
National Theatre (450 seats), Graham, Texas.
SON OF THE SAHARA. (8 reels). Star,
Bert Lytell. Best Arab picture ever filmed.
Bert well
Lytell's
actingPicture
wonderful.
Audienceof
very
pleased.
held attention
audience. Tone okay. General class, town
of 3,300. Admission 10-30. Kreighbaum
Brothers, Char-Bell Theatre (800 seats),
Rochester, Indiana.
SUNSHINE TRAIL. (4,500 seats). Star,
Douglas MacLean. Just an ordinary show
that didn't mean much to the box office nor
to the patrons. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
THOSE WHO DANCE. (7,312 feet). Star
cast. A satisfactory crook story describing
the working of bootleggers. Contains thrills
and excitement. Shows hilarious moon parties. Making of moonshine, an auto wreck,
electric chair and other exciting scenes too
numerous to mention. Tone not so good.
Not suitable for Sunday. Audience appeal
seventy
per cent. 10-20.
Mixed William
class, cityT. ofMeeks,
500",000. Admission
Silliman's waukee,
Murray
Theatre
(742
seats),
MilWisconsin.
WHAT A WIFE LEARNED. (6,700 feet).
Star cast. Fair picture, only in program
class. Advertising misleading. Tone fair.
Below average attendance. Small town class,
town of 1,474. Admission 10-20-25. T. W.
Cannon, Majestic Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
Fox
ROMANCE LAND. Star, Tom Mix. Will
please Mix fans. I ran this after laying
off Mix for several months and it drew better than the last I showed Fair audience
appeal. Small town class, town of 1,474. Admission 10-20-26. T. W. Cannon, Majestic
Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
ST. ELMO. (6 reels). Star, John Gilbert.
My biggest surprise in six years as an exhibitor. Played It on the opening night of
the Chautauqua and, inspite of this competition, had one of the largest crowds of
the season. Outdrew "Scaramouche" and "If
Winter Comes," which preceded and followed
it, and they were played without any competition whatever. The picture is nothing to
rave over but it satisfied. Brought people
who had never been in my theatre before.
Sunday, yes. Small town patronage, town of
2,245. Admission 10, 30 on specials. W. J.
Powell,
ton, Ohio.Lonet Theatre (299 seats), WellingSHADOW OF THE EAST. (5,874 feet). Star,
Frank Mayo. At last a Fox special that
drew big business. While the story seems
a little bit far-fetched, it pleased well. Passable tone. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal
ninety per cent. Draw neighborhood class,

"Buck" Jones. A crackerjack comedy drama.
The
transcontinental
race you
good.going.
It's chock
full of
thrills that keep
Good
audience appeal. Small town class, town of
1,474. Admission 10-20-25. T. W. Cannon,
Majestic
Tennessee. Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield,

city of 82,000. Admission 10-15. M. F.Meade,
Olive
souri. Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph, MisSHIRLEY OF THE CIRCUS. (4,668 feet).
Star, Shirley Mason. Nice little picture. Mason has good following here and the picture

Between

Ourselves

A get-together place where
we can talk things over
Well,likely,
folks, sitting
when you
this tub
I'll be,
most
in aread
leaky
on
Lake Mahopac and praying for "A
square
deal on fish!"
This vacation
will be possible because
of the many good friends who have
dropped other important work to send
extra size batches of dependable tips,
so I could be certain of having the material all in shape and ready before I
duck out.
I want to thank all of you who did
this. I can hop out with a clear mind
and be sure that the good work goes
on just the same till I get back.
Don't stop sending tips. I've cleaned
out the file in which I get them ready —
so
the job waiting
I'll be
gladwhen
to seeI aget
big back
heap on
of reports
to go into the next issue.
So-long and good luck.
VAN.
seemed to please. Fair audience appeal.
Small town class, town of 1,474. Admission
10-20-25 T. W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre
(249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
SKID PROOF. (5,365 feet). Star, Charles

For

SOFT BOILED. (7,054 feet) Star, Tom
Mix. This one was supposed to pull them In
in spite ofoutdoor
everything,
but it didn't domadeit.
Numerous
counter-attractions
Tom Mix go flat. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
STEPPING FAST. (4,608 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. Good Mix picture. Full of thrills and
will please Mix fans. Good attendance.
Small town class, town of 1,474. Admission
10-20-25. T. W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre
(249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
TIMES HAVE CHANGED. (5,082 feet).
Star cast. Very ordinary program picture.
Russell not known here. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Not much audience appeal. Tourists, town of 2,400. Admission 15-25. S. L.
Taylor, Kozy Theatre (250 seats). Pass
Christian, Mississippi.
TIMES HAVE CHANGED. (5,082 feet).
Star, William Russell. Program picture that
pleased.dienceTone
Sunday,
auappeal. okay.
Draw town
and yes.
countryFairclass,
town of 450. A. F. Thomas, Pastime Theatre (250 seats), Almyra, Arkansas.
WHO ARE MY PARENTS? Star cast. Fine,
moral picture. Buy it right and push adyes. Good
appeal. Townvertising.
and Sunday,
country
draw, audience
town of 450.
A. F. Thomas, Pastime Theatre (260 seats),
Almyra, Arkansas.
Me tro- Goldwyn
THREE WISE FOOLS. (6,946 feet). Star
cast. When I say all star cast I always mean
nobody of importance which their names
wouldn't mean much. A fair picture not
worth what I paid for it. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Fair audience appeal. Mixed class
"town of 3,000. Admission 10-20. Charles Mar-
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tine, Family Theatre (300 seats), Mt. Morris, New York.
THY NAME IS WOMAN. (9,087 feet). Star,
Ramon Novarro. A very good picture but
will not draw all classes. Best thing Barbara LaMarr ever made. She was even better than Novarro. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
Admission 10-25. Jake Jones, Cozy Theatre
(600 seats), Shawnee, Oklahoma.
TRIFLING WOMEN. (9 reels). Star cast.
Fair program picture but too long. Pleased
fair. Tone,tendance.
good.
yes. Fairclass
atMiners Sunday,
and agricultural
town of 700. Admission 10-20. Mrs. Ida McDonald, Star Theatre (240 seats), Exline,
Iowa.
TRUE AS STEEL. (7 reels). Star cast. The
leading
male even
character's
nameon Huntly
don is not
mentioned
any of Gorthe
posters. This picture is quite similar to
First's National's "Dangerous Age" only its
not half as good. Cleo Madison the "stay
at home" wife of the "Dangerous Age" has
grown fat and awkward since that picture.
Hughes ought to forget trying to direct. Skip
this one and save money. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. H. W. Rible, Mayfield Theatre,
Mayfield, California.
UNINVITED GUEST. (6,145 feet). Star cast.
Only a fair picture, not a special, but just a
novelty. Tone okay. Sunday yes. Draw
from city 15,000. Admission 10-25. Jake Jones,
Cozy Theatre (600 seats), Shawnee, Oklahoma.
UNINVITED GUEST. (6,145 feet). Star cast.
An unusual picture of the under-sea, that will
entertain and also a picture that meant little
here at the well known box office. It will
please those who come, therefore buy it on
that basis. Attendance, not so good even on
Saturday. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.
UNINVITED GUEST. (6,145 feet). Star
cast. Very good. Pleased all owing to its
novelty. Has good story. Tone, good. Suitable for anv day. Fair audience appeal. Family class city of 17,000. J. M. Blanchard,
Strand Theatre (800 seats), Sunbury, Pennsylvania.
UNINVITED GUEST. (6,145 feet). Star
cast. This went over all right at regular
admission but did not draw well. Think it
is poorly named. The extra advertising
point, drew in some "once
technicolor
on
in athewhile"
people, but many regulars did
not fall for the title nor were they attracted
to the poor paper that was put out. The
colored portion is very good. Do not take
a chance and advertise it as the press book
advised. See it first and use your own
good. Suitable for SunPrint
judgment.
day. Guy C.
Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre,
Chester, Vermont.
WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS. (7,706
feet). Star, Ramon Novarro. This is the
first Rex him
Ingram
I didn't directors.
like. I
consider
one ofpicture
our greatest
If you want to see just beautiful pictures
go to an art gallery and not the movies.
Even with the two stars the South Sea
plot fell flat and insipid. Of course it will

For

PICTURE
Henry

W. Nauman

Sends

Fine List of Tips

the acases
I have not
saidstand
'Maybe'
the pictures
are might
good like
in moral
meanIn that
small where
town would
for them
and a city
it. Asrespect
for theI
print service I don't suppose there is any better or worse stuff coming through than
before. Could there possibly be? Pathe news twice-a-week does not fill the bill as
well as the Fox news we used to receive at the Majestic. I think Pathe is a bit dry.
Reviews from Pathe are all good, and comedies booked from here and there are showing at least an occasional gleam of original humor.
please others. City and country class town
of 3,000. Admission 10-30. George W.
Walther,
ville,
Texas.Dixie Theatre (500 seats), KerrWHITE SISTER. (10,400 feet). Star, Lillian
Gish. Boys this is truly a wonderful picture. Draw well and pleased. Boost it with
all your worth. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes.
City of 15,000. Admission 10-25. Jake Jones,
Cozy
homa. Theatre (600 seats), Shawnee, OklaWHITE SISTER. (10,400 feet). Star, Lillian
Gish. Voted a film classic in every respect,
played it at slightly increased prices and
everybody pleased alike with schedule and
price schedule. Everything for advertising.
Excellent attendance. Draw health seekers
and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.
WILD ORANGES. (7 reels). Star, Frank
Mayo. This picture pleased most everybody
as it never dragged a minute. King Vidor
did as well with five people as most directors do with five thousand. Big crowds are
only
us the
story expenses
and indiviualtiresome.
acting. Give
Cut out
so much
that is not interesting and thereby give us
pictures cheaper and make more money for
vour actors. This is the ticket. The story
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REAMER.
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MITCHELL LEWIS
great Broadway succesi
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WIFE DOING ?
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Here's the List promised last week, from the Moose Theatre, Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania, which our good friend and booster has compiled
for the benefit of his friends who read this dependable
Averagetip department.
Title
Attendance Moral
Producer
Star Sills
Good
Good
Fair
National Milton
What a Wife Learned First
Maybe
Fine
Bill Hart
Paramount
Good
Extra
(joldwyn
Wild Bill Hickock
Good
Good
Extra
Fine
The Rendezvous
Metro
Good
Kirk wood-Lee
Extra
Eagles Feather
Fine
Good
First National MacKaill
Average
iviignty LaK a nose
Paramount
Fair
Poor
Good
T. Roberts
To the Ladies
Good
Pauline
Stark
Twentieth
Fair
Metro
His Last Race
Coogan
Good
Not
so
Long Live the King
First National Keenan-Hughes Fine good Average
Good
Scars of Jealousy
Fine
Good
Fine
Meighan
Paramount
Good
Good
Woman Proof
Twentieth
Fine
Good
Milton Sills
Good
Environment
Metro
Fine
Good
Half Dollar Bill
Neillson- Lewis
Refuge
K. McDonald
Maybe
First National Lloyd
Average Poor
Paramount
Poor
Worse
Don't
Extra
Girl
Pathe
Ayres-Holt
DaddyShyCall It Love
Grab it Fine
Coogan
Average
First National
Good
Good
Good
Risque
West of Water Tower Paramount
McAvoy-Torrence Punk
Maybe
Metro
Good
Desire
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and individual acting is the thing, big views
are also pretty and nature Is full of these.
This picture is not a special but a nice
program. Tone, good. Sunday, okay. Good
audience appeal. General class, town of
3,600. Admission 10-20. William A. Clark, Sr.
Castle Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Illinois.
WOMEN WHO GIVE. (7,500 feet). Star,
Frank Keenan. A picture of the sea that
will please and a picture that will not cause
any disturbance at your box office either If
this town is any criterion. Tried hard on
this but only
a fairlywith
good everything
audience re-to
sponded.
Advertised
health seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac
New York.Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
YOUR FRIEND AND MINE. (6,750 feet).
Star, ber.Enid
a weak
Ran It Bennett.
on a poor Rather
night and
so didnumnot
disappoint many. It will pass but that's all.
Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Small audience appeal. Mixed class town of 3,500. Admission
20-25. T.Jewett
L Bamett,
Finn's Theatre (600
seats),
City, Connecticut.
Paramount
ADAM'S RIB. (9,526 feet). Star cast. A
typical DeMille cast In a lavish production
that drew well and pleased the majority. It
is,
perhaps
to the
end. too
The long,
star but
cast Interest
is very holds
good, well
and
the photography Is excellent. Will stand a
slight raise in admission. Fine print. It Is
suitable for Sunday. Used slide, boards, heralds,
and Town
drew Hall
good Theatre,
attendance. Guymailing
C. list,
Sawyer,
Chester, Vermont.
BEDROOM WINDOW. (4,550 feet). Star,
May McAvoy. Very good mystery picture.
Ran one day to good crowd. Generally liked.
Mystery well suspended to last reel. Tone,
okay. Sunday, yes. Good audience appeal.
General class town of 3,200. Admission 1030. H. L Kreighbaum, Char-Bell Theatre
(797 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
BELLA DONNA. (7,100 feet). Star, Pola
Negri. Only a fair production. Too long
padded. Tone, none. Sunday, no. Good audience appeal. City and country class town
of 7,000. Admission 10-25. R. H. Hyde,
Nusho Theatre (350 seats), Anadarko.
Oklahoma.
BIG BROTHER. (7,080 feet). Star, Tom
Moore. One of the best pictures of the sea-
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We

Best

on

Covers

Carth

son.is Itrichwillin hold
audience's
it
heartanyinterest.
Tominterest
Moore asis
fine as is also the kid. This picture affords
wonderful opportunities for exploitation.
Tone, fine. Sunday, yes. Immense audience
appeal. Mixed class town of 3,500. Admission
20-25. T.Jewett
L Barnett,
Finn's Theatre (600
seats),
City, Connecticut.
BLUFF. (6 reels). Star, Agnes Ayres.
Couldn't
get to
look whom
this over,
but one of my
most
severe
critics
I interviewed
for
an opinion, liked it muchly. And, on the
strengthadvertising.
of this lady's
recommend
Usual
Goodsay-so,
attendance.
Healthit.
seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New
York.
CHANGING HUSBANDS. (6,799 feet). Star
cast. Very good production. Tone, good.
Audience appeal, well satisfied.
Sunday, yes.
Farmers
and merchants town of 1,650. Mrs.
J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville,
California.
COVERED WAGON. Star cast. Wonderful
picture of its kind. Would have mopped
up, but rained and ruined two days. Good
crowd one day. Ran three days. Tone, good.
Good audience appeal. All classes small
town. Admission 10-25. W. K. Odom, Pastime Theatre (250 seats), Sandersville,
Georgia.
CALL OK THE CANYON. (6,582 feet). Star
cast. This is a story of East and West with
society life in the effete East but no real
rough stuff out West. A good story with
Lois Wilson and Richard Dix (these two
would make any old story good) and sweet
Marjorie Daw and the heavy Noah Beery.
A little overdrawn in plausibility but the
movies are entitled to some license. A good
entertainment I call it. City and country
class town of 3,000. Admission 10-30. George
Theatre (500 seats), KerrW. Walther,
vllle,
Texas. Dixie
CAUL OF THE CANVON. (6,982 feet). Star,
Richard Dix. A good clean outdoor picture.
Plenty of action and should drawyes.wellGoodin
any house. Tone, good. Sunday,
audience appeal. Working class town of
Wahl & Worcester,
3,775. Admission 10-20.
Kare Theatre (579 seats), Wood River,
Kil
Illinois.
DAUGHTER OF LUXURY. Star, Agnes
offering of the proAyres. This is a goodgood
story and keeps
gram type. A very
good. SunTone, All
throughout. appeal.
your interest
classes
day, yes. Good audience
F.
town of 600. Admission 10-25. A.
Onida Theatre (250 seats), Onida.
Schriever,
South Dakota.
DONT CALL IT LOVE. (6,457 feet). Star,
Good
Agnes Ayres. Pleased majority.
strong cast. Will recommend it for booking.
Good moral tone. Mixed class town of 1,800. Admission twenty-five cents. Fred S.
Opera House (492 seats), Belvidere,
Widenor,
Jersey.
New
Star,
FIGHTING COWARD. (6.501 feet).picture.
comedy
Ernest Torrence. Very good Audience
seemed
Good cast and good acting.
Tone,
to enjoy it fine. Fair sized crowd. appeal.
audience
okay. Sunday, yes. Good
Admission 10General class town of 3,200.Char-Bell
TheaBrothers,
umRochester
30. treKreighba
Indiana.
,
(797 seats),
GENTLEMAN OF LEISURE. (5,696 feet).
Star, Jack Holt. An entertaining story. Good

the

World

in every way. Not suitable for Sunday. to her. Tone okay. Sunday, yes. Audience
Good audience appeal. City and country class appeal, not so good. General class town of
Admission 10-30. H. L. Kreighbaum,
town of 7,000. Admission 10-25. R. H. Hyde, 3,200.
Indiana. Theatre (797 seats), Rochester,
Nusho
homa. Theatre (350 seats), Anadarko. Okla- Char-Bell
NE'ER DO WELL. (7,414 feet). Star.
GO-GETTER. Star cast. Brought laughs
from those who saw it. It Is too long would
Thomas Meighan. Fine picture which was
have been better in six reels than in eight well liked. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Only
fair attendance. City and country class
reels.mer for
Wethis
had show
the hottest
of the sumand ournight
attendance
was
7,000. Admission 10-25. R. H. Hyde,
nil. Poor attendance. Better class town of town
homa. ofTheatre
Nusho
(350 seats), Anadarko, Okla4,500. Admission
10-15.Nazareth,
C. A. Anglemire,
"T"
Theatre
(403 seats),
Pennsylvania.
VEXT CORNER. (7,081 feet). Star. ConHERITAGE OF THE DESERT. (5,785 feet). waj Tearle. Good picture and good cast.
Star cast. The best of western drama for a Well liked by audience. Good crowd. Tone,
high class clientele but our patrons at this okay. Sunday, yes. Good audience appeal.
General class town of 3,200. Admission 10housea bandanna
despise the handkerchief.
sight of a pairPleased
of "Chaps"
or
well 30. H. L. Kreighbaum, Char-Bell Theatre
but did not draw. As usual, Paramount got (797 seats), Rochester, Indiana.
it all. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. High audiNEXT CORNER. (7,081 feet). Star, Dorothy
ence appeal. All classes town of 1,400. Ad- MacKaill. A feminine patron said to me
mission 10-35. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre
after
the first
"Mr. Seymour
(700 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
that picture
is myperformance,
idea of a perfectly
wasted
MANHANDLED. (6,998 feet). Star, Gloria evening"
and
I
couldn't
blame
her.
looked
it
over
even
more
carefully
at theI
Swanson. Here you have an ideal picture for
night
show
and
considered
myself
lucky
to
summer or any other part of the year. It is
just the style of picture for houses that are away,
get offfarwith
that
"slight
scolding."
Stay
if you have to play it, go
good and filled up with sex and sob pictures. and hide. away,
advertising brought poor
Tone great. Suitable for any day. Best audi- attendance. Usual
Draw health seekers and tourence appeal. Family class city of 17,000. J.
M. Blanchard, Strand Theatre (800 seats),
ists.
Seymour,
Pontiac
tiful,DaveSaranac
Lake, New
York. Theatre BeauSunbury, Pennsylvania.
NEXT CORNER. (7,081 feet). Star cast.
MANHANDLED. (6,998 feet). Star, Gloria
Swanson. Most excellent picture. Tone, good. Another triangle picture with a threadbare
plot
long drawn out and a weak story and
Suitable for Sunday. Good audience appeal. .
Farmers and merchants town of 1,650. Mrs. in spite of artists like Conway Tearle, Dorothy MacKaill and Lon Chaney in the cast
J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville,
a wasteful evening if your time is worth
California.
anything
all. City and country class town
MAN
WHO
SAW
TOMORROW. Star, of 3,000.at Admission
10-30. George W.
Thomas Meighan. Gave the very best satis- Walther, Dixie Theatre (500 seats), Kerrfaction. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Very good ville, Texas.
audience appeal. Town and country class
OLD HOMESTEAD. (7,606 feet). Star cast.
town of 900. Admission 10-30. Charles L This
picture is quite old, but the print was
Nott,
Opera
House
(400
seats),
Sutherland,
Iowa.
in good condition and it gave very good
satisfaction. Good tone. Draw town and
MORAL SINNER. (5,499 feet). Star, Dor- country
class, town 900. Admission 10-25-30.
othy Dalton. Fair picture and fair story. Not Chas. L. Nott, Opera House (400 seats),
well liked. Star good but picture not suited Sutherland, Iowa.
M
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PIED PIPER MALOKE. (7,264 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. About on a par with
his former ones which simply means that It
is a fine picture. It's too bad that there are
not more
Meighan's Tone,
or Coogan's.
They surely
are
life savers.
fine. Sunday,
yes.
Large audience appeal. Mixed class town of
3,500.
Admission
20-25. T.Jewett
L. Barnett,
Theatre
(600 seats),
City. Finn's
Connecticut.
PIED PIPER M ALONE. (7,264 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Hardly as good as its
predecessors, but patrons seemed inclined
to accept the picture as entertainment. The
attendance was not up to the standard for
"Tom" and that in this case was not due
to opposition. Used usual advertising. Fairly
good attendance. Draw health seekers and
tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful. Saranac Lake, New York.
PIED PIPER MALONE. (7,264 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. We regarded this as the
best Meighan picture for a long time and
many ofandourwellpatrons
It's
clever
done. agreed
Tone, with
okay. us.
Sunday,
yes. High audience appeal. All classes town
of 1.400. Admission 10-35. E. W. Collins,
Grand Theatre (700 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS. (6,216 feet).
Gloria Swansort. This is a good picture.
Women raved over it and the print was
okay. Sunday, yes. Country class town of
3,300. Admission 15-30. P. L Vann, Opera
House (650 seats), Greenville, Alabama.
SHADOWS OF PARIS. (6,549 feet). Star,
Pola Negri. A frightful rain storm makes
It impossible for me to estimate the box
office quality of this picture, and those who
did attend were not very profuse in apUsed everyVery poor attendance.
thing proval.
for advertising.
Patrons are health
seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New
Tork.
SIDE SHOW OF LIFE. (7,511 feet). Star,
Anna Q. Nilsson. Very good feature. Tone,
Will please. Farmers
Sunday, yes.
good. merchants
and
town of 1,650. Mrs. J. B.
Travelle.
Elite Theatre, Placerville, California
SINGER JIM McKEE. (7 reels). Star, William S. Hart. Not cared for here, this star
has never been very strong here at that
"Western Sobsters"
of these
and aendfew hismorecareer
will
forever here. Usual adbut disattendance,
vertising. Fairly good
tourists.
appointed. Draw health seekers and Beautiful,
Theatre
Pontiac
Dave Seymour,
Saranac Lake, New York.
Pathe
KING OF WILD HORSES. (5 reels). Star
cast. Best of westerns. Plenty of thrills. Rex
the horse is good. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
E. C. Bays, Globe Theatre, Buena Vista, Virginia.
Preferred
MAYTIME.
(7,500 feet). Star, Harrison
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be a little
out ofof the
line picture.
with Straight From the Shoulder reports,
still "The
it has following
to do withmaydrawing
power
"It will be well for the First National home office to read it and get on the neck of
the person responsible for such things.
"It is simply this: First National has a form printed which they fill in and mail
to the exhibitor, advising him of the advertising matter they are short. This form may
apply to any picture by writing the title in a blank space. The reason always given in
the form is, 'On account of our stock being temporarily exhausted.'
"The exhibitor has got to play the picture or pay for it, or the Film Board of Trade
will automatically stop his service. I was unable to get 11 x 14 photos on 'The Voice
From the Minaret.' I have received these forms so frequently from this company of
late that finally the last shortage was shipped from the New Orleans office, which arrived too late.
"This
should beaccessories
done awayonwith
there isItnoseems
excusesimply
for ancarelessness
exchange running shortform
on common
any aspicture.
and
negligence on the part of the person in charge of these accessories.
"I would like to hear from other exhibitors on this subject; those who have lost
money on pictures on account of inability to secure such simple things as 11 x 14 photos,
one, three and six sheets — without which an attractive front cannot be made. How
long have we got to stand for it?" — P. A. Preddy, Elaine Theatre, Sinton, Texas.
Ford. A long-drawn-out, sugary affair of
the courtships during a lot of generations
that may prove tiresome. It did here. Matinee attendance good, night nothing. Dave
Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac
Lake, New York.
RICH MEN'S WIVES. (6,500 feet). Star
cast. Somehow this show despite Its imposing cast failed to measure up to expectations.
While back
it washadduesome
meritfact
perhaps
to the
that the
the drawstory
didn't
ring
quite
true.
Al.
C.
Werner,
P.oyal
Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
Producers'
Dist.
HEADLESS
HORSEMAN.
(6,000Corp.
feet). Star.
Will Rogers. A classic picture that lacks
movie appeal. A regular program picture
house is much better off without it and a
first class house would starve on it. Hard
to follow and lacks entertainment. Draw
general
class, Temple
city 15,000.
Admission
20-30.
Ben
L Morris.
and Olympic
Theatres,
Bellaire, Ohio.
KINGDOM WITHIN. (6,036 feet). Star,
Harry Morey. Fair program picture. Nothing
to shout about but it will get by somewhat
on the industrial order but a few of that kind
wont hurt. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fair
audience appeal. Farmers and small town
class town of 600. Admission 10-20, 10-30.
H. W. Batchelder, Gait Theatre (175 seats).
Gait, California.
HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER. (6,556 feet).
Star cast. A very fine picture of Indiana days
War period setting well prothe andCivil
during duced
pleased greatly. Fair business
for two days. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Audiof 3,Better class
ence appeal, great.
Andrews.
A. E.town
10-20-30.
000. Admission
vania.
Opera House (500 seats). Emporium. Pennsyl-
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LIGHTNING RIDER. (6 reels). Star.
Harry Carey. One of the best pictures Carey
ever appeared in. It has plenty of action,
thrills and heart interest and a corking good
story. This new series of Carey pictures
from Producers Distributing Corporation Is
great. Tone, okay. Sunday, yes. Good attendance. Rural class town of 850. Admlssoin 10-30. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre
(350 seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
OLD FOOL. (6,147 feet). Star cast. A
splendid picture for the money. Full of
thrills, war scenes, western scenery, and
pathos.
Tone, Town
fine, Sunday,
yes. Good
ence appeal.
and country
claS9 auditown
Of 1,780.
Admission
10-15,10-20,
15-25.
Herbert
Tapp,
Hippodrome
Theatre.
(460
seats),
Sheridan, Indiana.
SECOND FIDDLE. (5,810 feet). Star.
Glenn Hunter. This one rather drags at the
start and has several rather weak scenes In
it but folks said they liked it so there you
are. Tone, good. Sunday, yes. Fair audience
appeal. Farmers and small town class town
of 600. Admission 10-20, 10-30. H. W. Batchelder,
fornia. Gait Theatre (175 seats), Gait, CaliWHILE PARIS SLEEPS. (4,850 feet). Star,
Lon Chaney. Our audience was not asleep
when they came in but the janitor had to
awaken them after the show. Mill class city
of 10,000. Admission 10-20. Jos. E. Rapalus,
Majestic
Theatre (800 seats), Easthampton,
Massachusetts.
Selznick
GIRL FROM NOWHERE. Star, Elaine Hammerstein. A good picture and pleased ninety
per cent. Print in good condition. Draw
mixed class, town 800. Admission 16-25. Jerry
Wertin, Winter Theatre (250 seats), Albany,
Minnesota.
MODERN
MATRIMONY.
(SeUnlck). Star
cast.
Not
as
good
as
"Love
Thing.'' Did not draw well andIs asAn ourAwful
opposition had an extra strong program we
took a licking. We made a mistake in picking this one. Tone, good. Poor attendance
for Saturday night. Better class town of
"Y"
C. A. Anglemlre
10-15.Nazareth,
4.500. Admission
Pennsylvania.
(403 seats),
Theatre
TOILERS OF THE SEA. (6 reels). Star
good picthis to be a very
cast. We foundstory.
Excellent scenery with
ture with fair
with
Island
volcanic
a
on
plenty ofin action
action. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
volcano
of
town
class
General
Fair audience appeal.
PresPrescott,
N.
E.
15-25.
Admission
2.200.
cott Circuit, (250-700 seats), Union, Maine.
WHITE SHADOW. Star, Betty Compson.
Not so bad but not up to expectation. Tone,
Sunday. Fair audifair. Not suitable for class
city of 300,000.
ence appeal. Family
Admission 13-30-45. L D. Balsly, Liberty
Theatre (1,000 seats), Kansas City, Missouri.
United Artists
Star
ONE EXCITING NIGHT. (11,000 feet). chilthe Tone,
picture.theHad
very good
cast. drenA screaming
show.
all through
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good. Sunday, yes. Audience appeal, good.
Tourists town of 2,400. Admission 15-25. S.
L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre (250 seats), Pass
Christian, Mississippi.
ORPHANS OF THE STORM. (13,400 feet).
Stars, Gish Sisters. Fine picture. This Is
one picture on which there was no complaint
of being too long and it was in twelve reels.
That speaks for itself. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Good audience appeal. Tourists town
of 2,400. Admission 15-25. S. I. Taylor, Kozy
Theatre
(250 seats), Pass Christian, Mississippi.
Universal
ABYSMAL BRUTE, (7,373 feet). Star, Reginald Denny. A very good picture. Star good.
Also rest of cast. Tone, good. Sunday, yes.
Admission 15-25. E. C. Bays, Globe Theatre,
Buena Vista, Virginia.
RED WARNING. (4,750 feet). Star, Jack
Hexie. This picture even lost us more money
picture, but
than the previous Wednesdayrepaid.
As a
those who came were well
for it has
western this picture is A No. of1, action
and
some comedy incidents, plenty
lots of hard riding. For theatres that have
"western" nights, this one ought to please
immensely. Tone good. Sunday, yes. Very
of 300.
Rural class, town
poor attendance. specials
22-39. Charles W.
Admission 20-30,
O. F. Theatre (225 seats), Grand
Lewis,
Gorge, I.NewO. York.
RIDE FOR YOUR LIFE. (5,310 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. Pleased much better than any
releases
previousyes.
of the Sunday,
audience
good "Ramblln'
Prettysince
Kid."
small town. Admission
appeal. All H.classes,
(250
Theatre
Pastime
Odom,
10-26. W.
seats), Sandersville, Georgia.
feet). Star, VirSIGNAL TOWER. (6,714
production.
ginia Valli. One finely produced
railroad scenes
The
a.
melodram
s
A high-clas
are real. Plenty of action and a superb cast.
Tone okay. Sunday, okay. Family audience
Adof 300,000.
city Liberty
class,Roth,
Family
appeal. mission
Theatre
10-25. Jack
Missouri.
(1,000 seats), Kansas City,
feet). Star, HerSECRETS.A (4,472
STOLEN Rawlinson.
good mystery story.
bert
Tone all
Print good. Audience liked it.
Interesting audience
right. Sunday, yes. class,
town of 1,200.
appeal. Residential
J. A. McGill, Liberty TheAdmission 10-20. Port
Washington.
Orchard,
atre (250 seats),
STORM DAUGHTER. (5,303 feet). Star,
Priscilla Dean. Looked this over very careon Satng and put it in exhibits,
ere purchasi
fully urday.
Not that I slight Saturday
and
good,
fairly
and
but it's melodrama
g
when I say "fairly good" I am itreviewin
atgive
you play
y. ofIf your
this verytention lenientl
Good
.
program
to the rest
and
Saturday attendance of health seekers
Seyusual advertising. l,Dave
from
tourists
Saranac
Beautifu
mour, Pontiac
York. Theatre
Lake, New
Vitagraph
CulMASTERS OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star,
^exas all ofup.the Tone
as good pass
len Landls. say Just
it
hibitors it is. Don't
. Strong
good Hardly suitable forl Sunday
t°wnof
class,
Genera
.
audience appeal
J. N. Welty, Mid800. Admission 15-30.
KanWest
sas. Theatre (500 seats), Hill City,
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MASTERS OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star, Cullen
You iscan't
this
one Landis.
if the price
not go
too wrong
high. on
Pleased
everybody that saw it. Prints good. Small
town class, town of 1,500. Admission 10-25.
G. D. Hughes, Liberty Theatre (450 seats),
Heavener, Oklahoma.
MASTERS OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star
cast. Fine; we heard lots of praise and no
kicks. Print fair. Sunday, yes. Country
class, town of 3,300. Admission 15-30. P. L.
Vann,
Alabama.Opera House (650 seats), Greenville,
MY MAN. (6,800 feet). Stars, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Dustin Farnum. A jim dandy. Had
many enthusiastic comments as they went
out. Can recommend this one to any appreciative audience. Fine tone. Sunday, yes.
Fine audience appeal. Draw from farming
community of 2,000. Admission 10-20 and
10-25. J. E. Hubbell, Palace Theatre (300
seats), Worthington, Indiana.
Warner Bros.
BABBITT. (8 reels). Star cast. Warners
have no cluckers. Tone good. Sunday, yes.
Audience appeal: very much satisfied. Mill
class, city of 10,000. Admission 10-20. Jos.
E. Rapalus, Majestic Theatre (800 seats),
Easthampton, Massachusetts.
BEAU BRUMMEL. (10 reels). Star, John
Barrymore. An exceptionally good picture.
Tone fine. Sunday, yes. H. W. Rible, Mayfield Theatre, Mayfield, California.
GOLD DIGGERS. (6,500 seats). Star, Hope
Hampton. A wonderful story of Broadway
life which seemed to please everyone. Had
many good comments on this one. Tone fine.
Sunday, yes. Large audience appeal. Mixed
class, town of 3,500. Admission 20-25. T. L.
Barnett, Finn's Theatre (600 seats), Jewett
City, Connecticut.
Comedies
BARGAIN DAY. (Educational). Star, Cliff
Bowes. As good as the average one reel
Cameo Comedy. No better and no worse, in

For

fact maybe a little better. Better class town
of
4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemlre,
vania.
"Y"
Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth, PennsylBARGAIN DAY.
(Educational). Here's a
real one reeler. It got the laughs and that's
all that's necessary. Makes a good short
subject. Draw town and city folks, town
1,000. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio
Theatre (250 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.
CAVE IN. (Educational). Star, Cliff Bowes.
This brought some laughs from the grownups. We had very few of the kiddies in and
as it made the grown-ups laugh it served
the purpose we bought it for. Better class
town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.
CONVICT 13. (Metro-Goldwyn). Star, Buster Keaton. A two reel Keaton and a corker;
a laugh from start to finish. People here like
the Keaton comedies. Tone okay, Sunday yes.
Appeal great. Draw town and city folks,
town 1,000. Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New
Radio
Iowa. Theatre (250 seats), Correctionville,
DARKEST HOUR. (Pathe). Spat family.
Another
for Pathe.
surethehit Spat
the
bell. Thisbull's
is myeye second
one Itwith
Family and they are good. General class
town of 2,200. Admission 15-25. E. N. Prescott, Prescott Circuit Theatre (250-700
seats), Union, Maine.
DETECTIVE. (Vitagraph). Star, Jimmy
Aubrey. Rather a poor comedy. Nothing new
and not funny either. Small town class town
of 1,474. Admission 10-20-25. T. W. Cannon,
Majestic
Tennessee. Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield,
FAMILY TROUBLES. (Cameo-EducationalComedy). A nice one reeler in fact a little
better than the average of this series. Small
town
town of Majestic
1,474. Admission
25. T. class
W. Cannon.
Theatre 10-20(249
seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
GOWN SHOP. (Vitagraph). Star, Larry
Semon. A real comedy. Keep them laughing'
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from start to finish. Good attendance. Small
town class town of 1,474. Admission 10-2025. T. W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre (249
seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
GOWN SHOP. (Vitagraph). Star, Larry
Semon.
One of Larry's
that's good
enough praise.
Brought best
moreand laughs
than
"The Pilgrim" on same bill. Sunday yes.
Audience appeal 95 per cent. Draw neighborhood class, city 80,000. Admission 10-15.
M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats), St.
Joseph, Missouri.
HE'S MY PAL. (Fox-Imperial). This is
the fourth of this series of Fox Imperial
comedies with the monkey stars and I believe they are the cleverest comedies on the
market today. Everybody talks about them
and they get continual laughter. These three
little monks are almost human. Draw general class, city 15,000. Admission 20-30. Ben
L. Morris, Temple and Olympic Theatres,
Bellaire, Ohio.
INBAD THE SAILOR. (Pathe). This is
another good comedy from the Sennett
studios. One can usually depend upon good
comedies from Pathe. Tone, okay. Sunday,
yes. Good attendance. Rural class town of
860. Admission 10-30. J. D. Warnock, Luna
Theatre (350 seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
INBAD THE SAILOR. (Pathe). Star, Ben
Turpin. A peach of an action comedy which
centres around a light house, kept them in
an uproar most of the time. Can recommend
this to anyone. Tone, fine. Sunday, yes. Fine
audience appeal. General class town of 2,200. Admission 15-25. B. N. Prescott, Prescott (260-700 seats), Union, Maine.
LOVE EGG. (Educational). Star, Louise
Fazenda. Good comedy I suppose but print
in rotten shape not all there. Small town
class town of 1,474. Admission 10-20-25. T.
W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre (249 seats),
Greenfield, Tennessee.
LOVE NEST. (First National). Star, Buster Keaton. Here's a real comedy, and will
get the laughs, anywhere. Give us Keaton;
he's a real bet in this theatre. Draw town
and city folks, town 1,000. Admission 10-25.
C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre (250 seats),
Correctlonville, Iowa.
MIDNIGHT CABARET. (Vitagraph). Star,
Larry Semon. A one hundred per cent, comsayand that's
all Semons
ingedya thelotbest
whenof you
get it boost
it. It will
carry the load. Good attendance. Small
town class town class town of 1,474. Admission 10-20-25. T. W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.
NECK AND NECK. (Educational). Star,
slapstick comedy offerA goodforth
Lige ingConley.
that brought
its share of laughs,
Keaton bill. Sunday
Semon,
Chaplin,
on a
cent. Draw neighper
90
appeal
Audience
yes.
city 82,000. Admission 10-15.
borhood class,Olive
M. F. Meade,
Theatre (450 seats), St.
Joseph, Missouri.
PILGRIM. (First National). Star, Chaplin.
A good comedy on the satirical order but not
Chaplin's best by a long shot. Here not as
offensive to church folks as some contend.
Passable tone; Sunday yes. Audience appeal
80 per cent. Draw neighborhood class, city
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Boost For Him
Everybody boost for Jere Spandan. He's a good scout and a fine
report sender. He says:
"Hope you enjoy your vaca"Iftion— business gets any worse we
will all take a permanent one." —
J. J. Spandan, Family Theatre,
Braddock. Pennsylvania.
80,000. Admission 10-15. M. F. Meade, Olive
Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.
POSTAGE DUE. (Patbe). Star, Stan Laurel.
Just average. Not up to the usual Stan
Laurel average. Tone, yes. Okay for Sunday.
Good attendance. Rural class town of 850.
Admission 10-30. J. D. Warnock, Luna Theatre (350 seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
STAY SINGLE. (Educational). Star, Dorothy
Devore. Say fellows this brought the house
down in the second reel. Devore going between two houses and posing as the wife In
each made them laugh and laugh. Better
class town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A.
Anglemire, "Y" Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.
TORCHY'S FEUD. (Educational). Star,
Johnny Hines. A good Torchy comedy. Small
town class town of 1,474. Admission 10-20-25.
T. W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre (249 seats),
Greenfield, Tennessee.
WHEN WISE DUCKS MEET. (Fox). A lot
of good gags put on by trained ducks is
the out
bigdoubtfeature
of this novelty.
release. Tone,
It is withan excellent
okay.
Sunday, yes. Fair attendance. Rural class
town of 850. Admission 10-30. J. D. Warnock,
Luna Theatre (350 seats), Battle Creek, Iowa.
Serials
WAV OF A MAN. (Pathe). This serial was
one of the most satisfactory ones that has
ever been shown in my house. It maintained
the interest throughout and held the patronage. It's appeal
was The
mainly
adults was
but
the children
liked it.
last toepisode
and aroused considerable coma whirlwind
ment. Good moral tone. Sunday, in my opinLonet Theatre (299
W. J. Powell,
ion, yes.
seats),
Wellington,
Ohio.
Short Subject
(Universal). Star,
TROUBLE.
HUNTING
Leo Maloney. An extra good western, enAudiSunday,
good. town
Tone, Small
by all. yes.
joyed appeal,
classyes.town of
ence
350. Admission 10-20. Roy E. Cline, Osage
Theatre (200 seats). Osage, Oklahoma.
NEWS REEL NO. 3. (Fox). People wanted
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to
why I this
didn'tone.have
a comedy
dayknow
I showed
All onclasses
town theof
3,000. Admission 10-30. M. W. Larmour, National Theatre (450 seats), Graham, Texas.
WEST OF THE WATER BUCKET. (Universal). Star, Jack Dempsey. Has comedy,
romance,ence. Onesport.
fact Tone,
a hit for
audiof a Inseries.
good.anySunday,
yes. Good audience appeal. Family class city
of 300,000. Admission 13-30-45. L D. Balsly,
Liberty
Missouri. Theatre (1,000 seats), Kansas City,
Miscellaneous
BRIGHT LIGHTS OF BROADWAY. (Principal Pictures). Star, Doris Kenyon. (6,700
feet). A well mounted and photographed
picture which pleased seventy-five percent
of our audience. It also drew fairly well for
us. We received a good print from Twentieth
Century in Philadelphia, in fact, we always
do. Tone, fair. Fair attendance. Better
class town of 4,500. Admission 10-16. C. A.
Anglemire,
"Y" Theatre (403 seats),
Vazareth, Pennsylvania.
BROKEN VIOLIN. (Arrow). Star cast. (6
reels). A quiet story with a noisy finish. You
get
a conspiracy,
somefight
sob-stuff,
toucha
of humor
and a good
working a into
stunt chase at the close. Our folks liked
it well. Business splendid (three days).
Draw working class in city of 163,000. Admission 4d to 8d. W. F. Plrle, Star Palace
Theatre, Aberdeen, Scotland.
LONE WAGON. (State Right). Star, Matty
Mattison. Just a fair western. Got a fair
crowd but the picture was not well made
but it was sold to us very cheap. Tone, fair.
Hardly suitable for Sunday. Not very strong
audience appeal. General class town of 800.
Admission 15-30. J. N. Welty, Mid-West
Theatre (800 seats), Hill City, Kansas.
LOST IN A BIG CITY. (Arrow). Star cast.
(8 reels). Unless you cater for the highbrows and the soft-handed, you can take
this as a twenty-two carat winner. There's
some affecting sob-stuff, particularly where
the deserted wife dies after doing a couple
of
hours who
washing.
with little
"Raisin"
fears There's
the fat fun,
char-lady
will
grab him. And things work up to two closing reels of fighting, bashing, falling, crashing, smashing, motoring, flying, swimming,
running, burning, and general rumpus.
Everybody raved about it here. Moral tone
not bad. Attendance splendid (three days).
Draw working class in city of 163,000. Admission 4d to 8d. W. F. Plrie, Star Theatre,
Aberdeen, Scotland.
HAN FROM NEW YORK. (State Right).
Star cast. Just another western. Not so much
and still pleased about seventy per cent.
Played to big business for this time of year,
however, a local act is given the credit for
the business done. Tone, none. Not suitable
for Sunday. Ordinary audience appeal. All
classes town of 3,000. Admission 10-26, 1630. A. E. Andrews, Opera House (500 seats).
Emporium, Pennsylvania.
MIRTH OF ALASKA. (State Right). Star
cast. This is a good one. Scenes are fine
and is well played and acted. Has lots of action. Play it strong. Tone, good. Sunday,
yes. Suburban home owners town of 2,000.
Admission 10-20. G. W. Hughes, St. Johns
Theatre
(300 seats), St. Johns Station, Missouri.
ONLY A SHOP GIRL. (C. B. C.) Star cast.
(6,400 feet). Very good underworld picture
had several say they liked it. Old but in good
shape. Had fair attendance. Farmers and
small town class town of 600. Admission
10-20, 10-30. H. W. Batchelder, Gait Theatre
(175 seats), Gait, California.
ON TIME (Truart). 6.030 feet). Star, Richard Talmadge. Good stunt comedy picture.
Plenty of action. Well liked. Business and
farming class town of 2,200. Admission 1025. A. F. Jenkins, Community Theatre, David
City, Nebraska.
WESTERN OF YESTERDAY. (Progress
Pictures). Star, Edwin Cobb. This boy Is
elimbing to the top on Western pictures. This
one is especially good and lives up to the
title in every respect. Fine acting In this
picture and a real knockout western. Good
attendance. Mill class town of 2,100. Admission 10-20.seats).
J. B. McColl,
Stanley,
Theatre (210
SouthEverybody's
Carolina.
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Rights

Contracts far "101 Ranch" Feature
Now Being Cut in N. Y.
W. Ray Johnston, President of Rayart
Pictures Corporation announced the consum ation of a deal with K. Lee Williams
for the world rights on the new Miller
Brothers 101 Ranch Production entitled
"Trail Dust" which has been in production
for the past three months under the direction of Gordon Hines. The new picture
which is now in nine reels and which has
been received in New Vork for cutting will
probably be issued in a seven-reel version.
David Dunbar, who will be remembered as
Chingachook in the Pathe series of Leather
Stockings tales, heads the cast along with
Beth Ivins, whose last screen appearance
was in "Peg of My Heart."
The background of the world famous "101
Ranch" was used for the picture which is
said to be a story of the early pioneers heading west in their covered wagons, the
Indians attacking them, the burning of the
village known as "Purgatory" and takes in
many fine shots of the famous Miller cattle
range which includes 10,000 head of cattle
and 2,000 head of horses. The big feature of
the picture is a buffalo stampede. The Miller
Brothers herd of buffalo consists of about
75 buffalo and IS buffalo calves and is one of
the largest herds in existence. Joe Miller,
the veteran ranchman and showman, spent
a day in New York with Production Manager Williams going over with Mr. Johnston
distribution
plansbeforroadshowed.
"Trail Dust,"Mr.which
understood will
Milleris
left for Montreal where he has just bought
a circus and announced that he intends to
put the famous Miller Brothers 101 Ranch
on the road again in the early spring.
Lloyd in N. Y.
On Saturday last, Harold Lloyd, Pathe
comedian of world-wide repute, slipped into
New York. On a previous visit the comedian
had eluded efforts to make his arrival a
triumphal entry. This time his retiring nature was circumvented; a battery of cameramen and some others boarded the Twentieth
Century at Harmon and his arrival was
properly noised abroad.
Harris Film Under Way
Actual production work was started this
week at the Peninsula Studios in San Mateo
on Elmer Harris' second production for
release through Producers' Distributing
Corporation. The new subject will bear the
title "The Girl on the Stairs," from the
Ainslee Magazine story by Wilson Bouve.

Educational's
Promise

September

Strong

the 1924-25
SEPTEM
l Filmschedule ofBER
releaseswillof find
Educationa
Exchanges, Inc., in full swing and the fall
and winter season well launched.
Five two-reel comedies, including the first
of two new series, will form the mainstay
of the September releases. These comedies
will include one release of the Mermaid
Comdies, the new Bobby Vernon Comedies,
Hamilton Comedies, Christie Comedies and
the
two first
reels.of the
All Larry
of the Semon
releases"featurettes"
of the monthin
are of the new 1924-25 product.
"Wild Game" will be the Mermaid
and : will be released the first week Comedy
of the
montii. It will present Lige Conley and the
Mermaid Comedians in a fast moving African
hunt comedy. Otto Fries, Peg O'Neill, Ruth
Hiatt and Jack Lloyd as well as "Moonlight," the boy with the midnight complexion,
support Conley.
The first of the Bobby Vernon Comedies,
which will make its appearance on the Educational program in September, is "Bright
Lights." Vernon is supported by two new
leading ladies, Ann Cornwall and Evelyn
Francisco, in a comedy that is more pretentious than anything in which Vernon has
heretofore appeared. The picture was directed by Walter Graham.
On the same week with "Bright Lights"

First
Said

Semon
to

Be

for
Best

specialis
first two-reel
nal release
for Educatio
comedySEMON'S
LARRY
practically completed and the print
will be on the way to New York within a
few days.
The four Larry Semon Special Comedies
planned for Educational distribution, which
are being produced by Semon and the Chadwick Pictures Corporation at the F. B. O.
Studios in Los Angeles, were designed to be
the outstanding productions of this dare-devil
comedian's career. Reports from the Coast
on the first of these four two-reel comedy
"featurettes,"
dicate that thisentitled
ambition"Heris toBoybe Friend,"
achieved. in"I consider this my finest production," said
Semon in a wire to E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, notifying him that "Her

Lists

Short
Subjects
will be the first of the new series of Cameo
Comedies, "Don't Fail," with Cliff Bowes and
Virginia Vance in the leading roles.
Lloyd Hamilton's first comedy in his new
series, "Jonah Jones," is scheduled for release during the week of September 21.
Hamilton also has engaged a new leading
lady, Dorothy Seastrom. She was formerly
with Jack McHugh in the Juvenile Comedy,
"Oh, Teacher." The Lyman H. Howe's
Hodge-Podge,
not
been titled. also released this week, has
Larry Educational
Semon's first
comedy
through
will betwo-reel
released the
last
week of the month. It has been titled "Her
Boy Friend." Dorothy Dwan is his leading
lady, Alma Bennett, Fatty Alexander, Fred
Spence and Babe Hardy are also in the
cast. The picture was written and directed
personally by Semon.
Burns
will beComedy
seen inof"Court
theNeal
second
Christie
the newPlaster,"
series,
also released during the last week of the
month, and the week will be completed with
"Cheer Up," another of the single reel Cameo
Comedies with Cliff Bowes and Virginia
Vance.
Kinograms, Educationa's news reel, will
continue to be released twice each week during the month.

Educational
He

Has

Done

Boy Friend" is soon to be on the way East.
Dorothy Dwan, who has been seen in parts
in "Shadows of Paris," with Pola Negri ;
"Feet of Clay," "Those Who Dance," and
other feature pictures, is Semon's leading lady
in "Her Boy Friend," and among the thrills
promised in this subject is a particularly
hazardous stunt by Miss Dwan, which is said
to be such a spectacular feat that it would
make a serial star turn green with envy.
Supporting Semon in "Her Boy Friend" are
Alma Bennett,
star Hardy.
; "Fatty'
Alexander,
Fred former
Spence Lasky
and Babe
The next Larry Semon Special Comedy for
Educational will go into production immediately after the shipping of "Her BoyFriend." This will be an auto race story entitled "The Speed Kid."
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By Robert G. Lisman
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((TRANCING
Edgar
Selwynon and
Edmund
Goulding, pre\_) sented byMOTHERS,"
Edgar Selvvyna drama
at the by
Booth
Theatre
August
11, 1924.
Half the authorship of this play is credited to Mr. Goulding, a scenarist. When this
gentleman
he must
have ofhad
his backbefore
to thethisscreen.
He gets
will
have to facewrote
about"Dancing
and do aMothers"
considerable
amount
rewriting
property
filmed.
"dancing
mother" of tothesave
titleherhasdaughter
a philandering
and daughter.
She, too,The
becomes
a philanderer,
from a husband
lounge sheik,
but said
gentleman proves so attractive that (to use the words of the modern poet) she leaves
her astonished and reformed family "flat." There is not a sympathetic character in
the play. The title smacks of the box-office and if in a picture version it were treated
as a light comedy it might get over.
<<T~\
DAVID'S
a comedy Theatre
from the
by Feldon
J_y OCTOR
Productions,
Inc., atDAD,"
the Vanderbilt
on German,
August 13,produced
1924.
Doctor David's dad tries to apply modern cloak and suit advertising methods to his
son's medical practice. There is a quarrel between father and son, but it is all patched
up in the last act and Doctor David marries the daughter of his father's old friend
(in spite
her Perlmutter
mother's social
aspirations).
It is touching
not a convincing
but into
it hasa
the
Potashof and
element
and with some
up might story,
be made
program picture.
<<T7»ASY
STREET,"
a drama on
written
by Ralph Thomas Kettering at
Ej the 39th
Street Theatre
Augustand 14,presented
1924
This is a story of a jealous husband who at night ejects his wife and in the
morning
takes her
again because
he can't
his own breakfast and because he
has discovered
baby inshoes.
This is not
screen cook
material.
ttOO WEENEY
TODD,"
a melodrama
Phillips Dodge
on July
16, 1924. presented at the Frazee Theatre by Wendell
The first shot of the new dramatic season does not augur well for pictures. Sweeney
Todd,
the "Barber
murdered
patrons
and itself
then
made meat
pies out ofof Fleet
them Street,"
is hardlywhoa screen
hero.andTherobbed
actualhisplot
concerns
with a young lady who, with the help of one of her admirers, brings the barber to
justiceforShepie regains
tough
purposes.her lover (who was one of Todd's victims) because he was too
1 1 A1VJ./I" ARJORIE,"
a musical
comedy,
starringon Elizabeth
Shubert Theatre
by Rufus
R. Lemaire
August 11,Hines,
1924. presented at the
If this production is a sensational success, it may have screen value. The story concerns itself with
Marjorie, who
theatrical
producing
her rival
brother's
play under
the impression
thatvamps
it is ahers.
He ismanager
tipped into
off by
a jealous
and
investigation follows. Marjorie admits that she performed the deception "for somebody
she loves."
In the end manager.
the brother's
marries
the theatrical
Missbragging
Hines hasstraightens
often beeneverything
in demandoutforandtheMarjorie
screen,
but at such times has never been available, which fact I consider a loss to all parties
concerned.

Paul

Mooney

Forward

to

After

Trip

Prosperous

PAUL C. MOONEY, vice-president of
Producers' Distributing Corporation,
who has just returned from a business
survey of the entire northern half of the
United States, says that general conditions
point to a most prosperous amusement season.
Mr. tions
Mooney
saysarethatbrightening,
"industrial and
condi-in
everywhere
most of the Northwest business is now booming with banner crops and top prices. I
found banks that had been closed in many
sections now open and doing big business.
Shops and factories are right in line with
the prosperous agricultural situations and
money is beginning to be spent freely for
amusements.
"The big wave of Northwestern prosperity
is naturally spreading eastward and southward, and the big manufacturing sections of
the East are beginning to hum in response
to the increasing demand for manufactured
goods.

Looks
Season

"This general stimulation of trade will naturally have a most salutary effect on the
box-office, and this gratifying condition is
already in evidence in the Western theatres.
"While Producers' Distributing Corporation anticipated improved conditions in preparing the current program of pictures, and
while we predicted a banner season in making our Fall announcement, the improvement
in general business is even better than we
expected at this early date. Our bookings
have far exceeded our expectations and in
many territories our entire block of releases
are booked solid on first runs.
Sold Abroad
The Foreign Department of First National Pictures has sold its Frank Lloyd
Special, "The Sea Hawk," in Belgium, Holland and China at a figure said to top that
received
countries. for any American picture in those

Arts Corp. Makes Contracts With Popular Players
Word comes from O. E. Goebel, secretary
and General Manager of the newly-formed
Associated Arts Corporation, that he has just
signed contracts with three stars, Madge
Bellamy, Kenneth Harlan and Mary Carr.
Mr. Goebel, who is at the present time in
Hollywood, states that there will be more to
follow.
Work has been started on the first production, which is one of six to be made at once
for F. B. O. The working title is "Hard
Cash." Mr. Goebel, who is working with
Ludwig G. B. Erb, who will remain in Hollywood as production manager for Associated
Arts Corp. also states that picture number
two has been selected and the name and
cast soon will be announced.
While Associated Arts Corp. just came into
the production field a few weeks ago, they
seem to be steaming things up for their early
productions. Mr. Goebel will return to New
York within the next three weeks and devote
his attention to New York production.
Two

in Chicago

Metro-Goldwyn Pictures in Opposition
Houses Do Big Business
An unusual situation obtained in Chicago
last week when two Metro-Goldwyn releases played in opposition theatres, with
both proving to be two of the biggest boxoffice successes assured exhibitors this season.
"Broken Barriers" was the feature at the
big
Chicago Theatre,
and "TheTheArab"
was
the attraction
at McVickers.
Reginald
Barker tracted
production
of "Bro'<en
Barriers'
atmore than $53,000
of business
to the
Chicago, while the Rex Ingram special, in a
theatre with half the capacity of the Balaban
and Katz house, drew nearly $30,000 from the
movie fans of the Windy City. Both of these
huge grosses were record-breaking during
the hot summer season, and proved that the
drawing power of the two pictures at the
Capitol, New York, was not an exception
but was indicative of the strength of these
features throughout the country.
Christie Signs Myers
Harry Myers has been signed by Al Chrisin "Reckthe leading roles
one ofthe
tie to playRomance,"
Christie Feature Comless
ng Coredy released by Producers Distributi
poration. Other leading roles have been filled
by T. Roy Barnes, Wanda Hawley, Sylvia
Breamer, Tully Marshall, Lincoln Plumer,
Morgan Wallace, Mitchell Lewis, Hugh Metcalf, George French and Jack DuffyFrank in New York
W. B. Frank, vice-president of the Hal
Roach Studios, has returned to New York
after a three weeks' conference at the studios in making plans for the coming season.
The principal subjects taken up were the
and business in conof campaign
outlining nection
with the launching of two new
feature productions in which Glenn Tryon
and Blanche Mehaffey have the leading
roles. Mr. Frank, in addition to the office
he holds in the Hal Roach organization, is
their eastern representative.
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Olcott Signs New

Sidney Olcott, one of America's foremost
directors, has signed a long-term contract to
produce exclusively for Paramount pictures,
according to a recent announcement by
Jesse L. Lasky. The addition of Mr. Olcott
to the Paramount forces constitutes a distinct
triumph, inasmuch as his recent successes
have given rise to persistent rumors of competitive bidding for his services on the part
of some of the biggest producers.
Under his new contract with Paramount,
Olcott's first production will be Joseph Hergesheimer's "Three Black Pennys." Following the signing of the contract the director
left for New York to begin production of this
picture, for which Margaret Turnbull has
prepared the scenario under the immediate
supervision of Mr. Hergesheimer.
Mr. Lasky said : "In line with our policy
to give only our biggest directors to Pola
Negri we have decided to have Mr. Olcott
direct her in a picture here in Hollywood
at an early date. At the present time she is
making 'Forbidden Paradise' under the direction of Ernst Lubitsch. James Cruze will
produce a picture with Miss Negri in the
starring
role following
'Forbidden
Paradise'
and
Mr. Olcott
will succeed
Mr. Cruze
in the
producton of a story which is not yet
selected."
State

Right

Pictures

"Eyes of Hollywood" and "Mazeltov"
Ready for Independent Market
"Mazeltov" (Good Luck), the Jewish comic
opera special, starring Molly Pican and Jacob
Kalich, the famous Jewish stars, played to
capacity business during a special ten days'
engagement at the Mt. Morris Theatre, 116th
Street and Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"Mazeltov" was presented by Kerman
Films, Inc., and will be distributed through the
State Right Market by the same concern.
The instantaneous success of this picture at
the Mt. Morris Theatre has inspired the Kerman offices to arrange to have Herbert Kerman
make a special trip to Chicago to make arrangements for the presentation of this special
at one of the Loop theatres for an extended
engagement.
During his stay in Chicago, Mr. Kerman
plans to close several territories throughout the
middle west on "Eyes of Hollywood," another
Kerman special, which is being released on a
State Right basis.
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Contract

Noted Director to Produce Exclusively
for Paramount

New

PICTURE

on

Speed
Spook
Best
Vehicle

" Is Considered
Hines
Ever
Had

JOHNNY
HINES,
at the
final
editing and
cuttingafter
of looking
his latestfeature,
"The Speed Spook," produced by C. C.
Burr, expressed himself as being immensely
pleased with the production in its final form.
It is Hines' opinion that "The Speed Spook,"
is by far his best feature effort, not even excepting "Conductor 1492," which has been so
larishly praised by exhibitors, press and public.
In "The Speed Spook," this comic star, according to Producer C. C. Burr, has 'the best
vehicle of his successful career, and the
manner in which the more important independent exchanges are responding to the purchase of this and the other two Johnny Hines
productions to come, augurs well indeed for
the entire series. During the past week no less
than six territorial buyers have made special
trips to New York City to view "The Speed
Spook" and each of them expressed themselves
as being intensely pleased with the box-office
potentialities of Hines' latest effort. Contracts
are now in the process of being closed which
will bring the total sales of territories up to
80 per cent of the entire country including the
foreign rights which are controlled in their
entirety by Simmonds-Kann Enterprises.
"The Speed Spook" is reported to possess
every essential for a big money-making production. Supporting Johnny Hines are Edmund
Breese, Faire Binney, Warner Richmond, Frank
Losee and Henry West. Ralph Spence is credited with the titles, William Wallace Cook with
the story, Raymond S. Harris with the scenario, Charles Hines with direction, and photography by Charles Gilson and John Geisel.
Territories
following
: already contracted for include the
Greater New York to Sam Zierler. Commonwealth Film Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C. ; Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey to Ben Amsterdam, Masterpiece Film Attractions, 1329 Vine Street, Philadelphia. Pa. ; New England States to American
Feature Film Company, 37 Piedmont Street,
Boston, Mass. ; Ohio to Skirboll Gold Seal Pro-

Larth

ductions, Film Building, Cleveland, O. ; Minneapolis, North and South Dakota to Fred Cubberley, F. & R. Film Company, Loeb Arcade
Building, Minneapolis, Minn. Additional territories disposed of will be announced by Producer C. C. Burr within the next few days.
"Navigator"

Buster Kea ton's Biggesl Has Novel
Part for Comedian
Buster Keaton has finished the biggest pichis careerCrisp
in "The
ed tureby ofDonald
from Navigator,"
a script bydirectJean
Havez, Joe Mitchell and Clyde Bruckman.
"The Navigator" is being titled and edited
for Metro-Goldwyn release. It is a Joseph
M. Schenck presentation.
The story is something new in the Keaton
line and is destined in the opinion of MetroGoldwyn executives to create box office records for feature-length film comedies.
The scenes in which the helpless young
man shovels coal, steers, and does other
things, are said to be convulsive; as are his
adventures on a tropical isle, near which he
descends to sea bottom in a diving suit to
catch with his hands the fish which will not
respond to his rod and line from the side of
the vessel. Cannibals figure largely in a subsequent thrilling escape.
Kathryn McGuire plays opposite Keaton.
Closes With Pathe
The Foreign Department of First National
Pictures has closed with Pathe in France for
the distribution in that country of twenty of
its recent productions. The deal was closed
for First National by Robert Schless of its
Paris office. This is the first big group of
pictures from one of the leading American
distributors which Pathe will have handled
in France.
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Six from

Betty

Bronson

Selected

by

Barrie

to Play Title Role in "Peter Pan"
ff¥ HAVE selected Betty Bronson to play 'Peter Pan.' Regards,
Flashing half way around the world, the above cable received
Y Barrie."
early this week by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president in charge of production of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, from Sir James M.
Barrie in London ends the fascinating search which has led Paramount
officials over the whole world.
For over half a year the quest for a player to portray the title role in
the film version of "Peter Pan" has been conducted. Seventeen-year-old
Betty Bronson won the role of "Peter Pan" in competition with one
hundred aspirants, among them some of the world's greatest artists. Tests
of every possible player for the role were made and when Herbert Brenon,
who will produce the picture, left New York for London a little over a
fortnight ago, he carried a trunkload of film from which Sir James Barrie
was to make a choice.
With realization of her good fortune, her first thought was for the man
whose choice she was from the scores of tests submitted. From her home
in Hollywood she cabled Sir James M. Barrie in London: "I feel like a
new Cinderella, thanks to you. I realize the importance of your trust in
me and my tremendous responsibility. I pledge my every effort to justify
your faith. I am the luckiest girl in the world. Betty Bronson."
The cablegram which Lasky sent in reply to Sir James M. Barrie was
as follows: "I am delighted beyond words that you should have selected
the artist favored by Mr. Brenon and myself as the ideal 'Peter Pan' from
among many likely candidates whose tests were submitted to you. Although Betty Bronson is only seventeen years old, she has had several
years' dramatic motion picture training, is a classical dancer of unusual
ability, and to my mind, has all the qualities we associate with Peter Pan.
The spirit of eternal youth, comedy, pathos, extraordinary grace, and frank
joyousness in life, which swept so many audiences from their chairs
audibly expressing their belief in fairies, are all hers."

Pathe

Lines

Up

Of
Career
for
losing
is
he
where
r
exhibito
the
SHOW
a great deal of money by failing to exploit and properly publicize his short subjects," isthe gist of the instructions issued by
Pathe Exchange. Inc., through its general manager, Elmer Pearson, to the thousands of sales
force over the country.
Exploit comedies, use cut-outs, extra advertising, window displays and everything that will
drive home to your patrons that you are running their favorite short subjects, is the message that the Pathe salesmen will drive home
to the exhibitor, as a result of the campaign
started by this company among their selling
forces.
According to Mr. Pearson, the exhibitor is
gradually coming to the realization that in many
instances comedies are really the feature of the
program and many are advertising them as
such. "In the past," continues Mr. Pearson,
"it has been the tendency of the average exhibitor to give over ninety per cent of his advertising space and appropriation to the feature
he booked regardless of that feature's merit
and drawing power at the box office."
"That this condition is gradually being eliminated is due to the discovery by the theatre
owner the fact that stars of the two-reel comedy
field have become so popular that they have

Finest

Program

Fox

Strong Pictures on Fox Release
Schedule for August 24
Six pictures are down for release by Fox
Film Corporation the week of August 24. "The
I-ast of the D'uanes," a special production starring Tom Mix, heads the list. This is an
adaptation of Zane Grey's novel and is the
first of seven specials to be made by Mix for
the season of 1924-25.
The picture was directed by Lynn Reynolds
and the supporting cast includes Marian Nixon,
leading lady ; Brindsley Shaw, Frank Nelson,
Lucy Beaumont and Harry Lonsdale.
Buck Jones' first of the season, "The Desert
Outlaw," is also to be released the 24th. It is
a story by Charles Kenyon, directed by Edmund
Mortimer. In the cast are Evelyn Brent, playing the feminine lead, Dewitt Jennings, William
Haynes,
Bob Klein.Claude Payton, William Gould and
"Wolves of the Night" and William Farnum
(re-issue) and "The Hunt," first of the Van
Bibber Series are among the other releases of
the week. The comedies down for August 24
are "A Monkey Romeo," with the Fox monkey
comedians,
and "Stretching the Truth," a Sunshine Comedv.
First Pathe-Ray
Thomas H. Ince's first production, starring
Charles Ray, supported by an engaging array
of screen stars consisting of Wallace Beery,
Jacqueline Logan and Bessie Love, and directed
by Ralph Ince, in which Ray stages a smashing
comeback to the screen under the management
of the man who developed him and made him
a film celebrity, is unanimously proclaimed by
officials as indisputably the supreme achievement
of Thomas H. Ince's screen creations and the
biggest
in Charles
Ray's ofcareer.
response moment
to the veritable
avalanche
inquiriesIn
flooding the Pathe Home Office during the past
few weeks with reference to the release date
of the initial Pathe-Ray sepcial, announcement
has
been made
that "Dynamite
Smith" will be
launched
on October
12th.

1924-25
Season
enlarged their endeavors in production resulting
in "turn away" business on the showing of their
features. As an example we have Harold
I.loy.l and many others." "As stars of two
reclers their popularity was not fully realized
by the exhibitor until after they had entered
theWith
feature
this field."
end in view Pathe has instituted
a campaign among its sales force to drive home
to the exhibitor the actual exhibition value of
comedies and short subjects to his program and
the importance of advertising to his patrons
when they are being shown.
In order to back up the campaign Pathe has
arranged the most elaborate short subject program in the history of the company. The entire comedy output of the two largest comedy
producers in the world, Hal Roach and Mack
Sennett, have been contracted for the coming
season as well as the productions of many well
known independent producers.

Col. Sinclair Dies
Col. Clarence A. Sinclair, treasurer of the
General Film Manufacturing Company of
St. Louis, died on August 16 from a complication of diseases. He was 65 years of
age, a veteran member of the old First Missouri Regiment of infantry and drill master
for a number of Masonic organizations.
Two weeks ago he submitted to an operation lor intestinal troubles. His wife died
a few months ago. Col. Sinclair was also
presid;nt-treasurer of the Sinclair Painting
Company. He was born in Savannah. 111.,
November 29, 1858. He enlisted as private in
the old First Missouri Regiment in 1878 and
served with distinction in the war with
Spain with the Seventh U. S. Volunteers.

Finishes "Silent Accuser"
"The Silent Accuser" has been finished at
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio by Chester
Franklin, who has directed the picture from
an original story which he and Frank
O'Connor wrote together. "The Silent Acromantic mystery melodrama laid
•n Southcuser" isaAmerica.

Forum Books It
Among the latest big first-run houses to
Educational's
begin
reel, isrunning
the newKinograms,
Forum Theatre
in Los news
Angeles. The increase in bookings on Kinograms in the last year has been without
precedent. Practically 25 per cent, more
metropolitan first-run houses are showing
kinograms regularly than were using this
news reel at this time last year.
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Scenes from "Bread," which M etro-Goldwyn will release, presented by Louis B. Mayer.

Novel
On

Comedy
Pathe

and

List

PATHE'S
program
for thrilling
the week fifth
of August
31st is headed
by the
chapter of "Into the Net," the Patheserial written by Richard E. Enright, Commissioner of
Police, New York City, and a novel twn-ro l
comedy
Third Irvin
Off," written
the
worldentitled
famous"One
humorist,
Cobb. by
In the fifth chapter of "Into the Net," the
marvelous work of the New York police department isagain brought into play with the
staging of a raid on an exclusive gambling
house, operated by a woman suspected of having
a direct connection with the disappearance of
twenty of the city's wealthiest girls. In this
chapter over two hundred and fifty uniformed
and plain clothes policemen display the thoroughness with which a raid is conducted. They
swarm over housetops, through alleyways, into
side streets, covering every possible avenue of
escape. Axes are brought into play in order
to reach the section of the building used for
gambling. This is one of the most exciting
chapters of this new Patheserial that features
Edna Murphy. In addition to Miss Murphy
the cast consists of Jack Mulhall, Constance
Bennett, Frances Landau, Frank Lackteen and
Bradley Barker.
"One Third Off" is a production in two reels
made by Town and Country Films, Inc. The
story was written by Irvin Cobb, directed by
Jack Eaton and edited by Grantland Rice, the
famous sport writer. In this novel comedy,
Cobb tells his own story on how to reduce.

kC Wie
— ^ — — — -—Best
——
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i

for

Big

Serial

August

30

"Why Men Work" is also one of the features
ef Pathe's program of releases for the week.
Tt is in one reel and features Charley Chase,
the new Hal Roach star. The story is of unusual interest and centers itself around a movie
cameraman in search of material for the news
reel. In the cast with Chase are Katherine
Grant, Olive Borden, Earl Mohan, Billy Engle,
William Gillespie and Joe Forte.
The Pathe Review for the week consists of
four very interesting subjects. The first of
these covers the art of sculpturing in ice. The
idea of this art is the creation of George E.
Lightenberg who performs such feats before
the camera as carving a swan from a block of
ice weighing 60 pounds. The second subject
covered are stray scenes along the jagged coast
of Maine. "Spring Cleaning" with elephants
playing the role of bathing beauties is the third
subject. The fourth is a Pathecolor of scenes
"Along the Loire." This river is historically
popular because of its fortresses. Aesop's Film
Fables for the week is "A Message from the

"Lovers' Lane" Prints
Distributors of Warner Bros, picture ■;
throughout the country are now receiving prinl'of "Lovers' Lane," most recently completed
classic of the screen. Shipments were made
fromHollywood
the producing
in
a fewcompany's
days ago. own laboratories
The last camera"Tenth
shot to be Woman"
made on a WarCutting
ner Bros, classic of the screen in connection
with their 1923-1924 season was made at the
West Coast studios of the company in Hollywood August 11. It was on "The Tenth
Woman" which is now in the cutting room and
will be ready for exhibitors within the next
week or two.
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German Product Low
Motion pictures in Germany are enjoyin;:
runs of many weeks and the larger ones are
being run through successive months, according
to a report to the Department of Commerce
from Consul Rudolf E. Schoenfeld, Berlin. Lack
of good films and not their appeal to the fan .
is given as the reason for the long runs. Gemany's production of films has been waning
steadily since 1921. In 1922, the total outp.
was 1,221,280 meters or roundly 35 per cent of
the 1921 production. In 1923, the production
had dwindled to but 775,783 meters.
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Famous has its
COVERED

WAGON

First National has its
SEA

HAWK

Fox has its
IRON

HORSE
but

SELZNICK
has the only big picture
on a subject the entire
country has gone wild
over.

OIL

ANOTHER "SPAT FAMILY"
Scenes from "A Hard Boiled Tenderfoot," of the well-known Pathe series.

(On the front page of every
newspaper.)
Banner
Get

Announces

Independent

WORLD

STRUGGLE
FOR

OIL
Quick
Ask your
SELZNICK
representative
about the big
automobile
exploitation
stunt.

Second

Series

a sec-in
to distribute
IN announcing
ond series of their
four plans
attraction
photoplays
the independent field, George H. Davis and
Samuel J. Briskin, on behalf of Banner Productions, Inc., state that all these productions
will be made in their entirety on the Pacific
Coast and will be sold by them without reference
to territorial sales made on their initial series,
of which "The Truth About Women," and
"The Man Without a Heart," have already been
completed by Director Burton King.
The series will be produced by Ben Verschleiser, a well-known motion picture executive
and studio manager, who now enters the field
for the first time as a producer on his own
account. Mr. Verschleiser has gathered about
him an efficient producing organization, headed
by Al Santell, the director, and will operate at
the Robertson-Cole Studios in Hollywood.
His first feature of the new Banner series
will be "Empty Hearts," a story by Evelyn
Campbell, which will be published serially in the
Metropolitan Magazine, beginning in the September issue. The first print of this feature
arrived at the Banner offices in the Loew-State
Building early this week and laboratory work
is now being rushed and paper and a full line
of accessories is being prepared in record time
under the direction of Mr. Briskin and Mr.
Davis in order that the exhibitors may take
every advantage of the publicity attendant upon
the story's publication in the Metropolitan. It
expected that "Empty Hearts" will be ready
is
for release during the first week in September.
Included in the cast, which is of exceptional
excellence are Clara Bow, John Bowers, Lillian
Rich, Charles Murray and Joan Standing. The
series to be produced by Mr. Verschleiser, of
which "Empty Hearts" is the first release, as

of

Big

Four

already noted, will be distributed separately and
territory for this series is now being closed
by Banner.
Pathe announces
this week
the selection of
Rogers'
Last
the final title for the seventh picture of the
second scries of Will Rogers' two-reel comedies
made by Hal Roach. The production will be
named "Gee Whiz Genevieve." This completes the series and represents a total of thirteen Rogers pictures on the Pathe program.
Rogers' comedies have been unusually successful in the big run houses and have been highly
praised everywhere by local critics. This is
particularly true of the political series consisting of "Running for Congress," "Our Congressman" and "A Truthful Liar." Will Rogers has
now returned to the Follies after spending a
year on the Hal Roach lot making an average
of one two-reelcr a month.
Title Changed
James Cruze's recently completed Paramount production filmed under the tentative title, "A Drama of the Night," with
Louise Dresser, Kathlyn Williams Ricardo
Cortez, Pierre Gendron and Virginia Lee
Corbin featured, has been permanently titled,
"The City That Never Sleeps."
Expert Dutch Translations
N. P. F. VANDENSTEEN
531 West End Ave.
New York City
Tel. Schuyler 8501
Reasonable ratei: A I references el moving picture
companies; also commercial and legal work.
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Halperin-Vitagraph
Releasing Arrangement for Series is
Announced to Trade
Romance Pictures, Inc., has signed a contract whereby it will release a series of four
Victor Hugo-Halperin productions through
Vitagraph during the 1924-1925 season. The
stories will be from books by well-known
authors with possibly one original by Mr.
Halperin.
The initial picture is in work and will be
completed for release by Thanksgiving. The
story is from one of the Louis Joseph Vance
novels and deals with an unusual situation in
modern life. The Vance books have lent
themselves well to screen adaptation, as evidenced by "The Lone Wolf," "Mrs. Paramor" and "The Brass Bowl."
Desmond Signed by "U"
William Desmond, star of many Universal
western features and several popular Universal serials, has just been signed for eight
more features, it is announced at the Universal home office. This means that Desmond
will be with Universal for another year at
least.
Desmond has been one of Universal's most
consistent stars, his serials and features always being good box-office pictures that
made money
exhibitor
patrons. During for
the Universal's
last six months
Universal
has kept him strictly in western features.
His popularity among "western" fans has
increased by leaps and bounds, the Universal
sales department reports.
Long Term Contract
The Forum Theatre, Los Angeles, has
closed a contract with the Vitagraph office
in that city to run "Between Friends" for
twenty-one days, with the option of a fourth
week if desired. The picture is to be played
at $1 top. The booking arrangement calls
for a specified minimum guarantee for the
three weeks period, wtih a fifty-fifty split
above an agreed amount. The additional
week or more will be on a similar basis.

In Foreign Languages
Universal has taken another forward step
of a great interest to the foreign film market
in the inauguration of press books on Universal pictures printed in foreign languages.
These are made up at the Universal home office, with all the facilities of the advertising,
publicity and exploitation staffs.

JACKIE'S RECEPTION AT TIMES SQUARE
When Jackie Coogan arrived in New York last Saturday he was escorted to Times
Squarestate
by Keith's
Boys'
Band, representatives
a battalion of Boy
Scouts,
stage Jackie
and screen
stars,
and city
officials,
of the
Near Broadway
East. There
was
dazzled by a giant milk bottle blazing his welcome to Broadway. Earl Carroll acted
as master of ceremonies and his beauties from the "Vanities" there. Lt. Governor
Lunn and Col. Bill Biby also made speeches.

Jackie

Coogan's

A
Series
of Big
JACKIE
! Most
Gr.eater COOGAN
New York haswasarrived
on hand
to wel-of
come him when the youngest picture
star reached the metropolis Saturday. A
large delegation that met him at the depot
escorted him to Times Square, where a fifteen-foot milk bottle was erected on a platform as Broadway's welcome to the young
crusader who will sail September sixth to the
Near East with a million dollar milk cargo
and other supplies.
Earl Carroll, musical comedy producer,
made Broadway's speech of welcome, a-nd
presented Jackie with a huge bouquet.
Lieut. -Governor George R. Lunn also made a
brief speech of welcome, and Col. William
Biby, Near *East Relief organizer who inaugurated the Coogan "Children's Crusade
of Mercy," in a ringing address praised the
work of the young crusader.
The procession then moved up Broadway,
led by a police motorcycle escort and Keith's
Boys' Band. Boy Scouts were next in line,

New
York
Trip
Demonstrations
followed by cars that held the theatrical
celebrities. Then came the car with Jackie,
his father and mother, Lieut. -Governor Lunn,
and other officials. The parade crossed east
on Fifty-ninth Street to Fifth Avenue, and
moved down Fifth Avenue to the City Hall.
Here Jackie was officially welcomed by
Mayor Hylan, who presented him the key to
the city. The procession then moved over to
Brooklyn, where an immense meeting was
held in Prospect Park. A stop was made on
the way at Borough Hall, where the young
star met Acting Borough President Joseph
A. Guilder.
The thousands of young people who gathered with their parents all brought cans of
corn syrup and condensed milk which were
collected by Boy Scouts to swell the milion
dollar cargo of foodstuffs.
The current week has been o<.\ '°d to
filming exterior scenes of "The Rag Man,"
Jackie's Metro-Goldwyn picture to follow
'Little Robinson Crusoe."
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Patsy Ruth Miller in scenes from "The Breath of Scandal," which Gasnier has produced for release through B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc.

Critics
of

Unanimous

MacLean

's "Never

F"\R0M one end of the country to the
other, wherever Douglas MacLean's
latest comedy "Never Say Die" has
been shown, it has met with the unqualified
approval of every one who has seen it. The
critics have all been commendatory in their
praise of this screen version of William Collier's greatest stage comedy success, which
is being released through Associated Exhibitors.
Eleanore M. Barnes, in Los Angeles Daily
News, wrote : "A three weeks' grouch can
be cured in three minutes by Douglas MacLean in 'Never Say Die,' one of the cleverest
comedies flashed on the screen in months."
Florence Lawrence, in Los Angeles Examiner: "Few comedies have served to arouse
the risibilities of an audience more keenly."
Photoplay critic on Los Angeles Times :

Exhibitor

Say

Die

"

Others concurred in these opinions.
lowers."

Release

Distributing

New Schenley Theatre in Pittsburgh, which will open on August
30 with the Producers' Distributing
Corporation release "Welcome Stranger,"
screened the subject during the past week
and the impression it made on the theatre's
executive is contained in the following telegram sent to Paul C. Mooney by Hunt B.
Miller, president of the Schenley Theatre
Corporation.
"Mr. Morris, our secretary and treasurer;
Mr. Lane, our house manager, and myself
had the pleasure of screening your 'Welcome
Stranger,' which is to open the New Schenley Theatre on August 30. We are unanimous in our opinion that this production will
prove one of the outstanding big successes
of the season. It contains good, clean,
wholesome comedy, has plenty of heart apTHE

Praise

"Douglas MacLean has made William Collier's famous farce into a screaming success."
Pearl Ball, in Los Angeles Express : "New
and irresistibly funny."
Ted Taylor, infarce
Los Angeles
: "For
unadulterated
and fun Record
see Douglas
MacLean in 'Never Say Die.'
Guy Price, in Los Angeles Evening Herald :
"Yards and yards of laughs . . . one of
the season's most enjoyable productions."
Ralph Holmes, in Detroit Evening Times :
" 'Never Say Die' is fast comedy ... as
thrilling
'Safety Last.'"
Roy E.asMarcotte,
in Detroit Free Press :
"One of the richest comedies the screen has
unfolded. Better than all other MacLean
comedies . . . will add millions to his fol-

Praises

Producers9

in

Gasnier's Next Script
Eve Unsell has written the screen adaptation of Frederick Orin Bartlett's novel, "The
Triflers," the second Preferred Picture on
the fall releasing schedule of B. P. Schulber«. (ja:iner will d.rect,

of

Edward
Back

Auger

Returns

With

Vitagraph as Assistant
General Manager
Edward Auger has returned to Vitagraph
in the capacity of assistant general manager.
Mr. Auger's career dates back to the beginning of the picture business. In the early
days he owned his own exchange, operated
his own theatres in Canada and many times
came to New York to buy films. The Vitagraph sales office was at that time in t^e
quarters now occupied by the publicity sta.f.
In 1908 he sold his exchange to the General Film Company and was taken into their
service. In 1914 he was general manager for
Eclectic Film. In 1916 he became a division
manager for Vitagraph, serving tor two years
before promotion to the position of assistant
general manager.
In June, 1920, Mr. Auger was given the
post of continental foreign representative for
Fox
Paris.Film Corporation, with headquarters in

Corp.

peal and is portrayed by a wonderfully representative cast of well known artists.
"Dore Davidson is most natural and easy in
his part, and I do not see how he could be
excelled. The roles portrayed by Florence
Vidor and Virginia Browne Faire are fine,
and, in fact, we must say that the picture
is perfectly cast in every way.
"This is the first one of your seventeen
that we will play and if this is a sample of
the other sixteen we have booked, we are
more than satisfied."
(Signed) HUNT B. MILLER, President,
The Scljenley Theatre Corp.
Mr. Miller is making elaborate preparations
for the presentation of "Welcome Stranger."
and for all of the seventeen Producers' Distributing Corporation releases that will be
played during the current season.

John B. Rock, general manager of
Vitagraph (left) and Edward Auger, who
has just been appointed an assistant
general manager.
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Nine

Big

Productions
from
Schulberg
"The
Mansion of Aching Hearts," based
is completed and prints are now in Schulupon the famous song by Harry Von Tilzer
berg exchanges in anticipation of the pic- and
Arthur J. Lamb.
ture's general release on September first.
Eve Unsell has adapted this story by Edwin
"Frivolity," written directly for the screen
Balmer and the direction is credited to by Larry Evans.
Gasnier. In the cast are featured Betty
Blythe, Lou Tellegen, Patsy Ruth Miller,
Forrest Stanley, Jack Mulhall, Phyllis Gasnier to Continue to
Haver, Myrtle Stedman, Charles Clary and
Frank Leigh.
Direct for Schulberg
"We are ready now to start on our second release, 'The Triflers' " Mr. Schulberg
4fT">
HE Breath
of Scandal'
the
I greatest
box-office
picture Iishave
announced, "Exhibitors can judge from our
first picture the general quality cf our proever directed," says Gasnier who
gram for the coming year. 'The Triflers' is, has just completed a screen version of Edwin
we believe, another great box-office story.
Balmer's novel for B. P. Schulberg to be reWe have chosen Gasnier to direct it and we
leased as a Preferred Picture.
are now selecting the cast. Shooting will
For many seasons, Gasnier's name has
begin
about tenseven
days."productions listed by
The inremaining
been synonymous with box-office value. In
Mr. Schulberg are as follows :—
his twenty years experience as director, ever
"The Boomerang," the David Belasco stage since the days when pictures were literaHy
play by Winchell Smith and Victor Mapes.
"in their infancy," Gasnier has furnished ex"White Man," an adventure story of the
hibitors With a consistent output of audience
B. P. SCHULBERG
African
jungles
by
George
Agnew
Chamberlain.
pictures.
"The Butterfly Man," "The Corsican
EXHIBITORS can depend upon nine
"When a Woman Reaches Forty," a story Brothers"
and "Kismet" are a trio of his
box-office pictures this year from B. by Royal A. Baker, motion picture censor early
productions which helped build his
for
the
city
of
Detroit.
P. Schulberg Productions, is the prosolid reputation as a successful director.
mise of B. P. Schulberg who will continue to
"Faint Perfume," Zona Gale's best selling
For more than two years Gasnier has been
make Preferred Pictures for release on the novel of small town life.
making his own productions under the superindependent market.
"My Lady's Lips," an orginal screen story
vision of B. P. Schulberg and has released
them as Preferred Pictures. His first such
The first of these, "The Breath of Scandal," by Eve Unsell.
release, "Rich Men's Wives," was one of the
most notable box-office successes during
1922. He followed this with "Poor Men's
Wives," "Daughters of the Rich," "Mother.^"Breath
of Scandal"
Has
All
in-Law," "Maytime," and "Poisoned Paracess. dise," all of which registered with great sucRequisites
Desired
by
Showmen
He will continue to direct Schulberg picTHE wise exhibitor looks for three showman seeks in booking an attraction for
tures during the coming year. "The Breath
elements in a picture which he wants his house," Mr. Bachmann continues. "These
of Scandal" will be followed up with "The
are
ideally
supplied
in
'The
Breath
of
Scanto sell to his patrons," is the opinwhich is already in production and
Mr. Schulberg's new Gasnier production Triflers"
ion expressed by J. C. Bachmann who heads whichdal,'will
several others of the nine pictures announced
be released on September first.
for release by B. P. Schulberg Productions,
the distributing office of B. P. Schulberg
"When we purchased this story by Edwin
Productions which will release nine Pre- Balmer, not only were we impressed with will be furnished by the same director.
Every picture to which he is assigned will
the drama furnished by the plot but we also
ferred Pictures during the coming season.
took into consideration the fact that its wide be a richly mounted society drama, rich in
"A story with advertising value, a good
tense situations — the kind of attraction that
box-office title and a cast of players the fans circulation would be a tremendous aid to has established Gasnier as a director of boxknow, are the requisites which the real theatre owners who exploited it.
office material.
"The novel when published for seven
months in Cosmopolitan Magazine, reached
the million readers of that periodical and it
even exceeded that number of readers when
it was issued in book form by Dodd, Meade
& Co.
"It has a splendid title. This opinion of
ours has been reinforced by critics and exhibitors everywhere. 'The Breath of Scandal' seen in electric lights is just the sort of
title to attract attention — and moreover it
suggests innumerable exploitation angles.
"Then there is the cast. Mr. Schulberg
has endowed this picture \vith a line-up of
players whose names are a tremendous asset
to the production. Betty Blythe, Lou Tellegen, Patsy Ruth Miller, Forrest Stanley,
Jack Mulhall, Phyllis Haver, Myrtle Stedman, Charles Clary and Frank Leigh, constitute the featured artists.
"And back of these three important considerations, 'The Breath of Scandal' is a
wonderful story that will please film patrons
everywhere. We really believe that we have
in it a production that is exceptional in
LOUIS GASNIER
J. G. BACHMANN
every respect."
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Acquire

the Benny
Leonard
Pictures
rebeen
has
ion
sole
purpose
of
co-operating
with these indeinformat
NITE
DEFI
pendent exchange-men. A campaign will be
ceived concerning the greatly discussed
series of six two-reelers featuring launched immediately, to take advantage of
outstanding following among all
Benny Leonard, lightweight champion of the Leonard's
sport lovers and his recent successful enworld.
gagement over the Orpheum circuit.
Each subject presents the glamor of the
Henry Ginsberg and Jacob Wilk, both
well known in the industry, have acquired ring, romance and action. They touch upon
this famous series, three productions of many intimate events of Leonard's career, including his great love for family life. Sam
which have already been completed. Plans
have been consummated whereby the Benny Hellman, Saturday Evening Post author,
Leonard pictures will go directly to in- wrote the series especially for Leonard, who
dividually owned and managed exchanges portrays the character of Benny Lane, office
throughout the United States. This course pen-pusher and fighter.
Benny has become so interested in his film
was chosen because of the great exploitation
and publicity possibilities these films offer work that after the Mickey Walker bout he
when concentrated upon more or less ex- will take advantage of Ginsberg and Wilk's
clusively. This, it is believed, can be best offer to make personal appearances in pracaccomplished by those exchanges individually
tical y al key cities. Work on the remaining
owned. Ginsberg and Wilk have created a three productions will commence later under
publicity and exploitation department for the Henry Ginsberg's supervision.

Reports
Show

from
Big

Universal

Production

ies are working at UniNINE compan
versal City making motion pictures
that range from Universal-Jewels to
one reel comedies.
House Peters, directed by King Baggot,
is working in "The Tornado," one of the big
productions Universal will make this year.
The supporting cast includes Ruth Clifford,
Richard Tucker, Snitz Edwards, Charlotte
Stevens, Kate Price, Jackie Morgan and a
number of others well known as character
actors and actresses.
Mary Philbin, directed by Svend Gade, is
progressing rapidly in "Miss Vanity" an
adaptation of Muriel Mine's novel "The Best
in Life." She is supported by Norman Kerry
and a cast that includes Josef Swickard,
William Davidson, Rosemary Theby, Rose
Dione and Mike Donlin.
Reginald Denny, with Harry A. Pollard
as director and Mary Astor as leading
woman are busy with "Oh, Doctor," a comedy adapted from the story of the same

August 30, 1924

Studio
Activity

name by Harry Leon Wilson. William
Mong, Otis Harlan and Clarence Geldart
have prominent roles in the supporting cast.
Hoot Gibson, directed by Edward Sedgwick and supported by Marian Nixon as
leading woman is completing work in "The
Cactus
Kid." Hoxic-Clifford Smith unit of
The Jack
Western Productions is in Sonora where
"The Sign of the Cactus" has been completed and work has started on "The TenWilliam Desmond and company, directed
derfoot."
by Arthur Rossan, have returned from San
Francisco and are completing filming of
"Love Lariat," at Universal City.
Jack Dempsey, directed by Erie Kenton,
has just completed his ninth picture in the
series of ten short reel features he is making for Universal, and has begun work on
the last one.
Dick Smith and William Watson are directing comedies.

BENNY LEONARD
The Lightweight Champion of the World
who is featured in a series of Six Two
Reelers.
Office Changes
E. A. Eschmann, manager of distribution
for First National Pictures, last week decided upon two important changes in the
company's branch offices. The branch at
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., was abolished and the
branch at Butte, Mont., was made a suboffice of the Salt Lake City branch. E. L.
Hall, manager of the Salt Lake branch, will
have the Butte territory added to his control. W. N. Hughart, formerly manager of
the
office,salesman.
will remain at the subbranchButte
as head
New Managers
Two more promotions have been made in
the Universal sales department. Two new
exchange short product managers have been
created, according to the plan announced
last week by Fred C. Quimby, general sales
manager for short product. The new short
product executives are A. L. Sugerman of
the Cincinnati exchange and John Mednikow of the Chicago exchange. Sugerman
is one of the veteran employes of the Cincinnati exchange and is well known among
the exhibitors of that territory. Mednikow
has an enviable record in the film selling
game and is an authority on short product.

Scenes from "The Puritans," a Chronicles of America picture, released by Pathe.
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Scenes from "The Mine With the Iron Door," a Principal Pictures release with Pat O'Malley and Dorothy M ackaill.
them to Mr. Sabatini in Europe. He cabled
me that he preferred Kerrigan.
"In planning this story of course I wished
Vitagraph
Head
Personally
to take advantage of the glorious sea battles
as described in the book. I knew this would
put the punch in the picture. Now that the
scenes have been shot, I believe that in
9
od'
Blo
in
pta
"Ca
Editing
'Captain
Blood' there is the most marvelous
PRESIDENT ALBERT E. SMITH of
"When I purchased the world rights to naval engagement that has ever been filmed.
Vitagraph is personally editing "Cap- Sabatini's novel I consulted with Mr. Saba- We used seven galleons which we built from
tain Blood," by Rafael Sabatini, which
tini in London, and at that time we dis- plans and models prepared by a noted Enghe brought from the West Coast last week
cussed the various actors who might best fit
lish shipwright who had specialized in the
after supervising its production under the the part of Peter Blood. Mr. Sabatini had
direction of David Smith. The first assemseen Mr. Kerrigan on the screen and agreed
of historical seacraft."
blage of this stupendous production was in with me that he was ideal. However, I study
Jay Pilcher, who wrote the continuity,
14,000 feet, but the story races to its conclu- wanted Mr. Sabatini to be satisfied, and came East with Mr. Smith, and with Graham
sion with the speed of an express train, it when I returned to our Hollywood studios
Baker, scenario editor, is assisting Mr. Smith
is said. Mr. Smith, who seldom speaks of I made tests of half a dozen stars and sent
in editing "Captain Blood."
Vitagraph productions and who is known as
a man who has never been given to boasting,
is thoroughly proud of "Captain Blood." In
an interview given at the studios in Brooklyn,
he said :
Chadwick
Nine Sold
For
"Vitagraph will give to the public in "Captain Blood" the picture sensation of the year.
All
of U. S. and
Canada
No novel of recent years is equal in drama,
adventure and love interest to this story by
Rafael Sabatini. Our translation of this to
the screen has made the characters actually
Federated Film Exchange Co., Pittslive.
to the Detroitburgh;;Celebrated
the ofreturn
withweek
NT this
CIDE
CCOIN
Players Film Corp., Chi. home
office
I. E. Chad"The cast is one of the most exceptional
cago ;All Star Features Distributors, Inc.,
wick, president of Chadwick Pictures
that I have ever seen in one picture. The
announcement is made that the Los Angeles, San Francisco ; Celebrated
work of J. Warren Kerrigan as Captain Corporation,
zation
organi
has placed its product through Players Film Corp., Milwaukee; Mountain
Blood is a screen classic. Not only is he the
Film Attractions, Inc., Denver; Southt
enden
nges for the entire terri- Statesern States
Indep
excha
Film Co., Atlanta; Liberty Films,
exact type, but he plays the part with rare
tory in the United States and Canada, one
sense of of the best records of an independent pro- Inc., Omaha ; Columbia Pictures Corp., St.
Irishman's
true
a
and
sympathy
humor. That is one of the delightful features
ducing and distributing organization in Louis, Mo. ; Western Film Exchange, Seattle ;
Independent Films Co., Kansas City; Premier
of this remarkable picture— the drama is relieved by comedy.
Mr. Chadwick has been away for five Films Ltd., Toronto.
years.
wee'-s. He visited many important territories besides spending some time on the
Strike Impends
St. Louis Sale
West Coast actively supervising production
of his various units, and upon the occasion
Thomas Leonard, Progress Pictures, St.
s' ProOperator
Picture182,
of his return to the New York office, an- Louis, Mo., and Dr. W. E. Shallenberger
Moving
Boston tective
Union, Local
on Monday
nounced that his company had closed for the have closed a contract for the new Arrow
unanimously voted authority for the
distribution of the Chadwick Nine in the en- chapter-play, "Riders of the Plains," to be
Wage Conference Committee to order n.a
tire territory.
distributed by Progress in eastern Missouri
strike at any time at their discretio
In addition to the nine special productions, and southern Illinois.
This would affect 136 theatres in Greater
strike
the
that
said
Boston. The union
Chadwick Pictures Corporation is producing
vote was made necessary by the theatre
a series of four Featurettes, starring Larry
,
contract
the
of
n
managers, in violatio
Semon for distribution by Educational Films,
Scenario Finished
onprojecti
training new men to replace
Inc. The first of this series, "Her Boy
present agreeof
on
expirati
ists atmentstheon Labor
It
is
announced that Heath Cobb and Ted
Day.
Friend," has been completed and was brought
back to New York by Mr. Chadwick on his Price have finished work on the scenario for
At a meeting of the Boston Theatrical
return.
on Sun"Fighting The Flames," one of the eight
Union, No. 11,
Stage Employes'Scale
Committee reported
day, the Wage
The complete list of exchanges handling Columbia Productions being made by C. B.
week
last
renewed
ce
conferen
on the
the Chadwick Product is :
C. "Fighting The Flames" is a fast moving
with theatre owners and managers on
Commonwealth Film Corp., New York City ; story and it is believed by those in the know
demands for increased wages and other
that
it will match up with the usual high
desired betterments. Other than to state
First Graphic Exchanges, Inc., Upper New
quality
of pictures released by this concern.
that the report was received to as^
proYork; Masterpiece Film Attractons, PhilaMessrs. Cobb and Price are now working
discuss
gressive, union officers refused
;
Boston
Ir.t.,
Films,
Independent
delphia
;
the situation or any other action that
the scenario for "After Business Hours,"
Trio Productions, Washington, D. C; Stand- on
may have been taken by the members.
ard Film Service Co., Cleveland, Cincinnati, also to be one of the Columbia Productions.

ift Man.

Selung

September

Is the

the Picture
EDITED BY EPES WINTHROP
Time

of the Mailing

direct mail advertising is one
WHILE
of the most profitable methods of
selling tickets, it can be made the
most wasteful if the mailing list is permitted
to become fouled with a lot of dead addresses. Each piece of mailed matter which
fails to reach the addressee is a direct loss
of from one cent to perhaps three or four
cents, depending upon the matter sent out,
plus the lost opportunity. Wise managers
check up their lists frequently; sometimes
after each mailing, where they use the return system, or at least every three months.
Everyone should check up their list in the
fall, after the vacation season is over.
Of course the best way is the return guarantee. All envelopes are printed up with a
notification to the postmaster that the return
guaranteed in the event of nonpostage is delivery.
The short form of this is :
Notice to Postmaster:
Return postage guaranteed if not delivered.
Where this notice appears on the envelope
is required to return the cirthe postmaster
cular to the addressee, who pays the face
value of the stamps. This applies chiefly to
matter sent out under the one-cent rate.
First-class mail is supposed to be returned to
the sender if not deliverable.
A Real Economy
To some .managers this seems to be a
wasteful idea. They argue that they do not
want to pay one cent for advertisingThismatter
may
which has outlived its usefulness.
sound absurd to you, but we have heard that
argument used. As one correspondent
to send
phrased it : "I've already paid noa cent
good. Now
out something that does me
I've got to pay another cent to get it back
again."
The answer is that paying one cent for
the return removed the address from the
list and avoided the waste of many more
one-cent stamps used to send other mail to
the same dead address.
Where this system is used the returns
should be checked up after each mailing.
Most managers do this. But there is one
more thing they can do. Some houses have
a card which they send under two-cent postage to the address, knowing that first-class,
or two-cent mail, will be forwarded where
circulars are not. This card reads :
"The postmaster has returned one of our
the notificacirculars addressed to you with
tion that you are no longer at
W e want to tell you about our specially
good pictures. We believe you wish to know.
Won't you please write your correct address
on the enclosed postcard? Thank you."
This is signed by the manager personally
—
in some spare moment
—he signs up a lot address
is filled in before
and the last known
the card is sent out.
In one theatre this method saves about 80

to Make

Revise

List for a New

Public

to the
SARGENT

Will
Season

per cent of the dead addresses. The presumption isthat the others have moved out
of the district. It is a small matter, but it
leaves the mailing list always clear, and the
manager can send out an occasional costly
advertisement, feeling that he is not wasting
his money.
Something of the same sort is the best
check
reading on: the general list. Get out a letter
"We are getting our mailing list in shape
for the coming season and want 1o be certain
that you will receive early information on
the many good things we have already
booked. We now have you listed as at
Will you please check us up? Thank you."
This is filled in with the exact address on
the list, and the card sent is a specially
printed private mailing card, duly stamped
with a one-cent stamp. It carries two lines.
The first reads : "The address you have is
the correct one." The other notation is :
"My address is now — " and the spaces are
left for the filling in of the street address.
The name is written on the card, that only
the street address needs to be filled in.
Where stencils are used for addressing,
both cards should be so printed that the
stencil address may be printed in, which will
save the labor of filling in.
This looks like a lot of trouble, but it
will save you many times the labor and expense through the season, and it also serves
as a good way to remind the recipient that
you are planning big things.
Don't spend two cents unless you can make
it sell more than that. Keep your list up
to date and then make it work for you at
least once a month ; perhaps oftener.

Pay

for Photos

Vitagraph announces that it will
pay the cost of photographs of
good exploitation stunts on its
pictures. Five prints on glossy
paper, packed so they will not
become torn or creased in the
mails should be sent to the Publicity Department, Vitagraph, Inc.,
1400 Locust Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
A description of the stunt, cost
of making the display and all
working details should accompany
the story, together with the
photographer's
The pictures bill.
are wanted for
trade paper use and for possible
use in press books and special
sheets.

Circus Heralds
E. N. Prescott, of Union, Maine, writes that
he often prints up his own circus heralds
instead of using stock accessories, finding
that his patrons respond more readily 10 the
colored stock. He writes as though he
thinks he has hit upon a new idea, but circus heralds are common in many localities
and can be illustrated with line cuts from
the press book.
Steve Farrar, of Harrisburg, 111., used to
go the limit in heralds. He used two; framing one to appeal to the miners and another,
less flamboyant, for the more cultured.
But Mr. Prescott is right. Often the vividly
colored heralds will get more attention — and
they are cheaper, as a rule.

REWARD
H00Q9
FOR INFORMATION LEADING TO THE

ION
ARREST^CONVICT
ng seen
of the Person or Persons >»ho taki
♦CYTHEREA" now Showing &.t &*eS STRAND
exceltent
entert
&inmen
t-.It" isn not
ly Sa*
/tJ ff^^S^
c*n truthful

A First National Release
TEN TEN-DOLLAR BILLS SHOULD GO WITH THIS PICTURE
They were pasted just above this huge sign, but it is against the law to print them up.
It is a novel way of putting over Cytherea at the Strand Theatre, Green Bay, Wis. The
Chief of Publicity is a good substitute for "Police."
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Looks

Like

Hathaway

Fred Hathaway, advertising
manager for the Robbins Enterprises, Inc., of Utica, writes that
he thinks he has it on Roy L.
Smart when it gets right down to
brass tacks for free newspaper
work.
He has worked for the past four
years a hook-up whereby in return for six pairs of passes daily
be can have up to 24 column
inches daily for a display, in which
the house is given practically all.
He does not always take the full
24 inches, because he feels that to
take the limit daily would not only
be hoggish, but that the extra
space is sometimes a detriment.
He takes the limit on the big
things and less space for the
"slide" bookings. This stunt is on
a formal contract basis. In addition to this the paper carries a
front page single column box referring to the arrangement.
The second space grabber is a
single column feature giving the
news features of the day in form
not unlike classified ads, each
item being cut off with a hairline
rule. This is headed "Avon Pictorial News presents in collaboration with Utica Observer Dispatch." The set-up is duplicated
in film and is used to head' the
Pathe News. This brings from
three to six inches daily.
A third contact is the daily reference to the theatre in the Gumps
comic strip, a well displayed fourteen point line telling that the
film version is to be seen at the
Avon.
These are three daily tie-ups,one of which has been running for
four years.
Can anyone beat this record?
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d L. Hyman
Edwar
from Theatre,
Production
Managing Hints
Director, Mark-Strand
Brooklyn

FILM features of the show which had
the Warner Bros.' production, "Being
Respectable," as the chief attraction
were of three subjects, the two in addition
to the feature being the Topical Review and
aThese
Mermaid
comedys ran
called
film incident
one "Family
hour andFits."
six
minutes, ten minutes and eight minutes, respectively— an hour and twenty-four minutes
altogether. The musical end of the program consisted of four presentations, all taking up thirty-four minutes, thus rounding out
a show of one hour and fifty-eight minutes.
The biggest of the musical numbers was
programmed as Popular Impressions, being
six popular selections, one of which was
used for a dance. This incident, running fourteen minutes, was staged in a garden scene,
with transparent back drop and wall leg drop
with arches lighted by vari-colored bulbs.
Arches were twined with roses. The numbers
follow: "Memory Lane," sung by mixed
quartette, the two girls of which were seated
on a bench to the right and the two men
standing behind them. Two open box lamps
from the sides lighted the back drop, and
overhead spots of straw picked out the
singers. "Mandalay," sung by baritone, with
six of the ballet in East Indian dress dancing
the chorus. "It Had To Be You," danced by
premiere danseuse under white spot, with the
open box lamps giving way to amber. "Havana," sung by tenor, assisted by dancers
in Cuban dress. "Where the Rainbow Ends,"
sung by soprano. "Put Away a Little Ray of
Sunshine," contralto, mixed quartette and
dancers in summer dresses and carrying
parasols bedecked in red roses. Rain effect
was used for the first chorus and for the close
of the second chorus a rainbow was thrown
on the sky of the drop as the spots came
up amber. The orchestration for all these
was specially done, with variations for
xylophone in dance numbers.

Tschaikowsky's "Dance Arab" was done by
six of the ballet in gold cloth costumes,
Oriental design, in a set that consisted of
a Kismet ground row used as a transparency
to get lights in the windows of the buildings,
representing evening. At the right on a
couch was basso dressed similar to Omar
Khayam (beard, etc.), and smoking an
Egyptian pipe during the dance. At the finish of the dance basso came center stage
and sang "Far Across the Desert Sands,"
while the dancers did pantomime. The lights
for this were four orange spots from the sides
and four deep blue open box lamps covering
the set. One light blue floor lamp hitting the
mosques. Front lights : Violet Mestrum
flood from the dome on the musicians and
half of the side drapes. Blue foots and
borders. Reds, one-half,. Seven minutes for
the number.

Tank Drama
Bathing pools are pretty strong opposition
to the theatre in the hot spell, but, like the
radio, Ray Jones, publicity man for the Howard Theatre, Atlanta, made the local pool
help business.
..
He sold them on the idc^ of using the
pool for a beauty contest, the six prettiest

divers to be engaged for a special lank slunt
at the Howard the following week.
Every paper in town carried one or more
photographs and gave valuable advance advertising to the Howard angle. Howard
Price Kingsmore dressed up the act with
some singers and dancers and made a very
showy special of it. He got a big extra
business.

The overture
was Mestrum
Offenbach's
lighted
by one dome
flood"Orpheus,"
of violet
on orchestra and half the sides ; one dome
Mestrum of light blue on the musicians. Silver draw curtains closed over production
stage and lighted, in addition to the floods,
by arch spots of violet and green. Red
coves. All lights dimmed up pure white at
the finish. Eight minutes.
The "Barcarolle" from Offenbach's "Tales
of Hoffman" was done by soprano and contralto in correct costume in special set consisting of balustrade and blue neutral back
drop, platform center and foliage leg drop.
To extreme right was large palm tree, the
branches hit by green spots from overhead.
Large prop moon was lighted amber and
beneath it was water ripple effect. Pink and
blue open box lamps and baby spots lighted
the sky of the back drop. Large stage in
blue, red coves, and violet flood from the
dome
minutes.on the musicians and side drapes. Five

A Paramount Release
THIS DISPLAY FOR THE COVERED WAGON IN SAN FRANCISCO COST THE HOUSE NOTHING
to provide the Ind ians, the old car and the brand new one as a Pageant of Jr»»»Oscar Kantner persuaded a local auto agency
portation It ran two days to advertise the play at the Imperial, and was halted in front of the house as the matinee opened, fake
motion pictures being taken to heighten the interest. A local taxi concern advertised its "modem covered wagons.
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A Producers Distributing Release
THIS WINDOW IN SAN ANTONIO WAS A HELP TO MIAMI
The firm fights shy of intrusions, but it fell — and hard — for a Betty Compson Bathing
Girl contest and gave the entire window totell about the show at the Empire Theatre,
which was very nicely handled by the manager, Vinton H. Sholl.
Bathing

Girls

Got

would, of course, be the better scheme.
The entire stunt, including the painting
of a special drop, was less than $50.

A.

Chenoweth

Is

Moved
to Pawtucket
H. A. Chenoweth writes that he has connected with E. M. Lowe's Music Hall, Pawtucket, R. I., and that he is busy orienting
himself in his new job.
He is not fairly launched in the new job,
but he has planned a watermelon eating
contest as a seasonable stunt, but does not
tell whether quantity or speed is the qualification probably
;
the latter. He says he
has some new stuff ribbed up to spring presently, so Walter C. Benson is hereby warned
to be on the lookout for real opposition to
the Laurier.
Two good hustlers in one town should
make
residents.things mighty interesting for the
Has

Simple

Novelty

for Galloping Fish
Out in Eugene, Oregon, The Galloping
Fish did a gallop at a slow walk, but it got
the
business just the same in spite of that
slowness.
Two cutouts were made, reversing the
pattern, and these were slung to a small boy
by straps over the shoulders. There was
a cross-piece
just overby the
in the "fish"
and
this was grasped
the Syoungster
who
pumped it up and down as he went on his
way giving motion more or less suggestive
of the title. The lettering sinks into the
photograph because of its coloring, but it
read : "Joy 1 It's a whale I Galloping Fish,
Now.
In theThe
lobbyCastle."
a cutout from the six sheet
was made into a screen for the box office and
a similar cutout from the 24-sheet was used as
a banner. This was backed by two ones,
insert cards, several still frames and some
hand lettered cards. It was a good strong
campaign, and it got a little extra business
for this time of year.

Cleanup for Miami
Miami might have been made for the
Truly Rural
bathing girl contest idea and its release just
as hot weather was coming along was a
With the grain harvest on, J. P. Harrison,
help to a lot of managers. We have already of the Hippodrome, Ft. Worth, figured that
told how it worked in Memphis, but down grain would be the big draw for The Counin San Antonio — which is worse than hot in
try Kid, so he drove out into the country and
July — it stood about half a houseful out on brought back a number of sheaves.
the street for more than an hour when they
Three of these he placed in the lobby,
could not get in on the first show.
with
a_ pitchfork in each from which deVinton H. Sholl, manager of the Empire
pended a straw working hat on which anTheatre, paid $15 for a loving cup, supposed
nouncements had been painted or pasted.
to have been donated by Betty Compson. He also took the string of kids off the threeHe also contributed $10 for the second prize. sheet, cut them out and used them on a
A clothing store gave a suit for third prize, compo board fence. This gave a really
bathing shoes were the fourth prize and a rural atmosphere to the lobby.
drug store gave a bathing cap to the fifth
The grain-pitchfork-hat idea was also
in line.
used for a number of window displays with
The best feature of the merchant co-op- equally good effect.
eration was that it got the Empire the window in the clothing store. Because of its
location this is especially desirable, but the
store has repeatedly refused to admit outside
advertising. Since it had donated the suit,
it did not regard Miami or the contest as
"outside,"
and it displayed the suit, the cup
and five cards.
Better event than that, Sholl persuaded the
authorities to permit him to tack-card the
municipal bathing pool with announcement j
of the contest and to put these up on July
3rd, when the largest crowd was expected
on the Fourth, though the opening was not
until the 9th. It was the first advertising
ever permitted in the pool or on any cityowned property.
He got hold of some of the entrants' pictures for advance newspaper work, getting
two-column cuts, and the winners were
shown in a four-column.
The contest was worked only for one
night, the opening, and after the house was
packed to the extreme fire limit, several
hundred patiently stood out for the second
show\ Lem Stewart comments that it would
have been better to have run the contest for
a week, with five eliminations and the finals,
but since the girls were not paid, we imA First National Release
agine that Mr. Sholl figured he could not
make it last that long. He probably did not
THIS GALLOPING FISH TOOK A SLOW WALK, BUT IT HELPED
have a sufficient number of entries to divide
The perambulator used by the Castle Theatre, Eugene, Oregon, for the First National
by five and give enough for each show.
comedy. Apparently the boy gives it a rocking motion by working it up and down
When there are fifty or more entered, this
as he goes along the street. It got a laugh and that got business.
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Metro-Goldwyn Release
TWO GOOD DISPLAYS FOR WHITE SISTER AND SCARAMOUCHE
These displays on the Colonial Theatre brought business for both titles, in spite of
for Scaramouche seems to be a remake from some castle front title, but it was
baskets further contributed to this suggestion. Heavy tones in a summer lobby
Colonial.
Hook

to Slogans

for Double Truck
Co-operative pages have been done so
much that they have been done almost to
death in many cities, but they can always
be revived provided you can put a little new
kick into the idea. You can't do it with
dropped letters or missing words or any of
the old ideas. You must think of something
new.
That's
Hellman,
did.
He what
found Jack
he could
use aParamounteer,
double truck
for The Stranger when it played the Rialto
Theatre, Fort Dodge, la., It gets so hot in
Iowa you have to give a patron a free ticket
and throw in a fan during July and August,
but Hellman figured a double page might
do it.
The paper was willing to give free space
for a contest in consideration of two paid
pages, but it wanted the two pages. Hellman hit upon a slogan contest. He announced
that The Stranger was in town making purchases. He listed the purchases and slogans,
but left the firm name a blank. All you had
to do was to fill in the blanks with the
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FROM WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE
the discouraging aspect of the thermometer. That
repainted in white to give coolness, and hanging
are detrimental.
Stick to white. It helped the

names, and to get the names you had only
to figure out the slogan. Simple. The
twenty neatest lists got the twenty free
tickets the Rialto donated. Here are a couple
of samples purchases to give you the idea :
"Travelers checks were cashed for The
Stranger by
, The Bank of
Friendly
Service."
"From
, Fort Dodge's representative store The Stranger purchased a
genuine
Victrola."
The punch
lay in the fact that the double
truck did not run until after the contest,
the names of the winners being printed on
the pages. That is what sold the idea. They
had to think for the slogans, just merely
turn to the page and read them.
A Special Edition
Harry F. Storin, of the Leroy Theatre,
Pawtucket, R. I., announces the arrival of
Harry, Jr., July 11. And his dad put him
right to work, for a late copy of the Leroy
Link, the house organ, carries a story by
"Linky,
Jr., give
12 days
old." time.
That's rushing
the season,
the kiddie

Love

Was

Free

Initial

on

Showing

When it played Cytherea the management
of Loew's Vendome Theatre, Nashville, used
the Love Week idea, taken from the press
book, but added a kink.
In thewholanguage
woman
glories ofin the
her display:
husband, "Every
every
man who loves his wife and every youth
and maiden who dreams of happiness in
days to come" were invited to come to the
first showing, admission being free from
10:45 to 11 A. M.
At the request of the police the house
was opened at half past ten instead of a
quarter of an hour later, and that reduced
the waiting crowd by 1,800, many of the rest
remaining in line to pay admission to the
next show, special police being detailed to
keep traffic open.
This was the only stunt used to back up
the usual quantity of lithographic and street
car advertising, but it got the picture off
to a start that held it up throughout the
run.

A First National Release
SOME OF THE CIRCUS STANDS USED ON THE SEA HAWK FOR THE PHILADELPHIA RUN
Four weeks in advance of the showing of the Frank Lloyd masterpiece the First National started in to circus and used more paper
is Coming" will later be overpasted for the Aldine,
"TheareSeaby Hawk
Blocktwoeights
circus.These
evenfor the
the citythelimits
within where
film than
goes in
a run.
specialreading
locations
no means the only ones. They are just samples.
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Terminal

Ads

Small Sunday Only
A few weeks ago — July 12th— we spoke
of the advertisements of the Fox Terminal
Theatre, Newark, in which the reduction
from the cut copy was so great that the
smaller lines could not be read. R. J. Deusern, the manager, explains that these reduced
sized ads appear only in the Sunday Call
and are the same as the four column ads
appearing in the Saturday News, which practically duplicates the circulation of the Call.
He figures that there is enough left of the
display, even with the reduction, to hook
into the readable display of the previous
day, and that the Sunday space is merely
a reminder. This puts the matter in a new
light, but even at that we think that a
straight type display would be better if the
art reproduction gets the lettering too small
to be clearly read. Mr. Deusern holds that
a picture is a better seller than a type line
and that it is more advantageous to sacrifice
the fullest display of title and star to get
in an illustration. In the advertisement under discussion he contends that the picture
of Mrs. Carr will do more to sell tickets
than a block type name. It is an interesting
discussion and it can be argued around in
the circle until the cows come home without
any definite decision. You cannot positively
say that type is better than illustration or
that picture has more sales value than type.
Mr. Deusern holds for illustration while we
prefer a good type display to a half column
cut in a two column space. He thinks it
better to use a very much reduced cut than
to throw the cut overboard and resort to
type where the expense of making a second
drawing is too great to make this feasible.
He has one art layout made each week.
From this he has three four-column blocks
made and one in two columns. The fours
run in the Saturday evening papers, and the
two is run on Sunday. He contends that
people will read the matter in the Saturday
spaces and be reminded of these when they
see the smaller space the following day. In
other words, if he gets the title over, the
rest does not matter. We don't quite see that
duplication of circulation idea. We feel that
if space is taken it should be made to work
to the fullest, and that a resort to type would
be better than a too-greatly reduced art layout on the general principle that some of the
readers may see the Sunday edition who
overlook the Saturday issue. We do not believe in taking any advertising space that
does not work to the very fullest extent,
and hold that good type is far better than
small hand lettering, but Mr. Deusern at
least demonstrates that he has the right
size in three out of four papers. In the
four column cut the tiny letters rise to about
an eight point.
Circle

Theatre

Is

Changing Its Form
Evidently the Circle Theatre, Indianapolis,
does not believe in holding too long to any
form of display. It will stick to one style for
a few weeks and then switch to something
else. Recently it was using a tall two column,
but lately it changed to a wider-than-deep
style that we like much better. Much of this
space goes to a musical organization, but For
Sale gets better than two thirds, with a small
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portrait cut of the leads for the only attractor if you except the title itself, which is a
splendid seller. But just below the picture
it takes on a fuller meaning, and backed up
by the "$1,000,000 for a Bride" it comes
pretty close to selling without argument,
though there are three lines of good talk to
follow. Put one above the other, this combination of play and musical act would not
have sold as well. Probably the band would
have been lost without any resultant gain
to the picture, but with the display as it
stands, the picture gets all of the value of a
five column space and at the same time the
band is given equal prominence. Getting the
right proportions gives several times the display value of a three column space at no
increase in the bill, since the space taken is
no greater than if this fell further down a
three column space to let in the band announcement. Itis one of the most successful efforts the Circle has made of late. Incidental y itis a fine argument for this style
of proportion, which almost always works
better than a deeper space.

runs a good average and frequently he turns
out a gem. We have seen better than this
from him, but we think that this classes
with his good work. There is no striking
departure,
no sensational handling, but it is
^^^
a thoroughly ^
good space with both type and
illustration performing their proper func-

COLLEENMOORE

STATE"1—-rt.
RAPPER

Cleveland's Flapper
Has Plenty of Jazz
We like this space on The Perfect Flapper
Held Over!
A PHIL SP1TALNVS
from Lowe's State Theatre, Cleveland, and
think Mr. Malaney has made a nice job of
it. He does not waste too much space with a
ifrJJ JAZZ BAND
cut, figuring that this joyous pose of Colleen A Firtt National lietcufWELL PLANNED
Moore will give about all that is required to
suggest the type of story, and he is more tions without interfering with each other,
concerned with the star and title, the latter
that is something seldom encountered.
getting plenty of emphasis in a letter not and
Nine times out of ten you will find that
so much off the regular lines to be unread- one
able, and yet sufficiently erratic to add its fault.hurts the other. It is the most common
suggestion of jazz. We particularly like the
use of the light Roman for the supporting
cast. It is more readable than heavy caps of
Added a Cutout
the same size would have been. Tucked into
that neat pictorial border, it suggests good
Painting a background to represent the
entertainment and suggests the precise na- present New York skyline, I. L. Shields used
ture of that entertainment. Sometimes Mr. it to advertise Little Old New York at the
Malaney stubs his toe, but generally he Modjeska Theatre, Augusta, Ga. The river

The Best of Pictures
The Finest of leveling
j%siGc^^aii^aiioiis
A
First
National
Picture

$1,000,000
FOR
A BRIDE
Triumphant Return
That was the price placed on the head of this beautiful
From Trans-Continental tour
society
girl
by
her
parents
—
offered
for
sale
at
auction
like a chattel.
offavorites
these famous
Indianapolis
with their
singing
A Scathing Denouncement of the
band — probably the most
Marriajje Customs of Modern Society
CAST INCLUDES
unique organization of modern
day entertainers now befor
Clair Windsor — Adolphe Menjou
Robert Ellis — Tully Marshall
COMEDY— "HEAD ON" — CIRCLETTE OF NEWS— NOVELTY FILM
With
Blanche Sweet
OSE WHO DANCE"
8 I3 "TH
s«£tNational
A First
Release
A NICELY PROPORTIONED SPACE F ROM THE CIRCLE THEATRE
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was cut away and backed by transparent
cloth lighted from behind, and a cutout from
the six sheets of Marion Davies stood on
the New Jersey shore. The banner entirely
filled the lobby opening.
Pictorial

Frame

PICTURE

WORLD

ture ever made in Alaska" will do the work
nicely. The ice border helps to carry out
the suggestion of the snowy waste and altogether the New, in a 100x3 gets a quarter
page value out of its space without having
to pay a bill for that lineage. A clever

Is

Mostly Background
Something went bust on this pictorial
frame for The Arizona Express at the New
Theatre, Baltimore. Very little of it comes
up, and it serves best to bring up the type
in the centre and gives it the display through
contrast in color. And whoever lettered in
that title was dead set on getting it over.

Colorful- -Magnificent

731
ington, but it seems to be from the plan
book. We would like it better if the title
were held a little more clear of the design,
for the cut intrudes on the "the" and the
"d" in the second word of the title, cutting
down the display value a trifle, but at that
it is worth a lot more than the best halftone reproduction. Setting the chief selling
talk in the window space; where the interest is centered, is another good point that
will make for more money in the count-up.
It is one of the hardest working little two
column cuts that we have seen in a long
time, and it serves to put over a corking
good story.
An

Open

Display

Gives Fine Effect
There is something very appealing about
this three tens from the Noble Theatre,
Anniston, Ala. The cut is not as good as it
might be, or else the impression is too
strong. In any event it does not come up
well, but in the layout given it any cut would
get full attention. There seems to be a lot
An Associated Exhibitors' Release
NICE FOR SUMMER
handling of the design permits the same
appeal to be made at smaller cost, and that
is the essence of good advertising. There
is nothing thrillingly dramatic in the poses,
but they are unusual and will bring the eye
of the reader to the space, where he can
be sold on the type talk. It is very nicely
planned.
Silhouette

A Fox Release
THE TYPE WORKS
The lettering stands out like a 24-sheet, and
yet it is a well made letter, clear and distinct. It has a tremendous value when it
comes to getting over. You can't escape it,
and with the title so clear you get the suggestion that a lot of exciting things are
happening^ even though you cannot see
them. Perhaps the vagueness of illustration
was intentional, though we think not. At
any rate it is a good background, and the
title and the Fox name will do the rest.
It's the reverse of artistic and not in the general line of the New, but it probably sold
more tickets than a clearer drawing would
have done.
Small

Cats

Beats

Halftone Designs
This cut on The Bedroom Window goes
far ahead of any halftone in getting attention to a somewhat limited space. It is only
a little more than two sixes, yet it has the
force of the average three column cut. It
was used by Loew's Palace Theatre, Wash-

Negri

The full fire of her genius
inburns "Men"
in this mercilessvividly
expose
rich men
make oflove.the way
SPECIAL
NOBLE *e4JULYStturdsf
JTH

Give

Talk'ng
for planned
HereRoom
is an intelligently
cut for
The Chechahcos from the New Theatre,
Baltimore. It may be a plan book cut, but
it looks more like a house drawing, and it is
useful in showing how small figures can be
worked to get a seemingly large design
without hogging all the space that should be
, used for argument. There is much to be
said about this Alaskan picture that will
interest the average reader, and to merely
call it a play of Alaska will not suffice
to sell it to the limit. It must be sold as
made in Alaska, and this "first and only pic-

Pola

RICARDO tORTEZ— MAT MeflVOY — MALCOLM MaoGREGOR
0E0. FAWCETT -ETHEL WALES -ROBERT EDESON
SENNETT-LANODON
"HIS GANNON
NEW MAMA"
QRANTLAND
RICE SPORTCOMEDY
REEL— NEWS—
MUSIC
A Paramount Release
GETS QUICK ATTENTION

FOR Release
i
.1i
Paramount
EFFECTIVE WHITE GROUND
of white space, but it is this white which
gives the display its distinction. It is even
better when seen on the page with the surrounding type, for then it demonstrates its
ability to kill an entire page with a thirty
inch investment, but the suggestion is to
be seen even with the cut isolated. In one
glance you not only get star, play and house,
but you get the suggestion of the play type
through the pose of the star. The four
lines of selling copy are not flamboyant, yet
they sell because there is the assurance of
an unusual play, and this is gotten over without an undue use of superlatives. It is an
excellent example of a good layout. We are
sorry we cannot suggest the full effectiveness of the original size, but you can get
the idea and try the same scheme for yourself. By the way, did you ever try cutting
out any of these reproduced advertisements,
pinning them to your own layout and writing
across the face, "this style"? It will help the
printer particularly in the small towns.

Newest

REMEwsand
Comments
EDITED BY CHARLES S. SEWELL

'Butterfly"
Universal-Jewel
Production
of Kathleen
Norris' Novel Does
Not
Belie
Brand
Name
Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent.
With practically everyone from scenarist
to cutting editor able to boot the entire
production into the catalogue of failures, it
is pleasant to record that all hands have
combined to produce a real gem of a photoplay. It is difficult to forecast the audience
reception of any play, but this presentation
of the Kathleen Norris novel of the same
name would seem to possess an unusually
wide appeal. Those to whom jazz parties
represent the highest development of the
art are given jazz — and plenty of it. On
the other hand there is an appeal to the
more thoughtful in this careful transfer of
the author's idea to the screen, and there
YOUR MONEY, TIME
AND EFFORTS
are registered on a narrow strip
of negative. Unless it is expertlydeveloped and printed you suffer
A

COMPLETE

LOSS

WHY TAKE THIS RISK?
Ask some of the
Free Lance Cameramen
about the quality of our laboratory work and our efficient
twenty-four hour service.

203 WEST 40TH STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Phone— Penn. 2373

Use
Powers
Prints

FEATURES REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE
Butterfly (Universal- Jewel)
Empty Hands (Paramount)
TheNational)
Girl in the Limousine (First
The Last of the Duanes (Fox)
Thebe Speed Spook (C. C. Burr)
rg) in Silk (Metro)
Sinners
The Breath of Scandal (Schulare a number of comedy touches, most of
which arise from the situations instead of being manufactured as a by-product and
dropped into the film where it would appear
to be most needed. Olga Printzlau, who
wrote the scenario, laid the foundation of
what followed by a thoughtful and wellconsidered adaptation of the novel.
Jn the first reel the action gets underway
rather slowly. It seems to drag slightly
and unnecessarily, in spite of some good
humor. It seems as though the preliminary
had been too long drawn out, but as the
play progresses it appears that this character sketching is vitally essential to the
sustaining of interest in the later scenes.
A thoroughly complete exposition of character is vital to the interest at a time when
further explanation would be intrusive.
In the novel many words can explain and
apologize for the heroine and keep the interest to her. Pictured action cannot be
stopped without injury to the interest, and
by lingering slightly at the beginning, there
is achieved an almost entire absence of explanation later. Right through to the end
the interest remains with the shallow, selfish little sister, who demands all sacrifice
and makes none at all until the play draws
to a close.
This is the character played by Laura
La Plante. She does about the best work
of her career in this role. She acts without
showing that she is acting, and she makes
human and lovable the most trying charessay. acter she has yet been called upon to
Ruth Clifford, as the other sister, is an admirable foil, playing with certain touch the

POWERS

contrasting character and fully sharing the
interest with the nominal star. Even better work is done by Norman Kerry, as the
musician. He makes him a temperamental,
eccentric genius without for an instant making him ridiculous. Xot once does he permit the character to become the buffoon, and
his sincerity and authority help largely to
hold the big scenes at the close of the play.
To single any of the others for especial
mention is not necessary. They are all admirably adequate, and their combined efforts present an unusually good ensemble.
And this, in its turn, brings credit to the
producer, Clarence Brown, who blended
these able efforts into an harmonious whole.
The theme of the story is too shallow to
make it a truly great play, but scenarist, director and players alike, all have contributed
their best to an admirable whole. As a
Cant
Jewel, it is not misnamed.
Dora Collier
Laura La Plante
Hillary (oilier
Ruth Clifford
Craig
Spudding
Kenneth
Konrnd KrotiKkl
Norman Harlan
Kerry
Von Mnndescheid
Ceaare Gravina
Vlolel Van De \\ <>n Margaret Livingston
Cecil Atherton
Freeman Wood
Cy Dwyer
T. Hoy Barnes
From the novel by Kathleen \<irri>.
Scenario
by
Olgu
i*rintzlau.
Directed by Clarence Hrown.
Length 7,472 feet,
Pledging her dying mother that her
little sister shall have every opportunity to
develop her inheritedstory-talent as a violinist.
Hillary Collier works as a stenographer to
gain caltheeducation.
funds forThethe depth
youngerof sister's
musiher devotion
is such that she even gives up the man
she loves to her precocious charge, and It
is Dora and not Hillary who marries Craig
Spaulding. But the Butterfly is true to her
name, and her rise to social eminence leads
her into the modern excesses until her sudden determination that she wants Kronskl,
the musical genius, brings about a revolt
upon first
her love.
sister'sShepart.
has given
her
will Dora
not yield
a secondup
time, and the battle of wills leads to a
cunningly worked out denouement.
"Sinners In Silk"
Jazz Era of Younger Generation Excellently
Portrayed by Brilliant Cast in This
Metro-Goldwyn Release
Reviewed by Tom WaUer
With a brilliant cast headed
Theyby Adolph
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Menjou, Eleanor Boardman, Conrad Nagel
and Hedda Hopper "Sinners in Silk," MetroGoldwyn's latest release, as a picture depicting the so-called jazz era of the younger
generation should be highly successful, particularly so with the better classes of audiences.
The picture is of a decidedly sophisticated
trend, dealing for the most part with an
ultra-fashionable set of debutantes and
youths. The expected richness of settings
and locales with such a theme is well evidenced throughout the entire production, as
is the prevalency of atmospheric wealth.
Although "Sinners in Silk" is snappy and
jazzy neither of those qualities is exaggerated. Their brilliance is natural and at
times roams close to the border of the salacious, but never too close or across that
line. Under less skilful hands than those
of Director Hobart Henley this horizon of
discrimination could easily have been made
too prominent or too vague. Henley treats
risque conditions which arise with such refinement that the crass and the brusque are
skillfully avoided, making the spiciness of
the production intelligently delightful.
Menjou in the role of a roue, rejuvenated
for a time by a new operation, which
prompts him to seek diversion with the
younger set, gives a characteristic performance. All the suavity he possesses is
brought into play, resultant in an excellent
interpretation.
The society flapper parties are commendably peppy and unstrained. Eleanor Boardman, who takes the lead in these, enacts a
difficult part to perfection. In fact there is
a naturalness about the whole feature which
should put it in a class above the average
of this type.
Cast
Merrill
Adolpfli Menjou
l'enelupe Stevens Eleanor Boardman
Brook Farley
Conrad Nagel
Mrs. Stevens
Hedda Hopper
Story by Benjamin Glazer.
Directed by Hobart Henley.
Photographed by John Arnold.
Length,Story
5,750 feet.
Merrill, on board a returning liner after
twenty years absence in Europe where he
has undergone an operation which has temporarily rejuvenated him, becomes interested
in Penelope
Stevens,
society
tante. At her home
she young
flirts with
him debuwhile
giving a jazzy party to flappers and "cakeeaters." Merrill lures her to his palatial
roof-garden apartment in Manhattan. Finding her flirtation but skin-deep he gives her
a good scare and lectures her. At this time
young Brock Farley, in love with Penelope,
appears with a letter from his mother to
Merrill. Opening it Merrill learns that Farley is his son. He then forgets about wild
parties, assuming his proper age and desiring only to gain the love of his son. Penelope also undergoes a change of heart as
the result of her experience and marries
Farley.
"The Last of the Duanes"
William Fox Presents Tom Mix in the Highest Type of Sure-Fire Zane Gray
Western
Reviewed by Tom Waller.
So successful did "The Last of the Duanes"
prove when William Fox released it in 1919
with William Farnum as the star, that this
producer decided it would be equally
popular in 1924-25 as a Tom Mix starring
vehicle. Mr. Fox has incorporated a new
cast and worked up this Zane Gray novel,
one of the best which that author has
penned, just as if it were its first adaptation
to the screen.
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A more vigorous "Buck" Duane, outlaw
son, compelled through circumstances to
succumb to the hereditary taint of an outlaw
father, than Tom Mix would be hard to find.
The Mix action tends to give the latest production a wave of thrill and brilliancy of
entertainment value even in excess of the
box-office qualities of the Farnum version in
the recollection of this reviewer.
Some audiences now and then are credited
with
reminiscing
"old-time"in
westerns.
Here about
is one thein vim
that incategory
the latest Fox schedule of releases which is
so crammed with gun play, man hunting,
crooked sheriffs, stalwart Texas rangers and
hard-to-win, but once won the forever-after
type of romance, that the seven reels unwind
all too rapidly for the fan craving a redblooded, two-barrelled western.
Mix's horse, Tony, docs some of the most
difficult and daring maneuvering of his career. He jumps over walls, runs up the stairs
of a house and, at great peril to himself and
rider, leaps from roof to roof of this border
type domicile to the ground.
The locales of the picture are rich in the
wanderlust atmosphere of the Rio Grande
country and are especially effective backgrounds for the constant hard riding and display of equestrian skill which are featured
through the whole production.
The plot is so eventful and elastic that
many fans could see and enjoy the picture
a second time, and, incidentally, probably
find something new.
Cast
Buck Duane
Tom Mix
Jenny
Marian Nixon
Cal Bain
Brindsley Shaw
Euchre
Frank Nelson
Directed by Lynn Reynolds.
Scenario by Edward
J. Montagne.
Length,Story
6,942 feet.
In self-defense Buck Duane kills Cal Bain,
a bad man, and is forced to flee from his
hometown in Texas. On the dodge from
Texas rangers he befriends a cattle rust'er
who is shot by a posse. Before his death
the rustler directs Buck to seek his pal
associated with a gang near the border.
There Buck rescues a girl prisoner and returns her to his home. Pursued by the sheriff, who is a rustler with the gang on the
side, Buck overcomes that official and his
deputies leaving them tied together in a
chasm. When the rangers turn up Buck
surrenders to find that they have his pardon, obtained through the exposure of the
gang made by his dead friend's pal.
"The Girl in the Limousine"
Larry Semon's First Feature Comedy for
First National is Fast-Moving and
Decidedly Amusing
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Larry Semon, who is known to practically
every fan because of his works in two reelers,
makes his debut in comedies of feature
length in "The Girl In the Limousine," produced by Chadwick Pictures Corporation and
distributed by First National.
Adapted from a successful stage play by
Avery Hopwood, which has been changed
somewhat to fit the added possibilities of
the screen and to allow opportunities for the
type of humor for which this star is noted,
PERFECT
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this production is one that should prove an
excellent attraction in almost any type of
house. Despite its length, six reels, there is
no padding and there is not a dull moment
from beginning to end.
"The Girl In the Limousine" is an out and
out farce comedy, for even the title role
refers not to a girl, but to a crook who
masquerades as one. It belongs in the category of bedroom farces, as the majority of
the hilarious situations take place in the
bedroom of his former sweetheart, but this
has been handled so that it is all good fun
and there is nothing to which any one can
take exceptions. The comedy complications
are caused by Larry being secreted there in
an unconscious condition and dressed in the
girl's who
pajamas.
by the girl's
aunt,
mistakesHis himdiscovery
for the husband,
and
the endeavor to escape without his own
fiance or the girl's husband discovering him
results in a series of humorous situations
that should make anybody laugh.
For most of the footage, Larry has discarded his usual make-up and costume, and
he has also introduced several serious moments which register well. His performance
is an enjoyable one, as director and star he
has introduced quite a lot of new material
and much of his familiar type of comedy.
A novelty is the opening which shows him.
the girl and the rival as kids, twenty years
before the story opens. Oliver Hardy is
effective as the rival, Claire Adams is attractive as the girl and Charles Murray contributes several laughs as the butler.
Cast
Tony
Larry Semon
The Girl
Claire Adams
The Butler
Charles Murray
Aunt Cicely
Lucille Ward
Dr. Jimmy
Larry Steers
Freddie
Oliver Harding
Based on play by Avery Hopwood.
Scenario by Graham Baker.
Directed by Larry Semon.
Photographed Story
by A. Koenekanip.
Length, 5,030 feet.
As children, Freddie a rough chap, and
Tony a mild-mannered lad, both love The
Girl and when they grow up Freddie marries
her. Tony is courageous but bashful and
when a friend puts hooch in his drinks he
gets scrappy. Two crooks in a limousine, one
disguised as a girl inveigle men and rob
them. They tackle Tony and he puts up a
stiff fight. They overpower him and hide him
in the girls room after dressing him in her
pajamas. Hubby goes to the station house
when one of the crooks is arrested. The
girl's aunt arrives and discovering Tony believes he is the girl's husband. Then follows
a general mix-up and comedy complications.
The husband discovers Tony but lets him go.
Tony chases the crooks back into the room
and is again discovered by the husband. Tony
chases the crooks and the husband chases
Tony who finally catches up with the crooks
and recovers the stolen jewels.
"Empty Hands"
Two "Sure Fires" combine to Make Appeal
to Average Type
of Audience in This
Paramount
Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent.
Evidently
themes
shouldarguing
make that
doubletwo
the "sure-fire"
appeal of
one, Arthur Stringer has combined the
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flapper-daughter idea with the cast-away-ona-desert-island lead and has sought to give
the latter some novelty by making his
desert island a basin in the Canadian Northwest at the end of a one-way rapids. Carey
Wilson has given the story a conventional
development with some rather awkwardly
introduced comedy relief, but the result is
a play that will appeal to the average picture patron. The probabilities are sorely
strained at times, but there is a swing to
the latter sequences of the story that will
grip the interest, including a long trip down
the rapids which carry the leading characters into the isolation of the wilderness.
It is pictorial in both sections and the outdoor photography is unusually good, which
is not offered in disparagement of the interiors.
Jack Holt is featured, but Norma Shearer
easily takes the honors from him and
gives realism to an almost impossible character. Like Holt, she is handicapped,
through the necessity for a long sequence
of repressed emotion expressed in pantomime and it is greatly to the credit of both
players that they almost succeed in redeeming the idea. The situation might easily
have been made ridiculous. The support is
thoroughly adequate, but the roles are
unimportant. The two leads carry the bulk
of the work, and carry it well.
Cant
Grimshaw
Jack Holt
Claire Endlcott
Norma Shearer
Robert Endicott
Charles Clary
Mrs. Endlcott
Haiel Keener
Gypsy
Gertrude Olmstead
M on tic
Ramsey Wallace
Milt Blsnet
Ward Crane
From the novel by Arthur Stringer.
Scenario by Carey Wilson.
Directed by Victor Fleming.
Length, 8,976 feet.
Story
Grimshaw, field engineer-in-chief for a
mining corporation controlled by Robert
Endicott,
home to inmake
a personalcomes
reportto onhishischief's
explorations
the
Canadian Northwest. He arrives on the
night ofdicot is ashocked
super-flapper
party
at
which
Ento see his daughter, Claire,
openly flirting with Milt Bisnet. a married
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man. He takes her with him to the exploration base in Canada. Claire goes fishis unwittingly
drawn intobasin
the in
rapids
whiching andlead
to an inaccessible
the
heart of the Canadian Rockies. Grimshaw,
following, shares her fate. With only a Jack
knife Grimshaw constructs a hut, furnishes
it and supplies the girl even with some of the
comforts of life. Propinquity brings the
usual resultant passion, but he fights off her
suggestion that they wed in the sight of
God. In time they are rescued by airplane.
Back in New York Claire reads In a scandal
sheet the suggestion that she is marrying
Grimshaw on the eve of the Bisnet divorce
case,
in which herself
she Is innamed
co-respondent,
to rehabilitate
the eyes
of society.
She
rejects
Grimshaw's
'proposal,
but heIs
forces an Issue, the divorce case
abandoned and all ends well.
"The Breath of Scandal"
Unusual Theme of Domestic Life and Fine
Cast in This Schulberg Production
Reviewed by Tom Wnller
An enthralling subject, defty handled so
as to emphasize to the fullest extent the
superabundance of human interest situations
and psychological reasoning it possesses,
forebodes for B. P. Schulberg's Gasnier production, "The Breath of Scandal," a good
place on the list of 'next season's big film
successes.
Such names as Lou Tellegen, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Betty Blythe, Jack Mulhall and
Phylis Haver, in addition to a host of other
popular screen and stage artists who are in
the cast, would alone make this Schulberg
offering a drawing card.
The theme is a strong one, striking into
wealthy domestic life where the wife is so
engrossed in social activities that she is unconsciously neglectful of her husband. As
the result he becomes interested in another
woman.
A highly dramatic moment in the production and one which marks the crisis in the
life of an innocent daughter is when all but
the wife learns of the husband's secret liaison
when he is shot in the apartment of his mistress by her divorced husband.
Particularly thrilling is the scene where

Will Rogers in "A Truthful Liar," a Pathe comedy.
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the girl, leaving her luxurious home to learn
men, whom she had patterned after a father
whom she had always honored, is compromised by the avenging divorcee and is found
with a roue in a dive about to be raided
by the district attorney to whom she was
engaged. This situation marks the turning
point
united. and the father and daughter are reThe
is gripping
ed withproduction
entertainment.
It isand
closewellto roundseven
reels in length, however, and a little editing
of some of the drawing room scenes might
tend to make the action more compact.
Cast
Sybil Russell
Betty Blythe
Chnrles Hale
Lou Tellegen
Marjorie Hale
Patsy Ruth Miller
Bill Wallace
Jack Mulhall
Helen Hale
Myrtle Stedman
Clara Simmon*
Phylis Haver
Scenario by Eve Lnsell.
Directed Story
by Gasnier.
Length, 0,900 feet.
Marjorie Hale Is so stunned when her
father, whom she honored above all earthly
things,mentisthat found
shot her
in hiswealthy
mistress'
she leaves
homeapartand
goes into the slums to learn the ways of
men. There her father's assailant, divorced
husband of Hale's mistress, furthers his vengeance by compromising her with a roue
in a questionable resort which is about to
be raided by the district attorney. Discovering her, he postpones the raid but breaks
off their engagement. Daughter and father
are reunited when Hale abandons his mistress. When Mrs. Hale, engrossed In social
activities,
returns
from a convention everything is again
peaceful.
"The

Speed

Spook"

Johnny Hines in One of Filmdom's Greatest
Comedy Thrillers.
Reviewed by Tom Waller
Don't hesitate about "The Speed Spook."
Book it just as soon as you can because it
is one of the best comedy thriller box office
magnets ever turned out. It has endless exploitation possibilities.
C. C. Burr's big production has packed in
it some brand new gag stuff. The subtitles
are so jazzy and original that many of them
will be circulated through the country as
new slang phrases. It was surprising as to
the number which had been memorized and
were on the tongues of over 1,000 distinguished persons after they had previewed
"The Speed Spook" in the Hotel Astor, New
York, this week.
The greatest stunt and, so far as we know,
a true innovation is the Speed Spook, a
specially built racing car which goes tearing
through crowded village streets with motor
roaring and klaxon sounding but with no
one in the driver's seat or visible about the
machine. How the thing is manipulated is
mystifying. When one's curiosity is at the
peak the machine suddenly eludes sheriff
and posse, disappearing through a door-like
opening in a hedge. Then the "works" .are
Streak"
as "Blueunder
Hines,
the
Johnnyking,
is seated
displayed.racing
Billings,
divided into twoandcomparthood, which isfirst
in the
is the motor
ments. In the
second is constructed a real dashboard and
driving wheel.
The suspense commences to intermingle
with comedy incidents early in the footage.to
It starts with Hines setting out to prove
the town the qualities of the Comet brand of
automobile sold by his sweetheart, whose
trade has hitherto suffered through the
(Continued on page 735)
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"The Blow Out"
(Universal — Comedy — Two Reels)
While Buddy Messinger is starred in this
Century comedy released by Universal, a little
negro boy called Bubbles has been given
greater opportunities to get the laughs and
really "walks away with the picture." This
little fellow is Buddy's pal and together they
rescue Buddy's sweetheart when the auto in
which she is riding with the rival gets beyond
control gether
; they
go proceeds
to the girl's
toand thealso
negro
to doparty
several
things that humiliate Buddy and in the end
these two and the rival hide in a piano which
goes down a steep hill with the girl's father
chasing after it as some bonds have been
hidden in the piano. Buddy's comedy ability
is well
knownas and
is Spec
who
appears
the so
rival.
The O'Donnell's
little negro
chap is really funny and gets a lot of laughs,
although he is inclined to overact. Most of
the material in this comedy is of a familiar
type of slapstick, though some new stunts
like catapaulting the boys into an upstairs
room by means of a giant sling is a novelty.
-c. s. s.

"Pathe Review No. 34"
(Pathe — Magazine — One Reel)
This Grantland Rice Sportlight distributed
by Pathe is one of the best of the series.
It should prove interesting to nearly everyone and especially to lovers of horses and
horse racing, as it not only treats with this
subject in detail, showing some good racing
shots and introducing the celebrated jockey,
Earl Sande, and the racer, Mad Hatter,
but it reveals some little known inside in-
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"SHORTS" REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE
Pathe Review No. 34
Pathe Review No. 35
The Blow Out (Universal)
Wild Game (Educational)
Don't Fail (Educational)
formation, such as the use of weights to
handicap a horse, the striking contrast in
the weight of a racing and ordinary saddle,
and the manner in which the jockeys train
down by track work in rubber undergarments.— C. S. S.
"Wild Game"
(Educational — Comedy — Two Reels)
Like all of the Educational-Mermaid comedies, the material consists largely of slapstick into which ingenious twists have been
introduced, but in this one Director Norman
Taurog has not stuck to any one particular
type of action, but introduced a variety of
situations. The hero, Lige Conley, accompanied by his negro valet, land on a desert
island and are captured by cannibals who
prepare to put them in a stew. A flood of
water released to put out a fire in one of the
straw huts sweeps them away. With the aid
of an alligator, mistaken for a spar, they
land on a shore and are received as guests
of an oriental potentate in his palace; however, the desire of the ruler for the girl and
the opposition of the hero causes the latter
with his companion to be thrown in a room

serials

where a lion is let loose, and then follows
a merry chase and general mix-up which
covers the whole palace ending in the hero
conquering the lion. Because of the variety
and the number of incidents, this comedy
moves at a rapid clip and it should afford
satisfactory amusement for the majority of
slap-stick fans even though the situations
are of a familiar type. — C. S. S.
"Pathe Review No. 35"
(Pathe-Magazine — One Reel)
Quite a novel subject in this review is the
exhibition of sculpturing in ice by George E.
Lightenberg. This sculptor chisels a sixtypound block of ice down to the fine lines of a
swan. "Spring Cleaning" shows how a horde
of elephants indulges in an anuual bath. "Along
the France
Loire" displays
very attractive
scenesof
in
done insome
Pathecolor.
Portions
Maine's rugged coast line are included in the
last subject. — T. W.
"Don't Fail"
(Educational — Comedy — One Reel)
The plot of this Educational-Cameo comedy, which features Cliff Bowes and Virginia
Vance, deals with the attempts of the girl's
suitor istoinprove
the "Count,"
his
rival,
realitythat
a crook.
In doingwhothis,is the
hero gets in a trunk which falls off the auto
and slides down hill, just missing several
autos. Finally, in trying to secure a photo of
the count robbing the safe, the flashlight explodes and blackens the hero and the girl.
Considerable of the humor is forced and of
a familiar type and although there are several
humorous moments, it is hardly up to the
standard of the average Cameo. — C. S. S.
The Speed Spook
(Continued from page 734)
schemings of a wealthier competitor. In the
course of this exploitation Hines unearths
the fact that the rival dealer has fraudumarked ballots
the the
sheriff's
Then itlentlycomes
to lightinthat
Speedelection.
Spook
is a Comet car.
Cast
"Blue Streak" Rilling*
Johnny Hines
Betty West
Faire Binney
"Chuck"
Edmund Breese
.lud Skerrit
Warner Richmond
Sheriff West
Frank Losce
Hiram Smith
Henry Wert
Story
by William
WallaceHines.
Cook.
Directed
by Charles
Titles I>y Story
Ralph Spencc.
Length, six reels.

Scene from "Never Again," an Educational-Tuxedo comedy featuring Al St. John.

Returning to the home town after winning
anotherlings sets
bigoutauto
race, "Blue
Streak"a maBilto exploit
the Comet,
chine sold by his sweetheart which has been
failing because of the trickery of a wealthy
competitor. After that each day a long racing car with
no one No
in the
tears
through
the town.
one driver's
is able seat
to apprehend
it.
It
develops
that
that
is
Billings'
scheme to exploit the Comet and it goes over
when the daredevil, accidentally learning
that the rival is faking the ballots for the
sheriff's
election,
and letsThere
the girl
bring them
both nails
back him
to town.
the
Speed Spook, as the mysterious racer has
been named, is identified as a Comet car.
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Your

Seats?

AN

exhibitor in Fairmount, West Virginia, recently conducted a
prize contest in connection with a local newspaper asking the
children of the city to state why they patronized his theatre.
A number of surprises were brought out by the hundreds of letters
submitted. But not the least surprising of all was the fact that a
large number of the letter writers said, "Because the seats are so
comfortable."

Ye gods ! And here there are a lot of us — including exhibitors —
who had come to the conclusion that the question of seating was a
minor matter.
We either took it for granted that the matter of comfortable seats
in motion picture theatres had become so standardized as to be
expected or else we took it for granted that the big pictures and
special attractions of today far outshadowed in importance any
question of comfort on the part of a patron.

Well, in this particular test there were more letters that mentioned comfortable seats than there were communications boosting
the great pictures the house had presented.
Think it over. If you don't honestly think that your own seats
are comfortable enough for you yourself to spend two hours in
them — then how do you expect people to pay cash for the privilege?
If they are beyond hope — get new seats. It may be the cheapest
investment you can make next season. Many times cheaper than
a couple of bally-hooed special attractions that are here today and
gone tomorrow.
Your seats are with you forever.
5

If you don't need new ones — how about recovering and freshening up the old ones? There's a thought — and it isn't any too expensive, either.
Just remember — your seats are here today, tomorrow, and for
manv tomorrows.

I

My

PPJDJ

ECTION

EDITED

Marvelous Reasoning
J. L. Dunkirk, New York City, hands me
a clipping from a projection department in
a trade paper and asks by what process of
reasoning I think the editor thereof arrived
at his conclusion. The clipping reads as follows :
Summary
"We
see,
therefore,
thatthelensfundamental
systems do
not in any way change
laws of light and that light from a socalled 'open' source — whatever such a
source may be — does not differ In any
respect from light coming from any other
kind of sources, whether 'closed,' 'boxedin,' 'caged,' or any other fanciful name.
"The jector
statement,
probeams do nottherefore,
follow thethatInverse
Square Law has no foundation and is
pure 'hokum.'
"The ercises
onlyon light
effectfrom
thatsuch
a lens
system isex-to
a source
alter the extent of the region for any
given condition.
"For the condition of maximum screen
illumination with any given size of
source the Inverse Square Region extends practically the entire length of
the projected beam, clear to the screen,
as was just shown for the incandescent
lamp system."
From the fact that the clipping is headed
"summary," I suppose it is the summing up
of an article of some length. It is not the
desire of this department to enter into argument with, or to criticize, other trade
papers, or any department contained therein.
Those who depend upon those papers for
guidance have a perfect right to do so. If
they are misled, that is, it seems to me, no
one's lookout but their own. During the
past years letters have reached me with clippings from the "projection department" (It

At 100
interior
instead

feet distance these rays, if not redirected, would illuminate almost half of the
of a sphere 200 feet in diameter,
of a portion of them illuminating a
screen probably 18xl3'6".

BY F. H. RICHARDSON

Bluebook

School

Question No. 113 — Is the light source
inverted at spot and can you tell us,
using drawing if you wish to, on what
lens action you base your answer?
Question Nos. 114 and 115 Combined —
Give the best explanation you are able
to of the reasons for a ghost zone in
condenser beam, showing, by a drawing,
what its shape is, and why it is that
when condenser is advanced too far
toward the film a ghost appears in center of the screen.
Question No. 116— To what may we
attribute the fact that the same print of
a film image
may show
"depth"
the
screen
in onegreat
theatre,
andin very
much less in another theatre.
Question No. 117 — Is evenness of
illumination
screen
image?essential to "depth" in the
is not called exactly that, but that is what
it amounts to) of the paper this one is from,
sometimes with letters criticizing the statements of the editor of the "department"
which would pretty nearly burn holes in asbestos. Often there has been a literal demand that I devote space to argument with
this
"department."
This I have consistently
declined
to do.
Opinion Asked
Friend Dunkirk asks my opinion as to the
process of reasoning by which the conclusions set forth in the clipping were arrived
at. To this I would reply merely by saying
that I would consider the process as being
just a bit marvelous, verging perhaps a bit
upon the weird.
The "law of inverse squares" as applies to
light reads : "Light intensity decreases inversely as thesince
square
the distance."
This
means that
lightof from
an open light
source (An "open" light source is an original
source of light with nothing but air around
it— nothing which will operate to refract or
bend the rays of light emanating therefrom.
This is for the information of the editor in
question) goes forward in straight, diverging lines in every direction "in sight of" the
source, the rays spreading out fan-wise, thus :
If you examine this drawing you will see
that with an open light source, say, 100 feet
from a screen, but very little of the illumination would reach it. Yet this clipping says,
in effect, that this law applies to the projected beam, and at any point throughout
its entire length.
No Room for Piffle
Brother Dunkirk, I have no further space
to devote to a discussion of piffle. If the
statement of the writer of the clipping be
true, then ii you hold a card one foot in
front of the projection lens and measure the
intensity oi illumination thereof, and then

move it one foot further away, you would
have exactly one-fourth as brilliant an illumination. What would you have at 100
feet?
By the way, come to think of it, I think
I made the statement myself not long ago,
in reply to a question, that the law above
quoted did not apply to light which had
been acted on by a lens, but only to an
open light source (a lens is not a light
source. It merely transmits light from a
source). If that is "hokum" — whatever that
may be — I'm strong for it.
South

Africa

Just to show how wide is the field covered by the handbooks, here is a letter from
Durban, South Africa :
Dear Mr. Richardson: Being a professional
projectionist [you will observe that the term
"projectionist" is being used even In that
far-off land. — Ed.] and a keen follower of
your books and department, I am taking the
liberty of asking a little advice.
I have been continuously employed as a
projectionist for the past eleven years, plus
two years
apprenticeship.
Lately I have
come interested
in the photographic
side be-of
the business, and have turned out several
topical films with success, doing my own developing and printing. My ambition now is
to become an all-round expert motion picture
photographer. As there are no facilities
here to learn any advanced work I will be
glad if you will advise me as to the best
school in America, or give them my address
so that they may communicate with me and
I will endeavor to make arrangements to
come over for a course.
Bluebook Valuable
I am sure you will be pleased to hear that,
entirely upon information gathered from the
fourth edition of the handbook (the Bluebook), I advised the installation of and did
myself Install the first Mazda equipment in
this city. It is giving entire satisfaction.
Your handbooks and the Hawkins Electrical
Guides are invaluable to me.
Not feeling competent to advise Friend
Craig, I referred the matter to Alfred B.
Hitchins, Associate Editor of the American
Cinematographer, whose office is in New
York City. I asked Mr. Hitchins to advise
Mr. Craig, which I am sure he will do fully
and well — much better than could I.
I do, however, doubt the advisability of
making such an attempt. As I understand
matters, the field is already well filled with
expert cinematographers (as motion picture
cameramen call themselves) who have both
experience and reputation. To give up something one knows thoroughly and try to break
into a field already completely covered — well,
I dunno! Of course, the cameraman of reputation isvery well paid — when he is working, which is by no manner of means all the
time, I think — but it takes a long while to
acquire a reputation — if it can be done at
all. Oh, well, after all it is for Friend Craig
to decide, and I've taken more than one
long chance myself in days gone by, so who
am I that I should discourage another from
doing the same stunt — especially as I sometimes got away with it?
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Projection
(Continued from preceding page)
Union Examination
A man whose name and location I do not
give, for very obvious reasons, says :
Recently I made application for admission
to local union No.
. The initiation fee
was well over a hundred dollars, fifty of
which must be paid cash and the rest in instalments after initiation. My application
was accepted and the "examination committee" was ordered to get busy. Here is what
happened
— and, mind you, I am telling you
facts:
1 was taken to a room where a Simplex
projector mechanism was almost completely
dis-assembled. I was told to assemble It,
put it on the stand and put a picture on the
screen. Naturally, this took a lot of time,
and when I got about half way through I
was told that I was too slow, and was rejected. Not a question of any sort was
asked me.
What I want to know is, do you think
that was a proper examination? Of course
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had I assembled the Simplex rapidly and correctly I don't butknow
have sprung,
havewhat
sinceelse
beenthey
toldwould
that
the committee thought that if a man could
assemble a mechanism correctly and without hesitation, that was sufficient evidence
that he was competent.
Silly Test
Such a test is, in my opinion, just plain
silly, my good brother. You are presumed
to be a projectionist, NOT a factory man.
I wonder what would happen if that brilliant examining committee were under examination itself, and had to assemble a Motiograph DeLuxe or a Baird. I'll bet ten
dollars to ten cents they'd have a fit, collectively and individually. I doubt if I could
myself assemble a Simplex mechanism without anything to refer to, except I be given
plenty of time. And why under Heaven
should a projectionist be asked to assemble
aheprojector
It's himself,
a stunt
probably mechanism
will never anyhow?
have to do
and if he does, certainly he will have first
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himself dis-assembled it, with notation as to
just how things "go back." I was inspector
in the Power factory for years. I inspected
and passed upon more than ten thousand
Power mechanisms, yet it would probably
puzzle me to put one together right now,
if I received it in a totally dis-assembled
state.
Test Generalizations
I cannot spare space to set forth, in detail, what I would consider a real, competent
union examination, but it should be such as
will determine the knowledge of the applicant on (A) The projector mechanism in its
integral parts, both in a practical way and
in theory. (B) The projector optical train.
(C) Electrics and (D) projection room practice in general.
I would, for instance, ask the applicant
such questions as : What is meant by a "60
degree intermittent movement"; a 40 degree
movement? Name the relative advantages
(Continued on following page)

Bluebook School — Answers to Questions
79-83
may be of limited value to
Question No. 81 — Under what conditions a Amanlenswhotable
Question No. 79— What effect has E. F.
lacks the knowledge necessary
of projection lens upon picture size at a are anastigmat lenses of value?
to figure out the image size when focal
given distance?
Constantino, Dobson, Gray, Bennewitz
length of lens is known. The results had
Harry Dobson, Toronto, Ontario; Walter and Thomas made good on this one. Gray from such tables are quite certain to be on
E. Lewis, Endicott, N. Y. ; Charles Oldham, says :
a plane with his own knowledge — or lack
For steropticon work the tables
Norwich, Conn.; Daniel Constantino, EasAnastigmat projection lenses cannot, I of it rather.
a slide mat of certain size, whereas
ton, Pa.; Wm. A. Burnett, Newton, Iowa; think, produce results that make them pref- assume
in practice the slide mat opening varies
Karl H. Sommermeyer, Marietta; H. C.
erable to the present high grade projecFor the motion picture projector
tion lens, except in very short focal lengths, widely.
Spence, Charlottetown, P. E. I.; G. W. Benthe
tables assume a certain aperture width,
newitz, Sioux Falls, So. Dakota; A. L. Fell, where a wide angle of divergence is nec- whereas the old type aperture or a special
essary in the transmitted light — a view aperture will nulify the presumed table reCollingswood, New Jersey, and Chas. Arwhich all agree, except brother Thomas
sults. Level projection also is assumed by
mentrout, Mason City, Iowa (who also an- with
who
says:
projection
lenses those compiling the tables, which is seldom
swered the previous set correctly, but failed are of value "Anastigmatic
particularly where
an unusually
the
case
in actual practice. The correct
to get them in time for consideration) all large picture is being projected with a short
application of proper formula for calcumade correct answers to question No. 79.
focal length lens; also where an unusually
ng is the beonlyhad.method by which accurate
I shall publish the reply of bother Ben- small picture is being projected with a long results latimay
newitz, because it is short, yet covers the focal length lens. (Don't see that last,
Gray
leaves out one of the most vital
brother Thomas. — Ed.) An anastigmat lens
ground. He says :
capable of producing a sharper image to points, which is covered by several of the
The E. F. (equivalent forcus) of a lens is
the extreme edges on a flat field, than an others, viz : the fact that tables presume
determines the size of picture the lens will ordinary
lens will do, which proves that that lenses will be used according to their
project at any distance, to which I will add the anastigmat
lens has a greater degree of markings, which very seldom are themby saying (as all the rest said) that at a correction for chromatic
and spherical aberselves accurate.
given distance the picture size will change
ration. It is therefore logical to presume
as the E. F. of the lens is changed.
that the anastigmat lens is superior for all
Question No. 83 — Describe projector opclasses of projection work than the ordinary
tical train in detail.
lenses now in use.
Question No. 80 — Are lenses made in the
There
several excellent replies to his
The Bluebook view that anastigmat lenses question. are
United' States of America satisfactory?
In fact I think all those before
no advantage in projection except in named, plus
Harry Dobson says they are, though a have
Q H. Hanover, Burlington,
few years ago foreign made lenses were, in short focal length lenses, is based on the Iowa, did very well, but we have all got to
The value of anas- hand it to brother Bennewitz. He says :
most cases, superior. Chas. Oldham says followingtigmat reasoning:
lenses is that they are so corrected
they are very satisfactory, giving a good,
they will produce sharp definition clear
1. The optical train of the projector consharp image and great depth, provided you that
sists of a condenser (A), the office of which
to the edge when projecting on a flat
get a lens with the right free opening for out
is
to pick up as great a number of the disurface.
Remember
that
the
edge
of
a
flat
verging rays from the light source (crater
your local conditions. Arthur H. Gray, Bos- screen is a greater distance from the lens
ton, Mass., says U. S. made lenses are sat- than is its center, and that an ordinary lens floor) as possible, refract them into converging rays and concentrate them into what is
isfactory but that in the earlier days of the focuses most sharply at a given distance
industry it was difficut, if not impossible,
known as the "spot" at the projector aperits optic center, and at NO OTHER
ture, and a projection lens (B), the office
to get projection lenses of U. S. make of from
DISTANCE,
therefore
with
the
ordinary
of
which is to pick up the film image illuhigh grade; also the then prevailing system lens the definition at the edge of the picture
minated by the concentrated rays from the
of grading lenses in half-inch steps as to will be imperfect if the center is sharp, or condenser, and project it to a magnified,
focal length did not permit of projection the vice versa. In practice, however, this only focused image on the screen.
desired size of picture in many cases. He
2. The optical train of a projector conto short focal length lenses, because
further remarks that at least three large applies
concave spherical mirror (C), the
the difference in distance is infinitesimally office sistsofof a which
is to pick up the filament
domestic lens makers are producing projec- small
where
the
projection
distance
is
long,
image
and
reflect it back into a focused
tion lenses which are satisfactory for all
or
the
same
applies
if
the
projection
disimage
situate
between
the filament colls, so
practical purposes, but that at this stage
tance be short but the picture small. Draw
as to present to the condenser as nearly as
further lens development is retarded by
possible
a
solid
light
source.
A condenser
a screen 18 feet wide to a 1/8-in. equals 1
faulty projector construction. Bennewitz
(A), the office of which is to (from here on
foot scale, and then, on the same scale, locate it
says :
reads as per No. IB)
points representing the propection lens at
3. The optical train of a projector conImprovement in optical glass in this coun- different distances from the screen. Then,
concave, spherical mirror (C), the
try, together with keen rivalry between lens
a pencil and thread, describe a circle office sistsofof awhich
is to pick up as great a nummakers, has brought about improvement In using
with
the
lens
point
as
a
fixed
point
and
the
ber
of
the
diverging rays from the light
workmanship and quality of United States center of the screen the radius of the circle.
source
(crater
floor)
as possible, refract and
made lenses. One manufacturer is now mak- You will then see just what the difference reflect them into converging
rays and to
ing projection lenses in five different free
concentrate
them
into
what is known as the
opening diameters, thus making it possible in effect is in long and short projection dis"spot"
at
the
projector
aperture,
and (B)
to select a lens which will pick up the en- lenses. tances—or long and short focal length
(same as IB.)
tire light beam, without either stopping
down or unnecessary master blade width.
My compliments to Bennewitz. He is the
Constantino says U. S. made lenses are just
Question No. 82 — Are so called "Lens only one who remembered that there is more
as satisfactory as any. P. E. Thomas, Cres- Tables"
of any value?
than one kind of projector optical train nowton, Iowa, says U. S. made lenses are without doubt superior to those of foreign make,
Thomas* Gray*, Dobson*, Oldham, Ben- a-days. In considering Question 83 I had not
myself thought of that. Wise bird, is that
and that the past few years has seen great
newitz*, Constantino and Sommermeyer
Bennewitz chap.
made good on this one. Gray says :
progress in lens making.
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(Continued from preceding page)
of a 60 and a 40 degree movement. If the
film buckled over the aperture, what would
be the effect on the screen image and where
would you look for the cause of the
buckling? Explain the action of the projector "take-up" and the reasons why such
an arrangement is necessary. Suppose the
picture on the screen moved up and down
slightly and regularly four times to each
revolution of the crank shaft of the projector, what would be the probable cause?
How would you take up lost motion in a
Simplex or a Power intermittent? If the
applicant answered all or most of these questions correctly and without much hesitation,
I would conclude that he had at least a fair

Hotel
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knowledge
of the projector mechanism, as
such.
Next I would ask him the following, or
somewhat similar questions : What is meant
by a meniscus, a bi-convex and a piano convex condenser lens? How far apart should
piano convex or meniscus bi-convex condenser lenses be placed, and why? If you
are using an ordinary arc, at what angle to
the face of the collector lens should the
crater be carried? Under what conditions
do you need a large diameter projection lens,
and why? and such other questions as might
occur to me, tending to ascertain just what
knowledge the applicant really has of the
optical train of the projector and its intelligent adjustment and handling.
In electrics I would ask him some ques-
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tions like these : Xo. 3 R. C. wire is rated to
carry 80 amperes. Suppose a circuit of No.
3 R. C. was run from the stage switchboard
to feed the projection room 125 feet away,
and you proposed to use a total of 80 amperes. Would that circuit be all right? If
not, why not? You are taking D. C. through
a wire coil rheostat, of which you have but
one; right in the middle of a show one of
the coils burns out; the house is packed.
What would you do? You are using seventy
amperes and a 75 ampere fuse keeps blowing; there is no short or ground; what other
thing or things might cause the trouble?
Explain the electrical action of a motorgenerator set, etc.
As to general projection room practice, I
would ask him something like the following:
Tell us how you would make a splice in the
opaque part of a fade-out — fade-in so there
would be no mis-frame. Explain, in detail,
just how you would make a film splice. Is
harm done to the splice by brushing the
cement on the film, or should it be flowed
on with one motion of the brush? How
would you know when to change over when
running multiple-reel features?
In fact, the union examination should be
such as will not confuse the man, but will
show just what his general knowledge of
projection is. As I said in the first place,
assembling a mechanism, or failure to do so,
proves absolutely nothing. I venture the
guess that some of the very best projectionists in the country could not assemble and
correctly adjust a projector mechanism, starting from a completely dis-assembled condition, without a great deal of trouble, and
could not assemble some projector mechanisms at all.
Sound Value
Arthur H. Gray, Projectionist Lancaster
Theatre, Boston, Mass., who has sent in
some most excellent answers to the Bluebook School questions, has been a bit "under the weather" for a few weeks and unable to keep up with the questions. He
now sends in a bunch of answers, and says:
I regret
compelled
rarily having'
discontinue been
the school,
but tothetempocomposition of accurate and comprehensive answers demands an amount of diligence and
concentration I have been unable to muster.
As you know, I consider the continuance
and success of this educational plan to be
important, and that the plan itself Is of
sound value to our craft. I, for one, In my
humble way, am trying to do my bit to help
the matter along. I find a growing ability
to express myself in writing is not the least
important benefit I shall receive In return
for my work. At Least Trying
Let me call your attention to Brother
Gray's statement that he is trying to "do
his bit." That is the BIG point. There
ought to be at least ten thousand projectionists willing to "do their bit," but — well, at
that, I'm rather glad there are not. There
are enough members of the Bluebook School
right now to give me quite a bit of work
reading and sifting the weekly replies. It is
a bit queer, though, how consistently the
few names published from week to week are
the only ones who seem able to reply correctly to any of the questions. And it is
XOT poor wording, either, but just plain
"don't understand." There is no mistake
about that. It was much the same when I
published a series of questions seven or
eight years ago.
(Continued on page 743)
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of

Albany Incorporations
The following is a list of motion picture companies that have incorporated in New York
state during the first half of August, together
with directors named as well as capitalization :
Marshfield Amusement Corporation, $9,900;
Rubin Mashin, Kalman Feldstein and Mark
Markowitz, all of New York City ; Oswego
Gem theater, $70,000, W. C. Finneran, Myron
Bloom and R. S. Kamp, all of Syracuse;
Miralste Theater Company, Gloversville,
$20,000, Charles Sesonske, L. W. Fry and B.
W. Kearney, all of Gloversville ; B. J. M.
Amusement Corporation, Beacon, $20,000, Max,
Benjamin and Morris Ginsberg of New York
City ; Mercury Amusement Corporation, New
York, $5,000, Arthur Smalley, M. J. LeBoyer
and O. V. Fleischman, of New York.
Becton Pictures, Inc., New York City,
$20,000, Edwin Silton, Rebecca Belsky and W.
Christy Cabanne, all of New York ; Directors
Pictures, Inc., New York City, $1,000, M. D.
Charles, J. M. Mullin and E. M. James, all of
New York ; M. B. and F. Film Producing Company, $20,000, Marks Behrman, Hyman Binder
and Morris Fishier, all of New York City ;
Mark Byron, Inc., New York City, $10,000,
Augusta Boylton, Mark Byron, Jr., and Dorothea Justin, all of New York.
Brock Pemberton, Inc., Brock Pemberton,
Charles Berg and Winifred Golden, all of New
York ; Southern Tier Theaters Co., Elmira, J.
J. Hassett, Malcomb D. Gibson and George Van
DeMark, all of Elmira, no capitalization
stated; Astor Productions, Inc., New York,
$10,000, Henry Segal, Samuel Carver and Alphonse J. Mertz, all of New York City;
Hobart-Hurst Productions, New York, Henry
M. Hobart, William O. Hurst and Myron L.
Lesser, all of New York.
WELDED
WIRE
REELS
For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
7<0 ith Kit.. Nn Yo,k
LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
Official Organ of the Italian Cinematograph Unlsn
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15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Subscription: $7.00 or 85 francs per Annum
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80-82 Wardour St.
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Handsome

Theatre

for Fort

Wayne, Indiana
John Burns, president of the First National
Bank at Hartford City, has leased the property
of Dr. M. F. Schick at the corner of Calhoun
and Wayne Streets, Fort Wayne, Indiana,
which extends to the rear of the Odd Fellows
Temple. It is understood that a handsome
moving picture theatre will be erected on the
site in the near future. An option was acquired
about three years ago for this same site by the
now defunct Consolidated Theatres Company.
The property is one of the most valuable in
the city, and will provide an excellent location
for a large theatre, which could easily seat
more than three thousand people.
It is believed that the Butterfield Circuit is
deeply interested in the project, as this company
has considered a site in the city for several
years. If the building, when completed, is
leased to the Butterfield interest, it will represent one of the largest and best equipped picture
and vaudeville houses in the West.

New

Theatre

Building

for St. Charles,

III.

The town of St. Charles, Illinois, is to
have a handsome new building on East Main
Street, to be erected by Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Norris. It will be known as the Arcade
Building, and designed in the Italian Renaissance period, effectively worked out in terra
cotta, face brick and stucco.
The structure will be partially occupied by
a modern and up-to<late equipped theatre,
with seating capacity of eight hundred. The
balance of the building will be devoted to
commercial purposes, with stores on the first
floor and offices and a tea room on the second floor.
The theatre will have spacious foyers, promenades and waiting lounges, affording ample and
comfortable accommodations for the patrons.
An unusual feature will be the mezzanine balcony in the rear of the auditorium, supported
by large girders, making unnecessary any supporting columns to obstruct the view.
Recent

New
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England

Incorporations
American Historical Film Company, Inc.,
Boston; $25,000 ; 2,500 shares at $10 each;
President, Robert L. Hosmer ; treasurer, Walter
T. Kenney ; and Gilbert E. Kemp. Franklin
Park Theatre, Inc., Boston; theatrical entertainments; capital, $25,000; Charles H. Williams, Frank G. Montague and Elizabeth H.
McVay, all of Boston. Winter Hill Theatres,
Inc., Somerville; $10,000; 100 shares at $100
each; President, Mary Chartoff ; treasurer,
Philip L. Markell; Samuel Markell. Strand
Amusement Company of Massachusetts;
$25,000; 250 shares at $100 each; President,
Louis M. Boas ; treasurer, Adolphus M. Burroughs; and Margaret C. Calvin. Augustin
Theatres Company, Inc., Gloucester; $10,000;
1.000 shares at $10 each; President, William
G. Brown, Jr.; treasurer, George H. Newell,
and Patrick J. O'Brien.

Huge Robert Morton Unit
Organ for Berwyn Theatre
The Berwyn Theatre, Berwyn, 111., has just
placed an order for what will probably be
one of the largest Robert Morton Unit Organs in the country. The Berwyn is situated in one of the fashionable suburbs of
Chicago.
The Photoplayer Company has begun construction on this organ for installation some
time this fall. With the new organ installed
the Berwyn Theatre will class as a veritable
"temple of the motion picture."
"CAVALIER" CHAIRS MARKETED
BY SOUTHERN DESK COMPANY
A line of opera chairs combining the threefold features of good design, great durability
and low cost is being marketed by the Southern Desk Company, of Hickory, N. C, under
the name "Cavalier." This company makes
four styles of seats, and carries in stock a
large number of seats ready to ship on quick
notice direct from Hickory.
The seats have pressed steel standards, with
five-ply, double-curve seats and backs.
The Southern Desk Company invites inquiries from theatre owners or those who
plan new theatres, and will be glad to make
for such interested parties estimates of seating cost and plans if the plans are submitted
with the inquiry. This is a part of the company's engineering service, and entails ao
obligation.
Projection
(Continued from page 740)
As

to Law

A young
man writes from Illinois, as follows :
Dear Mr. Richardson: I ask you how a
youngter, isman,
or anytheother
for thatpicture
matto learn
art man
of motion
projection in a state where the law reads
that ONLYMITTED ONE
SHALL ROOM
BE PERIN THE PERSON
PROJECTION
AT
A TIME. In the Bluebook you say, page
303, that no application for a position as
projectionist ought to be considered by a
theatre manager unless the applicant can
show that(Continued
he has served
at least
on page
744) one year's
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only
3c per word per insertion
Minimum charge 60c
Terms, Strictly Cash with Order
Copy must reach us by Tuesday noon to lasure
publlc&Uon In that week's Issue.
HELP WANTED
WANTED — Cameraman with or without outfit.
Must have knowledge of industrial work. State
age and pastIndustrial
experienceFilmin Company,
first letter.
Address
Metropolitan
Youngstown,
Ohio.
SITUATIONS WANTED
FEATURE ORGANIST desires connection with
first-class theatre. Accomplished musician. Picture
player and
exceptional
ability. Experienced.soloist
Reputation.of Union.
Magnificent
library.
Good instrument and salary essential. Address,
York
City.
"Expert Organist," Moving Picture World, New
MUSICAL arranger
DIRECTOR—
conductor.
composer,
; now Baton
employed
in oneViolinist,
of tfie
finest theatres in the U. S., wishes to make a change.
Library of seven thousand orchestral numbers.
Noted for perfect synchronization. Can stage
presentation
features.onlyMust
full charge
music.
Will consider
the have
best picture
theatres.of
Extensive wardrobe. Reliable, conscientious worker.
Box 350, Moving Picture World, New York City.
MUSICAL CONDUCTOR open for engagement.
Composer and arranger ; awarded first prlie Paris
Conservatory
of Music.
cueing
pictures. Extensive
libraryLongfor experience
pictures, concert
prologues.
Address
Apt.
1-C,
20.1
West
107th
Street
New York Citv
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Projection
(Continued from page 743)
bona fide apprenticeship in a projection room.
How could I or any one else qualify under
thatobeyed?
rule if the law of this state (Illinois)
is
I feel confident that I could go into a
projection room and "get by" as well as
many, and even better than some, but I
would fee] that I would be cheating the employer if I represented myself as an efficient,
capable projectionist. I would gladly work
for a dollar a week for a year, if necessary,
in order to get the experience, BUT the law
says no!
,
Must Be Mistake
I do not know just how the Illinois law
reads, but surely it is not as you say, since
that would prevent the employment of two
projectionists to the "shift" as is done in
many, many theatres in Chicago and other
Illinois cities. If the law reads that a genuine, bona fide apprentice is not allowed in a
projection room, then the Illinois law is
IDIOTIC and DANGEROUS.
Yes, I said DANGEROUS, because it operates to prevent the production of a supply
of competent men to take the place of those
who from time to time drop out, through
removal, death, etc., etc. If the Illinois lawmakers were wise, and knew their business,
they would not only permit apprentices in
projection rooms, but they would make it
unlawful to license any man as a motion picture projectionist unless he can show either
that he has served a bona fide apprenticeship of not less than one year, or that he
has projected motion pictures elsewhere for
a period of at least one year.
If the Illinois law does operate to prevent
apprenticeship, then it also operates not only
to curtail the supply of competent projec-

DURABILITY

PICTURE

tionists, but actually to prevent the production of any at all— except to "school taught"
product — a proposition which is, I repeat, not
only silly, but DANGEROUS.
Two Extremes
I think surely you must have misinterpreted the Illinois law. There are two extremes in the matter of production of projectionists. Itis NOT good policy to have
any considerable over-supply. That might
seem a most excellent proposition to shortsighted theatre managers, but in the end it
would merely operate to create trouble,
strikes and general discouragement and inef iciency. On the other hand, it is just as
bad to limit the production of competent
men too much. The wise lawmakers will arrange to permit, and even to encourage, apprenticeships. The wise union will make
suitable provisions for apprentices, with a
living wage for them, and fill the natural
depletions in their ranks with graduated apprentices, who must serve as apprentices until there is an opening for them.
It is true that the matter of apprentices
not only should, but must be handled carefully, but certainly there is no reason why
laws should prohibit them, or why unions
cannot themselves apply a satisfactory apprenticeship system.
What It Means
Homer Ducharme, Projectionist Calvin
Theatre, North Hampton, Mass., says:
Attached find answers to questions 63 to
67, inclusive. I have worked out answers to
most of the questions, but my time Is limited
and I am so slow that I did not get around
to copy them in time to send them in for

and

due to
Comfort,
1. Five-ply birch
veneer, extra high
back, compound
curve that fits
comfortably and
keeps the occupant contented.
2. Semi - steel
standards, strong
and durable, artistic in design and
made to stay. No
break - downs or
repairs — no chairs
out of order.
A third feature,
from the owners'
standpoint, is low
price and quick
shipment from
Hickory.
Write for style pictures and prices — or, better still,
send us a sketch of your house and we will submit
a seating plan and estimate the cost of "Cavalier"
equipment.
Southern
HICKORY

Desk

WORLD

Company
NORTH CAROLINA

August 30, 1924
publication. I have, however, checked up on
and find them substantht published
tially correct,replies
which, as you may guess,
pleased me exceedingly.
I only wish that projectionists could all
realize what the Bluebook School means to
them, or would mean to them If they made
use of it. I see that Massachusetts men are
conspicuous by their absence (Except for
three men, only one of whose replies have
been correct up to this time. — Ed.), but I
just simply refuse to believe that practically
every projectionist In the state either lacks
knowledge or is too indifferent to reply to
the questions.
Highly skilled men will surely be in demand to handle projection, and that sooner
than many realize, and when that time does
come a great many of us will, to our sorrow,
be left behind. I am glad I am finishing,
but were I a young man I certainly would
study everything
I could find pertaining to
motion
picture projection.
Way Down East
As to Massachusetts projectionists, well,
it is possible that many of them are doing
just what you have yourself done, viz:
worked out the answers, and checked up
with the published replies. That is all very
well, BUT if all did that where would the
thing soon land? Massachusetts has many
high grade projectionists; also she has many
who are removed from high grade by several rather long jumps — just as is the case
in every state in the Union. However,
BOTH the high grade and the low grade
men can benefit largely by going through
with the Bluebook School. It's up to yon,
men. Tm trying to do my part, though it
means a lot of work, for which I don't get
a red cent extra. So long as I can believe
the thing is helpful to even a small number
of the men, why that's that, and we will keep
going.
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DIXIE CUPS IN
EVERY KEITH THEATRE
In the equipment of Keith Houses, nothing is omitted that will contribute to the
comfort and convenience of their patrons.
Throughout performance and intermission
alike, DIXIE Penny Vendors provide purewhite, sturdy DIXIES — one at a time.
To drink from DIXIES is delightful — and
safe. And your patrons know it.
Individual Drinking Cup Co., Inc.
Original Makers of Paper Cups
EASTON, PA.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
With Branches at Philadelphia, CMeaga. Baltl mora, Lm Aagalea.
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demand for the best
FDPULAR
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musical accompaniment
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n
and the accep
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motio
of the organ for all around standard
performance, has justified the selection of the Robert-Morton Unit
Organ for not only the larger, but
also the smaller houses.
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ECONOMY

MEET

Amusement Company, West Coast
^Theatres, Harold Gleason of the
Eastman School of Music, Clarence
Eddy, Dean of American Organists,
and Edwin A. Lemare, one of the
world's greatest concert organists,
are among those who have enthusiastically endorsed the RobertMorton.

"DOBERT- MORTON
leadership
is reflected in its selection by

T TOWEVER.

good

music

XT. longer an extravagance.
spite the musical excellence

the world's leading exhibitors, greatest artists, performers and organists.

is no
Deand

r^HAS. CHAPLIN, S. L. Roth^'apfel, Universal Pictures Corporation, Alexander Pantages,
Julian Saenger, President of Saenger

enduring quality of Robert-Morton
Unit Organs, there is now a style
and size to fit every type of theatre,
and prices and terms are within
reach of all.
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California

Go.

Go.

Chicago
345 So.Va6as/vAve\

Percussions

Used.

The Photo Player Co.
GENTLEMEN: Please send catalog ami full
details of your new selling plan on RobertMorton Unit Organs.
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Comedy

1st Release — Second
Langdons

Series

Most men claim to be boss in their own
household.
Most men's wives dispute the claim.

But the real boss is the cook, the queen
of the kitchen.

If you want to find out how much fun
there can be in seeing a man try to fire
a muscular, aggressive, hard-boiled cook,
just see this comedy. But even more
fun comes when a beautiful vamp arrives
to take the other's place.

Langdon is a big bet; this will make
him a bigger one.
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